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OBJECTS AND RULES
OP

THE ASSOCIATION.

OBJECTS.
The Assocution contemplates no interference with tlie ground occupied

by other institutions. Its objects are :—To give a stronger impulse and

a more systematic direction to scientific inquiry,—to promote the inter-

course of those who cultivate Science in different parts of the British

Empire, with one another and with foreign philosophers,—to obtain a

more general attention to the objects of Science, and a removal of any

disadvantages of a public kind which impede its progress.

EULES.
Admission of Members and Associates.

All persons who have attended the first Meeting shall be entitled

to become Members of the Association, upon subscribing an obligation

to conform to its Rules.

The Fellows and Members of Chartered Literary and Philosophical

Societies publishing Transactions, in the British Empire, shall be entitled,

in like manner, to become Members of the Association.

The Officers and Members of the Councils, or Managing Committees,

of Philosophical Institutions shall be entitled, in like manner, to become

Members of the Association.

All Members of a Philosophical Institution recommended by its Coun-

cil or Managing Committee shall be entitled, in like manner, to become

Members of the Association.

Persons not belonging to such Institutions shall be elected by the

General Committee or Council to become Life Members of the Asso-

ciation, Annual Subscribers, or Associates for the year, subject to the

approval of a General Meeting.

Compositions, Subscriptions, and Privileges.

Life Membees shall pay, on admission, the sum of Ten Pounds. They
shall receive gratuitously the Reports of the Association which may be

published after the date of such payment. They are eligible to all the

offices of the Association.

Annual Subscribees shall pay, on admission, the sum of Two Pounds,

and in each following year the sum of One Pound. They shall receive
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grahiitoushj the Reports of the Association for the yeai* of their admission
and for the years in which they continue to pay ivithout intermission their

Annual Subscription. By omitting to pay this subscription in any par-
ticular year, Members of this class (Annual Subscribers) lose for that and
all future years the privilege of receiving the volumes of the Association
gratis ; but they may resume their Membership and other privileges at any
subsequent Meeting of the Association, paying on each such occasion the
sum of One Pound. They are eligible to all the offices of the Association.

Associates for the year shall pay on admission the sum of One Pound.
They shall not receive gratuitously the Reports of the Association, nor be
eligible to serve on Committees, or to hold any office.

The Association consists of the following classes :

—

1. Life Members admitted from 1831 to 1845 inclusive, who have paid
on admission Five Pounds as a composition.

2. Life Members who in 1846, or in subsequent years, have paid on
admission Ten Pounds as a composition.

3. Annual Members admitted fi'om 1831 to 1839 inclusive, subject to

the payment of One Pound annually. [May resume their Membership after

intermission of Annual Payment.]
4. Annual Members admitted in any year since 1839, subject to the

payment of Two Pounds for the first year, and One Pound in each
following year. [May resume their Membership after intermission of

Annual Payment.]
5. Associates for the year, subject to the payment of One Pound.
6. Corresponding Members nominated by the Council.

And the Members and Associates will be entitled to receive the annual
volume of Reports, gratis, or to purchase it at reduced (or Members')
price, according to the following specification, viz. :

—

1. Gratis.—Old Life Members who have paid Five Pounds as a compo-
sition for Annual Payments, and previous to 1845 a further
sum of Two Pounds as a Book Subscription, or, since 1845,
a further sum of Five Pounds.

New Life Members who have paid Ten Pounds as a composition.
Annual Members who have not intermitted their Annual Sub-

scription.

2. At reduced or Members' Price, viz., two-thirds of the Publication Price.

—Old Life Members who have paid Five Pounds as a compo-
sition for Annual Payments, but no further sum as a Book
Subscription.

AnnualMembers who have intermitted theirAnnual Subscription.

Associates for the year. [Privilege confined to the volume for

that year only.]

3. Members may purchase (for the purpose of completing their sets) any
of the volumes of the Reports of the Association up to 1874,

of which more than 15 copies remain, at 2s. 6d. per volume.'

Application to be made at the Office of the Association.
Volumes not claimed within two years of the date of publication can

only be issued by direction of the Council.
Subscriptions shall be received by the Treasurer or Secretaries.

' A few complete sets, 1831 to 1874, .are on sale, at £10 the set.
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Meetings.

The Association shall meet annnally, for one week, or longer. The
place of each Meeting shall be appointed by the General Committee not
less than two years in advance ' ; and the arrangements for it shall be
entrusted to the Officers of the Association.

General Committee.

The General Committee shall sit during the week of the Meeting, or
longer, to transact the business of the Association. It shall consist of the
following persons :

—

Class A. Permanent Membeks.

1. Members of the Council, Presidents of the Association, and Presi-

dents of Sections for the present and preceding years, with Authors of
Reports in the Transactions of the Association.

2. Members who by the publication of "Works or Papers have fur-

thered the advancement of those subjects which are taken into considera-
tion at the Sectional Meetings of the Association. With a view of sub-

mitting new claims under this Rule to the decision of the Council, they must he

sent to the Assistant General Secretary at least one month before the Meeting

of the Association. The decisimi of the Coiincil on the claims of any Member
of the Association to be placed on the list of the General Committee to be final.

Class B. Temporaey Members.'^

1. Delegates nominated by the Corresponding Societies under the
conditions hereinafter explained. Claims under this Rule to be sent to the
Assistant General Secretary before the opening of the Meeting.

2. Office-bearers for the time being, or delegates, altogether not ex-
ceeding three, from Scientific Institutions established in the place of
Meeting. Claims under this Rule to be approved by the Local Secretaries

before the opening of the Meeting.

3. Foreigners and other individuals whose assistance is desired, and
who are specially nominated in writing, for the Meeting of the year, by
the President and General Secretaries.

4. Vice-Presidents and Secretaries of Sections.

Organising Sectional Committees.^

The Presidents, Vice-Presidents, and Secretaries of the several Sec-
tions are nominated by the Council, and have power to act until their
names are submitted to the General Committee for election.

From the time of their nomination they constitute Organising Com-
mittees for the purpose of obtaining information upon the Memoirs and
Reports likely to be submitted to the Sections,'' and of preparing Reports

' Eevised by the General Committee, Liverpool, 1896.
^ Revised, Montreal, 1884.
' Passed, Edinburgh, 1871.
^ Notice to Contributors of Memoirs.—Authors are reminded that, under an

arrangement dating from 1871, the acceptance of Memoirs, and the days on which
thfy are to be read, are novs- as far as possible determined by Organising Committees
for the several Sections before the beginning of the Meeting. It has therefore become
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thereon, and on tbe order iu wliicli it is desirable that they should be

read, to be presented to the Committees of the Sections at their first

meeting. The Sectional Presidents of former years are ex o^cio members
of the Organising Sectional Committees.'

An Organising Committee may also hold sucb preliminary meetings as

the President of the Committee thinks expedient, but shall, under any
circumstances, meet on the first Wednesday of the Annual Meeting, at

11 A.M., to nominate the first members of the Sectional Committee, if

they shall consider it expedient to do so, and to settle the terms of their

report to the Sectional Committee, after which their functions as an
Organising Committee shall cease.

^

Constitution of the Sectional Committees.^

On the first day of the Annual Meeting, the President, Vice-Presi-

dents, and Secretaries of each Section having been appointed by the

General Committee, these Ofiicers, and those previous Presidents and
Vice-Presidents of the Section who may desire to attend, are to meet, at

'2 P.M., in their Committee Rooms, and enlarge the Sectional Committees

by selecting individuals from among the Members (not Associates) present

at the Meeting whose assistance they may particularly desire. The Sec-

tional Committees thus constituted shall have power to add to their

number from day to day.

The List thus formed is to be entered daily in the Sectional Minute-

Book, and a copy forwarded without delay to the Printer, who is charged

with publishing the same before 8 a.m. on the next day in the Journal of

the Sectional Proceedings.

Business of the Sectional Committees.

Committee Meetings are to be held on the Wednesday, and on the

following Thursday, Friday, Saturday,'' Monday, and Tuesday, for the

objects stated in. the Rules of the Association. The Organising Committee
of a Section is empowered to arrange the hours of meeting of the Section

and the Sectional Committee except for Thursday and Saturday.'^

The business is to be conducted iu the following manner :

—

o

1. The President shall call on the Secretary to read the minutes of

the previous Meeting of the Committee.
2. No paper shall be read until it has been formally accepted by the

necessary, iu order to give an opportunity to the Committees of doing justice to the
several Communications, that each antlior should prepare an Abstract of his Memoir
of a length suitable for insertion in the published Transactions of the Association,

and that he should send it, together with the original Memoir, by book-post, on or

before , addressed to the General Secretaries, at the office of
the Association. 'For Section ' If it should be inconvenient to the Author
that his paper should be read on any particular days, he is requested to send in-

formation thereof to tlie Secretaries in a separate note. Authors who send in their

MSS. three complete weeks before the Meeting, and whose papers are accepted,
will be furnished, before the Meeting, with printed copies of their Reports and
abstracts. No Report, Paper, or Abstract can be inserted in the Annual Volume
unless it is handed cither to the Recorder of the Section or to the Assistant General
Secretary hefore the conclusion of the Afeetinr/.

' Sheffield, 1870. = g^a,nsea,'l880. » Edinburgh, 1871.
* The meeting en Saturday is optional, Southport, 1883. ' Nottingham, 1893.
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Committee of the Section, and entered on the minutes accord-

ingly-

3. Papers which have been reported on unfavourably by the Organ-
ising Committees shall not be brought before the Sectional

Committees.^

At the first meeting, one of the Secretaries will read the Minutes of

last year's proceedings, as recorded in the Minute-Book, and the Synopsis

of Recommendations adopted at the last Meeting of the Association

and printed in the last volume of the Report. He will next proceed to

read the Report of the Organising Committee.^ The list of Communi-
cations to be read on Thursday shall be then arranged, and the general

distribution of business throughout the week shall be provisionally ap-

pointed, At the close of the Committee Meeting the Secretaries shall

forward to the Printer a List of the Papers appointed to be read. The
Printer is charged with publishing the same before 8 A.M. on Thursday
in the Journal.

On the second day of the Annual Meeting, and the following days,

the Secretaries are to correct, on a copy of the Journal, the list of papers

which have been read on that day, to add to it a list of those appointed

to be read on the next day, and to send this copy of the Journal as early

in the day as possible to the Printer, who is charged with printing the

same before 8 a.m. next morning in the Journal. It is necessary that one
of the Secretaries of each Section (generally the Recorder) should call

at the Printing Ofi&ce and revise the proof each evening.

Minutes of the proceedings of every Committee are to be entered daily

in the Minute-Book, which should be confirmed at the next meeting of

the Committee.
Lists of the Reports and Memoirs read in the Sections are to be entered

in the !Minute-Book daily, which, with all Memoirs and Copies or Abstracts

of Memoirs furnished hy Authors, are to he forwarded, at the close of the

Sectional Meetings, to the Assistant General Secretary.

The Vice-Presidents and Secretaries of Sections become ex officio

temporary Members of the General Committee (vide p. xxxi), and will

receive, on application to the Treasurer in the Reception Room, Tickets

entitling them to attend its Meetings.

The Committees will take into consideration any suggestions which may
be offered by their Members for the advancement of Science. They are

specially requested to review the recommendations adopted at preceding
Meetings, as published in the volumes of the Association, and the com-
munications made to the Sections at this Meeting, for the purposes of

selecting definite points of research to which individual or combined
exertion may be usefully directed, and branches of knowledge on the

state and progress of which Reports are wanted ; to name individuals or

Committees for the execution of such Reports or researches ; and to state

whether, and to what degree, these objects may be usefully advanced by
the appropriation of the funds of the Association, by application to

Government, Philosophical Institutions, or Local Authorities.

In case of appointment of Committees for special objects of Science,

it is expedient that all Members of the Committee should he named, and

' These rules were adopted by the General Committee, Plymouth, 1877.
' This and the following sentence were added by the General Committee, Edin-

burgh, )871.

1898. b
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one of them appointed to act as Chairman, who shall have notified per-

scmally or in ivriting his willingness to accept the office, the Chairman to have

the responsibility of receiving and dishursing the grant (if any has been made)
and securing the presentation of the Report in due time ; and, further, it is

expedient that one of the members should he appointed to act as Secretary, for
ensuring attention to business.

That it is desirable that the number of Members appointed to serve on a
Committee should be as small as is consistent with its efficient worTcing.

That a tabular list of the Committees appointed on the recommendation

of each Section should be sent each year to the Recorders of the several Sec-

tions, to enable them to fill in the statement ichether the several Committees

appointed on the recommendation of their respective Sections had presented

their reports.

That on the proposal to recommend the appointment of a Committee for a

special object of science having been adopted by the Sectional Committee, the

number of Members of such Committee be then fixed, but that the Members to

serve on such Committee be noviinated and selected by the Sectional Com-
mittee at a subsequent meeting.^

Committees have power to add to their number persons whose assist-

ance they may require.

The recommendations adopted by the Committees of Sections are to

be registered in the Forms furnished to their Secretaries, and one Copy of

each is to be forwarded, without delay, to the Assistant General Secretary

for presentation to the Committee of Recommendations. Unless this be

done, the Recommendations cannot receive the sanction of the Association.

N.B.—Recommendations which may originate in any one of the Sections

must first be sanctioned by the Committee of that Section before they can
be referred to the Committee of Recommendations or confirmed by the

General Committee.

Notices regarding Grants of Money. "^

1. No Committee shall raise money in the name or under the auspices of

the British Association without special permission from the General
Committee to do so ; and no money so raised shall be expended
except in accordance with the Rules of the Association.

2. In grants of money to Committees the Association does not contem-
plate the payment of personal expenses to the Members.

3. Committees to which grants of money are entrusted by the Association
for the prosecution of particular Researches in Science are ap-
pointed for one year only. If the work of a Committee cannot be
completed in the year, and if the Sectional Committee desire the
work to be continued, application for the reappointment of the
Committee for another year must be made at the next meeting of
the Association.

4. Each Committee is required to present a Report, whether final or in-

terim, at the next meeting of the Association after their appoint-
ment or reappointment. Interim Reports must be submitted ia

writing, though not necessarily for publication.

• Revised by the General Committee, Bath, 1888.
^ Revised by the General Committee at Ipswich, 1895.
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5. la each Committee tlie Cliairman is tiie only person entitled to

call on tlie Treasurer, Professor G. Carey Foster, F.R.S., for

such portion of the sums granted as may from time to time be

required.

C. Grants of money sanctioned at a meeting of the Association expire on

June 30 following. The Treasurer is not authorised after that

date to allow any claims on account of such grants.

7. The Chairman of a Committee must, before the meeting of the Asso-

ciation next following after the appointment or reappointment of

the Committee, forward to the Treasurer a statement of the sums

which have been received and expended, -with vouchers. The

Chairman must also return the balance of the grant, if any, which

has been received and not spent ; or, if further expenditure is con-

templated, he must apply for leave to retain the balance.

8. When application is made for a Committee to be reappointed, and to

retain the balance of a former grant which is in the hands of the

Chairman, and al>o to receive a further grant, the amount of such

further grant is to be estimated as being additional to, and not

inclusive of, the balance proposed to be retained.

9. The Committees of the Sections shall ascertain whether a Report has

been made by every Committee appointed at the previous Meeting

to whom a sum of money has been granted, and shall report to the

Committee of Recommendations in every case where no such

repoi't has been received.

10. Members and Committees who may be entrusted with sums of money

for collecting specimens of Natural History are requested to re-

serve the specimens so obtained to be dealt with by authority of

the Association.

11. Committees are requested to furnish a list of any apparatus which

may have been purchased out of a grant made by the Association,

and to state whether the apparatus will be useful for continuing

the research in question, or for other scientific purposes.

1-2. All Instruments, Papers, Drawings, and other property of the Asso-

ciation are to be deposited at the Office of the Association when

not employed in scientific inquiries for the Association.

LH The Meeting Room of each Section is opened for conversation shortly

Ijefore the meeting commences. The Section Rooms and approaches thereto

can he used for no notices, exhibitions, or other purposes than those of the

.^LSSOCZCltlO^h

At the time appointed the Chair will be taken, ' and the reading of

communications, in the order previously made public, commenced.

Sections may, by the desire of the Committees, divide themselves into

Departments, as often as the number and nature of the communications

delivered in may render such divisions desirable.

' The Organising Committee of a Section is empowered to arrange ths hours

of meeting of the Section and Sectional Committee, except for Thursday and

Saturday.
b3

Business of the Sections.
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A Report presented to the Association, and read to llie Section wMch
originally called for it, may be read in another Section, at the request of

the Officers of that Section, with the consent of the Author.

Duties of the Doorkeepers.

1. To remain constantly at the Doors of the Rooms to -which they are

appointed during the whole time for which they are engaged.

2. To require of every person desirous of entering the Rooms the ex-

hibition of a Member's, Associate's, or Lady's Ticket, or Reporter's

Ticket, signed by the Treasurer, or a Special Ticket signed by the

Assistant General Secretary.

3. Persons unprovided with any of these Tickets can only be admitted

to any particular Room by order of the Secretary in that Room.

Xo person is exempt from these Rules, except those Officers of the
Association whose names are printed in the Programme, p. 1.

Duties of the Messengers.

To remain constantly at the Rooms to which they are appointed dar-
ing the whole time for which they are engaged, except when employed o:*

messages by one of the Officers directing these Rooms.

Committee of Recommendations.

The General Committee shall appoint at each Meeting a Committee,
which shall receive and consider the Recommendations of the Sectional

Committees, and report to the General Committee the measures which
they would advise to be adopted for the advancement of Science.

Presidents of the Association in former years are e.c officio members of

the Committee of Recommendations.^
All Recommendations of Grants of ]\Ioney, Requests for Special Re-

searches, and Reports on Scientific Subjects .shall be submitted to the

Committee of Recommendations, and not taken into consideration by the

General Committee unless previously recommended by the Committee of

Recommendations

.

All proposals for establishing new Sections, or altering the titles of

Sections, or for any other change in the constitutional forms and funda-
mental rules of the Association, shall be referred to the Committee of

Recommendations for a report.^

If the President of a Section is unable to attend a meeting of the
Committee of Recommendations, the Sectional Committee shall be
authorised to appoint a Vice-President, or, failing a Vice-President,

80me other member of the Committee, to attend in his place, due notice

of the appointment being sent to the Assistant General Secretary.^

' Passed by the General Comroittce at Newcastle, 1863.
* Passed by tlie General Committee at Birmingham, 1865.
* Passed by the General Committee at Leeds, 1890.
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Corresponding Societies}

1. Any Society is eligible to be placed on the List of Corresponding

Societies of the Association which undertakes local scientific investiga-

tions, and publishes notices of the results.

2. Application may be made by any Society to be placed on the

List of Corresponding Societies. Applications must be addressed to the

Assistant General Secretary on or before the 1st of June pi'eceding the

Annual Meeting at which it is intended they should be considered, and
must be accompanied by specimens of the publications of the results of

the local scientific investigations recentl}^ undertaken by the Society.

3. A Corresponding Societies Committee shall be annually nomi-

nated by the Council and appointed by the General Committee for the

purpose of considering these applications, as well as for that of keeping

themselves generally informed of the annual work of the Corresponding

Societies, and of superintending the preparation of a list of the papers

published by them. This Committee shall make an annual report to the

•General Committee, and shall suggest such additions or changes in the

List of Corresponding Societies as they may think desirable.

4. Every Corresponding Society shall return each year, on or before the

1st of June, to the Assistant General Secretary of the Association, ai

schedule, properly filled up, which will be issued by him, and which will

contain a request for such particulars with regard to the Society as may
be required tor the information of the Corresponding Societies Committee.

5. There shall be inserted in the Annual Report of the Association

a list, in an abbreviated form, of the papers published by the Corre-

sponding Societies during the past twelve months which contain the

results of the local scientific work conducted by them ; those papers only

being included which refer to subjects coming under the cognisance of

one or other of the various Sections of the Association.

6. A Corresponding Society shall have the right to nominate any
one of its members, who is also a Member of the Association, as its dele-

gate to the Annual Meeting of the Association, who shall be for the time

a Member of the General Committee.

Conference of Delegates of Corresponding Societies.

7. The Conference of Delegates of Corresponding Societies is em-
powered to send recommendations to the Committee of Recommen-
dations for their consideration, and for report to the General Committee,

8. The Delegates of the various Corresponding Societies shall con-

stitute a Conference, of which the Chairman, Vice-Chairmen, and Secre-

taries shall be annually nominated by the Council, and appointed by the

General Committee, and of which the members of the Corresponding
Societies Committee shall be ex oflicio members.

0. The Conference of Delegates shall be summoned by the Secretaries

to hold one or more meetings during each Annual Meeting of the Associa-

tion, and shall be empowered to invite any Member or Associate to take
part in the meetings.

10. The Secretaries of each Section shall be instructed to transmit to

' Passed by the General Committee, 1884.
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the Secretaries of the Conference of Delegates copies of any recommen-
dations forwarded by the Presidents of Sections to the Committee of

Recommendations bearing npon matters in which the co-operation of

Corresponding Societies is desired ; and the Secretaries of the Conference

of Delegates shall invite the authors of these recommendations to attend

the meetings of the Conference and give verbal explanations of their

objects and of the precise vray in which they would desire to have them
carried into effect.

11. It will be the duty of the Delegates to mate themselves familiar

^-•ith the purport of the several recomraendationsbrought before the Confer-

ence, in order that they and others who take part in the meetings may be

able to bring those i-ecommendations clearly and favourably before their

respective Societies. The Conference may also discuss propositions bear-

ing on the promotion of more systematic observation and plans of opera-

tion, and of greater uniformity in the mode of publishing results.

Local Committees.

Local Committees shall be formed by the Officers of the Association

to assist in making arrangements for the Meetings.

Local Committees shall have the power of adding to their numbers
those Members of the Association whose assistance they may desire.

Officers.

A President, two or more Vice-Presidents, one or more Secretaries,

and a Treasurer shall be annually appointed by the General Committee.

Council.

In the intervals of the Meetings, the affairs of the Association shall

be managed by a Council appointed by the General Committee. The
Council may also assemble for the despatch of business during the week
of the Meeting.

(1) The Council shall consist of

'

1. The Trustees.

2. The past Presidents.

3. The President and Vice-Presidents for the time being.

4. The President and Vice-Presidents elect.

5. The past and present General Treasurers, General and
Assistant General Secretaries.

6. The Local Treasurer and Secretaries for the ensuing
Meeting.

7. Ordinary Members.

(2) The Ordinary Members shall be elected annually from the
General Committee.

( 3 ) There shall be not more than twenty-five Ordinary Members, of

' Tassed by the General Committee at Belfast, 1874.
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•whom not more than twenty shall have served on the Council,
as Ordinary Members, in the previous year.

(4) In order to carry out the foregoing rule, the following Ordinary
Members of the outgoing Council shall at each annual election

be ineligible for nomination :—Ist, those who have served on
the Council for the greatest number of consecutive years ; and,
2nd, those who, being resident in or near London, have
attended the fewest number of Meetings during the year
—observing (as nearly as possible) the proportion of three by
seniority to two by least attendance.

(5) The Council shall submit to the General Committee in their

Annual Report the names of the Members of the General
Committee whom they recommend for election as Members of
Council.

(6) The Election shall take place at the same time as that of the
OflBcers of the Association.

Papers and Communications.

The Author of any paper or communication shall be at liberty to

reserve his right of property therein.

Accounts.

The Accounts of the Association shall be audited annually, by Auditors
appointed by the General Committee.
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TRUSTEES AND GENERAL OFFICERS, 1831—1899.

TRUSTEES.

1832-70 (Sir) R. I. MuEcniSON (Bart.),

r.R.s.

1832-62 John Tayloe, Esq.. F.R.S.

1832-39 C. Babbage, Esq., F.R.S.

183!»-44 F. Bailv, Esq., F.E.S.

1844-58 Rev. G. Peacock, F.R.S.

1858-82 General E. Sabine, F.R S.

18fi2-81 Sir P. Egeuton, Bart., F.R.S.

1872-99 Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S.

1881-83 W. Spottiswoodb, Esq., Pres.

R.S.

1883-99 Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S.

1883-98 Sir Lyon (now Lord) Playfaik,
F.R.S.

1898-99 Prof. A. W. EuCKEB, F.R.S.

GENERAL TREASURERS.

1 S3 1 Joxath a n G bay, Esq

.

1832-02 John Taylor, Esq . F.R.S.

1862-74 W. Spottiswoode, Esq., F.R.S.

1874-91 Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.R.S.

1891-98 Prof. A. W. RiJCKEE, F.R.S.

1898-99 Prof. G. C. Foster, F.R.S.

GENERAL SECRETARIES,

1S32-

1835- 3G

183C-37

Rev. W.
F.R.S.

Rev. \V.

F.RS.,
F.R.S.

Rev. W.
F.R.S.,

1837

1-839

1 845-

1850-

1652-

1853-

1859-

1861-

1862.

39

-45

50
52

53

59
61
.62

03

1863-65

1865-66

Vernon Harcourt,

Vbrnon Harcouet,
and F. Bailv, Esq.,

Vernon Harcouet,
and R. I. MURCHISON,

Esq.. F.R.S.

R. I. McRcnisoN, Esq., F.R.S.,

and Rev. G. Peacock, F.R.S.
Sir R. I. MiJECHiSON, F.R.S.,

and Major E. Sabine, F.R.S.
Lieut.-Colonel E. Sabine.F.R.S.
General E. Sabine, F.R.S., and

J. F. Royle, Esq., F.R.S.

J. F. Royle, Esq., F.R.S.
General E. Sabine, F.R.S.
Prof. R. Walker, F.R.S.
W. Hopkins, Esq., F.R.S.
W. Hopkins, Esq., F.R.S., and

Prof. J. Phillips, F.R.S.
W. Hopkins, Esq., F.R.S., and

F. Galton, Esq., F.R.S.
F. Galton, Esq., F.R.S.

1866

1868

1871-

1872-

1876-

1881-

1882
1883

1895

1897

-68

-71

F. Galton, Esq., F.R.S., and
Dr. T. A. Hirst. F.R.S.

Dr. T. A. Hiest, F.R.S., and Dr.

T. Thomson, F.R.S.

72 Dr.T.THOMSON,F.R.S.,andCapt.
Douglas Galton, F.R.S.

76 Capt. Douglas Galton. F.R.S.,

and Dr. Michael Fostee,
F.R.S.

81 Capt. Douglas Galton, F.B.S.,

and Dr. P. L. ScLATER, F.R.S.

82 Capt. Douglas Galton, F.R.S.,

and Prof. F. M. Balfoue,
F.R.S.

Capt. Douglas Galton, F.R.S.

Sir Douglas Galton, F.R.S.,

and A. G.Veenon Harcouet,
Esq., F.R.S.

97 A. G. Veenon Haecouet, Esq.,

F.R.S., and Prof. E. A.

SCHAFER, F.R.S.

Prof. E. A. ScHAFER, F.R.S., and
Prof. W. C. Roberts-Austen,
C.B., F.R.S.

-83

-95

-99

ASSISTANT GENERAL SECRETARIES.

1881-851831 John Phillips, Esq., Secretary.
1832 Prof. J. 1). Forbes, Acting

SecretuT)/.

1832-62 Prof. John Phillips, F.R.S.
1862-7.S G. GRiFi-iTii, Esq., M.A.
1S78-80 J. E. H. Gordon, Esq., B.A.,

Asiietant Si-vretary.

1881 G. Griipith, Esq., M.A., Acting
Secrctarij.

Bonney, F.R.S.,Prof. T. G.

Secretary.

1885-90 A. T. Atchison, Esq., M.A.,

Secretary.

1890 G. Gbiffith, Esq., M.A., Acting
Secretary.

1590-99 G. Griffith, Esq.. M.A.
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Presidents and Secretaries of the Sections of the Association.

Date and Place Presidents Secretaries

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES.

COMMITTEE OP SCIENCES, I.—MATHEMATICS AND GENERAL PHYSICS.

1832. Oxford
1833. Cambridge
1834. Edinburgh

Davies Gilbert, D.C.L.,F.E.S.

Sir D. Brewster, F.R.S
Eev. W. Wliewell, F.R.S.

Rev. H. Coddington.
Prof. Forbes.
Prof. Forbes, Prof. Lloyd.

SECTION A.—MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS.

1835.

1836.

1837.

1838.

1839.

1840.

1841.

1842.

1843.

1844.

1845.

1846.

1847.

1848.

1849

1850.

1851.

1852.

1853.

1854,

1855,

1856,

Dublin

Bristol

Liverpool...

Newcastle

Birmingham

Glasgow ...

Plymouth
Manchester

Cork
York
Cambridge

Southamp-
ton.

Oxford

Swansea ...

Birmingham

Edinburgh

Ipswich ...

Belfast

Hull

Liverpool...

Glasgow ...

Clieltenham

Rev. Dr. Robinson

Rev. William AATiewell, F.R.S.

Sir D. Brewster, F.R.S

Sir J. F. W. Herschel, Bart.,

F.R.S.

Rev. Prof. Wliewell, F.R.S.,,.

Prof. Forbes, F.R.S

Rev. Prof. Lloyd, F.R.S
Very Rev. G. Peacock, D.D.,

Prof. M'Culloch, M.R.LA. ...

The Earl of Rosse, F.R.S. ...

The Very Rev. the Dean of

Ely.

Sir John F. W. Herschel,
Bart., F.R.S.

Rev. Prof. Powell, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Lord Wrottesley, F.R.S
William Hopkins, F.R.S

Prof. J. D. Forbes, F.R.S.,

Sec. R.S.E.

Rev. W. Whewell, D.D.,

F.R.S.
Prof. W. Thomson, M.A.,

F.R.S., F.R.S.E.

The Very Rev. the Dean of

Ely, F.R.S.

Prof. G. G. Stokes, M.A., Sec.

R.S.

Rev. Prof. Kelland, M.A.,

F.R.S., F.R.S.E.
Rev. R. Walker, M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. Sir W. R. Hamilton, Prof.

Wheatstone.
Prof. Forbes, AV. S. Harris, F. W,

Jerrard.

W. S. Harris, Rev. Prof, Powell,
Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. Prof. Chevalliur, Major Sabine,
Prof. Stevelly.

J. D. Chance, W. Snow Harris, Prof.

Stevelly.

Rev. Dr. Forbes, Prof. ' Stevelly,

Arch, Smith.
Prof. Stevelly.

Prof. M'Culloch, Prof. Stevelly, Rev,
W. Scoresby.

J. Nott, Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. Wm. Hey, Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. H. Goodwin, Prof, Stevellj',

G. G. Stokes.

John Drew, Dr. Stevelly, G. G.
Stokes.

Rev. H. Price, Prof. Stevellj', G. G,
Stokes.

Dr. Stevelly, G. G. Stokes.

Prof. Stevelly, G. G. Stokes, W,
Ridout Wills.

W. J.Macquorn Rankine,Prof.Smyth,
Prof. Stevelly, Prof. G. G. Stokes,

S. Jackson, W. J. Mactjuorn Rankine,
Prof. Stevelly, Prof. G. G. Stokes.

Prof. Dixon, W, J. JIacquorn Ran-
kine, Prof. Stevelly, J. Tyndall.

B. Blaydes Haworth. J. D. SoUitt,

Prof. Stevelly, J. Welsh.
J. Hartnup, H. G. Pncklo. Prof.

Stevelly, J. Tyndall, J. Welsh.
Rev. Dr. Forbes, Prof. D.Gray, Prof.

Tjmdall.

C. Brooke, Rev. T. A. Southwood.
Prof. Stevelly, Rev. J. C. Turnbull.
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Date and Place

1857. Dublin

1858. Leeds

1859. Aberdeen...

1860. Oxford

1861. Manchester

1862. Cambridge

1863. Newcastle

1864. Bath

1865. Birmingham

Presidents

Rev. T. R. Robinson, D.D.,

F.R.S., M.R.I.A.

Secretaries

Rev. W.
V.P.R.S.

Whewell, D.D.

1866. Nottinj:fham

1867. Dundee ...

1868. Norwich ...

1869. Exeter

1870. Liverpool...

1871. Edinburgh

1872. Brighton..

1873. Bradford ..

1874. Belfast

1875. Bristol

1876. Glasgow ..

1877. Plymouth..

1878. Dublin

1879. Sheffield ..

1880. Swansea ..

1881. York

1882. Southamp-
ton.

The Earl of Rosse, M.A., K.P.,

F.R.S.
Rev. B. Price, M.A., F.R.S....

G. B. Airy, M.A., D.C.L.,

F.R.S.

Prof. G. G. Stokes, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Prof.W. J. Macquorn Rankine,
C.E., F.R.S.

Prof. Cayley, M.A., F.R.S.,

F.R.A.S.

W. Spottiswoode,M.A.,F.R.S.,

F.R.A.S.

Prof. Wheatstone, D.C.L.,

F.R.S.
Prof. Sir W. Thomson, D.C.L.,

F.R.S.

Tyndall, LL.D.,

Sylvester, LL.D.,

Maxwell, M.A.,

Prof. J.

F.R.S.

Prof. J. J

F.R.S.

J. Clerk
LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. P. G. Tait, F.R.S.E. ...

W. De La Rue, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Prof. H. J. S. Smith, F.R.S. .

Rev. Prof. J. H. Jellett, M.A.,
M.R.I.A.

Prof. Balfour Stewart, M.A.,
LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. Sir W. Thomson, M.A
D.C.L., F.R.S.

Prof . G. C. Foster, B.A., F.R.S.,
Pres. Physical Soc,

Rev. R-of. Salmon, D.D.,
D.C.L., F.R.S

George Johnstone Stouey,
M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. W. Grylls Adams, M.A.,
F.R.S.

Prof. Sir W. Thomson, M.A.,
LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.

Rt. Hon. Prof. Lord Rajleigh
M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. Curtis, Prof. Hennessy, P. A.
Ninnis, W. J. Macquorn Rankine,
Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. S. Earnshaw, J. P. Hennessy,
Prof . Stevelly, H.J. S.Smith, Pro'f.

Tyndall.

J. P. Hennessy, Prof. Maxwell, H.
J. S. Smith, Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. G. C. Bell, Rev. T. Rennison,
Prof. Stevelly.

Prof. R. B. Clifton, Prof. H. J. S.

Smith, Prof. Stevelly.

Prof. R. B. Clifton, Prof. H. J. S.

Smith, Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. N. Ferrers, Prof. Fuller, F.
Jenkin, Prof. Stevelly, Rev. C. T.

Wliitley.

Prof. Fuller, F. Jenkin, Rev. G.
Buckle, Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. T. N. Hutchinson, F. Jenkin, G.
S. Mathews, Prof. H. J. S. Smith,
J. M. Wilson.

Fleeming Jenkin,Prof.H. J. S. Smith,
Rev. S. N. Swann.

Rev. G. Buckle, Prof. G. C. Foster,

Prof. Fuller, Prof. Swan.
Prof. G. C. Poster, Rev. R. Harley,

R. B. Hayward.
Prof. G. C. Foster, R. B. Hayward,
W. K. CliflEord.

Prof. W. G. Adams, W. K. Clifford,

Prof. G. C. Foster, Rev. W. Allen

Whitworth.
Prof. W. G. Adams, J. T. Bottomley,

Prof. W. K. Clifford, Prof. J. D.
Everett, Rev. R. Harley.

Prof . W. K. Clifford, J.W. L. Glaisher,

Prof. A. S.Herschel,G.F.Rodwell
Prof. W. K. Clifford, Prof. Forbes, J.

W.L. Glaisher, Prof. A. S. HerBchel.

J. W. L. Glaisher, Prof. Herschel,

Randal Nixon, J. Perry, G. F,

Rodwell.
Prof. W. F. Barrett, J.W.L. Glaisher,

C. T. Hudson, G. F. Rodwell.

Prof. W. F. Barrett, J. T. Bottomley,

Prof. G. Forbes, J. W. L. Glaisher,

T. Muir.
Prof. W. F. Barrett, J. T. Bottomley,

J. W. L. Glaisher, F. G. Landon.
Prof. J. Casey, G. F. Fitzgerald, J.

W. L. Glaisher, Dr. O. J. Lodge.
A. H. Allen, J. W. L. Glaisher, Dr.

O. J. Lodge, D. MacAlister.

W. E. Ayrton, J. W. L. Glaisher,

Dr. O. J. Lodge, D. MacAlister.

Prof. W. B. Ayrton, Dr. 0. J. Lodge,
D. MacAlister, Rev. W. Routh.

W. M. Hicks, Dr. 0. J. Lodge, D.
MacAlister, Rev. G. Richardson.



PEESIDEjSTS AKD SECEETAHIES OF THE SECTIONS. Iv

Date and Place Presidents

1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

189G.

1897.

1898.

Southport

Montreal ...

Aberdeen. .

.

Birmingham

Manchester

Bath

Newcastle-
upon-Tyne
Leeds

CardiflE

Edinburgh

Nottingham

Oxford

Ipswich . .

.

I;iverpool...

Toronto ...

Bristol

Prof.O.Henrici, Ph.D., F.R.S.

Prof. Sir W. Thomson, M.A.,
LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.

Prof. G. Chrystal, M.A.,
F.R.S.E.

Prof. G. H. Darwin, M.A.,
LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. Sir R. S. Ball, M.A.,
LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. G. F. Fitzgerald, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Capt. W. de W. Abney, C.B.,

R.E., F.R.S.

J. W. L. Glaisher, Sc.D.,

F.R.S., V.P.R.A.S.
Prof. 0. J. Lodge, D.Sc,

LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. A. Schuster, Ph.D.,

F.R.S., F.R.A.S.

R. T. Glazebrook, M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. A. W. Riicker, M.A.,
F.R.S.

Prof. W. M. Hicks, M.A.,
F.R.S.

Prof. J. J. Thomson, M.A.,

D.Sc, F.R.S.

Prof. A. R. Forsyth, M.A.,
F.R.S.

Prof W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S. ...

Secretaries

W. M. Hicks, Prof. O. J. Lodge,
D. MacAlister, Prof. R. C. Rowe.

C. Carpmael, W. M. Hicks, A. John-
son, 0. J. Lodge, D. MacAlister.

R. B. Baynes, R. T. Glazebrook, Prof.

W. M. Hicks, Prof. W. Ingram.
R. E. Bavnes, R. T. Glazebrook, Prof.

J. H. Poynting, W. N. Shaw.
R. E. Baynes, R. T. Glazebrook, Prof.

H. Lamb, W. N. Shaw.
R. E. Baynes, R. T. Glazebrook, A.
Lodge, W. N. Shaw.

R. E. Baynes, R. T. Glazebrook, A.

Lodge, W. N. Shaw, H. Stroud.

R. T. Glazebrook, Prof. A. Lodge,
W. N. Shaw, Prof. W. Stroud.

R. E. Baynes, J. Larmor, Prof. A.
Lodge, Prof. A. L. Selby.

R. E. Baynes, J. Larmor, Prof. A,

Lodge, Dr. W. Peddle.

W. T. A. Emtage, J. Larmor, Prof.

A. Lodge, Dr. W. Peddle.

Prof. W. H. Heaton, Prof. A. Lodge,
J. Walker.

Prof. W. H. Heaton, Prof. A. Lodge,

G. T. Walker, W. Watson.
Prof. W. H. Heaton, .1. L. Howard,

Prof. A. Lodge, G. T. Walker,
W. Watson.

Prof. W. H. Heaton, J. C. Glashan, J.

L. Howard, Prof. J. C. McLennan.
Prof. A. P. Chattock, J. L. Howard,

C. H. Lees, Prof, W. Watson. E. T.

Whittaker.

CHEMICAL SCIENCE.
COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, II.—CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY.

1832. Oxford
1833. Cambridge
1834. Edinburgh

.John Dalton, D.C.L., F.R.S.
John Dalton, D.C'.L., F.R.S.
Dr. Hope

James P. W. Johnston.
Prof. Miller.

Mr. Johnston, Dr. Christison.

1835.

1836.

1837.

1838.

1839.

1840.

1841.

1842.

1843.

1844.

1845.

1846,

Dublin

.

Bristol

.

Liverpool...

Newcastle

Birmingham
Glasgow ...

Plymouth...
Manchester
Cork
York
Cambridge

Southamp-
ton.

Michael Faraday, F.R.S...

Prof. T. Graham, F.R.S
Dr. Thomas Thomson, F.R.S.

Dr. Daubeny, F.R.S
John Dalton, D.C.L., F.R.S.
Prof. Apjohn, M.R.LA

Prof. Miller, Dr.

SECTION B.—CHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY.
Dr. T. Thomson, F.R.S

i
Dr. Apjohn, Prof. Johnston.

Rev. Prof. Gumming
;

Dr. Apjohn, Dr. C. Henry, W. Hera-
path.

Prof. Johnston,
Reynolds.

Rev. William Whewell,F.R.S. Prof. Miller, H. L. Pattinson,. Thomas
Richardson.

Dr. Golding Bird, Dr. J. B. Melson.

Dr. R. D. "Thomson, Dr. T. Clark,

Dr. L. Playfair.

J. Prideaux, R. Hunt,W. M. Tweedy.
Dr. L. Playfair, R. Hunt, J. Graham.

R. Hunt, Dr. Sweeny.
Prof. T. Graham, F.R.S I Dr.L.Playfair,B.Solly,T.H. Barker.

Rev. Prof. Gumming R. Hunt, J. P. Joule, Prof. Miller.

E. Solly.

Dr. Miller, R. Hunt, W. RaiulalLMichael
F.R.S.

Faraday, D.C.L.,
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Date and Place Presidents

1847. Oxford.

1848.

1849.

1850.

1851.

1852.

1853.

1854.

1855.

1856.

Swansea ...

Birmingham
Edinburgh
Ipswich ...

Belfast

Hull

Rev. W. V. Harcourt, M.A.,
F.R.S.

Richard Phillips, F.R.S
John Percy, M.D., F.R.S
Dr. Christison, V.P.R.S.E. ...

Prof. Thomas Graham, F.R.S.

Thomas Andrews,M.D.,F.R.S.

Secretaries

Prof. J. F. W. Johnston, M.A.,

Liverpool Prof.W.*A.Miller, M.D.,F.R.S.

Glasgow ... Dr. Lyon Playfair,C.B.,F.R.S.

Cheltenham; Prof. B. C. Brodie, F.R.S. ...

Dublin

Leeds

1857.

1858.

1859.

1860. Oxford |Prof.B. C. Brodie, F.R.S

Prof. Apjohn, M.D., F.R.S.,

M.R.LA.
Sir J. F. W. Herschel, Bart.,

I

D.C.L.
Aberdeen... i Dr. LyonPlayfair,C.B., F.R.S.

1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

1865.

1866.

1867.

1868.

1869.

1870.

1871.

1872.

1873.

J 874.

1875.

1876.

1877.

1878.

1879.

Manchester
I
Prof. W.A.Miller, M.D.,F.R.S.

Cambridge
j

Prof. W.H.Miller, M.A.,F.R.S.

Newcastle Dr. Alex. W. Williamson,
F R S

Bath W. bdli'ng, M.B., F.R.S

Birmingham

Nottingham

Dundee ...

Prof. W. A. Miller, M.D.,
V.P.R.S.

H. Bence Jones, M.D., F.R.S.

Prof. T. Anderson, M.D.,

j

F.R.S.E.
Norwich ...I Prof. E. Frankland, F.R.S.

Exeter Dr. H. Debus, F.R.S

Liverpool... Prof. H. E. Roscoe, B.A.,

I

F.R.S.
Edinburgh Prof. T. Andrc\vs,M.D., F.R.S.

Brighton ...
j

Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S....

Bradford... Prof. W. J. Russell, F.R.S....

Belfast Prof. A. Crum Brown, M.D.,
F.R.S.E.

Bristol 'a. G. Vernon Harcourt, M.A.,

I
F.R.S.

Glasgow ... W. H. Pcrkin, F.R.S

Plymouth... 'f. A. Abel, F.R.S

Dublin ' Prof. JLixwell Simpson, M.D.,

I

F.R.S.
Sheffield ... Prof. Dewar, M.A., F.R.S. ...

B. C. Brodie, R. Hunt, Prof. Solly.

T. H. Henry, R. Hunt, T. Williams.
R. Hunt, G. Shaw.
Dr. Anderson, R. Hunt, Dr. Wilson.
T. J. Pearsall, W. S. Ward.
Dr. Gladstone, Prof. Hodges, Prof.

Ronalds.
H. S. Blundell, Prof. R. Hunt, T. J.

Pearsall.

Dr. Edwards, Dr. Gladstone, Dr.
Price.

Prof. Frankland, Dr. H. E. Roscoe.
J. Horsley, P. J. Worsley, Prof.

Voelcker.

Dr. Davy, Dr. Gladstone, Prof. Sul-
livan.

Dr. Gladstone, W. Odling, R. Rey-
nolds.

J. S. Brazier, Dr. Gladstone, G. D.
Liveing, Dr. Odling.

A. Vernon Harcourt, G. D. Liveing,
A. B. Northcote.

A. Vernon Harcourt, G. D. Liveiner,

H. W. Elphinstone, W. Odling, Prof.

Roscoe.
Prof. Liveing, H. L. Pattinson, J. C.

Stevenson.
A. V. Harcourt, Prof. Liveing, R,

Biggs.

A. V. Harcourt, H. Adkins, Prof.

Wanklyn, A. Winkler Wills.

J. H. Atherton, Prof. Liveing, W. J.

Russell, J. White.
A. Crum Brown, Prof. G. D. Liveing,
W. J. Russell.

Dr. A. Crum Brown, Dr. W. J. Rus-
sell, F. Sutton.

Prof. A. Crum Brown, Dr. W. J.

Russell, Dr. Atkinson.
Prof. A. Crum Brown. A. E. Fletcher,

Dr. W. J. Russell.

J. T. Buchanan, W. X. Hartley, T.
E. Thorpe.

Dr. Mills, W. Chandler Roberts, Dr.
W. J. Russell, Dr. T. Wood.

Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Mills, W. Chand-
ler Roberts, Dr. Thorpe.

Dr. T. Cranstoun Charles, W. Chand-
ler Roberts, Prof. Thorpe.

Dr. H. E. Armstrong. W. Chandler
Roberts, W. A. Tildcn.

W. Dittmar, W. Chandler Roberts,
J. M. Thomson, AV. A. Tilden.

Dr. Oxland, W. Chandler Roberts,
J. M. Thomson.

W. Chandler Roberts, J. M. Thomr
son, Dr. C. R. Tichborne, T. Wills.

H. S. Bell, W. Chandler Roberts, J,
M. Thomson.



PRESIDENTS AND SECRETARIES OF THE SECTIONS Ivii

Date and Place

1880. Swansea

1881. York
1882. Southamp-

ton.

1883. Southport

188i. Montreal ...

1885. Aberdeen...

1886. Birmingham

1887. Manchester

1888. Bath

1889. Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

1890. Leeds

1891. Cardiff

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham

1894. Oxford

1895. Ipswich ...

1896. Liverpool...

1897. Toronto ...

Presidents Secretaries

1898. Bristol.

Joseph Henry Gilbert, Ph.D.,

F.R.S.
Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.E.S.

Prof. G. D. Liveing, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S...

Prof. Sir H. E. Roscoe, Ph.D.,

LL.D.. F.R.S.

Prof. H. E. Armstrong, Ph.D.,

F.R.S., Sec. C.S.

W. Crookes, F.R.S., V.P.C.S.

Dr. E. Schunck, F.R.S

Prof. W. A. Tildon, D.Sc,
F.R.S., V.P.C.S.

Sir I. Lowthian Bell, Bart.,

D.C.L., F.R.S.

Prof. T. E. Thorpe, B.Sc,
Ph.D., F.R.S., Treas.C.S.

Prof. W. C. Roberts-Austen,

C.B., F.R.S.

Prof. H. McLeod, F.R.S

Prof. J. Emerson Reynolds,
M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.

Prof. H. B. Dixon, M.A., F.R.S.

SECTION B (confinued).-

Prof. E. Meldola, F.R.S

Dr. Ludwig Mond, F.R.S.

Prof. W. Ramsay, F.R.S

Prof. F. R. Japp, F.R.S

P. P. Bedson,H. B. Dixon, W. R. E.

Hodgkinson, J. M. Thomson.
P. P. Bedson, H. B. Dixon, T. Gough.
P. Phillips Bedson, H. B. Dixon,

J. L. Notter.

Prof. P. Phillips Bedson, H. B.

Dixon, n. Forster IMorley.

Prof. P. Phillips Bedson, H. B. Dixon,
T. McFarlane, Prof. W. H. Pike.

Prof. P. Phillips Bedson, H. B. Dixon,
H.ForsterMorley,Dr.AV.J.Simpson.

Prof. P. Phillips Bedson, H. B.

Dixon, H. Forster Morley, W. W.
J. Nicol, C. J. Woodward.

Prof. P. Phillips Bedson, H. Forster

Morley, W. Thomson.
Prof. H. B. Dixon, H. Forster Morley,

R. E. Moyle, W. W. J. Nicol.

H, Forster Morley, D. H. Nagel, W.
W. J. Nicol, H. L. Pattinson, jun.

C. H. Bothamley, H. Forster Morley,

D. H. Nagel, W. W. J. Nicol.

C. H, Bothamley, H. Forster Morley,

W. W. J. Nicol, G. S. Turpin.

.J. Gibson, H. Forster Morley, D. H.
Nagel, W. W. J. Nicol.

J. B. Coleman, M. J. R. Dunstan,
D. H. Nagel, W. W. J. Nicol.

A. Colefax, W. W. Fisher, Arthur
Harden, H. Forster Jlorley.

—CHEMISTRY.

E. H. Fison, Arthur Harden, C. A.
Kolm.J. \V. Rodger.

Arthur Harden, C. A. Kohn
Prof. W. H. Ellis, A. Harden, C. A.
Kohn, Prof. R. F. Ruttan.

C. A. Kohn, F. W. Stoddart, T. K.
Rose.

GEOLOGICAL (and, until 1851, GEOGRAPHICAL) SCIENCE.

COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, III.-

1832. Oxford |R. L Murchison, F.E.S.

1833. Cambridge. jG. B. Greenough, F.R.S.

1831. Edinburgh . Prof. Jameson

-GEOLOGY AND GEOGKAPHY.

John Taylor.

W. Lonsdale, John Phillips.

J. Phillips, T. J. Torrie, Rev. J. Yatcsv

1835. Dublin.
1836. Bristol

.

1837. Liverpool...

1838. Newcastle.

.

1839. Birmingham

SECTION C.—GEOLOGY AN

R.J.Griffith
Rev. Dr. Buckland, F.R.S.—

6'co5'.,R.I.Murchison,F.R.S.

Rev. Prof. Sedgwick, F.R.S.—
(y<;o«7.,G.B.Greenough,F.R.S.

C. Lyell, F.R.S., V.P.G.S.—
Gcof/rajjhij, Lord Prudhoe.

Rev. Dr. Buckland, F.R.S.—
G'eo/)'.,G.B.Greenough,F.R.S.

D GEOGRAPHY.

Captain Portlock, T. J. Torrie.

William Sanders, S. Stutchbury,

T. J. Torrie.

Captain Portlock, R. Hanter.

—

Geo-

graphy, Capt. H. M. Denham, R.N.

W. C. Trevelyan, Capt. Portlock.

—

Geoqraphy, Capt. Washington.

George Lloyd, M.D., H. E. Strick-

land, Chiu-les Darwin.
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Date and Place

1840. Glasgow ...

1841. Plymouth...

1842. Manchester

1843. Cork
1844. York
1845. Cambridge.

1846. Southamp-
ton.

1847. Oxford

1848. Swansea ...

1849.Birmingham

1850. Edinburgh I

Presidents

Charles Lyell, F.'R.S.—Geo-
grajjhy, G. B. Greenough,

H. T. De la Beche, F.R.S. ...

K. I. Murchison, F.K.S

Richard E. Griffith, F.R.S. ...

Henry Warburton, Pres. G. S.

Rev. Prof. Sedgwick, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Leonard Horner, F.R.S.

Very Rev.Dr.Buckland.F.R.S.

Sir H. T. De la Beche, F.R.S.

Sir Charles Lyell, F.R.S.,

F.G.S.

Sir Roderick I. Murchison,
F.R.S.

Secretaries

W, J. Hamilton, D. Milne, Hugh
Murray, H. E. Strickland, John
Secular, M.D.

W. J.Hamilton,EdwardMoore,M.D.,
R. Hutton.

E. W. Binney, R. Hutton, Dr. R,

Lloj'd, H. E. Strickland.

F. M. Jennings, H. E. Strickland.

Prof. Ansted, E. H. Bunbury.
Rev. J. C. Gumming, A. C. Ramsay,

Rev. W. Thorp.

Robert A. Austen, Dr. J. H. Norton,
Prof. Oldham, Dr. C. T. Beke.

Prof. Ansted, Prof. Oldham, A. C.

Ramsay, J. Ruskin.
S.Benson,Prof.01dham,Prof.Ramsay.
J. Beete Jukes, Prof. Oldliam, Prof.

A. C. Ramsay.
A. Keith Johnston, Hugh Miller,

Prof. Nicol.

SECTION c (continued').—geology.

1851.

1852.

1853.

1854.

1855.

1856.

1857.

1858.

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

1865.

1866.

Ipswich

Belfast..

Hull
Liverpool .

.

Glasgow ...

Cheltenham

Dublin

Leeds

Aberdeen,..

Oxford

Manchester

Cambridge

Newcastle

Bath

Birmingham

Nottingham

WiniamHopkins,M.A.,F.R.S.

Lieut. -Col. Portlock, R.E.,

F.R.S.
Prof. Sedgwick, F.R.S
Prof. Edward Forbes, F.R.S.

Sir R. L Murchison, F.R.S....

Prof. A. C. Ramsay, F.R.S....

The Lord Talbot de Malahide

"VVilliamHopkins,M.A.,LL.D.,
F.R.S.

Sir Charles Lyell, LL.D.^
D.C.L., F.R.S.

Rev. Prof. Sedgwick, LL.D.,
F.R.S., F.G.S.

Sir R. I. Murchison, D.C.L.,
LL.D., F.R.S.

J. Beete Jukes, M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. Warington W. Smyth,
F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof. J. Phillips, LL.D.,
F.R.S., F.G.S.

Sir R. I. Murchison, Bart.,

K.C.B.
Prof. A. C. Ramsay, LL.D.,

F.R.S.

C. J. F. Bunbury, G. W. Ormcrod,
Searles Wood.

James Bryce, James MacAdam,
Prof. M'Coy, Prof. Nicol.

Prof. Harkness, William Lawton.
John Cunningham, Prof. Harkness,

G. W. Ormerod, J. W. Woodall.
J. Bryce, Prof. Harkness, Prof. Nicol.

Rev. P. B. Brodie, Rev. R. Hep-
worth, Edward Hull, J. Scougall,

T. Wright.
Prof. Harkness, Gilbert Sanders,

Robert H. Scott.

Prof. Nicol, H. C. Sorby, E. W.
Shaw.

Prof. Harkness, Rev. J. Lon^muir,
H. C. Sorby.

Prof. Harkness, Edward Hull, Capt.

Woodall.
Prof. Harkness, Edward Hull, T.

Rupert Jones, G. W. Ormerod.
Lucas Barrett, Prof. T. Rupert

Jones, H. C. Sorby.

E. F. Boyd, John Daglish, H. C.

Sorby, Thomas Sopwith.
W. B. Dawkins, J. Johnston, H. C.

Sorby, W. Pengelly.

Rev. P. B. Brodie, J. Jones, Rev. E.

Myers, H. C. Sorby, W. Pengelly.

R. Etheridge, W. Pengelly, T. Wil-

son, G. H. Wright.

' Geography was constituted a separate Section, under the title of the 'Geo-
graphical and Ethnological Section,' see page Ixiv.
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Date and Place

1867. Dundee
1868. Norwich

1869. Exeter

1870. Liverpool..

1871. Edinburgh

1872. Brighton..

1873. Bradford..

1874. Belfast

Presidents Secretaries

1875. Bristol

1876. Glasgow ..

1877. Plymouth..

1878. Dublin.

1879. Sheffield ..

1880. Swansea ..

1881. York

1882. Southamp-
ton.

1883. Soulhport

1884. Montreal ...

1885. Aberdeen...

1886. Birmingham

1887. Manchester

1888. Bath

1889. Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

1890. Leeds

1891. Cardiff

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham

1894. Oxford

1895. Ipswich ...

1896. Liverpool...

1897. Toronto ...

1898. Bristol

Archibald Geikie, F.R.S.

R. A. C. Godwin-Austen,
F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof. E. Harkness, F.R.S.,

F.G.S.

Sir Philip de il.Grey Egerton,

Bart., M.P., F.R.S.

Prof. A. Geikie, P.R.S., F.G.S.

R. A. C. Godwin-Austen,
F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof. J. Phillips, D.C.L.,

F.E.S., F.G.S.

Prof. Hull, M.A., F.R.S.,

F.G.S.

Dr. T.Wright, F.R.S.E., F.G.S.

Prof. .John Young, M.D. .

W. Pengelly, F.R.S., F.G.S.

John Evans, D.C.L., F.R.S.,

F.S.A., F.G.S.

Prof. P. M. Duncan, F.R.S.

H. C. Sorby, F.R.S., F.G.S....

A. C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.G.S.

R. Etheridge, F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof. W. C. Williamson,
LL.D., F.R.S.

W. T. Blanford, F.R.S,, Sec.

G.S.

Prof. .T. W. Judd, F.R.S., Sec.

G.S.

Prof. T. G. Bonney, D.Sc,
LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S.

Henry Woodward, LL.D.,
F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof.W. Boyd Dawkins, M.A.,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof. J. Geikie, LL.D., D.C.L.,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof. A. H. Green, M.A.,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof. T. Rupert Jones, F.R.S.,

F.G.S.

Prof. C. Lapworth, LL.D.,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

J. J. H. Teall, M.A., F.R.S..

F.G.S.

L. Fletcher, M.A., F.R.S. ...

W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S. ...

J. E. Marr, M.A., F.R.S.,

Sec. G.S.

Dr. G. M. Dawson, C.M.G.,

F.R.S.

W. H. Hudleston, F.R S

E. Hull, W. Pengelly, H. Woodward.
Rev. O. Fisher, Rev. J. Gunn, W.

Pengelly, Rev. H. H. Winwood.
W. Pengelly, W. Boyd Dawkins,

Rev. H. H. Winwood.
W. Pengelly, Rev. H. H. Winwood,
W. Boyd Dawkins, G. H. Morton.

R. Etheridge, J. Geikie, T. McKenny
Hughes, L. C. Miall.

L. C. Miall, George Scott, William
Topley, Henry Woodward.

L. C. Miall, R. H. Tiddeman, W.
Topley.

F. Drew, L. C. Miall, R. G. Symes,
R. H. Tiddeman.

L. C. Miall, E. B. Tawney,W. Topley.

J.Armstrong,F.W.Rudler,W.Topley.
Dr. Le Neve Foster, R. H. Tidde-

man, W. Topley.

E. T. Hardman, Prof. J. O'Reilly,

R. H. Tiddeman.
W. Topley, G. Blake Walker.

W. Topley, W. Whitaker.

J. E. Clark, W. Keeping, W. Topley,

W. Whitaker.
T. W. Shore, W. Topley, E. West-

lake, W. Whitaker.

R. Betley, C. E. De Ranee, W. Top-

ley, W. Whitaker.
F. Adams, Prof. E. W. Claypole, W.

Topley, W. Whitaker.

C. E. De Ranee, J. Home, J. J. H.
Teall, W. Topley.

W. J. Harrison, J. J. H. Teall, W.
Topley, W. W. Watts.

J. E. Marr, J. J. H. Teall, W. Top-

ley, W. W. Watts.

Prof. G. A. Lebour, W. Topley, W.
W. Watts, H. B. Woodward.

Prof. G. A. Lebour, J. E. Marr, W.
W. Watts, H. B. Woodward.

J. E. Bedford, Dr. F. H. Hatch, J.

E. Marr, W. W. Watts.

W. Galloway, J. E. Marr, Clement
Reid, W. W. Watts.

H. M. Cadell, J. E. Marr, Clement
Reid, W. W. Watts.

J. W. Carr, J. E. Marr, Clement
Reid, W. W. Watts.

F. A. Bather, A. Harker, Clement
Reid, W. W. Watts.

F. A. Bather, G. W. Lamplugh, H.

A. Miers, Clement Reid.

J. Lomas, Prof. H. A. Miers, Clement
Reid.

Prof. A. P. Coleman, G. W. Lamp-
lugh, Prof. H. A. Miers.

G. W. Lamplugh, Prof. H. A. Miers,

H. Pentecost.
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Date and Place Presidents Secretaries

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES.

COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, IV.—ZOOLOGY, BOTANY, PHYSIOLOGY, ANATOMY.

1832. Oxford
1833. Cambridge'
1834. Edinburgli.

Rev. P. B. Duncan, F.G.S. ...iRev. Prof. J. S. Henslow.
Rev. W. L. P. Garnons, F.L.S.! C. C. Babington, D. Don.
Prof. Graham [W. Yarrell, Prof. Burnett.

1835. Dublin.
1836. Bristol.

1837. Liverpool...

1838. Newcastle

1839. Birmingham
1840. Glasgow ...

1841. Plymouth...
1842. Manchester

1843. Cork.

1844. York.

1845. Cambridge
1846. Southamp-

ton.

1847. Oxford

W. S. MacLeay

Sir W. Jardine, Bart.

Prof. Owen, F.R.S
Sir \V. J. Hooker, LL.D.

SECTION D.—ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY.

Dr. Allman J. Curtis, Dr. Litton.

Rev. Prof. Henslow J. Curtis, Prof. Don, Dr. Riley, S.

Rootsey.

C. C. Babington, Rev. L. Jenyns, W.
Swainson.

J. E. Gray, Prof. Jones, R. Owen,
Dr. Richardson.

E. Forbes, W. Ick, R. Patterson.
Prof. W. Couper, E. Forbes, R. Pat-

terson.

J. Couch,Dr. Lankester, R. Patterson.
Hon. and Very Rev. W. Her- Dr. Lankester, R. Patterson, J. A.

bert, LL.D., F.L.S. I Turner.
William Thompson, F.L.S .G. J. Allman, Dr. Lankester, R.

I

Patterson.
Very Rev. the Dean of 3Ian- Prof. Allman, H. Goodsir, Dr. King,

Chester.
| Dr. Lankester.

Rev. Prof. Henslow, F.L.S.... ^ Dr. Lankester, T. V. Wollaston.
Sir J. Richardson, M.D., Dr. Lankester, T. V. Wollaston, H.

F.R.S.
I

Wooldridgc.
H. E. Strickland, M.A., F.R.S. Dr. Lankester, Dr. Melville, T. V.

Wollaston.

John Richardson, M.D., F.R.S.

SECTION D (continued).—zoology and BOTANY, INCLUDING PHYSIOLOGY.

[For the Presidents and Secretaries of the Anatomical and Physiological Sub-
sections and the temporary Section E of Anatomy and Medicine, see p. Ixiii.]

1848. Swansea ...

1849. Birmingham
1850. Edinburgh

1851. Ipswich ...

1852. Belfast

1853. Hull
1854. Liverpool...

1855. Glasgow ...

1866, Cheltenliam

1857, Dublin.

L. W. Dillwyn, F.R.S

William Spence, F.R.S
Prof. Goodsir, F.R.S. L. & E.

Rev. Prof. Henslow, M.A.,
F.R.S.

W. Ogilby

C. C. Babington, M.A., F.R.S.
Prof. Balfour, M.D., F.R.S....
Rev. Dr. Fleeming, F.R.S.E.
Thomas Bell, F.R.S., Pres.L.S.

Prof. W. H. Harvey, M.D.,
F.R.S.

Dr. R. Wilbraham Falconer, A. Hen-
frey, Dr. Lankester.

Dr. Lankester, Dr. Russell.

Prof. J. H. Bennett, M.D., Dr. Lan-
kester, Dr. Douglas Maclagan.

Prof. Allman, F. W. Johnston, Dr. E.
Lankester.

Dr. Dickie, George C. Hj'ndman, Dr.
Edwin Lankester.

Robert Harrison, Dr. E. Lankester.
Isaac Byerley, Dr. E. Lankester.
William Keddic, Dr. Lankester.
Dr. J. Abercrombie, Prof. Buckman,

Dr. Lankester.
Prof. J. R. Kinahan, Dr. E. Lankester,
Robert Patterson, Dr.W. E. Steele.

' At this Aleeting Pliysiology and Anatomy were made a separate Committee,
for Presidents and Secretaries of which see p. Ixiii.
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Date and Place

1858. Leeds

1859. Aberdeen...

1860. Oxford

1861. Manchester

1862. Cambridge
1863. Newcastle

Presidents

1864. Bath.

1865. Birming-
ham '

C. C. Babington, M.A., F.K.S.

Sir W. Jardine, Bart., F.E.S.E.

Rev". Prof. Henslow, F.L.S....

Prof. C. C. Babington, F.E.S.

Prof. Huxley, F.E.S
Prof. Balfour, M.D., F.E.S....

Dr. John E, Gray, F.E.S. ...

T. Thomson, M.D., F.E.S, ...

Secretaries

Henry Denny, Dr. Heaton, Dr. E.
Lankester, Dr. E. Perceval Wright.

Prof. Dickie, M.D., Dr. E. Lankester,
Dr. Ogilvy.

W. S. Church, Dr. E. Lankester, P.

L. Sclater, Dr. E. Perceval Wright.
Dr. T. Alcock, Dr. E. Lankester, Dr.

P. L. Sclater, Dr. E. P. Wright.
Alfred Newton, Dr. E. P. Wright.
Dr. E. Charlton, A.Newton, Rev. H.

B. Tristram, Dr. E. P. Wright.
H. B. Brady, C. E. Broom, H. T.

Stainton, Dr. E. P. Wright.
Dr. J. Anthony, Eev. C. Clarke, Eev.
H. B. Tristram, Dr. E. P. Wright.

SECTION D (continued)

,

—biology.

1866. Nottingnam

1867.

1868.

Dundee

Norwich

1869. Exeter,

1870. Liverpool.

»

1871. Edinburgh.

1872. Brighton ...

1873. Bradford ..

Prof. Huxley, Y.n.S.—Bej).

of Physiol, Prof. Humphry,
F.E.S.— Dej). of Anthroj)ol.,

A. R. Wallace.
Prof. Sharpey, M.D., Sec. E.S.
—Dep. of Zool. and Bot.,

George Busk, M.D., F.E.S.

Eev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
—Dep. of Physioloijij, W.
H. Flower, F.E.S.

George Busk, F.E.S., F.L.S.
—JJcp. of Bot. and Zool.,

C. Spence Bate, F.E.S.—
Bcp.if Etlino., E. B. T3'lor.

Prof.G. Eolleston,M.A.,M.D.,

F.E.S., F.lu.S.— Bep. of
Anat. and P/njsiol.,'Pioi.M-.

Foster, M.D., F.L.S.—Bep.
of Ethno., J. Evans, F.E.S.

Prof. Allen Thomson, M.D.,

F.E.S.—2)e/7. of Bot. and
.^ooZ.,Prof.WyvilleTliomson,

F.E.S.—Bep. of Antho-ojwl.,

Prof. W. Turner, M.D.
Sir J. Lubbock, Bart.,F.E.S.—
Bep. of Anat. and Phynol.,

Dr. Burdon Sanderson,

F.E.S.—Bep. ofAntkropol.,

Col. A. Lane Fox, F.G.S.

Prof. Allman, F.E.S.—i>^yA of
Anat.and Pliynol.,Vroi. Eu-
therford, M.Ai.—Bcp. ofAn-
tkropol., Br. Beddoe, F.E.S.

Dr. J. Beddard, W. Felkin, Rev. H.
B. Tristram, W. Turner, E. B.

Tylor, Dr. E. P. Wright.

C. Spence Bate, Dr. S. Cobbold, Dr.
M. Foster, H. T. Stainton, Rev.

H. B. Tristram, Prof. W. Turner.

Dr. T. S. Cobbold, G. W. Firth, Dr.
M. Foster, Prof. Lawson, H. T .

Stainton, Rev. Dr. H. B. Tristram,

Dr. E. P. Wright.
Dr. T. S. Cobbold, Prof. M. Foster,

E. Ray Lankester, Prof. Lawson,
H. T, Stainton, Rev. H. B. Tris-

tram .

Dr. T. S. Cobbold, Sebastian Evans,

Prof. Lawson, Thos. J. Moore, H.
T. Stainton, Rev. H. B. Tristram,

C. Staniland Wake, E. Ray Lan-
kester.

Dr. T. R. Eraser, Dr. Arthur Gamgee,

E. Ray Lankester, Prof. Lawson,
H. T. Stainton, C. Staniland Wake,
Dr. W. Eutherford, Dr. Kelburne
Kine.

Prof. Thiselton-Dyer,H. T. Stainton,

Prof. Lawson, F. W. Eudler, J. H.
Lamprey, Dr. Gamgee, E. Eay
Lankester, Dr. Pye-Smith.

Prof. Thiselton-Dyer, Prof. Lawson,

E. M'Lachlan, Dr. Pye-Smith, E.

Eay Lankester, F. W. Eudler, J.

H. Lamprey.

' The title of Section D was changed to Biology ; and for the word ' Sub-

section,' in the rules for conducting the business of the Sections, the word 'Doput-
ment' was substituted.
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Date and Place

1874. Belfast.

1875. Bristol ...

1876. Glasgow ...

1877. Plymouth..,

1878. Dublin
,

Presidents Secretaries

1879. Sheffield

1880. Swansea ...

1881. York.

1882. Southamp-
ton.'

1883. Southport''

1884. Montreal ...

1885. Aberdeen...

1886. Birmingham

Prof. Redfern, M.D.—Bep. of
Zool. and Bot., Dr. Hooker,
C.B.,Pres.R.S.—D^^. ofAn-
throj).,SiT W.R.Wilde, M.D.

P. L. Sclater, F.E.S.—Bejf.of
Anat. and Physiol., Prof.

Cleland, F.R.y.—iJe/A of
Anthrapol., Prof. Rolleston,

F.R.S.

A. Russel Wallace, F.L.S.—
Dej). of Zool. and Bot.

Prof. A. Newton, F.R.S.-
Bep. of Anat. and Phys-iol.,

Dr. J. G. McKendrick.
J. Gwyn Jeffreys, F.R.S.—

Bej). of Anat. and PhydoL,
Prof. Macalister.

—

Bep. of
A)ithrojwl.,¥.G2Mon,F.B..h.

Prof. W. H. Flower, F.R.S.—
B(p. of AnthropoL, Prof.

Huxley, Sec. R.S.

—

Bep.
of Anat. and Physiol., R.
McDonnell, M.D., F.R.S.

Prof. St. George Mivart,
F. R.S.— Bep. ofAnthrojwl.

,

E. B. Tylor, D.C.L., F.R.S.—Bep. of Anat. and Phy-
siol., Dr. Pye-Smith.

A. C.L.Gunther,M.D.,F.R.S.|G.—Bep. of Anat. and Phy-
siol, F. M. Balfour, M.A.,
F.R.S.—Z>e^. ufAnthrojwl.,
F. W. Rudler, F.G.S.

Richard Owen, C.B., F.R.S.—Bep. of Anthrojwl., Prof.

W. H. Flower, F.R.S.—
Bep. of Anat. and Physiol.,

Prof. J. S. Burden Sander-
son, F.R.S.

Prof. A. Gamgee, M.D., F.R.S.
— Bcj). of Zool. and Bot.,

Prof. M. A. Lawson, F.L.S.—Bep. of AnthropoL, Prof.

W. Boyd Dawkins. F.R.S.
Prof. E. Ray Lankester, M.A.,
F.R.S.—i)ep. ofAnthropoL,
W. Pengelly, F.R.S.

W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, R. O. Cunning-
ham, Dr. J. J. Charles, Dr. P. H.
Pvc-Smith, J. J. Murphy, F. W.
Rudler.

E. R. Alston, Dr. McKendrick, Prof.
W. R. M'Nab, Dr. Martyn, F. W.
Rudler, Dr. P. H. Pye-Smith, Dr.
W. Spencer.

E. R. Alston, Hyde Clarke, Dr.
Knox, Prof. W. R. M'Nab, Dr.
Muirhead, Prof. Morrison Wat-
son.

E. K. Alston, F. Brent, Dr. D. J.

Cunningham, Dr. C. A. Hingston,
Prof. W. R. M'Nab, J. B. Rowe,
F. W. Rudler.

Dr. R. J. Harvey, Dr. T. Hayden,
Prof. W. R. M'Nab, Prof. J. M.
Purser, J. B . Rowe, F. W. Rudler.

Arthur Jackson, Prof. W. R. M'Nab,
J. B. Rowe, F. W. Rudler, Prof.
Schiifer.

W. Bloxam, John Priestley,

Prof. H. N. Moseley
F.R.S.

Prof. W. C. M'Intosh, M.D.,
LL.D., F.R.S. F.R.S.E.

Howard
wick.

Saunders, Adam Sedg-

G. W. Bloxam, W. A. Forbes, Rev.
W. C. Hey, Prof. W. R. M'Nab,
W. North, John Priestley, Howard
Saunders, H. E. Spencer.

G. W. Bloxam, W. Heape, J. B.
Nias, Howard Saunders, A. Sedg-
wick, T. W. Shore, jun.

W. Carruthers,

F.R.S., F.G.S.
Pres. L.S

W. Bloxam, Dr. G. J. Haslam.
W. Heape, W. Hurst, Prof. A. M.
Marshall, Howard Saunders, Dr.
G. A. Woods.

M.A.,IProf. W. Osier, Howard Saunders, A.
Sedgwick, Prof. R. R. Wright.

W. Heape, J. McGregor-Robertson,
J. Duncan Matthews, Howard
Saunders, H. Marshall Ward.

Prof. T. W. Bridge, W. Heape, Prof.
W. Hillhouse, W. L. Sclater, Prof.
H. Marshall Ward.

' The Departments of Zoology and Botany and of Anatomy and Physiology were
amiilgamateil.

* Anthropolog}' was made a separate Section, see p. Ixx.
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Date and Place

1887. Manchester

1888. Bath.

1889. Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

1890. Leeds

1891. CardifE.

Presidents Secretaries

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham'

1894. Oxford « ...

1895. Ipswich ...

1896. Liverpool.,,

1897. Toronto ..,

1898. Bristol.,...

C. Bailey, F. E. Beddard, S. F. Har-
mer, \v. Heape, W. L. Sclater,

Prof. H. Marshall Ward.
F. E. Beddard, S. F. Harmer, Prof.

H. Marshall Ward, W. Gardiner,
Prof. W. D. Halliburton.

C. Bailey, F. E. Beddard, S. F. Har-
mer, Prof. T. Oliver, Prof. H. Mar-
shall W'ard.

S. F. Harmer, Prof. W. A. Herdman,
S. J. Hickson, F. W. Oliver, H.
Wager, H. Marshall Wai'd.

F. E. Beddard, Prof. W. A. Herdman,
Dr. S. J. Hickson, G. Murray, Prof.

W. N. Parker, H. Wager.
G. Brook, Prof. W. A. Herdman, G.

Murray, W. Stirling, H. Wager.
G. C. Bourne, J. B. Farmer, Prof.

W. A. Herdman, S. J. Hickson,

W. B. Ransom, W. L. Sclater.

W. W. Benham, Prof. J. B. Farmer.
Prof. W. A. Herdman, Prof. S. J.

Hickson, G. Murray, W. L. Sclater.

SECTION D (continued).—zoology.

G. C. Bourne, H. Brown, W. E.

Hoyle, W. L. Sclater.

H. O. Forbes, W. Garstang, W. E.

Hoyle.
W. Garstang, W. E. Hoyle, Prof.

E. E. Prince.

Prof. R. Boyce, W. Garstang, Dr.

A. J. Harrison, W. E. Hoyle.

Prof. A. Newton, M.A., F.R.S.,

F.L.S., V.P.Z.S.

W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, C.M.G.,

F.R.S., F.L.S.

Prof. J. S. Burdon Sanderson,

M.A., M.D., F.R.S.

Prof. A. Milnes Marshall,

M.A., M.D„ D.Sc, F.R.S.

Francis Darwin, M.A., M.B.,

F.R.S., F.L.S.

Prof. W. Rutherford, M.D.,

F.R.S., F.R.S.E.

Rev. Canon H. B. Tristram,

M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. I. Bayley Balfour, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Prof, W. A. Herdman, F.R.S.

Prof, E. B, Poulton, F,R.S. ,,.

Prof. L. C. Miall, F.R.S

Prof. W. F. R. Weldon, F.R.S.

ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL SCIENCES.

COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, T.—ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY.

1833. Cambridge iDr.J. Haviland IDr. H. J. H. Bond, Mr. G. E. Paget.

1834, Edinburgh |Dr. Abercrombie IDr. Roget, Dr. William Thomson.

SECTION E (until 1847).—ANATOMY AND MEDICINE.

1835. Dublin
1836. Bristol

1837. Liverpool...

1838. Newcastle
1839. Birmingham
1840. Glasgow ...

Dr. J. C. Pritchard
Dr. P. M. Roget, F.R.S
Prof. W. Clark, M.D

T. E. Headlam, M.D
John Telloly, M.D., F.R.S..

James Watson, M.D

Dr. Harrison, Dr. Hart.
Dr. Symonds.
Dr. J. Carson, jun., James Long,

Dr. J. R. W. Vose.

T. M. Greenhow, Dr. J. R. W. Vose.

Dr. G. O. Rees, F. Ryland.
Dr.J.Brown, Prof . Couper,Prof. Reid,

JSECTION E.—PHYSIOLOGY,

1841. Plymouth... P. M. Roget, M.D., Sec. R.S.

1842. Manchester
1843. Cork
1844. York
1845. Cambridge

Edward Holme, M.D., F.L.S,

Sir James Pitcairn, M.D. ...

J. C. Pritchard, M.D
Prof. J. Haviland, M.D

Dr. J. Butter, J. Fuge, Dr. R. S.

Sargent.

Dr. Chaytor, Dr. R. S. Sargent.

Dr. John Popham, Dr. R. S. Sargent.

I. Erichsen, Dr. R. S. Sargent.

Dr. R. S. Sargent, Dr. Webster.

' Physiology was made a separate Section, see p. Ixx.

2 The title of Section D was changed to Zoology.
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Date and Place Presidents

1846. Southamp- Prof. Owen, M.D., F.E.S.

ton.

1847. Oxford ' ...
|
Prof. Ogle, M.D., F.E.S.

Secretaries

C. P. Keele, Dr. Laycock, Dr. Sar-
gent.

Dr. Thomas K. Chambers, W. P.
Ormerod.

PHYSIOLOGICAL SUBSECTIONS OF SECTION D.

1850.

1855.

1857.

1858.

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

1865.

Edinburgh
Glasgow ...

Dublin
Leeds

Aberdeen...
Oxford
Manchester
Cambridge
Newcastle
Bath

Birming-
ham.

-

Prof. Bennett, M.D., F.E.S.E.

Prof. Allen Thomson, F.E.S.

Prof. E. Harrison, M.D
Sir Benjamin Brodie, Bart.,

F.E.S.

Prof. Sharpey, M.D., Sec.E.S.

Prof.G.Eolleston,M.D.,F.L.S.

Dr. John Davy, F.E.S. L.& E.

G. B. Paget, M.D
Prof. Eolleston, M.D., F.E.S.

Dr. Edward Smith, LL.D.,
F.E.S.

Prof. Acland, M.D., LL.D.,
F.E.S.

Prof. J. H. Corbett, Dr. J. Strutliers.

Dr. E. D. Lyons, Prof. Eedfern.
C. G. Wheelhouse.

Prof. Bennett, Prof. Eedfern.
Dr. E. M'Donnell, Dr. Edward Smitli.
Dr. W. Eoberts, Dr. Edward Smitli.

G. F. Helm, Dr. Edward Smith.
Dr. D. Embleton, Dr. W. Turner.
J. S. Bartrum, Dr. W. Turner.

Dr. A. Fleming, Dr. P. Heslop,
Oliver Pembleton, Dr. W. Turner.

GEOGRAPHICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES.

[For Presidents and Secretaries for Geography previous to 1851, see Section C,

p. Ivii.]

ETHNOLOGICAL SUBSECTIONS OF SECTION D.

1846.Southampton Dr. J. C. Pritcbard

1847. Oxford
1848. Swansea ...

1849. Birmingham
1850. Edinburgh

Prof. H. H. Wilson, M.A.

Vice-Admiral Sir A. Malcolm

Dr. King,
Prof. Buckley.
G. Grant Francis.

Dr. E. G. Latham.
Daniel Wilson.

SECTION E.^—GEOGRAPHY AND ETHNOLOGY.

1831. Ipswicu

1852. Belfast...

1853. Hull

1854. Liverpool

1855. Glasgow

1856. Cheltenham

5837. Dublin

Sir E. I. Murchison, F.E.S.,

Pres. E.G.S.
Col. Chesney, E.A., D.C.L.,

F.E.S.

R. G. Latham, M.D., F.E.S.

Sir E. I. Murchison, D.C.L.,
F.E.S.

Sir J. Eichardson, M.D.,
F.E.S.

Col. Sir H. C. Eawlinson,
K.C.B.

Eev. Dr. J. Henthorn Todd,
Pres. E.LA.

E. Cull, Eev. J. W. Donaldson, Dr.
Norton Shaw.

E. Cull, E. MacAdam, Dr. Norton
Shaw.

E. Cull, Eev. H. W. Kemp, Dr.
Norton Shaw.

Eichard Cull, Eev. H. Higgins, Dr.
Ihne, Dr. Norton Shaw.

Dr. W. G. Blackie, E. Cull, Dr.
Norton Shaw.

E. Cull, F. D. Hartland, W. H.
Eumsey, Dr. Norton Shaw.

E. Cull, S. Ferguson, Dr. E. E.
Madden, Dr. Norton Shaw.

' By direction of the General Committee at Oxford, Sections D and E were
incorporated under the name of ' Section D—Zoology and Botany, including Phy-
siology ' fsoe p. Ix.). Section E, being then vacant, was assigned in 1851 to
Geography.

' Vide note on page Ixi.
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Date and Place

1858. Leeds

1859. Aberdeen...

1860. Oxford

1S61. Manchester

1862. Cambridge

]«63. Newcastle

1864. Bath

1865. Birmingham

1566. Nottingham

1867. Dundee ...

1868. Norwich ...

Presidents

Sir R.I. Murchison,G.C.St.S.,
F.R.S.

Rear - Admiral Sir James
Clerk Ross, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Sir R. I. Murchison, D.C.L..
F.R.S.

John Crawfurd, F.R.S

Francis Galton, F.R.S

Sir R. I. Murchison, K.C.B.,
F.R.S.

Sir R. I. Murchison, K.C.B.,
F.R.S.

Major-General Sir H. Raw-
linson, M.P.,K.C.B., F.R.S.

Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart.,

LL.D.

Sir Samuel Baker, F.R.G.S.

Capt. G. H. Richards, R.N.,
F.R.S.

Secretaries

R. Cull, F. Galton, P. O'Callaghan,
Dr. Norton Shaw, T. Wright.

Richard Cull, Prof.Geddes, Dr. Nor-
ton Shaw.

Capt. Burrows, Dr. J. Hunt, Dr. C.
Lemprifere, Dr. Norton Shaw.

Dr. J. Hunt, J. Kingsley, Dr. Nor-
ton Shaw, W. Spottiswoode.

J.W. Clarke, Re V. J . Glover, Dr. Hunt,
Dr. Norton Shaw, T. Wright.

C. Carter Blake, Hume Greenfield,
C. R. Markham, R. S. Watson.

H. W. Bates, C. R. Markham, Capt.
R. M. Murchison, T. Wright.

H. W. Bates, S. Evans, G. Jabet,
C. R. Markham, Thomas Wright.

H. W. Bates, Rev. E. T. Cusins, R.
H. Major, Clements R. Markham,
D. W. Nash, T. Wright.

H. W. Bates, Cyril Graham, C. R.
Markham, S. J. Mackie, R. Sturrock.

T. Baines, H. W. Bates, Clements R.
Markham, T. Wright.

1869. Exeter

1870. Liverpool...

1871. Edinburgh

1872. Brighton...

1873. Bradford...

1874. Belfast

1875. Bristol

1876. Glasgow ...

1877. Plymouth...
1878. Dublin

1879. Sheffield ...

1880. Swansea ...

1881. York

1882. Southamp-
ton.

1883. Southport

1884. Montreal ...

1885. Aberdeen...

1886. Birmingham

1898.

SECTION E (^continued).—geography,

Sir Bartle Frere, K.C.B.,
LL.D., F.R.G.S.

Sir R. I. Murchison, Bt.,K.C.B.,
LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.G.S.

Colonel Yule, C.B., F.R.G.S.

Francis Galton, F.R.S

Sir Rutherford Alcock, K. C.B.

Major Wilson, R.E., F.R.S.,
F.R.G.S.

Lieut. - General Strachey,
R.E.,C.S.I.,F.R.S., F.R.G.S.

Capt. Evans, C.B., F.R.S
Adm. Sir E. Ommanney, C.B.
Prof. Sir C. Wyville Thom-

son, LL.D.,F.R.S.,F.R S.E.
Clements R. Markham, C.B.,

F.R.S., Sec. R.G.S.
Lieut.-Gen. Sir J. H. Lefroj',

C.B., K.C.M.G.,R.A.,F.R.S.
Sir J. D. Hooker, K.C.S.L,

C.B., F.R.S.
Sir R. Temple, Bart., G.C.S.I.,

F.R.G.S.
Lieut. -Col. H. H. Godwin-
Austen, F.R.S.

Gen. Sir J. H. Lefroy, C.B.,

K.C.M.G.. F.R.S.,V.P.R.G.S.
Gen. J. T. Walker, C.B., R.E.,

LL.D., F.R.S.
Maj.-Gen. Sir. F. J. Goldsmid.

K.C.S.L, C.B., F.R.G.S.

H. W. Bates, Clements R. Markham,
J. H. Thomas.

H.W.Bates, David Buxton, Albert J.
Mott, Clements R. Markham.

A. Buchan, A. Keith Johnston, Cle-
ments R. Markham, J. H. Thomas.

H. W. Bates, A. Keith Johnston,
Rev. J. Newton, J. H. Thomas.

H. W. Bates, A. Keith Johnston,
Clements R. Markham.

E. G. Ravenstein, E. C. Rye, J. H.
Thomas.

H. W. Bates, E. C. Rye, F. F.
Tackett.

H. W. Bates, E. C. Rye, R. O. Wood.
H. W. Bates, F. E. Fox, E. C. Rye.
John Coles, E. C. Rye.

H. W. Bates, C. E. D. Black, E. C.

Rye.
H. W. Bates, E. C. Rye.

J. W. Barry, H. W. Bates.

E. G. Ravenstein, E. C. Rye.

John Coles, E. G. Ravenstein, E. C.

Rye.
Rev.Abb^Latiamme, J.S. O'Halloran,

E. G. Ravenstein, J. F. Torrance.

J. S. Keltic, J. S. O'Halloran, E. G.
Ravenstein, Rev. G. A. Smith.

F. T. S. Houghton, J. S. Keltic.

E. G. Ravenstein.

d
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Date and Place

1854. Liverpool...

1855. Glasgow ...

1856. Cheltenham
1857. Dublin

1858. Leeds ....

1859. Aberdeen.

1860. Oxford

1861. Manchester

1862. Cambridge
1863. Newcastle

1864. Bath
1865. Birmingham

1866. Nottingham

1867. Dundee

1868. Norwich ...

1860. Exeter
1870. Liverpool..,

1871. Edinburgh
1872. Brighton ...

1873. Bradford ...

1874. Belfast

1875. Bristol

1876. Glasgow ...

1877. PljTnouth...

1878. Dublin

1879. Sheffield ...

1880. Swansea ...

1881. York

Presidents

John Scott Eussell, F.R.S. ...

W. J. M. Rankine. F.R.S. ...

George Rennie, F.R.S
Rt. Hon. the Earl of Rosse,

F.R.S.
William Fairbairn, F.R.S. ...

Rev. Prof. Willis, M.A., F.R.S.

Prof .W. J. Macquorn Rankine,
LL.D., F.R.S.

J. F. Bateman, C.E., F.R.S....

William Fairbairn, F.R.S.

Rev. Prof. Willis, M.A., F.R.S.

J. Hawkshaw, F.R.S
Sir W. G. Armstrong, LL.D.,

F.R.S.
Thomas Hawksley, V.P. Inst.

C.E., F.G.S.

Prof.W.J. Macquorn Rankine,
LL.D., F.R.S.

G. P. Bidder, C.E., F.R.G.S.

C. W. Siemens, F.R.S
Chas. B. Vignoles, C.E., F.R.S.

Secretaries

Prof. Fleeming Jenkin, F.R.S.
F. J. Bramwell, C.E.

J. Grantham, J. Oldham, J.Thomson.
L. Hill, W. Ramsay, J. Thomson.
C. Atherton, B. Jones, H. M. JefEery.

Prof. Downing, W.T. Doyne, A. Tate,
James Thomson, Henry Wright.

J. C. Dennis, J. Dixon, H. Wright.
R. Abernethy, P. Le Neve Foster, H,
Wright.

P. Le Neve Foster, Rev. F. Harrison,
Henry Wright.

P. Le Neve Foster, John Robinson,
H. Wright.

W. M. Fawcett, P. Le Neve Poster.

P. Le Neve Foster, P. Westmacott,
J. F. Spencer.

P. Le Neve Foster, Robert Pitt.

P. Le Neve Foster, Henry Lea,
W. P. Marshall, Walter May.

P. Le Neve Foster, J. F. Iselin, M.
O. Tarbotton.

P. Le Neve Foster, John P. Smith,
W. W. Urquhart.

P. Le Neve Foster, J. F. Iselin, C.
Manby, W. Smith.

P. Le Neve Foster, H. Bauerman.
H. Bauerman, P. Le Neve Foster, T.
King, J. N. Shoolbred.

H. Bauerman, A. Leslie, J. P. Smith.
iH. M. Brunei, P. Le Neve Foster,

I

J. G. Gamble, J. N. Shoolbred.
W. H. Barlow, F.R.S C.Barlow,H.Bauerman.E,H.Carbutt,

I

J. C. Hawkshaw, J. N. Shoolbred.
Prof. .Tames Thomson, LL.D.,

I

A. T. Atchison, J. N. Shoolbred, John

1882. Southamp-
ton

1883. Southport
1884. Montreal...

1885. Aberdeen...

1886. Birmingham

1887. Manchester

1888. Bath

C.E., F.R.S.E
W. Froude, C.E., M.A., F.R.S.

C. W. Merrifield, F.R.S

Edward Woods, C.E

Edward Easton, C.E

J. Robinson, Pres. Inst. Mech.
Eng.

J.Abernethy, F.R.S.E
Sir W. G. Armstrong, C.B.,

LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.

John Fowler, C.E., F.G.S. ...

J. Brunlees, Pres. Inst.C.E.

Sir F. J. Bramwell, F.R.S.,

V.P.Inst.C.E.

B. Baker, M.Inst.C.E

Sir J. N. Douglass, M.Inst.

C.E.
Prof. Osborne Reynolds, M.A.,

LL.D., F.R.S.

W. H. Preece, F.R.S.,

M.Inst.C.E.

Smyth, jun.

W. R. Browne, H. M. Brunei, J. G.
Gamble, J. N. Shoolbred.

W. Bottomlev, jun., W. J. Millar,

J. N. Shoolbred, J. P. Smith.
A. T. Atchison, Dr. Merrifield, J. N.

Shoolbred.

A. T. Atchison, R. G. Symes, H. T.

Wood.
A. T. Atchison, Emerson Bainbridge,
H. T. Wood.

A. T. Atchison, H. T. Wood.
A. T. Atchison, J. F. Stephenson,
H. T. Wood.

A. r. Atchison, F. Churton, H. T,
Wood.

A. T. Atchison, E. Rigg, H. T. Wood.
A. T. Atchison, W. B. Dawson, J,

Kennedy, H. T. Wood.
A. T. Atchison, F. G. Ogilvie, E.

Rigg, J. N. Shoolbred.

C. W. Cooke, J. Kenward, W. B.
Marshall, E. Rigs;.

C. F. Budenberg, W. B. Marshall,
E. Rigg.

C. W. Cooke, W. B. Marshall, B.
Rigg, P. K. Stothert.
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Date and Place

1889. Newcastle
upon-Tyne

1890. Leeds ...

1891. CardifiE

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham

1894. Oxford....

1895. Ipswich ,

1896. Liverpool.

1897. Toronto .

1898. Bristol....

Presidents

W. Anderson, M.Inst.C.E. ...

Capt. A. Noble, C.B., F.E.S.,
F.R.A.S.

T. Forster Brown, M.Inst.C.E.

Prof. W. C. Unwin, F.E.S.,

M.Inst.C.E.
Jeremiah Head, M.Inst.C.E.,

F.C.S.

Prof. A. B. W. Kennedy,
F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E.

Prof. L. F. Vcrnon-Harcourt,
M.A., M.Inst.C.E.

Sir Douglas Fox, V.P.Inst.C.E.

G. F. Deacon, M.Inst.C.E.

Sir J. Wolfe-Barry, K.C.B.,
F.R.S.

Secretaries

C. W. Cooke, W. B. Marshall, Hon.
C. A. Parsons, E. Rigg.

E. K. Clark, C. W. Cooke, W. B.
Marshall, E. Rigg.

C. VV. Cooke, Prof. A. C. Elliott,

W. B. Marshall, E. Rigg.
C. W. Cooke, W. B. Marshall, W. C.

Popplewell, E. Rigg.
C. W. Cooke, W. B. Marshall, E.

Rigg, H. Talbot.

Prof. T. Hudson Beare, C. W. Cooke,
"\V. B. Marshall, Rev. F. J. Smith.

Prof. T. Hudson Beare, C. W. Cooke,
W. B. Marshall, P. G. M. Stoney.

Prof. T. Hudson Beare, C. W. Cooke,
S. Dunkerley, W. B. Marshall.

Prof. T. Hudson Beare, Prof. Callen-
dar, W. A. Price.

Prof. T. H. Beare, Prof. J. Munro,
H. W. Pearson, W. A. Price.

SECTION H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.
1884. Montreal...
1885. Aberdeen...

1886. Birmingham

1887. Manchester

1888. Bath

1889. Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

1890. Leeds

1891. Cardiff

1892. Edinburgh

189.3. Nottingham

1894. Oxford....

1895. Ipswich .

1896. Liverpool.

1897. Toronto .

1898. Bristol....

E. B. Tylor, D.C.L., F.R.S. ....

Francis Galton, M.A., F.R.S.

'

Sir G. Campbell, K.C.S.I.,

M.P., D.C.L., F.R.G.S.
Prof. A. H. Sayce, M.A

Lieut.-General Pibt-Rivers,

D.C.L., F.R.S.
Prof. Sir W. Turner, M.B.,

LL.D., F.R.S.
Dr. J. Evans, Treas. R.S,,

F.S.A., F.L.S., F.G.S.
Prof. F. Max Miiller, M.A. ...

Prof. A. Macalister, M.A.,
M.D., F.R.S.

Dr. R. Munro, M.A., F.R.S.E.

Sir W. H. Flower, K.C.B.,
F.R.S.

Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie,

D.C.L.
Arthur J. Evans, F.S.A

Sir W. Turner, F.R.S

E. W. Brabrook, C.B

G. W. Bloxam, W. Hurst.
G. W. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson, W.

Hurst, Dr. A. Macgregor.
G. W. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson, "VV.

Hurst, Dr. R. Saundby.
G. W. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson, Dr.

A. M. Paterson.
G. W. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson. J.

Harris Stone.

G. W. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson, Dr.
R. Morison, Dr. E. Howden.

G. W. Bloxam, Dr. C. M. Chadwick,
Dr. J. G. Garson.

G. W. Bloxam, Prof. R. Howden, H.
Ling Roth, E. Seward.

G. W. Bloxam, Dr. D. Hepburn, Prof.
R. Howden, H. Ling Roth.

G. W. Bloxam, Rev. T. W. Davies,
Prof. R. Howden, F. B. Jevons,
J. L. Myres.

H. Balfour, Dr. J. G. Garson, H. Ling
Roth.

J. L. MjTes, Rev. J. J. Eaven, H.
Ling Roth.

Prof. A. C. Haddon, J. L. Myres,
Prof. A. M. Paterson.

A. F. Chamberlain, H. 0. Forbes,
Prof. A. C. Haddon, J. L. Myres.

H. Balfour, .J. L. Myres, G. Parker,

1894. Oxford.

SECTION I.—PHYSIOLOGY (including Experimental
Pathology and Experimental Psychology).

1896. Liverpool...

1897. Toronto ...

Prof. E. A. Schafer, F.R.S.,
M.R.C.S.

Dr. W. H. Gaskell, F.R.S.
Prof. Michael Foster, F.R.S.

Prof. F. Gotch, Dr. J. S. Haldane,
BI. S. Pembrey.

Prof. R.Boyce, Prof. C. S. Sherrington.
Prof. R. Boyce, Prof. C. S. Sherring-

ton, Dr. L. E. Shore.
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Date and Place Secretaries

SECTION K.—BOTANY.
1895. Ipswich ...

1896. Liverpool...

1897. Toronto ...

1898. Bristol

W. T. Thiselton-Dj-er, F.E.S.

Dr. D. H. Scott, F.R.S

Prof. Marshall Ward, F.R.S.

Prof. F. 0. Bower, F.R.S. ...

A. C. Seward, Prof. F. E. Weiss.
Prof, Harvey Gibson, A. C. Seward,

Prof. F. E. Weiss.
Prof. J. B. Farmer, E. C. Jeffrey,

A. C. Seward, Prof. F. E. Weiss.
A. C. Seward, H. Wager, J. W. White.

LIST OF EVENING LECTUKES.

Date and Place

1842. Manchester

1843. Cork

.

1844. York

,

1845. Cambridge

1846. Southamp-
ton.

1847. Oxford.

1848. Swansea ...

1849. Birmingham

1850. Edinburgh

1851. Ipswich ...

1852. Belfast

1853. Hull.

Lecturer

Charles Vignoles, F.R.S

Sir M.L Brunei
R. I. Murchison
Prof. Owen, M.D., F.R.S
Prof. E. Forbes, F.R.S

Dr. Robinson
Charles Lyell, F.R.S
Dr. Falconer, F.R.S

G.B.Airy,F.R.S.,Astron.Royal

R. L Murchison, F.R.S
Prof. Owen, M.D., F.R.S. ...

Charles Lyell, F.R.S
W. R. Grove, F.R.S

Rev. Prof. B. Powell, F.R.S.

Prof. M. Faraday, F.R.S

Hugh E. Strickland, F.G.S....

John Percy, M.D., F.R.S

W. Carpenter, M.D., F.R.S....

Dr. Faraday, F.R.S
Rev. Prof. Willis, M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. J. H. Bennett, M.D.,
F.R.S.E.

Dr. Mantell, F.R.S
Prof. E. Owen, M.D., F.R.S.

G.B.Airy,F.R.S.,Astron. Royal
Prof. G. G. Stokes, D.C.L.,

F.R.S.

Colonel Portlock, R.E., F.R.S.

Prof. J. Phillips, LL.D., F.R. S.,

F.G.S.

Robert Hunt, F,R.S

Subject of Discourse

The Principles and Construction of
Atmospheric Railways.

The Thames Tunnel.
The Geology of Russia.

The Dinornis of New Zealand.
The Distribution of Animal Life in

the Mgean Sea.

The Earl of Rosse's Telescope.

Geology of North America.
The Gigantic Tortoise of the Siwalik

Hills in India.

Progress of Terrestrial Magnetism.
Geology of Russia.

Fossil Mammalia of the British Isles.

Valley and Delta of the Mississippi.

Properties of the ExplosiveSubstance
discovered by Dr. Schohbein ; also

some Researches of his own on the
Decomposition of Water by Heat.

Shooting Stars.

Magnetic and Diamagnetic Pheno-
mena.

The Dodo (Bidits ineptus).

Metallurgical Operations of Swansea
and its Neighbourhood.

Recent Microscopical Discoveries.

Mr. Gassiot's Battery.

Transit of different Weights with
varying Velocities on Railways.

Passage of the Blood through the

minute vessels of Animals in con-
nection with Nutrition.

Extinct Birds of New Zealand.

Distinction between Plants and Ani-

mals, and their changes of Form.
Total Solar Eclipse of July 28, 1851.

Recent Discoveries in the properties

of Light.

Recent Discovery of Rock-salt at

Carrickfergus, and geological and
practical considerations connected

with it.

Some peculiar Phenomena in the

Geology and Physical Geography
of Yorkshire.

The present state of Photography.
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Date and Place



LIST OF EVENING LECTUEES.

Date and Place

1873. Bradford

1874. Belfast...

1875. Bristol ....

1876. Glasgow ,

1877. Plymouth

.

1878. Dublin

1879. Sheffield

1880. Swansea

1881. York

1882. Southamp-
ton.

1883. Southport

1884. Montreal...

I

I

1885. Aberdeen...

1886. Birmingham

1887. Manchester

1888. Bath

1889. Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

1890. Leeds

1891. CardiflE

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham

1894. Oxford

Lecturer

Prof. W. C.Williamson.F.K.S.
Prof. Clerk Maxwell, F.R.S.

Sir John Lubbock,Bart..M.P.,

Prof. Huxley, F.R.S

W.Spottiswoode,LL.D.,F.E.S.
F. J. Bramwell, F.K.S
Prof. Tait, F.R.S.E
SirW3rville Thomson, F.R.S.

W. Warington Smyth, M.A.,
F H S

Prof. Odling, F.R.S
G. J. Romanes, F.L.S
Prof. Dewar, F.R.S

W. Crookes, F.R.S
Prof. E. Ray Lankester, F.R.S.

Prof.W.Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S.

Francis Galton, F.R.S
Prof. Huxley, Sec. E.S

W. Spottiswoode, Pres. R.S....

Prof. SirWm. Thomson, F.R.S.

Prof. H. N. Moseley, F.R.S.

Prof. R. S. Ball, F.R.S

Prof. J. G. McKendrick
Prof. O. J. Lodge, D.Sc
Rev. W. H. DaUinger, F.R.S.

Prof. W. G. Adams, F.R.S. ..

John Murray, F.R.S.E
A. W. Riicker, M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. W. Rutherford, M.D. ..

Prof. H. B. Dixon, F.R.S. ..

Col. SirF. de Winton
Prof. W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S. ..

Subject of Discourse

are

Prof. T. G. Bonney, D.Sc,
F.R.S.

Prof. W. C. Roberts-Austen,
F.R.S.

Walter Gardiner, M.A

E. B. Poulton, M.A., F.R.S....

PrDf. C. Vernon Boys, F.R.S.
Prof.L. C. Miall,F.L.S.,F.G.S.

Prof.A.W.Rucker,M.A.,F.R.S.
Prof. A. M Marshall, F.R.S.
Prof. J.A Ewing,M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. A. Smithells, B.Sc.

Prof. Victor Horsley, F.R.S.

J. W. Gregory, D.Sc, F.G.S.

Coal and Coal Plants.
Molecules.
Common Wild Flowers considered

in relation to Insects.
The Hypothesis that Animals
Automata, and its History.

Tlie Colours of Polarised Light.
Railway Safety Appliances.
Force.

The CJiallenger Expedition.
Physical Phenomena connected with

the Mines of Cornwall and Devon.
The New Element, Gallium.
Animal Intelligence.

Dissociation, or Modern Ideas of
Chemical Action.

Radiant Matter.
Degeneration.
Primeval Man.
Mental Imagery.
The Rise and Progress of Palteon-

tology.

The Electric Discharge, its Forms
and its Functions.

Tides.

Pelagic Life.

Recent Researches on the Distance
of the Sun.

Galvanic and Animal Electricity.

Dust.

The Modern Microscope in Re-
searches on the Least and Lowest
Forms of Life.

The Electric Light and Atmospheric
Absorption.

The Great Ocean Basins.

Soap Bubbles.

The Sense of Hearing.
The Rate of Explosions in Gases.

Explorations in Central Africa.

The Electrical Transmission of

Power.
The Foundation Stones of the Earth's

Crust.

The Hardening and Tempering of

Steel.

How Plants maintain themselves in

the Struggle for Existence.

Mimicry.
Quartz Fibres and theirApplications.

Some Diffculties in the Life o£

Aquatic Insects.

Electrical Stress.

Pedigrees.

Magnetic Induction.

Flame.
The Discovery of the Physiology of

the Nervous System.
Experiences and Prospects of

African Exploration.
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Ixxv

OFFICERS OF SECTIONAL COMMITTEES PRESENT AT
THE BRISTOL MEETING.

SECTION A.—MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

President.—Trot "W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—The Rt. Hon. Lord Kelvin, G.C.V.O., F.R.S. ; Sir

Norman Lockyer, F.R.S. ; Prof. Mascart ; Prof. A. W. Riicker,

Sec.R.S. ; General-Major Rykatcheff ; Prof. S. P. Thompson, F.R.S.

;

Prof. S. Young, F.R.S.

Secretaries.—'Proi. A. P. Chattock, M.A. ; J. L. Howard, D.Sc. ; C. H.
Lees, D.Sc; Prof. W. Watson, B.Sc. (Recorder); E. T. Whit-

_ taker, B.A.

P SECTION B.—CHEMISTRY.

President.—Troi. F. R. Japp, F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Troi. E. Noelting ; J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S. ; Prof. W.
B Ramsay, F.R S. ; A. Vernon Harcourt, F.R.S. ; Prof. Emerson
pi Reynolds, F.R.S. ; W. J. Russell, F.R.S. ; W. Shenstone, F.R.S.

Secretaries.—C. A. Kohn (Recorder) ; F. Wallis Stoddart ; T. K.
Rose.

SECTION C.—GEOLOGY.

President.—W. H. Hudleston, F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—'R. Etheridge, F.R.S. ; Prof. T. Rupert Jones, F.R.S. ;

E. B. Wethered ; W. Whitaker, F.R.S. ; Rev. H. Winwood.

Secretaries.—G. W. Lamplugh ; Professor H. A. Miers, F.R.S. (^e-

corder) ; H. Pentecost.

SECTION D.—ZOOLOGY.

President.—Froi. W. F. R. Weldon, M.A., F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Francis Galton, D.C.L., F.R.S. ; Prof. Francis Gotch,

M.D., F.R.S. ; Prof. W. A. Herdman, D.Sc, F.R.S. ; Prof. O. C.

Marsh ; Henry Woodward, LL.D., F.R.S.

Secretaries.—Prof. R. Boyce ; Walter Garstang, M.A. ; Dr. A. J. Har-

rison ; W. E. Hoyle, M.A. (Recorder).

SECTION E.—GEOGRAPHY.

President.—Co\. G. Earl Church, F.R.G.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Col. F. Bailey, Sec. R.S.G.S. ; Prof. Boyd Dawkins,

F.R.S. ; Colonel J. Farquharson, C.B. ; J. Scott Keltic, LL.D., Sec.

R.G.S. ; B. Leigh Smith; F. F. Tuckett ; General Sir Charles W.
Wilson, K.C.B., F.R.S.

Secretaries.—H. N. Dickson, F.R.G.S. ; H. R. Mill, D.Sc, F.R.G.S.

(Recorder) ; H. C. Trapnell, LL.B.
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SECTIOK F.—ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS.

President.—3 . Bonar, M.A., LL.D., F.S.S.

7ice-Presidents.—2Tot E. C. K. Conner, M.A., F.S.S. ; L. L. Price,

M.A., F.S.S. ; Prof. W. Cunningham, D.D., F.S.S. ; Rev. Canon
Glazebrook, M.A.

Secretaries.—E. Cannan, M.A., F.S.S. ; l>rof. A. W. Flux, M.A., F.S.S. ;

H. Higgs, LL.B., F.S.S. {Recorder) ; W. E. Tanner, M.A.

SECTION G.—MECHANICAL SCIENCE.

President.—^\r John Wolfe-Barry, K.C.B., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E,

Vice-Presidents.—W. Proctor Baker ; Sir Frederick Bramwell, Bart.,

D.C.L., F.R.S. ; T. Forster Bro^vn, M.Inst.C.E. ; G. F. Deacon,
M.Inst.C.E.

Secretaries.—Prof. T. Hudson Beare, F.R.S.E. [Recorder) ; Prof. J.
Munro, M.Inst.M.E. ; H. W. Pearson, M.Inst.C.E. ; W. A. Price,

M.A.

SECTION H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.

President.—'E. W. Brabrook, C.B., F.S.A.

Vice-Presidents.—A. J. Evans, F.S.A. ; Sir John Evans, K.C.B., F.R.S,
;

Dr. Francis Galton, F.R.S. ; C. H. Read, F.S.A. ; Dr. Paul Topinard
;

Prof. E. B. Tylor, F.R.S.

Secretaries.—H. Balfour ; J. L. Myres, jNI.A., F.S.A. {Recorder) ; G.
Parker, M.D.

SECTION K.—BOTANY.

President.—'Prol F. O. Bower, Sc.D., F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Troi. H. Marshall Ward, Sc.D., F.R.S. ; Dr. D. H.
Scott, F.R.S. ; Francis Darwin, F.R.S.

Secretaries.—A. C. Seward, F.R.S. {Recorder) ; Harold Wager ; J. W.
White.
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PRESIDENT.
SIR WILLIAM CROOKES, F.R.S., V.P.O.S.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

The Right Hon. the Earl of DcrciE, F.R.S., F.G.S.

Tlie Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Bristol, D.D.

The Right Hon. Sir Edward Fry, D.C.L., F.R.S.,

F S A
Sir F. j! BRAMWELt, Bart., D.O.L., LL.D., F.R.S.

The Right 'Worshipful the Mayor of Bristol.

The PRiNcrpAL of TTniversity College, Bristol.

The Master of The Society of Merchant Venturerg

of Bristol.

JOHK Beddoe, Esq., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S.

Professor T. G. BoNJJBY, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A.,

F.G.S.

PRESIDENT ELECT.

Professor Michael Foster, M.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Sec. R.S.

VICE-PRESIDENTS ELECT.

His Grace the LoBD ARCHBiSHor op Oanibr-
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The Most Hon. the Marquis or Salisbury, K.G.,
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The Right Worshipful the Mayor of Dover.

The Right Hon. Lord Herschbll, G.O.B., D.C.L.,
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The Very Rev. F. W. Farrar, D.D., P.R.S., Dean

of Canterbury.
Sir J. Norman Lockyeb, K.C.B., F.R.S., P.R.A.S.

Professor G. H. Darwin, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.

GENERAL SECRETARIES.
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1
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A. T. Walmisley, Esq., M.Inst.C.E.
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Darwin, F., Esq., F.R.S.
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Thompson, Professor S. P., F.R.S.

Thomson, Professor J. M., F.R.S. "

TiLDEN, Professor W. A., F.R.S.

Tylor, Professor E. B., F.R.S.
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Secretaries fbr the ensuing Meeting.
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The Right Hon. Sir John Lubbock Bart., M.P., D.C.L, LL.D F.R.S., F.L.3.

The Right Hon. Lord Rayleigh, M.A. , D.C.L., LL.D., i' .R.S., 1' .K.A.&.

Professor A. W. Rucker, M.A., D.Sc, Sec. R.S.

PRESIDENTS OF FORMER YEARS.

The Duke of Argyll, K.G., K.T.

Lord Armstrong, C.B., LL.D.
Sir Joseph D. Hooker, K.C.S.I.

Sir G. G. Stokes, Bart., F.R.S.

Lord Kelvin, G.C.V.O., F.R.S.

Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.R.S.

Prof. Allman, M.D., F.R.S.

Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S.

Lord Rayleigh, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Sir Wm. Dawson, C.M.G., F.R.S.

Sir H. E. Roscoe, D.C.L. , F.R.S.

Sir F. J. Bramwell, Bart., F.R.S.

Sir W. H. Flower, K.C.B., F.R.S.

Sir F. A. Abel, Bart.. K.O.B., F.R.S.

Sir Wm. Huggins, K.C.B., F.R.S.

SirArchibald Geikie, LL.D.,F.R.S.

Prof. J.S.Burdon Sanderson,F.R.S.

The Marquis of Salisbury, K.G.,

Sir Douglas Galton, K.C.B., FJl.S.

Lord Lister, D.C.L., Pres. R.S.

Sir John Evans, K.C.B., F.R.S.

GENERAL OFFICERS OF FORMER YEARS.

F Galton Esa . F R S. I
P. L. Sclater, Esq., Ph.D., F.R.S. i Sir Douglas Galton, K^.B..F.R.S.

ProlSSoLr.l-ec. R.S. Prof. T. G^Bonaey, D.Sc F R.S. A Vernon^
^l^^ck^sf

c

'rI "

G. Griffith, Esq., M.A. I
Prof. A. W. Wilhamson, F.R.S. |

Prof. A. W. RucKer, bee. n.o.

Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S.

AUDITORS.

I
Dr. D. H. Scott, F.R.S. I

Sir H. Trueman Wood, M.A.
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Br. THE GENERAL TREASURER'S ACCOUNT,

1897-98. RECEIPTS.
£ t. d.

Balance brought forward 2396 4

Life Compositions 120

New Annual Members' Subscriptions 218

Annual Subscriptions 465

Members of American Association 159

Sale of Associates' Tickets 648

Sale of Ladies' Tickets 103

Sale of Publications 175 17

Interest on Deposit at Liverpool Bank 24 5 6

Dividend on Consols 200 7 4

Dividend on India 3 per Cents 104 8

Unexpended Balance of Grant returned by the Committee
for the Calculation of certain Integrals 10

;£4623 18 2

InvestmeuU.
£ s. d.

Consols 7537 3 6
India 3 per Cents 3600

£11,137 3 5

Arthub W RirCKEB, Gciwral Treasurer.



GENERAL TREASURER'S ACCOUNT. Ixxix

from July ], 1897, to June 30, 1898. Cr.

1897-98. EXPENDITURE.
£ J. (/.

Expenses of Toronto Meeting, including Trinting, Adver-

tising, Payment of Clerks, &c 108 9 7

Kent and Office Expenses 60 16

Salaries
'. 510

Printing, Binding, &c 1028 8 7

Payment of Grants made at Toronto

:

& s. d.

Electrical Standards 75

Seismological Observations 75

Abstracts of Physical Tapers 100

Calculation of certain Integrals 10

Electrolysis and Electro-chemistry 35

Meteorological Observatory at Montreal 50

Wave-length Tables of the Spectra of the Elements .... 20

Action of Light upon Dyed Colours 8
Erratic Bloclcs 5

Investigation of a Coral Reef 40

Photographs of Geological Interest 10

Life-zones in British Carboniferous Rocks 15

Pleistocene Fauna and Flora in Canada 20

Table at the Zoological Station, Naples 100

Table at the Biological Laboratory, Plymouth 14

Index Generum et Speoierum Animalium 100

Healthy and Unhealthy Oysters 30

Climatology of Tropical Airica 10

State Monopolies in other Countries 15

Small Screw Gauge 20

North-Western Tribes of Canada 75

Lake Village at Glastonbury 37 10

Silchester Excavation 7 10

Ethnological Survey of Canada 75

Anthropology and Natural History of Torres Strait 125

Investigation of Changes associated -with the Functional

Activity of Nerve Cells and their Peripheral Exten-
sions 100

Fertilisation in Phseophyceae 15

Corresponding Societies Committee 25

1212

In hands of General Treasurer

:

On deposit at Liverpool (National Provincial

Bank) 1521 2 7

At Bank of England, "Western Branch £219 11 1

Z<?.'!« Cheque not presented 37 10
182 1 1

1703 3 8

Petty Cash in hand 10 4

£4623 18 2

I have examined the above Account with the books and vouchers of the Associa-

tion, and certify the same to be correct. I have also verified the balances at the

bankers on Current and Deposit Accounts, and have ascertained that the Invest-

ments are duly registered in the names of the Trustees.

W. B. Keen, Chartered Accountant,

3 Church Court, Old Jewry, E.G.

Approved— July 12, 1898.

Herbert IvIcLeod, "I . , ,., „.
D.H.SCOTT '\^^ditors.
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Table showing the Attendance and Receipts

Date of Meeting

1831, Sept. 27..

1832, June 19,.

1833, June 25..

1834, Sept. 8 ..

1835, Aug. 10 ..

183G, AuK. 22..

1837, Sept. 11..

1838, Aug. 10 ..

1839, Aug. 26 ..

1840, Sept. 17..

1841, July 20 ..

1842, Julie 23 .

1843, Aug. 17..

1844, Sept. 26..

1845, June 19..

1846, Sept. 10 .

1847, June 23..

1848, Aug. 9 ..

1849, Sept. 12..

1850, July 21 ..

1851, July 2

1852, Sept. 1 ..

1853, Sept. 3 ..

1854, Sept. 20..

1855, Sept. 12..

1856, Aus. 6 ..

1857, Aug. 26 ..

1858, Sept. 22..

1859, Sept. 14 ..

1860, .Tune 27..

1861, Sept. 4 .,

1862, Oct. 1 ..

1863, Aug. 26.,

1864, Sept. 13.,

1865, Sept. 6 .,

1866, Aug. 22.,

1867, Sept. 4 .

1868, Aug. 19 .,

1869, Aug. 18 .,

1870, Sept. 14.,

1871, Aug. 2 .

1872, Aug. 14.,

1873, Sept. 17 .

1874, Aug. 19 .

1875, Aug. 25 .

1876, Sept. 6 .

1877, Aug. 15.
1878, Aug. 14 .

1879, Aug. 20 .

1880, Aug. 25 .

18.81, Aug. 31 .

1882, Aug. 23 .

1883, Sept. 19 .

1884, Aug. 27 .

1885, Sept. 9 .

1886, Sept. 1 .

1887, Aug. 31

.

1888, Sept. 5 .

1889, Sept. 11

.

1890, Sept. 3 .

1891, Aug. 19.
1892, Aug. 3 .

1893, Sept. 13.

1894, Aug. 8 .

1895, Sept. 11.
1896, Sept. 16.
1897, Aug. 18.

1898, Sept. 7 .

Where held

York
Oxford
Canibrirlge
Eilinljurgh
Dublin
Bristol

Liverpool
Nowcastle-on-Tyne.

.

Birmingham
(llasgow
Plymouth
Mancliester
Cork
York
Cambridge
Southampton
Oxford
Swansea
Birmingham
Edinburgli
Xp.siwich

Belfast
Hull
Liyerpool
(llasgow
Cheltenham
Dublin
Leeds ...

Aberdeen
Oxford
Manchester
Cambridge
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

.

Bath
Birmingham
Nottingham
Dundee
Norwich
Exeter
Liverpool
Edinburgh
Brighton
Bradford
Belfast
Bristol

Glasgow
Plvnionth
DiibUn
Sheffield

Swansea
York

,

Soutliamptou
Southport
Montreal
Aberdeen
Birmingham
Miinchester
Bath
Ne\vcastle-on-Tyne

.

Leeds
Cardiff

Edinburgh
Nottingliam
Oxford"
Ipswich
Liverpool
Toronto
Bristol

Presidents

The Earl Fitzwilliam.D.C.L
The Rev.W. Buckland, F.R.S
The Rev. A. Sedgwick. F.R.S
SirT. M.Brisbane, D.C.L
The Rev. Provo.st Lloyd, LL.D
The Marquis of Lansiiowne
The Earl of Burlington, F.R.S
The Duke of Northumberland
The Rev. W. Vernon Harcourt
The Marquis of Bread.albane
The Rev. W. AYhewoll, F.R.S
The Lord Francis Egerton
TlieEarl of Rosse, F.R.S
The Rev. (;. Peacock, DD.
Sir John F. W. Herschel, Bart,.

Sir Roderick I. Murohison, Bart
Sir Robert H. Inglis, Bart
The Marquis of Northampton
The Rev. T. R. Robin.son, D.D
Sir David Brew.ster, K.H.
Cr. B. Airy, Astronomer Royal
Lieut.-General Sabine, F.R.S
Willi.am Hopkins, F.R.S
The Earl of Harrowby, F.R.S
The Duke of Argyll, F.R.S.

Prof. C. a. B. Daiibeny, M.D
The Rev. Humphrey Lloyil, D.D
Richard Owen, M.D., D.C.L
H.R.H. The Prince Consort
The Lord Wrotteslev, M.A
William Fairbairn, LL.D., F.R.S
The Rev. Professor Willis, M..A.

Sir William G. Armstrong, C.B
Sir Charles Lyell, Bart., M.A
Prof. J. Phillips, M.A., LL.D
William R. Grove, Q.C., F.R.S.
TheDuIceot Bucoleuch. K.C.B
Dr. Joseph D. Hooker. F.R.S
Prof. Ct. G. Stokes, D.C.L.
Prof. T. H. Huxley, LL.D
Prof. Sir W. Thomson, LL.D
Dr. W. B. Carpencer, F.R.S
Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.R.S
Prof. J. Tyndall. LL.D., F.R.S
Sir John Hawkshaw, C.E., F.R.S
Prof. T.Andrews, M.D., F.R.S.
Prof. A. Thomson. M.D., F.R.S
W. Spottiswoode, M..^.., F.R.S
Prof. G. J. AUman. M.D.. F.R.S
A. C.Ramsay, LL.D.. F.R.S
Sir .John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S
Dr. C. W. Siemens F.R.S
Prof. A. Caylev, D.C.L., F.R.S
Prof. Lord Rayleigh. F.R.S
Sir Lyon Playfair. K.C.B., F.R.S
Sir J. W. Dawson, C.M.G., F.R.S
Sir H. E. Roscoe. D.C.L., F.R.S
Sir P. J. Bramwell, F.R.S
Prof. W. H. Flower, C.B., F.R.S
Sir F. A. Abel, C.B., F.R.S
Dr. W. Huggins, F.R.S
Sir A. Geikie, LL.D., F.R.S
Prof. J. S. Burdon Sanderson
The Marquis of S,alisburv,K.G.,F.R.S,

Sir Douglas Galton, F.R.S
Sir Joseph Lister, Bart., Pros. R.S. ..,

Sir John Evans, K.C.B., F.R.S
Sir W. Crookes, F.R.S

Old Life
Members

169
303
109
226
313
241
314
149
227
235
172
164
141
238
194
182
236
222
184
286
321
239
203
287
292
207
167
196
204
314
246
245
212
162
239
221
173
201
184
144
272
178
203
235
225
314
428
266
277
259
189
280
201
327
214
330
120
281

New Life
Members

65
169
28

150
36
10
18
3

12
9

8
10
13
23
33
14
IS
42
27
21
113
15
36
40
44
31
25
18
21

39
28
36
27
13
36
35
19
18
16
11
28
17
60
20
18
25
86
36

20
21
24
14
17
21
13
31
8

19

« Ladies were not admitted by purchased tickets until 1843. f Tickets of Admission to Sections only.
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

Report of the Councilfor the Year 1897-98, presented to the General

ComTtiittee at Bristol on Wednesday, September 7, 1898.

The Meeting held at Toronto last August was attended by a represen-

tative body of members from the British Isles and from the Dominion

of Canada, and by a large number of scientific men from the United States

of America and from the Continent of Europe. The success of the

Meeting had been confidently anticipated in view of the experience of

the Montreal Meeting in 1884, and that this anticipation was fully

realised was largely the result of the unremitting exertions of the Local

Ofiicers and Committee at Toronto, and the support which was received

from the Government of the Dominion, the Government of Ontario, and.

the City of Toronto.

A Permanent Committee on Terrestrial Magnetism and Atmospheric

Electricity was appointed at the Meeting of the International Meteoro-

logical Conference at Paris in 1896. The members of this body were

desirous of holding a Conference with other magneticians, and at the

suggestion of Professor Riicker, who is President of the Committee, the

Council decided to invite the Committee to hold the Conference at

Bristol during the Meeting of the British Association. This invitation

was accepted, and it was decided that the Conference should meet as a

Department of Section A, and that the foreign magneticians who might

attend should have all the privileges of foreign members of the Associa-

tion. The Council have reason to believe that this arrangement will

work satisfactorily, and that the Conference will be well attended.

The Council have nominated the Master of the Society of Merchant
Venturers to be a Vice-President of the Association for the Meeting at

Bristol, in addition to the Vice-Presidents elected at the last meeting of

the General Committee.

The Council have received Reports from the General Treasurer

during the past year, and his Accounts from July 1, 1897, to June 30,

1898, which have been audited, will be presented to the General

Committee.
The Council have been informed by Professor Riicker that he does not

intend to offer himself for re-election as General Treasurer after the

Bristol Meeting. Professor Riicker has held this post since 1891, and the

Council desire to put on recoi'd their sense of the important services

which Professor Riicker has rendered to the Association during this period.

The Council recommend that Professor G. Carey Foster, F.R.S., be
appointed General Treasurer in succession to Professor Riicker.

The Council have to deplore the loss by death of Lord Playfair, who
had been one of the Trustees of the Association since 1883. The Council

have nominated Professor Riicker as Trustee, the other Trustees being

Lord Rayleigh and Sir John Lubbock.
The Council have elected the following men of Science who have

attended Meetings of the Association to be Corresponding Members :

—

Professor C. Barus, Brown University.

M. C. de Candolle, Geneva.
Dr. G. W. Hill, West Nyack, N.Y.
Professor Oskar Montelius, Stockholm.

Professor E. W. Morley, Cleveland,

Ohio.
Professor C. Richet, Paris.

Professor W. B. Scott, Princeton, N.J.

The Council were invited to nominate one or two Members to give
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evidence before the Committee appointed by the Government to report on
the desirability of establishing a National Physical Laboratory, and at

their request Professor G. Carey Foster, F.R.S., and Professor W. E.

Ayrton, F.E..S., gave evidence before this Committee. A Report has

been presented to Parliament, and the Council trust that the delibera-

tions of the Committee will result in the establishment of a National

Laboratory.

In regard to the Resolutions referred to them for consideration and
action, if desirable, the Council have to report :

—

(1) That the Council appointed a Committee to consider the desira-

bility of approaching the Government with a view to the establishinent

in Britain of experimental Agricultural Stations similar in character to

those which are producing such satisfactory results in Canada. The
Committee having reported that much is already being done in this

direction by County Councils and Agricultural Societies, advised that

the co-operation of these bodies should first be invited. The Committee
was re-appointed for this purpose, and sent in a Report, the principal

recommendation of which was adopted by the Council, and is as follows :

' Your Committee recommend that the Board of Agriculture be in-

formed that, in the opinion of the British Association, there is an urgent

need for the co-ordination of existing institutions for agricultural research,

and that the Association hopes that steps may be taken towards this end,

including the strengthening of the scientific work of the Board of Agri-

culture and the provision of the means for dealing adequately with scien-

tific questions which may come before it.'

At the request of the Council this Report was brought by the Presi-

dent to the notice of the President of the Board of Agriculture, from
whom the following reply was received :

—

Boarrl of As:i-iPHl'ui"e.

1 Whitehall Place, London, S.W., 2Gth July, 189,1

Sir,—I have laid before the Board of Agriculture your letter of the 18th inst.,

and I am desired to express to the Council of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science the thanks of the Board for the attention which the

Council have been so good as to give to the important subject of agricultural

research.

The Board will not fail to bear in mind the views set out in the Resolution com-
municated to them in the letter above referred to.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

P. G. Chaigie, Assistant Secretary.

Sir John Evans, K.C.B., F.R.S.. .tc, President of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, Burlington House, W.

(2) That a Committee was appointed to report to the Council whether,

and, if so, in what form, it is desirable to bring before the Canadian
Government the necessity for a Hydrographic Survey of Canada, and that

the following formed the Committee :—Professor A. Johnson (Chairman
and Secretary), Lord Kelvin, Professor G. H. Darwin, Admiral Sir

W. J. L. "Wharton, Professor Bovey, and Professor Macgregor.

The Committee reported to the Council, and it was decided, in con-

formity with the recommendation contained in the Report, that tlie

following Resolution should be sent to the Canadian Government :

—

' The Council of the British Association have learnt with regret that

the Government of the Dominion of Canada is contemplating the discon-

tinuance of their Tidal Survey of Canadian Waters. Wliilst the work
already carried out is primarily connected with Hydrograpliy and Na\i-
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gation, they consider that Science will incur a great loss if the work of

the Survey is discontinued. They would, therefore, urge on the Govern-

ment the desirability of continuing the Tidal Survey as heretofore.'

The President transmitted the Resolution to the Governor-General,

who forwarded it to the Government of the Dominion of Canada for their

favourable consideration.

The Council have received the following in reply :

—

Extract from a Report of the Committee of the Honourable the Privi/ Council,,

approved by His Excellency on the 20th June, 1898.

On a Report dated 25th April, 1898, from the Minister of Marine and Fisheries,,

stating that he has had under consideration a letter, dated 9th March, 1898, from
the President of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, enclosing a
resolution adopted at a meeting of the Council of the Association, urging the desira-

bility of continuing the Tidal Survey as heretofore.

The Minister recommends that the Association be informed that, in view of the

limited appropriation made by ParHament, it has been deemed advisable to defer the
prosecution ot the Survey for the present, and to confine tlie work to the maintenance
and operations of the Tidal gauges already established, and the preparation of tide

tables.

The Committee submit the same for your Excellency's approval.

John J. JIcGee,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

(3) That a Committee was appointed by the Council to consider the-

following Resolution : 'That, in view of the facts (a) that a Committee of

Astronomers appointed by the Royal Society of London, in consequence

of a communication from the Royal Society of Canada, has recently con-

sidered the matter, and has arrived at the conclusion that no change can
now be introduced in the " Nautical Almaiiac " for 1901, and (6) that few
English astronomers are attending the Toronto meeting of the Association :

the Committees of Sections A and E are not in a position to arrive at

any definite conclusions with respect to the Unification of Time ; but they

think it desirable to call the attention of the Council to the subject, in

which the interests of mariners are deeply involved, with the view of their

taking such action in the matter as may seem to them to be desirable.'

Several members of this Committee had also served on the Committee
of the Royal Society, and after careful re-consideration of the whole
question the Committee saw no good reason for dissenting from the con-

clusion which had been recently adopted by the Royal Society, and
reported in the following terms :

—
' The Committee report that, as there is a great diversity of opinion

amongst astronomers and sailors as to the desirability of the adoption of

civil reckoning for astronomical purposes, and as it is impossible to carry

out such a change in the " Nautical Almanac " for the year 1901, they do
not recommend that the Council of the British Association should at

present take any steps in support of the suggested change of reckoning.'

The President has transmitted this Report to the Royal Society of

Canada.
In their Report last year at Toronto the Council informed the General

Committee that the establishment of a Bureau for Ethnology was under
the consideration of the Trustees of the British Museum. Since that

date, the following letter, addressed to the President, has been received :

British Museum, December 1.5, 1897.

Dear Sir John Evans,—Referring to a letter of May 19 last, from Lord Lister, as-

President of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, requesting the

Tiustees of the Eritish Museum to consider whether they could allow a Bureau for
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Ethnology for Greater Britain to be established in connection with the Museum, I
am directed by the Trustees to inform you that they are quite of opinion that such a
Bureau might be administered in connection with the Ethnographical Section of
their collections with advantage both to the objects in view of the Association and
to the enlargement of the British Museum collections. They are, therefore, willing
to accept in principle the proposal of the British Association, and they would be
ready to take the necessary steps for carrying it into effect so soon as certain
xe-arrangements affecting space, kc, which are now taking place within the Museum,
shall have been finished, as it is expected, in the course of the coming year.

Believe me, yours very truly,

E. Maunde Thompson.
Sir John Evans, K.C.B., D.C.L , LL.D., &c. &c.

The Report of the Corresponding Societies ComnDittee for the past
year, together with the list of the Corresponding Societies and the titles

of the more important papers, and especially those referring to Local
Scientific Investigations, published by those Societies during the year
ending June 1, 1S98, has been received.

The Corresponding Societies Committee, consisting of Mr. Francis
Galton, Professor E.. Meldola (Chairman), Sir Douglas Galton, Dr. J. G.
Garson, Sir J. Evans, Mr. J. Hopkinson, Mr. W. Whitaker, Mr. G. J.

Symons, Professor T. G. Bonney, Mr. T. V. Holmes, Sir Cuthbert E. Peek,

Mr. Horace T. Brown, Rev. J. O. Bevan, and Professor W. W. Watts, is

hereby nominated for reappointment by the General Committee.
The Council nominate Mr. W. Whitaker, F.R.S., Chairman, and

Mr. T. Y. Holmes, Secretary, to the Conference of Delegates of Corre-

«ponding Societies to be held during the Meeting at Bristol.

The Council announce with very great regret the loss that they have
recently sustained by the death of Dr. John Hopkinson, F.R.S.

In accordance with the regulations the retiring Members of the

Council will be :

—

Edgeworth, Professor.

Horsley, Mr. Victor.

Symons, Mr. G. J.

Ramsay, Professor W.

The Council recommend the re-election of the other ordinary Members
of the Council, with the addition of the gentlemen whose names are dis-

tinguished by an asterisk in the following list :

—

Boys, C. Vernon, Esq., F.R.S.

Creak, Captain E. W., R.N., F.R.S.

Darwin, F., Esq., F.R.S.

Fremantle, The Hon. Sir C. W., K.C.B.
-»Gaskell, Dr. W. H., F.R.S.

Halliburton, Professor W. D., F.R.S.

Harcourt, Professor L. F. Vernon, M.A.,
M.Inst.C.E.

Herdman, Professor W. A., F.R.S.
*Keltie, J. Scott, Esq., LL D.
*MacMahon, Major P. A., F.R.S.

Marr, J. E., Esq., F.R.S.
Meldola, Professor R., F.R.S.

Poulton, Professor E. B., F.R.S.

Preece, W. H., Esq., C.B., F.R.S.

*Price, L. L., Esq., M.A.
Revnolds, Professor J. Emerson, M.D ,

F.R.S.

Shaw, W. N., Esq., F.R.S.

Teall, J. J. H., Esq., F.R.S.

Thiselton-Dyer, W. T., Esq., C.M.G.,

F.R.S.

Thompson, Professor S. P., F.R.S.

Thomson, Professor J. M., F.R.S.

*Tilden, Professor W. A., F.R.S.

Tylor, Professor E. B., F.R.S.

Unwin, Professor W. C, F.R.S.

White, Sir W. H., K.C.B., F.R.S.

An invitation to hold the Annual Meeting of the Association in the

year 1900 at Bradford, and an invitation from Cork for a future Meeting,

have been received, and will be presented to the General Committee on

Monday, September 12.
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Committp:es appointed by the General Committee at the

Bristol Meeting in September 1898.

1. Receiving Grants of Money.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

Making Experiments for improv-

ing the Construction of Practical

Standards for use in Electrical

Measurements.
[And 75Z., last year's grant not
expended.]

Seismological Observations.

Members of the Committee

To assist the publication
' Science Abstracts.'

of

Experiments on the Heat of com-
bination of Metals in the forma-
tion of .Allovs.

Chairman.—Lord Eayleigh.
Secretary.—Mr. R. T. Glazebrook.
Lord Kelvin, Professors W. E.

Ayrton, J. Perry, \V. G. Adams,
Oliver J. Lodge, and G.
Carey Foster, Dr. A. Jluirhead,

Mr. W. H. Preece, Profes-

sors J. D. Everett and A.
Schuster, Dr. J. A. li'leming.

Professors G. F. FitzGeiald and
J. J. Thomson, Mr. W. N. Shaw,
Dr. J. T. Bottomley, Rev.
T. C. Fitzpatrick, Professor J.

Viriamu Joues, Dr. G. John-
stone iStoney, Professor S. P.

Thompson, Mr. J. Rennie, Mr.
E. H. Griffiths, Professor A. W.
Riicker, and Professor H. L.

Callendar.

CJiairnian.—Prof. J. W. Judd.
Secretary.—Professor J. Milne.

Lord Kelvin, Sir F. J. Bramwell,
Professor G. H. Darwin, Mr.

Horace Darwin, Major L. Dar-

win, Professor J. A. Ewing,
Professor C. G. Knott, Professor

R. Meldola, Professor J. Perry,

Professor J. H. Poynting, Pro-

fessor T. G. Bonney, Mr. C. V.

Boys, Professor H. H. Turner,

5Ir. G. J. Symons, and Dr. C.

Davison.

Cliairman.— Professor A. ">V.

Riicker.

Secretary.—Professor W. E. Ayr-

ton.

Captain Abney and Professor S. P.

Thompson.

Cliairman.—Lord Kelvin.

Secretary.^Di. A. Gait.

Professor F, G. FitzGerald, Dr.

J. H. Gladstone, and Professor

O. J. Lodire.

Grants

£ s. d.

225

rs

100

20
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1. BeceAring OranU of Money—continued.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

Eadiation from a source of Light
in a Magnetic Field.

To co-operate with Professor Karl
Pearson in the Calculation of

certain Integrals.

The Action of Light upon Dyed
Colours.

The relation between the Absorp-
tion Spectra and Chemical Con-
stitution of Organic Substances.

To establish a Uniform System of

recording the Results of the
Chemical and Bacterial Exam-
ination of Water and Sewage.

To investigate the Erratic Blocks
of the British Isles, and to take
measures for their preservation.

The Collection, Preservation, and
Systematic Registration of

Photographs of Geological In-

terest.

Members of the Committee

Cludrman.—Professor G. F. Fitz-
gerald.

Secretary.—Professor T. Preston.
Professor A. Schuster, Professor

O. J. Lodge, Professor S. P.
Thompson, Professor Molloy,
and Professor W. E. Adeney.

Chairman.—Rev. Robert Harley.
Secretary.—Dr. A. R. Forsyth.
Dr. J. W. L. Glaisher, Professor A

.

Lodge, and Professor Karl Pear-
son.

Chairman.~Y)r. T. E. Thorpe.
Secretary.—Professor J. J. Hum-

mel.

Dr. W. H. Perkin, Professor W. J.

Russell, Captain Abney, Pro-
fessor W. Stroud, and Professor

R. Meldola.

Chairman and Secretary.—Pro-
fessor W. Noel Hartley.

Professor F. R. Japp, and Professor

J. J. Dobbie.

diairman.—ProfessorW.Ramsay.
Secretary.—Dr. S, Rideal.

Sir W. Crookes, Professor F.
Clowes, Professor P. F. Frank-
land, and Professor R. Boyce.

Chairman.—Professor E. Hull.

Secretary.—Frof. P. F. Kendall.
Professor T. G. Bonney, Mr. C. E.

De Ranee, Professor W. J. Sollas,

Mr. R. H. Tiddeman, Rev. S. N.
Harrison, Mr. J. Home, Mr.
Dugald Bell, Mr. F. M. Burton,
Mr. J. Lomas, Mr. A. R. Dwerry-
house, Mr. J. W. Stather, and
Mr. R. D. Tucker.

Chairman.—Professor J. Geikie.

Secretary.—ProfessorW.W .Watts.
Professor T. G. Bonney, Dr. T. An-

derson, and Messrs. A. S. Reid,

E. J. Garwood, W. Gray, H. B.

Woodward, J. E. Bedford, R.
Kidston, R. H. Tiddeman, J. J.

H. Teall, J. G. Goodcliild, H.
Coates, and C. V. Crook.

Grants

£ s. d.

50

10

10

50

10

15

10
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1. Ileceivinff Grmits of Money—continued.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

To study Life-zones in the British

Carboniferous Kocks.

To examine the Conditions under
which remains of tlie Irish Elk
are found in the Isle of Man.

To further investigate the Fauna
and Flora of the Pleistocene
Beds in Canada.

Photographic and other Kecords
of the Disappearing Drift
Section at Moel Tryfaen.

The Investigation of the Ty
Newydd Caves, Tremeirchion.

The Excavation of the Ossiferous
Caves at Uphill, near Weston-
super-Mare.

To enable Dr. H. Lyster Jamie-
son, or, failing him, some other
competent investigator, to carry
on a definite piece of work at the
Zoological Station at Naples.

Members of the Committee

Cluiirmaji.—Mr. J. E. Marr.
Secretary.—Mr. E. J. Garwood.
Mr. F. A. Bather, Mr. G. C. Crick,
Mr. A. H. Foord, Mr. H. Fox,
Dr. Wheelton Hind, Dr. G. J.

Hinde, Mr. P. F. Kendal), Mr.
J. W. Kirkley, Mr. R. Kidston,
Mr. G. W. Lamplugh, Professor
G. A. Lebour, Mr. G. H. Morton,
Professor H. A. Nicholson, Mr.
B. N. Peach, Mr. A. Strahan,
and Dr. H. Woodward.

Chairman.—Professor W. Boyd
Dawkins.

Secretary.—Mv. P. C. Kermode.
His Honour Deemster Gill, Mr.

G. W. Lamplugh, and Canon
E. B. Savage.

Chairman.— Sir J. W. Dawson.
Secretary.—Professor A. P. Cole-
man.

Professor D. P. Penhallow, Dr. H.
Ami, and Mr. G. W. Lamplugh.

Chairman.—Dr. H. Hicks.
Secretary.—Mr. E. Greenly.
Mr. A. Strahan, Professor P.

Kendall, Professor J. F. Blake,
Mr. T. Mellard Reade, and Mr.
G. H. Morton.

Chairman.—Dr. H. Hicks.
Secretary.—Rev. G. C. H. Pollen.
Mr. A. Strahan, Mr. E. T. Newton,

Mr. G. H. Morton, and Rev. —
Hull.

Chairman.—Professor C. Lloyd
Morgan.

Secretary.—Mr. H. Bolton.
Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, Mr.
W. R. Barker, Mr. Reynolds, and
Mr. E. T. Newton.

Chairman.— Professor W. A.
Herdman.

Secreta7-y.—Professor G. B. Howes
Professor E. Ray Lankester, Pro-

fessor W. F. R. Weldon, Pro-
fessor S. J. Hickson, Mr. A.
Sedgwick, and Professor W. C.
M'Intosh.

£ s. a.

10

15

30

5

40

30

100



COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY THE GENERAL COMMITTEE. Ixxxbc

1. Receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

To enable Mr. Martin T. Wood-
ward to study the embryology of

the MoUusca ; Mr. T. N. Taylor

to investigate the embryology of

the Polyzoa; and Mr. G. Breb-

ner to continue his studies on

the reproduction of marine

Algse, and to enable other com-
petent Naturalists to perform

definite pieces of work at the

Marine Laboratory, Plymouth.

Compilation of an Index Generum
et Specierum Animalium.

To work out the details of the

Observations on the Migration

of Birds at Lighthouses and
Lightships, 1880-87.

To construct a Circulatory Ap-
paratus for keeping Aquatic
Organisms under definite Physi-

cal Conditions.

The Periodic Investigation of the

Plankton and Physical Con-

ditions of the English Channel
during 1899.

The Exploration of the Island

Socotra.

State Monopolies in other

Countries.

[Unexpended balance of

13Z. 13«. 6^.]

Future dealings in Raw Produce.

Members of the Committee

Chairman.—Mr. G. C. Bourne.

Secretary. — Professor E. Kay
Lankester.

Professor Sydney H. Vines, Mr.

A. Sedgwick, Professor W. F. R.

Weldon, and Mr. W. Garstang.

Chairman.—Dr. H. Woodward.
Secretary.—Mr. F. A. Bather.

Dr. P. L. Sclater, Rev. T. R. R.

Stebbing, Mr. R. McLachlan,
and Mr. W. E. Hoyle.

Chairman.—Professor A. Newton.
Secretary.—Mr. John Cordeaux.

Mr. John A. Harvie-Brown, Mr.

R. M. Barrington, Rev. E. P.

Knubley, and Dr. H. 0. Forbes.

Chairman.—M^T. W. E. Hoyle.

Secretary.—Mr. F. W. Gamble.
Professor S. J. Hickson and Mr.

F. W. Keeble.

Chairman.—Professor E. Ray
Lankester.

Secretary.—Mr. Walter Garstang.

Professor W. A. Herdman, and Mr.

H. N. Dickson.

Chairman.—T>T. J. Scott Keltie.

Secretary.—Bt. H. O. Forbes, Dr.

W. T. Blanford, Professor Bayley

Balfour, Professor W. F. R.

Weldon.

Chairman.—Professor H. Sidg-

wick.
Secretary.—Mt. H. Higgs.

Mr. W, M. Acworth, the Rt. Hon.

L. H. Courtney, and Professor

H. S. Foxwell.

Chairman.—Mr. L. L. Price.

Secretary.—VTof. A. W. Flux.

Major P. G. Craigie, Professor

W. Cunningham, Professor

Edgeworth, Professor Conner,

Mr. R. H. Hooker, and Mr. H.

R. Rathbone.

100

15

15

100

35

5
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1. Ruceivbig Grants of Maney—continued.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

To consider means by which better

practical effect can be given to

the Introduction of the Screw
Gauge proposed by the Associa-
tion in 1884.

[Balance of last year's grant un-
expended, \ll. Is. 2d.']

The Lake Village at Glastonbury.

To organise an Ethnographical
Survey of the United Kingdom.

[And unexpended balance in

hand, IIZ.]

To co-operate with the Silchester

Excavation Fund Committee in
their Explorations

To organise an Ethnological Sur-
vey of Canada.

Preparing a new edition of 'Notes
and Queries on Anthropology.'

Members of the Committee

Chairman.—Mr. W. H. Preece.
Secretary.—Mr. W. A. Price.

Lord Kelvin, Sir F. J. Bramwell,
Sir H. Trueman AVood, Maj.-
Gen. Webber, Mr. R. E. Cromp-
ton, Mr. A. Stroh, Mr. A. Le
Neve Foster, Mr. C. J. Hewitt,
Mr. G. K. B. Elphinstone, Mr.
T. Buckney, Col. Watkin, Mr.
E. Rigg, Mr Conrad W. Cooke,
and Mr. Vernon Boys.

Chairman.—Dr. R. Munro.
Secretary.—Mr. A. BuUeid.
Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, Gene-

ral Pitt-Rivers, Sir John Evans,
and Mr. Arthur J. Evans.

ClMirman.—Mr. E. W. Brabrook.
Secretary.—Mr. E. Sidney Hart-

land.

Mr. Francis Galtcn, Dr. J. G.
Garson, Professor A. C. Haddon,
Dr. Joseph Anderson, Mr. J.

Romilly Allen, Dr. J. Beddoe,
Mr. W. Crooke, Professor D. J.

Cunningham, Professor W. Boyd
Dawkins, Mr. Arthur J. Evans,
Dr. H. O. Forbes, Mr. F. G.
Hilton Price, Sir H. Howorth,
Professor R. Meldola, General
Pitt-Rivers, and Mr, E. G.
Ravenstein.

Chairman.—Mr. A. J. Evans.
Secretary.—Mr. John L. Mjnres.

Mr. E. W. Brabrook.

Chairman.—Professor D. P. Pen-
hallow.

Secretary.—Dr. George Dawson.
Mr. E. W. Brabrook, Professor

A. C. Haddon, Mr. E. S. Hart-
land, Sir J. G. Bourinot, Abb6
Cuoq, Mr. B. Suite, Abb6 Tan-
quay, Mr. C. Hill-Tout, Mr.
David Boyle, Rev. Dr. Scad-
ding, Rev. Dr. J. Maclean,
Dr. Meree Beauchemin, Rev.
Dr. G. Patterson, Mr. C. N. Bell,

Professor E. B. Tylor.Hon.G. W.
Ross, Professor J. Mavor, and
Mr. A. F. Hunter.

Chairman.—Professor E. B. Tylor.
Secretary.—Dr. J. G. Garson.
General' Pitt-Rivers, Mr. C. H.
Read and Mr. J. L. Myres.

£ s. d.

60

10

33

40



COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY THE GENERAL COMMITTEE.

1. Receiving Grants of Money—continued.

XCl

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

To conduct Explorations with the

object of ascertaining the age of

Stone Circles.

The physiological effects of Pep-

tone
' and its Precursors when

introduced into the circulation.

Investigation of the Electrical

Changes accompanying the Dis-

charge of the Respiratory

Centres.

Influence of Drugs upon the Vas-

cular Nervous System.

Histological Changes in Nerve-

cells.

The Micro-chemistry of Cells.

Members of the Committee

Chairman.—Dr. J. G. Garson.

Secretary.—Mr. H. Balfour.

Gen. Pitt-Rivers, Sir John Evans,

Mr. C. H. Read, Professor Mel-

dola, Mr. A. J. Evans, Dr. R.

Munro, and Professor Boyd-
Dawkins.

Cliairman. — Professor E. A.

Schafer.

Secretary. — Professor \V. H.
Thompson.

Professor R. Boyce and Professor

C. S. Sherrington.

Histology of Suprarenal Capsules.

Comparative Histology of Cerebral

Cortex.

Fertilisation in Phaeophycese.

Experimental Investigation of

Assimilation in Plants.

-Dr. A. Waller.

Professor Waymouth
Cliairman
Secretary.

Reid.
Professor F. Gotch and Dr. J. S

McDonald.

67ifffr)«a».—Professor Francis

Gotch.
&cr«ter?/.—Professor W. D. Halli-

burton.

Dr. F. W. Mott.

E. A.Chairman.—Professor

Schafer.

Secretary.—Professor R. Boyce.

Professor C. S. Sherrington and
Dr. W. B. Warrington.

Chairman.—Fioiessoi: E. A.

Bchiifer.

Secretary.—Professor A. B. Mac-
allum.

Professor E. Ray Lankester, Pro-

fessor W. D. Halliburton, and
Mr. G. C. Bourne.

Chairvian.—Professor E. A.

Schafer.

Secretary—Ur. Swale Vincent.

Mr. Victor Horsley,

Chairman.—Professor F. Gotch.

Secretary.— T)-!:. G. Mann.
Dr. F. W. Mott.

CZ/rtirma?!.—ProfessorJ.B.Farraer.

fecreter?/.—ProfessorR.W.Phillips

ProfessorF. 0. Bowerand Professor

Harvey Gibson.

Chairman.—Mr. F. Darwin.

Secretary.—FroiessoY J. R. Green.

Professor Marshall Ward.

Grants

£ $. d.

20

30

20

10

20

40

20

10

20

20
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1. Receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose



COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY THE GENERAL COMMITTEE.

2. Kot receiving Grants of Money—continued.

XCllli

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

The present state of our Knowledge
in Electrolysis and Electro-che-

mistrj'.

To establish a Meteorological Observa-

tory on Mount Eoyal, Montreal.

The Eate of Increase of Underground
Temperature downwards in various

Localities of dry Land and under
Water.

That Professor S. P. Thompson and Pro-

fessor A. W. Riicker be requested to

draw up a Report on the State of our

Knowledge concerning Resultant

Tones.

The Application of Photography to the

Elucidation of Meteorological Phe-
nomena.

For Calculating Tables of certain Ma-
thematical Functions, and, if neces-

sary, for taking steps to carry out the

Calculations, and to publish the re-

sults in an accessible form.

Considering the best Methods of Re-
cording the Direct Intensity of Solar

Radiation,

To consider the most suitable Method
of Determining the Components of

the Magnetic Force on board Ship.

That Mr. E. T. Whittaker be requested

to draw up a Report on the Planetary

Theory.

Members of the Committee

Chairman.—Mr. W. N. Shaw.
Secretary.—Mr. W. C. D. Whetham.
Rev. T. C. Fitzpatrick, Mr. E. H.

Griffiths, and Mr. S. Skinner.

Chairman.—Professor H. L. Callendar.

Secretary.—Professor C. H. McLeod.
Professor F. Adams and Mr. R. F.

Stupart.

Cliairman.—Professor J. D. Everett.

Secretary.—Professor J. D. Everett.

Professor Lord Kelvin, Mr. G. J. Symons,
Sir A. Geikie, Mr. J. Glaisher, Professor

Edward Hull, Dr. C. Le Neve Foster,

Professor A. S. Herschel, Professor

G. A. Lebour, Mr. A. B. Wynne, Mr,

W. Galloway, Mr. Joseph Dickinson,

Mr. G. F. Deacon, Mr. E. Wethered,
Mr. A. Strahan, Professor Michie
Smith, and Professor H. L. Callendar.

Chairman.—Mr. G. J. Symons.
Secretary.—Mr. A. W. Clayden.

Professor R. Meldola, Mr. John Hopkin-
son, and Mr. H. N. Dickson.

Chairman.—Lord Kelvin.

Secretary.—Lieut.-Colonel Allan Cun-
ningham.

Professor B. Price, Dr. J. W. L. Glaisher,

Professor A. G. Greenhill, Professor W.
JI. Hicks, Major P. A. Macmahon, and
Professor A. Lodge.

Chairman.— Dv. G. Johnstone Stoney.

Secretary.—Professor II. McLeod.
Sir G. G. Stokes, Professor A. Schuster,

Sir H. E. Roscoe, Captain W. de W.
Abney, Dr. C. Chree, Professor G. F.

FitzGerald, Professor H. I;. Callendar,

Mr. G. J. Symons, Mr. W. E. Wilson,

and Professor A. A. Rambaut.

Chairman.— Professor A. W. Riicker.

Secretary.—Mr. C. H. Lees.

Lord Kelvin, Professor A. Schuster, Cap-

tain Creak, Professor Stroud, Mr. C. V.

Boys, and ]Mr. W. Watson.
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2. Not receiving Grants of Mo/iei/—continaed.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

That Miss Hardcastle be requested to

draw up a Report on the present

state of tlie Tlieory of Point-Groups.

Preparing a new Series of Wave-length
Tables of the Spectra of the Ele-

ments.

The Continuation of the Bibliographj'

of Spectroscopy.

The Teaching of Natural Science in

Elementary Schools.

The Electrolytic Methods of Quantita-

tive Analysis.

The Promotion of Agriculture : to re-

port on the means by which in various

Countries Agriculture is advanced by
research, by special Educational Insti-

tutions, and by the dissemination of

information and advice among Agri-

culturists.

Isomeric Naphthalene Derivatives.

The Description and Illustration of the
Fossil Phyllopoda of the PaliEozoic

Eocks.

To consider the best Methods for the
Registration of all Tj^pe Specimens
of Fossils in the British Isles, and
to report on the same.

The Collection, Preservation, and Sys-
tematic Registration of Canadian
Photographs of Geological Interest.

Members of the Committee

Chair7na7i.—Sir H. E. Roscoe.
Secretaiy.—Dr. Marshall Watts.
Sir J. N. Lockyer, Professors J. Dewar,

G. D. Liveing, A. Schuster, W. N.
Hartley, and Wolcott Gibbs, and
Captain Abney.

Chairman.— Professor H. McLeod.
Secretary.—Professor Roberts-Austen.
Mr. H. G. Madan and Mr. D. H. Nagel.

Chairman.—Dr. J. H. Gladstone.
Secretary.—Professor H. E. Armstrong.
Mr. George Gladstone, Mr. W. R. Dun-

stan, Sir J. Lubbock, Sir Philip

Magnus, Sir H. E. Roscoe, Dr. Sil-

vanus P. Thompson, and Professor A.
Sroithells.

Chairman.—Professor J. Emerson Rey-
nolds.

Secretary.—Dr. C. A. Kohn.
Professor Frankland, Professor F. Clowes,

Dr. Hugh Marshall, Mr. A. E. Fletcher,
and Professor W. Carleton Williams.

Chairman.— ^\r ^ohn Evans.
Secretary.— Professor H. E. Armstrong.
Professor M. Foster, Professor Marshall
Ward, Sir J. H. Gilbert, Right Hon. J.

Bryce, Professor J. W. Robertson,
Dr. W. Saunders, Professor Mills,

Professor J. Mavor, Professor R.

Warington, Professor Poulton, and
Mr. S. U. Pickering.

Chairman.—Professor W. A. Tilden.

Secretary.^Tiofessoi H. E. Armstrong.

Chairman.—Rev. Professor T. Wiltshire.

Secretary.—Professor T. R. Jones.

Dr. H. Woodward.

Chairman.—Dr. H. Woodward.
Secretary.—Mr. A. Smith Woodward.
Rev. G. F.Whidborne, Mr. R. Kidstnn, Pro-

fessor H. G. Seeley, and Mr. H. Woods.

Clmirman.—Professor A. P. Coleman.
Secretary.—Mr. Parks.

Professor A. B. Willmott, Professor F.

D. Adams, Mr. J. B. Tyrrell, and
Professor W. W. Watts.



COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY THE GENERAL COMMITTEE.

2. Kot receiving Grants of Money—continued.

XCV

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

To report upon the present state of our
Knowledge of the Structure of Crys-

tals.

To continue the investigation of the

Zoology of the Sandwich Islands, with
power to co-operate with tlie Com-
mittee appointed for the purpose by
the Royal Society, and to avail tliem-

selves of such assistance in their in-

vestigations as may be offered by the
Hawaiian Government or the Trus-

tees of the Museum at Honolulu. The
Committee to have power to dispose

of specimens where advisable.

To report on the present state of our
Knowledge of the Zoologyand Botany
of the West India Islands, and to

take steps to investigate ascertained

deficiencies in the Fauna and Flora.

To promote the Systematic Collection

of Photographic and other Records
of Pedigree Stock.

Climatology of Tropical Africa.

To Investigate and Report on Professor
Elisee Reclus' Scheme of producing a
Relief Globe on a large scale.

The Anthropology and Natural History
of Torres Straits.

To co-operate with the Committee ap-
pointed by the International Con-
gress of Hygiene and Demography in

the investigation of the Mental and
Physical Condition of Children.

The Collection, Preservation, and Sys-
tematic Registration of Photographs
of Anthropological Interest.

The Present State of Anthropological
Teaching in the United Kingdom and
Elsewhere.

Members of the Committee

Chairman.—Professor N. Story Maske-
lyne.

Secretary.—Professor H. A. Miers.
Mr. L. Fletcher, Professor W. J. Sollas,

Mr. W. Barlow, Mr. G. F. H. Smith,
and the Earl of Berkeley.

Cliairman.—Professor A. Newton.
Secretary.—'Dr. David Sharp.
Dr. W. T. Blanford, Professor S. J. Hick-

son, Dr. P. L. Sclater, Mr. F. Du Cane
Godman, and Mr. Edgar A. Smith.

Chairman.—Dr. P. L. Sclater.

Secretary.—Mr. G. Murray.
Mr. W. Carruthers, Dr. A. C. Gunther, Dr.

D. Sharp, Mr. F. Du Cane Godman,
and Professor A. Newton.

Chairman.— Sir. Francis Galton.
Secretary.—Professor W. F. R. Weldon.

Chairman.—Mr. E. G. Ravenstein.
Secretary.—Mr. H. N. Dickson.
Sir John Kirk, Dr. H. R. Mill, and
Mr. G. J. Symons.

Chairmam.—Col. G. Earl Church.
Secretary.—Mr. E. G. Ravenstein.
Lieut.-Col. F. Bailey, Professor P. Geddes,

Dr. J. Scott Keltie, and Dr. H. R. Mill.

Chairman.—Sir W. Turner.
Secretary.—Professor A. C. Haddon.
Professor M. Foster, Dr. J. Scott Keltie,

Professor L. C. Miall, and Professor

Marshall Ward.

Chairman.—Sir Douglas Galton.

Secretary.—Dr. Francis Warner.
Mr. E. W. Brabrook, Dr. J. G. Gar.son,

and Mr. White Wallis.

Chairman.—Mr. C. H. Read.
Secretary.—Mr. J. L. Myres.
Dr. J. G. Garson, Mr. H. Ling Roth, Mr.

H. Balfour, Mr. E. S. Hartland, and
Professor Flinders Petrie.

Chairman.—Professor E. B. Tylor.

Secretary.—Mr. H. Ling Roth.
Professor A. Macalister, Professor A. C.

Haddon, Mr. C. H. Read, Mr. H. Bal-

four, Mr. F. W. Rudler, Dr. R. Munro,
and Professor Flinders Petrie.
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Communications ordered to be printed in extenso.

' On Logarithmic Coordinates,' by Dr. J. H. Vincent.
' On Stream-Line Motion witli Viscous Fluids in Two Dimensions,' by Professor

H. S. Hele-Shaw.
'Mathematical Proof of the Identity of the Stream-Lines obtained by Means of

a Viscous Film with those of a Perfect Fluid moving in Two Dimensions,' by Pro-

fessor Sir G. G. Stokes, F.R.S.

'On the Relative Advantages of Long and Short Magnets,' by Professor E.

Mascart.
'On the Establishment of Temporary Magnetic Observatories in certain localities,

especially in Tropical Countries,' by Professor von Bezold and Gen.-Major

Rykatcheff.
' Photographic Records of Pedigree Stock,' vrith the accompanying Illustrations,

by Mr. Francis Galton.
' Some of the Mechanical and Economic Features of the Coal Question,' by Mr.

T. Forster Brown.
' A new Instrument for drawing Envelopes, and its Application to the Teeth of

Wheels, and for other purposes,' by Professor H. S. Hele-Shaw.
• The Papers on the Alternation of Generations in the ArchegoniatEe and Thallo-

phyta,' by Professor Klebs and Mr. W. H. Lang, in the Proceedings of the Sections.

Resolutions referred to the Councilfor consideration, and action

if desirable.

That having regard to the letter of December 1.5 last, from Sir E. Maunde
Thompson, the Council be requested to take further action with regard to a Bureau
of Ethnology, by renewing the correspondence with the Trustees of the British

Museum.

That the Council be requested to consider the desirability of representing to the

Colonial Government that the early establishment of a Magnetic Observatory at the

Cape of Good Hope would be of the highest utility to the science of Terrestrial

Magnetism, especially in view of the Antarctic Expeditions which are about to leave

Europe, and that the Observatory should be established at such a distance from
electric railways and tramways as to avoid all possibility of disturbance from them.

That the Council be requested to consider the advisability of urging Her
Majesty's Government to place at the disposal of the Seismological Committee of

the British Association a suitable building for the housing of Apparatus for con-

tinuous Seismological observations.

That the Council be requested to urge strongly on the Indian Government the
desirability, in the interests both of administration and of science, to promote an
inquiry, under the direction of skilled anthropologists, into the physical and mental
characteristics of the various races throughout the Empire, including their institu-

tions, customs, and traditions, and a carefully organised photographic survey.

That the Council be recommended to issue the collected Reports on the North-
Western Tribes of Canada in a single volume at a moderate price, reprinting sO'

many of the Reports as may be necessary.

That the Council be requested to bring under the notice of the Admiralty the
importance of securing S3'stematic observations upon the Erosion of the sea coast of

the United Kingdom, and that the co-operation of the Coastguard might be profitably

secured for this purpose.

That the Council be requested to take into consideration whether any alteration*

in the hours of meeting of the Sectional Committees and of the General Committee-
on the first day of the Annual Meeting of the Association are desirable, and to-

report to the General Committee at the Dover meeting.

Change of Days of Meeting of General Committee and Committee of
Recommendations.

The second meeting of the General Committee was appointed to be held on
Friday, and the first meeting of the Committee of Recommendations on the following,

Monday.



COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY THE GENERAL COMMITTEE. XCVll

Synopsis of Grants of Money api^ropriated to Scientific Purposes hy the

General Committee at the Bristol Meeting, September, 1898. Tlie

Names of the Members entitled to call on the General Treasurer

for the respective Grants are prefixed.

Mathematics.

£ s. d.

*Rayleigh, Lord—Electrical Standards (and £75 in hand) ... 225

*Judd, Professor J. W.—Seismological Observations 75

*Rucker, Professor A. W.—' Science Abstracts ' 100

Kelvin, Lord—Heat of Combination of Metals 20

FitzGerald, Professor G. F.—Radiation in a Magnetic Field 50

*Harley, Rev. R.—Calculation of Certain Integrals 10*

Cliem,istry.

*Thorpe, Dr. T. E.—Action of Light upon Dyed Colours 10

Hartley, Professor W. N.—Relation between Absorption

Spectra and Constitution of Organic Substances 50

Ramsay, Professor W.—Chemical and Bacterial Examina-

tion of Water and Sewage 10

Geology.

*Hull, Professor E.—Erratic Blocks 15

*Geikie, Professor J.—Photographs of Geological Interest ... 10

*Marr, Mr. J. E.—Life-zones in British Carboniferous Rocks 10

*Dawkins, Professor Boyd.—Remains of Irish Elk in the

IsleofMan 15

*Dawson, Sir J. W.—Pleistocene Fauna and Flora in Canada 30

Hicks, Dr. H.—Records of Drift Section at Moel Tryfaen... 5

Hicks, Dr. H.—Ty Newydd Caves 40

Lloyd-Morgan, Professor C.—Ossiferous Caves at LTphill ... 30

Zoology.

•*Herdman, Professor W. A.—Table at the Zoological Station,

Naples 100

*Bourne, Mr. G. C.—Table at the Biological Laboratory,

Plymouth ... 20

*Woodward, Dr. H.—Index Generum et Specierum Ani-

malium 100

Newton, Professor A.—Migration of Birds 15

Hoyle, Mr. W. E.—Apparatus for keeping Aquatic Organ-

isms under definite Physical Conditions 15

Lankester, Professor E. R.—Plankton and Physical Condi-

tions of the English Channel during 1899 100

Geography.

Keltie, Dr. J. Scott—Exploration of Socotra 35

Carried forward 1,090

* Reappointed.

1898. f
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£ s. d.

Brought forward 1,090

jEconomic Science and Statistics.

*Sidgwick, Professor H.—State Monopolies in other Countries

(£13 13s. Gd. in hand) —
*Price, Mr. L. L.—Future Dealings in Raw Produce 5

Mechanical Science.

*Preece, Mr. W. H.—Small Screw Gauge (£17 Is. 2cl in hand) —
Anthropology.

*Munro, Dr. R.—Lake Village at Glastonbury 50

*Brabrook, Mr. E. W.—Ethnographical Survey (and balance

in hand) 25

*Evans, Mr. A. J.—Silchester Excavation 10

""•Tenhallow, Professor D. P.—Ethnological Survey of Canada
(and £35 17s. Od. in hand) 35

Tylor, Professor E. B.—New Edition of ' Anthropological

Notes and Queries ' 40
Garson, Dr. J. G.—Age of Stone Circles 20

Physiology.

*Schafer, Professor E. A.—Physiological ES'ects of Peptone... 30
Waller, Dr. A.—Electrical Changes accompanying Discharge

of Respiratoiy Centres 20

Gotch, Professor F.—Influence of Drugs upon the Vascular

Nervous System 10

Schafer, Professor E. A.—Histological Changes in Nerve Cells 20

Schafer, Professor E. A.—Micro-chemistry of Cells 40
Schafer, Professor E. A.—Histology of Suprarenal Capsules 20

Gotch, Professor F.—Comparative Histology of Cerebral

Cortex 10

Botany.

^Farmer, Professor J. B.—Fertilisation in Phoeophycete 20
Darwin, Mr. F.—Assimilation in Plants 20

*Stebbing, Rev. T. R. R.—Zoological and Botanical Publica-

tion 5

Corres2)onding Societies.

*Meldola, Professor R.—Preparation of Report 25

£1,495
* Reappointed.

'



SYNOPSIS OF GRANTS 01' MONEY. Xcix

The Annual Meeting in 1899.

The Annual Meeting of the Association in 1899 will commence on
Wednesday, September 13, at Dover.

The Annual Meeting in 1900.

The Annual Meeting of the Association in 1900 will be held at Brad-
ford.

The Annual Meeting in 1901.

The Annual Meeting of the Association in U901 will be held at
Glasgow.

f 2
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General Statement of Sums which have been paid an account of
Gi^ants for Scientific Purposes.

1834.

Tide Discussions

£ s. d.

20

1835.

Tide Discussions 62

British Fossillchthyology ... 105

1.'167

183G.

Tide Discussions 163

British Fossillchtliyology ... 105

Thermometric Observations,

&c 50

Experiments on Long-con-

tinued Heat 17

Eain-gauges 9

Refraction Experiments 15

Lunar Nutation 60

Thermometers 15



GENERAL STATEMENT. CI

1811.

£ s. d.

Observations on Waves 30
Meteorology and Subterra-

nean Temperature 8 8

Actinometers 10

Earthquake Shocks 17 7
Acrid Poisons 6

Veins and Absorbents 3

Mud in Rivers 5

Marine Zoology 15 12 8

Skeleton Maps 20
Mountain Barometers 6 18 6

Stars (Histoire Celeste) 185
Stars (Lacaille) 79 5

Stars (Nomenclature of) 17 19 6
Stars (Catalogue of) 40
Water on Iron 50
Meteorological Observations

at Inverness 20
IMeteorological Observations

(reduction of) 25
Fossil Reptiles 50
'Foreign Memoirs 62 6
Railway Sections 38 1

Forms of Vessels 193 12
^Meteorological Observations

at Plymouth 55
Magnetical Observations 6118 8

Fishes of the Old Red Sand-
stone 100

Tides at Leith 50
Anemometer at Edinburgh ... 69 1 10
Tabulating Observations 9 6 3
Races of Men 5
Radiate Animals 2

£1235 10 11

1842.

.Dynamometric Instruments .

.

113 11 2
Anoplura Britanniae 52 12
Tides at Bristol 59 8
Gases on Light 30 14 7
Chronometers 26 17 6
JMarine Zoology 15
British Fossil Mammalia 100
Statistics of Education 20
Marine Steam-vessels' En-

gines 28
^Stars (Histoire Celeste) 59
Stars (Brit. Assoc. Cat. of) ... 110
Rail-way Sections 161 10
British Belemnites 50
Fossil Reptiles (publication

of Report) • 210
Forms of Vessels 180
Galvanic Experiments on

Rocks 5 8 6
Meteorological Experiments

at Plymouth 68
Constant Indicator and Dyna-

mometric Instruments 90

£ g. d.
Force of Wind 10
Light on Growth of Seeds ... 8
Vital Statistics 50
Vegetative Power of Seeds ... 8 111
Questions on Human Race ... 7 9

£1449 17 8

1843.
Re^vision of the Nomenclature

of Stars 2
Reduction of Stars, British

Association Catalogue 25
Anomalous Tides, Firth of

Forth 120
Hourly Meteorological Obser-

vations at Kingussie and
Inverness 77 12 8

Meteorological Observations
at Plymouth 55

"Whewell's MeteorologicalAne-
mometer at Plymouth 10

Meteorological Observations,
Osier's Anemometer at Ply-
mouth 20

Reduction of Meteorological
Observations 30

Meteorological Instruments
and Gratuities 39 6

Construction of Anemometer
at Inverness 56 12 2

Magnetic Co-operation 10 8 10
Meteorological Recorder for
Kew Observatory 50

Action of Gases on Light 18 16 1

Establishment at Kew Ob-
servatory, Wages, Repairs,
Furniture, and Sundries ... 133 4 7

Experiments by Captive Bal-
loons 81 8

Oxidation of the Rails of
Railways 20

Publication of Report on
Fossil Reptiles 40

Coloured Drawings of Rail-
way Sections 147 18 3

Registration of Earthquake
Shocks 30

Report on Zoological Nomen-
clature 10

Uncovering Lower Red Sand-
stone near Manchester 4 4 6

Vegetative Power of Seeds ... 5 3 8
Marine Testacea (Habits of) . 10
Marine Zoology 10
Marine Zoologj' 2 14 II

Preparation of Report on Bri-

tish Fossil Mammalia 100
Physiological Operations of

Medicinal Agents 20
Vital Statistics 36 5 8
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£ B. d.

Additional Experiments ou
the Forms ofVessels 70

Additional Experiments on
the Forms of Vessels 100

Eeduction of Experiments on
the Forms of Vessels 100

Morin's Instrument and Con-
stant Indicator 69 14 10

Experiments on the Strength
of Materials 60

£1565 10 2

1844.

Meteorological Observations
at Kingussie and Inverness 12

Completing Observations at
Plymouth 35

Magnetic and Meteorological
Co-operation 25

Publication of the British
Association Catalogue of
Stars

Observations on Tides on the
East Coast of Scotland . .

.

Revision of the Nomenclature
of Stars 1842

Maintaining the Establish-
ment at Kew Observa-
tory

Instruments for Kew Obser-
vatory 56

Influence of Light on Plants 10
Subterraneous Temperature

in Ireland 5
Coloured Drawings of Rail-
way Sections 15

Investigation of Fossil Fishes
of the Lower Tertiary Strata

Registering the Shocks of
Earthquakes 1842

Structure of Fossil Shells ...

Radiata and Mollusca of the
.^gean and Red Seas 1842

Geographical Distributions of
Marine Zoology 1842

Marine Zoology of Devon and
Cornwall 10

Marine Zoology of Corfu 10
Experiments on the Vitality

of Seeds 9
Experiments on the Vitality

of Seeds 1842 8
Exotic Anoplura 15
Strength of Materials 100
Completing Experiments on

the Forms of Ships 100
Inquiries into Asphyxia 10
Investigations on the Internal

Constitution of Metals GO
Constant Indicator and Mo-

rin's Instrument 1842 10



GENERAL STATEMENT. cm

1847.

£ i. d.

Compntation of the Gaussian
Constants for 1829 50

Habits of Marine Animals ... 10

Physiological Action of Medi-
cines 20

Marine Zoology of Cornwall 10

Atmospheric Waves 6 9 3

Vitality of Seeds 4 7 7

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 107 8 6

£208 5 4

1848.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 171 15 11

Atmospheric Waves 3 10 9

Vitality of Seeds 9 15

Completion of Catalogue of

Stars 70
On Colouring Matters 5

On Growth of Plants 15

:e275 1 8

1849.

Electrical Observations at

Kew Observatory 50
Maintaining the Establish-

ment at ditto 76 2 5

Vitality of Seeds 5 8 1

On Growth of Plants 5

Eegistration of Periodical

Phenomena 10

Bill on Account of Anemo-
metrical Observations 13 9

£159 19 6

1850.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 255 18
Transit of Earthquake Waves 50
Periodical Phenomena 15

Meteorological Instruments,

Azores 25

£345 18

1851.

Maintaining the Establish-
ment at Kew Observatory
(includes part of grant in

1849) 309 2 2
Theory of Heat 20 1 1

Periodical Phenomena of Ani-
mals and Plants 5

Vitality of Seeds 5 6 4

Influence of Solar Eadiation 30
Ethnological Inquiries 12

Kesearches on Annelida 10

£391 9 7

1852,
£ i. d.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory
(including balance of grant

for 1850) 233 17 8

Experiments on the Conduc-
tion of Heat 5 2 9

Influence of Solar Radiations 20
Geological Map of Ireland ... 15

Researches on the British An-
nelida 10

Vitality of Seeds 10 6 2

Strength of Boiler Plates 10

£304 6 7

1853.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 165

Experiments on the Influence

of Solar Radiation 15

Researches on the British

Annelida 10
Dredging on the East Coast

of Scotland 10
Ethnological Queries 5

£205

1854.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory

(including balance of

former grant) 330 15 4

Investigations on Flax 11

Effects of Temperature on
Wrought Iron 10

Registration of Periodical

Phenomena 10

British Annelida 10

Vitality of Seeds 5 2 3

Conduction of Heat 4 2

£380 19 7

1855.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 425

Earthquake Movements 10

Physical Aspect of the Moon 11 8 5

Vitality of Seeds 10 7 11

Map of the World 15

Ethnological Queries 5

Dredging near Belfast 4

£480^6^4

1856.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observa-
tory :

—

1854 £ 75 0"

1855 £500 1}
675
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£ s. d.

Strickland's Ornithological

Synonyms 100
Dredging and Dredging
Forms 9 13

Chemical Action of Light ... 20

Strength of Iron Plates 10

Registration of Periodical

Phenomena 10

Propagation of Salmon 10 0^

£734 13 ~0

1857.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 350
Earthquake Wave Experi-
ments 40

Dredging near Belfast 10

Dredging on the "West Coast
of Scotland 10

Investigations into the Mol-
lusca of California ......... 10

Experiments on Flax 5

Natural History of Mada-
gascar 20

Researches on British Anne-
lida 25

Report on Natural Products
imported into Liverpool ... 10

Artificial Propagation of Sal-

mon 10

Temperature of Mines 7 8

Thermometers for Subterra-

nean Observations 5 7 4

Life-boats 6

£507 15 4

1858.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 500
Earthquake Wave Experi-
ments 25

Dredging on the West Coast
of Scotland 10

Dredging near Dublin 6
Vitality of Seeds 6 6
Dredging near Belfast 18 13 2
Report on the British Anne-

lida 25
Experiments on the produc-

tion of Heat by Motion in

Fluids 20
Report on the Natural Pro-

ducts imported into Scot-

land 10

£618 18 2

1859.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 500
Dredging near Dublin 15

£ I. d.

Osteology of Birds 50
Irish Tunicata 5
Manure Experiments 20
British Medusidse 5

Dredging Committee 5
Steam-vessels' Performance... 5

Marine Fauna of South and
West of Ireland 10

Photographic Chemistry 10
Lanarkshire Fossils 20 1

Balloon Ascents 39 11

£684 11 1

1S60.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 500
Dredging near Belfast 16 ('>

Dredging in Dublin Bay 15
Inquiry into the Performance

of Steam-vessels 124
Explorations in the Yellow
Sandstone of Dura Den ... 20

Chemico-mechanical Analysis
of Rocks and Minerals 25

Researches on the Growth of
Plants 10

Researches on the Solubility
of Salts 30

Researcheson theConstituents
of Manures 25

Balance of Captive Balloon
Accounts 1 13 6

£766 19 6

1861.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory.. 500
Earthquake Experiments 25
Dredging North and East

Coasts of Scotland 23
Dredging Committee :

—

1860 £50 \ „
1861 £22 0/'-'

Excavations at Dura Den 20
Solubility of Salts 20
Steam-vessel Performance ... 150
Fossils of Lesmahagow 15
Explorations at Uriconium... 20
Chemical Alloj's 20
Classified Index to the Tran.s-

actions 100
Dredging in the Mersey and
Dee ."

5
Dip Circle 30
Photoheliographic Observa-

tions 50
Prison Diet 20
Gauging of Water 10
Alpine Ascents 6
Constituents of Manures 25

£iriT"
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1862.

£ s. d.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 500
Patent Laws 21 6

Mollusca of N.-W. of America 10

Natural Historyby Mercantile

Marine 5

Tidal Observations 25
Photoheliometer at Kew 40
Photographic Pictures of the

Sun 150
Eocks of Donegal 25
Dredging Durham and North-
umberland Coasts 25

Connection of Storms 20
Dredging North-east Coast

of Scotland 6 9 6

Eavages of Teredo 3 11

Standards of Electrical Ee-
sistance 50

Eailway Accidents 10

Balloon Committee 200
Dredging Dublin Bay 10
Dredging the Mersey 5

Prison Diet 20
•Gauging of Water 12 10

Steamships' Performance 150
Thermo-electric Currents ... 5

£1293 16 6

1863.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory... 600
Balloon Committee deficiency 70
Ealloon Ascents (other ex-

penses) 25
Entozoa 25
Coal Fossils 20
Herrings 20
Granites of Donegal 5
Prison Diet 20
Vertical Atmospheric Move-
ments 13

Dredging Shetland 50
Dredging North-east Coast of

Scotland 25
Dredging Northumberland
and Durham 17 3 10

Dredging Committee superin-
tendence 10

Steamship Performance 100
Balloon Committee 200
Carbon under pressure 10
Volcanic Temperature 100
Bromide of Ammonium 8
Electrical Standards 100
Electrical Construction and

Distribution 40
Luminous Meteors 17
Kew Additional Buildings for

Photoheliograph 100

£ ». d.

Thermo-electricity 15

Analysis of Eocks 8

Hydroida 10

£1608 3 10

1864.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory.. 600
Coal Fossils 20
Vertical Atmospheric Move-
ments 20

Dredging, Shetland 75
Dredging, Northumberland... 25
Balloon Committee 200
Carbon under pressure 10
Standards of Electric Ee-

sistance 100
Analysis of Eocks 10
Hydroida 10

Askham's Gift 50
Nitrite of Amyle 10
Nomenclature Committee ... 5 9
Eain-gauges 19 15 8
Cast-iron Investigation 20
Tidal Observations in the
Humber 60

Spectral Eays 45
Luminous Meteors 20

£1289 15 8

1865.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory.. 600
Balloon Committee 100
Hydroida 13

Eain-gauges 30
Tidal Observations in the
Humber 6

Hexylic Compounds 20
Amyl Compoimds 20
Irish Flora 25
American Mollusca 3

Organic Acids 20
Lingula Flags Excavation ... 10

Eurypterus 50
Electrical Standards 100
Malta Caves Eesearches 30
Oyster Breeding 25

Gibraltar Caves Eesearches... 150
Kent's Hole Excavations 100
Moon's Surface Observations 35

Marine Fauna 25
Dredgiag Aberdeenshire 25
Dredging Channel Islands ... 60
Zoological Nomenclature 5

Eesistance of Floating Bodies
in Water 100

Bath Waters Analysis 8

Luminous Meteors iO_

'£159r
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1866.

£ g. d.

Maintaining: the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory.

.

GOO
Lunar Committee 64 13 4

Balloon Committee 50
Metrical Committee 50
British EainfaU 50
Kilkenny Coal Fields 16
Alum Bay Fossil Leaf-bed ... 15
Luminous Meteors 50
Lingula Flags Excavation ... 20
Chemical Constitution of

Cast Lron 50
Amyl Compounds 25
Electrical Standards 100
Malta Caves Exploration 30
Kent's Hole Exploration 200
Marine Fauna, &c., Devon
and Cornwall 25

Dredging Aberdeenshire Coast 25
Dredging Hebrides Coast ... 50
Dredging the Mersey 5
Resistance of Floating Bodies

in Water 50
Polycyanidesof Organic Radi-

cals 29
Rigor Mortis 10
Irish Annelida 15

Catalogue of Crania 50
Didine Birds of Mascaxene

Islands 50
Typical Crania Researches ... 30
Palestine Exploration Fund... 100 J)

£1760 13 4

1867.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory.. 600
Meteorological Instruments,

Palestine 50
Lunar Committee 120
Metrical Committee 30
Kent's Hole Explorations ... 100
Palestine Explorations 50
Insect Fauna, Palestine 30
British Rainfall 50
Kilkenny Coal Fields 25
Alum Bay Fossil Leaf-bed ... 25
Luminous Meteors 50
Bournemouth, ifcc. Leaf-beds 30
Dredging Shetland 75
Steamship Reports Condensa-

tion 100
Electrical Standards 100
Ethyl and Methyl Series 25
Fossil Crustacea 25
Sound under Water 24 4
North Greenland Fauna 75

Do. Plant Beds 100
Iron and Steel Manufacture... 25
Patent Laws 30

J1739 4

1868.

£ s. d.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory.

.

600
Lunar Committee 120
Metrical Committee 50
Zoological Record 100
Kent's Hole Explorations ,.. 150
Steamship Performances 100
British Rainfall .50

Luminous Meteors 50
Organic Acids 60
Fossil Crustacea 25
Methyl Series 25
Mercnry and Bile 25
Organic Remains in Lime-

stone Rocks 25
Scottish Earthquakes 20
Faima, Devon and Cornwall.. 30
British Fossil Corals CO
Bagshot Leaf-beds 50
Greenland Explorations 100
Fossil Flora 25
Tidal Observations 100
Underground Temperature .., 50
Spectroscopic Investigations

of Animal Substances 5

Secondary Reptiles, &c 30
British JIarine Invertebrate
Fauna 100

£1940

1869.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory. . 600
Lunar Committee 50
Metrical Committee 25
Zoological Record 100
Committee on Gases in Deep-

well Water 25
British Rainfall 50
Thermal Conductivity of Iron,

&c 30
Kent's Hole Explorations 150
Steamship Performances 30
Chemical Constitution of

Cast Iron 80
Iron and Steel Manufacture 100
Methyl Series 30
Organic Remains in Lime-

stone Rocks 10
Earthquakes in Scotland 10
British Fossil Corals 50
Bagshot Leaf-beds 30
Fossil Flora 25
Tidal Observations 100
Underground Temperature ... 30
Spectroscopic Investigations

of Animal Substances 6

Organic Acids 12

Kiltorcan Fossils 20
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£ s. d.

Chemical Constitution and
Physiological Action Rela-

tions :•• 15

Mountain Limestone Fossils 25

Utilisation of Sewage 10

Products of Digestion 10

£1622

1870.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 600

Metrical Committee 25

Zoological Record 100

Committee on Marine Fauna 20

Ears in Fishes 10

Chemical Nature of Cast

Iron 80
Luminous Meteors 30

Heat in the Blood 15

British Rainfall 100

Thermal Conductivity of

Iron, &c 20
British Fossil Corals 50

Kent's Hole Explorations ... 150
Scottish Earthquakes 4

Bagshot Leaf-beds 15

Fossil Flora 25
Tidal Observations 100
Underground Temperature ... 50
Kiltorcan Quarries Fossils ... 20 O

Mountain Limestone Fossils 25

Utilisation of Sewage 50
Organic Chemical Compounds 30
Onny River Sediment 3
Mechanical Equivalent of

Heat 50

£1572

1871.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 600
Monthly Reports of Progress

in Chemistry 100
Metrical Committee 25
Zoological Record 100
Thermal Equivalents of the

Oxides of Chlorine 10
Tidal Observations 100
Fossil Flora 25
Luminous Meteors 30
British Fossil Corals 25
Heat in the Blood 7 2 6

British Rainfall 50
Kent's Hole Explorations ... 150
Fossil Crustacea 25
Methyl Compounds 25

Lunar Objects 20

£ s. d.

Fossil Coral Sections, for

Photographing 20
Bagshot Leaf-beds 20

Moab Explorations 100
Gaussian Constants 40

£1472 2 6

1872.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 300
Metrical Committee 75
Zoological Record 100
TidarCommittee 200
Carboniferous Corals 25
Organic Chemical Compounds 25
Exploration of Moab 100
Terato-embryological Inqui-

ries 10
Kent's Cavern Exploration.. 100
Luminous Meteors 20
Heat in the Blood 15

Fossil Crustacea 25
Fossil Elephants of Malta ... 25
Lunar Objects 20
Inverse Wave-lengths 20
British Rainfall 100
Poisonous Substances Anta-
gonism 10

Essential Oils, Chemical Con-
stitution, &c 40

Mathematical Tables 50
Thermal Conductivity of Me-

tals 25
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1874.

£ g. d.

Zoological Kecord 100
Chemistry Record 100
Mathematical Tables 100
Elliptic Functions 100
Lightning Conductors 10

"Thermal Conductivity of

Rocks 10

Anthropological Instructions 50
Kent's Cavern Exploration... 150
Luminous Meteors 30
Intestinal Secretions 15

British Rainfall 100
Essential Oils 10
Sub-Wealden Explorations ... 25
.Settle Cave Exploration 50
Mauritius Meteorology 100
Magnetisation of Iron 20
Marine Organisms 30
Eossils, North-West of Scot-

land 2 10

Physiological Action of Light 20
Trades Unions 25
Mountain Limestone-corals 25
Erratic Blocks 10
Dredging, Durham and York-

shire Coasts 28 5

Bigh Temperature of Bodies 30
Siemens's Pyrometer 3 6

Labyrinthodonts of Coal-

measures 7 15

:£1151 16

1875.

Elliptic Functions 100
Magnetisation of Iron 20
British Rainfall 120
Luminous Meteors 30
Chemistry Record 100
Specific Volume of Liquids... 25
Estimation of Potash and

Phosphoric Acid 10
Isometric Crcsols 20
Sub-Wealden Explorations... 100
Kent's Cavern Exploration... 100
Settle Cave Exploration 50
Earthquakes in Scotland 15
Underground Waters 10
Develoi^ment of Mj'xinoid

Fishes 20
Zoological Record 100
Instructions for Travellers ... 20
Intestinal Secretions 20
Palestine Exploration 100

£960

1876.

Printing Mathematical Tables 159 4 2
British Rainfall 100
Ohm's Lavsr 9 15
Tide Calculating Machine ... 200
Specific Volume of Liquids... 25

£
Isomeric Cresols 10

Action of Ethyl Bromobuty-
rate on Ethyl Sodaceto-

acetate 6

Estimation of Potash and
Phosphoric Acid 13

Exploration of Victoria Cave 100
Geological Record 100
Kent's Cavern Exploration... 100
Thermal Conductivities of

Rocks 10
Underground Waters 10
Earthquakes in Scotland 1

Zoological Record 100
Close Time 5

Physiological Action of

Sound 25
Naples Zoological Station ... 75
Intestinal Secretions 15
Physical Characters of Inha-

bitants of British Isles 13
Measuring Speed of Ships ... 10
Effect of Propeller on turning

of Steam-vessels ....

s. d.
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1878.
£ s. d.

Exploration of Settle Caves 100

Geological Eecord 100

Investigation of Pulse Pheno-

mena by means of Siphon

Recorder 10

Zoological Station at Naples 75

Investigation of Underground
Waters 15

Transmission of Electrical

Impulses through Nerve
Structure 30

Calculation of Factor Table

for 4th Million 100

Anthropometric Committee... 66

Composition and Structure of

less -known Alkaloids 25

Exploration of Kent's Cavern 50

Zoological Record 100

Fermanagh Caves Explora-

tion 15

Thermal Conductivity of

Rocks 4 16 6

Luminous Meteors 10

Ancient Earthworks 25

£725 16 6

1879.

Table at the Zoological

Station, Naples 75
Miocene Flora of the Basalt

of the North of Ireland ... 20
Illustrations for a Monograph
on the Mammoth 17

Record of Zoological Litera-

ture 100
Composition and Structure of

less-known Alkaloids 25
Exploration of Caves in

Borneo 50
Kent's Cavern Exploration . . . 100
Record of the Progress of

Geology 100
Fermanagh Caves Exploration 5

Electrolysis of Metallic Solu-

tions and Solutions of

Compound Salts 25
Anthropometric Committee... 50
Natural History of Socotra .. . 100
Calculation of Factor Tables

for 5th and 6th Millions ... 150
TJndergroimd Waters 10
Steering of Screw Steamers... 10
Improvements in Astrono-

mical Clocks 30
Marine Zoology of South
Devon 20

Determination of Mechanical
Equivalent of Heat 12 15 6

£ s. d.

Specific Inductive Capacity

of Sprengel Vacuum 40 0>

Tables of Sun-heat Co-
efficients 30 0*

Datum Level of the Ordnance
Survey 10 0-

Tables of Fundamental In-

variants of Algebraic Forms 36 14 9^

Atmospheric Electricity Ob-
servations in Madeira 15 0-

Instrument for Detecting
Fire-damp in Mines 22 0-

Instruments for Measuring
the Speed of Ships 17 1 8-

Tidal Observations in the

English Channel 10 0'

£1080 11 11

1880.

New Form of High Insulation

Key 10 0-

Underground Temperature ... 10

Determination of the Me-
chanical Equivalent of

Heat 8 5

Elasticity of Wires 50 0-

Luminous Meteors 30
Lunar Disturbance of Gravity 30 0"

Fundamental Invariants 8 5
Laws of Water Friction 20 (>

Specific Inductive Capacity

of Sprengel Vacuum 20 0-

Completion of Tables of Sun-
heat Coefficients 50

Instrument for Detection of

Fire-damp in Mines 10

Inductive Capacity of Crystals

and Paraffines 4 17 7

Report on Carboniferous

Polyzoa 10 0-

Caves of South Ireland 10

Viviparous Nature of Ichthyo-

saurus 10

Kent's Cavern Exploration... 50 0'

Geological Record 100 0-

Miocene Flora of the Basalt

of North Ireland 15

Underground Waters of Per-

mian Formations 5 0-

Eecord of Zoological Litera-

ture 100 0-

Table at Zoological Station

at Naples 75 0'

Investigation of the Geology
and Zoology of Mexico 50

Anthropometry 60 0-

Patent Laws 5

£731 7 r
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1881.

£ ». d.

Lunar Disturbance of Gravity 30

Underground Temperature ... 20

Electrical Standards 25

High Insulation Key 5

Tidal Observations 10

Specific Refractions 7 3 1

Fossil Polyzoa 10

Underground Waters 10

Earthquakes in Japan 25

Tertiary Flora 20

Scottish Zoological Station ... 50

Naples Zoological Station ... 75

Natural History of Socotra ... 50
Anthropological Notes and

Queries 9

Zoological Record 100

Weights and Heights of

Human Beings . 30
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1885.

£ s. d.

Synoptic Chart of Indian
Ocean 50

Reduction of Tidal Observa-
tions 10

Calculating Tables in Theory
of Numbers 100

Meteorological Observations

on Ben Nevis 50
Meteoric Dust 70
Vapour Pressures, &c., of Salt

Solutions 25
Physical Constants of Solu-

tions 20
Volcanic Phenomena of Vesu-

vius 25
Ea3^gill Fissure 15
Earthquake Phenomena of

Japan 70
Fossil Phyllopoda of Palaeozoic

Rocks 25
Fossil Plants of British Ter-

tiary and Secondarj- Beds . 50
Geological Record 50
Circulation of Underground
Waters 10

Naples Zoological Station ...100
Zoological Literature Record. 100
Migration of Birds 30
Exploration of Mount Kilima-

njaro 25
Recent Polyzoa 10
Granton Biological Station ... 100
Biological Stations on Coasts

of United Kingdom 1.50

Exploration of New Guinea... 200
Exploration of Mount Roraima 100

£1385 0~6

1886.

Electrical Standards 40
Solar Radiation 9 10 6
Tidal Observations 50
Magnetic Observations 10 10
Observations on Ben Nevis ... 100
Physical and Chemical Bear-

ings of Electrolysis 20
Chemical Nomenclature 5
Fossil Plants of British Ter-

tiary and Secondary Beds... £0
Caves in North Wales 25
Volcanic Phenomena of Vesu-

vius .^0

Geological Record 100
Palaeozoic Phyllopoda 15
Zoological Literature Record .100
Granton Biological Station ... 75
Naples Zoological Station 60
Researches in Food-Fishes and

Invertebrata at St. Andrews 75

£
Migration of Birds 30
Secretion of Urine 10
Exploration of New Guinea... 150
Regulation of Wages under

Sliding Scales 10
Prehistoric Race in Greek

Islands 20
North-Western Tribes of Ca-
nada 50

£995

t.
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1888.

£ s. d.

Ben Nevis Observatory 150
Electrical Standards 2 6 4
Magnetic Observations 15

Standards of Light 79 2 3

Electrolysis 30
Uniform Nomenclature in

Mechanics 10

Silent Discharge of Elec-

tricity 9 11 10

Properties of Solutions 25

Influence of Silicon on Steel 20
Methods of Teaching Chemis-

try 10

Isomeric Naphthalene Deriva-

tives 25
Action of Light on Hydracids 20
Sea Beach near Bridlington... 20
Geological Record 50
Manure Gravels of Wexford... 10
Erosion of Sea Coasts 10

Underground Waters 5
Palffiontographical Society ... 50
Pliocene Fauna of St. Erth... 50
Carboniferous Flora of Lan-

cashire and West Yorkshire 25
Volcanic Phenomena of Vesu-

vius 20
Zoology and Botany of West

Indies 100
Flora of Bahamas 100
Development of Fishes—St.

Andrev^s 50
Marine Laboratory, Plymouth 100
Migration of Birds 30
Flora of China 75
Naples Zoological Station . .

.

100
Lymphatic System 25
Biological Station at Granton 50
Peradeniya Botanical Station 50
Development of Teleostei ... 15

Depth of Frozen Soil in Polar
Regions 5

Precious Metals in Circulation 20
Value of Monetary Standard 10
Effect of Occupations on Phy-

sical Development 25
North-Western Tribes of

Canada 100
Prehistoric Race in Greek

Islands 20

:£1511 5

1889.

Ben Nevis Observatory 50
Electrical Standards 75
Electrolysis 20
Surface Water Temperature... 30
Silent Discharge of Electricity

on Oxygen 6 4 8

£ i. d.

Methods of teaching Chemis-
try 10 O

Action of Light on Hydracids 10
Geological Record 80
Volcanic Phenomena of Japan 25
Volcanic Phenomena of Vesu-

vius 20
Pateozoic Phyllopoda 20
Higher Eocene Beds of Isle of

Wight 15
West Indian Explorations ... 100
Flora of China 25
Naples Zoological Station ... 100
Physiology of Lymphatic

System 25
Experiments witli a Tow-net 5 16 3

Natural History of Friendly
Islands 100

Geology and Geography of

Atlas Range 100
Action of Waves and Currents

in Estuaries 100
North-Western Tribes of

Canada 150
Nomad Tribes of Asia Minor 30
Corresponding Societies 20
Marine Biological Association 200
• Baths Committee,' Bath 100

£1417 11

1890.

Electrical Standards 12 17
Electrolysis 5

Electro-optics 50
Mathematical Tables 25
Volcanic and Seismological
Phenomena of Japan 75

Pellian Equation Tables 15

Properties of Solutions 10
International Standard for the

Analysis of Iron and Steel 10
Influence of the Silent Dis-

charge of Electricity on
Oxygen 5

Methods of teachingChemistry 10

Recording Results of Water
Analysis 4 10

Oxidation of Hydracids in

Sunlight 15
Volcanic Phenomena of Vesu-

vius 20
Palffiozoic Phyllopoda 10
Circulation of Underground
Waters 5

Excavations at Oldbury Hill 15

Cretaceous Polyzoa 10
Geological Photographs 7 14 11

Lias Beds of Northampton ... 25
Botanical Station at Perade-

niya 25
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£ s. d.

Experiments with a Tow-
net 4 3 9

Naples Zoological Station ... 100
Zoology and Botany of the

West India Islands 100
Marine Biological Associatioa 30

Action of Waves and Currents

in Estuarie.s 150

Graphic Methods in Mechani-
cal Science 11

Anthropometric Calculations 5

Nomad Tribes of Asia Minor 25 (»

Corresponding Societies 20

£799 16 8

1891.

Ben Nevis Observatory 50
Electrical Standards 100
Electrolysis 5
Seismological Phenomena of
Japan 10

Temperatures of Lakes 20
Photographs of Meteorological
Phenomena 5

Discharge of Electricity from
Points 10

Ultra Violet Eays of Solar
Spectrum 50

International Standard for

Analysisof Iron and Steel... 10
Isomeric Naphthalene Deriva-

tives 25
Formation of Haloids 25
Action of Light on Dyes 17 10
Geological Record 100
Volcanic Phenomena of Vesu-

vius 10
Fossil Phyllopoda 10
Photographs of Geological

Interest 9 5
Lias of Northamptonshire ... 25
Registration of Type-Speci-
mens of British Fossils 6 5

Investigation of Elbolton Cave 25
Botanical Station at Pera-
deniya 50

Experiments with a Tow-net 40
Marine Biological Association 12 10
Disappearance of Native

Plants 5
Action of Waves and Currents

in Estuaries 125
Anthropometric Calculations 10
New Edition of ' Anthropo-

logical Notes and Queries

'

50
North - Western Tribes of
Canada 200

Corresponding Societies 25

1898.
^^,^,^s«^

1892.

£ a. ,1.

Observations on Ben Nevis ... 50
Photographs of Meteorological
Phenomena 15

Pellian Equation Tables 10
Discharge of Electricity from

Points 50
Seismological Phenomena of
Japan 10

Formation of Haloids 12
Properties of Solutions 10
Action of Light on Dyed

Colours 10
Erratic Blocks 15
Photographs of Geological

Interest 20
Underground Waters 10
Investigation of Elbolton

Cave 25
Excavations at Oklbury Hill 10
Cretaceous Polyzoa 10
Naples Zoological Station ... 100
Marine Biological Association 17 10
Deep-sea Tow-net 40
Fauna of Sandwich Islands... 100
Zoology and Botany of West

India Islands 100
Climatologyand Hydrography

of Tropical Africa 50
Anthropometric Laboratory... 5
Anthropological Notes and

Queries 20
Prehistoric Remains in Ma-

shonaland 50
North - Western Tribes of
Canada 100

Corresponding Societies 25

£864 10

1893.

Electrical Standards 25
Observations on Ben Nevis ... 150
Mathematical Tables 15
Intensity of Solar Radiation 2 8 6
Magnetic Work at the Fal-
mouth Observatory 25

Isomeric Naphthalene Deri-
vatives 20

Erratic Blocks 10
Fossil Phyllopoda 5
Underground Waters 5

Shell-bearing Deposits at

Clava, Chapelhall, &c 20
Kurypterids of the Pentland

Hills 10
Naples Zoological Station ... 100
Marine Biological Association 30
Fauna of Sandwich Islands 100
Zoology and Botany of West

India Islands 50

g
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£. t. d.

Exploration of Irish Sea 30

Physiological Action of

Oxygen in Asphyxia 20

Index of Genera and Species

of Animals 20

Exploration of Karakorani
Mountains 50

Scottish Place-names 7

Climatology and Hydro-
graphy of Tropical Africa 50

Economic Training S 7

Anthropometric Laboratory 5

Exploration in Abyssinia 25

North-Western Tribes of

Canada 100
Corresponding Societies 30

£907 15 6

1894.

Electrical Standards 25

Photographs of Jleteorological

Phenomena 10

Tables of Mathematical Func-
tions 15

Intensity of Solar Radiation 5

Wave-lengt h Tables 10
Action of Light upon D)'cd

Colours 5

Erratic Blocks 15

Fossil Pliyllopoda 5

Shell - bearing Deposits at

Clava, &c 20
Eurrpterids of the I'entland

Hills 5

New Sections of Stonestield

Slate 14
Observations on Earth-tre-

mors 50
Exploration of Calf - Hole
Cave 5

Naples Zoological Station ... 100
Marine Biological Association 5

Zoology of the Sandwich
Islands 100

Zoology of the Irish Sea 40
Structure and Function of the
Mammalian Heart 10

Exploration in Aby.ssinia ... 30
Economic Training 9

Anthropometric Ijaboratory

Statistics 5
Ethnographical Survey 10
The Lake Village at Glaston-

bury 40
Anthropometrical Measure-
ments in Schools 5

Mental and Physical Condi-
tion of Children 20

Corresponding Societies 25

£583^

1895.
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1896.

£ s. d.

Photographs of Meteorologi-

cal Phenomena 15

Seismological Observations... .SO

Abstracts of Physical Papers 100
Calculation of Certain Inte-

grals 10

Uniformity of Size of Pages of

Tran.sactions, &c 5

Wave-length Tables of the

Spectra of the Elements ... 10

Action of Light upon Dyed
Colours 2 6 1

Electrolytic QuantitativeAna-
lysis 10

The Carbohydrates of Barley
Straw .". 50

Reprinting Discussion on the
Kelation of Agriculture to

Science 5

Erratic Blocks 10

Palaeozoic Phyllopoda 5

Shell-bearing Deposits at

Clava, &c 10

Eurypterids of the Pentland
HiUs 3

Investigation of a Coral Reef
by Boring and Sounding ... 10

Examination of Locality where
the Cetiosaurus in the Ox-
ford Museum was found ... 25

Palfflolitbic Deposits at Hoxne 25
Fauna of Singapore Caves ... 40
Age and Kelation of Rocks

near Moreseat, Aberdeen . 10

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion at Naples 100
Table at the Biological Labo-

ratory, Plymouth 15
Zoology, Botany, and Geology

of the Irish Sea 50
Zoology of the Sandwich Is-

lands 100
African Lake Fauna 100
Oysters under Normal and
Abnormal Environment ... 40

Climatology of Tropical Africa 10
Calibration and Comparison of

Measuring Instruments 20
Small Screw Gauge 10
North Western Tribes of

Canada 100
Lake Village at Glastonbury . 30
Ethnographical Survey 40
Mental and Physical Condi-

tion of Children 10
Physiological Applications of

the Phonograph 25
Corresponding Societies Com-

mittee 30

£1,104 6 1

1897.

& s. d.

Mathematical Tables 25
Seismological Observations... 100
Abstracts of Physical Papers 100
Calculation of Certain In-

tegrals 10

Electrolysis and Electro-

chemistry 50
Electrolytic Quantitative An-

alysis 10

Isomeric Naphthalene Deri-

vatives 50
Erratic Blocks 10

Photographs of Geological

Interest 15

Remains of the Irish Elk in

the Isle of Man 15

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100
Table at the Biological La-

boratory, Plymouth 9 10 8

Zoological Bibliography and
Publication 5

Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 100

Zoology and Botany of the
West India Islands 40

The Details of Observa-
tions on the Migration of

Birds 40
Climatology of Tropical

Africa 20
Ethnographical Survey 40 0.

Mental and Physical Condi-
tion of Children 10

Silchescer Excavation 20

Investigation of Changes as-

sociated with the Func-
tional Activity of Nerve
Cells and their Peripheral
Extensions 180

Oysters and Typhoid 30
Physiological Applications of

the Phonograph 15

Physiological Effects of Pep-
tone and its Precursors 20

Fertilisation in Phteophyceje 20
Corresponding Societies Com-

mittee 25

£1,059 10 8

1898.

Electrical Standards 75

Seismological Observations... 75

Abstracts of Physical Papers 100

Calculation of Certain In-

tegrals 10

Electrolysisand Electro-chem-
istry 35

Meteorological Observatory at

Montreal 50
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£ s. d.

Wave-length Tables of the
Spectra of the Elements ... 20

Action of Light upon Dyed
Colours 8

Erratic Blocks 5

Investigation of a Coral Reef 40
Photographs of Geological

Interest 10
Life-zones in British Carbon-

iferous llocks 15

Pleistocene Fauna and Flora
in Canada 20

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100
Table at the Biological La-

boratory, Plymouth 14
Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 100

Healthy and Unhealthy Oys-
ters

" .W

Climatology of Tropical Africa 10

State Monopolies in other
Countries 15 O

Small Screw Gauge 20 (>

Nortli- Western Tribes of

Canada 75 O
Lake Village at Glastonbury 37 10
Silchester Excavation 7 10
EtlmologicalSurvey of Canada 75

Anthropology and Natural
History of Torres Straits... 125

Investigation of Changes asso-

ciated with the Functional
Activitj' of Nerve Cells and
their Peripheral Extensions 100 O

Fertilisation in Phaophyceae 15

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 25

£1.212

General Meetings.

On Wednesday, September 7, at 8 p.m., in the People's Palace, Bristol,

Sir John Evans, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., resigned the office of President to
Sir William Crookes, F.R.S., V.P.C.S., who took the Chair, and delivered

an Address, for which see page 3.

On Thursday, September 8, at 8.30 p.m., a Soiree took place in the
Clifton College.

On Friday, September 9, at 8.30 p.m., in the People's Palace, Professor
W. J. SoUas, M.A., F.R.S., delivered a discourse on ' Funafuti : the Study
of a Coral Island.'

On Monday, September 12, at 8.30 p.m., in the People's Palace, Herbert
Jackson, Esq., delivered a discourse on ' Phosphorescence.'

On Tuesday, September 13, at 8.30 p.m., a Soiree took place in the
Clifton College.

On Wednesday, September 14, at 2.30 p.m., in the Museum, the con-
cluding General Meeting took place, when the Proceedings of the General
Committee and the Grants of Money for Scientific Purposes were explained
to the Members.

The Meeting was then adjourned to Dover. [The Meeting is ap-
pointed to commence on Wednesday, September 13, 1899.]
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ADDEESS
BY

Sm WILLIAM CROOKES, F.E.S, V.P.C.S.

PRESIDENT.

For the third time in its history the British Association meets in your
City of Bristol. The first meeting was held under the presidency of the

Marquis of Lansdowne in 1836, the second under the presidency of

Sir John Hawkshaw in 1875. Formerly the President unrolled to the

meeting a panorama of the year's progress in physical and biological

sciences. To-day the President usually restricts himself to specialities

connected with his own work or deals with questions which for

the time are uppermost. To be President of the British Association

is undoubtedly a great honour. It is also a great opportunity and a great

responsibility ; for I know that, on the wings of the Press, my words, be

they worthy or not, will be carried to all points of the compass. I propose

first to deal with the important question of the supply of bread to the

inhabitants of these Islands, then to touch on subjects to which
my life work has been more or less devoted. I shall not attempt any
general survey of the sciences ; these, so far as the progress in them
demands attention, will be more fitly brought before you in the difierent

Sections, either in the Addresses of the Presidents or in communications
from ^lembers.

Before proceeding with my address I wish to refer to the severe loss

the British Association has sustained in^the death of Lord Playfair. Witli

Sir John Lubbock and Lord Rayleigh, Lord Playfair was one of the

Permanent Trustees of our Association, and for many years he was
present at our meetings. It would be difficult to overrate his loss to

British science. Lord Playfair's well-matured and accurate judgment,

his scientific knowledge, and his happy gift of clothing weighty thoughts

in pei'suasive language, made his presence acceptable, whether in the

council chamber, in departmental enquiries, or at light social gatherings,

where by the singular laws of modern society, momentous announcements
are sometimes first given to the world. Lord Playfair (then Sir Lyon

B 2
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Playfair) was President of the British Association at Aberdeen in 1885
;

his Address on that occasion will long be remembered as a model of pro-

found learning and luminous exposition.

And now I owe a sort of apology to this brilliant audience. I must
ask you to bear with me for ten minutes, for I am afraid what I now
have to say will prove somewhat dull. I ought to propitiate you, for, to

tell the truth, I am bound to bore you with figures. Statistics are rarely

attractive to a listening audience ; but they are necessary evils, and those

of this evening are unusually doleful. Nevertheless, Avhen we have pro-

ceeded a little way on our journey I hope you will see that the river of

figures is not hopelessly dreary. The stream leads into an almost unex-

plored region, and to the right and left we see channels opening out, all

worthy of exploration, and promising a rich reward to the statistic

explorer who will trace them to their source—a harvest, as Huxley
expresses it, 'immediately convertible into those thijigs which the most
sordidly practical of men will admit to have value, namely, money and
life.' My chief subject is of interest to the whole world—to every race

—

to every human being It is of urgent importance to-day, and it is a life

and death question for generations to come. I mean the question of Food
supply. Many of my statements you may think are of the alarmist order

;

certainly they are depressing, but they are founded on stubborn facts.

They show that England and all civilised nations stand in deadly peril of

not having enough to eat. As mouths multiply, food resources dwindle.

Land is a limited quantity, and the land that will grow wheat is absolutely

dependent on difficult and capricious natural phenomena. I am constrained

to show that our wheat-producing soil is totally unequal to the strain put
upon it. After wearying you with a survey of the universal dearth to be
expected, I hope to point a way out of the colossal dilemma. It is the
chemist who must come to the rescue of the threatened communities. It
is through the laboratory that starvation may ultimately be turned into

plenty.

The food supply of the kingdom is of peculiar interest to this meeting,

considering that the grain trade has always been, and still is, an important
feature in the imports of Bristol. The imports of grain to this city

amount to about 1'5,000,000 bushels per annum—8,000,000 of which
consist of wheat.

What are our home requirements in the way of wheat 1 The con-

sumption of wheat per head of the population (unit consumption) is over

6 bushels per annum ; and taking the population at 40,000,000, we require

no less than 240,000,000 bushels of wheat, increasing annually by 2,000,000
bushels, to supply the increase of population. Of the total amount of wheat
consumed in the United Kingdom we grow 25 and import 75 per cent.

So important is the question of wheat supply that it has attracted the
attention of Parliament, and the question of national granaries has been
mooted. It is certain that, in case of war with any of the Great Powers,

I
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wheat would be contraband, as if it were cannon or powder, liable to

capture even luider a neutral Hag. We must therefore accept tlie situation

and treat wheat as munitions of war, and grow, accumulate, or store it as

such. It has been shown that at the best our stock of wheat and Hour

amounts only to 04,000,000 bushels—fourteen weeks' supply—while last

April our stock was equal to only 10,000,000 bushels, the smallest ever

recorded by ' Beerbohm ' for the period of the season. Similarly, the

stocks held in Europe, the United States, and Canada, called ' the world's

visible supply,' amounted to only 54,000,000 bushels, or 10,000,000 less

than last year's sum total, and nearly 82,000,000 less than that of 1893

or 1894 at the corresponding period. To arrest this impending clanger, it

has been proposed that an amount of 04,000,000 bushels of wheat should

be purchased by the State and stored in national granaries, not to be

opened, except to remedy deterioration of grain, or in view of national

disaster rendering starvation imminent. This 04,000,000 bushels would

add another fourteen weeks" life to the population ; assuming that the

ordinary stock had not been drawn on, the wheat in the country would

only then be enough to feed the population for twenty-eight weeks.

I do not venture to speak authoritatively on national granaries. The

subject has been discussed in the daily press, and the recently published

Report from the Agricultural Committee on NationalAVheat Stores brings

together all the arguments in favour of this important scheme, together

with the difficulties to be faced if it be carried out with necessary com-

pleteness.

More hopeful, although difficult and costly, would be tlie alternative

of growing most, if not all our own wheat supply here at liome in the

British Isles. The average yield over the United Kingdom last year was

29-07 bushels per acre, the average for the last eleven years being 29-46.

For twelve months we need 240,000,000 bushels of wheat, requiring about

8,250,000 acres of good wheat-growing land, or nearly 13,000 square

miles, increasing at the rate of 100 square miles per annum, to render us

self-supporting as to bread food. This area is about one-fourth the size

of England.'

A total area of land in the United Kingdom equal to a plot 110

miles square, of quality and climate sufficient to grow wheat to the

extent of 29 bushels per acre, does not seem a hopeless demand.- It is

doubtful, however, if this amount of land could be kept under wheat,

and the necessary expense of high farming faced, except under

the imperious pressure of impending starvation, or the stimulus of a

national subsidy or permanent high prices. Certainly these 13,000 square

miles would not be available under ordinary economic conditions, for

much, perhaps all, the land now under barley and oats would not be

- Tlie total area of the United Kingdom is 120,979 square miles; therefore the

required land is about a tenth part of the total.
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suitable for wheat. In any case, owing to our cold, damp cliiuate and

capricious weather, the wheat crop is hazardous, and for tlie present our

annual deficit of 180,000,000 bushels must be imported. A permanently

higher price for wheat is, I fear, a calamity tiiat ere long must be faced.

At enhanced prices, land now under wheat will be better farmed, and

therefore will yield better, thus giving increased production witliout

increased area.

The burning question of to-day is. What can the United Kingdom do

to be reasonably safe from starvation in pn^sence of two successive

failures of the world's wheat harvest, or against a hostile combination of

European nations ? We eagerly spend millions to j^i'otcct our coasts and

commerce ; and millions moi'e on ships, explosives, guns, and men ; but

we omit to take necessary precautions to supply ourselves with the very

first and supremely important munition of war— food.

To take up the question of food-supply in its scientific aspect, I

must not confine myself exclusively to our own national requirements.

The problem is not restricted to the British Isles—the bread-eaters of the

whole world share the perilous prospect—and I do not think it out of place

if on this occasion I ask you to take with me a wide, general survey of

the wheat supply of the Avhole world.

Wheat is the most sustaining food grain of the great Caucasian race,

which includes the peoples of Europe, United States, British America, tlie

white inhabitants of South Africa, Australasia, parts of South America,

and the white population of tlie European colonies. Of late years the in-

dividual consumption of wheat has almost universally increased. In
Scandinavia it has risen 100 per cent, in twenty-five years ; in Austro-

Hungary, 80 per cent. ; in France, 20 per cent. ; while in Belgium it has

inci'eased 50 per cent. Only in Russia and Italy, and possibly Turkey,

has the consumption of wheat per head declined.

In 1871 the bread-eaters of the world numbered 371,000,000. In 1881

the numbers rose to 416,000,000 ; in 1891, to 472,600,000, and at the

present time they number 516,500,000. The augmentation of the world's

bread-eating population in a geometrical ratio is evidenced by the fact that

the yearly aggregates grow progressively larger. In the early seventies

they rose 4,300,000 per annum,' while in the eighties they increased by more
than 6,000,000 per annum, necessitating annual additions to the bread

supply nearly one-half gi-eater than sufficed twenty-five years ago.

How much wheat will be required to supply all the.se hungry mouths
with bread ? At the present moment it is not possible to get accurate

estimates of this year's wheat crops of the world, but an adequate idea

may be gained from the realised crops of some countries and the promise

of others. To supply 516,500,000 bread-eaters, if each bread-eatuig unit

is to have his usual ration, will require a total of 2,324,000,000 bushels

for seed and food. AVhat are our prospects of obtaining this amount ?

According to the best authorities the total supplies from the 1897-98
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harvest are 1,921,000,000 bushels.' The requirement of the 516,500,000

bread-eaters for seed and food are 2,324,000,000 bushels ; there is thus a

dertcit of 403,000,000 bushels, which has not been urgently apparent

owing to a surplus of 300,000,000 bushels carried over from the last

harvest. Respecting the prospects of the harvest year just beginning it

must be borne in mind that there are no remainders to bring over from

last harvest. We start with a deficit of 103,000,000 bushels and have

6,500,000 more mouths to feed. It follows, therefore, that one-sixth of the

required bread will be lacking unless larger drafts than now seem possible

can be made upon early produce from the next harvest.^

The majority of the wheat crops between 1882 and 1896 were in excess

of current needs, and thus considerable reserves of wheat were available

for supplementing small deficits from the four deficient harvests. But bread

-

eaters have almost eaten up the reserves of wheat, and the 1897 harvest

being under average, the conditions become serious.-' That scarcity and

high prices have not prevailed in recent years is due to the fact that since

1889 we have had seven world crops of wheat and six of rye abundantly

in excess of the average. These generous crops increased accumula-

tions to such an extent as to obscure the fact that the harvests of 1895

and 1896 were each much below current requirements. Practically speak-

ing, reserves are now exhausted, and bread-eaters must be fed from current

harvests—accumulation under present conditions being almost impossible.

This is obvious from the fact that a harvest equal to that of 1894 (the

greatest crop on record, both in acre-yield and in the aggregate) would

yield less than current needs.*

It is clear we are confronted with a colossal problem that must tax the

wits of the wisest. When the bread-eaters have exhausted all possible

supplies from the 1897-98 harvest, there will be a deficit of 103,000,000

bushels of wheat, with no substitution possible unless Europeans can be

induced to eat Indian com or rye bread. Up to recent years the growth

of wheat has kept pace with demands. As wheat-eaters increased, the

acreage under wheat expanded. The world has become so familiarised

with the orderly sequence of demand and supply, so accustomed to look

upon the vast plains of other wheat-growing countries as inexhaustible

granaries, that, in a light-hearted way it is taken for granted that so many
million additional acres can be added year after year to the wheat-growing

area of the world. We forget that the wheat-growing area is of strictly

limited extent, and that a few million acres regularly absorbed, soon

mount to a formidable number.

The present position being so gloomy, let us consider future prospects.

What are the capabilities as regards available area, economic conditions,

and acreage yield of the wheat-growing countries from whence we now draw

our supply ?

' Appendix B. '-' Appendix C.

' Appendix D. * Apppendix E.
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For the last thirty years theUnited States have been the dominant factor

ill the foreign supply of wheat, exporting no less than 145,000,000 bushels.

This shows how the bread-eating world has depended, and still depends,

on the United States for the means of subsisteqce. The entire world's

contributions to the food -bearing area have averaged but 4,000,000 acres

yearly since 1869. It is scarcely possible that such an average, under

existing conditions, can be doubled for the coming twenty-five years.

'

Almost yearly, since 1885, additions to the wheat-growing area have

diminished, while the requirements of the increasing population of the

States have advanced, so that the needed American supplies have been

drawn from the acreage hitherto used for exportation. Practically there

remains no uncultivated prairie land in the United States suitable for

wheat-growing. The virgin land has been rapidly absorbed, until at present

there is no land left for wheat without reducing the area for maize, hay,

and other necessary crops.'

It is almost certain that within a generation the ever increasing popu-

lation of the United States will consume all the wheat grown within its

borders, and will be driven to import, and, like ourselves, will scramble

for a lion's share of the wheat crop of the world. This being the outlook,

exports of wheat from the United States are only of present interest, and
will gradually diminish to a vanishing point. The inquiry may be
restricted to such countries as probably will continue to feed bread-eaters

Avho annually derive a considerable part of their wheat from extraneous

sources.

But if the United States, which grow about one-fifth of the world's

wheat, and contribute one-third of all wheat exportations, are even now
dropping out of the race, and likely soon to enter the list of wheat-

importing countries, what prospect is there that other wheat-growing

countries will be able to fill the gap, and by enlarging their acreage under
wheat, replace the .supply which the States have so long contributed to

the world's food 1 The withdrawal of 145 million bushels wiU cause a

serious gap in the food supply of wheat importing countries, and unless

this deficit can be met by increased supplies from other countries there

will be a deartli for the rest of the world after the British Isles are suffi-

ciently supplied.

Next to the United States, Russia is the gi'eatost wheat exporter,

supplying nearly 95 million bushels.^

Although Russia at present exports so lavishly this excess is merely
provisional and precarious. The Russian peasant population increases

more rapidly than any other in Europe. The yield per acre over
European Russia is meagre—not more than 8-6 bushels to the acre

—

while some authoi'ities consider it as low as 4*6 bushels. The cost of

production is low—lower even than on the virgin soils of the United
States. The development of the fertile though somewhat overrated

" Appendix F. ^ Appendix G. ' .\ppenclix H.

I
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' black earth,' which extends across the southern portion of the empire

and beyond the Ural Mountains into Siberia, progresses rapidly. But, as

we have indicated, the consumption of bread in Russia has been reduced

to danger point. The peasants starve and fall victims to ' hunger typhus,'

whilst the wheat growers export grain that ought to be consumed at

home.

Considering Siberia as a wheat grower, climate is the first considera-

tion. Summers are short—as they are in all regions with continental

climates north of the 45th parallel—and the ripening of wheat requires a

temperature averaging at least 65° Fahr. for fifty-five to sixty-five days.

As all Siberia lies north of the summer isotherm of 65° it follows that

such region is ill adapted to wheat culture unless some compensating

climatic condition exists. As a fact, the conditions are exceptionally

unfavourable in all but very limited districts in the two westernmost

governments. The cultivable lands of "Western Siberia adapted to grain-

bearing neither equal in extent nor in potential productive powers those

of Iowa, Minnesota, and Nebraska. There are limited tracts of fair pro-

ductiveness in Central Siberia and in the valleys of the southern affluents

of the Amoor, but these are only just capable of supporting a meagre

population.

Prince Hilkoff, Russian Minister of Ways and Communications,

declared in 1896 that ' Siberia never had produced, and never would pro-

duce, wheat and rye enough to feed the Siberian population.' And, a year

later, Prince Krapotkin backed the statement as substantially correct.

Those who attended the meeting of the British Association last year

in Canada must have been struck with the extent and marvellous capacity

of the fertile plains of Manitoba and the North-West Provinces. Here

were to be seen 1,290,000 acres of fine wheat-growing land yielding

18,261,950 bushels, one-fifth of which comes to hungry England. Ex-

pectations have been cherished that the Canadian North-West would

easily supply the world with wheat, and exaggerated estimates are drawn

as to the amount of surplus land on which wheat can be grown. ' Thus

far performance has lagged behind promise, the wheat-bearing area of all

Canada having increased less than 500,000 acres since 1884, while the

exports have not increased in greater proportion. As the wheat area of

Manitoba and the North-West has increased the wheat area of Ontario

and the Eastern provinces has decreased, the added acres being little

more than sufficient to meet the growing requirements of population.

We have seen calculations showing that Canada contains 500,000,000

acres of profitable wheat land. The impossibility of such an estimate

ever being fulfilled will be apparent when it is remembered that the

whole area employed in both temperate zones for growing all the staple

food crops is not more than 580,000,000 acres, and that in no country has

more than 9 per cent, of the area been devoted to wheat culture.-

> Appendix I. " Appendix J.
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The fertility of the North-West Provinces of the Dominion is due lo an

exceptional and curious circumstance. In winter the ground freezes to a

considerable depth. Wheat is sown in the spring, generally April, when
the frozen ground has been thawed to a depth of three inches. Under the

hot sun of the short summer the grain sprouts with surprising rapidity,

partly because the roots are supplied with water from the thawing depths.

The sunnuer is too short to thaw the ground thoroughly, and gate-posts

or other dead wood extracted in autumn are found still frozen at their

lower ends.

Australasia as a potential contributor to the world's supply of wheat

atfords another fertile field for speculation. Climatic conditions limit the

Australian wheat area to a small portion of the southern littoral belt.

Professor Shelton considers there are still fifty million acres in Queensland

suitable for wheat, but hitherto it has never had more than 150,000 acres

under cultivation. Crops in former days were liable to rust, but since

the Rust in Wheat conferences and the dissemination of instruction to

farmers, rust no longer has any terrors. I am informed by the Queens-

land Department of Agriculture that of late years they practically have

bred wheat vigorous enough to resist this plague. For the second season

in succession, the wheat crop last year was destroyed over large areas in

Victoria ; and in South Australia the harvest averaged not more than about

3| bushels per acre after meeting Colonial requirements for food and seed,

leaving only 684,000 bushels for export. In most other districts the yield

falls to such an extent as to cause Europeans to wonder why the pursuit

of wheat-raising is continued.

New Zealand has a moist climate resembling that of central and
southern England, while South Australia is semi-arid, resembling western

Kansas. Only two countries in the world yield as much wheat per acre

as New Zealand—these are Denmark and the United Kingdom. Not-
withstanding the great yield of wheat, due to an equable climate, New
Zealand finds fruit and dairy farming still more profitable. The climatic

conditions favourable to wheat are also conducive to luxuriant growths

of nutritious grasses. Thus the New Zealander ships his butter more
than half-way round the world, and competes successfully with Western
Europe.

During the last twenty-seven years the Austro-Hungarian population

has increased 21-8 per cent., as against an increase of 54-6 per cent, in the

acreage of wheat. Notwithstanding this disparity in the rates of increase,

exports have practically ceased by reason of an advance of nearly 80 per

cent, in unit consumption. There can be little doubt that Austro-Hungary
is about to enter the ranks of importing nations, although in Hungary a
considerable area of wheat land remains to be brought under culti-

vation. '

Eoumania is an important wheat-growing country. In 1896 it pro-

' Appendix K.
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duced 69,000,000 Inisliels, and exported 34,000,000 bushels. It has

a considerable amount of surplus land which can be used for wheat,

although for many years the wheat area is not likely to exceed home
requirements.

France comes next to the United States as a producer of wheat ; but

for our purpose she counts but little, being dependent on supplies from

abroad for an average quantity of 14 per cent, of her own production.

There is practically no spare land in France that can be put under wheat

in sufficient quantity to enable her to do more than provide for increase

of population.

Germany is a gigantic importer of wheat, her imports rising 700 per

cent, in the last twenty-five years, and now averaging 35,000,000 bushels.

Other nations of Europe, also importers, do not require detailed mention,

as under no conceivable conditions would they be able to do more than

supply wheat for the increasing requirements of their local popula-

tion, and, instead of I'eplenishing, would probably diminish, the world's

stores.

The prospective supply of wheat from Argentina and Uruguay has been

greatly overrated. The agricultural area includes less than 100,000,000

acres of good, bad, and indifferent land, much of which is best adapted

for pastoral purposes. There is no prospect of Argentina ever being able

to devote more than 30,000,000 acres to wheat ; the present wheat area

is about 6,000,000 acres, an area that may be doubled in the next twelve

years. But the whole arable region is subject to great climatic vicissitudes,

and to frosts that ravage the fields south of the 37th parallel. Years of

systematised energy are frustrated in a few days—perhaps hours—by a

single cruelty of Nature, such as a plague of locusts, a tropical rain, or a

devastating hail storm. It will take years to bring the surplus lands of

Argentina into cultivation, and the population is even now insufficient to

supply labour at seed time and harvest.

During the next twelve years, Uruguay may add a million acres to

the world's wheat fields ; but social, political, and economic conditions,

seriously interfere with agricultural development.

At the present time South Africa is an importer of wheat, and tlve

regions suitable to cereals do not exceed a few million acres. Great

expectations have been formed as to the fertility of Mashonaland, the

Shire Highlands, and the Kikuyu plateau, and as to the adaptation of

these regions to the growth of wheat. But wheat culture fails where the

banana ripens, and the banana flourishes throughout Central Africa,

except in limited areas of great elevation. In many parts of Africa insect

pests render it impossible to store gi'ain, and without grain-stores there

can be little hope of large exports.

North Africa, formerly the granary of Rome, now exports less than

5,000,000 bushels of wheat annually, and these exports are on the decline,

owing to increased home demands. With scientific irrigation, Egypt
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could supply three times her present amount of wheat, although no increase

is likely unless the cotton fields of the Delta are diverted to grain grow-

ing. In Algeria and Tunis nearly all reclaimed lands are devoted to the

production of wine, for which a brisk demand exists. Were this land

devoted to the growth of wheat, an additional five million bushels might

be obtained.

The enormous acreage devoted to wheat in India has been declining

for some years, and in 1895 over 20,000,000 acres yielded 185,000,000

bushels. Seven-eighths of this harvest is required for native consumption,

and only one-eighth on an average is available for export. The annual

increase of population is more than 3,000,000, demanding an addition to

the food-bearing lands of not less than 1,800,000 acres annually. In

recent years the increase has been less than one-fourth of this amount.'

In surveying the limitations and vicissitudes of wheat crops, I have

endeavoured to keep free from exaggeration, and have avoided insistance

on doubtful points. I have done my best to get trustworthy facts and

figures, but from the nature of the case it is impossible to attain complete

accuracy. Great caution is required in sifting the numerous varying

current statements respecting the estimated areas and total produce of

wheat throughout the world. The more closely ofhcial estimates are

examined, the more defective are they found, and comparatively few

figures are sufficiently well established to bear the deductions often drawn.

In doubtful cases I haVe applied to the highest authorities in each country,

and in the case of conflicting accounts have taken data the least favour-

able to sensational or panic-engendering statements. In a few instances

of accurate statistics their value is impaired by age ; but for 95 per cent,

of my figures I quote good authorities, while for the remaining 5 per cent.

I rely on the best commercial estimates derived from the appearance of

the growing crops, the acreage under cultivation, and the yield last year.

The maximum probable error would make no appreciable difference in my
argument.

The facts and figures I have set before you are easily interjiroted.

Since 1871 unit consumption of wheat, including seed, has slowly increased

in the United Kingdom to the present amount of 6 bushels per head per

annum ; while the rate of consumption for seed and food by the whole

world of bread-eaters was 4"15 bushels per unit per annum for the eight

years ending 1878, and at the present time is 4-5 bushels. Under present

conditions of low acre yield, wheat cannot long retain its dominant posi-

tion among the food-stuffs of the civilised world. The details of the

impending catastrophe no one can predict, but its general direction is

obvious enough. Should all the wheat-growing countries add to their

area to the utmost capacity, on the most careful calculation the yield

would give us only an addition of some 100,000,000 acres, supplying at the

average world-yield of 12-7 bushels to the acre, 1,270,000,000 bushels,

' Appendix L.
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just enough to supply the increase of population among bread-eaters till

the year 1931.

^

At the present time there exists a deficit in the wheat area of 31,000

square miles— a deficit masked by the fact that the ten world crops of

wheat harvested in the ten years ending 1896 were more than 5 per cent,

above the average of the previous twenty-six years.

When provision shall have been made, if possible, to feed 230,000,000

units likely to be added to the bread-eating populations by 1931—by the

complete occupancy of the arable areas of the temperate zone now parti-

ally occupied—where can be grown the additional 330,000,000 bushels of

wheat required ten years later by a hungry world 1 What is to hajapen

if the present rate of population be maintained, and if arable areas of

sufiicient extent cannot be adapted and made contributory to the subsist-

ence of so great a host ?

Are we to go hungry and to know the trial of scarcity ? That is the

poignant question. Thirty years is but a day in the life of a nation.

Those present who may attend the meeting of the British Association

thirty years hence will judge how far my forecasts are justified.

If bread fails—not only us, but all the bread-eaters of the world

what are we to do ? We are born wheat-eaters. Other races, vastly

superior to us in numbers, but differing widely in material and intellectual

progress, are eaters of Indian corn, rice, millet, and other grains; but

none of these grains have the food value, the concenti-ated health-sus-

taining power of wheat, and it is on this account that the accumulated

experience of civilised mankind has set wheat apart as the fit and proper

food for the development of muscle and brains.

It is said that when other wheat-exporting countries realise that the

States can no longer keep pace with the demand, these countries will

extend their area of cultivation, and struggle to keep up the supply pari

jmssu with the falling ofi" in other quarters. But will this comfortable

and cherished doctrine bear the test of examination ?

Cheap production of wheat depends on a variety of causes, varying

greatly in different countries. Taking the cost of producing a given

quantity of wheat in the United Kingdom at 100s., the cost for the same

amount in the United States is 67s., in India 66s., and in Eussia 54s.

We require cheap labour, fertile soil, easy transportation to market, low

taxation and rent, and no export or import duties. Labour will rise in

price, and fertility diminish as the requisite manurial constituents in the

virgin soil become exhausted. Facility of transportation to market will

be aided by railways, but these are slow and costly to construct, and it

will not pay to carry wheat by rail beyond a certain distance. These

corsiderations show that the price of wheat tends to increase. On the

other hand, the artificial impediments of taxation and customs duties tend

to diminish as demand increases and prices rise.

' Appen ?.is M.
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I have said that starvation may be averted through the laboratory.

Before we are in the grip of actual dearth the Clieniist will step in and

postpone the day of famine to so distant a period that we, and our sons

and grandsons, may legitimately live without undue solicitude for the

future.

It is now recognised that all crops require what is called a 'dominant'

manure. Some need nitrogen, some potash, others phosphates. Wheat
pre-eminently demands nitrogen, fixed in the form of ammonia or nitric

acid. All other necessary constituents exist in the soil ; but nitrogen is

mainly of atmospheric origin, and is rendered ' fixed ' by a slow and

precarious process which requires a combination of rare meteorological

and geographical conditions to enable it to advance at a sufficiently rapid

rate to become of commercial importance.

There are several sources of available nitrogen. The distillation of

coal in the process of gas-making yields a certain amount of its nitrogen

in the form of ammonia ; and this product, as sulphate of ammonia, is a

substance of considerable commercial value to gas companies. But the

quantity produced is comparatively small ; all Europe does not yield more

than 400,000 annual tons, and, in view of the unlimited nitrogen required

to substantially increase the world's wheat crop, this slight amount of

coal ammonia is not of much significance. For a long time guano has

been one of the most important sources of nitrogenous manures, but

guano deposits are so near exhaustion that they may be dismissed from

consideration.

Much lias been said of late years, and many hopes raised by the

discovery of Hellriegel and Wilfarth, that leguminous plants bear on

their roots nodosities abounding in bacteria endowed with the propertj-

of fixing atmospheric nitrogen; and it is proposed that the necessary

amount of nitrogen demanded by grain crops should be supplied to the

soil by cropping it with clover and ploughing in the plant when its

nitrogen assimilisation is complete. But it is questionable whether such

a mode of procedui'e will lead to the lucrative stimulation of crops. It

must be admitted that practice has long been ahead of science, and

for ages farmers have valued and cultivated leguminous crops. The four-

course rotation is turnips, barley, clover, wheat— a sequence popular more

than two thousand years ago. On the Continent, in certain localities,

there has been some extension of microbe cultivation ; at home we have

not reached even the experimental stage. Our present knowledge leads

to the conclusion that the much more frequent growth of clover on the

same land, even with successful microbe-seeding and proper mineral

supplies, would be attended with uncertainty and difficulties. The land

soon becomes what is called ' clover sick ' and turns barren.

There is still another and invaluable source of fixed nitrogen. I mean

the treasure locked up in the sewage and drainage of our towns.

Individually the amount so lost is trifling, but multiply the loss by the
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number of inhabitants, and we have the startling fact that, in the United
Kingdom, we are content to hurry down our drains and water courses,

into the sea, fixed nitrogen to the value of no less than 16,000,000?. per

annum. This unspeakable waste continues, and no effective and universal

method is yet contrived of converting sewage into corn. Of this barbaric

waste of manurial constituents Liebig, nearly half a century ago, wrote
in these prophetic words :

' Nothing will more certainly consummate the

ruin of England than a scarcity of fertilisers—it means a scarcity of food.

It is impossible that such a sinful violation of the divine laws of Nature
should for ever remain unpunished ; and the time will probably come for

England sooner than for any other country, when, with all her wealth in

gold, iron, and coal, she will be unable to buy one-thousandth part of

the food which she has, during hundreds of years, thrown recklessly

away.'

The more widely this wasteful system is extended, recklessly returning

to the sea what we have taken from the land, the more surely and quickly

will the finite stocks of nitrogen locked up in the soils of the world become
exhausted. Let us remember that the plant creates nothing ; there is

nothing in bread which is not absorbed from the soil, and unless the

abstracted nitrogen is returned to the soil, its fertility must ultimately be
exhausted. When we apply to the land nitrate of soda, sulphate of am-
monia, or guano, we are drawing on the earth's capital, and our drafts

will not perpetually be honoured. Already we see that a vircrin soil

cropped for several yeai's loses its productive powers, and without artificial

aid becomes infertile. Thus the strain to meet demands is increasingly

great. Witness the yield of forty bushels of wheat per acre under
favourable conditions, dwindling through exhaustion of soil to less than

seven bushels of poor grain, and the urgency of husbanding the limited

store of fixed nitrogen becomes apparent. The store of nitrogen in the

atmosphere is practically unlimited, but it is fixed and x'endered assimilable

by plants only by cosmic processes of extreme slowness. The nitrogen

which with a light heart we liberate in a battleship broadside, has taken

millions of minute organisms patiently working for centuries to win from
the atmosphere.'

The only available compound containing sufficient fixed nitrogen to be

used on a world-wide scale as a nitrogenous manure is nitrate of soda, or

Chili saltpetre. This substance occurs native over a narrow band of the

plain of Tamarugal, in the northern provinces of Chili between the Andes
and the coast hills. In this rainless district for countless aaes the con-

tinuous fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by the soil, its conversion into

nitrate by the slow transformation of billions of nitrifying organisms, its

combination with soda, and the crystallisation of the nitrate have been

steadily proceeding, until the nitrate fields of Chili have become of vast

commercial importance, and promise to be of inestimably greater value in

' Appendix N.
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the future. The growing exports of nitrate from Chili at present amount
to about 1,200,000 tons.

The present acreage devoted to the world's growth of wheat is about

103,000,000 acres. At the average of 12*7 bushels per acre this gives

2,070,000,000 bushels. But thirty years hence the demand will be

3,260,000,000 bushels, and there will be difficulty in finding the necessary

acreage on which to grow the additional amount required. By increasing

the present yield per acre from 12-7 to 20 bushels we should with our

present acreage secure a crop of the requisite amount. Now from 12"7 to

20 bushels per acre is a moderate increase of productiveness, and there is no

doubt that a dressing with nitrate of soda will give this increase and more.

The action of nitrate of soda in improving the yield of wheat has been

studied practically by Sir John Lawes and Sir Henry Gilbert on their

experimental field at Rothamstead, This field was sown with wheat for

thirteen consecutive years without manure, and yielded an average of 11 '9

bushels to the acre. For the next thirteen years it was sown with wheat,

and dressed with 5 cwt. of nitrate of soda per acre, other mineral consti-

tuents also being present. The average yield for these years was 364
bushels per acre—an increase of 24-5 bushels. In other words, 22-SG lbs.

of nitrate of soda produce an increase of one bushel of wheat.

At this rate, to increase the world's crop of wheat by 7 3 bushels, about

li cwt. of nitrate of soda must annually be applied to each acre. The
amount required to raise the world's crop on 163,000,000 acres from the

present supply of 2,070,000,000 bushels to the required 3,260,000,000

bushels will be 12 million tons distributed in varying amounts over the

wheat-gi'owing countries of the world. The countries which produce more
than the average of 12'7 bushels will require less, and those below the

average will require more ; but, broadly speaking, about 12,000,000 tons

annually of nitrate of soda will be required, in addition to the 1^ million

tons already absorbed by the world.

It is difficult to get trustworthy estimates of the amount of nitrate

surviving in the nitre beds. Common rumour declares the supply to be

inexhaustible, but cautious local authorities state that at the present rate

of export, of over one million tons per annum, the raw material ' caliche,*

containing from 25 to 50 per cent, nitrate, will be exhausted in from

twenty to thirty years.

Dr. Newton, who has spent years on the nitrate fields, tells me there

is a lower class material, containing a small proportion of nitrate, which

cannot at present be used, but which may ultimately be manufactured at

a profit. Apart from a few of the more scientific manufacturers, no one

is sanguine enough to think this debatable material will ever be worth

working. If we assume a liberal estimate for nitrate obtained from the

lower grade deposit, and say that it will equal in quantity that from the

richer quality, the supply may last, possibly, fifty years, at the rate of a

million tons a year but at the rate required to augment the world's
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supply of wheat to the point denianded thirty years hence it will not last

more than four years.

I have passed in review all the wheat-growing countries of the world,

with the exception of those whose united supplies are so small as to make
little appreciable difference to the argument. The situation may be

summed up briefly thus :—The world's demand for wheat—the leading

bread-stuff—inci'eases in a crescendo ratio year by year. Gradually all

the wheat-bearing land on the globe is appropriated to wheat-growing,

until we are within measurable distance of using the last available acre.

We must then rely on nitrogenous manures to increase the fertility of the

land under wheat, so as to raise the yield from the world's low average

—

12'7 bushels per acre—to a higher average. To do this efficiently and

feed the bread-eaters for a few years will exhaust all the available store

of nitrate of soda. For years past we have been spending tixed nitrogen

at a culpably extravagant rate, heedless of the fact that it is fixed with

extreme slowness and difficulty, while its liberation in the free state takes

place always Avith rapidity and sometimes with explosive violence.

Some years ago Mr. Stanley Jevons uttered a note of warning as to

the near exhaustion of our British coalfields. But the exhaustion of the

world's stock of fixed nitrogen is a matter of far greater importance. It

means not only a catastrophe little short of starvation for the wheat-

eaters, but indirectly, scarcity for those who exist on inferior grains,

together with a lower standard of living for meat-eaters, scarcity of

mutton and beef, and even the extinction of gunpowder !

There is a gleam of light amid this darkness of despondency. In its

free state nitrogen is one of the most abundant and pervading bodies on

the face of the earth. Every square yard of the earth's surface has

nitrogen gas pressing down on it to the extent of about seven tons—but

this is in the free state, and wheat demands it Jixed. To convey this idea

in an object-lesson, I may tell you that, previous to its destruction by fire,

Colston Hall, measuring 146 feet by 80 feet by 70 feet, contained 27 tons

weight of nitrogen in its atmosphere ; it also contained one-third of a ton

of argon. In the free gaseous state this nitrogen is worthless ; combined

in the form of nitrate of soda it would be worth about 2,000?,

For years past attempts have been made to effect the fixation of

atmospheric nitrogen, and some of the processes have met with sufficient

partial success to warrant experimentalists in pushing their trials still

further ; but I think I am right in saying that no process has yet been

brought to the notice of scientific or commercial men which can be con-

sidered successful either as regards cost or yield of product. It is possible,

by several methods, to fix a certain amount of atmospheric nitrogen ;
but

to the best of my knowledge no process has hitherto converted more than

a small amount, and this at a cost largely in excess of the present market

value of fixed nitrogen.

The fixation of atmospheric nitrogen therefore is one of the great

1898. c
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discoveries awaiting the ingenuity of chemists. It is certainly deeply

important in its practical bearings on the future welfare and happiness

of the civilised races of mankind. This unfulfilled problem, which so far

has eluded the strenuous attempts of those who have tried to wrest the

secret from nature, differs materially from other chemical discoveries

which are in the air, so to speak, but are not yet matured. The fixation

of nitrogen is vital to the pi'Ogress of civilised humanity. Other dis-

coveries minister to our increased intellectual comfort, luxury, or con-

venience ; they serve to make life easier, to hasten the acquisition of

wealth, or to save time, health, or worry. The fixation of nitrogen is a

question of the not far distant future; Unless we can class it among
certainties to come the great Caucasian race will cease to be foremost in

the world, and will be squeezed out of existence by races to whom wheaten

bread is not the staff of life.

Let me see if it is not possible even now to solve the momentous
problem. As far back as 1892 I exhibited, at one of the Soirees of the

Boyal Society, an experiment on ' The Flame of Burning Nitrogen.' I

showed that nitrogen is a combustible gas, and the reason why when once

ignited the flame does not spread through the atmosphere and deluge the

world in a sea of nitric acid is that its igniting point is higher than the

temperature of its flame—not, therefore, hot enough to set fire to the

adjacent mixture. But by passing a strong induction current between

terminals the air takes fire and continues to burn with a powerful flame,

producing nitrous and nitric acids. This inconsiderable experiment may
not unlikely lead to the development of a mighty industry destined to

solve the great food problem. With the object of burning out nitrogen

from air so as to leave argon behind, Lord Rayleigh fitted up apparatus

for performing the operation on a larger scale, and succeeded in effecting

the union of 29 '4 grammes of mixed nitrogen and oxygen at an expendi-

ture of one horse-power. Following these figures it would require one

Board of Trade unit to form 74 grammes of nitrate of soda, and therefore

14,000 units to form one ton. To generate electricity in the ordinary

way with steam engines and dynamos, it is now possible with a steady

load night and day, and engines working at maximum efl&ciency, to pro-

duce current at a cost of one-third of a penny per Board of Trade unit.

At this rate one ton of nitrate of soda would cost 261. But electricity

from coal and steam engines is too costly for large industrial purposes ',

at Niagara, where water power is used, electricity can be sold at a profit

for one-seventeenth of a penny per Board of Trade unit. At this rate

nitrate of soda would cost not more than 51. per ton. But the limit of

cost is not yet reached, and it must be remembered that the initial data

are derived from small scale experiments, in which the object was not

economy, but rather to demonstrate the practicability of the combustion

method, and to utilise it for isolating argon. Even now electric nitrate

at 51. a ton compares favourably with Chili nitrate at 71. 10s. a ton ; and
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all experience shows that when the road has been pointed out by a small

laboratory experiment, the industrial operations that may follow arc

always conducted at a cost considerably lower than could be anticipated

from the laboratory figures.

Before we decide that electric nitrate is a commercial possibility, a

final question must be mooted. We are dealing with wholesale figures

and must take care that we are not simply shifting difiBculties a littk-

further back without really diminishing them. We start with a shortage

of wheat, and the natural remedy is to put more land under cultivation.

As the land cannot be stretched, and there is so much of it and no more,

the object is to render the available area more productive by a dressing

with nitrate of soda. But nitrate of soda is limited in quantity, and will

soon be exhausted. Human ingenuity can contend even with these

apparently hopeless difficulties. Nitrate can be produced artificially by

the combustion of the atmosphere. Here we come to finality in one

direction ; our stores are inexhaustible. But how about electricity 1 Can
we generate enough energy to produce 12,000,000 tons of nitrate of soda

annually 1 A preliminary calculation shows that there need be no fear

on that score ; Niagara alone is capable of supplying the required electric

•energy without much lessening its mighty flow.

The future can take care of itself. The artificial production of nitrate

is clearly within view, and by its aid the land devoted to wheat can be

brought up to the 30 bushels per acre standard. In days to come, when
the demand may again overtake supply, we may safely leave our suc-

cessors to grapple with the stupendous food problem.

And, in the next generation, instead of trusting mainly to food-stuflTs

which flourish in temperate climates, we probably shall trust more and

more to the exuberant food-stuffs of the tropics, where, instead of one

yearly sober harvest, jeopardised by any shrinkage of the scanty days of

summer weather, or of the few steady inches of rainfall, Nature annually

supplies heat and water enough to ripen two or three successive crops of

food- stuffs in extraordinary abundance. To mention one plant alone,

Humboldt—from what precise statistics I know not—computed that,

acre for acre, the food-productiveness of the banana is 133 times that of

wheat—the unripe banana, before its starch is converted into sugar, is

said to make excellent bread.

Considerations like these must in the end determine the range and

avenues of commerce, perhaps the fate of continents. We must develop

and guide Nature's latent energies, we must utilise her inmost workshops,

we must call into commercial existence Central Africa and Brazil to

redress the balance of Odessa and Chicago.

Having kept you for the last half-hour rigorously chained to earth,

disclosing dreary possibilities, it will be a relief to soar to the heights of

pure science and to discuss a point or two touching its latest achievements
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and aspirations. Tlie low temperature researches whicli bring such
renown to Professor Dewar and to his hiboratory in the Royal Institution

have been crowned during the present year by the conquest of one of

Nature's most defiant strongholds. On the 10th of last INlay Professor

Dewar wrote to me these simple but victorious words :
' This evening I have

succeeded in liquefying both hydrogen and helium. The second stage of

low temperature work has begun.' Static hydrogen boils at a temperature

of 238° C. at ordinary pressure, and at S-jO' C. in a vacuum, thus enabling

us to get within 23'' C. of absolute zero. The density of liquid hydrogen
is only one-fourteenth that of water, yet in spite of such a low density it

collects well, drops easily, and has a well-defined meniscus. With proper
isolation it will be as easy to manipulate liquid hydrogen as liquid air.

The investigation of the properties of Ijodies brought near the absolute

zero of temperature is certain to give results of extraordinary importance.

Already platinum resistance thei-mometers are becoming useless, as the
temperature of boiling hydrogen is but a few degrees from the point

where the resistance of platinum would l)e practically nothing, or the

conductivity infinite.

Several years ago I pondered on the constitution of matter in what I

ventured to call the fourth state. I endeavoured to probe the tormenting
mystery of the atom. What is the atom ? Is a single atom in space

solid, liquid, or gaseous. Each of these states involves ideas which can
only pertain to vast collections of atoms. AYhether, like Newton, we try

to visualise an atom as a hard, spherical body, or, with Boscovitch and
Faraday, to regard it as a centre of force, or accept the vortex atom theoiy

of Lord Kelvin, an isolated atom is an unknown entity diflicult to conceive.

The properties of matter—solid, liquid, gaseous—are due to molecules

in a state of motion. Therefore, matter as we know it involves essentially

a mode of motion ; and the atom itself—intangible, invisible, and incon-

ceivable—is its material basis, and may, indeed, be styled the only true
matter. The space involved in the motions of atoms has no more preten-

sion to be called matter than the sphere of influence of a body of riflemen

—the sphere filled Mith flying leaden missiles—has to be called lead.

Since what we call matter essentially involves a mode of mction, and
since at the temperatui-e of absolute zero all atomic motions would stop,

it follows that matter as we know it would at that paralysing temperature
probably entirely change its properties. Although a discussion of the
ultimate absolute properties of matter is purely speculative, it can hardly
be barren, considering that in our laboratories we are now within moderate
distance of the absolute zero of temperature.

I have dwelt on the value and importance of nitrogen, but I must not
omit to bring to your notice those little known and curiously related

elements which during the past twelve months have been discovered and
partly described by Professor Ramsay and Dr. Travers. For many years

my own work has been among what I may call the waste heaps of the
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mineral elements. Professor Ramsay is dealing with vagrant atoms of

an astral nature. During the course of the present year he has announced

the existence of no fewer than three new gases— krypton, neon, and

metargon. Whether these gases, chiefly known by their spectra,

are true unalterable elements, or whether they are compounded of other

known or unknown bodies, has yet to be proved. Fellow workers

freely pay tribute to the painstaking zeal with which Professor Eamsay

has conducted a difficult research, and to the philosophic subtlety brought

to bear on his investigations. But, like most discoverers, he has not

escaped the flail of severe criticism.

There is still another claimant for celestial honours. Professor Nasini

tells us he has discovered, in some volcanic gases at Pozzuoli, that liypo-

thetical element Coronium, supposed to cause the bright line 531 GO in

the spectrum of the sun's corona. Analogy points to its being lighter and

more diffusible than hydrogen, and a study of its properties cannot fail to

yield striking results. Still awaiting discovery by the fortunate specti'o-

scopist are the unknown celestial elements Aurorium, with a characteristic

line at 5570-7—and Nebulum, having two bright lines at 500705 and

4959-02.

The fundamental discovery by Hertz, of the electro-magnetic waves

predicted more than thirty years ago by Clerk Maxwell, seems likely to

develop in the direction of a practical application which excites keen

interest—I mean, the application to electric signalling aci'oss moderate

distances without connecting wires. The feasibility of this method of

signalling has been demonstrated by several experimenters at more than

one meeting of the British Association, though most elaborately and with

many optical refinements by Oliver Lodge at the Oxford meeting in 1894.

But not until Signor Marconi induced the British Post-Otfice and

Foreign Governments to try large scale experiments did wireless signalling

become generally and popularly known or practically developed as a

special kind of telegraphy. Its feasibility depends on the discovery of a

singulai'ly sensitive detector for Hertz Avaves—a detector whose sensitive-

ness in some cases seems almost to compare with that of the eye itself.

The fact noticed by Oliver Lodge in 1889, that an infinitesimal metallic

gap subjected to an electric jerk became conducting, so as to complete an

electric circuit, was rediscovered soon afterwards in a more tangible and

definite form and applied to the detection of Hertz waves by M. E.

Branly. Oliver Lodge then continued the work, and produced the

vacuum fil'mg-tuhe coherers with automatic tapper-back, which are of

acknowledged practical service. It is this varying continuity of contact

under the influence of extremely feeble electric stimulus alternating with

mechanical tremor, which, in combination with the mode of producing

the waves revealed by Hertz, constitutes the essential and fundamental

feature of 'wireless telegraphy.' There is a curious and widely spread

misapprehension about coherers, to the effect that to make a coherer work
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the wave must fall upon it. Oliver Lodge has disproved this fallacy,

r^et the wave fall on a suitable receiver, such as a metallic wire or, better

still, on an arrangement of metal wings resembling a Hertz sender, and

1 he waves set up oscillating currents which may be led by wires (enclosed

in metal pipes) to the coherer. The coherer acts apparently by a species

< )f end-impact of the oscillatoiy current, and does not need to be attacked

in the flank by the waves tliemselves. This interesting method of

signalling—already developing in Marconi's hands into a successful

practical system which inevitably will be largely used in lighthouse and

marine work—presents more analogy to optical signals by flash-light than

to what is usually understood as electric telegraphy ; notwithstanding the

fact that an ordinary Morse instrument at one end responds to the move-

ments of a key at the other, or, as arranged by Alexander Muirhead, a

siphon recorder responds to an automatic transmitter at about the rate of

slow cable telegraphy. But although no apparent optical apparatus is

employed, it remains true that the impulse travels from sender to receiver

by essentially the same process as that which enables a flash of magnesium

powder to excite a distant eye.

The phenomenon discovered by Zeeman, that a source of radiation is

afiected by a strong magnetic field in such a way that light of one re-

frangibility becomes divided usually into three components, two of which

are displaced by diflraction analysis on either side of the mean position

and are oppositely polarised to the third or residual constituent, has been

examined by many observers in all countries. The phenomenon has been

subjected to photography Avith conspicuously successful results by Professor

T. Preston in Dublin and by Professor Michelson and Dr. Ames and

others in America.

It appears that the difierent lines in the spectrum are differently

affected, some of them being tripled with different grades of relative

intensity, some douliled, some quadrupled, some sextupled, and some left

unchanged. Even the two components of the D lines are not similarly

influenced. Moreover, whereas the polarisation is usually such as to

indicate that motions of a negative ion or electron constitute the source

of light, a few lines are stated by the observers at Baltimore, who used

what they call the ' small ' grating of 5 inches width ruled with 65,000

lines, to be polarised in the reverse way.

Further prosecution of these researches must lead to deeper insight

into molecular processes and the mode in which they affect the ether
;

indeed already valuable theoretic views have been promulgated by

H. A. Lorenz, J. Larmor, and G. F. Fitzgerald, on tlie lines of the

radiation theory of Dr. Johnstone Stoney ; and the connection of the

.new phenomena with the old magnetic rotation of Faraday is under

discussion. It is interesting to note that Faraday and a number of more

recent experimenters were led by theoretical considerations to look for

some such effiect ; and though the inadequate means at their disposal did
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not lead to success, nevertheless a first dim glimpse of the phenomenon was
obtained by M. Fievez, of the Royal Observatory at Brussels, in 1885.

It would be imjiroper to pass without at least brief mention the

remarkable series of theoretic papers by Dr. J. Larmor, published by the

Royal Society, on the relationship between ether and matter. By the

time these researches become generally intelligible they may be found to

constitute a considerable step towards the further mathematical analysis

and interpretation of the physical universe on the lines initiated by
Xewton.

In the mechanical construction of Rontgen ray tubes I can record a

few advances : the most successful being the adoption of Professor Silvanus

P. Thompson's suggestion of using for the anti-cathode a metal of high

atomic weight. Osmium and iridium have been used with advantage,

and osmium anti-cathode tubes are now a regular article of manufacture.

As long ago as June 1896, X-ray tubes with metallic ui'anium anti-

cathodes were made in my own laboratory, 3.nd were found to work better

than those with platinum. The difficulty of procuring metallic uranium

prevented these experiments from being continued. Thorium anti-

cathodes have also been tried.

Rontgen has drawn fresh attention to a fact very early observed by
English experimenters—that of the non-homogeneity of the rays and the

dependence of their penetrating power on the degree of vacuum ; rays

generated in high vacua have more penetrative power than when the

vacuum is less high. These facts are familiar to all wlio liave exhausted

focus tubes on their own pumps. Rontgen suggests a convenient phrase-

ology ; he calls a low vacuum tube, which does not emit the highly

penetrating rays, a ' soft ' tube, and a tube in which the exhaustion has

been pushed to an extreme degree, in which highly penetrating rays pre-

dominate, a 'hard' tube. Using a 'hard' tube he took a photograph of a

double-barrelled rifle, and showed not only the leaden bullets within the

steel barrels but even the wads and the charges.

Benoit has re-examined the alleged relation between density and

opacity to the rays, and finds certain discrepancies. Thus, the opacity of

equal thicknesses of palladium and platinum are nearly equal whilst their

densities and atomic weights are very difterent, those of palladium being

about half those of platinum.

At the last meeting of the British Association visitors saw—at the

McGill University—Professors Cox and Callendar's apparatus for measur-

ing the velocity of Rontgen rays. They found it to be certainly greater

than 200 kilometres per second. Majorana has made an independent

determination, and finds the velocity to be 600 kilometres per second with

an inferior limit certainly of not less than 150 kilometres per second. It

may be remembered that J. J. Thomson has found for cathode rays a

velocity of more than 10,000 kilometres per second, and it is extremely

unlikely that the velocity of Rontgen rays will prove to be less.
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Trowbridge has verified the fact, pre\ iously announced by Professor

iS. P. Thompson, that fluor-spar, which by jn-olonged heating has lost its

power of luminescing when re-heated, regains the power of thermo-lumi-

nescence when exposed to Rontgen rays. He finds that this restoration

is also effected by exposure to the electric glow discharge, but not by expos-

sure to ultra-violet light. The difference is suggestive.

As for the action of Rontgen rays on bacteiia, often asserted and often

denied, the latest statement by Dr. H. Rieder, of Munich, is to the effect

that bacteria are killed by the discharge from ' hard ' tubes. "Whether

the observation will lead to results of pathologic importance remains

to be seen. The circumstance that the normal retina of the eye is

slightly sensiti\e to the rays is confirmed by Dorn and by Rontgen

himself.

The essential wave-nature of the Rontgen rays appears to be con-

firmed by the fact ascertained by several of our great mathematical

physicists, that light of excessively short wave-length would be but

slightly absorbed by ordinary material media, and would not in the

ordinary sense be refracted at all. In fact a theoretic basis for a comj^re-

hension of the Rontgen rays had been propounded before the rays were

discovered. At the Liverpool meeting of the British Association, several

speakers, headed by Sir George Stokes, expressed their conviction that the

disturbed electric field caused by the sudden stoppage of the motion of an

electrically charged atom yielded the true explanation of the phenomena
extraneous to the Crookes high vacuum tubes—phenomena so excellently

elaborated by Lenard and by Rontgen. More recently, Sir George Stokes

has re-stated his 'pulse' theory, and fortified it with arguments which

have an important bearing on the whole theory of the refraction of light.

He still holds to their essentially transverse nature, in spite of the absence

of polarisation, an absence once more confirmed by the careful experi-

ments of Dr. L. Graetz. The details of this theory are in process of

elaboration by Professor J. J. Thomson.
Meantime, while the general opinion of physicists seems to be settling

towards a wave or ether theory for the Rontgen rays, an opposite drift is

apparent with respect to the physical nature of the cathode rays ; it be-

comes more and more clear that cathode rays consist of electrified atoms
or ions in rapid progressive motion. INIy idea of a fourth state of matter,

propounded in 1881, • and at first opposed at home and abroad, is now be-

coming accepted. It is supported by Professor J. J. Thomson :- Dr.

Larmor's theory'' likewise involves the idea of an ionic substratum of

matter ; the view is also confirmed by Zeeman's phenomenon. In Ger-

many—where the term cathode ray was invented almost as a protest

against the theory of molecular streams propounded by me at the Sheflield

meeting of the British Association in 1879— additional proofs have been

' Phil. Trans., Part 2, 1881, pp. 433-4.
-• PMl. Mag., October 1897, p. 312. ' Ibid., December 1897, p. 506.
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produced in favour of the doctrine that the essential fact in the pheno-

menon is electrified Radiant Matter.

The speed of these molecular streams has been approximately measured,

chiefly by aid of my own discovery nearly twenty years ago, that their

path is curved in a magnetic field, and that they produce phosphorescence

where they impinge on an obstacle. The two unknown quantities, the

charge and the speed of each atom, are measurable from the amount of

curvature and by means of one other independent experiment.

It cannot be said that a complete and conclusive theory of these rays

has yet been formulated. It is generally accepted that collisions among
particles, especially the violent collisions due to their impact on a massive

target placed in their path, give rise to the interesting kind of extremely

high frequency radiation discovered by Rontgen. It has, indeed, for some

time been known that whereas a charged body in motion constitutes an

electric current, the sudden stoppage, or any violent acceleration of such

a body, must cause an alternating electric disturbance, which, though so

rapidly decaying in intensity as to be practically ' dead beat,' yet must

give rise to an ethereal wave or pulse travelling with the speed of light,

but of a length comparable to the size of the body whose sudden change

of motion caused the disturbance. The emission of a high-pitched musical

sound from the jolting of a dustman's cart (with a spring bell hung on it)

has been suggested as an illustration of the way in which the molecules of

any solid not at absolute zero may possibly emit such rays.

If the target on to which the electrically-charged atoms impinge is so

constituted that some of its minute parts can thereby be set into rhyth-

mical vibration, the energy thus absorbed reappears in the form of light,

and the body is said to phosphoresce. The eflicient action of the phos-

phorescent target appears to depend as much on its physical and mole-

cular as on its chemical constitution. The best known phosphor! belong

to certain well-defined classes, such as the sulphides of the alkaline-earthy

metals, and some of the so-called rare earths ; but the phosphorescent

properties of each of these groups are profoundly modified by an admix-

ture of foreign bodies—witness the effect on the lines in the phosphor-

escent spectrum of yttrium and samarium produced by traces of calcium

or lead. The persistence of the samarium spectrum in presence of over-

whelming quantities of other metals, is almost unexampled in spectro-

scopy : thus one part of samaria can easily be seen when mixed with three

million parts of lime.

Without stating it as a general rule, it seems as if with a non-

phosphorescing target the energy of molecular impact reappears as pulses

so abrupt and irregular that, when resolved, they furnish a copious supply

of waves of excessively short wave-length, in fact, the now well-known

Rontgen rays. The phosphorescence so excited may last only a small

fraction of a second, as with the constituents of yttria, where the duration

of the different lines varies between the 0-003 and the 0'0009 second;
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or it may linger for hours, as in the case of some of the yttria earths, and
especially with the earthy sulphides, where the glow lasts bright enough
to be commercially useful. Excessively phosphorescent bodies can be

excited by light waves, but most of them require the stimulus of electrical

excitement.

It now appears that some bodies, even without special stimulation,

are capable of giving out rays closely allied, if not in some cases identical,

with those of Professor Rontgen. Uranium and thorium compounds are

of this character, and it would almost seem from the important researches

of Dr. Piussell, that this ray-emitting power may be a general property of

matter, for he has shown that nearly every substance is capable of

affecting the photographic plate if exposed in darkness for sufficient

time.

No other source for Rontgen rays but the Crookes tube has yet been

discovered, but rays of kindred sorts are recognised. The Becquerel rays,

emitted by uranium and its compounds, have now found their companions

in rays—discovered almost simultaneously by Curie and Schmidt—emitted

by thorium and its compounds. The thorium rays affect photographic

plates through screens of paper or aluminium, and are absorbed by metals

and other dense bodies. They ionise the air, making it an electrical

conductor; and they can be refracted and probably reflected, at least

diffusively. Unlike uranium rays, they are not polarised by transmission

through tourmaline, therefore resembling in this respect the Rontgen rays.

I Quite recently M. and Mme. Curie have announced a discovery

which, if confirmed, cannot fail to assist the investigation of this obscure

branch of physics. They have brought to notice a new constituent of

the uranium mineral pitchblende, which in a 400-fold degree possesses

uranium's mysterious power of emitting a form of energy capable of im-

pressing a photographic plate and of discharging electricity by rendering

air a conductor. It also appears that the radiant activity of the new
body, to which the discoverers have given the name of Polonium, needs

neither the excitation of light nor the stimulus of electricity ; like

uranium, it draws its energy from some constantly regenerating and
hitherto unsuspected store, exhaustless in amount.

It has long been to me a haunting problem how to reconcile this

apparently boundless outpour of energy with accepted canons. But as

Dr. Johnstone Stoney reminds me, the resources of molecular movements
are far from exhausted. There are many stores of energy in nature that

may be drawn on by properly constituted bodies without very obvious

cause. Some time since I di'ew attention to the enormous amount of

locked up energy in the ether ; nearer our experimental gi-asp are the

motions of the atoms and molecules, and it is not difficult mentally so to

modify Maxwell's demons as to reduce them to the level of an inflexible

law and thus bring them within the ken of a philosopher in search of a

new tool. It is possible to conceive a target capable of mechanically
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sifting from tlio molecules of the surrounding air the quick from the slow

movers. This sifting of the swift moving molecules is effected in liquids

whenever they evaporate, and in the case of the constituents of the

atmosphere, wherever it contains constituents light enough to drift away
molecule by molecule. In my mind's eye I see such a target as a piece of

metal cooler than the surrounding air acquiring the energy that gradually

raises its temperature from the outstanding effect of all its encounters

with the molecules of the air about it ; I see another target of such a

structure that it throws off the slow moving molecules with little exchange

of energy, but is so influenced by the quick moving missiles that it

appropriates to itself some of their energy. Let uranium or polonium,

bodies of densest atoms, have a structure that enables them to throw off

the slow moving molecules of the atmosphere, while the quick moving

molecules, smashing on to the surface, have their energy reduced and that

of the target correspondingly increased. The energy thus gained seems

to be employed partly in dissociating some of the molecules of the gas (or

in inducing some other condition which has the effect of rendering the

neighbouring air in some degree a conductor of electricity) and partly in

originating an undulation through the ethei*, which, as it takes its rise in

phenomena so disconnected as the impacts of the molecules of the air,

must furnish a large contingent of light waves of short wave-length. The

shortness in the case of these Becquerel rays appears to approach without

attaining the extreme shortness of ordinary Rontgen rays. The reduction

of the speed of the quick moving molecules would cool the layer of air to

which they belong ; but this cooling would rapidly be compensated by

radiation and conduction from the surrounding atmosphere ; under ordi-

nary circumstances the difference of temperature would scarcely be per-

ceptible, and the uranium would thus appear to perpetually emit rays of

energy with no apparent means of restoration.

The total energy of both the translational and internal motions of the

molecules locked up in quiescent air at ordinary pressure and temperature

is about 140,000 foot-pounds in each cubic yard of air. Accordingly the

quiet air within a room 12 feet high, 18 feet wide, and 22 feet long

contains energy enough to propel a one-horse engine for more than twelve

hours. The store drawn upon naturally by uranium and other heavy

atoms only awaits the touch of the magic wand of Science to enable

the Twentieth Centuiy to cast into the shade the marvels of the

iN'ineteenth.

Whilst placing before you the labours and achievements of my com-

rades in Science I seize this chance of telling you of engrossing work of

my own on the fractionation of yttria to which for the last eighteen years

I have given ceaseless attention. In 1883, under the title of 'Radiant

Matter Spectroscopy,' I described a new series of spectra produced by

passing the phosphorescent glow of yttria, under molecular bombardment

in vacuo, through a train of prisms. The visible spectra in time gave up
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their secrets, and were duly embalmed in the riiUosophical Transactions.

At the Birmingham meeting of the British Association in 188G I brought

the subject before the Chemical Section, of which I had the honour to be

President. The results led to many speculations on the probable origin

of all the elementary bodies—speculations that for the moment I must
waive in favour of exj^erimental facts.

There still remained for spectroscopic examination a long tempting

stretch of unknown ultra-violet light, of which the exploration gave me no
rest. But I will not now enter into details of the quest of unknown lines.

Large quartz prisms, lenses, and condensers, specially sensitised photo-

graphic iilms capable of dealing with the necessary small amount of radia-

tion given by feebly phosphorescing substances,' and above all tireless

patience in collating and interpreting results, have all played their part.

Although the research is incomplete I am able to announce that among
the gi'oups of rare earths giving phosphorescent spectra in the visible

region there are others giving well defined groups of bands whicli can only

be recorded photographically. I have detected and mapped no less than

six such groups extending to \ 3060.

Without enlarging on difficulties, I will give a brief outline of tlie in-

vestigation. Starting with a large quantity of a group of the rare earths

in a state of considerable ^Durity, a particular method of fractionation is

applied, splitting the earths into a series of fractions differing but slightly

from each other. Each of these fractions, phosphorescing i)i vacuo, is

arranged in the spectrograph, and a record of its spectrum photographed

upon a specially prepared sensitive film.

In this way, with different groups of rare earths, the several invisible

bands were recorded—some moderately strong, others exceedingly faint.

Selecting a portion giving a definite set of bands, new methods of frac-

tionation were applied, constantly photographing and measuring the

spectrum of each fraction. Sometimes many weeks of hard experiment

failed to produce any .separation, and then a new method of splitting up
was devised and applied. By unremitting work—the solvent of most

difficulties—eventually it was possible to split up the series of bands into

various groups. Then, taking a group which seemed to offer possibilities

of reasonably quick result, one method after another of chemical attack

was adopted, with the ultimate result of freeing the group from its accom-

panying fellows and increasing its intensity and detail.

As I have said, my researches are far from complete, but about one of

the bodies I may .speak definitely. High up in the ultra-violet, like a

faint nebula in the distant heavens, a group of lines was detected, at first

feeble and only remarkable on account of their isolation. On further puri-

fication these lines grew stronger. Their great refrangibility cut them off

' In tliis direction I am glad to acknowleilge my indebtedness to Dr. Schuiiian, of
Leipzig, for valuable suggestions and dot;ul of his own apparatus, by means of which
he has produced some unique records of metallic and gaseous spectra of lines of short
wave-length.
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from other groups. Special processes were employed to isolate tJic earth,

and using these lines as a test, and appealing at every step to the spectro-

graph, it was pleasant to see how each week the group stood out stronger

and stronger, while the other lines of yttrium, samarium, ytterbium, tl-c,

became fainter, and at last, practically vanishing, left the sought-for group

strong and solitary. Finally, within the last few weeks, hopefulness has

emerged into certainty, and I have absolute evidence that another member

of the rare earth groups has been added to the list. Simultaneously with

the chemical and spectrographic attack, atomic weight determinations

were constantly performed.

As the group of lines which betrayed its existence stand alone, almost

at the extreme end of the ultra-violet spectrum, I propose to name the

newest of the elements Monium, from the Greek /(dro?, alone. Although

caught by the searching rays of the spectrum, Monium offers a direct

contrast to the recently discovered gaseous elements, by having a strongly

marked individuality ; but although so young and wilful, it is willing to

enter into any number of chemical alliances.

Until my material is in a greater state of purity I hesitate to commit

myself to figures ; but I may say that the wave-lengths of the principal

lines are 3120 and 3117. Other fainter lines are at 3219, 3064, and

3060. The atomic weight of the element, based on the assumption of

RoOj, is not far from 118—greater than that accepted for yttrium and

less than that for lanthanum.

I ought almost to apologise for adding to the already too long list of ele-

ments of the rare earth class—the asteroids of the terrestrial family. But

as the host of celestial asteroids, unimportant individually, become of high

interest when once the idea is grasped that they may be incompletely

coagulated remains of the original nebula, so do these elusive and insig-

nificant rare elements rise to supreme importance when we regard them

in the light of component parts of a dominant element, frozen in embryo,

and an-ested in the act of coalescing from the original protyle into one

of the ordinary and law-abiding family for whom Newlands and Mende-

leeff have prepared pigeon-holes. The new element has anotlier claim to

notice. Not only is it new in itself, but to discover it a new tool had to

be forged for spectroscopic research.

Further details I will reserve for that tribunal before whom every

aspirant for a place in the elemental hierarchy has to substantiate his

claim.

These, then, are some of the subjects, weighty and far-reaching, on

which my own attention has been chiefly concentrated. Upon one other

interest I have not yet touched—to me the weightiest and the farthest

reaching of all.

No incident in my scientific career is more widely known than the

part I took many years ago in certain psychic researches. Thirty years
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liave passed since I published an account of experiments tending to sliow

that outside our scientific knowledge there exists a Force exercised by

intelligence differing from the ordinary intelligence common to mortals.

This fact in my life is of course well understood by those who honoured

me with the invitation to become your President. Perhaps among my
audience some may feel curious as to whether I shall speak out or bo

.silent. I elect to speak, although briefly. To enter at length on a still

debatable subject would be unduly to insist on a topic which—as Wallace,

Lodge, and Barrett have already shown—though not unfitted for dis-

cussion at these meetings, does not yet enlist the interest of the majority

of my scientific brethren. To ignore the subject would be an act of

cowardice—an act of cowardice I feel no temptation to commit.

To stop short in any research that bids fair to widen the gates of

knowledge, to recoil from fear of difficulty or adverse criticism, is to bring

reproach on Science. There is nothing for the investigator to do but to

go straight on, 'to explore up and down, inch by inch, with the taper his

reason ' ; to follow the light wherever it maj-^ lead, even should it at times

resemble a will-o'-the-wisp. I have nothing to retract. I adhere to my
already published statements. Indeed, I might add much thereto. I

regret only a certain crudity in those early expositions which, no doubt

justly, militated against their acceptance by the scientific world. My
own knowledge at that time scarcely extended beyond the fact that

certain phenomena new to science had assuredly occurred, and were

attested by my own sober senses, and better still, by automatic record.

I was like some two-dimensional being who might stand at the singular

point of a Riemann's surface, and thus find himself in infinitesimal and

inexplicable contact with a plane of existence not his own.

I think I see a little farther now. I have glimpses of something like

coherence among the strange elusive phenomena ; of something like con-

tinuity between those unexplained forces and laws already known. This

advance is largely due to the labours of another Association of Avhich I

have also this year the honour to be President—the Society for Psychical

Research. And were I now introducing for the first time these inquiries

to the world of science I should choose a starting-point different

from that of old. It would be well to begin with tclcpatliy ; with the

fundamental law, as I believe it to be, that thoughts and images may
be transferred from one mind to another without the agency of

the recognised organs of sense—that knowledge may enter the human
mind without being communicated in any hitherto known or recognised

ways.

Although the inquiry has elicited important facts with reference to the

Mind, it has not yet reached the scientific stage of certainty which would

entitle it to be usefully brought before one of our Sections. I will there-

fore confine myself to pointing out the direction in which scientific

investigation can legitimately advance. If telepathy take place we have
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two physical facts—the physical change in the brain of A, the suggestei-,

and the analogous physical change in the brain of B, the recipient of the

suggestion. Between these two physical events there must exist a train

of physical causes. Whenever the connecting sequence of intermediate

causes begins to be revealed the inquiry will then come within the range of

one of the Sections of the British Association. Such a sequence can only

occur through an intervening medium. All the plienomena of the universe

are presumably in some way continuous, and it is unscientific to call in the

aid of mysterious agencies when with every fresh advance in knowledge

it is shown that ether vibrations have powers and attributes abundantly

equal to any demand—even to the transmission of thought. It is sup-

posed by some pliysiologists that the essential cells of nerves do not

actually touch, but are separated by a narrow gap which widens in sleep

while it narrows almost to extinction during mental activity. This con-

dition is so singularly like that of a Branly or Lodge coherer as to suggest

a further analogy. The structure of brain and nerve being similar, it is

conceivable there may be present masses of such nerve coherers in tlie

brain whose special function it may be to receive impulses brought from

without through the connecting sequence of ether waves of appropriate

order of magnitude. Rontgen has familiarised us with an order of vibra-

tions of extreme minuteness compared with the smallest waves with which

we have hitherto been acquainted, and of dimensions comparable with the

distances between the centres of the atoms of which the material universe

is built up ; and there is no reason to suppose that we have here reached

the limit of frequency. It is known that the action of thought is accom-

panied by certain molecular movements in the brain, and here we have

physical vibrations capable from their extreme minuteness of acting direct

on individual molecules, while their rapidity approaches that of the internal

and external movements of the atoms themselves.

Confirmation of telepathic phenomena is aSbrded by many converging

experiments, and by many spontaneous occurrences only thus intelligible.

The most varied proof, perhaps, is drawn from analysis of the sub-conscious

workings of the mind, when these, whether by accident or design, are

brought into conscious survey. Evidence of a region, below the threshold

of consciousness, has been presented, since its first inception, in the

Proceeding ti of the Society for Psychical Research ; and its various aspects

are being interpreted and welded into a comprehensive whole by the perti-

nacious gein'us of F. W. H. Myers. Concurrently, our knowledge of the

facts in this obscure region has received valuable additions at the hands

of labourers in other countries. To mention a few names out of many,

the observations of Richet, Pierre Janet, and Binet (in France), of Breuer

and Freud (in Austria), of William James (in America) have strikingly

illustrated the extent to which patient experimentation can probe sub-

liminal processes, and can thus learn the lessons of alternating personali-

ties, and abnormal states. Whilst it is clear that our knowledge of
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subconscious mentation is still to be developed, we must beware of
rashly assuming tiiat all variations from the normal waking condition are
necessarily morbid. The human race has reached no fixed or changeless
ideal ; in every direction there is evolution as well as disintegration. It

would be hard to find instances of more rapid progress, moral and physical,

than in certain important cases of cure by suggestion—again to cite a few
names out of many—by Liebeault, Bernheim, the late Auguste Voisin,

Berillon (in France), Schrenck-Notzing (in Germany), Forel (in Switzer-

land), van Eeden (in Holland), Wetterstrand (in Sweden), Milne-Bramwell
and Lloyd Tuckey (in England). This is not the place for details, but the
vis medicatrix thus evoked, as it were, from the depths of the organism, is

of good omen for the upward evolution of mankind.
A formidable range of phenomena must be scientifically sifted before

we effectually grasp a faculty so strange, so bewildering, and for ages so

inscrutable, as the direct action of mind on mind. This delicate task

needs a rigorous employment of the method of exclusion—a constant

setting aside of irrelevant phenomena that could be explained by known
causes, including those far too familiar causes, conscious and unconscious
fraud. The inquiry unites the difficulties inherent in all experimentation
connected with mind, with tangled human temperaments and with obser-

vations dependent less on automatic record than on personal testimony.

But difficulties are things to be overcome even in the elusory branch of

research known as Experimental Psychology. It has been characteristic

of the leaders among the group of inquirers constituting the Society for

Psychical Research to combine critical and negative work with work
leading to positive discovery. To the penetration and scrupulous fair-

mindedness of Professor Henry Sidgwick and of the late Edmund Gurney
is largely due the establishment of canons of evidence in psychical research,

which strengthen while they narrow the path of subsequent explorers.

To the detective genius of Dr. Richard Hodgson we owe a convincing

demonstration of the narrow limits of human continuous observation.

It has been said that ' Nothing worth the proving can be proved, nor
yet disproved.' True though this may have been in the past, it is true

no longer. The science of our century has forged weapons of observation

and analysis by which the veriest tyro may profit. Science has trained

and fashioned the average mind into habits of exactitude and disciplined

perception, and in so doing has fortified itself for tasks higher, wider, and
incomparably more wonderful than even the wisest among our ancestors

imagined. Like the souls in Plato's myth that follow the chariot of Zeus,

it has ascended to a point of vision far above the earth. It is, henceforth,

open to science to transcend all we now think we know of matter, and to

gain new glimpses of a profounder scheme of Cosmic Law.
An eminent predecessor in this chair declared that ' by an intellectual

necessity he crossed the boundary of experimental evidence, and discerned

in that matter, which we in our ignorance of its latent powers, and not-

withstanding our professed reverence for its Creator, liave hitherto covered
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with opprobrium, the potency and promise of all terrestrial life.' I should

prefer to reverse the apophthegm, and to say that in life I see the promise

and potency of all forms of matter.

In old Egyptian days a well-known inscription was cawed over the

portal of the temple of Isis :
—

' I am whatever hath been, is, or ever will

be ; and my veil no man hath yet lifted.' Not thus do modern seeker.y

after truth confront Nature—the word that stands for the baffling

mysteries of the universe. Steadily, unflinchingly, we strive to pierce the

inmost heart of Nature, from what she is to re-construct what she has

been, and to prophesy what she yet shall be. Veil after veil we have

lifted, and her face grows more beautiful, august, and wonderful, with

every barrier that is withdrawn.

APPENDIX.

In preparing the part of this Address dealing with the world's supply

and demand for wheat, and the conclusions based thereon, I have been

materially assisted by Mr. C. Wood Davis, of Kansas, U.S.A. Apart

from information obtained from Mr. Davis's articles in ' The Forum,' the

' North-Western Miller,' the ' New York Sun,' and other papers, I am

indebted to him for valuable manuscript information on matters of detail.

Mr. Davis appears to be the only person dealing with this problem in a-

manner to determine such essential factors as average acre yields for long

periods, unit requirements for each of the primary food staples of the

temperate zones, and the ratios existing during different recent periods

between the consuming element and acres employed in the production of

each of such primary food staples. His scientific method enables him to

ascertain the acreage requirements of the separate national populations,

and of the ' bread-eating ' world as a whole. Information has also been

obtained from the ' Agricultural Returns of the United Kingdom,' the

official ' Reports on Agricultural Depression,' and the Annual Reports of

the United States Secretary of Agriculture ;
likewise from papers and

articles by Sir John Lawes, Sir H. Gilbert, Major Craigie, Mr. W. E.

Bear, Mr. Warington, Professor E. M. Shelton, Mr. R. F. Crawford,

Dr. Newton, and Mr. W. Walgrave Chapman. The 'Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society,' the 'Journal of the Royal Statistical Society,'

the 'Journal of the Roard of Agriculture,' and other periodicals have also

been laid under contribution. I am also indebted to the various official

publications of the Government of Canada, the Department of Agricul-

ture, Queensland, and to friends all over the world.

A.

Last year there were under corn crops in the United Kingdom :

—

Wheat . . . 3,025 sq. miles, producing 50,296,000 bushels.

Barley . . . 3,447

Oats"... 6,580

Total . . 13,062

1898. »
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There is now about .as much area under mixed cereals as would have
to be devoted solely to wheat to make our country self-supporting.

B.—rke World's Wheat Croj) of 1897-98 fro7n Contribitton/ Area.<.'

United States
France
Russia and Poland
Anstria-Hungary
Germany ,

Spain .

Italy .

Trans-Caucasia and Siberia
Argentina .

United Kingdom
Canada
Roumania .

Caucasia (Northern)
Australasia

Bulgaria
Turkey in Europe
r)elgium
Chili .

Tablf shoiving the T

Bushels
.-.10,000,000

240,000,000
230,000,000

135,000,000

105,000,000

06,000,000

82,000,000

64,000,000

60,000,000

56,000,000

55,000,000

43,000,000

40,000,000

38,000,000

30,000,000

22,000,000
16,000,000

15,000,000

Uruguay, Brazil, &c.
Portugal
Servia

Holland
Denmark .

Sweden and Norway
Greece
Switzerland
Bosnia, Montenegro,

prus, &c.
South Africa .

Cv

Add imports from Asia
and North Africa .

Tot.-vl available wheat
supply .

Busliels

0,000,000
7.000,000

6,000,000

5,000,000
5,000,000

5,000,000
4,000,000

4,000,000

4,000,000

4,000,000

1,800,000,000

31,000,000

1,921,000,000

Variations in the Bread-eating Populations and the Arailahle
Supphj of Wheat in. the Five Yearly Periods from 1878 to 1807, in Millions of
Bushels, and Annual Averages.

Years

1877-81
1882-86
1887-01
1802-06
1897-98

Bread-
eating
Popula-
tions

407-0
432-8

460-8
490-9

510-0

Wlieat
grown by
' Contribu-
tory areas

'

1707-0

1037-6

2043-5

2100-2

1800-0

Imports
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in consequence of the Russian decline in unit consumption of 13-o per cent.

These reserves have been gradually drawn upon, but enough still re-

mained to obscure the fact that the 1895-6 harvest was 75,000,000 bushels,

and the 1896-7 harvest was 138,000,000 bushels below current needs.

The following table' has been compiled from statistics carefully collected

by Mr. Davis and other observers. The prophetic figures are on the

assumption that population, unit consumption, and steady development

will increase during the next forty-three years as they have increased

since 1871 :—

Date
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Within tlie same periods wheat was imported from Asia and North

Africa by the ' bread-eating ' countries as follows :

—

Years
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In 1896 the area under wheat in the Governments of Russia and

Poland was 36,000,000 acres. But the yearly consumption of wheat per

head during the last ten years has declined 1 4 per cent., and the consump-

tion of bread is quite 30 per cent, less than is required to keep the popu-

lation in health. The grain reserved for seed has likewise decreased—the

peasantry limiting their sowing with the rise of taxation. The reduction

of 1-i per cent, in the unit consumption of bread in Russia has added,

during the last eighteen years, 1,360,000,000 bushels to the general wheat

supply. This factitious excess temporarily staved off scarcity in Europe.

I.

In the year 1897 there wei'e 2,371,441 acres under cultivation in

Manitoba, out of a total of 13,051,375 acres. The total area includes

water courses, lakes, forests, towns, and farms, land unsuitable for wheat-

growing, and land required for other crops.

The moat trustworthy estimates give Canada a wheat area of not more

than six millions of acres in the next twelve years, increasing to a maxi-

mum of twelve millions of acres in twenty-five years. The development

of this promising area necessarily must be slow, since prairie land cannot

be laid under wheat in advance of a population sufficient to supply the

needful labour at seed time and harvest. As population increases so do

home demands for wheat.

Acreage, Crop, and Exports of Wheatfrom Canadafrom 1891 to 189G.

Year
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L.

So long ago as April 16, 1891, the following statement by a leading

Indian economist appeared in the ' Daily Englishman ' of Calcutta:—

-

' People do not realise the fact that all the wheat India produces is

required for home consumption, and that this fact is not likely to be

realised until a serious disaster occurs, and that even now less than

9 per cent is exported. It is a self-evident fact that a slight expansion

of consumption, or a partial failure of crops of other food grains, will be

sufficient to absorb the small proportion now exported. Besides, we have

a steady increase of consumption, in consequence of the natural growth

of the population, as well as in the gradual impros^ement of the condition

of a considerable part of the people in the cities. I believe that, com-

paratively speaking, India will in a few years cease to export wheat, and

soon thereafter become an importing country.'

M.

An average wheat crop on the 1897-8 acreage would be 2,070,000,000

bushels. Adding to this 1,270,000,000 bushels, makes a grand total of

3,340,000,000 bushels. But the estimate in Appendix D shows that in

the year 1931 the bread-eaters will require 3,357,000,000 bushels. Thus

there will be in 1931 a deficiency of 17,000,000 bushels, unless the

average yield per acre be increased.

N.

Sir Andi'ew Noble informs me that a first-class battleship would carry

about sixty-three tons of cordite, and we may suppose that in a general

action forty tons of this would be expended. Now at Trafalgar, Nelson

had twenty-seven line- of-battle ships, and the allied forces thirty-three.

If we suppose a similar number of modern battleships and first-class

cruisers to be engaged, and each to expend forty tons of cordite, the total

volume of nitrogen set free would be 302,400 cubic metres, or about 380

tons, equivalent to 2,300 tons of nitrate of soda.
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Corresponding Societies Committee.— Report of the Committee, con-

sisting of Professor K. Meldola (Chairman), Mr. T. V. Holmes
(Secretary), Mr. P'rancis Galton, Sir Douglas Gtalton, Dr. J. Gr.

GrAESON, Sir J. Evans, Mr. J. Hopkinson, Mr. W. Whitaker,
Mr. Gr. J. Symons, Professor T. Gr. Bonney, Mr. Cuthbert Peek,

Mr. Horace T. Brown, Kev. J. 0. Bevan, and Professor W. W.
Watts.

The Corresponding Societies Committee of the British Association

beg leave to submit to the General Committee the following Report of

the proceedings of the Conference held at Bristol.

The Council nominated Mr. "W. Whitaker, F.R.S., Chairman, and
Mr. T. V. Holmes, Secretary to the Bristol Conference. These nomina-

tions were confirmed by the General Committee at a meeting held at

Bristol on Wednesday, September 7. The meetings of the Conference

were held at University College on Thursday, September 8, and Tuesday,

September 13, at 3 p.m. The following Corresponding Societies nominated
as delegates to represent them at the Bristol meeting :

—

Andersonian Naturalists' Society . . Professor M. Laurie, D.Sc.

Belfast Naturalists' Field Club. . . William Gray, M.R.I.A,

Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Alexander Tate, M.Inst.C.E.

Society

Berwickshire Naturalists' Club . . . G. P. Hughes, .J.P.

Birmingham Natural History and Philoso- Alfred Browett.

phical Society.

Bristol Naturalists' Society . . . F. W. Stoddart.

Buchan Field Club John Gray, B.Sc.

Burton-on-Trent Natural History and Philip B. Mason, F.L.S.

Archffiological Society.

Caradoc and Severn Valley Field Club . Professor W. W. Watts, F.G.S.

CardiEE Naturalists' Society . . . J. T. Thompson, M.B.

Chesterfield and Midland Couuties Insti- M. H. Mills, M Inst.C.E.

tution of Engineers
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Croydou Microscopical and
History Club.

Dorset Natural History and Antiquarian
Field Club.

East Kent Natural History Society .

Essex Field Club

Federated Institution of Mining Engineers

Glasgow Geological Society

Glasgow Natural History Society

Hampshire Field Club ....
Hertfordshire Natural History Society

Holmesdale Natural History Club

Ireland, Statistical and Social Inquiry
Society of

Isle of Man Natural History and Anti-
quarian Society

Leeds Naturalists' Club ....
Liverpool Engineering Society .

Liverpool Geographical Society

Liverpool Geological Society

Malton Field Naturalists' and Scientific

Society.

Manchester Geographical Society ,

Manchester Geological Society .

Manchester Microscopical Society

Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society

North Staffordshire Naturalists' Field Club

North of England Institute of Mining
Engineers

Northamptonshire Natural History Society

Perthshire Society of Natural Science

Rochdale Literary and Scientific Society

Scotland, Mining Institute of .

Somersetshire Archffiological and Natural
Historj' Societ}'.

South Eastern Union of Scientific Societies

Toronto Astronomical and Physical Society

Tyneside Geographical Society .

Warwickshire Naturalists' and Archajo-
logists' Field Club.

Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club

Yorkshire Geological and Polytechnic
Society.

Yorkstirc Naturalists' Union , .

Natural W. F. Stanley, F.G.S.

Dr. H. CoUey March.

Mrs. Edith Abbott.

T. V. Holmes, F.G.S.

M. H. Mills, M.Inst.C.E.

J. B. Murdoch.

G. F. Scott-Elliott, M.A.

T. W. Shore, F.G.S.

J. Hopkinson, F.L.S.

Miss Ethel Sargant.

Professor Bastable, M.A.

P. M. C. Kermode.

Harold Wager, F.L.S.

Professor H. S. Hele - Shaw,
M.In.st.C.E.

Professor Gonner, M.A.

Professor Herdman, F.E.S.

M. B. Slater, F.L.S.

Eli Sowerbutts, F.K.G.S.

Mark StiiTup, F.G.S.

F. W. Hembry.

Clement Reid, F.G.S.

Dr. Wheelton Hind, F.G.S.

T. Forster Brown, M.Inst. C.E.

Beeby Thomson, F.G.S.

Dr. H. R. Mill, F.R.S.E.

J. R. Ashworth, B.Sc.

James Barrowman.

Lieut.-Col. J. R. Bramble, F.S.A.

Dr. G. Abbott.

W. F. Denning, F.R A.S.

G. E. Smithson.

William Andrews, F.G.S.

Rev. J. O. Bevan, JI.A.

William Cash, F.G.S.

Harold Wager, F.L.S.

i

i

First Conference, Bristol, Septeviber 8, 1898.

The Corresponding Societies Committee were represented by Mr. W.
Whitaker (Chairman of the Conference), Dr. Garson, Mr. Hopkinson,
Professor Meldola, Mr. G. J. Symons, and Mr. T. V. Holmes (Secretary).

The following Report, a copy of which was in the hands of every
delegate pi'esent, was taken as read :

—

i
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The Corresponding Societies Committee of the British Association beg

leave to submit to the Genei-al Committee the following report.

The Committee observe with satisfaction that the corresponding societies

steadily increase in number, and that the total number of the members
composing them also increases. For example, in the British Association

Report of the Bath Meeting in 1888 there is a list of 55 con-esponding

societies, having a total of 18,950 members. The Toronto Report of last

vear shows 69 corresponding societies, having a total of 22,395 members.

On the other hand, the average number of members in each society-

appears to have slightly decreased, having been between 344 and 345 in

1888, and between 324 and 325 in 1897. But this is accounted for by

the collapse of the two federations—the Midland Union and the Cumber-
laud and Westmoreland Association—and the withdrawal of the Royal

Scottish Geographical Society between the two periods. For in 1888

these three associations numbered among them 4,006 members, as many
as would be found in eleven or twelve average societies.

The Committee are also pleased to know that as the great majority of

the societies, the main purpose of whose existence is local scientific inves-

tigation, are now on the list of corresponding societies, the index of their

more important papers approximates to completeness more and more each

year as a record of local work. But they nevertheless regret the absence

from their index of papers read before certain societies of more or less

importance which from various causes are not on their list. Primarily by

the term 'local' the British Association implies that a society so classed

has its headquarters out of London. But it can hardly be expected that

societies which have long flourished in cities such as Edinburgh and

Dublin will feel that they are ' local,' as they might be justified in doing

if their headquarters were at Aberdeen or Belfast, Leeds or Birmingham,

or as if they recognised some county as their sphere of action. Then,

many societies have been formed for the study and advancement of some

science or group of sciences in various parts of the country, with little

reference to local phenomena, which societies appeal to their members
rather as being conveniently near than in any other way.

But though societies such as have just been alluded to may be little

more ' local ' in feeling and in the nature of their work than London
societies it must sometimes happen that papers devoted to local scientific

investigations are published by them. The Committee therefore regret

the absence from their list of papers of local interest which have been

published by such societies as the following :

—

The Royal Irish Academy, Royal Dublin Society, Institution of Civil

Engineers of Ireland, Royal Society of Edinburgh, Botanical Society of

Edinburgh, Royal Physical Society of Edinburgh, Liverpool Biological

Society, Liverpool Naturalists' Field Club, Manchester Literary and

Philosophical Society.

Fortunately, in most cases, information as to the titles and authors of

papers read before local societies which are not corresponding societies

of the Association may be obtained from the ' Oflicial Year-book of the

Scientific and Learned Societies of Great Britain and Ireland,' C. Grifiin

ik Co., London. The ' Year-book ' appears every spring, and contains lists

of papers read in the previous year. It will be found that the ' Year-book
'

and the British Association ' Index ' combined leave little to be desired by

the inquirer after papers on any locality in the British Isles.
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The following Societies have been added to the list of the Corresponding
Societies :

—
The Astronomical and Physical Society of Toronto.
The Hull Geological Society.
The South-Eastern Union of Naturalists' Societies.

The Chairman, Mr. Whitaker, then opened the proceedings. He said
that it had become usual to bring some special subject for discussion
before the first meeting of the Conference. On that occasion he wished
to draw their attention to that of Coast Erosion. All persons were
interested in the scenery of our shores, whether living in counties border-
ing the sea or wholly inland. Moreover, some counties having a coast
line had few or no local scientific societies, and might need help from
others farther from the sea. It was now possible to obtain maps on the
scale of six inches to the mile for all localities, and on these measure-
ments could be made from the edge of the cliflfs, at any given time, to the
nearest roads, footpaths, hedges, cottages or other objects, and the
amount of land lost since the map w^as made could be accurately ascer-
tained. Of course, all such measurements should be dated. Very good
work had been done in the past with old one-inch maps, but many pre-
cautions were necessary in using them which were needless with six-inch
maps. In illustration of the loss which has been sustained in certain
places, he might mention Sheppey. The Geologists' Association had
made three excursions there. On their first visit the church and church-
yard of Warden were untouched. Some years later the churchyard was
found to have been partly destroyed, and coffins were seen sticking out
from the edge of the clifi". This year neither church nor churchyard
could be seen. There was another form of encroachment by the sea
which had been well displayed during a recent visit of the Geologists'
Association to Aldeburgh in Sufiblk. There they found many cottages,
sheds, and gardens more or less injured, or even destroyed by the heaping
up of masses of shingle in or against them, the result of a storm in Novem-
ber 1897, which had caused much damage over many miles of our coast.
Much injury to land adjoining the sea was often done by blown sand, which
here and there had been driven to considerable heights, and covered areas
of some breadth, as he had recently seen on the northern coast of Cornwall.
The help of the photographer was extremely valuable in giving an unas-
sailable record of a past state of things; the damage done by natural forces
being often greatly obscured in a comparatively short period of time. The
photo-theodolite might often be found useful in this matter. Turning to
the economical aspect of the question, Mr. Whitaker remarked that
there were two things especially worthy of attention, (1) the removal of
shingle from the shore, (2) the quarrying of stone on the faces of sea
cliffs. There were certainly some places at which the removal of shingle
from the shore should never be allowed ; nowhere should it be permitted
without some thought as to the probable result. And the quarrying of
stone on the face of a sea cliff often had a powerful influence in aid-
ing the erosive agencies of Nature. Archteologists would be interested
in noting spots where old British camps had been partly destroyed
by the sea ; examples of which he (Mr. Whitaker) had noticed on the
Chalk of Dorset, and on the much harder rocks which form the cliffs

of northern Cornwall. Observations of this kind were not only cal-

culated to make us realise the differences between the outlines of the
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coast now and in prehistoric times, but they also led us to try and imagine

the probable changes of the future. His remarks were intended simply

to start a discussion on a subject in which he had always taken great

interest.

Mr. T. V. Holmes said that, as secretary of the Corresponding

Societies Committee, he had been requested to write to three gentlemen,

known as having taken much interest in Coast Erosion, to ask them if

they would be good enough to take part in this discussion. One of these

gentlemen, Captain McDakin, regretted liis inability to attend, the other

two, Mr. W. H. Wheeler and Mr. A. T. Walmisley, were, he believed,

present. The Chairman had also asked Prof. Armstrong, Mr. Cornish,

and Mr. Spiller to attend.

Mr. W. H. Wheeler had a paper to read on this subject on Monday,
which embodied the results of his observations on Coast Erosion. In his

opinion the movement of shingle along the shore was due to the action

of the tides and not of the winds.

Professor H. E. Armstrong recommended the taking of photographs

by means of the photo-theodolite instead of in the ordinary way.

Mr. Gray said, that the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club had already

noted a great many points with regard to Coast Erosion in their

district, and were going to issue a special report on the subject next

year.

Mr. A. T. Walmisley had always advocated the protection of the

f(jreshore by means of groynes. Sea-walls were very useful in the pro-

tection of cliffs when placed not close to, but a short distance in front of,

the cliff to be protected. Waves then might rush up the face of the

wall without touching the cliff.

Mr. Vaughan Cornish had come to the conclusion that the protection

of one part of the shore was a bad thing for the rest of the district.

Considering how restricted was the area with which lords of manors,

corporations, and local authorities of all kinds concerned themselves, he
thought that no local woi'k of shore protection should be begun till it

had been sanctioned by a Government Board. In any study of the

results of Coast Erosion, the Coastguard would be able to render most
valuable assistance. They were always tramping along the shore, they

were to a considerable extent trained observers, and they might be
simultaneously at work all round the British Isles, if the consent of the

Admiralty could be obtained to their co-operation in the study of Coast

Erosion.

Mr. G. J. Symons mentioned, in illustration of the danger of allow-

ing people to do as they pleased on the shore, that his grandfather at

the beginning of this century was building martello towers on the

southern shores of England. One day he observed some men in a boat
off Bognor taking stones to the mainland, and with them building a

house. His grandfather warned them that the sea would reclaim the

stones some day. And recently he had learned that the people there

had been put to much trouble in endeavouring to restrain the inroads of

the sea.

Mr. Clement Reid referred to the waste of land along the west coast
;

and said that it was most necessary in that district to have the new
ordnance survey maps.

Mr. J. Spiller gave details as to the encroachments of the sea at

Southwold in Suffolk. Quite recently masses of shingle had been thrown
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on the land so as to cover a whole pasture field. Nothing liad hitherto

been done to check these inroads beyond the provision of groynes. Many
old landmarks had disappeared, and the gun-battery was a thing of tl)(;

past. He thought Government intervention desirable, and that it would
be a good thing to obtain the co-operation of the Coastguard in noting

the changes on our shores.

Mr. Tate said that the amount of Coast Erosion differed very much
in different districts. In some quarters there seemed to be a feeling in

favour of restrictions on the protective measures allowable in any giveii

case. It would, however, be difficult to obtain Government regulation

unless it should appear that there was a manifest public need for it.

Mr. Wheeler thought that the retention of a considerable mass of

shingle in front of a place would furnish a better protection than a sea

wall. He greatly approved of an attempt to obtain the services of the

Coastguard in making a survey of the coast, as at present he had found
it very difficult to get trustworthy evidence, the most opposite stories

being told in almost every case. People did not know because they did

not really observe, while the occupation of a Coastguardsman neces-

sarily made him observant. He did not approve, however, of general

Government regulations.

Mr. Scott-Elliot thought that it would be a very good thing to obtain

the co-operation of the Coastguard.

Professor Meldola remarked that the general opinion certainly ap-

peared to be in favour of an attempt to obtain the appraval of the

Admiralty for their wish to secure the co-operation of the Coastguard,

and the Conference would be acting within its powers in sending up a

recommendation on the subject. He would therefore move :^
'That the Council of the British Association be requested to bring

under the notice of the Admiralty, the importance of securing systematic

observations upon the erosion of the sea coasts of tiie United Kingdom,
and that the co-operation of the Coastguard might be profitably secured

for this purpose.'

Mr. Wheeler asked whether the matter should not be referred to the

Coast Erosion Committee of the British Association.

The Chairman reminded the last speaker that the labours of that

Committee were ended. He thought that the Coastguard were perfectly

capable of doing the work proposed, and that they would be pleased to

do it.

Discussion then ensued on various points of detail, among others on
the question where specimens of shingle collected at certain spots in order

to note its movements along our shores should be stored. In this Messrs.

Wheeler, Shore, Symons, and Gray took part.

Professor Meldola remarked that the resolution did nut commit
either the Admiralty or themselves to any particular line. Should the

Admiralty ask how it was suggested that the Coastguard should make
observations, then it might be for that Conference to draw up rules for

their adoption.

Mr. Gray seconded the resolution, and after some remarks from

Mr. Sowerbutts, Professor Meldola, the Chairman, and Mr. Hopkinson,

it was put to the meeting and carried.

Professor Meldola then announced that he had just received the

following letter from Professor Watts :

—
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Corndon, Worcester Road, Sutton, Surrey : September 7, 1898.

Dear Sir,—It might be as well to report to the Conference of Dele-

gates that the B. A. Geological Photographs Committee has formed a

collection of duplicate photographs and slides, which can be sent during

the winter to any local scientific society desiring to make use of them.

It consists of about 250 prints in two albums, and about 100 lantern

slides.

Faithfully yours,

W. W. Watts.

Dr. Abbott wished to know if there would be any opportunity of

discussing the subject of the Federation of Local Societies at that meeting

of the British Association. The Chairman thought that it might be
brought forward at the next meeting of the Conference.

Second Meeting of the Conference, Septennber 13.

The Corresponding Societies Committee were represented by Professor

Meldola, Mr. Whitaker, Dr. Garson, Rev. J. O. Bevan, Mr. Hopkinson,
Mr. G. J. Symons, and Mr. T. V. Holmes (Secretary).

The Chairman (Mr. Whitaker) announced that action had been taken
with regard to the Resolution on Coast Erosion passed at their last

meeting. It had been submitted to the Committees of the Geological and
of the Geographical Sections, both of which unanimously supported the
recommendations contained in it.

Dr. Garson then took the chair, Mr. Whitaker being obliged to leave.

Uniformity of Size of Pagies of Scientifc Societies' Publicatio7is.

Professor S. P. Thompson said that he had been asked to bring before
the Conference a matter on which a Committee of the British Association

had already made one Report, and still continued to exist, with the
intention of making another. This question was the importance of

adopting one or two uniform standard sizes for the pages of scientific

publications. All who were engaged in any kind of scientific investigation

were greatly indebted to the reprinted papers on the subjects in which
they were interested which were sent to them by their fellow workers.

And all recognised the great advantage given by uniformity in the size

of their pages, which permitted them to be bound together and per-

manently preserved. The great desirability of promoting uniformity in

size of page had caused Section A some four years ago to promote the
formation of a Committee whose object was to prescribe the adoption of

certain standard octavo and quarto sizes. The Report of this Committee
would be found in the Ipswich Report of the British Association, pp. 77-
79 (1895).

The standard octavo size recommended was : Paper demy, the pages
measuring 14 cm. x22 cm., or, when uncut, 5|in. xSJin. The width,
measured from the stitching to the outer edge of the printed matter, to be
12 cm., or 4f in., and the height of the printed portion, including the
running headline, to be 18 cm., or 7 in.
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The standard quarto size : Paper demy, the pages measuring, when
uncut, 22 cm. x 28-5 cm., or 8-| in. wide x \\\ in. high. Letter-press not
to exceed the measurements of 1\ in. by 9 in.

It was also desirable that each article should begin a page, and that,

if possible, it .should begin on a right-hand page. It is then practicable
to bind that article with others without binding up with it the last page
of another. Many otlier details dealing with what is desirable in scientific

publications may be found, with illustrations, in the Report of the
Committee in the Ipswich volume. A method of splitting printed pages,

useful in separating successive articles in a journal, for collections of

pamphlets, was incidentally described.'

The Chairman (Dr. Garson) remarked that they were greatly in-

debted to Professor Thompson, who had raised a question of much
practical importance.

Professor Meldola thought that they were much indebted to Professor
Thompson for bringing this matter forward. To endeavour to promote
the uniformity of size which had just been advocated was one of the
original functions of these Conferences, and he hoped that the suggestions
of Professor Thompson might bear fruit. It was the duty of the Corre-
sponding Societies Committee to collect the publications of the Correspond-
ing Societies at Burlington House, but, on gazing at the shelves on whicli

they lay, a great want of uniformity in size became manifest. Some
societies also did themselves injustice as regards paper and printing.

Mr. Tate was glad that the matter had been brought forward, on
account of the great advantage arising from being able to bind together
papers and pamphlets issued by various societies. He would bring the
.subject before the Society he represented.

Mr. Clement Reid suggested that the original paging should be pre-

served in reprints.

The Rev. J. O. Bevan hoped that when the matter was brought before
the Corresponding Societies by the delegates the general interest in
uniformity might be dwelt upon, as many societies might otherwise feel

indifferent towards it.

Mr. Gray said that as most papers on local subjects were reprinted,

these suggestions would probably determine the form of the reprints.

Mr. Abbott thought that it would be well if the secretaries of societies

issuing publications irregular in size and form had their attention drawn
to the subject.

Mr. Hopkinson was acquainted with the publications of most of the
local societies, and thought that the number which were irregular in

size and form was very small indeed. The chief offenders were socie-

ties which, from want of sufficient funds, published reprints from local

newspapers. He thought each paper should begin at the top of a

' At the request of the Chairman of the Committee, the following note is added
on the method of splitting a page of printed matter described verbally to the Com-
mittee :—Gum to each face of the page that is to be split a rather larger leaf of
paper of a thin tough quality—resembling bank-note paper. The projecting edges
should not be gummed. Let them become quite dry. Procure two small wooden
rollers, about 7 inches (or more) long and | inch (or less) in diameter. Then put
the edges of the prepared page between the rollers, and, grasping them in the hands,
fio roll the respective edges of the two leaves around the rollers as to peel them or
tear them away from one another. The use of the rollers is to prevent the page
from tearing irregularly. Finall}^ soak off the two leaves in water. Not every kind
of printed paper can be split without tearing S. P. T.
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page; but the suggestion tli:it each paper should begin on the right-

hand page could not always be adopted on account of the loss of space
which would sometimes occur thereby where there were many short
papers. The present discussion would probably be of moi'e service in
guiding new societies than in causing alterations in the publications of

old ones, which would spoil the uniformity of a set of volumes.
The Chairman, Dr. Garson, thought that they should give their best

thanks to Professor Thompson for bringing this matter before them. The
time also was opportune, as we were nearly at the close of the nineteenth
century, and the beginning of another century would be an excellent

period for the commencement of a new series in cases where it was
desirable in the interests of uniformity. The suggestion that reprints

might be of one uniform size, even if the original publication were not so,

was one of great importance. It might be worth while to take up the
question of publications next year as a special subject, and it would be a
good thing if the delegates would consider the matter during the winter
and consult their societies upon it, so as to be able to discuss it with
authority upon another occasion.

The Rev. J. O. Bevan suggested that they might ask the Corresponding
Societies to come to some conclusion upon this question, and forward it to

the secretary of the Committee.
Professor Meldola said that they would be quite prepared next year to

name those societies which were offenders with respect to uniformity.
Mr. Hopkinson had pointed out that they were few in number.

Mrs. Abbott suggested that it would be a good thing to offer

information on the subject to as many societies as possible.

Lieut.-Col. Bramble asked what was to be done in the case of societies

which had no delegates present.

The Chairman replied that the report cf the Conference was sent to

every society on their list. And any information applied for by other
societies would be given.

Section A.

Mr. G. J. Symons, representing Section A, said that there was only
one matter to which he wished to draw attention. Professor Milne, as

most of them knew, was making some highly important observations on
earthquake tremors. But he was then working in a house in the Isle of

Wight, which was in so bad a sanitary state that many fears were enter-
tained with regard to his health. It had been suggested that tliere were
houses in Richmond Park well suited to be the scene of Professor Milne's
labours, and that it might be well to approach the Government to see

whether one of them could be obtained for him. If not, perhaps some
rich man, on being made acquainted with the case, might lend a house for

a few years. Nothing sumptuous was asked for, only quarters which
were water-tight and healthy.

Section C.

Mr. Beeby Thompson said that a fine specimen of a Dinosaur had
recently been discovered near Northampton. It would, however, be a very
expensive task to uncover it carefully, and it was necessary that the work

1S98. E
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should be proceeded with without delay. He wished therefore either to

obtain a grant from the British Association, or to induce any rich people

who might hear of the case and be interested therein, to assist in pro-

viding the necessary funds.

The Chairman (Dr. (Jarson) thought that an effort should be made to

bring the matter before the scientitic societies of Northampton.
Mr. Gray stated that the Society he represented was second to none in

its efforts to collect geological photographs. He thought much more
might be done by other societies in that work.

Section H.

The Chairman wished to draw the attention of the Conference to the
Ethnographical Survey, an investigation in which few local societies were
co-operating. Full directions for guidance in the various departments of

the work might be obtained from the papers issued by the Ethnographical
Survey Committee. The amateur photographer would find a wide field of

action in noting physical characteristics. The important point was to get
a common standard of size, a very convenient one being one-seventh of

the natural size. Another department was that of the ancient monuments
and general archeology of a district. Then came the collection of its

folklore, and the noting of local names and dialects.

Mr. Gray said that the Society he represented had much sympathy
with the objects of the Ethnographical Survey Committee, especially as

regards the cataloguing of antiquities. He had a list of all the Holy
Wells of Antrim and Down, together with photograj^hs of them. He
much wished to obtain the co-operation of the Royal Society of Anti-
quaries of Ireland in order that a complete survey of Irish antiquities

might be made.
The Chairman remarked that full instructions on all matters connected

with the Ethnographical Survey could be obtained on application to the
Secretary of the Committee, and it was resolved that the Secretary should
be asked to write to the Royal Society of Antiquai-ies of Ireland pointing
out the plans and objects of the Ethnographical Survey.

Mr. Browett said that he was much impressed by the importance and
interest of the Survey, and would have much pleasure in mentioning it to

the Council of his Society on his return. He thought, however, that it

was desirable that one general plan should be sent to all the Correspond-
ing Societies that the work might be done everywhere on the same lines.

Mr. Hartland, the Secretary of the Ethnographical Survey Committee,
said that it would greatly help his Committee if each of the Corresponding
Societies could see its way to take up one or more branches of this

inquiry. He had explained at previous Conferences that it was by no
means necessary that all branches should be taken up everywhere. The
Committee would be thankful for local help in any department of their

work. He would be happy to send to the Corresponding Societies all the
information they might require as to the nature of the work and the way
in which the Committee wished it to be carried on.

The Chairman hoped that the delegates would give some account to

their respective Societies of the discussions which had taken place. The
proceedings then terminated.
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Index of the more important Papertt, and especiall// those referring to Local

,'^cientific Investigations, puhlished hg named /Societies during the year
ending June 1, 1898.

*^* This catalogue contains only the titles of papers published in the volumes or
parts of the iDublications of the Correspondence sent to the Secretary of the
Committee in accordance with Rule 2.

Section A.—Mathematical and Physical Science.

Alston, Gakwood. Comparison of Evaporation Results in New South
Wales and South Africa. ' Trans. S. African Phil. Soc' ix. 8-19,
1897.

Andson, Eev. Wm. The Meteorology of Dumfries for 1896. ' Trans.
Dum. Gal. N. H. A. Soc' No. 18, 83-38, 1898.

Beattie, Dr. J. C, and S. de Smolan. Experiments with Eontgen
Eaj's, Ultra-Violet Light and Uranium. ' Proc. Glasgow Phil. Soc'
xxviii. 284-291, 1897.

Campbell-Bayard, F. Eeport of the Meteorological Sub-Committee for

189G. 'Trans. Croydon M. N. H. C 189(i-97, 235-240 and Ap-
pendices, 1897.

Caeadoc and Severn Valley Field Club. Meteorological Notes, 1897.
' Eecord of Bare Facts,' No. 7, 28-33, 1898.

Cole, W. The Great Storm of Midsummer Day, 1897. ' Essex Natura-
list,' X. 112-129, 1897.

The High Tide of November 29, 1897. Ibid. 277-283, 1898.

Craw, H. Hewat. Eatnfall and Temperature at West Foulden and at

Rawburn during 1895. ' History Berwicksh. Nat. Club,' xv. 378,
1897.

Crawford, Lawrence. The Tides. ' Proc. Birm. N. H. Phil. Soc'
X. 102-112, 1897.

Cresswell, Alfred. Eecords of Meteorological Observations taken at

the Observatory of the Birmingham and jMidland Institute. Ibid.

XI. 2G pp., 1898.

Grossman, Major-Gen. Sir Wm. Meteorological Observations at Cheswick,
1895. ' History Berwicksh. Nat. Club,' xv. 880, 1897.

De Grave, L. W. (Chesterf. Mid. Count. Inst.) Photographs of Flashes
of Electric Detonators. ' Trans. Fed. Inst. Min. Eng.' xv. 203-206,
1898.

De Eance, C. E. The Earthquake of December 17, 1896. ' Trans. N.
Staff. F. C XXXI. 159-173, 1897.

Eaton, H. S. Dorset Monthly Eainfall, 1856-95. 'Proc. Dorset
N. H. A. F. C XVIII. 153-168, 1897.

Returns of Eainfall, &c., in Dorset in 1896. Ibid. 196-206,
1897.

Ellacombe, Rev. Canon. The Great Drought of 1896. 'Proc. Bath
N. H. A. F. C VIII. 293-306, 1897.

Evans, Franklen G. The Meteorology and Kindred Phenomena of 1896.
' Trans. Cardiff Nat. Soc' xxix. 18-43, 1897.

Everett, Prof. J. D. Recent Advances in Electricity (Inaugural Address).
' Proc. Belfast N. H. Phil. Soc 1896-97,' 17-30, 1897.
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FiNNEGAN, John. The History and Properties of the Eoutgen Rays.

Ibid. 55-59.

FoRDHAM, H. G. The Earthquake of December 17, 1896, as it affected

the County of Hertford. ' Trans. Herts N. H. Soc' ix. 183-208,

1897.

FouRCADE, H. G. Note on the Three-Point, or Pothenot's, Problem.
' Trans. S. African Phil. Soc' ix. 51-53, 1898.

Gray, P. L. ' Grey-Glow ' and ' Red-Glow ' (Abstract of a Paper by 0.

Lummer). ' Journ. Birm. N. H. Phil. Soc' ii. 144-148, 1897.

Herbert, J. H. The Solar Eclipse of August 9, 1896, ' Report Nott.

Nat. Soc. 1896-7,' 13-35, 1897.

HoPKiNSON, John. Report on the Rainfall in Hertfordshire in the Year
1896. ' Trans. Herts N. H. Soc' ix. 139-147, 1897.

Meteorological Observations taken at The Grange, St. Albans,

during the Year 1896. Ibid. 175-182.

The Climate of St. Albans, deduced from Meteorological Observa-

tions taken during the Ten Years 1887-1896. Ibid. 215-228.
-to

Climatological Observations taken in Hertfordshire in the Y'ear

1896. Ibid. 241-244.

HoRSLEY, S. (E. Kent N. H. Soc.) Rainfall in India. ' South-Eastern

Naturalist,' ii. 21-28, 1897.

Howard, Albert. Coal Dust Explosions. ' Trans. Car. and Sev.

Vail. F. C II. 83-87, 1898.

Hurnard, S. F., and others. Rainfall and Temperature in Essex in

1897. ' Essex NaturaUst,' x. 237-240, 1898.

LoMAs, J. The Earthquake of December 17, 1896. ' Proc Liverpool

Geol. Soc' VIII. 91-98, 1897.

Macintyre, Dr. John. A Demonstration on the ' X ' Rays : a Resume of

Experiments since his former Demonstration before the Society.
' Proc. Glasgow Phil. Soc' xxviii. 267-283, 1897.

M'Kendrick, Prof. J. G. Sound and Speech Waves as revealed by the

Phonograph (The Science Lecture for 1896). ' Proc. Glasgow Phil.

Soc' xxviii. 201-235, 1897.

Mansell, Thos. The Rontgen or ' X ' Rays. ' Trans. Herts N. H.
Soc' IX. 135-138, 1897.

Markham, C. a. Meteorological Report. ' Journal N'ton. N. H. Soc'
IX. 196-202, 237-244, 1897.

Markham, C. A., and F. Coventry. Meteorological Report. Ibid.

273-280, 283-293.
Mawley, Edward. Report on Phenological Phenomena observed in

Hertfordshire during the year 1896. ' Trans. Herts N. H. Soc' ix.

229-237, 1897.

Meyrick, E. Summary of Meteorological Observations, 1897. 'Report

Marlb. Coll. N. H. Soc' No. 46, 89-108, 1898.
Moore, A. W. Report of the Meteorological Section. ' Yn Lioar Manni-

nagh,' III. 296, 1898.

Nelson, Edward M. Microscopic Vision. ' Proc. Bristol Nat. Soc'
VIII. 141-166, 1897.

Newsholme, Arthur. Meteorological Report for the Y''ear ending June
1897. ' Rep. Brighton N. H. Phil. Soc,' 1896-97, 34-38.

NiCHOLL, Wm. The Electric Cinematograph. ' Proc. Belfast N. H.
Phil. Soc 1896-97,' 62-65, 1897.

Percy, J. B., W. Pye, and J. C. Philips. Sectional Report on Meteoro-

logy. « Trans. N. Staff. F. C xxxi. 150-152, 1897.
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Pkeston, a. W. Meteorological Notes, 189G. ' Trans. Norf. Norw. Nat.
Soc' VI. 27B-279, 1897.

Egberts, A. W. 1. S. Velorum ; 2. Light Curve of S. Velorum ; 3.

• Graphical Determination of the Orhit of an Algol Variable. ' Trans.
S. African Phil. Soc' ix. 23-30, 1897.

Variation of Laeaille 5861. Ibid. 42-45, 1897.

Latitude of Lovedale. Ibid. 4G-47.
Smithson, T. S. High Temperature of September 1895. 'Trans.

Rochdale Lit. Sci. Soc' v. 1-2, 1897.
Ward, Edwaed. The New Light and the New Photography. ' Trans.

Manch. Mic. Soc. 1896,' 72-77, 1897.

Wells, J. G., and T. Gibbs. The Weather of 1896. ' Trans. Burt.
N. H. Arch. Soc' iir. 265-268, 1897.

Whiteley, J. Meteorological Table for the Year 1897 (Halifax).
' Halifax Naturalist,' ii. 118-119, 1898.
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man), Professor C. H. McLeod (Secretary)^ Professor F. Adams,
and Mr. R. F. Stupart.

The Committee desire this year to present an interim report, and to ask
for reappointment, with a fui'ther grant of 50^. The object of the

establishment of the observatory on the top of the mountain was to obtain

simultaneous records of temperature, humidity, ifec, for comparison with
those taken at the College Observatory at the foot. The distance between
the two stations is rather more than a mile, and the difference of altitude

nearly 600 feet. A line consisting of four insulated copper wires was
erected to connect the two observatories. As a preliminary experiment,
an electrical thermometer was set up on the Avooden tower on the summit
of the mountain, and connected through the line to a recording instrument
in the College Observatory. No difficulty was encountered in obtaining
continuous records of the temperature on the summit in this manner. It

is hoped that interesting results may be obtained by comparing continuous
records of temperature at stations differing so considerably in altitude

within a short distance of each other. The work has not yet progressed
for a sufficient length of time to enable ths Committee to report any
general results, but the success of the method has been established, and it

is intended, if possible, to further extend the method to the recording
continuously at a distance of wind velocity and direction, barometric
pressure, and humidity. The iiitensity of sunshine lias been i-ecorded for

some months at the observatory by means of similar instruments, and it

is hoped to demonstrate the possibility of obtaining complete and accurate
records of all necessary meteorological data from a distant observatory in

a more or less inaccessible situation (such as that on the summit of Ben
Nevis), without the necessity of employing a special observer to make
daily visits to the station.
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Comparing and Reducing Magnetic Ohservations.—Report of the Com-
mittee, consisting of Professor W. G. Adams (Chairman), Dr.

C. Chree (Secretary), Lord Kelvev, Professor G. H. Darwin,
Professor G. Chrystal, Professor A. vSchuster, Captain E. W.
Creak, the Astronomer Royal, Mr. William Ellis, and Professor

A. W. Rlcker.
rAOB

I. Magnetic Remits at Greenivich and Kent Discussed and Compared, 1889 to

1896. J3y William Ellis, F.R.S. 80
II. Account of the Late Professor John CovcJi Adams's Determination of the

Gaussian Mapnetic Constants. By Professor W. G. Adams, F.R.S. . . 109

The Committee report that they have received the following two com-
munications bearing on the comparison and reduction of magnetic
observations :—

I. JIagneiic Eesults at Greenwich and Kew, discussed and compared,

1889 to 1896. Bij William Ellis, F.R.S.

It is known that, in tabulating the photographic records of magnetic
declination and horizontal and vertical forces at the Royal Observatory,

Greenwich, it has been the custom to include all days, except those of

occasional extreme disturbance, so that many days of considerable dis-

turbance become included. It is also known that the diurnal inequality

so calculated differs from that obtained by the use of methods such as

those of Sabine and Wild. Theoretically, it is questionable whether it be
right arbitrarily to reject days of one particular character. The point

is one that occurs also in meteorology, and it is not usual in meteorological

tabulations to omit days of abnormal character. In dealing with mag-
netic records there is, however, this difficulty—that the abnormal variations

are at times of such magnitude as to defy treatment in the ordinary way.

And between these occasional outbursts and the days of quiet magnetism
intermediate degrees of intensity at different times occur. The arbitrary

exclusion, to any considerable extent, of daj's other than those of

extreme disturbance necessarily omits a certain portion of the diurnal

phenomena, since the diurnal movement as a whole is a combination of

the ordinary diurnal march with disturbance occurring apparently in an
unexpected or accidental manner that appears to some extent to have also

a local character. It having, however, become desirable to frame some
method of comparing together the diurnal inequalities of magnetism at

the different British magnetic observatories, at some of which it was
inconvenient to undertake any great amount of tabulation of records, this

circumstance led to the proposal to tabulate the curves for five days of quiet

magnetism only in each month, the selection of days being made by the

Astronomer Royal. This convention excludes entirely the influence of

seemingly irregular magnetic disturbance. But it furnishes diurnal

inequalities for the different observatories that are strictly comparable,

and, depending entirely on days of quiet magnetism, they represent the

undisturbed local diurnal variation.

In the Report of the Committee for the year 1895, Dr. Chree discussed

at some length the results for Kew for the years 1890 to 1894, as found
from the five selected quiet days in each month. In the same Report he

drew attention also to an effect which, influencing only to a small
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extent and producing no real inconvenience in diurnal inequalities de-
pending on all days of the month, in which also days of different character
become combined, became very pronounced in the five day results, because
of the small number of days employed and their restriction to days of one
kind, those of quiet magnetism. The effect in question is the non-cyclic
character of the resulting diurnal inequality, which in horizontal force he
found to be such as to cause the value at the terminating midnight
to be persistently greater than at the commencing midnight. And
in the Report for 1896 Dr. Chree discussed the matter at greater
length.

My present object may be said to be to discuss to some extent the five
day results for Greenwich, in order to make comparison with results that
Dr. Chree has found for Kew, and also to compare for Greenwich alone
the diurnal inequalities and diurnal ranges as found from the five day
tabulation with those given by the ordinary Greenwich tabulation, in
which only days of extreme disturbance are omitted. When the all day
tabulation is spoken of, it will be understood as implying the omission of
days of extreme disturbance. The five day tabulation will be indiffer-
ently distinguished thus, or as the quiet day tabulation. I propose to
consider first the comparison of Greenwich results.

To avoid lengthened titles to the various appended tables, I would
first remark that the Greenwich results are all founded on mean results
for the individual months of each year, these being combined in the differ-
ent tables by months (that is, grouping together the same month in
different years), or in quarters, or years, as necessary. Thus, in Table I.

the results for each month depend on twenty-five days (five in each of the
five years combined), and the quarters on seventy-five days, and so on. In
the tabulation by quarters, first quarter is to be understood as comprising
the months of January, February and March, and second quarter those of
April, May, and June, and so on. In the seasonal tabulation, Spring is
to be understood as including the months of February, March, and April,
and Summer those of May, June, and July, and so on.

The values for declination are given in minutes of arc ; those for
horizontal and vertical force are throughout in c.g.s. measure x 10^,
excepting in Table V., in which they are in c.g.s. measure x 10\ The
approximate absolute value of horizontal force at Greenwich for the period
treated is 0-183 c.g.s. and of vertical force 0-437 cg.s., and nearly the
same at Kew. To convert declination values in arc into westerly force
in c.g.s. measure, to make comparison in the various tables with the
numbers for horizontal and vertical force, multiply the minutes of arc
by 53, excepting in Table V., for which the factor is 5-3. This it is

convenient to remember for the ready estimation of the comparative mag-
nitude of declination and horizontal and vertical force variations.'

In Tables I., II., and III., the Greenwich results for the years 1890 to
1894 have been combined to form mean monthly diurnal inequalities of
declination and horizontal and vertical force, both for the all day tabula-
tion and the quiet day tabulation, for comparison of the diurnal inequali-
ties resulting from the two different methods of tabulation. The days
omitted in the all day tabulation on account of extreme disturbance,

' When horizontal and vertical force values are hereafter quoted in the text with
the letters c.g.s. attached, they are to be understood, excepting for Table V., as
mdicating c.g.s. measure x. 10".

1898. G
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adding to the list those of the years 1889, 1895 and 1896, years that
appear in subsequent tables, are as follows :

—

1889. July 17, November 1.

1890. November 8.

1891. April 8, 12; May 14, 15, 16.

1892. January 4, 5, 6 ; February 13, 14 ; March 6, 12 ; April 25, 26; May 1,

2,18, 19; June 2, 3, 27; July 12, 13, 14, 16, 17; August 12; No-
vember 4, 5 ; December 5.

1893. April 26 ; July 16 : August 7, 18 ; November 2.

1894. February 23, 24, 25, 28 ; March 30, 31 ; July 20 ; August 20; Septem-
ber 15 ; November 13.

1895. None.
1896. None.

Regarding the selection of five days in each month for the quiet day
tabulation, it should be explained that the days selected are really days
of quiet magnetism, to which, until the end of the year 1893, I can per-
sonally testify. And further, the selection was made so as to bring the
mean of days in each individual month as near to the middle of the
month as possible. Occasionally, on account of the prevalence of mag-
netic disturbance, this condition could not be quite fulfilled. Still, in
seventy-eight of the ninety-six individual months here treated, the mean
of selected days comes within two days of the middle of the month

;

besides which, in combinations of months grouped together in different

ways, the influence of deviation in this respect becomes greatly diminished,
indeetl, usually nearly neutralised or destroyed. Further, whenever quiet
day values are compared, as the same quiet days are employed the question
of dissimilarity of epoch disappears. It is only in the comparison of the
Greenwich all day tabulation with the Greenwich five day tabulation in
Tables I., II. and III., in the comparison of the Greenwich diurnal range
of the all day tabulation with that of the quiet day tabulation in Table
XI. (under columns b-c), and in Table XII., that the slight difference of

epoch comes in. But the corrections required in these cases are so small,

as compared with the magnitude of the variations and differences of

elements exhibited, that it can scarcely be said to be worth attempting
any correction, remembering further that, excepting in Table V., the
figures are throughout carried one figure further than that of the actual
tabulation. The effect on the values of Table XII. is the more important,
and will be considered when speaking of that table.

In the quiet day results of Tables I., II., and III. the non-cyclic incre-

ment—that is, the algebraic excess of the terminal midnight value over that
of the commencing midnight value—has been in each month eliminated
by assuming in each element a uniform change through the twenty-four
hours, and making correction accordingly. For the all day results no
similar correction was needed. In the further tabulation of the two sets

of numbers, they have been grouped by seasons in the way before men-
tioned, which represents more dii-ectly the seasonal effects than does the
ordinary quarterly grouping, since neither the combination of the first

three months of the year, nor of the last three months, gives due repre-
sentation of the midwinter effect, March and October being both months
having large diurnal inequalities. In declination, the values of hourly excess
of quiet day value have, in the different seasonal periods, much the same
character, but the Spring and Autumn numbers are, on the whole,
numerically the larger. The sums of the twenty-four values of excess,
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taken without regard to sign, are in Spring and Autumn 13' -92 and
12' -97 respectively, and in Summer and Winter 7'-54: and 9'-34. The

larger values thus occur in Spring and Autumn, periods of the year

at which magnetic disturbance might more actively influence the

all day values. In horizontal force the values of excess in the difierent

seasons do not show such similarity as in declination ; indeed, there is

much discordance. Here the Spring and Autumn sums of excess are

247 eg s. and 280 c.g.s. i-espectively, and the Summer and Winter sums

210 c.g.s. and 260 c.g.s. In vertical force there is greater similarity in

the values of excess at different seasons than in horizontal force : the sums

Diurnal Inequality at Greenwich : Excess of quiet days ordinate above all days

ordinate, 1890-1894.

'20

-to

ZP

to
- ao

*Z0

J/ .Force

of excess of the Spring and Autumn values are 623 c.g.s. and 760 c.g.s.

respectively, and of the Summer and Winter values 688 c.g.s. and

408 c.g.s. The differences between the quiet day and all day diurnal

inequalities for the year are shown in the annexed diagram, in which,

for better estimation of comparative magnitude, the variations of declina-

tion are converted into variations of westerly force. It is curious to see

how in horizontal force the opposite seasonal effects (in part probably

accidental, rather than real) have tended so to neutralise each other that

the resulting yearly curve appears to be an insignificant accidental

residual.

The years 1890 to 1894 were selected for comparison of the Greenwich
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all day and quiet day diurnal inequalities because affording opportunity
of also comparing the quiet day results with the corresponding Kew
results for declination and horizontal force given in Tables III. and IV.
of the 1895 B.A. Report. It seemed unnecessary here to make direct
comparison of the monthly inequalities, and I have contented myself with
extracting only the quarterly inequalities for Kew for comparison with
the corresponding quarterly inequalities for Greenwich, formed by com-
bining the months in the same way as at Kew. The differences between
the two sets of quarterly numbers (see Table IV.) are not large ; those of
horizontal force are, however, the larger (1' declination = 53 of the
horizontal force unit of table).

It further seemed to be of interest to make direct comparison of
diurnal inequality on quiet days for single months of some year at Green-
wich and Kew. In Table V. this is done for the equinoctial and solstitial

months of March, June, September, and December of the year 1894, the
last for which the Greenwich results are published. The values are given
as derived directly from observation, no correction for non-cyclic variation
having been applied. Being single month results, depending each on five
days only, the differences in declination may be considered to be on the
whole small, excepting in September. In horizontal force and vertical
force the agreement is not so good, and especially in June for horizontal
force, and September and December for vertical force, remembering that
here 1' of declination corresponds to only 5 of the horizontal and vertical
force unit of the table. The discordance in some months is mainly due
to difference of the non-cyclic increment at the two places. The values
in the several months are actually as follows :

—

Non-cyclic Increment, Midnight to Midnight, 1894.

Month
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both as observed and after correction for non-cyclic variation, are the

elements compared. The sums of hourly inequalities in declination are

generally greater, and in horizontal force generally smaller at Kew than

at Greenwich. In the comparison of diurnal range attention may be

called to the comparatively small magnitude of the values of a— b, in

declination, and their general similarity in different months at Greenwich

and Kew. The corresponding values of a— 6 in horizontal force are larger

at both places, and larger at Greenwich than at Kew, but otherwise do

not accoT-d altogether badly. The diurnal range in declination as made
cyclic is, on the whole, greater,(column, K—G) at Kew than at Greenwich,

on the average by 0''40:=21 of the horizontal force unit of the table, which

is precisely the amount by which on the average the diurnal range in

horizontal force, as made cyclic, is less at Kew than at Greenwich (column

K—G for horizontal force). In this table the monthly sums of inequalities

and monthly values of diurnal range are, for both places, necessarily

derived from the I'espective monthly diurnal inequalities, but the quarterly

and yearly values are formed directly from the monthly values (not from

the quarterly and yearly values of diurnal inequality), the Kew numbers,

with which the Greenwich numbers are compared, having been so formed.

If derived from the quarterly and yearly diurnal inequalities, the numbers
would have had a diminished value, since the grouping of monthly in-

equalities, in which the points of maximum and minimum vary somewhat
in different months, necessarily flattens the curve to some extent. For the

purpose of making compai'ison, either method would serve, but it must be

similar at both places. The method adopted is the better one of

the two.

Table YII. contains a comparison of the mean non-cyclic increment on

quiet days, in declination and horizontal and vertical force, at Greenwich
and Kew, founded on the observations of the six years 1890 to 1895.

The Kew numbers are those given in Table I. of the 1896 Report. The
non-cyclic increment in declination and horizontal force is at the two
places of the same character, both as regards variation of sign in declina-

tion in different months of the year and in the close correspondence in

magnitude in horizontal force throughout the year. The individual

months of positive and negative values are also very similar in number.
In vertical force there is by no means the same accordance in value at the
two places : in January the Kew value is 48 c.g.s. less than the Green-
wich value, and in February 49 c.g.s. greater, and similar discordances

occur in other months. The months of positive and negative values agree,

however, in number better than, remarking the differences in value, might
be expected. It may be here explained, with reference to all the tables that

deal with the non-cyclic variation. Tables VII. to X., that the Greenwich
values are not likely to be influenced by any incomplete correction for

temperature. The diurnal range of temperature in the magnet basement
(of which an automatic record is kept) is small, and the difference between
the mean temperature of the successive midnights, or successive noons,

both in the monthly and yearly grouping, never amounts to more than a
small fraction of a degree. Further, the persistently large values in hori-

zontal force in different months at Greenwich (Table VII.) are corroborated
by the similarly large values observed at Kew.

It may be further noted that the character of the values of a— b, in

Table VI., both in declination and horizontal force, is generally such as,

considering the position of the points of maximum and minimum in the
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diurnal curve, the values of non-cyclic increment of Table VII. would
produce.

Table VIII. gives further information as to the non-cyclic increment on
quiet days in declination and horizontal and vertical force, as derived for

Greenwich from the records of the eight years 1889 to 1896, combining

not only the months of the different years to form mean monthly values,

but giving also values for the separate years. The mean values for

months, except in January and February for declination, are on the

whole very similar to those of Table VII., which includes six of the years

here employed. The greatest and least mean values of non-cyclic in-

crement in individual months are here added, both for the monthly group-

ing and the yearly grouping. The mean of the differences between the

greatest and least values differs for the mean of months from that for the

mean of years in each element, since in the two groupings the extreme
values combine in a diffei-ent way. The mean for years is the larger, but
this may have no significance, since the monthly differences depend on
extremes selected from eight months only, whilst the yearly differences

depend on selection from twelve months.

Table IX. contains a comparison of the annual values of the non-cyclic

increment at Greenwich for declination and horizontal and vertical force,

as appearing in Table VIII., with the corresponding annual values for

Kew, as given in Table III. of the B.A. Report for 1896. The years

are those on which the Kew values for months given in Table VII. are

founded.

At the conclusion of the Report for the year 1896, Dr. Chree sug-

gested that considerable light might be thrown on the question of the

uniformity or variability of the non-cyclic element throughout the day by
measurement of the curves for the noons preceding and succeeding each

selected quiet day. As such measurement of the Greenwich curves had
been made in the ordinary Greenwich tabulation, it appeared to be desir-

able to employ them for the suggested purpose, for which the Astronomer
Royal kindly gave me the necessary permission. The grouping of these

noon values, and, in the case of horizontal and vertical force, their cor-

rection for temperature, proved, however, to be a much heavier work than
I had anticipated. An abstract of the results arrived at is given in

Table X. The succeeding epochs alternately of noon and midnight
being :

—

midnight noon midnight noon

P f

the middle midnight to midnight increment =m in Table X. is that of

the selected quiet days as appearing in Table VIII.
; 7^= the increment

from the preceding noon to the middle noon, and/= that from the middle

noon to the following noon. The last twelve hours of p and the first

twelve hours of/thus together comprise the middle interval from midnight
to midnight of the selected quiet day. Care was taken to see that the

added initial and terminal half days introduced no vitiating element of

disturbance. For uniform variation of the non-cyclic increment, m would
be equal to the mean of 2^ and/^w in the table, as, for instance, in decli-

nation in October. Thus, positive values of m—n indicate excess of the
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non-cyclic increment in the midnight to midnight interval. There is

apparently considerable variation of value in each element in different

months, but, taking the elements separately, a certain order appears. In

declination there are nine months in which the values of p, m and /suc-

cessively increase ; these are January to April, June and July, and

October to December. And the value of p is in ten months of the year

negative, whilst that of / is in eleven months positive. Thus it would

appear that the selected quiet days on the whole fall at a time of

transition from a negative to a positive non-cyclic increment, indicating

change from a decreasing to an increasing value of declination, represented

in the general mean by values of jt)= — 0'-26, m= — 0'-02,and/= -F0'-30.

In horizontal force there are three months in which the values of />,

m and /successively increase in value; these are April, July and August

;

and there are four months in which the values successively decrease
;

these are January, March, May and December. In the remaining five

months—February, June, September, October and November—the value

of m is greater than those either of jo or/, which may indicate a turning-

point in the value of the element. But there is altogether a preponder-

ance of positive values, showing that the selected quiet days, on the whole,

distinctly fall at times of increasing horizontal force.

In vertical force there are three months in which the values of p, m
and / successively increase—these are March, May and October ; and

there are two months in which they successively decrease—these are

February and June. There are five months—January, April, July,

August and September—in which the value of m is greater than those of

either j3 or/, and two months—November and December—in which the

value of in is less than those of either p or/, which again may indicate

turning-points in the value of the element. There is, however, an entire

preponderance of negative values, showing that the selected quiet days

fall altogether at times of decreasing vertical force.

All this, it will be understood, refers only to Greenwich. Further,

if the cases of progressive increase and progressive decrease of value, of

noa-cyclic variation (that is of the values of p, m and/in Table X.) of

which there are nine months out of twelve in declination, seven months

out of twelve in horizontal force, and five months out of twelve in vertical

force, can be taken as representing a real condition of things, and are not

due to any haphazard circumstances, it would justify to a certain extent

the custom of making quiet day non-cyclic diurnal inequalities cyclic, by
assuming uniform increase or decrease of the non-cyclic element through

the twenty-four hours.

The values of p, m and/in Table X. for years support generally the

conclusions derived from the values for months.

In Table XI. comparison of diurnal range in declination and horizontal

and vertical force, as variously determined, is made for Greenwich, em-
ploying the results for the eight years 1889 to 1896. It is compared as

found from the quiet day results (both as observed and corrected for non-

cyclic variation) and from the all day results (which require no non-cyclic

correction). The difierences between the observed and corrected quiet day

ranges, a— b, are generally small in declination and vertical force, but in

horizontal force they are larger. As regards declination and horizontal

force they have much the same order of magnitude as those for Greenwich
appearing in Table VI. (in the comparison for a smaller number of years

with Kew). In the comparison of diurnal range found from quiet days
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made cyclic, and from all days, b-c, the greatest and least monthly values

are given for each element, both as referred to months and years. As in

Table VIII., the mean of the differences between the greatest and least

values differs for the mean for months from that for the mean for years in

all elements, in regard to which the remarks made in speaking of Table
VIII. apply also here.

The mean values of b— c are most marked in declination in winter, and
in horizontal and vertical force towards or in summer. The deviations

between values of diurnal range, however determined, whether from quiet

days as observed, or made cyclic, or from all days, are in a sense small as

compared with the annual march of each element from its winter value to

its greatly increased summer value, and back again to winter value. In
the grouping for years the values oi b — c for vertical force show a progres-

sion from year to year for which there seems to be no sufficient explana-

tion. The mean diurnal ranges of this table are throughout combinations

of the diurnal ranges for individual months, formed from the monthly
tables of diurnal inequality, not from combinations of diurnal inequalities

for longer periods.

Table XII. contains for Greenwich the results of a determination of

the difference between the absolute values of declination and horizontal

and vertical force as found from all days and from quiet days in the years

1889 to 1896, combining the same month in different years for monthly
differences, and giving also differences for separate years. The quiet day
mean was found by selecting, for the several quiet days in each month,
the daily means in declination and horizontal and vertical force from
Tables I., III., and VII. of the Greenwich annual volumes, and comparing
the respective monthly means of the same with the monthly means for all

days taken from the Greenwich Table XI. Our table thus gives differences

only—the excess of the quiet day value over the all day value. In addition

to the mean excess of absolute value, there is given for each element also

the greatest and least monthly values of excess, both for the monthly
grouping and the yearly grouping. Tlie mean excess in declination shows
that the quiet day value was slightly greater than the all day value in

nine months of the year, although the numbers in the column ' Least
monthly excess ' show that in each month the quiet day value was in some
years in defect. In horizontal force the mean excess shows that the quiet

day value was greater than the all day value in all months—in some con-

siderably so—although in eleven months of the year the quiet day value

was in some years in defect. In vertical force the mean excess shows that

the quiet day value was less than the all day value in nine months of the

year, although in each month the quiet day value was in some years in

excess. The mean of the monthly numbers in the column ' Difference

'

is less than that of the yearly numbers, in all elements, as was found under
similar conditions in Tables VIII. and XI.

In regard to the circumstance that the mean day of the five selected

quiet days does not always fall exactly at the middle of the month, and
the influence that this may have on the quiet day value, and consequently

on the numbers of Table XII., it is to be remarked that in the monthly
grouping eight months of different years are combined, and in the yearly

grouping of course the twelve months of each year. And in neither of

these groupings does the mean day resulting from the combination of

months in any case differ by more than one day and a quarter from the

middle of the month. Taking the annual decrease of declination as 6'0,
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the increase of horizontal force as 180 c.g.s., and the decrease of vertical

force as 80 c.g.s., the correction required to reduce the quiet day value to

the middle of the month, that is the correction to the ' Mean excess ' in

the respective columns of the table, would thus never exceed about the

-^^ part of the several annual variations above mentioned, and so may
be here disregai'ded. Neither would the numbers in the columns of

greatest and least monthly excess be sensibly affected.

The following comparison, referring to Greenwich, may be of in

terest :

—

Declination

Mean vahie of non-cyclic element
]

on quiet da3-s. Table X. f

Mean excess of quiet day absolute 1

value above the all day absolute
^

value. Table XII. J

-0'-02

-1 c.g.s.

+ 0'-08

-1- 4 c.g-..s.

Horizontal
Force

+ 39 c.g.s.

+ 33 c.g.s.

Vertical
Force

-17c.g.s.

9 c.g.s.

In Sections 4 to G of the B.A. Report for 1896, Dr. Chree gave for the

various magnetic elements the excess of Wild's normal day absolute value

above the all day absolute value for St. Petersburg and Pawlowsk as

taken from Dr. MuUer's paper in Vol. 12 of the ' Repertorium fiir

Meteorologie ' and from the ' Annals of the Central Physical Observatory

'

respectively. Wild's normal days correspond generally in character

with the Greenwich selected quiet days. I have therefore compared the

results mentioned with the excess of the Greenwich quiet day absolute

value above the Greenwich all day absolute value, as follows :—

Excess of Absolute Values of Magnetic Elements on Normal or Quiet Days
above the Valuesfor All Days.

Years
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Table I.

—

Diurnal Inequality of Declinationfrom

Hour
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Observations made at the Eoyal Observatory, Greemvich, 1890-1894.

of extreme magnetic disturbance.

11 Noon 13 14 15 IG 18 19 20 21

+ 1-28
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Table II.

—

Diurnal Inequality of Horizontal Forcefrom

Hour
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Observations made at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, 1890-1894.

11
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Table III.

—

Diurnal Inequality of Vertical Forcefrom

Hour Midn. 10

January .

February

March

April .

May

June

July

August .

September

October .

November

December

Spring .

Summer .

Autumu .

\Viuter .

Tlie Tear

January .

February

March .

April

May
Jime

July

August .

September

October .

November

December

Spring .

Summer .

Autumn .

Winter .

The Year

Spring .

Summer .

Autumu .

Winter .

The Year

Including all days excepting those

--0
j
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Observations made at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, 1890-1894.

11 Koou 13
I

14 15 16 17 18 13 20 21

ofextreme magnetic disturbance.

- IG

- 61

-112

-150

-198

-169

-146

- 124

-103

- 78

- 45

- 17

-108

-171

-102

- 26

-102

- 26

- 59

-117

-172

-198

-167

- 153

-122

-102

- 63

- 28

- 32

- 76

-132

-137

-116

-121

- 84

- 51

- 23

+ 3

+ 4

-116 - 80

173
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Table IV.

—

Diurnal Inequality of Declination and Horizontal
(^After elinmiation of the

Hour
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Force at Greeniuich and Kew on Quiet Days, 1890-1894, compared,

noti-cyclic increment.')

11 Noon 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

drreenrvich.

+1-25

+ 1-80

+2-59

+1-21

+ 1-72

+ 1-29

+1-95

+2-84

+ 1-30

+3-34

+4-76

+ 5-20

+2-95

+ 4'0G

+ 3-43

+ 4-99

+5-54

+ 3-10

+4-25

+ 6-10

+ 6-19

+ 3-71

+ 5-06

+ 4-42

+ 6-39

+ 6-62

+ 3-96

+ 3-9S

+ 5-73

+ 5-81

+ 3-38

+2-79

+4-26

+ 4-24

+ 2-44

+ 4-72
I

+3-43

+ 1-42

+ 2-65

+ 2-34

+ 1-40

+1-84 +4-27 +5-35 +4-90

+4-10

+ 5-94

+6-07

+ 3-51

+2-97

+4-42

+4-41

+ 2-57

+ 1-96

+ 1-53

+ 2-69

+ 2-34

+ 1-49

+0-63

+1-31

+0-79

+0-75

+0-87

Ken-

+0-67

+1-24

+0-71

+0-75

+0-33

+0-41

+0-05

+0-38

+0'29

+0-29

+0-33

-0-07

+0-34

-0-09

-003

-0-03

-0-02

+ 3-59 +2-01 +0-84 +0-22 -Oil -0-38 -0-60 -0-

at Kew.

-0-04

-0-08

-0-11

-0-19

-0-06

-0-51

-0-11

-0-17

-0'47

-0-32

-0-48

-0-18

-0-31

-0-56

-0-89

-0-05

-017

-0-98

-1-13

-0-08

-0'24

-1-23

0-53 -0-67

-0-89

-013
-0-28

-1-08

-1-10

-0-U
-0-41

-1-31

73

+001

+ 0-15

+0-25

+0'09

+0'11

+0-23

+0-34

+0-15

+ 0-17

+029

+0-43

+ 0-25

+0-12 +0-21 +0-29 +0-18 +0-16

+0-14

+0-21

+0-26

+0-13

+0-18

+ 0-16

+0-17

+0-13

+0-11

+0-04

0-00

+0-09

+ 0'04

-0-07

-0-08

0-00

-0'04

-0-08

-012
-0-04

+ 0-01

-0-08

-0-16

-0-04

+0-03

-0-07

-0-14

-0-09

0-00

-0-08

-0-11

-0-10

+0-03

-0-03

-017
-0-08

Ken'.

at Kew.

-130
-0-40

-0-46

-1-35

-0-87

-1-25

-0-40

-0-G4

-1-34

-0-91

+0-05

0-00

-0-18

+ 0'01

+0-05 -0-03 -0-07 -0-07 -0-06 -0-07 -O'CG -0-04

Crreenwich.

-1G7
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Table V.- -Diurnal Inequalities at Greemvich andKew on quiet days

(^As oiserved, no correctionfor non-cyclic

Hour Mian.
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compared, for the Equinoctial and Solstitial Months of the Year 1894.

incrcvtent being here applied.')

11
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Table VI.

—

Diurnal Inequalities and Diurnal Range at
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Greenwich and Kew on Quiet Days, 1890-1894, compared.

Horizontal Force
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Table VII.

—

Non-cyelic Increment at Greenvnch and Kew on Quiet Days,

1890-1895, compared.

Month
or

Quarter
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Table VIII —Non-cyclic Increment at Greenwich on Quiet Bays,

1889—1896.

Month,

Quarter,

or

Year
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Table X.—Non-cyclic Increment at Greenwich on Quiet
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Days, as variously determined, comjxired, 1889-1896.

105

Horizontal Force
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Table XI.

—

Diurnal Range at Greenwich as
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varioushj determined, compared, 1889-1896.

107

tal Force

All
Days

163

200

313

447

449

496

496

470

393

338

212

150

225

464

453

233

344

248

263

323

402

413

411

370

331

b-c

Great
est

Month-
ly

"S alue

-I- 73

-I- 95

-I- 59

+ 33

-f 64

-f 68

- 4

+ 64

4- 64

+ 38

-1-101

+ 16

+ 66

-f 41

+ 73

-I- 64

+ 90

-flOl

•^ 95

+ 38

Least
Month-

ly

Talue
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Table XII.

—

Excess of Absolute Vahies of Magnetic Elements on Quiet Days at
Greenwich above the Values of the All Day Tabulation, 1889-1896.
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An Account of the late Professor Jonx Couch Adams's Determination of
the Gaussian Magnetic Constants. By Professor W. Grylls Adams.

I propose to give the Conference a short account of the work done by my
brother on the theory of terrestrial magnetism, and to give his determina-

tion of the Gaussian magnetic constants. This work was first taken up by
the late Professor John Couch Adams just fifty years ago, not long after the

discovery of the planet Neptune. I find from his papers, which he delivered

to me before his death, and which he asked me to examine to see if they

could be brought into form for publication, that the earliest work which he

did on this subject was begun in the year 1849, and that he was led to it

by the study of the translation of Gauss's Memoir on the Theory of Terres-

trial Magnetism given in Taylor's ' Scientific Memoirs ' which was published

in 1841. Gauss himself says in that memoir that he was stimulated to

undertake the work on the publication of Sabine's map of the total

intensity in the seventh Report of the British Association (i.e. in 1837),

but that the data are very scanty for the accurate determination of the

masmetic constants. For their accurate determination data should be
supplied from accurate observations of magnetic declination, horizontal

intensity, and dip, taken at stations uniformly distributed, as in a net-

work, over the surface of the Earth.

Not only fifty years ago, when Gauss wrote, but even to the present

day, the progress made in the theory of terrestrial magnetism has suffered

from the lack of data derived from observations, because even now there

are few magnetic Observatories in existence, and those few are for the

most part grouped very close together, leaving other parts of the Earth,

and especially the southern hemisphere, almost entirely wanting in the

facts of observation without which all theories can be but visionary.

In his calculations on the magnetic potential of the Earth and on the

theoretical expression of the magnetic components X, Y and Z, to the

north, to the west, and vertically downwards respectively, Gauss expressed

them for any point of the Earth's surface in series consisting of quantities

to which he gave the name of magnetic constants, with coefficients involving

Legendre's coefiicients, and which are functions of the colatitude of the

point.

From the very imperfect data which he possessed. Gauss determined
the numerical values of the magnetic constants by his equations up to

terms of the fourth order

—

i.e. he determined the values of the first twenty-
four magnetic constants, three of the first order, five of the second, seven
of the third, and nine of the fourth order.

No one could be more conscious of the fact than Gauss himself was
that his data were so meagre and so insufficient that he could by no means
rely on the values derived from them, and I fear that even now, at the
end of the nineteenth century, we must say with him that the observed
facts are far too scanty and that our stock of observations is still too small
to enable us to get out trustworthy values of the magnetic potential and
the magnetic elements for a given epoch. For this purpose the observa-
tions should be strictly contemporaneous, and we require more Observa-
tories where continuous records are taken.

For Gauss's method, which was also the method followed in practice by
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my brother, it is important for the accuracy and trustworthiness of the
resulting values of the magnetic constants that the observations shall be
taken from stations distributed as uniformly as possible over the Earth's
surface ; whereas we see that in the northern hemisphere the Observatories
which exist are very unequally distributed, and that in the southern
hemisphere there are only three first-class magnetic Observatories where
continuous records are taken, viz. those of Batavia, Mauritius, and
Melbourne.

For the more ready development of the theory of terrestrial magnetism,
Professor J. C. Adams established simple and convenient relations between
successive Legendre's coefficients and their derived differential coefficients

regarded as functions of the colatitude = cos"'//..

Taking P„ to represent Legendre's «,"' coefficient, he employed the
notation Ql" to denote the value of

and found certain simple and useful relations between successive values of

Q for different values of n and 7n.

He also employed the symbol G,"' to represent the Gaussian function

,,»-m_ (w-»^) (
n-m-1) „_„^, ,

m
and found it convenient to employ the symbol H™ as = G™ (1— /i^)'''

•

He worked out very simple relations between successive values of G for

different values of n and m, and proceeded to determine the numerical
values of these functions (1) for every degree of latitude on a sphere, and
(2) for every degree of the geographical colatitude on a spheroid of

eccentricity equal to that of the Earth itself. He also obtained very simple
relations between successive values of H and its differential coefficients for

different values of n and m, and expressed the magnetic potential V and
the magnetic forces X, Y and Z in terms of these symbols H™. He also

determined the values of these functions H™ for belts of latitude 5° apart

(1) on a sphere, and (2) on a spheroid whose eccentricity equals that of

the Earth's surface. Two distinct schemes of calculation were employed
to determine the numerical values of G™ and also of H;;' for different

values of n and m, including all values of n and m from to 10, and these

calculations were made by different people and the results of the calcula-

tions compared to ensure the accuracy of the results.

In the case of the spheroid, the functions G;;' and Hj^' are regarded as

functions of the geoyraphical colatitude Q, and /x = cos 0, and the symbols
G'^ and H'™ are the same functions of the geocentric colatitude & of the

same point, where ;«,' = cos &

.

A new theorem giving the values of G'— G' for different values of

n and in is established, by means of which the accuracy of the calculated

values of G and G' may readily be tested.

Taking V to represent the magnetic potential at a point of the Earth's

spheroidal surface where A is the longitude, Q the colatitude, and r the

distance from the Earth's centre, X, Y and Z the magnetic forces in three

directions at right angles to one another, X being the force towards the

north perpendicular to the Earth's radius, Y the force perpendicular to the
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geographical meridian towards the west, and Z the force towards the

Earth's centre ; also taking cos O^jj., we have

X = - — = ^^ '^ = fc^- ^
rdO r dfi. r dft.

Y = _ "^ - - (l-/^')^-- (^

Z = -
r sin 6 dX. r d\

'

dV
dr'

if east longitudes be considered positive.

There are two systems of values of V corresponding to magnetic forces

whose origin is situated inside and outside the Earth's surface respectively,

and by a convenient notation we may readily distinguish these two systems
of values.

Making use of the functions denoted by H"' which I have above de-

fined, and taking gr™ and 7C to represent the Gaussian magnetic constants,
<7™ and Ajf are coefficients of cos mX and sin mX respectively in the series

of terms representing the magnetic potential.

The value of the magnetic potential V for magnetic forces whose
origin is situated in the interior of the Earth is expressed by a series of

terms of the form

^^fiffl' cos mX+h^ sin mX)!.

Taking g^^ and A,™„ to represent the values of the magnetic constants
corresponding to this term of the series for forces situated outside the
Earth's surface, the corresponding term in the magnetic potential wiU be

r"[H;;'(i^™„ cos mX+ h'H:,, sin mX)].

Hence

V=S J-frH,7(^™ cos m\+/C sin mX)1 + S AW;^{ff^!!„ cos 7«X + 7i':!„sinmX)1.

In the values of X, Y and Z there will be terms arising from each of
these series of terms for V, and we may conveniently express them by
modifying the notation in the same sense by using n subscript to refer to
internal forces, and —n subscript to refer to external magnetic forces, or
forces whose origin is outside the Earth's surface, i.e. corresponding to

negative powers of (-
J.

The corresponding terms are

in the value of X,

J_(l_/,2)!.^ (^;. COS mX+K sin mX)

and r'-^l—ft2)J rf^ (^n',. cos mX+h'\ sin mX)

;

dfi
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in the value of Y,

-JL(1 -/i^)-* m H,7 (g"^ sin m\-A;;' cos m\)

and ?-"-Xl - /Lt2)-J m H^» (g-™,, sin m\ - A™„ cos to\) ;

in the value of Z,

''^^^ H^ (5-^ cos m\+/C sin mX) and - wr"-' H;;' (g'"„ cos m,\ + /i™„ sin to\

It is also proved tliat

and {l-rY ""-^ = I (n-m) H--i-| (n+m) H» ^
;

and these relations are often useful in expressing the terms in the value

of X.
It is found convenient to employ the notation with n and — n subscript

more generally to refer to internal and external forces respectively, and in

this sense the following notation is employed.

Let

V™ =~ H;r and V^-„ = r" H™,

andiet

be the coefficient of (^™ cos m\+ Jt^ sin mX) in the expression for X, the

force towards the north, and let X"„ be the corresponding coefficient of

(g"^„ cos m\+ /t!l„ sin mX) in the expression forX arising from forces outside

the Earth's surface.

Then X!!!,, = r"-i [i (n-m) Hlf^i-^ (u+ m) H,rl

Using the notation Y"' and Y'H:^, and also Z,^ and Z!!.'„ in the same way
for the forces Y and Z, we have the potential

V=2[V;r« cos m\+ /i™ sin to\)] + 2[V!?„(^::^„ cos mX+h"!,, sin mX)],

X=2[X'„"(j7^ cos mX+h^ sin mX)] + 2[X!!„(5?™„ cos toX+ A™„ sin ?nX)],

Y= 2[Y;:"(^;r sin mX- h^ cos mX)] + 2[Y::?„(^!:?„ sin mX- A!:'„ cos mX)],

Z= 2[Z;r(5r:« COS m\+/C sin m\)] + 2[Z!^„(^!!„ cos m\+ /i':'„ sin mX)].

Collecting coefficients of cos mX and sin mX in the values of V, X, Y and
Z respectively

:

The coefficient of cos to,\ in V is ^CV'^gn +^-n9-n),

X „ 2(X-sr™+ X-,.^™„),

Y „ 2(Y-7C+Y!!„;i-„),

Z ^Z:'g^+ Zl„g1„).



)l
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and, when »*,=??, we have

From the above formula; we see that, on a sphere of radius unity,

x: = {n - m) H;r ^-m;,{i -f^)-'- H;r = (1 -f.J "f

^

= mfx{l -^•^)-' H™-(« + m)H;;'-',

also Y;;' = m{l -fx"-)-' H™ and Z:' = (».+ !) H™.

Hence /iY,T-X™ = {n+ m) H"'"',

and /iY;r+X™ = {n- m)H;r '
\

also (1-A'')'^Y;;' = toH™.

From these formulae we find

^' '' -' ,/c^H

and also

f
(Y:)«.+j_/x:)y,=| (._,=)('-by.,+j__^'^,(Hr).</„

ilso

These definite integrals reduce to

n{n+ l)^[{H:fdfx.

Hence since Z^=(»i+ 1)H™, we have

\[{x:)%^
+
j[(Y':yd^i

+

j' {Z':;fd^={n

+

1) (2«+ i)j' {K':fd,x

[1.3.5...(2h-1)]^^"+ ^^-

Putting Jij for n in the above equations we get

MY™-X™ = (u,+m)H;i'-\

A.Y™+X™ = (w,-m)H-;',

and (1 -/)'Y;r. = «iH;r^.

Combining these formulae we get

i(^Y;r-x™)(/iY--x-) + i(^Y,7+x;r)(/xY;»+X;;'j + (l-/.^)Y;:%-

YmVm _L ViV"'

hence j'_ X»X™c;;u+ j'_ Y-Y»c?y. = 0,
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since we have seen that for any value of m and different values of n and

»i, the value of

[' H™H™c?^t = 0.

For the same reason

j z:z:\df, = 0.

Now let us consider the application of these formulae to the determination

of the numerical values of the magnetic constants of terrestrial magnetism.

For a given value of jj. {i.e. for a given latitude) we have a series of terms

forming the coefficients of cos mX and sin m,X, in the values of the mag-
netic potential and of the magnetic forces X, Y, and Z, which are of the

forms
a„H™+ a„.H«+&C.

a„X™+c,„,X™+<fec.

a„Y™-i-a„Y-+<kc.

a„Zr/+a„. Z™+&C.

where a,„ a„^, &c., are the magnetic constants to be determined.

The numerical values of H™, X™, Y™, and Z™ for different values of

n and m must be calculated, and in any belt of latitude of breadth corre-

sponding to the numerical value taken for 8fi, these coefficients must be

equated to the values of the forces as derived from the magnetic observa-

tions taken in that belt of latitude.

The values of the magnetic forces X, Y, and Z are derived for every
10° of longitude and every 5° of latitude from the declination (8), the

dip (i), and the horizontal force (w), as given in the charts from which the

observations are obtained. These values of the forces X, Y, and Z are

analysed for belts of latitude 5° in breadth around the Earth's surface by
a formula of the type CTq+% cos X + b^ sin X+ a., cos 2X -\- h.^ sin 2X -f &c.

If we take x„^ to represent the coefficient of cos mX in the expansion

of the value of the force X for a given belt of latitude corresponding to

the colatitude d = cos~^/x :

then, o^Xy^+a„^ X™ + a„^X™ -f &c.=a;„,

where x„^ is derived from the observations. Similar equations, involving

on one side the magnetic constants a,„ a,, , ifec, and on the other the

values derived from the observations, must be formed for all the successive

different belts of latitude f>-om the north pole to the south pole

—

i.e., for

all values of fi between 1 and —1.
The numerical values of X™, X"', &c., as well as the values of H™ (as

above defined), have been determined for every degree of latitude and
recorded for future use, but, in the actual determinations of the magnetic
constants which have been made, belts of latitude 5° in breadth have
been taken, or 89 has been taken as 5°, and the area of the belt is pro-

portional to 8/j.

Supposing the observations equally distributed over the surface of the
globe, or supposing the weight of any determination proportional to the
surface of the corresponding element about the point of observation,
then the weight of each of the above equations is proportional to 8^,
and multiplying the equation in X for each value of fx by X™, and

I 2
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summing up the separate equations for the whole surface of the Earth,

we get the final equation

—

«„ r (X;';)H'+"».r xr,x:dfi+&c.=? X';;..v,„diu

Similarly, the final equation for «„_ is found by multiplying the above

equations by X;", Y"', and Z[\\ respectively, and we get

of' x;rx™cz^i +a,{' {X';,\yd^+S:c.= f' x:,\r,„df,.

In the same Avay, if //„, denote the coefficient of sin m\ or —cos m\
in the value of the force Y as derived from observations, we have

5KY„).= ?/„„

and the final equations for finding a„ and a,,^ respectively will be

a„ r {Y'::y-d^i + a„. T y™ y^. rf^ + .tc. = [' y;;' y,„ d^.,

and o„ r Y;;' Y;;; d,i + a„, P (Y^y d^i + &c.= P Y;;; y„. d^,.

Combining the final equations for a„ from X and Y together, we have

a„ r [(X;;-)-^ + (Y;;')^J dfi={' X« x,„ du + [' Y;r y,„ d^.,

since the coefiicients of f>„^ and all the other terms on the left-hand

side of this equation vanish when the integration is taken all over the

Earth's surface.

Hence a„ . n{u + 1 ) f (H;r)- du. = f X™ x-„. djx + f Y;;' y„. d,, ;

T / , i\ (n—m)\(n+ m)':
"" ^ -"(" + ') [I.3.5.. iiv:^n2n + 1)-

= rX,Ta;„.c?/x+rY;,"2/„.c?;/.

Similarly, by putting 7i^ for ti, we may get the value of a,,^.

In the same way the final equation for finding o„ from the equations

for Z would give us

. o„ r (Z;r)2 dfc + aS Z™ Z- c?;* + &c.= [' Z"' -,„ .Z/<
;

or a„{n + 1 y r (H;r)-' cZ/i = T Z;r ;:,, rf/<, since P Z;; Z;» cZ;* = ;

" ^ ^ [1. 3. 5. ..(2tc-1)]2(27i+1) J_,
" " '^

If we take into account separately the parts of the magnetic force at a
point due to the internal and external centres of magnetic force, the
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general terms of the coefficient of cos m\ in the potential function will be

of the forna f'^^j+ /3„r") H^,

and the corresponding coefficients in X, Y, and Z will be

—

in X= f ;;;.,+ yS„
7-"-i

j
h,{n-m)IL'r' - ],{a + 7n)B.;r'

] ;

in (\-^^yY=(^^- +/8,.r"-^) m H^
;

If then, as before, we put r= 1, we shall have the final equation for

»„ as follows :

= r X"' x,„ d^c + r Y;r 2/,„ c?^

+

(h + 1 )|' H;r ",„ f/;/,

where the coefficient of ^,i=0.

And «„ r r (X;;0^- c^iu + r (Yr)2cf^-«(n+l)|' (H;;')-^ rf^']

= r x;;' x„, df^+ rY;r 2/,, rf/. -J' H™ =;,„ dfi,

where the coefficient of a„ = 0.

Hence «„ and /3„ are separately determined from the equations

. ,, {n-m)\(n + m) !

-">+^)[T:3.5...(2n- l-)F

= r X;r a;,,, dfi+ {' Y,T 2/„ d^+ (n+ 1)|' H^,„ d^i

(n-m) l{n+ Tn)l

= rX-a;„tf;i+rY-2/„.(;/.-7J'H»s„c?u.

Thus generally from the values of X and Y we derive

/ -. x-, / i\ (n—m)\(n+ m)\
(«,.+/3„)2«(n+l) ^A_^J__V^^__^--

= (2n+ 1) rj X- x„, dfx + fc 2/,„f?/iJ
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and from the values of Z we derive

r(n + l)c.„-»i,/3„J r (H;r)2 dfx=JH;;'
z^ d,x

The above theory assumes that the integration is taken over the whole
surface of the Earth, and that the observations are uniformly distributed

over the Earth's surface, otherwise the coefficients of the neglected terms

on the left-hand side of these equations will not vanish, and each equation

may have other terms which are too important to be neglected, and so it

will not be so easy to separate the magnetic constants from one another.

Let us now take into account the spheroidal figure of the Earth. Let
r, 6', X be the polar co-ordinates of a point on the spheroidal surface

referred to the Earth's centre as origin and axis of figure as initial line
;

let be the geographical colatitude (the- angle which the normal makes
with the axis), and let /j = cos d and /t'= cos 0',

The angle of the vertical ij/ = 6'— 6.

The values of the sines and cosines of these angles for values of

difiering by 1° from 0° to 90° have been computed, the eccentricity e of

the elliptic section in the plane of the meridian being derived from
Bessel's dimensions of the Earth as given in Encke's tables in the ' Berliner

Jahrbuch,' 1852.

The expressions for the magnetic potential and for the magnetic forces

X, Y, and Z, in terms of the Gaussian magnetic constants g^, /t™ will be

of the same form as those given above (see p. 4). Where X is the total

force towards the north perpendicular to the Earth's radius, Y the total

force perpendicular to the geographical meridian towards the west, Z
the force towards the Earth's centre, or

dV ^ 1 dY . „ dY-—— , Y= , - •
, , and Z=— ---

rdti' rsmO' d\ dr

(east longitudes being considered positive).

If X' be the horizontal force in the meridian towards the north,

Y' the horizontal force perpendicular to the meridian towards the

west,

Z' the vertical downward force on the spheroidal surface of the Earth,

then X'=X cos i//--f Z sin )/f

Y'=Y
Z' =—X sin ^+ Z cos i|/.

We may conveniently denote the values of the coefficients of

g"^ cos mX and /i™ sin in\ in the potential function and in the forces

X', Y', and Z' by the symbols V™, X';", Y'™, and Z'™ respectively.

If r be the radius vector, ;w,=cos 6 and /x'=cos 6',

then V'^= -i- H'™, and V ™„=r" H'Jj;,

H'^ being the same function of n' that H™ is of //.

The expressions for the magnetic forces on the spheroidal surface of

the Earth will be as follows :

—

Taking o„ and /3„ to represent magnetic constants depending on in-
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ternal and external sources of magnetic force respectively, the coefficient

of cos m\ in the general term of the potential function V is

The coefficient of cos »?2X in the general terms of the forces X, Y, and Z are

—

for Y, (^, -f- A. r'^-') '«(1 -t^")-' H';r,

forZ, (^iB(^)-/3„.,^.r»-l)H'^

In the following investigation of the coefficients of cosmA, &c., in

which m remains the same, whilst n may have different values, it will be

convenient to denote H;;' by H„, X™ by X,„ <fec. We will denote the

corresponding quantities on the spheroid by H/,„ X'„, &,c., and regard them

as functions of ^', 6' being the geocentric colatitude.

Taking the equatorial radius =1, 8S an element of the Earth's surface

and e the eccentricity, and taking into account only the terms to the

order e^, we have — = 1 + eV^ sin (/^=:e7j(l— /j^)- to the order e"^,

r-

fi' = cos 0—sin 9 sin 1/^ = ^i—6^(1— P') -;"^= 1 — e-(l— S/a^),

and
-f^

= -'i^{\-eY-);

also -l,^ = 1 + ^^ e>2, and r'-^ = 1 - -~i eV'-

Regarding H'„ and "
, kc, as functions of /./, we have by Taylor's

theorem

—

H'„=H„-eV(l-/^'') ^^ to the order e\

djx' d^i
^v A^ ^ (7^2

from which we derive the value of X„ for the spheroidal surface

—

and ^ -I'= " - ey(l - ^2)

X„-(l-M } -^^

If now we substitute the values of X, Y, and Z in terms of H'„,

d H'
'-j-fi ^^-i in the equations

—

X'=X cos i/^+ Z sin ^,

Y'=Y,
Z' =-X sin »//+ Z cos

^Z',
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the expressions for the magnetic forces become

—

^'= {":U + ftr ') '^^r (1 -l^'f COS'/'

4.r("±]]fL" - n ft,/'-'"'] H'„ sin \// + similar terms

Y' = (";,- + /V""') «iH'„(l-;t2) -5 ^_ similar terms,

+ pi'Jl^]fL" _ n (iy'-^~\ H'„ cos ./;+ similar ter;ms.

In these expressions for the magnetic forces the values of H',„ —j—",

(J IT
&c., in terms of H„, ,-", 6:c., are substituted for each belt of latitude, and

af.1

these theoretical expressions derived from the potential function for a

given belt of latitude, and containing the magnetic constants, are equated

to the corresponding coefficients derived from the magnetic observations

taken in that belt of latitude.

In the case of the spheroid, as in the case of the sphere, the values of

the forces X, Y, and Z derived for every 10° of longitude from the obser-

vations of declination, inclination, and horizontal force are analysed for

belts of latitude 5° in breadth around the Earth's surface by a formula of

the type

—

«o+ ai cos \+ bi sin X-f-ff^ cos 2X+ b.2 sin 2/\+ 4fec.j

and the coeflScients of cos vi\, sin viX, in this expansion are equated
respectively to the coefficients of cos m\, and sin ?>i\ in the expansion in

terms of the potential function and magnetic constants as given above :

thus for the force X, if a,„ a„^, a„, <tc., stand for the magnetic constants,

and if .x',„ be the coefl&cient of cos m\ as derived directly from the obser-

vations,

then a„ X';;' + o,„ X'- + u„„_ X',™ 4-i'c., =a-„„

and similar equations are obtained from the expressions for the forces Y'
and Z'.

The values X',7, Y'ij', and Z'", taken in these equations, are the values
derived for the spheroidal surface of the Earth from the potential function,
and these equations not only include the magnetic constants which were
determined by Gauss, of the class indicated by a in the above equation,
but they also include magnetic constants which may be spoken of for

distinction as the /? class, i.e. including those forces which depend upon
sourc&s outside the surface of the Earth.

The full values, then, of tlie coefficients of the magnetic constants will
be of the following form

:
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For the a class

—

X':

1,(71-,n)ii";r' - M«+ '")H';;'

Y'"'=
" r"'

1
Z'"'= sin-^+ 'i>-,?H';rcos;^.

Tim
-Hi

\

For the jS class, which may be denoted by X"i',„ Y'!!,„ and Z'-

X'^',—r"-i[l(7i-?u)H'r ^-^(« + «OH'n"'] cos ./.-nr"-i H',? sin;/.,

Z'!!„ =-r"-'[i(«-m)H",r'-K'i+ "i)H'r']sin;;/-nr"-iH';;'cos;/..

The numerical values of these expressions for all values of m from to

10, and for all values of m from 1 to 10 for the spheroidal surface of the

Earth, have been calculated from the values of n for every 5° of colatitude,

and form the coefficients of the magnetic constants gl\ JC, and (7™,,, h"l„ of

the a and ft class respectively in the equations for the determination of

these constants.

The number of magnetic constants contained in these equations which

have been completely formed is thus 120 of each class, or 240 magnetic

constants in all, in place of the 24 constants of the a class which were

previously determined by Gauss.

Regarding the Earth as a spheroid of revolution, the values of /^'=cos 6\

where d' is the geocentric colatitude, have been determined for every

5° of geographical colatitude. Also the values of cos \p, sin \b, -— , G',";*, and

H'lf have been calculated for every 5° of geographical colatitude (i.e. for

the above values of /(') for all values of n and m from to 10.

The weights of the observations of the magnetic elements for these

belts of latitude have also been determined on the assumption that the

weight is proportional to the area of the corresponding portion of the

Earth's surface.

The values of H'™ as a function of the geocentric colatitude having

been determined for every 5° of geographical colatitude on the spheroid,

we next proceed to determine from them the values of X';;', X''i',„ Y',',", Y'!!!„,

Z'^, andZ"i'„,X'™(=X;;'cos;// + Z;rsin>/.), X"",,, Z'™(=-X;;'sin;//+ Z;f cos>|/)

and Z"^,„ the resolved parts of the expressions for the horizontal and ver-

tical forces in the plane of the meridian on the spheroid.

These values are required in the formation of the equations of condition,

and their numerical values are calculated for every 5° of geographical

colatitude as well as for the Equator and the Poles. These values of X',7,

Arc, have been calculated and recorded in tables for all values of h and m
from to 10, and have been employed as the theoretical coefficients of the

magnetic constants g'", li^, »kc., in the equations of condition.

Formation of the Equations of Condition.

When ii—m is even, the value of X" contains only odd powers of n,

and the values of Y™ and Z",' only even powers, and similarly when n—ni
is odd, the value of X;^' contains only even powers of yu, and the values of
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Y,7 and Z" only odd powers. Hence, if the coefficient of cos m\ in either

of the quantities X, Y, Z be denoted by a„ and the coefficient of sin mX
by 6,„ for a given north hititude, and if «'„„ i'„i denote the similar quantities
for the corresponding south latitude, then we have, when m—m is even,

iK-«'m)=2(X;r?;r+ X"_'„^'!„), andi(6,„-6',„)=2(X™/C + X!:!„A':!„),

\{K+ h',^ =2(y;;y„''+Y™„^'!!„), and -iK + «'™)=2(Y™7C+Y-„7t!l„),

l(a„ + a'„)=2(Z;X+ Z-„ <7™„ ), and \(Jy,„+ 6'„) =2(Z,7A-+ Z™„/r„ ),

and when n—m is odd

^K+ a'„,)=2(X;X + X™„y'::„), and i(6„+ 6',„)=5(X-/C+ X™„7^-„),

l(a„-a',„)=2(Z;;'5r;r+ Z-,9»„), and i(6„-6'„)=2(Z:7C + Z-„7i-.).

Hence the equations for the quantities 7C and 7i!;„ will be found from the
equations for g'^ and </'!'„, when 7i— ??i is even, by substituting

\(J^m— i'm) for ^(a„,— «',„) in the equations for X,

— 5(«„j + «'„,) for ^(&m+ &'m) ii'^ tl^e equations for Y,

and i(6„,+ £',„) for 5(a„,+ «'m) in the equations for Z.

And similarly the equations for 7t™ and 7i'"„ will be found from the equations
for jr^ and rfl,„ when ?i— 7)i is odd, by substituting

\ibm+ b'm) for i(«m+ «'m) ii^ tlic cquatious for X,

— ^(«m— '^'m) for ^(6„— 6'„) in the equations for Y,

and \{bm— b'm) for ^(«„,— «'„,) in the equations for Z.

In the first solution of the equations, the absolute terms {i.e. the terms
derived from the observed values of the magnetic elements) are taken from
Sabine's magnetic charts for the period about 1845, as published in the
' Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society.' In the second solution,

the observed values of the magnetic elements are taken from the Admiralty
charts for 1880 prepared by Captain Creak, kindly lent by the Lords of
the Admiralty.

The values of X, Y and Z are calculated for every 10° of longitude and
every 5° of latitude from the declination (S), the dip (t), and the horizontal
force (w) as given in the charts. Then the values of X, Y and Z are
analysed for belts of latitude 5° in breadth around the earth by the
formula

f^o + rti cos X+ 6i sin X+o^ cos 2A+62 sin 2A + kc.

The values of these coefficients for the different belts of latitude were
obtained and tabulated. Then if a,„ and 6,„ denote the values of two of
these coefficients for a given northern latitude, and «'„, h'^ the correspond-
ing values for an equal southern latitude, then the values of ^ia^+ a'^),

\{<^m— «'m), M^m+ ^'m)) ^^^ M^"'— ^'m ) ^ud of their logarithms are deter-
mined. The values of these quantities are determined for each of the
periods for which the magnetic constants are required.

Each system of equations of condition will involve a single value of
m combined with all even values of n, or with all odd values of n.

There will be one system for the coefficients X™, X"',„ another for the
coefficients Y'^, Y™„ and a third for the coefficients Z™, Z"l„.
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Each belt of latitude will contribute an equation to each system. The
belts, 5° in breadth, are distinguished by the letters (a), (b), (c), <fec.,

starting from 87^° N. latitude.

Then if P, Q, R be quantities given by observation we shall have
equations of the form

X^" g-?^+ X^'^ g]!l+Xf </™+X ™ gl\+ &c.=P,

Yr g"^

+

Y_"^ g^l+Yf gr+Y ™ g^,+ &c.= Q,

Z^ gf+ Zi'a <7
™+ Zf g'l+ Z_™ ^ J'|+ &c.= R,

for even values of n, and similar equations with other quantities P', Q', R',

given by observation, for odd values of n.

Thus for latitude 60"', the set (f) will furnish the three following

equations to the respective systems X, Y, Z, corresponding to m^i,

' -[9-6479108] i/l- [9-6397698] ^1,- [9-3739435] ^,1-[9-3627519]^i6=P,

[9-7120302] i/l + [9-7022392] (714+ [9-5314878] ^^ [9-5173452] ^io=Q,

[9-5118188] ^t-[9-4012092](7i, + [9-4766723]^;!-[9-3934121]^io=R;

and the three following to the similar systems corresponding to odd values

of n,

-[9-5471920] (7|-[9-5374280]^l5-[9-1267947](7^-[9-1145742]^ij=P',

[9-6499180]^H[9-6379512]^lg+ [9-3653414]^^+ [9-3490233]^ij=Q',

[9-5284778]i7^-[9-4344144]i/i5+ [9-3682450]^^-[9-2923736](/i,=R'.

These equations ofcondition are multiplied by the weights ?o„, w^^, &c., of

the observations for their respective belts of latitude, the weight of each
equation from the set (s) corresponding to 2^° on each side of the equator
being \ w^. Then the final equation for each magnetic constant ^™ is

formed by multiplying each equation so formed by the coefficient of ^,"' in

the corresponding equation of condition, and adding together the resulting

coefficients of g™ from the different sets (s), (r), (q), &c.

To form this final equation for each constant multiply each equation of

condition by \/ weight and then multiply the resulting equation by the co-

efficient of that constant g'™ in it which has to be determined. Then
integrating or adding up the coefficients of the several magnetic constants,

we get the equation in the form

2[(X:')-M^] 5r™+2[X™ X-.U.] ^!!„4-&c.=S[X;;,'. to. P],

with similar equations for Y and Z for even values of n, and with other
similar equations with P', Q', R', for odd values of n.

We shall have a separate final equation for each value of n ; thus the
final equation for f/™ is

2[X-X:,«;^™+ X"4 X- t«^!!„ + (X„";)2«;5-™+ .fec.]=X- wV, (3)

for even values of «i, and a similar expression with P' instead of P for

odd values oi n^.

Then adding up, for any constant ^", the coefficients in the final

' Where [9-6479108] is employed to express the number of which 9-647910S is

the logarithm.
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equations for all the different belts of latitude we have the final equation
from the series (X), which may be represented by the form

2[x;:' x;;;. ^r] < + 2[X"_!„ X". w\fi,,+ 2[(x;;;)2 w] <?- + ctc.=2 [x-. lo. P]

(

i)

Equations similar to the above will be derived from the series (Y) and
from the series (Z).

These equations may be solved separately, and the values of the
magnetic constants determined from each series, taking series (X),
series (Y), and series (Z) separately.

The series (X) and the series (Y) may also be conveniently combined
into one equation in the same way as the above equations for different

latitudes in X have been combined, in which case the coefficient of y" in

the final equation for p-,™ will be

2[X-X™.«'] + 2[Y;;'Y;r,H

and the coefficient of £/™ in the final equation for £?;;' will be

2(Xr.)2M;+ 2(Y;r,)V.

We have seen above that in the case of a sphere the coefficients of each of

the magnetic constants in this equation (4), except the coefficient of </™,

will vanish.

The corresponding coefficients on the spheroid will be small, depending
on the value of the square of the eccentricity ; but this will only be the
case when the summation is taken all over the surface.

The right-hand side of the equation becomes under these conditions
2[X;;',. P.w] + 2[Y;;'_.Q.tr] for the equation of

(/;i
in turn for all values

of ?^^. Hence when the successive belts are sufficiently near together the
coefficient of {[/''a+g'-,) in the final equation for g™ is approximately

«(n-f-l)r (H;;')"rf/t

w(?z + l) («— ?u) ! (u + «i)
9

2n+ l ^ "[1.3.5... (2«-l)p'

and, as before, the right-hand side of the equation becomes

rx',r.p.c?^t+r Y;r.Q.f^/,.

In the present state of our knowledge as to the values of P, Q, R, (fee,

which are derived from the observations of the magnetic elements, the

charts giving the values of those elements are exceedingly defective for

our purpose, and the observations taken in high latitudes are not sufficiently

numerous and appear to be doubtful—no great reliance can be placed

upon them. Under these circumstances we propose to solve these equa-

tions, taking into account the data as derived from magnetic observations

over the portion of the surface of the Earth between latitudes 67|° N. and
671° S., taking only the equations of condition for belts between these

latitudes, and taking only those terms in these equations for values of

m from to 6 and for values of n from 1 to C inclusive. These equations

will give values for 48 constants, and no equation will contain more than
three unknown quantities.
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The coefficients S[X^,'X;',\.t6-], ikc, on the left-hand side of the above

equations of condition will be the same for 17"' and for A"', but the right-

hand sides of the equations 2:;[X;"((; P], <fec., the absolute terms derived

from the observations, will be diflerent. Hence the equations for solu-

tion may be conveniently arranged as follows.

From (X) taken separately

From the series for (X) combined with the series for (Y) we may also solve

the equations, of which the type will be as follows :

{2[X- X-.t(;] + S[Y;r Yl.io\]g^

+ {2[(x;;' )-^.r] + --[{Y';ifw]) gl + etc. =
{^^'"f^^'^f'''')

and {S[(X: l^r^w] + 5:[Y™ Y-?o]} A™

+ {2[(X';;j..] + ^~[{Yifw\] h:\ + &c.=
(''''' fo).^;^™'™)

the absolute terms being derived in this case from the series for (X) and
for (Y) combined. In general the values of the same constants derived

from these equations will differ somewhat from one another, and the ques-

tion arises which solution will give the truer value.

Probably in the present state of our knowledge of the magnetic

elements over the surface of the Earth the equations derived from the

series for (X), (Y) and (Z) combined, for all latitudes from 67|°S. to 67^° N.,

will give the most trustworthy values of the constants of terrestrial

magnetism, that we may hope to attain from any magnetic charts derived

from observations previous to the Admiralty Charts of 1880.

Let us illustrate the mode of solving these final equations by taking

the case given above, in which «i=4 and n odd, taking the equations of

condition up to latitude 77^° inclusive, and combining the equations for X,
Y and Z, supposing the constant corresponding to negative values of n to

be non-existent. We will include the terms involving n=7.
The coefficients for gl and h* being the same, we may take ni to stand

for either (1) ^5 or (2) hi, taking the absolute term for g* in the first case

and 14 in the second, and the final equations for gl and hi for the period

1845 may be written thus ;

From
(for gl) (for A1)

(X) 3-4034960 o^--3898572 c4=-2416593 or --0159063.

(Y) 9-4158541 a^-}- -4092903 c.^=-0589245 or 4- -3418323.

(Z) 15-3871472 a^+ -0223528 c.^,=-4657356 or -f -1824818.

Adding these together, we have

28-2064973 c,^ + -0417859 <.^=-7663194 or -5084078 («).

Similarly the final equations for a^ and h* may be written thus :

(X) --3898572 a.^4--2637326o^= -0204205 or -0140404.

(Y) -4092903 «^-l- -3081774 a^=-0454171 or -0373065.

(Z) -0223528 aH'6536612c.^=-0056358 or -0882180.
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Adding these together, we have

(for g^) (for Al)

•0417859 a^+ 1-2255712 a^=-0714734 or -1395649 (/3).

Eliminating u\ from the equations (a) and (/3) we have

1-2255093 a^,=-0703382 or -1388117.

1 Hence (/<=-0573951, and A^=-1132686.

Substituting in the first equation, we get

i7^=-0270832 and 74=-0178567.

Hence it appears to be important to take g\ and h\ into account, as

they are larger than gl and h\.

Similarly in solving the equations with ni=4 and n even, it is found
that

^1='0029684, 74=-0217744

(^^=-0642604, 74=-0603230.

So that g\ and h^ are more important than g\ and h\.

The relative importance of magnetic constants of different orders is well

shown by the solution of the final equations for lif^ hi and /t, for the period

1880. Keeping in the terms containing lii, the final equations derived

by combining the equations for X, Y and Z are

24-1400624 Al- -2579706 Ah--1213933 ;4=-19111,
— -2579706 A:i+ 2-17S4697 7i?--0719819 A— -13841,

-•1213933 /(;i--0719819 7tl+ -1887180 A?=--02852.

The solution of these equations gives the values

74=-00794, 7i?=-06041, 74=--12298 British units. -

Converting these into c.g.s. units we get

A;:;= -000366, 7i?= -0027855, 7^=- -00567.

Comparison with the tables shows that the effect of keeping in the

constant h\ is to make a considerable change in the values of the con-

stants lii and lil.

The corresponding equations for gl, g\ and .7^ are

-14-62295=24-1400624 ^^--2579706 ^^--1213933 g-'i,

-l-11044=--2579706 ^^2-1784697 ^5--0719819 g":,

•05785= - -1213933 f7l--0719819 g\ + -1887180 g\,

and the solution of these equations gives the values

^:^=- -613670, ,y?=- -592789, (/^=- -314308 British units, or

^2= -•028295, r/:^=- -027332, y?=- -014492 c.g.s. units.

These values of g\ and gl do not differ much from the values previously

obtained, which are given in the following table.

Let us fui-ther illustrate the mode of solving these final equations by
taking the case of m=:0 and n odd.

Since the observations of magnetic elements in high latitudes appear
to be doubtful, we will form the equations of condition, taking into

account the data only up to 67^° N. and S. latitudes.

' The two extra magnetic constants i^j and h'\ here determined make up the
number of constants which have been determined to 50.
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The formation of the final equations for gl, g°s and gl will then be as

follows :

from equations for (X)

53-575026= 7-6331952 ^J--1138565 .9",- -0886747^9,

-2-456S63=--1138565r/?+ 2-8880836(/!!- -1765112 (7?,

-•453S875=--0886747^?--1765112(7°i--3955108^»;

from equations for (Z)

85-065860=12-0G36234 ^?-2-1413469 r/«--7000106 gi

_lfl-292662=-2 1413469 ^;+ 2-7856531 ^«--4744250 gl

-4-6678164=--7000106 £/?--4744250 r/«+ -4394974 gt.

Solving the equations for (X) we get

ry°=7-01229, (/°= --56367, gl=-17302.

These values agree almost exactly with those found from the whole of

the equations for (X) up to latitude 77^°.

Solving the equations for (Z) we get

^"=6-951666, </°=--524544, and ^^=--11476.

These values agree very closely with those found from the whole of the

equations for (Z) to the same latitude.

The values of g° and gt agree fairly well with those found from the

equations for (X), but the values of gl have opposite signs. Probably the

neglected term in g'^^ may have some influence on this result.

Takint^ the negative values of n into account, let us find approximately

what values of g\, gis, gU will bring the two sets of results into harmony.

This may be done by substituting g°+g-„ for g°, in the (X) equations,

and ff° \g~u for gl in the (Z) equations.
n+ l

Hence we get

,9;=6-971874, ,y%=-040416, ^«=- -541312, ^°_3= - -022358,

.79 = -01605, and (/%= -15697.

Hence the constant g".- seems to be of great importance.

The values found for the two first of the above constants are, in

in British units,

by Gauss by Erman
^;=7-0155 ^"=6-9417

,/0^_.1430. ^«=--4069.

The values of these constants, derived from the above series of equa-

tions for (X), (Y) and (Z), combined for all latitudes from 671° s. to 67^° N.,

are ^?=6-98081 and r/°=—-523986 for the period (1842-45) from Sabine's

charts.

The values derived for the above constants from the above equations

of condition, taking m from to 4 and n from 1 to 4 only and neglecting

the other terms {i.e. taking those only which were determined by Gauss),

are (/?=6-9777 and gl= — -5310 for the same period.

The values of the constants given in the two following tables are

derived from the combined equations for (X), (Y) and (Z) to equations

(e) inclusive (i.e. between latitudes 67^° S. and 67|° N.), supposing the

constants corresponding to negative values of n to be non-existent.
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The second of these tables gives the values of the constants when we
include in the eriuations only those twenty-four constants which are taken
into account by Gauss himself. This table also includes the values (in

British units) of these constants as determined by Gauss, and also by
Erman. (The sign + is undei'stood when no sign is given.)

Table of the Valncs of the Magnetic Constants as dericed {Vjfrom Sabine's C'/iart.^

in the 'Phil. Trans.' of the Jloi/al Societij (1845), and {2) from the Admiralty
Chartsfor 1880, expressed in British Units, and converted into c.y.s. Units.
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Comparison of the Values of the Magnetic Constants in British Units as deter'

mined (1) by Gauss, (2) bij Ennan, (3) by Adams for 1842-45, (4) by
Adams for 1880, with their yearly rate of increase from 1845 to 1880.
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equations for (X) and (Y) and from the equations for (Z) separately as

well as from the equations for (X), (Y) and (Z) combined, and their

values have been compared. Also their values have been determined in

each case (1) by including all the equations up to (e), i.e. between latitudes

67^° N. and 67^° S., and (2) by including all the equations up to (c), i.e.

between latitude's 77|° N. and 77f° S.

The following table gives the comparative values of the magnetic
constants in British units, as deduced from dififerent magnetic elements :

—
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Another method of testing the accuracy of the work of determination

of the magnetic constants is to substitute their values in the theoretical

expressions for X, Y and Z, and to compare the results with the values of

X, Y and Z as taken from the charts.

For this purpose we have to form for each parallel of latitude the value

of the expression

*K+«'m)=x"^!+x«^»+x»9«
+ (Xlgl+ X]g]+ Xy,) COS \ + (Xlhl+ XJAJ+ XJAJ) sin X

+ (Xtgt+Xlgl) cos 2X+ {Xlhl+Xlht) sin 2 \

+(X^H Xlgl) cos 3\+ (Xlhl+ Xlhl) sin 3 \

+ X^^^ cos 4\ + X^6 cos 5\ + Xihi sin 4\+ X^hl sin 5 X
;

and also the value of the expression

i{a^-a'^)=X?^l+Xy,+Xtgl

+ {X\g\+ Xlgl

+

X^O cos A + {Xlh\+Xm+ XWo) sin \

+ {X'^l+Xy,+Xlgl) cos 2\ + (Xlhl+Xlhl+Xlhl) sin 2X

+ (Xlgl+ Xlgl) cos 3X+ {Xlhl+ Xlhf) sin 3 X

+ (Xtgi+Xtgt) cos i\+ {Xihi+Xthi) sin 4 \

+ X^^ cos 5X+ Xtgl cos 6X+ X^A^ sin 5\+ X«A« sin 6 X

;

and then to form the sum and difference of these expressions for the

values of X in northern or southern latitudes respectively, which may
then be directly compared with the charts.

Similar expressions must be formed in the same way for Y and Z for

each parallel of latitude, and their sums and differences taken as in the

case of X.
When the values of the magnetic constants had been determined, they

were substituted in the equations of condition for each belt of latitude,

the terms of which when added up gave the theoretical value of the abso-

lute term for that latitude. This calculated value of the absolute term

may then be compared with the value of the corresponding absolute term

derived from the observation which has been used in the solution of the

equations.

The following table gives some of these comparisons between the

calculated and observed values of the absolute terms of the equations of

condition for the period 1880, in the values of X and Z for gl\ for

m= and n odd, and for X, Y and Z for both g'jf and h]'^ for to= 1 and

n odd.

The observed values are taken from the Admiralty charts, and are the

values used in the solution of the equations, and it will be seen by the

comparison of the calculated and observed values that a chart drawn to

give the results of the calculations would not differ much from the

Admiralty charts.

As a further test of the accuracy of the work in such laborious and

extensive calculations, it is interesting to compare the values of the

Gaussian constants as determined by different investigators from the

observations for different epochs.

k2
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The following tables give some comparisons. The first of these tables

"ives the values of the first twenty-four constants (i.e, of those to the

fourth order) as determined by Gauss for 1830, by Erman and Petersen,

by Adams (1) from Sabine's charts for the epoch from 1842-45, and (2)

from the Admiralty charts for 1880, and by Neumayer for 1885, as pub-

lished in Berghaus' ' Physical Atlas.'
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then we may find the final equations for a„ and 5„ from the final equations

for a„ and B„ respectively by multiplying the final equations by ^, andthen

substitute the values of a„ and y3„ in terms of a„ and b„ respectively.

Hence, in the final equations for a„ and /3„, the coefficient of a„ or of fi„

will be multiplied by

(^Yor (
l-3.5----(2.- l)y

VhJ V (n-m)! ;

in order to find the coefficients of a„ and 6„ respectively.

Also the coefficients of a„_2 or of )8„_2 in the same equations will be

multiplied by

Q,^:Q^ -r
1.3.5 ••••(2n-l).1.3.5--- -(2^-5)

H„.H„_2 (n-m) !
' (n-m-2) !

to find the coefficients of a„_c, and 6„_2 respectively. And the coefficients

of a„^2 and ^,,+2 will be multiplied by

Q.Qn.2 „^ 1-3.5 • • • • (2n-l).1.3.5- • • •{2n+ 3)

H„H„,2 («-m)! {n-m+2)l

to find the coefficients of a„+2 ^.nd b„^.„.

Or generally the coefficients of a„_ and ;8„^ in the final equations for

a„ and )8„ will be multiplied by ^"' Ji"' to find the coefficients of a„ and

6„^ in the corresponding final equations.

Hence the constants a™ and 6" will have to be multiplied by ^'^, i.e.

by the factor " ^ ^— -, in order to obtain the corresponding

Gaussian constants n„ and /3„.

Again, let A„, B„ be two magnetic constants connected with a„ and /3„

by the relations

"j. _/^«_n„_ 1.3.5 .... (2.1-1
)

a: B„ H„ [{n-m) ! (n+ m) if

Then the values of the magnetic constants A,„ B,„ <fcc., as determined
from the function IT,, can be converted into the corresponding Gaussian
magnetic constants derived by means of the function H„ by multiplying
each magnetic constant A^ or B™ for each value of 7?i by the factor

n:;'_i .3.5 • •
• •_(2?i - 1)

H™ [{n—7n)\{n+myY
In his paper in Vol. I., No. 1 of ' Terrestrial Magnetism,' published

January, 1896, at the Chicago University Press, Dr. Ad. Schmidt has
introduced .-i symbol R;;,, which is connected with the symbol IT™ employed
above by the relation

R;'= s/(27j+ l)en™

where £=1 when )/i=0, and €=2 when m >0.
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Hence
H

t=[1.3.5 . . • • (2n-l)]r(J"+^)-. ^ T

By means of this factor the magnetic constants determined by Professor

A. Schmidt for 1885 may be converted into Gaussian magnetic constants,

for the sake of comparison with the magnetic constants as determined by

Adams for 1880, and by Neumayer and by Fritsche for the epoch 1885.

Comparison of the Values of Gaussian Magnetic Constants to the Sivth Order

in Centimetre-graimne-second Units.

—
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The above table gives the values in c.g.s. units of the Gaussian
magnetic constants, as determined by Adams for the epoch 1880, and by
Neumayer for 1885, by Schmidt for 1885, and by Fritsche for 1885.

The last two determinations by Schmidt and by Fritsche were derived
from the observations employed by Neumayer, and the values of the
Gaussian constants, corresponding to those published by Schmidt in the
first number of the journal ' Terrestrial Magnetism,' are obtained by
multiplying each magnetic constant by the value of the above factor

^ for that constant.

Stream-line Motion of a Viscous Film.
«

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extenso.^

(I.) Experimental Investigation of the Motion of a Thin Film of
Viscous Fluid} By Professor H. S. Hele-Shaw, LL.D.

At the International Congress of Naval Architects at the Imperial Insti-

tute in July of last year the author read a paper on the ' Nature of

Surface Resistance,' and thei'e showed by means of lantern experiments
that the flow of water round solids of various forms could be made visible

by injecting air into the flowing water. In response to an invitation from
the Institute of Naval Architects to read a second paper on the subject,

he endeavoured to investigate the nature of a very well defined border
line which existed in all the experiments when air was used, such as by
employing water under various conditions, injecting coloured fluid into

the flowing mass on the skin of the bodies in the path of flow. In
endeavouring to investigate the markedly diSerent condition of flow at
the surface, instead of using a thick sheet of water of from three-eighths

to half an inch, a thin sheet of water was employed the thickness of

which was not greater than that of the abovementioned Ijorder line.

The result of doing this was to reveal a different state of flow in the
water, in which, though the air method now failed, colour bands remained
stable and enabled the behaviour of the water to be clearly seen.

The hypothesis had been advanced in the first paper that, while the
general body of the water in the thick sheet was moving with sinuous or
turbulent motion, the water near the skin (which of course corresponds
with that of the thin sheet) was in a state of parallel flow. The author,

by means of a formula which Professor Lamb was good enough to furnish

him with, found that within reasonable limits of error true stream line

flow took place under these conditions, and gave a number of illustrations

of this method of obtaining the form of stream lines round bodies of

various cross section and in channels of various forms.

(1.) The Two Lines of Research possible by means of the Method of Thin Sheets.

It is obvious that there are two lines of research for which this

method might be employed. The first of these is the investigation of the
properties of fluids by using sheets of difierent thicknesses and varying

' The reproduction of the experimental results and diagrams which illustrated
the reading of this paper are given in Engineering and The Engineer.
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conditions of velocity of flow in questions of such importance as dis-

continuity of fluid motion and viscosity. The second purpose for which

this might be employed was obviously to investigate the nature of stream

line forms in many cases in which mathematical investigation was

impossible, not merely for the case of flowing water, but in applications to

heat and electricity.

It was in experimenting with various liquids with the first mentioned

object in view that much better results were obtained than those given

with water, and after working out the test case with various fluids

(including water) under new and more rigorous conditions, these results,

together with certain new experiments, are brought before the Associa-

tion.

(2.) Description of Improved Apparatus.

In the earlier apparatus the main body of water was supplied in a

thin sheet by the pressure from the mains, coloured water being intro-

duced from a small reservoir kept under pressure by means of a hand

pump. Since exhibiting these experiments in the earlier part of the year

at the Royal Society, improvements have been made both in the general

mode of applying the fluid to the lantern apparatus, and also in the

lantern apparatus itself, thus rendering the appliance suitable for either

physical or engineering lecture purposes, as well as for actual experi-

mental work.

The arrangement consists of a lantern and two vessels, one containing

clear liquid and the other coloured liquid, connected by two pipes with

the lantern-slide. A pipe leads to the reservoir of compressed air, which

is attached to a circular cap, with which the vessels of liquid are con-

nected. Taps enable the connection between the lantern- slide and

receiving-vessels to be adjusted, the annular pipe with which the air is

connected passing down to the bottom of the connecting vessels, whereas

the taps are so arranged that the pressure of air from the reservoir comes

upon the surface of the liquid in each vessel. The containing vessels

-

which have been used up to the present are ordinary glass aerated water-

bottles, capable of sustaining 200 lb. per square inch. At the head of

the pipe on each containing-vessel a separate pressure gauge can be

attached, as well as on the reservoir itself, so that the pressures can he

adjusted accurately for any particular experiment. If different liquids

are required to be used, they can be connected with the circular head,

without the necessity of disconnecting the other containing-vessels.

The chief object with which this arrangement was designed, however,

was to enable high pressures, such as from 1001b. to 200 lb. per square

inch, to be employed when very thin sheets of liquid are used, a high

pressure being necessary under such conditions in order to insure the

flow.

With regard to the lantern slide itself, the original apparatus, although

efiective, was troublesome to make and manipulate, and did not insure

absolute uniformity of the thin sheet, or lend itself to rapid changes.

The new device merely consists of a small brass block containing two
chambers. It has two pipes projecting from it, communicating with the

chambers, one pipe being connected with the vessel of clear, and the other

with the vessel of coloured, fluid. The small brass block is merely

inserted between two plates of glass, together with a third exactly the

same thickness as itself. By then making in thin cardboard, paper, lead
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foil, or other materia] a border, together with the required obstacle or
channel, and clamping the whole together, an effective and simple lantern-
slide is obtained.

(3.) Result of using Liquids other than Water,

The four liquids other than water which were experimented with were
castor oil, glycerine, alcohol, and mercury, of which glycerine is so entirely
and surprisingly satisfactory in every respect as to make it undoubtedly
the best material which the author had hitherto worked with for obtain-
ing stream-line figures, and the whole results shown at the reading of
the present paper were obtained by using glycerine.

Of course after the glycerine has once passed through the lantern
slide the coloured portion has mixed up with the clear, and it can only be
employed again for colour bands, but at the same time the thickness of
the sheet of flow being small, while the velocity with which perfect results
can be obtained is low, there is no reason why this material should not
be always employed.

Alcohol has such a low viscosity that it can be employed in sheets of
remarkable tenuity ; but these sheets have naturally the disadvantage of
giving colour bands so thin as to be scarcely capable of photographic
reproduction, while the volatile nature of this substance makes it not
altogether desirable in close proximity to an arc lamp.

Mercury is of course opaque, but its great density compared with its

viscosity makes it most valuable in connection with some experiments,
and its lines of flow can be traced if it is not quite pure by marks it leaves
on the glass. It is, however, troublesome, since it cannot be used in con-
nection with brass taps or with the brass lantern apparatus.

Castor oil also proved troublesome to work with.

(4.) Measurements made to co}npare the Floiv with Water, Glycerine, and
Alcohol in Test Cases, and Explanation of these Hesults.

In the test cases above referred to Professor Lamb kindly sought for
and obtained an equation for the stream lines round a cylinder in a
parallel channel, and the results of the measurements, although warranting
the use of water under these conditions, showed that the flow was not in
absolute agreement with the lines plotted from the formula. The author
then remarked:—-'Although the differences are appreciable, they are to some
extent of a nature which must be attributed to the great difficulty, in the
first place, of making sufficiently accurate mechanical arrangements, and
also from the fact that it takes some little time to plot down the results ; and
that, during this time, it is extremely difficult with the present appliances
to keep a ferfectly steady and uniform pressure both of the colouring
bands and the main body of the water, when each comes from a separate
source. Beyond this, however, there is no doubt that the stream lines are
slightly pushed away from the obstacle at the point of greatest velocity,
i.e., abreast the mid-section. This may be due to the slight effect of
viscous resistance parallel to two containing glass boundai-ies.'

In view of the importance of the matter it seemed worth while
to attempt a new and more accurate comparison of the experimental
results with the flow for a perfect fluid. In the previous case the
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formula used was only an approximation, though used within limits that

should give a very fair accuracy. Now it was not really necessary to use

the special formula for a channel at all, since if one of the cases be taken

in which exactly mathematical results can be obtained for an infinite fluid

—e.y., a cylinder—it is only necessary to form a border for a given value of

the stream function, and the test could be made and stream lines suitably

plotted within the artificial border. Glycerine is capable of being used at

very low velocities, and is absolutely steady in flow—indeed, owing to its

viscosity the lantern slide may be actually removed with the pipes dis-

connected, and after a lapse of even half an hour the stream lines remain

perfectly clear and distinct. It therefore seemed possible to make an

absolutely severe and final test, and the case of a cylinder and infinite

width of fluid were taken, the stream lines being plotted from the well-

known formula. This plotting was done by Mr. E. Brown, B.Sc, University

and 1851 Exhibition Scholar, who kindly undertook this particular work

for the author, besides rendering him valuable assistance with the

experiments for the present paper.

On plotting the stream lines on a large scale, it was noticed that at a

distance from the cylinder corresponding to the distance at which colour

bands had previously been admitted, the stream lines were by no means

equally spaced, and moreover they were far from parallel to the direction

of flow of the fluid at infinity. To overcome this difliculty the stream

lines were extended to such a distance from the cylinder that they

became for all practical purposes parallel to the direction of flow at

infinity. The thin film slide was lengthened by a corresponding amount.

Further, it was noticed that at that distance the lines on the diagram,

which represent the theoretical stream lines, have a displacement from

the lines which correspond to the equal spacing of the stream lines only

actually attained at infinity. The colour bands were therefore admitted

to the film by holes which were so spaced as to correspond with the dis-

placement of the theoretical lines.

The following three conditions were therefore introduced into the test

experiment, viz.—
1. Theoretical stream line as boundary.

2. Longer film.

3. Unequal spacing of stream lines.

It was then found that the actual colour bands were in absolute

agreement with the theoretical lines.

It must be remarked that in the previous verifications referred to the

author had been content to throw the lantern picture so as to most nearly

approximate with the theoretical diagram, which involved an obvious

displacement of the section of the cylinder itself, but in the present case

no such approximation was allowed in the border ; the obstacle in the

lantern itself was placed in absolutely exact position, so as to coincide with

the border on the plotted diagram. It need scarcely be said that this

result was not obtained without much laborious work, and it is highly

gratifying to know that the correctness of the result has been verified

mathematically in the accompanying paper by Professor Sir G. G. Stokes,

the conditions which it there states as necessary—viz., considerable viscosity

and very thin sheet—being both found necessary in order to obtain the

theoretically correct result. It should be noted that on the large scale in

which the comparisons were made by the lantern there is not the slightest
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difficulty in Jetecting minute variations, and no hesitation or doubt as to
when accurate agreement is obtained.

Both water and alcohol have been tried in a similar test case, although
the conditions are much more difficult to comply with in these cases, thin
sheets, such as ^-f,\p^,th of an inch, which have to be used, making the
experiments much more difficult.

The results of stream- line flow by this method may therefore be
received with confidence, and a number of cases of stream lines have been
obtained by using glycerine. These experiments were made in the first

case with the view of studying discontinuity under conditions which
involve a severe test of the stability of the thin film, which was through-
out of a thickness of viViT^h of an inch, and in all cases forty-one colour
bands were used within a width of about 3 inches. Without the figures

themselves, which, as already mentioned, are published elsewhere, it is

impossible to do more than describe the general results ; but it may be
said that the difference between using square corners and rounded edges is

very marked ; indeed, it was a matter of surprise to find the flow main-
tained so well over the sharp edge at all. It is evident that the liquid

which actually adheres to the edge of the obstacle enables a definite

though very minute rounding to take place at the corners, as is visible by
a close examination of the photographs. This was especially marked in

one case on one side of an experiment, whereas on the other side, when
the entering colour band actually touches the edge, the sharp corner takes
effect upon it, and completely breaks it up, destroying the continuity of
flow.

It may be said that in these examples the narrow portion of the orifice

is so small that it is impossible to detect the separate bands which pass
through that portion ; these colour bands, nevertlieless, emerge quite
distinct from each other, and finally assume their original position in the
wider portion of the channel. One example may specially be mentioned,
viz., that of a flat plate inclined at 4-5° to the stream. The agreement of

this case with the theoretical result of Professor Lamb the author has
previously been able to verify in the case of water, but even with the
greatest care it was always possible to tell in which direction the stream
was flowing. With glycerine, however, the colour bands are practically

identical before and behind the plate ; and if it were not for the point
being clearly evident at which the central divided band reunites, it would
l:ie impossible to tell which way the stream is flowing . This point of
union of the two portions of the central band is extremely interesting, as
a careful measurement of it verifies the exact position at which the central
stream line meets the plate, and is found to agree precisely with the
mathematical solution of the problem.

(6.) Method of Inrestiyating Effects of Variable Resistance.

In order not to prolong the present paper beyond reasonable limits,

the author will only briefly mention a method by which variable resistance

can be dealt with. If within the thin sheet of flowing liquid an obstacle
of some transparent material less in thickness than the sheet itself be
placed, the flow will take place partly over the obstacle and partly round
it. This effect will correspond to that of an obstacle through which fluid

can flow, but which opposes resistance greater than the remaining portion
of the thin sheet.
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The converse effect can be produced by making a part of the thin

sheet rather deeper than the remaining portion. This of course will

correspond to the flow through an obstacle of similar shape, which opposes

less resistance than the surrounding space. The effects are obviously the

same as would be produced in the first case by a dia-magnetic body, and
in the second case by a para-magnetic body, and by varying the relative

thickness of the different portions of the sheet it is clear that the effects

which would be given by the body of any known resistance (i.e., of any
value of n) can be produced.

The author at first attempted to produce these results by very thin

sheets of glass. It was seen that where the stream meets the edge an
effect corresponding to refraction is produced, but that while in the case

of the plate touching at both edges, although the velocity must obviously

be greater over the portion where the plate is partly obstructing the

channel, that is, makes the channel rather shallower, the width of the

colour bands remains the same. When, however, the obstacle does not
touch the edges, the effect is to produce very much wider bands over the

obstacle itself and narrower bands on either side, these bands giving an
indication of the great difference of velocity which results from the
greatly increased resistance over the surface of the obstruction.

Instead of considering merely the actual width of the bands, it is of

course possible, and generally more convenient, to consider the number
of bands in a given space. This method is applied to a circular hole in a
plate of different cross sections to the film itself, which is placed across

the entire width of the channel, and the number of bands or stream lines

in a given space in the hole or well is obviously greater than in the

surrounding portion

—

i.e., the bands are close together, and the velocity

correspondingly greater. This result evidently represents the effect of

placing in a uniform magnetic field a circular cylinder of soft iron

—

i.e.,

a para-magnetic body. This sufiiciently indicates the method, but other

examples may be given, the first two representing para-magnetic and dia-

magnetic cylinders, which are cases which can be dealt with by means of

mathematics ; also two other cases of cylinders of rectangular section,

representing respectively the result with para- and dia-magnetic bodies,

which are cases it has been hitherto impossible to deal with by mathe-
matical methods.

(6.) The Effect of Using a Wedge-shape Section.

The author attempted to solve the problem of obtaining the flow

round a solid of revolution by using a wedge-shaped section, the obstruc-

tion being also represented by a wedge representing a segment of the
body, the thinnest part of the wedge corresponding to the axis of revo-

lution.

Professor Stokes has been good enough to look into this matter, and
has found that the partial differential equation which the stream-line
function must satisfy in the case of a slender wedge of viscous fluid is

dx' dy"^ y dy

X being measured parallel and y perpendicular to the edge ; whereas, for

a perfect fluid flowing axially over a solid of revolution, generated by the
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revolution round the edge of the wedge of the body interrupting the

flow in the wedge of fluid, the equation is

dx^ dy^ y dy

which is not the same as the other, and therefore the stream lines are not

the same in the two cases. ^

If we compare together the case in three dimensions given by Pro-

fessor Lamb of the flow of a perfect fluid round a sphere and the case

actually obtained by this method with glycerine, it will be noticed, as

might have been expected, that the lines round the section of the sphere

are crowded much more closer together for physical reasons which are

easilyexplained ; for it is obvious that, as the whole of these efiects depend
upon viscosity, the efiect of viscosity diminishes in the thicker portion of

the wedge in such a way as to make the general velocity of flow greater,

and hence the stream lines round the obstacle are not deflected from their

path to the same extent as they would be if they were of uniform flow in

a parallel portion of the stream.

One result, however, of great interest was obtained, and that was that

with less viscous fluids, such as water, the exact point at which the colour

bands broke up could be traced by this method, and the flow studied side

by side with stream-line motion.

This leads the author, in conclusion, to bring forward an experiment

upon continuity with thick sheets, which it may be interesting to show,

as indicating clearly the great difference between the flow according as

the motion is sinuous or otherwise, and particularly as throwing some
insight into the birth of eddies, at the sharp edges of the body. The
obstacle itself is of wedge -shape cross section, the edges of the wedge
being ground as sharply as possible. Coloured liquid is now allowed to

flow behind the plate by means of a small orifice, and the effect can be

immediately seen. As long as the water is flowing steadily, the shape of

the curves formed by the clearly marked border between the dead water
and the water flowing over the edges of the plate agrees more or less

with that given by calculation. When, however, the flow, instead of

being steady, takes place in a series of impulses, the exact character of

the succession of eddies formed at the sharp edges of the plate is

clearly seen.

' Since this paper was read Professor Sir G. G. Stokes has further investigated

the matter, and has been able to obtain the equation of the stream lines for the case
of a slender wedge of a viscous fluid interrupted by a wedge forming a section of a
sphere, which he finds in terms of polar co-ordinates to be as follows :

—

c;-) sin* d = constant.

The two following equations, therefore, may, for convenience, be expressed thus

Case of flow of perfect fluid round a sphere

:

* sin' 9 = constant.

Case of slender wedge with spherical sector

:

(1 — ^ ) r* sin* 8 = constant ;

and Professor Stokes remarks that the equation shows, even without plotting, the

general character of the difference between the wedge lines and spherical lines.
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(II.) Mathematical Proof of the Identity of the Stream Lines obtained by
Means ofa Viscous Film with those of a Perfect Fluid moving in Tivo
Dimensions. By Sir G. G. Stokes, F.E.S.

The beautiful photographs obtained by Professor Hele-Shaw of the
stream lines in a liquid flowing between two close parallel walls are of

very great interest, because they afford a complete graphical solution,

experimentally obtained, of a problem which, from its complexity, baffles

the mathematician, except in a few simple cases.

In the experimental arrangement liquid is forced between close

parallel plane walls past an obstacle of any form, and the conditions

chosen are such that whether from closeness of the walls, or slowness of

the motion, or high viscosity of the liquid, or from a combination of these
circumstances, the flow is regular, and the effects of inertia disappear, the
viscosity dominating everything. I propose to show that under these
conditions the stream lines are identical with the theoretical stream lines

belonging to the steady motion of a perfect (i.e., absolutely inviscid) liquid

flowing past an infinitely long rod, a section of which is represented by
the obstacle between the parallel walls which confine the viscous liquid.

Take first the case of the steady flow of a viscous liquid between close

parallel walls. Refer the fluid to rectangular axes, the origin being taken
midway between the confining planes, and the axis of z being perpen-
dicular to the walls. As the effects of inertia are altogether dominated
by the viscosity, the terms in the equations of motion which involve
products of the components of the velocity and their differential coefiicients

may be neglected. Gravity, again, need not be introduced, as it is balanced
by the variation of hydrostatic pressure due to it. The equations of

motion, then, with the usual notation, are simply

dp /d^u dht, d^it\

dx~ ^ \M- W^ di^j'

with similar equations for y, v and z, w, /x being the coefficient of vis-

cosity.

In the present case the flow takes place in a direction parallel to the

walls, so that w^O, and the third equation of motion gives -^~ = 0, so
dz

that p is constant along any line perpendicular to the walls. The velo-
cities u, V, vanish at the walls, and along any line perpendicular to the
walls are greatest in the middle. As by hypothesis the distance (2c)
between the walls is insignificant compared with the lateral dimensions of
the obstacle, the rates of variation of it and v when x and y vary may be
neglected compared with their variation consequent on that of z. Hence
the equations of motion become simply

dp d'^u dp d^v ....

di~^ dz^' ~dy~'^'M' ^^>

which must be combined with

Over an area in the plane xy, which is small compared with the
obstacle, though large compared with c^ the whole velocity and each
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component vary, as we know, as c^— z^ , so that if m', v^ denote the mean
components along a line perpendicular to the walls

and (1) and (2) give

il = _ h'u\ ^ = - ''^J'v^ ^"i' + '^''' = 0. (3)
dx c^ ' dy c^ ' dx dy

If 1^ be the stream-line function, taken, say, with reference to the

mean velocities it', v^,

dT^f= u^dy—v^dx,

and the elimination of p from the first two equations (3) gives

^ + ^^ = 0. (4)
dx^ ^ dy"- ^ '

The general partial differential equation (4), combined with the condition

that the boundaries shall be stream lines, serves to determine completely

the function \^. It may be remarked that the lines of equal pressure are

the orthogonal trajectories of the stream lines, and can therefore be

drawn from the photographs. If we suppose the stream lines equally

spaced out in a part of the fluid where the flow is uniform in parallel

lines, the velocity at any point will be inversely as the distance between

consecutive stream lines. This statement is subject to a qualification

-which will be mentioned presently.

Let us turn now to the other problem, that of determining the stream

lines for the irrotational motion in two dimensions of a perfect liquid

flowing past an infinitely long body, a transverse section of which, by two

close parallel planes, would form the obstacle in our thin plate of highly

viscous liquid. In this case the stream line function satisfies the same
partial differential equation (4) as before, and the conditions at the

boundaries are the same, namely, that the boundaries shall be stream lines.

Therefore, notwithstanding the wide difference in the physical conditions,

the stream lines are just the same in the two cases. In this latter case

they cannot be almost realised experimentally by means of an almost

perfect fluid on account of the instability of the motion. The orthogonal

trajectories of the stream lines are lines of equal velocity- potential, but

not in this case lines of equal pressure.

It may be objected that the stream lines cannot be the same in the

two cases, inasmuch as the perfect liquid glides over the surface of the

obstacle, whereas in the case of the viscous liquid the motion vanishes at

the surface of the obstacle. This is perfectly true, and forms the qualifi-

cation above referred to ; but it does not affect the truth of the propo-

sition, which applies only to the limiting case of a viscid liquid confined

between walls which are infinitely close. Any finite thickness of the

stratum of liquid will entail a departure from the identity of the stream

lines in the two cases, which, however, will be sensible only to a distance

from the obstacle comparable with the distance between the walls, and
therefore capable of being indefinitely reduced by taking the walls closer

and closer together.
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Tables of Certain Mathematical Functions:.—Repm-t of the Committee,

consisting of Lord Kelvin (Chairman), Lieut.-Colonel Allan
Cunningham (Secretary), Professor B. Price, Dr. J. W. L.

Glaisher, Professor A. G. Greenhill, Professor W. M. Hicks,

Major P. A. Macmahon, and Professor A. Lodge, appointed

for calcidating Tables of certain Mathematical Functions, and, if

necessary, for tahing steps to carry out the Calculations, and to

piddish the residts in an accessible form.

The new ' Canon Arithmeticus ' is a set of tables showing the solutions

of the congruence of 2'' =R (mod. in) for all prime moduli (m=p) < 1000,

and also for all powers of primes as moduli (»n=^j-, p,^ &c.) < 1000.

The tables are twofold, one showing the value of R to argument x, the

other showing the value of x to argument R. The tables are on the

same plan as Jacobi's ' Canon Arithmeticus,' diflfering therefrom only in

that the same base 2 is used throughout, whereas Jacobi uses a primitive

root of each prime as base ; these primitive roots (e.g. 967) are often very

inconvenient for purposes of practical computing.

The tables are now complete (in MS. 133 foolscap sheets), and ready

for printing. All the work has been done by two independent computers :

the work of each has been checked witli that of the other ; all discrepancies

found have been examined anew and set right.

Fxperiments for improving the Construction of Practical Standards for

Electrical Measurements.—Report of the Committee, consisting of

Professor G. Caeey Foster (Chairman), Mr. R. T. Glazebrook

(Secretary), Lord Kelvin, Professors W. E. Ayrton, J. Perry,

W. G. Adams, and Oliver J. Lodge, Lord Rayleigh, Dr. A.

MuiRHEAD, Mr. W. H. Preece, Professors J. D. Everett and A.

Schuster, Dr. J. A. Fleming, Professors G. F. FitzGerald

and J. J. ThOxMSON, Mr. W. N. Shaw, Dr. J. T. Bottomley, Rev.

T. C. FiTZPATRicK, Professor J. Viriamu Jones, Dr. G. John-

stone Stoney, Professor S. P. Thompson, Mr. J. Rennie, Mr. E.

H. Griffiths, Professor A. W. Rucker, and Professor A. G.

Webster.

AITENDIX rAGB
I. Comparison of the Standard Coils used by Professors J. Viriamu Jones and

W. E. AyHon in tlieir determination of the absolute resistance of Mercury
Kith the Standards of the Association. 5y R. T. Glazbbeook, F.R.S. . 147

II. On the Determination of the Temperature Coefficients of two \0-ohm
Standard Resistance Coils {Nos. 3873 and 3874) used in the 1897 deter-

mination of the ohm. By M. Solomon 151

in. An- Ampere Balance. By Professor W. E. Ayrton and Professor J. V.
Jones 157

The work of testing resistance coils has proceeded as usual during the

year.

The following is a list of the coils tested and of the values found in

continuance of the list published in the Report for 1896 :

—

1898. L
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Table.

No. of Coil

Elliott, 33.^

EUiott, :522

Elliott, 357

Elliott, 35G

Elliott, 358

Nalder, 5329

Nalder, 5330

Sci. Inst. Co.

Mairhead, 5271

Elliott, 339

Paul, 39

Paul, 50

Nalder, 3873

Nalder, 3874

* No. 459

^ No. 4C0

No. 461

B.A.U. 7.

No. 462

No. 463

No. 464

No. 465

^ No. 466

^ No. 467

^No. 469

No. 470

No. 471

No. 367

^ No. 362

No. 468

Resistance of Coil in Ohins' Temperature

9-9953

•099G62

9-9938

-99921

100 (1- 00051)

100 (1- -00049)

1000 (1- -00083)

1-00032

•99722

•99994

10-0029

1000 (1-00048)

9-9901

9-9896

Resistance in B.A. Units

1-00021

13-4°

13-6°

13-5°

13-6°

13-4°

12-8°

12-6°

15.8°

159°

15-9°

166°

16-7°

13-9°

13-9°

17-1°

The most interesting of the coils are those numbered |^ 362, 367,
389,390. (See Appendix I.)

Of these^ 367 and ^ 362 are two ten-ohm coils of platinum silver

and Nos. "^ 389 and ^ 390 are two tenth-ohm coils of manganine ; the
values of these are given in Appendix I. These were made for Profes-
sor J. V. Jones' experiments on the value of the standard of resistance,
and were compared with the standards of the Association in 1893 and
1894.

It appears from the further comparisons, an account of which is given

in the Appendix to this report, that ^367 has changed by possibly three
or four parts in one hundred thousand, but that no appreciable variation
has occurred in the other coils.

The temperature coefficients of the two ten-ohm coils have recently
been determined with great care by Mr. M. Solomon in Professor Ayrton's
laboratory. An account of the determination is given in Appendix II.

Another coil of interest is a British Association unit, one of those
originally made by Matthiessen in 1862 or 1864, which has been in India
since that date. This coil was brought home by Professor R. LI. Jones. A
careful comparison with the standards shows that it is correct at 16 3°.

According to the stamp on the coil, it -was originally correct at 16-2°.
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In consequence of his appointment as Treasurer of the Association,

Professor Carey Foster has resigned the position of Chairman of the

Committee, which he has held for many years. The Committee in asking
for reappointment recommend that Lord Rayleigh be the Chairman.

The standards of the Association have, since the opening of the Caven-
dish Laboratory, been kept at Cambridge in the custody of the Secretary.

Mr. Glazebrook has now left Cambridge for Liverpool, and the Committee
at a meeting in London agreed that Mr. Glazebrook be authorised and
requested to retain the custody of the standards. In consequence, the

various standards will in the course of the autumn be installed in the
Laboratory of University College, Liverpool.

At the Toronto Meeting the Committee agreed that it was a matter of

urgent importance that the general question of the absolute measurement
of electric currents should be investigated, and a grant of 75^. was made
for the purpose.

During the year Professors Ayrton and J. V. Jones have concluded
some preliminary experiments with this object, and have designed a form
of current weighing apparatus calculated to give results of great accuracy.

Drawings of the apparatus have been laid before the Committee and the

details of its working explained to them. The estimated cost of the

apparatus is 280/. ; to meet this the grant of 751. made last year remains
in hand.

After careful consideration and discussion the Committee, at their

meeting at Bristol, agreed unanimously to the following resolution :

—

The Committee, having heard from Professors Ayrton and J. V. Jones
an account of their preliminary experiments on the absolute determination

of the ampere and their plans for the construction of an absolute ampere
balance, are of opinion that, in view of the importance of the proposed
experiments, application should be made for leave to retain the unexpended
balance, 751., of the grant made last year, together with a further grant
of 225/.

Accordingly the Committee ask for reappointment and apply for the

above grant. They recommend that Lord Rayleigh be Chairman, and
Mr. R. T. Glazebrook Secretary.

APPENDIX L

Comparison of the Standard Coils used by Professors J. Viriamu Jonss
and W. E. Ayrton in their determination of the absolute resistance of
Mercury with the standards of the Association. By R. T. Glaze-
brook, F.R.S.

These coils consist of two tenth-ohm standards of manganine, and two
tenth-ohm standards of platinum silver.

The method employed in comparing the tenth-ohm standard is de-
scribed in the Report of the Committee for 1894 (Oxford Meeting) ' Re-
port,' p. 1 28. In certain of the experiments the same mercury cups were
used as in 1894 ; in others, the cups used by Professor J. V". Jones in his
absolute measurements were employed. The Standard Coils made use of
were the following :—Elliott, No. 269 ; Elliott, No. 270 ; and Nalder,
3716, the last being a ten-ohm standard, the others units.

The following values were found :

—

l3
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Nalder, 4274. ^
R.'J'.G.'s mercury cupsnsed

J.V.J.'s

R.T.'g.'s

J.v!j.'s

380.
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This is shown in figs. 1 and 2, in which the observations indicated by-

dots give the results of the 1894 experiments, those indicated by crosses

the experiments of 1897. At a glance the observations do not appear very-

good, but it must be remembered that the vertical ordinates are drawn to

a very large scale, the division being tive-milliontlis of an ohm. For both

coils the resistance appears to reach a maximum at about 15-.5° C.

The ten-ohm coils were compared in the usual manner on the Carey-

Foster bridge with the Standai-d Coil, Nalder, 371 G.

The foUowinij are the values found :

—

Nalder, 3873. t. 367.

Date
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for these two facts, the value of 3893 at 13°-9 is raised to 9'9923
; thus

the curve shown in iig. 3* is obtained, and the apparent change in value
is reduced to about "0003 ohms, or three parts in one hundred thousand.
On the whole, then, I conclude that 3873 has changed since 1893 by about

Fig. 4. No. 3874.
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The values of these coefficients obtained over so short a range are not

of much importance. Still, in view of Mr. Solomon's determination, they

may be given. They are: For .3873, -000283; and for 3874, -000277.

These values are relative to the standard coils of the Association.

APPENDIX II..

On the Determination of the Temperature Coefficients of Tivo 10-Ohm
Standard Resistance Coils {Nos. 3873 and 3874) used in the 1897

Determination of the Ohm. By M. Solomon.

In the determination of the ohm made by Professor W. E. Ayrtou
and Professor J. Viriamu Jones in 1897 (Report, 1897, p. 212), four

standard resistance coils were used, two of which had a resistance of 10

ohms each, and two of 0-1 ohm each. Values for the temperature co-

efficients of these coils had been calculated from four accurate determina-

tions of their resistance made, two by Mr. Glazebrook in 1894 and 1897,

and two by the Board of Trade in 1896 and 1897 (' The Electrician,'

vol. xl., p. 39). The values thus obtained neither agreed with one another

nor with the coefficients given by the makers, Messrs. Nalder Bros. &, Co,

It therefore became necessary to make as accurate a determination as

possible to endeavour to find the correct values for the coefficients. The
following Paper gives the results of the tests made on the two 10-ohm
coils (Nos. 3873 and 3874), the tests on the other two coils being not

yet completed. These two coils are of the B.A. pattern, and are made of

platinum silver wire. A preliminary series of tests made on one of the

coils showed that to attain the required accuracy special precautions

would have to be taken to keep the coils at steady temperatures. Each
coil was therefore placed in an oil bath, the temperature of which was
automatically regulated. In making the determination of the tempera-

ture coefficient of one coil, the other was used as a standard, and was
kept at a constant temperature throughout the whole series of tests.

The coil under test was maintained at a steady temperature for some
time, and a measurement of the difference of resistance between it and
the standard was then made by means of a Carey Foster bridge. The
temperature of the coil being tested was then altered and a fresh measure-

ment taken, this being repeated for several temperatures.

The apparatus used in the measurements was ari-anged in the following

manner. The standard coil was placed in an oil bath with two vessels, in

the inner of which the coil itself and a carefully standardised thermometer
were immersed. In the outer bath was the bulb of an alcohol thermo-
meter, the mercury index of which, when the temperature rose too high,

completed the circuit of an electromagnet and battery, and caused

the gas which heated the bath to be put out. On the bath then cooling

the circuit of the electromagnet was broken, and the gas turned on and re-

lighted by a bypass. This thermostat was very sensitive, the temperature

of the inner bath rarely varying so much as 0-0-5° C. in a day, and in a

run of ten days undergoing a maximum variation of 0"3° C. The ther-

mostat in which the coil under test was placed was not so sensitive, but
was designed to work over a greater range of temperature. The coil and
thermometer were placed in an inner bath, and in the outer bath was a

large brass bulb filled with alcohol. The expanding alcohol either passed

into a small reservoir, or, when the passage to this was closed by
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shutting a stop-cock, it expanded into one arm of a glass U tube,

thereby forcing a mercury index at the bottom up the other arm ; this

index cut off the gas supply by closing the aperture of the inlet tube.
On cooling the index sank ; the gas was turned on and relighted by a
bypass. Regulation of the temperature accordingly did not take place
until the path leading to the reservoir was closed, so that regulation at
any desired temperature could be obtained by leaving the stop-cock open
until that temperature had been reached. In this case, as also in the
other thermostat, the bath was not heated directly by the gas jet, but a
baffle plate was interposed. The daily variation of temperature with this

apparatus was about 0-2° C, but the changes were so slight and so slow
that the probable error introduced would be less than that caused by
error in reading the thermometer. The Ijath was always kept at a constant
temperature for some hours before readings were taken. With these
arrangements it was safe to assume that the temperature of the coil was
the same as that read off from the thermometer. The terminals of the coil

dipped into mercury cups in one end of a pair of stout copper rods, half
an inch in diameter, the other ends of which rested in mercury cups on a
Carey Foster bridge. The leads from each of the coils were of very
small and approximately equal resistance, so that no appreciable error
could be introduced by alteration in their resistance with change of
atmospheric temperature. Also, as a part of each lead was inside the
thermostat, heat lost by conduction along tlie leads would be withdrawn
from this part and not from the coil itself.

The measurements were made with a Carey Foster bridge, the platinum
silver slide wire of which had been previously calibrated. This wire was
50 centimetres long, and had a resistance of 0-001859 ohms per half

centimetre at 13-5° C, and was graduated in lialf millimetres. Correction
was made for alteration in the resistance of the wire due to change in its

temperature, an increase of 1° C. producing au increase of 0-000011 ohms
in the resistance of half a centimetre. Determinations of the difference

of resistance between the two coils were made at intervals of about an
hour, and if two or three quite consistent readings could be taken these
were considered as correct, but where discrepancies occurred the mean of
.several results was taken. The slight changes in the temperature of the
standard were easily allowed for, since it could be assumed that for such
small changes the two coils had the same temperature coefficients. So if

the standard, instead of being at the tempei'ature t, were at the tempera-
ture t+ Z, and if the coil under test were at the temperature t', it was
assumed that the standard was at temperature t, and the coil under test

at the temperature t'— 8.

There are four principal sources by which error can be introduced

—

viz., error in obtaining the correct position of balance, error in the value
of the temperature coefficient of the slide-wire, error in reading the
temperature of the standard coil, and error in reading the temperature of

the coil under test. As regards the first of these, the sensibility of the
arrangement was such that a change of half a millimetre in the position
of the slider produced a deflection of about a centimetre on the galvano-
meter scale, so that balance could easily be obtained correct to 0-05mm.
The error due to not knowing the temperature coefficient of the slide-wire
with certainty will not be great, as all the measurements were made at
temperatures near to 13-5° C, at which temperature its resistance was
known. The greatest error is introduced in reading the thei'mometers
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which -were graduated in tenths of a degree, each division being about

0-6mm. in length, so that the temperatures could not be read -with cer-

tainty to less than 0-02° C. If all these errors should be made in one

direction in making one determination of difference of resistance, and all

in the opposite direction in making a second, there is a possible maximum
error of about 3 per cent, in the value of the temperature coefficient

calculated from these two determinations. This is, however, highly im-

probable, and, moreover, makes no allowance for taking the mean of

several readings. The error in the temperature coefficient is probably

not greater than 1 per cent., if as great.

The following summarises the results of the experiments :

—

Te7i-0hm Standard Coil, No. 3873.

A series of tests was made on this coil in the manner above described,

lasting from March 22 to April 1, 1898. Determinations were obtained

of the difference between the resistance of No. 3873 at six different

temperatures, and the resistance of No. 3874 at 16-70° C, with the

following results :

—

Temperatuxe of No. 3873
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previously determined we have four measurements of resistance, as

follows:

—

A. Mr. Glazebrook in March, 1894.

B. Board of Trade in Nov., 1896.

C. Board of Trade in Aug., 1897.

D. Mr. Glazebrook in Dec, 1897.

Resistance = 9-9923 ohms at 14-8° C.
= 9-992994 „ 1486° C.
= 1000712 „ 19-3° C.

= 9-9901 „ 13-9° C.

These furnish data for calculating the temperature coefficient, and we
have also the value given by the makers, Messrs. Nalder Bros. & Co. :

—

Observer
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1898, -were made, and in addition -we have one result from the tests on
coil No. 3873. Altogether we have the following :

—

Temperature of No. 3874
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—

for the other coil,

results :

—

The four measurements of resistance gave the following

A. Mr. Glazebrook in March, 1894.

B. Board of Trade in Nov., 1896.

C. Board of Trade in Aug., 1897.

D. Mr. Glazebrook in Dec, 1897.

Resistance = 99926 ohms at 149° C.

= 9-993213 „ 14-91° C,

= 1000775 „ 19 3° C.
= 9-9896 „ 13-9° C.

From these we get the following values for the temperature coetti-

cient :

—

Observer
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APPENDIX III.

An Ain2Jere Balance. By Professor W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S., and
Professor J. Viriamu Jones, F.R.S.

The Report of the Committee on Electrical Standards for 1897 ended
with the following paragraph :

—
' It thus appears to be a matter of urgent

importance that a redetermination of the electrochemical equivalent of

silver should be made and that the general question of the absolute

measurement of electric currents should be investigated. . . .' This work
we were asked by the Committee to carry out, and a grant of Ibl. was
voted in its aid. We were thus led to examine into the methods which
liad been employed by Lord Rayleigh, Professor Mascart, and others, for

determining the absolute value of a current, as well as to consider some
other methods which have not, as far as we know, been hitherto used.

After much consideration we decided to adopt a form of apparatus

which, while generally resembling the type employed by some previous

experimenters, possessed certain important differences, and, before

expending any part of the grant of 75^., to construct, without expense to

the British Association, the following preliminary Ampere Balance.

On a vertical cylinder about 17 inches high and 6 '8 inches in diameter
we wound two coils, about 5 inches in height, separated by an axial distance

of 5 inches. The coils consisted each of a single layer of about 170 convo-

lutions of wire and were wound in opposite directions. Fi-om the beam of

a balance there was suspended, inside this cylinder, a light bobbin about 4

inches in diameter, on which was wound a coil about 10 inches long consist-

ing of a single layer of 360 convolutions, and the whole apparatus was so
adjusted that when the beam of the balance was horizontal the inner and
outer coils were coaxial and the top and bottom of the inner suspended
coil were respectively in the mean planes of the outer stationary coils.

This arrangement was adopted because with coils consisting of only
one layer the geometrical dimensions could be accurately determined, and
because the shapes of the coils lent themselves to the use of the con-

venient formula, readily expressible in elliptic integrals, for the force, F,.

between a uniform cylindrical current sheet and a coaxial helix, viz. :

—

F=yy,(Mi-M,)

where y is the current per unit length of the current sheet, y,, the current
in the helix, and Mi and Mj the coefficients of mutual induction of the
helix and the circular' ends of the current sheet.

'

The value of a particular current of about 6 3 ampere having been
determined absolutely by means of this apparatus, the rate at which it

would deposit silver under specified conditions was ascertained indirectly,

by observing its silver value on a Kelvin balance which had been kept
screwed down in a fixed position for several years past and which had
been calibrated many times during that period by reference to the silver

voltameter.

The result of this preliminary investigation showed that the silver

value of the true ampere was so nearly equal to the reputed value, viz. 1-118
milligramme per second, as to require the use of an apparatus still more

' See Proceedings of the Boyal Society, vol. 63 : 'On the Calculation of the Coeffi-
cient of Mutual Induction of a Circle and a Coaxial Helix, and of the Electro-
maprnetic Force between a Coaxial Current and a Uniform Coaxial Circular
Cylindrical Current Sheet.' By Professor J. V. Jones.
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perfectly constructed, iind therefore of a much more expensive character,

to enable the error, if any, in this value to be ascertained with accuracy.

We, therefore, started on the design of the instrument, of which we
now submit the working drawings, and for the future construction of

which we would ask for a grant of 300?. including the unexpended grant

of 751. voted last year. And we anticipate that this new piece of appa-

ratus may prove worthy of constituting a national Ampere Balance, the

counterpoise weight for which will be determined purely by calculation

based on the dimensions of the instrument, the number of convolutions

of wire in the three coils, and the value of the acceleration of gravity at

the place where the instrument may be permanently set up. In this par-

ticular it will differ entirely from the ' Board of Trade Ampere Standard
Verified 1894,' which has had its counterpoise weight adjusted so that the

beam is horizontal when a current passes through the instrument, which
will deposit exactly 1-118 milligramme of silver per second under specified

conditions. In fact, the proposed Ampere Balance and the existing

Ampere Standard will differ exactly in the same way as do a Lorenz
apparatus and the 'Board of Trade Ohm Standard Verified, 1894.'

We have to express our thanks to Mr. Mather for taking charge of

the construction and use of the preliminary apparatus, for checking all

the calculations in connection with the determination of the electroche-

mical equivalent of silver that was made with it, as well as for superinten-

ding the making of the working drawings of the new Ampere Balance.

We have also to thank Messrs. W. H. Derriman and W. N. Wilson, two
of the students of the City and Guilds Central Technical College, for their

cordial assistance in carrying out the work.

Mectrolysis and Medro-chemistry.—Interim Report of the Committee,

consisting of Mr. "W. N. Shaw (Chairman), Mr. E. H. Griffiths,

Eev. T. "O. FiTZPATRiCK, Mr. W. C. D. Whetham (Secretary), on the

present state of our Imowledge in Electrolysis and Electro-chemistry.

The grant of 35?. made last year has been expended in improving the
apparatus for experiments on the electrical properties of solutions.

Measurements have been obtained by Mr. Whetham of the electrical

conductivity at 0° C. of dilute solutions of potassium chloride, barium
chloride, potassium ferricyanide, potassium bichromate, and sulphuric

acid. The freezing points of identical solutions have been observed by
Mr. E. H. Griffiths. The measurements are sufficient to indicate that

important and unexpected results will be obtained. The reduction of the
observations is not yet completed, and, in consequence, the account of the
experiments is not ready for publication.

The apparatus is now in working order, and it is hoped that measure-
ments may be obtained for other salts. Unfortunately the room in Mr.
Griffiths's laboratory where the experiments have been carried out is no
longer available, and some considerable expense must be incurred in

reconstituting the arrangement in a different situation. To meet this

and the additional expenses incidental to the continuance of the observa-

tions it is estimated that at least 25/. will be required.

The Committee accordingly ask for reappointment, with the addition

of the name of Mr. S. Skinner, one of the Demonstrators at the Cavendish
Laboratory, and with a grant of 251.
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Otb the Use of Loqanthmic Coordinates.

By J. H. Vincent, I).8c., A.B.G.Sc.

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extemo.']
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Introduction.

1. In discussing experiments upon the passage of gases through porous
plates Professor Osborne Reynolds employed a method of plotting curves,

'

in which the logarithms of two variables are used to find the points on a
new curve. This new curve Professor Reynolds calls the logarithmic
homologue of the one from which it is derived, and pointed out the

' Sir John Herschel used the logarithmic chart in reducing photometric observa-
tions. Art. 285, Cape of Good Hope Observations.
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following useful property possessed by the homologues. (We may omit
the adjective when no ambiguity is likely to arise.)

' If for two curves (1) and (2) 3;.2=^'^i ^^id 2/2=^^1) then a;J=a;} + log a
and 2/2=2/1 + ^^a ^ >

01' ^h® logarithmic homologues will all be similar

curves, but differentlyplaced with regard to the axes, such that the one curve
may be brought into coincidence with the other by a shift of which the

coordinates are log a and log b.' ^

It should be noticed that this shift of the homologue is one of pure
translation.

The graphic method of homologues was again used by Professor

Reynolds in discussing experiments on the flow of water.

-

2. Mr. Human has since patented the manufacture of sheets of paper
ruled logarithmically.^ A short account of the use of logarithmic

coordinates may be found in GreenhiU's ' Differential and Integral

Calculus,' 1896 edition; directions for the use of the ruled sheets, with a
number of easy examples, are supplied by the publishers of the ruled

paper, and the valuable aid to computation which this method gives may
now be considered well known.

3. The power of readily moving homologues on the logarithmic paper
to represent changes in the original equation was greatly facilitated by
the invention of scale lines by Mr. Boys.'* To explain the use and method
of construction of scale lines Mr. Boys drew a chart of wave and ripple

velocities, which by its wonderful generality was calculated to emphasise
the power of the new method of discussing curves by means of their

homologues.

Definition and an Example of a ' Translatant.'

4. Let us consider the equation

*> —^+ )

2t \p
'

which is the equation that Mr. Boys took to illustrate the method. It is

of the form

v^= a\+-.
\

Let a, b, v, and X become a', b', v \/—r ^"^^ ^ A / ~7 " ^^® equation

remains unaltered ; thus, if g, r, and p all change, it is possible, by merely
shifting the homologue, to represent the new equation. The homologue
of this equation possesses the property of translation.

5. It is of great service in any subject to have a definite nomenclature,
and a cihrve whose homologue possesses this property with respect to any
particular quantity might be called a ' translatant ' with respect to that
quantity. The term translatant can also be applied without risk of

confusion to the homologue.

6. Definition.—A curve or its homologue is a translatant with respect

to any quantity when an arbitrary change in that quantity is equivalent

' PUl. Irani., 1879, Part II., p. 753.
"^ Ibid., 1883, Part III., p. 947.
' Published by Beaves and Stephenson, 8 Princes Street, Westminster.
< Nature, July 18, 1895, p. 272.
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to the transformation x= axi, y=^hy^, where a and h are some deter-

minate constants.

Many curves which occur in physics are translatants with respect to

all the quantities which are found in the equation; such curves are

particularly suitable for treatment by logarithmic coordinates.

Construction op an Impedance Chart.

7. As a second example of a translatant, let us take the equation

which gives the impedance of a circuit whose resistance is R, self-induction

L, and subject to a periodic electro-motive force of frequency n, all

expressed in some consistent system of units.

Regarding n as the independent variable, a chart may readily be
constructed giving the value of I for any values of R, L, and n ; that is,

we can in a few minutes produce what amounts to a complete table of the
impedance of all circuits subject to a periodic electro-motive force of any
frequency.

The equation represents a translatant,' for if R and L become R' and
L' respectively, the equation remains unaltered if n and I be also changed

R'T R'
into =^^ ,n and - I. The first step is to draw the homologue for arbitrary

RLi R
values of R and L. Let R:= 2 and L= "002, these numbers being such
as might occur in practice, when L and R are expressed in henrys and
ohms.

8. The Resistance Line.—If I depended only on the value of R, this

would be represented on the chart by a straight line 1 = 2. The line is

marked 'Resistance Line ' (see %. 1).

9. The Self-induction Line.—If I were a function of L and n only,

then the value of I would be given by I= 'Inhn. The homologue of this

equation is a straight line, making an angle of 4-5°, with the increasing

direction of the axis of n. To draw it in the proper position of the chart
some one point on it must be found; thus, if n= 100, I =: 1-256. The
line is marked ' Self-induction Line ' on the chart.

10. The Complete Lmpedance Curve.—The actual impedance is due to
both effects, and the curvfe showing the relation of I to the other quanti-
ties concerned runs above the resistance and self-induction lines ; it is

most distant from either line at their point of intersection, and approaches
them asymptotically. The curve very soon, however, becomes practically

coincident with the straight lines. The curved portion of the homologue
may be drawn by the arithmetical computation of a series of points on the
curve; it may, however, be drawn with facility by the following device.

1 1

.

Mechanical Device for Drawing the Curved Portion of the Homo-
logue.—For any value of n read off on the chart the value of I due to
each effect. (In this case the value due to R is constant. It should be
noted that when the separate effects are represented by straight lines it is

only necessary to read off values through the range m to 10 n, all otiier

values being given at once by appropriately shifting the decimal place.)

' The homologue of any equation of the form y'= aar'"±5fl!" is a translatant. For

if a, hx,7jt become a', h\ '"!"/-,*/
• ar,

"*T/?^ . y' , the equation is unaltered.

1898. H
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Take a millimetre scale and a sheet of squared paper ruled in millimetres.

Mark off OP and OQ at right angles, these lines being taken to represent
the magnitude of the two effects. PQ is the length required, being the
root of the sum of the squares of the two separate effects.

12. It must next be shown how to adapt the homologue for any
values of E, and L. This is done by means of scale lines.

A scale line is a line drawn on the chart and graduated by the
logaritlnnic rulings of the paper. It is so placed as to read directly the
particular value of the quantity to which it refers, such reading being
the indication of the position of the homologue on the paper, and is the
magnitude of the quantity in the equation which the homologue represents
in its present position.

13. Scale Line for R.—If H, n, and I be all multij^lied by the same
quantity the equation is unaltered ; thus when R becomes mR the homo-
logue is to be moved a distance log m to the right, and log in upwards.
The direction of translation is along the self-induction line, which could
be used as a scale line ; in fact any line not parallel to the axis of n
could in this case be used as a scale line, the numbers of the graduations
being identical with the impedance. In the chart a line at 45° to the
axes is drawn and marked ' Scale Line for Resistance.' The direction of

motion of the homologue is, in this case, parallel to the scale line.

Scale Line for L.—If L and n vary inversely the value of I is

unchanged. If L become mL the homologue must be moved to the left

through a distance log m. The scale line must then be parallel to the
axis of impedance ; when the homologue moves any distance to the left

the point of intersection of the self-induction and scale lines will then
move upwards by the same amount. To avoid specially graduating the
scale line it is drawn through a point on the self-induction line where
the impedance reading has the same significant figures as the value of L,

for which the self-induction line is drawn. The scale line on the chart is

drawn through the point of intersection of 1=2 with the self-induction

line.

14. To find the proper position of the homologue for any value of R
and L, move the whole curve with its attendant resistance and self-induc-

tion lines by a motion of pure translation until the resistance and self-

induction lines cut their respective scale lines at the appropriate readings
for R and L.

Discussion op a Non-translatant.

15. Even in the case of some curves which are not translatants the
labour of plotting their equations may be greatly reduced by the use of

this method. To illustrate this let us take an equation which does not
represent a translatant curve.

Professor Greenhill has given the theory of waves on a frozen sea in

his article ' Wave Motion in Hydrodynamics.' ' By retaining a term for

the density of the solid in this investigation we have the velocity of pro-

pagation and the wave-length connected by the equation

r/t s 2tre\

H^-'^^/H'^-'-
• Avterican Journal of Mathematics, vol. is. No. 1.
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where li, A, g have their usual significance, and

e=thickness of the solid assumed uniform
E=Young's modulus for the solid

p^ density of the liquid

s= density (not superficial density) of the ice

/(.^uniform depth of the liquid,

all expressed in some consistent system of units throughout this discus-

sion.

16. Fundamental Assumption.—Let us assume that h is large enough

compared with -- for us to write

coth-—= 1
\

without appreciable error. The equation now becomes

^ IttVE

>

which is of the form

1+^

u-= .

1+-

This is a non-translatant ; if we regard \ and u as the independent and
dependent variables, and change a, h, and c into a', b', and c', it is impos-
sible to find two numbers n and vi such that the equation

a'mX+

1+^
ni\

is identical with the preceding.

Construction op a Chart for Waves on a Frozen Sea.

17. Short Wave Gravity and Elasticity Lines.—When X is sufficiently

small for unity to be negligible compared with - the equation becomes
A,

where

and

n'^=aX'^ +^,

a = -1^-,
47r2es'

^^ TT^e^E

39
Mi'
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For o, P, X, and yu write

The equation is unaltered ; this shows that it is a translatant. If the
first term only in the right-hand member had to be considered, the homo-
logue would be a straight line, making an angle of 45° with the increas-

ing direction of the axis of A, on the chart ; if the second term only were
present this also would be represented by a straight line sloping in the

opposite direction and to the same extent. To put these lines in the chart

it is only necessary to calculate one point on each, and to draw through
this point the line in the proper direction.

These lines are drawn on the chart for the case when £'=6x10'",
</= 981, e=100, p=s=l. They are marked 'Short Wave Gravity and
Elasticity Lines.' (See fig. 2.)

18. Short Wave Curve.—To represent the united eflfect of gravity and
elasticity these two lines must be joined by a curve. The whole will then
be the homologue of the equation

The curve is asymptotic to the short wave lines ; it very soon becomes
practically identical with them. It is symmetrical about a line parallel

to the axis of u drawn through the point of intersection of the straight

lines ; only half need be computed, the other half being put in by geo-

metry. The curve may conveniently be drawn by the method of § 11.

19. It must next be shown how to adapt this curve to any values of a
and /?. It has been already shown that it is a translatant, and thus the
curve will not have to be redrawn, but merely shifted about.

' Most of the experimental investigations into the physics of ice have been con-
cerned with the viscosity and not the elasticity. Professor Greenliill, in the paper
already cited, remarks that ' ice was the first substance for which an experimental
determination of E was attempted, as described in Young's Lectures on Natural
Philosophy' Morgan {Natvre, May 7, 1885) points out that the value quoted in
Thomson and Tait's ISat. Phil., Art. 686, is ten times too great. McConnel {Proc.
Hoy. Soc, March 1891, p. 343) gives the following values for E :

—

92,700 kilos per sq. cm. (Moseley), Phil. Trans., 1871
23,632 „ (Reusch), Nature, xxi. 504
60,000 „ (Sevan)

The last value is, presumably, computed from Bevan, Phil. Trans., 182C, Part ?,

Paper 21. Turning these values into c.g.s. units we obtain, to the nearest sing'e
significant figure

—

9 X lO'o (Moseley)
2 X lO" (Reusch)
6 X lO'" (Bevan)

McConnel considers Moseley's value too great, and implies that Reusch's method
was unreliable. By recomputing Bevan 's value I obtain 5 x 10'°.

From this it seems that the value of E for ice is somewhere about 6 x 10'° in c.g.s.

units ; in drawing the first short wave elasticity line on the chart it appeared unne-
cessary from a physical standpoint to allow for the density of ice and water when
the value of E was so uncertain.
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20. The Scale Lines.—A change in o or ft
is equivalent to a definite

shift of one of the short wave lines, keeping it parallel to itself. This

shift might obviously by proper graduations be measured along any line

not parallel to the line shifted. By giving the line, along which we wish

to measure either of these translations, a proper inclination we can make

the lines already on the chart divide this line with the proper logarithmic

graduations for a or ft, as the case may be.

21. Scale Linefor a.—This scale line will show how to move the short

wave gravity line and the curved portion so as to adapt the chart to new

values of gravity, density of liquid and solid, and thickness. The short wave

gravity line is the homologue of

u- -a\-.

If a become na and X become —^ the value of u is unchanged.

Therefore a shift to the left of h log n must be made when a becomes n a
;

a point on the short wave gravity line must move one large square to the

left when the point of intersection on scale moves through two large

squares. The scale line will then make an angle tan~i 2 with axis of A.

It must be graduated so that its readings increase as we move upwards on

the scale line ; the point in which it cuts the short wave gravity line

must read the o appropriate to values of g, E, e, s, and p in § 17. But

the graduation of the u axis must be utilised to save regraduating the

scale line. Thus, look for the value of a on the it line ; or 10±"a where n

is a whole number ; a parallel to axis of \ through this point cuts the

short wave gravity line in a point through which the scale line may con-

veniently be drawn. The graduations are then those of the axis of ?(

multiplied or divided by some positive integral power of 10.

The scale line is inserted on the chart and marked ' Scale Line for a.'

22. Scale Line for ft.—This scale line shows how to move the short

wave elasticity line and the curved portion so as to allow for changes in

the values of the density, elasticity, and thickness of the solid. (The short

wave elasticity line is not affected by a change in the density of the liquid.)

The short wave elasticity line is the homologue of

If ft becomes nft and \ becomes \/n\, u is unchanged.

A scale line for ft is inserted on the chart.

To use the scale lines, move the figure consisting of the two short wave
lines and the curve derived from them, without rotation until each of the

short wave lines cuts the corresponding scale line in the proper point. The
whole operation can easily be accomplished by the use of tracing paper.

This translation will obviously move the curve to the correct new
position.

23. Comjylete Curve obtained from Short Wave Curve.—There is now
on the chart a curve and two scale lines which enable that curve to be

shifted so as to represent
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for any values of g, p, e, s, and E. The complete curve to represent

h

u

must now be drawn. The above equation can be written

where a, p, and c have been previously defined.

When the short wave curve has been placed in its proper position on
the chart, calculate c from the equation .

27res

From each value of u, as read on the chart, the length

I [log(\+ c)-logc}

has to be subtracted. The slide rule is an instrument specially designed
for the purpose of adding and subtracting logarithms ; the operation of

drawing the complete curve can l^e performed by one setting of a slide

rule, without other numerical computation. The top scale on Davis's
10-inch slide rule is the same size as the scale of Human's paper ; to find

a point on the complete homologue set the right hand 1 on the top scale

of the sliding piece under the appropriate value of c on the right hand top
scale of the rule ; the rule as thus set is a table of division of all numbers
by c. Add any desired value of \ to c ; look for X+ c on the top scale

and take ofi" distance from the middle ' 1
' of top slide (if is less than

c

10) to X+ c on top scale. This length is log (X + c)—log c. Take ofi" this

distance on a pair of proportional compasses set to reduce to one-half.

This is the length by which the point on the short wave curve must be
dropped to become a point on the complete homologue.

Without resetting the rule repeat the operation with other values of X.i

In this way the complete homologue may be drawn without much trouble,

and with only so much mental labour as is involved in adding the chosen
value of X to the appropriate value of c.

24. Recapitulation.—We have now upon the chart a curve which is

the homologue of the complete equation for waves on a solid covering

liquid of sufficient depth for coth t^' to be taken equal to unity. The
X

case where g, E, e, p, and s have the values given in sect. 1 7 is represented
on the chart by a thick curved line running beneath the short wave curve.

The arithmetical operations necessary to get a curve to represent the

' If the scale of rule have any size other than that of chart the same method may
be used by setting the proportional compasses properly.

The whole operation can be performed without a slide-rule on the chart. Draw
a straight line through left hand bottom corner of the paper at an angle tan-' 2 with
the horizontal. Use the projection of the left hand coordinates as the one on which
to read A + c and c ; use the horizontal scale to read off length i{ log (A + c) -log e]

.
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equation for any values of the quantities involved consist merely in the

computation of o, /3, and c.

Thus it is possible to obtain by means of logarithmic coordinates a

curve "iving ^o for any value of A, without a single operation of the nature

of substituting arbitrary values for a variable in the equation.

If it had been merely desired to draw such a curve the task might be

regarded as completed ; but the equation under discussion may be made to

yield many interesting illustrations of the method of homologues. Some

of these will now be dealt with.

Another Method of Treating the same Non translatant.

25. Long Wave Elasticity Line.—li the motion were controlled by

elasticity alone the equation would be

h

and if X were so large that ~ could be neglected with respect to unity, the

above becomes

The straight line on the chart mai'ked ' Long Wave Elasticity Line
'
is

the homologue of this equation. It makes an angle tan - with the

decreasing direction of the axis of X, and in the diagram is placed for

the case when e, E, and ^ have the values above quoted.

26.

—

Short Wave Elasticity Line.—This is the homologue of «'-=-—

^

and is already on the chart, for the case when the quantities concerned

have the values already taken.

27.—Cornplete Elasticity Curve.—li the waves were governed by

elasticity alone, the homologue showing the value of u for a given value

of X would be coincident with the short wave elasticity line when X was

small, with the long wave elasticity line when X was great, and would run

beneath both lines and leave them to the greatest extent where they

cross. To draw the complete elasticity curve we have only to multiply

each « by ^ / ^
, which can be done by one setting of the slide rule as

V X-f-c

previously shown.
28. Tlie Two Gravity Lines and Complete Gravity Curve.— By exactly

similar methods the two gravity lines and the complete gravity curve can

be inserted on the chart. The long wave gravity line is the homologue of

u~^a\.,

The short wave gravity equation is

%''=- X-,
C

and the complete gravity curve is got by mechanical computation, by the
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same setting of tlie slide rule as used for the complete elasticity curve,

from equation

'

V C V k+ G

29. The Two Com2)lete Curves are Translatants.—If in the gravity
equation

u-=z

a, c, A, and u are written «', c', ^, u
f. / -, the equation is unaltered.

c \; ac
Therefore it is a translatant with respect to a and c.

Similarly the elasticity equation

in
is a translatant.

Subsequently it will be shown how to shift the elasticity and gravity
curves to allow for changes in e, E, g, p, and s ; but in whatever position

the two curves may be on the chart the complete homologue of the equa-
tion in which both eflects ajipear is found by the method explained in

30. Translation of tJie Elasticity Curve.—I. New values for e. In the
elasticity equation it is seen that if e becomes ne and \, n\ : u remains
unaltered. Thus to find new position of elasticity curve move it to the
right through a distance log n.

II. New ^•alues for E. If E becomes tcE andw becomes usjn equation

is unaltered. Thus to shift the elasticity curve move it through - log n

upwards.

III. New values for s. When s becomes ns, \ becomes n\ and u
becomes tm-i, the equation being unaltered. Thus to adapt to new

values of s move curve log n to right, and - log ii downwards.

' It is perhaps worth noting that the complete elasticity curve could have been
computed from

„ h K
u- = — .

A^ \ + C

and the long wave elasticity line. Also the complete gravity curve could have been
obtained from

^ A.

A + c

and the long wave gravity line. But in the fraction A. both numerator and
\ + c

denominator change, and a separate setting of the slide rule would be necessary for
every new point found on the complete curve.
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IV. New values for p. If p changes to np then u and X must become

nu and -.

31. Translation of the Gravity Curve.—New values for e. If e, \. and

u are changed to ne, n\, and \/un the gravity equation is unaltered.

Thus if e becomes ne move the complete gravity curve log n to the right

and - log n upwards.

It is unnecessary to show that similar translations may be found for

changes in (/, p, and s.

32. Scales Lines for Complete Gravity and Elasticity Curves.—Two
scale lines would be needed for each curve to permit of complete generality.

Thus the gravity curve would have scale lines for changes in y and in

; the elasticity curve, scale lines for — and — . These scale lines would
f P P

all be put in on the same principles as those in the former part of this

paper.

33. Scale Lines for Thickness.—Two scale lines are inserted on the
chart marked ' Elasticity Scale Line for Thickness ' and ' Gravity Scale Line
for Thickness.' The first of these lines will be understood at once from
paragraph 30, I.

From paragraph 31 the direction of motion of the gravity curve in order

to adapt it to new values of e must make an angle tan with the in-

creasing direction of the ordinate of A. Any line drawn on the chart in

this direction can be made use of as a scale line. It is convenient, how-
ever, to have the scale line placed in a position so that it cuts the complete
gravity curve or its attendant short and long wave gravity lines on the
chart. The scale line has been drawn at the appropriate inclination

through a point on the short wave gravity line where /\= 10000. Now the
thickness of ice is here 100 ; if the scale line be marked 100 at this point
it must be graduated in either direction, so that when the curve (and its

attendant lines) is moved along the direction of the scale line, the point of

intersection of the short wave gravity line and the scale line shall read
the thickness on the latter. The scale line must be graduated by a loga-
rithmic scale, so that the readings increase ten-fold for every large

square moved through to the right : this is done at once by the graduations
on the paper without making a special logarithmic scale.

The complete curve for the case when the values of g, p, s, E are the
same as before and e= l is inserted on the chart. It cuts the elasticity

scale line for e at graduation 1

.

If it were only desired to make the chart give at once all values for ic

and /\ when one other quantity such as e was varied the second method of
treating the original equation would be the better ; but it would become
somewhat confusing to use a succession of scale lines in order to adapt the
chart to changes in a number of the quantities concerned. If more than
one of these has to be altered it would be more convenient to employ the
former method.

It must be noted that the complete curve is calculated from the
position of the gravity and elasticity curves by the method of § 11. A
small portion only joining the two branches has to be drawn, as the

&
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complete curve soon becomes indistinguishable fi-om the two component
curves.

On Several Outstanding Matters in Connection with the Chart.

34. The long wave lines of the chart may be joined by a curved portion
to represent the complete long wave curve, which is the homologue of

u-:=ak4- ^ .

This may be obtained by using the method of the root of the sum of two
squares ; or it may be got by one setting of the slide rule from the short

wave gravity curve, this latter curve being the homologue of

c c\2

(--!»)= [aX+y^
c

In this case the A being read directly from the chart no thought is

necessary in the operation, the lengths being simply transferred by the

proportional compasses. On the chart when p, s, p, E have the quoted
values and e=100 the complete homologue to the original equation is

practically coincident with the long wave curve in the curved portion of

the latter.

35. It is interesting to compare one of the homologues of the original

equation with the wave and ripple curve of Mr. Boys. In the latter on
the left we have the capillary ripples where the curve is straight, then the

curved portion as far as the point of minimum velocity represents ripples,

in the propagation of which gravity has an increasing influence : this is

followed by a curved portion in which the surface tension eflfect is waning,
and the gravity influence waxing ; finally we have the straight portion

which represents waves in which the influence of capillarity is negligible.

The shape of the curve on the chart varies as the quantities
ff,

e, E, p,

and s alter, as has already been seen. The elasticity and gravity branches
always become coincident with the short wave elasticity and long wave
gravity branches as we pass to the left and right respectively through a
sufiicient range.

Consider now the complete curve on the chart representing approxi-

mately the facts when the solid is ice and the liquid water and e=l.
Waves whose length is less than about 420 correspond to ripples ; when
the wave length falls below about 80 we have the analogues of capillary

ripples.

36. The value of X for which u is a minimum is a solution of the
equation

X^' +2c\^-^lx-^=o
a a

obtained by diflerentiating the original equation and putting ^- =o. The
ctX

ordinary practical way of solving this equation (by numerical compu-
tation) is by Horner's method. It has only one real root which is approxi-

mately 419 with e=l. This root is at once given approximately by the
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chart, and also the minimum value of u is obtained at once by inspection

without the trouble of substituting X=419 in the original equation.

Logarithmic coordinates may be of use to find the roots of equations of

high orders.

37. The Homologues of Equations representing the Relation of u to\
e

en -=som(
\

tion becomes

when ~:=some constant—In the original equation let (=1* The equa-

9^
2-

^^^
9^For all values of \ included in the chart ^ may be neglected with

respect to S • the homologue is a straight line identical with the elas-

P
ticity scale line for thickness (if we take E, n, s as before). In the same
way horizontal lines drawn through the points of intersection of lines A.

=2, X=3, <tc. with the elasticity curve for ice 1 unit thick give the velocity

of propagation of waves on ice which is always ^, ^j '^^- thick. The size of

the waves makes no difference so long aswe confine ourselveswithin themaxi-
mum range of X on the chart. This process cannot, however, be continued

indefinitely ; even when e becomes - the line becomes slightly bent

upwards as A approaches 10^
; when «:=-—_- or less the relation is

expressed by the long wave gravity line already on the chart.

A horizontal line ?;= 245000 gives the velocity of propagation of

waves when e=A/l-61 ; no matter what E may be, the velocity of waves
whose length is 1*61 times the thickness of the ice (when p=s=\) is

equal to the velocity of propagation of sound in the ice. The line is

marked ' Sound Line ' on the chart.

The Use of Losahithmic Cooedinates to pixd an Approximate Equation
CONNECTING A SeEIES OF EXPEEIMENTAL EeSULTS.

38. In practical science this arithmetical problem often arises. If the

numbers are merely to be recorded graphically it is always better to plot

them logarithmically, as the sensitiveness of the record is independent of

the distance of a point from the origin.

If the law which governs the numbers is a straight line law, as is often

the case, of course ordinary section paper should be employed. But if on
plotting the curve on squared paper it seems to follow some other law,

recourse should be had to logarithmic plotting. If the observer com-
mences by trying to find an equation of the form

by arithmetic he will probably restrict his trial to simple values of a and
k. By the use of logarithmic paper he avoids the trouble of looking up
the logarithms (as Herschel had to do) and gains in accuracy.
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As an example we will find equations connecting tM'o series o£

experimental numbers (kindly furnished by Mr. Bruce Wade, of Trinity

College, Cambridge).
In fig. 3 these two curves are plotted logarithmically. They are each

represented very nearly by straight lines, and the equations may be ob-

FlG.
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Semi-logarithmic Coordinates.

40. For some purposes it would be an advantage to plot the logarithm

of one variable against the real value of the other. For instance, suppose
it were desired to find the logarithmic decrement of an amplitude which
we Avere investigating. This could be done by setting out the logarithms

of swings against the number of the vibration. If the logarithmic decre-

ment did not vary the curve would be a straight line, and the logarithmic
decrement would be proportional to the tangent of the angle which this

line makes with the decreasing direction of the axis of the number of the
swing. If, however, the logarithmic decrement varied with the time, the
tangent to the curve at any point would give the logarithmic decrement
at that instant. This example is only onfe of many which suggest them-
selves ; the usefulness of the method in practical work would chiefly

depend on the fact that it is easier to ' smooth out ' a sei'ies of points

which should be in a straight line than it would be to draw a logarithmic
curve with an elastic rod, as would have to be done if the results were
plotted on ordinary square paper.

The Graphical Computation of the Hyperbolic Functions.

41. By the use of semi-logarithmic coordinates it is easy to construct
a chart which shall give the values of the six usually used hyperbolic
functions for a given value of the independent variable. I have drawn a
diagram of this sort which has an accuracy of about one in two hundred,
and hope to be able to publish one on a larger scale which shall have a
greater accuracy.

For the sake of clearness let the logarithmic scale be regarded as the
vertical one and the scale of equal parts as horizontal ; further, let the
component logarithmic scales in the vertical scale be equal to a unit of

length on the horizontal scale.

42. The Meaning of a Straight Line on the Chart.—If a straight line

be drawn arbitrarily on such a chart (see fig. 5) it gives a series of values
for %v andysuch that

—

/=10™"c=A;"c,

where/is the reading on the logarithmic scale and ?t that on the horizontal
scale ; c is the reading on the logarithmic scale of the point of intersection
of the line with the vertical line u— o ; k is the tangent of the angle which
the line makes with the increasing direction of the axis of ?(.

Thus any curve having an exponential equation of the form

is traced at once by drawing a straight line on the semi-logarithmic chart.

No numerical computation is necessary ; the value of c is mg-rked on the
vertical scale when u=o ; if k be then marked on the vertical line

through tt=l, a line joining this last point to the point/=1, m=o (which
may be called the origin) gives us the graph of

f=h\
A line parallel to this through the first marked point gives the

graph of

f=ch\





6*« RtpoTt Brie. Allot. 1
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A line through the origin and the point f^\0, ii=.\, gives

/=10",

and this line (which is at 45° to axis of m, since log 10^1 by hypo-

thesis) is a table of common logarithms ; the readings of the u scale are

the logarithms of the readings of the _/ scale.

For a line representing

the ti is in any case the logarithmic of f to the base k, so that the semi-

logarithmic chart constitutes an infinite series of logarithmic tables to

any base.

43. To draw a line representing e". This line passes through the

origin and the point f=^e, i(,^=\. The e" line is a table of natural

logarithms, .u being the natural logarithmic of f.

The accuracy with which such graphic tabulation may be performed
is limited by the size and accuracy of the graduations. The size of the
16 graduations is a matter of choice, as semi-logarithmic charts have to

be made and cannot be bought. The logarithmic scales are only obtain-

able in one size on the ruled paper, but other logarithmic scales can be
obtained from slide rules.

Semi-logarithmic charts are free from the defect of ordinary squared
paper (as regaixls the proportionate accuracy of plotting) in the vertical

direction. The percentage accuracy of the horizontal scale varies as the

distance from zero of the abscissa.

44. To proceed to compute the hyperbolic functions other straight

lines must be ruled on the chart. These are inserted without computa-
tion. The line representing

("

f=' 2

is parallel to the e" line, and is drawn through the point f=-'b, u=0.
The reflexions of these lines in the liney=l give us the e"" and 2e~" lines,

while a line drawn through y='5, ic=0, parallel to the last two, gives

. e-"
•^ 2

45. The Semi-lorfarithmic Graph of Sinh u.—Any point on this curve

is found by reading off the values of — and — from the appropriate lines

for a chosen value of n. Subtract the latter from the former numerically
and mark the result on the vertical scale through u. In this way the
curve can be readily drawn.

46. The Cosh u Curve.—This is conveniently drawn at the same time
as the sinh v, curve, the values being added. Both curves are asymptotic

e"
to the — line.

47. The Graphs of Cosech u and Sech u.—These functions being the
reciprocals of those just traced, we have only to make the diagram
symmetrical about the line /— 1 to obtain the two new curves. They
are asymptotic to the line 2e"".

48. Tlie Grajihs of Tanh u and Coth u.—These are drawn in from the
sinh 10 and cosh iv curves ; the vertical distances between these curves
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when set out above f=\ give the coth tt curve, and when set out below,
the tanh ?t curve.'

49. A figure constructed thus forms a check on more elaborate
numerical computation. It should be noticed that it can be drawn almost
entirely by graphical methods, the only numerical value required being
the number e.

It is obvious that the semi-logarithmic chart provides a short and easy
method of calculating the cooi-dinates of catenaries of which cosh u (on
squared paper) is one.

On some Points in the Geometry of the Semi-logai-ithmic Graphs of the

Hyperbolic Functions.

50. If we write down the other hyperbolic functions of m when
sinh M=rt we find that the values of the six functions are identical with

Fig. G.

those of u', whei'e it' is defined by sinh %'=-. The six equations thus
a

obtained may be expressed by saying that any function of a is equal to that
function of a' which stands opposite to it in the table

—

sinh cosech

cosh coth
tanh sech.

Thus (see fig. 6) if a straight line such as AA' be drawn perpendicular
to the axis of u and C be the intersection of this line with any of the six
curves (in the figure with coth u) ; then if a straight line be drawn
parallel to the axis of u to cut the curve indicated in above table at the
point c (in this case cosh ?t) a vertical straight line through c will cut all

When u is small, put tanh u=u and coth u = .

u
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the curves in values for / which are equal, each to each, to the inter-

sections on the first straight line.

Thus on the diagram the figure Aa' is a rectangle whose sides AA',

aa' are bisected by the axis of %(,, and the lines «A, 6B, cC, a'A', h'W,

c'C are all equal and parallel.

This property would be of great value in the origination or verification

of tables of these functions.

If D be the intersection of the sinh and coth curves, it follows that

'D'D'd'd is a rectangle whose sides are parallel and perpendicular to the

axis of u.

If Q be the intersection of sinh to and cosech m, Q must lie on the

axis of u. It follows at once that EQE' is a straight line perpendicular

to the axis of n.

51. For the point E we have

whence e"=l + N/2,

e-"=N/"2-l.

Thus when u has the value given by

MM= l0g 10 (1 + V 2)

(m= -88 approximately),

sinh ?6= cosech 'M=1

cosh M=coth i(,^=\/'2i

sech M=tanh ?4=^— -.

The lines «=2 and u=\ are inserted in fig. 6. RR' is divided into

four equal parts by E, Q, E'.

52. The value of u which makes cosh ^^=cosech u is given by

sinh 2m=2,

whence e2"=V5 + 2,

e-"-»=v'5— 2.

The value of « is given by

2MM=logio(^/5 + 2),

and is approximately 0*72.

The value of cosh u is given by

2 cosh^ M=cosh 2m + 1

= v/'5 + l.

Thus

cosech 16=cosh u

sinh M=sech u

tanh M=

1898. N
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n/5+ 1
coth u=z2l—2_.

2

53 When sinh u=2

and cosh u=.<J ^

cosech u-=z\

vo
2

tanh 2t=—^—

n/5

and coth ?t='^_
2

Sinh w'=| has the same values for the functions accordine to the
table in § 50.

o "

On the figure we have

FK= v/5, i.e., the vertical reading at F is \/5.

GK=2

The lines FG, HK, KH', G'F' are equal.

54. To find u when sinh M=coth tt, we have

M=sinh~^ %!,

= loge (sinh M+ V sinh2?(+ l)

;

whence

M=1'06 approximately.

Conclusion.

55. It may be noticed that just as some equations are more suited to
plotting by means of semi-logarithmic coordinates than by logarithmic
coordinates, so advantage may be gained by having only one, or two, of
the axes in three dimensions graduated logarithmically.

The more frequent use of logarithmic geometry would tend to simplify
many theoretical investigations, and, apart from theory, the aid which the
method gives in computation seemed to be sufficient justification for the
publication of this paper.

In conclusion I wish to thank Professor J. J. Thomson for several
valuable suggestions.

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge.
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I. Progress made toivards the Establishment of Earthquake-observing
Stations in various Parts of the World.

In the report for 1897 there will be found a copy of a circular inviting
cooperation in the establishment of a seismic survey of the world, which,
with the kind assistance of the Foreign, Colonial, and India Offices, was
forwarded to many countries and colonies. The result of these communi-
cations, together with private correspondence, has been to establish or
arrange for the establishment of instruments at twenty-two stations.

The following notes indicate the position we hold in regard to these
stations, and the direction in which further co-operation may be expected.

The instruments at Shide, in the Isle of Wight, are indicated as Nos. 1

and 2, but it is only No. 1 that is of the type recommended by this com-
mittee. No. 2 consists of a pair of horizontal pendulums writing on
smoked paper. Both were purchased by Government grants from the
Royal Society.

n2
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1. Canada: Toronto. Meteorological Observatory.

rrofessor R. F. SiurAKT, Director.

The instrument (No. 3) reached this station during the meeting of the

British Association in August, 1897, when arrangements were made for

its installation in a small building outside the Magnetic Observatory. It

has already yielded several good seismograms, the most important being
that of a West Indian earthquake on December 29. This and other

disturbances were also recorded in the Isle of Wight, and are described in

this rejDort. Much trouble was occasioned by the frequency and magni-
tude of ' tremor ' storms, especially on frosty nights. Although the

marked character of these was reduced by copious ventilation, Professor

Stupart writes me that with the hope of getting rid of them altogether

he intends to move the instrument inside the main building of the

observatory.

This instrument was provided by the Meteorological Observatory,

Toronto.

2. U.S.A. : Cambridge, Mass. Harvard University.—Professor E. C. Pickeeing.

This instrument (No. 4) was shipped from London in September,

1897. On April 13, 1898, Professor Pickering wrote that the instrument,

which was purchased by the Harvard University, is to be shipped to their

observatory in Peru.

3. India : Madras. Nungumbaukum. The Astronomical Observatory.

l)r. MicHiE Smith.

This instrument (No. 5), after being tested in the Isle of Wight, was
delivered at the India Stores in October, 1897. It is now in Madras.
It was provided by the Indian Government.

' 4. Sjjaiii : Cadiz. San Fernando. Instituto y Observatorio de Marina,
Captain J. Viniegea.

For this instrument (No. 6) the thanks of our committee are due to

Mr. R. K. Gray, at whose expense it was constructed. It was shipped in

December, 1897, and Captain Viniegra has sent a sample of its records,

together with a plan of the observatory, showing the position in which it

is installed.

5. U.S.A. : Philadelphia, Penn. Strathmore College.

Professor S. J. Cunningham.

This instrument (No. 7) was constructed at the expense of Mr. Joseph
Wharton, 206 Philadelphia Bank Building, Philadelphia, and presented
by him to the above institution.

It was shipped from here in November, 1897.

Mr. Wharton very kindly offers further co-operation in the work of

this committee.

Professor Cunningham has written describing the installation.

6. Japan : Tokio. Imperial University.—Dr. F. Omoei.

In a despatch, dated November 22, 1897, Her Majesty's Minister, Sir

Ernest Satow, has the honour to inform Lord Salisbury that he communicated
with the Japanese Government respecting our circular to which a reply
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was received from Baron Nishi to the effect that the authorities concerned

have decided to co-operate with the British Association.

The instrument (No. 8) was shipped in February, 1897.

7. Eiif/land: Surrey. Richmond, Kew Observatory.—Dr. Charles CHKEE,i^.i2,<S',

The instrument (No. 9) was delivered on March 8, 1898, It was pur-

chased by the Kew Committee, and is now in operation.

8. Canada : British Columbia, Victoria.—E. Baynes Rebd.

The instrument (No. 10) was sent on March 21, 1898, to the care of

Professor Stupart, who will see to its installation. It was paid for by
means of the British Association grant given in Toronto, 1897.

9. Java : Batavia. Magnetisch en Meteorolgisch Observatorium.

J. P. VAN DER Stok, Director.

This instrument (No. 11) was shipped May 1, 1897. It was purchased

by the Dutch Government.

10. Africa: Ca^ye Toion. The Observatory.—D. Gli,L, F.R.S., Director.

On March 19, 1897, Dr. Gill placed our circular before the Admiralty
recommending that co-operation be granted. He also pointed out to the

Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty that the British Association

Committee undertook the labour and cost of discussing results. The
instrument (No. 21) was purchased by Her Majesty's Government.

11. South America : Argentina. Cordova. The Observatory.

W. G. Davis, Director.

In November last, after showing Mr. Davis seismograms, he visited Mr.
Munro's workshop, where he ordered an instrument. This instrument
(No. 14) was shipped from London on May 13, 1898.

12. India : Bombay. Colaba, The Magnetic and Meteorological Observatory.

N. A. F. Moos, Director.

The orders for instruments to be established at Bombay and Calcutta
originated through a letter of recommendation from the Government of

India, Department of Revenue and Agriculture, dated October 7, 1897,
addressed to Her Majesty's Secretary of State for India.

13. India : Calcutta. Alipore. Meteorological Observatory.

(See Note relating to the Bombay Instrument.)

These instruments (Nos. 12 and 13), which were pui'chased by the
Indian Government, were delivered at the India Stores on April 27, 1898.

14. Mauritius : Royal Alfred Observatory.—T. F. Claxton", Director.

On April 29, 1897, Mr. Claxton wrote that if our committee were
prepared to grant 25/. towards an instrument he might spare 25/. from the
Government Grant for 1898. Mr. Claxton's offer was accepted, and the
instrument (No. 17) was despatched in July, 1898.
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15. New Zealand: Wellington.—Sir James Hector, F.R.S.

Sir James Hector referred our circular to the New Zealand Govern-

ment, who agreed to ask Parliament for the necessary grant to purchase

instruments. On July 30, 1897, Sir James ordered two instruments

(Nos. 16 and 20). The former of these was despatched in June, and the

latter was despatched on August 31, 1898.

16. E(jypt: Cairo. Abbasich. The Observatory.

Mr. W. J. Wilson, Inspector-General of Irrigation for Upper Egypt,

forwarded to the Ministry of Public Instruction our circular, with the

result that H.E. Yacoub Artin Pasha, Under-Secretary of State for

Public Instruction, directed that an instrument should be supplied to the

above observatory. This (No. 22) will be despatched in September, 1898.

17. Scotland, Paisley. The Coats Observatory.

The Rev. Andrew Henderson, Chairman of the Coats Observatory

Committee, kindly brought our circular to the notice of that body, with

the result that an instrument (No. 18) was ordered on February 21, 1898.

It was sent to Paisley in July.

18. Mexico.

On May 25 C. Romero, Esq., Acting Charge d'Aflfaires at the Mexican
Legation, 87 Cromwell Road, London, wrote the Chairman of our com-
mittee that he was carrying out instructions received from the Minister

of Encouragement (Fomento) of the Mexican Government to purchase

a horizontal pendulum. This instrument (No. 19) was despatchecl on
August 15.

19. Syria : Beyroiit. Protestant Collcyc.—Professor R. II. West, Director.

On the recommendation of Professor R. H. West an instrument
(No. 15) was ordered for the observatory at the above college. It was
despatched in June, 1898. Professor West says that all records will be
at our disjDosal.

20. U.S.A.: Washington, D.C. Coast and Geodetic Survey.

W. W. Dui'FiELD, Superintendent.

Mr. Duffield wrote on July 16, 1897, that to take up the work proposed

would need special authorisation and consequent provision of means. He
would send copies of our circular to the United States Naval Observatory,

Dr. J. G. Porter, Director of the Cincinnati Observatory, and to the

Director of the Lick Observatory.

21. U.S.A.: Washington, D.C. U.S. Naval Observatory.

Professor Wm. Haekness.

On July 19, 1897, Professor Harkness wrote saying that he hoped in

the not distant future conditions may present themselves enabling him to

co-operate.

22. S.A. : Colombia, Bogota.

A despatch, dated August 12, 1897, from Montagu Villiers, Esq.,

British Vice-Consul at Bogota, to the Marquis of Salisbury stated that
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the Director of the National Observatory at Bogota hoped before long to

purchase the necessary instrument and co-operate in the work of our

committee.

23. Australia : Sydney. The Observatory.—E.. 0. Russell, F.R.S., Director.

Mr. Russell regretted that, owing to want of funds, he was unable to

take a share in the work. He will let us know whether his own pendulum

is of any use.

24. China : Sha7iykai. Zikawei Observatory.—L. Feoc, S.J.

On April 5, 1897, Father Froc wrote regretting that he had neither

the means nor the facility to establish an instrument at Zikawei, at which

place, he states, the most severe shocks originating in Japan are not

experienced.

25. Malta : Gozo. The College.—R&\. James Scoles, S.J.

Father Scoles, writing from Beaumont College, Old Windsor, said :

' No doubt some interesting results would be obtained in Malta, but in the

College there no one has sufficient leisure to attend to such a work, nor

are there any funds available.

26. S2}ain: Cadiz.—W. G. Foestee.

Mr. Forster would like an instrument were he at a more favourably

placed station, but not where he is.

27. Brazil: Rio de Janeiro. The Observatory.—The Dieectoe.

On April 20, 1897, the Director of this observatory wrote that he had

received through Her Majesty's Minister, Sir Edmund Constantino

Henry, the circular issued by this committee. Last June a similar pro-

posal had been received from Dr. Gerland, of Strassburg, to which he had

replied favourably. Because nothing further had been heard from Dr.

Gerland, the observatory at Rio was prepared to undertake the observa-

tions we proposed. The letter concludes with instructions respecting

payment for the instrument.

On Jan. 20, 1898, the Foreign Office forwarded to me the translation

of a note which Her Majesty's Minister at Rio de Janeiro had received

from the Brazilian Government, from which it appears that they are not

disposed to co-operate in the scientific observations indicated by this

committee.

28. Haivaii: Honolulu.—W. J. KE^'^N^, Her Majesty s Acting Commissioner and
Consul- General.

Shortly after the death of Commissioner Hawes, Mr. T. R. Walker,

Acting British Consul-General, placed our circular before Professor W. D.

Alexander, who wrote on July 16, 1897, that the proposed station would

have to be established in connection with the Hawaiian weather service

or at Oahu College, but at present he did not think that the necessary

funds were available. The subject should be taken into consideration by
the next legislature.

On December 27 Commissioner W. J. Kenny wrote suggesting that

seismological investigations be taken up in Hawaii, and if I could send a

seismograph he v/ould see to its installation and working.
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29. Physikalisches Central Observatorium.—Admiral Rykatcheff. Wass.-Ostr.,

23 Linci Haus No. 2, 12/24, February, 1898. ;S'^, Petersbury.

The Russian Meteorological OfBce think of establishing two instru-

ments of the type recommended by the Seismological Committee of the
British Association. It would, however, he first necessary to obtain the
opinion of the directors of observatories where the instruments might
be installed. Copies of instructions respecting the working of the instru-

ments were required.

Three copies of instructions were forwarded to St. Petersburg on
March 3, 1898.

30. Kaiserliclte Akadnnie der Wissenschaften, Wien. March 5, 1898.

The earthquake commission of the above Academy inquii'ed respecting
the cost of a seismometer.

I replied stating the price of instrument and its accessories, gave the
address of the maker, and sent the Toronto Report for 1897.

31. Australia: Melbourne. The Observatory.—P, Baracchi, Esq.

The Director of the above observatory wrote on February 1, 1898, in

reply to the circular issued by our committee that he had applied to the
Victorian Government to take part in our work, and had laid the matter
before Section A of the Australian Association for the Advancement of

Science. It is hoped that co-operation may be extended to us in the
early future.

The following abstract of a report of the Seismological Committee, of

the Australian Society for the Advancement of Science is taken from
'Symons' Monthly Meteorological Magazine,' March 1898, p. 2G :—

' Seismological Committee.

' This report was presented by the Secretary, Mr. George Hoglsen, M. A.,

of Timaru, New Zealand, and stated that the most interesting result of
the labours of the observers was the fact, based upon rough calculations,

that the great South Australian earthquake of May 10, 1897, proceeded
from a line parallel to the coast near Beachport and Kingston, and
was possibly due to a sliding of one part of the crust upon another, such
as forms what is called in geology a " fault." This was probably deep, but
the later and slighter shocks were surface ones, caused by readjustments
of the immediate crust. The subject was still under investigation by the
Secretary. But IMr. Hogben pointed out that it was as part of a world-
system of seismological observations that the work of the Committee might
be most useful. An international seismological committee had been set

up, embracing all the ablest workers in every part of the world, and in

co-operation with that committee were committees of the British Associa-
tion and of the Royal Society. They desire especially to be able to track
the microseismic vibrations or minute earthquake waves, which travelled

from the sources of disturbance all round the earth's surface, or it might
be right through the solid mass of our world (if it is solid). The speed
of these finer waves was many times greater than that of the larger waves
felt by us, reaching a velocity as great as 12 miles per second, or even
more. For the purpose of observing them the international committee
had agreed upon a certain type of instrument—the horizontal pendulum

—
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to be used by all stations alike, as it was important that instruments of

the same kind and of the same degree of sensitiveness should be employed

for purposes of comparison.'

32. Norioay : Hammerfe&t.

Dr. F. Nansen very kindly offered his co-operation in an endeavour to

establish the station ' farthest north.'

33. Ireland : iJuhlin.

Professor W. F. Barrett is actively endeavouring to establish a station

in Ireland, towards which I understand that Lord Ardilaun has given

substantial support.

It is interesting to note that this co-operation, and that referred to in

notes (4) and (5), followed lectures bearing on a seismic survey of the

world.

II. Notes on Special Earthquakes.

34. Foreign, Colonial, and Indian Offices.

I was able to inform the Foreign and Colonial Offices that the official

notification stating that there had been interruption of two West Indian

cables connecting us with Venezuela on December 31 probably referred

to the effects of a submarine earthquake, which happened at 11. .30 a.m. on
December 29 (see p. 214). I received letters of thanks for the information,

the correctness of which was not confirmed until March 1.

From the Foreign, Colonial, and Indian Offices I have received many
communications relating to the establishment of instruments abroad and
other matters connected with the work of this committee. These are

referred to under other sections.

35. Correspondence respecting EartJiqicakes in the West Indies.

Mr. Secretary Chamberlain directed that the following two despatches

should be sent to me, adding that if I were disposed to interest myself in

the matter he would take steps to obtain information on points about

Avhich it might be deemed worth while to make inquiry. The first

despatch is from the Governor of the Leeward Islands, and the second

from the Administrator of Montserrat :—

Springfield House, .St. Kitts :

February 28, 1898.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit to you the duplicate of a despatch

from the Commissioner of Montserrat reporting that several severe shocks

of earthquake have recently occurred in that island, which have caused
considerable damage to buildings, although it does not appear that any
lives have been sacrificed.

2. Mr. Baynes remarks in paragraph 5 of his despatch that these

shocks of earthquake have been of frequent occurrence since the floods of

November, 1896 ; a fact to which I have had occasion to refer in previous

correspondence.
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3. What has caused this to be the case I am not prepared to say ; but
I agree with Mr. Baynes that the subject is one of peculiar interest, and
I should be glad if it could form the subject of scientific investigation.

I have, &c.,

F. Fleming.
The Eight Hon. Joseph Chambeelain, M.P., P.C.

Commissioner's OflBce, Montserrat

:

Februarj' 21, 1898.

SiE,—On Tuesday, the 15th instant, severe shocks of earthquake
occurred in this island, which have since been followed by shocks of

nearly equal severity, and have caused considerable damage to buildings.

2. The principal shock was at ll.lG a.m. on Tuesday, and was the
most severe I have ever experienced. This was followed by shocks so

numerous as to seem almost continuous until 3.45 p.m., when there was
one of equal severity but shorter duration ; and during the rest of the day
and the following night numerous shocks continued to be felt. On Friday,
at 7 A.M. and 4.25 p.m., and on Sunday, at 9.20 a.m., very severe shocks
occurred, and in the intervals minor shocks have been of constant
occurrence.

3. The windmill tower at Gage's Estate has been seriously damaged,
and the chimneys on the Grove, Dagenham's, Weeke's, Gage's, Paradise,

and White's Estates have sustained injury. One house at Gage's has
been so much damaged as to be made uninhabitable, and several houses
in various localities have been injured. St. George's Church and St.

Anthony's Church and Rectory have also sustained some damage.
4. The only serious damage to any Government building has been at

the Poor House, where the walls of a small detached building have been
so seriously damaged that it has been necessary to remove the inmates.

There are cracks in the walls of the Court House and Treasury, but these

appear to be superficial. On the public roads, especially those of recent
construction, large quantities of earth and boulders have been shaken
from the cliffs on to the roadway, but no further damage is reported.

Several breaks in the water pipes supplying the town occurred through
landslips in the ravines through which the pipe track passes, but these
injuries were at once repaired.

5. These shocks of earthquake have been of frequent occuiTence since

the flood of November, 1896, and in my letter of May 3 last I gave some
account of them up to that date. Of late they have greatly increased iii

severity. Some months ago a number of shocks occurred in Guadeloupe,
but I have no recent information from that island. With this exception
they have not been felt in the neighbouring islands. They would there-

fore appear to be of local origin, and some disturbance of the volcanic

springs in Gage's Mountain has evidently taken place. The subject is one
of peculiar interest, and seems to be well deserving of scientific investi-

gation.

I have, &c.,

Edward Baynes,
Commissioner.

His Excellency Sir F. Fleming, K.C.M.G.

The following two letters bearing on the same subject are also of

interest :

—
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Richmond Hill, Montserrat, West Indies :

March 2, 1898.

Dear Sir,—I beg to inform you that since the flood of November 29,

1896, which caused great injury to life and property in this island,

innumerable shocks of earthquake have been experienced.

There are in this island several craters and sulphur springs, and there

are also a few hot-water springs, all of which go to prove that the

volcanoes here are by no means extinct, and it is thought by some per-

sons that the mouth of one of the numerous craters has been filled up by
a landslip caused by the above-mentioned flood, on the night of which
there were several shocks of earthquake—the first experienced in Mont-
seri'at for a great number of years. It is possible that the filling up of

this crater has been the cause of all the earthquakes we have been feeling

here lately.

Since November 1896 there have been experienced at least one
thousand shocks of earthquake.

The most severe shocks took place on the following dates :—November
29, 1896 ; April 22, 24, 25 and 29, 1897 ; July 28, 1897 ; December 4,

1897 ; February 15, 18 and 20, 1898. Those on February 15 exceeded

all the others in point of severity. Some persons state that there were
eighty-one shocks that day, of which forty-one were felt in three hours.

The shock on April 29, 1897, though one of the longest, was felt

throughout this portion of the West Indies, but was of slight force, and,

notwithstanding its very long duration, did no injury here, though a great

deal of damage was done at Pointe-a-Pitre, in the neighbouring French
island of Guadeloupe.

All the other earthquakes have been entirely local, having not even
been noticed at Antigua, an island about thirty miles away, though those

in April were felt at the isolated rock of Redonda, a few miles ofl" the

north coast of this island.

Only the most severe earthquakes have been mentioned above ; but
scarcely a day passes without our feeling a few shocks, and excluding

February 1 5 as many as thirty shocks have been felt in one day.

During the last month or two the smell of sulphur from the craters

has been very strong and disagreeable, silver tarnishing in town very
easily.

All the earthquakes seem to have had the same direction, viz., from
' Gage's ' Mountain, where the Soufriere is located (see Admiralty Chart
of Montserrat), with the exception of that of April 29, which appeared to

come from the direction of Guadeloupe, viz., the south.

I am thankful to say that the shocks are usually of very short

duration, averaging four or five seconds.

Some of the oldest inhabitants of the island affirm that the worst
shock, on February 15 (11.16 a.m.), was just as severe as the great earth-

quake of 1843, but being of shorter duration did not do so much damage.
Several buildings have been very badly damaged. Innumerable

cracks have appeared in nearly every stone building in the island,

including the Court Hall and the churches.
These shocks of earthquake, which have been continually felt for the

last sixteen months (i.e. since November 1896), are causing great anxiety
among the inhabitants, and it is not known but that they may culminate
either in a volcanic eruption or the numerous stone buildings, weakened
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as they already are by these continual shocks, must in course of time be
thrown to the ground unless the earthquakes cease.

The whole subject seems Avell deserving of scientific investigation.

The Government of the island is in a very bad financial state, and could

not afford any pecuniary aid to an investigation, though it would doubt-
less give as much encouragement as possible to the investigators ; but
probably in the interests of science your committee or some other scien-

tific society would bear the expense of making a scientific investigation

which would be most interesting to science in general.

Official reports in connection with the recent earthquakes have
doubtless been sent to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, and I

would suggest your communicating with the Colonial Office in considering

the question ; but if your Society cannot send out a scientist I should be
glad if the substance of this letter could be published in the English

newspapers, and perhaps some scientist would take the matter up.

I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

H. DE CouRCY Hamilton,
Fellow of the Royal Colonial Institute.

John Milxe, Esq., Secretary, Seismological Investigation Committee, London.

Extractfrom Letter of Joseph Stlirge, Esq.. Wheeley's Road, Birmingham,
dated February 3,' 1898.

' I think you maj' be glad to know of a somewhat curious phenomenon
that has taken place in a small island in the West Indies, Montserrat,
with which I am connected.

' The island is the tip of a submarine mountain : it is 12 miles long by
7 wide, and 3,000 feet high. The sea is 2,000 fathoms deep all round
the island. There are sulphureous springs of hot water which emit
vapour, but no more active volcanic action, and for forty years there have
been no serious earthquakes and very few noticeable ones.

'On November 29, 1896, there was an extraordinary rain-storm, 20
inches of rain falling in the centre of the island in about twelve hours.

Since that time the island has been subject to constantly recurring slight

shocks of earthquake. They come almost every day, and sometimes
several in a day. They do not do much harm, but keep people more or

less in a state of alarm, and the curious problem is what happened on the
day of the rain-storm that set the earthquakes going.

' The sulphur springs have emitted a much more copious volume of gas
since the change, so that silver now goes black three miles ofl'.

' It may be worth while to mention that in 1880 there was a similar

flood in the neighbouring island of St. Kitts, and that tlie same night
there was a volcanic disturbance in Dominica (150 miles from St. Kitts),

and a boiling lake came into existence among the mountains there.'

On April 15 Mr. Sturge writes that the earthquakes increased in

frequency and violence until the end of February. Almost all stone

buildings were more or less injured. Since then there has been a great

drought, coincidently with wliich the shocks ha\'e almost entirely ceased.

Is this a in'O'pter hoc or only a yost hoc 1
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III.— Catalogue of EartlinuaTies recorded by a Gray-Milne Seismograph at the Central

Meteorological OMervatory, Tokio, Decemher 17, 1897, to January 27, 1898.

{Continiiation of Catalogue commencing in the British Association Report, 1886.
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Catalogue of Eabthquakes—co«<M»<crf.
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Catalogue op Eabthquakes—continued.
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Earthquakes Recorded at Shide, etc.—contiii'Md.

No.
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Eaethquakes Eecokded at Shidjs, etc.—continued.

193

No.
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Movements recorded bi/ a Darwin Bijilar Tenduhim at the Royal Observatory,

Ediuburyh. Director, Dr. R. Copeland.

The instrument was presented to the Observatory by the late

M. Antoine d'Abbadie in 1894.

No.

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Shide
No.

104
105
JL6

119

131

132

133

134
139
140

141

146
163

Date

June 3

..,
12

„ 21

Aug. 5

Sept. 17

„ 17

„ 20

„ 21

Oct. 3

„ 19

„ 20

Nov. 14
Jan. 29

Time,
G.M.T.

H. U. S.

10 57
U 18

13 40

1 2 30

15 55

18 2

19 56

C 7 30
14 58

28

15 20

15 29

15 15

Remarks

Slight osoillations and widening of line.

Ends at 13h. 12m.
Fine oscillatory disturbance until 14h.

4m.
Fine oscillatory disturbance until Ih.

40m, 30s.

Small oscillatory disturbance until

16h. 5m.
Small oscillatory disturbance until

18h. 12m.
Small oscillatory disturbance until

20h. 28m. Smaller oscillations 20h.
17m. to 20h. 28m.

Like preceding until Gh. 38m. 30s.

Very slight tilt to N.
Small oscillatory disturbance until

50m.
Small oscillatory

15h. 33m.
Tilt to N.
Small oscillatory

15h. 25m.

disturbance until

disturbance until

Observations at Rocca di Papa. By Dr. A. Cancani.

Instruments described on pp. 264-2G6.

No.
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Recordsfrom W. E. Plummer, Esq., Liverpool Observatory, Bidstone, Birkenhead.

Instrument a Danuin Bifilar Pendulum, provided by the British Association.

No.
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Records received fro^n Professor Kortazzi, Nicolaiew. The recordhit/ instrument
was a von Rebeiir-Paschtdtz Horizontal Pendulum. Max = maxinimn.
Uur = duration.

No.

1

2
3

4

6

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
25

Shide
No.

97
99
100
101

113
115
116
117
118
119

122
123
131

132
133

134
138

140

141

153

156

157

161

162
163

Date

1897
May 5

„ 13

» 23
„ 24

June 30
July 17

„ 21

„ 22
2Aug.

„ 26

„ 26
Sept. 17

,. 17

„ 20

Oct.

21

2

„ 19

„ 20

Dec. 11

„ 28

„ 29

1898

Jan. 24

„ 29

„ 29

Commence-
ment
G.M.T.

H. M.

22 12
12 2
12 48
23 57

3 50
7 48

13 43
9 52

15 29

Remarks
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Earthquakes recorded at Shide and also at Distant Localities.

For a collective statement regarding earthquakes recorded in Italy I

am indebted to Professor P. Tacchini, Director of the R. UfScio Centrale

di Meteorologia e di Geodinamica al CoUegio Romano, Via del Caravita

N° 7, Roma. He wi-ites me that records from Padua have not been
received since August 1897.

Professor Stupart's records from the Meteorological Observatory,

Toronto, date from December 28, 1897.

S2
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Observations at the li. Osservatorio di Catania e delV Etna.
By Dr. A. Eiccb. 1897-1898.

Instrument a long pendulum, p. 259.

No.
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If, however, certain of these instruments have been so arranged that their

stability is feeble, or, in other words, so that their free period is large as

compared with that of others, they can hardly be expected, even when
placed side by side, to yield similar seismograms. A small horizontal

pendulum with a period of, say, 50 seconds and a lai'ge multiplication may
be continuously in movement over a considei-able period of time. This

being the case, it may often happen that the exact commencement of an

earthquake may not be determinable. In the Strassburg records, for

example, we find commencements of movement given so many minutes in

advance of other stations in Europe that for the present, at least, we are

inclined to accept the conclusions to which they lead with some reserve

(see Earthquake No. 83).

In Italy there is a great variety of instruments which, for the most

part, record with ink upon the surface of paper, or by means of indices

writing on smoked paper.

The ordinary pendulums vary in length from a few metres up to

25 metres in length. In Catania, for example, there is a pendulum
25 metres in length, carrying a bob of 300 kgs., and with writing indices

multiplying its movements 12'5 times. It appears that these exceedingly

long pendulums are sometimes affected by the action of the wind upon
the building in which they are suspended. When this occurs it becomes

difficult to determine with exactness the time at which an earthquake has

its commencement.
The horizontal pendulums are also characterised by their great size.

The horizontal booms of such instruments at Ptocca di Papa, which carry

25 kgs. near their outer end, are 2-7 metres in length, the tie running to

a point 5"25 metres above the foot of each boom. They write with ink on

a band of paper moving at a rate of GO cm., or 2 feet, per hour. The open

diagrams obtained from both types of instrument are excellent (see

p. 207). Unfortunately, the enormous dimensions of these instruments

preclude any extensive adoption by private observers. When these

dimensions are reduced, as, for example, with the ordinary pendulums,

the smaller of these, not having suflicieut multiplication or inertia to over-

come the frictional resistance of writing indices, fail in a gi'eater or lesser

degree to record the small preliminary tremors, with the result that the

time at which an earthquake commences is apparently retarded.

It is probably sometimes this which explains the great difference in

the recorded times at which earthquakes originating at great distances

have announced themselves at different recording stations in Italy and
Europe.

For description of instruments in Italy and at Strassburg see

pp. 258-272.

Since writing the Report for 1897 I have obtained a list of records

from Japan and the catalogue issued from time to time by Professor

Pietro Tacchini in the ' BoUettino della Societa Sismologica Italiana.' Mate-
rials extracted from these sources enable me to throw further light upon
records published in 1897.

No. 1, June 15, 1896. (B.A. Keport, 1897.)

This is the disastrous shock the sea waves accompanying which occa-

sioned the loss of nearly 30,000 lives on the N.E. coast of Japan, a

description of which will be found in the Report for 1897.
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Velocity of Fropagation of EaHh-waves.
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noted in Tokio. The time at which it originated is therefore 7 hrs. 36 mins.

On this assumption the following table has been calculated :

—
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Pavia •

Nicolaiew
Potsdam
Strassburg

Edinburgh
Japan .

H. M. s

21 42 12 Pendulum, 4im. 40 kgs.

20 52 1

21 2 (about)
21 11 39 S.W.-N.E. component
22 25 E.-W.
21 30
20 41 Not recorded in Tokio

No. 88, February 20, 1897. (B.A. Eeport, 1897.)

Shide
Rocca di Papa
Verona .

Padua .

Ischia .

Rome
Catania

.

Pavia
Strassburg
Kicolaiew
Potsdam
Edinburgh

H. M. s. H. M. s.

17 47 Four separate maxima ending 1 16 27
23 55 On the 19th

12
15
15 35 Period reached, 29 sees.

15 40
15 47
16 30
11

13

17
32

15
1

S.W.-N.E. pendulum

At nearly all the above stations several distinct maxima were
observed.

No. 91, March 2, 1897. (B.A. Eeport, 1897.)

H. M. S.

Shide ... 21 48 11
Ischia . . . 21 25 22 E. and W. horizontal pendulum, 12 kgs.
Nicolaiew . . 21 14 1

Potsdam . . 21 22 (about)
'

March 7, 1897.

At Shide record hidden by small tremors.

B. :tr. B.

Rocca di Papa 4 510 (about)
Tokio 6 24 46

No. 93, March 16, 1897. (B.A. Eeport, 1897.)

Shide .

Nicolaiew

H.

7

6

M.

36
31

s.

27 Duration.
1

K.

29

No. 96, March 23, 1897.

On this day the following cables were reported as having been inter-
rupted :—Tenedo-Dardanelles, Malta-Alexandria, Emden-Vigo (Bay of
Biscay), and the Aden-Zanzibar. A shock was also reported from
Montreal.

A small disturbance was noted at Shide at 4 hrs. 19 mins. 12 sees, p.m.,

but it is not likely that it was connected with any of the above events.

No. 97, May 5, 1897.

Small
With maximum at 22 hrs. 27 mins.,

which probably corresponds with
the Shide record

Not recorded in Italy.
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No. 98, May 9, 1897.

It is remarkable that this earthquake, with two maxima and a

motion of 6 mm., does not appear to have been recorded in

Europe. I should be inclined to place its origin west of Great Britain.
range of

No. 99, May 13, 1897.

Shide
Nicolaiew

H.
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No. 104, June 3, 1897.

H. M. 8.

Catania 9 53 42
Rocca di Papa 9 54 30
Shide 9 57 18
Edinburgh 10 57

Nicolaiew not -working. Also recorded at other stations in Italy. At
Shide there are three maxima phases of movement.

iVb. 105, June 12, 1897.

This earthquake is one which created so much destruction in Assam
that it is intimated, in order to repair roads and buildings of the Public
"Works Department only, more than thirty-five lakhs of rupees will be
required. The total cost of the earthquake is probably many times this

sum. To meet the expenditure for the restoration of roads, &c., appli-

cation has been made for a grant from the Imperial revenues, and we
have here an illustration, which is repeated yearly, of the manner in

which an earthquake in a distant country may affect directly or indirectly

the finances of people in this country. To mitigate the effects of these

disasters it is necessary that the ordinary practice of the engineer and
builder should be modified, and to this end I am glad to say that this

Association has lent support by the publication of several reports bearing
upon construction in earthquake countries. The more important of these

were issued in 1889 and 1891, and the substance of them has been most
carefully considered in connection with the reconstruction of railways and
other works now in progress in North-eastern India.

This earthquake, which had its origin in a well-known seismic district,

is probably the most severe and disastrous which, during historical times,

has been experienced in this region. One evidence of this is the snapping
and overturning of a number of ancient monoliths in the Khasi Hills.

J. C. Arbuthnott, Deputy Commissioner of this district, who describes

these stones, says :
—

' It would possibly give people in England an idea of

the severity of the shock were the Druidical stones at Stonehenge and
Stennis, in Orkney, similarly overthrown or broken in two.' Similar

evidence is found in the destruction of a stone bridge in the Kamriip
district of very great antiquity.

Records.—In the Isle of Wight, strange to say, the movements of the
ground commenced whilst the photographic film was being renewed, an
operation that only happens once a week. The time record, therefore,

only refers to maxima phases of motion and those which followed.

The greatest range of motion was 15 mm., corresponding to a change
in slope of about five seconds.

A horizontal pendulum recording N.-S. motion on smoked paper indi-

cated a maximum range of motion of 10 mm. and a period of 15
seconds. The following are the time records :

—

I

Shide . . . 11 29 10 Max. The preliminary tremors exceed
10 minutes ; therefore the commence-
mftnt may have been 11 hrs. 19 mins.

Catania
Rocca di Papa
Edinburgh

.

Strassburg

.

Batavia . . . 11 16 40 By electrometer disturbance.

H.
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Velocity of Propagation

:

Time at origin, 11 hrs. 5 mins. 1 sec.
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It is worthy of note that we have here instances where higher velo-

cities have been obtained from the records of instruments with frictional

writing indices than from those where the records have been photogi'aphic,

from which it must be inferred that the former indicated earlier phases

of motion than the latter.

At Rome the long waves had a period of 10 seconds and a maximum
amplitude of 12". The complete length of these waves, as computed from
the above data, would be 54 kms., and the height of their crests about

half a metre.

When in Italy (see last section of this report) I saw the original

seismograms of this earthquake at nearly all the stations I visited.

The preliminary tremors and the greater portion of the succeeding heavy

motion, as given by two different instruments, are reproduced (figs. 1, 2 and

3) from the ' BoUettino della Societa Sismologica Italiana,' vol. iii. No. 9.

They are appended to a paper by Dr. Cancani, describing his horizontal

pendulums and the Assam earthquake. The upper figures show the

E.-W. and the N.-S. motion as recorded by the large horizontal pendu-

lums (for a description of which see p. 265). The lower figure gives the

corresponding motion, as obtained from an ordinary pendulum of 250 kgs.

and 15 m. in length, the movements of which are multiplied 12-5 times.

The original diagrams are about two-and-a-half times greater than the

present reproduction.

The horizontal pendulums when writing have a complete period of

22 seconds. With the Indian earthquake the maximum range of motion
was for the N.-S. component 5-5 cm., and for the E.-W. component
4 cm.

The maximum change in the vertical for the N.-S. component was 13".

The 15 m. pendulum showed a change of 12", whilst with a third instru-

ment, a simple pendulum, 7 m. in length, it was 10" . For the large

waves the complete period was 18 seconds. For these waves, with a
velocity of 27 kms. per sec, their length becomes 48-6 kms.

If ^=length of wave, and a=the maximum angle of tilting, then

height of a wave = -— tan a = 45 cm.

No. 106, June 12, 1897.

H. M. S.

Shide . . . . 19 53 19 Duration 10 mins.
Strassburg . . . 19 23 27 to 8 hrs. 35 min. 7 sees, with maxi-

mum at 7 hrs. 51 mins. 33 sees.

and 8 hrs. min. 31 sees.

Not recorded in Italy or Russia.

JVo. 107, June 13, 1897.

H. M. S. If.

Shide 7 39 33 Duration 7
Strassburg 7 28 55

Not recorded in Italy or Russia.

No. 112, June 24, 1897.

A disturbance was recorded in Ischia, Padua, and Rome, but it com-
menced about 20 hrs. 30 mins,, and not at 19 hrs. 34 mins. 53 sees., as

noted at Shide.
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No. 113, June 30, 1897.

Shide .4
Nicolaiew 3

H. M.

39
GO

Not recorded in Italy.

No. 114, Juue 30, 1897.
n.

Shide 15

In Italy about 14

M.

50

Origin Epirus.

No. 115, July 17, 1897.

Sliide .

Nicolaiew

H.

7

7

M.

57

48

s.

:;3

Not recorded in Italy.

JVo. 116, July 21,1897.
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Hakone, 9 A.M. (August 5).

A strong earthquake was felt here this morning at about 9.20 o'clock

It lasted for several minutes, but -was quite regular (horizontal) in its

movement. The Japanese say that they seldom have such a long or

strong earthquake here, and they rushed out of their houses very

quickly.

ShizuoJca (August 5).

A slight earthquake was felt here at 9.20 a.m.

Sendai (August 6).

A strong earthquake occurred here this morning at 9 o'clock.

Mito (August 5).

A strong gale swept over the locality last night, and this morning a

sharp earthquake was felt here.

Mayehashi (August 5).

An earthquake occurred here this morning at half-past 9 o'clock.

Uyeda, Shinshu (August •!?).

An earthquake was felt here this morning at half-past 9 o'clock.

The earthquake is also reported from :

—

frifu, 7.57 A.M., slight.

Nagasaki, 8.06 A.M., slight.

Kumagaya, 9.07 A.M., strong.

Ishinomald, 9.10 A.M., strong.

Mito, 9.10 A.M., strong.

Aomori, 9.11 A.M., strong.

Yaviagata, 9.11 A.M., strong.

Atayebashi, 9.11 A.M., strong.

Niigata, 9.12 A.M., strong.

Kofu, 9.12 A.M., strong.

Fuliushima, 9.10 A.M., feeble.

Nagano, 9.11 a.m., feeble.

Glfu, 9.11 A.M., feeble.

Utsxinomiya, 9.12 A.M., feeble.

ToUo, 9.12 A.M., feeble.

YoJiosuka, 9.12 A.M., feeble.

JVagoya, 9.13 A.M., feeble.

A/iita, 9.20 A.M., feeble.

ChosM, 9.12 A.M., slight.

Numam, 9.12 A.M., slight.

JVemvro, 9.12 A.M., slight.

Xushiro, 9.13 A.M., slight.

Hachihi, 9.15 A.M., s'ight.

By reference to the catalogue of earthquakes recorded at the Central

Meteorological Observatory in Tokio, p. 190 (Nos. 1901 to 1908), it will be
seen that on the 5th the first disturbance was followed by seven smaller

disturbances.

From these reports, and from private correspondence with Japan, we
learn that the movements were slow. This means that the period of the
earth waves would be about three seconds. This being so, experience

teaches us that places like Tokio were at a distance of 200 or 300 miles

from the origin of the disturbance.

The fact that movements commenced at and near to Tokio at about
the same time they commenced at and near to Nemuro, whilst at Ishino-

maki, Mito, Aomori, Yamagata, and other places lying between Tokio
and Nemuro, movements commenced one or two minutes earlier, leads to

the conclusion that the origin was off the east coast of Japan.
From the time observations generally, the locus sought for may be placed

near to the centre of a circle which would approximately pass through Tokio,
1898. P
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Niigata, and Nemuro. This would lie about 150 miles east of Sendai,

at a depth of 4,000 fathoms, exactly at the bottom of the Nippon slope of

the Tuscarora Deep. This is practically the same origin as that given for

the shock of June 15, 1896,' as it is for many other disturbances which

have shaken the whole of the Japanese islands. Facts to be noticed about

this particular group of earthquakes are that they are the largest, that

they originate along the base of the steepest slope, and that it is only

occasionally that they are accompanied by sea waves. The disturbance of

June 15, 1896, was accompanied by waves which resulted in the loss of

nearly 30,000 lives, whilst the shaking of the ground was barely percep-

tible at Tokio. The earthquake about which I now write as a producer of

earth waves which could be felt was much more marked than that of

June 15, and yet sea waves were not recorded. The inference is that the

earthquake of August 5 was not accompanied by any marked displace-

ment of large bodies of material at the bottom of the ocean, and its origin

was practically beneath the sub-oceanic crust. It is therefore possible

that we have in the Tuscarora earthquakes examples of disturbances due

to accelerations in the secular flow of a quasi-rigid subterranean material

under the influence of continental load. If this is the case we should

expect to find records of local magnetic perturbation.

Velocity of Propagation of Barth, Waves.

Assuming the origin of the earthquake to have been 250 geographical

miles to the north-east of Tokio, and the wave to have been propagated

to that place at a rate of about 8,000 feet per second, then the time at

"which the earthquake originated in G.M.T. was August 5, 9 mins. 23 sees.

G.M. T.— Times at which Freliminary Tremors commenced in Europe.
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The above earthquake evidently refers to one of two shocks which were
felt in Sandakan, on the north coast of Borneo, at 1.10 p.m. local time
(about 5.20 a.m. G.M.T.) on September 21. It was sufficiently severe to

crack a house and stop the town clock.

These and other shocks accompanied the throwing up of a volcanic
island in E.L. 115° and N.L. 5° 14', about which on October 25 the 'Times'
writes as follows :

—

'A New Volcanic Island.—The 'Straits Times' of September 29
states that, according to telegraphic advices from British North Borneo,
an earthquake was felt at Kudat on September 21, as also a slight tremor
at several places along the coast. About the same time a new island was
thrown up from the sea between Mempakul and Lambeidan, 50 yards from
the mainland, opposite Labuan. The island is of clay and rocks, and
measures 200 yards long by 150 yards broad and GO feet high. The island

appears to be increasing in size, and emits inflammable gas in several
places, with a strong smell of petroleum gas. The earthquake was not
felt at Labuan.'

Comparing this disturbance 134 with 133, both which are large at

Shide and Nicolaiew but small in Italy, we have an example of earthquakes
apparently from the same origin, and as measured by the distance to

which they propagated their vibrations of equal intensity, but which had
very different effects locally. The former only slightly disturbed a magneto-
graph in Batavia, 13° or 1,400 kms. distant, whilst the second created
marked disturbances in such instruments at Batavia and other places,

p. 243. Also the second was felt severely in Kudat and Sandakan (but
not at Labuan), and is reported in the newspapers, whilst the first is passed
without notice. '

The similarity of the Shide seismograms for 133 and 134 also suggests
that these shocks originated at or near the same locality.

No. 135, September 21, 1897.

Shide
H.
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iVo. 140, October 19, 1897.
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It will be observed that we have here the records from three instru-

ments not controlled by the friction of writing pointers, and therefore

fairly comparable.

No. 157, December 29, 1897.

H. M. S. M. S. H. M. S.

Shide . . 11 40 48 Large P.T.s 19 49 Duration . 1 22 28

Catania .. 11 29 10 „ . 1 30 50

EoccadiPapa. 11 56 „ . 27

Nicolaiew. . 11 47 Small „ .250
Toronto . . 11 32 29 No preliminary tremors „ . 1 10

Port-au-Prince . 11 22 7 Near tlie origin

Also at other stations in Italy.

In connection with this earthquake Professor R. F. Stupart, of

Toronto, sends me the following note taken from the ' U.S. Monthly

Weather Review,' January 1898 :— •

' December 2dth. 6hrs. 32mins. 43 sees. a.m., Port-au-Prince, Hayti, "W.I.

' Professor T. Scherer reports as follows :
—" A severe earthquake was

experienced at Port-au-Prince, lasting 1 minute and 31 seconds. The
following are the conclusions to be drawn from the curves traced by the

Secchi seismograph at the meteorological observatory of the College of

St. Martial :

—

' '' The entire phenomenon consisted of five consecutive shocks, the total

duration of which was 48 seconds, and of a series of feeble move-

ments very perceptible to an attentive observer. The first shock lasted

8 seconds : it began from east-north-east and from west-soutji-west.

The vertical component was quite strong at about the fifth second. The
movement immediately began with more force in the horizontal direction

and less in the vertical : this lasted 11 seconds, and the direction from

which it came was more toward the east. The third shock lasted

3 seconds, and was characterised by a very regular oscillatory movement.

The first shock was the strongest, lasted 10 seconds, began from the

north-east, and died away in the south-west, with a vertical component
that was scarcely appreciable. All the other movements, after the forty-

eighth second, were feeble with the same horizontal direction. During

all this time the seismic pendulum described ellipses in the sand whose

major axes varied from north-east through the south to south-west. The
Bertelli microseismometer was for a long time agitated, and finally main-

tained a north-south direction.
' " The same earthquake was felt in the neighbourhood of Port-au-Prince

and with the same features. It seems to have been very violent in the

interior on the island of Dominica."

'

This earthquake had a submarine origin, and interrupted the Cape
Haytien-Puerto Plata and Puerto Plata-Martinique cables, together

with the Dominican land lines.

No. 158, December 29, 1897, to January 1, 1898.

During this interval slight tremors were recorded at Shide. In Italy,

on December 29, between 11 hrs. SOmins. and 13 hrs., perturbations were
recorded in several observations. On December 31, at about 17 hrs., a

slight disturbance at Ischia and Florence was noted.
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No. 161, January 24, 1898.
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No. 104.—Shide, June 3, 1807.

No. 105.—Shidc, June 12, 1S07.

1 . 33 . 32 P.M.

No. lie—Sliide, July 21, 1897.

No. 116.—rotsa.im.

. 22 . 35 A.M.

No. 19.—Shide, Aug. 6, 1897.

10 . 13 . 14 P.M.

No. 124.—Shidc, Aug. 20, 1897.

"HiW
No. 124.—Potsdam.

I
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3.59.58p.m. 5.69.58 P.m.

Nos. 131 and 132.—Shide, Sept. 17, 1897.

Nos. 131 and 132.—Potsdam.

7 . 24 . 47 r.M.

Ko. 133.—Shidc, Sept. 20, 1897.

1IIII!j5ECHlIJE]nCJO-"«x»^

6 . 28 . 51 A.M.

-^f4y ' ;t

No. 133.—Potsdam.

No. 134.—Shide, Sept. 21, 1898.

1 . 36 . 39 r.M.

— ||)IMHlli[ili>iiiI> «ciiTi !

•iW'

m,.r:, 1W»--
No. 134.—Potsdam.

No. 138.—Shide, Oct. 2, 1897. No. 138.—Potsdam.

. 6 . 62 A.M.

No. 140.—Shide, Oct. 18, 1897.
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2 . 43 . 29 r.M.

11 . 40 . 48 A.M.

No. 140.—Potsdam.

No. 141.—Shide, Oct. 20, 1897.

^4ii»i
No. 141.—Potsdam,

8.54.21 P.M.

No. loC—Shide, Dec. 28, 1807.

8.24.39 p.m.

No. 15C.—Toronto.

No. 157.—Shide, Dec. 20, 1S07.

11 . 32 . 20 A.M.

No. 157.—Toronto.

V. On Certain Characteristics of Earthquake Motion.

1. The Character of Earth Waves near to their Orirjin.

From the feelings of those who reside in earthquake districts, and
more definitely from seismograms, we have learned that the movements
of the ground constituting an earthquake of moderate intensity, which
in an epifocal area may shake badly constructed chimneys and loosen
tiles upon a roof, as observed at distances of approximately 20 or 100
miles from its origin, consist of preliminary vibrations, a shock or shocks
separated by more or less irregular waves, and a series of concluding
vibrations. At distances of from 100 to 200 or 300 miles the pre-
liminary vibrations may not be felt, or even recorded, on an ordinary
seismograph, and instead of a shock or shocks we obtain a record of
a series of long-period but irregularly recurring waves. These movements
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give r-ise to a sensation not unlike that felt upon a floating stage rising

and falling upon a swell. The movement of hanging pictures and that of

seismographs indicate that an intermittent tilting is taking place. The
heavy masses of metal in bracket seismographs, conical pendulums, and
other instruments, no longer act as steady points, but swing fitfully with
varying amplitudes from side to side, and, rather than giving records of

horizontal displacement, they are roughly recording the maximum slopes

of the earth waves which tilt the supporting piers.

Beyond the 300-mile limit nothing is felt, and it is seldom that an
ordinary seismograph, writing with frictional indices, gives a record.

Now and then, where the friction of writing pointers has been exceedingly

low, records of unfelt earthquakes have been obtained from ordinary

seismographs. It was the magnitude of these diagrams obtained by the

writer, coupled with numerous observations made by astronomers on
the movement of the bubbles in levels, the tilting of water in ponds,

and kindred observations, which enabled him, in 1883, to venture the

opinion that with suitable instruments the movement of all large earth-

quakes might be recorded in any portion of the world (see ' Earthquakes
and other Earth Movements,' Int. Sci. Series, pp. 226 and 342). The
ample manner in which this has been confirmed is known to all seismo-

logists.

Preliminary Tremors.—The period of these, as recorded on seismo-

graphs with frictional indices, has varied between \ and 4^ of a second.

Along paths of from 1 to 4 geographical degrees (111 to 444 kms.) the

velocity is apparently about 2 kms. per second. This, however, is the

velocity of the larger waves, which the preliminary tremors most certainly

outrace. Strange to say, we know less about the difierence in rate of

propagation of these small movements and their larger followers over

short ranges than we do over long ranges. As a working hypothesis,

founded on the interval of time that elapses between the screaming of

pheasants and the arrival of sensible motion and the records of seismo-

grams, I anticipate that this interval will be found to be about 10 seconds
for about every 100 kms. of travel ; that is, if a shock originates at a dis-

tance of, say, 200 kms., these preliminary tremors may be noticed 20 seconds
before the arrival of pronounced motion. If this is so, then the velocity

of propagation for preliminary tremors over short ranges will be about
2-5 kms. per second.

If, for the time being, we accept this factor, then if I is the length of

a wave, t its period, and v its velocity, because

l=.vt

with a period of -'y second, the length of a wave is about -125 km.
(410 feet).

Their amplitudes, as shown on seismograms, are exceedingly small,
say -j'^ mm.

Large Waves.—The large waves have periods of from 1 to 2-5 seconds,
which, with velocities of 2 kms. per second, would indicate lengths of

2 to 5 kms. (6,560 to 16,400 feet). The maximum amplitudes of these,
which represent shocks which will shatter ill-constructed chimneys, lie

between 20 and 70 mm.
Concluding Vibrations. — Seismogi-ams clearly show waves having

periods of from 3 to 5 seconds, the lengths of which may therefore reach
as much as 10 kms. (32,800 feet).
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Figures like the above, representing the length of seismic waves,

although especially for the large waves we can rely upon the data for

velocity and period, must yet be accepted with great caution. For the

earthquake of October 28, 1891, as recorded in Tokio, it would appear
that seismographs were tilted through an angle of about one-third of a

degree, whilst the actual height of the waves was about 10 mm. If these

measurements, referred to symmetrically, formed wave-surfaces, the con-

clusion is that the lengths of the waves did not exceed 20 or 40 feet ; the

difference between which and, say, 1,600 feet is so great that all confidence

in the determination of wave-lengths is apparently destroyed within an
epifocal area, or, to be more precise, within five or six miles of an origin.

Where waves can be seen rolling down a sti'eet, we are here at least cer-

tain that the distance from crest to crest of an earth-wave is measured by
10 or 20 feet rather than by hundreds or thousands of feet.

2. On the Velocity of Propagation of Large Waves.

From the table on p. 221, where we find the length of arc along which
motion may have travelled, the velocity of the preliminary tremors along

such a path and the duration of their movements, which is the interval of

time by which they outraced the succeeding large waves, it is easy to

calculate the velocity with which these waves were propagated. The
results of such calculations, together with results obtained from somewhat
different data by von Rebeur-Paschwitz and Dr. A. Cancani, are given

in the following table :

—

Velocities of Large Waves in Km. per sec.

Arc
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their proper position on a curve of velocities, it may be assumed that they

are the result of fairly accurate observations. This also applies to the

two or three records on wave paths exceeding the 85° limit. In the

original diagram (' Report ' for 1897, p. 174) those observations which by
reference to orginal records are found untrustworthy are surrounded

by circles.

The general results arrived at are easily remembered. If it is assumed
that motion is propagated round the earth, then the velocities over arcs

of 20°, 30°, 40° up to about 100°, which have lengths of 2,200, 3,300,

4,000, and 11,100 kilometres, are about 2, 3, 4, and 11 kilometres per

second. Along wave paths less than 20° the velocity of 2 kilometres per

second remains constant. For arcs greater than 100° the velocity

apparently increases at a rate somewhat less than the rate at which the

length of the arc increases.

With the hypothesis that the vibrations travel along paths approxi-

mating to chords through the earth, then the above velocities must
be reduced. The actual velocities obtained as mean values from a

number of observations are given in columns 9 and 10 of the following

table :

—

Table shoiving the Helationskip hefAoeen the Apparent Velocities with ivJnch

Preliminary Treynors are propagated round or through the Earth, and dimen-

sions of the same, S)-c. Thefirst four Velocities are deiived from Observations.

The last two are inferred}

De-
grees
of

Arc
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Apparent
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Apparent Duration of Preliminary Tremors.
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Inasmuch as these records have been obtained from different types of

instruments which have had different degrees of sensibiUty, it is clear

that they cannot be regarded as individually comparable ; but when
plotted on squared paper and taken in groups, it is evident that these

time intervals increase with the length or depth of the wave-path over or

at which a disturbance has travelled. In a few instances, as for example
in the case of disturbances originating near Japan, Borneo, and Hayti,

which have been recorded by the same or similar instruments in the Isle

of Wight and Toronto, such observations are comparable, and they take up
expected positions on the average curve of duration drawn through the

groups of observations which are not so strictly comparable.

The expectation from this is that this curve will, by future observa-

tions, be found to be approximately correct.

An inspection of the same shows that the preliminary ti'emors up to

distances of 12° or 15° only outrace the succeeding waves by intervals

seldom reaching a minute. On paths between 20° and 85° the intervals

ai-e proportional to the length of the arc, but beyond this range it seems

that they may increase at a somewhat higher rate.

Between Europe and Japan, or a distance of 85°, observations have

shown that the interval by which the larger waves are outraced varies

from 30 to 34 minutes. If we take 32 minutes as an average, then it is

easy to compare what should be expected, and what has been observed on

ranges lying between 20° and about 100°. This is done in the following

table :

—

,

Japan to Shide, 85° Observation, 32 minutes.

Borneo to Shide, 112°, 42 min. expected. „ 40 to 43 „
Haj'ti to Shide, 62°, 23 „ „ „ 20

Hayti to Toronto, 20°, 7 „ „ „ about 4 „

Although these observations indicate a working rule, enabling us to

determine the distance of an origin from an observing station which, with

a knowledge of the surface configuration of our globe and localities where

seismic activity is frequent often, are the means of locating an epicentre,

the last of the series suggests that the duration of the preliminary tremors

are more directly connected with the depth of a wave-path rather than its

length, as represented by the arc of a great circle.

Trial, however, shows that the duration of preliminary tremors is not

proportional to the length of the chord along which it may be supposed

the movements travelled, or to its maximum or average depth.

The table on p. 221, which is derived from fig. 4, shows that the dura-

tion of preliminary tremors in minutes is, for the given ranges, nearly

equal to the square root of the average depth of the chord expressed in

kilometres.

On the Period of Earthquake Waves at Great Distancesfrom their Origin.

All that we know about the period of earthquake waves after they

have travelled great distances is derived from the open diagrams of the

Italian workers, a few records obtained in the Isle of Wight, and a single

but exceedingly valuable record obtained by Dr. F. Omori when in Pots-

dam. The Italian and Isle of Wight records were obtained from simple

or horizontal pendulums writing on smoked paper. The Potsdam record,

which refers to an earthquake originating in Japan on February 19, 1897,
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is photogi-npliic, and shows the movements of a pair of von Rebeur pen-

dulums. It has yet to be described.

In the following few examples of records referring to period the fol-

lowing abbreviations are used :

—

Pt. = Preliminary tremors, the periods of which arc expressed in seconds.

Lw. = Large waves, „ „ ., ,>

P. = Simple pendulum, the length of which is given in metres. These

pendulums have multiplying indices.

H.P. = Horizontal pendulums.
G.L.^Geodynamic level (see p. 263, also ' B.A. Eeport,' 1896, p. 227).

The first name refers to the place at which a given earthquake

originated.

1895. Jan. 18.

July 8.

Aug. 9.

189G. June 15. Japan.

Aug. 31. Japan.

Sept. 6. Iceland.

Jap.Tn. At Rome P. 16m. gave for Lw. 16-4s.

Caspian Sea. „ IschiaG.L. „ „ „ 22s.

E. Italy. „ Rome P. 16m. „ „ „ 8-8s. and Pt. -IGs.

Rocca di Papa P. 7m. gave for Lw. 7s.

Padua P. gave for Lw. 40s.

Ischia H.P. (with a natural period of lis)

gave Pt. 6s. to 12s., and Lw. 20s. to 50s.

„ Catania gave Pt. 3s., Lw. 15-5s.

„ Rome P. 8m. gave 21s.. P. 16m. 14s. to 20s.

1896. June 29. Cyprus. ,, Ischia H.P. gave Pts. 4s., Lw. 10s.

„ Rocca di Papa P. gave Pt. 4s., Lw. 6s.

„ Aug. 26. Iceland. „ Rome P. ICm. gave liW. 10s., P. 8m. gave

Lw. 10s.

„ Rocca di Papa P. 15m. gave Lw. 14s., P. 7m.

gave Lw. 14s.

,, Ischia H.P. gave Lw. 18s.

Ischia H.P. gave Lw. 60s. down to 1 3s.

Rocca di Papa H.P. Lw. 30s. to 14s., P. m
gave Lw. 14s., P. 15m. 30s. and 14s.

Rome P. 16m. 8s. to 13s.

Catania P. Lw. 48s. to 72s., Pt. 14s. to 2Ss.

Rome P. 16m. gave ll'Ss.

Catania Lw. 15s. to 18s. ; also 8s. to 16s.

Rocca di Papa P. 15m. gave 14s., H.P. gave

16s., P. 7m. gave 16s.

Ischia H.P. 2 2s. to 17s.

Ischia H.P. gave Pt. 2-5s., Lw. 19s.

Rocca di Papa H.P. gave about 17s.

Rocca di Papa H.P. gave 18s.

Ischia H.P. 6s. to 25s.

1897. Jan. 10. Persian Gulf. „ Padua P. gave 35s. to 16s., Ischia H.P. gave

25s. to 12s.

Catania P. 25m. gave 6s. to 18s.

Shide H.P. gave 15s.

When reading the above records it must be remembered that they

refer to the shortest and longest periods which were observed, or to waves

with the smallest and largest amplitudes. Near to an origin, after a

shock, a disturbance dies out with an increasing period, but at a great

distance from an origin the maximum movements which probably corre-

spond to a shock or shocks are those which have the longest period.

Also the fact must not be overlooked that the records refer to seismo-

grams obtained from different instruments, located at different stations,

and that it is not certain that comparisons are made between similar

phases of motion. The following table is therefore tentative, and when
1898. Q

Sept. 22.
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we are in possession of records more strictly comparable it may be sub-

ject to considerable alteration :

—

Distance from Origin in

Degrees
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(Spain), Coimbra (Portugal), Kew, Greenwich, and Stonyhurst (England),
Zi-ka-wei and Hong Kong (China), Manila (Philippine Islands), Batavia
(Java), Mauritius, Melbourne (Australia), Loanda(West Africa), Havana
(Cuba), Toronto (Canada), Washington (United States), Bombay (India),

Tokio (Japan).

Harthqiuihcs recorded in Germany, Italy, and Englarid, many of mldch originated at
great distancesfrom these Countries.

The time employed is Greenwich Mean Time.

No.
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Earthquakes recorded in Geemanv,
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The cliief feature in this list is that with one exception it refers to

earthquakes of whicli we know the origin. The exception is No. 42, and

it is here included because it refei-s to an earthquake which pro'S^ably dis-

turbed the whole of the globe, and had a duration greater than any yet

recorded. In Japan I recorded it as having a duration of 5 hrs. 24 mins.

In Strassburg it continued 11 or 12 hours.

In the columns for magnetometer disturbances, especially for Kew and

Mauritius, it must not be inferred that the marks necessarily indicate any-

thing more than that slight magnetic perturbations have occurred at about

the times specified. The Potsdam, Wilhelmshaven, and Pawlowsk records

date from 1895.

Further information has been obtained fro:n the earthquake catalogues

published from time to time by Professor Pietro Tacchini in the ' Bollettino

della Societa Sismologica Italiana.'

These records date only from 1895, and refer to Utrecht, Potsdam,

Wilhelmshaven, and Pawlowsk.
What has been gathered from these lists, together with that from

replies to circulars, more of which may yet be expected, is tabulated in a

uniform manner in the following lists :

—

0, as, for example, ' Potsdam = 0,' means tbat the magnetograpbs at Potsdam were

not disturbed.

D means Declinometer or the unifilar record.

H means Horizontal Force record.

V means the Vertical Force, or Lloyd's balance record.

The times are given in hours and minutes G.M.T.

Beplies relating to the List on f. 191.

{^Earthquakes recorded at Shide, Isle of Wight, 1897-98.)

1. Records from the Kew Observatory, Richmond, Surrey.

Superintendent, Dr. Charles Chree, F.R.S.

Dr. Charles Chree, F.R.S. , superintendent of the above observatory,

tells me that he and Mr. Baker have looked at the curves, chiefly for

horizontal force, at the times of the large movements in the Shide list,

and he points out that near these times—as near any other set of arbitrary

times—there are movements of the ordinary magnetic small wave type.

vSuch movements go on for hours, if not for days ; and by some the view

is held that they are always, or jiearly always, existent, and might be

seen if we had only delicate enough instruments and an open time scale.

When earth movements have affected the trace there is a 'burr,' but such

a • burr ' might be equally well caused by an assistant entering the room
with keys or a knife in his pocket. In only one case—No. 104, June 3—
\vas there evidence of a movement not due to natural magnetic causes,

excepting one on October 20, No. 141, which might more naturally be
assigned to human creation. The June 3 movement would pass for an
earthquake, but it took place at an hour when there are frequent move-
ments in the building, as absolute meteorological observations are taken

then. Traces free from small movements, excepting the vertical force, are

rare. On a moderately disturbed day the movements are in dozens, or

rather hundreds. In the following list the numbers refer to those on the

Shide list, and if these are followed by =• this means that at the corre-

sponding dates the magnetometers were not disturbed: 98= 0. 104. At
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10 A.M. a slight movement, apparently not magnetic. 116=0. 119=0.
131 = 0. 132 = 0. 133 probably = 0. 131=0. U0= 0. 141. At
2.58 P.M. movements probably due to an assistant. 145=0. 157 = 0.

163. A slight movement, about 2.50 p.m., of a doubtful kind.

Mecoi'ds from tho. Hoyal Observatori/, Greenwich.

Through the kindness of the Astronomer Royal, the following note
relating to the Shide register, p. 191, wei-e di-awn up by Mr. Nash :

—

Shide No,

98*

09

100

101

102

103

104*

105

106

107*

108

110

111

115

116*

118*

120

123

123

125*

130

131

132*

134

136

137*

142

143

144

147*

155

156

ICO

Movements noted at Greenwich.

Small movement in H and D at 23h. 30m.

about 12h. 20m.

„ „ „ at 13h. 15m.

Veiy small movements in H and D.

Small movements in H and D at 4Ii. 45m.

Small wave in H and D at 9h. 50m.

Very small movement

Small „

„ wave

„ movement

„ wave

„ movement

Very small fluctuations in H and D.

,, ,, movement

nDat llh. 45m.

n D at 191i. 55m.

n H and D at 7h.

n H at lOh. 55m.

n H at 20h. 15m.

n H at llh. 15m.

„ ., wave

Small decrease

„ wave

Very small movement
Small movement

„ wave

,, movement
'\Vave

Small movement

1) »»

,, wave

., movement
Active movements

Small „

Very small ,,

Small „

AVe have here 33 instances where

iOm.

n D at 15h. 40m.

n D and H, 6h. lOm. to 61i, 45m.

n H and D at 21h. 45m.

nD.
n H and D at 15h. 10m.

n H and D at Ih. 20m.

n H about lOh. 28m.

nH.
n H and D at 23h. 50m.

n H and D at 13h. 40m. ±

n H and D at Oh. 15m.

n H at 14h. 40m.

n H and D 3h. 30m.

nD.
n n at 9h. 4Sm.

n H and D, commencing a 4h.

n H and D.

nD.
nH, again in D & H, 17h. 40m. to 17h. 45m.

t is possible that a connection may
exist between earthquake movements and the movements of magnetic
needles. In the cases marked with an asterisk the movements of the
needles preceded those of the ground.
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Mejjlies relating to the List on p. 227.

Magnetometer Movements noted at the Keio Observatory, Richmond, Surrey,

England. Superintendent, Dr. Charles Chree, F.R.S.

No.
No. on
List Blontli

p. 227
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Magnetometer Movenehts—continued.
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Magnetometer Movements—continued.

No.

21

23

24
2r.

2G
27

28

29
30
31

33
34

33
36
37
38
3!)

40

41

42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49

50
51

52
53

54

55

56

57

58

No. on
List

p. 227

27
28
29

30
31
33
34

35

38
39
40

41
42

43

44
47
51

52
53

54

Month! Day

21

Time of

Earthquake

1»
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It will be observed that these records, unlike those in the next i-egister

for Utrecht, do not refer to 'burr '-like markings produced at the time

of earthquakes, but to magnetic movements which have had a considerable

duration, and which commenced some hours before the occurrence of the
earthquakes to which they are in juxtaposition.

For fourteen earthquakes it will be noticed that there is no corre-

sponding magnetic disturbance, but, singularly enough, at least ten of

these earthquakes were small, originating, for example, in Italy, the

mechanical movements accompanying which were not recordable even at

so short a distance as England. Appai'ently, therefore, the greater

number of perturbations recorded at Greenwich have only preceded
very large eai'thquakes representing internal adjustments of the earth's

crust. Something analogous to this will be found in the Zikawei
register, p. 245.

Magnetometer Disturbances recorded at the Moyul Meteorological Institute of the

Netherlands, Utrecht. Director, Dr. M. Snellen.

No.
1 No. on
I List

!

p. 227
Month Day Time of

Eax'tliquake
Magnetometer Disturbances

1889.

VII. 11

H. M.
10 22 P.M. D lOh. 42m. mas. at lOh. 50m..and

llh. Im. H lOh. 39m.. with max.
at lOh. 41m., lOh. 52m., llli. 2m., and
13h. 20m.

1891.

9

10

X.

IV.

V.

27

19

12

9 38 P.M. D 9h. Om. Ss. ; 9h. 28m. ; 9h. 44m. 50s.
;

lOh. 2m. ; lOh. 8m. ; lOh. 32in. H. =0.

1892.

8

9

10
11

12

13
14

15

16

17
18

19

20

IG
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Magxetometee DisTUBBAXCEs

—

cont'uiued.

235

No.
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developed magnetic storm, or a series of vibrations such as are every
now and then conspicuous for some time—hours or days. At such times
fifty or a hundred tiny wobbles may be observed within a comparatively
small time, and it would be almo.st impossible, in fact, not to have one within
a minute or so of any specified time.

Maf/netic Disturbances recorded at Det Danske Meteorolor/iske Insiitut,

Copenhagen. Director, Dr. Adam Paulsex.

No.
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To the above is added the disturbance caused by the Laibach earth-
quake, April li, 1895, at 10.18 a.m.

The origin of No. 1 was South-west Germany ; that of No. 2, which is

one of the largest and longest earthquakes yet recorded, is unknown
;

No. 52 was in Italy ; while 69 was in Japan.
The magnetographs are but rarely disturbed, and then, with one

exception, only by local shocks.

Magnetometer Disturbances recorded at the K. iindK. Ilijdrof/retphiscltes Amt. Tula.
The Director.

No.
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of
o
o

^

J"
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were but feoblv pronounced near to their origins, inclines Mr. Moos to the
opinion that the disturbances are at least partly magnetic.

Fig. G.

No. 2, July 12, 1889.

No. 3, Aug. 7, 1889.

I
Ko. 12, .Tuuc S, 1891.

Ko. 13, M:\y IC, 1892.

No. IS, J.1U. 11,1893.

No. IS, Nov. 5, 1893.

No. 31, Sept. 21, 1897.

Usual type.

Sketches of Magnetometer Disturbances recorded at Bombay. N. A. F. Moos.

Fig. 7.

Eombay, June 12, 1897. Disturbance of Declination Xecdlc. Multiplication,
2A times. N. A. F. Moos.

In the Bombay Magnetic and Meteorological Observations Mr. Moos
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describes in some detail the disturbances he noted in connection with the
Assam earthquake o£ June 12, 1897.

Dines' Pressure Tube Anemometer Chart did not show any trace of
atmospheric disturbance. The barograph trace was, liowever, disturbed,
the maximum effect being about 1 min. later than the maximum disturb-
ances in the declination and vertical force magnetograms. These instru-
ments are of the Kew pattern. The needle of the declinometer has a
period of 5-33 seconds, and the disturbance it suffered is here shown
enlarged about 2^ times. The time of vibration of the needle of the
horizontal force magnetograph, which shows an equally large disturbance,
is 8 seconds. The disturbance in the vertical force magnetograph, which
is also pronounced, continued over three minutes. There are fourteen
fairly regular waves in 29 mins.; that is, the magnet which, if mechani-
cally disturbed and allowed to return to rest, would do so in double
swings of 5'33 sees, came to rest with periodic movements, each of which
had a duration of two minutes. In Europe the earth-waves from the
earthquake had periods of from 10 to 15 sees., and it is likely that when
they passed Bombay their periods would be about five seconds. It is

difficult to understand how a movement of this description would result
in the displacements recorded; and, as Mr. Moos points out, it is equally
difficult to see why earth-waves could mechanically cause a change in the
scale reading of this type of instrument. His conclusion is that the
seismic convulsion was in some way the cause of a magnetic action, every
seismic wave having its companion effect in a magnetic wave. •

The following is a summary of disturbances of magnetic needles at
various observatories by the shock of June 12, 1897 (see Earthquake No.
105, p. 204) :—-Time at origin, about 11 hrs. 4 mins. a.m. ; arrival of pre-
liminary tremors in Europe, about 11 hrs. 17 mins.; arrival of large
waves in Europe, about 11 hrs. 47 mins.

Place
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Magnetometer Disturbances recorded at the Hoyal Alfred Observatory, Maurittun.
Disturbances are indicated as : s = small ; rs = reri/ small ; a = abrupt :

ra — very abrupt ; sa = small abrujit. Director, T. F. Claxton, Esq.

No.
No. on

list

p. 227
Month Day Time of

Earthquake Magnetic Disturbances

IV.

VII.

VII.

VIII

X.

1898

18

11

28

27

1889

5 21 A.M.

10 22

30

P.M.

( 3 dU
1 C

7 37

P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

H 7h. 35m. A.M._8h. 10m. vs, 9h. 45m.-
lOh. Om, vs, llh. 10m.-13h. 10m.

H 3h. 40m. P.M.-4h. 40m. vs, 5h. 30m.-
Gh. s, 7m. vs. V 3h. 40m.-6h. 10m. vs

H 5h. 50m. P.M.-6h. 30m. vs, 7h. 10m.-
9h. 10m. vs, lOh. 10m. to 2 A.M. on
29th, vs

H 3h. 40m. P.M.-.5h. 20m. vs, 5h. !)0m.-
6h. 40m., 7h. 37m.-yh. 10m. vs. V
4h. 10m.-8h. 10m. vs

1891

9 38 P.M. H 4h. 40m. P.M.-5h. 40m., 7h. 30m.-
8h. 10m. s. D 4h. 46in. vs-7h. 35m. vs

1892

7 & 8
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Magnetometkr Disturbances recorded at the Royal Alfred
Observatory, Mauritius—cuntinued.

No.

21

23

21

25

26

27

28

29

30
31

32

34

35

No. on I

list

p. 227
I

Month

37
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Magnetometer Disturbances eeoobdhd at the Royal Alfred
Observatory, MAVRiTius—continued.

No.
No. on
List

p. 227
Month Day Time of

Earthquake
Magnetic Disturbances

1897
40

41
42
43
44

77
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Fig. 8.

BiSlar, Sept 20. Eike. 133.

Electrometer, Sept. 20. Eqkc. 1S3

Electrometer, Sept. 21. Eqkc. 134.

liifilar, Jane 12. Eqkc. 105.

Bifilar, Sept. 21. Eqkc. 134. Verticil Force, June 12. Eqke. 105.

Magnetometer and Electrometer disturbances. Batavia, 1897.

Magnetometer Disturbances noted at the Magiietisch en Mcteorologisch
Obsei •vatorhem , Bata via.

No.
No. on
List Month

p. 227
Day Hour Magnetometer Disturbances

1892

1
I

15 1
XII.

I 20
I 34 A.M., Dec. lit, llh. 3m. P.M. Very slight.

1893
2

I
21 1 II. !) I C 13 r.M.

]
Gh. H»m. p.m. Pretty distinct.

1895
3

I

Go
I

I. I 18

4 GG VII. 8
2 37 P.M.

I

2h. 14m. p.m. Faint (?).

10 43 r.M.
1

Ih. 5m. p.m. to 4h. 11m. P.M. Clear (?).
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Magnetometer Disturbances noted at Batavia—continued.

No.
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Father Chevalier, who kindly sent me the above notes, remarks that

the most striking feature of the comparison appears to be that there is no
relation between earthquakes and magnetic disturbances. A slight earth-

quake which was felt at Zikawei on June 4, 1898, was, however, recorded

by a mechanical motion of the magnetic needles. In the sixteen cases

where something has been noted at or about the time of large earthquakes,

it must be observed that eleven of these refer to disturbances which
oi'iginated in Japan or Manila, and in nine of these eleven cases perturba-

tions preceded the occurrence of the earthquakes. We have here some-
thing analogous to what has been observed in Japan. If we omit the
three instances (nine, ten, and sixteen) where there have been slight move-
ments of the magnetic needles at about the time when small shocks were
recorded in Italy, it hardly appears to be a mere coincidence that the
Zikawei register is practically confined to records of earthquakes which
have originated in localities not far removed from that observatory. If it

were a coincidence, then we should expect to find similar perturbations

preceding at least a few of the remaining sixty-seven earthquakes on our
list. Inasmuch as certain of these earthquakes, as, for example, those

originating in Borneo and N.E. India, in every probability gave rise to as

much mechanical movement at Zikawei as those originating in Japan, it

seems that the instruments at that station are but very rarely disturbed

by the mere movement of the ground.

Extractsfrom the ' Bollcttino delta Societa Siimolor/ica Italiana,^ 1895,,
189G, 1897.
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Extracts from the 'Boi.lettixo della Societa SiSMor.ocacA Italiana,'
1895-7

—

continued.

No.

r^
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Extract kkom the 'Bollettino della Societa Sismologica Italiana,*
1895-7—CO iitinued.

No.

17

18

19

20

O m !

tn o *

Earthquake

gM^j Month Day Hour

xr.

Place of

Observation

4 53 A.M.

23 I 11 52 P.M.

10

21
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The effects on magnetic needles at various observatories have, however,

been very different.

At magnetic observatories in England, Pola, Vienna, Copenhagen,

Toronto, and other observatories only the slightest perturbations are

noted, and these only rarely. On the contrary, at Utrecht, Potsdam,

and Wilhelmshaven movements of magnetic needles and the occurrence of

seismic waves are comparatively of frequent occurrence.

One explanation for this marked difference in the behaviour of mag-

netic needles at different stations rests on the fact that these three latter

stations stand on the vast plain of alluvial drift which stretches from

Holland eastwards across Northern Germany into Russia, and it may be

assumed that the seismic waves on this ocean-like expanse of soft materials

are slower and larger than those exhibited in the harder materials on or

near to which other observatories are situated. Exceptions to such an

explanation are, however, found in the records from Copenhagen and

Zikawei, and before we can say with certainty that there are great

differences in the character of the mechanical movements at different

stations, seismometric records must be obtained from the same.

Other reasons which may be adduced to explain why at one set of

stations magnetic needles are disturbed, whilst at another set they are

practically quiescent may be as follows :

—

First, we may assume that at one set of stations the needles have

periodic movements which more neai'ly synchronise with the period of the

earth waves than those of needles at stations where magnetometer

disturbances are rare.

The only notes hitherto collected which bear on this point are con-

tained in the following table, in which the times given are the intervals

in seconds taken to complete a double or back-and-forth circular vibration

of declination (unifilar) and horizontal force (bifilar) magnetometers :

—

Unifilar, Bifilar.

s. s.

Stonyhurst H-30 13-20

IJombav 5-33 S'OO

Greenwich 50-00 42-00

There is also an upper declination magnet
(for eye observations), with a period for

double swing of 61" approximately.

Vienna S-S.-S 15-3G

Pola 7-98

Potsdam 1000 800
Wilhelmshaven 15 9 16-7

Kew 105 13-6

Falmouth 170 18-8

Antwerp ....... 11-4: 18-6

Copenhagen 71 4-9

The magnet for horizontal force at Antwerp is kept at right angles to

the meridian by deflection magnets.
From the table it will be noted that the periods given for Kew, where

disturbances at the time of earthquakes are rare, are not very different

for those given for Potsdam, where disturbances are frequent.

A very much more important point, however, is that all large earth-

quakes commence with a series of short-period waves. Five-second

periods are marked. These are followed with others having periods of

10 sees., whilst later there may be waves with periods of 20 and even
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GO sees. From this it may be assumed that at all observatories,

whatever be the period of the magnets, each of them for a considerable

interval of time is subjected to identical or nearly identical periodic

movements of their supports.

From this we should expect to find that large earthquakes would
disturb magnetometers at all stations.

Sometimes the magnetic needles appear to be disturbed by the short-

period preliminary vibrations, and at other times by the succeeding long-

period earth waves ; and the question arises, whether the mechanical
movement these represent is likely to establish a rotational movement in

a suspended magnet.
If we regard a magnet and its suspension as an ordinary pendulum, then

at all stations we should expect to find that the preliminary tremors of

an earthquake would establish a swing accompanied by more or less

rotation. When, however, we have rotational movements of magnetic
needles accompanying the larger eartli waves the explanation of this is

not so clear. The tilting which such waves represent may, as an illus-

tration, be taken at 10 sees, of arc. For such a tilt a magnet with a
suspension of 12 ins. would be displaced through a distance of about
one hundredth of a millimetre, and because the movement would be
extremely slow, taking from 5 to 10 sees, of time in 07ie direction, it is

likely that the magnet would closely follow its point of support.

When movements of this character take place the resultant move-
ment recorded in the photogi'aphic film is a displacement having a
range of from 2 to 15 mm., indicating that the magnetic needle has
rotated through an arc of from 1 to 7 minutes.

To determine whether tilting so slight and so slow results in so much
rotation is obviously a matter which without great difficulty may be
solved by experiment,

The second assumptioji to account for the disturbance of magneto-
graphs at certain stations only, is the hypothesis that with regard to the
surface of the earth there is an unequal distribution of a subjacent

magnetic matei'ial the movements of which influence magnets in its

vicinity.

On the surface these movements are apparently represented by waves
20 to 50 km. in length and 20 to 50 cm. in height.

To explain the fact that magnetic storms and perturbations so often

precede large earthquakes and but seldom appear to precede small ones

(see Registers for Greenwich, Utrecht, Mauritius, Zikawei, &c.), we may
assume that the earthquake is preceded by chemical, physical, or mecha-
nical changes in the constitution of the materials where it originates. All
that we are certain about is that with many earthquakes there have been
enormous mechanical displacements of material sufficiently large to dis-

turb the Pacific Ocean for a period of twenty-four hours.

Other earthquakes from submarine centres which have not disturbed

oceans, but have created equally large earth waves, indicate equally large

subterranean reliefs in stnain and material readjustments.

These large earthquakes, originating beneath the bottom of the steeper

slopes of the earth's surface, suggest that at such places a secular flow in

subterranean material may be in progress, accelerations in which result

in violent shaking, which as it radiates is transformed into slow earth

waves.

Near to the scene of such subterranean changes, prior to and at the
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time of the same, magnetic perturbations should be observable. In Japan
such appears to have been the case.

The large sudden subterranean adjustments may not occur on the

average more than twenty times per year ; but if we attribute the smaller

earthquakes to similar activities, one of these may, on the average, take

place every half-hour ; and although none of these latter is likely to

produce an appreciable magnetic effect on the surface of our earth, their

cumulative effect after a sufficient interval of time, as representing a re-

arrangement and new condition of magnetic materials, might possibly

result in measurable changes in magnetic elements.

VII. Sub-oceanic Changes.

In Section 9 of the Report for 1897 (p. 181) it was stated that off' coast

lines there was a tendency for sediments and detritus derived from the

land accumulating under the influence of gravity to assume unstable

contours. That such contours had an existence was shown by reference to

soundings. By excessive deposition of sediments, the sub-oceanic escape

of waters from subterranean sources, the sudden release of waters backed

up in bays by gales, changes in the magnitude and direction of ocean

currents, and by sub-oceanic seismic and volcanic action, sudden and
extensive yieldings might take place along the faces of slopes in a critical

condition. That such sub-oceanic landslides had often taken place was
proved by an appeal to the experience of cable engineers, who often found

that cable interruptions were the result of their burial along lengths of

several miles, the materials covering the lost section;! having fallen from
the faces of slopes along the base of which the cables had been laid.

In a few instances it was noted that there had been a considerable

increase in the depth of the ocean along a line of slip. Many examples
were given where cable interruption accompanied an earthquake which
had a submarine origin, and therefore it may be presumed that it was the

earthquake which caused the landslide beneath the ocean, in the same
manner that severe earthquakes result in similar displacements of what are

probably much more stable surfaces on the land.

It is believed that most of the deep-water cable interruptions on the

west side of South America are attributable to sub-oceanic activities of

this description, and it was shown that in the Mediterranean, off' the coast

of Java, and in other parts of the globe, we had from time to time evidences

of a very close relationship between seismic activity and the failure of

cables.

The fact that earthquakes originating in deep water, as, for example,
at a depth of 4,000 fathoms off' the N.E. coast of Japan, have been
accompanied by a series of sea waves which may agitate an ocean for

24 hours tells us that there must have been a sudden sub-oceanic displace-

ment of a very large body of material, accompanying some form of brady-
seismical adjustment.

Although the earthquakes which result from these sudden movements
may not be felt or be recordable on a coast at a distance of 200 or 300
miles from their origin, they may often be noted in the records obtained
from instruments which are capable of registering the slower movements
of the earth's surface at distances of many thousands of miles from their

origin. The object of the following table, the materials for which were
almost entirely gathered together by my friend Mr. INI. H. Gray, of

Silvertown, is to indicate the frequency of sub-oceanic disturbance, but by
no means to attribute more than a fractional portion of the same to
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seismic action. The hours at which unfelt earthquakes the origins of

which have been at great distances from the stations where they were
recorded are given with some accuracy, but the times at which cable

interruptions have been notified arc some time after the interruptions

actually occurred. Only those who are in a position to correct these latter

dates, and know the circumstances attending the various failures, can
determine which of them are likely to have originated from seismic

disturbances.

In order to extend our knowledge of sub-oceanic changes, and throwing
more certain light upon operations leading to cable interruption, I shall

regard it as a great favour if officers of cable companies who may read this

report will send me an exact statement of the times at which failures took

place, which we know to have happened at ahotit the same time as unfelt

earthquakes have been recorded, addressing the same to me at the British

Association Rooms, Burlington House, London, W., England.

Approximate Time of Cable Failures, and exact Greenwich Tiine of Unfelt
Earthquakes.
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Appeoximatb Time of Cable FAii.vuES—conti)iMd.

No.

Approximate

Month Day Time
Name of Cable

Exact Time of Eavtliquake

Day Hour, G.M.T. & Remarks

I.
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VIII. A Time Indicator.

A slight moditication in the method of obtaining time marks on the
photogi'aphic him connected with the Milne Horizontal Pendulum is

shown in the accompanying sketch :—

Fig. 9.

The watch, with its eclipse liand (see Report, 1897, p. 138), is replaced
by 'a small electromagnet whicli every hour, by a current lasting about
20 seconds, holds an eclipse plate over one end of the slit in the lid of the
box containing the clock driving the bromide him. The two wires con-
nect with two brass studs in the lower edge of the upper part of the film-

box, which tit into brass sockets in the upper edge of the lower half of the
.same box. From these sockets wires connect with the wheels on the two
sides of the box, the rails on wliich these run leading to a clock giving
the required length of contact.

To get this length of contact the Shide arrangement is to prolong the
minute hand of a regulator with about

;| inch of platinum wire, which
every hour passes through a globule of mercury about the size of a pea,

standing iq) in a small insulated iron cup fitted in the brass frame which
carries the glass covering the clock face. The only advantage of this

arrangement is that it saves a little time in winding and comparing the
watch. Two platinum contacts rather than a platinum mercury contact
would be preferable.

IX. On the Civil 'J'iine employed throur/Uout the World.

With the kind assistance of the Foreign Office, the Colonial Office, and
the India Office, copies of the following letter have been circulated
thi-oughout the world. The text of the circular explains the object in
view. Numerous replies have been received from our Colonies, India
and its dependencies, but mitil these have been supplemented by replies
from many foreign countries the general report which it is desired to
draw up cannot be made. It is lioped that the necessary tabulation may
be undertaken for the Eeport for 18!)?.
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Beitisii Assoctation for the Advancement of Science :

Burlington House,
London, W.

Sir,—It is, I think, remarkable that there appears to be no publica-

tion which shows the corresponding value in Greenwich mean time of

the local time employed throughout the world.

Such a table is indispensable in order to determine accurately the
instant of occurrence of earthquakes, sea waves, magnetic phenomena, the
despatch of telegrams, and many other events, the sequence of which in

absolute time has to be determined.

Although application has been made to the Eoyal Observatory at

Greenwich, to the Royal Geographical Society, to the Central Telegraph
Office in London, to the offices of cable companies, and to other possible

sources of information, very little has been obtained.

As a Secretary of the British Association Committee whose names
are appended, T desire to publish in their forthcoming Report a table

showing the differences between Greenwich mean time as used in England
and Scotland and that of the civil times used in various parts of the

world.

By civil time I mean the time used by railways, telegraphs, and for

ordinary public affairs.

If different times are used in various parts of your country, 1 trust

that you will be able to give information relating to the same.

Feeling assured of the value of the table it is intended to compile, I

sincerely trust that you will favour me with a full and explicit statement

of the time generally employed in your country. If it is mean time, state

the meridian ; the observatory, or the place to which this refers ; and
also, as a check against any misunderstanding, please state distinctly the

equivalent of December 1, 9 a.m. G.M.T. in the local time, or times adopted
in your own country.

I have the honour to remain, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

John Milne.

X. Great Circle Distances and Chords of the Earth}

The highest velocity which can be calculated for the transmission of

an earthquake wave is that which is determined when we assume that its

path from its origiti to an observing station has followed a great circle over

the surface of the earth, whilst a lower velocity is obtained on the hypo-

thesis that the movement has passed along a chord through the earth.

Inasmuch as an earthquake origin, especially if submarine, cannot be I

determined with any degree of accuracy, whilst the origin itself may have

dimensions measured by several tens of miles, a simple and sufficiently

accurate method of determining great circle distances is to measure the

same with a flat steel tape or a piece of thread upon the surface of a
|

globe.

' A table giving the lengths in kilometres of .iics and chords of the earth has been
'

drawn up by Mr. James Arnott, and the same may be had on application to Mr. J.j

Milne, a secretary of this committee.
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XI. Tables of Certain Small Fractions of an Hour.

The film used with the Milne Horizontal Pendulum is supposed to be
driven at the rate of 60 mm. per liour. In consequence of changes in

temperature, varying resistances in the unrolling of the film, and for other

reasons, measurement between the time marks will sometimes slightly

vary. The result of this is that the observer when determining the exact

commencement of a disturbance finds he has to work out certain fractions

of an hour. For example, he may i-equire to know the value of j?-^ of an
hour, or T^trV" ^^ ^"^ hour, which ai-e respectively 31 mins. 31 '5 sees., and
31 mins. 07 "7 sec.

Such results are shown in the following table drawn up by my assistant,

Shinobu Hirota.

Inasmuch as measurements less than O'l mm. cannot be made on the

time scale, it is evident that for all ordinary computations the decimals in

the following table are not required (see British Association Report,

189G, p. 183).

Distance
from

Time Mark
to soaie

Piiase of a
Disturb-
ance

MM.
0-25

0-50

0-75

1

2

S

4
6

6

7
K

10

It

12

K!

14

15
Ifi

17
18
la

20
21

22
2»

24
25
26
27
28
21)

SO
SI
:v>

:«

S4
X5
s«;

S7
S.S

39
41)

41

42
4:t

44

Intervals betwekn* Time Marks ox a Film

MM.
6H-U

l.er

1 lioiir

MM.
5S-25

per
1 hour

M.

1

o

3

4
5

6

7

8
9

10
II

12
13

U
15

15

17

18
10

20
21

22
23
24
25

2G
27

28
30
31

32
33

34
35

3G

37
38
33
40
41
42
43
44
45

189S.

15-51

31-(I3

4G-55
02-07

Oi-14

OG-20

OS-27
10-34

12-41

14-48

lG-55

18-G2

20-G9
22-76

24-83

2G-90
28-96

31-03

33-10

35-17
37-24

39-31

41-38

43-45

45-51

47-58

49-G5
51-72

53-79
55-86

57-93

00-00
02 -U7

04-14

06-20

(18-27

10-34

12-41

14-48

16-55

18-62

20-G9
22-76

24-83

2G-90
28-97

31-03

15-45

30-90

46-35

1 01-80

2 03-60

3 05-41

4 07-21

5 09-01

G 10-81

7 12 61

8 14-42

9 16-22

10 18-02

11 19-82

12 21-63

13 23-43

14 25-23

15 27-03

16 28-84

17 30-64

18 32-44

19 ,34-25

20 36-05

21 37-85

22 39-65

23 41-46

24 43-26

25 45-06

26 46-86

27 48-67

28 50-47

29 52-27

30 54-07

31 55-88

32 57-68

33 59-48

35 01-28

36 03-09

37 04 89
38 06-69

39 08-49

40 10-30

41 12-10

42 13-90

43 15-71

44 17-51

45 19-31

MM.
53-50

per
1 hour

M. s.

15-38

30-77
46-15

1 01-53

2 03-07

3 04-61

4 06-15

5 07-69

6 09-23

7 10-77

8 1-2-31

9 13-84

10 15-38

11 16-92

12 18-46

13 20-00

14 21-53

15 23-07

16 24-61

17 26-15

18 27-69

19 29-23

20 30-77

21 32-31

22 33-84

23 35-38

24 36-92

25 38-46

26 40-00

27 41-53

28 43-07

29 44-61

30 46-15

31 47-69

32 49-23

33 50-77

34 52-31

35 53-84

36 55-38

37 56-92

38 58-46

40 00-00

41 01-53

42 03-07

43 04-61

44 06-15

45 07-G7

MM.
58-75

Iier

1 hour

M. .s.

15-31

30-63
45-95

1 01-27

2 02-55

3 03-83

4 05-10

6 06-38

6 07-66

7 08-93

8 10-21

9 11-49

10 12-76

U 14-04

12 15-31

13 16-59

14 17-87

15 19-16

16 20-42

17 21-70

18 22-97

19 24-25

20 25-53

21 26-80

22 28-03

23 29-36

24 30-63

25 31-91

26 33-19

27 34-46

23 35-74

29 37-02

30 38-29

31 39-57

32 40-85

33 42-12

34 43-40

35 44-68

36 45-95

37 47-23

38 48-51

39 49-78

40 51-06

41 52-34

42 53-61

43 51-89

44 6G-17

MM.
69-0

pnr
1 hour

II. .'^.

15-23

30-50

45-75

1 01-01

02-03

03-05

04-06

05-08

06-10

07-11

8 08-13

9 09-15

10 10-16

11 11-18

12 12-20

13 13-22

14 14-23

15 15-25

16 16-27

17 17-28

18 18-30

19 19-32

20 20-33

21 21-35

22 22-37

23 23-39

24 24-40

25 25-42

26 26-44

27 27-45

28 28-47

29 29-49

30 30-50

31 31-52

32 32-54

33 33-55

34 34-57

35 35-59

36 36-60

37 37-62

38 38-64

39 39-66

40 40-67

41 41-69

42 42-71

43 43-72

41 44-74

MM.
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Distance
from
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Tock and scoria gi\-e a good idea of the chai-acter of the materials on which
Catania and its observatory are founded.

The observatory, which overlooks the city and the sea, stands on the
top of one of the steps indicating the contour of the country now buried by
the molten flood of 1669.

The buildings are rugged, large, and massive, and apparently form
portion of an uncompleted church ; and it is in the spacious vaults of this

church (Convento dei Benedettini) beneath the astrophysical observatory
that the Seismological Laboratory is established.

The foundations of these buildings, like those of many of the buildings
in Catania, follow the very irregular contour of the lava bed from which
they rise.

The Iiidrumeiits.

The entrance to the Physical Observatory on the north side is a hall

at the end of which stone stairs lead to upper storeys. In the open space
between these there is a thin metal tube reaching from the roof above, and
passing downwards through the floor into the vaults beneath. This tube,
which is steadied by horizontal wire ties, protects the supporting wire of

the great pendulum, which is about 25-3 metres (83 feet) in length. At
its upper end it is supported from a double T-iron beam, and at its lower
end it carries a cylindrical mass of metal weighing 300 kilos. The bob
hangs freely in a case standing on the floor of a special chamber in the
crypt- like vaults below.

The movements of the pendulum or of the ground relatively to the
same are recorded by pens charged with glycerine ink, somewhat similar

to the pens employed in the Richard meteorological instruments, upon a
band of paper moving at a rate of one cm. per minute. These pens,
which are balanced so that they barely touch the recording surface,

are attached to the ends of aluminium levers which multiply the relative
motion of the pendulum and the ground 12-5 times. The shorter arms of

these levers (a c and b c) are slotted, and embrace the wire of the pendulum,
which is 6 mm. thick, just above the bob (fig. 10).

The motion is recorded by suitable levers. At each hour, by means of

an electro-magnet in connection with a chronograph, the pens are gently
raised from the paper for a period of about six seconds. In this manner
time intervals are obtained.

Fig. 10.

Inasmuch as the period of the pendulum relatively to that of local earth-
quakes is long, it acts as a steady point, and a record of the movements of
the ground magnified about 12-5 times is obtained upon the moving band
of paper. Two such shocks were recorded on the morning of my arrival in
Catania.

With the long-period earthquakes originating at great distances it is

assumed that the pendulum follows the slowly tilting ground.

s2
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If this is the case, then 1 mm. deflection of the writing indices corre-

sponds to 0'6 sec. of arc.

When the pendulum has given to it a swing with a range of motion as

shown by the writing indices of 3-5 cm. after nine complete swings, it

comes to rest in 1 min. 42 sees.

The shortness of this interval indicates that in the recording apparatus,
especially perhaps with the pens, there is considerable frictional resistance

;

a feature in the apparatus which I understood Professor E,icco has the
intention of improving.

High winds and waves beating on the coast result in a tremulous
movement of the writing indices, so that if an earthquake occurred at such
a time I presume the rapid movements at its commencement might be
eclipsed.

In the centre of a spacious chamber adjoining that in which the large
pendulum is installed there is a massive column in the form of a truncated
cone, the greatest visible diameter of which is 5 metres. It rises from the
floor in the form of a solid circular wall, to the centre of the annular space
which this incloses there is an opening. Instruments standing on this

can be examined either by walking round the outside or round the inside

of this horseshoe-formed pedestal.

At the time of my visit there were standing upon it eight or ten seis-

moscopes, the microseismoscope of Guzzanti and the seismograph of

Brassart.

Amongst the seismoscopes I noted a light spiral spring carrying a
weight with a style : if this moved slightly downwards—say less than
•5 mm.—it came in contact with a surface of mercury and closed an electric

circuit the time of which might be noted in various manners. The
essential feature in two other seismoscopes was a small column standing
upon an exceedingly small base. In one instance the column stands freely.

To place the column in such a position directly by hand would for many
people be almost an impossibility. It is therefore suspended by a collar

to hang freely in a tube. When the tube is lowered between guides the
bottom of the column comes down upon its base and it remains standing
upright.

In another instance the column is Ijrought to a practically upright
position by leaning it against a support which by means of a screw is

gradually advanced until the column is on the verge of falling. In both
cases the columns are in an extremely unstable condition, and, should they
fall either by their weight or by making an electric contact, they start a
clock or actuate other apparatus which gives the times at which they were
disturbed.

The apparatus employed to yield open diagrams of local shocks is a
Brassart seismograph. This consists of a pendulum, 3 metres in length,
carrying as a bob a ring of metal weighing 2G-4 kilos. Embracing a style

which projects from the bob downwards are two levers arranged as in the
large seismograph. These multiply motion relatively to the pendulum ten
times, and their outer ends rest side by side on the surface of smoked glass

plate which at the time of an earthquake is set free by electric contact from
one of the seismoscopes to run at a rate of about 445 mm. per minute.

The vertical component of motion is obtained either by making a
portion of the suspension of the pendulum a spiral spring and treating the
heavy bob of the pendulum as a steady point, or from a spring lever

seismograph attached to the frame carrying the ordinary pendulum. By
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a system of levers from the bob of the latter, or from the weighted
extremity of the spring lever, a third pointer writes the vertical com-
ponent of motion side by side with the horizontal components.

I particularly wish to draw attention to this type of instrument,
because I found it at several observatories, and it is a type that has
evidently found favour in the Italian Peninsula.

For disturbances of short period it has no doubt been found effective,

but for the long rolling movements produced by earthquakes originating

at distances of 100 or 200 kilometres, when we have periods of from one
to foUr seconds, my own experience is that with such pendulums a more
or less violent swinging is established.

The microseismoscope of (luzzanti consists of three inverted pendulums
of different periods arranged to make electric contacts. Should they be
set in a state of A'ibration, these contacts are recorded by an electric

magnet actuating a pen upon a moving band of paper.

The Cecchi seismograph at Catania, as at other stations I visited, was
not in working adjustment, the reason for this being, I presume, that the
records from a Brassart type of instrument were found more satisfactory.

Hanging against the wall of the same chamber with the large column
is a Bertelli-Rossi tromometer. This consists of a pendulum several

metres in length, a style from the bob or plummet of which is viewed by
a microscope with a micrometer scale.

Another tromometer is that of Dr. Agamennone. This consists of an
ordinary pendulum with a multiplying lever, which actuates two small
mirrors, the movement of rays of light reflected from which are recorded
on a moving photographic surface.

A very useful apparatus which I found here and at other observatories
is the photochronograph of Dr. Cancani,

In a box attached to the wall is a chronometer, above which there is

a camera containing a plate and a small electric lamp. At the time of an
earthquake one or other of the seismoscopes on the great column make an
electric contact, which actuating an electric magnet turns on a current
for a second or so to the electric lamp. The result is that the face of the
chromometer is photographed. The last piece of apparatus to which ray
attention was drawn was a tide gauge-like recorder for a well. The
bottom of this well is, I understand, in the Pliocene strata beneath the
lava on which the observatory is founded. The depth is 32 metres, and is

9'5 metres above sea level. At the time of large earthquakes the puteo-
metric record shows that the water at that depth has been disturbed.

Island of Isckla

Until this year en the island of Ischia there have been two seismo-
logical observatories—one at the town of Ischia and the other at Cassa-
micciola. Dr. Grablovitz, the director of these stations, told me that
the former of these was to l)e abolished, and all the instruments brought
together at Cassamicciola. From the jetty at Cassamicciola you see the
observatory on the highest portion of a coUine some 300 feet above sea
level beneath the cliff-faced pinnacles of the extinct Epomeus. On reach-
ing it you look down upon the newly built houses and many ruins, which
testify to the disaster of 1883.

The walls of the observatory, like those of the modern buildings,
instead of being built of stone and rubble, are of framed timber largely
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strengthened with iron straps. A few yards distant from the observatory,
and in the same garden, is the residence of Dr. Grablovitz and his office.

The observatory is practically a lofty, well-lighted room .30 feet or
so in diameter.

In the centre of this there is a massive horseslioe-formed column, on
which stand a variety of instruments. On one of the walls is the regu-
lator, which is from time to time corrected by noting the time when a spot
of light crosses a meridian line drawn upon the floor. This takes place
when the sun passes a slit in the wall in line with the mark upon the tloor.

Here, as at Catania, there was a three-component Brassart pendulum.
Another pendulum had a length of 1 metre, and only records two com-
ponents of motion, each of which is multiplied ten times.

With apparatus of this description, in which the record is received
upon a drum revolving on a horizontal axis, Dr. Grablovitz arranges the
pen or style so that it hangs vertically, and therefore comes in contact
with the side of the recording surface instead of being, as is usually the
case, upon the top of the same. Although in the latter case the pens
or styles are balanced, I understood from Dr. Grablovitz that his
arrangement, especially when the styles are made of a small thin strip of
aluminium, is one that minimises frictional resistance. One apparatus
provided with these pens was a pair of horizontal pendulums the lead
weights of which were cylinders measuring about 30 cm. by 5 cm. The
short arm of these pendulums was 2 cm. and the long arm 40 cm. Quick
motion, due to local earthquakes, would therefore be multiplied twenty times.
As I saw them they had a period of three or four seconds. If they are to
be used to record earthquakes originating at a distance this quantity will
be increased

; but even then it is doubtful whether they will do more than
record the most pronounced portion of such disturbances. This instru-
ment, which is yet in an experimental stage, is the only one I saw whilst
in Italy which approximated in its design to modern types of 'steady
point' seismographs which have yielded such good results in Japan.

Side by side with these horizontal pendulums were a pair of large
astronomical levels, oriented at right angles, cemented to the pier, and
covered with glass cases. They are read twice daily.

The next instrument was a pair of conical pendulums, the outer
extremities of the booms being so arranged that if they moved to the right
or to the left they came in contact with a surface of mercury, completed
an electric circuit, and set in action an alarm.

There were also other seismoscopes, but these were not in action.
My attention was next drawn to a model of an astatic suspension,

which Dr. Grablovitz hopes to introduce into seismometry. This con-
sisted of a swinging platform carrying an inverted pendulum. By raising
or lowering the bob of this pendulum the period of the system is changed,
the moment of the platform and that of the loaded mass acting in opposite
directions.

In a room outside the main building of the observatory I saw a vasca
sismica and a pair of geodynamic levels.

The vasca sismica may be described as a shallow circular tank about
1-5 metre in diameter and 1 metre in depth. Floating on the surface of
the v/ater which this contains there is a disc-formed tray nearly filling the
whole tank. From two points 90^ distant from each other, on the edge of
this floating tray, connections are made with the short arms, each 8 mm.
in length, of two light levers. The long arms of these levers are 80 cm.
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in length, and therefore multiply any motion of the tray nearly 100

times. Their outer ends carry writing points, resting against the face of

a drum, driven by clockwork. To prevent these pointers following the

same line as the drum revolves a cylindrical sinker is gradually lowered

by means of clockwork into the water. The water therefore gradually

rises, and with it the floating tray, and the writing levers gradually

change their position on the recording surface. Tiie natural period of

this tray when set in oscillation is about one second.

The geodynamic levels consist of two zinc tubes, each 2-5 metres in

length, terminated at each end with vertical cylinders. These stand on
the floor of the room at right angles to each other. On the open ends of

these there are floats attached to the short arms (each 8 mm. in length) of

levers. The long arm of each lever (80 cm. in length) carries a writing

pointer, resting on a recording surface moved by clockwork. The
natural period of these water levels is 2 '5 seconds.

(For further description in English and reference to original descrip-

tions see Report of the British Association, 1896, p. 226.)

These instruments give an exaggerated representation of the pre-

liminary, and therefore fairly rapid, vibrations of an earthquake origi-

nating at a great distance, whilst they show but little of the succeeding

slower but larger waves. The general character of their records is there-

fore the reverse of what is usually obtained from a horizontal pendulum.

The chief instrument at Porto d' Tschia, a few miles distant from
Cassamicciola, is a pair of horizontal pendulums. The vertical height of

these is 2 metres. The weights, which are 12 kilos., are carried on booms,

10 cm. in length, supported by double ties, one from each side of the

weight, but coming together at a point at their attachment above the

pivot of the boom. The object of this is to prevent wobbling. The boom
is prolonged 80 cm. to its hanging writing point, which rests against a
smoked surface of paper moving at a rate of 1 cm. per minute.

Rome,

The Ufficio Centrale Meteorologico e Geodinamico Italiano, ^^•hich forms

portion of the Collegio Romano, is a huge block of buildings surrounded

by streets, which stands back al)out 40 yards from the Corso, one of the

principal thoroughfares in Rome. The effect of the traffic is extremely

.slight, and only occasionally to be observed. Here I met Professor P.

Tacchini, the director-in-chief of the meteorological and seismological

work of Italy, who very kindly explained the general working of the

departments, showed me the instruments, and indicated how I could

obtain materials I might require.

One of the upper rooms is devoted to the storing of seismological

records and their analysis. When an earthquake occurs in any portion

of Italy the observers in the shaken district fill up a postcard-like form
and forward the same to this bureau. If the shaking was confined to the

island of Sicily, then some thirty of these forms would be received,

whilst if it were in the peninsula some hundreds might come in.

A digest of this information, together with many detailed observations

from stations provided with seismographs, is from time to time published

in the ' Bollettino della Societa Sismologica Italiana.' Fuller accounts of

observations and instruments appear in the ' Annali dell' Ufficio Centi'ale

Meteorologico e Geodinamico Italiano' (see vol. viii. Part IV. 1886).
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Although continuous records of earth movements are made at Rome,
the chief work beyond the compilation of the otiicial records is that of
testing and experimenting with new forms of apparatus.

The continuous recorders are three pendulums. The larger of these,

which is IG metres in length, and carries amass of 200 kilos, relatively,

to which motion is magnihed twelve times, had, I understood, gone to the
exhibition in Turin. One which I saw, and known as the Seismometo-
grafo Medio, is 8 metres in length, and carries a mass of 100 kilos.,

with pointers magnifying ten times. These pointers are pens carrying
an ink containing much glycerine.

In general form they are like the pens used on the Richard meteoro-
logical instruments, but tJiere is some difference in their construction.

Ihey rest upon a band of paper usually moving at a rate of 30 cm. per
hour, but at the time of an earthquake, for a period of 1^ minute, this-

speed is increased to 120 cm. per hour, and until the earthquake ceases
this speed is continued.

When the pendulum is caused to swing, so that the writing indices-

have a range of 2-5 cm., it comes to rest after ten complete oscillations

within a period of 11 minutes. The period therefore is a little over
one minute ; that is to say, a pendulum with a free period of hardly six

.seconds is increased to more than sixty seconds in consequence of the
damping action of writing indices (?).

This apparatus, together with other instruments, is in the basement of

the building, and I understood, like that at Catania, indicates tremors due-

to wind and occasionally the effects of traftic.

Near to it is a Brassart three-component seismograph, 1'5 metre
long, carrying 10 kilos., and multiplying motion ten times.

There were also three seismoscopes : one consisted of a light spiral spring,

carrying a weigiit from which depended a second spiral with a weight, the-

style of the. latter being at rest just above a surface of mercury.
A second seisnioscope was a pendulum the style of which hung freely

in a small hole in a brass plate. By a slight movement the style comes in
contact with the plate, when an electric circuit is completed.

The third seismoscope, designed by Dr. Agamennone, was the most
sensitive. It consists of two inverted pendulums having different periods..

The upper end of the quicker of the two passes through but without
touching the sides of a small hole in a metal plate carried on the slower
vibrator. A movement of either results in contact, when an electric

circuit actuating a magnet releases the record-receiving surface of a
Brassart seismograph, or by some other means records the fact that there
has been movement.

liocca di Tapa.

I left Rome to visit Rocca di Papa in company with Dr. A. Cancani,
the director of the observatory at that place, and the veteran seismologist/

Professor M. S. di Rossi. As far as Frascati Me travelled by raU,

after which came a drive of H hour, when we found ourselves oppo-
site the Albergo Angelletto in Rocca di Papa, some fifteen or twenty
miles S.E. from Rome, looking down upon the Campagna. From this

point there is yet a steep climb, up streets and lanes through the garden of

Professor Rossi, past the caves in which he made his historical tromo-
metrical researches, and then by a zigzag pathway through a wood before
the observatory is reached.
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At the doorway you stand 760 metres above sea level on a boss of leucite-

basalt, the nucleus of a once extensive crater. Looking down, you see the

roofs and gardens of Rocca di Papa beneath, towards the left is the

crater lake of Albano, and towards the right the villages and towns which
dot the Carapagna, Rome with its St. Peter's, domes and towers, and in

the far distance the Mediterranean. There is nothing above you, and
you see homesteads and hamlets, with here and there a town below as in

a plan.

The first thing to be noticed is that the observatory, although built of

stone, is covered with galvanised iron sheets. The object of this is to-

prevent the absorption of moisture, which in consequence of mist and an
annual rainfall, which at this elevation exceeds one metre, would be
excessive.

An ascent up a few steps takes the visitor through glass doors, which
are opened by a custodian in official uniform, into a lofty, well-lighted

octagonally-shaped room about 8 metres in width. From the basement a-

column of masonry 6 metres in diameter rises up to the floor of this room,

where it is continued upwards into the room itself as an annular table

about 3 feet in width and 3 feet in height. This, which is faced and
covered with white marble, carries about twelve instruments.

In the centre of the annular si^ace a circular column 1"25 metre in

diameter rises nearly to the roof of the building. I understood that the

object of this was to study the behaviour of certain instruments placed near
its top as compared with that of similar instruments placed at lower
levels.

At the time of my visit five seismoscopes were installed on small

shelves attached round the summit of this shaft. These are electrically

connected with a Brassart seismograph, and when one or any of them are

agitated the recording surface connected with this apparatus is set m
motion. Experience shows that seismoscopes installed upon the top of

this elastic column move sooner than similar apjaai-atus placed upon the
circular desk.

Hanging round the sides of the column are a series of tromometer.s^

varying in length from about 15 feet to 6 inches (see description of the
Catania tromometer). At the present time I believe it is only thi^

longest and shortest of these which are observed, records being taken five

times daily.

On the circular table there are a lar^e number of seismoscopes, including
the original designs of Professor 31. S. di Rossi,' Brassart's Seismograph,
and the Photo Chronograph of Dr. Cancani.

At this observatory there is another example of the long pendulums;
It is 15 metres in length and carries 250 kilos. The multiplication is, as at

Catania, 12*5 times, and the record is with ink. On tJie opposite side o€

the room and hanging from the wall is a Vi(.-entini pendulum, which will'

be described with the instruments I saw at Padua.
Among the most striking pieccss of apparatus at this observatory are a

pair of horizontal pendulums constructed by Dr. Cancani, which of their
kind are the largest in existence. The height of the vertical axis is 5-25

metres (17 ft.), and the length of the horizontal boom is 2'7 metres
(8 ft. 9 in.). Each pendulum is constructed from two pieces of T-iron
brought together and joined to form two sides of a triangle. The free

' See Za Meteorologia Endogena, vol. ii.
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ends of the base, which if joined would form the base of the triangle, are

provided with pivots which bear in steel cups.

The plane of the triangular frame is placed parallel to a wall, and its

upper pivot hooks into the upper cup, whilst the lower pivot bears directly

into the cup near the floor, which has a lateral and fore-and-aft adjustment.
On the apex of the swinging triangle a weight of about 25 kilos, is placed.

In one case this was pig-iron and in the other a block of marble. Pro-
jecting from each apex is a lilm of glass resting on a drum moving a band
of smoked paper at a rate of 60 cm. per hour. At each hour by electrical

connections with a chronometer the pointers are lifted for a short interval

of time from the recording surface, and time marks are obtained.

At first these pendulums carried pens writing on paper, and it is

instructive to notice the great difTerence in the frictional resistance of

these and the ends of rounded glass fibre on smoked paper.

After a deflection of 3 cm. the ink pen continues to move for 12
minutes with a period of 22 seconds, but after a similar deflection with
the fibre resting on smoked paper the movement continues for more than
one hour, the period being nearly the same.

This apparatus has yielded several instructive diagrams of earthquakes,
the most striking of which is that of the Assam earthquake of June
1897.

Whilst examining the seismoscopes Dr. Cancani sketched one of his

own, which he considered extremely sensitive. It consists of six inverted

elastic pendulums arranged to stand round the circumference of a small

circle. Each of these is a vertically placed steel wire the upper end of

which is a spiral terminating with a style. These styles are adjusted in

close juxtaposition with the edges of a metal disc with which, if they
.should vibrate, they come in contact. Each of these wires is loaded, but
at different heights from their base, with a metal ball, and therefore they
have different periods of motion. Contact with the disc completes an
electric circuit.

In the Cecchi seismoscope a small column stands freely on a horizontal

plate fixed on the top of the style of an inverted pendulum similar to

that just described. When this falls, because it is attached by a thi'ead

to a catch-controlling clockwork, this catch is released, and the clockwork
set in motion.

Padua.

Although the time spent at Padua was, I regret to say, extremely
short, in consequence of the kindness of Professor Vicentini and his

assistant Dr. Pacher, who had arranged seismograms and apparatus for

my inspection, much was learned during the visit. The instruments,

Avhich are of the heavy pendulum type, are established on the walls of one
of the physical laboratories of the University Buildings, which are

suiTounded by the traffic of the city. Considering the position in which
they are placed on an upper storey, which, as Professor Vicentini remarked,
was only occupied from necessity, it is remarkable that so many new
and valuable results have been obtained. Although the walls of the
University, like most old buildings in Italy, are remarkably solid, they
rise from an alluvium foundation, which is very elastic. One result of

this is that the movements of the soil due to passing traffic, the ringing

of a bell at no gi'eat distance, and the pulsations of Uie ground appa-
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rently accompanying fluctuations in barometric pressure at the time of a

storm in the distant Alps are all recorded.

Two pendulums which hang side by side had lengths of 1 '50 meti'e, and
carried weights of 100 kilos. Side by side with one of these was a bar of

steel, about 1-5 metre in length and 10 cm. broad, firmly fixed at one end
and bent downwards at the other by a load of 45 kilos. The object of

this is to recoi'd vertical motion.

The full period of this loaded spring is I'l sec. Its outer end is

connected by a system of levers with a writing point which rests on a
surface of smoked paper side by side with the writing indices of hori-

zontal motion connected with the ordinary pendulum. (For a short

description of the ordinary pendulum see British Association Report,

1896, p. 221. For a complete description see ' I Microsismograli dell'

Institute di Fisica della R. Universita di Padova :
' Dr. Giulio Pacher.

Atti del R. Instituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettre ed Arti, tomo viii.

.serie vii. 1896-971
In another room there is a .similar pendulum, which is, however, 11

metres in length and carries a much heavier load (400 kilos.). In addition

to the two systems of levers for horizontal motion, projecting from the
bottom of the pendulum is a light pantograph, whicli gives a resultant

motion. The cliagram from this latter arrangement is one from which
the direction of various vibrations can be easily seen.

The principal feature in the Vicentini and Pacher seismographic
arrangements are, first, tlie large masses that are used as steady points

;

and secondly, the ingenious and beautiful manner in which movements
relatively to these are mechanically magnified and recorded with a mini-

mum of friction. In all instances the magnification is 100-fold. Light
levers to magnify movement relatively to an approximately steady mass
have been used by Wagner, Gray, Bouquet de la Grye, Agamennone,
Brassart, and very many others. I myself have had perhaps 100 pieces

of apparatus thus provided, but in no instance when the multiplication

exceeded 20 have I been successful—so long as tlie method was mecha-
nical—to reach conditions so satisfactory as those attained by Vicentini.

Rather than multiplying the relative motion of the pendulum by a single

lever, Vicentini employs two short levers, each with a multiplication of

10. These are extremely light, balanced, and connected by an ingeniously
constructed link (see refei'ences mentioned above). The last lever carries a
writing index made from a glass fibre. A piece of glass rod is heated by
a blowpipe and flattened with pincers. The flattened portion is again
heated and drawn out as a long^^a^ fibre about 1 mm. broad. This when
broken into lengths each of 4 or 5 ins. is sufficient to form several

pointers. One of these is taken and one end of it heated and drawn out
to still smaller dimensions. The thin end oE this is rounded by bringing
it for an instant into contact with the edge of a small flame. To attach
such a fibre, say, to the end of the boom of a horizontal pendulum this

latter is tipped with a fragment of wax. This is heated with a taper and
the thick end of the fibre stuck on to the boom.

We may now imagine the fibre to be floating freely as a ^prolongation

of the boom a centimetre or so above the smoked surface on which it is

to write. To bring it into contact with this surface a very small flame
is placed for a moment beneath the fibre within 3 or 4 cm. of its end,
when the rounded point falls upon the smoked surface and is then in
adjustment.
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For rapid motion the pendulums behave as steady points, and the

movements of the ground are multiplied 100 times, whilst for slow move-
ments the angular deflections of the pendulum are similarly enlarged.

The records are received upon a continuous band of smoked paper
moving at a rate of 2 cm. per minute. This band hangs vertically,

passing over a roller above and round one below. The axes of these two
rollers are not parallel, with the result that the paper travels laterally

along the upper drum, and the traces drawn by the pens are parallel

spiral lines. Every minute, by electrical connections with a clock, time
marks are made upon the band. The Vicentini seismographs are now
installed at Rocca di Papa, Verona, Siena, and Laibach.

Sfrasgbuiy.

When I entered the mamificent buildin£;s which constitute the

University of Strassburg I felt that I was upon ground which the

investigations of the late E. von Rebeur - Paschwitz had made
classical. In a few minutes, in company with the genial Pi'ofessor

Gerland and his assistant Dr. E,. Ehlert, I was engaged in inspecting

seismograms from the Ehlert three-component pendulums. These are

recorded on a band of photographic paper, about 21 cm. broad, moving
at a rate of 12 cm. per hour. This, with chemicals and other materials,

costs about 36/. per year. By examining the traces with a magnifying
glass, it seems that they consist of a fine series of zigzags, indicating that

the pendulums are always in motion. Inasmuch as the removal of the

calcium chloride from the pendulum cases does not aCfect their move-
ments, and because the temperature changes in the chamber where the

pendulums ai-e installed is small, it is just possible that these movements
may be the result of the city traffic. If this is so, then the movements
should be less pronounced at night and more pronounced on public

holidays, and at times when traffic is unusually increased. The fact that

the tremors produced in a seismograph by a passing carriage or train

commence and end suddenly, however, weakens such a supposition.

At present the pendulums are installed on an insulated column in a
chamber beneath the Astronomical Oljservatory (for description of the

apparatus see ' Beitrage zur Geophysik,' Band III. Heft 1-3). In the

original design of Von Bebeur a complete pendulum weighed 42 gms.,

and two might be used at right angles to each other.

Each of Dr. Ehlert's pendulums weighs 200 gms., and three are

arranged, at angles of 120° with each other, inside a cylindrical iron case.

The weights of these pendulums are at their outer ends, near the centre of

the casing. By screws from the outside of this case the vertical axes of

each of three pendulums can be inclined forwards or laterally. The adjust-

ments, therefore, are not dependent upon screws in a bed plate. The
greater weight concentrated at the outer end of each pendulum results in

greater certainty of obtaining a steady point for rapid movements of the

ground, and hence, perhaps, the continual movement. With three com-
ponents a direction of motion can be obtained, whilst a very slight move-
ment (the components of which might not be visible on two pendulums)
might be recorded on a pendulum to which its direction was nearly at

right angles. Each pendulum carries a mirror wliich reflects a beam of

light from a lamp standing near the record-receiving surface 4 metres
distant. In front of this there is a cylindrical lens to bring the beams to

a focus before impinging on the paper. The clock which drives this band
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every hour raises a screen which eclipses the beam of light from a fixed

mirror in the pendulum case, and in this way gives on the datum line a
series of time marks. With a period of 12 seconds one millimetre deflec-

tion on the record corresponds to a tilting of 0''*058.

After visiting the director of the observatory, Professor Becker, who
for so many years carried on observations with Von Rebeur's pendulum,
Dr. Gerland showed me the site of the Seismologicaf Institute, which next
year will be erected within the University grounds. The Government
grant for this building is 70,000 marks, or 3,.500^., with an annual allowance
of 5,500 marks, or 2751., for its maintenance. It is expected that the latter

sum will be increased. To commence with, the instruments which it is

proposed to instal are Dr. Ehlert's pendulums, a Vicentini pendulum, and
a Milne pendulum similar to those established by the B.A. Committee.

As a correction and extension of the second and third paragraphs of

the Report of 1897, p. 129, I learned from Dr. G. Gerland that the idea

of an international organisation for the observation of earthquakes was
first brought forward by the late Dr. E. von Rebeur-Paschwitz and him-
self in October 189-4. At the end of 1894 and the beginning of 1895 they
prepared a definite appeal to the scientific world to carry out their sugges-

tions : this appeal, written by Dr. von Rebeur, was subscribed by a
sei'ies of prominent learned men and was published in the ' Beitrage zur
Geophysik,' edited by Professor Gerland, Band II. p. 773.

After the death of Dr. von Rebeur Dr. Gerland naturally felt pledged
to continue the work which he had co-operated to inaugurate. Subsequent
issues of the propositions therefore appeared under the name of Dr. Ger-
land, who in 1895 brought the same to the notice of the International
Geographical Congress in London.

Briefly stated, they were to establish a centre for the collection and
pul^lication of reports relating to all earthquakes which are from time to

time recorded throughout the world.

It was proposed to issue these reports in Dr. Gerland's geophysical
journal.

The most important records would be those obtained from horizontal

pendulums, ordinary long pendulums, and bifilar pendulums, and as a
commencement it was suggested that ten observing stations should be
established round the world.

The positions of these stations were chosen with regard to Japan, from
which country large earthquakes frequently radiate.

The Congress passed a resolution respecting the desirability of carrying
out Dr. Gerland's proposal.

Very shortly we may expect to see the publication of the first part of

the great work which Dr. Gerland has undertaken, in connection with
which the reports issued by this committee will undoubtedly prove an
assistance.

CON'CLUSION.

In connection with the instruments which I saw in Italy and at Strass-

burg, I will first consider those which are employed to record local

disturbances or the short-period movements which we can feel.

In Japan I once used a pendulum carrying 80 lb., and 40 feet in
length ; two pendulums, each of which carried 32 lb., and were 36 feet in

length, and very many 3 or 4 feet in length, carrying heavy disc-like bobs.
Some of these recorded by light pointers resting on stationary or
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moving smoked-glass surfaces, -whilst others recorded the relative motion
of the pendulum with similar pointers attached to the end of light levers,

which multiplied the movements of the pendulums.
Professor J. A. Ewing established in Japan a heavy pendulum 20 feet

in length, the movements of which relatively to the ground were recorded
as two components by means of short levers.

The result of our experience with these instruments, which extended
over several years, was that, although they occasionally yielded useful
diagrams of local disturbances, it so oftei^ happened that an earthquake
took place which had a period approximately agreeing with the natural
period of the pendulums that these were set in violent motion.

Inasmuch as the period of local earthcjuakes is for the most part less

than three seconds, whilst the period of the long pendulum at Catania is

ten seconds, the bob of this instrument becomes a practically steady point
for such disturbances.

Directly, however, we turn to the pendulums one or two metres in

length which we tind so largely employed in the Italian Peninsula, it seems
impossible that the character of the seismograms of local shocks which
they furnish should not be largely affected by the free period of these
instruments.

I—and I think I may add all observers who liave had experience with
the ordinary pendulum type of apparatus, and also with the long-period
duplex pendulums and the steady point bracket seismograph used in
Japan, not only in recording actual earthquakes, but also in testing such
instruments by subjecting them to artificiiiliy produced earthquake-like
movements, which movements were absolutely measurable—woul'd not
hesitate in adopting the two latter types of apparatus in preference to
those in which the principal feature is the bob of an ordinary free
pendulum.

Directly we turn to a consideration of the form of apparatus best
adapted to record the movements due to earthquakes which have origi-

nated at great distances we are upon uncertain ground.
What is chiefly required is to determine the time at which a movement

commences, the duration of its various phases, and to measure its varying
amplitudes, periods, and directions.

A source of error, especially with regard to the measurement of
amplitude or angular motion, rests in the fact that the periods of various
phases of earthquake motion may vary between as much as five and sixty
seconds. The consequence of this is that at some time or other there is

synchronism between the natural period of the instrument and that of
its moving platform, with the result that records may be greatly distorted.

A good illustration of the difference in records obtained from different
instruments is seen when we compare the records of horizontal pendulums
and those of the vasca sismica (see p. 2G'i).

Dr. Cancani's observations on the great Indian earthquake of 189G
(p. 207) also show the amount of difference which may be expected in
seismograms obtained from pendulums varying in period.

From what we know at present, seismograms which are trustworthy
in their main features are yielded by apparatus which for rapid preliminary
tremors records the same relatively to a steady point ; and if the pendulum
has a natural period of ten to fifteen seconds it apparently follows the
slow movement of the succeeding waves.
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To extend our knowledge on this subject a central station might be
provided with a number of instruments having different periodic motion,

luasmucli as very long pendulums, as at Catania, shorter pendulums or

horizontal pendulums with a high multiplication, as at Padua and Strass-

burg, are affected by wind and other activities disturbing their supports,

which at the latter place result in what appears to be continuous
movement, it is likely, and in some instances it is certain, that the
preliminary tremors of an earthquake have been eclipsed, and its com-
mencement therefore been rendered uncertain.

The general direction in which motion has advanced is known from
the time records obtained at several stations. The varying directions at

which the ground has moved at a given station may from an instrument
recording movements as two rectangular components be sometimes
determinable. Usually, however, we are left to choose between two
directions.

The records from Dr. Ehlert's pendulum and the apparatus of Vicentini
remove such doubts.

As to whether a seismogram can or cannot be analysed with regard to

the period and amplitude of separate waves simply depends upon the
speed at which the record- receiving surface is moved.

Contrasting the various types of instruments last referred to with the
type of instrument adopted by this committee, considering the object in

view, there does not appear to be any necessity to regret the choice whicli

they have made.
Each instrument has its merits, and for particular purposes may be

better than any other. It was impossible for the committee to have
adopted either the long pendulums or large horizontal pendulum, of Italy

on account of the difficulty of their installation. The Strassburg pendulums,
although most desirable at a central station, require a too carefully

insulated installation, and entail too much expense for photographic
materials to put them within the reach of ordinary observers.

Like the Ehlert pendulums, another instrument equally desirable at a
central station is the Vicentini pendulum. However, as this requires
the addition of a chronometer and delicate manipulation to insure simi-

larity in adjustment, and a somewhat high and solid supporting wall or
pier, it is likely that private observers might find difficulty in its adoption.

For further information respecting the various types of seismographs
here mentioned tlie reader is referred to the British Association Report
for 1896, p. 182.

From the preceding notes it is clear that in Italy and Germany
seism ological investigation receives substantial recognition.

For many years past in the former of these countries observatories
have been established, at each of which we find a resident observer, his
assistant and custodian with their necessary dwellings, offices, and work-
rooms. When first established the object of these institutions was to
record and study the more or less violent movements of the earthy crust
which can be felt. To this was added the observation of tlie ubiquitous
so-called earth tremors, and partly, perhaps, because it Avas found that
these latter in particular were closely associated with certain meteoro-
logical conditions, the system was incorporated with the Meteorological
Bureau.

During the last few years tlie observations have been extended to
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embrace those of movements due to eartliquakes which originated at great

distances. These unfelt movements of the earth's crust, which are as

frequent in Great Britain as they are in the Italian Peninsula, are those

which at present receive the greatest attention.

It has no doubt been largely due to the discovery that earthquakes

can be recorded in any one country as well as in any other that the
German Government has been led to devote so large a sum for the esta-

blishment of a central observing station in Strassburg, and at the Uni-
versity of Gottingen provision has been made for a professorship of earth

physics.

In Austria, for some time past, the Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissen-
schaften has had its earthquake commission, which has issued publications

and established several earthquake stations provided with the Rebeur-
Ehlert pendulums.

The Central Observatorium of St. Petersburg has established several

fitations somewhat similar to those in Austria, and in both countries the

means for observing especially the unfelt earthquakes is being extended.

The elaborate system of earthquake observation which has been in

existence for many years in Japan is too well known to require descrip-

tion. This is now being extended to embrace observations on earth

movements not recordable by ordinary seismographs. In addition to the

bureau which reports upon ordinary earthquakes, which forms portion of

the meteorological department and a chair of seismology at the University,

there is a large committee composed of practical engineers and others

whose chief work it is to carry out investigations which may lead to the

mitigation of earthquake effects. In connection with the first yearVwork
of this committee the Government grant was 5,000^. Inasmuch as prac-

tical results have been obtained from this committee every year, I believe

a substantial sum of 1,000/. or 2,000/. appears in the Parliamentary esti-

mates for a continuation of their investigations.

It will no doubt be of interest to this committee to note that means
which experience has demonstrated lead to the mitigation of earthquake

effects, have during the past year received the consideration of the English

Government and private companies in connection with reconstruction

after severe earthquakes in the West Indies and Assam.

The inauguration of the investigations which led to the demonstration

of these means was in great measure due to the support which this

Association has from time to time given to their committees.

XTII. Freliminary Examination of Photograms obtained with the Seis-

mometer in the Liverjiool Observatory. By W. E. Plummer.

In August 1897 the Seismological Committee of the British Association

entrusted one of their seismometers to my care. It was mounted by
Mr. Horace Darwin in a cellar of the Observatory, and the photographic

record of the motion of a spot reflected from the mirror has been main-
tained since, save for a few interruptions arising from the failure of the

clock or some temporary disturbance. The instrument itself has been
described by Dr. Davison in ' Nature,' 1. 24G, and the general arrangement
of the apparatus there detailed, the method of determining the scale, and
the directions for the use of the instrument, have been followed without

alteration at the Liverpool Observatory. The instrument is arranged to
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measure tilts or displacements in the plane of the prime vertical : the

mirror being in this plane, that of the suspending wires being at right

angles. Disturbances are shown by the motion of a spot of light being

carried to the east or west of its normal position. The more noticeable

deviations from uniformity have been reported to Professor J. Milne as

produced probably by earthquake shocks ; the dates of these interruptions

appear in another part of the report. The instrument, however, does not

seem very well adapted for the measurement and discussion of these irre-

gular motions. Some difficulty arises from the smallness of the time scale

(10 m.m. of paper passing in an hour), in consequence of Avhich small rapid

vibrations are indistinguishable, while the sensitiveness of the instrument

as at present used does not seem to be sufficiently great to record the

characteristic motion. In Dr. Davison's instrument a displacement of the

spot of light through 3-44 inches corresponded to a tilt of the mirror of one
second of arc. I endeavoured at first to reach this degree of sensitiveness,

and met with difficulties, some of which will be mentioned later. But a

recommendation was sent to me last May by Professor Milne to so arrange

the instrument that a tilt of the ground of two seconds should move the

spot of light on the scale 1'74 inch. I have endeavoured to conform to

this direction with the result that the instrument appears more stable,

and the trace produced on the sensitised paper seems still more adapted to

the discussion of the bending of the earth's crust throughout considerable

periods of time than for the observation of the pulsations produced by
irregular and violent shocks. The following discussion is therefore

confined entirely to the uniform behaviour of the spot of light.

For a very considerable time after the instrument was mounted the

photographic trace showed such a continual and rapid motion towards
the east that all other effects were completely masked. This was no
doubt due to a want of stability in the steel rod carrying the instrument,

which had not yet come to a position of rest. The frequent alteration of

the foot-screws, always in one direction, necessary to bring the spot

of light back on the scale, disturbed the level to such an extent that the

sensitiveness varied considerably. This was no doubt assisted by a motion
of the rod in the plane of the meridian, which would alter the horizontal

distance between the points of suspension of the wire carrying the mirror :

a motion which would not be visible on the photographed trace. About
November the constant motion of the mirror became less recognisable, and
the series of measures here described was begun in January of this year,

at which time it is hoped the instrument had settled into its normal con-

ditions. The scale for converting the linear displacement of the photo-

graphic trace into seconds of arc still continues, however, to give some
trouble, and this feared irregularity in the scale has prevented the use of

many of the records in the following discussion. The scale, it may be as

well to explain, is determined by turning the mirror through a known
angle by means of a rocking-arm, capable of being moved from a distance
by the alternate inflation of one or other of two india-rubber balls. It
lias been the rule to move this rocking-arm once a day, and those records
are considered trustworthy when the linear displacement of the light is

the same at the beginning and end of the day. When the displacement
is not accordant there seems to be no way of making the observations
available for discussion. Moreover, it is found practically that very
different intervals of time are required to bring the mirror to a state of

1898. T
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rest. Sometimes the motion goes on for three or four houi-s after the
initial disturbance, usually much less. I can offer no explanation of these

anomalies. I merely mention them here to show that the amount of

material at my disposal is not so great as I could wish : that a much
longer time is necessary to remove the instrumental and systematic errors,

and that the present result is a preliminary inquiry now offered to show
what use has been made of the instrument entrusted to my care.

However distrustful one may be of the result, and however cautiously

one may feel it necessary to speak of the numerical values obtained, it is

impossible to doubt the general character of the motion of the mirror,

notwithstanding the small angles M'ith which we have to deal. A mere
glance at the record for any one day is sufficient to show the general

features of the curve, and herein I believe the motion in the pi-ime vertical

agrees with that derived from meridional displacement, though to what
extent the motion precedes or follows that on the meridian I have no data
to offer. On all days on which the photographic trace has offered no
suspicion of unsteadiness in the scale value, or where no interruption of

the trace has been made for more than twenty-four hours, the ordinates

of the curve have been measured from the time traced for each hour.

These ordinates have been read off to the tenth of a millimetre, corre-

sponding usually to about 0-004 of a second of arc, consequently the third

place of decimals has been retained, but simply as a matter of calculation.

These measures have been grouped in monthly periods, for it was soon
apparent that the time of maximum displacement was not constant
throughout the year. The mean values of the ordinates for each month
have been compared with Bessel's Interpolation Equation for expressing in

the usual periodic formulfe the reading at any hour of the day, reckoned
from noon, in terms of the mean value and the hour of the day. Sup-
posing the general expression for the value of the measured ordinates at

the hour after noon to be represented by the formula

D.c=I)+ a sin(a;+A)-l-i sin(2a;+ B)-f c sin(3.?; + C),

the following table will give the value of the constants D, a, b, c, A, B, C,

derived from the solution of the equations formed by the substitution of

the mean monthly ordinates for every two hours in the general
expression :

—

Table I.

Montli
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Table II.
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the summer months. It would be wrong to insist too strongly even on
these tendencies considering that only a part of one year has been
examined, and certainly premature to suggest any physical interpretation.

I hope, however, that this partial result may prove of sufficient interest to-

induce the Committee to sanction further inquiries of the same nature,

for which I think the instrument is peculiarly well fitted. Lastly, I give

in a tabular form (Table III.) the difference (C— O) between the mean
monthly result at each hour of the day, derived from the photograms,

and the values computed from the interpolation equation.

XIV. Reports on Seismolor/ical Investigations published by the

JJritish Association.

TAOET
1841. Report on Instruments to record Earthquakes in Scotland and

Ireland. Drawn up by Lord Greenock and David JIii.ne . 4G-50
1842. Report on Registering Shocks of Earthquakes in Great IJritain.

By David Milnk 92-98
1843. Report on Registering Shocks of Earthquakes. Wm. Bucklaxd,

David Milne 120-127
1844. Report on Earthquake Shocks in Scotland. David Milne . . 8.3-90

1847. Report on Geological Theories of Elevation and Earthquakes.
William Hopkins, M.A., F.R.S 33-92

1850. First Report on the Facts of Earthquake Phenomena. Robert
MA.LLET, C.B., F.R.S 1-81)

1851. Second Report on the Facts of Earthquake Phenomena. Roeeut
Mallet, C.E., F.R.S 272-320

1852. Third Report on the Facts of Earthquake Phenomena. Robek r

Mallet, C.E., F.R.S • l-17r>

1854. Third Report (continued) on the Facts of Earthquake Phenomena.
RoBEET Mallet, C.E., F.R S 1-32G

1S54. Report on Earthquakes and Seismometers. Col. Poktlock,
R.E., F.R.S 370-372

1858. Fourth Report on the Facts of Earthquake Phenomena. Robebt
Mallet, C.E.. F.R.S 1-136

1861. Experiments at Holyhead on the Transit Velocity of AVaves
analogous to Earthquake Waves. Robert Mallet, C.E., F.R.S. 201-23G

Reports on the Earthquake Phenomena of Japan, drawn up by John
Milne, Avere issued, under varying titles, yearly from 1881 until 1895.

In 1895 the 'Earth Tremor' Committee, appointed to investigate

earth tremors in Great Britain, issued the last of a series of Reports
dated 1893, 1894, and 1895, the Secretary being Mr. C. Davison.

In 1896 Committees on the Earthquake Phenomena of Japan and
Earth Tremors were united under the joint secretaryship of C. Davison
and J. Milne for the purpose of carrying on seismological investigation,

and have issued their First, Second, and Third Reports.

The British Association has issued since 184:1 about thirty-seven
Reports relating to earthquakes.
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Meteoroloriical Ohservations of Ben Nevis.—Ileiiort of the CommiUee,

consisting of Lord McLaren, Professor A. Crum Brown (Secre-

tari/), Sir John Murray, Dr. Alexander Buciian, and Professor

CoPELAND. (Drawn up by Dr. Buchan.)

Thk Committee was appointed, as in former years, for the purpose of co-

operating with the Scottish Meteorological Society in making meteoro-

logical observations at the two Ben Nevis Observatories.

The hourly eye observations by night as well as by day, which are a

specialty of the Ben Nevis Observatory, were made witli complete regu-

larity during the year 1897 by Mr. Angus Rankin, the superintendent,

and his assistants. The Directors of the Observatories tender their best

thanks to Messrs. T. S. Muir, A. Drysdale, M.A., B.Sc, John S. Begg,

T. G. Kay, D. Macrae Aitken, A. Aitken, George Ednie, and T. KUgour
for the invaluable help they have rendered as volunteer observers during

the past year, by which the much-needed relief has been given to the

members of the regular staff. In addition to this, Messrs. Muir and

Drysdale have given much time and labour in discussing, under the

superintendence of the Directors, the observations made in the summer
months at the intermediate station, together with the observations at the

two Observatories at the same time, in connection with the weather which

prevailed at the time, more especially the anticyclones and the cyclones

which occurred. The result, which the Directors consider to be of con-

siderable value, will be referred to in a subsequent part of this report.

Table I. shows for 1897 the mean monthly and extreme pressures and
temperatures ; amounts of rainfall, with the number of days of rain, and

the days on which the amount equalled or exceeded one inch ; the hours

of sunshine ; the mean percentage of cloud ; the mean velocity of the wind

in miles per hour at the top of the mountain ; and the mean rainband at

both Observatories. The mean barometric pressures at Fort William

Observatory are reduced to 32'' and sea-level, but those at the Ben Nevis

Observatory only to 32°.

Table I.

1897 Jan.
I

Feb. March April I Jlay I June July Aug. i Sept.
i
Oct. Nov. Dec. Year
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Table I.

—

continued.

18fl7 Jan. Feb. March April May June July
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weather of these two mont'as is well shown by the mean temperatures of

the two Observatories, thus :-

—

Fort Ben Nevis
"William. Observatory.

o o

Change from September to October . —2-2 +12
„ „ October to November . —3-2 —2-7

,, „ September to November . —5-4 —1-5

On the other hand, when the weather is strongly cyclonic, the reverse

liokls good. Thus in March the mean pressure was 0'300 inch under
the average of March, the weather being decidedly cyclonic, when the

change of temperature from February to March was + 1°"1 at Fort William,

but — 1°-8 at the top of the mountain.

The following shows the deviations of the mean temperature of the

months from their respective averages :

—

Fort

January .

February
March
April
May
June
July
August .

September
October .

November
December
Year

Hence, owing to the frequent occurrence of well-marked and long-con-

tinued anticyclones, the mean annual temperature at the top of the

mountain was relatively one degree higher than that of Fort William
;

and the differences of the means of some of the months—notably of July
and October—were very striking.

The absolutely highest temperature for the year recorded for Fort
William was 80°-4 on July 15, and at the top 64°-0 on July 16. The
absolutely lowest temperature was 20°'0at Fort William on December 23,

and at the top 4°-0 on January 25. The most noticeable feature of the

extreme temperatures at the top is the high extremes during October and
November when the anticyclonic type of weather was predominant. In
November, temperature rose on the 4th to 52°'0, being higher than
that recorded in any previous November.

As regards the extremes of temperature, the difference between the

two maxima was greatest in April and May, when it was 22°'3, and least

in October and November, when it was respectively 9° "3 and 5° '8 ; and
the difference between the two minima greatest in January, when it was
20° '3, and least in December, when it was only 4° '9.

The registration of the sunshine recorder at the top shows 813 hours
out of a possible 4,470 hours, being 118 hours more than in 1895, and 57
hours more than in 1896. This number of 813 hours is greater than any
annual amount recorded since 1891, but is 157 hours fewer than in 1888,

when the hours of sunshine numbered 970. The number 813 is 18 per

rii

iam.
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cent, of the possible sunshine. The maximum was 170 hours in July, and
the minimum 21 hours in March, these being respectively the absolutely

largest and the smallest numbers of hours of sunshine recorded in any
previous July and March. At Fort William the number of hours for the

year was 1,184, being the largest annual number recorded since 1891,

when the number was 1,220 hours. The maximum was 200 hours in

May, and the minimum 22 hours in December. As regards the 22 hours

in December, this number is larger tlian that of previous Decembers since

1890. The annual number of hours, 1,184, at Fort William is 34 per cent,

of the possible sunshine there.

In the subjoined Table II. there are given for each month the lowest

observed hygrometric readings :
—

Table II.

—
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26 in September, and at Fort William twenty-four in March, and the

minimum number sixteen in January and again in February at the top,

and fifteen in April at Fort William.

During the year the number of days on which 1 inch of rain or more

fell was forty-nine at the top and fourteen at Fort William ; at the latter

place an inch of rain did not fall on any day in January, April, and June.

At the top this amount was exceeded on eight days of November, and

seven days both in September and December.

Auroras are reported to have been observed on the following dates :

—

February 26 ; March 3, 29, 30, 31 ; April 2, 5, 6, 23, 24, 25 ; October 1

;

December 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 ; the number being thus relatively few, the

sun spots being near the minimum of the eleven-year period.

St. Elmo's Fire was seen on March 10, 24 ; May 13 ; December 29, 30.

Zodiacal Light, not observed during the year.

Thunder and lightning was reported on April 15 ; August 5

;

December 8, 29. Lightning only, July 24 ; August 1, 2, 4, 13.

Solar Halo, March 30 ; April 27 ; May 27 ; August 1, 3 ; September

10, 11, 26; October 4, 20.

Lunar Halo, January 13, 21 ; February 12 ; May 13 ; August 9, 12,

22 ; October 4 ; November 10, 16.

As stated in our last Report, the observations at the intermediate

station on Ben Nevis, at a height of 2, 322 feet, were resumed in the summer
months. The observations were made from July 19 to September 30, by
Messrs. T. S. Muir of the Royal Hill School of Edinburgh, Alexander

Drysdale, B.Sc, Dollar, and A. Aitken. By the great enthusiasm and
self-denial of the observers, aided by several self-recording instruments

gifted by Mr. J. Y. Buchanan, an invaluable complete series of hourly

observations have been obtained. Hence, for the first time, complete

series of hourly observations have been secured at heights of 42 feet,

2,322 feet, and 4,407 feet, the three places being in the same line and
differing but little in horizontal distance from each other. These hourly

observations from the three Observatories on Ben Nevis are really

indispensable data in investigating the problems relating to the vertical

gradients of the temperature, pressure, and humidity of the atmosphere

and its movements.
Messrs. Muir and Drysdale have undertaken, under the superinten-

dence of the Directors, the laborious work of discussing these observations,

and at the Meeting of the Scottish Meteorological Society, Mr. Muir sub-

mitted an elaborate preliminary report. Among the important results

either disclosed or indicated in the discussion may be noticed the relations

which obtain between different vertical distributions of temperature and
pressure on the one hand, and cyclones and anticyclones on the other,

thus :—When the reduced barometer at the Ben Nevis Observatory, for

a series of observations, comes out higher than that of Fort William,

the accompanying disturbance of temperature takes place in the lower half

of the mountain, that is, below the intermediate station, and denotes the

approach of an anticyclone. Conversely, when the reduced Ben Nevis
Observatory barometer reads lower than that of Fort William, then the

disturbance of temperature takes place in the upper half of the mountain,
and denotes the approach of a cyclone.

In the further prosecution of this line of research, it has been
arranged that in the summer of 1898, in addition to the hourly observa-

tions, the observers make temperature and humidity observations at
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different heights above and below the level of the intermediate station.
The observer takes with him dry and wet bulb thermometers (Assmann's)
with which the temperature and humidity are observed. Special atten-
tion is given to the particular height where at the time the more rapid
changes of temperature and humidity occur, which are so strikino'

features on the slopes of Ben Nevis, of the cyclones and anticyclones as
they sweep past the mountain. These observations will continue to be
made for some time at short intervals, to which are added eye observa-
tions, such as mist and ha/e as they appear or disappear ; of marked
changes of wind, both direction and force ; of the heights of the clouds
on the neighbouring heights and mountains, of the rainfall, ifcc.

Mr. Omond has undertaken a discussion of tlie hourly observations
at the three observatories, carried out in sequence froni day to day, witli

the view of ascertaining, among other points, the times which elapse
between the tirst appearance of the indications of a cyclone or anti-
cyclone, and its actual arrival in the British Islands.

Dr. Buchan has been for some time engaged in the preparation of a
paper on the annual rainfall of Scotland, and its variations from year to
year in different parts of the country. In carrying out this inquiry, the
relation of the whole subject to the sun-spot period of eleven years is

under consideration. The last four periods, commencing respectively
1855, 1866, 1877, and 1888, are alone dealt with. The result is that the
mean annual variation of the rainfall of Scotland, considered as a whole,
from 1855 to 1897, shows a course of variation for the eleven years period
closely accordant Avith the variation of the sun spots. As the sun spots
increase from the minimum to the maximum in the si.\th year of* the
period, the rainfall is under the average ; but as they fall from the
ma.ximum to the minimum during the next five years, the rainfall is

above the average.

The averages have been calculated for upwards of 300 stations in
Great Britain, and the remarkable result has been arrived at that, for
stations in the west, well open to the westerly winds from the Atlantic—

•

and such stations are numerous—the above relation between the distribu-
tion of the rainfall and the sun spots during the eleven years periods
obtains without exception in the strongest marked form.

An examination of the annual direction and force of the wind for the
eleven years period has been made, and sorting the results into two
groups, comprising respectively N.W., N., N.E., and E. winds, which
may be regarded as dry winds, and S.E., S., S.W., and W. winds as
wet or rain-bringing winds, the following is the striking result : the
maximum occurrence of the dry winds is coincident with the years when
sun spots are increasing to the maximum and the rainfall is under the
average ; and the maximum occurrence of the wet winds is coincident
with the years when sun spots are diminishing towards the minimum and
the rainfall is above the average.

Further, the minimum force of the wind is during the former half of

the eleven years period when the sun spots are increasing, and the maxi-
mum when they are falling to the minimum.

In your Committee's last report it was intimated that there is in
course of construction a map for each day of each of the years over which
the Ben Nevis Observations extend, on which is entered the amount of

the day's rainfall at 120 places in Scotland ; the storms of wind from the
night and day observations at the Scottish Lighthouses ; hours of sun-
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shine ; fog, in hours' duration ; thunderstorms ; lialos, auroras, and other

phenomena. These are collated with the bi-daily weather maps of the

Meteorological Council, and also with the hourly observations of the

Ben Nevis Observatories. These have been designed mainly to see what
light would thereby be cast on the dynamic effects produced by the con-

densation and precipitation of the aqueous vapour of the atmosphere.

Now, among other matters, these maps reveal the existence of two
very different types of westerly winds. One type has the wind unusually

strong and steady, nearly in the same direction at the top of Ben Nevis

as at sea level, with the hygrometer showing a great humidity at both

observatories, and continuing long and steadily humid. Under these

conditions the accompanying rains are more than ordinarily heavy, and
virtually overspread all Scotland. The other type is accompanied by a
wind at the top of the mountain, nearly in a direction the opposite to

what obtains at sea-level at the time, with the hygrometer at one or both

observatories indicating great fluctuation in the amount of vapour.

Under these conditions the rains deposited do not penetrate far east-

wards, and even in strictly western situations are neither very heavy
nor protracted.

.Somewhat analogous to these westerly winds are the accompanying
phenomena of easterly winds, with the notable exception that easterly

winds bring with them a rainfall that seldom penetrates to any consider-

able distance inland from the east coast.

Now in the case of districts which are well protected by mountains in

the west- south-westerly direction, but well open to the rain-bringing south-

easterly winds, it happens that their curves of rainfall for the sun spot

period are diametrically opposite to the rainfall curves of strictly western
districts. These local climatological considerations have an important
bearing on the methods to be employed in collating the spots of the sun
with the vaiying phenomena of meteorology.

The Application of Photography to the Elucidation of Meteorological

Phenomena.—Eighth Report of the Committee, consisting of JMr,

G. J. Symons (Chairman), Professor R. Meldola, Mr. J.

HoPKixsoN, Mr. H. N. Dickson, and Mr. A. W. Clayden (Secre-

tary). (Draivn up) by the Secretary.)

The work has been continued throughout the year whenever possible,

and the number of separate observations made in the course of the last

three years amounts to more than 200, about 150 of which were observa-
tions of high-level clouds.

It has been found that the low-level cumulus clouds very frequently

fail to give any results, as the parallax due to the base line often gives

two sucli very different pictures that no corresponding points of the cloud
can be identified. For such clouds a base line of 100 yards would be
ample. With the present base line of 200 yards it is not possible to be
sure of getting a reliable measurement unless the cloud is at a height of

at least 2,000 feet.

Some slight difficulty has been experienced in so drawing the vertical

and horizontal lines as to intersect exactly in the centre of the disc given
by the image of the sun. This has been especially the case with negatives
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which give a very dense image of the sun with a considerable amount of

deposit around it. But a local reduction of the image has obviated most
of the difficulty. This is effected by applying a weak reducer, in the form
of a dilute mixture of hyposulphite of soda and ferricyanide of potassium.

The plate is wetted, and when the gelatine is thoroughly moistened the

reducer is applied with a paint brush to the parts which are too dense.

The image of the sun may thus be brought down to any convenient

density without risk of diminishing the value of the plate. It is not easy

to effect the reduction without showing some streaks and irregular

markings, but for the purpose in view these are of no importance.

Few measurements have so far been possible in the winter months,
not a single opportunity having pi-esented itself during December, January,

or February, and very few during November or March. The determina-

tions made are, therefore, difficult to compare with those which have been
made elsewhere, and of which only the mean value has been published,

and it is possible that the greater average altitudes observed may be
partly explained by -the absence of observations during these winter

months.
Great altitudes seem especially frequent in hot weather under thunder-

storm conditions, in which case the clouds may frequently form at five or

six different levels, reaching in some cases to such a height as 80,000 or

90,000 feet, which is three times as great as the mean given for the same
type of cloud by the International Meteorological Committee in 1894.

Under similar circumstances around the margins of large thunder
depressions clouds of the alto-cumulus and cirro-cumulus types also

reach altitudes much greater than the usually accepted means.

At the same time instances are not wanting in which clouds which
cannot be distinguished from those types by their appearance occupy
much lower levels.

Observations made in different months and at different times of day
show a well marked rise of the various cloud planes in hotter weather,

and an equally well marked rise during the morning and early afternoon.

Both phenomena are, as we should expect, considerably varied by the

changes in atmospheric pressure, the greatest altitudes having been
recorded at the beginning of a barometric fall after a prolonged spell of

anticyclonic conditions, while the lowest altitudes seem to accompany or

follow a series of cyclonic disturbances.

There seems reason for suspecting that the high-level clouds reach

greater altitudes over the West of England than at other places where
observations have been taken, but the variations in the level of a particular

type of cloud are so great from week to week, and sometimes even within a

single day, that a very prolonged series of determinations ought to be
secured before a comparison is made with the researches which have been

carried on elsewhere.

The installation remains in an efficient state, little trouble having

been experienced with the electrical arrangements, in spite of the long

drought and consequent poor ' earth.'

The Secretary proposes to continue the work, and if possible to move
the whole installation, which is now arranged witli an east and west base

line, to some neighbouring site with the line north and south, whereby
observations in the early morning and late afternoon will be greatly

facilitated. As he is willing to continue to bear the expense no grant is

sought, but the Committee ask to be reappointed.
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The Action of LigJit ripon Dyed Colours.—Report of the Committee, con-

sisting of Dr. T. E. Thorpe (Chairman), Professor J. J. Hummel
(Secretari/), Dr. W. H. Perkin, Professor W. J. Russell, Captain

Abney, Professor W. Stroud, and Professor R. Meldola.
(Drawn up by the Secretary.)

The Report of the Committee presented this year refers to the results

obtained during the year 1896-97, in which period a large number of wool
and silk patterns, dyed with various natural and artificial brown and
black colouring matters, were exposed to iight.

It is with regret that the Committee have to announce the deatli of

James A. Hirst, Esq., in whose grounds at Adel, near Leeds, all the
patterns experimented upon since 1892 have been exposed. Mr. Hii'st

took great interest in the work of this Committee, and the same interest

is shown by his son, E. A. Hirst, Esq., who has expressed the pleasure it

gives him in being able to aid in the continuation of the work.

The general method of preparing the dyed patterns and the manner of

exposing them under glass, with free access of air and moisture, were the

same as already adopted in previous years.

Each dyed pattern was divided into six pieces, one of which was pro-

tected from the action of light, while the others were exposed for different

periods of time. These ' periods of exposure ' were made equivalent to
those adopted in previous years by exposing, along with the patterns,

special series of ' standards,' dyed with the same colouring matters as were
then selected for this purpose. The standards were allowed to fade to the
same extent as those which marked o3 the ' fading period ' in previous

years, before being renewed, or before removing a set of dyed patterns
from the action of light. The patterns exposed during 1896-97 are,

therefore, comparable, in respect of the amount of fading action to which
they have been submitted, with the dyes already leported upon.

The patterns were all put out for exposure on July 22, 1896, certain

sets being subsequently removed on the following dates :—August 22,

September 29, November 5, 1896 ; May 22, September 6, 1897. Of these

five ' periods of exposure ' thus marked off, periods 1 , 2, 3 were equivalent

to each other in fading power, whereas periods 4 and 5 were each equivalent

to four of the first period in this respect ; hence five patterns of each
colour have been submitted respectively to an amount of fading equal to

1, 2, 3, 7, and 11 times that of the first 'fading period' selected—viz.

July 22 to August 22, 1896.

The dyed and faded patterns have been entered in pattei'n-card books
in such a manner that they can be readily compared witli each other.

The following tables give the general result of tlie exposure experi-

ments made during 1896-97, the colours being divided, according to their

behaviour towards light, into the following five classes : Very fugitive,

fugitive, moderately fast, fast, very fast.

The initial numbers refer to the order of the patterns in the pattern-
books. The S. and J. numbers refer to Schultz and Julius's 'Tabel-
larische Uebei'sicht der kunstlichen organischen Farbstoffen.'

In the case of colouring matters requiring mordants, the particular
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mordant employed is indicated in brackets after the name of the dye-

stuff.

The colours marked thus (*) appear to be somewhat faster tlian the

rest of the class in -which they are placed.

BROWN COLOURING MATTERS.

Class I. Very Fugitive Colours. (Wool.)

The colours of this class have faded so rapidly that at the end of the

first 'fading period' (July 22 to Aug. 22, 1896) only a very faint colour

remains, or it has become very materially altered in hue. At the end of

the fifth period (about one year) all traces of the original colour have
disappeared, the woollen cloth exhibiting merely a yellowish, brownish, or

greyish tint, according to the colour of the original pattern.

A:m Colours.

Wool Book XII.

Basic Colours. 1. Leather Brown E. Constitution not published.

„ 2. Chrj-soidine AG. From aniline and 7)t-phenyleue-diamine.

S. and J. III. 16.

„ 3. Chrysoidine FF. From aniline and w-toluylene-diamine.

„ 8. Leather Brown V. Constitution not published.

Direct Cotton 1. Titan Brown Y. Constitution not published.

Colours. 2. Benzo Brown 5R. From Primuline and phenylcnc-diaminc.
S. and J. IIL 110.

„ *4. Cloth Brown (red shade). From benzidine, salicylic auid, and
a-naphthol-sulphonic acid NW. S. and J. III. 193.

„ 13. Benzo Brown G. From sulphanilic acid and Bismarck Brown.
S. and J. III. 273.

„ 25. Hessian Brown MM. From sulphanilic acid, tolidine, and
rcsorcinol. S. and J. III. 278.

Azoxy Colours.

Wool Book XII.

Direct Cotton 21. Mikado Brown M, Constitution not published.

Colours.

Notes.—In the case of Chrysoidine AG and FF, and Cloth Brown,
the colours alter very rapidly during the first ' period of exposure,' the

altered colours then fade more slowly, without any further change in hue.

Class II. Fugitive Colours. (Wool.)

The colours of this class show very marked fading at the end of the
second 'fading period' (August 22 to September 29, 1896), and after a

year's exposure they have entirely faded, or only a brownish, drab, or

grey tint remains.

Azo Colours.

Wool Book XII.
Acid Colours. 1. Resorcin Brown. From 7n-xylidiae, sulphanilic acid, and rcsorcinol.

S. and J. III. 163.

„ 2. Fast Brown G. From sulphanilic acid and o-naphthol. P. and J.
IIL 165.

, 4. Acid Brown G. From aniline and w-diamido-azo-benzcne-^^-mono-
ulphonic acid. S. and J. II. 130.
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Wool Book XII.

Acid Colours. 7.

0.

10.

11.

Wool Book XIII.
Basic Colours. *1.

*9

•3.

4.

*5.

*6.

*7

Direct Cotton 8.

Colours. 11.

15.

19.

2G.

27.

*28.

*29.

*30.

*31.

*32.

*33.

*36.

*37.

*38.

*39.

*40.

42.

44.

46.

47.

*48.

Direct Cotton 2.

Colours
developed. *3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Napbthvlamine Brown. From naplithionic, acid and o-naphthol.
S. and J. IIL 92.

Sulphaminc Brown. From a-naphthylamine and nitroso-j3-napli-

thol-sodium-bisulphite. S. and J. III. 57.

Acid Brown R. From naphthionic acid and Chrysoidine. S. and
J. XL 91.

Alkali Brown. From Primuline and w-plienylene-diamine. S. and
J. III. 110.

Fast Brown 3B. From /3-naphtliylamine-sulphonic acid Br and
a-naphthol. S. and J. III. 103.

Chrome Brown RO (Cr). From naplithionic acid and a-naphthol.
S. and J. IIL 92.

Chi-ome Brown HO (Cr). Constitution not published.
Chrome Brown R (Cr). Constitution not published.
Nut Drown, From w-toluylene-diamine and w-tolurlene-diamine.

S. and J. III. 174.

. Bismarck Brown 2Gr. From w-phenylene-diamine and w-
phenylene-diamine. S. and J. III. 172.

Leather Brown. From amido-/;-acetanilide and 7«-phenylenc-
diamine

;
products treated with HCl. S. and J. III. 160.

Leather Brown O. Similar to Leather Brown.
Diazochromine BS. Constitution not published.
Toluylene Brown R. From sulphanilic acid and Bismarck Brown
sulphonic acid.

Direct Brown Y. From 9«-amido-benzoic acid and Bismarck
Erown. iS and J. III. 275.

Cloth Brown (yellow shade). From benzidine and salicylic acid
and dioxy-naphthalene (27). S. and J. III. 194.

Catechu Brown. From Bismarck Brown and 7«-phcnylene
diamine. S. and J. II. 220.

Congo Brown VBB. Constitution not published.
Catechu Brown DDX. Constitution not published.
Catechu Brown DDDX. Constitution not published.
Hessian Brown B. Constitution not pubHshed.
Azo Brown. Constitution not published.
Toluylene Brown R. Constitution not published.
Benzo Brown. Constitution not published.
Benzo Brown BR. Constitution not published.
Benzo Brown B. From naphthionic acid and Bismarck Brown.

S. and J. III. 274.

Benzo Brown NB. Constitution not published.
Toluylene Brown M. Constitution not published.
Toluylene Brown B. Constitution not published.
Cotton Brown A Constitution not published.
Cotton Brown N. Constitution not published.
Toluylene Brown VO. Constitution not published.
Toluylene Brown 2B0. Constitution not published.
Benzo Black Brown. Constitution not published.
•Sulphon Brown R. Constitution not published.
Sulphon Dark Brown. Constitution not published.
Diazo Brown R (extra). Constitution not published. Azotised
and developed with /S-naphthol.

Zambesi Brown G. Constitution not published. Azotised and
developed with toluylene- diamine.

Diazo Brown G. Constitution not published. Azotised and
developed with ;8-naphthol.

Zambesi Brown 2G. Constitution not published. Azotised and
developed with toluylene-diamine.

Diazo Brown Y. Constitution not published. Azotised and
developed with i3-naphthol.

Diazo Brown V. Constitution not published. Azotised and de-
veloped with iS-naphthol.
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"Wool Book XIII.

Direct Cotton *8. Diamine Brown V. From benzidine and amido-naphthol-sulphonic
Colours acid and wt-phen3-lene diamine. S. and J. III. 182. Azotised

developed. and developed with phen)'lene-diamine.

Natural Colourinr/ Matters.

Mordant 6. Sanderswood (Cr). Pterocarpus santalinus (wood).
Colours. 7. Barwood (Cr). I3aphia nitida (wood).

„ *8. Ventilago (Cr). Ventilago madraspatana (root-bark).

„ 10. Camwood (Cr).

„ 11. Limawood (Cr) (Cu). Cfesalpinia echinata (wood).

„ *13. Catechu (Cr). Areca catechu (extract).

NoTES.^—Leather Brown and Leather Brown O might almost equally

well be classed as ' moderately fast ' colours. Tii the first ' fading period

'

they become somewhat greyish in hue, but the altered colour fades very
gradually, leaving at the end of a year a fairly good drab-grey colour.

Class III. Moderately Fast Colours. (Wool.)

The colours of this class show distinct fading at the end of the second

period (August 22 to September 29, 1896), which becomes more pro-

nounced at the end of the third period (September 29 to November 5,

1896). A pale tint remains at the end of the fourth 'period of exposure'

(November 5, 1896, to May 22, 1897), and at the end of a year's exposure

the colour has entirely faded, or at most only traces of colour remain.

Wool Book XII.
Acid Colours. *3.

6.

12.

H.
Direct Cotton 7.

Colours.

9.

12.

H.
16.

17.

20.

41.

43.

4.5.

Direct Cotton *1.

Colours
developed.

Azo Colours. •

Azo Acid Brown. Constitution not published.

Fast Brown. From sylidine-mono-sulphonic acid, and o-napbthol.
S. and J. II. 80.

Fast Brown. From naphthionic acid, and resorcinol. S. and J.

III. 164.

Diamond Brown. Constitution not published.
Congo Brown G. From sulphanilic acid and benzidine, with

resorcinol and salicylic acid. S. and J. III. 269.

Thiazine Brown G. Constitution not published.

Congo Brown R. From o-naphthylamine-sulphonic acid L and
benzidine, with resorcinol and salicylic acid. S. and J. III. 270.

Hessian Brown 2BN. Constitution not published.

Hessian Brown 2B. From sulphanilic acid and benzidine, with
resorcinol. S. and J. III. 277.

Thiazine Brown E. Constitution not published.

Diamine Bronze G. From benzidine, with salicylic acid and
amido - naphthol - disulphonic -acid-H-azo- w-phcnylene-diamine.
S. and J. III. 263.

Diamine Brown M. From benzidine, with salicylic acid and
7-amido-naphthol-sulphonic acid.

Diamine Brown B. From benzidine, with phenyl-7-amido-naphthol-
sulphonic acid.

Benzo Dark Brown. Constitution not piiblished.

Diamine Cutch. Constitution not published. Naphthylene Violet
azotised and developed with sodium carbonate. S. and J. III.

256.

Azoxy Colours.

Direct Cotton 22. Mikado Brown 2B. Constitution not published.
Colours. 23. Mikado Brown G. Constitution not published.

„ 24. Mikado Brown B. Constitution not published.
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Natural Colouring Matters.

Wool Book XIII.

Blordant Colours *Ventilago (Cu) (Fe). Ventilago madraspatana (root-bark).

„ (Sanderswood (Cu) (Fe). Pterocarpus santalinus (wood).

„ Barwood (Cu) (Fe). Bapbia nitida (wood).

„ Camwood (Cu) (Fe).

Notes.—Diamine Brown M loses its reddish hue and becomes appa-
rently darker during the first ' fading period

'
; the altered colour fades

slowly, and linally leaves at the end of a year a pale drab colour. Azo
Acid Brown acquires a moi-e yellowish hue during the first ' fading period '

;

the colour then fades very gradually without further change of hue,
leaving at the end of a year a veiy pale brown. It might fairly well be
classed as a ' fast colour.' Tlie Mikado Browns are by no means so fast to

light as the Mikado Oranges and Yellows : they experience the greatest

change in depth of colour during the first ' fading period ' ; the altered

colour, which is yellower than the original one, then fades very gradually,

<xnd leaves at the end of a year a fairly good buff colour.

Class IV. Fast Colours. (Wool.)

The colours of this class show comparatively little fading during the
first, second, and third periods. At the end of the fourth 'period of

exposure ' a pale shade remains, which at the end of the year's exposure
still leaves a pale shade.

Azo Colours.

Wool Book XII.

Direct Cotton 5. Toluylene Brown G. From toluylene-diamine-sulphonic acid and
Colours. ?/i-pbenylene-diamine. S. and J. III. 241.

,, C. Direct Cotton Brown K. From amido-nitroso-stilbene-disulpbonic
acid and aniline.

Natural Colouring Matters.
Wool Book XIII.

Mordant Colours. 12. Cocbineal (Cr). Coccus cacti (insect).

Class V. Very Fast Colours. (Wool.)

The colours of this class show a very gradual fading during the
different periods, and even after a year's exposure a moderately good
colour remains.

Oxyhetone Coloiirs.

Wool Book XIII.
Jlordant Colours. Alizarin Bordeaux B (Cr) (Cu). Tetra-osy-anthraquinone

(1.2.5.8). Quinalizarin. S. and J. Ill 403.

Alizarin Bordeaux G (Cr) (Cu).

Alizarin Bordeaux GG (Cr) (Cu).

Alizarin Maroon (Cr) (Cu). Amido-purpvrrin. S. and J. III. 394.
Alizarin Brown (Cr) (Fe). Diamido-alizarin.

Anthracene Brown (Cr) (Fe). Tri-oxy-anthraquinone (1.2.3)
Anthragallol. S. and J. III. 396.

1898. u
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Natural Colouring Matters.

Wool Book XIII.

Jlordaut Colours. Morinda Eoot (Cr) (Cu) fFe). ^Morinda citrifolia (root).

,, Mang-kudu (Cr) (Cu) (Fe). 3Iorinda umbellata (root-bark).

„ Chay Root (Cr) (Cu) (Fe). Oldenlandia umbellata (root).

„ Munjeet (Cr) (Cu) (Fe). Rubia cordifolia (root).

„ Madder (Cr) (Cu) (Fe). Rubia tinctorum (root).

„ Lac-d3'e (Cr) (Cu) (Fe). Coccus ilicis (insect).

„ Cochineal (Cu) (Fe). Coccus cacti (insect).

Additional Colours.

Oxidation Colour. Chromogen I. (1 . 8) Dioxy-riaphtlialene- (.^i . G) disulphonic acid ;

oxidised with bichromate of potash. S. and J. III. 504.

BLACK COLOURING MATTERS.

Class I. Very Fugitive Colours. (Wool.)

Azo Colours.

"Wool Book XIY.
Acid Colour. 4. Violet Black. From 77-phenylenc-diamine, with a-naplithylamine

and a-naphthol-sulphonic acid NW. S. and J. III. 502.

Direct Cotton 1. Nyanza Black B. From y;-phenylena-diamine-azo-a-naphthyl-

Colours amine and amido-naphthol-sulphonic acid 7.

„ 2. Tabora Black R. Constitution not published.
,

Notes.—During the first ' fading period ' Violet Black changes to a
dull vinous red colour.

Class II. Fugitive Colours. (Wool.)

Azo Colours.

AVool Book XIV.
Acid Colours. G. Azo Nigrine R. From plienol-disulphonic-acid-azo-o-naphthyl-

amine and ;8-naphthol.

„ 12. Wool Black. From amido-azo-benzene-disulphonic acid and
^-tolyl-/3-naphthylamine. S. and J. III. 139.

„ 13. Jet Black G. Constitution not published.

„ 19. Phenylene Black. From o-naphthylamine-disulphonic acid-azo-o-

naphthylamine and diphenyl-;«-phenylene-diamine. S. and J.

III. 152.

„ 21. Anthracite Black R. From a-naphthylamine-disulplionic acid and
a-naphthylamine-azo-diphenyl-w -phenylene diamine.

Azo Acid Black B. Constitution not published.

Azo Acid Black G. Constitution not published.

10. Direct Deep Black T. Constitution not published.

Columbia Black 2B. Constitution not published.

Columbia Black B. Constitution not published.

Oxy Diamine Black N. Constitution not published.

Union Black S. Constitution not published.

Oxy Diamine Black SOOO. Constitution not published.

Columbia Black R. Constitution not published.

Diamine Black BH. From benzidine, and 7-amido-naphthol-sul-
phonic acid, and amido-naphthol-disulphonic acid H ; developed
with Fast Blue Developer AD.

Diazo Black B. From benzidine and a-naphthylamine-sulphonic
acid L; developed with ;8-naphthol.

>»
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Wool Book XIV.
Direct Cotton *3.

Colours
developed

5.

benzidine and /3-amido-naphthol-
with Fast Blue Developer AD.

Developed with

Developed with

Basic Colours.

Diamine Black ROO. From
sulphonic acid ; developed
S. and J. III. 187.

Diazo Black E. Constitution not published.
/8-naphthol.

Diazo Black H. Constitution not published
/3-naphthol.

Diamine Black BO. From ethoxy-benzidine and amido-naphthol-
sulphonic acid 7 ; developed with Fast Blue Developer AD,
S. and J. III. 229.

Oxazine Colours.

1. Cotton Black. Constitution not published.

Natural Colouriny Matters.

Mordant Colours. Limawood (Fe). Ca3salpinia echinata (wood).

Notes.—The following colours acquire a reddish
Azo Acid Blacks B and G,

or purplish tint
during the fading process : Azo Acid Blacks B and G, Columbia Blacks
B and R, Union Black S, Oxy-diamine Black SOOO, Diamine Black BO
and BO. An olive tint is acquired by Dii'ect Deep Black T.

Class III. Moderately Fast Colours. (Wool.)

Induhne Colours.

Wool Book XIV.
Acid Colours. *9. Nigrisine. Sodium salt of an induline-sulphonic acid. S. andJ.

in. 475.

„ *10. Brilliant Black EB. Constitution not published.
Basic Colours 2a. Nigrisine J. Condensation product of ^^-nitroso-dimethyl-

aniline

„ 3«. Nigrisine. Similar to Nigrisine J. S. and J. III. 502.

Acid Colours *5.

II.

*41.

16.

*17.

*18.

*20.

*22.

25.

28.

*29.

30.

31.

*32.

*33.

34.

Azo Colours.

Naphthol Black 4R. Constitution not published
Jet Black E. From amido-benzene-disulphonic-acid-azo-a-

naphthylamine and phenyl-o-naphthylamine. S. and J. III.

150.

Naphthylamine Black. From o-naphthylamine-disulphonic-
acid-azo-a-naphthylamine and o-naphthylamine. S. and J.
III. 153.

Acid Black B. Constitution not published.
Acid Black 2B. Constitution not published.
Naphthol Black 6B. From a-naphthylamine-disulphonic acid-

azo-a-naphthylamine and )3-naphthol-disulphonic acid R.
S. and J. in. 154.

Naphthol Black 3B. Constitution not published.
Victoria Black B. From sulphanilic acid-azo-o-naphthylamine

and 0-naphthol-sulphonic acid S. S. and J. III. 149.
Naphthol Black B. From ;3-naphthylamine-7-disulphonic acid-

azo-a-naphthylamine and )3-naphthol-disulphonic acid R.
S. and J. III. 157.

New Victoria Black Blue. Constitution not published.
Naphthylamine Black 6B. Constitution not published.
Victoria Black Blue. Constitution not published,
Naphthylamine Black 4B. Constitution not published.
New Victoria Black B. Constitution not published.
Victoria Black G. Constitution not published.
Victoria Black 5G. Constitution not published.
New Victoria Black 5G. Constitution not published.

U2
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Oxyketone Colours.

Mordant Colours * Alizarin Black SW (Cr) (Fe). Sodium bisulphite compound of

dioxy-naphthoquinone. S. and J. III. 385.

„ * Alizarin Bordeaux G (Fe). Constitution not published.

„ * Alizarin Bordeaux B (Fe). Tetra-oxy-anthraquinone (1.2.5.8).
Quinalizarin. S. & J. III. 403.

Class V. Very Fast Colours. (Wool.)

Oxyketone Colours,

Wool Book XIV.
Jlordant Colours Alizarin Bordeaux GG (Fe). Constitution not published.

Silk Patterns.

Most of the foregoing colours were also dyed on silk, and the patterns

were exposed to light along with the woollen patterns. The relative

fastness of the various colours is generally the same as on wool, and a

special classification for silk seems unnecessary.

The Carhohydrates of the Cereal Straws.—Third Report of the Com-

mittee, consisting of Professor E. Waeington {Chairman), Mr.

Manning Prentice, and Mr. C. F. Cross (Secretary). {Brawn
up by Mr. Cross.)

The work, which was carried out in the agricultural season of 1897, has

been reported upon in a paper published in the ' Journal of the Chem.
Soc' 1898, p. 4.59. The purpose of these later investigations was to

trace the effect of removing the seed-bearing organs upon the carbo-

hydrates of the stem. The results were, however, negative, adding

another confirmation to the conclusion previously arrived at, that the

carbohydrates of the stem tissues are built up with a constant ratio of

' furfural-yielding ' to normal hexose carbohydrates. Further evidence

was also obtained that these two groups of carbohydrates are in the earlier

stages of growth similarly attacked by boiling dilute acids, and after such

hydrolysis are similarly fermented by yeast.

It must in fact be admitted that as condensation to furfural is by no
means an exclusive characteristic of Cj Carbohydrates, there is no evidence

whatever that the furfuroids of the barley straw are, in the early stages of

growth, pentose-anhydrides or pentosanes.

There now appears in the ' Journ. Fed. Inst.' Brewing, 1898, p. 438,

an article by Tollens under the title ' On the Carbohydrates of Barley and
Malt, with special reference to the Pentosanes,' in which, as a result of

yeast fermentations of the products of acid hydrolysis of brewers' grains,

the author arrives at the following conclusions :
—

' From the behaviour of

these furfural-yielding substances on fermentation we are forced to the

view that they behave, to some extent, similarly to the ordinary hexoses,

and somewhat diSerent from the pentoses, for when brought into contact

with yeast they exhibit certain manifestations of fermentation ; but they
give rise to the formation of but little alcohol and much acid. It must be
concluded from this that the furfural-yielding substances . . . contain a
certain amount of other substances more susceptible to fermentation than
arabinose and xylose. They may contain glycuronic acid or oxycellu-

loses. . .
.'

We are very glad to have this confirmation from so great an authority
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as Professor ToUens, and we will not quarrel with his decision ' to retain the

old name pentosanes for this group of substances,' instead of ' the indefinite

name of furfuroids proposed by Cross and Bevan.' We will only remark
that, as the idea has been abandoned that they are exclusively and defi-

nitely pentosanes, it appears more logical to adopt a term of corresponding
significance.

We ourselves have recently carried out a more extended series of

fermentation experiments which further define these products, and the
results of this work will be published in the course of the autumn.

Generally, the position fi.)r which we have long contended may be taken
as fully established, viz. that the plant world affords a group of furfural-

yielding bodies, probably carbohydrates, which are susceptible of fermen-
tation by yeast.

, We have next resumed the study of the problem of the relationship of

such compounds to the normal hexoses, on the basis of the purely chemical
probabilities. We have previously shown that furfuroids are produced
fx'om the hexoses by many processes of oxidation. One such process, which
we had overlooked, appeared from the researches of Fenton in the province
of the dicarboxylic acids to be capable of extension to other hydroxy
compounds, such as the carbohydrates—that is, the action of hydrogen
peroxide in presence of iron salts. A research in this direction has led to

positive results. We have not only succeeded in producing furfuroids in

some quantity—7 to 9 per cent, of the hexaldoses—but we find that dicar-

bonyl derivatives are produced reacting with phenylhydrazine acetate in

the cold to form dihydrazones, which appear to be osazones. We have
published a preliminary account of this research in the ' Journal 'of the
Chem. Soc' 1898, p. 463, and since the publication of the paper we have
beenjoined in the investigations by Dr. R. S. Morrell. Results have been
obtained confirming and extending those of our preliminary paper, and
these will be published in the course of the autumn. We have every ex-

pectation that the investigations will lead to results of physiological
significance by elucidating processes actually taking place in the plant-
cell.

The EledrohjtiG Methods of Quantitative Analysis.— Fifth Report of the

Committee, consisting of Professor J. Emerson Keynolds (Chair-
man), Dr. C. A. KoHX {Secretary), Professor P. Fraxkland, Pro-
fessor F. Clowes, Dr. Hugh Marshall, Mr. A. E. Fletcher,
and Professor W. Carleton Williams.

PAGE
The Beterrmnatinn of Zinc. By Professor "W. Caeleton Williams, B.Sc. . 295
The Determination of Nicliel and Cobalt (Part I.). B» Hugh Marshall,

B.Sc., F.R.S.E. 300

A CONSIDERABLE portion of the experimental work in progress last year
has now been completed, and the investigations on the determination of
zinc, cobalt and nickel are included in the present Report. Further work
on the determination of bismuth, the first portion of which was published
in the third report of the Committee, is in hand, but is not yet ready for
publication. It is proposed to proceed with the study of the methods
for separating cobalt, nickel, iron and zinc respectively from other metals.
The Committee ask for reappointment, without further grant.
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The Determination of Zinc. By Professor W. Carleton Williams, B.Sc.
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elusions are contrasted in the sequel. The methods examined were based
on the deposition of zinc from a solution containing :

—

i. Sodium pyrophosphate.

ii. Alkaline oxalate in neutral or alkaline solution.

iii. Alkaline oxalate in presence of potassium sulphate.

iv. Potassium or ammonium oxalate and free tartaric acid.

V. Potassium cyanide.

vi. Potassium cyanide and sodium phosphate,

vii. Ammonium lactate and ammonium sulphate.

In the following experiments the zinc was always present as sulphate,

and the metal was deposited in platinum basins, which were protected

from the action of the zinc by a deposit of copper, which extended three

or four millimetres beyond the surface of the liquid, during the electrolysis.

The basins are coppered by means of a hot solution of copper ammonium
oxalate containing free oxalic acid, with a current density of 0'5 to 1

ampere ; the operation only requires two or three minutes. Unfortunately,

the layer of copper must be renewed for each zinc determination. Experi-
ments were made with the object of protecting the platinum with layers

of gold or silver, but, on the whole, better results were obtained with th&
coppered basins. If the zinc is deposited on the unprotected surface of

the platinum a black stain is produced, when the zinc deposit is dissolved

in acid. According to Yortmann [Ber. 24, 2753) the black deposit con-

sists of finely divided platinum.

The end of the reaction was generally ascertained by tilting the vessel

or increasing the volume of the solution, so that the liquid came in

contact with an unaltered layer of copper. In a small number of

determinations the end was ascertained by hanging a narrow strip of

metallic copper over the side of the basin ; if the colour of the copper
remains unchanged, the precipitation of the zinc is complete. As the
last traces of zinc are deposited with difficulty the current density is

always increased to one ampere at least towards the end of the operation.

The deposit was washed with water without interrupting the current.

It was finally washed with alcohol and dried at 80°. No signs of oxidation

were noticed.

I.

—

Deposition of Zincfrom Solution of Pyropltospliate.

Brand's method is simple and accurate. The solution of zinc salt is-

mixed with 4 grme. of sodium pyrophosphate and with about 5 c.c. of
a saturated solution of ammonium carbonate ; water is added until the
liquid measures 120 or 150 c.c, and the mixture is electrolysed. The zinc

is obtained as a bright bluish-white deposit, adhering firmly to the basin.

Experi-
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II.

—

Deposition of Zinc frovx Solution of Double Oxalate.

In 1881 Classen, and also Reinhardt and Ihle, suggested the addition

of potassium or ammonium oxalate, or of both oxalates, to the zinc salt.

The electrolysis is carried on at the ordinary temperature.

The method yields good results when the quantity of zinc does not

exceed 0*2 grme. ; when larger quantities of zinc are taken the deposit

is liable to be dull and spongy instead of firm and bright.

Experi-
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about 60° C. After the current has passed through the mixture for three
minutes, the solution is acidified with tartaric acid, and kept acid through-
out the operation by the addition of a G per cent, solution of tartaric acid.

Wagner recommends that the hot solution should be electrolysed with
a current of 0-2 ampere for fifteen minutes ; 5 c.c. of 6 per cent, tartaric
acid solution are added and the current density increased to 0-5 ampere.
The addition of the acid is repeated at intervals of fifteen minutes.

In the following experiments Wagner's directions were followed, with
the exception that the tartaric acid was slowly added from a burette
instead of in quantities of 5 c.c. A large excess of acid is to be avoided,
and its addition should not be continued up to the end of the operation.
The current is continued until the mixture has a neutral or feebly acid
reaction, in order to pi'event a small quantity of the acid tartrate of potas-
sium or ammonium separating out.

Experi-
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VI.

—

Depositionfrom Solution of Zinc PhosjyJiate in Potassium Cyanide.

Moore recommends the precipitation of the zinc from sodium phos-

phate solution as rapid and complete. Potassium cyanide is added to the
mixture to redissolve the precipitate. Ammonium carbonate is then added,

and the mixture electrolysed at 80° C.

Experi-
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ampei-e, 4 volts, 3 hours. He also obtained excellent results with the
process of Vortmann and Foregger. Three grammes of pure caustic soda
are added to the neutral zinc solution. At a temperature of 50°, with a
current density of 0'5 to 1'5 amperes, the precij)itation of the zinc is com-
plete in one hour and a half.

The Determination of Nickel and Cobalt. {Part I.)

By Hugh Marshall, D.Sc, F.R.S.E.

Bibliography.

Author
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obtained indicate that it is not excelled by any of the latter, for the

determination of nickel.

The apparatus employed for most of the determination consisted of the

usual cathode basins of about 200 c.c. capacity, roughened on their internal

sui'face, with perforated anodes of watch-glass shape. In some experi-

ments with small quantities of substance ordinary platinum crucibles were
employed in place of the basins ; in these cases a stout platinum wire
coiled at the end served as anode.

The electrical measurements were made by means of Davies' ammeter
and voltmeter, described in the third report of the Committee.

'

When the large basins were employed the solutions were generally

made up to a volume of 130-135 c.c. This left plenty of room for further

additions, in case these should be found necessary, and the active cathode

surface was then approximately 100 sq. cm., so that the ammeter readings

corresponded to current density as generally stated. With the crucibles

the volume was 18-20 c.c, and the cathode surface was roughly calculated

to be 20-25 cm.
The salts employed for analysis were generally the ammonium double

sulphates, specially prepared for the purpose. Sometimes these were
directly weighed out for each experiment, but solutions of known strength

were also prepared, and measured quantities taken for various determina-
tions. For some experiments the pure chlorides were employed. It was
considered unnecessary to analyse the material by the other usual methods,

as they are not more accurate than the electrolytic process. The results

were simply judged relatively to one another, that result being considered

best which gave the lowest percentage result, provided, of course, the
metal was completely deposited in each case. Great attention was also

paid to securing deposits of good general appearance, as a bi'ight, lustrous,

and firmly coherent deposit is always much more satisfactory and much
less liable to be injuriously afiected. A dark powdery- looking deposit

was therefore considered unsatisfactoiy, even although the numerical
result came out all right.

It is usually recommended to test for complete deposition by with-

drawing, from time to time, portions of the liquid and adding hydrogen
sulphide or potassium thiocarbonate. If this is done, however, the current
must be continued for some time after no reaction is observed, otherwise
a distinct quantity of metal may be left in solution. It was several times
found that the whole volume of liquid after decantation gave a very dis-

tinct reaction, although none was visible when a small portion was tested.

It was therefore considered more convenient to determine what time was
necessary for average experiments conducted under suitable conditions,

and to adhere to this generally, unless there were marked indications,

for example in the rate of decolourisation, that deposition was not pro-

ceeding normally. The decanted liquid was always tested, and any case

of incomplete deposition duly noted.

In the case of nickel the liquid can simply be poured off at the con-
clusion of the experiment, and the basin quickly rinsed with distilled

water, as the deposit undergoes no apparent deterioration by such treat-

ment, provided it is carried out quickly. In the case of cobalt it is not
quite safe to work in this way, as the deposit is more liable to tarnish,

and it is preferable, if the best results are desired, to employ the usual

' Transactions, 1895.
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siphon arrangement for decanting and washing without interruption of

the current. After thorough rinsing with distilled water, and draining,

the deposits were next treated with a few cubic centimetres of absolute

alcohol, and finally dried in the steam oven. In each case the outside of

the basin was carefully wiped clean and rubbed with chamois leather.

Previous to beginning a determination the clean basins were not ignited,

but treated in the same way as when they contained deposits, in order that

the two weighings might be made under as nearly as possible similar con-

ditions. It was found that basins, cleaned by hydrochloric acid and ti-eated

as above, fluctuated in weight both upwards and downwards on successive

occasions. This at first seemed to indicate considerable liability to error,

and yet very concordant results were obtained. The discrepancies would

seem to be due to the difficulty of removing the last traces of a deposit by
means of hydrochloric acid. It almost appears as if slight alloying took

place, for the surface of the platinum becomes marked up to the level at

which the liquid has stood during several experiments. From time to

time the basins were cleaned as thoroughly as possible by means of nitric

acid, ignition, treatment with concentrated hydrochloric acid, &c.

The substances to be added to the solution must of course be free from

any metal which can be deposited electro! ytically. Those employed were

tested by means of ammonium sulphide and also by performing a blank

experiment. Both the ammonium sulphate and the ammonia were em-
ployed in the form of ' 20 per cent.' solutions, i.e. 100 c.c. contained 20 grme.

of substance. The required quantities were measured out approximately

in graduated tubes or pipettes, and the total volume made up to 130 c.c,

or whatever volume was desired, by adding the necessary quantity of dis-

tilled water.

Determination of Nickel.

The determination of nickel by the ammonium sulphate and ammo-
nia method presents no great difficulty, and exceedingly good results are

easily obtainable in ordinary circumstances. The first experiments were

carried out in order to determine the general conditions under which the

best results are obtained. From these the following were adopted as

standard conditions for quantities of nickel ranging from O'l to 0*5 grme.

or more, the volume of solution in that case being always about 130 to

135 c.c. :—
Substances added to Solution : 5 grme. of ammonium sulphate (25 c.c.

of stock solution), and 5 grme. of ammonia (25 c.c. of stock solution).

Current : 0"5-0'8 ampere per 100 sq. cm. of cathode
;
potential differ-

ence of electrodes 3-3-5 volts.

Temperature: Ordinary temperature of laboratory (15°-30°C. In

warm weather the temperature rises to the latter amount by the heating

effect of the current).

Ti7ne : 3^-4 hours.

Under these conditions the metal is completely separated as a fii-mly

adherent, well-coloured, and reguline deposit, entirely soluble in dilute

hydrochloric acid. In appearance it differs but slightly from the interior

surface of the basin. It undergoes no apparent change when left for

several days exposed to air, and the weight also remains constant. In
successive or simultaneous experiments results are frequently obtained

differing by less than would correspond to 0-0001 grme. in the weight of

the deposit.
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Although the above conditions may be considered as practically en-
suring a good deposit, it must not be supposed that they need always be
strictly adhered to. Considerable latitude is allowable in certain respects.

The influence which each factor exerts may next be considered.

If ammonium sulphate is omitted or added in insufficient quantity, the
resulting deposit is dark and rough. The amount stated may be largely

exceeded, however, without influencing the character of the deposit. The
only effect which a considerable excess of ammonium sulphate seems to
possess is possibly to make it slightly more difficult to completely remove
the last traces of metal ; that it does so is not quite certain.

The proportion of ammonia is more important. When nickel salts are
electrolysed with a platinum or other non-soluble anode, nickelic hydroxide
is formed on the anode. This does not take place if a sufficient quantity
of free ammonia is present, hence the necessity for employing the amount
stated. If much less is taken, a brownish-black deposit forms on the
anode, and causes loss of nickel if not removed. If noticed, it must be
dissolved by interrupting the current and adding more ammonia. If the
experiment has been left unattended for the usual period of four hours,
the formation of nickelic hydroxide involves prolonging the electrolysis for
a further period till all the redissolved nickel is deposited. It is therefore
much more satisfactory always to add sufficient ammonia at the be<^inninw.

The above-mentioned quantity may be exceeded by several grammes with-
out very marked effect, but a greatly increased quantity retards deposi-
tion, and may cause an unequal deposit.

The quantity of ammonia which is necessary apparently depends chiefly
on the strength of current employed, not so much on the amount of nickel
present. During the electrolysis ammonia is neutralised at the anode, but
with a weak current the partially neutralised liquid is replaced by fresh
solution sufficiently rapidly to keep the liquid at the anode alkaline, even
although there may not be a great amount of free ammonia present.

The current density may vary somewhat, but should not be ^reatly
increased. If that is done, the deposit suffers in quality, beino- much
rougher ; the rate of deposition is increased, principally in the earlier
stages. With a weaker current than that stated good deposits are still

obtained, but the operation is more prolonged. When the quantity of
metal to be deposited is not very great, a current density as low as 0"3
ampere may be employed, but it is advisable to decrease the quantity of
ammonia (though not of ammonium sulphate) in that case. With a
current density of 0-15 ampere it is not possible to get good deposits,
even with small quantities of metal, if the usual quantity of ammonia is

employed (i.e. 5 grme.) ; the metal forms irregular patches, and much
remains in solution even after prolonged electrolysis. By diminishino- the
amount of ammonia to 1 grme., or even less, these drawbacks are practically
removed. One grme. of free ammonia is sufficient to prevent formation of
nickelic hydroxide with the last-mentioned current, even when the quantity
of nickel is considerable, say 0-2 grme. For most of the experiments
in the latter part of this investigation, using 0-15— 0'2 gi'me. of nickel
a current density of 0-6 — Ow ampere was adopted as generally the most
suitable.

There is no special advantage in conducting nickel determinations at
temperatures higher than the ordinary. Deposition is then somewhat
more rapid, but sometimes less regular, and the quality of the deposit is
apt to suffer. As such determinations require more frequent attention
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than is the case with cold solutions, it is much more convenient to employ
the latter.

The time stated is sufficient for all ordinary quantities of metal under
the otlier conditions given. For small quantities it may be curtailed
somewhat, but it is preferable rather to reduce the current and the pro-
portion of ammonia. Even when the quantity of metal is considerable,

the great bulk of it is deposited in a relatively short time, and it is the
removal of the last portions which prolongs the duration of the ex-
periment.

In connection with the electrolysis of nickel sulphate solutions, the
formation of nickel sulphide has sometimes been noted, becoming evident
Avhen the deposit is dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid, as a slight black
insoluble residue. Though this was observed in several experiments, it

was not possible to fix the particular conditions which determine it.

Apparently it is not formed to any appreciable extent under the general
working conditions specified above.

Where it is possible to select the quantity of metal to be used in a
determination 0'15 to 0-2 grme. will be found to be very convenient. For
many purposes, however, the quantity available may be much less than
that. In dealing with small quantities there is no need to employ the
ordinary large electrolytic basins unless a large volume of solution cannot
well be avoided. Very good determinations can be carried out in ordinary
platinum crucibles. In that case the quantity of ammonium sulphate
and of ammonia should bear the same proportion to the volume of the
solution as when the ordinary apparatus is employed. With a crucible

holding about 20 c.c. of solution that would mean barely one graipme of

ammonia and of ammonium sulphate, while the current to correspond
would be about 0-15 ampere. It has been found that in this way deposi-

tion is more rapid than when working with a large volume of solution

containing the same quantities of metal and ammonia, and with the same
actual current (oiot same current density). When working on a small
scale with small quantities of metal, there is, of course, less liability to

accidental errors, owing to the more compact nature of the deposit, and
the greatly diminished size of the vessel to be handled.

Numei'ous experiments have been carried out in order to determine
the influence which may be exerted by other substances present in the
solution during electrolysis

;
partly to discover if any are decidedly

beneficial, but chiefly to find out those which are distinctly objectionable.

Potassium or sodium sulphate cannot be employed in place of the
ammonium salt without very considerably lowering the character of the
resulting deposits ; they ai'e invariably dark and rough, but with care the
numerical results are hardly, if at all, affected. The presence of these

salts, however, is not of itself harmful, for perfectly good deposits can be
obtained by employing ammonium sulphate along with them in the usual

manner.
Until recently it was quite generally stated that the presence o/ chlorides

in the solution was objectionable, but this has been contradicted by
F. Oettel,' and the present experiments fully confirm his result. Ammonium
chloride may be added in considerable quantity along with the sulphate,

or it may be employed in place of it ; the resulting deposits and the
numerical results obtained are in all cases excellent. There is a point to

' Zeits. Electrochem., 1 894, p. 194.
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be noted, however. In several experiments with chloride present it was
found that there was deposition of nickelic hydroxide on the anode,

although the normal quantity of ammonia was employed. This is pro-

bably due to the destruction of ammonia at the anode in this case, over

and above th^t lost by neutralisation. If the discharged ohlor-ions act

like free chlorine, we can compare the action with sulphate and with
chloride, as represented by the equations

—

12NH3 + 6S04 + 6HoO=:6(NH,).S04 + 30.,

16NH3 + 12C1=12NH4C1-1-2N2

Assuming that these are the only actions which take place, it is evident

that for the same quantity of current the quantity of free ammonia lost is

one-third greater with the chloride. It is therefore advisable in this case

to increase the amount of ammonia to 6 to 7 grme., unless a weaker
current is employed.

In cases where nickel is to be deposited from a solution originally

containing chloride only, ammonium chloride might perhaps be employed
with advantage in place of ammonium sulphate. The formation of

sulphide would then be quite impossible.

Nitrates, unless present only in small quantity, should be destroyed

previous to electrolysis, as their presence considerably retards the deposi-

tion of the metal. This is evident from the much longer time necessary

to decolourise the solution. In course of time the nitrate becomes reduced

by the current, and the deposit ultimately obtained is perfectly good, being,

in fact, exceptionally lustrous in appearance.

The presence of fhosphates in the solution is immaterial, provided the

precipitation of nickel phosphate is avoided when the ammonia is added.

To reduce the risk of precipitation, the ammonia should be added last of

all, after the ammonium sulphate and water, and it can be taken that it is

all quickly mixed with the liquid. Perfectly good results may also be
obtained by using ammonium phosphate alone in place of the sulphate.

What has been said of phosphate applies equally to arsenate, a matter
of consixlerable importance in connection with the assay of nickel ores.

There is apparently not the slightest reduction to arsenite, which would
undergo further reduction to arsenic. The decanted liquid gives no trace

of an immediate precipitate on the addition of hydrochloric acid and
hydrogen sulphide.

The presence of arsenite is wholly inadmissible, as in that case the
deposit is quite black, powdery, very loosely coherent, and contains large

quantities of arsenic. If it is desired to determine nickel in solutions

containing arsenic compounds, it is therefore necessary either to completely
oxidise them or to remove them previous to electrolysis.

Chromates have a very marked and striking effect. The presence of a
very small quantity completely prevents deposition, even when electrolysis

is continued for a long time. When present it would therefore be neces-

sary to get rid of them by one of the ordinary methods before proceeding
to determine the nickel electrolytically.

The addition of sulphites to baths for electroplating with nickel has
been recommended, and experiments were tried with varying quantities
of ammonium sulphite present in solution. The resulting deposits are
exceedingly bright and lustrous, but this seems to be the only advantage.
An excessive quantity retards deposition somewhat, so that there is no
practical benefit attending the use of sulphite for analytical work. This

1898. X
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applies also to the employment of horax, which is recommended as a
constituent of some plating baths. In presence of it deposits of very
good appearance are obtained, though not so brilliant as in the case of

sulphite, and the results are otherwise quite normal.
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cases {tartrates or citrates, for example) the i-esultiiig deposits are of very-

good external appearance, but frequentlj^ the ninnerieal results are high

and the deposits leave a distinct brownish residue when dissolved in dilute

acid ; further, the presence of considerable quantities of organic salts may-

retard deposition. This apparently does not apply to oxalates. While, on

the whole, the use of organic sales, in dealing with ordinary straight-

forward depositions, appears to be attended with no real benefit, but in

some cases the reverse, it is quite possible that they may be employed
with advantage in certain separations.

The influence of salts of the alkali metals when present in the solution

has already been discussed. It is sometimes stated that the presence of

magnesium salts is objectionable, but this d -es not seem to be the case to

any considerable extent, when only modei-ate quantities are present. The
deposits obtained in the experiments tried were somewhat rougher than
otherwise, and the results a trifle high.

The metals of the alkaline earths are of course excluded in presence of

sulphate. Neither is it possible to determine nickel by deposition from

solutions containing these metals by replacing the ammonium sulphate by
the chloride. In that case alkaline liquid attracts carbonic anhydride

from tJie air in sufficient quantity to give a distinct deposit of carbonate,

so that the results obtained are much too high.

The examination of the behaviour of other metallic salts brings us to

the question of the electrolytic separation of nickel from other metals,

which will not be discussed fully here. It may be stated generally, how-
ever, that those metals which yield ammoniacal solutions are deposited

electrolytically along with nickel. The most important of these are copper

and zinc. The former can be removed by electrolysis in acid solution.

The presence of even a relatively small quantity of zinc greatly retards

the deposition of nickel, but ultimately both metals are completely removed
from solution.

Determination of Cobalt.

The electrolytic estimation of cobalt has apparently not been the
subject of so much investigation as that of nickel ; it is generally stated

to be exactly similar in method to that of nickel, no further instructions

being given. There is, however, a very considerable difference in the two
cases. Good nickel deposits are obtainable with the greatest ease, but
the reverse is the case with cobalt, and the best conditions for depositing

the one are by no means the best for the other.

If an experiment with cobalt is conducted under the standard con-

ditions given for nickel, the metal is not completely precipitated, and
a very poor deposit is obtained. Apparently ammonia has a much greater

effect in this case than with nickel, probably due to the formation of

stable cobalti-ammonium compounds. On the other hand, the tendency
to form cobaltic hydroxide on the anode is not nearly so great, and the
quantity of ammonia can be reduced as low as 1-5 grme. Even then,
four hours is barely sufficient for complete deposition with moderate
quantities of metal, using cold solutions.

The best determinations obtained even with small quantities Avere

very much inferior to those of nickel as regards the jDhysical character
of the deposit, and an extended series of experiments was carried out
in the hope of securing the metal in better condition. These experi-
ments varied considerably as regards the composition and proportions of

X L'
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the reagents employed, the current density, ikc, but they led to no marked
improvement. It had been decided to adopt 5 grme. of ammonium
sulphate and 1'5 grme. of ammonia to 130 c.c. of liquid as the standard

solution, and the influence of otlier substances present was being investi-

gated as in the case of nickel, when, quite unexpectedly, a solution of the

problem was indicated. The influence of nitrates was being studied,

in the expectation that it would be at least as marked as with nickel,

probably more so. This was found to be the case, 1 grme. of ammonium
nitrate was suflicient to prevent the decolourisation of the solution even

when the current was passed for several hours longer than would other-

wise have been necessary. The experiment was continued overnight, and
in the morning the solution was found to be quite decoloui'ised, and on
decantation proved to be free from cobalt. The deposit was bright and
lustrous, much superior to any formerly obtained, but not so white as a
good nickel one. Most important of all, the percentage result, which in

former cases with complete precipitation varied mostly from 1505 to lo'lO,

had in this case fallen to 1490.

Acting on this, experiments were conducted with varying quantities

of ammonium nitrate, when it was found that satisfactory results were
obtained with only 0'2 grme. of the salt, but that less was not of much
benefit. The presence of nitrate of course increases the time necessary for

complete deposition, but, if so desired, this can be counteracted by con-

ducting the electi'olysis at a higher temperature, say about 60° C. A
good deposit can still be secured when that is done, and the duration of

the experiment need not exceed about four hours. If time is no object

the electrolysis may still be conducted at the ordinary temperature, and
even a larger quantity of ammonium nitrate employed.

Assuming that it is desired to keep the time limit fairly low, the

following may be taken as standard conditions for quantities of cobalt,

from 0*1—0'3 grme., the volume of solution, as usual, being about 130 c.c.

Reagents added : 5 grme. of ammonium sulphate, 2 grme. of ammonia,
and 0'2 grme. of ammonium nitrate.

Current : 0-5—0-8 ampere per 100 sq. cm. of cathode sui-face ;
3—3"5

volts.

Temperature : About 60° C.

Time : 4 liours.

The deposits obtained under these conditions are generally fairly good,

but there is not the same regularity of results that is obtainable with
nickel. The metal in this case is much more readily altered by various

reagents, and greater care is necessary in the treatment of the deposit.

As already stated, it is advisable to remove the liquid and wash the

basin, in the first instance, by means of siphons without breaking the

circuit.

As in the case of nickel, an excess of ammonium sulphate is com-
paratively unimportant, though in some of the earlier experiments,

conducted at ordinary temperature without nitrate, it seemed as if the

last traces were more difiicult to remove in presence of much of this

salt.

The amount of ammonia is more important here than in the case of

nickel, as already indicated, the latter metal being apparently less liable to

attack by ammoniacal solutions than cobalt. The proportion of ammonia
should therefore be kept as low as possible, not only because the necessary

time is thereby diminished, but also because better and more regular
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deposits are secured. The quantity stated above is greater than that

formerly mentioned, because there is a greater loss with warm solutions

than at the ordinary temperature.

The temperature should not be allowed to rise too high, otherwise

Ti-regular deposits may result, and there may be excessive loss of ammonia.

A very small Hame is sufficient to keep the liquid warm enough.

In dealing with small quantities the remarks made with reference to

nickel apply with greater force here ; for accurate results the quantity of

ammonia and strength of current should both be moderated, or the whole

experiment carried out on a reduced scale. Thus, it was found that a

certain volume of cobalt solution which gave 0-0612 grme. of cobalt when
electrolysed in a large basin in the usual way, gave only 0-0601 grme. in

a simultaneous determination carried out on a reduced scale in a platinum

crucible ; although deposition was quite complete in the latter case, the result

is decidedly lower, and this is explained by the fact that the deposit was

entirely soluble in hydrochloric acid while the former left a slight black

residue. A similar pair of experiments at another time gave 0-0603 and

0-0595 grme. respectively, again showing an advantage in favour of the

crucible experiment.

The influence of other substances present in the solution is in many
cases similar on the whole to what was found to be the case with nickel.

There are, however, some exceptions to be noted in this respect.

In the early cobalt experiments without nitrate, ammonium chloride

was occasionally tried in place of sulphate, and the results thus obtained

seemed generally superior. One of the best results obtained was got by
employing 10 grme. of ammonium chloride and 2''grme. of ammonia. It

was found, however, that solutions containing both chloride and nitrate

were rather erratic in their behaviour, sometimes giving vei-y poor and
irregular deposits. It is also more difficult to regulate the quantity of

ammonia in such cases. If it is desired to determine cobalt in a solution

containing ammonium chloride, it would appear preferable to conduct the

electrolysis without the addition of ammonium nitrate.

The most striking diflTerence from nickel is shown when cobalt solutions

are electrolysed in presence of arseniate. We have seen that the presence

of ammonium arseniate in large quantity has no efl"ect on the nickel

deposit. This is far from being the case with cobalt. Deposition is re-

tarded, the deposit is very dark and rough, and the numerical result is

far too high. The deposit contains a large quantity of arsenic, but the

solution is apparently free from arsenite. Metallic cobalt would appear

to be readily attacked by ammoniacal arseniate solution, which is pro-

bably reduced to arsenite. But any arsenite formed would be promptly

reduced electrolytically to arsenic, which would contaminate the

deposit.

Another point which shows how unsafe it is to assume that what holds

for nickel does so also for cobalt is the behaviour in presence of zi7ic salts.

This comes into the domain of separations, but it may be mentioned here.

With small quantities of zinc in presence of nickel, the deposit obtained

by the usual method contains the whole of both metals, as already noted.

In the case of cobalt a solution containing zinc gives on electrolysis by the

ordinary method a deposit which is not very good in appearance, but is

practically normal as regards numerical result. The decanted liquid gives

a pure white precipitate of zinc sulphide on the addition of hydrogen
sulphide. To what extent, if at all, this diflference depends on the some-
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what difierent conditions prevailing in the two kinds of experiments has
not yet been investigated.

Chromates completely prevent precipitation as with nickel.

AVith some orf/mtic sails, tartrates for example, the deposits arc of very
goo 1 appearance, but the results are apt to be too high, as in the case of
nickel.

Cnhalt Di terminations in Cobalt Ammonium Sulj?7iatc.

No.
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seems on the whole preferable for ordinary simple determinations. The
further investigation of other methods will be conducted more from the

point of view of their application to special cases, such as separations.

The tabulated experiments given in this paper are only a small portion

of those obtained, as experiments were often repeated under similar or

slightly varying conditions, so that general opinions might be more con-

fidently formed. In the case of cobalt especially the total number of

experiments was considei-able, owing to the much greater difficulty of

obtaining deposits which were really satisfactory. The selection has not

been made so as simply to give a series of the most concordant results,

but may be taken as fairly representative.

In conclusion, I have to express my indebtedness to my brother, Mr.
Ralph Marshall, for assistance in carrying out the routine work of

numerous experiments during the latter part of the investigation.

Isomeric Naphthalene Derivatives.—Report of the Committee, consisting

of Professor W. A. Tilden {Chairman) and Dr. H. E. Arm-
strong (Secretanj).

Although it is established that when betanaphthol is acted on by bromine,

at first bromine enters the hydroxylated nucleus in position 1, and in the

second place the non-hydroxylated ring in position 3', the structure of

tribromonaphthol remains undetermined ; but it is certain that the third

bromine atom is introduced either into position 3 or into position 4, as

both these are occupied in tetrabromonaphthol.

Considerable difficulty has been experienced in settling this point.

Meanwhile, in extending the inquiry, in order to obtain complete infor-

mation of the influence on substitution exercised by the OH group in

betanaphtnol, the discovery has been made that the two possible homo-
nucleal forms of tribromonaphthol are both produced when betanaphthol

is acted upon by three molecular proportions of bromine. The crude

product cannot be directly purified, but by converting it into acetate and
repeatedly extracting this with boiling acetone, about half is dissolved

;

the residue almost entirely consists of the acetate, of the tribromobeta-

naphthol already described by Armstrong and Rossiter. A further

quantity of this acetate is obtained by fractionally crystallising the solu-

tion, and also about 15 to 20 per cent, of the acetate of a new tribromo-

betanaphthol. AltJiough the two isomerides resemble each other very

closely, and cannot be directly separated, their derivatives differ consider-

ably ; thus

—

A. and R. New
o o

Tribromobetanaphthol m.p. 15.5 159

„ „ acetate , 184 149

„ „ benzoate ....,, 187 164
Nitrodibromobetanapbthol ., 156 163
Dibromobetanaphthaquinone ,,150 187

The comparative investigation of the dibromonaphthoquinones ob-
tained from the tribromonaphthols and other sources is being undertaken
with the object of determining their constitution and that of the naphthol
derivatives from which they are prepared. That melting at 171°, obtained
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as the principal product of the action of nitric acid on dibromobeta-
naphthol, is converted by alkali into a dibromohydroxyalphanaphtho-
quinone, and therefore does not contain a bromine atom in position 4.

As the dibromoquinone melting at 150°, obtained from the tribromo-
naphthol melting at 155°, is converted by alkali into a condensation
product, it appears probable that the tribromonaphthol from which it is

derived is the 1:2:4:3' compound. The writer is indebted to Mr.
W. A. Davis for carrying out these experiments.

Mr. Davis has obtained interesting results by comparatively studying
the amounts of ether formed on Itoiling the various naphthol derivatives
with alcohol and sulphuric acid. Whilst betanaphthol gives as much as

85 per cent, of the amount of ether indicated by theory, 1 bromobeta-
naphtliol yields only about 10 per cent., and an even smaller proportion is

obtained from 1 ;
3' dibromobetanaphthol, although 3' bromobetanaphthol

yields about 70 per cent, of the theoretical amount of ether. A single

chlorine atom in position 1 exercises about the same influence as a single

bromine atom, but 1 : 3 dichlorobetanaphthol and the tribromonaphthol
melting at 155° are entirely unaffected by boiling with alcohol and sul-

phuric acid.

The Promotion of Agriculture.—Interim Report of thi Committee, con-

sisting of Sir John Evans {Chairman), Professor H. E. Arm-
strong (Secretary), Professor M. Foster, Professor Marshall
Ward, Sir J. H. Gilbert, Right Hon. J. Bryce, Professor J. W.
Robertson, Dr. W. Saunders, Professor Mills, Professor J.

Mavor, Professor R. Warington, Professor Poulton, and Mr.
S. U. Pickering, appointed to report on the Means by vjhich in

Various Coimtries Agricidture is ad,vanced by Research, by Special

Educational Institutions, and by the Dissemination of Inforination

and Advice among Agricidturists.

The Committee was appointed at the Toronto Meeting, largely in conse-

quence of the deep impression produced by the visits paid by members of

the Association to the Canadian Agricultural Experimental Stations, and
by the evidence there afforded of the value of the support given by the

Government to Agriculture. The object in view is to prepare an account

of the work done in Canada, in the United States of Amei'ica, and in

Europe in promoting Agriculture by special educational institutions, by
research, by experimental demonstrations, and by the dissemination of

information among farmers and others. Such an account will serve to

draw attention by contrast to the backwardness of this country in such

matters, and to the directions in which it is desirable that efforts should

be made. The task is necessarily a difficult one, as it involves the collec-

tion and discussion of the very extensive literature of the subject, besides

much personal inquiry. Although much information has already been
collected it is not yet possible to present a report that will effect the

desired purpose ; nor was it supposed that such a report could be pre-

pared within a year. It is therefore requested that the Committee be
reappointed.
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Wave-length Tables of the Spectra of the Elements and Gomiiounds.—
Refort of the Committee, consisting of Sir H. E. RoscoE (Chairman),

Dr. Marshall Watts (Secretary), Sir J. N. Lockyer, Professor

J. Dewar, Professor Gf. D. Liveing, Professor A. Schuster, Pro-

fessor W. N. Hartley, Professor Wolcott Gibes, and Captain

Abney.

Iron (Spark Spectrum).

Exner and Haschek :
' Sitzungsber. kais. Akad. Wissensch. Wien.,' cvi. 1897.

The measurements of Kaj'ser and Runge are in the arc spectrum.
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Wave-
lengtli

Spark
Spectrum

4522-80
4520-41

4517-68

4515-49
4514-31
4508-42

4494-74
4491-58

4490-93
4490-24
4489-88
4489-84
4488-3

4485-82
4484-40

4482-94
4482-40*

4480-31
4479-76

4476-19
4469-54

4466-70
4464-91
4462-15

4461-80
4459-28
4458-22
4456-46

4454-89
4454-53
4451-70
4450-46

(4447-90)
4443-35

4443-00
4442-51
4440-05

4438-50
4437-06
4435-31

4435-20
4433-97
4433-39

4432-73
4430-79
4430-35

4427-49
4424-6
4422-74
4419-93
4419-70
4415-98

4415-29
4413-70
4410-9

Intensity

and
Character
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1

1

1

2
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1
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2
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4
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5
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3
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2
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3
3
1

4
1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2
1

3
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1

1

1

8

1
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Ieon—continued.

Previous Observations

4522-72
4520-35

4517-64
4515-36
4514-29

4508-40
4494-67

4491-53
4490-88

4490-19
4489-84

448908
4488-26
4485-77
4484-36

4482-86
4482-35

4480-26
4479-73
4476-20

4469-53

4466-70
4464-88

4462-11

4461-75
4459-24

4458-35
4456-46

4454-50
4451-71

4450-44

4447-85

4443 30
4442-97
4442-46

4439-96
4438-50

4437-04
4435-27

4433-9S
4433-32
4432-68
4430-74

4430-32
4427-44
4424-26

4422-67

4415-27

K. & R.

94-725 E.

47-90 R.

Reduction to

Vacuum

\ +

1-24

12-3

1-22

1-21

1

A."

61

6-2

6-3

OscilLition

Frequency
in Vacuo

22104-1

22115-8
22129-2
22139-9

22145-7
22174-8
22242-0
22257-7

22260-9
22264-3
22266-1

22268-S
22274
22286-3

22293-3
22300-6
22303-3
22313-7

22316-4
22334-2
22367-5

22381-7
22390-7 .

22404-5
22406-3
22418-9
22424-3

22433-1
22441-0
22442-9
22457-1

22463-4

22476-3
22499-3

22501-1
22503-6

22516-1
22523-9

22531-2
22540-1

22540-7
22547-0
22549-9

22553-3
22563-0
22565-3
22579-9

22595
22604-1
22618-5
22619-7
22638-7
22642-3
22660-4

22664-8
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Ikon—continued.

Wave-
length
Spark
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Ieon—continued.

Wave-
length
Spark

Spectrum

4318-75

4315-26
4314-46
4312-88

4312-48
4312-31

4309-51
4309-16

4308-70
4308-06
4305-59

4304-76
4303-32
4302-67
4302-32
4300-94
4299-43
4298-17
4296-73
4295-12
4294-32
4292-4

4291-62

4291-05
4290-55

4290-08
4289-47
4289-0

4288-27

4287-10
4286-55

4285 56
4283-13
4282-60

428000
4279-65

4278-33
4277-6

4276-80
4276-27
4276-11

4274-02
4273-42

4272-53
4271-93

4271-32
42€9-90

4269-78
4268-86

4267-95
4267-68
4267-56

4267-08

Intensity

and
Character

Previdua Observations

1

5
1

1

1

1

3
2
1

10
2

1

2
ICa
1

1

7r

1

1

In
6
lb
1

1

1

In
In
In
1

In
I

2
1

6

1

1

In
lb
1

1

1

1

1

1

10
7
1

1

1

2
1

1

1

4318-78 K
4315-21

4314-43

4312-28

4309-50

4309-14

G 4307-96

4305-58
4304-66

4303-25
4302-68
4302-31
4300-86

4299-42
4298-16
4296-56

429508
4294-26
4292-36
4291-69

4290-99
4290-50

429004
4289-84

428908
4288-25

4287-05
4286-58

4285-57
4283-20
4282-58

4279-99
4279-59

4278-35

4276-80

4273-99

4272-61
4271-93
4271-30

4269-89

4268-87
*4267-97

4267-08

& R.

-023 R.

•941 K

Reduction to
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Ieon—contimied.
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Ieon—continued.

Wave-
length
Sparlc

Spectrum

4202-20

4201-07
4200-13
4199-27

4198-86

4198-50
4196-46
4195-75
4195-50

4191-80
4191-61

418800
4187-22
4185-03

4182-54
4181-94

417901
4178-16
4177-74
4176-70
4175-77

417506
4174-10
4173-59

4172-88
4172-29

4171-80
4171-05

416807
4165-57
4163-8

4161-63
4161-2

4158-94

(4157-95)
4156-93
4154-92
4154-61
4154-10
4152-32

4150-40
4149-49

4147-79
4145-68
4145-45
4144-62
4144-06
4143-54
4142-01

4140-02
4139-85
4137-12

4136-68
4136-31

4134-83

Intensity

and
Chai-acter

9

2

1

8

1

6

2
In
3

3n
4

7

7
4
2
7

2
1

1

2
4
1

1

2
2

3
1

8

1

In
In
In
In
2

2
4

3
4

3n
1

1

2
2

In
In
1

7
5
1

1

1

4

1

1

Previous Observations

420215 K. & R.

420101
4200 01
4199-19 „
4198-75

4198-42
4196-66 „
4195-71
4195-46

4191-72
4191-57
4187-92
4187-17

4184-99
4182-46

4181-85

4178-95
4178-11
4177-66

4176-62
4175-71
4174-98

4174-00
4173-52

4172-81

4172-20
4171-79

4170-99
4167-96

4165-51
4163-74

4161-57

4161-13
4158-89
4157-91

4156-88

4154-95
4154-57
4154-04

4152-25
4150-42
4149-44

4147-74

4145-29

4144-72
4143-96
4143-50

4141-94

4139-96
4137-06

4136-58

4134-77

254 R.

•054 R.

-936 R

Reduction to
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lEON

—

continved.

Wave-
length
Spark

Spectrum
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IHON

—

continned.
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Ieon—continued.
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IBON

—

contintied.
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IRON

—

continued.

Wave-
length
Spark

Spectrum

36J9-84
3899-12
3898-05

3897-58
3895-78

3894-10
3893-50

389205
3890-96

3888-95
3888-65

3887-18
3886-41
3885-63

3885-30
3884-49

3883-44
3278-71

3878-15
3876-15

3873-89
3872-65

3871-88
3869-69

3868-03
3867-33

3865-67

3863-86

3861-46

386007
3859-36

3857-03

3856-51

3855-45

3854-52
3853-6

3852-71

3850-99

3850-69

3850-15
3848-47

3846-91

3846-54

3846-18

3845-82
3845-30
3844-45

3843-41
3841-21

3840-61

3839-87
3839-40
3838-2

3837-25

3836-44

Intensity
and

Character
Previous Observations

6
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Iron—continued.

Wave-
length
Spark
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Iron—contin ued.
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Ieox—continued.

Wave-
length
ft 1
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Iron—continued.
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Irok—cmitinued.
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IRON

—

con i Iwued,.
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Iron—coiitmved.
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Ibox—coiitin lied.
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Iron—rontinned.
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Iron—continued.
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Ibon—continued.
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Iron—continued.
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Iron—continued.
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Ibon—con tinued.
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Irox —contimted.

Wave-
length
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Ikon—cuntinucd.
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Ikon—continued.
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Ieon—continued.
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lEON

—

continved.
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Ikon—conti nvKd.

Wave-
length
Spark

Spectruin

2623-88

2623-65
2623-26

2621-78
2620-81

2620-54
2620-27
2619-16
2618-16

2617-70
2616-49
2615-50
2615-00
2614-60
2613-01

2611-95
2611-16
2609-96

2609-57

2609-20
2608-92

2607-17
2606-60

260603
2605-44
2605-10

2604-80
2604-52

2604-13

260208
2601-25
2600-55

2599-50
2598-43

2596-87
2595-75

2595-37

259506
2594-17
2593-80

2592-87
2591-65

2590-65
2588-87
2588-05

2585-96

(2584-63)
2583-43

2583-15
2582-62
2581-22

2580-82
2580-6
257'.)-18

257922

Intensity
and

Character

2
2

2

6

3

3
2n
4

1

7
1

1

1

In
9

9

3
2
1

2
1

9b'

4

1

5
4

In
1

1

In
1

1

lOr
9

In
In
1

1

In
4

6

6

3

2
5b'

8b'

Previous Observations

2623-58 K. .t E.

2621-72 „
2620-73 „
2620-47 „

2619-06 „
2618-10 „
2617-70 „
2616-50 „
2615-50 „

2614-62 „
2613-91 „
2611-94 „
2611-16 „
2609-79 „

2609-30 „
2608-65 „
2607-16 „
2606-92 „

2605-77 „

2604-90 „

2600-25
2599-53

2598-44

2596-60

2595-41

2594-20

2593-75
2592-90
2591-65
2590-65

2588-96
2588-11

2585-93
2584-59

1
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Ibom—continued.
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IBON

—

contUmed.

Wave-
length
Spark

Spectrum

2545-32

254505
2544-82
2544-02
2543-49
2542-24
2541-91

254120
2540-72
2539-91

2539-10
2538-95
2538-65
2538-25
2537-3
2536-95

2536-84
2535-59
2534-50
2533-71

2532-2
2531-16
2530-77

253018
2529-59
2529-36

2529-24
2528-58

2527-80
2527-51

2527-16
2526-40

2526-16
2525-95

2525-50
2525-22

2524-41

2523-76

2522-96
2522-31
2521-93
2521-60
2521-22

2520-76

2520-45
2519-70
2519-49

2519-14
2518-19

2517-75
2517-21
2510-68
2516-19

2515-21

2511-95

Intensity
and

Character

3

3Cu
1

3

5

3
5
5

5
1

4

5
«>

4

3b
5
3

5
6

7

lb
1

2
4

6

2a
2n

3
3

6

2
1

7

3n
3

3
6

2
4
2

5

2
In
2
1

5

4
1

5

1

2
2
2

Previous Observations

2544-83 K. & R.
2544-02
2543-47

2542-20

254118 „
2540-90
2540-00

2538-98 „

2537-21
2536-90

2535-67
2534-52

2533-86
2532-37

2530-79
2530-03

2529-65
2529-40
2529-03
2528-57
2527-67
2527-30

2526-30

2525-48
2525-11

2524-52
2523-76
2522-93

2522-67
2521-97

2521-09

2519-71
2519-30
2518-93

2518-25

2517-76
2517-21

2516-65

251619

2514-84

Beduction to

Vacuum
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Irox—continued.

Wave-
length
Spark
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Ino'S—continued.
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Iron—contlaucd.
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Iron—contimted.
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Iron—continued.
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Iron—covfinued.
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Ieon—continued.
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Iron—oonfnmeiL
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iROX

—

cniilin\ir<l.
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Iron—continued.

Wave-
length
Spark

Sijectrum
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Tungsten (Spaek Spectbum)—cmtinved.

1
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Tungsten (Spahk Spectrum)—cmtinued.

)
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Tungsten (Spabk SFKCtRVM)—continued.

Wave-length
Spark

Spectrum
(Rowland)
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Tungsten (Si-auk HvectrvM)~continiied.

Wave-length
Spark
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Tungsten (Spark Spectrum)—continued.

Wave-length
Spark

Spectrum
(Rowland)
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Tungsten (Spakk SPixtuvni)—continued.

oOl
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Tungsten (Spark EPBCTTivM)—eonttmied.
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Tungsten (Spark SvECTRV^i)—contimtcd.
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Tungsten (Spaek SPECTB.vu)—co»tiiiiied.

Wave-length
Spark

Spectrum
(KowlandJ

4096-6
4095'8

4094-3

4093-3
4092-5
4091-3

4091-2
4090-8

4090-3
4089-6

4088-9
4088-5

4087-6

4087-1

4084-5

4083-9

4083-1

4081-45
4081-3

4079-5

4079-1

4078-3

4077-9

4075-7

4074-52
4073-2

4073-1

4070-7

4070-03
4067-0
4065-5

4065-0

40G3-8

4060-9
4060-3

4059-2

4058-0
4057-5

4056-8

4055-8

4055-2

4053-5

4052-5
4051-5

4050-1

4048-5

4048-1

4046-8

4045-80
4044-1

4042 5
4041-7

4041-2

4040-7

40400

Intensity
and

Character

1

1

In
1

1

I

1

1

1

1

2
2
1

1

In
In
2
4

1

I

1

1

2
1

6

1

1

2
6

1

1

2
1

In
1

In
1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

In
1

1

1

4
1

1

1

1

1

1

Previous Measurements
(Angstrom)

Reduction to
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Tungsten (Spaek SmcuRVM)—continued.
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Tungsten (Spark Specteuji)—continued.

Wave-length
Spark

Spectrum
(Rowland)

Intensity
and

Character

3930-7
;;930-5

3928'0

392G-2
3925-3

3924-9

3924-fi

39 23-1

3922-9

3918-8

3918-5

3917-8
3917-6

3915-5

3914-3

39138
3913-5

3913-0
3911-5

3909-4
3907-5

3907-3

3906-1

3906-0
3905-8

3004-2
3903-5

3903-1

39020
3901-5

3901-0

3900-0
3899-0

3898-2
3897-07

3895-8

3894-2

3893-7
3893-0

3892-1

3891-0

3889-5

3888-7

3888-2

3886-9

3886-5

3884-2

3884-0
3883-5

3882-7
3881-50
3880-3

3879-7
3879-4

8879-2
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Tungsten (Spaek Spectkum)—continued.
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Tungsten (Spaiuc Spectrum)—continued.



;>72 KKPOKT—1898,

Tungsten (.spauk .Si'jjctiium)—co/i^i»M('('.

Wave-lengtii
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Tl'ngsten (Spai:k Spkctkuji)—co«<i/»/«/.
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Tungsten (Spark SvncrnvM)—continued.
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TuxGSTKN (Spahk Specteum)—continued.
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TtJNGSTEX (Spark Spbctkum)—continued.

Wave-length
Spark

Spectrum
(Rowland)

3569-

3569-

3569-

3568-

35G7'
3565'

3565'

3565'

35 G4'

3564'

3563'

3562'

3561'

3559'

3559'

3558'

3558'

3557'

3557
355G
3555'

3554
3554
3554
3553
3552'

3551'

3551'

3550
3550
3549
3548
3546
3545
3544
3544
3543
3542
3541
3541

I)

2

6

6

5

8

5

4

3

2

1

35
6

1

3

6

8

2

23
3
5

40
6

3

3

3
7
3

540-8

3540'

3540-

3539-

3538'

3538
3537-

3536'

3535'

3535-

3534-

3532-

3532-

3531-

3531-

Intensity

and
Character

Previous Measurements

(Angstrom)

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

2
1

4

iS

1

2
1

1

la
1

1

1

1

1

Reduction to
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TuxGSTEN (Spark Spectrum)—continncd.
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Tungsten (Spakk Specteuji)—continued.
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Tungsten (Spark Spectrum)—continued.
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Tungsten (Spaek SPKCTRv:>i)—eontinned.

Wave-length

j
Spark

I Spectruxa
1 (Rowland)

34061
3405-3

3404-8
3404-3

3404-2
3403-8

3402-8

3402-2

3402-03

3401-5

34010
3400-7

3400-2

3399-07
3398-3

3397-7

3397-4

3396-5

33960
3395-0
3394-6

3393-7
3393-1

33925
3391-7

3391-3

33905
3389-7

33890
3387-8

33870
338G-7
3386-2

33860
3385-1

3384-5

3384-4

33840
3383-3

3382-4

3382-0
3381-2

3379-8

3379-3

3378-7

3378-4

3378-3

33775
33770
3376-23

3375 3

3374-3

3373-4

33730
3372-4

Intensity

and
Cliaracter

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

1

6

2

1

1

1

1

1

In
1

1

1

1

2a
1

1

]

1

1

1

1

1

1
O

1

1

2

1

2

1

]

1

1

1

8

1

1

1

1

2

(Angsti-iim)

Reduction to
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TUNGSTKX (Spark Spectrum)—continued.
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TuxGSTEX (Spark {ii-KCTRVM)—co)tthuccd.
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TUNGSTEX (Sfark Sfkctuvm')—continued.

^Vave-length1 iL\ c-ieiigiiii

Spark
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TuNGSTEX (Spark Spectrum) -continued.

vvave-iengui
Siiark
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Tungsten (Spaek Spbctbum)—continued.

189S.
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Tungsten (Spaek Spectrvm)—continued.
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i» Tungsten (Spark Spectrum) —continued.
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Tungsten (Spakk SPECTBVU)—co7itimi€d.
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Tungsten (Spark Spectrum)—continued.

Wave-length
Spark

Spectrum
(Rowland)

3061-0

30598
3059-7
3059-1

3058-5

3057-5
3056-2

3055-7
3055-5

3055 1

3055-0

3054-1

3053-5

3051-8

3051-42

3050-e
3050-0
3049-8

30490
3048.6
3047-6
3047-1

3046-5

3045-0

3045-2

3044-4

3043-7

3042-2

3041-8
3041-0

3040-3

3039-6
3039-3
3038-7

30380
3037-7
3037-4

3036-7
3035-4

3035-2
3034-2

3033-9

3033-7

3032-5

3032-0

3031-0

3030-3

3029-9

3029-5

3028 9
3028-7

3027-8

3027-3

3026-7

30259

Intensity
and

Cliavactei-

1

1

1

1

2

1

In
1

1

1

1

1

2

1

4

1

1

1

1

2

la
2
In
1

2
2

1

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

2n
2

Previous Measurements

(Angstrom)

Reduction to
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Tungsten (Spabk Spectkum)—cmitinued.

Wave-length
Spark

Spectrum
(Rowland)

3025-2
3024-9

3024-58

3023 6
3022-9

3022-7

3022-6

3021-7

30210
3020-7

8020-3

3019-G
3019-4
3018-6

3017-9

3017-4

3017-1

3015-6
3014-9

3014-6

3013-7

3013-2

3012-1

3011-7
3011-2

3011-0

3010-7

3009-6

3008-8

3008-0
3006-5

3006-3

3005-3

3004-8
3004-2

3004-0

3003-7

30030
3002-8

3002-2

3001-9

3000-9

3000-6

3000-3

2999-6

2998-7

2998-0

2997-7

2997-6

2996-9

2996-5
2996-0

2995-7

2995-4

2905-3

Intensity

and
Character
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f TxjNasTEN (Spark Spectrum)- contimied.
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Tungsten (Spark 8PECTnv>ti)—co?itinued.
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Tungsten (Spaek SpiiCTTiiuu)— eontinved.

I
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Tungsten (Spark Spectrum)—continued.
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Tungsten (Sp^vbk Spectbum)—cow«w?/e<Z.
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TcxGSTEN (Spabk SPECtnvii)—continued.
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TuNGSTEX (Spark Spectbum)—contimwd.

"Wave-length
Spark

Spectrum
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TuNGSTBN (Spark Upectuvm)—continued.

Wave-length
Spark

Spectrum
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Tungsten (Spark Svectrvu)—continued.
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Tungsten (Spark STECTnvii)—contiinied.
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TuNGtSTEX (Spabk Specteum)—contimied.

Litensity
and

Character

1

2n
2
2
4

1

1

1

1

4

m
2
1

2
2
1

1

1

1

1

2
2
1

1

1

1

1

1

4
4

1

2

1

1

2Fe
2
2
2

n

Previous Measurements

(Angstrom)

Reduction to
Vacuum

A.+

0-76

0-75

111

11-2

11-3

Oscillation

Frequency
in Vacuo

38115
38123
38132
38145
38153-2

38169
38186
38198
38205
38222-8

38239
38247
38258
38262
38275
38283
3829.-!

382". I

J

38315
38327
38346
38355
38356
38363
38369
38384
38389
38397
38105-0
38412-2

38420
38428
38433
38437
38455
38467
38473
28482
38496
38507
38516
38526
38542
38548
38556
38560
38577
38604
38010-8

38621
38630
38636
38641
38650
38654

D D
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Tungsten- (Spark Spectrum)—continued.

vv ave-iengin
Spark
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TUXGSTEX (SpAKK Sfsctuvu)—Continued.

Wave-length
Spark
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Tungsten (Spark Spectkuji)—continued.
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Tungsten (Spark SPECT-R.vM)—c<mtimied.
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Tungsten (Spark Specteum)— continvcd.

Wave-length
Spark

Spectrum
(Rowland)

2459-2

2458-7
2458-5

2457-1

2450-5

2456-1

2455-9

2454-9
2154-8

2453 8

2452-9
2452-0

2450-3

2449-7

2448 6
2448-2
2447-2

244G-50
2445-5
2444-9
2444-6

2444-2
2441-6

2441-4
2439-9

2439-4

2438 3

2437-4

2436-6

2435-9

2435 4
2435-0
2434-4

2434-2

24331
2432-9

2432-2
2431-6

2430-7
2429-8
2428-7

2428-3

2427-H
2427-5

2426-6
2425-9

2424-9

24240
2424-1

2423-9

2423-3
2422-5

2422-3

2421-1

2420-6

Intensity

and
Character

Previous Measurements
(Angstrom)

1 Reduction to
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Tungsten (Spaek SFEC'imjM)—cmiiimted.

Wave-length
Spark

Spectrum
(Rowland)

2382-7
2382-4

2382-0
2381-8

2381-4
2381-2
2380-9

2380-4
2380-3

2379-7

2378-2

2377-1

2375-9
2374-5

2373 7

2373-4

2372-7
2371-9
2371-1

2370-1

23690
2368-4
2367-8

2367-2
2366-7

. 2365-9
2365-5
2364-4

2364-1

2363-5
2362-2

2361-7
2361-3

2359-4
2358-9

2358-1

2357-4
2356-9

2353-7
2353-5
2351-6

2351-3
2350-4

23499
2349-4
2348-2
2346-5

2345-0
2344-5

2343-7
2341-4
2339-7

2339-1

2337-7

2336-8

Intensity
and

Character

Previous Measurements
(Angstrom)

2b

Reduction to

Vacuum

A-l-

0-71

0-70

1

a"

Oscillation

Frequency
in Vacuo

12-5
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Tungsten (Spaek SPECTnvM)~cmtiniied.
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Tungsten (Spark SPECTmjyi)—cmtinued.
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Platinum (Spark and Arc Spectra).

Kayser: ' Abhandl. kongl. Akad. Wissensch. Berlin,' 1897.

Exner and Haschek : ' Sitz. kaiseri. Akad. Wissensch. Wien,' civ. (1895), cv.

IS96, cvi. (1897).

Wave-length

Exner and
Haschek
Spark

Kayser
Arc

Intensity

and
Character

Spark

5861074
5845-050
5840-354
5763-778
5762-877
5728-399
5700-672

5699190
56S4-908
5660-245
5626-077
5514-324
5478-722
5475-996
5469-714

5452-984

5391-010

5388105
5.%9-188

5324-799
5319-540
5306-493
5301-182

5295-918

5286-289
5275-008
5265-290
5260-982

5257609
5227-782
5208-775
5194-050
5118-583
5095-950
5059-658
5050-006
5044-645

5C44-194
5038-681

5037-859
5033-686
5002-762
4998-123
4980-532
4879-700
4862-577

4854-067
4831-371

I

4772-467
4746-046

I
4739-924

KoTK.—In the arc spectrum the
10 : denoting a very weak line.

Arc

Previous
Observations

(Angstrom)

5478-1

5475-6

6389-6

5367-6

5301-6

2

4 5845-1 Thalen
5
3

3

1

2

2
4

4
6
6

2

4

2
4

6

On
On

3

On
6 5226-2

1

1

On
5 5059-6
1

6

4

On
4
2
2
1

4 4879-1

4

1

1

1

intensities are estimated on a scale

Keduction to
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Platinum (Spark and Arc Spectra)—continued.

Wave-length 1
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Platinum (Spark and Akc Spectua)- continucil.

Wave -length
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Platinum (Spabk and Arc Bpectha)—continued.

Wave-length
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Platinum (Spark and Arc Spectra)—coiitinncd.

"Wave-1
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Platinum (Spaek and Aec SPKCT:nA:)—co7iti/iued.

Wave-length
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Platinum (Spark and Ahc Spbctba)—continued.

Wave-length
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Platinum (Spaek and Aec Spectra)—continued.

Wave-length 1
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Platinum (Spakk and Ahc Spectra) —cowimwe^.

Wave-length
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Platinum (Spaek and Akc SPECT-EA')—eontimied.

Wave-length
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Platinum (Spark and Ahc Spectra)—co«<mwe<Z.

Wave-length
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Platinum (Spaek and Aec Spectra)—co/i^iwwerf.

Wave-length
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Platinum (Spark axd Aec Spectra)—continued.

Wave-length
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Platinum (Spark and Arc Spectra)—contmued.

"Wave-lengtli
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1896, and August 31, 1897, but the full effect cannot appear until tlic

next year's return, the whole of which will be within the obligatory period.

Class Subjects—Depart-
ments
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each year since 1882, and shows that Science is gradually recovering

the great depression of about eight years ago :—

•

from

1882-83 .
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A separate course of Elementary Physics and Chemistry combined has
now been introduced, which is set out in the Appendix, and which is

admirably adapted for experimental investigation at the hands of the
students tiiemselves.

The work under the Evening Continuation Schools Code continues to

progress, as will be seen from the following table :

—

Science Subjects
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teachers are not obliged to receive any instruction in Natural Science,

although they may have to give instruction in such subjects, either

specifically or in the form of object lessons ; indeed, if they should be in

charge of a class of the three lower standards it would be obligatory upon
them to give such object lessons. A Departmental Committee, consisting

of the Rev. T. W. Sharpe, Her Majesty's Chief Inspector of Schools, as
Chairman, and several Inspectors and Principals of Training Colleges and
Pupil-teacher Centres, have reported upon the pupil-teacher system. They
recommend that the age for entering as pupil teachers should be raised,

and that the interval between the elementary school and their apprentice-

ship should be passed at a secondary school. This would by no means
ensure that the young people would receive any instruction in Science
during that period of their career. No alteration is proposed in the
optional Science Course prescribed by the Code of the Education Depart-
ment, except that the Queen's Scholarship examination is to be limited to

the elementary stage of Physiography prescribed in the syllabus of the
Science and Art Department. With regard to the College Course the recom-
mendation is singularly weak, Science being placed as an optional subject,

without any definite course of study prescribed. For the first two years
it is laid down that of the optional subjects not more than two must be
taken out of a list of four or six respectively, some of which from their
very nature are almost sure to be taken in preference.

An important letter has been addressed to the Right Hon. Sir John
Gorst by Sir Philip Magnus, the Chairman of the Joint Scholarship Board,
in conjunction with the Chairmen of its four educational committees.
They point out the necessity of securing the proper training of those who
will be teachers of scientific subjects, and that the instruction of pupil-
teachers in science is now often carried on, under great pressure, by a
system of cram, and even by persons who have not themselves any satis-

factory knowledge of modern scientific methods. They suggest as a
remedy that the first part only of the elementary stage. Physiography, be
compulsory ; that the teaching of this subject be recognized only where
it is given with proper accessories, all pupils performing the experiments
in a series of at least twenty-four lessons of two hours' duration; and that
inspectors should be required particularly to report whether proper
apparatus and accessories are provided.

In last year's report your Committee referred to what Mr. Heller was
doing in respect of the teaching of Science in the schools of the London
School Board. He has since obtained a better appointment at Birming-
ham, but the syllabus of lessons which he prepared is still employed in the
schools. This of course requires that the masters and mistresses should
be qualified for carrying it out, and for this purpose classes of twenty-four
hours are conducted for their benefit by the Science Demonstrators.
These gentlemen have lately agreed upon two separate syllabuses for
masters and mistresses, which follow in general the scheme they are
expected to teach to their scholars. The classes of a similar kind that
have been carried on hitherto have been appreciated by the teachers, and
the Board are increasing their laboratory and other accommodation for
the purpose. It is recognised that it will be necessary to continue these
teachers' courses for some years, in order to overcome the difficulty which
now exists in consequence of the general want of practical experiment in
such instruction in Science as has been given in the course of training of
most class teachers.
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APPENDIX.

Schedule II.

—

Course T>. 'Elementary Science and Geograj>hy combined.'

Standards I., II., and III.—Annual courses of about thirty object

lessons, of which elementary geography should form a part, beginning with
the simplest phenomena which the children can observe :—land, water, the

form of the earth, the sea, hills, valleys, rivers, proceeding to notions of

locality and distance, and the means of representing all of these by
modelling in sand or other material, and by a map, with special reference

to the map of England.
The other object lessons should include some of the various subjects

suggested in this Schedule under the head of Elementary Science.

Standard IV.—Geography of England, physical and political.

Lessons on aramals and on materials used in agriculture, or in some
simple manufactures.

Standard V.—Geography of the British Isles, with some knowledge of

India, and one or more of the Colonies.

Lessons on means of locomotion, and on processes used in agriculture

or manufacture.
Standard YI.—Geography of Europe, physical, political, and com-

mercial.

Lessons on the physical laws that determine climate, animal life,

locality of certain industries, itc.

Standard VII.—The work of the preceding years, with special know-
ledge of the British Empire, and of those portions of the world Avith which
we are engaged in commerce.

Distribution of the races of mankind.

Schedule IV.

—

Si^ecific Siihjects. (13.) ' Etenuntary Physics and
Chemistry.'

1st Stage.—Properties of common stuiFs ; relative density of solids and
liquids ; flotation of solids. The barometer and thermometer ; their use

;

graphic lepresentation of daily readings. Solution : water as a solvent

;

solubility of metals, Arc. in acids ; crystallisation of salt, soda, alum.

2nd Stage.—Evaporation and distillation ; heat absorbed in fusion of

ice and in conversion of water into steam ; density of ice ; change in den-
sity of water on heating ; moisture in air ; wet and dry bulb thermometer.
Study of iron rusting, and of combustion of candle, gas, oil, phosphorus

;

effect on metals of heating in air ; discovery of active constituent of air.

Zrd Stage.—Chalk and lime ; the burning of chalk or limestone ; action

of muriatic acid on chalk or limestone ; carbonic acid ; reformation of

chalk. Discovery of carbonic acid in air ; its formation by combustion of

carbonaceous materials and in resjsiration. Study of action of muriatic

and vitriolic acids on zinc ; combustion of the gas obtained, and discovery

of the composition of water. Presence of air and solids dissolved in water
;

sea water : hardness of water.
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Bihl'w(fi'aphij of Siiectroscoiyy.—Report of the Committee, consistinr/ of
Professor H. McLeod, Professor W. C. Eoberts-Austen, Mr.

H. G. Madan, and Mr. D. H, Nagel.

The collection and verification of titles of papers on spectroscopy is lieing

continued, and a list is appended which brings the catalogue of spectro-

scopic literature up to the end of 1897.

It is proposed to continue the work of the Committee up to the end

of the year 1899, after which date the commencement of the International

Catalogue of Scientitic Papers will render further procedure on the part

of the British Association unnecessary.

The Committee are strongly of opinion that it is most desirable that

the separate instalments of the catalogue published at various dates in

the Reports of the Association should be (at the conclusion of the work)

collected, arranged as one continuous list of papers, and reprinted as a

whole.

This would appear to be the only way of obtaining the ftll value of

the catalogue as a work of reference for those engaged on the subject of

spectroscopy. One of the members of the Committee is quite willing to

undertake the whole work of rearrangement of the matter and passing it

through the press. The only question is the expense of printing, which
will be certainly not less than 120^. Some of this might be met by
grants from the Association and from other scientific societies which

possess libraries ; and, to avoid actual loss, a charge might be made for

each copy of the catalogue.

The matter need not be settled until next year, but in the meantime
the Committee hope that it will have the earnest consideration of the

Association.

The Committee therefore ask to be reappointed.

PAPERS ON SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH SPECTROSCOPY.

Continuation of the List puilished in the Report for 1894.

£,In cases where it has not been found possible to verify a reference, the latter is

placed in brackets, in the same column as the title of the paper. A list of the

chief abbreviations used will be found at the end of the catalogue.]

INSTRUMENTAL.

J. S. Ames .

J. E. Keeler

E. C. Pickering

1892.

The Modern Spectroscope. I. The
Concave Grating in Theory and
Practice. (Feb.)

The Modern Spectroscope. II. The
Star Spectroscope of the Lick
Observatory. (Feb.)

The Modem Spectroscope. III.

The Objective Prism. (March.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.

si. 28-42.

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xi. 140-144.

'Astron. and Astrophys.'

xi. 199-203.
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C. A. Young .

H. Deslandres

W. Grosse

J. E. Keeler ,

G. E. Hale ,

L. Becker ,

W. Huggins .

H. F. Newall

.

L. E. Jewell .

M. T. Edelinann

A. E. Tutton

N. von Konkoly

C.Fery .

F. L. O. Wads-
worth.

INSTHUMKNTAL, 1892, 1893, 189i.

The Modern Spectroscope. IV.
The New Spectroscope of the
Halsted Observatory. (April.)

Spectrograph zur Messung von
Sternbewegungcn. (Dec.)

Spectrophotograph der Pariser

hiternwarte. (Dec.)

1893.

The Modern Spectroscope. VI.
The .Spectroscope of the Alle-

ghany Observatory. (Jan.)

The Spectroheliograph. (Feb.)

The Modern Spectroscope. VII.
The Spectroscope of the Royal
Observatory, Edinburgh. (June.)

The Modern Spectroscope. VIII.
The Tulse Hill Spectroscope.
(Sept.)

On a Combination of Prisms for a
Stellar Spectroscope. (Read Nov.
13.)

1894.

The Object-glass Grating. (Jan.)

Eisendrahtbolometer zur Unter-
suchung vom AViirmespectrum.
(Feb.)

An Instrument of Precision for
obtaining Monocliromatic Light of
any desired Wave-length ; and its

use in in\estigating the Optical
Characters of Crj'stals. (Read
Feb. 1.)

Ein solides lichtstarkes Sternspec-
troscop. (Mar.)

Refractomfetre a cuve chauffable.
Application ^ la mesure des corps
gras. (Read July 30.)

ANew Arrangement for Large Spec-
troscope fcilits. (July.)

An Improved Form of Littrow Spec-
troscope. (July.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'
xi. 292-296.

• Naturwiss. Rundschau,'
vii. 676 ;

' Beibliitter,'

xvii. 448-449 (Abs.)

' Naturwiss. Rund.schau,'

vii. 676 (Abs.)

' Astron. and A.«trophysJ
sii. 40-50.

' Astron. and Astrophy?.!

xii. 241 - 257 ;
' BeL-

blatter,' xviii. 89 - 90-

(Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'
xii. 542-545.

' Astron. and AstrophysJ'
xii. 615-619.

'Proc. Phil. Soc. Gamb.'
viii. 138-141; ' Zeitschr..

f. Instrumentenkunde,'
XIV. 369 - 370; ' Bei.

blatter,' xix. 323 (Abs.) :

'Nature,' xlix. 379 (Abs.),

' Astron. and Astrophys.'
xiii. 44-48; 'Nature,'

xlix. 300-301 (Abs.)

' Electrotech. Zeitschr.'

XV. 81-82; 'Beibliitter,'

xviii. 749-750 (Abs.)

'Proc. Roy. Soc' Iv. 111-
113 (Abs.) ; ' Beibliit-

ter,' xviii. 835 (Abs.)

' Centralzeit. f. Opt. u.

Mech.' XV. 61-64.

'C. R.' cxix. 332-334;
' Beibliitter,' xix. IGH
(Abs.)

' Amer. J. Sci.' [3], xlviii.

19 - 20 ;
' Beibliitter,'

xviii. 996-997 (Abs.);
' Nature,' 1. 326 (Abs.)

Phil. Mag.' [5], xxxviii.

137-142; 'Beibliitter,'

xix. 59 (Abs.)
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C. r6ry .

51. Gliiser

L. Macli

E. L. Nichols

.

J. Sclieiner

H. Crewe and E.
Tatnall.

C. Pulfrich

F. L. 0. Wads-
worth.

i» >j

A. Konig

N. von Konkolj'

F. Muller

F. L. 0. Wads-
worth.

Instrumental, 1894.

Application de rautocollimation i\

la mesure des indices de refrac-

tion. (Read Aug. 15.)

Die Umkehrung der Natriumlinie.
(Aug.)

Ueber ein Interferenzrefracto-

meter. (Aug.)

A New Form of Spectrophoto-
meter. (8ept.)

Ueber neuero Specfroscopcon-
structionen. (Sept.)

On a Method of Mapping the Spec-
tra of Metals. (Oct.)

Ueber eine neue Spectroscopcon-
struction. (Oct.)

Ein neuer Spectroscopspalt mit
Doppelbeweguiig. (Oct.)

A Spectroscope with Fixed Arms.
(Oct.)

Ein neues Spectrophotometer.
(Nov.)

Ein neues photographisches Spec-
troscop. (Nov.)

Zur Absorption des Natriumlichts
durch Natriumdampf . (Dec.)

The Modern Spectroscope. IX.
Fixed-arm Spectroscopes. (Dec.)

'C. E.' cxix. 402-40*;
' Beibliltter,' xix. 168
(Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. phys. u. chem.-
Unterr.' vi. 303 ;

' Bei-

bliltter,' xviii. 561 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . Instrumen-
tenkunde,' xiv. 279-283 ;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii. 61
(Abs.)

' Phys. Eeview,' ii. 138-
141; 'Beibliltter,' xix.

241-242 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. Instrumen-
tenknnde,' xiv. 316-324

;

'Beibliltter,' xviii. 1045.

(Abs.); 'Proc. Phys. Soc.'

xiii. 60 (Abs.)

' Phil. Mag.' [5], xxxviii..

379-386 ;
' Beibliltter,''

xix. 783 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . Instrumen-
tenkunde,' xiv. 354-363

;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii. 60
(Abs.) ;

' Zeitsehr. f . anal.

Chem.' xxxiv. 744 (Abs.) ;

' Beibliltter,' xix. 328-32&
(Abs.) ;

' Astrophys. J.' i.

335-349.

' Zeitschr. f . Instrumen-
tenkunde,' xiv. 364-366 ;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii. 60
(Abs.)

'Phil. Mag.' [5], xxxviii.

337-351 ;
' Beibliltter,'"

xix. 782-783 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chen-u'

[N.F.], liii. 786-792

;

' Nature,' li. 334 (Abs.) ;.

' Proc. Pbys. Soc. ' xiii. 64
(Abs.)

' Centralzeit. f. Opt. u.

Mech.' XV. 73-74; ' Bti-

bliltter,' xviii. 997 (title).

' Zeitschr. f. phys. u. chem.
Unterr.' viii. 95-96 ;

' Bei-
bliltter,' xix. 625 (Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophyo.''

xiii. 835-8 J9; 'Nature^
li. 325 (Abs.)
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A. H. Borgesius

E. L. Nichols

,

F. L. O. Wads-
worth.

J. E. Keeler .

F. L. 0. Wads-
worth.

De Thierry .

K. Ant^strom

W. C'rookes

A. Belopolsky .

W. Huggins .

^^^ Ilallwachs

J. Young and G.
R. Darling.

C. V. Zenger .

INSTEUMEXTAL, 1895,

Beschreibang eines Interferenzre-
fractometers. Molecularrefraction
und Dispersion ciniger Salze in
Losungen. (Jan.)

A Method for the Study of Trans-
mission Spectra in the Ultra-
violet. (Jan.)

The Modern Spectroscope. X.
General Considerations respecting
the Design of Astronomical Spec-
troscopes. (Jan.)

On a Lens for Adapting a Visually-
corrected Refracting Telescope to
Photograpliic Observations with
the Spectroscope. (Feb.)

The Modei-n Spectroscope. XI.
Some New Designs of Combined
Grating and Prismatic Spectro-
scopes of the Fixed-arm Type ; and
a New Form of Objective Prism.
(Mar.)

Sur un nouvel appareil dit ' hema-
spectroscope-comparateur.' (Read
April 8.)

Ueber eine einfache Methode zur
photographischen Darstellung des
infraroten Spectrums. (Read April

10.) (K. Gesellscli. Wiss. Upsala.)

The Slit of a Spectroscope. (April.)

On the Spcctrographic Perform-
ance of the Thirty-inch Pulkowa
Refractor. (May.)

The Modern Spectroscope. XII.
I'he Tulse Hill Ultra-Violet Spec-
troscope. (May.)

Bemerkungen zu einer Arbeit des
Hrn. Borgesius iiber ein Inter-
terenzrefractometer. (June.)

A Method of Transferring Gases
to Vacuum Tubes for Spectroscopic
Examination. (Jul}-.)

L'dclipsoscope, appareil pour voir

la chromosphere et les protube-
rances solaircs. (Read Sept. 2.)

•Verslagen en Jlededer-
lingen d. K. Akad. Am-
sterdam,' 1894, 1895, 99-
103; ' Ann.Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.],liv.221-243; 'Bei-
bliitter,' xis. 168-169
(Abs.) ;

' Proc. Phys.
Soc' siii. 217-218 (Abs.)

'Phys. Review,' ii. 302-
304 ;

' Beibliitter,' xix.
426 (Abs.); 'Proc. Phys.
Soc' xiii. 169 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J." i. 52-79.

'Astrophys. J.' i. 101-111;
' Beibliitter,' xx. 25 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' i. 232-260
;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 196
(Abs.)

' C. R.' cxx. 775-777

;

'Zeitschr. f . anal. Chem.'
xxxiv. 744 (Abs.) ; ' Chem.
News,' Ixxi. 209 (Abs.)

'J. de Phys.' [3], v. 32
(Abs.) ;

' Phys. Rev.' iii.

137-141 ;
' Beibliitter,'

XX. 19G - 197 (Abs.)
;

'Proc. Phj-s. Soc' xiv.

125 (Abs.)

'Chem. News,' Ixxi. 175;
' Zeitschr. f . Instrumen-
tenkunde,' xv. 302 (Abs.)

;

' Beibliitter,' xix. 782
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' i. 366-371

;

' Beibliitter,' XX. 25 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' i. 359-365.

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Iv. 282-287.

' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 39 ;

'J. Chem. fcjoc' Ixx. II.

3 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxi. 406-408;
' Nature,' liii. 424 (Abs.)
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E. Spee .

K. Neumann .

C. Pulfrich .

F. L. 0. Wads-
worth.

A. Belopolsky

Instrumental, 1895, 1896.

Projet cl'une spectroscope reali-

sant le phenomene d'une eclipse

totals du soleil. (Read Oct. 12.)

(Oct.)

Schulapparat fiir

Zuriickverfugung
(Oct.)

Brechung
des

und
Lichtes.

Ein neues Eefractometer. Univer-

salapparat fiir refractometrische

und spectrometrische Untersuch-
ungen. (Nov.)

The Modern Spectroscope. XIII.

A New Multiple Transmission
Spectroscope of great Resolving
Power. (Nov.)

The Modern Spectroscope. XIV.
Fixed-arm Concave Grating Spec-

troscopes. (Dec.)

Experiment base snr le principe

Doppler-Fizeau.

' Bull, Acad. Belg.' xxx.
274-276; 'Nature,' liii.

309 (Abs.) ;
' Beibliltter,'

xxi. 513 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. phys. u. chem.
Unterr.' viii. 357-358

;

'Beiblatter,' xx. 31!;!

(Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. Instrumen-
tenkunde,' xv. 383-394

;

' Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem.' xviii. 294-299;
'J. Chem. See' Ixx. II.

161 (Abs.) 'Proc. Phj-s.

Soc' xiv. 6-7 (Abs.);
' Beibliitter,' XX. 191-192
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' 11. 265-282.

'Astrophys. J.' ii. 370-
382.

' Mem. spettr. ital.' xxiii.

123-124; 'Nature,' lii.

515 (Abs.)

H. Deslandres

H. Haga

B. Kolbe

F. L. 0. Wads-
worth.

A. Belopolsky

A. H. Bruere

C. Pulfrich

1896.

Methode pour etudier les varia-

tions de Vitesse radiale des astres

avecdefaibles instruments. (Jan.)

Eine Aufstellnngsweise des Row-
land'schen Concavgitters. (Jan.)

Ein handliches Lichtbrechungs-
apparat. (Jan.)

The Modern Spectroscope. XV.
On the Use and Mounting of the

Concave Grating as an Analysing
orDirect Comparison Spectroscope.

(Jan.)

On the Performance of an Auxi-
liary Lens for Spectrographic In-

vestigations with the 30-inch

Refractor of the Pulkowa Obser-
vatory. (Feb.)

A Comparison of Two Concave
Rowland Gratings. (Feb.)

Appareil universel pour les mesures
de refraction et dc dispersion
(Feb.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxix. 241-
244; 'Beiblatter,' xxi.

343-344 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ivii. 389-393;
' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiv.

123-124 (Abs.)

'Zeitschr. f. phys. u. chem.
Unterr.' ix. 20-24.

' Astrophys. J.' iii. 47-62
;

' Beiblatter,' xxi. 334

(Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' iii. 147-

149 ;
' Beibliitter,' xxi.

334 (Abs.)

'Phys. Review,' iii. 301-
305; 'Proc. Phj-s. Soc'
xiv. (Abs.), 123; 'Bei-

bliitter,' XX. 653 (Abs.)

'J.de Phys.' [3], V. 73-79.
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F. L. 0. Wads-
worth.

H. F. Newall

C. Pulfrich .

H. F. Newall

.

F. L. O. Wacls-

wortb.

H. C. Lord .

G. E. Hale and
F. L. O. Wads-
worth.

F. L. O.

worth.
Wads-

W. Huggms

F. Walleraut

M. Berthelot

G. E. Hale

Instrumental. 1896. 1897.

The Modern Spectroscope. XVI.
A Simple Optical Device for com-
pletely Isolating or Cutting-out
any desired Portion of the DitErac-

tion Spectrum, and some further

Notes on Astronomical Spectro-

scopes. (March.)

The Modern Spectroscope. XVII.
Description of a Spectroscope (the

Bruce Spectroscope) recently con-

structed for use in connection with
the 25-incli Refractor of the Cam-
bridge Observatory. (April.)

A New Form of Eefractometer.
(April.)

On the Spectroscope used in con-
nection with the 25-inch Refrac-
tor. (Read May 25.)

A Suggestion for a Form of Spectro-
heliograph. (Read May 25.)

The Modern Spectroscope. XVIII.
On the Conditions of Maximum
Efficiency in the Use of the Spec-
trograph. (May.)

The Spectroscope of the Emerson-
McMillin Observatory. (June.)

The Modern Spectroscope. XIX.
The Objective Spectroscope.
(June.)

The Modern Spectroscope. XX.
On a New Form of Fluid Prism
without Solid Walls, and its Use in

an Objective Spectroscope. (Nov.)

1897.

On an Automatic Arrangement for

giving Breadth to Stellar Spectra
on a Photographic Plate. (Jan.)

Sur un appareil permettant de
mesurer les indices de refraction
des mineraux des rochcs. (Read
Feb. 8.)

Nouvel appareil pour I'application

de I'analyse spcctrale il la recon-
naissance des gaz. (Read Mar. 15.)

Note on a Form of Spectrohelio-
graph suggested by Mr. H. F.

Newall. (March.)

'Astrophys. J.' iii. IGO-
192 ;

' Beibliitter,' sxi.

334-335 (Abs.)

'Monthly Not. R. A. S.'

Ivi. 98-110; 'Astrophys.

J.' iii. 266-281.

'Astrophys. J.' iii. 259-
266.

'Proc. Phil. Soc. Camb.'
ix. 179 (Abs.)

'Proc. Phil. Soc. Camb.'
ix. 179-183.

'Astrophys. J.' iii. 321-
347 ; ' Beiblatter,' xxi.

335 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' iv. 50,-53.

' Astrophys. J.' iv. 54-78 ;.

' Beibliitter,' xxi. 335-
336 (Abs.): 'Nature,'

liv. 256 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' iv. 274-
277; 'Nature,' Iv. 110-
111 (Abs.); 'Beibliitter,'

xxi. 862 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' v. 8-10;
' Beibliitter,' xxi. 521
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxiv. 315-317;
'Chem. Centr.' 1879,

I. 663-664 (Abs.); 'Bei-

bliitter,' xxi. 509 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cx.xiv. 525-528 J

'Chem. Centr.' 1897, I.

940 (Abs.); 'Nature,'

Iv. 503 (Abs.); 'Chem.
News,' Ixxv. 179 (Abs.);
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxii.

298 (Abs.); ' Ann. Chim.
et Phys.' [7], xi. 43-47

;

' Beibliitter,' xxi. 514
(Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' v. 211-
213.
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M. Hamy

C- Leiss .

S. F. Burford

F. Dupont

C Leiss . .

P. Fuchs

W. Hallwachs

J. Nulander .

Instrumental, 1897—Emission Spectea 1885, 1891

Nouvelle lampe i cadmium pour la

production des franges d'interfe-

rence, ii grande difference de
marche. (Read April 5.)

Die neuerere Spectrometermodelle
der R. Fuess'schen Werkstiitte in

Steglitz bei Berlin. (April.)

The Oleorefractometer. (May) .

Lumiere jauiie pour polarimetrc.

(June.)

Ueber neuere spectrophotograph-
ische Apparate. (Nov.)

Ueber electrische Entladungsroh-
ren zur wi.ssenscbaftliclien Spec-
tralanalyse und deren Herstellung
(' Zeitschr. f . Glasinstr.-Industrie,'

vi. 174-177, vii. 4-6).

Differentialspectrometer (' Verb.

Ges. Naturforsch. Frankfurt,' 1897,

p. 54).

Sur un spectro-photomfetreconstruit

pour distinguer directement les

raies telluriques dans le spectre

solaire. (' Ofvers. af Finska Vet.

Societat Forbandl.' xxxix., 9 pp.)

'C. K.' cxxiv. 749-752;
' Chem. News,' Ixxv. 202
(Abs.)

' Mechaniker,' V. 113-115.

'J. Soc. Chem. Ind.' xvi.

411; 'Chem. Centr.'

1897, II. 232 (Abs.)

'Bull. Soc. Chim.' [3],
xvii. 584 :

' Beibliitter,'

xxi. 985 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. Instrumen-
tenkunde,' xvii. 821-
334, 357-371; 'Beiblat-

ter,'xxii. 221-222 (Abs.)

' Beiblatter,' xxii. 21

S

(titles).

'Beibliitter,' xxi. 730-731
(Abs.)

' Beibliitter,' xxii. [24]
(title).

II.

EMISSION SPECTRA.

S. P. Langley

J. M. Eder

W. N. Hartley

O. Neovius

1885.

Observations on Invisible Heat
Spectra, and on the Recognition of

hitherto unmeasuredWave-lengths.
(Aug.)

1891.

Neue Banden und Linien im Emis-
sionspectrum der Ammoniak-
oxygcnflamme. (Read Mar. 5.)

On the Physical Characters of the
Lines in the Spark Spectra of the
Elements. (Read April 16.)

Cm skiljandet af kniivets och Syrets
linien i Luftens Emission -spek-
trum. (Read Oct. 14.)

'Amer. Assoc. Rep.' 1885,
55-75; 'Phil. Mag.' [5],
xxi. 394-409.

'Wien.Anz.' xxviii. 44-47;
' Beibliitter,' xvii. 204-206
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' xlix.

448-451; 'Astron. and
Astrophys.' 1892, 223-
228.

'Bihang. till. K. Svensk.
Vet. Akad. Handl.' xvii.

Afd. I. No. 8, 69 pp.

;

' Beibliitter,' xvii. 563-
564 (Abs.)
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E. Pringsheim

\V. L. Dudley

H. Kayser ,

B. "W. Snow .

J. M. Eder

Y. Schumann

W. N. Hartley

J. M. Eder and E.
Valenta.

J. S. Ames

J. M. Eder and E.

Valenta.

Emission Spectra, 1892, 1893.

Das Kirchhofi'sche Gesetz und die

Strahlung der Gase. I. Die Strah-
lung des Natriums. (Jan.)

The Colours andAbsorption Spectra
of thin Metallic Films and of In-

candescent Vapours of the Metals,

with some Observations on Elec-

trical Volatility. (March.)

Ueber die Linienspectren der Ele-

menten der ersten und zweiten
Gruppe des Mendeluef'schen Sys-

tems. (April.)

Ueber das ultrarothe Emission-
spectrum der Alkalien. (June.)

Beitriige zur Spectralanalyse. I.

Ueber das Emis|jfljispectrum der
Ammoniakoxygenflamme. II.

Ueber die Verwendbarkeit des
Funkenspectrums verschiedener
Metalle zur Bestimmung der Wel-
lenlange im Ultraviolette. (Read
Nov. 3.)

Ueber eine neue ultraviolett-emp-

findliche Platte, und die Photo-
graphiederLichtstrahlenkleinster
WeUenlangen. (Read Nov. 10.)

Methods of observing the Spectra
of easily Volatile Metals and their

Salts, and of Separating their Spec-
tra from those of the Alkaline
Earths. (Read Dec. 1 .)

Ueber einige neue Linien im brech-
barsten ultravioletten Emission-
spectrum des metailischen Cal-

ciums. (Read Dec. 1.)

1893.

On the Probable Spectrum of .Sul-

X^hur. (Jan.)

Ueber das Emissionspectrum der
eleruentaren Silicium, und den
spectrographischen Nachweis
dieses Elcmentes. (Read Jan.
19.)

Ueber das Linien.spectrum des
elementaren Kohlenstotfes in

Inductionsfunken, und iiber das
ultraviolette Funkenspeotrum
nasser und trockener Holzkohle.
(Read Jan. 19.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.
[N.F.], xlv. 428-459.

'Amer. Chem. J.'xiv. 185-
190 ;

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixii.

1037 (Abs.); 'Ber.' x.-^ivi.

(Ref.), 37-38 (Abs.)

;

' Zeitschr. anal. Chem.'
xxii. 573 (Abs.)

' Chem. Zeitung.' xvi. 533-
534.

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], xlvii. 208-251;
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixiv. II.

58 (Abs.)

' Denkschr. Akad. Wien,'
Ix. 1-24 ;

' Beibliitter,'

xviii. 910-912 (Abs.)

'Wien. Anz.' xxix. 230-
231 ;

' Naturw. Rund-
schau,' ix. IG (Abs.);
' Nature.'xlix. 254 (Abs.)

'J. Chem. Soc.'lxiii. 138-
141 ;

' Chem. News,' Ixvi.

313 (Abs.)

'Wien. Anz.' xxix. 252-
253.

' Astron. and Astrophj-s.'

xii. 50-51 ;
' Chem. News,'

Ixvii. 40 ;
' Ber.' xxvi.

(Ref.) 3GG (Abs.)

'Wien. Anz.' XXX. (1893),
19-21.

'Wien. Anz.
21-24.

XXX. (1893),
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J. M. Eder and E.

Valenta.

J. Parry.

E. C. C. Baly .

V. Schumann

J. M. Eder and E.

Valenta.

B. Hasselber?

E. Prinsrsheim

H. Wilde

J. M. Eder and E.
Valenta.

B. M. Snow

jj •

H. C. Vo^el

H. Kayser and C.
RuniiC.

F. Paschen .

Emission Spectea, 1893.

Ueber das Emissionspectrum des
KohlenstofEes und Silicium.

(Read Jan. 19.)

The Spectrum of Iron and the

Periodic Law. (Jan.)

SeparationandStriationof Rarefied

Gases under the Influence of the

Electric Discharge. (Read Feb.

10.)

The Hydrogen Line, H^, in the

Spectrum of Nova AurigEe and in

the Spectrum of Vacuum Tubes.
(Feb.)

Ueber das ultraviolette Linien-

spectrum des elementaren Bor.

(Read April 13.)

Note on the Spectroscopy of Sul-

phur. (April.)

Das Kirchhoff'sche Gesetz, und die

Strahlung der Gase. II. Die
Strahlung von Lithium, Thallium
und Kalium. (April.)

The Spectrum of Thallium, and its

Relation to the Homolop^ous
Spectra of Indium and Gallium.
(Read April 20.)

Ueber den Verlauf der Bunsen'-
schen Flammenreactionen im
ultravioletten Spectrum. (Read
July 9.)

On the Continuous Spectrum of

Sodium. (Amer. Assoc. Report.)
(Aug.)

On the Continuous Spectrum of the
Alkalies [Sodium]. (Aug.)

The Infra-red Spectra of the Alkali
Metals. (Nov.)

Ueber die Bezeichnung der Linicn
des I. Wasserstoilspectrums.
(Nov.)

Ueber die Spectren der Elementc.
VII. Die Spectren von Zinn,
Blei. Arsen, Antimon, Wismurh.
(Read Dec. 7.)

Ueber die

(Dec.)
Emission der Gase.

'Denkschr. Akad. Wien,'
Ix. 241-2G3:'Beiblatter,'
xviii. 753-756 (Abs.)

' Nature,' xlv. 253-255 ;

' Beiblatter.'xvii. 748-74f>
(Abs.)

'Proc. Phys. Soc.'xii. 147-
153; 'Chem. News,'lxvii.

95 (Abs.)

'Astron. and Astrophys.'
xii. 159-16G; 'Nature,'
xlvii, 425 (Abs.)

'Denkschr. Akad. Wien.'
Ix. 307-311; 'Beibliltter,'

xviii. 752-753 (Abs.)

'Astron. and Astrophys.'
xii. 347-349 ; ' Bei-
bliitter,' xviii. 8G (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], xlix. 347-3G5.

' Proc. Eoy. Soc' liii. 3G!i-

372 ;
' Ber.' xxviii. (Ref .),

218 (Abs.)

' Denkschr. Akad. Wieii,'

(1893),lx.4G7-47G;'Bei-
bliitter,' xviii. 909-910
(Abs.)

' Phys. E(!view,'i. 29G-298

;

' P.eibliitter,' xviii. 9;)7

(Abs.)

' Proc. Amer. Assoc' 189.'!,

79-80 (Abs.)

'Phys. Review,' i. 221-223.

'Astr. Nachr.' cxxxiv. 95-
90 ; 'Nature,' xlix. 1(12:
' Beibliltter,' xviii. GTd
(Abs)

'Abhandl. Akad. Berlin,"

1893, 21pp.;'Ann. Phv.s.

u. ('hem.' [N.F,], Hi. 9:!-

113; 'Nature.' xlix. ."iO'.i

(Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Clicm.
[V.F.],li. 1-39; 'Nature.-
xlix 37G (Abs.); 'Phil.

Maif.' [5], xxxvi. 551-552
(Abs.); 'Proc. Phj's. .Soc.'

xiii. 13 (Abs.)
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M. Eisig .

E. Prino:sheim

W. N. Hartley

H. Kayser and C.

Kunge.

H. Kayser and C.

Kunge.

J. K. Rydberg

•C. Kirn . .

IE. P. Lewis and
E. S. Ferry.

-C. A. Mebius ,

¥, Paschen

J, M. Eder and E.

Valenta.

W. N. Hartley

Emission Spectra, 1894.

Das Linienspectrum des Sauer-
stoffes. (March.)

Bemerkungen zu Hrn. Paschen's
Abhandlung ' Ueber die Emission
erhitzten Gase.' (March.)

On Variations observed in the
Spectrum of Carbon Electrodes,

and on the Intluence of one Sub-
stance on the Spectrumof another.

(Received Jan. 13. Read April

19.)

Beitrilge zur Kenntnissder Linien-
spectra. (April.)

Ueber die Spectra von Zinn, Blei,

Arsen, Antimon, Wismuth.
(April.)

Beitriige zur Kenntniss der Linien-
spectren. (April.)

Ueber die Aehnlichkeit der Licht-
emission einer nachleuchtenden
Geissler'schen Eohre mit dem
Beginne des Gliihens fester

Korper. (May.)

The Infra-red Spectrum of the
Metals. (May.)

Ueber die Glimmentladung in der
Luft. (Read May 9.)

Ueber die
(May.)

Emission der Gase.

Ueber das Spectrum des Kaliums,
Natriums i;nd Cadmiums bei
verschiedenen Temperaturen.
(Read June 7.)

Flame Spectra at High Tempera-
tures. Part II. The Spectrum of
Metallic Manganese, of Alloys of
Manganese, and of Compounds
containing that Element. (Read
June 11.)

'Ann. Phys. u. C'hcm.'

[N.F.], li. 717-7GO

;

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixvi. II.

2G5-266 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], li. 411-417

;

' Nature,' slix. 517 (Abs.)

;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii. 25
(Abs.)

'Proc. Roy. Soc' Iv. 344-
349; -Nature,' 1. 141-142
(Abs.) ;

' J. Chem. Soc'
Ixviii. II. 432 (Abs.);
' Beibliltter,' xviii. 104G-
1047 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], li. 114-118.

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], lii. 93-118; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixvi. II. 30:!-

304 (Abs.); 'Nature,' 1.

118 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], lii. 119-131.

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], lii. 381-384

:

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii.

17 (Abs.); 'Nature,' 1.

188 (Abs.)

' Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ'xiii. (Nc 112), 74-
76 ;

' Beibliitter,' xix.

242 (Abs.)

' Bihang till K. Svensk.
Akad. Handl.' xx. Afd. I.

No. 1,1-38; 'Ann. Phys.
u. Chem.' [N.F.],liv. 520-
543; 'Nature,' li. G20
(Abs.)

' Ann. Phvs. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], lii. 2Q9-237 ;

' Proc Phys. Soc' xiii. 13

(Abs.)

' Denkschr. Akad. Wien,'

Ixi. 347-3G4 ;
' Ber."

xxviii. (Ref.), 270 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ivi. 192-
193 (Abs.) ;

' Chem.
News,' Ixx. 2-4, 15-lG;
' Nature,' 1. 238 (Abs.) :

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixviii. II.

432 (Abs.); 'Beibliitter,'

xviii. 997-998 (Abs.)
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W, N. Hartley

I). Hasselberg

F. Aymonnet.

A. de Gramont

M. Gliiser

W. N. Hartley

G. D. Liveing and
J. Dewar.

F. Paschen .

L. Thoioas

E. Kottgen .

1'. Paschen .

VJ. Hasselberg

V. Schumann.

1898.

Emission Spectra, 1894,

Flame Spectra at High Tempera-
tures. Part III. The Spectro-

sicopic Phenomena and Thermo-
chemistry of the Bessemer Pro-

cess. (Read June 14.)

Ueber das Linienspectrum
Sauerstoffs. (June.)

des

Sur les radiations calorifiques

comprises dans la partie lumi-

neuse du spectre. (Read July 9.)

Sur le spectre de lignes du soufre,

et sur sa recherche dans les com-
poses metalliques. (Read July 2.)

Funkenspectra mittels der In-

fluenzmaschine. (Aug.)

Xew Methods of Spectrum Analj'-

sis, and on Bessemer Flame
Spectra. (Aug.)

Preliminary Note on the Spectrum
of the Electric Discharge in

Liquid Oxygen, Air, and Nitro-

gen. (Aug.)

Die genauen Wellenliingen der
Banden des ultrarothen Kohlen-
siiure- und Wasserspectrums.
(Aug.)

Sur la constitution de Tare elec-

trique. (Read Oct. 29.)

Untersuchungen der spectralen

Zusammensetzung verschiedener
Lichtquellen. (Nov.)

Notiz ilber die Giiltigkeit des
KirchhofE'schen Gesetzes von der
Emission. (Dec.)

Untersuchungen iiber die Spectra
der Metalle im electrischen

Flammenbogen. I. Spectrum des
Chroms.

Vom Wasserstoffspectrum

' Proc. Roy. Soc' hi. 193-
199 (Abs.) ;

' Nature,' 1.

2Gl-262(Abs.); 'J.Chem.
Soc.' Ixviii. II. 432-4.33

(Abs.); ' Beibliitter,'xviii.

997-998 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], lii. 758-761.

'C. R.' cxix.
' Beibliitter,'

(Abs.)

151-154

;

xix. 64

' C. R.' cxix. 68-70 ;
' Bei-

blatter.'xviii. 912 (Abs.)

;

' Chem News,' Ixx. 49
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixvi. II. 434-435 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f.phys. u. chem.
Unterr.' vi. 303-304

;

' Beibliitter,' xviii. 559
(Abs.)

'Brit. Assoc. Rep.' 1894,

010-611; ' Beibliitter,' XX.

26 (Abs.)

'Phil. Mag.' [5], xxxviii.

235-240 ;
' J. Chem. Soc'

Ixviii. II. 33-34 (Abs.);
'Ber.' xxviii. (Ref.), 4-5
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,' xix.

60 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], liii. 334-336

;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii. 15
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxix. 728-730;
'Nature,' li. 47 (Abs)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], liii. 793-811;
' Nature,' li. 334 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phvs. u. Chem.'
[N.F.],li.' 40-46: 'Proc.

Phys. Soc' xiii. 13 (Abs.)

' Handl. K. Svens. Vet.

Akad.' xxvi. 32 pp. ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xviii. 837 (Abs.)

'Jahrb. f. Photogr.' viii.

59-64; 'Beibliitter,' xviii.

752 (Abs.)

G G
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Lord Rayleigh and
\V. Kamsaj'.

W. Crookes

W. N. Hartley

H. A. Ilowlard and
K. K. Tatcall.

B. Hassclbera:

G. AV. A. Kahlbaum

H. V. Xcwall

.

H. A. Rowland and
11. i;. Tatnall.

E. C. C. Balv.

M. Rerthclot

Emission Spectra, 1895.

Argon, a New Constituent of the
Atmosphere. (Read Jan. 31.)

On the Spectra of Argon. (Read
Jan. 31.)

On the Spark Spectrum of Argon
as it appears in the Spark Spec-
trura of Air. (Read Jan. 31.)

The Arc Spectra of the Elements.
I. Boron and Beryllium. (Jan.)

Untersuchungen fiber die Spectra
der Metalle im electrischen Flam-
menbogen. II. Spectrum des
Titans. (Read Feb. 13.) ('Handl.
K. Svcnsk. Yet. Akad.' xxviii. No.
l,pp.32).

Ueber den neuentdeckten Be-
standtheil der Atmosphiire, das
Argon. (Feb.)

Note on the Spectrum of Argon.
(Read Feb. 21.)

The Arc Spectra of the Elements.
II. Germanium.

A Possible Explanation of the
Twofold Spectra of Oxygen and
Nitrogen. (Read March 21.)

Sur I'argon et sur I'l

March 25.)

'Hum. (Read

' Phil. Trans.' clxxxvi. A.
187-141; ' Proc. Roy. Soc.
Ivii. 265-287; 'Chem.
News,' Ixxi. 51-50

;

' Zeitschr. f. physikal.
Chem.' xvi. 314-369

;

' Beiblatter,' xix. 276-279
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixx. II. 99-106 (Abs.)

' Phil. Trans.' clxxxvi. A.
213-251 ;

' Proc. Roy.
Soc' Ivii. 287-289

;

' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 66-
69; 'Zeitschr. f. phy.^i-

kal. Chem." xvi. 369-379 ;

' Ber.' xxviii. (Ref.), 176
(Abs.); 'Beibliitter.'xix.

331-332 (Abs.)

'Proc Roy. Soc' Ivii. 293-
296 ;

' Beibliitter,' xix.

625 (Abs.)

'Astropbys. J.' i. 14-17;
' Beibliitter,' xix. 424
(Abs.)

•Beibliitter,' xs. 304 (Abs.)

'Verb, naturf. Gesellscli.

d. Basel,' xi. 151-173;
' Beibliitter,' xix. 461

(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ivii. 346-

350 ;
' Nature,' li. 454

;

' Chem. News," Ixxi. 115-

116; 'Astrophys. J.' i.

372-376: 'Ber.' xxviii.

(Ref.), 838 (Ab,-!.)

'Astrophys. J.' i. 149-153;
' Beiblatter,' xx. 29 (Abs.)

' Proc. Boy. Soc' Ivii. Ki'^-

4G9 ;
' Chem News,' Ixxi.

lG9-170(Abs.) ; 'Nature,'

li. 550 (Abs.); 'J. Chem.
Soc.'lxviii. 11.469(.\bs.)

' C. R.' CSX. 660-661
;

'Ber.' xxviii. (Ref.), 318

(Abs.) ;
' Nature,' li. 552

(Abs.); 'Chem. News,'

Ixxi. 176.
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W. Crookes

W. Ramsay .

H. W. Vo^el

P. T. Cleve .

A. tie Gramont

J. X. Lockycr

V,'. Ramsay'

Lord Kaj'leigh

J. S. Ames

J. Evershed ,

.

"SV. 11. E. Hodgkin-
son.

L. Palmicri .

Emission Spectra, 1895.

Tlie Spectrum of the New Gas from
Clcveite. (Read March 27.)

Discovery of Helium in Clcveite.

(Read March 27.)

Terrestrial Helium.
27.)

(Read March

Ueber das sogenannte kiinstliche

Spectrum von Charles E. Benham.
(Read March 8.)

Sur la presence de Thelium dans
la clcveite. (Read April IG.)

Sur les spectres de selenium et de
quelques sel6niures naturels.

(Read April 8.)

On the New Gas obtained from
Uraninite. Notes I., II., III.

(Read April 25, May 9.)

On a Gas showing the Spectrum of

Helium, the rej)uted cause of Dg,

one of the Lines of the Coronal

Spectrum. Preliminary Note.

(Read April 25.)

On Argon. (Lecture at Royal
Institution, April 5.)

The Spectrum Researches of Pro-

fessor J. M. Eder and E. Valenta.

(May.)

Experiments on the Radiation of

Heated Gases. (May.)

Argon in Minerals. (May) .

A proposito della riga dell' Helium
apparsa nello spettro di una sub-

limazione vesuviana nel 1881, ed
ora riveduta da Ramsay e da
Clove nella Clevite o C16veite.

(Read May 4.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixvii.

1108-1109; 'Chem.'
News,' Ixxi. 151; ' Ber.

sxviii. (Ref.), 839 (Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,' xix. G21
(Abs.); ' Nature,' li. 543-
544; 'Proc. Chem. Soc'
xi. 60-61.

' Proc. Chem. Soc' No.l50,
59-60 ;

' Chem. News,'
Ixxi. 151.

' Proc. Chem. Soc' No. 1 50,

59-60; 'Nature,' li. 512,

543.

' Verhandl.phys. Gesellscli.

Berl.' xiv. 45-47.

' C. R.' cxx. 834 ;
' Beiblat-

ter,'xis. 568 (Abs.); 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixviii. 11.347
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxx. 778-780;
' Ber.' xxviii. (Ref.), 320
(Abs.) ;

' Beiblatter,' xLx.

566 (Abs.); 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixviii. II. 338 (Abs.)

' Proc Roy. Soc' Iviii. 67-
70,11.^119 ;

' Beiblatter,'

xix. 729 (Abs.) ;
' Nature,'

lii. 8, 55-56 ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxi. 295; 'Ber.'

xxix. (Ref.), 161 (Abs.)

'Proc Roy. Soc' Iviii. 65-
67; 'Chem. News,' Ixxi.

211; 'Ber.'xx\-iii.(Ref ),

839 (Abs.); 'Nature,'

lii. 7.

'Chem. News,' Ixxi. 299-
302, 310-312; 'Nature,'

lii. 159-164.

'Astrophys. J.' i. 44:!-44i;;

' Nature,' lii. 275-276.

'Phil. Mag." [5], xxxix.

460-476.

'Chem. News," Ixxi. 248;
' Beibliitter,' xix. 597-59S

(Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. Napoli,'

[3], i. 121-122; 'Beibliit-

ter,' XX. 531 (Abs.)

G G 2
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J. N. Lockyer

W. Ramsay

W. Ramsay and
J. N. Collie.

W. Ramsay, J. N.
Collie, and M.
Travers.

C. Rung'e

» •

A. Schuster .

B. Brauner

H. Deslandres

Emission Spectra, 1893.

Sur I'analyse spectrale des gaz
degagfis par divers mineraux.
(Read May 20.)

Sur I'argon et riieliiim. '(^^^^ad

May 13.)

Argon in Minerals. (May) .

Helium, a Gaseous Constituent of
Certain Minerals. Part 1. (Read
May 2.)

The Short Wave-lengths of the
Spark Spectrum of Aluminium.
(May.)

On the Line Spectra of the Ele-
ments. (May.)

Sur les spectres cannel6s. (Read
May 6.)

Note on Gases of the Helium and
Argon Type. (.June.)

Decouverte d'une troisieiue radia-
tion permanente de ratraospheie
solaire dans le gaz de la cleveite.

(Read June 17.)

fitude spectrale des charbons du
four electrique. (Read June 10.)

'C. R.' cxs. 1103-1104;
' Beibliitter," xix. 566-
567 (Abs.) ;

' Ber.' xxviii.

(Ref.), 692 (Abs.); M.
Chem. Soc' Ixviii. II.

430-431 (Abs.); ' Proc.
Phys. Soc' xiii. 341
(Abs.); 'Chem. News,'
Ixxi. 281 (Abs.)

'C. R. ' cxx. 1049-1050;
' Chem. News,' Ixxi. 259
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' lii. 96
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,' xix.

531 (Abs.) ;
' Ber.' xxviii.

(Ref.), 448 (Abs.)

' Chem. News,
' Beiblatter,"

598 (Abs.)

l.xxi. 268
;

xix. 597-

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Iviii.

81-89; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixviii. 684-701 ;

' Bei-

bliitter,' xix. 673-674
(Abs.); ' Nature,' lii. 55
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' i. 433.

' Nature,' lii. 100-108
;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 530-531
(Abs.)

' C. R.' cxx. 987-989
;

' Beibliitter,' xix. 788-
789 (Abs.) :

' Proc. Phys.
Soc' xiii. 306 (Abs.)

' Chem. News,' Ixxi. 271

;

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixviii.

II. 347 (Abs.) ;
' Ber.'

xxviii. (Ref.), 904-905
(Abs.) :

' Beibliitter,' xix.

675 (Abs.)

'C. R.' CX.X. 1.331-1333;
' Ber.' x.xviii. (Ref.), 1045
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter.' xi.x.

693(Ab.s.); 'Chem.News,'
Ixxii. 12 (Abs.) ;

' Proc.

Phys. Soc' xiii. 340
(Abs.); 'Nature,' lii. 216
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxx. 12.=i9-1200;
' Chem. News," Ixxii. 9 ;

• Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii.

344 (Abs!) ;
' Nature,"

lii. 192 (Abs.)
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J. N. Lockyer

C. J. Luudstrom

W. Ramsay, J. N.
Collie, and M.
Travel's.

C. Runge

C. Runge and F.

Taschen.

J. M. Eder and E.

Valenta.

F. Exner and E.

Haschek.

W. Huggins .

F. Pasclien .

W. Rams.ay .

C. Runge and F.

Pasclien.

H. Crew and O. H.
Rasquin.

Emission Spectra, 1895.

On the New Gas obtained from
Uraninite. Notes IV. V. (Read
June 13.)

Flame Spectra observed at Swedish
Bessemer Works. (Read June 20;
revised Oct. 18.)

Helium, a Constituent of Certain
Minerals. (Read June 20.)

Terrestrial Helium. (June) .

Ueber das Spectrum des Helium.
(Read June 20.)

Ueber die verschiedenen Spectren
des Quecksilbers. (Read July 5.)

Ueber die ultraviolotten Funken-
spectren der Elemente. I. Mit-
theilung. (Read July 11.)

Helium. (July) .

Ueber Gesetzmiissigkeiten in dem
Spectren fester Korper und iiber

eine neue Bestimmung der Son-
nentemperatur. (Read July 6.)

Argon
Iron.

and Helium
(July.)

in Meteoric

Ueber die Bestandtheile des
Cleveitgases. (Read July 11.)

Note on the Spectrum of Carbon.
(Aug.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Iviii. 191-
19.5; 'Nature,' lii. 214;
' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 4-5,

271-272,283; 'Beibliitter,'

xix. 825 (Abs.) ;
' Ber.'

xxix. (Ref.), 161 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' lix. 7G -

98 ;
' Beibliitter,' xx. 367

(Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixvii. G84-
701 ;

' Nature,' lii. 306-
308, 331-334.

' Nature,' lii. 128 ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxi. 283 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xix. 624-625
(Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

XXX. 639-643 ;
' Bel.

blatter,' xix. 884-885
(Abs.) ;

' Proc. Phys. Soc'
xiii. 345-346 (Abs.)

' Denkschr. Akad. Wien,'
Ixi. 401-430; 'Ann. Phys.
u. Chem.' [N.F.], Iv. 479--

502 ;
' J. Chem. Soc'

Ixx. II. 2-3 (Abs.);
' Ber.' xxviii. (Ref.), 270
(Abs.) ;

' Proc. Phys.
Soc' xiv. 47 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,'
civ. Abth. Il.a, 909-
962 ;

' Beiblatter,' xx.

693 (Abs.) ;
' Proc. Phys.

Soc' xiv. 238 (Abs.)

' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 27 ;

' Beibliitter,' xix. 730
(Abs.)

'Gott. Nachr.' 1895, Nc 3,

294-305.

' Nature,' lii. 224-225
;

' Beibliitter,' xix. 729
(Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

XXX. 759-763 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xix. 885-886
(Abs.) ;

' Phil. Mag.' [5],
xxxix. 207-303 ;

' Chem.
News,' Ixxii. 181-182
(Abs.) ;

' Proc Phys.
Soc' xiii. 393-394 (Abs.);
' Nature,' lii. 520-522
(Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' ii. 103-
105.
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H. Crew and 0. H.
Rasquin.

\Y. Crookes .

W. N. Hartley

H. Kayser

H. F. Eeid

W.Le Conte Stevens

E. "Wiedemann and
G. C. Schmidt.

li. J. Troost and
V. R. Ouvrard.

J. M. Eder and E.

Valenta.

J. N. Lockyer

F. Paschen .

Emissiox Spectra, 1895.

Note on the Mae:nesium Band at
= 5007. (AugO

The Spectrum of Ramsay's Com-
jjound of Argon and Carbon.

(Aug. 11.)

The Spectrum of Helium. (Aug.)

On the Thermo-Chemistry of the

Bessemer Process. (Read Aug. 7.)

The Blue Spectrum of Argon.
(Aug.)

Note on Helium and Argon. (Aug.)

Preliminary Note on the Radiation
of Incandescent Platinum. (Aug.)

Recent Progress in Optics. (Aug.)

Ueber Lichtemission organischer
Substanzen im gasformigen,
fliissigen und festen Zustand.
(Aug.)

Sur la combinaison du magnesium
avec I'argon et avec I'helium.

(Read Sept. 2.)

Ueber das rothe Spectrum des
Argons. (Read Oct. 24.)

The New Mineral Gases. (Oct.) ,

On the Existence of Law in the
Spectra of Solid Bodies and on a
New Determination of the Tempe-
rature of the Sun. (Oct.)

'Astrophys. J.' ii. 100-
102; ''Beibliitter,' x.x.

30 (Abs.)

' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 99

;

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixx. II.

2 (Abs.); 'Ber.' xxviii.

(Ref.), 840 (Abs.)

' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 87-
89 ;

' Nature,' hi. 428-
430 ;

' J. Chem. Soc'
Ixx. II. 1 (Abs.)

;

' Ber.' xxviii. (Ref.). 840
(Abs.);'Proc. Phys.Soc'
xiv. 161-162 (Abs.) :

' Zeitschr. anal. Chem.'
xi. 6-13.

' Journ. Iron and Steel
Inst.' xlviii. 95-121

;

' Nature,' Hi. 426-427
(Abs.)

' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 99-
100 ;

' J. Chem. Soc.'

Lxx. II. 2 (Abs.) ; 'Ber.'

xxviii. (Ref.), 840 (Abs.)

' Chem. News,' IxxiK 89
;

' Ber.' xxviii. (Ref.), 840
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
lxx. II. 19-20 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' ii. 160-
161 ;

' Beibliitter,' xx.

27-28 (Abs.)

'Amer. J. Sci.' 1. 277-
286, 377-386; 'Nature,'

liii. 233-238.

'Ann. Phj's. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ivi. 18-26 ;

' Na-
ture,' lii. 611 (Abs.) ;

' Proc Phys. Soc' xiii.

471-472 (Abs.) ;
' J.

Chem. Soc' lxx. II. 86-
87 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cx.xi. 394-395;
' J. Chem. Soc' lxx. II.

99 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,'
civ. 218-220 ;

' Monats.
f. Chem.' xvi. 893-895

;

'Ber.' xxix. (Ref.), 7-8
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,' xx.

126 (Abs.) ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxii. 289-290.

' Nature,' lii. 647-549.

' Astrophys. J.' ii. 202-
211 ;

' Nature," liii. 38
(Abs.)

J
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H. A. Rowland and
E. R. Tatnall.

H. Wilde

C. Bohn

.

H. Crew

J. M. Eder and E.
Valenta.

A. de Gramont

E. A. Hill .

A. Killas and W.
Ramsay.

J. N. Lockj'er

G. J. Stoney .

A. A. Miclielson

A. Schuster .

E. Wiedemann and
G. C. Schmidt.

Emission Spectra, 1895.

The Arc Spectra of the Elements.
III. Platinum and Osmium.
(Oct.)

Helium and its Place in the

Natural Classification of Elemen-
tary Substances. (Read Oct. 1.)

Ueber Flammen vind leuchtende
Gase. (Nov.)

Photographic i\Iaps of Metallic

Spectra. (Nov.)

Ueber die Spectren von Kupfer,
Silber und Gold. (Read Nov. 7)

Sur I'analyse spectrale directe des
composes solides, et plus speciale-

ment des mineraux. (Nov.)

Additional Notes on Argon and
Helium. (Nov.)

Examination of Gases from Certain
Mineral Waters. (Read Nov. 28.)

On the Gases obtained from the
Mineral Eliasite. (Read Nov. 21 .)

On the New Gas obtained from
Uraninite. Note VI. (Read Nov.
21.)

On Prof. Runge and Paschen's
Photographs of the Spectrum of

the Gas from Cleveite. (Read
before Phys. Soc. Nov. 22.)

On the Broadening of Spectral
Lines. (Nov.)

On the Evidence to be gathered
as to the Simple or Compoimd
Character of a Gas from the Con-
stitution of its Spectrum. (Nov.)

Spectralbeobachtuiigen an ver-

diinnten Dilmpfen von Metallen
und Verbindungen. (Read Nov.
12.)

' Astrophys. J.* ii. 181-
188 ;

' Beibliitter,' .\x.

3G5 (Abs.)

'Phil. Mag.' [5], .xl. 4GG-
471 ;

' J. Chein. Soc' l.xx.

II. 165-lGG (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. pliysikal.

Chem.' xviii. 219-239
;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 276
(Abs.) ;

' Proc. Phys.
Soc' xiv. 2-3 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' ii. 318-
320.

' Denkschr. Akad. Wien,'
Ixiii. 189-235 ;

' Bei-

bliitter,' XX. 366 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxi. 121-123;
'Bull. Soc Chim.' [3],

xiii.-xiv. 945-947 ;
' Ber.'

xxviii. (Ref.), 1048 (Abs.)

' Amer. J. Sci.' 1. 359-376.

'Proc Roy. Soc' lix. 68-
69 ;

' Nature,' liii. 191
;

' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 295.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' lix. 1-3
;

' Nature,' liii. 190-191
;

' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 283

;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 314
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' lix. 4-8
;

' Nature,' liii. 1G3-164
(Abs.) ;

' Chem. News,'
Ixxii. 271-272 ;

' Bei-

bliitter,' xx. 314 (Abs.)

' Nature,' liii. 94-95 (Abs.)
;

' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 266-
267 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' ii. 251-
263; 'Beibliitter,' xx.

532-533 (Abs.)

' Chem. News,' Isxii. 224.

' Sitzungsb. i^hys. nied.

Soc. Erlangen," xxvii.

127-144 ;
' Beibliitter;

XX. 693-694 (Abs.)

;

' Naturw. Rundschau,' si.

429-431 (Abs.)
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J. M. Eder and E.

Valenta.

S. Friedliinder

Ch. Moureu

K. Nasini and F.

Anderlini.

E, Demar^ay

J. M. Eder .

0. Postma

Emission Spectilv, 1895, 1896.

Ueber die verschicdene Spectren
des Argons. (Vorlilnfige Mittheil-

ung). "(Read Dec. 19.)

Ueber Argon. (Dec.)

Sur la presence de I'argon et de
rhelium dans une source d'azote

naturelle. (Read Dec. 2.)

Sopra alcuni fatti relativi all'

argon. (Read Dec. 1.)

Spectres electriques. (Texte 91 pp.,
Planches 20.)

Ueber nltravioletten Absorptions-
Tind Emissionsspectren ('Verb.

Ges.Naturf. u.Aerzte.'II. 1. Halfte

(1895), 78).

Einiges iiber Ansstrahlung und
Absorption. (Inaug.-Diss. Am-
sterdam, 1895, 91 pp.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,'
civ. Abt.II.a, 1171-1177;
• Monatsh. f. Chem.' xvii.

50-56 ;
' Ber.' xxix.(Ref.),

341 (Abs.) ;
' IJeibliitter,'

XX. 531-532 (Abs.) ;
' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixx. II. 405
(Abs.); 'Proc.Phys. Soc;
xiv. 23G-27 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem.' six. 657-667
;

• Beibliitter,' xx. 775
(Abs.) ;

' J. Chem. Soc'
Ixx. 11. 457 (Abs.); 'Chem..

News,' Ixxiv. 179-180
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxi. 819-820;
' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 310.

' Rend. R. Accad. d.Lincei,'

[5], iv. II. Sem. 269-290;
' Beibliitter,' xx. 315
(Abs.)

' Beiblatter,'

(title).

[58]

' Beiblatter,' xxii. 98 (Abs.)

W. Crookes

J. M. Eder

C. Range and F.

Paschen.

W. A. Tilden

J. N. Collie and
W. Ramsay.

W. J. Humphreys
and J. F. Mohler.

189G.

Das Spectrum des Heliums .

Bemerkung zu Herren C. Bohn's
Abhandlung ' Ueber Flammeu nnd
leuchtende Gase.' (Jan.)

On Crookes's Spectrum of Helium.
(Jan.)

An Attempt to Determine the Con-
dition in which Helium and the
Associated Gases exist in Mine-
rals. (Read Jan. 23.)

On the Behaviour of Argon and
Helium when submitted to the
Electric Discharge. (Read Feb.
13.)

EflFect of Pressure on the Wave-
lengths of Lines in the Arc Spec-
tra of Certain Elements. (Feb.)

'Zeitschr. f. anorg. Chem.'
>i. 6-13; 'Beibliitter,' XX.

275-276 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. physikai
Chem.' xix. 20-24 ; 'Bei-

bliitter,' XX. 276-277.
(Abs.)

'Nature,' liii. 245; 'Bei-

bliitter,' xxi. 633 (Abs.)

'Proc. Roy. Soc' lix. 218-
224.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' lix. 257-
270.

' Astrophys. J.' iii. 114-

118; 'Beibliitter,' xx.

533 (Abs.)
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IT. Kayser

J. Landauer .

C. W. Baldwin

F. Exner and E.

Haschek.

A. Gamgee

E. Haschek .

J. N. Lockyer

W. Eamsay .

AV. N. Hartley

H. A. Rowland and
R. R. Tatnall.

W. N. Hartley and
H. Eamage.

H. Kayser

J. F. Mohler and
L. E. Jewell.

J. M. Eder and E.
Valeuta.

A. de Gramont

Emission Spectra, 1896.

Die Fortschritte dcr Spectro-

scopie. (Feb.)

Die Spectral-Analyse. (Braun-
schweig, 17i pp.) (Feb.)

A Photographic Study of

Spectra. I. (March.)
Arc

Ueber die ultravioletten Funken-
spectra der Elemente, II. III. lY.

(Read March 19.)

On the Relations of Turacin and
Turacoporphyrin to the Colouring
Matter of the Blood. (Read
March 19.)

Ueber die ultravioletten Funken-
spectra der Elemente. (Read
March 19.)

On the New Gas obtained from
Uraninite. (Seventh Note.) Re-
marks on Messrs. Runge and
Paschen's Diffusion Experiment.
(Read March 19.)

Helium, a Gaseous Constituent of

Certain Minerals. Part II. Den-
sity. (Read March 19.)

The Determination of the Compo-
sition of a ' White Sou ' by a
Method of Spectrographic Analy-
sis. (Read April 23.)

The Arc Spectra of the Elements.
IV. Rhodium, Ruthenium, and
Palladium. (April.)

On the Occurrence of the Element
Gallium in the Clay Ironstone of

the Cleveland District of York-
shire. (Preliminary Notice.) (Read
May 7.)

Ueber die Spectren des Argons.
(Read May 7.)

On the Wave-lengths of some of

the Helium Lines in the Vacuum
Tube, and of D^j in the Sun.
(May.)

Spectralanalytische Untersuchun-
gen des Argons. (Read June 11.)

(' Denkscbr. Akad. Wien,' Ixiv.

39 pp.) (June.)

Spectres de dissociation des sels

fondus, metaux alkalins, sodium,
potassium, lithium. (Read June
15.)

' Chem. Zeitung,' xx. 195-

196; 'Chem. News,' Ivjciv.

307-309.

' Chem. News,' Ixxiii.

71 (Review).
ro-

' Phys. Review,' iii. 370-
3S0 ; ' Beibliltter,' xx,

774 (Abs.)

'Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,'
cv. Il.a, 389-436, 503-
574, 707-740.

' Proc. Roy. Sec." lix. 339-

342.

Wien. Anz.' xxxiii. 75-7(i

(Abs.)

Proc. Roy. Soc' lix, 342-

343 ;
' Beibliltter,' xx.

775-776 (Abs.)

• Proc. Roy. Soc' lis. 325-
330.

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixix. 842-
844 ;

' Chem. News,*^

Ixxiii. 229 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' iii. 2SG-
291.

' Proc. Roy. Soc'lx. 35-37,

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berl.'"

1896, 551-564; 'Astro-

phys. J.' iv. 1-17; 'Bei-

bliltter,' XX. 976 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' iii. 351—
355.

' Wien. Anz.' xxxiii. 161
(Abs.); 'Beibliitter,' xxi..

129 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxii. 1411-1413 ;.

' Beibliltter,' xx. 69S
(Abs.); 'Chem. News,*'

Ixxiv. 12 (Abs.)
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A. tie Gramont

W. X. Hartley

H. Kayser

H. Wilde

M. Bamberger

G. Masrnanini

W. Ramsay and J.

N. Collie.

J. R. Rydberg

^\^ Spring .

W. Wien

H. Crew

J. R. Rydberg

P. Barriere ,

Birkeland

O. J. Lodge and
B. Davies.

W. N. Hartley

W. Crookes . ,

Emission Spectra, 1896.

Sur le spectre du phosphore dans
les sels fondus et dans certains

produits m6tallurgiques. (Read
June 29.)

Sur les spectres des metallo'ides

dans les sels fondus. Soufre.

(Read June 8.)

Remarks on the Origin of some of

the Lines and Bands observed in

the Spectra from Swedish Besse-

mer Works. (Read June 20.)

The Spectra of Argon. (June)

On the Spectral and other Pro-
perties of Thallium in Relation to

the Genesis of the Elements.
(June.)

Ueber den Nachweis von Argon in

dem Gase einer Quelle in Perch-
toldsdorf bei Wien. (Read July 9.)

Intorno alia ipotesi della colora-

zione degli joni. (July.)

Sur I'homogeneite de I'argon et de
I'helium. (Read July 27.)

Die neue GrundstoflEe des Cleveit-

gases. (July.)

Sur la couleur et le spectre lumineux
de quelques corps organiques.
(July.)

Ueber die Energievertheilung im
Emissionsspectrum eines schwart-
zen Korpers. (July.)

Normal Spectrum of the Zinc Arc.
(Aug.)

The New Elemynts of ClfeveiteGas.

(Aug.)

Lucium, a New Element. (Sept.)

.

Sur un spectre des rayons catho-
diques. (Read Sept. 28).

Extension of the Visible Spectrum.
(Sept.)

Argon an<l Helium. (Oct.) .

The Alleged New Element, Lucium.
(Nov.)

' C. R.' cxxii. 1 534-1 53G ;

' Chem. News,' Ixxiv. 41
(Abs.); ' Nature,' liv. 239
(Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxii. 132G-132S
;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 693
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' lix. 98-
101 ;

' Beibliitter,' xx.
367 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' iv. 1-17.

' Chem. News," Ixxiii. 304-
305 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxi.

633 (Abs.)

' Monatsli. f. Chem.' xvii.

604-612.

'Gazz. chim. ital.' xxvi.

II. 92-96; 'Beibliitter,'

xxi. 30-31 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxiii. 214^216;
' Beibliitter,' xx. 823
(Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Iviii. 674-679

;

' Nature,' liv. 455-456
(Abs.)

'Bull. Acad. Belg.' [3],
xx.xii. 43-51 ;

' Beibliit-

ter,' xxi. 31 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Iviii. 662-669;
' Nature,' liv. 455 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' iv.135-137.

' Astrophys. J.' iv. 91-96
;

' Chem. News,' Ixxiv.

238-239.

'Chem. News,' Ixxiv. 159;
' Beibliitter,' xx. 930
(Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxiii. 492-495.

' Nature,' liv. 622.

* Chem. News,' Lxxiv. 209;
'Beibliitter,' xxi. 632-
633 (Abs.)

' Chem. News,' Ixxiv. 259-
260; 'Beibliitter,' xxi.

86 (Abs.)
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V. Exner and E.

Haschek.

W. J. Humphreys

.

O. J. Lodge and
B. Davies.

O. Schott

F. Schutzenberger
and Boudouard.

A. Swinton .

W. N. Hartley and
H. Ramage.

1!. Hasselberg

A. Langlet .

J. R. Rydberg

V. Schumann

M. Berthelot

F. Exner and E.
Haschek.

A. do Gramont

^V. N. Hartley and
H. Eamage.

H. Muraska and
M. Kasuya.

Emission Spectea, 1896, 1897.

Ueber die ultravioletten Funken-
spectra der Elemente. V. (Read
Nov. 19.)

A Further Study of the Effect of

Pressure on the Wave-lengths of

Lines in the Arc Spectra of Cer-

tain Elements. (Nov.)

Extension of the Visible Spectrum.

(Nov.)

Ueber electrische Capillarlicht.

(Nov.)

Sur les terres du groupe yttrique

contenues dans les sables mona-
zites. (Read Nov. 16.)

Extension of the Visible Spectrum.

(Nov.)

On the Occurrence of Gallium in the

Clay-iron-stone of the Cleveland

District of Yorkshire. Determina-
tion of Gallium in Blast-furnace

Iron from Middlesbrough. (Read
Dec. 17.)

Untersuchungen iiber die Spectra

der Metalle im electrischen Flam-
menbogen. III. Kobalt und
Nickel. (' Handl. K. Svensk. Vet.

Akad.' xxviii. No. 6, 44 pp.)

Priifung von Kolm auf Helium
(Oef vers. K. Yet.Acad. Stockholm,'

liii. 663-664).

Studien fiber das System der Spec-

tren ('Verhandl. Ges. Deutsch.

Naturf. u. Aerzte,' ii. I. Hiilfte, 53).

Von den brechbarsten Strahlen und
ihrer photographischen Aufnahme.
V.

1897.

Recherches sur I'helium. (Read
Jan. 18.)

Ueber die ultravioletten Fanken-
spectra der Elemente. VI. VII.

VIII. IX. (Read Jan. 21, July 8.)

Spectres des metalloides dans les

sels fondus: silicium. (Read Jan.

25.)

On the Dissemination of some of

the Rarer Elements, and the Mode
of their Association in Common
Oresand Minerals. (Read Jan. 21.)

Das Johanniskiiferlicht und die

Wirkung der Diimpfe von festen

und fliissigen Korpern auf photo-

graphische Flatten. (Jan.)

'Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,'
cv.II.a, 989-1013; 'Wien.
Anzeiger,' 1S97, 7.

'Astrophys. J.' iv. 249-
262 ;

' BeiblUtter,' sxi.

336-337 (Abs.)

' Nature,' Iv. 33.

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], "lix. 768-772

;

'Nature,' Iv. 214 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxiii. 782-788;
' Nature,' Iv. 95 (Abs.)

' Nature," Iv. 32-33.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ix. 393-
407,

' Beiblatter," xx. 692-693
(Abs.) ;

' Astrojahys. J.'

iv. 212-233, 288-304,

343-366, V. 38-49

;

' Nature,' Iv. Ill (Abs.)

' Beibliitter,' xxi. 674
(Abs.)

' Beibliitter,'

title.

[31],

' Jahrb. f. Photogr.' x. 42-

45 ; ' Beibliitter,' xx.

975-976 (Abs.)

'C. E.' c.xxiv. 113-119;
' Nature,' Iv. 311 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,'

cvi. Il.a, 36-53, 54-68,

337-356, 494-520.

'C. R.' cxxiv. 192-194;
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxii.

238 (Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxi. 533-

547 ;
' Chem. News,'

Ixxis. 129-130 (Abs.)

Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixiv. 186-192;
' Chem. Centr.' 1898. I.

697-698 (Abs.)
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J. Trowbridge and
T. W. Richards.

J. S. Ames and
W. J. Humphreys.

A. de Gramont

W. N. Hartley and
H. Ramage.

0. Lohse

W. Ramsay and
M. W. Travers.

W. A. Tilden .

M. W. Travers

J. Trowbridge and
T. W. Richards.

W. N. Hartley

G. Urbain and E.

Budischovsky.

H. Kayser

H, Becquerel

.

W. N; Hartley and
H. Ramage.

G. Le Bon

Emission Spectra, 1897.

The Spectra of Argon. (Jan.)

On the Spectra of Heavyand Light
Helium. (Feb.)

Spectres de dissociation des sels

fondus ; metalloi'des, chlore,

brome, iode. (Feb.)

On the Spectrographia Analysis of

some Commercial Samples of

Metals, of Chemical Preparations,

and of Minerals from the Stassfurt

Potash Beds, (Read Feb. 18.)

Untersuchungen des violetten

Theiles einiger linienreichen

Metallspectra. (Read Feb. 18.)

The Gaseous Constituents of Cer-
tain Mineral Substances and Na-
tural Waters. (Read Feb. 4.)

On the Gases Enclosed in Crystal-

line Rocks and Minerals. (Read
Feb. 4.)

Some Experiments on Helium.
(Read i'eb. 4.)

The Multiple Spectra of Gases.

(Feb.)

Experiments on the Flame Spec-
trum of Carbon Monoxide. (Read
March 18.)

Recherches sur les sables mona-
zites. (Read March 22.)

On the Spectrum of Hydrogen.
(April.)

Explication de quelques experi-

ences de M. G. Le Bon. (Read
May 10.)

A Spectrograpliic Analysis of Iron

Meteorites, Siderolites, and Me-
teoric Stones. (Read May 19.)

(' Proc. Roy. Soc. Dublin ' [N.S.],

viii. Part C.)

Sur les proprietes de certaines

radiations du spectre. (Read
May 24.)

'Amer. J. Sci.' [4], iii. 15-
20; 'Phil. Mag. [5],
xliii. 77-83 ;

' Nature,'
Iv. 305 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' v. 97-98
;

' Beibliitter,' xxi. 514
(Abs.)

'Ann. Chim. et Phys.'

[7], X. 214-2.34.

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxi. 547-
550 ;

' Chem. News,'
Ixxv. 151 (Abs.);
'Chem. Centr.' 1897, I.

665 (Abs.)

'Sitzungsb. Akad. Berl.'

1897, 179-197.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Is. 442-
448; 'Beibliitter,' xxi.

300 (Abs.)
*

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ix. 453-
457 ;

' Nature,' Iv. 381-
382 (Abs.) ; 'Chem.
News,' Ixxv. 169-170.

' Proc Roy. Soc' Ix.

449-453 ; 'Beibliitter,'

xxi. 300 (Abs.)

' Amer. J. Sci.' [4], iii.

117-120: 'Nature,' Iv.

406 (Abs.) ;
' Phil. Mag.'

[5], xliii. 135-139.

'Proc Roy. Soc.'lxi. 217-
219 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxi.

735 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxiv. 618-621

;

' Chem. News,' Ixxv. 181-
182.

' Astrophys. J.' v. 243

;

' Beibliitter,' xxi. 734
(Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxiv. 984-988
;

' Chem. News,' Ixxv. 280-
281.

' Nature,' Ivii. 546 (Abs.)
;

'Chem. News,' Ixxvii.

121-122.

'C. R.' cxxiv 1148-1151.
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J. S. Ames and
\V. J. Humphreys.

W. Arnold

W. Huggins and
Mrs. Huggins.

W. J. Humphreys

P. E. Lecoq
Boisbaudran.

J. N. Lockyer

de

G. E. Mendenhall
and F. A. Saun-
ders.

A. de Gramont

W. N. Hartley

Emission Spectra, 1897.

Note on the Effect of Pressure
upon the Series in the Spectrum
of an Element. (June.)

Ueber Luminescenz. (June)

On the Kelative Behaviour of the
H and K Lines of the Spectrum of
Calcium. (Read June 17).

Changes produced by Pressure in

the Wave Frequencies of the Lines
of Emission Spectra of Elements.
(June.)

Examen de quelques spectres.

(Read June 8.)

Examen de quelques spectres.

(Read June 21.)

On the Unknown Lines observed in

the Spectra of Certain Minerals.
(Read June 4.)

Further Observations of Enhanced
Lines. (Read June 17.)

Preliminary Note on the Energy
Spectrum of a Black Body.
(June.)

Observations sur les spectres des
composes. (Read July 23.)

Spectres de dissociation des sels

fondus. Metaux alcalins, sodium,
lithium, potassium. (Read July
23.)

Sur le spectre du carbone. (Read
July 19.)

Sur le spectre des lignes du car-

bone dans les sels fondus. (Read
July 26.)

On the Spectrum of Cyanogen as
produced and modified by Spark
Discharges. (Reed. July 13.)

' Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ' xvi. 41-42 ; 'Phil.
Mag.' [.5], xliv. 119-122;
' Chem. News,' Ixxvi. 21-
22 ;

' Beiblatter,' xxi.

974-975 (Abs.); 'Chem.
Centr.' 1897, II. 324
(Abs.)

'Ann. Phye. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixi. 313-329.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixi. 433-
441; 'Beiblatter,' xxi.

735-736 (Abs.) ;
' Na-

ture,' Ivi. 262 (Abs.)

' Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ' xvi. 43-44; 'Bei-
blatter,' xxii. 219-221
(Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxiv. 1288-1290.

'C. R.' cxxiv. 1419-1421.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ix. 133-
140; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxii. II. 293 (Abs.)

;

'Nature,' liv. 261-263
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixi. 441-
444 ; Beiblatter,' xxi.

975 (Abs.)

' Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ' xvi. 47 ;

' Phil.

Mag.' [5], xliv. 136.

'BuU. SocChim.'[3],xvii.
774-778 ;

' Chem. Centr.'

1897, II. 787-788 (Abs.)

' Bull. Soc. Chim.' [3], xvii.

778-782; 'Chem. Centr.'

1897, II. 785 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxv. 172-175;
'J. Chem. Soc' Ixxii. II.

533-534 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxv. 238-240;
'J. Chem. Soc' Ixxii

II. 533-534 (Abs.)

;

' Beiblatter,' xxi. 973-
974 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ix. 216-
221 ;

' J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxii. II. 293-299 (Abs.)

;

' Beiblatter,' xxi. 734-
735 (Abs.)
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C. Runge and
Pasclien.

F.

P. Zeeman ,

W. J. Humphreys

A. C. Jones .

C. Eunge and F.

Paschen.

G. A. Hemsalech .

W. J. Humphreys

J. E. Eydber^

H. Wilde

A. de Gramont

•

i;. Nasini, F. Andcr-
lini, and R. !5al-

vadcri.

Emission Spectra, 1897.

ITeber die Serienspectra der Ele-

mente Sauerstoff, Schwefel und
Selen. (July.-)

Doublets and Triplets in the Spec-

trum produced by External Mag-
netic Forces. (July.)

Changes in the Wave Frequencies
of the Lines of Emission Spectra
of Elements. (Aug.)

Ueber einige Emissionsspectra des

Cadmiums, Zinks und der Haloid-

verbindungen des Quecksilbers

und einiger anderen Metalle.

(Aug.)

On the Spectra of Oxygen, Sul-

phur, and Selenium. (Aug.)

On some New Lines in the Spark
Spectrum of Aluminium. (Sept.)

Changes in the Wave Frequencies
of the Lines of Emission Spectra

of Elements ; their dependence
upon the elements themselves
and upon the physical conditions

under which they are produced.
(Oct.)

The New Series in the Spectrum
of Hydrogen. (Oct.)

On Triplets with Constant Differ-

ences in the Line Spectrum of

Copper. (Oct.)

Sur quelques nouvelles lignes spec-

trales de I'oxygene et du thallium.

(Read Nov. 8.)

Spectres de dissociation des sels

fundus; soufre. (Read Dec. 27.)

Spectres de dissociation des sels

fondus
;
phosphore. (Read Dec.

27.)

Spectres de dissociation des com-
poses phospljorcux solides. (Read
Dec. 27.)

Gas delle terme di Abano dei sof-

fioni boraciferi dclla Toscana, e

gas combustibili dell' Apparino
Bolognese. (Read Dec 17.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chcni.'

[N.F.], Ixi. (Ml-GSG

;

'Chem. Centr.' 189S, L
298-299 (Abs.); 'Na-
ture,' Ivi. ?,SS (Abs.);
' Science Abstr.' i. 10
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc*
Ixxii. II. 533 (Abs.)

•Phil. Mae.' [5]. xhv. .55-

60.

' Brit. Assoc. Report,'

1897, 55G-557.

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixii. 30-53; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxii. II.

534 (Abs.) ; ' Science
Abstr.' i. 10 (Abs.)

' Brit. Assoc. Report,'

1897, 555 (Abs.)

'Phil. Mag.' [5].xliv.289-

291 ;
' J. Chem. Soc'

Ixxii. II. 531 (Abs.);
' BeibKitter,' xsi. 975
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' vi.lG9_232.

' Astrophys J.' \L 233-238.

'Astrophys. J.' vi. 239-
243; 'BeibKitter,' xxii.

153-154 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxv. 705-709
' Beibliltter,' xxii. 21

(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc
l.xxix. II. 105 (Abs.)

' Bull. Soc. Chini.' [3], xix.

54-57 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1898, I. 550 (Abs.)

'Bull. Soc. Chim." [3], xix.

57-58 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1898, 1. 549-550 (Abs.)

' Bull. Soc. Chim.' [3], xix.

58-59; 'Chem. News,'
Ixvii. 88-90.

' Gazz. cliim. ital." xxviii.

1.81-153; • Chem. Centr.'

1898,1. 917 (Abs.)

i
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Emission Spectra, 1897—Absorption Spectra, 1886, 1888, 1889.

Z. P. Bouman

F. Exner and E.

Hascbek.

A. L. Foley , .

B. Hassclberg ,

H. Ka.Tser «

H. Konen , ,

G. B. Rizzo . , .

Widmark ,

,

,

E. Wiedemann .

Emission und Absorption von Quarz
imd Glas bei verschiedenen Tem-
peraturen. (Inaug. Dissert. Am-
sterdam, 1897, ,ai pp.)

Ueber die ultravioletten Funken-
spectra der Elemente. X. (' Wien.
Anz.' 1897, 25i.)

Arc Spectra (' Plivs. Review,' v.

129-152).

Untersuchungen iiber die Spectra
der Metalle im electrischen Flam-
menbogen. IV. Das Spectrum
des Mangans. (' Handl. Svensk.
Vet. Akad.' xxx. No. 8, 20 pp.)

Ueber die Bogenspectra der Ele-

mente der Platingruppe ('Ab-
handl. Akad. Berlin,' 1897).

Ueber die Spectren des lod. (Inaug.
Dissert. Bonn, 72 pp.)

Argon (' Atti Accad. Torino,' xxxii.

50 pp.)

Im grilnzen for det synliga spek-
trum ('Oefvers. K. Vet. Akad.
Stockholm,' liv. 287-309).

Ueber Spectralerscheinungen
('Verhandl. Ges. Deutsch. Naturf.
u. Aerzte,' II. 1. Hiilfte, tiO).

' Zittingsverl. Akad. Am-
sterdam,' 1896-7, 438-
442; 'Beiblatter,' xxi.

589 (Abs.)

' Beiblatter,' xxii. [17]
(title).

' Beiblatter, ' xxii. 152
(Abs.)

' Beiblatter,' xxii. [.j7]

(title).

' Beiblatter,' xxii. [44]
(title).

' Beibliitter,' xxii. [11]
(title).

'Beibliitter,' xxi. [115]
(title).

'Beibliitter,' xxi. [Ill]
(title).

' Beibliitter,' xxi. [85]
(title).

III.

ABSORPTION SPECTRA.

A. Jlaschek

1886.

Ueber cine spectroscopische Me-
tliode zum Nachwcis des Blut-
farbenstoffes ('Pharm. Central-
halle,' xxvii. 317-320, 32G-330,
340-343).

'Ber.' xix.

(Abs.)
(Ref.), 584

C. H. Woia

I838.

Ueber den spectroscopischen Nacli-
weis minimaler Blutmengen im
Harn, sowie iti anderen Fliissig-

keiten (' Pharm. Centralhalle,' viii.

637-639).

' Ber.' xxi.

(Abs.)
(Kef.). 315

A. Hasterlik

188).

Kritische Studien viber die bisheri-

gen Methoden zum Nacliweis
fremder Farbstoffe im Weine.
(Inaug. Dissert. Erlangen, 1889.)

' Beibliitter,'

(title).

XIV. 2S1
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B. Hasselberg

N. A. Monteverde

.

Absorptiox Spectea, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893.

Untersucliungen viber das Absorp- ' Handl. K
tionspectrum des Broms. (Read
Oct. 8.)

Sur la clilorophylle....
Svensk. "Vet.

Akad.' xxiv. No. 3, 53 pp.

'Ann. Agronom.' xviii.

268-270 ;
' J. Chem. Soc'

Ixii. 1155-1156 (Abs.)

r. DittricU

1891.

Uebcr methamoglobinbildende
Gifte. (Oct.)

' Arch. f. exper. Pathol, n.

PharmakoL' xxix. 247-
281 ;

' Ber.' xxv. (Ref.),

913 (Abs^.)

H. Bertin-Sans and
J. Moitessier.

A. H. Church

.

K. Olszewski and
A. Witkowski.

A. Brun . •

S. Forsling ,

A. Gortz .

H. Giaebe .

1892.

Sur la formation de rox3ii6inoglo-

bine au moyen de I'hematine et

d'une matiere albuminoide. (Read
April 11.)

Researches on Turacin, an animal
pigment containing copper. (Read
April 28.)

Proprietes optiques de I'oxj'-gene

liquide. (May.)

Note sur le spectre d'absorption

des grenats almandines. (Read
July 7.)

Om Absorptionspectra hos Didym
och Samarium i det ultravioletta

spektret. (Read Nov. 9.)

Ueber spectrometrische Affinitiits-

bestimmungen. (Diss. Tiibingcn,

1892, 574 pp.)

Unterschungen des Blutfarbstoffes

auf sein Absorptionsvermogen fiir

violette und ultrariolette Strahlen.

(Inaug. Dissert. Dorpat, 1892.)

' C. R.' cxiv. '923-920
;

' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixii. 1017
(Abs.)

' Phil. Trans.' clxxxiii. A.
511-530.

' Bull, intemat. de I'Acad.

Sci. de Cracovie; 1892,

340-343 ;

' Naturw. Rund-
schau,' viii. 75 (Abs.)

;

' Chem. Centralbl.' 1893,
I. 595 (Abs.); 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixiv. II. 353 (Abs.)

'Arch, de Geneve' [3],

xxviii. 410-412; 'Zeit-

schr. f. Krj'st. u. Min.'

xxiv. 621 (Abs.); ' Bei-

bliitter,' xx. 31-32 (Abs.)

'Bihang till K. Svensk.

Vet. Akad. Handl.' xviii.

I. No. 10, 32 pp. ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xviii. 562 (Abs.)

' Beibliitter,' x^

(title).

[16]

' Zeitschr. f. anal. Chem.'
xxxiii. 771-772; 'Chem.
News,'lxxii. 9-11 ; 'Bei-

bliitter,' XX. 127 (Abs.)

W. Ackroyd .

G, Magnanini

1893.

On the Origin of Colour. Iodine

and Iodine Solutions. (Read
Feb. 10.)

Intornoallaipotesidellacolorazione

degli joni. (Read April 9.)

'Chem. News,' Ixvii. 27,

64-65, 111-112.

' Rend. R. Acad. d. Lincei

'

[5], ii. I. sem. 369-376;
' Zeitschr. f . physikal.

Chem.'xii.56-62; 'J. Chem.
Soc' Mv. II. 510 (Abs.)
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Absorption Spectra, 1893, 1894.

G. Magnanini and
T. Bentivoglio.

V. Schumann.

G. Kriiss and E.

Thiele.

Intorno alio spettro di assorbi-

mento delle soluzioni di alcnni

cromo-ossalati della serie bleu.

(Read July 2.)

Das Absorptionsspectrum des

Bromsilbers bei steigender Tem-
peratur.

Ueber die Losungzustand des lod,

und die wahrscheinliche Ursache

der Farbenunterschiede seiner

Losungen. (Jan).

' Rend. R. Accad. d.

Lincei' [5], ii. II. sem.

17-23 ; 'Gazz. chini. ital.'

xxiii. II. 444-451; ' Ber.'

xxvi. (Bef.), 926-927
(Abs.) ; ' Beiblatter,' xvii.

926 (Abs.) ;
' J. Chem.

Soc' Ixvi. II. 129 (Abs.)
;

'Chem. News,' Ixix. 107
(Abs.)

'Jahrb. f. Photogr.' vii.

(1893), 160-16.5; ' Bei-

blatter,' 3711. 1C60-1001
(Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. anorg. Chem.'
vii. 52-81; 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixvi. II. 445-416
(Abg.)

G. B. Eizzo

G. Hiifner ,

E. Schunck and L.

Maichlewski.

A. E. Garrod .

J. M. Eder and E.

Valenta.

J. Janssen

P. Sabatier

1898.

1894.

Sulle propriety delle linee e delle

bande negli spettrid'assorbimento.

(Jan.)

Neue "Versuche zur Bestimmung
der Sauerstoffcapacitat Blutfarb-

stofEs. (Feb.)

Zur Chemie der Chlorophyll.

(March.)

A Contribution to the Study of the

Yellow Colouring Matter of the

Urine. (Received Feb. 5. Read
April 26.)

Absorptionsspectren von farblosen

und gefarbten Glasern, mit be-

sonderen Beriicksichtigung des

Ultraviolett. (Read May 4.)

Sur les spectres de I'oxygene aux

hautes temperatures. (Read

May 7.)

Spectres d'absorption du bromure
cuivrique. (Read May 7.)

' II Nuovo Cimento,' sxxv.

132-136; 'Beibliltter,'

xviii. 836-837 (Abs.)

' Arch, f . Anat. u. Physiol.

1894, Physiol. Abth.

130-176.

'Am. Chem. u. Pharm.'
cclxxviii. 329-345; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixvi. 1. 341-
342 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Iv. 394-

407.

'Denkschr. Akad. Wien,'

1894, 285-295 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xix. 61-64 (Abs.)

•C. R.' cxviii. 1007-1009;

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixvi. II.

337 (Abs.) ;
' Ber.' xxvii.

(Ref.), 278-279 (Abs.);

'Beibliltter,' xviii. 837-
838 (Abs.)

• C. E.' cxviii. 1042-1045 ;

' Ber.' xxvii. (Ref.), 489-

490 (Abs.) ;
' Beibliltter,'

xviii. 838 (Abs.); 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixvi. IT. S04

(Abs.); 'Chem. News,'
Ixix. 257-258 (Abs.)

;

' Nature,' 1. 72 (Abs.)

II II
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Absorption Spectea, 1894, 1895.

P. Sabatier

H. Becquereland C.

Brongniart.

T. Ewan

MeckeandWimmer

A. E. Garrod .

C. Haacke , .

N. A. Monteverde .

E. Schone

Spectres dabsorption des solutions

brombydriqnes de bromure cuiv-

rique. (Read May 21.)

La matic'ie vcrte cbez les Phyllies,

orthopti't-es de la famille des
Phasmides. (Read June 11.)

OntheAbsoriDtion Spectra of Dilute
Solutions. (Eeul June 21.)

Nachweise von Blutflecken. (Nov.)

Haimatoporphyrinin Normal Urine.

Spectrophotometrische Untersuch-
ungen iiber die Einwirkung von
Salzsilure auf einige Substitutions-
producte des Fuclisins. (Diss.
Tubingen, 1894, 49 pp.)

De la protocblorophylle (' Bot.
Centralblatt; lix. 284).

Absorption Spectrum of Ozone
(Russ. Nat. and Phj-s. Congress,
Moscow, 1894, No. 10.)

'C. R.'cxviii. 1144-114G;
' Chem. News,' Ixix. 275
(Abs.);'Ber.'xsvii.(Ref.),

490 (Abs.); 'Beibliitter,'

xviii. 1048 (Abs.); 'J.
Chem. Soc' Ixvi. II. 373
(Abs.)

'C. R.'cxviii. 1299-1303;
'Chem. News,' Ixix. 312
(Abs.);'Ber.'xxvii.(Ref.),

517 (Abs.)

'Proc. Roy. Soc' li. 117-
IGl.

' Zeitschr. f . anal. Chem.'
xxxiv. 129-131; 'Chem.
News,' Ixxi. 238.

' J. Physiol.' xvii. .349-352

;

' J. Chem! Soc' Ixviii. II.

55 (Abs.)

' Beibliitter,' xs. 64 (title).

'Ann. Agronom.' xxi. 90
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc.'

Ixviii. I. 429-430 (Abs.)

'Chem. News,' Ixix. 289
(Abs.)

E. Thiele

A. titaTC

E. Schunck

A. :fitard

Spectrophotometrische Untersuch-
nngen der verschiedenfarbigen
lodlosungen. (Jan.)

Pluralitc des chlorophylles. Deux-
ieme chlorophylle isolee dans la
luzerne. (Read Feb. 11.)

Contributions to the Chemistry of
Chlorophyll. (Read Feb. 14.)

Sur I'origine molcculaire des bandes
d'absorption des sels de cobalt et
de chrome. (Read May 13.)

' Zeitschr. f. physikal.
Chem.' xvi. 147-155;
' Beibliitter,' xix. 426-427
(Abs.) ; 'Proc Phys. Soc'
xiii. 113-114 (Abs.);
' Ber.' xxviii. (Ref.). 720
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc.'

Ixviii. II. 193-194 (Abs.)

' C. R.' CSX. 328-331 ;
' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixviii. I. 389
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ivii. 314-
322.

'C. R.' cxx. 1057-1060;
' Ber.' xxviii. (Ref.), 592
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,' xix.

568 (Abs.) :
' Proc. Phys.

Soc' xiii. 310-311 (Abs.)
;

' Chem. News,' Ixxi. 269
(Abs.) :

' Nature,' lii. 9(5

;

(Ab.s.) ; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixx. II. 133 (Abs.)
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E. Merritt

T. Ewan

J. Janssen .

E. Asclikinass

G. D. Liveing and
J. Dewar.

J. Pauer

F. Hamburger .

G. Magnanini

G. H. Bailey .

G. Kriiss and H.
Kriiss.

Absorption Spectra, 1895.

On the Absorption of Certain

Crystals in the Infra-red, as de-

pendent on the Plane of Polarisa-

tion. (May.)

On the Absorption Spectra of Di-

lute Solutions. (Read June 21.)

Note snr la loi d'absorption des

bandes du spectre de I'oxygene.

(Read June 1 7.)

Ueber das Absorptionspectrnra

des fliissigen Wassers und iiber

die Durchliissigkeit des Augen-
medium fiir rothe und ultrarothe

Strahlen. (July.)

Sur le spectre d'absorption dc I'air

liquide. (Read July 15.)

Ueber die Absorptionsspectra

einiger Verbindungen im damp-
formigen und fliissigen Zustand.

(Read July 7.)

Ueber Farbenwechsel verdihmter

Losungen von chromoxalsaurem
Kali. (Aug.)

Intornoallo spettro di absorbitnento

dialcuni cromosolfocianati. (Read
Aug. 11.)

The Spectrum of the Haloid Salts

of Didymium. (Sept.)

Eine neue Methode dor quantita-

tiven Specfralanalyse. (Sept.)

'Phvs. Review,' ii. 424-441 ;

^ Reibliitter,' xix. C94-G95
(Abs.); ' Proc. Phys. Soc'
siii. 310 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ivi. 286-
287, Ivii. 117-lGl; 'Ber.'

xxviii. (Ref.),411(Abs.);
' Beiblatter,' xviii. 998-
999, xix. 888 (Abs.) ;

' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixviii. II.

433-434 (Abs.); 'Nature;
1. 491 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxx. 130G-1310;
' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii. 34 1-

342 (Abs!) ;
' Nature,' Hi.

303-304 (Abs.) ;
' Bei-

biattcr,' XX. 534 (Abs.)

'Ann.rhys.u.Chem.'[N.F.],

Iv. 401-422; Nature," lii.

382 (Abs.) ;
' Proc Phys.

Soc' xiii. 43G (Abs.)

'C.R.'cxsi. 1G1-1G4; ' Bei-

bliitter,' XX. 31 (Abs.);

'Proc. Phys. Soc'xiii. 403
(Abs.) ;

' Chem. News,'
Ixxii. 65 (Abs.) :

• Natixre,'

lii.312(Abs.);'Ber.'xxix.

(Ref.), 63 (Abs.)

'Sitzungsb. ph3-s. med. Soc.

Erlangen,'xxvii. 120-126;
•Beibllitter,'xx.C96(Abs.);

'Chem.Centr.l89G,'I.n22
(Abs.) ;

' J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxii. II. 393 (Abs.)

'Ann.Phvs.u.Chem.'[N.F.],

Ivi. 173-174; 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixx. II. 8G (Abs.)

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxv. II.

373-379 ;
' Beibliitter,'

XX. 695-Gl)G (Abs.) ;
' Ber.'

xxix. (Ref.), 2G9 (Abs.)
;

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixx. II.

345 (Abs.)

'Brit. Assoc Rep.' 1895,

773 ;
' Beibliitter,' xx. 31

(Abs.)

' Zeitschr.f. anorg. Chem.'
X. 31-43; 'Beibliitter.'

XX. 2G (Abs.) ;
' Proc

Phys. Soc' xiv. 14 (Abs.)
;

'J." Chem. Soc' Ixx. 11.

215 (Ab.«.); 'Ber.' xxix.

(Ref.), 147-148 (Abs)

H H 2
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Absorptiox Spectra, 1895, 1896.

G. D. Liveing and
J. Dewar.

K. Mohlaia and K.
Uhlmann.

B. Paulowski

.

E. Schunck and L.

Marchlewski.

Lecoq de Eoisbau-
dran.

G. Kriiss •

A. E. Garrod .

J. Georgenburger

H, C. Poinsen

0. Postma «

P. H. Bayrac and
C. Camichel.

L. Marchlewski

E. Schunck and L.

Marchlewski.

On the Refraction and Dispersion

of Liquid Ox3'gen, and the Absorp-
tion Spectrum of Liquid Air. (Sept.)

Zur Kenntniss dcr Chinazin- und
Osazinfarbstoffe. (Oct.)

Ueber Allofluorescein. (Read Oct.

14.)

Zur Chemie des Chlorophylls.

(Oct.)

Sur un (jiument, probablement nou-
veau, cxistant dans les terbines.

(Read Nov. 18.)

Beziehungen zwischen Zusammen-
setzung und Absorptionsspectrum
organischen Verbindungen. Nacb-
trag. ( Dec.)

A Contribution to the Study of

Uroerythrin.

Hremoglobin and its Derivatives

('Pharm. Zeitschr. Russ.' sxxiv.

102-104).

Ang-Khak,Chines Pilzfarbstoff zum
Filrbeu der Esswaaren.

Einiges fiber Ausstrahlung und
Absorption. (fnaug.-Diss. Am-
sterdam, 1895, 94 pp.)

1896.

Sur I'absorption de la lumiere par
des dissohUions d'indophenole.
(Read Jan. 27.)

Die Chemie des Cliloropbylls.

(Hamburg, 82 pp.) (Jan.)

Contributions to the Chemistry of

Chlorophyll ; Phylloporphyrin and
Ha;matnporphyrin : a comparison.
(Read Jan. yO.)

' Phil. Mag.' [5], xl. 268-
272; 'J. Cham. Soc'
Ixviii. IL 471 (Abs.);
' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 154

;

' Ber.' xxix. (Ref.), 110
(Abs.)

'Ann. Chem. u. Pharm.'
cclxxxix. 128-1.30; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixx. I. 166-
169 (Abs.)

' Ber.' xxviii. 2360-23G2.

' Ann. Chem. u. Pharm.'
cclxxxix. 81-107 ;

' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixviii. I. 296-
297 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxi. 709 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' XX. 276 (Abs.)
;

' Nature,' liii. 96 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem.' xviii. 559-562
;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 197
(Abs.); 'J. Chem.' Soc'
Isx. II. 285 (Abs.)

'J. Physiol.' xvii. 439-
450; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixviii. I. 315-316 (Abs.)

'Chem. Gentr.' 1895, I.

701-702; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixx. II. 485 (Abs.)

' Chemiker Zeitung,' xix.

II. 1311 ; 'Chem. News,'
Ixxii. 105.

' Beibliitter,' sxii. 98 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxii. 193-195;
'Ber.' xxix. (Ref.), 166
(Abs.) ;

' J. Chem. Soc'
]xx. IL 34.5-346 (Abs.) ;

' Chem. News,' Ixxiii. 95
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' liii.

335 (Abs.) ;
' Beibliitter,'

xxi. 740 (Abs.)

'Chem. News,' Ixxii'. 23

(Review).

' I'.'oc. Roy. Soc' lix. 233-
239.
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A. Gamgce

A. Tscliircli .

A. Gamgee .

W. Spring .

B. Tollens ,

E. Schunck and L.

Marclilowski.

A. Tschirch .

B. Donath .

v. AgafonoS

.

A. £tard

<G.. Eberliard .

J. M. Eder ,

A. von Hiibl .

A. Lumieie and L.
Lumieie.

E. Schnnck and L.
MarchlewskL

Absorption Spectra, 1896.

On the Absorption of the Extreme
Violet and Ultra-violet Ea3's of

the Solar Spectrum by Hajmo-
globin, its Compounds, and Certain
of its Derivatives. (Read Feb. 13.)

Der Quarzspectrograph nnd einigo

damit vorgenommene Untersuch-
ungen von Pflanzenfarbstoil'e.

(Read Feb. 28.)

On the Relation of Turacin and
Turacoporphyrin to the Colouring
Matter of the Blood. (Read
Mar. 19.)

Sur la couleur des alcools cora-

paree a, la couleur de I'eau. (Read
March 7.)

Ueber den Nachweis der Pentosen
mitt els der Phloroglucinsalzsiiure-

absatzmethode. (Read April 18.)

Zar Chemie des Chlorophylls.
(Read May 11.)

Zur Chemie des Chlorophylls.
(Read Jane 22.)

Bolometrische Untersnchungcn
iiber Absorptionsspectra tiuores-

cirender Substanzen und iltheris-

cher Oele. (July.)

Sur I'absorption du spectre ultra-

violet par les corps cristallises.

(Read Sept. 28.)

Les spectres des chlorophylles.
(Read Nov. IG.)

Die Schirmwirkung der Farben-
secsibilisatoren. (' Photogvaph-
ische Rundschau,' x. 42-46, 76-

80).

Die Wirkung von Farbensensibili-
satoren bei orthochromatischen
Flatten.

Die Schirmwirkung der Farben-
sensibilisatoren.

Ueber der Orthochromatismus

Zur Chemie des Chlorophylls.
(IV. Abhandlung.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' lis. 276-
279 ;

' Arch, de Geneve '

[,S],xxxiv. 58.3-588; 'Bei-

bliitter,' xx. 050, C96-697
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' liii.

478-479 (Abs.)

' Ber. deutsch. bot. Ge-
sellsch.' xiv. 76-94 ; 'Na-
turw. Rundschau,' xi.

240-241 (Abs.); ' Bei-
bliitter,' XX. 535-536
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' lix. 339-
342 ;

' Nature,' liii. 574-
575.

'Bull. Acad. Belg.' [31,

xxxi. 246-256 ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xx. 535 (Abs.)

' Ber.' xxix. 1202-1209.

' Ber.' xxix. 1347-1352.

' Ber.' xxix. 1766-1770.

'Ann. Phj-s. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Iviii. 609-661;
'Nature,' liv. 455 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxiii. 490-492;
' Chem. News,' Ixxiv.

201-205; 'Arch, de Ge-
neve [4], ii. 249-264;
' Beiblatter,' xxi. 227-
228 (Abs.)

<C. R.' cxxiii 824-828;
' Beibljitter,' xxi. 32
(Abs.)

' Beibliitter,' xx. 982
(Abs.)

' Jahrb. f. Photog.' x. 166-

167 ; ' Beibliitter,' xx.

981-982 (Abs.)

' Jahrb. f . Photog.' x. 289-
293 ; ' Beibliitter,' xx.

982 (Abs.)

' Jahrb. f. Photog.' x. 146-
151; 'Beibliitter,' xx.

983 (Abs.)

'Ann. Chem. u. Pharm.'
ccxc. 306-313; 'Ber.'

xxix. (Ref.), 415 (Abs.)
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Absorption Spectka, 1800, 1897.

M. EansohoJl

,

A. Tschirch

O. Wallach .

E. Wiedemann and
G. C. Schmidt.

A. AVroblewskv

Ueber die Yerteilung des Absorp-
tionsvermijgens einiger einfach-

erer Kohlenstoff\erbindungen
im ultraroten Gcbiete des Spek-
trums. (Inaug. Dissert. Berlin,

189t),32pp.)

Untersuchungen reiner Blattfarb-

stoffe mit dem Quartzspectro-

graphen : Beziehungeu des
Chlorophylls zum Blut.

Ueber das Absorptionsvermogen
gewisser ungesiittiger Ketone fiir

die violetten Lichtstrahlen.

(' Gottinsjen. Nachr.' 180G,

Heft 4, 1-5).

Fliiorescenz und Verbindungs-
spectra organischer Diimpfe.

AnwendungdesGlan'schen Spectro-

photometers auf die Tiercheniie.

I. Quantitative Bestimmnng des
Hamoglobins im Blute. II. Quan-
titative Bestimmung der Rhodan-
salze im Speichel (' Anz. Akad.
Krakau,' 189G, pp. 306-309, 386-
390).

' Beiblatter,' xxi. 737-710
(Abs.)

Phot. Mittheil.'

397-399.
XX.Xll.

'Chem. Centr.' 1897, i.

372-374; ' Beibliltter,'xxi.

633-634 (Abs.); ' J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxiv. I. 194 (Abs.)

« Jahrb. f. Photog.' x. 14-
15.

'Chem. Centr." 1897, ii.

532 (Abs.) ;
' Beiblatter,'

xxi. 573 (Abs.)

0. Lohse

H. Rubens and
Trowbridge.

C. Watson .

A. £tard

A.

L. Lewin .

J. Pauer.

J. Konigsberger

1897.

Untersuchung des violetten Theils

einiger linienreicher Metall-
spectra. (Read Feb. 18.)

Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Disper-
sion und Absorption der ultra-

rothen Strahlen in Steinsalz und
Sylvin. (March.)

The Additional Colouring Matters
of Fucus vesicidosus. (March.)

Dedoublement de la bande fonda-
mentale des chloropliylles. (Read
June 14.)

Die spectroscopische
suchung. (June.)

Blutunter-

Absorption ultravioletter Strahlen
durch Diimpfe und Fliissigkeiten.

(June.)

Ueber die Absorption von ultra-

rothen Strahlen in doppelbrech-
enden Krystalleu. (July.

' Sitzungsb. Berl. Akad.'

1897, 179-197 ;
' Nature,'

Ivi. 62-63 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ix. 724-739.

' Nature,' Iv. 508.

'C. R.' cxsiv. 1351-1354;
' Nature,' Ivi. 191 (Abs.)

;

' Beibliitter,' xxi. 740-741
(Abs.) ;

' Chem. Centr.'

1897, II. 207 (Abs.) ; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxii. I. 575-
579 (Abs.)

' Arch, der Pharm.' ccsxxv.
245-255; 'Chem. Centr.'

1887. II. 381 (Abs.);
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxii. II.

534 (Abs.)

' Ann. Phvs. ii. Chem.'
[N.F.], Lxi. 363-379.

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Lsi. 687-704.
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Absorption

G. Dimmer .

Z. Donogilny .

H. Haertes

J. Kunigsberger

J. Stsclieglajew

W. Spring

H. IMerczyng

.

H. F. Weber

W. C. EGntaeu

G. Mensarini

,

Spectra, 1897—Physical Kelations,

Ueber die Absorptionsspectren von
Didymsulphat und Neodidymam-
monnitrat (' Wien. Anz.' 1879,

254).

Die Darstellung des Hiimochromo-
gens als Blutreaction, mifc beson-

derer Beriicksichtiguug des Nach-
weises von Blut im. Ham.

Differentialdiagnose zwischen
Kohlendunst- und Leuclitgasver-

giftung. (Inaug. Dissert. Berlin.)

Ueber die Absorption von ultra-

roten und ultravioletten Strahlen

in doppelbrechenden Krystallen.

(Inaug. Dissert. Berlin, 1897,

33 pp.)

Dispersion anomale dans les solu-

tions de fuchsine.

Sur les spectres d'absorption de
quelques corps organiques inco-

lores, et ses relations avec la

structure moleculaire. (' Arch, de
Geneve'[4],iii. 437-463.)

IV.

PHYSICAL RELATIONS.

1884.

Sur les proprietes focales des re-

seaux. (In Russian.)

1887.

Die Entwickelung der Lichtemis-

sion gliihender fester Korper.

(Read June 9.)

1888.

Ueber den Einfiuss des Druckes
auf die Brechungsexponenten von
Schwefelkohlenstoff und Wasser
(' Ber. oberb. Ges. f. Natur- und
Heilkunde,' Giessen, 1888, xxvi.

58-60).

1889.

Ueber das j\Iaximum der Licht-

stiirke imSonnenspectrum. (June.)

1884, 1887, 1888, 1889.

' Beiblatter,' xxii. [17]
(title.)

' Arch, f . Anat. u. Physiol.'

cxlviii. 234-243 ; ' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxii. II. 468
(Abs.)

<Chem. Centr.' 1897, IL
529 (Abs.)

'Beiblatter,' xxi. 414-416
(Abs.)

' J. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc'
xxviii. II. 41-55 ;

' Bei-

blatter,' xxi. 409 (Abs.)

' Bull. Acad. Roy. de Belg.'

[3], xxxiii. 165-195 ;' Rec.

des Trav. Chim. des Pays-
Bas' [2], xvi. 1-25;
'Chem. Centr.' 1897, I.

1114-1115,IL 8-9(Abs.);
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxiv. II.

201 (Abs.) ;
' Beiblatter,'

ssi. 975-976 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. d. Krakauer
Akad.' ix. 257-279; 'J.

Soc Phys.-Chim. Russe,'

XV. 92-102 ;
' Beibliitter,'

viii. 121-122 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berl.'

1887, 491-504 ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xvii. 1052-1054
(Abs.)

' Untersuchungen zur Na-
turlehre der Menschen
und der Thiere,' xiv. 119-

137; 'Nature,' xli. 374
(Abs.) ;

' Beiblatter,' xiv.

376-377 (Abs.)
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Physical Relations, 1890, 1891, 1892.

J. Trowbridge

L. H. Siertsema

On Electrical Oscillations in Air,

together with the Speetroscopic

Study of the Motions of Molecules

in Electrical Discharges. (Maj'.)

Der Jamin'sche Interferentialrefrac-

tometerund einige mit ihm ausge-

fiihrten Brechungsindicesbestim-
mungen. (Inaug. Dissert. Gron-
ingen, 1890.)

' Proc. Amer. Acad.' xxvi.

325 (title).

' Beiblatter,' xiv. 801-803
(Abs.)

R. Nasini and T.

Costa.

B. T. Geronj'i

1891.

Ueber die Veriinderungen des Re-
fractions- und Dispersionsvermo-
gens des Schwefels in seinen

Verbindungen. (Regia University
degli Studi d. Roma. Instituto

Cliimico. Roma, Tipografia della

R. Accad. d. Lincei, 1891, 147 pp.)

Misura dell' indice di rifrazione d'

un prisma. (Oct.)

• Beibliitter, xvii. 111-115
(Abs.)

' Riv.scient.industr.'xxiii.

221-226.

W. de W. Abney
and E. R. Festing.

F. Dussaud .

J. S. Ames ,

F. Maclean .

F. Zecchini

V. Schumann.

J M. Eder .

1892.

Colour Photometry. Part III.

(Read Jan. 28.)

Sur la refraction et la dispersion du
chlorate de soude cristallis6. (Read
Feb. i.)

The Modern Spectroscope. I. The
Concave Grating in Theory and
Practice. (Feb.)

Photographies spectrales obtenues
avec un reseau de Rowland. (Read
April 1.)

Rifrazioui atomiche degli element!
rispetto alia luce gialla del sodio.

(Read Sept. 4.)

Ueber eine neue ultraviolettemp-
findliche Platte, und die Photo-
graphie der Lichtstrahlen klein-
ster Wellenliingen. (Read Nov.
10.)

Ueber die Verwendbarkeit der
Funkenspectrum verschiedener
Metalle zur Bestimmung der Wel-
lenliinge im Ultravioletten, mit
Bezug auf das Spectrum des Son-
nenlichtes,Drummond'schen, Mag-
nesium- und electrischen Bogen-
lichtes. (Read Dec. 9.)

Phil. Trans.'

531-565.
clxxxiii. A.

'Arch, de Genfeve' [3],
xxvii. 380-405, 521-535 :

'Zeitschr. f. Kryst.u.Min.'

xxiv. 619-621; 'Bei-

bliitter,' XX. 23-24 (Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xi. 28-42.

' Stances de la Soc. fran?.

de phys.' 1892, 165-166
;

' Beiblatter,' xviii. 568
(Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], i. II. sem. 180-187
;

'Beiblatter,' xvii. 115-
116 (Abs.); 'Ber.' xxv.
(Ref.), 936 (Abs.)

' Wien. Anz.' xxix. Jahrg.

(1892), 230-231 ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixvi. 306 (Abs.)

Wien. Anz.' xxix. Jahrg.

(1892), 264-265.
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H. 0. G. Ellingen

W J. Mace de Le-
pinay.

Physical Eelatioxs, 1892, 1893.

Der Brechungsindex electrischer

Strahlung in Alcohol. (Dec.)

Sur la double refraction du quartz

(Ann. Fac. des Sci. de Marseille,'

No. 1).

' Ann. Phj-s. u. Cliem.'

[N.F.], xlviii. 108 ;
' Pdv.

scient. industr.' xxv. 71

(Abs.)

'J. dePhys.'r3],i. 23-31;
' r.eibliitter,' xvi. 288-289
(Abs.)

F. Pascben ,

F. Zecchini

J. H. Gladstone

H. A. Rowland

H. Ruoss .

J. W. r.riihl .

H. Kayser and C.

Eun^e.

G. Carrara .

A. Ghira .

Th. Liebisch .

H. A. Rowland

S. P. Langley

1893.

Bolometrische Untersuchungen im
Gitterspectrum. (Jan.)

Sul potere rifrangente del fosforo.

II. Potere rifrangente degli acidi

del fosforo e dei loro sali sodici.

(Read Jan 8.)

Some Recent Determinations of Mo-
lecular Refraction and Dispersion.

(Read Feb. 10.)

Gratings in Theory and Practice.

Part I. (Feb.)

Bestimmung des Brechungsexpon-
enten fiir Fliissigkeiten durch
Spiegelablesung mit Fernrohr und
Scala. (Feb.)

Die Spectrochemie des Stickstoffs.

(Vorliiufige Mittheilung.) (Read
Mar. 25.)

Die Dispersion der Luft. (Read
March 23.)

Influenza degli alogeni sul valore

ottico dei doppi legami. (Read
April 30.)

Sulla refrazione atomica del boro.

(Read April 9.)

Ueber die Spectralanalyse der In-

terferenzfarben optischzweiaxiger
Krystalle. I. (April.)

A New Table of Standard Wave-
lengths. (April.)

Latest Investigations with the Bo-
lometer at the Astrophysical Ob-
servatory of the Smithsonian
Institution. (Read May 27.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], xlviii. 273-306.

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], ii. L sem. 31-38;
' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxiii.

I. 109-120; 'Ber.' xxvi.

(Ref.), 187-188 (Abs.)

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xii. 153-
160 ;

' Chem. News,' Ixvii.

94-95 (Abs.) ;
' Nature,'

xlvii. 429 (Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii. 129-149; 'Phil. Mag.'

[5], XXXV. 397-419.

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], xlviii. 531-535;
' Zeitschr. f . physikal.

Chem.' xi. C97 (Abs.)

' Bar.' xxvi. 806-809 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xvii. 740 (Abs.)

' Abhandl. Akad. Berlin,'

1893, 32 pp.; 'Nature,'

xlviii. 60 (Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], ii. I. sem. 853-358;
' Beiblatter,' xvii. 742-744
(Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], ii. I. sem. 312-319
;

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxiii.

L 452-462; 'Ber.' xxvi.

(Ref.), 573 (Abs.) ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xvii. 1047-1048
(Abs.) ;

' J. Chem. Soc'
Ixiv. II. 517-518 (Abs.)

' Gott. Nachr.' 1893, 265-
266 ;

' Beiblatter,' xviii.

575-576 (Abs.)

'Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii. 321-347.

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xiii. 41-44 ;
' Beiblatter,'

xviii. 709 (Abs.)
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F. Zecchini

C. Trapesonzjanz .

K. Zimiinyi , .

J. F. Eijkman

L. E. Jewell .

H. Krone .

W. M. Watts .

E. Lommel .

R. Nasini .

F. Zecchini .

H. Dufet

G. Lippmann

.

A. A. Michelson

Physical Relations, 1893.

Sopra un notevole caso di accresci-

meuto anomalo nel potere ri-

frangente delle base feniliclie.

(Read May 21.)

Ueber die Moleculairefraction

stickstoiientbaltender Substanzen
(Aldoxime vind Ketoxime). (Read
June 8.)

Die Hauptbrechungsexponenten
der wichtigeren gesteinbilden-

den Mineralien bei Na-Licht.
(July.)

Recherches
(Aug.)

refractomutriques.

An Absolute Scale of Intensity for

the Lines of the Solar Spectrum
and for Qaantitative Analysis.

(Aug.)

Weiteres iiber Farbenphotogramme
von Spectren. (Aug.)

Wave-length Tables of the Spectra
of the Elements and Compounds.
(Report of the Committee.) (Aug.)

Objective Darstellung von Inter-

ferenzerscheinungen in Spectral-

farben. (Sept.)

Coefficientecriticoin relazionc colla

formula (?i-l)/fZ. (Read Sept. 3.)

Sul potere rifrangente del fosforo.

III. Potere rifrangente di alcune
combinazioni organiche del fos-

foro. (Read Oct. 1.)

Sur les indices de refraction du
spath d'Islande. (Read Nov. 9.)

Photographic dcs couleurs. (Read
Nov. 3.)

Light Waves and their Application

to Metrology. (Nov.)

'Rend. R. Accad.d. Lincei

'

[5], ii. I. sem. 491-494
;

'Gazz. chim. ital.' xsiii.

II. 42-46; 'Ber.' xxvi.

(Ref.), 863-864 (Abs.)
;

' Beibliitter,' xvii. 1048
(Abs.)

' Ber.' xxvi.
' Beiblatter,'

336 (Abs.)

1428-1433
;

xviii. 335-

'Zeitschr. f. Kryst. u. Min.'
xxii. 321-358 ;

' Bei-

bliitter,' xviii. 577-578
(Abs.)

' Rec. des. trav. chim. des
Pays-Bas,' xiii. 13-33;
157-197 ;

' J. Chem. Soc'
Lsvii. II. 33, 65 (Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii. 815-821 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xviii. 670 (Abs.)

' Phot. Mittheil.' xxx. 133-
135, 148-150 ;

' Bei-
blatter,' xviii. 192 (Abs.)

'Brit. Assoc. Rep." 1893,
387-437.

'Ann. Phj's. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], 1. 325-328

;

' Nature,' xlix. 46 (Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. d.

Lincei' [5], ii. II. sem.
127-136 ;

' Gazz. chim.
ital.' xxiii. 576-587

;

'Ber.' xxvi. (Ref.), 928
(Abs.)

' Rend. R.Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], ii. II. sem. 193-199
;

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxiv.

L 34-42; 'Ber.' x.xvi.

(Ref.), 929-9.30 (Abs.);
' Beibliitter,' xviii. 454-
455 (Abs.); 'J. Chem.
Soc.' Ixvi. II. 221 (Abs.)

' Bull. Soc. fran?.. de Min.'

xvi. 149-178; ' Sfiances

de la Soc. franc, de phys.'

1894,95-96; 'Beibliitter,'

six. 638 (Abs.)

' Seances de la Soc. fran^.

de phys.' 1893, 248.

' Nature,' xlix. 56-00.
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J. Joly . ,

V. Bei-o-hofiE

J. F. Eijkman

W. Zenker .

G. Lippmann .

R. Nasini , .

J. Verschaffelt ,

P. Bary .

H. Dufet

G. Gennari .

J. H. Littlewood .

G. Moreau

R. Nasini and G.
Carrara.

Physical Rklations, 1893, 1894.

On the Influence of Temperature

upon the Sensitiveness of the

Photographic Dry Plate. (Read

Dec. 2b.)

Bestimmung der Brcchungsex-

ponenten von Schwefel und Plios-

phorlosungen im Scliwefel-

kohlenstoff nach der Prismen-

methode mit Fernrohr und Scala.

(Dissert Marburg. 1893.)

Recherches refractometriques

Ueberdie Entstehung der Farben
im Lippman'schen Spectrum.

1894.

Sur la theorie de la photographic

des couleurs simples et composees

par la methode interferentielle.

(Read Jan. 15.)

Sul potere rifrangente dei composti

contenenti il carbonile. (Read
Jan. 13.)

Application du rofractometre a

I'etude des reactions chimiques.

(Read Jan. 6.)

Sur les indices de refraction des

dissolutions salines. (Read Feb. 2.)

Indices du spath d'islande. Dis-

cussion des resultats. (Read Feb.

16.)

Sul potere rifrangente dell' alcool

furanico, dell' acido piromucico

e dei suoi eteri. (Read Feb. 4.)

Method for Determining the Refrac-

tive Index of a Solution which is

available when the Solution is not
Homogeneous. (Read Feb. 23.)

Dispersion rotatoire magnetique
infra-rouge du sulfure dc car-

bone. (Feb.)

Sul potere rifrangente dell' ossigeno,

dello zolfo, e dell' azoto nei nuclei

beterociclici. (Read Feb. 22.)

Proc. Roy. Soc. Dubl.'

viii.(N.S.), 222; 'Nature,'

xlix. 379 (Abs.)

Beibliitter,' xviii. [")]

(title).

' Rec. trav. chim. des Pavs-
Bas,' xii. 157-197, 26*8-

285 ;
' J. Chem. See'

Ixvi. II. 173 (Abs.)

' Jalirb. f. Photogr.' vii.

(1893), 114-L21; 'Beibliit-

ter,' xviii. 568 (Abs.)

• C. R.' cxviii. 92-102 :
' J,

de Phys. [3], iii. 97-107.

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxiv. I.

157-169; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixvi. II. 301-304 (Abs.)

'Bull. Acad. Roy.deBelge,'

[3], xxvii. 49-84 :
' Bei-

bliitter,' xviii. 746-747,
833-834 (Abs.)

' Seances de la Soc. fran^.

de phys.' 1894, 78.

' Seances de lif Soc. franc,

de phys.' 1894, 95-96,

'Rend.R.Accad.d.Lincei

'

[5], iii. I. sem. 123-129
;

' Gazz chim. ital.' xxiv. I.

246-255 ;
' J. Chem. Soc.

Lxvi. II.302(Abs.);'Ber.'

xxvii. (Ref.), 426 (Abs.) ;

'Beibliitter,' xviii. 66(3

(Abs.)

' Phil. Mag.' [5], s.xxvii.

467-470 ;
' Beibliitter,'

xviii. 90.5-906 (Abs.)

;

'Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii.

74-76.

'Ann. chim. et phys.' [7],

i. 227-258 ;
' Nature,

xlix, 370 (Abs.)

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxiv. I.

256-290 ;
' J. Chem.

Soc' lxvi. II. 302-303
(Abs.); 'Ber.' xxvii. (Ref.),

375-376 (Abs.) ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xviii. 834 (Abs.)
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C Rungc

A. Ghira

G, B. Rizzo .

A, Ghira .

H. Jahn and G.

Moller.

Cr. Gennari .

A. Konig c

W. de W. Abney

K. Xngstrom .

A. Schuster .

A, E. Tuttoii .

L. Arons .

F. Aymonnet

.

Physical Eelatioxs, 1894.

On a Certain Law in the Spectra of

some of the Elements. (Feb.)

Rifrazione atomica di alciini ele-

menti. Potere rifrangenti delle

combinazioni organo-metalliche.

(Read March 18.)

Suir estensione della legge di

KirchhofE intorno alia relazione

fra r assorbimento e I'emissione

della luce. (Read March 11.)

Potere rifrangente delle combina-
zioni organo-metalliche. (Read
April 15.)

Ueber die dispersionsfreie Mole-
cularrefraction einiger organ-
ischer Verbindungen. (April.)

Spettrochimica del cumarone e

deir indene. (Read May 20.)

Ueber die Anzahl der unterscheid-
baren Helligkeitstufen und Spec-
tralfarbentone. (May.)

Measures of the Wave-lengths of

Contrast Colours. (Read June 21.)

Einige Bemerkungen anltisslich des
bolometrischen Arbeiten von Fr.

Paschen. (June.)

On Interference Phenomena.
(June.)

Refractive Indices of the Sulphates
of Potassium, Rubidium, and
Cffisium. (Read June 7.)

Ueber Dielectricitiitsconstanten

fester und Brechungsexponenten
geschmolzener Salze. (July.)

Sur les radiations calorifiques com-
prises dans la partie lumineuse
du spectre. (Read July 2.)

'Astron. and AstEoph5's.'

xiii. 128-130.

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lin-
cei ' [5], iii. I. sem. 297-
300, 332-338 ;

' Gazz.
chim. ital.' xxiv. I. 309-
327; ' Beiblatter,' sviii.

906-907 (Abs.) ;
' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixvi. I. 415-
416 (Abs.) :

' Ber.'xxvii.

(Ref.), 377-378 (Abs.)

' Atti R. Accad. d. Torino,'

xxix. 424-433
;

' Beiblat-

ter,' xviii. 835-836 (Abs.)

;

' Nature,' xlix. 606 (Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lin-
cei' [5], iii. I. sem. 391-
393 ;

' Gazz. chim. ital.'

xxiv. 324-327.

' Zeitschr. f . physikal.
Chem.' xiii. 385-397;
' Ber.' xxvii. (Ref.), 547
(Abs.) ;

' Beiblatter,'

xviii. 831-833 (Abs.)

;

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixii. 'll.

265 (Abs.) ;
' Nature,'

xlix. 582 (Abs.)

'Rend. R. Accad. d. Lin-
cei' [5], iii. I. sem. 499-
503 ;

' Gazz. chim. ital.'

xxiv. I. 468-474; 'Bei-

blatter,' xviii. 907 (Abs.)

'Nature,' 1. 192 (Abs.):
' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], mi. (Abhandl.
phj-s. Ges.), 55 (Notice).

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ivi. 221-
229 ;

' Beiblatter,' xix.

179-180 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Iii. 509-514

;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii.

13 (Abs.)

'Phil. Mag.' [5], x.xxvii.

509-545.

' J. Chem.
717.

Soc' Ixv. 6G6-

'Ann.Ph3's.u.Chem.'[N.F.].

liii. 95-108 ;
' Proc Phvs.

Soc' xiii. 16 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxix. 50-52 ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xviii. 908 (Abs.)

;

' Chem. News,' Ixx. 62
(Abs.); 'Nature,' 1. 287
(Abs.)
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H. Hallwachs

C. Fery.

J. E. Keeler .

S. P. Langley

G. Moreau .

F. Paschen ,

G. J. Stoney

W. M. Watts

R. de Muynck

H. Crew and E.
TatuaU.

I. Zoppellari .

Physical Relations, 1894.

Ueber Lichtbrechung und Dichte
verdiinnter Losungen. (July.)

Application de I'autocollimation a
la mesure des indices de refrac-

tion. (Read Aug. 13.)

The Magnesium Spectrum as an
Index to the Temperature of the
Stars. (Aug.)

On Recent Researches in the Ultra-
red Spectrum. (Read Aug. 11.)

Nouvelles recherches sur la region
infra-rouge du spectre solaire.

(Read Aug. 13.)

De la periodicite des rales d'ab-
sorption des corps isotropes.

(Read Aug. 20.)

Ueber die Dispersion des Fluorits
im Ultraroth. (Aug.)

Ueber die Dispersion des Stein-
salzes im Ultraroth. (Aug.)

Bolometrische Arbeiten. (Aug.) .

On the Cause of the Spurious
Double Lines sometimes seen with
Spectroscopes, and the Slender
Appendages which accompany
them. (Aug.)

Wave-length Tables of the Spectra
of the Elements and Compounds.
(Report of Committee.) (Aug.)

Ueber die Brechungsexponenten
von wasserigen Cadmiumsalzlo-
sungen. (Sept.)

On a New Method of Mapping the
Spectra of Metals. (Oct.)

Sulla rifrazione atomica del selenio.

(Read Oct. 2.)

'Ann.Phys.ii.Chem.'[N.F.],
liii. 1-13; 'Nature,' 1.

515 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxix. 402-404.

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxvi. 77-
80; 'Nature,'!. 364-365
(Abs.)

'Brit. Assoc. Rep.' 1894,
465-474 ;

' Nature,' li.

12-16 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxix 388-392

;

' Beiblatter,' xviii. 1045-
1046 (Abs.) ; ' Chem.
News,' Ixx. 114-115
(Abs.); 'Nature,' 1. 420
(Abs.)

' C. R.' cxix. 422-425.

'Ann.Phys.u.Chem.' [N.P.],
liii. 301-333; 'Nature,'
1. 635 (Abs.); ' Proc.
Phys. Soc' xiii. 14 (Abs.)

'Ann.Phys.u.Chem.'[N.F.],
liii. 337-342 ; ' Proc.
Phys. Soc' xiii. 15 (Abs.)

'Ann.Phys.u.Chem.'[N.F.J,
liii. 287-300 ; ' Proc.
Phys. Soc' xiii. 14 (Abs.)

'Brit. Assoc Rep.' 1894,
583-585 ;

' Beiblatter,'
xix. 423 (Abs.)

' Brit. Assoc.
248-207.

Rep.' 1894,

'Ann.Phys.u.Chem.'[N.F.],
liii. 559-563 ;

' Ber.'

xxviii. (Ref.), 7 (Abs.) ;

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixviii. II.

33 (Abs.); 'Proc Phys.
Soc' xiii. 12 (Abs.)

' Phil. Mag.' [5], xxxviii.

379-386.

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxiv. II.

396-407; 'Rend.R.Accad.
d. Lincei ' [5], iii. II.

sem. 330-338 ;
' Ber.'

xxviii. (Ref.), 54 (Abs.)
;

' Beiblatter,' xix. 487-
488 (Abs.); 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixviii. II. 249-250
(Abs.)
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F. Paschen

v. Berghoff

J. Violle ,

A. Belopolsky

P. Bary .

P.. Brunli6s .

A. Hupe ,

A. A. Michelson

Physical PiELAtioxs, 1894, 1895.

Die Dispersion des Fluorits und
der Kctteler'scbe Thcorie der Dis-

persion. (Nov.)

Bestimmiino; der Brechungsexpo-
nenten von Schwefel- xind Phos-
phorliisunuen nacli der Prismen-
methode niit Fcnirolir und Scala.

(Nov.)

Sur la temperature de Tare elec-

trique. (Head Dec. 3.)

Ein Project znr Beproduction der
Verschiebung von Spectrallinien

bewegter Liclitquellen. (Dec.)

Variation de I'indiec de refraction

avec le degre dc concentration

des solutions aqueuses des sels.

Sur la verification des quartz

paralleles.

Bolometrische Arbeiten. Die
Rotationsdi.-^persion ultrarother

Strahleii im Quartz. (Progr. Real-

schule Charlottenberg, 1894, 48

PP-)

Les methodes intcrferentielles en
metroloyie, et I'etablissement

d'une longueur d'onde comme
unite absolue de longueur.

'Ann.Phys.u.Chem.'[N.F.],
liii. 812-822 ;

' Proc.
Phys. Soc' xiii. 65 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem.'xv. 422-436; 'Bar.

xxviii. (Ref.), 101-102
(Abs.) ; ' BeiblJitter,' xix.

327 rAbs.) ;
' Proc. Phys.

Soc' xiii. 106 (Abs.); 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixviii. II. 97
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxix. 949-950;
'Chem. News,' Ixx. 306
(Abs.) i#vj

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxvii. 34-
36 ;

' Nature,' li. 233-234
(Abs.); ' Beibliitter,' xix.

418-419 (Abs.)

' J. Soc. franc;, de phys.'

1894, 78.

' J. de Phys.' [3], iii. 22-

28 ; ' Proc. Phys. Soo."

xiii. 62-63 (Abs.)
<

'Beibliitter,' xix. 501-502
(Abs.)

^,

'J. de Phys.' [3]. iii. 5-22
;

' Proc. Piiys. Soc' xiii. 62
(Abs.)

E. Carvallo .

E.L. Nichols. ,

H. A. Rowland

M. Caniich'.

1895.

Spectres calorifiques. (Jan.)

The Distribution of Energy in the

Spectrum of the Glow-Lamp.
(Jan.)

Preliminary Table of Solar Spec-

trum \Va\e-lengths. I.-X. (Jan.)

Absorptii n de la liimiere dans les

crisiaux. (Read Feb. 15.)

'Ann. de Chim. et Phys.'

[7],iv.l-79; 'Beibliitter,'

xix. 566 (Abs.); 'Proc
Phys. Soc' xiii. 223-224
(Abs.)

'Phys. Review,' ii. 260-
276 ;

' Beibliitter,' xix.

783-784 (Abs.); 'Proc
Phys. Soc' xiii. 169 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' i. 29-46,

130-145, 222-231, 295-

304, 360-369, 377-392;
ii. 45-54, 109-118, 188-

197, 306-315, 377-393;
• Beibliitter,' xix. 422
(Abs.)

' Bull. Soc. franc;, de phys.'

1895, 50-56; 'Proc.

Phvs. Soc' xiii. 167
(Abs.)
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A. Konig .

R. Neuhaiis

E. P. Lewis .

V. Scbumanu

A. Ki'inic and IT.

Rubens.

E. Merritt

C. Runge .

A. Sdmstcr .

F. Anderlini .

G. A. Eorel .

P. T. Cleve .

Sir J. Conroy

H. Ebert

J. H. Gladstone and
W. Hibbert.

Physical Relations, 1895.

Ueber die Anznhl der unterscheid-

baren Spectralfarben und Hellig-

keitstreifen. (Feb.)

Ueber die Photographic in natilr-

lichen Farben. (Read Feb. 8.)

The Infra - Red Spectra of the

Elements. (Read April 25.)

Ziir Photographic der Lichtstrahlen
klcinstcr W'ellenliingen vom Luft-
spectrum jenseits lSo-2/i(U. (Read
April 25.)

Ueber die Energicvertheilung im
Spectrum des Triplex-Gasbren-
ners und der Aiuylacetatlampe.
(Read May 10.)

Ueber den Dichroisiuns von Kalk-
spath, Quarz und Turmalin fiir

ultrarothe Strahleii. (May.)

Die Wellenliingen der ultraviolet-

ten Aluminiumlinien. (May.)

Sur les spectres canneles. (Read
May 6.)

Sopra alcuni questioni rc'lative alia

rifrazione atoinica dell" ossigeno.

(Read June 17.)

Recherches sur la refraction et la

dispersion des radiations ultra-

violettes dans fjuclques substances
cristallisee.^. (Read June 21.)

Sur la densitc de Fhelium. (Read
June 4.)

On the Refractive Lidex of Water
at Temneraturcs between 0° and
10°. (Read June 20.)

On the Elcctromngnetic Nature of
the Solar Radiation, and on a

New Determination of the Tem-
perature of tlie Sun. (.Tune.)

The Molecul.-ir liefinilion of Dis-
solved Salts and .Veids. (Read
June 0.)

'Zeitschr. f. Psj'chol. u.

Phj-siol. d. Sinnesorg.'

viii. 375-ii80 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xix. 642 (Abs.)

' Verhandl. Phys. Ges.
Berl.' xiv. 17-24; 'Na-
ture,' li. 503-504 (Abs.)

' Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ' xiv. 70 (Abs.);
' Beibliittcr,' xix. 784
(Abs.)

'Wien. Anz.' 1805, xi.

121-122.

' Verhandl. phys. Ges
Berl.' xiv. 51 (Notice)
' Nature,' lii. 167 (Abs.)

'Ann.Phys.u.Chem.'[N.F.],
Iv. 49-64; 'Nature,' lii.

189 (Abs.)

'Ann.Phys.ii.Chem.'[N.F.],
Iv. 44-48; 'Nature,' lii.

189 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxx. 987-989;
' Nature,' lii. 71 (Abs.)

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxv. II.

127-162: 'Ber.' xxviii.

(Ref.), 973-974 (Abs.);
'J. Chem. Soc' bcx. IL
229-230 (Abs.)

' Arch, de Geneve ' [3],
xsxiv. 134-137, 230-249

;

'C. R.' cxx. 1404-1406;
' Beibliitter,'xx.42(Abs.);
' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii.

34 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxx. 1212; 'Na-
ture,' li. 586; «Chem.
News,' Ixxi. 201-202.

' Proc. Roj'. Soc' Iviii.

228-234; 'Nature,' lii.

455-456 (Abs.) ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xix. 881 (Abs.)

'Astrophj-s. J.' ii. 55-57;
' Nature,' lii. 232 (Abs.)

'J. Cheni. Soc' l.Kvii. 831-
808; 'Proc. Chem. Soc'
si. 120-121 (Abs.);
'Chem. News,' Ixxi. 313
(Abs.); ' BeibUitter,' xx.

195 (Abs.); 'Ber.' xxix.
(Ref.), 265 (Abs.)
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E. P. Lewis

0. Wiener

W. F. Edwards

J. F. Eijkman

F. Paschen

H. Eiarollot

J. Bernstein .

J. H. Pillsbury

W. le C. Stevens

A. Witz .

Lord Rayleigh

J. H. Gladstone

G. D. Liveing and
J. Dewar.

W. M. Watts

.

KEPORT—1898.

Physical Relations, 1 895.

The Measurement of some Standard
Wave-leng-ths in the Infra-Red
Spectra of the Elements, I. IL
(June.)

Farbenphotographie durch Korper-
farben und mechanische Farbenan-
passung in der Natur. (June.)

Some Notes on Molecular and Ato-

mic Refraction. (July.)

Eecherches
(July.)

refractometriques,

TJeber Gesetzmiissigkeiten in den
Spectren fester Korper, und iiber

eineneue BestimmungderSonnen-
temperatur. (Read July 6.)

Action des rayons infra-rouges sur

lesulfure d'argent. (Read July 15.)

Das Beugungspectrum des querge-

streiften Muskels bei der Contrac-

tion. (Aug.)

A Scheme of Colour Standards.

(Aug.)

Recent Progress in Optics (' Rep.

Amer. Assoc.') (Aug.)

Eclairage par luminescence. (Read
Aug. 5.)

The Refraction and Viscosity of

Argon and Helium. (Sept.)

On Specific Refraction and the
Periodic Law, with reference to

Argon and other Elements. (Sept.)

On the Refraction and DL«persion

of Liquid O.xygen. (Sept.)

Wave-length Tables of the Spectra

of the Elements and Compounds
(Report of Committee.) (Sept.)

'Astrophys. J.' ii. *l-25,
106-108 ;

' Beibliitter,'

XX. 28-29 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Iv. 225 - 281

;

' Nature,' lii. 279 (Abs.)

'Amer. Chem. J.' xvii.

473-.506: ' J.Chem.Soc.,'
Ixviii. IL 429-430 (Abs.)

' Rec. Trav. Chim. des
Pays-Bas,' xiv. 185-202

;

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixx. II.

133 (Abs.) ;
' Ber.' xxLx.

(Ref.), 73 (Abs.)

' Nachr. Ges. Wiss. Got-
tingen' (1895), 294-304;
' Proc. Ph}-s. Soc' xiv. 44
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxi. 164-lGf>;
' Beiblatter,' xix. 891-
892 (Abs.) ;

' Chem.
News,' Ixxii. 80 ^Abs.)

;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii.

397 (Abs.); 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixx. II. 3 (Abs.)

;

' Nature,' lii. 312 (Abs.)

' Arch. f. d. gesammte
Physiol.' Ixi. 285-290;
'Naturw. Rundschau,' x.

540-541.

'Nature,' lii. 390-392.

' Nature,' liii. 233-238.

' C. R.' cxxi. 306-308 ;

' Chem. News,' Ixxii.

104- 105.

'Brit. Assoc. Rep.' 1895,

609 (Abs.) ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxii. 224 ;
' Chem.

Centralbl.' 1 895, ii. 1112;
'Beibliitter,' xx. 192
(Abs.)

'Brit. Assoc. Rep.' 1S95,

609-610; 'Chem. News,'
Ixxii. 223-224.

'Phil. Mag.' [5], xl. 268-

272; 'Chem. News,' Ixxii.

154 ;
' Beibliitter,' xx. 1 9.^

(Abs.); 'Ber.'xxix.(Ref.),

110 (Abs.)

'Brit. Assoc. Eop." 1895,

273-310.
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A. Pflii2:er

J. W. Bruhl .

A. A. Michelson

A. (le F. Palmer,
jun.

V, Paschen ,

^V^ H. Perkin

F. Aymonnet

W. llibbert

If. A. Rowland

1!. ^\'. Wood .

E. von Aubel .

A. A. Michelson

1898.

Physical Relations, 1895.

Anomale Dispersionscurven einiger

fester Farbstoffe. (Oct.)

Ueber das AVasserstofiEhyperoxyd.

Spectrometrische Bestimmungen.
(Read Nov. 11.)

The Broadening of Spectral Lines.

(Nov.)

On the Wave-length of

Helium Line. (Nov.)
the D,

Ueber die Wellenliingenscala des
ultrarothen Fliissspathspectrums.

(Nov.)

Influence of Temperature on the
Eefractive Power, and on the Re-
fraction Equivalents of Acetyl-
acetone and of Ortho- and Para-
Toluidine. (Read Nov. 21.)

Sur le deplacement spectrale du
maximum calorifique solaire.

(Eead Dec. 30.)

The Gladstone ' Law " in Physical
Optics, and the True Volume of

Liquid Matter. (Dec.)

Preliminary Table of Solar Wave-
lengths. XI.-XV. (Dec.)

Ueber die Absorptionsspectrum der
LosuDgen von lod imd Brom iiber

der kritischen Temperatur.

Sur les densites et les indices de
refraction des melanges de I'alde-

hyde ou de I'acetone avec I'oau.

The Metre in Terms of Wave-length
of Light. (Bureau Internat. des
Poids et Mesures, xi. 1-237.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.
[N.F.], Ivi. 412-432;
' Nature,' liii. 94 (Abs.)

;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii.

469 (Abs.)

' Ber.' xxviii. 2858-2860
;

* J. Chem. Soc' Ixx. II.

162-163 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' ii. 251-203.

' Amer. J. Sci.' [3], 1. 357-
358; 'Phil. Mag.' [5], xl.

547-548 ;
' J. Chem. Soc'

Ixx. II. 405 (Abs.); ' Bei-

blatter,' xx. 197 (Abs.) ;

' Chem. News,' Ixxiii. 14
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' liii.

190 (Abs.); 'Proc. Phys.
Soc' xiv. 159 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.
[N.F.], Ivi. 762-767.

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixix. 1-6 ;

' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 288
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,' xx.

529-530 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxi. 1139-1141;
' Nature,' liii. 239 (Abs.)

;

' Chem. News,' Ixxiii. 47
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,' xx.

537 (Abs.) ;
' Proc. Pliys.

Soc' xiv. 44 (Abs.)

'Phil. Mag.' [5], xl. 321-
345 ;

' Proc. Phys. Soc'
xiii. 670-697 ;

' llei-

bliitter,' xx. 193-19.*
(Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' iii. 141-
146, 291-296, 356-373

;

iv. 106-115, 278-287.

' Zeitschr. f. phj-sikal.

Chem.' xix. 089-695 ;

' Phil. Mag.' [5], xli. 423 .

431 ;
' Beiblatter,' xx.

776 (Abs.) ; 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixx. II. 458 (Abs.)

;

' Ber.' xxix. (Ref.), 765
(Abs.)

' J. de Phys.' [3], iv. 478-
482 ;

' Beibliitter,' xx.
19.5-196 (Abs.) ;

' Ber.'

xxix. (Ref.), 72 (Abs.)

'Proc. Phys. Soc' xiv.

(Abs.), 102.

I I
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r. Perreau .

J. Stscheglajew

P. Zeeman .

Physical Relations, 1805, 1896.

Etude expSrimentale de la disper-

sion et de la refraction des gaz.

Sur la dispersion anomale de la

lumiore dans les solutions de
fuchsine.

Messung des Brechungsindex des
gluhenden Platins (' Zittingsversl.

Akad. Amsterdam," 1 895, 116-119).

' J. de Phys.' [.S], iv. 411-
416 ;

' Beibliltter,' xx.

192-193 (Abs.); 'Proc.
Phys. Soc' xiv. KiO-
161 (Abs.)

' J. de Phys.' [.3], iv. 546-
551 ;

' Beiblatter," xx.

272-273 (Abs.) ;
' Proc.

Phys. Soc' xiv. 125-126
(Abs.)

' Beibliltter,' xx. 548 (Abs.)

J. B. Keeler .

Lord Rayleigh

B. Walter

W. J. Humphreys
and J. F. Mohler.

M. Le Blanc and
P. Rohland.

A. J. Moses and
E. Weinschenk.

J. N. Lockyer

¥. Perreaii ,

1896.

Recent Researches bearing on the

Determination of Wave-lengths
in the Ultra-Red Spectrum.
(Jan.)

On some Physical Properties of

Argonand Helium. (Read Jan. 16)

Ueber die Brechungsexponenten
des fasten Fuchsins. (Jan.)

EfEect of Pressure on the Wave-
lengths of Lines in the Arc
Spectra of Certain Elements.
(Feb.)

Ueber den Einfluss welchen die

electrolytische Dissociation, der
Wechsel des Aggregatzustandes
und des Losungsmittels auf das
Lichtbrechungsvermogen einiger

StofEe ausiiben. (Feb.)

Uebereine einfache Vorrichtung zur
Messung der Brechungsexponenten
kleiner Kr3-stalle mittelst Total-
reflexion. (Feb.)

The Shifting of Spectral Lines. I.

(March.)

Etude experimentale de la dis-

persion et de la refraction des
gaz. (March.)

Astrophys. J.' iii. G3- 7.

'Proc. Roy. Soc' lix. 108-
208 ;

' Zeitschr. f. physi-

kal. Chem.' xix. 364-372
;

' Beibliltter,' xx. 312-313
(Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ivii. 304-396

;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiv.

124-125 (Abs.)

' Johns HopkinsUniv.Circ'
XV. 35-37; 'Beibliltter,'

XX. 533 (Abs.) ;
' Proc.

Phys. Soc' xiv. 282-283
(Abs.) ;

' Astrophys. J.'

iii. 114-137.

' Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem." six. 261-286
;

' Beibliltter,' xx. 364-365
(Abs.) ;

' J. Chem. Soc'
Ixx. n.345(Abs.); 'Ber.'

xxix. (Ref.), 759-760
(Abs.)

' Zeit-schr. f. Kryst. u. Min.'

xxvi. 150-155 ;
' Bei-

bliltter," XX. 872 (Abs.)

« Nature.' liii. 415-417.

' Ann. Chim. et Phrs.' [7], i

vii. 289 - 348 ;

'
' Bei-I

bliltter,' XX. 643-6451
(Abs.)
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A. E. Tutton ,

C. Viola

W. de W. Abney

W. N. Hartley

G. Lippmann.

G. D. Liveino;

.1. F. Mohler and
L. E. Jewell.

A. Schuster .

W. II. Pcikin

J. H. Gladstone

V. Pasclien ,

A, E. Tutton .

Physical Kelations, 1896.

Connection between the Atomic
Weight of Contained Metals and
the Crystallographical Characters
of Isomorphous Salts. The Volume
and Optical Relationships of the

Potassium, Rubidium, and Ctesium
Salts of the Monoclinic Series of

Double Sulphates, R..M(SO.,).„

6H2O. (Read March 19.)

Metodo per determinare 1' indice di

rifrazione della luce di un mine-
rale nelle lamine sottili. (Read
March 15.)

Note on Photographing Sources of

Light with Monochromatic Rays.
(Read April 30.)

On the Temperature of Certain
Flames. (Read April 23.)

On Colour Photography by the
Interferential Method. (Read
April 2.3.)

Colour Photography. (Lecture at

Roy. Inst., April 17.)

On Photographing the whole
Length of a Spectrum at once.

(Read April 27.)

On the Wave-length of some of the
Helium Lines in the Vacuum
Tube, and of D3 in the Sun.
(April.)

Note on the Results of Messrs.

Jewell, Humphreys, and Mohler.
(April.)

On Magnetic Rotatory Power, es-

pecially of Aromatic Compounds.
(Read May 18.)

The Relation between the Re-
fraction of the Elements and
their Chemical Equivalents. (Read
June 4.)

Ueber Gesetzmiissigkeiten in den
Spectren fester Korper. (June.)

Vergleichung der Resultate der
Untersuchungen iiber die ein-

fachen und doppelten K, Rb und
Cs enthaltenenen Sulphate, und
daraus abgeleitete Schlussfolge-

rungen iiber den Einfluss des

Atomgewichte auf die Krystallo-

graphischeEigenschaften. (June.)

' J. Chem.
507.

Soc' bdx. 344-

'Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei'

[5], V. II. scm. 212-216
;

' Zeitschr. f. Kryst. u.

Min.' xxvii. 430 (Abs.):
' Beiblatter,' xx. 874-875
(Abs.) ;

' Proc. Phys. Hoc'
xiv. 237-238 (Abs.)

'Proc. Roy. Soc' Ix. 13-
15.

'J. Chem, Soc' Ixix. 841-
847.

' Proc. Roy.Soc.'lx. 10-13
;

' Chem. News,' Ixxiii. 213-
214.

' Chem. News,' Ixxiv. 275-
276, 285-286.

'Proc Phil. Soc. Camb.'
ix. 141-142; ' Beibliitter,'

xxi. 30(Abs.); 'Nature,'

liv. 94 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' iii. 351-
355 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxi.

33G (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' iii. 292
;

' Beibliitter,' xxi. 700
(Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixix. 102.j-

1257; 'Beibliitter,' xxi.

254-256 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ix. 140-

146; 'Beibliitter,' xxi.

26-27 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. n. Chem.'
[N.F.], Iviii. 455-493.

' Zeitschr. f

.

Kryst. u

.

Min.' xxvii. 252-2G5

:

'Beibliitter,' xxi. 1!)C>

(Abs.)

Il2
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A. Ilanke

A. Pfliiger

C. Viola.

A. Cotton

A. KoniK

F. Aymonnet

.

I. F. Mohler

E. F. Nichols.

W. J. Humphreys

W. J. Pope .

II. Rubens

.1. \V. Biiihl

A. llfc'cnbach

Physical Relations, 189G.

* Ueber die Refractionsiiquivalente

dor Element e. (Read July 2.)

Zur anomalen Dispersion absor-

birender Substanzen. (July.)

Ueber eine Methode zur Bestim-
mung des Brechungsvermogen

im Diinnschliff.der Mineralien
(July.)

Recherches sur Fabsorption et la

dispersion de la lumiere par les

milieux doues du pouvoir rota-

toire. (Aug.)

Quantitative Bestimmungen an
complementiiren Spectralfarben.

(Read July 20.)

Sur les maxima periodiques des

spectres. (Read Sept. 28.)

The Effect of Pressure upon Wave-
length. (Oct.)

Das Verhalten des Quartzes gegen
lang^^ellige Strahlen, untersucht
nachderradiometrischenMethode.
(Read Oct. 22.)

A further Study of the Effects of

Pressure on the Wave-lengths of

Lines in the Arc Spectrum of

Certain Elements. (Nov.)

The Refractive Constants of Crys-

talline Salts. (Read Nov. 5.)

"

Ueber das ultrarote Absorptions-
spectrum vonStcinsalz undSvlvin.
(Read Nov. 6.)

Stereochemisch-spectrische

suche. I. (Dec.)
Ycr-

Ein Versuch, die beiden Bestand-
theile des Cleveitgases durch
Diffusion zu trennen. (Dec.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Wion,'

cv. Il.a, 749-777; -Wien.
Anz.' xxxiii. 176 (Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Cheiii.'

[N.F.], Iviii. G70-673.

' Min.petr.Mitth.' (Tsclier-

mak), xvi. 150-154
;

' Zeitschr. f. Kryst. u.

Min.' xxvii. 430 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xxi. 233 (Abs.)

' Ann. Chim. et Phys.' [7],
viii. 347-432 ;

' J. de
Phys.' [3], V. 237-244,
290-303 ; ' Beibltitter,'

XX. 882-883, xxi. 35-36
(Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berl.'

1896, 945-949.

' C. E.' cxxiii. 645-G47
;

' Chem. News,' Ixxiii.

246 ;
' Beiblatter,' xxi. 31

(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' iv. 175-
181 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxi.

737 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berl.'

1896, 1183-1196; 'Phys.
Review,' iv. 297-313

;

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ix. 401-417.

' Astrophys. J.'iv. 249-263.

' J. Chem. Soc." Ixix. 1530-
1546 ;

' Proc. Chem. Soc'
xii. (1896), 177-178
(Abs.) ;

' Zeitschr. f.

Krvst. u. Min.' xxviii.

113-134: 'Chem. News,"

Ixxiv. 268-26!) (Ab.';.)

;

'Chem. Centr.' 1897, I.

3-4 (Abs.) ;
' Beibliitter,'

xxi. 347-348 (Abs.)

' Verhandl. Phys. Soc. Ber-

lin,' XV. 108-110 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xxi. 130 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem.' xxi. 385-413;
' Beibliitter,' xxi. 224-226
(Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'

[N.F.], Ix. 124-133.
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H. Rubens and E.
F. Nichols.

J. F. Eijkman

V. A. Julius

.

0. Wallach

P. Zeeman

Physical Relations, 1896, 1897.

Ueber Wilrmcstrahlen von grosser

Wellenlilnge. (Read Dec. 17.)

Recherches rcfractomutriques

Sur le quartz fondu, et Ics bandes
d'interference dans le spectre des

fils de quartz.

Ueber Refractions- und Disper-

sionsvermogen eiuer Reihe iso-

merer Kampfer (' Gottingen.

Nachr.' 1896-00-73).

Influence of Magnetism on the
Light emitted by a Substance
(' Zittingsversl. Akad. Amsterdam,'
Oct. 31 and Nov. 21, 1896).

Sitzungsb. Akad. Berl.'

1896, 1393-1400; 'Ann.
Phys. u. Chem.' [N.F.],

Ix. 418-462; 'Phys. Re-
view,' iv. 314-323; 'Na-
ture,' Iv. 329, 521 (Abs.)

' Rec.trav. chim. dcs Pays-
Bas,' XV. 52-60; ' Bei-

blatter,' xxi. 27-28 (Abs.)

'Arch, neerland.' xxix.

454-466 ;
' Beibliltter,'

XX. 539 (Abs.)

' Beibliltter,' xxi. 732-7^3
(Abs.)

' Nature,' Iv. 192, 317, 37<)

(Abs.)

J. W. Briihl

G. C. Comstock

H. A. Rowland

G. Tammann

J. Traube

j» •

1897.

Spectrometrische Bestimmungen.
(Read Jan. 25)

Hydrazin , W asserstofEhyperosyd,

"Wasser. (Read Jan. 25.)

On the Application of Interference

Methods to the Determination of

the Effective Wave-length of

Light. (Jan.)

Preliminary Table of Solar Spec-
trum Wave-lengths. XVI. XVII.
XVIII. (Jan.)

Ueber die Aenderung der Brech-
ungscoefficienten bei der Neu-
tralisation, der Bildung und
Verdiinnung von Losungen. (Jan.)

Ueber die Atomrefractionen von
KohlenstofiE, Wasserstoff, Sauer-

stoff und den Halogenen. (XVI.
Abhandlung.) (Read Jan. 11.)

Ueber die Atomrefractionen des
StickstoflEs. XVII. Mittheilung.

(Read Jan. 11.)

On the Mode of Printing Maps of

Spectra. (Discussion at the meet-
ing of the Roy. Astron. Soc. on
Jan 8.)

•Ber.' XXX. 158-162;
'Chem. Centr.' 1897, I.

534 (Abs.); 'Beibliltter,'

xxi. 511 (Abs.)

'Ber.' XXX. 162-172; 'Bei-

bliltter,' xxi. 407-409
(Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' v. 26-35
' Beibliltter,' xxi. Sa
(Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr
i. 12 (Abs.^

'Astrophys. J.' v. 11-2."

109-118,181-193; 'Phys
Review,' v. 11-25.

' Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem.' xxi. 537-544
;

' Beibliltter,' xxi. 9i)9-

970 (Abs.)

' Ber.' XXX. 39-42 ;
' Chem.

Centr.' 1897, I. 403-404
(Abs.)

' Ber.' XXX. 43-47 ;
' Chem.

Centr.' 1897, 1. 401 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' v. 216-217
(Abs.)
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F. Zeccliini

F. G. Kohl .

O. J. Lodsfe

J. B. Ilavcraft

F. raschen

P. Zeeman

J. W. Briibl

r. de Heen

N. EgoroflE and N.
Georgiewsky.

G. Le Bon

A. E. Tutton .

F. L. 0. Wadsworth

W. H. Wright

PnYjicA'. Relatioxs, 1897.

Sul potere rifrangonte delle mes-
colanze di due liquidi. (Read
Jan. 8.)

Die assimilatorische Energic der
blauen und violctten Strahlen des
Spectrums. (Read. Feb. 26.)

The Influence of a Magnetic Field
on Radiation Frequency. (Read
Feb. 11.)

Luminosity and Photometry. (Read
March 4.)

Ueber Gesetzmiissigkciten in der
Spectren fester Korper. (March.)

On the Influence of Magnetism on
the Nature of the Light emitted
by a Substance. (March.)

Spectrochemie des StickstolTs. V.
(April.)

Determination de la partie du
spectre qui de\eloppe la plus
grande proportion d'infra-ulectri-

cite. (Read April 5.)

Sur la polarisation partielle des
radiations emis par quelques
sources lumineuses sous Finflucnce
du champ magnetique. (Read
May 3.)

Sur les proprietes de certaines radia-
tions du spectre. (Read May 24.)

Connection between the Crystal-
lographical Characters of Isomor-
phous Salts and the Atomic Weight
of the Metals contained. A com-
parative crystallographic study of
the normal selenates of potassium,
rubidium, and ca;sium. (Read
May 20.)

On the Resolving Power of Tele-
scopes and Spectroscopes for Lines
of Finite Width. (May.)

A Method of correcting the Curva-
ture of Lines in tlie Spectrohelio-
graph. (May.)

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxvii.

358-383 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1897, I. 1193 (Abs.);
' Beibliltter,' xxi. 732
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxii. II. 470 (Abs.)

' Ber. Deutscli. Bot. Gc's.'

XV. 111-124; 'Cheru.

Centr.' 1S97, 1. SG7 (Abs.)

'Proc. Roy. Soc' Ix. .513-

514.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixi. 49-
50 ;

• Beibliltter,' xxi. 972
(Abs.); ' Nature,' Iv. 525
(Abs.)

'Ann. PLys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ix. 662-723

;

' Nature,' liv. 311 (Abs.)

' Phil. Mag.' [5], xliii. 220-

239; 'Astrophrs. J.' v.

332-347.
#

'Zeitschr. f. phvsikal.

Chem.' xxii. 373-409 ; ' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxii. II. 297
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliltter,' xxi.

580-588 (Abs.); ' Cheio.

Centr.' 1897, II. 81-83
(Abs.)

'Bull. Acad. Belg.' [3],

xxxiii. 321-323; 'Bei-

bliltter,' xxi. 651 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxiv. 949-951
;

' Beibliltter,' xxi. 645-
646 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxiv. 1148-1151.

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxi. 846-
920; 'Proc Chem. Soc'
xiii. 115-118 (Abs.);
' Chem. Centr.' 1897. II.

12, 562 (Abs.) ;
' Beiblilt-

ter,' xxii. 84-85 (Abs.)

'Phil. Mag.' [5], xliii. 317-

343.

'Astrophys. J.' v. 325-
327 ;

' Beibliltter,' xxii.

98 (Abs.)
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S. Abati

A.St. C. Dunstan,

M. E. Rice, and
C. A. Kraus.

J. H. Gladstone
and W. Hibbert.

W. Hugginis and F.

W. Ven'.

0. J. Lodge

A. Lumiere and L.

Liimi^re.

C. F. Mabery and
E. J. Hudson.

D. W. Murphy

J. S. Ames and
W. J. Humphreys

\V. J. Humphrej's .

F.L. O.Wadsworth

r. Zeeman

)) • •

N. Egoroff and N.
Georgiewsky.

Physical Relations, 1897.

Sul potere rifrangeutu e dispersivo

del silicic neisuoi composti. (Read
June 12.)

Preliminarj' Note on the Broaden-
ing of the Sodium Lines by Intense

Magnetic Fields. (June.)

The Molecular Refraction of Dis-

solved Salts and Acids. II. (Read
June 17.)

On the Mode of Printing Maps of

Spectra and Tables of Wave-
length. (June.)

Further Note on the Influence of a
Magnetic Field on Radiation Fre-

quency. (Read June 3.)

Application de la photographic a la

mesure des indices de refraction.

(Read June 21.)

Refractive Power of Hydrocarbons
(from Petroleum) and their Chlo-

rine Derivatives. (June.)

Spectral Photometry. (June)

Note on the Effect of Pressure
upon the Series in the Spectrum
of an Element. (June.)

Changes produced by Pressure in

the Wave Frequencies of the Lines
of Emission Spectra of Elements.
(June.)

Tables of the Resolving Power of

Spectroscopes. (June.)

Lignes doiibles et triples dans le

spectre, produites sous I'infiuence

d'un champ magnetique exterieur.

(Read June 21.)

Ueber Doublets und Triplets im
Spectrum,verursacht durch iiussere

magnetische Kriifte. I. II. (' Zit-

tingsversl. Akad. Amsterdam,'
1897, 13-18, 99-102.) (June.)

Sur la polarisation partielle des
radiations lumineuses sous I'influ-

ence du champ magnetique. (Read
July 5.)

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxvii.

;

II. 437-455 ;
' Chem.

Centr.' 1898, L 437-455.

'Amer. J. Sci.' [4], iii.

472-474; ' Beibliitter,'

xxi. 767 (Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxi. 822-
833 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxi.

966 (Abs.) ;
' Chem.

Centr.' 1897. II. 459
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' vi. 55-57.

' Proc. Roj'. Soc." Ixi. 41.S-

415; 'Nature,' Ivi. 237-
238.

'C. R.' cxxiv. 1438-1440:
' Beibliitter,' xxi. 965
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' Ivi.

216 (Abs.)

'Amer. Chem. J.'xix. 482-

485 ;
' J. Chem. Soc."

Ixxii. I. 451-452 (Abs.) ;

' Chem. Centr.' 1897, II.

259 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' vi. 1-21

;

' Science Abstr.' i. 10
(Abs.)

' Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ' xvi. 41-42 ;

' Phil.

Mag.' [5], xliv. 119-122
;

'Chem. NewSj'lxxvi. 21-

22 ;
' Beibliitter,' xxi.

974-975 (Abs.); 'Chem.
Centr.' 1897, II. 324
(Abs.)

' Johns Hopkins . Univ.
Circ' xvi. 43-44; 'Bei-

bliitter,' xxii. 219-221
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' vi. 27-36.

'C. R." cxxiv. 1414-1445,

' Phil. l\Iag. [5]. xliv. 5b-
60, 255-259; ' C. R.'

cxxiv. 1444-1445; 'Bei-

bliitter,' xxi. 765-767
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxv. 16-17;
' Beibliitter,' xxi. 899-
900 (Abs.)
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J. Konigsbcrger

Physical Hklatioss, 1897.

Ueber die Absorption ^-on ultra-

I

rothen Strahlen in doppelbrechen-
den Krystallen. (July.)

C.E.Mendenhalland Preliminary Note on tlio Energy
F. A. Saunders. Spectrum of a Black Body. (July.)

J. H. Pillsbury

J. Larmor

W. Ramsay and M.
W. Travers.

A. Schuster .

W. M. AVatts

W. Konig

P. Zeeman

A. Cornu .

\V. J. Humphreys

A. A. Michelson

A. Cotton ,

H. A. Rowland

A. Cotton .

W. Ramsay and M.
W. Travers.

Spectrum Colour Standards. (Jul}-.)

The Influence of Pressure on Spec-
tral Lines. (Aug.)

On the Refractivity of Certain Mix-
tures of Gases. (Aug.)

Constitution of the Electric Spark.
(Aug.)

Wave-length Tables of the Spectra
of the Elements and Compounds.
(Report of Committee.) (Aug.)

Beobachtung des Zeeman'schen
Phanomens. (Sept.)

Doublets and Triplets in the Spec-
trum, produced by External Mag-
netic Forces. (Sept.)

Sur robscrvation et rinterpretation
cinematique des phenomenes de-
couverts par M. le Dr. Zeeraan.
(Read Oct. IS.)

Changes in the Wave Frequencies
of the Lines of Emission Sjiectra

of Elements ; their dependence
upon the elements themselves
and upon the physical conditions
under which they are produced.
(Oct.)

Optical Radiation in a Magnetic
Field. (Oct.)

Proctjde simple pour constater le

changement de periode de la lumi-
&re du sodium dans un champ
magnetique. (Read Nov. 29.)

Corrections and Additions to Pro-
fessor H. A. Rowland's Table of
Solar Spectrum Wave-lengths.
(Nov.)

Sur la polarisation de la lumi^re
emise par une llamme de sodium
placee dans un chamja magnetique.
(Read Dec. 17.)

On the Refractivities of Air,0.^ygen,
Nitrogen, Argon, Hydrogen, and
Helium. (Read Dec."9.)

'Ann. Phya u. Cbem.'
[N.F.], Ixi. 087-704

;

' Science Abstr.'i. 7(Abs.)

' Phil. Mag." [5], xliv. 136 ;

' Beiblatter,' xsi. 7?,ii

(Abs.)

'Science' [2], vi. 89-91 .-

' Beibliitter,' xxi. 972
(Abs.)

' Brit. Assoc. Report," 1897.
555-556.

' Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1 si.»7.

587-588 (Abs.)

' Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1897.

550; ' Electrician,' xxxix.

585 (Abs.); 'Beibliitter,'

xxi. 1011 (Abs.)

' Brit. Assoc. Report," 1.*<9T,

75-127.

'Ann. Phys. u. C'hein.

[N.F.], Ixii. 2iO-248.

' Phil. Mag. [5], xlir. ",-

00.

' C. R.' cxxv. 555-501 :

' Science Abstr.' 1. 8-0
(Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' vi. lOli-

232; 'Science Abstr.' i.

11-12 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' vi. 48-51 :

' Science Abstr.' i. it

(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxv. 865-867.

'Astrophys. J.' vi. 321-
392.

'C. R. cxxv. 1169-1172.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixii. 225-
232 ;

' Chem.Centr.' 1 898,
1. 429-430 (Abs.) ;

' Bei-

bliitter,' xxii. 217 (Abs.)
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A. Broca

B. Dijken

J. Elilers

O. K.TiiierlinL;h

K. B. Koch

W. Koiiis

M. Konowalow

W. A. Kowalewski

.

E. Prior

.

H. Uubens

V. Schumann

E. G. A. ten Siethoff

Physical Eelatioxs, 1897.

Les variations de periode des raies

spectrales (' Kev. gen^rale des

Sciences,' viii.933-9:!y).

Die Molecwlarrefraction iind Dis-

persion eiuiger wasserigen Salz-

losungen in Zusammenhang mit

der Dissociation. (Inaug. Dissert.

GroningeD, IS'.iT, <)7 pp.)

Die Absorption des Lichtes in eini-

gen pleochroitischen Krystallen.

(Inaug. Diss. Gottingen.) (' Neucs
Jahrb. f. Min. u. Geol.' (Beilage),

xi. 259-317.

Een Brief van Prof. E. van Aubel
betrekliing hebbende op de proeven

van den Hecr Cb. Fievez over de

werking van hot magnetisme op

den aard der Spectra ('Zittings-

versl. Akad. Amsterdam,' v. 356-

359).

Ueber das Yerbalten der Dielectri-

citiltsconstante und des Brech-
ungsexponenten im magneti-
scben Felde.

Einfache Demonstration tics Zee-

man'scben Pliilnomens.

Donnees concernant le pouvoir

r^fringeant des combinaisons azo-

tees.

Sur le volume atomique et la re-

fraction atomiquc des chlorurcs

des acides alkyle-phosphoreux.

Ueber H. Tornue'.sspectromctrisch-

aniometrischen ]5icranalj'se mit
Hilfe des Differentialprisms

von W. Hallwachs (• Forsch. Ber.

iiber Lebensm. u. ihre Bez. z. Hyg.'

iv. 304.)

Ueber Warmestrahlen von grosser

Wellenliinge. (' Verliaiidl. Ges.

Deutsch. Naturf. n. Aerzte,' ii. 5-t-

56).

Von den brechbarsten Strahlen und
ibrer Photographiren-Aufnabme.

Verklaring van het doer Dr. P. Zee-

man gevonden lichtverscliijnsel in

liet oog (• Zittingsversl. Akad.,
Amsterdam,' v. 351-355),

' Beibliitter,

(title).

xxii. [29J

• Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem.' xxiv. 8i-113:
'Chem. Centr.' 18'.)7, 11.

383 - 384 (Abs.) ;
' Bei-

bUltter,' xxi. 333, 970-
971 (Abs.)

' Beiblatter,' xxii. 157-159
(Abs.)

' Beibliitter," . xxi. [39}
(title).

Ann. Phys. u. Chem.
[N.F.], Ixiii. 132-130.

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixiii. 268 - 272

;

' Nature,' lyii. 402 (Abs.)

' J. Euss. Phys. Chem. Soc."

xxvii.412-421 ; ' Zeitschr.

f. physikal. Chem.' xsiii.

553-554 ; ' Beibliitter,'

xxi. 966-968 (Abs.)

' J. Euss. Phys. Chem. Soc'
xxix. 217-222; 'Chem.
Centr.'1897, 11. 333-334;
• Beibliitter,' xxi. 968-
969 (Abs.)

'Chem. Centr.' 189S, T.

138.

• Beibliitter,' xx. [85]

(title).

' Jahrbuch f. Pliotog.' xi.

24-25.

'Beibliitter,' xxi. [39]

(title).
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Physical Relations, 1897

—

Fluoebscence, 1887, 1895.

J. Stscheglajew

H. T. Simon .

C. Soret, A. Borel,

and E. Dumont.

F. Swartz

11. Tornoe

F. L. 0. Wads-
wortli.

G. Weiss ,

r. Zeeman .

Z. P. Bouman

K. Noack

M. Berthelot

,

Dispersion anomale dans les solu-

tions de fuchsinc.

Ueber ein neues photographisclien

Photometrirverfahren, und seine

Anwendung auf die Photometrie
des ultravioletten Spectralge-

bietes.

Ueber die Breoliungsindices der
blauen und griinen Losungen von
Chromalaunen (' Arch, de Ge-
neve,' 1897, iv. 376-381).

Ueber den Atomrefractionsindex
des Fluors ' (' Bull. Akad. Belg.'

[3], xxxiv. 293-307).

Spectrometrisch - araome t r i s c h e

Bieranalyse (' Pharm. Centr.-H.'

xxxviii. 871-873).

Sur le pouvoir separateur des lu-

ettes et des spectroscopes pour les

raies de largeur finie.

Mesure des indices de refraction .

Ueber Doublets und Triplets im
Spectrum, verursaclit durch aus-

sere magnetiscbe Kriifte. III.

(' Zittingsversl. Vet. Akad. Amster-
dam,' 1897, 260-262.)

Measurements concerning Radia-
tion Phenomena in the Magnetic
Field. (' Zittingsversl. Vet.

Akad. Amsterdam, 1897, 408-411).

Emission und Absorption von Quarz
und Glas bei verschiedenen Tem-
peraturen. (Inaug. Dissert. Am-
sterdam, 1897, 91 pp.)

V.

FLUORESCENCE.
1887.

Verzeichniss fluorescirender Sub-
stanzen, nach der Farbe des Fluo-

rescenzlichtes mit Literatur-

nacliweisen (' Schriften d. Na-
turf.-Gesellsch. Marburg,' xii. 155

PP-)

1895.

Observations sur I'argon; spectre

de fluorescence. (Read April 16.)

' J. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc'
xxviii. II. 41-55 ;

' Bei-

bliitter,' xxi. 409 (Abs.)

' Jahrb. f. Photogr.' xi. 38-
55.

' Beiblatter,' xxi. 731

(Abs.)

'Chem. Centr.' 1897, II.

1042-1044 (Abs.) ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xxii. 150 - 151

(Abs.)

'Chem. Centr." 1898, I.

270-271.

' .J. de Phys.' [3], vi. 409-

425.

' J. de Phys.' [3], vi. 681 -

690.

'Beiblatter,' xxii. 167

(Abs.)

' Phil. Mag.' [5], xlv. 197-

442; 'Beiblatter,' xxii.

167 (Abs.)

' Zittingsversl. Akad. Am-
sterdam,' 1896-7, 438-

422 ;
' Beibliitter,' xxi.

589 (Abs.)

Beibliitter,'

(Notice).

XII. 86

C. R.' cxx. 797 - 800 ;

' Ber.' xxviii. (Ref .), 409-

410 (Abs.); 'Beiblatter,'

xix. 567 (Abs.) ; 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixviii. II. 337-338
(Abs.) ;

' Chem. News,'
Ixxi. 212-213; 'Nature,'

li. 622 (Abs.)
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Fluorescence, 1895, 1897—Astronomical Applications, 1891, 1892

M. Bcrthelot .

E. Dorn and
Krdmann.

H.

E. AViedemann and
G. C. Schmidt.

Noiivelles etudes sur la fluores-

cence de I'argon, at sur sa combin-

aison avcc les elements de la

benzine. (Read June 24.)

Ueber das von Berthelot beschrie-

bene Fluoresccnzspectrum des

Ai-gons. (July.)

Ueber Luminescenz von festen

Korpern und festen Losungen.
(Oct.)

Fluorescenz des Natrium- und Ka-
lium - Dampfes, und Bedeutung
dieser Thatsache fur die Astro

-

physik. (Read Nov. 12.)

Fluorescenz und
spectra organischer Dampfe

Verbindungs-

C. R.' cxx. 1386-7390;
'Ber.' xxviii. (Ref.), 104G
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,' xix.

826-827 (Abs.) ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxii. 13-14 ;
' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixviii. II.

498-499 (Abs.) ;
' Proc.

Phys. Soc' xiii. 361
(Abs.) ;

' Nature, lii. 239
(Abs.), 255-256.

Ann. Chem. u. Pharm.'
cclxxxvii. 230 - 232

;

' Ber.' xxviii. (Ref.), 725
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,' xix.

731 (Abs.) ; 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixx. II. 2 (Abs.) ;

' Chem. News,' Isxii. 78

(Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ivi. 201 - 254

;

' Nature,' liii. 94 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. plij's. med.
Soc. Erlangen,' xxvii.

104-109; 'Nature,' liii.

250-251 (Abs.) ;
' Ann.

Phys. u. Chem.' [N.F.]

Ivii. 447-453 ;
' J. Chem.

Soc' Ixx. II. 346 (Abs.)
;

' Astrophys. J.' iii. 207-

212.)

' Jahrb. f. Photogr.' x. 14-

15.

H. Krone

1897.

Ueber das Fluoresccnzspectrum
des Natriums. (Read Feb. 5.)

Absorption des Lichtes, Fluor-

escenz, Phosphorescenz.

'Verhandl. phys. Gesellsch.

Berlin,' xvi. 37-40 ; ' Bei-

bliitter,' xxi. 417-418
(Abs.)

' Jahrb. f. Photogr.' xi. 81-

87.

C. Duner

A. M. Gierke

VI.

ASTRONOMICAL APPLICATIONS.

1891.

Untersuchungen iiber die Rotation
der Sonne. (Read Feb. 14.)

1892.

The New Star in Aviriga. (April.)

' Acta Soc. Sci. Upsala '

[3], xiv. 1-78; 'Bei-

bliitter,' xvi. 430 - 431

(Abs.)

' Contemporary Keview,'
April 1892; 'Astron. and
Astrophvs.' xi. 503-513;
'Beibliitter,' xvii. 207-
208 (Abs.)
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ASTEONOMICAL APPLICATIONS, 1892, 1893.

G, E. Hale

M. von Konkoly

G. E. Hale .

9> •

E. von Gotliard

E. C. Pickering

W. W. Campbell

G. E. Hale .

W. W. Campbell

W, Sidgreaves

H. C. Vosel .

W. AV. Campbell

J. E. Keeler

H. C. Vogel .

Solar Photograpliy at the Ken-
wood Astrophysical Observatory.
(May.)

Spectroscopische Beobachtiingen
an der Sternwarte von O'Gyalla in

Ungarn. (Read June 20.)

The Ultra-violet Spectrum of the
Solar rrominences. (Aug.)

A Remarkable Solar Disturbance.
(Aug.)

Photographs of Solar Phenomena
obtained with the Spectro-helio-

graph at the Kenwood Observa-
tory. (Aug.)

Das Spectrum des neuen Sternes in

Auriga in Vergieich mit demjeni-
gen einiger planetarischen Ne-
bel. (Read Oct. 17.)

Report of the Harvard College
Observatory. (Oct.)

The Spectrum of Nova Aurigje

in February and March 1892.

(Nov.)

Some Results and Conclusions de-

rived from a Photographic Study
of the Sun. (Nov.)

The Motion of Nova Auriga.
("Nov.)

Note on the Revival of Nova Au-
riga;. (Dec")

Untersuchung iiber die Eigen-
bewegung der Sterne im Visions-

radius auf spcctrographischen
Wege.

1893.

The Spectra of

Brookes's Comets.
Holmes's
(Jan.)

and

Spectrum of Holmes's Comet.
(1892, III.) (March.)

Ueber den ncuen Stern im Fuhr-
mann. (Read J J arch 16.)

'Astrou-andAstrophvs.'xi.

407-417, 60y-(J04 ;
'' Bei-

bljitter,' xvii. 752 - 753
(Abs.)

' Math. u. Naturwiss. Ber.

aus Ungarn,' x. 240-245.

'Astron. and Astrophvs.'

xi. 602; 'Beiblatter,'xvii.

12G(Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophvs.'
xi. Gll-613; ' Beibliitter,'

xvii. 126 (Abs.)

'Astron. and Astrophj-s.

xi. G03-604 ;
' Beibliitter,'

xvii. 126 (Abs.)

' Math. u. Naturwiss. Ber.

aus Ungarn,' x. 246-24'.)

;

'Beibliitter,' xviii. 101-
102 (Abs.)

'Nature,' xlvii. 40:5-404

(Abs.)

'Astron. and Astrophys.'

xi. 799-81] ;
' Nature,'

xlvii. 133 (Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys."

xi. 811-815 ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixvii. 4-5 (Abs.) ;

' Beiblatter,' xvii. 75:5

(Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xi. 881-882; 'Nature,'

xlvii. 256 (Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xi. 882-885 ;
• Nature,'

xlvii. 256 (Abs.)

' Publ. d. Astrophys. Obs.

Potsdam.' vii. I. Theil,

No. 2.3, 1-166; 'Bei-

blatter,' xvii. 128-129
(Abs.)

'Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii. 57 ;
' Nature,' xlvii.

235.

'Astron. and Astrophj-s.'

xii. 272-273: 'Nature,'

xlvii. 578 (Abs.)

'Abhandl. Akad. Berlin,'

1893, 60 pp.; 'Bei-

bliitter,' xvii. 932-933
(Abs.)

*
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ASTEONOMICAL APPLICATIONS, 1893.

J. E. Kcelcr

A. Eelopolbky

II. Deslandres

M. Fleming .

(). Knopf

A. D. Kisteen

(t. Miiller

W. W. Campbell

J. E. Keeler .

E. C. Pickcrins:

W. H. S. Monck

Visual Observations of the Spec-

trum of ;8 Lyrfe. (April.)

Le spectre de I'etoile variable j3

Lyr». (Read May 12.)

Spectrum der ' Nova Aurigiu,' 1892,

beobachtet in Pulkowa. (May.)

Sur la recherche de la couronne

solaire en dehors des eclipses

totales. (Read May 23.)

Stars having Peculiar Spectra.

(June.)

Die Schmidt'scheSonnentheorie und
ihre Anwendung auf die Methode
der spectroscopischen Bestim-

mung der Rotationsdauer der

Sonne. (Habilitationschrift, June
1893, 44 pp.)

The Sun's Motion through Space.

(June.)

Photometrische und spectroscop-

ische Beobachtungen auf dem
Gipfel des Siintis. (Publications

desAstrophys.Observ. zu Potsdam,
viii. I. 5.) (July.)

The Spectrum of the Rordame-
Quenisset Comet. (Aug.)

The Spectrum of Comet h 1893.

(Aug.)

The Nature of the Spectrum of

Nova Auriga3. (Aug.)

Wave-lengths of the Two Brightest

Lines in the Spectrum of the

Nebulje. (Aug.)

Observations of Comet h 1893.

(Aug.)

The Constitution of the Stars. (Oct.)

The Spectra and Proper Motion of

Stars. (Nov.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii. 350-361 ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xviii. 100-101
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' xlvii.

616 (Abs.)

'Bull. Acad. St. Peters-

burg' [4],xxxvi. 163-195.

' Bull. Acad. St. Peters-

burg' [4], XXXV. 399-420

;

' Nature,' xlix. 23 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxvi. 1184-1187;
' Beiblatter,' xviii. 672
(Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii.170,546-547,810-811.

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxiv. 105-
120 ;

' Beibliitter,' xvii.

930-931 (Abs.)

' Astron. J.' xiii. 74-75
;

' Nature,' xlviii. 208-209
(Abs.)

' Naturwiss. Rundschau,'
viii. 325-327.

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxiii. 150-
152; 'Nature,' xlviii.

379 (Abs.) ;
' Beiblatter,'

xviii. 766 (Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii. 652-653.

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii. 722-730; 'Astr.
Nachr.' cxxxiii. 337-34:>

;

'Nature,'xlviii.524(Abs.)

* Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii. 733-736; 'Beiblatter,'

xviii. 566 (Abs.) ; 'Nature,'

xlix. 18 (Abs.)

'Astron. and Astroplys.'

xii. 650-651 ;
' Nature,'

xlviii. 401 (Abs.)

'Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii. 718-722 ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xviii. 673 (Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii. 811-812.
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£. C. Pickering

J. Wilsing .

C. A. Young .

W. W. Campbell

H. Deslandres

T. E. Espin .

A. Belopolsky

E. Gothard .

F. Kriic'er

T. E. Espin .

A. Belopolsky

W. W. Campbell

H. Deslandres

J. Fenyi

H. Kayser

REPORT—1898.

AsTEONOMicAL Applicatioks, 1893,

A New Star in Norma. (Nov.)

The Spectrum of Nova Normiie.

(Nov.)

Ueber die Bestimmung von Balin-

elementen einiger Doppelsterne
aus spectroscopischen Messungen
der Geschwindigkeitscompon-
enten. (Nov.)

Note on the Chromosphere Spec-
trum. (Oct.)

Hydrogen Envelope of the Star D,M.
+ ;!0° 3G' 39". (Dec.)

Sur la recherche de la partie de
I'atmosphere coronale du soleil

projetee sur la disque. (Read
Dec. 26.)

Stars with Remarkable Spectra.

(Dec.)

Les changements dans le spectre

du ^ LyriB.

Stadien iiber das photographische
Spectrum der planetarischen
Nebel und des neuen Sterns.

Catalog der farbigen Sterne zwi-

schen dem Nordpol und 23 Grad
siidlicher Declination, mit beson-
derer Beriicksichtigung des Spec-
traltypens.

1894.

Report of the Wolsingham Obser-
vatory. (Jan.)

On the Motion of C Herculis in the
Line of Sight. (Feb.)

Spectrum of Nova Normse. (Tele-
gram received at Kiel, Feb. 15.)

Eecherches spectrales sur la rota-
tion et les mouvements des pla-

netes. (Read Feb. 25.)

On Two
(Feb.)

Great Protuberances.

Ueber den Einfluss der Spalten-
weite auf das Aussehen der
Kometenspectra. (March.)

1894.

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxiv. 101-
102; ' Beibl-itter,' xviii.

768 (Abs.) ;
' Astron. and

Astrophys.' xiii. 40-11 ;

• Nature,' xlix. 300 (Ab.s.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxiv. 101-

102: ' Nature,' xlix. I(i2-

163 (Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxiv. 89-
92; ' Beibliitter,' .wiii.

673 (Abs.)

' Nature,' xlv. 28 ; ' Bei-
blatter,' xvii. 830 (Abs.)

'Astron. and Astrophys.'
xii. 913-914; 'Nature,'
xlix. 210 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxvii. 1053-1056;
' Beibliitter,' xviii. 563
(Abs.)

'Astr. Nachr.' cxxxiv. 123-
128; ' Nature,' xlix. 183-
184 (Abs.)

' Mem. spettr. ital.' xxii.

101-111; ' Nature,' xlviii.

301 (Abs.)

' Mem. spettr. ital.' xxi. 169-
173 ;

' Beiblatter,' xvii.

754 (Abs.)

' Publications d. Stern-

warte in Kiel,' viii. 145

pp. ; Beiblatter,' xviii.

98 (Notice).

'Nature,' xlix. 300 (Abs.)

' Astron. and Astroph^-s.'

xiii. 130-136.

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxv. 311-
312 ;

' Nature,' xlix. 397.

'C. R.' cxx. 417-425:
' Beibliitter,' xx. 35
(Abs.) ;

' Proc. Phys. Soc'
xiii. 165 (Abs.) ;

' Nature,'

li. 422 (Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xiii. 122-128; 'Beibliit-

ter,' xix. 173 (Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxv.
1-10; ' Beibliitter,' xviii.

766-767 (Abs.)
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Astronomical Applications, 1891.

W. H. Pickering

W. W. Campbell

H, Deslandres

E. C. Pickering

H. C. Vogel .

M. Fleming .

A. Fowler

E. H. Hills .

H. Kayser .

J. N. Lockyer

E. C. Pickering

W. W. Campbell

T. E. Espin

M. Fleming

J. E. Keeler

A Study of Nova Aurigse and Nova
Normfe. (March.)

Observations of the New Star in

Norma. (April.)

Photographie de la, chromosphere
solaire. (Read April 16.)

New Variable Stars in Sculptor,

Scorpio, Ophiuchus, and Aquila.

(April.)

Bemerkungen zu der Abhandlung
des Herrn Prof. H. Kayser
' Ueber den Einfluss der Spalten-

weite auf das Aussehen der
Kometenspectra.' (April.)

Stars having
(May.)

Peculiar Spectra.

Gale's Comet. (May) .

The Total Solar Eclipse of April

16,1893. Report on Results ob-

tained with the Slit Spectroscope.

(Received March 7. Read May 10.)

TJeber den Einfluss der Spaltweite

auf das Aussehen der Kometen-
spectra. (May.)

Preliminary Report on the Results

obtained with the Prismatic

Camera during the Total Solar

Eclipse of April 16, 1893. (Read
May 10.)

The New Star in Norma. (May) .

The Wolf.Rayet Stars. (June)

Spectra of the Great Nebula of

Orion and other well-known
Nebulae. (June.)

Catalogue of Stars with Remark-
able Spectra. (June.)

Stars having Peculiar Spectra.

(June.)

The Spectra of the Orion Nebula
and of the Orion Stars. (June.)

' Astron. and Astrophvs.'
xiii. 201-204 ;

' Bei-
bliitter,' xix. 175 (Ab.s.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxv. 1.11 ~

1.32; 'Nature,' xlix. 58(5

(Abs.)

' C. R.' cxviii. 842-844.

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxv. 161-
164; 'Nature,' xlix. (>(. S
(Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxv. 105-
108 ;

' Beiblatter,' xviii.

766-767 (Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxv. 19.5-

198; 'Nature,' 1. ;!7

(Abs.)

' Nature,' 1. 36-37,

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ivi. 20-
26 ; 'Nature; 1. 236
(Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxv. 221-
224; 'Nature,' xlix. 489
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ivi. 7-8
(Abs.); 'Beiblatter,' 914
(Abs.); 'Nature,'!. 118-
119 (Abs.)

'Astron. and Astrophys.'
xiii. 398 ; ' Beiblatter,'

xix. 68 (Abs.)

'Astron. and Astrophys.'
xiii. 448-476; 'Nature,'
1.181 (Abs.); 'Beiblatter,"

xix. 67-68 (Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'
xiii. 384-398, 494-501

;

' Nature,' 1. 254 (Ab.s.) ;

' Beiblatter,' xix. 68
(Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxv. 26.")-

274.

' Astron. and Astrophys.*
xiii. 501-503.

' Astron. and Astrophys.'
xiii. 476-493; 'Nature,"
1. 254 (Abs.) ;

' Bei-
blatter,' xix. 68 (Abs.)
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ASTEONOMICAL API'LIC'ATIOXS, 1894.

J. X. ]>ockvcr

¥. Reiiz .

E. Demar^ay

.

H. Deslandi'es

J. Evcrslied .

li. Leliman-Filhes .

H. Deslandres

W. Hnggins .

.1. E. Keeler .

li. C. Vogel .

.\. Bevberich .

.r. E. Keeler ;ind J.

Schciner.

A. llelopolsky

A. Fowler

On the Photographic 8pe<trum of

tlie Great Nebula in Orion. (Read
June 21.)

Preliminary Note on the Spectrum
Changes in /3 Lyra\ (Read June
21.)

Beobachtungen der

Aurigffi. (June.)

Nova (T)

Sur la simplicite du samarium.
(Read July 23.)

Images speciales du ?oleil donnees
par les rayons siujjDles, qui corre-

spondent aux raies noires du
spectre solaire. (Read July 9.)

The Corona Spectrum. (July)

Ueber die Bestimmung einer Dop-
pelsternbahn aus spectroscopisclien

Messungen den im Visionsradius

liegenden Geschwindigkeitscom-
ponenten. (July.)

Recherches sur les mouvements
de I'atmosphere solaire. (Read
Aug. 27.)

Note on the Spectrum of the Great
Nebula in Orion. (Aug.)

The Magnesium Spectrum as an
Index to the Temperature of the

Stars. (Aug.)

On the Spectrnm of /3 Lyrre. (Aug.)

Neue Untersuchungen ill,>fr Nebel-
spectra. (Sept.)

liinien im unteren roth-gelb-griinen

Theile des Spectrums von
Orionis (Rigel.) (Sept.)

Etude sur le spectre de I'etoile

variable 5 Cephei. (Read Oct. 12.)

Das Spectrum von 3 Cepliel. (Oct.)

Mira Ccti. (Nov.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ivi. 285-
28G (Abs.) ;

' Astron. and
Astrophys.' xiii. 571-575
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc." Ivi. 278-
285 ;

' Astron. and As-
trophys.' xiii. 575-581.

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxv. 389-
.^94; 'Nature,' 1. 254
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxi.x. 163-164;
' Beibliitter/ sviii. 619
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxix. 148-151;
' Chem. News,' Ixx. 71

(Abs.) ;
' Nature.' 1. 307-

308 fAbs.) ;
' Beibliitter,'

xix. 67 (Abs.)

' Nature,' .xlviii. 268

;

' Beibliitter,' xviii. 563
(Abs.)

'Astr. Nachr.' csxxvi. 17-
30.

' C. R.' cxix. 457-460
' Beibliitter,' xix. 333
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' 1. 468
(Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xiii. 5G8-569.

' .Astr. Nachr.' cxxxvi. 77-

80 ;
' Beibliitter.' six. 60

(Abs.). * Nature,' 1. 364-
365 (Abs.)

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xiii. 561-568.

' Naturw. Rundschau.' i.x.

477-479.

'Naturw. Rundschau.' ix.

476 (Abs.)

' Bull. .\cad. St. Peters-

burir ' [5], i. 267-306

;

* Nature,' li. 282 (Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxvi. 281-

284 ; ' Astrophys. J.' i.

160-161; 'Beibliitter,'

XX. 40 (Abs.); 'Nature,'

li. 21 (Abs.)

' Nature,' li. 10.
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J. N. Lockyer

A. Belopolsky

H, Deslandres

J. N. Lockyer

E. C. Pickeringr

A. Belopolsky

A. Cornu

A. A. Michelson

E. C. Pickerino;

\V. W. Campbell

H. C. Vosrel

II Poincaru .

J. Fcnyi

Astronomical Applications, 1894,

The Sun's Place in Nature. (A
course of lectures to working men,
delivered in the Museum of

Practical Geology, Nov.-Dec.)

Observations of Sun-spot Spectra,

1879-94. (Read Nov. 22.)

Ein Project zur Reproduction der
Verschiebung von Spectrallinien

bewegter Lichtquellen. (Dec.)

Sur la Vitesse radiale de C Her-
culis. (Read Dec. 31.)

On the Photographic Spectrum of

7 Cassiopeifc. (Read Dec. 13.)

Stars having Peculiar Spectra.

(Dec.)

Sur le renversement de la raie D,

1898.

du spectre solaire.

Spectroscopie solaire

On the Conditions which Affect
the Spectro-photography of the
Sun. (Jan.)

Discovery of Variable Stars by
their Photogi'aphic Spectra.
(Jan.)

1895.

Recent Changes in the Spectrum
of Nova Aurigas. (Jan.)

Neuere Untersuchungen iiber die

Spectra der Planeten. I. II. (Read
Jan. 17.)

Observations au sujet de la com-
munication precfidente de M.
Deslandres. (Read Feb. 25.)

A Very Large Solar Protuberance
Observed on Dec. 24, 1894.
(March.)

1895.

'Nature; li. 374-377,396-
399, 565-5G9, 590-592;
Hi. 12-14, 156-158, 204-
207, 253-255, 327-329,
422-425, 446-450.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ivii. 199-
201 ;

' Nature,' li. 448-
449 ;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 33
(Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.'cxxxvii. 34-
36 ;

' Nature,' li. 233-234
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliltter,' xix.

418-419 (Abs.)

'C. E.' cxis. 1252-1254;
'Beibmttcr,'xix. 431-432
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' li. 260
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ivii. 173-
177; 'Nature,' li. 425
(Abs.)

Nachr.' cxxxvii.

'Nature,' li. 304

' Astr.

71-74

;

(Abs.)

' Mem. spettr. ital.' xxiii.

89-93; 'Naturw. Rund-
schau,' ix. 55 (Abs.)

;

' Beiblatter,* xix. 422-
423 (Abs.)

' Annuaire du Bureau des
Longitudes,' 1894, 169-
172 ;

' Nature,' xlix. 397
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' i. 1-9;.
' Beiblatter,' xix. 428
(Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' i. 27-28;
' Beiblatter; xix. 431
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' i. 49-51

;

' Beiblatter.' xix. 432
(Abs.) ;

• Nature,' li. 347
(Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berl.'

1895, 5-25; 'Astrophys.

J.' i. 196-209, 273-284
;

' Beibliitter; xix. 429
(Abs.); 'Proc. Phys. Soc'
xiii. 261-262 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxx. 420-421
;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii.

166 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' i. 212-215;
' Beibliitter,' sx. 33(A':is.)

K K
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W. Iluggins

H. Deslandres

L. E. Jewell

II. Deslandres

T. E. Espin .

]M. Flemins:

J. E. Keeler . .

A. Orbinsky

W. AV. Campbell

W. Huggins

J. E. Keeler .

J. N. Lockyer .

H. Seeliger .

Astronomical ArPLicATioNS, 1895.

Astrophys. J.' i. 193-
195 ;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 36
(Abs.)

Eayonnement ultraviolet de la ' C. R.'cxx. 707-710; ' Bei-

couroniie solaire pendant Teclipse

totale du 10 avril 1893. (Read
April 1.)

Note on the Atmospheric Bands
in the tSpectnim of Mars.

(March.)

The Spectrum of Mars. (April)

Eecherches spectrales sur les

anneaux de Saturne. (Read May
27.)

Comparaison entre les spectres du
gaz de la cleveite et de I'atmo-

sphere solaire. (Read May 20.)

Stars with Remarkable Spectra.

(May.)

Stars having Peculiar Spectra.

Eleven New Variable Stars.

(May.)

A Spectroscopic Proof of the

Meteoric Constitution of Saturn's

Rings. (May.)

Nouvelle methode de determina-
tion des vitesses radiales des
etoiles. (May.)

A Review oE the Si^ectroscopic

Observations of Mars. (June.)

Solar and
(June.)

Terrestrial Helium.

Conditions Affecting the Form of

Lines in the Spectrum of Saturn.
(June.)

Spectrum of the Orion Nebula.
(Read June 21.)

Bemerkung iiber die Rotation des
Saturnringes. (June.)

blatter,' xx. 33 (Abs.)
;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii.

222 (Abs.) ;
' Nature,' 11.

576 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' i. 311-
317; ' Beibliitter,' xx. 36
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' lii. 37
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxx. 1155-1158;
' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii.

308-309 (Abs.) ; 'Nature,'

lii. 144 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxx. 1112-1114;
'Beibliitter,' xix. 568
(Abs.) ;

' Chem. News,'
Ixxii. 14-15 ; ' Proc. Phys.
Soc' xiii. 371 (Abs")

;

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixviii. II.

431 (Abs.); ' Nature,' lii.

120 (Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxvii.

369-370; 'Nature,' lii.

80 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' i. 411-415.

' Astrophys. J. i. 41C-427
;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 38
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' lii.

164-16,5 (Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxviii.

9-12 ;
' Nature,' lii. 155

(Abs.) ;
' Beibliitter,' xx.

202 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' ii. 28-44 :

' Beibliitter,' xx. 37
(Abs.)

' Chem. News,' Ixxi. 283 ;

' Beibliitter,' xix. 634-
635 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' ii. 63-68 ;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 200
(Abs.)

' Phil. Trans.' clxxxvi. A,

73-91 ;
' Nature," Ii. 471-

472 (Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr." cxxxviii.

99-102; Beibliitter, xx.

38 (Abs.)
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ASTEONOMICAL APPLICATIONS, 1895.

G. E. Hale

W. Huggins

J. Janssen

W. W. Campbell

F. Kiiiger

^V. -W. Campbell

C. llunge and F,

Pasclien.

A. Belopolsky

W. yv. Campbell

M. Fleming

J. E. Keelcr *

J. X. Lockyer

H. C. Vogel .

Preliminary Note on the D, Line
in the Spectrum of the Chromo-
sphere. (Jul}-.)

On the Duplicity of the Solar Line
D3. (July.)

Sur la presence de la vapeur d'eau
dans I'atmosphere de la planete
Mars. (Read July 29.)

A Spectrographic Determination
of Velocities in the S}-.stem of
Saturn. (Aug.)

The Spectrum of Jlars. (Aug.) .

Spectroscopic Observations
Coloured Stars. (Aug.)

of

Observations of the B Band in
Stellar Spectra. (Sept.)

The Visible Spectrum of the Trifid
Nebula. (Sept.)

Helium and the Spectrum of Nova
Aurigse. (Sept.)

Spectrographische Untersuchungen
des Saturnringes. (Oct.)

Stars whose Spectra contain
Bright and Dark Hydrogen Lines.
(Oct.)

Some New Variable Stars. (Oct.)

A New Star in the Constellation
Carina. (Oct.)

Note on the Rotation of Saturn's
Eings. (Oct.)

Photographies des spectres des
etoiles. (Read Oct. 21.)

Ueber das Vorkommen der Linien
des Cleveitgas-Spectrums in den
Sternspectren,und iiberdie Classi-
fication der Sterne vom ersten
Spectraltypus. (Read Oct. 2-1.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxviii.

227-230; 'Nature,' Hi.

327 (Abs.) ;
' Beibliitter,'

XX. 198 (Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxviii.

229-2.^0 ;
' Beiblatter,'

XX. 198 (Abs.)

'C. E." csxi. 233-237;
' Beibliitter,' xx. 36
(Abs.) ;

' ProC. Phys. Soc'
xiii. 3;.'C (Abs.); 'Na-
ture,' lii. 514 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' ii. 127-
loo ;

' Beibliitter,' xx.
201-202 (Abs.)

'Publications of the As-
tronomical Society of the
Pacific,' vi. No. 27, 228-
230; 'Nature,' li. 132
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' ii. 148-159.

' Astrophys. J.' ii. 163.

' Astrophys. J.' ii. 161-162.

' Nature,' lii. 544.

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxix. 1-4,

210-214.

' Astrophvs.J.' ii. 177-183;
'Nature,' liii. 15 (Abs.);
' Beiblatter,' xx. 372-
373 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.Iii. 198-201.

' Harvard Coll. Observ.

Circ' No. 1 (Oct. 30);
' Nature,' liii. 63 (Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxix. 5-6

;

' Nature,' lii. 655 (Abs.)
;

'Beiblatter,'xx. 370 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxi. 540; 'Na-
ture,' lii. 660 (Abs.)

'Sitzungsb. Akad. Berl.'

xl. 947-958 ;
' Proc. Phys.

Soc' xiv. 161-104 (Abs.);
' Beibliitter,' xx. 372

(Abs.); 'Astrophys. J.'

ii. 333-346 ;
' Nature,'

liii. 448-449 (Abs.)

K K 2
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A. Belopolsky

H. Deslandres

C. B. Frost .

J. N. Lockyer

A. W. Roberts

H. Deslandres

M. Fleming .

>»

G. E. Hale .

E. C. Pickering

H. Deslandres

A. Brester

A. Belopolsky

G. E. Hale .

I.. E. Jewell, J. F.

Mohler, and W.
J. Huiuplireys.

J. F6nyi

ASTRONOJIICAL APPLICATIONS, 1895,

Recherches sur les deplacements
des raies dans le spectre de Saturn
et de son anneau. (In Russian.)

(Nov.)

Recbercliesspectralessurl'^toileAl-
tair. Reconnaissance d'un mouve-
ment orbital et d'une atmosphere.
(Read Nov. 4.)

Note on a Differential Method of

Determining the Velocity of

Stars in the Line of Sight. (Nov.)

On the Variable Stars of the S

Cephei Class. (Read Nov. 21.)

Short Period Variabilitj'. (Nov.) .

A Method of Investigating the
Velocity of Stars in the Line of

Sight with Small Instruments.
(Read Dec. 13.)

Stars having Peculiar Spectra.

(Dec.)

A New Star in Centaurus. (Dec.)

On the Wave-length of the D,
Line in the Spectrum of the
Chromosphere. (Dec.)

A New Star in Carina. (Dec.)

Spectroscopie astronomique

1896.

The Variability of Red Stars.

(Jan.)

Observations des raies renvers6es
dans le spectre des protuberances,
faites a Poulkova. (Feb.)

Notes on the Application of Messrs.
Jewell, Humphreys, and Mohler's
Results to Certain Problems of
Astrophysics. (Feb.)

Note on the Presence of the ' Re-
versing Layer' in the Solar At-
mosphere. (Feb.)

On Two Solar Protuberances, ob-
served July 15 and Sept. 30, 1895.

(March.)

1896.

'Bull. Acad. St. Peters-
burg' [5], iii. 379-403;
' Beibliitter,' xx. 370
(Abs.)

'C. R.' c.Kxi. 629-632;
' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 269
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' hii. 38
(Abs.) ;

' Beiblatter,' xx.

372 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' ii. 235-236

;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 371
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' lix. 101-
106; ' Nature,' liii. 262-
263 ;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 700
(Abs.)

« Astrophys. J.' ii. 283-292;
' Nature,' liii. 162-163
(Abs.)

' The Observatory,' xix.

49-52 ;
' Nature,' hii. 255-

256 (Abs.)

' Astrophj's. J.' ii. 354-
359.

' Harvard Coll. Observ.

Circ' No. 4 (Dec. 20);
' Nature,' liii. 256.

' Astrophys. J.' ii. 884-385.

' Astr. Nachr." cxxxix. 119-
120 ; ' Beibliitter,' xxi.

345 (Abs.)

' Report of the Paris Ob-
servatory,' 1895, 22-23;
' Nature, liv. 162 (Abs.)

'Knowledge,' xviii. 251-

253 ;
' Nature,' liii. 248-

249.

' Mem. spettr. ital.' xxv.

23-26.

' Astrox^hvs. J.' iii. 156-

161.

'Astropliys. J.' iii. 138-

]

140 ;
' Beibliitter,' xx. 527

(Abs.)

'Astrophys. J." iii. 192-

J

200.
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Astronomical Applications, 1896.

E. C. Pickering

H. C. Vogel .

L. E. Jewell

J. N. Lockyer

Th. Arendt .

F. Maclean .

J. Trowbridge

J, N. Lockyer

E. C. Pickering

W. W. Campbell

H. Deslandres

L. E. Jewell ,

E. C. Pickering

)»

J. E. Keeler .

-M. Fleminc; .

The Algol Variable, r..D. + 17°

43G7. (March.)

Ueber das Specfrum von Mira Ceti.

(Read March 20.)

The Spectrum of Mars. (April)

The Total Eclipse of the Sun,

April 16, 1893. (Read April .^0.)

Die Schwankungen im Wasser-
dampfgehalte der Atmosphiire

auf Grund spectroscopischer

Untersuchungen. (May.)

Photographs of the Spectra, of

Twenty-three Helium Stars ; also

Photographs of the Spectra of Six

Stars of the 3rd Magnitude, show-
ing the Transition from Tj'pe to

Type. (Read May 8.)

Carbon and Oxygen in the Sun.

(May.)

On the Unknown Lines observed

in the Spectra of many Minerals.

(Read June 4.)

Ten New Variable Stars. (June.)

On Mr. Jewell's Observations of

the Spectrum of Mars. (July.)

Observations of the Total Solar

Eclipseof April 16, 1893. (Report.)

(July.)

Researches on the Solar Rotation.

(Aug.)

Stars having Peculiar Spectra.

(Aug.)

A New Spectroscopic Binaiy, //,

Scorpii. (Aug.)

The Detection of the Lines of

Water Vapour in the Spectrum
of a Planet. (Sept.)

Stars having Peculiar Spectra-

New Variable Stars in Crux and
Cygnus. (Nov.)

' Astrophys. J.' iii. 200.

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Perl.'

189G, 395-399; 'Proc.

Phys. Soc' xiv. (Abs.)

233-234 ;
' Beibliltter,'

xxi. 345 (Abs.); 'Na-
ture,' hii. C12 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' iii. 355-
258 ;

' Beibliltter,' xxi.

342 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ix. 17-
19 (Abs.) ;

' Nature,' liv.

46 (Abs.)

'Ann.Phys.u.Chem.'[N.F.],
Iviii. 171-204.

' Monthly Not. R. A. S.'

Ivi. 428-429; 'Nature,'

liv. 158 (Abs.)

'Amer. J. Sci.' [4], i. 329-

333; 'Phil. Mag.' [5],

xli. 450-454; 'Nature,'

liv. 91-92 (Abs.)

'Proc. Roy. Soc' Ix. 1.33-

140; ' Beibliitter,' xxi.

129-130 (Abs.)

' Harvard Coll. Obs. Circ'

No. 7 ;
' Nature,' hv. 206-

207 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' iv. 79-80.

' Nature,

(Abs.)

liv. 301-302

' Astrophys. J.' iv. 138

;

' Nature,' liv. 526 (Abs.)

'Astr. Nachr.' cxli. 170;
' Nature,' liv. 404 (Abs.)

' Harvard Coll. Observ.

Circ' No. 11, 2 pp.;
' Nature,' liv. 527 (Abs.)

' Astrophye. J.' iv. 137-

138.

' Harvard Coll. Observ.

Circ' No. 12, 2 pp.;
' Nature,' Iv. 84 (Abs.)
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ASTEOXOMICAL APPLICATIONS, 189G, 1897.

J. N. Lockyer

E. C. Pickering:

M. Fleming .

C. Runge and F.

Paschen.

A. Cornu

A. Belopolsky

H. Deslandres

W. Huggins .

Sir J. N. Lockyer

E. C. Pickcrins?

L. E. Jewell

jj •

Preliminary Report on the Results
obtained with the Prismatic
Camera during the Eclipse of
1803. (Read Nov. 19.)

Relative Motion of the Stars in the
Line of Sight. (Nov.)

A New Spectroscojpic Binary in
Piippis. (Nov.)

Stars having Peculiar Spectra.
Eight New Variable Stars, in
Cetus, Vela, Centaurus, Lupus,
Scorpio, Aquila, and Pegasus.
(Dec.)

O.xygen in the Sun. (Dec.) .

1897.

S^Dectres des etoiles, &c.

.

The Spectroscopic Binary a,

Geminorum. (Jan.)

Photographic d'une protuberance
extraordinaire. (Read Jan. 25.)

Carbon in Bright-line Stars. (Jan.)

Celestial Eddies. (Jan.)

The Question of Carbon in Bright-
line Stars. (Jan.)

The Approaching Total Eclipse of
the Sun. I.-^'I. (Jan.-Sept.)

The Spectrum of ^Puppis. (Jan.)

H. Kaj'scr

Oxygen in the Sun. (Feb.)

The Coincidences of Solar and
Metallic Lines. (Feb.)

SiJectrum of ^'' Puppis. (Feb.)

'Proc. Roy. Soc' Ix. 271-

' Harvard Coll. Observ.
Circ' No. Li, 2 pp.;
'Nature,' Iv. 137 (Abs.)

' Harvard Coll. Observ.

Circ' No.* 14, 1 p. ;
' Na-

ture,' 1v. 137 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' iv. 354-359.

'Astrophys. J.' iv. 317-
319; 'Nature,' Iv. 303
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,' xxi.

518 (Abs.)

Ann. Bureau des Longi-
tudes,' 1896,. 359-3(;8

;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiv.

74-75 (Abs.)

•Astrophys. J.' v. 1-7;
' Nature,' Iv. 352 (Abs.)

C. R.' cxxiv. 171-173:
' Beiblatter.' .xxi. TjIS

(Abs.)

Nature,' Iv. 31().

' Nature,' Iv. 249-253.

• Nature,' Iv. 304-303.
' Beibliitter,' .xxii. 155
(Abs.)

'Nature,' Ivi. 154-1.J7,

175-178, 318-321, 3(15-

368, 392-395, 44.5-449.

' Astrophys. J.' v. 92-94
;

' Har\ard Coll. Observ.
Circ' Nov. 16, pp.
' Nature,' Iv. 352 (Abs.);
' Beibliitter,' xxi. 512
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' v. 99-100
;

'Bleibliitter,' xxi. 518
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' iii. 89-1 13

;

' Beiblatter,' xxi. 339
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' v. 95-96 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxi. 521
(Abs.)
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ASTEOXOMICAL APPLICATIONS, 1897.

J, N. Lockycr

A. Fowler .

P. de Heen .

J. N. Lockyer

F. McClean .

E. C. Pickering

A. Sclmster .

>j •

W. W. Campbell

J. E. Keeler .

P. tie Heen .

Sir J. N. Lockycr

H. F. Newall

.

C. A. Young .

J. Evcrshed .

J. E. Keeler .

Sir W. Husrsins

On the Iron Lines Present in the

Hottest Stars. Preliminary Note.

(Read Feb. 18.)

The Chemistry of the Stars.

(March.)

Photographic de la chromosphere
du soleil, et constitution de cet

astre. (Read March 6.)

On the Chemistry of the Hottest
Stars. (Read March 25.)

Note on Comparative Photographic
Spectra of Stars to the 3^ Magni-
tude. (Read March 25.)"

Stars having
(March,)

Peculiar Spectra.

Note on the Chemical Constitution

of the Stars. (Read March 25.)

Oxygen in the Sun. (March)

Spectroscopic Notes. (April)

Spectroscopic Observations of Mars
in 1896-7. (May.)

Note relative a la photographic de
I'atmosphere solaire. (Read June
5.)

The Approaching Eclipse of the

Sun. (June.)

The Total Solar Eclipse of Aug. !),

1896. Report on the Expedition
to Kio Island. (Read June 17.)

On the Classification of Stars of the
S Cephei Class. (Read June 17.)

On the Appearance of the Cleveite

and other New Gas Lines in the

Hottest Stars. (Read June 17.)

On some Spectroscopic Determina-
tions of Velocity in the Line of

Sight made at the Cambridge
Observatory. (Read June 11.)

On the Reversing Stratum and its

Spectrum, and on the Spectrum of

the Corona. (Aug.)

The Corona Spectrum. (Sept.)

Measurement by means of tlic

Spectroscope of the Velocity of

Rotation of the Planets. (Read
Sept. 23.)

Sur les spectres des compo.santes
colorces des etoiles doubles.

(Read Oct. 11.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ix. 475-
476; 'Nature,' Iv. 452-
453 ; ' Pciblatter,' xxi.

520 (Abs.): 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxii. II. 469 (Abs.)

' Knowledge,' xx. 77-78
;

' Nature,' Iv. 447 (Abs.)

'Bull. Acad. Belg. [3],

xxxiii. 205-210.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Isi. 148-
209.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixi. 213-
216

' Harvard Coll. Observ.

Circ'No. 17, 2 pp.

' Proc. Rov. Soc' Ixi. 209-
213.

' Astrophys. J.' v. 1G2-163.

' Astrophys. J.' v. 233-242.

' Astrophys. J.' V. 328-331.

'Bull. Acad. Belg.' [3],

xxxiii. S00-S03.

'Nature,' Ivi. 154-157,
175-178.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixi. 444-
445 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixi. 445-
455.

' Proc. Roy. Soc." Ixii. 52-

67.

'Monthly Not. R. A. S.'

Ivii. 567-577.

Astrophj'S. J.' vi. 155-

157.

'Nature,' Ivi. 444.

' Brit. Assoc. Report," 1897,

729-731.

' C. R.' cxxv. 512-514.
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ASTBONOMICAL

Sir W. Huggins

R. J. Aitken .

A. Belopolskj-

E. C. Pickering

J. It. Rydberg

W. W. Campbell

J. M. Schaeberle

^\^ H. Wright

A. Belopolskj-

0. E. Hale .

n. F. Russell

Applications, 1897

—

Meteoeo logical Applications, 1891,
1892, 1893, 189i.

Sur les spectres cTes etoiles princi-

pales du trapeze de la nobulense
d'Orion. (Read Oct. 11.)

Variations in the Spectrum of the
Orion Nebula. (Nov.)

New Investigation of the Spectrum
of /3 Lyrse. (Nov.)

Spectrum of a Meteor. (Nov.)

A. C'rova

A. Fowler

G. Miiller

G. Meyer

C. R.' cxxv. 514-51

' Astrophys. J.' vi. 363.

'Astrophvs. J.' vi. 32S-
337.

On the Constitution of the Red
Spectrum of Argon. (Nov.)

On the Variations observed in the
Spectrum of the Orion Nebula.
(Nov.)

Observations of the Spectrum of
the Orion Nebula. (Nov.)

Variations in the Spectrum of the
Orion Nebula. (Nov.)

Researches on the Spectrum of the
Variable Star i} AquilEe. (Dec.)

On the Presence of Carbon in the
Chromosphere. (Dec.)

Motion of some Stars in the Line of

Sight. (Report of the Cambridge
Observatory.)

VII.

METEOROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS.

1891.

' Harvard Coll. Obs. Circ'
(Nov. 20); ' Nature,' Ivii.

101 ;
' Science Abstr.' i.

4 (Abs.)

•Astrophys. J.' vi. 338-
348 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxii.

154 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' vi. 303-
364; 'Science Abstr.' i.

4 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' vi. 364-
365.

'Astrophvs. J.' vi. 3G5-
366.

'Astrophys. J.' vi. 393-
399.

'Astrophys. J.' vi. 4l2-
414; 'Nature,' Ivii. 374
(Abs.)

' Nature,' Ivi. 270 (Abs.)

The Analysis of Diffused Light.
(' Amer. Meteorol. Journ.' Nov.
1891.)

1892.

Spectrum of Lightning. (July) .

1893.

Photometrische und spectroscop-
ische Beobachtungen angestellt

auf dem Gipfel des Siintis.

1894.

Ein Versuch das Spectrum des
Elitzes zu photograjohiren (Feb.)

• Nature,'

(Abs.)

xlv. 189-190

' Nature,' .^Ivi. 268 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xvii. 123-126
(Abs.)

' Publ. d. Astrophj's. Obs.

Potsdam,' viii. 1-101

;

' Beibliitter," xvii. 1063-
1065 (Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], li. 415-416;
' Nature,' xlix. 427 (Abs.)

;

' Phil. Mag.' [5], xxxvli.

420-121 (Abs.)
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Meteorological Applications, 1893, 1896, 1897-

1885, 1890, 1891, 1892.

M. Berthelot

O. Simon?

A. llicco

L. E. Jewell

»» »

Remarques snr les spectres de
I'argon et de I'aurore boreale.

(Read March 25.)

Ueber periodische Anfnahmen des

Sonnenspektrums vom Gipfel des

Piks von TenerifEa (3711 m.)
(' Verhandl. Ges. Naturf. u.

Acrzte,' II. 1. Hiilfte (1895), 85.)

189G.

Rig-he spettrali atmospheriche os-

servate suU' Etna, a Nicolosi in

Catania. (June.)

The Determination of the Relative

Quantities of Aqueous Vapour in

the Atmosphere bj' Means of the
Absorption Lines of the Spectrum.
(Dec.)

1897.

Dr. Arendt's Spectroscopic Investi-

gation of the Variation of Aqueous
Vapour in the Atmosphere. (April.)

-Chemical Relations,

'C. R.' cxx. G62-663;
' Ber.' .xxviii. (Ref.),

318 (Ab.s.) ;
' Beiblatter,'

xix. 567 (Abs.); ' Proc.

Phys. Soc' xiii. 289
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixviii. II. ;!37 (Abs.);
' Nature,' li. 552 (Abs.)

' Beiblattcr,'xix.[59](title)

' Mem. spettr. ital.' xxv.

127-134 ;
' Beiblatter.'

XX. 978 (Abs.) ;
' Nature,'

liv. 280-281 (.4bs.)

'Astrophys. J.' iv. 324-
342; 'Nature,' Iv. 258
(Abs.)

'Astrophvs. J.' V. 279-
281.

T. G. Eakins

G. Henslow

VIII.

CHEMICAL RELATIONS.

1885.

On Allanite and Gadolinite (' Proc.

Colorado Sci. Soc' li. 1885).

1890.

A Contribution to the Study of the

Relative Effects of Different Parts
of the Solar Spectrum on the
Assimilation of Plants (' Proc.

Linna;an Soc' Nov. G, 1890).

Chem. News,' liii. 282;
'J. Chem. Soc' 1. 779.

780 (Abs.)

' Nature,' xliii. 72 (title).

J. W. Briihl

1891.

Untersuchungen iiber die Terpene
und deren Abkiimmlinge (' Ab-
handl.' IIL IV.) (Read Oct. 29,

Nov. 18.)

1892.

Untersuchungen iiber die Terpene
und deren Abkoramlinge ('Ab-
handl.' VIII. IX.) (Read May 23.)

Ber.' xxiv. 3373-3416,
3701-3737 ;

' Beibliitter,'

xvii. 30-32 (Abs.)

' Ber.' xxv. 1788-1796,
1796-1813; 'Beibliitter,'

xvii. 30-32 (Abs.)
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J, W. Bnihl .

N. Caro . ,

R. Xietski and A.
Bossi.

W. X. Hartley

CHEiiicAL Relations, 1892, 1893.

Ueber Dipropargyl und Benzol.

(Read July 20.)

Ueber Oxyaurine und Osyaurincar-
bonsauren. II. Mittheiluno-.

(Read Aug. 11.)

Zur Kenntniss der Oxazinfarbstoffe.
(Read Oct. 6.)

Methods of Observing the Spectra
of easilj^ Volatile Metals and their

Salts, and of Separating their

Spectra from those of the Alkaline
Earths. (Read Dec. 1.)

' Ber.' XXV. 2G38-2G46

Ber.' XXV. 2671-267-5.

Ber.' XXV. 2994-300.5.

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixiii. 138-
141 ;

' Chem. News,' Ixvi.

313 (Abs.)

T. W. Richards

J. M. Eder and E.

Valenta.

G. Kriiss

J. Parry.

J. W. Briihl .

G. Carrara

G. Gennari .

C. Trai^esonzjanz

C. Graebe and A.
Philips.

1893.

A Revision of the Atomic "Weight
of Barium. (Read Jan. 11.)

Ueber das Emissionspectrum der
elementaren Silicium, und den
spectrographiichen Xachweis
dieses Elementes. (Read Jan.

19.)

Some Remarks on the Examination
of the Rare Gadolinite Earths, and
in particular on Determining the
Equivalents of these Earths by
converting the Oxide into the
Sulphate. (Jan.)

The Spectrum of Iron and the

Periodic Law. (Jan.)

Untersuchungen iiber asj-mme-
trische Bicarbonsiiuren. (Read
Feb. 6.)

Spectrochemie des Stickstofls. I.

(Vorlaufige Mittheilung.) (Read
Mar. 27.)

Sul tiophosgene polLmero. (Read
May 7.)

Spettrochimica del cumarone e

deir indene. (Read May 20.)

Ueber die MoleculaiTefractiou
stick.stoffenthaltender Substanzen
(Aldoxime und Eetoxime). Read
June 8.)

Ueber Oxj-derivate des Anthra-
chinolinchinon. (Sept.)

' Proc. Amer. Acad.' xxviii.

1-30 ;
' Chem. News.'

lx%dii. 232-23.S, 269-271,
283-284.

' Wien. Anz.' xxx. (1893),
19-21.

'Chem. News,' Ixvii. 32-

33, 40-42.

' Nature,' xlv. 253-205

1

' Beibliitter,' xvii. 748-

749 (Abs.)

Ber.' xx\'i. 337-34.5.

' Ber.' xxvi. 806-809,

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], ii. I. sem. 421-425;
' Beiblatter,' xviii. 331-
335 (Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lin-

cei' [5], iii. I. sem. 499-
503 ;

' Gazz. chim. ital.'

xxiv. I. 468-474; 'Bei-

bliitter,' xviii. 907 (Abs.)

'Ber.' xxvi. 1428-1433;
' Beibliitter,' xviii. 335-
336 (Abs.)

' Ann. Chem. u. Pharm.'
cclxsvi. 21-35 ;

' J. Chem.
Soc' Ixiv. I. 670-071
(Abs.)
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J. W. Liiilil ,

V. Schumann

F. Tiemann and P.

Kriiger.

F. Tiemann and Fr.

W. Semmler.

J. Verschaffelt

E. Nasini and F.

Andcrlini.

R. Nasini and G.

Carrara.

J. W. Briihl

A. Ghira

G. Gennari .

H. A. Kowland

Chemical Relations, 1893, 1891.

Ueber einige Eigenschaften und
die Constitution des t'reien Hj'-

di'oxylaniins und seine Homologen.
Spectrocliemie des StickstofEs. II.

(Read Oct. 14.)

Ueber ein ncues Verfahren zur
Herstellung ultraviolettempfind-

liclie Flatten. (Read Oct. 12.)

Ueber Veilchenaroma. (Read
Oct. 9.)

Ueber Vcrbindnngen der Citral-

(GeranioI-)Reihe. (Read Oct. 9.)

1894.

Application du refractometre u
I'etude des reactions chimiques.
(Read Jan. 6.)

Sul potere rifrangente dei com-
posti continenti il carbonile.

(Read Jan. 21.)

Sul potere rifrangente dell' ossi-

geno, dello zolfo, e dell' azoto nei

nuclei eterociclici. (Read Feb.
22.)

Neue Beitriige zur Frage nach der
Constitution des Eenzols. (Read
Mar. 27.)

Potere rifrangente delle combina-
zioni organo-metalliche. (Read
April 15.)

Spettrochimicadel camarone e dell'

indene. (Read May 10.)

The Separation of the Rare Earths.
(May.)

Ber.' xxvi. 2508-2520.

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,'
cii. Ila, 994-1024; 'Bei-

bliitter,' xviii. 45G-457
(Abs.)

'Ber.' xxvi. 2G75-2708.

' Ber.' xxvi. 2708-2729.

' Bull. Acad. Roy.de Beige,'

[;i], xxvii. 49-84 ;
' Bei-

bliltter,' xviii. 746-747,
833-834 (Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], iii. I. sem. 49-58
;

'Gazz. chim. ital.' xxiv.

I. 157-169; 'Ber.' x.xvii.

(Ref.), 244 (Abs.) ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xviii. 665 (Abs.)

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxiv. I.

256-290; ' Zeitschr. f.

physikal. Cliem.xvii. 539-
544 ;

' Proc. Phys. Soc'
xiii. 397 (Abs.) ;

• J.

Chem. Soc' ixvi. II.

302-303 (Abs.); 'Ber.'

xxvii. (Ref.), 375-376
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,'

xviii. 834 (Abs.)

' J. prakt. Chem.' [2], xlix.

201-294 ;
' Ber.' xxvh.

1065-1083; 'Nature,'
xlix. 614 (Abs.); 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixvi. I. 366-
367 (Abs.)

' Rend. E. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[51, iii. I. sem. 391-393
;

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxiv.

I. 324-327; 'Beibliitter,'

xviii. 906-907 (Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], iii. I. sem. 499-503
;

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxiv.

I. 468-474.

' Johns Hopkins Univ. Cir-

cular,' xiii. 73-74 ; ' Chem.
News,' Ixx. 68-69; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixvi. 11.449-
550 (Abs.)
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A. de Gramont

W. Crookes .

\V. N. Hartley

Mecke andWimmer

<'. Haacke

A. :fitard

E. Schunck .

\V. Ramsay .

P. F. Clfeve .

H. Moissan .

A. de Gramont

G. Kriiss and H.
Kriiss.

A. de Gramont

M. Konowalow

H. Rigollot

Chemical Kklatioxs, 1894, 1895.

Sur le spectre de lignes du soufre,

et sur sa recherche dans les com-
poses metalliques. (Read July 2.)

The Separation of the Rare Earths.

(Aug.)

New Methods of Spectrum Analy-
sis, and on Bessemer Flame
Spectra. (Aug.)

Nachweise von Blutflecken. (Nov.)

Spectrophotometrische Untersuch-
ungen iiber die Einwirkung von
Salzsiiure auf einige Substitutions-

producte des Fuclisins. (Diss.

Tiibingen, 1891, 49 pp.)

1895.

Pluralite des chlorophylles. Deux-
icme clilorophylle isolee dans la

luzerne. (Read Feb. 11.)

Contributions to the Chemistry of

Clilorophyll. (Read Feb. 14.)

Discovery of Helium. (Read Mar.
27.)

Sur la presence de I'helium dans la

cleveite. (Read April 16.)

Action du fluor sur I'argon. (Read
May 9.)

Analyse spectrale directe de mine-
raux. (June.)

Eine neue Methode der quantita-
tiven Spectralanalyse. (June.)

Sur I'analyse spectrale directe de.s

mineraux et de quelques sels

fondus. (Read July 8.)

Nitrirende Wirkung der Salpeter-

siiureaufdenCIiaractergesJittigten

Verbindungen besitzende Kohlen-
wasserstoflfe und deren Derivate.

(Read July 29.)

Action des rayons infra-rouges sur

le soufre d'argent. (Read July 15.)

' C. R.' cxix. 08-70 ;
' Bei-

bliitter.'xviii. 912(Abs.);
'Chem. News,' Ixx. 49
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixvi. II. 434-435 (Abs.)

'Chem. News,' Ixx. 81-82.

' Brit. Assoc. Rep.' 1894,
G 1 0-6 1 1

;
' Beibliltter,' xx.

26 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. anal. Chem.'
xxxiv. 129-131 ;

' Chem.
News,' Ixxi. 238.

' Beibliltter,' xx. 61 (title).

'C. R'cxx. 328-331; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixviii. I. 389
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc." Ivii. 314-
322..

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixvii. 1 107-
1 108 ;

• Chem. News,' Ixxi.

151; ' Ber.' xxviii. (Ref.),

839 (Abs.); 'Beibliltter,'

xix. 624 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxx. 834 ;
' Ber.'

xxviii. (Ref.), 373 (Abs.)
;

' Nature,' li. 622-623
(Abs.) ;

' Chem. News,'
Lxxi. 212.

' Proc. Roy. Soc.'lviii. 120-
121.

' Bull. Soc. frano. de Min.'
xviii. 171-374.

' Zeitschr. f. anorg. Chem.'
x. 31-43.

'C. R.' cxxi. 121-123
;

' Beibliltter,' xx. 30-31
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Hoc'
Ixviii. II. 470-471 (Abs.)

;

' Cbem. News,' Ixxii. 103
(Abs.)

' Ber.' xxviii. 1852-1865.

' C. R.' cxxi. 164-166
;

' Ber.' xxix. (Ref.), 63-64
(Abs.)
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C. Range and ¥.

Paschen.

W. Kamsay

C. Bouchard

G. Kriiss and H.
Ivriiss.

J. W. Briihl

H. Wilde

li. MiJhhui and K.
L'hlmanu.

V>. Paulowski

.

E. iSclmnck and L.

^Marchlewski.

A. Killas and "W.

Eamsaj'.

A. de Gramont

Chemical Relations, 1895.

Ueber die Bestandtheile des

Clcveitgases. (Read July 11.)

A Possible Combination of Argon.

(Aug.)

Sar la presence de I'argon et de
riielium dans certaines eaux
min^rales. (Read Sept. 2.)

Eine neue Metliode der quantita-

tiven Spectralanalj'se. (Sept.)

Spectrochemie des StickstofEs. III.-

IV. (Read Oct. 1.)

Helium and its I'lace in the

Natural Classification of Elemen-
tary Substances. (Read Oct. 1.)

Zur Kenntniss der Cliinazin- und
OxazinfarbstofEe. (Oct.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

xxsiv. 759-7G3; 'J.
Cliem. Soc' Isx. II. 1-2
(Abs.)

'Chem. News,' Ixxii. 51;
' Beibliitter,' six. 730
(Abs.) ;

' Ber.' xxviii.

(Ref.), 839-840 (Abs.) ;

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixx. II.

20 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxi. 392-39'! :

' Beibliitter,' xix. 827
(Abs.) ;

' Ber.' xxviii.

(Ref.),836 (Abs.); 'Chem.
News,' Ixxii. 152-153 ;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xiii.

456 (Abs.) ;
' J. Chem.

Soc' Ixx. II. 99 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . anorg. Chem.'
X. 31-43; 'Beibliitter,'

XX. 26 (Abs.); 'Proc.

Phj's.Soc.'xiv. I4(Abs.);
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixx. II.

215 (Abs.); 'Ber.' xxix.

(Ref.), 147-148 (Abs.)

'Ber.' xxviii. 2388-2406;
' Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem.' xvi. 193-225, 226-
241, 497-511, 512-524;
' Beibliitter,' xix. 561-
565 (Abs.) ;

' Proc. Phys.

Soc' xiii. 328-330 (Abs.)

;

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixviii. II.

194, 250-251 (Abs.)

' Pliil. Mag.' [5], xl. 466-
471 ;

' J. Chem. Soc' Isx.

II. 165-166 (Abs.)

' Ann. Chem. u. Pharm.'
cdxxxix. 128-130; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixx. I. 166-
169 (Abs.)

Ueuer Allofluorescein. (Read Oct. I
' Ber.' xxviii. 2360-2362.

Zur Chemie des Chlorophvlls.

(Oct.)

Estimation of Gases from Certain
Mineral Waters. (Read Nov. 28.)

Sur I'analyse spectrale directe des
composes solides, et plus spcciale-

ment des mineraux. (Nov.)

' Ann. Cliem. u. Pharm.'
cclxxxix. 81-107 ;

' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixviii. I. 396-

397 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' lix. 68-
69.

'C. R.' cxxi. 121-123;
'Bull. Soc. Chim.' [3],

xiii.-xiv. 945-947 ;
' Ber.'

xxviii. (Ref.), 1018 (Abs.)
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L. Tioost and
Oii\ raid.

G. Kriiss

R. ¥. d'AicT and
"W. B. Hardy.

J. Stas

Chemical Kelations, 1895, 1896.

Sur I'origine de I'argon et de !
' C. R.' cxsi. 708-800

;

rhulium dans les gaz dugages par
j

' Chem. News,' Ixxii. 309-
certaines eaux minerales. (Read 310.

Dec. 2.)

Beziehungen zwischen Zusammen-
setzung und Absorptionsspectrum
organischen Verbindungen. Nach-
trag. (Dec.)

Note on the Oxidising Powers of

Different Regions of the Spectrum
in relation to the Bactericidal

Action of Light and Air.

Recherches chimiques et etudes
spectroscopiques sur difEerents

corps simples. (Complete works
of Stas, pub. at Brussels.)

' Zeitschr. f . physikal,
Chem.' xviii. 559-5G3

;

' Beibliitter,' xx. 197
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixx. II. 285 (Abs.)

' J. Physiol.' xvii. 390-393
;

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixviii. II.

57 (Abs.)

'Chem. News,' Ixxii. 177-
179, 188-190, 203-205,
215-216. 22G-227, 239-
241, 248-251, 259-2(>l,

274-276, 301-304, 311-
313, Ixxiii. 5-7, 15-17.

29-31, 39-40, 51-52, 6G-
68, 80-81, 88-90, 113-
114, 124-126. 135-137,
147-149, 159-161, 171-
173, 183-184, 192-193,
204-206. 216-218, 224-

225, 241-242, 249-250,
262-264.

1896.

L. ilarchlewski

E. Schunck and L.

]Marchlewski

J. W. Eriihl

J. Landauer

G. Kraemer and A.
Spilker.

E. Jihiger

Klages.

J. "\V. Briihl

and A.

Die Chemie des

(Hamburg, 82 pp.)

Chlorophyll.-^.

(Jan.)

Contributions to the Chemistry of

Chlorophyll ; Phylloporphyrin and
Hffimatoporphyrin : a comparison.
(Read Jan. 30 )

Spectrochemische Untersuchuug
des o- und |8-mesityloxidoxal-

siiuren Methyls und Aethyls von
Claisen. (Vorliiufiger Bericht.)

(Feb.)

Die Spectral-Analyse. (Braun-
scliweig, 174 pp.) (Feb.)

Ueber das Cyclopentadien im Stein-

kohlenthcer, das Indin der Fett-

reihe. (Read Feb. 24.)

Ueber Halogenderivate des Cani-

phens und Hydrocamphens. (Feb.)

Spectrochemisclie Untersucbung
des a- und y3-Formylplienylessig-

o.^ters. (Vorliiufiger Bericht.)

(March.)

'Chem. News,' Ixxiii. 23
(Review).

' Proc. Roj-. Soc' lix. 233-
239.

Ann. Chem. ii. Pliarm.'

ccxci. 137-146 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' XX. 871 (Abs.)

' Chem. News,' Ixxiii. 70-

71 (Review).

'Ber.'xxix. 552-5G1.

• Ber.' xxix. 544-547.

'Ann. Chem. u. Pharm."
ccxc. 217-225 ;

' Ber."

xxix. (Ref.), 484 (Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter," xx. 871
(Abs.)
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Chemical Eelatioxs, 189G.

¥. Tiemann and R. Ueber die Verbindunsen der i

' Ber." xxis. 903-92G.
Schmidt.

E. Demargay,

H. Ktttliausen

B. Tollens

W. N. Hartley

E. Scliunck and L.

Slarchlewski

A. Tschirch .

H. Wil<le

\y. N. Hartley and
H. Eamage.

O. ]5uss .

H. Kriiss .

E. lliegler

E. ^Viedemann and
G. C. Schmidt.

E. Schunck and L.

Jlarchlcwski.

Citronellalreihe. (Piead March 'J.)

Ueber Homoliualool. (Read
March 9.)

Sur un nouvel element contenu dans
les terras rares voisincs du sama-
rium. (Read Mar. 23.)

Ueber Galactit aus den Samen der
gelben Lupine. (Read March 23.)

Ueber den Nachweis der Pentosen
mittels der Phloroglucinsalzsanre-

absatzmethode. (Read April 18.)

The Determination of the Compo-
sition of a ' White Sou ' by a
Method of Spectrographic Analy-
sis, (Read April 23.)

Zur Chemie des Chlorophylls.
(Read May 11.)

Zur Chemie des Chlorophylls.

(Read June 22.)

On the Spectral and other Pro-
perties of Thallium in Relation to

the Genesis of the Elements.
(June.)

On the Occurrence of Gallium in the
Clay-iron-stone of the Cleveland
District of Yorkshire. Determina-
tion of Gallium in Blast-furnace
Iron from Middlesbrough. (Read
Dec. 17.)

Beitriige zur Spectralanalyse eini-

ger toxicologisch und pharma-
kognostisch wichtiger Farbstoli'e,

mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung
des Ultraviolett. (Inaug. Diss.)

Ueber ein neues Verfahren in der
quantitativen Spectralanalyse
(' Yerhandl. Ges. Deutsch. Naturf.
u. Aerzte," II. 1. Hiilfte, 76-77.)

Die Bestimmung des Alkohols und
Extractes im Weiu auf optischem
\Vege.

Photochemische Zersetzung von
XaCl, KCl, NaBr und KBr unter
dcm Einfluss von starkbrechbarcn
ultravioletten Lichte.

Zur Chemie des Chlorophylls.
(IV. Abhandlung.)

' Ber.' xxix. G91-G95.

' C. R.' cxxii. 728-730
;

' Ber.' xxix. (Ref.). 379-
380 (Abs.) ;

' J. Chem.
See' Ixx. II. 475 (Abs.)

;

' Proc. Phys. Soc' (Abs.)
xiv. 226.

' Ber.' xxix. 896-899.

Ber.' xxix. 1202-1209.

'J. Chem. Scc.'lxix. 842-
844 :

' Chem. News,
Ixxiii. 229 (Abs.)

' Ber.' xxix. 1347-1352.

'Ber.' xxix. 1766-1770.

' Chem. News,' Ixxiii. 304-
305 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxi.

633 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ix. 393-
407.

' Beibliitter,' xxi. 130-131
(Notice).

' Beibliitter; xx. [31]
(title).

' Zeitschr. f. anal. Chem.'
XXXV. 27-31 ;

' Bei.' xxix.

(Ref.), 599 (Abs.)

' Jahrb. f . Photogr.' x. 15.

'Ann. Chem. u. Phirm.
ccxc. 306-S13; 'Ber.'

xxix. (Ref.), 415 (Abs.)
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A. AVroblewsky

W. X. Hartley and
H. Ramaee.

K.D.Chruschtscboff

G. Urbain and E.
Budischovsky

J. W. Briihl ,

W. N. Hartley and
JL Rama''e.

]j. Lcwin

B. llasselbcrsr

E. KnocTena^ol

Chemical Relations, 1896, 1897.

AnwendungdesGlan'schon Spectro-
photometers auf die Tierchemic.
I. Quantitative Bestimmung des
HamoglobinsimBlute. II. Quan-
titative Bestimmung der Rhodan-
salze im Speichel ("Anz. Akad.
Krakau,' 1896, pp. 306-309, 386-
390).

1897.

On the Dissemination of some of

the Rarer Elements, and the Mode
of their Association in Common
Ores and Minerals. (Read Jan. 21.)

On the Spectrographic Analysis of
some Commercial Samples of

Metals, of Chemical Preparations,
and of Minerals from the Stass-

furt Potash Beds. (Read Feb. 18.)

Sur les terres de monazite. (Read
March 18.)

Recherches sur les sables mona-
zites. (Read March 22.)

Spectrochemie des Stickstofifs.

(April.)
V.

A Spectrographic Analysis of Iron
Meteorites, Siderolites, ami Me-
teoric Stones. (Read May 19.)
(' Proc. Roy. Soc. Dublin ' [N.S.],

viii. Part 6.)

Die spectroscopische Blutunter-
suchung. (June.)

Note on the Chemical Composition
of the Mineral Rutile. (June.)

Untcr.suchungen in der liydro-

aromatischen Reihe. (June.)

Chem. Ccntr.' 1897. ii.

.^.:^2 (Abs.) ;
' Beibliitter,"

xxi. 573 (Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxi. 533-
547 ;

' Chem. News,'
Lxxix. 129-130 (Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Lxxi. 547-
550 ;

' Chem. News,' Ixxv.

151(Abs.); ' Chem.Centr.'
1897, 1. 665 (Abs.)

' J. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc'
xxix. 206-208 ;

' Chem.
Centr.' 1897, II. 329
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' Ivi.

276 ;
' Beibliitter,' xxi.

920 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxiv. 618-621
;

' Chem. Ne-TCS,' lxxv.'181-

182.

' Zeitschr. f . physikal.

Chem.' xxii. 373-409 ;
' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxii. II. 297
(Abs.) ;

' Beiblatter,' xxi.

586-588 (Abs.); 'Chem.
Centr.' 1897, II. 81-83
(Abs.)

' Nature,' Ivii. 546 (Abs.)
;

' Chem. News,' Ixxvii.

121-122.

• .irch. der Pharm.'ccxxxv.
245-255 ;

' Chem. Centr.'

1887, II. 381 (Abs.);
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxii. II.

534 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' vi. 23-20;
' Chein. News,' Ixxvi. 102-
lo-l ; -Chem. Ccntr.' 1897,

II. 712 (Abs.)

'Ann. Chem. u. Pharm.'
ccxcvii. 11.^-203; 'Cliem.

Centr.' 1897, II. 696-702
(Abs.)
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Chemical Relations, 1897

—

Theoretical Papers

R. Lespieu

J. R. Rydberg

H. Wilde

B. Hasselberg

G. P. Tschernik

Z. DonogJlny .

H. Tomije

Recherches sur les 6pidibrom-
hydrines et les composes propar-

gyliques. (June.)

The New Series in the Spectrum of

Hydrogen. (Oct.)

Sur les poids atomiques de I'argon

et de I'helium. (Nov.)

Ueber das Vorkommen des Vanads
in den Scandinavischen Rutilarten
(' Bihang till Handl. Svensk. Vet.

Akad.' xxii. I. No. 7, 7 pp.)

Sur la nature des gaz obtenus des
deux mineraux ceritiques du
Caucase.

Die Darstellung des Hiimochromo-
gens als Blutreaction, mit beson-
derer Beriicksichtigung des Nach-
weises von Blut im Harn.

Spectrometrisch - araometrische
Bieranalyse. (' Pharm. Centr.-H.'

xxxviii. 871-873.)

1890, 1891, 1892.

'Ann. Chim. et Phys.' [7],

xi. 232-288 ;
' Chem.

Centr.' (1897), II. 180-
183 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' vi. 233-
238; ' Beiblatter,' xxii.

153 (Abs.).

' C. R.' cxxv. 649-651 ; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxiv. II, 115
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' v. 194-198.

' J. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc'
xxis. 291-302; 'Chem.
Centr.' 1897, II. 674-675
(Abs.)

' Arch. f. Anat. u. Physiol.'

cxlviii. 234-243 ; ' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxii. II. 468
(Abs.)

'Chem. Centr.' 1897, I.

270-271.

M. Korten

IX.

THEORETICAL PAPERS.

1890.

Ueber die specifische Brechung-,
Volumen- und Refractionsaquiva-
lente von sieben aus C, H und
bestehenden Fliissigkeiten, nach

den Formeln von Beer (Landolt),

Lorenz, und Ketteler. (Inaug.
Dissert. Bonn, 1890, 53 pp.)

' Beiblatter,' kiv. 769-772
(Abs.)

A. A. Rambaut

1891.

On the Determination of the Orbit
of a Double Star from Spectro-

scopic Observation of the Velocity
of the Components in the Line of
Sight. (March.)

' Monthly Not. Roy.
Soc' li. 316-330.

Astr.

C. Rungc and G. J.

Stoney.

G. J. Stoney

1898.

] 892.

The Line Spectra of the Elements.
(Letters.) (May.)

On the Line Spectra of the Ele-

ments. (July.)

Nature,' xlvi. 29, 100,

126, 200, 247, 268 ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xviii. 559-560
(Abs.)

Nature,' xlvi. 268-269.

L L
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R. E. Tatnall

.

Theoeetical Papees, 1892, 1893, 1894.

A New Proof
Equation of

(Dec.)

of a Fundamental
the Spectrometer.

'Astron. and Astrophys.'

si. 932-933 ;
' Beiblsitter,'

xvii. 824-825 (Abs.)

1893.

"\V. J. Sollas . . The Law of Gladstone and Dale as

an Optical Probe. (Head Jan. 18.)

E. Nasini , . Siilpotererifrangenteperimraggio
di lunghezza d' onda infinita.

(Read Feb. 19.)

.G. W. Colles . . Distances of the Stars by Doppler's
Principle. (April.)

11. Aymonnet . Sur les maxima periodiqiies des
spectres. (Read Aug. 7.)

M. Kuhfalil . . Die Ablenkung des Strahles beim
Prisma. (Aug.)

S. Pagliani . . Sulle equazioni della refrazione
della luce. (Read Aug. 20.)

H. C. Vogel . . Ueber die Bezeichnung der Linien
des I. Wasserstoffsspectrums.
(Nov.)

A. Cornu . . Verifications numSriques relatives

aux proprietSs focales des reseaux
difEringents plans. (Read Dec. 26.)

'Proc. Roy. Soc. Dubl.'

[N.S.], viii. 157-166
(Abs.) ;

' Beiblatter,'xviii.

995-996 (Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], ii. I. sem. 161-166
;

' Beibliitter,' xvii. 739
(Abs.)

' Amer. J. Sci.' [3], xlv.

259-267.

'C. R.'cxvii. 304-306, 402-

405 ;
' Nature,' xlviii. 536

(Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . phys. u. chem.
Unterr.' vi. 301.

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], ii. II. sem. 107-112.

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxiv.<95-

96; 'Nature,' xlix. 162
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxvii. 1032-1039;
'Nature,' xlix. 239-240
(Abs.)

C. Runge .

R. Lehmann-Filhes

G. Moreau ,

H. Rubens

R. Nasini

Ph. A. Guye .

1894.

On a Certain Law in the Spectra
of some of the Elements. (Feb.)

LTeber die Bestimmung einer Dop-
pelsternbahn aus spectroscopi-
schen Messungen der im Visions-
radius liegendenGeschwindigkeits-
componenten. (July.)

De la periodicite des raies d'absorp-
tion des corps isotropes. (Read
Aug. 20.)

Prufung der Ketteler-Helmlioltz'-
schen Dispersionsformel. (Aug,)

CoeflSciente critico

colla formula ^'^

in relazione

(Read

Sept. 14.)

Determination du poidsmoleculaire
des liquldes. (Read Nov. 12.)

'Astron. and Astrophys.'

xiii. 128-180.

' Astr. Nachr.' cxxxvi. 17-

30.

'C. R.' cxix. 422-425;
' Beibliitter,' xix. 494

(Abs.); ' Proc. Phys. Soc'
xiii. 108-110 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], liii. 266-286

;

' Nature,' 1. 635 (Abs.) ;

' Naturwiss. Rundschau,'

ix. 389-391.

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxiii.

II. 676-587; 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixvi. II. 173-174

(Abs.)

' C. R.' cxix. 852-854 ; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Iviii. II. 9D

(Abs.)
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W. F. Edwards

G. Lippmann

.

Theoretical Papees, 1894, 1895.

A New Formula for Specific and
Molecular Eefraction. (Dec.)

Sur la tbeorie de la photogTaphie
des couleurs simples et composees
par la mSthode interf^rentielle.

' Amer. Cliem. J.' xvi. 625-

634; 'J. Chem. Soc.'lxviii.

II. 193 (Abs.); ' Ber.'

xxviii. (Ref.), 452 (Abs.);

•Beiblatter,' xis. 420
(Abs.); 'Chem. Centralb.'

1895, i. 313-314.

' J. de Phys.' [3], iii. 97-

107; 'Proc. Pbys. Soc'
xiii. 63-64 (Abs.)

G. F. Fitzgerald

A. Konig

H. Rubens

F. Pascben

H. Poincar6 .

R. Reiff • •

F. Zecchini .

B. Galitziu .

G. J. Stoney

1895.

On some Considerations showing
that Maxwell's Theorem of Equal
Partition of Energy among the
Degrees of Freedom of Atoms is

not inconsistent with the various

Internal Movements exhibited by
the Spectra of Gases. (Read
Feb. 14.)

Ueber die Anzahl der unterschied-
baren Spectralfarben und Hellig-

keitsstufen. (Feb.)

Die Ketteler-Helmholtz'sche Dis-

persionsformel. (Feb.)

Dispersion und Dielectricitiitscon-

stante. (March.)

Sur le spectre cannelS. (Read
April 8.)

Zur Dispersionstbeorie. (May)

Sopra una nuova formola per espri-

mere la rifrazione specifica dei

liquidi. (Read July 9.)

Zur Tbeorie der Verbreiterung der
Spectrallinien. (Aug.)

On Motions competent to produce
Groups of Lines which have been
observed in Actual Spectra.

(Read Sept. 13.)

Proc. Roy. Soc' Ivii. 312-

313; 'Nature,' li. 452-

453.

• Zeitscbr. f. Psychol, u.

Physiol, d. Sinnesorgane,'

viii. 375-680.

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], liv. 476-485

;

' Proc. Pbys. Soc' xiii.

258 (Abs.)

' Ann. Pbys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], liv. 668-674;
' Proc. Pbys. Soc' xiii.

284 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxx. 757-762;
•Beiblatter,' xix. 788-
789 (Abs.) ;

' Nature,' li.

599 (Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Iv. 82-94.

' Gazz. chim. ital.' xxv. II.

269-284 ;
' J. Chem. Soc'

Ixx. II. 285 (Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ivi. 78-99; 'Na-
ture,' Iii. 611 (Abs.)

«Brit. Assoc. Rep.' 1895,
610-612; 'Chem. New.?,'

Ixxii. 225-226 ;
' Bei-

blatter,' XX. 531, 691-692
(Abs.)

I.L2
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Theoeetical Papers, 1895, 1896

T. F. F. See

E. V. Lommel

A. Grarbasso

H. Steiffmiiller

Wilsing ,

Theory of the Determination by-

means of a Single Spectroscopic

Observation of the Absolute Di-

mensions, Masses, and Parallaxes

of the Stellar Systems whose
Orbits are known from Micro-

metrical Measurements ; with a
Rigorous Method for Testing the

Universality of the Law of Gravi-

tation. (Oct.)

Verbreiterung der Spectrallinien.

Continuirliches Spectrum. Diimp-
fungsconstante. (Nov.)

Sulla luce bianca.

Beziehung der Brechungsexponen-
ten isotroper Substanzen aus
Molecnlarformel und specifischem

Gewicht derselben. (Vorliiufige

Mittheilung.) (Stuttgart, 1895.)

Zur homocentrischen Brechung
des Lichtes im Prisma.

' Astron. and Astrophys.'
xii. 812-815; 'Astr.

Nachr.' cxxxix. 18-26

;

' Nature,' liii. 15-16
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,' xx.

370 (Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ivi. 741-745.

' Atti d. R. Accad. d.

Torino,' sxx. 186-192
;

' II Nuovo Cimento' [4], i.

305, 307 (Abs.); 'Proc.

Phys. Soc' xiii. 312
(Abs.)

' Beibliitter,' xx. 528-529
(Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. Math. u. Phys.'

xl. 353-362.

A. Belopolsky

J. Larmor

E. Carvalho .

W. Wien

C. G. Abbott and
F. E. Fowle.

L. Rummel .

J. Traube

H. SteiRmiiller

1896.

Spectrographische Untersuchungen
iiber Jupiter. (Jan.)

On the Absolute Minimum of

Optical Deviation b\- .i Prism.

(Read Feb. 24.)

Sur I'absorption de la lumifere par
les milieux doues du pouvoir rota-

toire. (Read May 4.)

Ueber die Energievertheilung im
Emisslonsspectrum eincs schwart-
zen Korpers. (July.)

The Longitudinal Aberration of a
Prism. (Oct.)

Spectra of the Alkalies. (Read
Nov. 12.) C Roy. Soc. Victoria,'

1896, 260-263.)

Lichtbrechung und Dichte. XV.
(Read Nov. 23.)

Beziehung der Breclumgsexpon-
enten organischer Fliissigkeiten

aus Molecnlarformel und speci-

fischem Gewicht derselben. (Stutt-

gart, 1896, 24 pp.)

•Astr. Nachr.' cxxxix. 209-

214; ' Beiblatter,' xxi.

342 (Abs.)

'Proc. Phil. Soc. Camb.'
iv. 108-110.

'C. R.' cxxii. 985-988;
' Beibliitter,' xxi. 35-36
(Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Iviii. 662-669.

' Amer. J. Sci.' [4], ii. 255-
257 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxi.

407 (Abs.)

' Beibliitter,' xxi. 937
(Abs.)

'Ber.' xxix. 2732-2742;
'Beibliitter,' xxi. 509-
510 (Abs.)

' Beibliitter,' xxi. 28 (Abs.)
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p. Lugol

A. S. Herschel

J. Traube

J. Lavmor

G. F. Fitzgerald .

A. Anderson .

H. Poincarg .

J. J. Balmer .

L. Hummel .

F. L. 0. Wadsworth

A. Garbasso .

T. M. Thiele .

H. Becquerel .

J. Larmor

A. Garbasso and G.

Garbasso.

Theoeetical Papers, 1897.

Minimum de deviation dans le

prisme.

The Rydberg-Schuster Law of Ele-

mentary Spectra. (Jan.)

Ueber die Atomrefractionen von
Kohlenstoff, WasserstofiE, Sauer-

stoflf, Stickstoff und den Haloge-

nen. XVI. XVII. (Read Jan. 11.)

The Influence of a Magnetic Field

on Radiation Frequency. (Read
Feb. 11.)

Note on a Cause for the Shift of

Spectral Lines. (March.)

On the Maximum Deviation of a

Ray of Light by a Prism. (Read
May 25.)

La theorie de Lorentz et les expe-

riences de Zeeman. (June.)

Eine neue Formel fiir Spectral-

wellen. (Read June 7.) (' Ver-

handl. Naturforsch.-Gesellsch.

Basel,' 1897, Heft 3, 448-463.)

On the Spectra of the Alkalies and
their Atomic Weights. (Read June
10.) ('Roy. Soc. Victoria,' 1897,

75-78.)

Ueber das Auflosungsvermogen von
Fernrohren und Spectroscopen

fiir Linen von endlicher Breite.

(June.)

Sul modo di interpretare certe es-

perienze del Signor P. Zeeman di

Leida. (July.)

On the Law of Spectral Series.

(Aug.)

Sur une interpretation applicable

au phenomene de Faraday et au
phenomfene de Zeeman. (Read
Nov. 8.)

On the Theory of the Magnetic
Influence on Spectra, and on the
Radiation from Moving Ions.

(Dec.)

Sur la forme de la perturbation

dans un rayon de lumiere solaire

('Arch, de Geneve ' (1897), iii. 105-

113).

' J. de Phys.' [3], vi. 21-23

Nature,' Iv. 271.

'Ber.' XXX. 38-47; ' Bei-

bliitter,' xxi. 510-511
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Is. 514-
515.

'Astrophys. J.' v. 210-
211.

'Proc. Phil. Soc. Camb.'
ix. 195-1 'J7 ; ' Beiblatter,'

xxi. 406-407 (Abs.)

' EclairageElectrique,' xiii.

481-489.

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ix. 380-391 ; 'Na-
ture,' Iv. 137-138; 'As-
trophys. J.' V. 199-209.

'Beiblatter,' xxi. 973(Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixi. 604-620.

' II Nuovo Cimento ' vi.

8-14 ;
' Eclairage Elec-

trique,' xiii. 276-277.

' Astrophys. J.' vi. 65-76.

' C. R.' cxxv. 679 ;
' J. de

Phys.' [3], vi. 681-688.

' Phil. Mag.' [5], xliv. SOS-
SIS.

Beiblatter,' xxi. 123

(title).
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List of the Chief Abbreviations used in the above Catalogue.

Abbreviated Title.

Amer. J. Sci. .

Ann. Agron.
Ann. Chem. u. Phavm.
Ann. Chim et Phys.

Ann. de Chim. .

Ann. Obs. Bruxelles

Ann. Phys. u. Chem. [N.F.]

Arch, de Geneve
Arch. f. Anat. u. Physiol.

Arch. f. d. gesammte
Physiol.

Arch. f. exper. Pathol, u.

Pharmakol.
Arch. nSerland.

Astr. Nachr.
Astrophys. J. .

Atti d. R. Accad. d. Lincei

Beibliitter

Ber. . . .

Bied. Centr.

Bot. Zeitung
Bull. Astron. .

Bull. Soc. Cliim.

Bull. Soc. Min. de France
Bull. Acad. Belg.

Chem. Centr. .

C. E
Denkschr. Akad. Wicn. .

Dingl. J
Gazz. chim. ital.

Gottingen. Nachr. .

Handl. Svensk. Yet. Akad,

Jahrb. f. Photogr.

J. Chem. Soc. .

J. de Phys.

J. Physiol.

J. prakt. Chem.
J. Russ. Phys.-Chem. Soc.

J. Soc. Chem. Ind. .

J. Soc. fran<;. de Phys.

Math. M. naturwiss. Ber.

aus Ungarn.
Mem. spettr. ital.

Monatsb. Akad. Berl.

Monatsh. f. Chem. .

Month. Not. R.A.S. .

Oefvers. af K. Vet. Akad.
Forh.

Full Title.

American Journal of Science (Silliman's).

Annales Agronomiques.
Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie (Liebig).

Annales de Chimie et de Physique.
Annales de Chimie.
Annuaire de I'Observatoire de Bruxelles.

Annalen der Physik und Chemie [Neue Folge]
(Wiedemann).

Archives des Sciences Phj'siques et Naturelles (Geneve).

Archiv fiir pathologische Anatomie und Physiologie und
fiir klinische Medicin (Virchow).

Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologie (Pfliiger).

Archiv fiir experimentelle Pathologic und Pharmakologic.

Archives neerlandaises des Sciences exactcs et natu-

relles (Haarlem).
Astronomische Nachrichten.

^

The Astrophysical Journal (Chicago).
Atti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei.

JBeibliltter zu der Annalen der Physik und Chemie
(Wiedemann).

Berichte der deutschen chemischen Gesellschaft.

Biedermann's Centralblatt fiir Agriculturchemie.
Botanische Zeitung.

Bulletin Astronomique (Observatoire de Paris).

Bulletin de la Societe Chimique de Paris.
'

Bulletin de la Societe Mineralogique de France.
Bulletin de I'Academie ro.yale des Sciences, des Lettrcs

et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique.

C'hemisches Centralblatt.

Comptes Rendus de I'Academie des Sciences (Paris).

Denkschriften der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien
(Mathematisch-naturwissenschaftliche Classe).

Dingler's polytechnisches Journal.

Gazzetta chimica italiana.

Nachrichten von der Georg-August-Universitilt und der
konigl. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften (Gottingen).

, Handlingar K. Svenska Vetenskaps Akademiens (Stock-
holm).

.Jahrbuch fiir Photographic (Eder).

Journal of the Chemical Society of London.
Journal de Physique.
Journal of Physiology.

Journal fiir praktische Chemie.
Journal of the Russian Physico-Chemical Society (in

Russian).

Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry.
Journal de la Societe franpaise de Physique.
Mathematische und naturwissenschaftliche Berichte aus

Ungarn.
Memorie della Societa, degli spettroscopisti italiani.

llonatsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu
Berlin.

IMonatshefte fur Chemie (Wien).
Jlonthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society of
London.

Oefversigt af K. Svenska Vetenskaps Akademiens For-
handlingar.
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JAst of the Chief AbWeviations—continued.

Abbreviated Title,

riiil. Mag.
Phil. Trans. .

Phot. Mittheil.

Phys. Keview .

Phys. Revue
Proc. Phys. Soc.

Proc. Roy. Inst.

Proc. Roy. Soc.

Rec. des. trav. cliim. des

Pays-Bas.
Rend. R. Accad. d. Lhicei

Riv. sci. industr.

iSitzunsrsb. Akad. Berl.

Full Title.

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine.
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of

London.
Photographische Mittheilungen (Vogel),
Physical Review.
Phj'sikalische Revue.
Proceedings of the Physical Society of London.
Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain,

Proceedings of the Royal Society of London.
Recueil des travaux chimiques des Pays-Bas.

Rendiconti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei.

Rivista scientifico-industriale.

Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu
Berlin.

Sitzungsb. Akad. Miinchen Sitzungsberichte der koniglich baierischen Akademie zu
Miinchen.

Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu
Wien.

Sitzungsberichte der phys.-medicinischen Societilt zu
Erlangen.

Skandinavisches Archiv f iir Physiologie (Leipzig).

Verhandlungen der physikalischen Gesellschaft zu Berlin.

Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien

.Sitzungsb. phys.-med. Soc.

Erlangen.
Skand. Arch. f. Physiol. .

Verh. phys. Gesellsch.

Berlin.

Wien. Anz.
Zeitschr. f. anal. Chem. .

Zeitschr. f. anorg. Chem. .

Zeitschr. f. Kryst. u. Min.
Zeitschr. f.physikal.Chem.

Zeitschr. f. phys. u. chem.
Unterr.

Zeitschr. f. physiol. Chem.
Zeitschr. f. wiss. Micro-

scopic,

Anzeiger der k. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Wien.
Zeitschrif t fiir analytische Chemie.
Zeitschrift fiir anorganische Chemie.
Zeitschrift fiir Krystallographie und Mineralogie.
Zeitschrift fiir physikalische Chemie.
Zeitschrift fiir physikalischen und chemischen Unterricht.

Zeitschrift fiir physiologische Chemie.
Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Microscopie,

The Fossil Phyllopoda of the Pakeozoic Rods.—Fourteenth Report of
the Committee, consisting of Professor T. Wiltshire (Chairman),

Dr. H. Woodward, awl Professor T. Rupert Jones (Secretary).

(Draivn up by Professor T. Eupert Jones.)

Contents.
SECTION

I. Bithyrocaris : sj>ecies and distribution

II. Dipeltis, as defined hy Schnchert, not a Phylloiwd
III. A. FritscWs Bohemian Estheria;

PAGB
519
521
521

§ I. In our First Report on the Paleozoic Phyllopoda (presented to the
Association in 1883) the genus Dithyrocaris was included in the Tabular
List at page 216 of the Reports for 1883 (1884), as being ' ridged along the
back (like A^ms),' and as ' being ridged and sometimes prickled.' It was
referred to as occurring in Carboniferous and Devonian strata.

In the Fifth Report (made in 1887), at page 63-66, we enumerated all

the known and reputed species of the genus. Thanks to the obliging

courtesy of friends and correspondents, we are now enabled to state that
we can distinguish the following species found in the British Islands and
elsewhere :

—
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short process ; and the postero-ventral with a strong, sharp, trigonal

spine.

The straight hinge-line is defined by two small dorsal notches. The
ventral border has a striated, serrated, or fringed margin, either on its

posterior moiety or throughout its extent.

The surface of each valve bears one longitudinal (meso-lateral) ridge,

and sometimes others parallel ; also short ridges (cephalic) over the gastric

apparatus, and slighter ridges (nuchal) near the top of the dorsal ridge, all

more or less rugose.

Scattered granulations and tubercles are often present on some parts

of the valves, also lines and reticulations.

Granulation is feeble and sparse on D. glabra and D. ovalis ; strong

and abundant on D. gramdata. Small prickles, rising from the meshes of

a reticulation, are scattered over D. tricornift, D. Colei, and J), orbicu-

laris ( ?). A system of oblique transverse lines characterises J), testudinea.

A feeble reticulation is traceable on D. funiculata and D. Scouleri (?).

Longitudinal striae mark the surface in D. Belli and J), striata ; and D.
temcistriata and D. Youngii have longitudinal costul*.

In consideration of certain differences in the carapaces, we separate

Nos. 10 and 11 of the Table, at page 2, from Dithyrocaris, as Chcenocaris

tenuistriata and Ch. Youngii, the carapace being bivalved and gaping.

There is also an obscure Devonian form, from Saalfeld, to which we refer

as Chcenocaris Richteriana. We regard No. 1 2 as having a closed bivalved

test, and therefore designate it as Calyptocaris striata.

We have had the opportunity of studying an old Apus-like fossil

labelled ' Burdiehouse.' It shows a small circular carapace (measuring 15

by 13 mm.), with strong postero-ventral angles, and distinct meso-lateral

ridges leading to them ; also a slightly curved depression in the middle of

the front border, and a granulated margin throughout.

Mr. E. J. Garwood, F.G.S., who is a member of the British Association

Committee for defining the zones in the Carboniferous rocks, has just now
forwarded for our examination a very interesting collection of the remains
of Dithyrocaris from excavations in the shales of the Millstone-grit series

at Eccup, Yorkshire.

§ II. In the ' Proceed. United States National Museum,' vol. xix. 1897,
Mr. C. Schuchert has a paper ' On the Fossil Phyllopod Genei'a Dipeltis

[Packard emend.^^ and Protocaris.' The latter was noticed in our Report
to the Association for 1889, p. 64, and in our Ninth Report (for 1891),

p. 300. The original genus Dipeltis was established by A. S. Packard, in

the 'Memoirs of the National Academy of Sciences,' vol. iii. 1885, Mem.
xvi. p. 1 45, pi. V. figs. 2, 2«, as one of the Carboniferous Xiphosura of North
America. In the December number of 'Natural Science,' 1897 (vol. xi.

p. 401, figs. 2-5), in his paper on 'Fossil Apodidre,' Mr. H. M. Bernard
follows Mr. Schuchert in regarding the Dipeltis, as defined by the latter,

as a Phyllopodous Apus-larva. Mr. C. J. Gahan, however, in ' Natural
Science,' January 1898, pp. 42-44, points out that it is really a larval form
of the Blattarian Insect^<o6^a«Mia, described and figured by H. Woodward
in the 'Geological Magazine,' 1887, p. 433, pi. xii.

§ III. With reference to the Bohemian ^s</teHfe mentioned at page 4 of

our Report for 1893 (Tenth, 1894), Dr. Anton Fritsch has informed us that
they were named by him in the ' Sitzungsb. k. bohm. Gesellsch. Wissen/
1894 : No. 1 being Estheria triangularis, Fr. ; No. 2, E. cyenea, Fr. ;

No. 3 [and No. 4 ?], E. 2>alcconiscorum, Fr. ; and No. 5, E. calcarea.
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Canadian Pleistocene Flora and Favna : Report of the Committee,

consisting of Sir J. W. Dawson (Chairman), Professor D. P.

Penhallow, Dr. H. Ami, Mr. G. W. Lamplugh and Professor

A. P. Coleman (Secretaru), appointed, to farther investigate the

Flora and Fauna of the Pleistocene Beds in Canada.

Appendix : Pleistocene Flora of the Don Valley, hy Professor D. P.
Penhallow imge 525

The most extensive and interesting series of inter-glacial beds in Canada,
if not in America, occurs in and near Toronto, along the valley of the

Don and at Scarborough Heights. The beds at Scarborough were
admirably described Ijy George Jennings Hinde in 1878,^ but no further

attention was paid to the inter-glacial deposits of the region until 1894,

when a paper on fossils obtained from the Don Yalley was published by
A. P. Coleman.^ In the following year the same geologist made an
attempt to correlate the Don and Scarborough series of deposits, which,

though only a few miles apart, present very different features, the fossil

remains from Scarborough indicating a climate cooler than the present,

while the fossils from the Don suggest a decidedly warmer climate than
that now found at Toronto.^ At the Toronto meeting of this Association

a paper adding new points to those previously published was read before

the Geological Section by A. P. Coleman, and the two most important
localities were visited by members of the Section ; with the result tfiat a

grant of 20Z. was made, to be used in investigating the flora and fauna of

the Pleistocene of the region.

In expending the grant two points were kept specially in view—the

finding of new fossils, particularly wood and leaves, so as to determine as

certainly as possible the climatic conditions at the time when the beds
were deposited ; and the determination of the relations between the cold-

climate beds (peaty clays) of Scarborough and the warm-climate beds
(unio sands and clays) of the Don Yalley.

Important results have been obtained in both directions.

Excavations made at Gaol Hill, in the Don Valley, have provided a
considerable amount of wood and a portion of the head of a large fish,

while collections made at the Don Yalley brickworks have added
numerous leaves to the flora jDreviously known.

Specimens of wood were obtained also from the Scarborough clays and
sands, as well as from similar beds at Price's brickyard, half-way between
Scarborough and the Don. All the plant remains have been determined
by Professor Penhallow, and are described by him in an ap|pendix to this

report.

The peaty clays (cold-climate beds) and the unio sands and clays

(warm-climate beds) had never been found with absolute certainty in the

same section, and in order to determine their relative position three wells

or shafts were sunk—two at the foot of Scarborough Heights, half a mile

east of Victoria Park, and one at Price's brickyard.

' 'Glacial and Inter-glacial Strata of Scarborough Heights,' Can. Jour., 1878,

p. 388, &c.
- Avierican Geologist, vol. siii., Feb. 1894, pp. 85-95.
* Journal of Geology, vol. iii., No. 6, 1895, pp. 622-645.

I
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The Scarborough wells were dug on the shore of Lake Ontario, beneath

the cliff ; but on account of the delay of the well-diggers the first one was
not started till the middle of November, and, owing to stormy weather

during the latter part of November and the first week of December, it had
reached only 20 feet below the level of the lake when waves began to

break in and the well had to be abandoned. The section disclosed 3 feet

of bluish stratified clay with peaty layers and a thin sheet of clay iron-

stone, closely resembling the overlying peaty clay which rises about 90

feet above the lake. Below this, blue clay without peat, but having some
thin layers of coarse gray sand interbedded, extended about 18 feet below

the lake, when a foot or two of dark reddish clay with sandy layers

occurred. No fossils of any kind were obtained except a small amount
of peat near the surface.

The second well was sunk at Price's brickyard, four or five miles north-

east of the first one, nearly a mile north of Lake Ontario, and about 30 feet

above the lake level. This well reached a depth of 21 feet 9 inches, when
a stratum of water-bearing sand was encountered and the well quickly

filled. With the powerful flow of water came quantities of combustible

gas. The section displayed practically the same features found in the

Scarborough well, but a little wood was found at a depth of 10 feet below
the surface, or 20 feet above Lake Ontario. Numerous rounded pebbles

were obtained in the clay, a point of difference from the overlying peaty

clay, which rarely contains pebbles.

The third well was sunk at the foot of the Scarborough cliff, not far

from the first, during the fine weather of the latter part of May of the

present year. This last attempt proved much the most successful of the

three, though not all that was hoped for was accomplished, since the

Hudson River strata underlying the whole region were not reached. At
the depth of 44 feet water-bearing sand was reached, and the well filled to

the level of the adjoining lake.

Fifteen feet below the lake level somewhat sandy layers of clay were
found to contain two species of Sphaerium, and in one case also a Unio
shell, unfortunately too badly preserved to be determined. From this to

the bottom, 41 feet below the lake, fragments of shells and pieces of wood
were sparingly obtained. The lower sandy layers of clay from this well

are reddish, and correspond closely in appearance to the beds disclosed in

the excavation of Gaol Hill, near the Don, where wood and leaves of warm-
climate trees had been obtained. From this fact, and the additional facts

that coarse sand and unios have never been found in the Scarborough
peaty clay beds, there seems no doubt that the third well passed out of the
peaty clay into the unio sands and clays characteristic of the warm-climate
beds. It may be looked on as proved that the deposits containing fossils

indicative of a warm climate underlie conformably the peaty clays charged
with leaves, &c., proving a cold climate.

Another item of information obtained during the winter confirms the
conclusion reached above. Professor Goldwin Smith has been good enough
to give details of a well sunk some years ago at The Grange, in the
southern part of Toronto, where, after passing through 30 feet of tough
clay, a bed of sand was reached furnishing a great flow of water. The
well-diggers found a small log of wood in this sand.
A similar find is reported by an old well-digger from a well on Wilton

Avenue, between The Grange and the river Don.
We may conclude that sands containing wood and unios like those
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found along the Don Valley extend "widely beneath the clays of the

region, and that the warm-climate beds underlie the cold-climate beds
conformably. As the Don beds rest upon a layer of boulder clay, and the

cold-climate beds are covered by another layer of boulder clay, both are

clearly inter-glacial.

Professor Chamberlin, of Chicago University, has suggested the name
' Toronto formation ' for these fossiliferous deposits, and thinks that they
probably occupy the interval between the lowan and Wisconsin till sheets,

and are a possible equivalent of Dr. James Geikie's ISTeudeckian, in the

Old World.'
Starting from a level more than 40 feet below the surface of Lake

Ontario, the following section is found at Scarborough :

—

Feet
G. Complex till with inter-bedded stratified sand and clay . . 200

Great interval of erosion.

5. Stratified sand with shells and trees of a cold climate . . 55
4. Peaty clays with plants and beetles of a cold climate . . 95
3. Clays and sands with unios and trees of a warm climate . . 35
2. A lowest till of variable thickness —
1. Eroded surface of Hudson River (Cambro-silurian) shales .

—
During the past year the area known to be covered by the unio beds

and the peaty clays has been greatly extended. The former have been
shown to stretch seven miles from east to west and a mile and a half from
north to south, indicating an area of ten square miles and possibly very
much more. The peaty clay has been followed seventeen miles from east

to west and six miles to the north of Lake Ontario. It probably covers

at least 100 square miles of territory. The two series, together witli the
overlying inter-glacial fossiliferous sands, are more than 185 feet in thick-

ness at Scarborough.

We may look on the Toronto formation as representing a great delta

deposit in a lake extending some miles farther north than Lake Ontario
does at Toronto at present. At first this great inter-glacial lake stood

about 80 feet higher than the present water-level, and the climate was
like that of Ohio or Pennsylvania. The lake then deepened till its

surface stood at least 150 feet above the present Lake Ontario, and the
climate altered to one like that of Southern Labrador.

We must suppose that these immense beds of clay and sand were not
deposited by feeble streams like the present Don and Humber, but
probably by an inter-glacial successor of Dr. Spencer's pre-glacial ' Lauren-
tian river,' draining the upper Great Lakes directly from the Georgian
Bay, instead of through the present circuitous route by Lake Erie and
Niagara. Even with so powerful a river the formation of these massive
inter-glacial beds must have required a great length of time.

After they were laid down the inter-glacial predecessor of Lake
Ontario was drained below its present level long enough to allow various

small streams to erode wide valleys through the strata just referred to,

since the second till sheet fills in two or three such valleys, as shown at
the Scarborough escarpment. The time required for these erosive opera-

tions must have been long, perhaps as long as the time since the final

retreat of the ice from the region of Toronto ; and the whole length of

time demanded for this inter-glacial period cannot be less than five or ten

thousand years.

' Jov/rnal of Geology, vol. iii., No. 3, pp. 273-275.
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Lists of the fossils found at Scarborough and in the Don Valley up to

the past year have been published in the papers previously referred to in

this report, while additional species of plants found during the year are

detailed in the appendix, so that it will be unnecessary to give lists in

full of the fossils of the Toronto formation. The following summary will

serve to give a general idea of the fauna and flora of the two divisions of

the formation :

—

Fossils of the Don Valley Beds,

Fauna.—Unios, 10 species and a variety ; three not now found in

Canada. Other lamellibranchs, 5 species. Gasteropods, 20 species ; making
35 molluscs, Cyprids (undetermined), at least one species. Fish (un-

determined), one species. Beetles (undetermined), a few species.

Flora.—Trees, 35 species ; several not now found as far north as

Toronto, one extinct. Grasses, only one determined. Mosses (undeter-

mined), several species. Chara, one species ; making in all more than 70
species of plants and animals.

Fossils of tlie Cold-climate Beds.

Fauna.—Lamellibranchs, 2 species. Gasteropods, 3 species. Beetles,

56 species determined by Dr. Scudder, with others not yet worked out.'

Horn of Rangifer caribou.

Flora.—Trees, 6 species. Shrubs, 2 species. Mosses, probably 10
species. Chara, 1 species. Diatoms, 3 species ; in all 22 species of

plants, making a total of 84 species of plants and animals. Omitting
species common to both sets of deposits, the whole number of plants and
animals found in the Toronto formation exceeds 1 40.

Cai'eful search has been made for remains oi Apus glacialis in material
from the peaty clays, Mr. Bennie having been good enough to send
excellent slides of mounted specimens for comparison, but hitherto none
has been found. It is probable that the climate during the formation of

the Scarborough beds, though decidedly cooler than that of Toronto at
present, was not Arctic in character, so that Ajnts glacialis could hardly be
expected to occur. It is intended to search some of the stratified clay
and sand interbedded with boulder clay in the complex of the middle till

of the region, which must have been laid down under Arctic conditions.

APPENDIX.

Pleistocene Flora of the Don Valley.—By D. P. Peniiallow.

Investigations of the Pleistocene flora for the past year, conducted
under the patronage of the British Association, have been confined almost
exclusively to the deposits in the vicinity of Toronto, where special
explorations have been made under the immediate supervision of Prof.
A. P. Coleman. The material obtained has been of two kinds : (a) frag-
ments of wood in various stages of preservation, and {b) leaves and fruits.

It has served not only to confirm previous conclusions as to the character

' Contributions to Can. Pal., vol. ii., part 1, Insects. Twenty-five species, all
extinct, found by Dr. Hinde at Scarborough, are here described and figured. The
others have not yet been published.
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of the vegetation and climate of the Don period, but it lias extended our

knowledge of the flora in important directions.

(a) Frcu/ments of Wood.—With few exceptions the wood occurs in

fragments—either mere splinters or pieces of branches—and they show
not only more or less extended decay, but the external appearance indi-

cates the rather prolonged action of water. This appears in the rounded

and worn surfaces and angles, and suggests that the material may have

been transported for some distance by river, or that it was thrown upon
a beach and then subjected to the prolonged action of waves. In no case

has the silicification of the structure been carried very far. All the woods

so far studied cut readily with a saw, they soften with ease in boiling

water—in a few cases only requiring the addition of sodium carbonate

—

and the sections are subsequently cut on an ordinary microtome. Altera-

tions due to the extreme effect of decay and subsequent pressure are

common, but in most cases have been of such a nature as to permit a

recognition of the genus.

While in many cases decay has progressed so far as to make the genus

or species recognisable with difficulty—sometimes not at all—in other

cases the same species may be preserved with remarkable perfection, so

that all the features of the internal structure may be distinguished as in

a piece of wood freshly cut from a living tree. In one case (Juniperus

vii-giniana) the preservation was so perfect that the original coloiir of the

wood was suggested by the external appearance ; a radial fracture showed
the characteristic aspect of the medullary rays ; the shredded bark was
recognisable, and, when cut with a saw, a perceptible odour of cedar was
noticed. External characters are rarely preserved to such an extent.; but

one other case (Madura aurantiaca) merits notice, in that the presence of

perfectly preserved spines—in some cases half-buried in an overgrowth of

wood—served abundantly to confirm previous conclusions drawn from the

internal structure alone. In nearly all the Pleistocene woods thus far

brought under observation it has been found that in those cases in which

decay has not been carried to an extreme the various species acquire

certain well-defined external characters whereby it is possible to distin-

guish them without microscopic examination. The species studied during

the year are as follows, and from the localities indicated :
'

—

Taijlor^s Brickyard, Don Valley.

Platanus occidentalis, Linn.
jVIaclura aurantiaca, Nutt.

Larix americana, Michx.
*Juniperus virginiana, Linn.

Price's Brickyard, Don Valley.

Larix americana, Michx.

*Pinus strobus (1), Linn.

Gaol Hill, Don, Valley.

*Juniperus virginiana, Linn.

Madura aurantiaca, Nutt.

*Quercus rubra (?), Linn.

*Quercus alba (?), Linn.

' The * denotes, in tbis and the succeeding pages, species additional to those

of the previous list, the f thxt they are new to the locality.
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Scarborough Heights.

+Larix americana.

Of these, five are additional to the species previously reported, while
one is new {Larix americana) to the deposits of the Don Yalley.

(6) Leaves and Fruits.—In 1894-5 Mr. Townsend collected a large

amount of material from Taylor's brickyard, which was subsequently
deposited in the Museum of the Geological Survey at Ottawa, and during
the past winter was placed in my hands for study. All of this material

was extremely friable, as the matrix consisted of clay. It was, therefore,

necessary to carefully size it before detailed study could be made. For
the benefit of future collectors it may be pointed out that where leaves

are found in soft clay, and are therefore represented almost entirely by
mere impressions, the finer details of the venation—an essential element in

the determinations—do not appear until after the material has been sized.

This should be done by immersion of the specimen in fish glue or alcoholic

shellac, sufficiently thin to permit of thorough penetration. The shellac is

to be preferred, not only because of the greater ease with which it pene-
ti'ates the matrix, but because of the fact that no damage will result if the
specimen accidentally comes in contact with water.

The greater part of this material proved to be new, and it thus gave a
direct and important addition to previous lists. Very rarely, however,
were the leaves at all perfectly preserved. The specimens were fragments
only, and but few cases exhibited even the margin. Determinations,
therefore, had to be based chiefly upon the character of the venation. It

will thus be seen that such determinations must of necessity be subject
to a certain element of error, particularly in cases like Ulmus, Fagus,
Carpinus, Ostrya, etc., where the venation is closely similar ; but by very
careful comparison with leaves recently collected, and a critical study of
the direction, average interval and branching of the veins, it is believed
the error from this source has been reduced to a minimum. However, in
all cases where there seems to be reason to believe a doubt exists the
name is followed by a query—a rule which applies to all species throughout
the list.

More recently Professor Coleman has placed in my hands a smaller
collection of leaves from the same locality. While many are specifically

identical with those of the Townsend collection, others are new, and thus
still further extend the list. The following are the species found, with
their localities :

—

Taylor^s Brickyard.

Acer pleistocenicum, Penh.
*Acer spicatum. Lam.
*Crat8egus tomentosa, Linn. Var. punctata. Gray.
*Carya alba, NiM.
*Eriocaulon-septangulare (?), With.
*Festuca ovina (?), Linn. Spike.
*Fraxinus americana (?), Linn.
*Fraxinus sambucifolia. Lam.
tPopulus balsamifera (?), Linn.
tPopulus grandidentata, Michx.
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*Prunus sp. Stone of fruit.

*Potamogeton natans, Linn.
*Quercus acuminata, Roxh.

*Quei'cus discolor, Ait.

"*Quercus macrocarpa (?), Michx.
Salix sp.

Sedge and grass leaves.

*Tilea americana, Linn,.

Ulmus americana, Linn. Fruit and leaves.

*Ilobinia pseudacacia, Linn.

Gaol Hill.

*Carya alba, Nutt.

*Festuca ovina (?), Lirm. Spike.

tHypnum sp.

Grasses and mosses in fragments.

*Tilea americana, Linn. Leaves and fruit.

*Robinia pseudacacia, Linn
TJlmus americana, Linn.

A feature of special interest in the leaf specimens is to be found in

the recurrence of very good specimens of Acer pleistocenicum. When
this leaf was obtained from the Don some years since, the one imperfect

specimen led to the belief that a new species had been found. OtheV and
somewhat more perfect specimens from these later collections prove the

correctness of the original diagnosis, and show that the species as a new
one must stand.

From these general results it appears that our previous list has been
•extended by a total of eighteen new species, giving a total of eighty-one

species now known, -while three species occur in new localities.

Of the species the identity of which is to some extent in doubt, and
which require more ample material for final conclusions, it may be observed

that Fraxinus quadrangulata of an earlier list, represented by wood only,

may be F. sambucifolia. Similarly, Quercns rubra and Q. alba, repre-

sented by wood only, may be Q. discolor and Q. macrocarpa respectively,

these last being represented by leaves. So long, however, as there is a
reasonable probability that these various species occur, so far as may be
gathered from the characteristic features of the specimens, they must
stand in the list provisionally, their validity being determined by future

examinations of additional material.

Turning to the extent of the flora represented by the material studied

up to the present time, I find the whole number of species for the vai-ious

deposits examined to be as follows :

—

Compared with
Don,

Identical species.

Don Valley . 35
Green's Creek and i-esserer's 21 2
Scarborough Heigl.ts 14 2
Montreal 6 .S

Moose River 5 2
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The Don deposits contain four species which also occur in one or more
of the other localities.

Considering the evidence of climatic conditions afforded by these
plants, I find in the first place that the evidence which indicated that
during the Don period a much warmer climate prevailed than in any of

the other localities is greatly strengthened. If, then, we consider the
Pleistocene flora as evidence of climate in comparison with the climate of

the present day, the following results appear:

—

Per cent, of species compatible with as warm or a warmer
climate 44-4 +

Per cent, of species indicative of a warmer climate. . . 27-7 +
Per cent, of species compatible with as cool or a cooler

climate 2407
Per cent, of species indicative of a colder climate . . . 3 7 +

It would thus appear that while a very few northern types found their

southern limit of distribution at this point, the great majority of the
plants—72 per cent.—were such as belong essentially to warmer regions,

28 per cent, being particularly indicative of a greater degree of warmth
than now prevails in the same region.

Life-zones in the British Garhoniferous Rocks.—Report of the Com-
mittee, consisting of Mr. J. E. Mark (Chairman), Mr, E, J.

Garwood (Secretary), and Mr. F. A. Bather, Mr. G. C. Crick,
Mr. A. H. FooRD, Mr. H. Fox, Dr. Wheelton Hind, Dr. G. J.

HiNDE, Mr. P. F. Kendall, Mr. J. W. Kirkley, Mr. E. Kidston,
Mr. G. W. Lamplugh, Professor G. A. Lebour, Mr. G. H.
Morton, Professor H. A. Nicholson, Mr. B. N. Peach, Mr.
A. Strahan, and Dr. H. Woodward, appointed for the pur-
pose of studying the Life-zones in the Carboniferous Roclcs. (Lrarmi
up by the Secretary.)

Since the last meeting of the Association the collection authorised by the
Committee to be made from the deposit of the Millstone Grit Age at
Eccup has reached the Secretary, and has been distributed among the
palaeontologists specially appointed by the Committee. Full reports from
these have not yet come to hand ; but the collection is rich both in species
and individuals, and is probably one of the most valuable that has been
made from the Millstone Grit.

Considerable difficulty has been met with in the housing and treatment
of the large collection already received ; and this has materially hindered
the progress of the work for which the Committee were appointed. But
they are now glad to announce that the Director-General of the Geological
Survey, hearing of this difficulty and appreciating the great value of the
collection, very kindly, not only offered accommodation for the collections
of the Committee in the Museum of the Geological Survey in Jermyn
Street, but promised every facility for the study of the specimens by the
specialists appointed by the Committee.

In consequence of the difficulties mentioned above the Committee felt

it impossible to encourage individual workers to make collections from the
other beds of the series until some definite resolution should be come to
with regard to the housing of the specimens. They are, however, glad to
notice that since attention has been drawn to the importance of zoning

1898. MM
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the Cai'boniferous rocks in Britain several papers have appeared which
they hope are only the forerunners of numerous interesting communica-
tions on the same subject.

The Committee beg to renew their appUcation for a small grant for
working expenses, which have already exceeded tlie amount originally

voted to them, the expenses, entailed by carriage of specimens, being a
constantly recurring charge on the Secretary of the Committee.

Photografhs of Geological Interest in the United Kingdom.—Ninth
Beport of the Committee, consisting of Professor James Geikie
(Chairman), Professor T. G. Boxney, Dr. Tempest Andersox,
Mr. J. E. Bedford, Mr. H. Coates, Mr. C. V. Crook, Mr. E. J.

Garwood, Mr. J. G. Goodchild, Mr. "William Gray, Mr.
Robert Kidstox, Mr. A. S. Reid, Mr. J. J. H. Teall, Mr.
R. H. Tiddeman, Mr. H. B. Woodward, Mr. F. Woolnough,
u}id Professor W. W. Watts (Secretary). (Drawn ujp bij the

Secretary.)

The Committee have the honour to report that during the year 250 new
photographs have been received, bringing the total number in the collec-

tion up to 2,001. No circulars have been sent out this year, but, in spite

of this, the number is above the average.

In addition to this 41 prints and 14 slides have been given to tlie

duplicate collection, which now contains many representative photographs,
so that future additions are likely not to be so numerous, and to consist

only of exceptionally good examples of geological phenomena. '

The usual detailed list is appended in a shortened form, and a glance
at it will show that Northampton is now represented for the first time in

the collection, and that the following counties and districts are more
richly represented than hitherto :—Gloucester, Norfolk, Warwick, West-
moreland, Worcester, the Isle of Man, Aberdeen, Ayr, Bute, Banff, Fife,

Inverness, and Sutherland.

Amongst the more noteworthy donations may be mentioned an
interesting set from Arran, Cumbrae, Ailsa Craig, and the Fifeshire

volcanic necks by Mr. A. S. Reid, together with some from Westmore-
land and Banffshire by the same donor ; a set from Glenroy and the
Scottish Highlands by Mr. W. Lamond Howie ; large series from West-
moreland and Yorkshire, many of them representing glacial phenomena,
unconformitie.s, and faults, by Mr. Godfrey Bingley

;
pleistocene deposits by

Mr. G. Nichols ; dykes in the new red sandstone by the North Staffordshire

Naturalists' Field Club ; silurian, cambrian, and igneous rocks of the
Midlands by INIr. K. F. Bishop ; raised beaches in Devon by Miss Part-
ridge ; oolites by Mr. Coomara-Swamy ; a set from the Rochdale district

by the Rochdale Literary and Scientific Society ; a set from the Isle of

Man ; and one of typical specimens of rocks and microscopic slides. To
the donors mentioned and to the following your Committee are especially

indebted :—Mr. H. Preston, Mr. H. A. Allen, Mr. S. S. Piatt, Mr. A.
Strahan, Mr. Lowe, Mr. Stebbing, Mr. Hingley, Miss Andrews, Mr.
Meigh, Mr. Turner, Mr. H. C. McNeill, Mr. C. E. Salmon, Miss M. C.
Crostield, and to Herr Bjorlykke.

The Committee would call attention to the small amount of work yet
done in such districts as N. and S. Wales, the Yorkshire Dales and Moors,
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the Malverns, the districts round Oxford and Cambridge, Cornwall, the

Southern Uplands, the Central Valley of Scotland, and Central and
Southern Ireland.
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secure duplicates. The Secretary has been elected a member of Council of

the Association.

The photographs received during the year are now being mounted,

and, after exhibition at Bristol, will be bound up with the rest of the

collection at the Museum of Practical Geology, 28 Jermyn Street, where

they may always be referred to on application to the Librarian. The

entire collection is arranged topographically under counties and their

natural divisions, so that reference is as easy as circumstances will permit.

A catalogue arranged under counties is kept at Jermyn Street, and a card

catalogue is maintained up to date as new photographs are received.

Mention was made in the Report for 1897 of the formation of a dupli-

cate loan collection of prints and slides. This has now been arranged

<^eologically and made available for circulation. The additions made

during the year—forty-four prints and fourteen slides—are acknowledged

in List II. A descriptive account of the slides has been printed by the

Secretary, and sent to those societies which have borrowed them for

exhibition. This description has also proved useful as labels for such

prints as deal with subjects similar to the slides.

The duplicate collection has been lent to the Dublin Field Club, the

Belfast Field Club, the Birmingham Natural History and Philosophical

Society, and to the Photographic Exhibition at the Crystal Pa,lace.

Applications for the loan of this collection for the forthcoming winter

should be made to the Secretary as soon as possible. The only expense

to the borrowing Societies is the carriage (one way only when that can be

arranged) and the making good of any damage to prints or slides.

A list of donors to this collection is appended to List II., and to them

the Committee express their thanks.

The photographs in this selected series are naturally of the kind which

would be most useful to those who wish to obtain typical examples for

teaching purposes or for exhibition in illustration of papers ;
and there-

fore, whenever it has been possible to arrange it, an address is given

whence prints or slides may be purchased. But it must be distinctly

understood that the Committee can undertake no responsibility or corre-

spondence in this matter. All information possible will be circulated

with the collection, and there the Committee's work must end ;
would-be

purchasers must make their own arrangements with photographers, in

whom exclusively the copyright remains vested.

It has been decided to discontinue issuing the list of jmhlished photo-

(/raphs, as no important service appears to be rendered by it, but a careful

record will be kept of all photographs which have been used to illustrate

papers or books. The Committee are indebted to the editors of the

' Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society ' and of the ' Proceedings of

the Geologists Association' for help rendered in connexion with this

branch of the work.

The Secretary will be grateful if the donors of photographs will

kindly look through the parts of the lists in which they are interested

and will notify to him any slips in the spelling of proper names, in the

geographical or geological descriptions, or mistakes of any other kind

which occur in the Report.

The Committee ask for their reappointment with a small grant to

defray some of the expenses connected with the mounting, storing, and

collection of the photographs, and for printing such circulars and forms as

are necessary for carrying on the work.
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NINTH LIST OF GEOLOGICAL PHOTOGRAPHS
(to June 30, 1898).

Note.—This list contains the subjects of geological photographs
copies of which have been received by the Secretary of the Committee
since the publication of the last Repoi-t. Photographers are asked to
afllx the registered numbers, as given below, to their negatives for con-
A'enience of future reference. Their own numbers, where given, are
added, in the same order, to enable them to do so.

Copies of photographs desired can, in most instances, be obtained
from the photographer direct, or from the officers of the Local Society
under whose auspices the views were taken.

The price at which copies may be obtained depends on the size of the
print and on local circumstances, over which the Committee have no
control.

The Committee find it necessary to reitei'ate the fact that they do not
assume the copyriglit of any 'photographs included in this list. Inquiries
respecting photographs, and applications for permission to reproduce
them, should not be addressed to the Committee, but to the photographers
direct.

The very best photographs lose half their utility, and all their value
as documentary evidence, unless accurately described ; and the Secretary
would be grateful if, wherever possible, such explanatory details a^ can
be given were written on the forms supplied for the purpose, and not on
the back of the jyliotograjjh or elsewhere. Much labour and error of tran-
scription would thereby be saved. A local number by which the print
can be recognised should be written on the back of the photograph and on
the top right-hand corner of the form.

Copies of photographs should be sent unmounted to W. W. Watts,
ISIason University College, Birmingham, and forms may be obtained from
him.

The size of photographs is indicated as follows :

—

L = Lantern size.

1/4 = Quarter-plate.

1/2 = Half-plate.

1/1= Whole plate.

10/8 = 10 inches by 8.

12/10 = 12 inches by 10, &e.
E signifies Enlargements.

* indicates that photographs and slides may be purchased from the donors, or the
address given with the series.

LIST I.

ENGLAND.

Cumberland.—Photographed by A. S. Reid, Trinity College, Glenalmond,
N.B. 1/4.

Regcl.

No.

1792 (M 78) Watendlath Tarn from Moraine-dammed tarn. 1895.
North.

1793 (M HI) Watendlath Tarn from „ „ „ „
North.
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Devonshire.—Photographed by Miss E. M. Partridge, 75 High Street,

Barnstajule. 1/2.

Kegd.
No.
1884 (1) Saunton Down End, Barn- Crumpled Pilton Beds. 1897.

staple Bay.
1885 (2) Saunton Down End, Barn- Raised Beach on Pilton Beds. 1 S07.

staple Bay.

1886 (3) Saunton Down End, Barn- „ „ ,, „

staple Bay.

1887 (4) Saunton Down End, Barn- „ „ „ „

staple Bay.

1943 (5) Saunton Down End, Barn- Pseudo-ripple marking in Pilton Beds.

staple Bay. 1898.

1942 (6) Saunton . . . Contorted Pilton Beds. 1898.

Dorset.—Photographed hy H. Preston, Grantham. 1/4.

2007 ( ) Eypemouth, near Bridport . Bathonian faulted against Middle Lias.

Ib98.

Gloucester.—Photograjjhed hy A. K. Coomara-Swamy, Walden,

Wor])lesdon, Guildford. 1/4 and (E.).

1959 (g 4) Quarryontopof CleeveHill 'Harford Sands,' covered by a little

' Snowshill Clay.' Inferior Oolite. 1897.

1960 (g 5) Cleeve Hill . . . Escarpment of Pisolite. 1897.

1961 (g 6) „ „ ... „

1962 (g7) ., „ ...
1963 (g 9) Leckhampton Hill (E.) . Succession of Inferior Oolite. 1897.

1964 (g 13) Minchinhampton, large False Bedding in Great Oolite. 1897.

quarry (E.).

Kent.—Photographed hy H. A. Allen, 28 Jermyn Street, London, S. W.

1/4.

1888 ( ) Crayford, Brick Pit . . Thanet Sand on Chalk. 1897.

1889 ( ) Camden Park Pit, Chisle- Thanet Sand resting on Chalk. 1897.

hurst.

Lancashire.—Photographed hy F. Greenwood, .5 St. Marys Gate,

Rochdale.* Presented hy the Rochdale Lit. and Sc. Society. 1/2.

2009 (167) Littleborough, Rochdale . Slickensided Millstone Grit. 1897.

2010 (168) Leach Hill, Blackstone Jointed Millstone Grit and talus of frag-

Edge, near Rochdale. ments broken along joints. 1897.

2011 (169) Tom Stones, Blackstone Weathering of Millstone Grit. 1897.

Edge Moor, near Rochdale.

2012 (170) Nicholas Pike, E. l.v N. of Glacial EoulderofButtermereGranophyre,
Rochdale.

"

1,050 feet above 0. D. 1897.

Photographed hy A. S. Eeid, Trinity College, Glenalmond, N.B. 1/4.

1869 (G 16) Hampsfell, near Grange . 'Grikes' in Carboniferous Limestone. 1893.

1870 (G17)
1871 (G20)
1872 (G21)

Monmouthshire.—Photographed hy H. L. P. Lowe, Shirenewton Hall,

Chepstow. 1/2.

1804 ( ) Severn Tunnel Cutting . . Water-bearing stratum with frozea

springs.
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Norfolk.—Photographed by A. Strahan, 28 Jermyn Street, London, S. W.
1/4.

Ke^d.
No.
1786 (68) Half-a-mile west of Cromer Contorted Drift. 1893.
1787 (41) West of Cromer . . . Boulder 40 feet long in Contorted Drift.

1893.
1788 (32) Near Trimingham . . Leda myalis Bed, Forest Bed and Con-

torted Drift. 1893.

Photographed by Godfrey Bingley, Thorniehurst, Headingley, Leeds.

1/2.

1893 (4218) Mundesley . . . Cliffs of Sand. 1897.
1894 (4219) „ ... Sands with Clay at base, 1897.
1895 (4220) „ ... Sands on Chalk. 1897.

Northampton.—Photographed by G. Nichols, The Drapery, Northampton.
1/2.

1874 (8) Mr. Martin's Brickyard, Section of Clay. 1897.
Northampton.

1875 (4) Mr. Martin's Brickyard, Trees in Clay. 1897.
Northampton.

1876 (5) Mr. Martin's Brickyard,
Northampton.

1877 (2) Mr. Martin's Brickyard, Skulls of Bos tatmis. 1897.
Northampton.

1878 (1) Mr. Martin's Brickyard,
Northampton.

1890 (6) Mr. Martin's Brickyard, Trunk of oak, 32 feet, by 4 feet 6 inches.
Northampton. 1898. •

^HnoPsmRE.—PJiofographed by K. F. Bishop, 18 Few Street, West
Bromwich. 1/4.

1944 ( ) The Longmynd, near Plow- Llandovery Rocks resting unconformably
den. on Longmyndian Rocks. 1898.

1945 ( ) The Longmynd, near Plow- Bedding and Cleavage in Longmyndian
den. Rocks. 1898.

Staffordshire.—P/io<05'mytec? by A. Meigh, Ash Hall, Stohe-on-Trent.
Contributed by the North Staffordshire Field Club. 1/2.

1879 (1) Quarry near Butterton Basalt Dyke in Permian Rocks. 1892.
Church, Trentham.

1880 (2) Hanchurch Hills . . . Basalt Dyke, piercing Bunter Pebble
Beds. 1892.

1881 (3) Gravel Pit, Trentham Park . Bunter Pebble Beds and Sandstone. 1892.
1882 (4) „ „ ,, . Current bedding in Sands and Pebble

Beds of the Bunter. 1892.

Photographed by H. M. S. T1\jt.^zu, Hanley. Contributed by the

North Staffordshire Field Cub. 1/2.

1883 (5) Coombes Valley, Cheddleton, Contorted Yoredale Shales. 1893.
near Leek.

Photographed by K. F. Bishop, 18 New Street, West Bromwich. 1/4.

1946 ( ) Rowley Regis . . . Starch-like columns in Dolerite. 1898.
1947 ( ) Quarry -]-mile N.E. of Old- Columnar Dolerite. 1898.

ham House, Rowley.
1948 ( ) Quarry at Turner's Hill, near Relation of jointing to Spheroidal Struc-

fiowley. ture. 1898.
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Suffolk.—Photof/raphed by "W. D. Harmer, St. Bartholomew's Hospital,

London. 1/2.
Regd.
No.
2005 (1) Iken, near Aldeburgh . . Coralline Crag.

2006 (2)

Surrey.—Photographed hy W. P. D. Steering, 169 Gloucester Terrace,

Hyde Park, London, W. 1/4.

1831 (\) Betchworth.... Granite boulder in Chalk, 7 lbs. 7 ozs.

1896.

1832 (B) „• .... Granite boulder in Chalk, 3 lbs. 12 ozs.

1896.

Photographed by C. E. Salmon, Clevelands, Reigate. 1/2.

1891 (1) CoLey Hill Quarrv, Reigate . Chloritic Marl and Upper Greensand.
1897.

1892 (2) Frenches Pit, Red Hill . . Folkestone Sand covered by Drift. 1897.

Warwickshire.—Photographed by W. W. Watts, Mason University

College, Birmingham. 1/4.

1999 (372) Quarry near Midland Sta- Cambrian Quartzite, overlain by Trias,

tion, Nuneaton. 1898.

1950 (365) Mr. Trye« Quarry, N. of Diorite Dyke intrusive in Cambrian
Nuneaton. Quartzite. 1898.

1951 (364) Mr. Trye's Quarry, N. of Diorite Dyke intrusive in Cambrian
Nuneaton." Quartzite. 1898.

1952 (370) Camp Hill Grange Quarry, Hyolithus Beds of the Cambrian. 1898.

near Nuneaton.
1953 (369) Camp Hill Grange Quarry, „ „ „ „

near Nuneaton.
1954 (366) Old Quarry, near Chapel Dyke of Diorite repeated three times by

End, Nuneaton. faults. 1898.

1955 (367) Mr. Trj'e's Railway Cut- Stockingford Shales overlain unconform-
ting, Chapel End. ably by Carboniferous Beds. 1898.

Westmoreland.—Photographed by A. S. Reid, Trinity College,

Glenalmond, N.B. 1/4.

1789 (M 58) Murton Pike . . . Fault separating Carboniferous Limestone
from Skiddaw Slate. 1895.

1790 (M 59) Mell Fell and Roman Skiddaw Slate and Carboniferous Lime-
Fell, stone. 1895.

1791 (M 39) Head of Scordale . . Great Whin Sill and Carboniferous Lime-
stone. 1895.

Photographed by Godfrey Bingley, Thorniehurst, Headingley, Leeds.

1/2.

Lantern slides from those marked thus (*) may be obtained from Messrs. Rey-
nolds k. Branson, Commercial Street, Leeds.

1896* (1452) Augill Beck, Brough- Lower Carboniferous Sandstone. 1898.

under-Stainmoor.
1897 (4453)
1898 (4455)
1899 (4457)
1900* (4458) „ „ „ Vertical Lower Carboniferous Sandstone.

1898
1901* (4459) „ „ „ „ „

1902* (4428) Shap Quarries, Wasdale Granite. 1898.
Crag.
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Eegd.
No.

1903 (4431) Shap Quarries, Wasdale Granite. 1898.
Crag.

1904* (4432) „ „ „ Segregation patches in Granite. 1898.
1905* (4433) „ „ „ Koches moutonnees of Granite. 1898.
1906* (4426) Wasdale Crag, side of Glacial striaj on Granite. 1898.

Railway.
1907* (4434) Wasdale Beck, near Shap Basement Carboniferous Conglomerate

Wells. with pebbles of Shap Granite. 1898.
1908* (4420) High Cup Nick, near Ap- Whin Sill in Carboniferous lamestone

pleby. 1898.
1909* (4415)
1910* (4418)
1911* (4416)
1912* (4417)
1913* (43G0) HofE Beck, near Appleby. Carboniferous Limestone Escarpment.

1898.
1914* (4361)
1915 (4362) „ „ Lower Brockram Escarpment. 1898.
1916* (4363)
1917* (4364) „ „ „ „ joints passing through peb-

bles. 1898.
1918* (4366)
1919 (4370) Hunrigg's Quarry, near Lower Brockram. 1808

Appleby.
1920* (4371) Hilton Beck, Appleby. . Penrith Sandstone (Permian). 1898.
1921* (4374) „ „ Upper Brockram Escarpment. 1 898.
1922* (4375) Hilton Quarry, near Ap- St. Bees Sandstone. 1898.

pleby.

1923 (4378) Hilton Beck, near Hilton. View across the Pennine Fault. 1898.
1924* (4395) Dufton Pike and Brown- Middle Pennine Fault. 1898.

ber.

1925 (4444) „ „ „ Inner and Middle Pennine Faults. 1898.
1926* (4411) Murton Pike . . . Inner Pennine Fault. 189S.
1927* (4421) Middle Tongue, High Cup „ „ „ Moraines. 1898.

GiU.

1928 (4396) Brownber from near „ „ „ 1898.
Knock Pike.

1929* (4410) From near- Harbour Flat, „ „ „ Moraines. 189S.
Appleby.

1930* (4408) Inner Tongue from Har- Terminal Moraines. 1 898.
bour Flat, Appleby.

1931 (4409) Near Harbour Flat, Ap- Moraine Mounds. 1898.
pleby.

1932* (4419) Murton Pike . . . Moraines. 1898.
1933 (4391) Dufton Pike and Cosca

Moraines.

1934 (4381) Looking up Hilton Beck
from Roman Fell.

1935 (4379) Hilton Beck, near Dillon. Position of Dufton Shales. 1898.
1936 (4407) From Brackenthwaite, Cross Fell Inlier. 1898.

near Appleby.

1937 (4399) Knock Pike ...„„„
1938 (4393) Dufton Pike and Swindale

Beck.

Worcestershire.—Photographed by K. F. Bishop, 18 ]!^ew Street, West
Bromioich. 1/4.

1956 ( ) Wren's Nest, Dudley . Jointing and Cavern in Wenlock Lime-
stone. I Sits.

1957 ( ) „ „ „ . Curve in strike of Wenlock Limestone.
1S9.«.

1958 ( ) „ „ „ . OverfoM in Wenlock Limestone. 1898.
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YOEKSHIRE.

—

Photographed by G. Hingley, The School House,
Cullercoats. 1/2.

Eegd.
No.
1833 ( ) The Buttertubs Pass be- Swallow-hole in Carboniferous Linlestone.

tween Wensleydale and Swale- 1897.

dale.

****** \ ) » J> I> IF )J 1> )>

Photographed hy Godfrey Bingley, Thorniehurst, Headingley, Leeds.

1/2.

1965 (4517) Crummack Dale, near Glaciated Silurian Rocks. 1898.
Clapham.

1966 (4515) „ „ „ Basement of Carboniferous Limestone.
1898.

1967 (4519) Crummack Beck Head . Junction of Carboniferous Limestone and
Silurian Rocks. 1898.

1968 (4520) „ „ ,, . Basement Beds of Silurian resting on Or-
dovician, and both covered unconform-
ably by Carboniferous Limestone. 1898.

1969 (4514) Crummack Dale . . Face of Silurian Rocks from which the
Norber Boulders were carried. 1898.

1970 (4516) „ „ . . Line of Norber Boulders. 1898.
1971 (4509) Norber Brow, near Clap- Erratic Boulders of Silurian Eocks perched

ham. on pedestals of Carboniferous Limestone.
1898.

1972 (4508) „ „ „ „ Pedestal striated. 1898.
1973 (4503) „ „ „ „ Terminal Moraine of Norber Glacier 1898.
1974 (4506) „ „ „ „
1975 (4493) GapingGill and Fell Beck, Swallow-hole in Carboniferous Limestone.

Ingleborough. 1898.
1976 (4125) „
1977 (4496) „ „ „ Stream Course in Carboniferous Limestone.

1898.
1978 (4498) Below Gaping Gill, Fell Old Swallow-hole in Carboniferous Lime-

Beck, Ingleborough. stone. 1898.
1979 (4484) Skirwirth Quarries, In- Carboniferous Limestone. 1898.

gleton.

1980 (4487) ' Granite ' Quarries, Ingle- Ancient (pre-Silurian) Grit. 1898.
ton.

1981 (4488)
1982 (4492) Ingleborough, from top of Carboniferous Limestone capped by Mill-

Raven Scar. stone Grit. 1898.
1983 (4490) Raven Scar, Ingleton . Terraceof Carboniferous Limestone. 1898.
1984 (4485) Under Raven Scar, In- Unconformable Junction of Carboniferous

gleton. Limestone on Ancient (pre-Silurian)

Rocks. 1898.
1985 (4486) „ „ „ „ Carboniferous Limestone resting uncon-

formably on upturned Ancient (pre-

Silurian) Rocks. 1898.

Photographed hy J. T. Dyson, Hojnoood Street, Hull. Contributed hy the

Hull Geological Society. 1/2.

1986 (1) Kettleness, South of Runs- Junction of Middle and Upper Lias. 1894.
wick Bay.

1987 (2) Blea Wyke Nab . . . Junction of Lias and Oolite. 1894.

18o9 (4) „,,„... Ncrincea band in Dogger. 1894.
1993 (8) North Ferriby Cliff, River Boulder Clay overlain by Clay of Hessle

Humber. type. 1896.
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Regd.
No.
1994 (9) North Ferriby Cliff. River I^ower Boulder Clay overlain by warps.

Humber. 18%.
199o C^^ / »i '» 1* »» " »* " "
1996 (11) „ „ „ „ ' Intermediate Bed.'

Photographed hij E. H. Howlett, Wright Street, Hull. Contributed by

the Hull Geological Society, 1/2.

1990 (5) Southfield, Hesslo . . Hassle Gravel, under Boulder Clay. 1895.

1991 (6) Chalk Lane, Hull . .
' Forest Bed.' 1894.

1992 (7) „ !, I) • • II >• !i

Photographed hy H. Percy, High Street, Doncaster. \l'2.

1997 (12) Bempton, Flamborough . Chalk Cliff. 1895.

1998 (15) Thornwick Bay, Flambo- Bedded Chalk. 1895.

rough.

1999 (17) North Landing, Flambo- Cave in bedded Chalk. 1895.

rough.

2000 (18) King and Queen Rocks, Stacks of Chalk. 1895.

Flamborough.
2001 (23) Flamborough Head . . Denudation of Chalk. 1895.

2002 (26) Warmsworth, nr. Doncaster. Magnesian Limestone. 1898. 1/1.

2003 (27) Wadworth, near Doncaster. Anticline in Magnesian Limestone. 1898.

2005 (28) Balby, near Doncaster . Sand-pit. 1898.

"WALES.

Merioneth.—Photographed hy W. W. Watts, Mason University College,

Birmingham. 1/4.

1856 (336) Harlech, railway cutting. Boulder Clay. 1895.

ISLE OF MAN.

Photograi^hed by W. W. "Watts, Mason University College, Birmingham.

1/4.

1764 (M 1) Langness,near Castletown. Broken dyke in Mans Slates. 1897.

„ „ Tertiary dyke in Carboniferous Con-
glomerate. 1897.

Basement Carboniferous Conglomerate.

1897.

Unconformity of Carboniferous on Mans
Slates. 1897.

1765 (M 2)

1767 (M 5)
1766 (M 3)

1768 (M 6)

1769 (M 7)
1770 (MS)
1771 (M12)

(The Arches)
1772 (M 16) Langness,nearCastletown. Dyke in Carboniferous Conglomerate.

1897.

1773 (M 18) Glen Wyllin . River Terraces. 1897.

1774 (M 20) Ballaheigh Dry Valley. 1897.

1775 (M21) „ . „ „ continuation of.

1776 (M 22) Bishop's Glen . . „ looking up.

1777 (M 37) Lamb Hill, Bride Hills . „ „ „ down.
1778 (M38) „ „ „ up.

1779 (M39) Ballavarkish, „ . „ „ „ down.
1780 (M40) „ „ . „ „ „ up.
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Regd.
No.

1781 (M 43) Shore at E. end of Bride Sand cemented into dyke-like masses, and
Hills, near Kamsey. ' scrablag.' 1897.

1782 to 1785 (M 31 to M 34) Panorama Drift, Boulder Loam, and Gravel with dry

of the Bride Hills from the valleys. 1897.

South.

Fhotographed by E. Nevvall. 1/1.

Transferred to new number on account oj" duplication.

887 ( ) Shore near Stack of Scar- Carboniferous Limestone,

lett, Castletown.

SCOTLAND.

Aberdeen.—Photographed by W. Lamond Howie, Monton Lodgcy

Eccles. 1/4.

) Lochnagar from Cioch Panorama.
Mhor.

) From the Great Corrie, „
Lochnagar.

) Ben Muich Dhui from „ 1892.

Loch Etchachan.

) Cairn Toul and Loch an „ „

Uaine.

) View from Ben Muich „

Dhui.

) Ben Muich Dhui . . Summer snow. 1893.

Argyll.—Photographed by W. Lamond Howie, Monton Lodge,

Eccles. 1/4.

1811 ( ) East ridge of Ben Crua- Panorama,
chan from Glen Strae.

1827 ( ) Ben Cruachan . . . Disintegration of Granite. 1893.

Ayrshire.—Photographed by A. S. Reid, Trinity College, Glenalmond..

1/4.

1799 (M 18) Ailsa Craig, from N.W. . General character of Island. 1895.

1800 (M20) „ „ Columnar Microgranite. 1895.

1801 (M 21) ,, „ Columnar structure and dykes. 1895.

1802 (M 30) Biglees Burn . . . Undercut Waterfall in Old Red Sandstone
Conglomerate. 1895. (B.) .

1803 (M 32) Glen Biglees . . . „ „ „ „ „ (E.)

Banffshire.—Photographed by A. S. Reid, Trinity College, Glenalmond.

1/2.

1828 (HP115) Troup, W. of Cullycan. Blow-hole fallen in. 1897.

1829 (HP 116) „
1830 (HP 113) „ „

Bute.—Photographed hy A. S. Reid, Trinity College, Glenalmond. l/i.

1794 (M4) Arran, Corriegills Shore . Basic dyke. 1895.

1795 (M 3) „ „ „ Pitchstone dyke. 1895.

1796 (M5) „ „ „ Boulder of Granite (?) 1895.

1797 (M 7) Great Cumbrae . . Lion dyke from South. 1895.

1798 (M12) „ „ . . „ „ „

1806
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FiFESHiRE. —Photographed by A. S. Reid, Trinity College,

Glenalmond. 6/4.
Regd.
No.
1858 (HP 164) East of Newark Castle. White trap dyke in black Shales. 1897.
1859 (HP 161) West of Ardross Castle, Agglomerate of ' neck.' 1897.

near Elie.

1860 (HP 189) Beneath Ardross Castle. Bedding and jointing of Calciferous Sand-
stone. ] 897.

1861 (HP 163) „ ., „ Faulted ripple-marks in Sandstone. 1897.
1862 (HP 175) Between Piltenweems Dip and strike in Calciferous Sandstones,

and St. Monans. Shales, &c. 1897.

1863 (HP 181) Kincraig Point, W. of Eemains of volcanic ' neck.' 1897.
Elie.

1864 (HP 172) „ „ „ Dyke of curvi-cylumnar Basalt in ' neck.'
1897.

Inverness-shire.—Photographed by W. Lamond Howie, Monton Lodge,
Eccles. 1/4 and 5/4.

1812 ( ) Glenroj^ looking N. . . ' Parallel Roads.' 1895.
1813 ( ) „
1814 ( ) Glenroy

,

1815 ()„....,.
1816 ( ) „ East Leana Mhor „ ,. „

from West Leana Mhor.
1817 ( ) „ „ „ „ „ „ „two.
1818 ( ) Glenroy . . . . „ „ „ near view of one
1819 ( ) Glen adjacent to Glenroj', Two ' parallel roads.' 1895.

down Glen Collary.

1820 ( ) Loch Coire an Lochan, Panorama. 1896.
Braeriach.

'

1821 ( ) „
1822 ( ) Braeriach, 3,250 . . Snow in summer. 1896.

1823 ( ) „,,..„ „ „ crevassed.

1824 ( ) Below Loch Eunach.Cairn- River terraces. 189i.
gorms.

1825 ( ) Loch Eunacli and Sgurr Moraine mounds. 1894.
an Dhu, Cairngorms.

Lanark.—*Photographed by R. McF. Mure, 35 Underwood, Paisley. 1/2.

2013* ( ) Partick, near Glasgow . Fossil Coal-measure Forest.

Perthshire.—Pliotographedby A. S. Reid, Trinity College,

Glenalmond. 6/4.

1865 (HP75) The'Deil'sputtin'stane,' Perched Block. 1897
Callander.

1866 (HP 77) ,

1867 (HP 80) Loch Lubnaig, from Delta of Balvag River. 1897.
above Strathyre.

1868 (HP 81) „

SuTHEKLANDSHiRE.

—

Photographed by K. O. Bjurlykke, Norges
Geologiske undersogelse, Kristiania. 1/2.

1939 ( ) Near Inchnadamff . . Thrust-plane by roadside. 1897.
1940 ( ) North side Glencoul . . Glencoul thrust-plane. 1897.

1941 ( ) South side Glencoul. . „ ,. „
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IRELAND.

A'StRi'M.—Photographed by Miss M. K. Andrews, College Gardens,

Be/fast. 10/8. (E.)
Regd.
Xo.

1873 (2) Quarry near Templepatrick . Clialk, lihyo lite, and Basalt. 1895.

568
Rej)lacedly Dr. Tempest Anderson, Stonegate, York. 1/1.

( ) Portmoon .... Marine denudation.

Clare.—Photographed by W. H. F. Alexander, 1/4.

Transferred to new number on account of duplication.

547 Kilkee Marine denudation ; caves and headlands.
•0*0 ,,....'..,, „ ,, ,,

*#^*# .......... .. .. ..

Galway.—Photographed hy H. L. P. Lowe, Shirenewton Hall,

Chepstoiv. 1/2.

1805 ( ) Between Lough Fin and Glaciation.

Lough Muck.

ROCK-STRUCTURES, &c.

Photographed hy W. W. Watts, Mason University College,

Birmingham. 1/4, 1897.

1835 (309) Boulder, Hordwell Cliff,

Hants.
1836 (2.51) Selsea, Sussex .

1837 (;U0) Flintshire .

1838 (281) Dudley, Staffs .

1839 (290) Nailsworth, Glos.

1840 (299) Moira, Leicester

1841 (300) „
1842 (264) Doncaster, York
1843 (268) Banffshire.

1844 (284) Scotland .

1845 (307) Little Caradoc, Salop
1846 (313) Khiconieh, Aberdeenshire

.

1847 (272) Antrim ....
1848 (282) Tardree, Antrim
1849 (314) Northumberland
1850 (298) Oatlands, Isle of Man
1851 (294) Phillipstown, Queen's C'nty
1852 (291) Skye
1853 (322) Londonderry .

1854 (163) Arran , . . .

1855 (333) Atlantic . , . .

1857 (325) Fanad, Donegal

Conglomerate.

Flint Breccia.

Crinoidal Carboniferous Limestone,
Wenlock Limestone.
Oolitic Limestone. Inferior Oolite. (M.)
Spore Coal (M.) Transverse section.

„ „ ,, Longitudinal.
Glaciated Boulder.

Contorted Mica-schist.

Contorted Slate. (M.)
Quartzite. (M.)
Hornblendic Gneiss.

Amygdaloidal Basalt.

Khyolite, with flow-structure.

Spheroidal Basalt.

Granite. (M.)
Tuff. (M.)
Spheroidal Felsite. (M.)
Ophitic Dolerite. (M.)
Pitchstone. (M.)
Globigerine Ooze. (M.)
Contorted Limestone.

Photographed hy A. S. Reid, Trinity College, Glenalmond, N.B.

2008 (HP 100) Perthshire . . , Fold and fault in rock-specimen.

1/2.

1898.
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LIST II.

THE DUPLICATE (lOAK) COLLECTION.

The numbers placed after the description of the photograph refer to

the list of names and addresses given at the end. The first refers to the

photographer, who is also the donor in most cases. When he is not, the

donor is indicated by a second number.

Full localities and descriptions are given in present and previous lists

under the numbers.

This collection is arranged geologically, and from time to time the less

perfect and less typical photographs vrUl be removed and better ones sub-

stituted as they are given. Those laid aside can always be seen, sent, or

returned by request.

* indicates that prints and slides may be bought from the photographer or

from the address given at the end. P. indicates prints. S. indicates slides.
_

Examples of Different Rocks.

Regd.
No.
1763 Conglomerate (Carboniferous) . Langness, Isle of Man. 1 S.

1885 ., Specimen of . . Hordwell. 1 P. S.

1836 Breccia „ . . Selsea. 1 P. S.

1887 CrinoidalLimestone(Carboniferous)Flintshire. 1 P. S.

1839 Oolitic Limestone (Inferior Oolite) Xailsworth, Glos. 1 P.

1840 Spore Coal Moira, Leicester. 1 P. S.

Rock-Structures.

Bedding.

1998 Bedded Chalk .... Thornwick Bay, Flamborougb . 43 P.

Fossils in Rocks.

1838 Limestone Dudley (Wenlock) Limestone. 1 S.

Evidences of Earth-movement.

Elevation and Submergence.

1885 Raised Beach .... Saunton, Devon. 49 P.

1887 „ . . . . „ ,. 49 P.

Folding and Faulting.

1887 Contorted Limestone . . . Fanad, Donegal. 1 P.

2008 Fold and fault in rock specimen. Perthshire. 15 P.

1927 Inner Pennine Fault . . . Middle Tongue, High Cup Gill, York. 3 P.*

Unconformity.

1696 Lias on Carboniferous Limestone. Southerndown, Glamorgan. 43 P.

Surface Agencies; Denudation and Deposit.

Running Water; Streatns.

1802 Undercut waterfall . . . Biglees Burn, Ayrshire. 1"< P.

1803 „ „ ... „ .,
1'^ !'•
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Caverns and Springs.
Kegd.
No.

1804( Icicles showing line of springs . Entrance to Severn Tunnel, Monmouth,
41 P.

Wind Action.

460 Blown Sand, stratified . . Leasowe, Cheshire. 10 S.

Action of Rain.

2 Earth Pillars .... Botzen, Tyrol. 34 S.

w ,, ,, .... 1) 11 «^4 o.

Glaciation ; Glaciated Surfaces.

1906 Strias on Granite . . . Wasdale Crag, Westmoreland. 3 P.*

Glaciation ; Erratic and Perched Blocks.

1842 Glaciated Boulder (Limestone) . Doncaster. 1 P. S.

Glaciation ; Boulder Clays.

1856 Boulder Clay .... Kailway, S. of Harlech. 1 P. S.

Volcanic and Plutonic Rocks.

Roch^nasses and their Relations.

1286 Agglomerate (Precambrian) . Hanging Stone, Cliarnwood, Leicester.

1 S.

603 Granitite intrusive in Tremadoc Foel Tan-j--Grisiau, Carnarvon. 31 S.

rocks.

827 Intrusive masses in Ordovician Yr Eifl, Nevin, Carnarvon. 25 S.

rocks.

1909 Whin Sill in Carboniferous Lime- High Cup Nick, near Appleby. 8 P.*
stone.

Rocks and their Structures.

1800 Columnar Microgranite . . Ailsa Craig. 15 P.

1801 „ „ . . „ 15 P.

1849 Spheroidal Basalt . . . Northumberland. 1 P.

1847 Amygdaloidal Basalt . . . Squire's Hill, Antrim. 1 P.
1848 Flow-structure in Rhyolite . . Tardree, Antrim. 1 P.

1859 Porphyritic Pitchstone . . Arran. 1 P.

1853 Ophitic Olivine-dolerite . . Gortacloghan, Londonderry. 1 P.

1851 TufiE (Carboniferous) . . . Phillipstown, Queen's County. 1 P.

Characteristic Rocks and Landscapes.

Palceozoic.

857 Carboniferous Limestone . . Burrington Combe, Mendip Hills. 2 P.

550 „ „ . . Eglwyseg Rocks, near Llangollen, Den-
bigh. 51 P.

551 „ „ . . Tynant Ravine, near Llangollen. 51 P.

00« „ ,, . . ,, ,, 51 r,

551a „ „ . . Bron-heulog Quarry „ 51 P.
163 Magnesian Limestone . . . Garforth, Yorkshire. 5 P.

1916 Lower Brockram Escarpment of Near Holf, Appleby. 3 P.*
Permian.

Mesozoic.

1922 St. Bee's Sandstone (Trias) . Hilton Quarry, Applebj'. 3 P.*

1595 Unconformity of Chalk on Trias Murlough Bay, Antrim. 50, 9 P.*

1898. N N
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Cainozoic.

Ee?d.
No.
224 Junction of Thanet Sand and Elham Valley Railway. 52 P.

Chalk.

226 Junction of Tlianet Rand and „ „ 52 P.

Clialk.

228 Junction of Thanet Sand and „ „ 52 P.

Chalk.

231 Junction of Thanet Sand and „ „ 52 P.

Chalk.

1758 Forest Bed Series

1787 Boulder of Chalk in Drift

1932 Moraines
1825 Moraine, taken in snow

E. of Cromer and near Trimingham,
Norfolk. 8 P.

W. of Cromer, Norfolk. 8 P.

Murton Pike, Westmoreland. 3 P.*

Loch Eunach, Cairngorm, Inverness. -IG P.

Names and Addresses of Donors and Pliotograjyliers.

1. Professor W. W. Watts, Mason University College, Birmingham.
2. Professor F. J. Allen, Mason University College, Birmingham.
3. Godfrey Bingley, Thoruieburst, Headingley, Leeds.

Transparencies of many of Mr. Bingley's photographs maybe obtained from
Messrs. Reynolds & Branson, Commercial St-.reet, Leeds.

5. A. E. Nichols, 4',t Reginald Terrace, Leeds.

8. A. Strahan, 28 Jermyn Street, S.W.
9. R. Welch, Lonsdale Street, Belfast.

10. C. A. Defleux, 50 Windsor Road, Tue Brook, Liverpool.

15. A. S. Reid, Trinity College, Glenalmond, Perth, N.B.
25. G. T. yUchison, Corndon, Sutton, Surrey.

31. G. J. Williams, Bangor, N. Wales. .

34. R. Kidston, 24 Victoria Place, Stirling.

41. H. L. P. Lowe, Shirenewton Hall, Chepstow.
43. R. H. Tiddeman, 28 Jermyn Street, S.W.
46. W. Lamond Howie, Monton Lodge, Eccles.

48. H. Percy, High Street, Doncaster.

49. Miss E. M. Partridge, 75 High Street, Barnstaple.

50. Dr. W. F. Hume, Geological Survey Office, Cairo, Egypt. Donor.
51. G. H. Morton, 209 Edge Lane, Liverpool.

52. The late C. W. Allen.

Photographs of Geological Interest in Canada.—First Report of Com-
mittee^ consisting of Professor A. P. Coleman (Chairman),

Professor A. B. Willmott, Professor F. 0. Adams, Professor W.
W. Watts, Mr. J. B. Tyrrell, cbnd Mr. W. A. Parks (Secretary).

(Draio/i wp by the Secretary.)

Appendix.— Circular Letter issued ly the Committee.

We have the honour to report that a meeting of this Committee was
held as early as possible, at which it was decided to petition the Govern-

ment for prints from negatives in its possession, and to issue a circular

setting forth the purpose of the Association in forming this Committee.

A small pamphlet was prepared and sent to the various camera clubs

throughout the country, and to the science masters of high schools and
other educational institutions.

As yet these efibrts have borne no fruit, but we have formed a nu cleus

of forty negatives with prints, illustrating glacial phenomena in the

vicinity of Toronto.
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APPENDIX.

Circular D'tter issued by the Committee.

Toronto : March 15, 1898.

Dear Sin,^—At the meeting of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, held in Toronto in 1897, the following Com-
mittee was appointed for ' The collection, preservation, and systematic
registration of Canadian photographs of geological interest.' Chairman,
Professor A. P. Coleman ; Secretary, Mr. AYm. A. Parks ; Professor A.
B. Willmott, Professor F. O. Adams, Professor W. W. Watts, and Mr. J.

B. Tyrrell. This Committee has decided to appeal to those interested in
geology and photography for assistance in preparing and improving the
collection, which will be kept in Toronto, and will be at all times open
to the public. The services of a competent photographer have been
procured, and it is proposed to furnish lantern slides or prints to any
desiring them at the cost of production.

The value of such a collection cannot be over-estimited, as it will

furnish valuable material for the investigator or lecturer, it will preserve
and place on record geological scenery of an evanescent nature, and will

tend to stimulate geological investigation throughout the country.
We shall be glad to receive and place to the credit of the donor either

negatives or prints of such subjects as are indicated in the following list,

or others in any way related to geological science :

—

Rocks and Bock Structure.—Cliffs and rock-surfaces ."^bowing stratifi-

cation, false-bedding, character of weathering, foliation, jointage, cleavage,
folding, faulting, veins, dikes, unconformities, contact zones of different
kinds of rocks, minerals and mineral aggregates, fossils, kc.

Glacial rhenoinena.—Moraines (stony hills), eskers, kames, jierched
Ijoulders, glacial grooves and striae, (tc.

Shores.—Sand dunes, sand spits, lines of boulders, cliffs of sand and
clay, ripple marks, (tc.

Rivers.—Valleys, channels and gorges, banks in different conditions,
terraces, bottom lands, kc.

Phenomena causedby Atmospheric Agencies.—Piain-marks, rill-channels,
washouts, sun- cracks, kc.

New Railway Cuttings, Sand and Gravel Pits, <L'c.—It is of great
importance that the exact locality and date accompany the photograph,
and if possible the comjjass bearing of the centre of the picture from the
camera.

Relying upon your co-operation, we request that you bring this com-
munication to the notice of those interested in this work in your locality.

Very sincerely yours,

Wm. a. Parks, Secretary.
Address : Wm. A. Paeks, B.A.

Geological Department, University cf Toronto.
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Irish Elk Remains.—Report of ihe Committee, consisting of Professor

W. Boyd Dawkins (Chairman), His Honour Deemster Gill,

Eev. E. B. Savage, Mr. G. w! Lamplugh, and Mr. P. M. C.

Kermode (Secretary), appointed to examine the Conditions under

tvhich Remains of the Irish Elh are found in the Isle of Man.

We were able to add a foot-note to our report of last year to the effect

that a fairly perfect skeleton had been discovered, of which we hoped to

hand in details with this year's report.

These remains were found in a marl pit at Close-y-Garey, on the east

side of the railway line, half a mile N. from St. John's, and the same

distance S. from Poortown Station.

The bones were nearly all in juxtaposition and, excepting the ribs and

pelvic bones and one shoulder-blade, in a very fair state of preservation.

The antlers were nearly complete ; the beams, however, are represented by

fragments ; the skull also is fragmentary.

The left antler is the larger : it measures across the palm 15 inches,

allowing for a piece of the front edge which has decayed away ; the right

measures 13 inches. With the tines, most of which dropped off on lifting

from the marl, they are respectively 56^ inches and 53 inches long.and

the beam would have been about 10 inches more. They show six points,

besides the brow-tines, which had fallen off, the portion of the beam to

which they were attached having decayed away.

The palm of the left antler lay over the lumbar vertebrse, and the

right over the fore-quarters. The upper jaw teeth were preserved on

both sides, and those of the left lower jaw were embedded in the ramus,

A fragment of the right symphysis was also present, and there were

various fragments of a skull which had been broken up before the dis-

covery.

Death had occurred in its full prime, as shown by the perfection of

the teeth and the dimensions of the antlers.

Among the bones, but not of this individual, was one which had been

perforated, probably by the point of an antler of another elk in one of

their usual fights. It was fractured as well as perforated, and had been

healed.

Professor Dawkins examined the bones in December and made the

following measurements in millimetres :

—

Skeletonfound at Close-y-Garey. Index to Measurements,

Teeth.

1. Length, antero-posterior, basaL 3. Postero-tran&verse, basaL

2. Antero-transverse, basal.

1. Maximum length.

2. Minimum circumference.

3. Transverse measurement of proximal

articulation.

4. Vertical (tape) measurement of proxi-

mal articulation.

Bones.

5. Transverse measurement of distal

articulation.

G. Vertical (tape) measurement of distal

articulation.
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of over 9 feet. The first four excavations, being tlirougli ground which
had previously been disturbed, yielded no definite results, but at one point
a few bones were met with, among which were fragments of maxilla, the
sixth cervical vertebra, the second lumbar vertebra, and a fragment of a
rib. In association with these were remains of horse represented by a
radius and lowei- jaws of two individuals. Though the ground had been
disturbed the horse bones probably ijelonged to the same age as the elk.

A fragment of a metatarsal, )net with in digging the trench, had an arti-

ficial perforation.

The result of all the excavations, allowing for the disturbed state of

the ground, showed the following beds :

—

Ft. In.

A. Disturbcil soil and peat, an average cf about ... 3
B. In one place a blue clay or silt was observed resting on

tlie white marl
C. M''hite marl containing the Elk remains ....

*D. Blue mail
E. Red sand with gravel .......
r. Brown c lay .........
G. Sand ana gravel ] „ ,~i, , , t. f

H. Clay . . J
•

^'"'^^^l ^'''^^

I . . . .

As stated above, the whole surface had been lowered about 3 feet in

digging for marl ; the peat had for the, most part been removed, and a

great deal of the marl also ; indeed, we were fortunate in finding this one
spot in which the marl itself had not been disturbed.

The finding of detached bones shows that other individuals had perished
here, and is consistent with what we were told, that a specimen had been
seen when digging for marl, and that the antlers of another had been
taken out. We were told also that two skulls without antlers had been
seen on the other side of our trench.

Samples of the marl and other beds were forwarded to Mr. James
Bennie, of Edinburgh, who again most kindly undertook the laborious task
of washing and sifting the material. The organic remains thus obtained
were examined by Mr. Clement Eeid, who has determined the following
plants :

—

G
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From Red Sand E.

Plant remains, not determined.

From Bed F.

Betula alba.

Potamogeton.
Carex.

Bracts of sedge.

Leaves (?).

Mr. R. Okell examined the White Marl for Diatoms, but found no
trace. Thei-e are no fresh-water shells in it.

In our last report we were able to announce the discovery in a previous
excavation near Ballaugh of the Arctic crustacean Lepidurus glacialis,

accompanied by the Arctic willow Salix herbacea in a bed of silt

occurring above Chara-marl, like that of the present section. In that
locality, however, we did not succeed in finding elk remains in the mar],

probably on account of the limited character of our excavation, as we
have eveiy reason to believe that the skeleton now in Edinburgh Museuni '

was obtained from that bed. In the present instance, though we have
found the elk, it will be noticed that the section contains no trace of the
Arctic fauna. This is greatly to be regretted, since—as was pointed
out by Mr. C. Reid in our last report—the relation of this fauna to the
bed containing the elk is a point of great theoretical importance. It is

also important that the presence of the horse in the wild fauna of the
Isle of Man should be placed beyond doubt by working in undisturbed
ground. The same group of animals may be expected as tliat which
occurs in the prehistoric strata of Ireland and England. Under these
circumstances we propose to apply for a further grant to carry on explora-
tions which will probably definitely settle these interesting questions.

The balance of the grant, renewed last year, was expended in the pre-

liminary work of draining ; further funds, which enabled the Committee
to continue the work and to discover the specimen, were provided by
tiie local Society, which also provided the amount required for having the
skeleton mounted.^

The best thanks of the Committee are due to the proprietor, Mrs.
Morrison, for kind permission to make the excavations, and Messrs. C.
Reid, J. Bennie, and R. Okell for the valuable assistance they have
rendered in the investigation.O"

' This is interesting as being the first perfect skeleton of this species to have
been mounted. Dr. Traquair writes concerning it that when he took office he found
that the pelvis in the skeleton was that of a common horse, which he had replaced
by that of a real elk from Ireland. He gives the following measurements (in
inches)

:
Humerus 15, radius 14^ metacarpal 13^, femur 18, tibia 19^, metatarsal or

cannon 14^ ; distance from tip to tip of the antlers, 8 feet li inches. He also
points out that the figure in Cuvier's Ossemens Fossilcs (and in Owen's Fofsil
Mammals) represents this skeleton exactly as it was before he had it altered by
replacing the horse pelvis with that of the Irish elk, and giving a proper curve to the
vertebral column, which formerly was absolutely straight, in the dorsal and lumbar
regions.

- It has now been set up in Castle Eushen, Isle of Man.
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'Erratic Blocks of the British Isles.—Report of the Committee, consisting

of Professor E. Hull (Chairman), Professor T. G. Bonney,
Professor W. J. Sollas, Mr. C. E. De Eance, Mr. E. H. Tiddeman,
Eev. S. N. Harrison, Mr. J. Horne, the late Mr. Dugald Bell,
Mr. P. M. Burton, Mr. J. Lomas, and Mr, P. P. Kendall
{Secretary), appointed to investigate the Erratic Bloclcs of the British

Isles, and to talce nwasures for their p)reservation. (Dratvn up by

the Secretary.)

The Committee has to deplore the loss of a valued colleague, Mr. Dugald
Bell, whose death has deprived British geology of a most careful, conscien-

tious, and industrious worker.

The records obtained by the Committee during the past year have
been drawn from a smaller area than usual, and the number of individual
boulders specifically reported is not large.

The Sub-Committee, working at the instance of the Belfast Natural-
ists' Field Club, has deferred its report pending the completion of certain
definite pieces of investigation. The Committee organised in County
Durham has not yet presented a report, though observations of considerable
interest have been made during the preliminary examination of portions
of the district covered by it, notably the discovery of several fine striated

rock-surfaces.

The Lincolnshire Boulder Committee has presented reports for the
years 1896-7 and 1897-8, and the Yorkshire Boulder Committee has, as

usual, furnished a valuable and significant set of records.

Some facts of great importance have been brought to light, which are
particularised in the sequel. The discovery of two large glaciated boulders
of chalk near Scarborough is of interest, as that point is fully 20 miles to

the northward of the chalk cliffs of the Yorkshire coast.

Attention was directed last year to the remarkable fact that the
Belemnitellm collected from the drift of Holderness belonged without
exception to the species B. lanceolata, which is unknown as a constituent
of the fauna of the Yorkshire chalk, which contains instead B. qivadrata.

This conclusion is fully sustained by the work of the past year, and
emphasises the well-known fact that black flints, which are unknown in

the local chalk, are found plentifully in the glacial deposits of the
Yorkshire coast. One such flint, containing a cast of Echinocorys, is

reported from an inland station. Market Weighton.
Further valuable work has been done upon the distribution of boulders

of Shap granite, and their sporadic grouping receives a fresh illustration

from the Scarborough coast.

Further light is thrown upon the source of the in many ways anoma-
lous patch of boulder-clay at Balby by the discovery in it of three
specimens of Eskdale granite.

Our knowledge of the distribution of erratics of Scandinavian origin

receives a welcome addition by the observation of a second example of
the granite from either Angermanland or Aland (Sweden) at Easington,
and by the recognition of a pebble of rhomb-porphyry at Brough. The
latter is the first undoubted occurrence of a Scandinavian boulder within
the line of the Chalk Wolds.
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The Committee is also enabled to announce tlie recognition amongst
the far-carried erratics of the East Coast of England of a considerable

number of Norwegian rocks from localities which were not previously

known to have yielded boulders to the English drift.

The Secretary spent a month during the summer of 1897 in Norway,
between Christiania and Christiansand, collecting rocks for comparison with

the erratics of the East Coast of England. He brought away a large quantity

of material illustrating important petrological types, and has now dis-

tributed about 300 specimens amongst English workers in glacial geology,

to whom they may be useful. Other sets will be lodged in public museums.
A series of East Coast erratics, collected by Mr. J. W. Stather, F.G.S.,

and Mr. Thomas Sheppard, was taken to Christiania and submitted to

Professor Broggei', who had kindly consented to examine them. Professor

Bi'ogger's examination was not carried to completion, as the thin sections

which should have accompanied the specimens had gone astray in the

post, but some rocks were nevertheless singled out by him which possessed

such marked characteristics as to permit of positive identification. These
determinations are of so much interest and importance that it has been
thought desirable to publish them in this report rather than to wait for a

more complete statement.

The well-known Rhomb Forplujries yielded examples from the Ringe-
rike, Tonsberg, and Tuft (in the Langendal districts).

Laurvikite (Augite-Syenite) of the type which prevails over such large

areas southward of the latitude of Christiania was recognised. These are

rocks with which English geologists have for some time been familiar

;

but, besides these, Professor Brogger found the Pyroxenite of Fettnedt,

Christianiafjord ; a basic rock from Hitterdal (this is a very pronounced
type, regarding which Professor Brogger spoke with great confidence)

;

the Labradorite porphyrite of Mos (on the east side of the Skager Rock
south of Drobak) ; and rocks from the neighbourhood of Drammen. In
addition to these, there are examples of a Labradorite forpliyrite with
porphyritic conspicuously zoned felspars, which is known as an erratic in

Norway, but has not been traced in situ.

Finally, Professor Brogger recognised three examples of sandstone or

grit representing the curious Sjyaragmit conglomerate which covers a vast

area in the high mountainous interior of Scandinavia northward of Christi-

ania. The specimens in question may have come from Gudbrandsdal, about
the northern part of Lake Mjesen.
A coarse granite collected by Mr. Sheppard, Professor Brogger con-

sidered to resemble the rocks of Ragunda in Angermanland, a conclusion

confii-matory of Dr. Munthe's recognition of a boulder composed of a
similar rock (see 1897 Report, p. 351), and which occurs also, according to

Mr. Crofts, at Easington (see p. 554).

YOKKSIIIRE.I

Communicated by the Yorkshire Boulder Committee.

Secretary, Mr. J. H. Howarth, F.G.S.

Reported by Mr. "VY. Gkegson, F.G.S.

Mount Grace Priory, 7 miles E. of Northallerton—
1 Shap granite.

' This report will be published in extcnso in the Katuralist.
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Reported by Mr. J. Burton.

Balby, near Doncaster—
3 Pebbles of Eskdale granite.

Reported hy Mr. P. F. Kexdall.

Market Weighton.—Gravel pit one mile from town on the road to

Holme.

Nodule of black flint with Eclnnncorys vulgaris.

Reported hy Mr. AV. H. Crofts.

Easington—

•

1 Specimen of 'Post Archasan Granite' of Angermanland or Aland, Sweden.

Reported hy Mr. J. F. Robinson.

Wassand, near Hornsea—
I Coarse basalt.

Reported hy Mr. Harold Sales.

Willerhy, near Hull.—38 Boulders, comprised of

—

6 Carboniferous limestones: 15 basalts; 6 sandstones (probably Car-
boniferous) ; 3 Jurassic rocks ; 8 granites, gneisses, &c.

One pebble of rhomb porphyry. Many black flints and several

examples of Belemnitella lanceolata, which are not known to occur in the
Yorkshire Chalk. Lower Lias fossils.

Reported hy Mr. J. W. Stather.

Scalhy Mills, Scarhorough.—From a section of Boulder-clay many
hundreds of boulders had been extracted. Between 50 and 75 per cent,

were of Estuarine sandstone from the subjacent beds. The remainder
consisted of Carboniferous rocks, basalt, other igneous rocks, and some
Secondary rocks, including two planed and striated blocks of chalk, each
about 8 feet in diameter.

Burmiston, north of Scarhorough.—In the bay one mile long between
Cromer Point and Long Nab.

II Shap granites.

Cloughton.—In quarry W. of the village.

1 pebble of hard chalk.

Easington—
3 Shap granite (in addition to those recorded in earlier reports)

Several examples of Belemnitella lanceolata.

Reported hy Mr. Thomas Siieppard.

Atioick—
1 Red gneiss ; 1 hornblendic gneiss ; 1 Shap granite.

Brough.—Kill Hill Gravel pit 100 feet above O.D.

1 Rhomb porphyry.
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Dimlington—
1 Augite-syenite (Laurvikite) embedded in the ' Basement ' Boulder-clay;

1 rhomb porphyry.

Easington. On the Beach—
1 Shap granite, 1 rhomb porphyry, besides granite, gneiss, basalt, augite-

syenite, Carboniferous Limestone, gannister, carboniferous basement-

conglomerate, brockram, Magnesian Limestone, Lias, secondary nodule

with Crioceras (probably from the Speeton clay), black and pink flints.

Garton. In farmyard near Grimston Hall.

The following stones were obtained from the Beach :

—

Carboniferous basement-conglomerate ; 1 lias (with fossils) ; 1 gneiss

;

1 Millstone Grit ; 1 Carboniferous Limestone ; 1 gannister ; I grey granite.

Besides these were the following picked off the fields :—
1 Lias (striated) ; I basalt ; 2 basalt (striated) ; 1 rhomb porphyry ; 1 gan-

nister ; 1 quartzite ; 1 porphyrite.

Hornsea—
1 Shap granite pebble found in situ in ' Puri^le ' Boulder-clay.

Patrington, Skeffling, Weeton and Wehcick.—In all these villages great

numbers of boulders occur, amongst which the following were noted :

—

Basalt, gneiss, porphyrite, rhomb porphyry, Carboniferous Limestone, and
Sandstone, Lias, flint, &c.

Withernsea—
2 Shap granite ; 1 compact blue gneiss.

About 3 dozen specimens of Belemnitella, all of the species B. lanceolata.

In the large collection of Mr. G. Miles at Withernsea the Belemnitellas are

also exclusively of this species.

About 20 Chalk echinoderms, mostly in black flint such as is not

known in sittc in Yorkshire.

LiNCOLNSHIEE.

Reported by Mr. J. W. Stather.

Louth—
1 Basic rock from Hitterdal, Norway.

Communicated by the Lincolnshire Boulder Committee.

Secretary, Rev. W. Tuckwell.

Brigsley—
1 Sandstone ; 2 grey sandstone ; 1 whin sill ; 1 basalt (not whin sill).

East Ravendale—

5 Sandstone ; 2 whin sill.

Beechby—
1 Quartzite.

Barnoldsby—
1 Whin sill.
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Great Coates.—Heap of pebbles neai* the Station included :

—

1 Basalt (like loadstone) ; 1 rhomb porphyry ; 1 red granite; 1 grey granite;

1 Oolitic limestone.

JVear Mr. Cordeaux's house—
1 Limestone much weathered ; 1 crystalline limestone ; 1 micaceous lime-

stone ; 2 schists ; 1 rolled porphyritic granite trawled from the Dogger
Bank.

In Pit by Railway Station.—'S>maX\Qv rolled pebbles including :—

•

1 Schist ; 2 micaceous sandstones ; 1 crystalline limestone.

Humherstone—
5 Whin sill ; 1 basalt ; 4 grey sandstone ; 1 quartzite.

Bradley Wood—
3 Whin sill,

Bradley—
2 Quartzites ; 2 white sandstones ; 1 granite ; 3 yellow sandstones ; 1 basalt

;

1 ' Blue stone.'

Aylerhy—
5 Whin sill ; 1 pale sandstone

;
grey granite ; red granite.

Structure of a Coral Reef.—Report of tlie Committee, consisting of
Professor T. Gr. Bonney {Chairman), Professor W. J. Sollas
(Secretary), Sir Archibald Geikie, Professors J. W. Judd,

0. Lapworth, a. C. Haddojs", Boyd Dawkins, G. H. Darwin,
S. J. HiCKSON, and Anderson Stuart, Admiral Sir W. J. L.

Wharton, Dr. H. Hicks, Sir J. Murray, Drs. W. T. Blanford, C.

Le Neve Poster, and H. B. Guppy, Messrs. P. Darwin, H. 0.
Forbes, G. C. Bourne, and J. W. Gre&ory, Sir A. R. Binnie,

and Mr. J. C. Hawkshaw, appointedj to consider a project for
investigating a Coral Reef by Boring and Sounding.

The boring into the coral reef at Funa Futi, under the superintendence
of Professor Edgeworth David, was carried down to a depth of 643 feet.

After he had quitted the island to return to Sydney the work was
continued until, owing to a breakdown of the apparatus, it finally ceased
.at a depth just short of 700 feet. The cores obtained during the work
have been forwarded to England, and are now being worked out under
the supervision of Professor Judd in the laboratory of the Royal College

of Science at South Kensington. A brief summary of the results down
to 643 feet was presented to the Royal Society on November 25, 1897,
and will be found in their ' Proceedings,' According to the survey of

Funa Futi and the neighbouring seas made by Captain Field, of H.M.S.
•* Penguin,' it appears that tlTe shape of the former is that of a cone with a
rudely elliptical base rising with a gradual slope from the ocean floor at

a depth of about 2,000 fathoms, and forming a kind of mural escarpment
for the last 750 feet (approximate). When the whole party had returned
to Sydney, Professors David and Stuart, after discussing the question of

•renewing the attempt to pierce the reef, the bottom of which, from the
•change of slope mentioned above, they thought must lie within SOO feet of
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the surface, prevailed on the authorities of the Department of Mines,

Sydney, to lend plant and workmen in order to continue the old bore-hole

and, if possible, to put down another one in a shallow part of the lagoon.

Application was made to the Admiralty by the Royal Society, and
permission was given for the members of the expedition and the plant to

be conveyed from Suva to Funa Futi and back by H.M.S. ' Porpoise.' The
expedition has been at work during the summer, and intelligence of the

result will doubtless reach England during the present autumn. Until

this arrives, and the study of the materials already in this country has

been completed, it would be premature to express any opinion of the

theoretical bearing of the results obtained by the very successful operation

undertaken in 1897.

The sum of 40^. granted at Toronto by the General Committee at

Toronto has been drawn by the Chairman and remitted to Professor

Edgeworth David in aid of the expenses of the expedition of 1897 (which

have been heavier than was anticipated).

The Ewj/ptendr-hearing Roclis of the Pentland Hills.—Final ll&port of
the Committee, consisting of Dr. R. H. Traquair (Chairman), Mr.
M. Laurie {Secretary), and Professor T. Rupert Jones.

The work of your Committee on this fossiliferous bed is now completed.

As mentioned in a former report the method adopted was to remove a

considerable section of the bed which is comparatively thin, and trans-

port it to a more accessible place where the rock was carefully split. This

mode of procedure had the advantage of enabling us to deal with a much
greater amount of material than could have been gone over at the locality

itself. On the other hand, the highly jointed nature of the rock rendered

it difficult to transport it in large pieces, and many of the specimens are

consequently fragmentary. Nevertheless, a few very fine specimens have
been procured, notably an almost complete Drepanopterus pentlandicus,

and a large amount of fresh information has been gained as to the struc-

ture of other forms. The presence and structure of the preoral cheliurse

in Stylonurus have been a,scertained, as well as nearly all the details of the

other appendages of this form. Some hitherto undescribed forms, includ-

ing a new genus, Bemlycosoma, of somewhat doubtful position among the

Eurypteridse, have also come to light. The type specimens of these new
forms ai'e, however, not in this collection, as they were all represented by
better specimens in a private collection which recently became available

for examination, having been acquired by the Edinburgh Museum of

Science and Art. These, as well as the more instructive specimens from
the collection formed by your Committee, have been described and figured

this year in the ' Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.'

One of the points which your Committee had to decide was the strati-

graphical position of the bed. They came to the conclusion, from the

fossils present in it and the neighbouring beds that it must be considered

as being on the Wenlock horizon. It is unnecessary to deal with the
evidence which led to this conclusion, as the Scottish Geological Survey
have this year been revising the district, and in their new monograph on
it come to the same conclusion. This bed is, therefore, at a distinctly

lower horizon than most of the other deposits which have yielded Euryp-
terids. This agrees with the fact that some of the forms, such as the
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three species of Drej)ano2)tertis, are not highly specialised types. The
representatives of the genera Slimonia and Stylomirus have also certain

of the generic characters less markedly developed than the forms from
higher horizons. On the otlier hand, the presence of such a large number
of genera point to the origin of this group being in much lower deposits

than have yet yielded their remains.

Your Committee are well satisfied with the results of the investiga-

tion, which has yielded much new and interesting information, though it

is to be regretted that they were unable to procure specimens of some of

the forms, such as FaUvophomis, which have been found by other col-

lectors. The chief species represented in the collection are : Stylonurus

ornatus, S. macrojjhthalmus, Drepanopterus j^^iUlandiciis, D. bemlycoides,

Bemlycosoina.

The Zoology of the Sandwich Islands.—Eighth Report of the

Committee, consisting of Professor A. Newton (Chairman),

Dr. W. T. Blanford, Professor S. J. Hickson, [the late'] Mr.

0. Salvin, Dr. P. L. Sclater, Mr. E. A. Smith, and Mr.

D. Sharp (Secretary).

The Committee was appointed in 1890, and has been annually re-

appointed. Since the last report (at Toronto) work on the collections of

insects, ifcc, has been continued by Mr. H. C. L. Perkins, Mr. E. Meyrick,

and others, and the Committee hopes to be able soon, with the aid of the

Royal Society and the B. P. Bishop Museum, to publish a volume. A
large number of specimens have been sent to the British Museum (Naftural

History) and to the B. P. Bishop Museum in Honolulu.

The Committee has suffered a serious loss by the decease of Mr.

O. Salvin, who was a most useful member from the time of its first

appointment.

The Committee requests its reappointment, with Mr. P. Du Cane
Godman, F.R.S., in the place of the late Mr. Salvin.

Zoologiccd Bibliography and Publication.—Interim Report of the

Committee, consisting of Sir W. H. Flower (Chairman), Professor

W. A. Herdman, Mr. W. E. Hoyle, Dr. P. L. Sclater, Mr.

Adam Sedgwick, Dr. D. Sharp, Mr. C. D. Sherborn, Rev.

T. R. R. Stebbing, Professor W. P. R. Weldon, and Mr. P. A.

Bather (Secretary).

In its last report the Committee recommended its reappointment, mainly

for the purpose of distributing copies of that report to the editors of all

publications connected with zoology, and for that purpose it further

asked for a grant of &l. Is. for expenses of printing and postage. The
Committee was reappointed, but without a grant ; an omission which has

considerably I'estricted its action and caused it to postpone the preparation

of any further report. There are signs that the preA-ious recommenda-

tions of the Committee are being put into practice in various quarters, and

it seems probable that a renewal of its exertions would lead to still further

satisfactory results. The Committee therefore begs to renew its applica-

tion for the above grant in order that it may carry out the work already

sanctioned.
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Life Conditions of the Oi/der : Normal and Ahnovinal.—Third and
Final Beport of the Committee, consisting of Professor W. A.
Herdman {Chairman), Professor R. Boyce {Secretary), Mr. G. C.

Bourne, Dr. C. A, Kohn, and Professor C. S. Sherrington,

aiJpoinied to Report on the EliiGidation of the Life Conditions of the

Oyster under Normal and Abnormal Environment, including the

Effect of Sewage Matters and Pathogenic Organisms. {Brawn up
by Professor Herdman, Professor Boyce, and Dr. Kohn.)

The Committee are bringing their investigations to an end for the present,

and they now state in this final report a series of the conclusions at

which they have arrived. The details of the evidence upon which these

conclusions are based will appear in a fully illustrated memoir by Pro-
fessor Boyce and Professor Herdman, which is nearly ready for publica-

tion. A good deal of that evidence has, hoAvever, been outlined in our
former reports (at Ipswich, Liverpool, and Toronto), and need not be now
z-epeated.

Since last year's report, howeA'er, we have gone further into the ques-

tion of the amount of copper and iron present in different parts of various

kinds of oysters, with results which sustain the conclusions we had
already arrived at.

We have also gone more minutely into the question of typhoid-like

organisms, their occurrence in shellfish, and the differentiation of these

from the U. coli communis on the one hand, and from the true B. typhosus
on the othei", with the following results :

—

Bacteriology of Shellfish.

In one of our previous reports (B.A., Liverpool, 1896) we drew
attention to the comparatively frequent occurrence of a group of organisms
giving the reactions of the Bacillus coli, and also of a motile bacillus, which,
owing to the fact that it did not behave like the Colon bacillus in all its

reactions—i.e., formation of indol and gas bubbles, approached somewhat
the B. typhosus type. Shortly after the publication of that paper. Dr.
Klein drew attention, in the very comprehensive Local Government
Board Report, upon ' Oyster Culture in Relation to Disease,' to the fre-

quency of the presence of the Colon bacillus in oysters, and in one instance
to the presence of a bacillus, which, after most careful investigation, could
not be distinguished from the bacillus of Eberth. Since that date we
have continued our investigations upon the bacteria present in oysters,

and have further extended them to other shellfish. We have examined,
during the last year, 19 batches of oysters, 17 batches of mussels,
18 batches of cockles, 5 batches of periwinkles, and 1 batch of whelks

;

tliese were obtained from shops in various parts of Liverpool.
Metliods.—The methods employed were similar to those detailed in our

report previously referred to, except that we availed ourselves of the
serum reaction ; and we desire to express our thanks to Dr. Christophers,
who especially undertook the investigation of the serum reaction in con-
nection with all the ' coli ' and typhoid- like organisms which were isolated
in the laboratory.
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Results.— Oysters.—In nine out of the nineteen batches a colon-like

organism was isolated from the interior of the oysters. In some instances

there was almost a pure culture of the Colon bacillus, the Petri dishes

giving a very characteristic odour. The reaction in the nine cases differed
;

there was the typical colon group, coagulating milk, forming indol and

gas, and giving a decided acid reaction, as well as an abundant growth

upon potato. There was also a group consisting of very active bacilli, not

coagulating milk, not forming indol, occasionally forming gas, and in two
cases giving rise to a slightly acid reaction in neutral litmus whey, and in

three cases to an alkaline reaction. In each suspicious case the serum

reaction was carefully tried, but always with negative results. We con-

clude that this latter group, although giving some of the reactions of the

typhoid bacillus, cannot be regarded as identical with the true bacillus of

Eberth.
Mussels.—The colon group is less frequent ; some of the bacilli isolated

coagulated milk, formed gas and indol, whilst others gave negative

reactions, as in tlie case of the oysters.

Cockles.—A colon bacillus was not isolated. A coccus not liquefying

gelatine, growing at a temperature of 37° C, and sometimes forming gas,

was frequently met with.

Periwinkles.-—As in the case of the previous group, a coccus was
isolated.

Whelks.—From these a bacillus was obtained, which formed gas at

37° C, did not coagulate milk nor produce indol, and only after four days

produced a slight acid reaction in neutral litmus whey ; it therefore

resembled the second group found in the oyster.

These observations show the frequent occurrence of the Colon group of

bacilli in such shellfish as we have investigated. Moreover, they clearly

indicate that some of the organisms composing this group are more closely

related in their reactions to the Bacillus typhosus than others are, although

none corresponded to that bacillus in all respects. It will be remembered

that in our Liverpool Report (1896) we described the occurrence of the

typhoid organism after various intervals of time in oysters which we had

experimentally infected with typhoid material. To that report ^ we may
refer also for a discussion of the results of washing infected oysters in a

running stream of sea-water, and for a statement of the diminution of the

number of typhoid organisms as the time of inoculation recedes. In our

Ipswich paper ^ we had shown that oysters were able to live, and did live,

under very impure conditions, and were able to make use of sewage

matter as food. We also demonstrated (in 1895) by experiments that

those laid down in the proximity of drains contained far more micro-

organisms than such as were some distance off in purer water. Finally,

in last year's report at Toronto,^ we gave an account of the unhealthy'

condition of certain green oysters, of the association of the colour with a

leucocytosis, and of the presence of copper in the leucocytes.*

As the result of these various lines of investigation, and of the exami-

nation of oysters alive under both natural and artificial conditions on

' Brit. Assoc. Rep., Liverpool Meeting, 189P, p. 663.
= Ihid., Ipswich Meeting, 1895, p. 723.

» Ibid., Toronto Meeting, 1897, p. 363.

* See also Proc. Jtoy. Soc, vol. Ixii. p. 30.
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various parts of the British, French, Dutch, and Italian coasts, we havo
arrived at the definite conchisions as to their natural history, chemistry,

and bacteriology, which are detailed below ; and to which we have
ventured to add some recommendations as to administrative and public

health questions. We are convinced that all that is necessary in order

that the oyster may be restored to its proper position in public estimation

as a most useful, delicate, and nuti'itious food-matter is that shellfish

importing, growing, and laying shall be conducted under proper super-

vision, and that the grounds and waters chosen for the purpose should be
inspected and licensed by duly qualified scientific authorities

Co7iclusions.

1 . There are several distinct kinds of greenness in oysters. Some of

these, such as the green Marennes oysters and those of some rivers on the
Essex coast, are healthy ; while others, such as some Falmouth oysters,

containing copper, and some American oysters re-bedded on our coast, and
which have the pale green leucocytosis ' we described in the last report, are

not in a healthy state.

2. Some forms of greenness (e.y., the leucocytosis) are certainly asso-

ciated with the presence of a greatly increased amount of copper in the
oyster, while other forms of greenness (e.g., the Marennes) have no
connection with copper, but depend upon the presence of a special pigment
marennin, which may be associated with a certain amount of iron.

3. We see no reason to think that the iron in the latter case is taken in

through the surface epithelium of the gills and palps, but regard it, like

the rest of the iron in the body, as a product of ordinary digestion and
absorption in the alimentary canal and liver.

4. We do not find that there is any excessive amount of iron in the
green Llarennes oyster compared with the colourless oyster, nor do the
green parts (gills, palps, &c.) of the Marennes oyster contain either abso-

lutely or relatively to the colourless parts (mantle, &c.) more iron than
colourless oysters. We therefore conclude that there is no connection
between the green colour of the ' Huitres de Marennes ' and the iron they
may contain.

5. On the other hand, we do find by quantitative analysis that there
is more copper in the green American oyster than in the colourless one

;

and more proportionately in the greener parts than in those that are less

green. We therefore conclude that their green colour is due to copper.
We also find a greater quantity of iron in these green American oysters
than in the colourless; but this excess is, proportionately, considerably
less than that of the copper.

6. In the Falmouth oysters, containing an excessive amount of copper,
we find that much of the copper is certainly mechanically attached to the
surface of the body, and is in a form insoluble in water, probably as a basic

carbonate. In addition to this, however, the Falmouth oyster may con-
tain a much larger amount of copper in its tissues than does the normal
colourless oyster. In these Falmouth oysters the cause of the green colour
may be the same as in the green American oysters.

7. The Colon group of bacilli is frequently found in shellfish, as sold
in towns, and especially in the oyster ; but we have no evidence that it

' Mr. G. C. Bourne informs us that in 1890 he examined some green oysters from
Falmouth which showed this leucocytosis. (See Note by Mr. Bourne at conclusion
of this report, p. 569.)

1898.
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occurs in Mollusca living in pure sea-water. The natural inference that
the presence of the Colon bacillus invariably indicates sewage contamina-
tion must, however, not be considered established without further
investigation.

8. The Colon group may be separated into two divisions—(1) those
giving the typical reactions of the Colon bacillus, and (2) those giving
corresponding negative reactions, and so approaching the typhoid type

;

but in no case was an organism giving all the reactions of the B. ti/phosu.s

isolated. It ought to be remembered, however, that our samples of
oysters, although of various kinds and from different sources, were in no
case, so far as we are aware, derived from a bed known to be contaminated
or suspected of typhoid.

9. Consequently, as the result of our investigations, and the considera-
tion of much evidence, both from the oyster-growers' and the public health
oflScers' point of view, we beg to recommend

—

(a) That the necessary steps should be taken to induce the oyster
trade to remove any possible suspicion of sewage contamination from
the beds and layings from which oysters are supplied to the market.
This could obviously be effected in one of two ways, either (1) by
restrictive legislation and the licensing of beds only after due inspec-
tion by the officials of a Government Department, or (2) by the

.
formation of an association amongst the oyster-growers and dealers
themselves, which should provide for the due periodic examination of
the grounds, stores, and stock by independent properly qualified
inspectors. Scientific assistance and advice given by such inde-
pendent inspectors would go far to improve the condition of the
oyster beds and layings, to re-assure the public, and to elevate the
oyster industry to the important position which it should occupy.

(b) Oysters imported from abroad (Holland, France, or America)
should be consigned to a member of the ' Oyster Association,' who

: should be compelled by the regulations to have his foreign oysters
as carefully inspected and certificated as those from his home layings.
A large proportion of the imported oysters are, however, deposited
in our waters for such a period before going to market that the
fact of their having originally come from abroad may be ignored. If
this period of quarantine were imposed upon all foreign oysters a
great part of the difliculty as to inspection and certification would be
removed.

(c) The grounds from which mussels, cockles, and periwinkles are
gathered should be periodically examined by scientific inspectors in
the same manner as the oyster beds. The duty of providing for this
inspection might well, we should suggest, be assumed by the various
Sea Fisheries Committees around the coast.

APPENDIX.
JS^otes on the Occurrence of Iron and of Copijcr in certain OfjSters.

By Charles A. Kohn, B.Sc, Ph.D.
The investigations of Professors Herdman and Boyce on the life con-

ditions of oysters, ^yllich have been in progress since 1895, have pointed to
the desirability of ascertaining the quantities of iron and of copper they
may contain under either normal or abnormal conditions.
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Two points of interest have arisen in this connection. In the first

place the relation of iron to the greenness of the healthy French oyster

(' Huitre de Marennes ')
; and secondly, the extent to which copper is

responsible for the pale green colour of American and other oysters, a

diseased condition accompanied by a leucocytosis discovered and especially

studied by Herdman and Boyce. The presence of minute quantities of

copper and of iron as normal constituents of all oysters has also been

shown by the analytical data obtained.

The results recorded have been made at Professor Herdman's request,

and have proceeded side by side with his investigations. Now that

these are completed, a summary of the work from a more purely chemical

standpoint may be of interest, especially since the occurrence of these

metals—copper and iron—either from the point of view of the origin of

colouration or of the cause of poisoning has from time to time been the

subject of discussion.

The Analytical Method employed.—Electrolytic methods of analysis

Avere adopted both for the determination of iron and copper : these

methods, I have already shown,' possess mai-ked advantages for the esti-

mation of minute quantities of metal, especially if derived from organic

matter, for they are quite fi'ee from any prejudicial influences traces of

organic matter may exert, such as arise when volumetric or colorimetric

methods are employed. In each determination the bodies or gills only of

six or more oysters were carefully washed, dried between filter paper to

i-emove as much adherent moisture as possible, and then carefully dried

in porcelain dishes in the air bath at 100° C. When this drying was as

complete as possible, the oysters were heated in the air bath until

thoroughly carbonised, the carbon carefully burnt off over the free flame,

and the residue finally ignited in a porcelain crucible. Special care was
taken to exclude dust during both the drying and the ignition. The ash

was then thoroughly extracted with a mixture of 25 c.c. hydrochloric acid

and 25 c.c. sulphuric acid (1 : 2) on the water bath, and the resiilting

solution filtered and concentrated. The residue was free from both

copper and iron. The acid solution obtained was electrolysed for copper

with the usual precautions, a spiral of fine platinum wire weighing about

5 grme. being employed as the cathode. The iron was determined in the

residual solution, after neutralisation with ammonium hydrate, kc, acidi-

fying with a few drops of oxalic acid solution, and boiling with ammonium
oxalate : 4 grme. of the oxalate were added in each case, the precipi-

tated calcium oxalate (which is quite free from iron) filtered off" and
thoroughly washed and the resulting solution electrolysed, the metallic

iron being also deposited on a spiral of platinum wire. A blank experi-

ment with all the reagents employed was made, and the amount of metal

found (0-0002 grme. iron) deducted in each case. Also the deposited

metal, both iron and copper, Avas dissolved off" the electrode by acid, the

solution obtained tested by the ordinary reagents and the spiral re-

weighed, as a check upon the determinations, since the quantities found
were extremely small.

The Green Colour of French Oysters, ' Huitres de Marennes' and the

Presence of Iron in Oysters.—The early observations of Dumas (1841) and
of Berthelot (1855) showed that the green colour of 'Huitres de
Marennes ' is not due to chlorophyll, and that although every oyster con-

' Brit. Assoc. Sep., 1893, p. 726.

2
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tains a certain very small amount of copper in its blood in the form of
' haimocyanin,' as determined by Fredericq, the green colour of the French
cultivated oyster is not due to this metal. Ray Lankester ' in 1886 con-

firmed the latter statement, and states in his investigation on the histo-

logical condition of the colour that there is neither copper nor iron in the
refractory blue pigment ' marennin ' of the coloured portions of the
oyster. Berthelot, however, suggested that the green colour was probably
due to iron, and more recently Chatin and Muntz ^ have extended and
corroborated this statement.

From their analytical results these observers conclude that both the
green and brown colourations of various types of French oysters are due
to the presence of iron, and that the depth of colour bears a close pro-

portion to the quantity of iron contained. The colourations are chiefly

apparent in the gills, but extend also to the labial palps and parts of the
alimentary canal. Chatin and Muntz base their conclusions in the first

place upon the fact that they find considerably more iron in the gills than
the rest of the body of green oysters ; and secondly, upon the occurrence
of a larger quantity of iron in the gills of green than of white oysters.

Appended are some of their results, to which I have added a column
showing the ratio of the iron in the body, minus gills, to that contained in

the gills.

Oyster
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are carefully -washed before drying, -which -was always done : the result per

pair of gills (or oyster) is most in accord with this, and has the advantage

of being an easy and in many respects useful basis.

—
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Finally, the total iron in a variety of oysters -w^as determined in order

to ascertain the normal quantity present. These data, which are tabulated

below, show a fairly constant proportion of iron per oyster, from 0-15 to

0'36 mgrme., or from 0'18 to 0-65 per cent, on the ash.
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The copper was also determined in the gills and in the bodies minu
gills of French, Dutch, and American oysters with the following results :

—
Determinatio7i of Copper.

Six Oysters
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The occurrence of copper under such conditions is due to the locality,

and may quite possibly attain injurious proportions, for the oysters wer-e

obtained from a creek which is locally supposed to bring down copper, and
the mud of which was found by Thorpe to contain 0-148 per cent, of

copper. Normal sea-water contains such an excessively small quantity of

copper that it was not found possible to detect its presence, even electro-

lytically, in a litre of sea-water, after concentration.

The green leucocytosis already referred to was first noticed by Herd-
man and Boyce in American oysters which had been relaid near Fleet-

wood. The colour manifests itself in patches and streaks of pale green on
the mantle, in engorgements of the l^lood vessels and in masses of green
coloured leucocytes in the heart. The leucocytes are apparently all

amoeboid wandering cells, comparable to the colourless corpuscles of the
blood of higher animals, and the colouration coincides with their distri-

bution.

The six greenest and six whitest of 120 of these oysters were chosen
for analysis ; also a quantity of the greenest portions of the greenest
oysters was selected from another liatch, and compared with the corre-

sponding portions of the whitest oysters. The iron was not determined in

the latter comparison, owing to contamination of metal in the cutting.

The following were the results obtained
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The increased quantity of iron present may also be due to abnormal
conditions of life, but a more accurate localisation of the normal iron

of the oyster is necessary before this can be decided.

This green leucocytosis has been obsei'ved by Herdman and Boyce in

other oysters, including those of Falmouth, and it is likely to be the real

cause of their colour ; a colour therefore due to copper as previously sup-

posed, but accompanied by a diseased condition. Whether the presence of

copper in the water facilitates in any way the development of the disease

has not been determined ; experiments made on keeping oysters in very

dilute saline copper solutions give no affirmative results beyond a certain

amount of post-mortem green staining.

Manganese was found to be present in several of the varieties of oysters

analysed. Its detection is readily effected in the electrolytic method of

analysis as it separates at the anode as peroxide. Colne oysters contained
0-14 mgrme. per oyster—a rather smaller quantity than the iron found.

Note added by Mr. G. C. Bourne in September 1898.

In 1890 I examined a large number of green Falmouth oysters, all cf

which exhibited the green leucocytosis subsequently described by Professor

Herdman. I repeatedly tested the masses of pale-green amoeboid cells

taken from the gills for copper, but I failed to convince myself of its pre-

sence, though I once or twice got indications of the characteristic reactions.

On the other hand, I found large numbers of desmids in the alimentary
tract, and was inclined to attribute the ' greening ' to their presence.

Having left Plymouth whilst my investigations were in progress I was
unable to continue them, but I can confirm all that Professor Herdman
states on the subject of green leucocytosis.

Bird Migration in Gh-eat Britain and Ireland.—Interim Report of the

Committee., consisting of Professor Newton {Chairman')., Mr. John
CoRDEAUX (Secretary), Mr. John A. Harvie-Brown, Mr. E. M.
Barrington, Rev. E. Ponsonby Knubley, and Dr. H. O. Forbes,
appointed to tvorh out the details of the Observations of the Migra-
tion of Birds at Lighthouses and Lightships, 1880-87.

Your Committee have much pleasure in reporting that Mr. William Eagle
Clarke, since his recovery from his serious illness in 1897, has been able

to make very considerable progress in extension of his very admirable
report read at Liverpool in 1896.

His work in 1898 has consisted in collecting all the serial literature

and the Transactions of Societies in evidence since the commencement of

the inquiry in 1880, for the purpose of supplementing the data relating to

species, and he has succeeded in adding ten thousand records of great value
to the Lighthouse data.

It is further his intention this autumn to commence, from the collected

material in notes and the schedules, a history of each species in connec-
tion with its migration, and to give statistics concerning the dates of

arrival and departure, and the routes followed.

To work out these details in a satisfactoi-y manner will occupy two or
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three years. Your Committee are therefore of opinion that no good results

would follow in presenting an incomplete report of the work done up to

this time, and they respectfully request reappointment.

Index Animcdium.—Report of a Committee, consisting of Sir W. H.

Flower (Chairman), Mr. P. L. Sclater, Dr. H. Woodward, Rev.

T. E. R. Stebbing, Mr. R. MacLachlan, Mr. W. E. Hoyle, and

Mr. F. A. Bather (Secretary), appointed, to superintend the Com-

pilation of an Index Animalium.

By ' Index Animalium ' is meant an index to the original place of publi-

cation of every name, whether valid or invalid, that has ever been applied

as the generic or specific denomination of an animal, recent or fossil. It

may be repeated that the Committee has decided to deal first with the

names occurring in literature published from 1758 to 1800 inclusive.

The examination of this literature has been carried on as before by Mr.

C. Davies Sherborn at the Natural History Museum. He reports as

follows :

—

' Considerable and satisfactory progress has been made during the year

ending June 1898. No less than 2,434 volumes and tracts have been

examined and indexed, and from these about 5,000 entries have been

obtained. This, no doubt, seems a small proportion, but it must be

remembered that all the more important works have already been dealt

with. There now remain about 3,500 volumes and tracts dealing with

zoology, and published before 1800, to be seen : 1,300 of these are not to

be found in this country, and have therefore been ordered and are slowly

coming in. As most of these 3,500 publications are unimportant it is

hoped that in another two years the literature of 1758-1800 will have

been so far sifted as to allow the discussion of the question of printing.

'The final alphabetical sorting of slips for 1758-1800 has been begun,

but this in no way interferes with the reference series under genera, as it

will be remembered that these slips are all in duplicate.'

The following reports on dates of publication of books have been

published by Mr. Sherborn during the year :

—

Note on the dates of the Zoology of the ' Beagle.' ' Annals and Mag,

Nat. Hist.' [6], xx., November 1897.

Lacepede's Tableaux , . . des Mammifferes et des Oiseaux, 1799.

'Natural Science,' December 1897.

Note on Martyn's 'Psyche,' 1797. 'Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist.

[7], i., January 1898.

The Committee gratefully acknowledges expressions of sympathy from

the Linnean, Geological, and Entomological Societies of London. Its
|

more hearty thanks are due to the Royal Society and the Zoological

Society, whose pecuniary aid has enabled many rare books to be purchased,

and will make the task of hunting for the remainder comparatively
j

easy.

The help obtained from the sources just mentioned is not enough to-

secure the services of the compiler, and the Committee therefore asks for
j

a renewal of the grant of 100/., and recommends its own reappointment,
j

with Dr. H. Woodward as Chairman in place of Sir William Flower, who
j

retires from the Committee,
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Caves in the Malay Peninsula.—Report of the Committee, consisthvj of
Sir W. H. Flower {Chairman), Mr. H. N. Eidley {Secretary),

Dr. R. Hanitsch, Mr. Clement Reid, and Mr. A. Russel
Wallace, appointed to explore certain caves in the Maknj Penin-

sida, and to collect their living and extinct Fauna.

Appendix.—Report hj Mr. H. N. Ridley ^;a(7e 572

The Committee have received from Mr. Ridley the annexed report on his

exploration of the caves at Selangor. Several cases of specimens of recent

animals found in these caves, and of masses of stalagmite containing

bones, have been received from him ; but the examination has been
somewhat disappointing.

It was thought that the living fauna of an extensive series of caves

within the tropics might be a highly specialised one, for near the equator,

in all probability, climatic changes have been slight, and abundance of

time has passed in which evolution could woi-k. Caves in temperate
regions, on the other hand, have been subjected to the cold of the Glacial

Period, and since that period the lapse of time has been insufficient to

allow of the evolution of an extensive cave fauna. The hope of such
discoveries was, however, completely disappointed, for, with the doubtful

exception of the cave snake which lives on bats, there is an entire absence

of a true cave fauna in the caverns explored. Neither blind, large-eyed,

nor white animals, such as inhabit caves in temperate regions, were found.

It has been suggested that the absence of a special cave fauna may be due
to the small extent of the caves explored in comparison to the size of the
Adelberg and great mammoth caves of America, and the presence of the

open shafts from above, down which living insects and other creatures

would be continually falling, and thus prevent specialisations. But it

may possibly be thus explained.

Cave animals in temperate regions are forms which have become
adapted to a climate unvai'ying through night and day and through
winter and summer. They are no longer fitted, therefore, for the external

conditions, and will probably conform more and more to the conditions

under which they live. The same discordance between the internal and
external conditions will make any interchange of species a comparatively
rare thing. A tropical cave, on the other hand, in a moist unvarying
climate like that of Selangor, exhibits conditions only differing from those
outside in the absence of light. There must, therefore, be a constant
interchange between the internal and the external fauna. Most nocturnal
species could inhabit the caves, if food is there to be found, and the cave
animals might readily stray outside and again learn to hide during the
daytime. This free interchange has probably prevented the development
of any peculiar cave fauna at Selangor ; though in a less rainy part of the
tropics, where there is an alternation of seasons, or of day and night
temperature, such a fauna will probably be found. The exploration of

such a cave might lead to valuable results.

Climatic conditio^is may be responsible in great measure for the absence
also of traces of man in or beneath the stalagmitic floor of the caves at
Selangor. Man in such a climate would not require the shelter of a
cave : he would merely need a rock shelter projecting sufficiently to keep
off the rain. Such rock shelters are more likely to yield anthropological
results than is the exploration of the interior of any caves.
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The absence of bones in the cave earth beneath tlie stalagmite is

singular, for Mr. Ridley's observations show that such bones were once
there, though they have almost entirely decayed. Whether this also is

due to the climatic conditions, the Committee cannot say ; but as the

further examination of these caves, where the destruction has been so

complete, is not likely to lead to any discovery of great importance, the

Committee do not ask to be re-appointed : at all events, unless a favourable

opportunity occurs for the scientific exploration of the much larger caves

than those of Selangor which are known to exist in the interior of the

Malay Peninsula, farther to the north.

APPENDIX.

Report by Mr. H. N. Ridley.

The limestone rocks which contain the caves described in this report

form a roughly shaped mass of large size, situated at a distance of seven

miles to the north-west of Kwala Lumpur, the capital town of the native

State of Selangor, in the Malay Peninsula.

On both flanks of the great central granite backbone of the Malay
Peninsula occur, at irregular intervals, detached masses of similar lime-

stone of various sizes, of which this is, as far as I know, the most southern
portion. Most of these limestone hills occur at some little distance from
the granite hills, but it is, I think, pretty certain that they were formerly

in absolute contact with them, and that they originally formed a con-

tinuous chain running up to the Lankawi Islands, off the coast of Siam,
which consist almost entirely of exactly similar rocks, and into the main-
land of Siam itself. Furthermore, there is a very marked connection

between the flora of the top of the Selangor rocks and that of Lankawi.
It is entirely different from that of the granite hills of Selangor, and even
from that of the plain country at the foot of the limestone, but reappears

in the Kota Glanggi Hills in Pahang, on the east side of the main chain.

I believe that, when thoroughly examined, the whole of this group of

hills will be found to bear the same flora, and probably also the same
fauna, as that, not only of the limestones of Siam, but also of those of

Borneo, showing a former connection between these places in the form of

a continuous stratum, of which the greater part has been swept away by
denudation, at least in the south of the Malay Peninsula. It must be
remembered that at present practically no geological researches have J

been made in the Malay Peninsula, or to any great extent even in]

Borneo or Siam, and in the peninsula even much geographical explora-|

tion needs to be made.
The rock itself is very similar throughout, a white, more rarely blue,]

crystalline limestone, very hard in texture. The whole mass of hills con-

sists of vertical cliSs, except where denudation has thrown down piles of
|

talus, and these and the upper parts of the cliffs are covered with a dense]

vegetation of shrubs and trees, often of considerable size. The top of thei

mass is split up into ridges with broken cliffs, so that ascent to the upper parti

is in most places quite impossible ; and the accessible spots on the top are]

of very restricted area, so that exploration of the upper parts of the ridgel

is very difficult. It is on these upper ridges that the wild goat {Nemorh(edus)\

is said to occur, but I could find no trace of its presence. It is well!
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known, however, in similar localities in Perak and Pahang, as well as

Tenasserim and Sumatra.
The whole of the block is perforated with caves of various sizes and

at various altitudes, as well as by vertical shafts leading to extensive

caverns deep in tlie rock. The greater number of those that are known
have never been thoroughly explored, owing to the difficulty of getting

about in them, and a large number must occur in the eastern and
northern sides, which have hardly, if ever, been visited.

The caves specially examined were those on the south-west side of the
rock. Of these one known commonly as the Dark Cave opens about seventy
feet above the base of the cliff, and is accessible by a track leading up a
large mass of talus, now thickly covered with dense forest. The others

opened at, or near, the base of the cliff, and were therefore considered

more likely to produce human and animal remains than the less accessible

upper ones. INIany smaller caves at various points were more or less

cursorily examined ; but as they showed no signs of old cave floors, nor
any probability of their being productive in any way of anything of

interest, no extended researches were made in them.
Most of the caves contain stalactites, often of large size, but as it

was evident that the rate of deposit varied in different parts of the caves
it was quite impossible to conjecture the size of the floors in this way.^
It was noticed, however, that in one cave considerably higher than the Dai'k
Cave the deposit was much more rapid, the water passing through the
cave depositing its lime on the floor in various forms. In one spot, where
the water ran in a succession of wavelets over a sloping surface, the whole
of the floor was covered with lime deposit in the form of waves. Here,
therefore, the deposit was of rapid growth.

In most of the darker caves the floor was covered with a layer, six or
more feet deep, of bat-guano, mixed with a little soil, derived from
washings down from the open shafts, and more or less impregnated with
lime. In some cases crusts of calcareous mud were thus formed, which
broke through on being stepped on. Similar deposits, hardened into rock
of a tough nature, were found outside the mouth of the Dark Cave.

Here and thei'e were found layers of stalagmite alternated with the
bat-dung, and forming an exceedingly hard, tough rock. The immense
accumulation of the bat-guano testified to the great age of some parts of

the caves at least. In one spot, beneath a bat's I'oosting- place, was a cone
of this deposit fully twelve feet in height. Beneath the shafts were large
accumulations of soil, fallen rocks and trees, and several times bones of
monkeys were found there, the animals having fallen from the top and
been killed.

The Dark Cave.

This cave opens towards the south, on the face of the cliff, and runs in
a N.N.E. direction. The mouth is twelve yards in width and of a con-
siderable height. About fifty yards from the mouth is a shaft communi-
cating with the top of the cliff, after which the passage runs in a more
easterly direction to a larger open shaft, 374 yards from the mouth,
whence a passage leads in a direction of E.N.E. for 484 yards, the
total length being thus 858 yards. The height of the cave varies from
twenty feet, or thereabouts, to about seventy feet, but it was impossible to
measure, as the sides are very steep. This cave contains a considerable

' The Malays are well aware of the growth of stalagmites, but are under the im-
pression that if one is transferred to a garden it will grow equally well.
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variety of animal life, especially in the furthest portion. Bats, chiefly

fruit bats {GynojMrus), toads {Bufo asper), the cave snake, myriapods,

insects, arachnida, and mollusca are abundant. The floor is thickly

covered with bat-dung to a great depth, and, except in a few spots, but

little calcareous deposit is being formed.

At the mouth of the cave the stalagmite floor comes to the surface,

and drops abruptly for a height of four feet. It consists largely of fallen

blocks of stalactite cemented by stalagmite. In front of this is a small

plateau, about twenty-three feet long, sloping to the edge of the cliS".

This is covered with a layer of soil, three feet deep, containing a few scraps

of Chinese pottery and fragments of ox-bones, and below this is an older

cave floor, consisting of a hard, tough rock of soil and lime combined, full

Fig. 1.—Diagram of Section at Mouth of Dark Cave.
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of bones of bats, and a few shells resembling those to be found in or
around the caves.

As bat-bones in such abundance are only to be found in the darkest
parts of the caves, and at some distance from its mouth, this shows thatj
the cave extended formerly to the edge of the cliff, and probably far

beyond. The original entrance has evidently been quite denuded awayJ
and had any human beings tenanted the cave at that period they would!
probably have left their traces in the lighter cave mouth, which must havej
disappeared long ago.

On descending the cliff to a small ledge about twenty feet below the!

stratum containing bat-bones, I found a very small cavern about six feet]

higli, the walls of which were formed of a fluviatile deposit of yellow]
mud, with bits of carbonate of lime. This deposit was traced to the footj
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of the cliff, filling up a V-shaped cleft. It was hard and tough, indeed,

nearly as hard as the surrounding limestone. Unfortunately, this rock,

the oldest deposit of all, contained no traces of any organic remains,

probably because the original mud was not suitable as a preserving medium.
In the cavern were also the remains of cave floors of later date, con-

taining bones of bats and shells of terrestrial molluscs, such as commonly
occur round the caves, and loose on the floor was found the internal cast

of one of these shells in carbpnate of lime.

The dark cave, then, appears to have originally had a large stream flow-

ing out of it at a time when the surrounding country was at a very much
higher level than it is at present, and this stream deposited a very large

mass of mud, now converted into rock. Gradually it ceased to flow, and
more lime was deposited on the surface till the floor consisted almost
entirely of carbonate of lime, the cave being, as at present, tenanted by
myriads of bats. The final history has been one of steady denudation,

the front of the rock being worn away and the mouth of the cave
retreating. There is nothing to show what amount of denudation there

has been on this clifi" face, but the height of the stream deposit shows that
it must have flowed out of the cave fully fifty feet above the level of the
surrounding country.

On about the same level, and close to the Dark Cave, is one known
as the Cathedral Cave : it consists of an immense arch leading to a
large shaft, perfectly open, and full of small trees and shrubs. Though
remarkable from its picturesque and striking beauty, it seemed unlikely

to produce any interesting results in the matter of geology ; so I examined
it but cursorily.

The Quarry Cave.

The next cave examined was a smaller cave known as the Quarry
Cave. It opens on the eastern side of the rocks, at the foot of the cliff,

about a quarter of a mile from the Dark Cave. It is a low cave of no
great size, traversed near the mouth by a stream, dry at the time of my
last visit, but which I have reason to believe is the outlet of a stream
which crosses the Dark Cave at one point at the foot of the first shaft,

and descends in a small steep passage.

The present mouth of the cave is a narrow opening about seven feet

high, but it is clear that at one time it was very much larger, the mouth
liaving been nearly closed by an immense mass of stalagmite, which will

probably in time close it altogether. The stream, which formerly ran out
through an opening, at present blocked by stalagmite, now finds its way
out beneath the main mass.

The floor up to the original cave-opening is a mass of stalagmite mixed
with mud containing a few remains of bats and shells. An excavation
was made in the stream-bed to some depth. The soil consisted of yellow
mud, rather stiff and clayey, with fallen fragments from the roof. No
trace of any animal or vegetable remains could be seen, not even bones of
bats or shells, which were excessively abundant on the present surface of
the stalagmite. The stream is probably too rapid to allow of any animal
remains to be preserved, nor does the cave appear to have been ever
occupied by man.

Bats in myriads tenant the cave, chiefly, if not exclusively, Cynojoterus
Liicnsi, and I took no less than five cave snakes here ; an unusual number
for so small a cave.
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The Sakai Cave.

A good way further to the east, along the same face, are several other

caves, one of which is known as the Sakai Cave, on account of there being

the remains of occupation by the wild tribes, in the form of palm-leaf

sheltei's and rough charcoal drawings on the walls.

It was especially investigated as being likely to contain traces of

occupation by earlier races. It is quite a small cavern with a rather wide
mouth. Remains of old cave floors are to be seen all round on both sides,

consisting of an exceedingly hard brown rock much impregnated with
lime, and full of angular pieces of limestone, and containing also bones of

bats and shells of mollusca.

The greater part of the floor has, however, been broken down by a

stream which ran across the cave and out of the mouth, filling up the

entrance with soil for a considerable depth. The stream has evidently

long been dry, and it is on the soil at the mouth that the Sakais have en-

camped. Two parallel trenches were dug across the cave to a depth of

over six feet. In the one nearest to the mouth the soil was found to

be a dark red earth containing much iron, and in the upper part a splinter

of bone and a rounded stone, evidently brought from the river, and
probably used to support a cooking-pot, were found. Below this no trace

of animal or vegetable remains could be seen. The inner trench showed
in section a layer, of about a foot in depth, of brown soil, containing a

small quantity of charcoal scattered about, below which was a white,

granular, calcareous sand, partly agglutinated into irregular lump^, but
quite barren of any organic remains. It contained much mica. Mica, indeed,

appears in a good many of these cave sti'eam-beds, and also in the soil on
the upper part of the clifis. It is evidently derived from the granite hills

(now denuded away) which were formerly in contact with the limestone

ridge, the present hills being separated from the limestone by a valley

drained by several streams.

It seems that the wild tribes seldom use any of these caves, and have
only done so comparatively lately. I did not see any trace of their having
been here since my last visit six months previously.

I attempted to examine the lower part of the cave floors above
alluded to, but they were so covered with fallen masses of limestone from
the cliff-face that I was unable to get at them.

The Fallen Cave.

Between the Quarry Cave and the Dark Cave, and only about fifty

yards from the former, was a very small cave, only sixty-six feet long, in

a vast mass of debris fallen from the cliff, which is here quite vertical.

The talus is covered with trees of fairly large size, but the face from
which the mass fell is clearly distinguishable even yet. The cave did not

appear likely to be one of any interest, but on inspecting it I found a cave

floor about six feet above the present floor. This floor sloped to the north,

and there was little space above it. An examination showed that it con-

tained charcoal, and further excavation produced several bones, chiefly

fragments of ribs, which had apparently been used as food by some race

of men. They were often much impregnated with iron, and the medullary

spaces lined with crystals of carbonate of lime. The vertebra of an ape (?)
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and bats' bones were also found. The rock in which they were imbedded
was tough and hard, apparently a mud mixed with bits of chalky limestone

and much oxide of iron in the form of veins and nodules. This portion of

the floor was entirely in contact with the cliff" wall. The rest of the floor

was more muddy and softer. A very considerable portion of the original

floor had been denuded away by water. What appeared to have been
other bones lay scattered all through this muddy deposit, but they were so

much altered that they were quite indeterminable. Iron had been

Fig. 2.—Diagram of Section of Fallen Cave (overturned).
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deposited on them, and the bones themselves eventually corroded away,
their casts tilled with crystals of carbonate of lime, and that, again, some-
times apparently replaced by iron oxide.

It appears that this cavern had fallen from the cliff, and the rock
containing it was lying on its side. In one direction a portion of the
original cavern could be seen, but it was inaccessible, being partly filled

with a soft mud which it was impossible to walk on. The original form
and position of the cave were indeterminable, owing to the crushing in of

the sides and inversion of the whole mass. That it must have been of
considerable antiquity there could be little doubt.

1898. P p
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Present Fauna of the Caves.

Mammalia.—The most abundant tenants of the caves are the bats.

In some caves, such as the Quarry Cave, these seemed to be exclusively
fruit-bats {Cynopterus) ; in another there were thousands of two small
insectivorous species {Rhinolophus ajfinis, and R. minor). The bats livo

in the darkest parts of the caves, the ground beneath their roosting-

places being often covered with their bones, of which those of the wings
seemed to be the most durable.

The larger mammals can hardly be said to be denizens of the caves.

In the entrances of some of the smaller caverns fresh tracks of tigers,

very abundant in the surrounding woods, were to be seen ; but they
do not, it seems, inhabit the caves regularly, or breed there. Tracks
of bears {Ilelarctos malayanus) were seen in one rather open cave, and
with them were those of deer.

Civet cats [Viverra, spp.) certainly use the caves a good deal, as not
only were their tracks seen, but in many parts of the darkest caves
germinated coffee beans were to be seen deposited here in the dung of

these animals, but neither the animals themselves nor their bones were
found. In one or two caves tracks and burrows of what was evidently
one of the porcupines were met with, probably the brush-tailed porcupine
(Atheritra), which I have seen in the caves of Kota Glanggi, in Pahang.
No signs of any other rodents were seen in or near the caves, and though
I set traps for them I never caught any.

The surrounding forest contains a large assortment of the bigger wild
beasts, including tiger, bear, wild-ox, pig, muntjac, deer, and elephant,
and the absence of any bones of these animals in the caves is worth noting
by palaeontologists as showing that a district may be rich in large animals,
although there may be no remains of them preserved in the caves.

In a tropical region primitive man seldom utilises caves except as a
temporary refage from rain, or, at a later stage of civilisation, as a temple.
He prefers here to live either in tree houses or in buildings supported on
high poles, so as to avoid risk from the nocturnal attacks of tigers or the
incursions of snakes, scorpions, or other such vermin, and with the aid of
leaves of pahns or screw-pines he can protect himself against rain, and has
no fear of cold or snow, which the early European races had to guard
against.

A large proportion of the bones of animals found in European caverns
Avere introduced by hyenas and other beasts of prey. The hyena is absent
from this region, and the large carnivores do not carry their prey to any
distance to de\our it, so that there is little chance of the bones of their
victims being found in caves.

A certain number of the bones in European caverns again are
accounted for by the animals having fallen through openings at the top.

In these cases it is evident that the upper surface of the limestone
whence the animals fell must have been plain, open country, or, at all

events, well suited for the existence of large animals. This is not the
case here. The larger animals could hardly ascend the cliOs at all, and
would have much difficulty in moving about when once there. Monkeys,
however, which do frequent the woods clothing the upper part of the hills,

not seldom fall into the shaft?, and their bones may often be seen lying
at the foot.
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The immense abundance of bat remains in the floors is very striking

in comparison with their rarity in the European and other caves. Fruit-bats

are very characteristic of high jungle, as they require so great an amount
of fruiting trees, and the discovery of their bones in any quantity in any
deposit would be ])'>'i'>nd facie evidence of the surrounding country ha-ving

been, at the time of their deposition, densely wooded.

Reptilia.

The cave-snake (Coluber tceniurus) is common in all the darker caves

where bats are abundant. I have to thank Mr. Boulenger for its identifi-

cation. According to the 'Catalogue of Ophidia,' it occurs also in Darji-

ling, Sumatra, Borneo, and China. But in the description in the work
above referred to the colouring differs considerably from that of the cave

snake. Thus it is described as being ' grey brown or olive above; head
and nape uniform; anterior part of the back with black transverse lines

or network; posterior part with a pale vertebral stripe between two broad
black ones ; belly yellowish anteriorly, greyish posteriorly ; a black stripe

along each side of the posterior part of the belly and along each side of

the tail, separated from the upper lateral stripe by a whitish stripe.'

Now of the cave-snake no part can be called even grey brown, still

less olive, the upper parts being of a pale, ochreous colour. The
head is light bluish grey, with a black line running through each eye.

There is no trace of any black transverse lines or network. The colouring

of all the snakes I have seen (eight in number) was exactly similar.

These differences in colouring may appear very trivial, but to the

animal itself they are of no small importance. The cave-snake never,

apparently, leaves the caves, and very rarely even comes into any part of

the mouth where there is much light. Indeed, it is usually to be found
in the darkest parts of the caverns, where it rests on ledges of rock
looking out for its prey, the bats.

Its colouring is so exactly similar to that of the cave walls^a pale

yellowish ochre—that it is very difficult to see, and the largest I ever

found (six feet seven inches in length) I had passed by without noticing,

though I was looking for snakes. Not only is the general body colour

that of the cave walls, but the grey lines darkening into black towards the
tail add to the illusion, exactly resembling the shadow of a crack or ridge,

such as is commonly to be seen on the walls. Upon the black mud of the
floor the snake is tolerably conspicuous, but when lying on a ledge, or reared
erect along a wall, it is exceedingly easily overlooked. No colouring

could be more suited to its surroundings. Were it, however, to leave the
caves and live in the jungle like other snakes, it would be as conspicuous
as possible, as it then would appear by contrast almost pure white.

I can find no account of the habits of the species elsewhere, nor
whether this peculiarly coloured form has elsewhere been seen; but it

seems of the greatest interest to find a snake so peculiarly and beautifully
adapted to such strange surroundings.

It seems to feed exclusively on bats. Twice I have seen it just fallen

from a rock-ledge with a bat in its mouth, seized as the bats, disturbed
by our torches, flew wildly about the cavern. Cast skins and skeletons
were several times found in the caves. One of the latter was partly
cemented to a stalagmite by a deposit of lime, and was in process of being
fossilised.

p r 2
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The only other reptile seen in the caves was a ' white lizard,' probably-

one of the Geckonidce, seen by one of a party with me in the darkest part

of the Dark Cave. It escaped, and no others were seen.

Batrachia.

Bufo asper.—This toad occurred in all the darker parts of all the

caves, and some of the specimens were of very large size. It was chiefly

met with in damp spots.

Insecta.

There are a considerable number of insects to be found in the caves

of which specimens were collected and forwarded to the British Museum
for examination. Unfortunately, one of the cases of spirit specimens sent

in February last was lost in transit to Europe, but later I re-collected

most of the animals then obtained. Hymeno-ptera were represented by

a species of black ant (family Poneridce) found in the furthest part

of the Dark Cave. Coleoptera.—A few minute beetles were seen.

Diptera.—A very small fly (fam. Chironomidce, gen. et sp. nov., closely

allied to Ceratopogon) was exceedingly abundant in places where bats

were plentiful, so much so as to be quite a nuisance. It apparently bred

in the bat-guano. One or more species of bug {Heinip)terct) occurred in

and about the dry guano. Neuroptera.-—A single specimen of a very

transparent, fragile ant-lion I^Myrmeccelurus sp.) was obtained in the Dark
Cave near the nest of ants, and the wing of another was seen in the

mouth of a centipede. Orthoptera.—A curious brown species* (fam.

Stenopehnatido'. : Diestrammena, sp. nov.) occurred in all the dark caves.

It had a remarkably hard, chitinous coat, and very long legs and

antennse. It is apparently always wingless, for I saw hundreds of all

ages and both sexes, but never saw any with even rudimentary wings.

It was very active when disturbed, and at times uttered a feeble chirp.

Cockroaches (fam. Panesthiidce) were very common in the dry, powdery

guano, which heaved with them when light was thrown upon it.

Arachnida.

A fairly large blackish scorpion [Cho'rilus, sp. nov.) was caught in the

Dark Cave, the only one seen. Several kinds of spiders occurred : one

was an ordinary web-spinner; another formed round silken discs attached

to the stalactites and walls by the sides, and free at each end, so that the

spider could open or di^aw tight to the rock either end, after the manner

of a trap-door. The nest was coated with calcareous mud, so as to re-

semble a portion of the rock ; from it ran strands of silk radiating in

every direction. A third spider made silken tunnels, about six inches or

more in depth, in the dry guano.

Myriapoda.

The most conspicuous and abundant was a large species of centipede-

(Scictigera macidata) with a banded and spotted body and legs, brown and
white, the joints of the legs being sometimes of a violet colour. It lived

on the walls of the caves, running with great briskness, and seemed to

'

feed on the cockroaches, ant-lions and other insects. It appeared to be

quite harmless, and did not try to bite when caught.
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One or two other centipedes were also seen and caught, as well as a

small pinkish millipede and a white myriapod, somewhat resembling

Polydesmus, both of which occurred in damp spots on the ground.

Iso'poda.

Woodlice {Armadillo intermixtus) were common on the walls.

Mollusca.

Stenogyra tchehelensis was very common, especially where water ran

over the rocks. The shells are whitish, the animal dull yellow. It

seemed to have a habit of rolling itself in the bat-dung, collecting a ball

of it on its shell.

I sought in vain for Crustacea in the few pools which appeared to be

permanent in the caves. There seemed to be no trace of any animal life

in them.

I have excluded from the cave fauna such stray insects, itc, which

only occurred in the open shafts or in the mouths of the caves. All the

animals above mentioned were met with in perfect darkness, and the

greatest number occurred in the furthest part of the Dark Cave, nearly

half a mile from the mouth.

Comparison with the Bornean Caves.

The Bornean limestone caves were investigated by Mr. A. H. Everett

in 1878 and 1879, and some also by Beccari in 1865, and there are also a

few observations on the Limestone and its Caves, by Posewitz (' Borneo :

Its Geology and Mineral Resources ').

I gather from these papers that the limestone in Boi-neo is quite

identical with that of Selangor. Mr. Everett, however, found encrinites

in some part of it, but no fossils have as yet been found in any of the

limestone of the Malay Peninsula. The fossils show that the formation is

Carboniferous Limestone. The Borneo rocks, again, show traces of sea

action at no great distance of time. I can see nothing of this in the

Selangor rocks, but, curiously, there is a tradition among the Malays that

the sea originally came as far as this, and that the rocks themselves are

a portion of a ship turned into stone.

Bones other than those of bats seem to be more abundant in the

Borneo caves, but, like those of Selangor, belong to animals still extant in

the neighbourhood. It appears, however, from Mr. Everett's paper, that

the living cave fauna is a good deal more extensive than that of Selangor,

but I do not know of any detailed account of it.

Human remains are more plentiful, and show a rather high state of

civilisation. But it must be remembered that the earliest race in the

Malay Peninsula of whom we know anything are the Sakais, who are by
no means as highly civilised as Dyaks, making no works of art such as

pottery, beads or metal-work, and possessing no domestic animal except
the dog ; and it is highly improbable that the earlier race who used the

stone axes commonly found in the peninsula were more highly civilised.

It was to be hoped that remains throwing light on the Stone-age men
of the Malay Peninsula might have been found in the caves, but as yet
nothing has been found anywhere in the whole peninsula except the axes
themselves.
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Concluding Remarks.

I would point out, in conclusion, that the number of caves examined
by me is small in comparison with the large number scattered over the
peninsula. Probably the greater number have never been visited by any
•European. Few persons here have the time and facilities for making
researches of this kind, and fewer still have the knowledge or inclination

which would enable them to make observations of value. However, as

the country gets more and more opened up and accessible, it may be hoped
that more extended researches into the geology may be made by pei'sons

resident here.

Canadian Biological Station.—¥irst Report of the Committee consistitig

0/ Professor E. E. Prince {Chairman), Dr. T. Wesley Mills, Dr.

A. B. Macallum, Professor John Macoun, Professor E. W.
MacBride, Mr. W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, and Professor D. P.
Penhallow (Secretary), on the Establishment of a Bioloijical

Station in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

At a meeting of the Committee held in March last, it was resolved

to approach the Dominion Government with a view to enlisting its co-

operation and financial aid in the establishment of a Biological Station in

the Gulf of St. Lawrence, which should be devoted primarily to investiga-

tions on the nature and the sources of the food of fish, oysters, and lobsters,

while it was also hoped that facilities might be afforded whereby the
various universities where biological work is carried on could secure oppor-
tunities for specially qualified students to conduct scientific investigations.

In April a communication was addressed to the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, Hon. Sir L. H. Davies, K.C.M.G., embodying the following

recommendations :

—

1

.

That a floating station be established in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
for a period of five years.

2. That this station be established first on the southern coast of

Prince Edward Island, and that it be moved each year to a new location

according to requirements.

3. That the various universities and scientific bodies of Canada should
be granted certain privileges with respect to opportunities for qualified

investigators as may hereafter be determined.
4. That the scientific work of the station be executed, as far as possible,

by experienced investigators connected with our various universities.

5. That while the station remains a Government institution, the
administration be vested in a special Board consisting of one or more
representatives from the Department of Marine and Fisheries, and one
representative from each of the universities represented in support of this

petition.

6. That an appropriation of ^15,000 be made for this purpose, of

which 1^5,000 shall be applied to construction and outfit, and ,^10,000 to
maintenance for a period of five years.

This communication was presented by the Committee, supported by an
important representation from the maritime provinces and from the
leading universities of the Dominion.

The request was granted, and an appropriation of ^^7,000 has been
made to meet the cost of construction and outfit and the running expenses

i
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for one year. It is the present intention to have all preparations com-
pleted in time to commence active work early in the summer of 1899.

The Board of Management as now constituted consists of the foUowins
members :

—

Professor E. E. Prince, Director, Department of Marine and Fisheries.

Professor D. P. Pbnhallow, ] -.^ o.,, ^t • -i
,5 c -.-, ,„ Tir.^D^, V McGill University.
Professor h. W. MacBeide, J

'

Professor Ramsay Weight, Toronto University.

Professor L. W. Bailey, University of New Brunswick.
Professor A. P. Knic4HT, Queen's Universit}'.

Eev. V. A. Huart, Laval University.

, Dalhousie University.

Iiwestigations made at the Marine Biolociical Laboratory, Pli/moutli.—
Beport of the Committee, consisting 0/' Mr. Gr. C. Bourne (Chair-

man), Professor E. Ray Lankester (Secretari/), Professor Sydney
H. Vines, Mr. A. Sedgwick, and Professor W. F. R. Weldon.

r\r,F.

liejwrt of Alfiological Worl!. By G. Beebner 583
Report OA Nerves of Aremcola, Nereis, S\'c. By F. W. Gamble, jy.&. . . 584
Report on Mr. J. H. Wadsworth's eolleet'wn of material for the Study of the

Enibryoloyii of Alcyonitiin. i?y Professor S. J. Hi CKSON, F.R.S. . . . 585

Report of Algological Work. By G. Brebner.

Having had the honour to be appointed to the British Association Table
for a month during the current year, I was glad to avail myselt of the

opportunity to carry on my investigations into the life-history of the

Tilopteridacese during my Easter holidays.

Although my results were negative, I gained a certain amount of

knowledge and experience, which I hope will enable me to prosecute the

investigation with more success another year.

The vexed question of fertilisation in certain of the brown sea-weeds

is at present attracting a good deal of attention among others in the

Tilopteridaceoe, a group in which I am specially interested. In the two
best defined genera of that family there seem to be well-differentiated

antheridia (male organs) and oogonia (female organs). At the s&ww time

the plants bear what are generally considered to be non-sexual organs, or

sjiorangia.

In a paper recently published (see Bristol Naturalists' Society's

'Proceedings,' voL viii. Pt. II. 1896-97) I suggest that the family

should be limited to the two monotypic genera llaplospora and 2'ilo])ferif<.

In one of these, Haplospora glohosa, the three kinds of reproductive organs

are much more clearly differentiated than in the other, Tilopteris Jlcr-

tensii, in which, owing to their similar position in the frond, it is almost

impossible to distinguish the oogonia from the sporangia unless we may
assume that those specimens which bear antheridia likewise bear oogonia

only. We unfortunately cannot with safety assume this, as I have
shown that Haplospora globosa may be ' sporo-hermaphrodite.'

Haplospora globosa would be the best species on which to study this

<Iuestion of fertilisation, but the antheridic specimens are so rare in this

alga that I had to fall back upon the much less suitable Tilopteris Mer-
iensii, which is much more abundant and widely distributed in this

country, arid also much more frequently antheridic. T. Mertensii occurs
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abundantly at Cumbrae, N.B., but unfortunately antheridic specimens are

not common, so, having ascertained that it grows at Plymouth, I thought

it advisable to try that locality at Easter. At Plymouth I was not able

to secure it in quantity, but through the kindness of the Director of the

M.B.A. Laboratory I was able to secure a fair number of plants by
dredging at different times off Mount Edgecumbe. It is a distinctly

interesting fact that they were practically all antheridic. Mr. A. H.
Church, in his interesting paper on Cutleria (The Polymorphy of Cuthria
multifida, Grev., 'Annals of Botany,' vol. vii. No. 45, March 1898),

points out that that plant seems to have what I think might be called

isotherms of fertilisation ; that is to say, the temperature of the sea seems
to largely determine the presence of sexual organs and also their power to

unite sexually. If he is right, there is an optimum below which fertilisa-

tion cannot take place, but undoubted parthenogenesis of the oospheres.

If Mr. Church's views are correct—and they seem well supported by
the evidence—then the negative results with regard to Tilopteris may be
accounted for.

My own results did not differ essentially from those of previous

observers. The plants were repeatedly under observation, especially early

in the morning, and were frequently seen to discharge both spermatozoids

and oospheres ; but there was no sign of the latter exercising an attractive

influence on the former, as is so easily seen to be the case with such
oogamous Phseophycese as Fucue. Further, the presumptive oospheres

were in certain cases extruded under conditions which rendered access of

spermatozoids impossible, and yet they germinated freely, giving rise to

characteristic young plants of T. Mertensii in the course of a month. ^ The
conditions of temperature were varied as much as possible, but no other
result was obtained, the oospheres under no conditions exercising an
attractive influence on the spermatozoids. It is very difficult to keep
these rather delicate sea-weeds under continuous microscopic observation

in anything like natural conditions ; but with improved methods of treat-

ment it is possible positive results may yet be obtained, and it is my
intention to renew my attempts at the proper season in the hope that a

definite positive result may be reached, for I am inclined to believe in the
sexuality of the organs under investigation.

In conclusion I have to tender my best thanks to the Appointing^
Committee for the privilege of using the British Association Table during
the period named.

Report on Nerves of Arenicola, Nereis, &c. By F. W. Gamble, M.Sc.

While recently investigating the anatomy of several species of Arenicola
I discovered in A. Gruhii certain nerve-cells which, from their size

(averaging 65/a in diameter) and their definitely segmental arrangement,
differed very markedly from other elements of the cord. Accordingly,
when nominated to occupy the Plymouth Table by the British Association^

Committee, I determined to apply some recent methods to fresh material,

and for this purpose selected the methylene-blue method.
In addition to species of Arenicola the following genera were tried .-

Polynoe, Lepidonotus, Sigalion, Sthenelais, Aphrodite, Halosydna, Nereis,

Nephthys, Glycera, Capiitella, Terebella, Chcetopterus, and one of twO'

undetermined Sabellids. Ophryotrocha and larvjB of Terebella and of

Folyophthalmus were also experimented with.

The method was that of Ehrlich as modified by Allen ('Q.J.M.S.,'
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1894), and the stain as fixed by the ammonium molybdate solution (after

Bethe's recipe). The preparations were dehydrated and cleared by slow
diffusion into xylol or cedar-wood oil . At first I employed an injection
of a -1 per cent, solution of methylene-blue, but I soon found that better
results could be obtained by rapidly dissecting out the nervous system
and watching the progress of the stain under the microscope. The best
temperature for rapid staining of unaltered nerve-fibres is about 65'^ F.,

while in passing the preparations through alcohol a low temperature is

advisable, otherwise the stain is liable to be washed out.

Nereis, Polynoe, and Halosydna gave the best results. The elements
of the nerve-cord of Nereis diversicolor, though delicate, are rapidly
stained before the fibres have time to ' bead.' The number and arrange-
ment of the nerve-elements in this species are still occupying my attention.
Unfortunately only a couple of specimens of Halosydna gelatinosa were
obtained during my stay at Plymouth. The somewhat short nervous
system, the ease with which it can be exposed, and the stoutness of many
of the fibres, are great advantages in dealing with this species.

With regard to the tubicolous Polychtets, my experience agrees with
that of other observers. The method that gives excellent results in
Nereis, at the same time and under the same conditions, fails to stain
diSerentially the elements of the cord in Arenicola or Cluetoptenis. Out
of a large number of preparations of Arenicola Grubii a few only show
the course of a small number of nerve-fibres. I hope, however, by
modifying the stain to obtain better results than heretofore.

In conclusion, I wish to tender my sincere thanks to Mr. E. J. Allen,
the Director of the Plymouth Laboratory, for placing the resources of the
laboratory at my disposal, and especially for his kind assistance and
advice.

Reiiort on Mr. J. H. "Wadsworth's collection of material for the Study
of the Embryology of Alcyonium. By Professor S. J. Hickson, F.R.S.

On arriving at the laboratory on December 31, Mr. "Wadsworth found in
one tank (which I will call Tank I. in this report) sixteen healthy colonies
of Alcyonium, which had been placed there twenty-four hours previously
by Mr. Allen. The water in this tank contained a number of embryos in
diSerent stages of development up to the stage they reach in twenty-four
hours. These were all removed and preserved, some in corrosive subli-
mate and acetic acid, some in Hermann's fluid, and some in Mix. No. 3
(chloroform, acetic acid, and absolute alcohol). In another tank (Tank
II.) there were about sixty colonies, many of which were not in a
healthy condition. In the water of this tank there were numerous
embryos, some of which were clearly abnormal and unhealthy. Thirty-
six of the colonies from this tank were removed to fresh sea-water in
Tank III.

During his stay at Plymouth Mr. Wadsworth collected at different
times the embryos that were found free in the water of these three tanks,
and preserved them in various reagents, noting, in each case, carefully
the time that had elapsed since the water was free from embryos.

On January 3 a female colony was placed in a bell jar by itself, a
quantity of ripe sperm was added to the water, and Mr. Brown's agitator
employed for keeping the water in the bell jar in motion. Some of the
embryos shot out by this specimen were preserved ten liours afterwards
in the corrosive-acetic mixture, the remainder were isolated and pre-
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served, some on January 5, at 10.30 a.m., in Hermann, others on January
5, at 8.10 P.M., in No. 3 mixture. The use of this method was not, on
the whole, satisfactory, as many of the embryos obtained in the last series
were clearly moribund ; but as some of the oldest embryos of the series
were perfectly healthy, and show beautiful karyokinetic figures in the
sections, it is probable that renewed experiments with it would be
successful.

Another female colony, together with a male colony, wei-e isolated in
a bell jar which was allowed to float in one of the tanks. The embryos
collected from this were at first healthy, but after twenty hours the water
became foul and the embryos died.

These two experiments, to isolate individuals and to endeavour to
obtain the exact ages of the embryos and others that were tried, have
given me some data, but cannot be said to have been thoroughly satis-

factory. Mr. Wadsworth's time during his stay at the laboratory was
very largely occupied in collecting and preserving the embryos that were
found free in the large tanks, and these have yielded some very fine series,

the most successful of which are those preserved in Rabl's fluid and in
the No. 3 mixture. Before leaving the laboratory Mr. Wadsworth cut
open a number of female colonies and preserved the eggs from the
coelentera.

Since Mr. Wadsworth's return a very large number of complete series

of sections through the embryos have been cut, stained, and mounted, and
I have carefully examined them, making notes and drawings of interesting
points. As the work is not yet finished, and there are still many speci-

mens to examine, it would be premature to do more than to point out
some of the results of the investigation. These results are given' only
provisionally, and will be subjected to confirmation .or the reverse before
being finally published with the illustrations. 1. The ovum of Alcyonium
is never fertilised before it leaves the body of tlie parent. 2. Soon after
leaving the polyp the ovum enlarges, probably by the absorption of water,
and the membranes covering it are broken and lost. 3. The nucleus
which is at the edge of the ovum diminishes in bulk, and is then dissi-

pated and lost to view. No karyokinetic figures accompany the.se changes
in the nucleus. I may add here that these observations confirm the
results I have obtained from material collected in the winters 1893-4,
1895-6, 1896-7.

4. Another nucleus, much smaller than the germinal vesicle, may be
found in the ovum in what appear to be later stages. This is accom-
panied by archoplasm (?), and travels towards the centre of the ovum and
then fragments.

5. Segmentation is very irregular in Alcyonium, as it is in Renilla,
according to Wilson. Sometimes embryos with four, eight, or an irregular

small number of well-defined blastomeres are to be found, but more fre-

quently—perhaps normally—no segmentation occurs for some time, and
then the embryo segments into twenty or more tightly-packed blastomeres,
the outlines of which cannot be seen from the outside at all.

6. In all the well-preserved embryos which are segmented the nuclear
structure is clear and definite, and in most of my series beautiful karyo-
kinetic figures may be seen in one or more of the segments.

7. A complete series of the later stages of development up to the time
of the formation of the mouth has been obtained. This series will be
studied when the earlier stages have been more satisfactorily worked out.
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Occupation of a Table at the Zoolor/ical Station at Naples.—Report of
the Committee^ consisting of Professor W. A. Herdman, Professor

E. Ray Lanicester, Professor W. P. R. Weldon, Professor S. J.

HicKsoN, Mr. A. Sedgwick, Professor McIntosh, Mr. W. E.

Hoyle, aiid Mr. Percy Sladen (Secretary).

APPENDIX TAGIt

I.

—

The Pseudobravch and Intestinal Canal of Teleosteans. By James
F. Gemmill 588

II.—(1) The Relations between 3Iarinc Animal and Vegetable Life in
Aquaria. By H. M. Vernox 589

(2) The Relations hetn-een the Hybrid and Parent Forms of Echinoid
Larva. By H. M. Vernon 589

III.— On the Variation of Cardium, Dmiax, and Tellina. By J. Parkinson 593
IV List of Naturalists mho have worked at the Zoological Station from

July 1, 1897. to June 30, 1898 "

. 591
V.

—

List of Papers which were published in 1897 by Naturalists who
have occupied Tables in the Zoological Station 595

The table in the Naples Zoological Station hired by the British Associa-

tion has been occupied during the past year by Mr. James F. Gemmill,
Mr. H. M. Vernon, and Mr. J. Parkinson.

Mr. Gemmill, who occupied the table from August 20 to November 12,

was engaged in investigating certain points in the anatomy of the osseous

fishes.

Mr. Vernon held the table from October until the middle of January,
and continued his investigations on the conditions of animal life in marine
aquaria, with a view to determine the relations existing between marine
animal and vegetable life. Mr. Vernon also made careful experimental
researches on the relations between the hybrid and parent forms of

echinoid larvas.

Mr. Parkinson occupied the table from October 25 to April 26, and
devoted himself to the investigation of the variation of certain lamelli-

branchs.

Each of these gentlemen has furnished a report upon the work done,
wliich will be found appended.

Your Committee has again to remark with gratitude on the kindness
of Professor Dohrn in allowing the terms of occupancy in these cases to

run concurrently, at least during part of each period. Without this

courteous treatment on the part of Professor Dohrn, the Committee would
have been unable to meet the wishes of the several workers.

An application for permission to use the table during the ensuing year
has been received from Mr. H. Lyster Jameson, for the purpose of

making investigations on the anatomy of the Gephyrea. He wishes to go
to Naples at the beginning of October and to remain six months. This
application is recommended by your Committee, and they trust that the
General Committee will sanction the payment of the grant of lOOZ., as in

previous years, for the hire of the table in the Zoological Station at
Naples.

The progress of the various publications undertaken by the station is

summarised as follows :

—

1. Of the 'Fauna und Flora des Golfes von Neapel ' no monograph
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has been published during the past year, but several are in course of

preparation.

2. Of the ' Mittheilungen aus der zoologischen Station zu Neapel,'

vol. xii., part 4, with 12 plates; and vol. xiii., part 1, with 11 plates,

have been published.

.3. Of the ' Zoologischer Jahresbericht,' the Bericht for 1896 has been
published.

4. A new Italian edition of the ' Guide to the Aquarium ' has been
published.

The details extracted from the general report of the Zoological Station,

which have been courteously furnished by the ofl&cers, will be found at the

end of this report. They embrace lists (1) of the naturalists who have
occupied tables since the last report, and (2) of the works published during
1897 by naturalists who have worked at the Zoological Station.

I.

—

The Pseudohranch and Intestinal Canal of Teleosteans.

By James F. Gemmill.

I occupied a table at the Naples Zoological Station between the end
of August and the beginning of November, 1897. My work there had to

do mainly with certain points in the anatomy of the osseous fishes ; in

particular, with the distribution, structure, and development of the pseudo-

branch, and with the intestinal canal. Over fifty species of teleosteans

were examined.

A. Pseudohranch. ,

As far as the general anatomy and relations of this organ are con-

cerned, I could only, in the case of the greater number of species examined,
go over ground which was worked out long ago by Joh. Miiller. Records
were, however, made for a certain number of species not included in his

list. But in every case, which was carefully examined, the great fact

established by Joh. Miiller that the pseudohranch is supplied by
oxygenated blood was found to hold good. Comparative details as to the
presence and degree of modification of the pseudohranch were specially

noted whenever possible in allied species and genera. In this connection
the flat fishes were found to form an interesting group. On the whole a

good series of stages was obtained, illustrating on the one hand the gradual
disappearance of the organ in question, and on the other its passage
from a free projecting condition to one in which it is encapsuled and
glandular.

The microscopical structure of the organ was investigated in a certain

number of species. The results obtained agree in the main with what
had Ijeen previously described, but there was also found in some cases

{e.g. Serranus gigas), external to the layer of large polygonal cells

which lies superficial to the capillaries in each lamella, another layer of

flattened scale-like cells. These persist even when the pseudohranch
becomes encapsuled and glandular, though in that case they do not form
a continuous stratum, but are represented by scattered squamous cells

lying between adjacent lamellaj.

A study of the development of the gland in Hippocampus hrevirosiris

and Syngnathus acus by the method of serial sections of embryos was
begun. The lophobranch group was chosen for investigation, because in

the adults of this group the pseudohranch presents every appearance of
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being in uninterrupted series with the ordinary gills ; that is to say, it

lies far back, being just in front of the first permanent gill cleft, and it

shows the characteristic tufted structure of the lophobranch gill. I was
unable at the time to complete my observations on its development, but
they were advanced enough to convince me that the conclusion arrived at

for other osseous fishes by Joh. Miiller and Anton Dohrn held good also

for the lophobranchs—namely, that the pseudobranch originates in front

of the hyomandibular cleft and groove, and that therefore it is homo-
logous so far with the spiracular pseudobranch found in many of the

cartilaginous fishes.

B. Intestinal Cdnal.

The intestinal canal of osseous fishes is well known for its extreme
variability in regard to length windings and mesenteric relations. I hoped
by studying these points in the comparatively large number of species

placed at my disposal to be able to define the characteristic tendencies in

the way of morphology which might be expected to be shown by a series

of examples ranging from the simpler to the more complex forms of

intestinal tube.

As a result, I have come to these conclusions for all the fishes I

examined :

1. That in any given case the anatomy of the intestinal tube can be
regarded either as corresponding directly to, or as being easily derivable

from, some one out of a small number of typical forms.

2. That the typical forms themselves constitute a natural series, of

which the more complex members can readily be derived from the

simpler.

Not the least interesting part of my observations had to do with the

changes in the morphological scheme indicated above that are produced in

the case of certain groups which vary in general form more or less con-

siderably from the ordinary piscine type, e.g. in the pleuronectids, which
are flattened laterally, or in Lo})hius Fiscatorius, where the flattening is

dorsoventral, <tc. Here also must be included those fishes which have the

vent carried forward to the front of the abdomen. In all these cases the

modified course of the intestinal tube can still be referred to one or other
of the typical forms indicated above, by taking in each instance the
special factors at work into consideration.

In addition to investigation, one of the objects of my visit to Naples
was to get some knowledgef^f the working of a marine zoological station.

For furthering this, as well as for every assistance in work, I have to

acknowledge the kindness and courtesy of the station stafi". I consider it

a very great privilege to have occupied a table at the Naples Zoological

Station, and I hereby tender my sincere thanks to the Committee of the

British Association for having afforded me that privilege.

II.—(1) The Relations hetu-eeii Marine Animal and Vcc/etable Life in

Aquaria ; (2) The Relations between the Hybrid and Parent
Forms of jEchinoid Larvce. By H. M. Vernon.

In the report which I furnished last year, I described the work on
which I had been engaged during my occupancy of the British Association
table at Naples between the months of April and June. I continued to
work at the Zoological Station till the middle of the following January,
but I only held the British Association table from October onwards, I
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being transferred to the Oxford table during July, August, and September.

As it is scarcely possible to describe only those portions of the work I

was engaged upon when occupying the British Association table, I will

now furnish a brief report of the whole of the work I undertook during
my stay at Naples.

In my last year's report I stated that I was investigating the condi-

tions of animal life in marine aquaria. I continued to work on this

subject for several months, and have embodied my results in a paper
which will shortly be published in the ' Mittheilungen aus der zoologischen

Station zu Neapel,' and which is entitled ' The Relations between Marine
Animal and Vegetable Life.' An abstract of the paper has already been
published.^ It is on this account unnecessary to describe the research in

any detail ; but I should like to take this opportunity of drawing attention

to the scope and practical bearing of the work, as it might thereby be brought
to the notice of some persons who are interested in the subject, but who,
judging from the title of the paper, might imagine it did not concern them.

Thus the original object of the work was to determine how the nitrogenous

matter excreted by marine animals into the water is removed, and what
parts the various forms of vegetable life and other agencies play in the

process. This subject is of interest from its practical bearing on questions

relating to the efficient maintenance of marine aquaria, whilst from the

theoretical standpoint it is of importance to our comprehension of the

changes taking place under natural conditions in the open sea. The
method of investigation was a triple one—viz., chemical, physiological, and
bacteriological. The chemical procedure consisted in determining the free

and ' albuminoid ' or organic ammonia present in the water by the well-

known method of Wanklyn, Chapman, and Smith. The physiological

procedure consisted in allowing the fertilised ova of the sea-urchin

{Strongylocentrotiis lividus) to develop in the various specimens of water,

and then, after eight days' growth, killing and measuring the larvae in

groups of fifty, in order to determine the changes produced in their size.

The bacterial quality of the water was tested by counting the number of

colonies obtained on gelatin plate culture.

The three chief vegetable agencies concerned in the purification of the
water are—(1) the macroscopic algae

; (2) the diatoms and microscopic

algae
; (3) the bacteria. It was concluded that under natural conditions

in the open sea the bacteria form the most important of these purifying

agencies. Thus, as considerably the larger portion of the water of the
ocean extends to depths such that no trace of light can penetrate, it follows

that no chlorophyll containing organism can exert an influence on it. As
B. Fischer^ has shown, however, bacteria are everywhere present. Now it

was found that if the impure aquarium water was kept in darkness for

about three weeks, it might become as pure, in respect of the ammonia it

contained, as open sea water collected 10 kilometres from the shore.

Judged by the physiological standard, however, it was not nearly so pure.

Thus larvae grown in it were on an average only 7 '5 per cent, larger than
those grown in the impurified aquarium water, whilst those grown in the

open sea-water were 16-0 per cent, larger. In marine aquaria it seems
probable that bacteria play a considerable part in maintaining the purity of

the water, even though the water may be stored for but very short periods

' Froc. Boy. Soc. vol. Ixiii. p. 155.
^ ' Ergebnisse der Plankton Expedition der Humboldt-Stiftung,' Die Baliteiiende$

Xeeres (Ed. iv. I\I.g.)
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in dark reservoirs, where the bacteria can most efficiently exert their in-

fluence. Thus, at Naples, it was found that the pipes conducting the water
from the reservoirs to the rooms were coated internally with a layer of

bacterial slime, and that in its passage along these pipes the water under-
went considerable purification. For instance, water drawn oft' from one
of the taps was found to contain from 26 to 82 per cent, less free ammonia
and from 16 to 25 per cent, less organic ammonia than the water in the
supplying reservoir. Also, larvte grown in such water were increased about
7 '8 per cent, in size.

Probably, in marine aquaria, a more powerful purifying influence than
the bacterial is exerted by the diatoms and minute algaj. Thus sand
collected from the bottom of one of the tanks was found to be impregnated
with this vegetable growth, which clung to each grain and particle. On
filtration of aquarium water through this sand, no less than 91 per cent.

of the free ammonia, and 18 per cent, of the organic, were removed. Again,
on filtering water in a continuous stream through a layer of sand which
originally contained no vegetable matter, this matter was gradually
deposited from the water, and the sand gradually developed a capacity for

purification which became more and more marked with time. Such a
vegetable filter is very sensitive to any variation in the flow of water.
Thus, iE the rate of flow were diminished from the maximum of one litre in
thi'ee minutes to one litre in fifty minutes or more, there was no longer any
purification, but the amount of freeammonia in thewater was increased about
threefold. This result is of some practical importance. It teaches us that
the layer of slime which is deposited on the bottom and sides of the tanks of
marine aquaria, and which consists largely of diatoms and algte, is a most
valuable purifying agent, provided it be in layers thin enough for an
adequate amount of water to circulate to all parts of it. Once, however,
the lower layers are insufiiciently supplied, they begin to decompose, and
become a source of contamination.

It was found that a sand filter, even when kept for weeks in darkness,
continued to exert a purifying influence. In this case the influence must
have been due to bacteria, and not to chlorophyll containing organisms.
This bacterial filter acted most efficiently with a slower rate of filtration,

and was not nearly so sensitive to a diminution or cessation in the
flow of water. With regard to the purifying agency of the macroscopic
algsfi, experiments were made on the purifying effects of green weeds such
as Viva, and of red weeds such as Gelideum. Their action was not found
so favourable as that of diatoms and minute algae, and of bacteria, in con-
sequence of the difficulty experienced in getting them to live healthily in
the impure aquarium water.

To the other results obtained it is not possible to refer here at any
length. Thus the action of sunlight on the water was investigated, it

being found that though an immediate germicidal effect was brought
about, the ultimate effect, on withdrawal of the adverse influence, was
slight or absent. Again, the effects of increased aeration were investi-
gated, but the influence exerted appeared to be but slight.

Numbei's of experiments were made upon the fouling effects of various
animals on the water. As a rule, larvae grown in water fouled by
most organisms were increased in size by, on an average, 4*1 per cent.,
whilst in water fouled by sea-urchins they were diminished in size by
6-9 per cent. Fish and crabs appeared to effect about ten times as much
contamination «f the water as molluscs and holothiirian?, whilst dead and
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putrefying sea-urchins effected about ten times as much contamination as

did tlie various living animals examined.

In the full paper are given numerous determinations of the specific

gravity of the aquarium water, and of the amounts of ammonia and
nitrites present ; also experiments on the effects of introducing various

salts into the water. To these it is unnecessary to refer here.

During the last two or three months of my stay at Naples I was
working on another subject, 'The Relations between the Hybrid and Parent

Forms of Echinoid Larvse,' but I had also been making occasional experi-

ments on this subject whilst engaged on the research just described. I

also worked out some of the material obtained on my return to England.

An account of this work is in course of publication in the ' Phil. Trans.

Roy. Soc.', an abstract having already appeared in the ' Proc. Roy. Soc'

vol. 63, p. 228. The object of the reseai'ch was to determine systematically,

during the nine months' period I was working at Naples, the exact

relationship of structure and size existing between certain hybrid and
parent echinoid larval forms. Eight diiferent species of echinoids were
worked with, but the large number of observations were confined to

three of them. Upon the cross SphcHrechinus 9 Strongylocentrotus S

twenty-two experiments were made. The hybrids were most easily

obtained in the summer months, few or none of the ova being

cross-fertilised in the winter. It was found that the majority of the

hybrids obtained in May, June, and July were of an almost pure Spluvre-

chinus type, only a third or less of them being of an intermediate or

Strongylocentrotus type. In November, on the other hand, only about a

sixth were of the maternal and five-sixths of the paternal type. Finally,

in December and January, all the hybrid larv« were of the paternal type.

As regards the reciprocal cross of Strongylocentrotus ? and Sphcere-

chinus S a fair number of ova were cross-fertilised in April, May, and

June, but no plutei were obtained. In July and August, on the other

hand, 29 per cent, of the ova developed to eight days' plutei. In November
and December, with one exception, not only were no plutei obtained, but,

as a rule, not a single ovum was cross-fertilised. These extraordinary

variations in the capacity for cross-fertilisation seem to be due to varia-

tions in maturity which the sexual products undergo with change of

season. Thus in the summer months most of the Strongylocentrottis

individuals contain but very small quantities of ripe sexual products or

none at all. Also it was found that the normal plutei obtained in July

and August were 20 to 30 per cent, smaller than those obtained in April

and May, and also in November and December. At intermediate

times the larvce were of intermediate size. We see, therefore, that the

Strongylocentrotus $ Splwrechinus $ hybrid is only formed at the time

when the Strongylocentrotus ova have reached their minimum of maturity
;

whilst in the case of the reciprocal hybrid it follows that as the maturity

of the Strongylocentrotus sperm increases it is able to transform first a

portion and then the whole of the hybrid larvpe from the Sphcerechinus to

its own type. In other words, the characteristics of the hybrid offspring

depend directly on the relative degrees of maturity of the sexual pro-

ducts.

On crossing Echinus ? with Strongylocentrotus $ it was found that

even more of the cross-fertilised ova developed to plutei than of the

directly fertilised ones, and also that these plutei were, on an average,

8 per cent, larger than the pure parental larval forms. In the reciprocal
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cross, however, only about 1 per cent, of the ova reached the pluteus

stage, and these plutei were 13-2 per cent, smaller than the pure maternal

larvne.

Crosses were also effected between the forms mentioned and Arhacia

pusiulosa, Echinocardium cordatum, Echinocardium mediterraneum,

Doroeidaris painllata, and Echinus acutus. Also the various colour

varieties of Sphcerechinus were crossed, a distinct diminution of fertility

being found to exist between dissimilar varieties. With the colour

varieties of Strongylocentrotus, however, this was not the case.

In conclusion, I wish to offer my thanks to the Committee of the

British Association for the privilege of being allowed to hold the table,

as well as to the authorities at the Zoological Station at Naples for their

invariable kindness and for the facilities they were able to afford me in

my work. How great these were may be gathered from the fact that I

was able to carry on the chemical, physiological, and bacteriological por-

tions of my work simultaneously. As regards echinoid material also I

was afforded an absolutely unlimited amount, and as regards the artificial

fertilisations I was enabled, when necessary, to keep fifty or more large

jars of plutei developing at one and the same time.

III.

—

On the Variation of Cardium, Donax, and Tellina.

By J. Parkinson.

It was my intention in visiting the Zoological Station at Naples
during the winter of 1897-98

—

i.e. from November to April inclusive

—

to attempt an investigation on the reproduction of certain Ascidians.

However, a short visit to Plymouth, with some subsequent study, early in

last year raised sundry objections, and on reaching Naples in the begin-

ning of November I gave up the subject which has just been mentioned,
taking in its place the one which appears at the head of this report. I

began upon the genus Area, comparing the variation in certain propor-

tions exhibited by the commoner species of that genus one with another,

but found after several attempts that the confined space in which the

animals grew, due to the nature of their attachment, raised great diffi-

culties in the way of forming any true estimate of their natural variation.

I then proceeded to the genus Cardium, and subsequently to the genera
Donax and Tellina, comparing the variation in the chosen proportions of

the several species one with another, as in the case of Area. Here I was
more successful ; but in finding a reasonably certain, and, at the same
time, fairly quick method of measuring, as well as in overcoming the
difl[iculty of obtaining definite points from which to measure, much time
was spent. The work is now undergoing entire revision in the laboratory
at University College, London. Material for subsequent investigation

was also obtained from such experiments as the resistance of Pecten to
diluted sea-water, but this has not yet been studied. Although a con-

siderable number of measurements have been made, I have not at

present reached that degree of certainty which makes it desirable that
results should be given in length. It gives me great pleasure to testify

to the extreme kindness shown by all the members of the station at
Naples, especially to Signor Lo Bianco for the efibrts he made to satisfy

my rather large demands for material. To Professor Weldon my warmest
thanks are gratefully given for the very kind help he has afforded me
not only by letter, but since I returned to England. In doing such work
as that indicated above this has been simply invaluable.

1898. Q Q
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I V".

—

A List of Naturalists who have worked at the Zoological Station from
the end ofJune 1897 to the end ofJune 1898.

Num-
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IV.—A List of Naturalists—continued.

Num-



596

V. Diamare .

S. Apiithy

G. V. Koch
Th. Beer

J. Ogneff

A. Eomano

O. Van der Stricht

H. Driesch

)* •

F. Noll .

A. Borgert

F. K. Studnicka

K. Kostanecki

C. Herbst

G. Mazzarelli

V. Faussek

J. H. Hyde .

G. Tagliani

E. Krause

A. Fischel

"W. Krause

J. V. Ueskiill .

A. Eethe

.
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Anatomie der Genitalien des Genus Amabilia. ' Centralbl.
Bakteriologie,' Bd. 21, 1897.

Die Genera Amabilia u. Diploposthe, Nachtrag. Ibid.
Bd. 22, 1897.

Das leitende Element des Nervensystems n. seine topo-
graphischen Beziehungen zu den Zellen. 1. Mittli.
' Mitth. Zoolog. Station, Neapel,' Bd. 12, 1897.

Entwickelung von C'aryophyllia cj-athus. Jliid.

Accomodation des Cephalopodenauges. ' Archiv. f. d. ges.
Physiologie, Pfluger,' Bd. 67, 1897.

Ueber die Entwickelung des electriscben Organes, bei
Torpedo. 'Arch. Anat. Pbys.,' Phys. Abth., 1897.

Sopra le fibre commessurali del Proencefalo dei SelaceL
'Monitore Zoolog. Ital.,' Anno 8, 1897.

Les ovocentrcs et le spermatocentre de I'ovule de Thysa-
nozoon Brocchi. ' Verbandl. Anac. Ges.,' 1897.

Ueber den Werth des biol. Experiments. ' Arch. Entw..-

Mechan.,' Bd. 5, 1897.

Von der regularen Waclisthums- u. Differenzirungs-
fahigkeit der Tubularia. Ibid.

Pfropf- u. Verwachsungsversucbe mit Siphoneen. • SitzL

Ber. Nat. Ver. Bonn.
Beitriige zur Kenntniss der in Stiloloncbe zanclea
und Acanthometridenarten vorkommenden Parasiten.
' Zeitscbr. Wiss. Zoologic,' Bd. 63. 1897.

Ueber das Gewebe der Chorda dorsalis und den sog.

Chordaknorpcl. ' Sitz. Ber. Bohm. Ges. Wiss.,' 1897.
Ueber die Herknuft der Centrosomen der ersten Furchungs -

spindel bei Myzostoma glabrum. ' Anzeiger K. Akad.
Wiss. Krakau,' 1897.

Ueber die zur Entwickelung von Seeigellarven nothweu-
digen anorganischen Stoffe, ihre Eolle und ihre Vertret-
barkeit. ' Arch. f. Entw. Mechanik,' Bd. 5, 1897.

Contributo alia conoscenza delle Tylodinidas, nuova
famiglia del gruppo dei Molluschi tectibranchi. ' Zool.

Jahrbiicber,' Abth. f. Systematik. Bd. 10, 1897.

Untersuchungen iiber die Entwickelungsgeschichte der
Cephalopoden. ' Travaux Soc. Imp. des Naturaliste£>

St. Petersbourg,' vol. 28, 1897.

Biolog^sche Beobachtungen iiber LamelUbranchiaten.
Ibid.

.

Beobachtungen iiber die Secretion der sogenannteii
Speicheldriisen von Octopus macropus. ' Zeitscbr. f.

Biologie,' Bd. 35, 1897.

Considerazioni morfologiche intorno alle cellule nervose
colcssali e alle cellule nervose giganti del medollo
spinale di alcuni teleostei. ' Monitore Zool. Ital.,' Anno 8,

1897.

Ueber Ban und Function der hinteren Speicheldriisen der
Octopoden. ' Sitz. Ber. K. Preuss. Akad. Wi.ss.,' Bd. 51,

1897.

Experimentelle Untersuchungen am Ctenophorenei. I,Von
der Entwickelung isolirter Theile. ' Arcbiv. Entw.-
Mechanik,' Bd. 6, 1897.

Die Farbenempfindung des Amphiosus. 'Zool. Anz.,'

Bd. 20, 1897.

Der Schatten als Reiz fiir Centrostephanus longispinus.
' Zeitscbr. f. Biologie,' Bd. 37, 1897.

Ueber Reflexe bei den Seeigeln. Ibid.

Das Nervensystem von Carcinus inasnas. Fin anatomisch-
physiologischer Versuch. I Theil, 1. Mitthlg. 'Archiv.
Micr. Anatomic,' Bd. TjO, 1897.

Idevt, 2 Mitthlg.
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A. Botlie . . . Vergleichende Untersuchungen iiber die Function des

Centralnervensystems der Arthropoden. ' Archiv. f. d.

ges. Physiologic,' Bd. 6b, 181)7.

P. S. Monticelli . . Dictiomyxa Trinchesii g. sp. n. di Rizopode marine.
' Boll. Soc. Nat., Napoli,' vol. 11, 1897.

C Child.... A Preliminary Account of the Cleavage of Arenicola cris-

tata, with Remarks on the Mosaic Theory. ' Zool.

Bulletin Univ. Chicago,' vol. 1, 1897.

I PhotograjpMc Records of Pedigree Stock.

By Francis Galton, B.G.L. {Oxf.), Hon. Sc.D.(Camb.), F.B.S.

[Plate IV].

It is my purpose shortly to communicate with the Councils of some of the

Societies who publish stud or herd books, urging the systematic collection

of photographs of pedigree stock and of more information about them
than is now procurable. Believing that if my proposals were carried into

effect, they would greatly facilitate the study of heredity, I desire, before

approaching the Societies, to submit my intended proposals to the criticism

of a scientific body, and none seems more appropriate for the purpose

than the Zoological Section of the British Association.

The following remarks are based on the Ancestral Law, which will be

explained. Its purport is to measure the importance to the breeder of

taking into account the various members of the ancestry of the animals

he proposes to mate together, so much of the heritage coming on the

average from each of them. Then the methods of utilising this bulky

knowledge will be discussed, that of composite portraiture being one

means of dealing with numerous photographs ; another way is by obtain-

ing measures, which can be arithmetically combined, from the photographs

themselves, provided they have been taken in accordance with certain

simple instructions. Next, the plan will be explained by which the

Societies referred to above might initiate and maintain a systematic col-

lection of photographs and other information useful to breeders, which

should become self-supporting. Lastly, an allusion will be made to the

huge waste of opportunities of advancing the art of breeding that goes on
unchecked.

Tlie Ancestral Laic.—I have lately shown how the general knowledge
that offspi-ing can inherit peculiarities from the various members of their

ancestry as well as from their parents may be superseded by a definite la-w

whose nature was first suggested to me by theoretical considerations.

Being subsequently in a position to verify its accordance with a large

number of pertinent facts, I submitted the results to the Royal Society in

a communication entitled ' On the Average Contribution of each Several

Ancestor to the Total Heritage of the Offspring.' ' My theory was
thoroughly examined from fresh points of view by Professor Karl Pearson,

F.R.S., in one of his remarkable ' Contributions to the Mathematical
Theory of Evolution,' - in which he showed that the theory accorded with
other observations, and accounted for other conclusions that had already

been reached. Assuming, then, that the Ancestral Law may be accepted

» Proc. Ha/jj. Soc, 1897. - Ibid., 1898.
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as at least approximately true, it will be found most serviceable in show-
ing tlie relative importance and range of the data which breeders must
take into account, if they pursue their art with thoroughness. The law is

that, on the average, the two parents contribute between them one-half of
the total heritage of the offspring, that the four grandparents contribute
between them one-quarter, the eight great-grandparents one-eighth, and
so on. Consequently, since ^+ :^-j-^-|--iJ^+ &c.=l, the whole of the heri-

tage is accounted for. The same law may be stated in another form,
namely, that each parent contributes on the average one-quarter, each
grandparent one-sixteentli, each great-grandparent one sixty-fourth, and
.so on. It is a property of the first series of fractions that each term is

equal to the sum of all those that follow (| being equal to \+ ^+ ^(;+ kc. ;

^ to |--fy',; -f »tc.), therefore it results that if genealogical knowledge should
cease with the grandparents, inasmuch as they contributed one-quarter,
another quarter of the heritage will remain indetermined ; if it ceases
Avith the great-grandparents one-eighth will remain indetermined ; if

with the next ascending grade, one-sixteenth, &c.

[It must be understood that the law is intended to apply only to what
may be called plain heredity, that is to cases where qualities are capable
of blending freely, or, if they refuse to blend, where they present them-
selves as alternative possibilities. The necessary modifications have yet
to be investigated when it has to be applied to hybrid heredity, and to
those partial forms of hybridism which occur in cross-breeding, especially

in plants, where two parental qualities seem to produce a third and dif-

ferent quality in the ofTspring. Again, it takes no notice of prepotency,
because it considers prepotency as likely to occur with equal frequency in
each and all of the ancestral places, but when the prepotencies of par-
ticular ancestors are known or suspected it is easy to take them into
account. Similarly the law takes no cognisance of the prepotency of one
sex over the other, which must be allowed for in those particular races and
qualities where it is known to exist. Lastly, as it relates to averages, its

predictions will be truer for the mean of many offspring than for any one
of them in particular. However, as we know that fraternal variation
admits of being defined with mathematical precision for any measurable
quality in any race, the diminution in trustworthiness when a predic-
tion relating to a fraternity is applied to a single member of it, is easily

calculated.]

The ancestral law specifies the number, the grades, and the relative

importance of the ancestors whom breeders must take into account, in
order to predict with any given degree of certainty the most probable
character of the future produce. It clearly shows the necessity of a much
more comprehensive system of records than now exists. A breeder ought
to be in a position to compare the records of at least the four parents of

the animals he proposes to mate together, in respect to the qualities in
which he is interested. More e.specially he ought to have access to photo-
graphs which indicate form and general attitude far more vividly than
verbal descriptions. But the information in stud and herd books is too
meagre for the requirements 'of the breeder, while the photographs pub-
lished in newspapers and elsewhere are inadequate for making complete
genealogical collections.

Utilisation of the Records.—My principal suggestion is that a system
of collecting photographs should be established, which would be serviceable
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to breeders. They should be serviceable to them not only as portraits, but

also as affording means of obtaining measurements of the animal. It will

be shown that the system might be easily initiated, and be afterwards

self-supporting, but for the moment it will be convenient to take these

important conditions on trust, and to begin by considering what could be

done if we had the photographs. I will suppose, then, that the system

has been in successful operation for many years and that it has become

possible to obtain photographs of the parents, grandparents, and other

ance.stors of each of a large number of pure-bred horses and cattle taken

under specified conditions. We have to explain how such photographs

might be employed in improving the art of breeding.

An habitual study of the form of each pure-bred animal in connection,

with the portraits of all its nearer ancestors would test current opinions

and decide between conflicting ones, and it could not fail to suggest new

ideas. Likenesses would be traced to prepotent ancestors and the amount

of their several prepotencies would be defined ; forms and features that

supplement one. another, or, as it is termed, 'nick in,' and others that

clash or combine awkwardly, would be observed and recorded : conclusions

which are based on incomplete and inaccurate memories of the appear-

ance of the several members of the ancestry would be superseded by others

derived from a study of their actual photographs. The value of the

ancestral law would be adequately tested, and it would be possible to

amend it where required. Thus the effects of organic stability, to which

I have often called attention, have yet to be dealt with if they are not in-

directly included in the law as it stands. Lastly, it is not unreasonable to

suppose that every important stallion or bull would have a pamphlet all

to himself, with photographs of his ancestors, and with appropriate par-

ticulars about each of them. Such pamphlets would become recognised

as a just form of advertisement.

Composite Photography.—It may be said that, even if all the ancestral

photographs were spread in full view on a table, no human brain could

combine into a single mental image the peculiarities in feature even of the

two parents, and of the four grandparents, in the proportion laid down by

the ancestral law. There is, however, a method by which a substitute for

a mental picture may be obtained, which may possibly prove serviceable

in practice. It is by making composites of the photographs, allotting to

each portrait its appropriate time of exposure.' I submit a few compo-

sites which I have made of the heads of racehorses : the component por-

traits are from the earlier numbers of the ' Racing Illustrated.' I enlarged

them to an uniform scale, reckoning from the middle of the eyeball to the

fold within the nostril, cut them out to get rid of the confusion introduced

by a variety of background, and then combined them in various pro-

portions. Especially I took six, those of (A) Sir Visto, (B) Solaro, (C)

Raconteur, (D) St. Marnock, (E) Speedwell, and (E) Salebeia, which will

henceforth be distinguished by those letters. With the plate, stop, and the

two small electric lamps that I used for illumination, it required an expo-

sure of 240 seconds, say of 12 units of time, each consisting of 20 seconds,

to give a good copy of any one of the portraits, so I proceeded as follows :

—

First, I made a composite of A and B, allowing G units of exposure to each

> Composite Portraits, Nature, 1878; Composite Portraiture, Joum. FJiot. Soc,

1881.
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of them, or 12 units in all : then I made another composite of A, B, and
the four others, allowing 4 units to A, 4 units to B, and 1 unit to each of

the four others, forming a total as before of 12 units. So while the com-
posite which I will call A 6, B 6, illustrates the combined features of the
two parents, that ofA4, B4, C1,D1,E1,F1 illustrates those of two
parents and four grandparents in the proportions laid down by the ances-
tral law. I proceeded similarly with C, D and with C, D and the other
four, and again with E, F and with E, F and the other four ; I submit
these six composites. Of course the process could be extended indefinitely,

working backwards to include as many previous generations of ancestors as
desired, and it might be equally well applied to portraits of other animals
than horses, including men and women, whose features combine unex-
pectedly well in composites, though one sex be bearded and the other not.

A composite may be made of any separate part of an animal, but hardly of

the whole animal at once, because each separate joint is liable to be flexed

differently in the different portraits. The ears of the horses in the illus-

tration indicate what would then occur. This is not the place to enter
further into the details of composite making, which I have now reduced
to a very simple process whose accuracy is evidenced by the identity of the
composites that have been re-made at different times from the same com-
ponents. The specimens I submit would have been better if they had
been made from the original photographs and not from photo-process
copies of them, still they will serve to gauge the amount of information
which composites are likely to give to the breeder. They should be care-

fully scrutinised and compared, when more differences and points of

interest will be found than are apparent at a first glance.

Measurement of Photographs.—A photograph considered merely as a
portrait tells about as much of an animal as can be gathered from a
single view of it ; it defines the contour, the slope of the shoulders, the

set of the head, the forms and the positions of the limbs, but this is by no
means all that is obtainable from a photograph. It may be so taken that

measurements made upon tlie photograph, after certain corrections have
been applied to them, will be nearly as good as those made on the animal
itself. Now, measurements are of the highest importance to the theoretical

study of heredity, for science is based on numerical data, and the science

of heredity is no exception to the general rule. Its progress depends
primarily upon the power of procuring large collections of measurements of

the same parts, which admit of being combined in any proportions by simple
arithmetic. It matters little what limb, or bodily part, or faculty is

the subject of measurement, because laws which are true for one particular

quality, and for one particular race of animals or plants, will presumably
apply with small modifications to any other quality and race. Therefore

it would be no unworthy occupation for a scientific man to devote years

of labour to carefully measuring each of many parts in the photographs
of offspring and their ancestry, and to discuss the results by the elaborate

methods of the higher statistics.

The photographs of which I speak are assumed to have been taken
under the following conditions. They would represent side views of

the animals and therefore be comparable on equal terms so far as

position is concerned. The animals would have been photographed at a
distance of not less than thirty feet from the camera, in order to avoid

sensible distortion of the portrait. They should be taken while standing
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on hard ground, that the feet niray be clearly shown, and no mistake

arise about their heights. The height of the camera above the

ground and its distance from the animal should be roughly measured

and noted. Lastly, two direct measurements of the height of the animal

should be made, one at its withers, the other at its croup. The photo-

graph now becomes more than a mere picture, because the recorded data,

together with others afforded by the photograph itself, supply corrections

that will cause the measurements made upon it to correspond with more

or less accuracy to those made on the animal itself. Of course, their

correspondence would not be so exact as it would be in photographs

taken in a ' hippometric ' laboratory provided with marked lines on the

ground and walls, but such a laboratory is impracticable on many grounds.

Thoroughbred horses are so easily frightened in unfamiliar places and

at unfamiliar objects that the best plan is to photograph them leisurely

among their accustomed surroundings. It is difficult and dangerous to

apply tapes and calipers, which tickle and irritate, for thoroughbred

horses are exceedingly sensitive, timid, fidgety, and often vicious, while

they are supple and sudden in their movements of offence. Measurements

of the two vertical heights, made in the usual way, are comparatively easy

to manage.
I find, moreover, that vertical measurements of all kinds may be made

quickly and accurately without touching the objects at all, by means of a

simple instrument which I roughly put together for trial. [I submit its

working part.] Its principle is that of a collimator, with additions and

modifications. It seems very suitable for use at agricultural and other

shows where many animals are collected.

Though many useful measurements can be made on a plain photo-

graph, it would be a decided gain to select two, three or more important

osseous protuberances, such as can be easily felt, and to mark their positions

by sticking on the animal small wafers of sufficiently adhesive paper—say,

one quarter of an inch in diameter. The corresponding marks on the

photographs will be too small to attract notice, but they are easily found

•when looked for, and afford excellent points from which to measure. I

may add that measurements I have made, and had made, both on horses

and on their photographs, show that the relative dimensions of horses

difier considerably. If some five different measurements were made on an

adult racehorse, it would be as easy to identify him by a ' Bertillon

process ' as it is to identify prisoners.

It will be observed that the measured height of the animals at the

wither and croup, supply a scale for vertical measures on the photograph

at those points. If the line to which vertical measures are drawn on the

photograph be the one that touches the edge of the feet nearest to the

camera, a slight and simple correction has to be made. There is difficulty

in respect to the relation between the vertical and the horizontal scales,

but less so than might he anticipated, for the tilt of the camera is found

closely enough by a rough knowledge of the height of the camera and its

distance from the animal, combined with data supplied by the photograph

itself. Again, the length between the rounded ends of the body, and the

diameters of the limbs, are not sensibly affected by the animal standing

very slightly askew. The necessary corrections admit of being easily

found from appropriate tables. It is curious in how many different ways

the required corrections may be determined when the range of available
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measures is slightly increased. I have already discussed the question for a
different and more complicated series of data in ' Photographic Measure-
ments of Horses and other Animals' {Nature, Jan. 6, 1898), which will

show the general character of the problem, but I cannot enter into par-

ticulars now. The primary question is, will photographers and grooms
take the proposed measurements with sufficient correctness, and are any
additions to them feasible ? To settle this question, many experiments
should be concentrated by more than one photographer upon the same
quiet and well-measured animals. These ought to determine the trust-

worthiness of the results according to the data in use, and would show
the minimum of effort that is necessary to afford the required degree of

accuracy. I should be content if the average error in the calculated height

and length of the horse did not exceed one inch, or say one-and-a-half

per cent.

Systematic Collection ofPhotographs.—It remains to consider what has
hitherto been taken for granted—the best method of starting a systematic

collection of photographs of pedigree stock. My proposal is to suggest to

the principal Societies which publish stud or herd books, that they should

proceed as follows :

(1) To arrange with a photographer to store such negatives as the
Society may hand over to his charge ; he undertaking to supply prints

from them to the public at a moderate cost and under reasonable
regulations.

(2) To invite owners of pure-bi-ed stock to send to the Society with
which they are in connection, a negative photographic plate of each of the
animals which they use for breeding, and which are therefore adult, on
the understanding that if the negative be accepted by the Society it will

be handed over to the photographer.

(3) Only those negatives will be considered suitable for acceptance
{a) which are of good quality ; {b) which do not transgress specified limits

of size
;
(c) which scrutiny shows to be strictly side views

;
(d) which have

been taken at a distance from the animal of not less than 30 feet ; and
(e) which show the animal standing on hard ground.

(4) The following information is to be stamped or written on the
negative in such a way as to be clearly legible in the prints : (1) the name
and sex of the animal, (2) year of its birth, (3) year and month of taking
the photograph, (4) heights at its withers and croup, (5) height of camera
and its distance from the animal.

(5) The Society shall order an asterisk to be affixed to the name of

each animal entered in its stud or herd book, when the photographic
negatives of its sire and dam have been accepted.

It seems to me that a system such as this would be efficient, self-support-

ing and acceptable to all parties. Breeders would be pleased that photo-

graphs of their animals should be publicly recognised as serviceable for the

advancement of their art. Owners of valuable animals are almost sure to

order photographs of them on their own account, so the gift of the negatives

to the Society would deprive them of nothing. The asterisks applied to

the names of the offspring would l^e a valued distinction, and would help
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to introduce the system. Later on, when they had become common, the

absence of an asterisk would excite suspicion and require explanation.

Lastly, the printing of the photographs would be self-supporting. I have
already expressed a belief that the custom would arise of printing a
separate pamphlet for every important stallion or bull, containing its

photograph and those of its nearer ancestors, together with other appropriate

information. Larger publications of a more costly kind would doubtless

be issued under the auspices of each Society, to correspond with an awakened
demand for fuller information on the antecedents of pedigree stock.

Printed Records.—As regards useful additions to the printed matter

in stud and herd books, I would now merely allude to the need for them,

and to the propriety of carefully reconsidering how much of real utility

could be asked for from breeders that they would supply willingly and
truthfully. The measurements of adult animals, of which I spoke, would

be appropriate entries. An accumulation even of these during two or

three generations would be exceedingly valuable, considering how many
coherent results in the science of heredity have been derived from obser-

vations of human stature, though limited to comparatively small numbers
of parents and their offspring.

Conclusion.—The amount of money annually spent in rearing pedigree

stock is enormous ; so is the care and thought bestowed upon it, and so

also is its national importance. The non-preservation of adequate records

of pedigree stock is a cruel waste of opportunity, and has been most preju-

dicial to the acquirement of a sound knowledge of the art of breeding.

If the scheme I have sketched be found feasible, it will cause much to

be noted that has hitherto been overlooked, and much that is commonly
observed to be placed permanently on record, instead of being ill remem-
bered and soon wholly forgotten.

The Climatology of Africa.—Seventh Beport of a Committee consisting-

of Mr. E. Gr. Ravensteix (Chairman), Sir John Kirk, Mr. G. J.

Symons, Dr. H. R. Mill, aiul Mr. H. N. Dickson (Secretary).

(Drawn up by the Chairman.)

Meteorological returns have reached your Committee, in the course of

last year, from twenty-six stations in Tropical Africa.

Niger Territories.—No returns have been received from Wari since the

hostile operations against Benin, and there is reason to believe that the
instruments at that station have been destroyed. Mr. E. G. Fenton has
forwarded three months' observations from Old Calabar. These will be
published as soon as a full year's record is to hand. The promised
abstracts of observations from several stations in the territories of the
Royal Niger Company have not hitherto been received.

Lamharene (Ogoivai).—The set of instruments lent to the late M.
Bonzon of the ' Missions Evangeliques ' has been returned to Paris. The
Rev. M. Coillard, well known for his excellent work in the Baxotse
country, and a trustworthy observer, having expressed a desire to purchase
these instruments for 6^., the Committee have gladly accepted this offer,

as a station in that part of Africa is much wanted. The set has been
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repaired and completed, and the thermometers have been re-verified at
Kew.

Britislh Central Africa.—The organisation of the Meteorological service
in British Central Africa has been intrusted to Mr. J. McClounie, the
head of the scientific department of that Protectorate. From the great
interest taken in the work by Mr. Alfred Sharpe, H.M.'s Commissioner,
and Captain W. H. Manning, his deputy, we may fairly expect that the
climatological conditions of this Protectorate will soon become thoroughly
well known. The grant made by the Foreign Office has enabled Mr.
McClounie to equip two Second Order stations (Zomba and Fort John-
ston) and ten climatological stations. Mr. Moir, meanwhile, has resumed
his work at Lauderdale, and Mr. McClounie is endeavouring to enlist the
co-operation of planters and other residents. Returns for from three to
four months have already been received from ten stations, including one
from KamboJa, on the Tanganyika Plateau, from Dr. J. G. Mackay.
The instruments lent to the late Mr. Buchanan have been recovered, with
the exception of the mercurial barometer, but they were found by Mr.
McClounie to be in a sad state of disrepair.

British East Africa.—Returns from nine Government stations have
been received up to the end of 1897. These returns, owing to the occa-
.sional illness of the officials charged with the observations, and temporary
absences, are not as complete as could be desired, but in default of some-
thing better they iiave added considerably to our knowledge of the
climatological conditions of this Protectorate, especially as regards the
rainfall. We have succeeded in obtaining a description of the instruments
in use at most of these stations, and copies of the Kew certificates having
been kindly furnished by Mr. R. H. Scott, secretary of the Meteorological
Council, we were able to correct the observations received for instrumental
•errors. The exposure, in many instances, seems to be objectionable, and
the occasional visit of a Meteorological Inspector to all these stations
would prove of great value.

In addition to the above, we have received a full year's return from the
Scottish Missionaries at Kibwelzi. These returns include hourly observa-
tions for thirteen international term-days, and are by far the most com-
plete received, up till now, from British East Africa.

Uganda.—Returns of the level of Victoria Nyanza, up to the end of
July, have been received. The mutiny of the Sudanese unfortunately
interrupted these valuable observations, but they have since been resumed.

Your Committee have decided to discontinue lending instruments,
although they will always be pleased to advise as to purchase and use of
them, and to prepare and publish results.

Having transferred the instruments in Nyasaland to H.M.'s Com-
missioner, and sold those formerly at Lambarene to M. Coillard, the
/)nly instruments still the property of the Committee are a set at Bolobo,
on the Congo ; a set at Kibwezi in East Africa ; a set (probably injured
Jaeyond repair) at Wasi ; an earth-thermometer in Uganda, and a rain-
gauge at Golbanti. Lastly, a set of instruments, purchased to replace one
lost by Mr. Herdman, is about to be restored to the Committee.

The abstracts appended have been prepared by the chairman of the
Committee.

Your Committee propose that they be re-appointed. They do not ask
for a grant, merely requesting authority to expend the Ql. received from
the sale of instruments to M. Coillard.
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Mumham, 4° 4' S., 39° 42' E., 60 /eeC

Observers: J. J. W. Pigott (to April 1896), and C. It. Cmufurd.

ilonth

1896
January .

February .

March
April
May .

June.
July . .

August
September
October .

NoTember
December

.

Pressure
of Atmo-
sphere
9 A.M.

In.

29-814
•839

•821

•811

•894

•951

30^017

30^002

29-962
•955

•933

•870

Temperature
Extremes

Year.

85-3

85-6

87^3

89^0

86-8

84-8

83-3

8«-3

83-8

84-3

83 3
85-3

29-906 89-0

76-0

76-4

78-4

78-5

74-9

72^4

7-f9
70^9

72-4

71-9

70-0

70-0

70-0

Mean Temperatures

Dry
9 a.m.

82-3
8-2-1

84-2

83-5

80-5

78-3

76-7

77^0

78-8

79-0

79-6

81^2

80^3

Wet
9 a.m.

Mean
Max.

76-5

76-2

78-2

77-7

75-0

74-4

72-3

72-8

75-2

75-2

74^9

77-7

I

Mean
Min.

Mean

Daily
Ilange

Humidity

83-7

84-8

86^4

87-0

83-9

83^1

82^8

83-3

82-8

81-8

75-7

79-7

75-e 82^9

77-7

78-1

79^6

»0^2

77^5

75^0

73-1

72-8

739
74-4

73-4

74-3

80-7

81-4

83-0

83-6

80-7

79-0

78-0

78-0

78-3

78-1

74-6

77-0

75-8 79^3

6-0

6-7

G-8

a-8
5-4

8-1

9-7

10-5

8-9

7-4

2-3

5-4

Dew
Point

74-3

74-0

76-0

75-6

74-3

72 9

70^4

7M
73^8

73-7

73-0

76-5

7-1
I

73-8

>C
In.
-847

•837

•897

884
•847

•800

•743

•759

•832

•830

•811

910

•832

P.O.
77

77
77
77
82
83
80
82
85
83
81

85

81

Kain

3

In.
•41

•00

2-80

2-08

10-93

4-37

2^77

4^91

2^05

2^39

27^67

4^8fi

65^24 94

CO rt ij

.S-5 3
>= 9

In.

•3G

1^10
•55

4^31

1^05

•64

1-05

•48

1-00

4-28

2-23

4-31

1897
January .

February .

March
April
May .

June

.

July . .

August .

September
October .

Norember
December

.

29 S79
871
832
898
893
918

949
987
968
929
870

Year. 29-904

8G-3
88-3

88-3

88-3

86-3

82 3

81-3

80-8

82^3

83^3

86-3

86-3

72-9

74-9

76-9

74-9

7ro
72-9

72-9

73-1

72^0

72-0

72-0

72-0

88-3
!
71-0

82-9

81^1

84-8

81-8

78-6

77-9

78^1

77^6

79^2

80^6

83^8

82-3

81-3

76-5

81^0

78-4

76^9

74-4

74-9

74-1

74-7

76-2

78-1

76-9

80-7 I
77-0

83-3

85-3

85-6

81^5

83-3

81-3

80-3

8IV1

80-9

81-8

85-5

86-3

832

75-4
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Shimoni ( Wanga), 4° 38' S., 39° 21' E.
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Fort Smith.—Tlie instruments at present available include two thermometers by Negretti & Zambra and a
rain-gauge. The instruments were verified at Kew in Marcli 1890 with the following results :

—

Corrections to be applied to No. 4,034 (dry bulb) : at 72', -01 ; at 52'', 62', 82°, and 82- the instruments read

correct.
No. 4,G35 (wet bulb) at 52' and 62', +0-1 ; at all other temperatures correct.

The instruments are placed in an open verandah facing due west. They are 4 feet 6 inches from the ground.
lu computing the Dew Point, ic, a pressure of 23-G inches has been assumed.

r -. fe,
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Variations in the Level of Victoria Nyanza.

Decades
1897

January,

February,

March,

April,

May,

June,

July,

I.

II.

III.

I.

II.

III.

I.

n.
III.

I.

II.

III.

I..

II.

III.

I.

II.

III.

I.

II.

III.
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Tlie Mechanical and Economic Problems of the Goal Qaestion.

ByT. FoRSTER Brown, M.Inst.G.E.

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed i?* extenso.']

Within the limits of a Paper it is pi-acticable only to touch upon some of

the more important of these problems ; and the writer would refer those

who desire to investigate more fully the economic side of the question to

Prof. Jevons' work, ' The Coal Question,' Prof. Hull's ' Coal Resources at

the Close of the Nineteenth Century,' Mr. Leonard Courtney's Address to

the Statistical Society in December, 1897, a Paper by the present writer

read before the Economic Section of the British Association in 1891, and
' The Coal Supplies of the World,' by Mr. Benjamin Taylor, a Paper pub-

lished in the July number of the ' Nineteenth Century.'

To discuss all the suggestions as to substitutes for coal which have

been made from time to time, up to and including the present meeting of

the British Association, would require an exhaustive paper on that

subject alone ; but it is confidently submitted that so long as coal can be

produced at a moderately cheap cost, having regard to the carbon it con-

tains, it will always remain by far the most economical and convenient of

power producers.

Coal Resources.

It is general knowledge that our coal resources extend over wide
areas in several parts of this kingdom in beds or seams of varying thick-

ness and quality existing at various depths below the surface, and gene-

rally situate at no great distance from the seaboard ; and it may be

assumed that the public are also aware that the most available and
valuable of these resources are the first to be attacked and exhausted.

The coal seams which are workable by free drainage levels, without

pumping or winding, are naturally the first to be worked in a virgin coal-

field ; and such resources as these were probably the main source of our
coal supply up to about the middle of the present century. Next follow

the best of the thick seams of coal accessible at a reasonable depth,

varying from a few yards to two thousand feet or thereabouts ; and these

resources, which were originally much larger than they are now, are, and
will be for a considerable time, the principal source of our coal supply

;

and, lastly, the thin and inferior seams existing at shallow depths, and
all the seams below two thousand feet or so down to the extreme limit of

workable depth, and these larger resources are still practically intact.

It is difficult to induce the public to realise the supreme importance
of the fact that it is only the best and cheapest of our coal resources

which supply our existing output. The writer has pointed out in a
previous paper that, without some great and radical change in our internal

policy, applied to counteracting an increasing cost, the amplitude of the
total estimated coal resources and their duration is not the probable true

limit, in time, of our commercial supremacy ; for, under ordinary circum-
stances, this will be measured by the duration of the best and cheapest
of our coal resources only, and from which we now derive probably 95 per
cent, of our annual coal outputs.

It is suggested that the position in figures, adopting Professor Hull's

R k2
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estimate of the total coal resources of the kingdom in seams of two feet and
upwards in thickness, and existing at depths belosv the surface not exceed-

ing four thousand feet in the year 1900, would be . 81,683,000,000 tons

And deducting from this quantity the writer's e.~ti-

mate in 1900 of the resources of best coal re-

maining within a depth below the surface of two
thousand feet, about the limit probably of

cheaply worked coal 15,000,000,000 „

Leaving approximately 66,683,000,000 „

of best coal existing between a depth of two thousand and four thousand

feet below the surface, and of thin and inferior seams at all depths to the

limit of four thousand feet.

Allowing for a small gradual increase of output from deep and inferior

seams during the next fifty to sixty years, and assuming an average out-

put for fifty years of best coals within a depth of two thousand feet at

j'20,000,000 tons per annum, exclusive of thin and inferior seams, we
shall have exhausted eleven-fifteenths of our best resources about the

year 1950, and have arrived at a stage when our whole annual output

will be composed of a rapidly-increasing proportion of deep, thin, or

inferior coals, and the proportion of our cheapest-worked coals will rapidly

decrease.

It will be apparent, however, that at the end of fifty years we shall

still have coal resources remaining, workable, it is true, at a gradually

increasing cost, but sufficient for the supply of the nation at an average

output of 250,000,000 tons a year for upwards of a period of 250 years.

But in working this very large residuum a greater cost in working,

due to natural causes, is inevitable ; and that this extra cost will gradu-

ally increase year by year after the best and cheapest coals are exhausted

is undoubted, however successfully the skill of the mining and mechanical

engineer may be brought to bear in mitigating this effect, and unless

additional measures can be adopted, outside the province of the engineer,

to counteract it by cheapening the carriage of the coal on the surface, and
reducing materially all other charges, such as labour rates and taxes.. &c.,

the effect of this increasing cost will be of serious moment to the nation.

The fact of the coalfields of Great Britain being situate at no great

distance from convenient ports and home centres of consumption has had,

and will continue to have, an important bearing upon the rapid develop-

ment of our coal resources, and adds immensely, of course, to the intrinsic

value of our coal resources as a whole.

The general cost of our coal will, of course, increase in proportion to

the percentage of thin and deep coal worked to the whole annual output,

until the increased cost of the whole of our coal production due to natural

causes, such as depth, thinness of seams, &c. (however much this may be

neutralised by improved mechanical and mining appliances), will be so

increased as to seriously and permanently hamper our progress commer-
cially by increasing the cost of our home manufactures and steam shipping,

increasing the cost of navigating our steamers, and lessening thereby the

amount of our coal exports, increasing also the cost of our imports of raw
material and food supplies, and generally gradually taking fi'om us for

the benefit of other nations cur home and foreign trade.

The progress of this item of increased cost of our coal may be gradual

and comparatively imperceptible for fifty years, or thereabouts, owing to
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the continual development of the unopened portions of our coaltields and
the resources of good and thick seams still unworked in existing collieries,

but after fifty years or so this progress will be much more rapid.

It will now, therefore, be convenient to consider in what direction it

may be practicable to improve our existing appliances for working coal,

and otherwise reduce the cost of working deep and thin seams of coal in

the future.

This naturally divides itself into, first, the improvements which may
be achieved by the mechanical and mining engineer, and, secondly, what
changes in our charges for transit and other items of cost which come
more properly within the province of the Economist than the Engineer,

are possibly practicable.

Dealing hrst with the improvements which may be effected by the

mechanical and mining engineer, these may be divided into

—

(a) improve-

ments which may be effected equally applicable to existing collieries and
future coal mining

; (6) improvements which can be effected applicable

especially to the working of coal from great depths.

Under the head of (a) we have

—

1. Mechanical application of machinery for cutting thin seams' and
exceptionally hard thick seams.

2. Improvements which may be effected in underground haulage.

1. Coal-cutting Machinery.

Machines may be classed as below :

—

(rt) Heading machines.

(6) Machines adapted for working in headings or ' rooms.'

(c) Machines adapted for continuous ' longwall ' faces.

{d) Percussive drills mounted on wheels for use in headings, rooms, or
' longwall ' faces.

2. Improvements which may he effected in Underground Haulage.

This comprises primary and secondary haulage : primary comprising

the haulage between the bottom of the shaft and points upon the haulage

roads, within a varying but moderate distance from the working coal face,

and secondary haulage being the conveyance of the coal between these

points and the working face. The writer sets out the various systems of

haulage, and states the cost of primary haulage to be from 2c?. to 4fZ. per

ton per inile. Secondai-y haulage the writer suggests improvements in, and
states the present cost is from \s. '2d. to Is. %d. per ton per mile.

Improvements which may he effected, applicahle especially to Working
Coalfrom Great Depths.

Namely : — (1) Winding and Pumping
; (2) Ventilation; (3) Dealing

with high temperatures.

1. Winding and Pum,ping.

The mechanical difficulties arise chiefly in the design of winding
engines. Special winding plant and appliances associated therewith are

required for producing large outputs from an increased depth to com-
pensate for the heavy increase in capital outlay, and in loss of interest

due to the extra time required in establishing a deep winning.
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Of late years much progress has been made in new coal winnings, in

improvements in winding engines by compounding, balancing, and in some
cases condensing, and in the quality of the wire ropes ; and in the future

it is suggested that progress must be looked for in the application of

compound engines, working with a separate condenser, raising heavier

loads at a higher piston speed, but with somewhat smaller drums, with a

balance rope somewhat heavier than the winding rope, to assist in

starting the load from the bottom and arresting the load as it arrives

at the surface. The writer gives further details as to improvements

practicable.

Experience has shown that except under special circumstances, such

as the workings approaching the Millstone Grit or Mountain Limestone,

porous rocks underlying the Coal Measures, feeders of water in the Coal

Measures proper at great depths are rare, and pumping water, although

very expensive, will not materially operate in increasing the cost of deep

coal mining.

2. Ventilation.

So far as the obtaining of a sufficient quantity of air for ventilating

deep mines is concerned, no difficulty exists. The higher temperature,

provided the shafts and air roads in the mines are large enough, will rather

facilitate the supply of air. Improvement in useful effects in the exhaust

fans which are now nearly universally employed for ventilating deep

mines is practicable.

3. Increase of Temperature due to Depth.

This is a most serious obstacle to deep mining. It is well known that

thfe temperature of the stratification increases with depth at the rate of

about one degree Fahrenheit in every 60 feet, and adopting this ratio

we reach a temperature of 9P at 2,.500 feet, 99° at 3,000 feet, and
according to Professor Hull the temperature at a depth of 4,000 feet

will be 116°. And manifestly, inasmuch as in deep mining it will be

necessary to take precautions against explosions by damping the dust and
otherwise creating a certain amount of moisture in the atmosphere, which

further increases the high temperature difficulties, it is difficult to see how
coal, even at from 3,000 to 4,000 feet, can be worked without great

increase in the cost due to the reduced amount of work which can, at a

high temperature, be performed by manual labour.

Tt has been suggested that the difficulty may be overcome by artificially

cooling the air admitted to the mine, but the immense volume of air

necessary in a deep colliery, probably from 300,000 to 400,000 cubic feet

per minute, and the rapid rate at which after cooling, in passing along the

passages of the mine, the temperature increases, render any application

of the freezing process, as far as present appliances go, out of the question.

This process may, however, be practicable for cooling the smaller

currents of air required in very deep metalliferous mines.

It has, however, been observed that in longwall working, as compared
with pillar and stall working, the temperature of the air does not rise so

rapidly owing to the fact that the current in its progress through the mine
does not come into contact with so much of the strata, and in passing

tlirough long passages in a mine, the air has a tendency to cool the exposed

surface of the passages, and so reduce the heating effect of the sides of the
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passages, and the writer suggests that a very material and possibly suffi-

cient reduction of temperature may be looked for even to a depth of

4,000 feet, if the present practice in the best modern deep collieries is

adopted of not only working the coal ' longwall ' and upon the Midland
system of few passages near the face of working, but systematically

packing the spaces from which the coal has been excavated, thus reducing

the parts of the mine exposed to the currents of air to the lowest practi-

cable limit, namely the air passage and simple working faces ; and by
carrying the intake airways as direct as possible to the point of working,

and making the working face in as straight a line as practicable, it may be

possible to reduce the natural temperature of the stratification alongside

the air passages at from 3,000 to 4,000 feet in depth in this way by from
15° to 25° Fahr.

Even at this reduced temperature, which would mean over 90° at

4,000 feet in depth, labour cannot be applied without considerable difficulty
;

but it would be apparently possible at all events to work the best of the

seams at this depth at an increased cost.

Practically, in the absence of any mechanical process for artificially

cooling the air at the point where it is required to be used in the working
face, the alternative suggested may be effected if the air passages and
currents of air are made large enough, and the sides of the passages and
the gob or excavated spaces as far as practicable sealed up.

Before dealing with the second question, namely : What changes in

our charges for transit and other items of cost are possibly practicable ?

it may be of interest to review shortly the general progress of coal mining
in this and other countries at the present day.

Taking Great Britain to begin with, the cost of working coal has even

at the present time under existing conditions a tendency to increase.

This is chiefly due to the greater cost of labour and the extra charges for

rates and taxes. The first item is undoubtedly increasing, and this is not
altogether due to less work being performed by the workmen for a ^iven

wage, but partly to the cost of larger staffs and improved appliances to

meet the requirements of the various Coal Mines Regulation Acts ; and
whilst the precautions required by these Acts undoubtedly have added to

the expense of working, they have also resulted in the saving of life, and,

therefore, so far as this charge adds to the cost, it is an addition which
cannot be a subject of regret to the community. There has also latterly

been a gradual tendency to an increase in rates and taxes, which are now
a verj' serious impost on coal mining, and, unfortunately, in the mining
districts where the coal-owners are the largest ratepayers, they have little

or no control over the expenditure of the proceeds of local rates.

This item of rates and taxes is, in fact, growing \vithout check, and
unless something can be done to stop wasteful expenditure, it is likely to

be a most serious charge upon coal mining in this country.
Then again, a further addition to the cost is imminent by reason of the

Workmen's Compensation Act. And some increase is also caused by thin

seams now being worked in some of the smaller districts where the thick

seams have been exhausted.
Then also some deeper pits have been opened with perhaps a higher

average cost, due to depth ; in fact natural causes have begun to operate
to a small extent.

On the other hand, considerable economies have been achieved within
the last twenty-five years by using high pressure steam, a better class of
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boiler, economisers for using highly-heated water for boilers, increased

outputs from existing mines, reducing the cost of the staff and appliances,

improved methods of underground working, better realisation of the by-
products from the coke, improved ventilation and precautions for dust
laying, reducing the number and risks of explosions ; and in some districts,

such as South Wales, material reductions in railway carriage have as the
result of competition been achieved within that period.

So that to summarise the position of the cost of working, whilst con-

siderable economy has been achie^•ed in some directions, natural, physical

and other difficulties have increased the cost of working coal in Great
Britain.

So far, however, as the Western Hemisphere is concerned, similar

conditions will probably more or less apply to the German coalfield, and
elsewhere in Europe

—

i.e. the costs of production in these countries will

have a tendency also to increase slowly.

In the case of Germany, our main European competitor, the railway

and canal rates for minerals are, per ton per mile, the writer believes,

already much below the rates prevailing in this country, and therefore

there is not the margin for future reductions in these rates which ought to

exist in Great Britain, where the railways are not as yet the property of

the State. And in regard to our competition with European coalfields,

taking Germany as possessing probably the largest and most accessible

coalfield, the conditions of greater depths and higher costs will be likely to

either immediately follow or precede the operation of the same causes in

Great Britain ; but the competition we have to fear in the Western
Hemisphere is that of the United States of America.

There coalfields exist of enormous extent, twenty times the original

areas of our coalfields, and already the cost of producing coal in America
is below the cost of raising coal in Great Britain. The annual production

in the States is proceeding by leaps and bounds.
In 1883 it was 102,868,000 tons ; in 1890 it was 140,883,000 tons

;

and in 1896 it was 171,416,000 tons.

Mr. Courtney contends that lesser cost of production in America will

be permanently operative, and the difference in favour of that country is

likely to increase. Probably this is so, in some degree, but the immediate
cause of the difference in favour of the States as against Great Britain is

due chiefly, the writer suggests, to the enormous extent of the American
coalfields, making it practicable to work very large annual quantities from
those areas near the outcrop by free drainage levels, without pumping or

winding ; in fact the States as regards their facilities for raising coal

cheaply are much in the position Great Britain was fifty to sixty years

ago.

If the coal output of the United States continues to increase in the

present ratio, the time will arrive, no doubt, when shafts must be sunk to

considerable depths and pumping and winding resorted to, thereby
increasing the average cost, and bringing the natural conditions in that

country more in line with those which prevail in this country.

The enormous extent of outcrop coal in the American fields will,

however, enable that nation to maintain probably for many centuries a
comparatively low cost of working.

The States coalfields moreover, although generally distant from the
Atlantic seaboard, by reason of the cheaper capital cost of the American
railways and better application of the rolling stock for mineral traffic.
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such as wagons carrying a very much larger proportion of profit load to

deadweight and long leads, are able to convey coal at about one-quarter

of the cost per ton per mile which the best and most economically worked
of our English railways now charge to convey minerals in this country.

Fortunately for us the American coalfields are situate some distance from
the Atlantic seaboard. It is true that in regard to the item of dead-

weight our railways could also in this country considerably reduce their

costs by increasing the size of their mineral wagotis, but there exist again

other possibly more serious competitors even than America, which may
ultimately shut out the whole of the Eastern markets for manufactures

both from Europe and America—namely, China and Formosa. In China
enormous coalfields are believed to exist containing coals of the best

qualities, and only requiring capital development in railways and docks

and manufactures to enable it to become the greatest of our future com-
petitors, and to develop an extraordinary source of wealth. The extremely

low cost of labour alone will probably handicap the Western nations to an
extent which at present cannot be measured, and whether the period when
this competition will be seriously felt is distant, or imminent, the fact

itself of these coalfields existing in a country densely populated by a clever

and industrious race shoxild enforce the lesson to Great Britain of setting

her house in order. The argument may be even stronger as regards the

coalfields of Formosa,^ under Japanese rule, of which less is known, but
where probably coal will be found near the seaboards and in a parallel

position, as regards facilities for export, to our own coal deposits.

Summarising the position, some portion of the inci-eased future cost of

working our coalfields can and will be met by improved mechanical

appliances in winding, hauling, pumping, and in cutting thin seams, and
by mining skill in improved ventilation, lighting, checking the increase of

temperature due to depth, raising larger quantities from each shaft, and a
partial readjustment of the cost of labour and royalties.

The last named are already in process of being dealt with when the

conditions require it (see the Mining Royalty Commission Report of a few
years ago) ; but there will still remain a growing margin of increased cost

which cannot be dealt with either by the mechanical or mining engineer.

There remains the question, therefore. What can be done in other

directions to counteract the inevitable increase of cost in working ? The
writer suggested in 1891, and now repeats that proposal with even
greater force, the time available being lessened by seven years, that the

nation should take the necessary steps now when it is practicable to

acquire the reversion of railways and docks, to enable the cost of railway

carriage for minerals, goods, and passengers, and dock dues to be ultimately

reduced if required to the bare cost of working.
All capital invested in drainage, water, lighting, schools, parks, &c.,

ought to be also repaid within the next sixty or sixty-five years, to admit
of a permanent reduction in the incidence of rates and taxes.

Assume for the moment that this country were in the position of, say
the Continental States, in regard to the railways belonging to the State,

that all the capital expended upon railways, docks and harbours, water,

gas and electric lighting, and in all public improvements, &c. , belonging

' Mr. Waiington Smyth informs me that there are few, if any, convenient
harbours in Formosa, that on the eastern part of the island there exists a range of
high mountains, and on the western side the sea is very shallow for a great distance
from the coast.
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to public bodies had been repaid. If this were so the State could reduce
the cost of carrying minerals, goods, and passengers nearly 50 per cent.,

the rates and taxes would be lessened, and the cost of living greatly
reduced, lessening the cost of labour, and making this kingdom from its

temperate climate perhaps one of the pleasantest and most economical of

residential countries in the world.

The reductions in the rates of carriage of minerals and goods, and in

dock dues and terminal charges, and in rates and taxes, would with
mechanical and mining improvements probably so neutralise the gradual
increase of the cost of our coal as to enable our coalfields to maintain
their position as competitors with the Western Hemisphere for probably
another two and a half centuries. We should be able also to maintain
our Army and Navy, and the cheap living cost would facilitate the
gradual and successful introduction of industries requiring much labour,

and the nation would have that long period in which to complete the
repayment of the National Debt.

The paying oflF of the National Debt now in progress is undoubtedly
a commendable operation of itself, but if we are to suffer collapse com-
mercially in half a century, or thereabouts, if the whole debt were paid off

in the meantime the relief would only be temporary, but if on the other
hand a similar annual sum to that applied to the repayment of this debt,

or more, if required, were set apart for purchasing the reversion of the
railways, <kc., and providing legislative means of checking and raising of

capital for public purposes, except with stringent provisions for repayment,
then the nation would have ample opportunities left of paying off the
National Debt in the future, after these other and more imperative
economies have been provided for.

If we look for a moment at the reverse side of the picture, and assume
that the nation will do nothing to guard against the danger of commercial
collapse which will take place upon the exhaustion of our cheaply-worked
coal resources, we shall be in the position of being saddled with the large
amount of capital invested in railways, docks, and public works, amount-
ing, it is estimated at the present time, to approaching 1,500 millions of

money, with no opportunity of paying off this capital

The cost of our manufactures will rise, our foreign markets will in

consequence be curtailed, resulting in a large proportion of our population
being thrown out of employment, our income and means of supporting our
Army and Navy will rapidly decrease, and Great Britain must gradually
sink to the position of a secondary power.

Existing and immediately succeeding generations, therefore, cannot be
justified, under the circumstances of the enormous advantages they are
receiving, and will for half a century yet receive, from the working of the
most valuable portion of our coal resources, in neglecting to adopt some
well-considered and comprehensive scheme for dealing successfully with
the inevitable future difficulties indicated with the great object of extend-
ing the duration of the prosperity of this nation far into futurity.
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A Neiv Instrument for Drawing Envelopes, and its Application to the

Teeth of Wheels and for other Purposes. By Professor H. S.

Hele-Shaw, LL.B., MJnst.G.E.

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extenso.'l

The present paper is divided into two parts, the first dealing with a

description of the various forms of the new instrument, the second dealing

with the various examples of its use as a trammel for drawing curves, and

of its application for various purposes, such as the teeth of wheels, blowers,

and other revolving bodies where moi-e or less accurate contact is required,

necessitating the formation of an envelope to a curved outline previously

described.

A communication which may be regarded as supplementing the present

paper has been read in the Mathematical Department of Section A (see

p. 136), dealing with the applications of the instrument for the con-

struction of cycloids and involutes, and for the drawing of ellipses and

other curves.

Some time ago the author devised an arrangement for exhibiting to

his students the envelope of any plane figure revolving about a fixed axis

upon another revolving surface, the two rolling together upon a pair of

imaginary pitch circles. This arrangement merely consisted of two sheets

of papei' turning on drawing pins as centres, while a small wheel, with a

number of projecting needle points on its edge, simultaneously engaged

both sheets of paper, thereby compelling them to revolve together. This

wheel of course was really in contact with the two imaginary pitch circles.

It was then seen that it was not necessary to employ the actual pitch

circles, as auxiliary circles would serve the same purpose and would not

necessitate the paper or cardboard being actually punctured by the small

needle points. Moreover, the circles were formed separately on each sheet

so long as the respective wheels were connected by one axle, and narrow-

milled rollers could be used instead of the roller with needle points.

What was more important, the space left when parts of the surface cutting

the pitch circles, such, for instance, as the spaces in tooth gearing were

actually removed, did not prevent the continuous rotation of the two
sheets of paper. A pencil outline round the boundary thus left could be

drawn in a number of positions close to each other, thereby giving the

required envelojje for the corresponding teeth required to gear with those

originally formed.
Fig. 1 shows the instrument, which had two pairs of roller or disc

wheels (connected by one axle), one above and one below the moving
surfaces of the cardboard.

With this instrument very little slip took place, and it was found that

students could easily use it without having had any previous experience.

There are three ways in which a given curved outline of any form
working about a fixed centre could be obtained.

(1) By stencilling in the outline of the revolving sheet beneath.

(2) By photographs, when the two surfaces moved over one another

with a fairly rapid movement.
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(3) By placing the oi'iginal curve above the other in a series of con-

secutive positions, and in each position drawing round the outline with a

pencil or pen.

Fig. 1.

This latter method proved to be by far the most satisfactory, and
fig. 2 gives one or two examples of the mode in which the outline of the

required envelope is thus produced.

Via. 2.

Fig. 3 is a more compact form of the instrument, in which, in order to

obtain circles of different diameters, a sliding centre was used.

In these cases there is a certain amount of inconvenience from the
axle of the upper pair of edge runners, and although the frame was
inclined, yet the axle itself prevented the curve being conveniently drawn,
and the arrangement, shown in tigs. 4 and 5, indicate the method by
which the necessary driving shaft could be kept entirely beneath the sur-
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face of the paper, and by the use of an equal pair of spur wheels the upper

axle is done away with.
Fig. .s.

Fig. 4.

Fiu. .5.

In many cases much larger circles were required than could be
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obtained on any ordinary board, and fig. 6 shows a side view of one of a
pair of ratchet wheels which could be employed so as to do away with
entirely the necessity for even one continuous axle. The ratchet wheels
on either side are successively moved an equal distance by adjusting the
position of two stops, one of which is shown in figs. 4 and 5. Hence for

each successive position, the two pitch circles on the respective sheets of

cardboard travel an equal distance, just as if they were really rolling

upon each other.
^

Fig. 6.

Still even with this appliance circles are often required of incon-

venient size, while for drawing hypocycloidal and other curves the fixed

centre of one moving surface has its position above the moving portion of

the other.

An arrangement, shown in fig. 1, of sliding bars, had been adopted to

overcome this difficulty, but it was obvious that the use of actual centres

of rotation were often very inconvenient, since it limited the size of the

rolling pitch circles, and what is believed to be an entirely new method of

obtaining circles of any size was devised, which does not involve the use

of an actual centre at all. This method may be briefly described as the

ase of two pairs of edge runners, the intersection of the axis of each pair
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giving the virtual centre for the rotation of the paper. It is obvious that

a circle with any radius can be at once obtained by turning the direction

of the axis of one pair of wheels relatively to the other, for example,

when the axes are placed parallel to each other, an infinite radius is

obtained, that is, the curves drawn upon the paper is a straight line.

From this it will be seen that the range of the instrument is largely

extended, and that instead of using an instrument of a very large size,

together with trammels for setting out large wheel teeth, such teeth,

even for wheels of thirty or forty feet in diameter or of a rack, can be

obtained by using a small and compact instrument.

The principle of the action is explained by the diagram (fig. 7), in

which is shown the upper rollers A and B of each pair of rollers through

which the sheet of cardboard passes. The position of the pair of

rollers A is fixed, while the frames carrying the pair represented by B can

Fig. 7.

turn about a vertical axis. In the position shown in full lines, the centre
of rotation is the intersection of the axis of A and B at O, and the fixed

point P would therefore draw the arc M P N if the sheet of paper was
moved by combination with the two pairs of wheels at A and B. If, how-
ever, the pair of rollers B are turned into the position a, 6,, the centre of

rotation becomes Oi, and the pencil at P would describe the arc Nj P M,.
If, on the other hand, it were turned in the position of a.^ b^, the centre of
rotation would be O2, and the arc would now be N., P M.,. It will be
noted that the points Oj, O2 are outside the turning paper, and that there
is nothing to prevent these centres moving away to an infinite distance in
either direction by changing the position of the pair of rollers at B until
their axis of rotation is parallel to that of the pair A.

The accuracy with which the circles are drawn having been thoroughly
tested by constructing a simple trammel on this principle, the complete
instrument shown in figs. 8 and 9 was constructed. From fig. 9 it
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will be seen that a graduated circle (the divisiona on which were f(jund by
calculation) is used in order to set the auxiliary pair of rollers so as to
give any required radius. The corresponding upper pair of rollers is

afterwards turned into the required position, so that the axes of the upper
and lower rollers are parallel. In the figure they are shown turned back
upon a hinge in order to insert the cardboard, after which they are
turned down, and a weight placed upon a projecting pin so as to insure
the requisite friction when in action.

KXG. 8.

Kk; <J.

An examination of fig. 8 will show that not only can the auxiliary

pair of rollers be lifted up, but that the frame carrying the main rollers

can also be turned back about pivots which are shown at the end of the
frame. It may also be noted that the plane surface upon which the

cardboard moves can now be made of glass, since actual pivots for the

centres are no longer required. This enables the two moving pieces of

cardboard to slide easily, and is very much cleaner to use than a wooden
or metal surface. The main spindle under the glass plate through which
motion can be transmitted to both sheets of cardboard by turning the

milled heads at either end has upon it a pair of bevel wheels which gear
with a third bevel wheel carried upon a vertical axis. This arrangement
is for the purpose of drawing various forms of cycloidal curves for setting

out the teeth of wheels for which the two sheets of paper are required to
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revolve in opposite directions. The bevel wheels can be thrown in or out
of gear, to either enable this to be done or the main spindle to be coupled

up in one piece, so as to revolve in the ordinary manner.
It may also be pointed out that not only cycloidal but involute

and other classes of rolling curves may be drawn by means of this

instrument.

Examples of the simplest forms of applying this instrument are

shown in figs. 10, 11, and 12. The upper part of the figure shows an out-

line selected, and the lower part the result of tracing in a number of

consecutive positions the outline of the selected figure, the result being
an envelope representing the profile of the curve or ' gear ' which would
engage with it.

Fig. 10.

In fig. 10, in which the selected form is a radial square tooth of rect-

angular section, it is clear that a portion of the envelope required for

contact as the tooth is coming into gear is swept away or removed as the
selected profile is coming out of gear ; hence it would be impossible to find

an envelope corresponding with the selected form which would work
smoothly in practice, or avoid considerable 'back- lash.'

The next case chosen for the profile is that of the standard American
screw thread. In this case the resulting envelope gives a tooth which
would work quite smoothly, but the normal of the surface in contact
nearly always is in a direction which would result in considerable pres-
sure upon the bearings of the two shafts.

Fig. 12, in which an ordinary cycloidal tooth has been taken for the
profile, gives, as a result, another tooth of cycloidal form, and shows that
the mutual action would not only be perfectly smooth, and that there

1898. s s
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Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.
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would be no 'back-lash,' but that the angle of contact is such as to
enable the requisite force to be transmitted from one tooth to another
under entirely satisfactory conditions.

In figs. 10, 11, and 12 there are certain clearly marked pairs of curves,

which might respectively be called the curves of ' approach and recess

'

contact, and ' approach and recess clearance,' and it will be seen that the
two halves of each curve form a cusp. If these curves afterwards cross,

as in tig. 10, it may be said that the envelope will not work satisfactorily

with the profile, whereas if they do not cross, as in figs. 11 and 12, the
two forms will work smoothly together in contact.

By means of this instrument a large number of profile forms and
envelopes have been drawn for wheel and rack teeth of various forms,
also outlines for revolving pairs required to work in contact, such as

Root's blowers, rotary -engines, water-meters, &c. ; but the foregoing
examples are sufficient to illustrate the method.

The author would conclude by acknowledging the kind assistance of
his former student, Mr. E. Brown, B.Sc, Victoria University Scholar,

in working out the necessary details and preparing the drawings.

Screw Gauge.—Third Report of the Committee, consisting of Mr.
W. H. Preece (Chairman), Lord Kelvin, Sir F. T. Bramwell,
Sir H. Trueman Wood, Major-Gen. Webber, Col. Watkin, Messrs.

Conrad W. Cooke, R. E. Crompton, A. Stroh, A, Le Neve
Foster, C. T. Hewitt, G. K. B. Elphinstone, T. Buckney,
E. Bjgg, C. V. Boys, and W. A. Price (Secretary), appointed

to consider means by which Practical Effect can he given to the

Introduction of the Screw Gauge, iiroposed by the Association in

1884.

During the last year your Committee has been in continued communica-
tion with the Pratt and Whitney Company, Hartford, Connecticut, U.S.A.,

regarding the production of the gauges for the British Association screw

threads referred to in their last report. Several sets of gauges, of certain

numbers only, have been produced by the firm, who were not satisfied with
their exactness. They have recently informed your Committee that they
are taking up the matter again on new lines, and expect to produce the

gauges shortly of the required accuracy.

Your Committee have been in correspondence with Professor M. Thury,
of Geneva, in order to ascertain with what degree of accuracy the thread
used by Swiss watch and clock makers, and systematised by him, has been
produced.

An examination of a considerable number of screws supplied to

the Committee by Professor Thury shows that the Swiss thread is not
produced with greater accuracy than the British Association thread.

Mr. C. Vernon Boys, F.E..S., has been added te the Committee.
Your Committee asks to be reappointed, with a grant of 21. 18s. 10c?.,

in addition to the sum of 171. Is. 2c?., the balance of the last grant drawn
but unexpended.

s s2
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The North-Western Tribes of Canada.— Twelfth and Final Report of
the Committee, consisting of Professor E. B. Tylor (Chaii'man), Sir

CuTHBERT E. Peek (Secretary), Dr. G. M. Dawson, Mr. R. G.
Haliburton, Mr. David Boyle, and Hon. G. W. Ross, appointed

to investigate the Physical Cha/racters, Languages, and Industrial

and Social Conditions of the North-Western Tribes of the Dominion

of Canada.
PAGE

I. Physical Clw/ractoristics of the Tribes of British Colnmbia, hy Feanz Boas
and Livingston Faekand 628

II. TJie Chilcotin, by Livingston Fakeand 645
III. The Social Organisation of the Haida, by Feanz Boas .... 648
IV. Linguistics, by Feanz Boas 654
V. Summwry of the Work of the Committee in British Colnmbia, by Feanz Boas 667

Appendix.—Zw^^cr to Reports, IV.-XII 684

The following Report contains the results of field-work undertaken under
the auspices of the Committee during the summer of 1897. The work was
carried out by Messrs. Franz Boas and Livingston Farrand. A brief

summary of the results of the work of the Committee has been drawn up
by Dr. Boas, and forms part of this Report.

While the work of the Committee has materially advanced our know-
ledge of the tribes of British Columbia, the field of investigation is by no
means exhausted. The languages are known only in outline. More
detailed information on the physical types may clear up several points
that have remained obscure, and a more detailed knowledge of the
ethnology of the northern tribes seems desirable. Ethnological evidence
has been collected bearing upon the history of development of the
culture-area under consideration ; but no archfeological investigations
have been carried on which would help materially in solving these
problems.

For these reasons it is a matter of congratulation to know that the
ethnological investigation in British Columbia will not cease with the
operations inaugurated by the Committee. Ethnological and archaeo-

logical work in the Province, in the adjoining States and Territories of the
United States, and on the coast of Siberia is being carried on by expedi-
tions the expense of which is borne by Mr. Morris K. Jesup, President
of the American Museum of Natural History. It is hoped that these
investigations may carry the work initiated by this Committee a step
farther.

I. Physical Characteristics of the Tribes of British Columbia.
By Franz Boas and Livingston Farrand.

The anthropometric measurements made during the season of 1 897 were
carried out by both of us according to the system applied in the previous

Reports of the Committee. Before entering into a discussion of the results,

it is necessary to show that the measurements of the two observers are

comparable. We have carried out this comparison for the head measure-
ments in which the personal equation is liable to attain considerable value.
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We give here the averages of the various measurements taken on I., StlEmqo'-
lEqumQ men ; II., StlEmqo'lEqumQ women ; III., Chilcotin men. When
"we call A the averages and E the mean errors, we find :

—

—
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A short analysis of the material contained in the preceding

tables and in previous Reports of the Committee allows us to dis-

tinguish with certainty three distinct types of man among the natives of

British Columbia. These are the northern type, embracing the Haida,

Nass River Indians, and Tsimshian ; the Kwakiutl type, embracing the

Bilqula, He'iltsuk", Awl'ky'enoq, and the tribes of the Kwakiutl ; and
the Thompson River type, embracing tlie Lillooet and Thompson River

Indians. These types may be characterised by the following measure-

ments :

—
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of a few individuals ; short point of the nose, slight elevation of

nose, long upper lip, and rather thick mouth. The Kwakiutl type
shows a flat forehead, which is largely due to artificial deformation ; a
decidedly convex nose with short point, highly elevated over the face, and a
less protruding mouth. It is very remarkable that the characteristic

features of this type are so strongly marked in the female that the

diflerences between the northern type and this type are more strongly

noticed in women than in men. The Thompson River type has a very
prominent, convex nose, with long point. The nose has a great elevation

over the face.

We give the cross-sections of the face, laid through the tragus and
lower rim of orbits for the various types. In order to make the

differences clearer we have drawn a middle or composite outline for each
type, which show clearly the considerable breadth of face prevailing on
the coast and the flatness of the nose of the northern type.

Cross-sections of Face laid through the Tragus and the Lower Kim of the Orbit.
. Average cross-section of the Kwakiutl, Haida, and Tsimshian.
Average cross-section of the NtlakyapamuQ and Kamloops.

The following table contains a number of repeated measurements, the
first measurement having been taken in September 1894, the second in
June 1897, the interval being two years and nine months. It will be
seen that on the whole the measurements show a close agreement ; but it

appears that the error of observation for the measurements of the body,
except for stature and finger-reach, is very considerable. The nasal index
is also very unsatisfactory on account of the smallness of the measure-
ments that are contained in it :

—

T T 2
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II. The Chilcotin. By Livingston Farrand.

The Chilcotin tribe occupies a territory lying chiefly in the valley of

the Chilcotin lliver. They are somewhat isolated in situation, though on
the east they are only separated from the Shuswap by the Fraser Rivei-.

Between these two tribes, howevei', there is little intercourse. Toward
the north their nearest neighbours are the related Tinneh tribe of Carriers

or Porteurs ; and while distance prevents frequent communication,

they regard each other as more or less akin, and the relations are cordial

On the west a pass leads over the coast range to Bella Coola ; and, as

many Chilcotin make annual expeditions to the coast, they are fairly

familiar with the people of tliat region. Toward the south the only tribe

at present with whom they come in contact is the Lillooet, and with them
but seldom.

Intercourse with the coast Indians, and particularly with the Bella

Coula, was formerly much more frequent than now, for the reason that the

early seat of the Chilcotin was considerably farther west than at present,

while the Bella Coola extended higher up the river of that name into the

interior. The results of this early intercourse is seen very clearly in

certain of their customs, and particularly in details of their traditions. In
former times and down to within about thirty years the centre of territory

and population of the Chilcotin was Anahem Lake, and from here they

co\ ered a considerable extent of country, the principal points of gathering

beside the one mentioned Ijcing Tatlah, Puntze, and Chizaikut Lakes.

They extended as far south as Chilco Lake, and at the time of the salmon

fishing were accustomed to move in large numbers down to the Chilcotin

Itiver to a point near the present Anahem Reservation, always i-eturning

to their liomes as soon as the fishing was over. More recently they have
been brought to the eastward, and to-day the chief centres of the tribe

are four reservations—-Anahem, Stone, Risky Creek, and Alexandria

—

the first three in the valley of the Chilcotin, and the last named, consisting

of but a few families, somewhat removed from the others, on the Fraser.

Besides these there are a considei-able number of families leading a semi-

nomadic life on the old tribal territory in the woods and mountains to the

westward. These latter, considerably less influenced by civilisation than
their reservation relatives, are known by the whites as Stone Chilcotin or

Stonies.

Although subjected to more or less intimate intercourse with the

whites for a comparatively short period, the Chilcotin have assimilated

the customs and ideas of their civilised neighbours so completely that their

own have largely disappeared except possibly among the families still

living ill the mountains, whom it was not practicable to reach.

The following notes were obtained ^vith considerable difficulty, but the

information was for the most part confirmed by the independent testimony
of difierent individuals.

As regards the social organisation, persistent inquiry failed to disclose

any traces of a clan system. The family unit w^as the family in the con-

tracted sense, viz., the parents and unmarried children. Marriage was
ordinarily monogamous, but many men had tw^o wives. Recognised blood
relationship was and is always an aljsolute bar to marriage, and at present

this recognition seems to extend no further than first cousins. There
seem to have been no local preferences in contracting marriages. MaiTiage
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with an individual of the same vilhige was not regarded as more desirable
than one with a person from another locality, nor vice versd.

Of laws of inheritance information is rather doubtful. It was stated
that in former times upon the death of a man the widow received nothing,
while his relatives as far as cousins divided the estate equally. It did not
descend to the children alone. To-day if a man dies the widow inherits

all, apparently in trust for the childrenj the sons, if there be such,
managing the property. No information was obtained as to the pro-
cedure in case the widow remarries. The above change of custom, if

true, strongly suggests missionary influence. If an unmarried man dies

leaving property it is said that his relatives as far as cousins divide the
estate. A man never married his brother's widow—she was still regarded
as his own sister.

Social ranks are not apparent at present, but there were formerly
nobility, common people, and slaves, corresponding to a great extent to

the system of the coast tribes. Wealth and the giving of feasts were the
means of obtaining higher rank, and this seems to have been open to the
lower class provided they had the means. Slaves were captives. From
time immemorial, before the splitting up and settling upon the reserva-

tions, there seems to have been a head chief known as A'nahem, whose
seat was at Anahem Lake, and whose influence extended over the whole
tribe. The last great chief of that name died a few years ago, and his

son is now the so-called chief of the Anahem Reservation.
Shamans, or medicine-men, are known by the term ' dl'yi'n,' which

denotes any person of extraordinary powei's who is supposed to have extra-

human aid, and he becomes such by reason of some remarkable dream or

experience. The deliberate candidate for such honours was accustomed
to go away alone to the top of some mountain or other desolate place and
there fast for several days, during which time the favourable dream might
or might not come to him. The favourable dream was usually a vivid one
of some animal or bird, and this became his protector and helper ever
afterward. The di'yi'n would then always wear some distinctive mark of

his protector, such as teeth, claws, wings, feathers, etc. Aside from success
in hunting and war, special powers were obtained in the cure of disease.

The method of treatment was first the singing of the particular song of

the dl'yi'n, which was his own property and used by no one else. The
song was usually accompanied by dancing, but not always. Then followed
the application of the hands to the Ijody of the patient, and usually suck-
ing through the hands placed over the diseased spot, thus draAving out the
sickness. The hands wei-e then held up in front of and above the face,

and, being suddenly opened, the sickness would be sharply blown out into

the air, and so expelled. Occasionally, after sucking the dl'yi'n would open
his hands and show a grasshopper or other object, which he exhibited as the
cause of the illness, and which had been thus removed. During such
treatment the dl'yi'n usually carried a pouch containing certain charms,
and, while wearing certain insignia as above stated, he did not dress in

any particular robe as far as could be learned. Anyone might become
dl'yi'n, even young boys and girls.

In former times tlie winter houses of the Chilcotin were the ordinary
circular subterranean lodges, the excavation being about four feet in depth.
There are none of these in existence to-day. The summer lodges were
rectangular in shape, made of bark stretched over poles, and with only the
voof and back covered, the front and two sides being thus left open. They
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were ordinarily built in pairs facing each other and with a common fire

between. At the present time the winter houses are of logs, often very

well built, and in summer tents are iised, canvas for the purpose being

obtained from the whites.

It was said that formerly the canoes of this tribe were made of bark

stretched over wooden ribs. Both bow and stern were sharp, and were

not raised above the level of the rest of the canoe. The largest of these

canoes would carry about ten men. Later and at the present time the

canoes are dug-outs from single logs.

Cooking was done by roasting or boiling, the latter by means of hot

stones in water tight baskets of bark or woven fibre. The hot stones

were manipulated by tongs of wood.

The weapons used in war were bows and arrows and war clubs, the

latter made of a stout stick about the length of the arm with a stone head

fastened by leather thongs. None of these weapons are now in existence

apparently. Spears with points made of the horn of the mountain sheep

were used in hunting, but not in war. The arrow points were of stone.

Fishing spears with detachable heads of bone were formerly very common,

but are now rai-ely seen, and a large bone hook fastened to a rod like a

gaff was also sometimes used.

In war a sort of wooden armour was worn over the chest and back as

far down as the waist. This protection, in shape like a sleeveless shirt,

was made of tough sticks about an inch in diameter, fastened together

with leather thongs, and was sufficient to turn arrows. The head was

also protected by a thick leather cap covering the entire head except the

face. According to the only obtainable account of war decorations, the

upper part of the face was painted black and the lower part red. Besides

the leather helmet, war head-dresses were worn of the skins of birds and

of the heads of animals, so arranged that the beak or mouth came forward

over the forehead. The most popular skin for such head-dresses was said

to have been that of the raven. Any man who was a di yi'n would wear
the skin of his own protecting bird or animal.

Ear ornaments were formerly quite universally worn by both sexes,

and usually in the form of small buttons of various matei'ials attached to

short strings and suspended from the lobes of the ears, which were pierced

for the purpose. Older people are still found with pierced ears, but the

pendants are seldom seen. Rings v/ere also worn in the ears, but the

Chilcotin say that this was a coast custom which they adopted, and was
not so common as the other.

Nose ornaments of rings and straight bars inserted through the septum
were also worn. One old man further described a lip ornament as a small

straight bar piercing the upper lip, but this was not confirmed, and no
description of labrets was obtained.

Tattooing appears to have been pretty universal, the face, chest, arms,

smd legs being the parts most favoured. Little information as to designs

could be obtained, but it was asserted that there was no difference in the

designs used by the two sexes. This is of course doubtful. The materials

used in the tattooing process were bone needles and charcoal.

In general the decorative art of the Chilcotin was very slightly

developed. They did not carve their weapons or utensils, and the

basketry designs were and are of the simplest character.

It was said that in the old days cremation was used in the disposal of

the dead, the ashes being afterwards buried. Since the arrival of the
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missionaries ordinary burial has been practised, the graves being protected

by a low fence of logs.

The traditions of the Chilcotin are particularly interesting as showing
the influence of their coast and inland neighbours, details of foreign origin

being clearly traceable. Their chief tradition is of Lendix'tcux, a being
half man and half dog, who came to the Chilcotin country from the

north-west, and is their culture-hero. The story recites the adventures
of Lendix'tcux and his three sons on their journey through the land.

These adventures are chiefly with animals who before that time had been
dangerous to man, but who were now overcome and made harmless.

Methods of hunting and various arts were then taught to the people who
previously had been wretched and ignorant. The widespread conception

of the culture-hero as a trickster is especially well exemplified in this tale.

In the other traditions obtained, none of which are as full nor as

important as the Lendix'tcux myth, but which cover a wide range of

subjects, the raven is possibly the chief character, some of the stories in

which he figures being identical with the raven tales of the coast, while

others are apparently independent in origin. Few myths regarding

natural phenomena were heard, and those which were told are of doubtful

origin. The general impression was made of a not very rich independent
mythology, but of surprising receptivity to foreign influences.

III. The Social Organisation of the Haida. By Franz Boas.

In the Fifth Heport of the Committee I briefly described the social

organisation of the Haida according to information obtained from a few
Indians from Skidegate. I pointed out (p. 823) that the tribe is divided

into two phratries, each of which consists of a number of clans the

members of which are connected by ties of consanguinity, not by an
imaginary relationship through the totem. I also pointed out that the

clans sometimes bear the names of the places at which their houses

stand. Since this statement was made I have had opportunity to in-

vestigate the social organisation of the Tsimshian and of the Kwakiutl
in greater detail. The result of these inquiries on the Tsimshians was
published in the Tenth Report of the Committee, and of those on the

Kwakiutl in the Report of the United States National Museum for 1895

(pp. 311-738). These investigations proved that among the southern
tribes of the Pacific coast the village commuiaity was the primitive unit,

and that clans originated through the coalition of village communities.
During the past summer I had an opportunity of investigating the

social organisation of the Haida in somewhat greater detail, although not

as thoroughly as might be desired. The information thus obtained cor-

roborates Wie views expressed in the Fifth Report of the Committee, and
emphasises the fact that the village community is the constituent element
of the phratry.

In oi'der to make this clear I will first of all eive a list of the Haida
families. The two Haida phratries are called Gyit'ina' and K-'oa'la, and
every family belongs either to the one or to the other group. Each
family has a number of emblems which are commemorative of certain

events in the earliest history of the family. The name of the chief of

each family is hereditary. For purposes of comparison I give the list of

villages recorded by Dr. G. M. Dawson in his Report on Queen Charlotte

Islands (Report of Progress, Geological Survey of Canada, 1878-70,

Montreal, 1880).
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K.vK-oii (Dawson, I.e., p. 162 B).

Not in my list
;
perhaps identical with la'k'o ? (see below).

Ky'iu'st'a (Dawson : Kioo-sta, p. 162 B).

Gyit'ina' : Sta'stas or Safigatl la'nas. Chief : E'dEnsa (=glacier).

Crests : Frog, beaver, raven, eagle. Chief's grave : Frog.

An ancestor of the Sta'stas family met a giant frog in

Tsiqoa'gEts. Girls when reaching maturity wear a hat

that is painted green (tlt'E'ndadjang), the paint being-

obtained in the river Naeds'n. Houses : 1, K''egEngK

nas. 2, K-oe'kyitsgyit. 3, Kun nas. 4, Nakhoda'das.

5, Skyil nas. Skyil is the mistress of copper who endows
with wealth those who meet her. 6, Skolhaha'yut.

7, Naxa'was.
K'a'was. Chief : Ktltene'. Crests : Beaver, sg-a'ngo, eagle.

The sara'nsd is a man who was transformed into a monster

because he was living on raw hsh and birds. He lives

in a cave. He has long ears and wears a high hat. He
carves birds as though they were large game and carries

the parts home separately. When he throws them down
it gives a loud noise. House : G'otnas.

K-a'nguatl la'nai. Chief : Tagyia'. Crests : Frog, eagle,

beaver.

Togyit'inai'. Chief : Kuns. Crest : Eagle.

K-'ofi'la : TostlEngilnagai'. Chief: GwaisganEngk-'aiwa's. Crests;

Ts'ilia'las (killer whale with raven wings), killer whale,

bear, thunder-bird.

(The two last named belong to the village Too of Dawson, p. 170 B.)

I.v'k'u and D.I'dexs (Dawson: Tartance, p. 162 B).

K-'oa'la : Yak' la'nas. Chief : GEsawa'k. Crests : Bear, moon, dog-

fish, killer whale, wolf, devilfish.

Iv'aoke'owai. Chief: G'atsO'En. Crests: Killer whale, owl,

bear, woodpecker.
K-'oe'tas. Chief : HotsElE'ng. Crests : Bear, killer whale,

moon.
Gyit'ina': Ts'atl la'nas. Chief: Gyit'iag'oda' and Kunkoya'n. Crests:

Halibut, eagle, beaver, land otter (the last said to have

been adopted recently).

S'alEndas. Chief: Ildzaunak-a'tle. Crests: Frog, beaver,

starfish, evening sky.

]S?EAR Da'dens.

K-'oala: Tas la'nas. Chief: Sk-ana'l. Crests: Land otter, killer

whale, woodpecker, cirrus.

K-axg (Dawson : Kung, p. 163 B).

Gyit'ina': Sak'Ja'nas, Chief : Gula'c. Crests: Eagle, sculpin, beaver.

K'ofi'la: Kya'nusla. Chief: Ha'nsgyinai. Crest: Killer whale.
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Wi'ts'a.

Gyit'ina' : Wi'ts'a gyit'inai'. Chief : Etlgyiga. ') Crests : Eagle, hum-
Totlgya gyit'inai'. Chief : Stetlta. I ming-bird, beaver,

Tsets gyit'inai'. Chief: Nasga'tl.
f

sculpin, skate
DzOs haedrai'. Chief : Gunia'. J (ts'etg-a).

These families have the same crests. They live short distances apart.

Ia'an (near Wi'ts'a. Dawson : Yan, p. 163 B).

K"'oa'la : Stl'EugE la'nas. Chief : NEna'k-'enas. Crests : Killer

whale, hawk, bear.

Gyit'ina' : (Tsets gyit'inai', moved to Ia'an from Wi'ts'a a few years

ago).

G'At'aiwa's (Dawson: Ut-te-was, p. 163 B).

K-'oa'la : Skyit'au'k-o. Chief : Cigai'. Crests : Killer whale, grizzly

bear, black bear.

Gyit'ina': Gyit'i ns. Chief: Sk'a-ina'. Crests: Eagle, beaver,

sculpin.

Sg-adz.e'guatl la'nas. Chief : Skyiltk-'atso. Ci-ests : Eagle,

beavei', sculpin.

K-'oa'la : Sg-aga'ngsilai. Crests : Killer whale, bear.

Hai'ts'au.

K''oa'la : G'anyakofnagai. Chief: Kyilstlak'. Crests: Killer whale,

bear.

K'aya'ng (Dawson : Ka-yung, p. 163 B).

K*'oa'la : Yagun kunilnagai'. Chief : Skyilk'ie's. Crests : Bear,

ts'Em'a's, killer whale.

Gyit'ina' : Saqgui' gyit'inai'. Chief : Naok'adzo't. "1 Crests : Eagle,

Ky'ia'ltkoangas. Chief: K'odai'. j beaver, sculpin.

These two groups are considered branches of one family.

K-'oa'la : T'es kunilnagai'. Chief : Yatl'ink'. f ^ '^g>^^f^4
"^kiUer

Dl'ia'lEn kunilnagai'. Chief : Sena't. ) ^
i i^

'°
[^

whale.

The three groups Kunilnagai' in K-'aya'ng are branches of one family.

Ia'gen (about three miles north-east of Masset).

Gyit'ina' : Dl'ia'lEn k-eowai'. Chief : Ha'yas. Crests : Eagle, raven,
sculpin, frog. Said to be related to the Sta'stas.

K-'oa'la : Kun la'nas. Chief : K-ogi's. Crests : Bear, ts'Em'a's, killer

whale.

Naeku'n (Dawson : Nai-koon, p. 165 B).

Gyit'ina' : Naeku'n stastaai'. Chief : Ts'on. Crests the same as

those of the Sta'stas, of whom they are the branch from
Naeku'n.

TsiQua'gis stastaai'. Chief : Skyila'o. Crests the same as

those of the Sta'stas, of whom they are the branch from
the river TsiQua'gis.
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K''oa'l;i : Qua'dos. Chief: tleii'ls. Crests: Bear, killer whale, hawk,
I'ainbow, stratus. The Sd'EugE la'nas are considered a

branch of the Qua'dos, who are at present in Asegoa'n,

Alaska. It is said that the Qua'dos were in the habit of

catching eagles in snares. One day a man caught a hawk
in his snare. Another one stole it, leaving, however,

one of the hawk's talons. This led to a quarrel, and a

fight ensued , during which the family divided. Those who
emigrated became the Stl'EngE la'nas. For this reason

both use the hawk and also the same personal names.

(Dawson : A-se-guang, p. 165 B.)

K"'oa'la : I was told that there was a branch of the Qua'dos at the

place who moved to Skidegate.

Tlk'agIlt (Skidegate).

Gyit'ina' : Gyit'i'ns. Na yu'ans qa'edra ; Na s'a'gas qa'edra. Chief :

Sg'edEgi'ts. Crests : Raven, wasq, dogfish, eagle, sculpin.

Gyit'ingyits'ats. Chief : Sg*a'nigyik-e'do. Crests : Sculpin,

eagle, wa'ts'at (a fabulous personage.)

Tsaagwi' gyit'inai'. Chief : Wiua'ts. Crests : Sculpin,

eagle.

K*'oa'la : Tsaagwlsguatl'adegai'. Chief : Log'o't. Crests : Killer

whale, gyitg-a'lya (a fabulous being), ts'Em'a's.

Tlg-aio la'nas. Chief : Do'ana'. Crests the same as the
preceding family.

Tai'otl la'nas. Chief : K'aaga'o. Crests : Black bear,

killer whale.

K-og-a'ngas. Chief : K'oe'sgutnEng'E'ndals. Crests :

Killer whale, ts'Em'cl's.

TlgM'it (Gold Harbor ; Dawson : Skai-to, p. 168 B).

K-'oa'la : Tlg-a'itgu la'nas. Chief : NEnkyilstla's. Crests : Moon,
killer whale.

Gyltina' : Tlg-ait gyit'inai'. Chief : Gana'i. Crests : Raven, eagle,

sculpin.

K-'oa'la : Stasausk-e'owai : Chief : Sg'anayil'En. Crest : Ts'ilia'las

(killer whale with raven wings).

Skoa'tl'adas. Chief : G-olEntkyinga'ns. Crests : Sea-lion,

killer whale, ts'EM'a's, thunder.

K-Ai's'un (Dawson : Kai-shun, p. 168 B).

Gyit'ina': K-ai'atl la'nas. Chief : Nana' riskyilQo'es. Crests : Beaver,
frog, eagle.

(Dawson : Cha-atl, p. 168 B.)

K-'oa'la : tlg-a'itgu la'nas. (Same as above, under Tlg-a'it.)

K-'u'na (Skidans, Dawson : Koona, p. 169 B).

K-'oa'la : Tlk-inotl la'nas or K-agyalsk-e'owai. Chief : Gudek-a inga'o.
Crests : Bear, moon, mountain goat, killer whale, storm
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cloud, cirrus, rock slide. Part of this family is called Kyils
qa'edrai. (Dawson : Tlkinool, p. 168 B.)

Gyit'ina' : K-'unak-e'cwai. Chief : Gyitk-o'n. Crests : Dogfish, eagle,

frog, monster frog, beaver.

T'ano' (Tlu, Dawson : Tanoo, p. 169 B).

Gyit'ina' : K"'unak*e'owai (same as in K-'u'na).

Tsegoatl la'nas or Laqskl'yek.

K"'oa'la : K"'adas k'e'owai. Chief : Gyaqkutsa'n. Crests : Killer

whale, wolf, ts'Em'a's.

Sg-a'nguai (NEnsti'ns, Dawson : Ninstance, p. 169 B).

Gyit'ina' : Gyit'i'ns. Chief : NEDsti'ns. Crests : Beaver, eagle.

K-'oa'la : Qalda'ngasal. Chief : Ts'iiii'. Crests : Bear, killer whale,
ts'Em'a's.

The villages on Hippah Island are not contained in my list.

A comparison of the list of families given here with that of the
Skidegate families published in the Fifth Report of the Committee, p. S22,
shows that the lists are fairly reliable. I give liere both lists for purposes
of comparison :

—

Skidegate.

(Fifth Eeport. Informant Informant : E'densa of

Jolinny Swan) Masset
Gyit'ina : Nayu'ans qa'etqa. p . ,., f Na yu'ans qa'edra

Na'sa'yas qa'etqa. •'

( Na s'a'gas qa'edra.

Djaaquigi't'enai'. Tsaagwi' gyit'inai'.

Gyitingits'ats. Gyit'ingyits'ats.

K''o'a'Ia : Naekun k'eraua'i. —
Djaaqui'sk'uatl'adaga'i. Tsaagwisguatl'adegai'.

Tlqaiu la'nas. Tlg-aio la'nas.

K'astak'eraua'i. —
— Taiotl la'nas.

— K'og'a'ngas.

It will be noticed that the (gyit'ina' families agree in both lists, while
the K''oa'la show certain discrepancies. It may be that the Naekun-
k-erauai' are the family from AseguA'n referred to above as removed to
Skidegate.

It will be noticed that a great many family names are town names.
Such names are Sangatl la'nas, K-a'nguatl la'nas, Yak' la'nas, Tlg-aio

la'nas, &c. Others signify ' the gyit'ina' of a certain place ' ; for instance :

To gyit'inai', Wits'a gyit'inai', Tsaagwi gyit'inai'. Still others seem to
signify ' the k"'oa'la of a cei'tain place,' for instance : To stlEngilnagai',

Ya'gun kunilnagai, Dl'ia'lsn kunilnagai. Another series of names signify

'the people of a certain place,' or 'those born at a certain place,' such as

Dl'iil'lEn k-eowai', K"'una k-eowai', and Dzos haedrai'.

These facts indicate that each family formed originally a local unit, so

that each village would seem to have been inhabited by one family only.

The present more complex village communities originated through the
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coalition of several families in one village, each retaining its own name
iind organisation. On the other hand, families divided, and are for this

reason present in different villages. This is the case with the Sta'stas,

whom we find under the name of Sta'stas at Ky'iii'st'a, as Naekun stastaai'

in Naeku'n, and as TsiQuagis stastaai' in the same village. The Yak' la'nas

are partly in their old village Da'dEns, pai-tly in Tlsuk-oa'n (Klinquan,
Alaska); the Ts'atl la'nas are partly in Da'dEns, partly in G"augya'n
(How-aguan, Alaska). Part of the Stastas have even drifted to the
Stiklnk-oan of the Tlingit. The Yak' la'nas have a branch among the
same tribe, where they have amalgamated with the Nanaa'ri family
(Haida : Nan'a'ngi). A number of families left Queen Charlotte Islands
in consequence of a quarrel, and form now the Kaigani. According to
Dr. Dawson the event took place about 170 years ago (about 1730). The
following families are said to have emigrated entirely : The S'alE'ndas to
Sakoa'n (Shakan) ; the K"'oe'tas to the same place ; the K"aok-e'owai to
G -augya'n (How-aguan) ; and the Tas la'nas to Kasaa'n.

It is clear, therefore, that the present arrangement of families is the
result of a long historical development, and that in the orginal organisation
of the tribe the village community was a much more important element
than it is at present.

It is also instructive to investigate the distribution of totems among
these families.

Eagle
Beaver
Sculpin

Frog
Raven
Dogfish

Halibut
Land-otter

I. Gyit'ina' (18 distinctfamilies).

. 17 families Starfish .

Humming-bird
Skate (?)

.

Monster-frog
Wa'ts'at .

Wasq

13

9

5

3
o

1 family

1 „

Sga ngo
Evening sky
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Kwakiutl. Since the characteristic features of the traditions explaining

the acquisition of these crests are also the same among the Tlingit, Haida,

Tsimshian, and Kwakiutl, it is likely that they may have had the same

orlc'in. I have tried to show at another place (' Report United States

National Museum for 1895/ p. 336) that among the Kwakiutl the crest is

the hereditary manitou, and I am inclined to consider the isolated totems

of the Haida and of the other northern tribes of similar origin. It is

very doubtful if this theory holds good for the more frequent totems

which evidently form the bond between the members of each group. It

seems more likely that they represent the oldest totemic organisation of

the tribe which may have antedated their settlement in their present

locations. It is, however, worth remarking that one of the totems of

secondary frequency, the ts'Em a's, is evidently of Tsimshian origin. The

name is clearly a corrupted form of ts'Em'a'ks=in the water, a fabulous

monster, probably the personified snag. The four primary totems, eagle

and beaver, and killer whale and bear, certainly represent the two oldest

divisions of the tribe which split up in village communities that later on

combined again in more complex groups.

IV. Linguistics. By Franz Boas.

The Ntlaliya'pamuQ.

The material for the following sketch was obtained in part directly from Mr.

James Teit, in part from Indians whose statements were interpreted by Mr. Teit.

The writer is, however, alone responsible for the systematic presentation of the

material.

Grammatical Notes.

THE ARTICLE.

The Ntlakya'pamuQ has an article which is similar in character to the one found

in the dialects of the Coast Salish. In the Sixth Report of the Committee I briefly

described the use of this article in the Bella Coola (p. 128). Its forms in other

coast dialects are given in the following list

:

Bilqula.
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atla'kos (1) ha (2) ko'kpi (3) akswa'watcip (4), n-Jie?i (1) the (2) cMef(S) comes (1),
call me (4).

a(l) sk-'a'um(2) pu'ists (3) ha (4) ntltcask-a'qa (5), the (1) wolf (2) killed Ci)
the (4) horse (5).

ha(l) ntltcaska'qa(2) pu'ists (3) a(4) ska'um(5), the {I) horse (2) Jailed (^B)

the (i) 7vol/ (5).

a John pu'ists a Sam, John strxccli Sam.

tilt seems to be more definite than ha, but the distinction between the two forms is

by no means quite clear

:

pui'zEna(l) ha (2) ko'kpi (3), I lulled (1) the (2) chief (B).

pui'zEna (1) aqa'tik (2) ko'kpi (3), I killed (1) this (2) chief (Z).

wa'zQEna(l) tik (2) stsuk- (3), I showed h!m(l) the(2) 2>icti!re (3).

na'qEna (1) tik (2) stsuk- (3), I gave him(l) the (2) letter (3).

ta'we(l) aqa'tik (2; ko'kpi (3) tik (4) tlo'sk-a'yuq (5) ! what a (^l, 2) chief Q^)
this (4) man (5) [v's] !

THE DISTRIBUTIVE.

The distributive form of the noun is formed by amplification of the stem, most
frequently by reduplication. Irregular distributives of nouns are rare. Plurals of
verbs are formed in the same way, but the verbal plural is frequently derived from
a separate stem. The verbal plural seems to have had a distributive meaning
originally, but in the intransitive verb particularly the distinction between distribu-

tive and plural is easily lost.

1. Distributives and verbal plurals formed by reduplication

:

house, tcitQ

tree, cira'p

picture, stsuk"

stone, ca'EnQ
mo^intain, sk'um
ground, tEmu'Q
dog, sk'a'k-qa

cattle, stEmd'lt

calf, stEmdltiteit

camp fire, spam
coyote, snikia'p

animal, spBzO'

bird, spEzu'zO

friend, snu'koa
m-ushrrat, skikEla'Qoa
man, sk'ai'yuq

male of animal, sk'a'kayuq
sick, kEnu'Q
cr-umpled, sko'um
to walk, sQuasl't

distributive, tcitci'tQ.

plural

cipcira'p

stsutsu'k

,

CEnca'EnQ.
sk-umk-u'm.
tEratEmu'Q.
sk-aka'k-qa.

stEmtEma'lt.
stEmtEmalti'teit.

spEmpa'm.
sniknikia'p.

spEzpEzo'.

spEpEzu'zo.
snukEnu'koa.
skikikEla'Qoa.

sk-ai'k-euq.

sk-ak-a'k'ayuq.

kEnkEnu'Q.
skoumko'um.
sQusQuasi't.

These examples show that the laws which reduplication follows are very irregular.
On the whole we may say that the prefixed s which is found in a very large number
of Salish words is not affected by reduplication. Very often the first syllable,
including the first consonant following the first vowel, is repeated with shortened
vowel. But there are many exceptions to this rule. Reduplicated words may be
reduplicated a second time (see musk-rat, male of an animal, in the preceding list).

2. JIany nouns have the same form for the absolute and the distributive. It
seems that many names of animals belong to this class :

heaver, tlk-'o'pa (JJtd'mht dialect),

heaver, snii'ya {^kamtcl'nEjnvQ dialect),

nwlf, sk-'a'om „ „
fox, EcQua'yuq „ „
black bear, spefi'tc „ „
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deer., cmO'its (^Nliamttfi'tiKvum di

elk, stqats „
variboii, slEquii'qan „

ffrizzly bear, cuqcu'q „
panther, smo'a „
buffalo, koisp „
antelope, stataa'luk ,,

jmrcuplne, cuti'a „

porcupine, skwi ,,

rabbit, sk-ok-ii'ts „
river, kowe' „
fire, tukti'k* „
water, kou ,,

star, nkoku'cEn ,,

ih'ct).

3. Different stems are used for forming distributive, viz. plural and ab.--:/k:'.

e

forms :

Distributive

liorse, ntltcask-a'qa t^kaqka'qa.

liuliaii, tloskai'yuq s'ai'tkenEmuq.

to weep, wawi'iQ

to stand, ste'dliQ

to die, zok'

to liill. pui'stEm

to lie down, pu'it

Plura
k-oe'kt.

tsO'JQ.

Qo'it.

tlE'k'EtEm.
niuo'QiQ.

Diminutives.

Diminutives are also formed by means of rediiplicatioii. It seems tbat tl.o

jirevailing form of reduplication consists in a repetition of the lirst syllable as far .-is

the first vowel, with a tendency of throwing back tlic accent of the word to thu

ixduplicatcd syllable.
Diminutive

deer, cme'its cmE'mcits.

black bear, spue'tc spA'iiaats.

friend, snu'koa iin'nkoa.

*«^/, kES ki;ki:Est.

larijc, qzu'm 1 1
i;/.u'y.um.

bird, spEzu'zu ^pEyu'zu.

Numerals.

There are three sets of numerals : simple cardinals used for counting inanimiit

;

objects; and two reduplicated sc.'.cs, one used for counting animals, the other f.,r

<;(junting human beings.

Inanimate

1

,

pai'a, pc'ia

2, se'ia

;!, k-aatla's, kcak'tla's

1, mds
r», tci'ikst

(j, tla'k-amaksfc

7, tcu'lk-a

8, pio'ps(t)

;>, tE'mEl pai'a

1(1, o'pEnakst

1 1

,

o'pEnakst e} pe'ia

Animate
piii'a pa pea.

se'sia sisai'a.

f k'eak'tla's

\ k-ek-aak-tla's

mo'ms
tci'tciEkst

f tla'k'amakst

I tlatla'k-amakst

f tcu'tcl-k-a i

I tcutcu'lk-a l'

fpio'psct)
1

\pipKVps(t)
I

tE'mEi^ piii'a

f O'pEnakst ]

\ op'O'pEnakst i

O'pEnakst Ei piii'a

Personal

k-ak-aak-tla's.

niu'smust.

tci'tciEkst.

1 tlatla'k-amakst.

! tcfi'tculk-a.

pipio'ps(t).

lE'niEl-pa'pea.

)p"<">'pEnakst.

>p'r)'25i;nakst El-pa'pca
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Same as inanimate.

20, sll o'pEnakst

30, k-al O'pEnakst
40, mfii 5'pEnakst

50, tcl'eks O'pEnakst

60, tla'k'umakst O'pEnakst
70, tcu'l^k-at O'pEnakst
SO, piOpsl O'pEnakst

"JO, tEmEl pel-O'pEnakst
tEmet pi O'pEnakst

] 00, qatst pe'kEnakst
qatsl pe'k-Enakst

200, sii'as qatst pe'k-Enakst
•lOO, k-a'akla's qatst pe'k-Enakst /

400, mus qatst pe'k-Enakst

The numerals five, six, ten, one liundred, are clearly compounds of -aM, hand.
I presume five is a compound of the stem tea, which is found in the niimeral one in
Siciatl nEtcitl'lc, Snanaimuq ns'tx'a, Sk-qo'mic nto'u'i, Lku'ngEn iiB'tsa; so that
tcVVlist would mean one hand. Nine may be translated literally ' less one.'

The same classification that is used in the cardinal numbers is used in indefinite
numerals ; for instance

—

fvm
Inanimate
kwe'niQ

Animate
kwl'kwinEQ

Personal
kwe'nkwinQ.

Distributive Numerals.

Distributive numerals are formed from the cardinals by means of reduplication.
They have the same three classes that were found in the cardinal series.

10

Inanimate
1 to each paapai'a

., r k-aak-aatla's 1

' " tk-aatla's J

4 „ musEmu's
.5 „ tciatci'Ekst

<> „ tlaatla'k-amakst
"

., tcuatcu'tlk-a
s „ pepio'pst

tE'mEl peapai'a
opEO'pEnakst

Animate
peapai'a
asiase'sea

k-aak-aatla's

moamo'ms

-Same as inanimate.

Personal
papii'pia.

siasai'a.

k aak-aatla's.

musmu'smust.

I

thou
he
we
ye
they

THE PRONOUN.

Personal Peoxoun.

Independent
ntca'wa
awe'
tcinl'tl

EnEme'mutl
pia'pst

tcinku'st

Dependent
-(k)En.

-kt.

-p or -mp.

Possessive Pronoun.
'The pos.sessive pronoun has a number of forms analogous to those of the Shuswap^

1 licir use has not become clear to me. I give here the various forms and a few-
examples of their use.

my
thy
hus
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Iktamplcn : ncu'tEm, mj/ object.

nski'Qaza, ?»// mother.
ntcitQ, my house.

aqa'a tla kamu't, this is thy hat.

io'a la kamu't, that is thy hat.

kEnu'Q tlEn ska'qa, my horse is sick.

kEnu'Q nska'qa, my horse is sick.

The two plural forms in -kt and in -ut are not exclusive and inclusive.

ska'tsont, ourfather.
ska'tsakt, ourfather.
tci'tQut aqa', that is our Iwuse.

I am inclined to consider the prefixes tl , 1-, and Q- which appear combined
with the possessive pronoun as verbal particles. The close relation between pos-
sessive pronoun and intransitive verb becomes clear in the imperfect sense, in which
the object possessed is incorporated between the verb and the pronominal suffix ;

kEnuQska'qakEn, my horse rvas sick — sick horse I.

but kEnu'Q tlEn ska'qa, viy horse is sick.

kEnuQska'qak", thy horse rvas sick = sick horse thou,

but kEnu'Q tla ska'qa.

or kEnu'Q a ska'qa, thy horse is sick.

These constructions may be compared with the inflexion of the adverb that
accompanies the verb (see below).

The prefix Q- seems to indicate the relation to the indirect object of the sentence

:

pIpHi'tsEn Qa kamu't, I lost it for thee thy hat.

pipsta'na nkamu't, I lost my hat.

But I found also

:

tla ska'qa pu'istQtcEms tlEn katsk, thy Iwrse hilled for me my elder brother.

Intransitive Vehb.

The intransitive verb may be inflected by means of suffixes or by means of
auxiliary verbs, which latter form various tenses.

Aorist Present
kEnu'QkEn, I am. sick. (o)aqkEn kEnu'Q, I am sick.

kEnu'Qk", thou art sick. (o)aqk" kEnu'Q, thou art sick.

kEnu'Q, he is sick. (o)aq kEnu'q, he is sick.

kEnu'kt \ , (o)aqkt (kEn)kEnu'q, n-e are sick.

kEnkEnu'Qkt f
^^ ^^^ **'"*•

(o)aqp (kEn)kEnu'q, ye are sick.

kEnu'Qp, ye are sick. (o)ax kEnkEnu'q, they are sick.

kEnkEnu'Q Ctcinku'st") 1 ^, . ,

kEnu'o tcinkr/st \ ^^V '^''^ '^<'^'-kEnu'Q tcinku'st

Future I. Future 11.

hwl'kEn(tca)ra'it, I shall sleep. ni'itkEn hwi, I shall sleep'

hwik"'(tca)rii'it, thou wilt sleep. raitk" hwl, thou wilt sleep.

&c. &c.

Imperfect
oa'qkEn tlEm tlaha'ns, 1 7vas eating. &c.

AVhcn tlie intransitive verb is accompanied by an adverb the latter takes the
pronominal ending, being treated like an auxiliary verb.

tlakamG'Q(k)En skEnu'Q, I am always sick.

tlakame'Q(k)a skEnu'Q, thou art always sick.

tlakame'Q(k) skEnu'Qs, he is always side.

tlakame'QEkt skEnu'Q, we are always sick.

tlakame'Q(k)ap skEnu'Q, yc are always sick.

tlakame'Q(k) skEnkEnu'Qs, they are always sick.
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The verb with negative is treated in the same manner

:

tata'kEn skEnu'Q, / am not nclc. Sec.

The conditional mode is characterised by the prefix a- and the suffix -?«.

tcu'ktcen, to finish eating ( = to finish with jnonth).

atcu'ktcEnuEn, if Ifinish eating.

atcii'ktcEnuQ, if thou finishcst eating.

atcu'ktcEnus, if he finishes eating.

atcu'ktcEnut, if we finish eating.

atcu'ktEnup, if ye finish eating.

atcuktcu'ktcEnus, If theij finish eating.

The nsgative conditional present is formed in the following way :

atE'mOs(ta)kEn skEnu'Q, if Iam not siclt,.

atE'mos(ta)ka skEnu'Q, if thou art not sick,

atE'mos(ta)k skEnu'Qs, if he is not sick.

atE'moskakt skEnu'Q, if wc are not sick.

atE'moskap skEnu'Q, if >/e are not sick.

atE'mos(ta)ks kEnkEnu'Qs, if they are not sick.

The negative conditional past

:

taskEta'kEn skEnu'Q, if 1 had not leen sick.

The interrogative is formed by the suffix -En :

G59

kEnu'QkEnEn, am I sick?
kEnu'Qkoan, art thou sick?

kEnu'QEn, is he sick ?

kEnu'QktEn, arc we sick ?

kEnu'Qp'En, are ye sick ?

kEnkEnu'QEn, are they sick ?

A periphrastic interrogative is formed by the dubitative particle ska :

skaka skEnu'Q, perliajjs thou art sick. skagap skEnu'Q, perhaps yc are sick.

skaak skEnu'Qs, perha'ps he is sick.

It will be noticed that wherever the verb appears witli an adverb or a particle it

has the prefix s-, which makes verbal nouns, and that the third person has the
suffix -s, which corresponds to the possessive pronoun. These forms are therefore
identical with possessive nominal forms.

Teansitive Verb.

The transitive verb incorporates the pronominal object as follows :

to see.

Object
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Verbs which have the accent on the last syllable form the following series

:

k'oiEntcu't, to talk to someone.
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The relation to the indirect object is expressed by tlic suffix -Q, which precedes

the pronominal ending

:

na'qtEm. io ffivc. na'qEna, I (jive it. n.a'qtQEna, I ijive it to Mm.
k-6ii;ntcu't, /(> f(z//t. k-6iEntcu'tKrast, he tedits k 6if;atcu'tEmQst, /te teZ^'« ?«

about tJicc. tfiij behalf.

C'tlEm. /(' 111 III/, aq e'tlEna, I slug it. aq O'tlEQna, I sing aq e'tlEmQna, I sine/

it for hiiii. for hivi.

pu'istKm, Io hill. pu'istEna, I hill it. puisQEna, I Mil it for some-

body.

Qui tsuklir'tcKuiuQ, write vie a letter. Qui tsuk-Qi"'tcEmuQ, write a letter for me.

puists skfi'k-qas, he hills his o/vii dog. pu'istQts ska'k-qas, he kills his (another

man's) dog ( = he hills his dug for him).

I rcjorilcd tl

Quotativc
Putative
Dubitativc
Affirmative

Exhortative
Causative

Inchoative

Durativc
Frequentative :

Potential

Facultative

Desiderative

Intensive

Copulative

Reciprocal

Reflexive

The reflexive

Derivatives.

10 following derivatives

:

—oko kEnu'Q'okO, it is said he is sick.

—nka kEnu'Qnka, he mag he sieJi.

--nuk kEnu'Qnuk, 7te is sich. I think.

—

n

kEnu'QEn, indeed, he is siek.

pia'pstEn, indeed, it is ye .'

—matl puitamatl, do lie down .'

_s pu'it, to lie don-n. pu'itsEna, I lay it don-n.

nka'iQ, to swim. nkaiQsena, /*•«•? ??( « horse.

—wiiQ snuyawi'iQ, to heeome jwssessed of money.

IdstEwi'iQ 1 J i 7 7
1 ^ J. -/,,„ ( to turn had.
kEstuwe EQ J

iawI'iQ, to turn good.

QinuTs-I'iQ, it begins to be a long time.

—mlQ kEnuQEmi'QkEn, I am ahvays siek.

Reduplication skEnkEnu'Q, one who is rejjeatedlg sick.

k-eak-ea'ap, one who is repeatedly indisposed.

oaq nikEni'kEna, I cut it repeatedly.

ioioata'nn, I stabbed him repeatedly.

qaquatsta'na, I tie it repeatedly.

—z'a liai'mz'akEn, I might do the same.

tcu'mnz'akEn, I might work, I ought to work.

—EnwatlEn tlahausEnwatlEn, to he able to eat.

roitEnwa'tlEn, to be able to sleep.

—mamEn tlahansraa'mEnkEn, I desire to eat.

ro'itma'mEnkEn, I desire to sleep.

—ap stlahaus'a'p, to cat much.
nmanqEma'p, to smo7;e much.

—a-us stlk-a'us, together.

cinzia'us, brothers.

snVi'kxia.'Ms, friends.

qamana'us, enemies.

ktQua'usEs, he breaks it in two ( = he halres it).

—tuaQ qatstua'Q, tied to each other.

puistua'Q, to kill one another.

tla'k-tuaQ, to kill each other.

iamintua'Q, to hare friendly feelings towards one

another.

stlkauzEcntua'Q, to put together.

^tcut mEQEtcu't, to kick oneself (also to kick without

hitting anything).
wikEntcu'tkEn, I see myself.

nikEntcu'tkEn, I cut myself.

is sometimes used as a simulative

:

nikiapEntcu't, to make oneself like a coyote = to aet

foolishly.

kEnuQstcu't. to make oneself sick, or to act like a
siek person.
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PREPOSITIONS.

u, ut, towards, to.

tu, tul-,/rom.

Examples : uil'a, towards Jiere, tliis ivay.

ulQkEn ut tcitQ, I go into the Iwnse.

ul stkamlo'ps ane'soan, {when) I went to Kamloops,
tu'a kaka'o awl'kEna-us, (when) I mw itfromfar aivay

.

tuQai'a, tukai'a,/»'om here.

tutci'a, tuktci'a,/ro;/( there.

tul-o'a, tuklo'a, from there.

tla'kEu tul Nkamtcl'n, I camefrom, Sj>ences Bridge.
ktci'QkEn tul- Nkamtcl'n, I departedfrom Spences Bridge.
tlak tilt estcitQ, I camefrom, the house.

tlak tua tcitQ, I camefrom a house.

CONJUNCTIONS.

pEt, and, connecting words designating person.^ :

snukua'us (1) ae't (2) a (3) SEQua'pamuQ (4) pEt (5) ha (6) Psqa'qEQEm (7),
Friends together (l) now(2) tAe(3) Shuswap^i) and(5) the(G) CMlcotin{l).

tA, and, connecting all words not designating persons

:

sqji'its Et caEnq, wood and stone.

SUBSTANTIVALS.

I designate by the term substantivals nominal
specifying adjectives, substantives, and verbs :

.—k'en, head.

—us, face.

—ane, ear.

suffixe.';, which are used for

•—aks, nose.

—tcin, mouth, language.

'—anz, tooth.

—iapsam, necJi.

—aqEn, U2)per part of arm.

—aqkEn, body.

—ikEn, hacli.

—akst, hand.

•—ist, stone.

— uciap, _/('«'.

•—ko, — atko, water.

—iiimuQ, land.

qazumk-0'n, hig-lieaded.

ihus, pretty.

qazunia'ne, hig ear.

k'oa'netEm, he has piercing pains in his ear.

tclawa'ks, 7iose Meeds.
iitlakyapamuQtci'n, KtlakyapamuQ langiiage.

tcuktcin, to finish with mouth, i.e., to finish
eating.

peatcl'n, 07ie word.
kliQutltci'n, another language.

zaqiapsa'm, long neeh.

nzaqiapsa'm , long-neehed.

kaupa'qEn, hrohen arm.
tska'qEn, wing, armpit.
zaqa'qEn, long-armed.
qzumii'qkEn, hig hodg.

piil'qkEn, one body.

mitcaki'kEn, to sit on hacli.

]3aiita'kst. swollen hand.
tcumEna'kstEn, to point with hand.
kaupa'kstkEn, I hare brohen my hand.
pie'ist, one stone.

piu'ciap, one fire.

nkui'sko, to fall into water.
qaziima'tko, great lake.

nza'qko, long laltc.

ntlk-a'tko, wide lahe.

k.su'imuQ, bad land.
iliu'imuQ, wice land.

kaQu'imuQ, dry land.

piu'imuQ, one country.
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—atlQ, house.

—aus, trail.

—aiuk-, tree.

-tip, species of trees and hushes.

-atldziQ, bush.

-zanz, driftwood.

-qans, board, plaiiJt.

-alks, elothimj for ujiper part

of body.

-Itsa, covering for body.

-autl, canoe.

-als, knife.

-lEmuq, sack, bottle, box.

-ka, spoon, cup, bucket, pail.

-akEn, hag, bundle.

-iiiqEn, rope.

-tim, hollow thing.

-uza, round thing.

-uzEm, group of.

-aski, song.

-men, instrument.

qazuma'tlQ, large house.

Sepa'tlQ, houxc hums down.
Er.iamina'us, trailfor hauling = ivaggon-road.
tcutlQua'usEnuq, thou pointest out the may

to him.
ihii'iuk-, a nice tree.

kunEQa'iuk-, horo many trees?
mitcak'a'iuk', sitting on a tree,

ok'ona'yuk-, rotten tree, wood.
k-aya'yuk-, green wood.
k-'e'qiuk% hard wood tree.

za'qiak', long tree.

s'atk'tlp, yellow pine.
sk''atlp,j»?r.

pea'tldziQ, one hush.

kunEqa'tlclziQ, how many bushes?

k'uriEqa'ns, how many planks ?

smutlatsa'lks, woman's gomn.
spEk'i'tsa, white blanket.

ntltsask-aqai'tsa, horse skin.

pak'ui'tsa, to shiver withfear.
qzuma'utl, big caiioe.

pia'utl, one canoe.

speia'ls, one knife.

qzuma'ls, large knife.

tlina'tlEmuq, birch bark vessel.

pia'ka, one spoon.

pia'ken, one bag.

pia'iqEn, one rope.

ntsikti'm, empty vessel.

piu'za, one round thing.

spek'o'za, white round, thing.

piu'zEin, one group of things.

stlaea'ski, dancing song.

tsuk-me'n, pencil.

niame'n, toolfur hauling.

Substantivals sometimes appear in combination

:

—tcInatlQ door = mouth of house.

nkamtcina'tlQ, entrance of home.
mitcaktcina'tlQ, to sit in the doorway.

Some of the substantivals are developing into classificatory terms, such as are

found in the Tsimshian :

—

—aks nose ; point of a horizontal pole.

mitcak-a'ks, to sit on a jJoint.

—k-en head ; top of a long, upright object.

mitcak-k'e'n, to sit on top of.

—ikEn back ; middle of long thing.

mitcak-iTcEn, to sit in middle of a long thing
—aiuk- tree, long thing.

piai'uk- tik sqets, one {long thing) .salmon.

piai'uk- tik ting, one (long thing) vein.

—a-itQ flat thing.

pia'itQ stsuk", one sheet ofpaper.
pia'itQ ma'nta, one piece of canvas Quanta, SjDanish).

—k-en head, round thing.

piak-e'in tkau'za, one {round thing) egg.
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Vocabulary of the Chilcotin Language.

The Chilcotin form a branch of tlie Tinncli stock. The following vocabulary is

designed on the lines of the vocabularies given in the Sixth and Tenth Reports of the

Committee. Since I am not familiar with the grammatical structure of the language,

the vocabulary must be held subject to revision :

English
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English
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These words agree very closely on the Nicola "Valley dialect and in Chilcotin.
Only three among these twelve words differ in a manner which cannot well be
explained by difference of perception and transcription. They are the following

:

eyve of mountain slteep
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V. Summary of the JVork of the Committee in British Columbia.

By Franz Boas.

At the time when the Committee instituted their investigations, the

inhabitants of the Pacific coast of Canada were less known than those of

any other part of the North American Continent, with the exception,

perhaps, of the tribes of California. What little we knew was based on

the brief descriptions of early travellers, or on indirect information obtained

from investigators who had been working in the regions to the north and
to the south. The only noteworthy work done in recent times was that

by Dr. G. M. Dawson during his frequent geological expeditions to British

Columbia. But three important problems remained to be solved ; the

numerous languages of the coast were still unclassified, and the number
of their dialects was not definitely known ; the physical characteristics of

the tribes had never been investigated ; it was not known if they repre-

sented one homogeneous type, or if several types were found in the

Province. Finally, the study of the customs of the various tribes ofiered

a number of diflicult problems in regard to the origin and significance

of several phenomena.
Material advance has been made by the efforts of the Committee in

all these directions. The number of languages and dialects is now known,
and it does not seem likely that additional ones will be discovered. The
following languages are spoken in British Columbia :—Athapaskan or

Tinneh in eight dialects ; Tsimshian in thi'ee dialects ; Haida in two
dialects ; Wakashan in two divisions, the Kwakiutl with three dialects,

and the Nootka with two dialects ; the Salish in four main divisions with
eleven dialects, and the Kootenay. In this enumeration, dialects which
may be classed as well developed and pronounced provincialisms have not
been counted, but only such dialects as show distinct differences in voca-

bulary and grammar, so that intercommunication between the tribes

speaking them is, even in the case of the most closely affiliated dialects,

not easy. We count, therefore, in all, thirty dialects, which have
been here classed, according to their affinities, under six linguistic stocks.

Grammatical sketches of all these dialects have been obtained ; but a few
only are known tolerably well. These are the Kwakiutl and the Tsimshian.

All the others require much fuller investigation than they have heretofore

received.

While the present state of our knowledge of these languages does not
permit us to assume that the number of stocks to which they belong is

smaller than the number given above, we may call attention at this place

to the morphological relations of some of these languages, which suggest
the desirability of further inquiries into their early history.

Haida and Tlirgit—which latter is spoken in southern Alaska—have
a number of morphological traits in common. While all the other
languages of the North Pacific coast use reduplication for grammatical
purposes, no trace of reduplication is found in these two languages. There
is no gender, and no well-defined form for a plural or distributive. Com-
pound nouns are very numerous, the composition being effected by juxta-
position. Words of two, three, and more components, which do not
modify each other, occur. Local adverbs, which always retain their

independent forms, frequently enter into compound words of this kind.
In both languages there are four forms of the personal pronoun. In the
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independent pronoun, the selective and the ordinary forms may be dis-

tinguished. The pronoun of the transitive verb differs from that of

intransitive verbs, the latter being identical with the objective form of

the former. In this respect there is a close analogy between the Haida
and Tlingit, and the Siouan languages.

The Tsimshian presents an entirely different type of language. We
tind a plural based largely on reduplication. The pronouns are suffixed

to the verb. Words are formed almost exclusively by means of prefixes.

The system of numerals is veiy complex, as there are different sets of

numerals for various classes of objects.

The southern group of languages—the Kwakiutl, Salish, and Chemakum
(which last is spoken in the northern part of the State of Washington)

—

have a series of very peculiar traits in common. Most prominent among
these is the occurrence of what Trumbull has called ' substantival s,' which
]:'lay so important a part in the Algonkin languages. Such are, primarily,

parts of the body ; furthermore, designations of localities, of fire, water,

road, blanket, domesticated animals (i.e., in olden times, the dog), and
many others. These substantivals do ]:ot occur in any other northern
language, and must be considered one of the most important character-

istics of the languages in question. All these languages use reduplication

and diaeresis for forming collective forms and plurals of verbs. The
demonstrative pronoun is used very extensively, and serves for distin-

guishing locations of object or action according to the three forms of the

personal pronoun ; namely, such as are located near the first, second, or

third person. Besides these, a great many locative suffixes are used.

AVhenever an adverb accompanies the \erb, the former is inflected, while
the verb remains unchanged. When a transitive verb is accompanied by
an adverb, the latter always takes the suffix of the pronominal subject,

while the verb takes that of the pronominal object.

The Kootenay presents still another type of language. It incorporates

the object in the same way as the Mexican does, the noun itself being
embodied in the verb. It has very few substantivals, if any, but forms
compounds by verbal composition, like the Tinneh (Athapascan) and
Siouan. While in the preceding class we find, for instance, compounds
expressing states of the hand, of water, lire, &c., we find here compound.^?

expressing actions done with the hand, the foot, or other instrument-
alities ; and in the water, the fire, or in other localities. It seems that

there is no reduplication.

It is worth remarking that these types of language are characterised

by a few very general features that they have in common, and that dis-

tinguish them from the other groups that are found in contiguous areas.

The Haida and Tsimshian are spoken in the extreme north ; the Kwakiutl,
Salish, Chemakum, in the whole southern portion of the Province, and
they adjoin the Algonkin, with whom they have a few peculiarities in

common. The Kootenay is not far separated from the Shoshonean
languages, which resemble it in several particulars. We may therefore

well say that the languages of the North Pacific coast belong to se^•eral

morphological groups, each of which occupies a continuous ai-ea.

The investigation of the physical characteristics of the Indians of

British Columbia has resulted in establishing the fact that the people are
by no means homogeneous. As compared to the Indians east of the
llocky Mountains and farther south, they have in common a lighter com-
plexion and lighter hair ; but the shapes of their heads and faces differ

i
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considerably. Three types may easily be distinguished—the northern

type, represented by the Haida, the Indians of Nass River, and the

Tsimshian ; the Kwakiutl type ; and the Thompson River type.

These types may be characterised by the following measurements :

—
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here. It is probable that further measurements will show that the tribes

of Harrison Lake and the Gulf of Georgia represent a fourth type.

The distribution of the types of man in Bi'itish Columbia has an
important bearing upon the much discussed question of the classification

of mankind ; while some anthropologists have maintained that all classi-

fication must be based upon considerations of language, others maintain

as rigorously that the main consideration must be that of physical type.

The data collected by the Committee show clearly that neither of these

contentions is entirely correct. We have seen that certain tribes—such as

the Bilqula, who linguistically belong to the Salish group—physically

belong to another group. This shows that the two phenomena do not go

hand in hand, but that they constantly overlap. The classification of

mankind according to physical characteristics takes into consideration

only the effects of heredity and environment upon the physical type of

man. E/ace mixture, isolation, and effect of environment will be reflected

in the results of these classifications. But there are evidently cases in

which a slow infiltration of foreign blood takes place, while language and
customs remain unaltered or changed to but a slight extent. The Bilqula

branched off from the Coast Salish at an early time, and retain the Salish

language ; but there has been an infiltration of Kwakiutl blood and of

Athapaskan blood, which has entirely changed the physical features of the

tribe. With this infiltration of foreign blood came foreign words and
foreign cultural elements, but they were not sufficiently powerful to change

the original speech of the people.

It is clear, from these considerations, that the three methods of classi-

fying mankind—that according to physical characters, according to lan-

guage, and according to culture—all reflect the historical development of races

from different standpoints ; and that the results of the three classifica-

tions are not comparable, because the historical facts do not affect the

three classes of phenomena equally. A consideration of all these classes

of facts is needed when we endeavour to reconstruct the early history of

the races of mankind.
It will be sufficient to point out in this place a few of the more general

results of the studies conducted by the Committee on the cultures of the

primitive people of British Columbia. In the Reports of the Committee
only brief abstracts were given of the mythologies and traditions of the

tribes, but full collections were made ; and a comparison of these has led

to the following results :—The culture of the coast tribes of the Province

is quite uniform. It has reached its highest development in the district

extending from Queen Charlotte Islands to northern Vancouver Island.

As we depart from this region, a gradual change in arts and customs

takes place, and together with it we find a gradual diminution in the

number of myths which the distant tribes have in common with the

people of British Columbia. At the same time a gradual change in the

incidents and general character of the legends takes place.

We can in this manner trace what we might call a dwindling-down

of an elaborate cyclus of myths to mere adventures, or even to incidents

of adventures, and we can follow the process step by step. Wherever
this distribution can be traced, we have a clear and undoubted example
of the gradual dissemination of a myth over neighbouring tribes. The
phenomena of distribution can be explained only by the theory that the

tales have been carried from one tribe to its neighbours, and by the tribe

which has newly acquired them in turn to its own neighbours. It is not
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necessary that this dissemination should always follow one direction ; it

may have proceeded either way. In this manner a complex tale may
dwindle down by gradual dissemination, but new elements may also be

embodied in it.

It may be well to give an example of this phenomenon. The most
popular tradition of the North Pacific coast is that of the raven. Its

most characteristic form is found among the Tlingit, Tsimshian, and
Haida. As we go southward, the connection between the adventures

becomes looser, and their number less. It appears that the traditions

are j^reserved quite fully as far south as the north end of Vancouver
Island. Farther south the number of raven-tales which are known to the

Indians diminislies very much. At Nahwitti, near the north point of

Vancouver Island, thirteen tales out of a whole of eighteen exist. The
Coniox have only eight, the Nootka six, and the Coast Salish only three.

Furthermore, the traditions are found at Nahwitti in the same connection

as farther north, while farther south they are very much modified. The
tale of the origin of daylight, which was liberated by the raven, may
serve as an instance. He had taken the shape of the leaf of a cedar,

was swallowed by the daughter of the owner of the daylight, and then

born again ; afterwards he broke the box in which the daylight was kept.

Among the Nootka, only the transformation into the leaf of a cedar,

which is swallowed by a girl and then bom again, remains. Among the

Coast Salish the more important passages survive, telling how the raven
by a ruse compelled the owner of the daylight to let it out of the box in

which he kept it. The same story is found as far south as Grey's Harbour
in Washington. The adventure of the pitch, which the raven kills by
exposing it to the sunshine, intending to use it for calking his canoe, is

found far south, but in an entirely new connection, embodied in the

tradition of the origin of sun and moon.
But there are also certain adventures embodied in the raven myths of

the north, which probably had their origin in other parts of America.
Among these may be mentioned the tale of how the raven was invited

and reciprocated. The seal puts his hands near the fire, and grease drips

out of them into a dish, which he gives to the raven. Then the latter

tries to imitate him, but burns his hands, &c. This tale is found, in one
or the other form, all over North America, and there is no proof that it

originally belonged to the raven myth of Alaska, Other examples may
be found in the collection of traditions published by F. Boas.'

The proposition that dissemination has taken place among neighbour-
ing tribes will probably not encounter any opposition. Starting from
this point of view, we may advance the following considerations :

—

If we have a full collection of the tales and myths of all the tribes of

a certain region, and then tabulate the number of incidents which all

the collections from each tribe have in common with any selected tribe,

the number of common incidents will be the larger the more intimate the
relation of the two tribes, and the nearer they live together. This is

what we observe in a tabulation of the material collected on the North
Pacific coast. On the whole, the nearer the people, the greater the
number of common elements of traditions ; the farther apart, the less their
number.

' Tndianische Saqen von der Nbrd-PacifiscTien Kiiste AmeriJms, pp. vi-363.
Berlin, 1895.
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But it is not the geographical location alone which influences the dis-

tribution of tales. In some cases, numerous tales which are common to

a certain territory stop short at a certain point, and are found beyond it

in slight fragments only. These limits do not by any means coincide

with the linguistic divisions. An example of this kind is the raven
legend, to which reference has been made. It is found in substantially

the same form from Alaska to northern Vancouver Island ; then it sud-

denly disappears almost entirely, and is not found among the .southern

tribes of Kwakiutl lineage, nor on the west coast of Vancouver Island,

although the northern tribes, who speak the Kwakiutl language, have it.

Only fragments of these legends have strayed farther south, and their

number diminishes witli increasing distance. There must be a cause for

such a remarkable break. A statistical inquiry shows that the northern
traditions are in close accord with the tales of the tribes as far south as

the central part of Vancouver Island, where a tribe of Salish lineage is

found ; but farther they do not go. The closely allied tribes immediately
south do not possess them. Only one explanation of this fact is possible,

viz., lack of assimilation, which may be due to a difference of character,

to continued hostilities, or to recent changes in the location of the tribes,

which has not allowed the slow process of assimilation to exert its deep-

aCting influence. The last may be considered the most probable cause.

The reason for this opinion is, that the Bilqula, another Salish tribe, who
have become separated from the people speaking related languages, and
who live in the far north, still show in their mythologies close relations

to the southern Salish tribes, with whom they have many more traits in

common than their neighbours to the north and to tlie south. If their

removal had taken place very long ago, this similarity in mythologies would
probably not have persisted, but they would have been quite amalgamated
with their new neighbours.

We may also extend our comparisons beyond the immediate neighbours
of the tribes under consideration by comparing tlie mythologies of the

tribes of the plateaus in the interioi-, and even of those farther to the

east, with those of the coast. Unfortunately, the available material from
these regions is very scanty. Fairly good collections exist from the

Athapaskan tribes, from tlie tribes of Columbia River, and—east of the

mountains —from the Omaha, and from some Algonkin tribes. When
comparing the mythologies and traditions which belong to far-distant

regions, we find that the number of incidents wliich they have in common
is greater than might liave been expected ; but some of those incidents

are so general that we may assume that they liave no connection, and
may have arisen independently. There is, however, one very chai'acter-

istic feature which proves beyond cavil that tliis is not the sole cause of

the similarity of tales and incidents. We know that in the region under
discussion two important trade routes reached tlie Pacific coast— one
along the Columbia River, which connected the region inhabited by
Shoshonean tribes with the coast, and indirectly led to territories occupied

by Siouan and Algonkin tribes ; another one which led from Athapaskan
territory to the country of tlie Bilqula. A route of minor importance led

down Fraser River. A study of the traditions shows that along these

routes the points of contact of mythologies are strongest, and rapidly

diminisli with increasing distances from these routes. On Columbia
River the points of contact are with the Algonkin and Sioux ; among
the Bilqula they are with the Athapaskan. This phenomenon can haixily
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be explained in any other way than by assuming that the myths followed
the line of travel of the tribes, and that there has been dissemination of
tales all over the continent. The tabulations which have been made
include the Micmac of Nova Scotia, the Eskimo of Greenland, the Ponca
of the Mississippi Basin, and the Athapaskan of Mackenzie River ; and
the results give the clearest evidence of extensive borrowing.

The identity of a great many tales in geographically contiguous areas
has led to the assumption that, wherever a great similarity between two
tales is found in North America, it is more likely that it is due co dissemina-
tion than to independent origin.

But without extending these theories beyond the clearly demonstrated
truths of transmission of tales between neighbouring tribes, we may
reach some further conclusions. When we compare, for instance, the
legend of the culture hero of the Chinook, and that of the origin of the
whole religious ceremonial of the Ivwakiutl Indians, we find a very far-
reaching resemblance in certain parts of the legends, which makes it
certain that these parts are derived from the same source. The grand-
mother of the divinity of the Chinook, when a child, was carried away by
a monster. Their child became the mother of the culture-hero, and by
her help the monster was slain. In a legend from Vancouver Island a
monster, the cannibal spirit, carries away a girl, and is finally slain by her
help. Their child becomes later on the new cannibal spirit. There are
certain intermediate stages of these stories which prove their identity
beyond doubt. The important point in this case is that the myths in
question are perhaps the most fundamental ones in the mythologies of
these two tribes. Nevertheless, they are not of native growth, but—partly at least—borrowed. A great many other important legends
prove to be of foi-eign origin, being grafted upon mythologies of various
tribes. This being the case, it follows that the mythologies of the various
tribes as we find them now are not organic growths, but have gradually
developed and obtained their present form by accretion of foreign material.
Much of this material must have been adopted ready made, and has been
adapted and changed in form according to the genius of the people who
borrowed it. The proofs of this process are so ample that there is no
reason to doubt the fact. We are therefore led to the opinion that,
from mythologies in their present form, it is impossible to derive the con-
clusion that they are mythological explanations of phenomena of nature
observed by the people to whom the myths belong, but that many of
them, at the places where we find them now, never had such a meaning.
If we acknowledge this conclusion as correct, we must give up the attempts
at offhand explanation of myths as fanciful, and we must admit that
also explanations given by the Indians themselves are often secondary,
and do not reflect the true origin of the myths.

It may be well to explain this point of view a little more fully.
Certamly the phenomena of nature are the foundation of numerous myths,
else we should not find that the sun, moon, clouds, thunderstorm, the sea,
and the land play so important a part in all mythologies. But it seems
that the specific myth cannot be simply interpreted as the result of
observation of natural phenomena. Its growth is much too complex. In
most cases the present form has undergone material change by disintegra-
tion and by accretion of foreign material, so that the original idea is at
best much obscured.

Perhaps the objection might be raised to this argument that the
1898. 3. X
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similarities of mythologies are due, not only to borrowing, but also to the

fact that, under similar conditions which prevail in a limited area, the

human mind creates similar products. While there is a certain truth in this

argument, so far as elementary forms of human thought are concerned, it

seems quite incredible that the same complex product should originate

twice in a limited territory. The very complexity of the tales and their

gradual dwindling down, to which reference has already been made, can-

not possibly be explained by any other theory than by that of dissemination.

Wherever geographical continuity of the area of distribution of a complex

ethnographical phenomenon is found, the laws of probability exclude the

theory that in this continuous area the complex phenomenon has arisen

independently in various places ; but they compel us to assume that the

distribution of this phenomenon in its present complex form is due to

dissemination, while its composing elements may have originated here and
there.

In the Old World, wherever investigations on mythologies of neigh-

bouring tribes have been made, the philological proof has been considered

the weightiest ; that is to say, the proof of borrowing has been considered

the most satisfactory whenever, together with the stories, the names of the

actors have also been borrowed. We cannot expect to find such borrow

ing of names to prevail to a great extent in America. Even in Asia the

borrowed names are often translated from one language into the other, so

that their phonetic resemblance is entirely destroyed. The same pheno-

menon is observed in America. In many cases the heroes of myths are

animals, whose names are introduced in the myths. In other cases, names
are translated, or so much changed, according to the phonetic laws of

various languages, that they can hardly be recognised. Cases of trans-

mission of names are, however, by no means rare. We will give only a

few examples from the North Pacific coast.

Almost all the names of the Bilqula mythology are borrowed from the

Kwakiutl language. A portion of the great religious ceremony of the

Kwakiutl has the name ' tlokoa'la.' This name, which is also closely con-

nected with a certain series of myths, has spread northward and southward
over a considerable distance. Southward we find it as far as the Columbia
River, while to the north it ceases with the Tsimshian ; but stUl farther

north another name of a part of the ceremonial of the Kwakiutl is substi-

tuted, viz., ' nu'ntlEm.' This name, as designating the ceremonial, is

found far into Alaska. But tliese are exceptions ; on the whole, the

custom of translating names and of introducing names of animals excludes

the application of the linguistic method of investigating the borrowing of

myths and customs.

We will next consider the social organisations of the coast tribes in

connection with certain peculiar customs which have been described in

the Reports of the Committee, viz., the secret societies.

The northern tribes have maternal institutions, and are divided into a

number of clans, which have animal totems. The clans are not con-

sidered descendants of the totem animal, but claim that the ancestor of

each clan had a meeting with the totem animal, in which the latter became
his friend and helper. The Kwakiutl are divided into a number of clans,

most of which have animals for their totems. Most of these totems are

explained in the same manner as those of the northern tribes, while others

are considered direct descendants of the totem animal. Among the
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Kwakiutl we find a mixture of paternal and maternal institutions, but
the son is not allowed to use his father's totem ; he acquires the right
to his totem by marriage, receiving at that time the totem of his wife's
father. When, later on, his daughter marries, the right to the totem
descends upon her husband. In this manner the totem descends in the
maternal line, although indirectly. Each clan has a certain limited
number of names. Each individual has only one name at a time. The
bearers of these names form the nobility of the tribe. When a man re-

ceives the totem of his father-in-law, he at the same time receives his
name, while the father-in-law gives up the name, and takes what is called
' an old man's name,' which does not belong to the names constituting the
nobility of the tribe.

Among the Kwakiutl and Bilqula this social organisation holds good
during the summer, while during the winter ceremonials it is suspended.
During this time the secret societies take the place of the clans. Accord-
ing to tradition, these societies have originated in the same manner as the
clan originated. One of the ancestors of the clan met the presiding spirit

of one of the societies, and was initiated by him. This seems to be the
general form of tradition explaining the origin of secret societies among
all North American tribes. All those who have been initiated by the
same spirit, and who liave received from him the name, privileges, and secrets
of the ceremonial, form a secret society. The most important among the
societies on the North Pacific coast are those of the cannibals, the bears, the
fools, and the warriors. The number of names composing a secret society
is limited in the same manner as the number of names compo.sing the
clan. Membership in a secret society may be obtained in two ways : by
marriage, in the same way as the acquisition of the totem ; and by killing
the owner of a certain name. Totem and secret society are not connected
inseparably

; but the one may be transferred to one person, the other to
another.

In order to understand this curious system clearly we must i-emember
that the Salish tribes which are found south of the Kwakiutl are divided
into village communities

; while their northern neighbours—the Tsimshian,
the Haida, and the Tlingit—are divided into maternal clans. The
Kwakiutl have been strongly influenced from both sides.

The traditions explaining the totems and the secret societies refer, as
stated before, to the initiation of the ancestor of the clan. They are
analogous to the traditions of the acquisition of the Manitou. All the
tales referring to this subject have approximately the following incident :

A youth undergoes a ceremonial fasting and purification, and thus acquires
the faculty of seeing a spirit, who becomes his protector. The traditions of
the coast tribes explaining the origin of clans have the same contents. There
is only one difference : the protecting spirit has appeared to the ancestor of
the clan, and is now inherited by their descendants without personal initia-
tion. In this respect the similarity between the traditions of the secret socie-
ties and those referring to the Manitous is much closer, since it is necessary
that each new member be initiated by the presiding spirit of the society.
Therefore every new member has to undergo the same ceremonies which
other Indians undergo at the time of reaching puberty. The beliefs of
the Chinooksof Columbia River are similar to those of the northern tribes,
although among them the idea of the acquisition of the totem has been
more clearly preserved. They believe that a man can acquire only that
spirit who belonged to his ancestors in the paternal line, but the relation

X X 2
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of this spirit to the individual is identical with that of the Manitou to the

eastern Indian.

It can be clearly shown that the development of the family Manitou
into the family totem has taken place owing to the influence of the

northern tribes. In order to make this clear, it is necessary to consider

for a moment the clans of the Kwakiutl somewhat closely. In examining-

the names of the tribes, it will be seen that very often the name of the

tribe is the collective form of the name of its ancestor. At the same
time a subdivision of the tribe, one of its clans, may have the name ' The
Family of the Ancestor,' while the other clans have diflferent names. It

seems that this proves that the hrst clan formed the original stock of the

tribe, and that the other clans joined it later on. This theory is strength-

ened by two considerations : lirst, it is stated that each clan originally

had its village at a certain place, which it left later on in order to join

others. Almost all these places can be proved to be ancient village sites.

Secondly, many clans have names which may be tran.slated, as ' Inhabit-

ants of such and such a place,' while nowadays they live with the rest

of the tribe in the same village, and have no distinct claims to the

territory the name of which they bear. This seems to prove that the

present social organisation of the tribe is a late development, and that

originally the Kwakiutl were in the same stage of development as their

southern neighbours, among whom the social unit is the village commu-
nity, and who have no crests.

The northern tribes have clearly defined totems, which are inherited

in the maternal line, and which have animal names and animal crests.

While among these tribes the totem of the whole clan is founded on the

tradition belonging to the whole clan, the subdivisions of the latter are

explained in exactly the same manner as those of the Kwakiutl clans.

The artistic bent of these people has taken hold of these traditions, and
has thus formed the crest for the clan and for its subdivisions. There is

littlo doubt that the plastic art of the northern tribes was a most import-

ant factor in developing their social system. In the south, where this art

begins to disappear, the village community takes the place of the clan

with animal totem, while among the tribes located between these two
groups, among whom the plastic art is well developed, although not as

highly as in the north, there is an intermediate form of social system. It

is therefore likely that the development of the social system discussed

here has taken place in the northern part of British Columbia.

The northern tribes of Kwakiutl lineage show clearly that their ideas

have been influenced by the animal totem of the northern tribes. They
have adopted to a great extent the maternal descent and the division into

animal totems of the northern tribes. The social organisation of the

He'iltsuk-, one of the most northern tribes of Kwakiutl lineage, is similar

to that of the Tsimshian, while their southern neighbours, the inha-

bitants of Rivers Inlet, who speak the same dialect, retain the more
complex organisation of the Kwakiutl ; but they have mainly maternal

descent.

It is an interesting fact that a great many of the clan legends of the

Kwakiutl are very insignificant, while others have important mythical

bearings by which they are closely connected with the mythological

concepts of the people. It seems probable that clan legends first found

their way to the Kwakiutl by marriages with women of northern tribes,

whose traditions, according to the customs of the northern region, were
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inherited by the woman's children. This must have given an important
impulse to acquiring or inventing similar traditions on the part of other
clans, since their possession was undoubtedly considered a prestige.

Probably the fastings of young men and the subsequent hallucinations

have furnislicd the greater part of the material for these legends.

It is necessaiy to consider at this place a few characteristic traditions

which belong to the cannibal society of the tribes of the northern and
central parts of the coast. The most widely diffused tradition on this

subject seems to have originated among the He'iltsuk', but it has spread
.southward to the Kwakiutl. It is told that a young girl was carried away
by the cannibal spirit. Her four brothers searched for her, and with
difficulty escaped the pursuing cannibal spirit. Finally, they succeeded in
killing him, and his ashes were transformed into mosquitoes. In the
course of their visit to their sister the brothers learned the songs and
secrets of the cannibal society. This tradition is given in most cases
as the origin of the secret society. A number of other members were
initiated in other ways, one by stealing the cedar-bark ornaments of the
bathing cannibal spirit, another one by ascending the sky and obtaining
the secrets of the society.

These customs have also spi'ead to the northern neighbours of the
He'iltsnk-, the Tsimshian. They have the following tradition in regard to
the origin of the society :—A hunter pursued a bear, which finally led

him into the interior of a rock. Inside he saw people performing the
ceremonies of the society, and he Avas insti'ucted by their chief to repeat
the same ceremonies at home. In all the traditions of the Kwakiutl the
cannibal spirit presides over the society, Avhile he does not appear in the
Tsimshian tradition. This shows that difierent traditions are used for
explaining the same ceremonial.

In connection with these facts we will consider the conclusions which
were drawn from a consideration of the mythologies of the tribes of
British Columbia. We saw that none of these could be considered as the
product of a single tribe. All the traditions were full of foreign elements,
which it was possible to trace over Avide areas. If, therefore, the same
ritual is explained by different traditions, we may conclude that the
rituol preceded the tradition ; that the former is the primary phenomenon,
the latter the secondary.

It seems that the development of the ritual, as well as of the traditions
connected Avith it, is founded in the prestige given by membership in a
secret society. There must have developed a desire to become a member
of a society, Avhich led, wherever the number of societies was insufficient
for the tribe, to the establishment of neAv ones. It is not meant, of
course, that the Indians intentionally invented new traditions, but that
the desire stimulated their fancy and excited their mind, and that in this
manner, after proper fastings, occasion Avas given for hallucinations, the
material of Avhich Avas naturally taken from the ideas found among the
tribe and its neighbours. Similar phenomena have been treated, from a
systematic point of A-iew, by StoU in his book on Suggestion, and by Tarde
in his book on the Laws of Imitation.

It is easily understood hoAv the exciting ceremonial of the cannibal
.society may have giA'en rise to hallucinations in Avhich a young man
thought to see the same spirit under neAv conditions, and that after
his return from the solitucjfi he told his visions. Since the opinion
preA'ailed that the spiiit Avhich appeared in tiiis manner had a tendency
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to roappoar to the descendants of the person to whom it once appeared,
opportunity was <:tivon for the foi-niation of a new placo in tlie s(>crot

societies. We may assume*, tliorefore, tliat, psycliolo;^ically, tlio develop-

ment of the complex system of membership in the secret societies nuist be
;>.\j)lain('d as due to the combined action of the social system and llio

method of acejuii'lMg jj;uardian spirits.

While these considerations may explain the variety of form of tiio

secret societies, and show that the myths on wliich a i-itual is founded are
probably secondary, Ihey do not explain th(^ origin of the societies

themselves and of the jieculiar customs connected with them. There are,

how(ner, indications which lead to the opinion that the.so societies

developed from nn^thods of warfare. First of all, it is important to note
that the deity Wina'lagyilis of the Kwakiiitl presid(>s o\-er the whole
ceremonial. This name means ' the one who makes war upon the whole
world,' and his spirit controls the mind of the Indians also during the
time of war. For this reason the secret societies are in action also on
war expeditions, no matter at what s(>;ison of (lu^ year they may oemir.

All the oldest songs of the secret societies I'efer to war. The cannibal, as

well as tlie bear dancei's and the fool dancers of the Kwakiutl, are con-

sidered warriors, and go into ecstasies as soon as an (uiemy has been
killed. All this indicates that oiiginally the secret societies were closely

connected with war expeditions.

One thing more must be considered. The customs which we ob.serve

to-day are evid(>ntly the modern de\el(ipnient of ancient forms. It is

known that tlw^ ceremonial cannibalism, wliich nowadays is the principal

part of the whole ceremonial, has been introduced very recently among
all the tribes. The Kwakiutl state tliat this custom was introducctl

among them not- longer than sixty years ago, and that- it originated among
the llc'iltsuk-. We idso know that the custom spread from the He'iltsuk-

to th(i Tsimshian not. longer- than a, hundi'ed and fifty years ago. There-
fore there is no doubt that the custom was originally confined to the small

territory of the llc'iltsuk-. Among tlie southern tribes the cainubals

originally conllned thcni.selvcs to holding with their teeth the heads of

enemies whicli had been cut off.

The form in which the cannibalism spread from the He'iltsuk* is

maiidy the following :—A slave was killed by his owner, then he was
torn to pieces and eaten by the cannibals ; or pieces of flesh were bitten

out of the arms and the chest of people ; or, finally, corpses which had
been prepared in a particular way were devoured by the I'annibals. The
first of these customs clearly bears some relation to war. A slave was
obtained in war by the I'clative of a cannibal, and by killing him the

owner celebrated the victory before the assembled tribe. It is not ])Ossible

to prove definitely that tin* secret societies de\eloped in this manner from
customs related to war expeditions, but the close relationship of the two
cannot bo doubted.

W(* may say, therefore, that the investigations of the Committee have
proved that dissemination of cultural elements has taken j)lace all along
the North Pacific coast, and also that the most distant parts of the

American continent, and probably even parts of the Old World, ha\e
contributed to the growth of the culture of the Indians of Hritish

Columbia. This fact shows that we cannot accept the sweeping assertion

that .sameness of ethnical phenomena is (ilways due to the sameness of the
working of the Imman mind, but that it is necessary to consider in all
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anthropological investigations the important element of dissemination of

cultural elements.

The decorative art of the Indians of the North PaciBc coast difl'ers

from the arts of otlier primitive people in that the process of conven-

tionalisation has not led to the development of geometric designs, but

that the ornaments mostly represent animals. It is generally assumed

that all the animal representations found on totem poles or on decorations

of househokl utensils and of wearing apparel represent the totems of the

various clans. While it is certainly true that in niost cases the artists

decorate the objects with the totem of the owner, there are a number
of cases in which th(; reason for applying certain animal designs is founded

ott other considerations. This is very evident in the case of tlie fish-club,

w^iich is used in despatching halibut and other fish Ijefore they are

hauled into the canoe. Almost all the clubs that 1 have seen represent

the sea-lion or the killer-whale - the two sea animals which an; most

feared by the Indians, and which kill those animals that are to be killed

bjr means of the club. The idea of giving the club the design of the

sea-lion or killer-whale is therefore ratlier to give it a form appropriate to

its function, and perhaps, secondarily, to give it by means of its form

great efficien'^;y.

Anoth(;r instance in which a close relation exists between the function

.)f the (object and its design is that of the grease dish. Small grease

dishes have almost invariably the shape of the seal, oi- sometimes that of

the sea-lion ; that is, of those animals which furnish a vast amount of

blubber. Grease of sea animals is considered a sign of wealth. In many
cases abundance of food is described by saying that the sea near the

houses was covered with the grease of the s(jal, the sea-lion, and whales.

Thus the form of the seal seems to symbolise affluence.

Other grease dishes and food dishes have Ihe form of canoes, and here,

I believe, a similar idea has given rise to thu form. The canoe symbolises

that a canoe load of food is present(;d to the guests, and that this view

is probably correct is imlicated by the fact that in his speeches thr; host

oftcm refers to the canoe filled with food whicli he gives to his guests.

The canoe form is often modified, and a whole series of types can be

established forming the transition between canoe dishes and ordinary

trays. Dishes of this sort always bear a conventionalised face at each
short end, while the middle part is not decorated. This is analogous to

the style of the decoration of the canoe. The design represents almost
always the hawk. I am not certain what has given origin to the

prevalence of this design. On the whole, the decoration of the canoe is

totemistic. It may be that it is only the peculiar manner in which tJre

beak of the hawk is represented which has given i-ise to the prevalence of

this decoration. The upper jaw of the hawk is always >;hown so that its

point reaches the lower jaw and turns back into the mouth. When
painted or carved in front view, the beak is indicated by a narrow wedge-
sliaped strip in the middle of the face, the point of which touches the
lower margin of the chin. The sharp bow and stern of a canoe with
a profile of a face on each side, when represented on a level or slightly

rounded sur-face, would assume the same shape. Therefore it may be
that originally the middle line was not the beak of the hawk, but the

foreshoi^ned bow or stf;rn of the canoe. This decoration is so uniform
that the explanation given here seems to be very probable.
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On halibut hooks we find very often decorations representing the
squid. The reason for selecting this motive must be looked for in the
fact that the squid is used for baiting the hooks.

I am not quite certain if the decoration of armour and weapons is

totemistic or symbolic. Remarkably many helmets represent the sea-

lion, many daggers the bear, eagle, wolf, and raven, while I have not seen
one that represents the killer-whale, although it is one of the ornaments
that are most frequently shown on totemistic designs.

I presume this phenomenon may be accounted for by a consideration
of the ease with which the conventionalised forms lend themselves to
decorating certain parts of implements. It is difficult to imagine how
the killer-whale could be represented on the handle of a dagger without
impairing its usefulness. On the other hand, the long thin handles
of ladles made of the horn of the big horn sheep generally terminate with
the head of a ia\ en or of a crane, the beak being the end of the handle.
This form was evidently suggested by the slender tip of the horn, which
is easily carved in this shape. The same seems to be true in the cases of

lances or knives, the blades of which are represented as the long, pro-
truding tongues of animals ; but it may be that in this case there is a
complex action of a belief in the supernatural power of the tongue, and in

the suggestions which the decorator received from the shape of the object

he desired to decorate.

To sum up, it seems that there are a great number of cases of decoration
which cannot be considered totemistic, but which are either symbolic or
suggested by the shape of the object to be decorated. It seems likely

that totemism was the most powerful incentive in developing the art of
the natives of the North Pacific coast ; but the desire to decorate in
certain con^ entional forms once established, these forms were applied in
cases in which there was no reason and no intention of using the
totemistic mark. The thoughts of the artists were influenced by
considerations foreign to the idea of totemism. This is one of the
numerous ethnological phenomena which, although apparently simple,
cannot be explained psychologically from a single cause, but are due to
several factors.

The treatment of the animal design is very peculiar. We may
distinguish two principles which govern the form of representation :

First, the animal is characterised by a number of symbols ; secondly,
the artist does not endeavour to render a perspective view of the animal,
but rather to show the whole animal.

The first of these principles is jjrobably founded largely on the difficulty

encountered in designing realistic representations of various animals which
would be clearly recognised as specific animals. For this reason the most
characteristic peculiarities of each species become the symbols by which it

is recognised. Thus the beaver is always symbolised by two large incisors

and a scaly tail ; the dog-fish, by an elongated forehead, a mouth with
depressed corners, and five curved lines (the gills) on each cheek ; the
killer-whale, by its tail, flippers, and its large dorsal fin ; the sculpin, by
two spines which rise over the forehead ; the hawk, by a large beak,
which is turned backward so that it touches the chin. Probably all

these symbols were originally applied to characterise a portion of a
quadruped, bird, or fish ; but in course of time they came to be considered
as sufficient to call to mind the form of the whole animal. We find,

therefore, that gradually the symbols Mere to a great extent substituted
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for representations of the whole animal. A dorsal fin worn on the

blanket of a dancer, or painted on his face, indicates that the person so

decorated personates the killer-whale. A strongly curved beak painted

on a gambling- stick symbolises that the stick is meant to represent the

thunder-bird. A protruding tongue painted on the chin symbolises the

bear.

The second principle seems to be quite opposed to the first one. When
the artist decorates any object with the representation of an animal, he
distorts and dissects the animal in such a way as to show the whole body
on the decorative field ; but a closer examination of this tendency proves

that it originates mainly in the necessity felt l)y the artist of introducing

all the symbols, which are distributed over the whole body of the animal,

in the decoration. To give a few instances, bracelets are decorated in

such a way that the animal is split along its back, and then repi'esented

in such a manner as to make it appear as though the arm were pushed
through the opening. On tattooings the animals are shown as split

through along their backs or along their chests, and then tiattened out,

so that a symmetrical design results. Carvings on totem poles must be
interpreted in the same way, the animal being rej^resented as bisected

along the rear side of the totem pole, and extended so that the two margins
of the cut appear on the borders of the carved portion of the pole. The
distortion and section of animals is nowhere carried further than in

representations on boxes, on slate dishes, and on Chilcat blankets ; but in

all these decorations we recognise the endeavour to bring such forms of

the animal into view as are essential for an understanding of the design

—

that is to say, all those parts of the animal are represented which serve as

its symbols.

So far as I am aware, the process of conventionalising has not led to

the formation of geometrical designs, which are exceedingly rare on
decorated objects from the North Pacific coast. They are found only in

certain kinds of basket work and in mattings.

Finally, it may be well to add a brief explanation of the economic
system prevailing among these Indians, wliich was fully set forth in the
Fifth Report of the Committee. This system finds its expression in tlie

so-called 'potlatch.' The meaning of this custom has been much mis-
understood, and the recent enactment of a law making the potlatch a
criminal ofi'ence is probably in great measure due to a misconception in

regard to its meaning.
The economic system of the Indians of British Columbia is largely

based on credit, just as much as that of civilised communities. In all his

undertakings the Indian relies on the helji of his friends. He promises
to pay them for this help at a later date. If the help furnished consisted
in valuables, which are measured by the Indians by blankets as we
measure them by money, he promises to repay the amount so loaned with
interest. The Indian has no system of writing, and therefore, in order to

give security to the transaction, it is performed publicly. The contracting
of debts, on tlie one hand, and the paying of debts, on the other, is the
potlatch. This economic system lias developed to such an extent that the
capital possessed by all the individuals of the tribe combined exceeds
many times the actual amount of cash that exists ; that is to say, the
conditions are quite analogous to those prevailing in our community : if

we want to call in all our outstanding debts, it is found that there is not
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by any means money enough in existence to pay tlicm, and the result of

an attempt of all the creditors to call in their loans results in disastrous
panic, from which it takes the community a long time to recover.

It must be clearly understood that an Indian who invites all his

friends and neighbours to a great potlatch, and apparently squanders
all the accumulated results of long years of labour, has two things in his

mind which we cannot but acknowledge as wise and worthy of praise.

His first object is to pay his debts. This is done publicly and with much
ceremony, as a matter of record. His second object is to invest the fruits

of his labour so that the greatest benefit will accrue from them for himself

as well as for his children. The recipients of gifts at this festival receive

these as loans, which they utilise in their present undertakings, but after

the lapse of several years they must repay them with interest to the giver

or to his heir. Thus the potlatch comes to be considered by the Indians
as a means of insuring the well-being of their children if they should be
left orphans while still young. It is, we might say, their life insurance.

The sudden jibolition of this system—which in all its intricacies is very
difficult to understand, but the main pomts of which wei-e set forth in the
preceding remarks—destroys therefore all the accumulated capital of the
Indians. It undoes the carefully planned life-work of the present gene-
ration, exposes them to need in their old age, and leaves the orphans
unprovided for. What wonder that it should be resisted with vigour Ijy

the best class of Indians, and that only the lazy should support it, because
it relieves them of the duty of paying their debts 1

But it will be said that the cruel ceremonies connected with some of

the festivals make their discontinuance necessary. An intimate know-
ledge of the Indian character leads me to consider that any interference

with these very ceremonials is unadvisable. They are so intimately con-

nected with all that is sacred to the Indian that their forced discon-

tinuance will tend to destroy what moral steadiness is left to him. It

was during these ceremonies that I heard the old men of the ti'ibe exhort
the young to mend their ways ; that they held up to reprobation the young-

women who had gone to Victoria to lead a life of shame ; and that they
earnestly discussed the question of requesting the Indian Agents to help

them in their endeavour to bring the young back to the good, moral life

of old.

And the cruelty of the ceremonial exists alone in the fancy of those

who know of it only by the exaggerated descriptions of travellers. In
olden times it was a war ceremony, and captives were killed and even
devoured ; but with the encroachment of civilisation the horrors of the
old ceremonies have died out. An old chief has been heard addressing
his people thus :

' How lovely is our time ! No longer do we go in fear

of each other
;
peace is everywhere. No longer is there the strife of

battle ; we only try to outdo each other in the potlatch,' meaning that
each tries to invest his property in the most profitable manner, and
particularly that they vie with each other in honourably repaying their debts.

The ceremony of the present day is no more and no less than a time
of general amusement, which is expected with much pleasure by young
and old. But enough of its old sacredness remains to give the Indian,

during the time of its celebration, an aspect of dignity which he lacks at

other times. The lingering survivals of the old ceremonies will die out
quickly, and the remainder is a harmless amusement that we should be
slow to take away from the native, wlio is struggling against the over-

powerful influence of ci^dlisation.
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property and inheritance, viii. 14 ; reli-

gion, viii. 15 ; report of A. F. Chamber-
lain, viii. 5-71 ; senses and mental
character, viii. 8 ; shamanism, v. 59,

viii. 15; sign language, viii. 36 ; social

organisation, iv. 6, viii. 12; tattooing,

viii. 16 ;
i erms of relationship, viii. 12 ;

tribes, viii. 6 ; worship and pravers,

iv. 10.

Kwakiutl ; Birth, v. 42, vi. 58, xi. 5 ; cur-

rent beliefs, vi. 61, xi. 10; death, v.

43, vi. 58, xi. 7
;
games, xi. 10 ; houses,

v. 22 ; linguistics, vi. 103, xi. 17; mar-
riage, V. 42 ; mytholog}% iv. 7 ;

physi-

cal characteristics, v. 12, 15, vii. 21, x.

tables 3, 4, 5 ; xii. table 12 ; religion, v.

51, vi. 58 ; secret societies, v. 62, vi. 62
;

shamanism, vi. 59, xi. 2 ; social organi-

sation, V. 29, 33, vi. 56 ; tribes, vi. 52 ;

worship and prayers, iv. 9.

Kwakiutl type, xii. 16.

Languages spoken in British Columbia,
comparative vocabulary of, vi. 140.

Linguistic stocks, iv. 4.

Linguistics : Bilqula, vi. 127 ; Haida, v. 71

;

Kootenay, v. 93, viii. 45; Kwakiutl, vi.

103, xi. 17; Ntlakya'pamuQ, xii. 27;
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Nisk-a', X. G2, xi. 18 ; Nootka, vi. IIG
;

Okann^OD. \± 135 ; Salish languages,

vi. 127; Sarcees, iv. 17; Shuswap, vi.

131 ; Snanaimuq, vi. 128 ; Stla'tlnmH,

vi. 133; Tlingit, v. fiO; Ts'Ets'a'ut, x.

06; Tsimshian, v. 81.

Lku'iigen. See Songish.

Location : Chilcotin, sii. 18 ; Sarcees, iv.

10 : Shuswap, vi. 80 ; Ts'Ets'a'ut, x. 34.

Lower Fraser River : Physical character-

istics of tribes, vii. 22 ; tribes, ix. 1.

LYtton , Pli3-sical characteristics of Indians

"of, V. 18.

Manufacture.s : Kootenay, viii. 23; Song-

ish, vi. 14.

^Marriages : Bilqula, vii. 12 ; Chilcotin,

xii. 18 ; Coast Salish, v. 44 ; Kootenay,
v. 4G, viii. 13 ; Kwakiutl, v. 42 ; Nisk-a',

X. 54; Nootka, vi. 42; Sarcees, iv. 14;

•Shuswap, vi. 90 ; Songish, vi. 23 ; tribes

of lower Fraser Eiver, ix. 4 ; Ts'Ets'a'ut,

X. 45; Tsimshian, v. 40.

Maturity: Bilqula, v. 42, vii. 12; Koo-
tenay, V. 45 ; Nootka, vi. 40 ; Shuswap,
vi. 89 : Songish, vi. 22 ; Ts'Ets'a'ut, x.

45 ; Tsimshian, v. 40.

Medicine: Bilqula, vii. 17 ; Kootenay, viii.

29 ; Songish, vi. 24.

Mental character : Indians of British Co-

lumbia, V. 18 ; Kootenay, viii. 8.

Music : Kootenaj', viii. 17 ; Nisk-a', s. 50,

51 ; Nootka, vi. 36-38,41, 44, 46,48-.50
;

Ts'Ets'a'ut, x. 46.

Mythology : Bilqula, iv. 8, vii. 6, 13

;

Chilcotin, xii. 21 ; Haida, iv. 7 ; Koo-
tenay, iv. 9, viii. 31 ; Kwakiutl, iv. 7;

Nisk-a', X. 50; Nootka, iv. 8, vi. 43;
Ntlakj'a'pamuQ, iv. 8 ; Salish, iv. 8

;

Songish, vi. 27 ; Tlingit, iv. 6 ; tribes of

British Columbia, iv. 6; tribes of lower
Fraser Eiver, ix. 9 ; Ts'Ets'a ut, x. 47 ;

Tsimshian, iv. 7.

Nasal index of skulls, xi. 16.

Nicola Valley, Tinneh tribe of, x. 30-34,

xii. 18, 38.

Nisk-a': Death, x. 52; festivals, x. 52;
games, x. 61 ; houses, xi. 12 ; linguis-

tics, X. 62, xi. 18 ; marriage, x. 54

;

music, X. 50, 51 ; mythology, x. 50

;

phj-sical characteristics, x. tables 1, 2

;

xii. table 1 1 ; religion, x. 61 ; secret socie-

ties, X. 51 ; shamanism, x. 59 ; social

organisation, x. 48 ; totem poles, x. 52.

Nootka: Birth, vi. 39; death, vi. 43;
games, vi. 38 ; houses, v. 22 ; linguis-

tics, vi. 116; marriage, vi. 42; matu-
rity, vi. 40 ; music, vi. 36-38, 41, 44, 46,

48-50 ; mytholo.gy, iv. 8, vi. 43 ; omens
relative to birth of twins, vi. 39 ;

paint-

ings, vi. 35, 40 ;
physical characteris-

tics, v. 12, 15, vii. 21 ;
potlatch, vi. 36

;

religion, vi. 43 ; secret societies, vi. 47 ;

shamanism, vi. 44 ; social organisation,
vi. 32; tattooing, vi. 38; tribes, vi. 31.

Northern type, xii. L5, 42.

North Pacific Coast: Deformed crania, vi.

95 ;
physical characteristics of tribes,

vii. 18, X. 3.

Northern Oregon : Physical characteris-

tics of tribes, vii. 26.

Ntlakya'pamuQ : Linguistics, xii. 27 ; my-
thology, iv. 8 ;

physical characteristics,

X. tables, 7-11, xii. table 10.

Okanagon: Linguistics, vi. 135
;
physical

characteristics, x. table 11.

Ornamentation, Ts'Ets'a'ut, x. 43.

Ornaments, Kootenay, viii. 25.

Painting : Kootenay, viii. 16 ; Nootka, vi.

35, 40; preliminary notes, iv. 5.

Physical characteristics: Bilqula, v. 12, vii.

table 3 ; Chilcotin, xii. table 9 ; coast

tribes of British Columbia, v.l 1; Comox,
V. 17; Gitamat, vii. 20; Haida, v. 12, 15,

vii. 20, xii. table 11 ; Indians of Lytton,
V. 18 : Kootenay, viii. 38 ; Kwakiutl, v.

12, 15, vii. 21, X. tables 3-5; Nisk-a'.

X. tables 1, 2; Nootka, v. 12. 15, vii.

21; Ntlakya'pamuQ, x. tables 7-11;
Okanagon, x. table 11: Oregonian
Tinneh, vii. table 9; Sanitch, v. 17;
Sarcees. iv. 16; Shuswap, viii. 71. x.

table 11; Sishiatl, x. table 5; Songish,

V. 17; Ts'Ets'a'ut, x. table 1; Tsim-
shian, V. 12, 15, vii. 20.

Physical characteristics of tribes : Coast
of Washington, vii. table 6; Columbia
River, vii. 24 ; Harrison Lake. vii.

table 5 ; Lower Fraser River, vii. 22, x.

table 6 ; North Pacific coast, vii. 18, x.

3; Northern Oregon, vii. 26; Southern
Oregon vii. 28.

Potlatch : Bilqula. vii. 6 ; British Colum-
bia, V. 38 ; Nootka, vi. 36.

Preliminary notes on mythology : Bilqula,

iv. 8; British Columbia, iv. 6; Haida,

iv. 7; Kootenay, iv. 9; Kwakiutl,iv. 7 ;

Nootka, iv. 8; Ntlakya'qamuQ, iv. 8;

Salish, iv. 8 ; Tlingit, iv. 6 ; Tsimshian,
iv. 7.

Preliminary notes on painting, iv. 5.

Preliminarj' notes on social organisation :

Haida, iv. 4 ; Heiltsuk-, iv. 5 ; Koote-
nay, iv. 6 ; Salish, iv. 5 ; Tlingit, iv. 5.

Preliminary notes on tattooing, iv. 5.

Preliminary notes on worship and prayers

:

Haida, iv. 9 ; Kootenay, iv. 10; Kwa-
kiutl, iv. 9 ; Salish, iv. 10 ; Tlingit, iv.

9 ; Tsimshian, iv. 9.
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Preliminary report by F. Boas, iv. 1-10.

Proper ty among Kootenay, viii. It.

Kelatioiisbip : Kootenay, terms of, viii.

12; Salish lana-uages, terms of, vi. 13G.

Religion : Bilqula, vii. 14 ;
Coast Salish,

V. 51; Kootenav, viii. 15; Kwakiutl,

V. 51, vi. 5S; Nlsk'a', x. 61; Nootka,

vi. 43 ; Shuswap, vi. 93 ; Songish, vi.

28 ; tribes of Lower Fraser River, ix.

9; Ts'Etsa'ut, x. 46; Tsimshian, v.

Keports on Indians of British Columbia,

iv. 1-10, v. 5-97 and 6 plates, vi. 10-

163, vii. 2-43, x. 2-71, xi. 1-23, xii.

1-61.

Salish languages : Linguistics, vi. 127

;

terms of relationship, vi. 136.

Salish : Mythology, iv. 8 ; social organisa-

tion, iv. 5 ; worship and prayers, iv.

10.

Sanitch : Physical characteristics, v. 17.

Sarcees : Customs, iv. 12; death, iv. 15;

gambling, iv. 14 ; linguistics, iv. 17 ;

location, iv. 10; marriage, iv. 14; origin,

iv. 11 ;
physical characteristics, iv. 16

;

remarks by Horatio, Hale, iv. 21-23
;

report by E F. Wilson, iv. 10-«1;

shamanism, iv. 15 ; traditions, iv. 12.

Secret societies : Bilqula, vii. 6 ; Haida, v.

58; Kwakiutl, v 52, vi. 62; Niska', x.

54; Nootka, vi. 47; Songish, vi. 26;
Tsimshian, v. 56.

Senses and mental character : Indians of

British Columbia, v. 18; Kootenay,

viii. 8.

Shamanism, Bilqula : vii. 15 ; Chilcotin,

xii. 19 ; Coast Salish, v. 59 ;
Haida, v.

58; Kootenay, v. 59, viii. 15; Kwa-
kiutl, vi. 59", xi. 2 ; Niska'. x. 59

;

Nootka, vi. 44 ; Sarcees, iv. 15: Shus-

wap, vi. 93 ; Songish, vi. 28 ; Tlingit,

V. 58 ; tribes of lower Fraser River, ix.

9 ; Ts'Ets'a'ut, x. 45 ; Tsimshian, v.

58.

Shuswap: Birth, vi. 89; current beliefs, vi.

92 : death, vi. 91 ; food, vi. 85 ;
games,

vi. 89
;
government, vi. 86 ; houses, vi.

80, industries, vi. 83; linguistics, vi.

131 ; location, vi. 80; marriage, vi. 90;

maturity, vi. 89
;
phy.sical characteris-

tics, viii. 71, X. table 11, xii. table 7
;

religion, vi. 93 ; shamanism, vi. 93
;

sign language, vi. 87 ; social organisa-

tion, vi. 85; war, 86.

Sign language : Kootenay, viii. 36 ; Shus-

wap, vi. 87 ; Songish, vi. 25.

Sishiatl, physical characteristics, x. table

5.

Skulls, nasal index, xi. 10.

Slaves of Chilcotin, xii. 19.

Snanaimuq ; Linguistics, vi. 128.

Social organisation : Bilqula, vii. 3 ; Chil-

cotin, xii.l8; Coast Salish, v. 32; Haida,
iv. 4, V. 23, 26 ; Heiltsnk-, iv. 5, v. 23,

29 ; Kootenay, iv. 6, viii. 12 ; Kwakiutl,
V. 29, 33. vi. 56; Nisk-a', x. IS ; Nootka,
vi. 32 ; Salish, iv. 5; Shuswap, vi. 85;
Songish, vi. 17; Thngit, iv. 5, v. 23,

25 ; tribes of lower Fraser River, ix.

3 ; Ts'Ets'a'ut, x. 44 ; Tsimshian, v. 23,

24, 27.

Songish : Birth, vi. 20 ; canoes, vi. 14
;

current beliefs, vi. 25 ; death, vi. 23
;

fishing, vi. 16 ; food, vi. 15
;
gambling,

vi. 19; houses, vi. 11; manufactures,
vi. 14 ; marriage, vi. 23 ; maturity, vi.

22 ; medicine, vi. 24 ; mythology, vi.

27 ; omens relative to birth of twins,

vi. 22
;
physical characteristics, v. 17

;

religion, vi. 28 ; secret societies, vi.

26 ; shamanism, vi. 28 ; sign language,

vi. 25 ; social organisation, vi. 17 ; tat-

tooing, vi. 22.

Southern Oregon : Physical character-

istics of tribes, vii. 28.

Sti'atEmQ : Physical characteristics, xii.

table 6.

Stla'tlumH : Linguistics, vi. 133; physical

characteristics, xii. tables 1, 2, 3.

StlBmqo'lEqumQ : Physical character-

istics, xii. tables 4, 5, 6.

Summary of the work of the Committee,
xii. 40-56.

Tattooing: Kootenay, viii. 16; Nootka,
vi. 38 ; Songish, vi. 22 ;

preliminary

notes, iv. 5.

Teit (James) : Tinneli of Nicola Valley,

X. 31-33
Terms of relationship : Kootenay, viii.

12 ; Salish languages, vi. 136.

Thompson River type, xii. 15, 42.

Tinneh of Nicola Valley, x. 30-34 ; James
Teit on, x. 31-33.

Tinneh, Oregonian : Physical character-

istics, vii. table 9.

Tlingit : Birth, v. 40 ; future life, v. 46
;

houses, v. 22 ; linguistics, v. 60 ; mytho-
logy, iv. 6 ; shamanism, v. 58 ; social

organisation, iv. 5, v. 23, 25 ; worship
and prayers, iv. 9.

Totem poles of Nisk'a', x. 52.

Traditions of Sarcees, iv. 12.

Transcription of Indian words, iv. 4, vi.

10, vii. 2, X. 2, xii. 38.

Tribes : Bilqula, vii. 2 ;
coast of Washing-

ton, physical characteristics, vii. table

6 ; Columbia River, physical character-

istics, vii. 24 ; Harrison Lake, physical

characteristics, vii. table 5 ; Kootenay,
viii. 6 ; Kwakiutl, vi. 52; Nootka, vi.
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31 ; Northern Oregon, physical cha-

racteristics, vii. 26 ; Southern Oregon,

physical characteristics, vii. 28.

Tribes nf Lower Eraser River, ix. 1 : cur-

rent beliefs, ix. 11 ; death, ix. 5; fi.-<h-

ing, ix. 7 ;
genealosjies, ix. table 1

;

hunting, \x.7; marriage, ix. 4; my-

thol"gy, ix. 9 ;
physical characteristics,

vii. 22, X. table 6 ;
religion, ix. '.)

;

shamanism, ix. ; social organisation,

ix. .S.

Ts'Els'a'ut : Birth, s. 45 ;
clothing, x. BD

;

death, X. 46; games, x. 47; histoiy,

X. :t."): houses, X. 40; hunting, x. 41;

linguistics, x. 66; location, x. ?,i

;

nianiage, x. 45; maturity, x. 45;

mu.sic, X. 46 ; mythology, x. 47 ;
orna-

mentation, X. 43
;

physical character-

istics, x. table 1 ; religion, x. 4t)

;

shamanism, x. 45 ; social organisation,

s. 44 ; villages, x.39.

Tsimshian: Birth, v. 40; death, v. 41;

houses, V. 22, xi. 12 ; linguistics, v. 81

;

marriage, v. 40 ; maturity, v. 40 ; my-

thology, iv. 7; physicalcharacteristics,

V. 3 2, 15, vii. 20, xii. table; religion,

V. 49 ; secret societies, v. 56 ; shaman-
ism, V. 58 ; social organisation, v. 23,

24, 27 ; worship and prayers, iv. 9.

Twins : Omens relative to birth, Xootka,
vi. 39; Songisli,vi. 22.

Village of Ts'Ets'a'ut, x. 39.

Vocabulary of Chilcotin, xii. 37.

comparative, x. 68 ; languages
spoken in British Columbia, vi. 140.

War of Shuswap, vi. 80.

Wars : Bilqula. vii. 15 ; Indians of British

Columbia, v. 39.

Washington : Physical characteristics of

tribes of coast, vii. table 6.

WiLSOX (E. F.), Report by, on Sarcees,

iv. 10-21.

Wilson (Sir Daniel), Introduction by, to

Report of Committee, vii. 1.

Words in language of Tinneh of Xicola
Valley, x. 33, xii. 38.

Worship and prayers, Haida, iv. 9

;

Kootenay, iv. 10 ; Kwakiutl, iv. 9
;

Salish, iv. 10; Tlingit, iv. 9; Tsim-
shian, iv. 9.

Torres Straits Anthropological Expedition.—Interim Report of the

Committee, consisting of Sir "\V. TuRNER {Chairman), Professor A.

C. Haddox (Secretavjj), Professor M. Foster, Dr. J. Scott-

Keltie, Professor L. C. Miall and Professor Marshall "Ward,

appointed to investigate the Anthropology and Natural History of

Torres Straits.

The party, consisting of Drs. Haddon, Rivers, MacDougall, and Myers,

and Messrs. Ray and Wilkin, left London in the ' Duke of "Westminster '

on March 10, and arrived at Thursday I.sland on April 22, where Dr.

Seli"mann joined the expedition. Dr. Haddon adds :—After various

delays, Murray Island was reached on May 6 ; here we occupied a dis-

used Mission House. The whole party .stayed in Murray Island for a

fortnight, and a number of anthropological and psychological otser-

vations were made. As the Rev. J . Chalmers sent the ' Olive Branch '

to takp on those who wished to proceed to Port Moresby, Mr. Ray, Dr.

Selio'mann, Mr. Wilkin, and myself took this opportunity of crossing to

the mainland. Delena was reached on May 27, and Port Moresby on

May :')1. In the absence of the Governor, Sir William Macgregor, Mr.

Mus^rave "ave us every assistance, and the ' Peuleule,' a small Govern-

ment schooner, was put at our disposal for a fortnight. Short visits were

paid to Kaile, Kappakappa, &c., and a stay of nearly a fortnight was

made at Hula. Tln^ annual dance at the neighbouring village of Babaka

was witnessed and photographed. This is evidently a fertility dance for

the gardens, and probably also for the girls. It is similar to the famous

annual dance at Kalo, which is about three and a half miles distant. At
Kerepunu we saw and photographed canoes being hollowed out with stone

adzes. We have photographed several processe.s, such as tattooing, fire

making, pile driving, pottery manufacture, etc. After our return to Port
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Moresby we made a short excursion to the Astrolabe Range, and measured
a few Taburi natives. Some mountaineers who visited Port Moresby
were also measured and had their eyesight tested. Dr. Seligmann paid a
visit to the Rigo district, and had not returned at the time this was
written ; he will remain some time longer in this part of New Guinea.

The rest of us left Port Moresby on July 7, and spent a few days in the

Jieighbourhood of Hall Sound and in the Mekeo district. Murray Island

was reached on July 20. Drs. Rivers, MacDougall, and Myers have
•obtained a large number of observations in experimental psychology,

which promise to be of great interest. The whole of the party have
enjoyed good health so far, no serious case of illness having occurred.

iSllchester Excavation.—Report of the Committee, consisting of Mr.

A. J. Evans (Chairman), Mr. John L. Myres (Secretary), and
Mr. E. W. Brabrook, appointed to co-operate with the Silchester

Excavation Fund Gomndttee in their Explorations.

The excavations at Silchester in 1897 were begun on May 3, and
continued, with the usual interval during the harvest, until November 4.

The area selectedfor excavation included two insit^fc (X VII. and XVIII.),
extending from insula III. (which was excavated in 1891) to the south

jgate, and lying on the west side of the main street thi'ough the city from
north to south {v. plan). Tlie area in question contains about five acres.

The northern margin of insula XVII. is entirely filled with the

foundations of two large houses of the courtyard type, presenting several

unusual features. The southern part of the insula contained the remains

of a house of the corridor type of early date, portions of apparently two
other houses of the same type, and two detached structures warmed by
hypocausts and furnished with external furnaces, perhaps for boilers, of

which no examples have hitherto been met with at Silchester. Near one

of these was discovered a well containing at the bottom a woode?i tub in

an exceptional state of preservation. It will be added to the collection in

the Reading Museum.
Insida XVIII., like XVII., has the northern fringe entirely covered

with the foundations of buildings. These belonged to one house of

"unusual size and plan, and perhaps two other houses. The remainder of

the insula is unusually free from buildings, and even rubbish pits. It

contains, however, towaixls the south gate, foundations of an interesting

corridor house with an attached inclosure containing six circular rubble

bases. It is possible that these are the supports for stone querns, and
that the building was actually a fiour mill. In a well near this building

were discovered two more tubs, which have been successfully raised and
preserved.

The architectural fragments discovered in 1897 were few in number :

among them were a terra-cotta antefix, parts of two inscribed tiles and of

a marble mortar, a stone slab with moulded edge, apparently portion of a

pedestal or some such object, and two fragments of capitals, evidently

from the basilica.

The finds in bronze, iron, and bone are of the usual character. Among
the bronze articles are two good enamelled brooches, several chains, and a
curious socketed object surmounted by the head of an eagle—perhaps to fit

on a staff. The finds in bone and glass wei'e unimportant.

1898. Y Y
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The pottery includes a number of perfect vessels of difierent kinds.

One of these, a jar of grey ware with painted black bands, is of unusual
size, being nearly 2 feet high and 22 inches in diameter.

A detailed account of all the discoveries was laid before the Society of
Antiquaries on May 26, 1898, and the objects found were exhibited, as in

former years, at Burlington House.
The annexed plan of the Roman to^v^a shows the portions excavated

down to May, 1898.

It is proposed during the current year to excavate the two insulm
&o\xth. oiinsuloi XV. and XVI. (excavated in 1896). With them must
also be included the ground to the south of them, a triangular piece

almost as large as a third insula. When the examination of this area

is completed considerably more than half the city, includinar the whole of

the south-west quarter, will have been systematically excavated and
planned. As the insula; and adjoining portions now (1898) under
examination cover nearly eight acres, the expenses of the excavations this

year will be more than usual.

The Committee therefore ask to be reappointed, with a further grant.
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Mental and Physical Deviations from the Normal among Children in

Public Elementary and other Schools.—Report of the Committee,
consisting of Sir Douglas Galton (Chairman), Dr. Francis
Warner {Secretary), Mr. E. W. Brabrook, Dr. J. G. Garson,
and Mr. B. AVhite Wallis. (Report draivn np hij the Secretary.)

J'AUE
Appendix.— Taltle sho-ming co-relations of conditions of defect among 1,120

cldldren, subnormal in constitution, mental, or i)liysical .... 692

In presenting our sixth annual report we give a further account of those
children whose mental and physical condition renders them unfitted for
the public education provided in ordinaiy elementary day schools. TJie

facts upon which our research is based are the recorded observations of

the 1,120 children who appeared to require special care and training, a
catalogue of whom was given in our last report (1897)—viz., 597 boys,
523 girls.

Some account of these children is given in the Annual Report (1898)
of the Childhood Society, to whom we are indebted for access to the
records of those cases.

It is by studying the co-relations of the cases, and the relative fre-

quency with which the main classes of defect are associated in boys and
girls, respectively arranged in age-groups, that new information is mostly
obtained. This work has proved laborious, and results are given in the
table appended. This statement of facts observed may be compared with
the results of the examination of 100,000 children seen in ordinary
schools.'

The facts tabulated show that great difficulties must arise in making
any provision for the proper care of these children, who are altogether
below the normal or average in bodily and mental power ; they show a
much greater tendency than average children to become delicate under an
adverse environment, especially the girls ; this, as might be expected, is

most marked in those under seven years of age.

The main classes of defect are indicated in the table by symbols :

—

A. Defect in development of body ; B. Abnormal nerve-signs ; C Low
nutrition ; D. Mental dulness.

The large proportion of both boys and girls who present ' abnormal
nerve-signs' or irregularities in movement, balance, and response in action,
shows the importance of trying to remove each such sign of brain-dis-
orderliness in detail by carefully adapted physical training ; such abnor-
mal conditions do not appear to pass off naturally in these children, as is

shown by the fact that among cases with developmental defect, they are
almost as frequent among the older as the younger children.

The remarks made above show that the improvement of the brain con-

' Keport on the Scientific Study of the Mental and Physical Conditions of Child-
hood, with particular reference to chikken of defective constitution, and with
recommendations as to education and training, based on 100,000 children examined.
Published at Purkes Museum, Margaret Street, London, W., the office of the
Childhood Society.

y Y 2
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clition of children below the average in mental and physical development,

requires mucli labour on the part of skilled teachers, combined with good

hygienic surroundings, and that such work must necessarily not be esti-

mated by average results.

It appears that research, founded on observation, affords results of

scientific and social value, while much remains to be done before any

method of mental hygiene can be firmly established.

The Committee desire to be reappointed, to act in conjunction with

the Childhood Society, for the scientific study of the mental and physical

conditions of children ; to assist them in presenting the results of their

observations in a duly co-related form they ask a grant of 101. in aid of

their work.

Table hasecl on the observation of 1,120 children ivho appeared to require

special care and training on pihysiccd or mental grouyids—Boys 597, Girls

523

—

showing the co-relation or the association of the main classes of defects

' in this Group. The Table is arranged in four columns, giving the percent-

ages for children in the Age-gronps and at all ages. The percentages are

taken on tlie number u'itJb the main class of defect. Thus: of all cases with

developmental defect at all ages 90 per cent, of the boys and 92-3 jjer cent, of

the girls vjere mentally dull. Of all the dull children at all ages 86"3 ^;ej'

cent, of the boys and 87 '5 2}er cent, of the girls also 2y'resented abnormal Nerve-

signs.
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The Tjake VUlai'jc at Gladonbitry.— TJiird Report of the Committee^ cov-

sisting ofDr. E. MuNUO (C//fl(/-7)?«9)), Professor W. Boyd Dawkins,

Sir John Evans, General Pitt-Eivers, Mr. A. J. Evans, and
Mr. A. BuLLEiD (Sccretari/). {T)rav:n iq-> l/ij the Secretary?)

Since presenting the last E,eport much progress has been made with the

exploration of the Lake or Marsh Village near Glastonbury. Twelve more
dwelling mounds have been examined, as well as the ground between and
around them. The southern end of the settlement has been completely

explored, and the investigations have yielded much of importance. The
timber substructure in this locality was in a better state of preservation

and more massively made than in any part of the viUage hitherto examined,

the arrangement of the logs being exceptionally clear. Some of the

dwelling mounds were of more than ordinary interest in their con.struction,

and from the various objects found on and around the floors, and the

foUov/ing observations in connection with them may be specially noticed.

Mounds A, B, C, and D formed an interesting group, showing the gradual

growth of the village and the construction of dwellings from time to time

as they were required ; this was easily recognised in these mounds by the

floor of one mound overlapping the floor of tlie mound immediately con-

tiguous to it. The clay of mound A overlapped that of C, B and C that

of D. Mound A was the latest construction, D the earliest, B and C were
of intermediate date, and the dwellings may have been of contemporary
erection. Mounds A, B, and C were of medium size ; the foundation of

wood was strong and well arranged, especially under mound C. Mound
I) was remarkable for its series of baked clay hearths, and for a cii'cular

basin-shaped depression in tlie floor of the dwelling within a foot or two of

one of the uppermost hearths. The sides and base were hard-baked, and it

appeared to have had a semicircular moulded rim raised two or three inches

above the level of the floor ; it measured two feet across the rim, was
nine inches deep, and the sides were nearly straight, sloping downwards
and inwards towards the base, which was about twenty-one inches in

diameter. It contained fragments of the fallen sides and a little fire ash

and charcoal. A somewhat similar depi'ession was discovered in mound J
and was described in the last Report. Dwelling mound D was also note-

worthy for the number of bone needles, broken and complete, found with

numerous splinters and sharp fragments of bone near them. Mound E
was of large size, oval in shape, and composed of Ave layers of clay ; it

contained two hearths of stone and several of baked clay. In this dwelling

mound there were found the remains of what may have formed a small

furnace of baked clay, fragments of several three-cornered crucibles, and
.some small pieces of bronze. Mound F was small and had not the appear-

ance of a dwelling mound. It contained three remarkable groups of clay

hearths, each group consisting of three superimposed hearths. Associated

with this mound were quantities of pottery and fire ash.

Mound A A : the chief feature in this dwelling movmd was the thick-

ness of its clay floor, the vertical measurement of its thickest part being

10 feet ; the mound was fairly symmetrical in outline and was about

30 feet in diameter. Beneath the lowest part of the clay, and lying in a

]a3'er of brushwood and rushes, part of the framework ostensibly of a loom
was discovered

;
judging from its position, and from the worm-eaten

condition of the wood, it had evidently been discarded and thrown away
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before the first dwelling belonging to this mound was erected. Amongst the

timber used in the foundation of the mound were many piles and pieces

of wood quite disconnected from the purposes originally intended, and

evidently belonging to a previous arrangement at another part of the

village.

With reference to the smaller objects, these compare favourably in

number with former seasons, especially with regard to pottery, bronze,

ii-on, horn, and glass. Among the finds are the following :

—

Stone.—One small celt, fifteen quern stones of various sizes, shapes, and
completeness.

Bronze.—Thirty; including spiral rings, fibulte and penannular brooches,

pieces of tub bands, fragments of bordering, rivet-heads and studs.

Iron.—Fifteen ; three moi-e or less complete adzes, two billhooks, part

of a reaping-hook, one file, and several rings.

Lead.—Two spindle whorls.

Glass.—Several blue beads.

Worked Bone.—Fifty-five pieces ; including gouges, needles of various

sizes, polishing bones, and other implements.

Horn.—Fifty ; amongst which are several hammer heads, combs, cheek

pieces, a knife handle, and a die.

Whorls, loomweights, sling-stones, and pottery were dug up as formerly

in quantities.

The following is a summary of the more important finds during the

past seven years :

—

Stone.—One complete celt, and the half of a second.

One fiint saw.

One fiint arrow-head.

Thirty quern stones more or less complete.

One hundred and fifty whetstones and hammerstones.

Bronze.—One hundred and sixty-five pieces.

Iron.—Eighty.

Lead.—Thirty.

Amber.—Two complete beads.

Jet.—One ring.

Glass.—Eighteen rings, beads, and pieces.

Crucibles.—Fragments of about twenty.

Worked Bone.—Three hundred and twenty, besides numerous pieces

showing knife marks.
Horn.—Two hundred and fifty-five.

Kinimeridge Shale.—Eighteen, including rings and portions of armlets.

Baked Clay other than Pottery.—Many triangular perforated blocks

and weights of other shapes, wattle, timber, and finger-marked clay.

Sling pellets of baked and unbaked clay, several thousand.

Spindle whorls, one hundred and thirty-five.

Perforated tusks and teeth, seven.

Human Bones.—Portions of about twenty-five bodies, including four

complete skulls.

Pottery and bones of animals, several cart-loads.

Worked Wood.—Portions of tubs, cups, and ladles ; handles, wheel

spokes, parts of the framework of one or more looms, and a complete

ladder seven feet high.
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An Ethnological Surveij of Canada.—Second Report cf the Committee.,

consistincj of Dr. G. M. Daavson (Chairman and Secretary), Pro-
fessor D. P. Penhallow (Vice-Chairman), Mr. E. W. Brabrook,
Professor A. C. Haddon. Mr. E. S. Hartland, Sir JoHX G.
BoURiNOT, Abbe CuoQ, Mr. B. Sulte, Abbe Taxguay, Mr. C.
Hill-Tout, Mr. David Boyle, Rev. Dr. Scadding, Rev. Dr. J.

Maclean. Dr. Meree Beauchemin, Rev. Dr. G. Patterson,
Mr. C. N. Bell, Hon. G. W. Ross, Professor J. Mayor, ami
Mr. A. F. Hunter.

APPE2JDIX PAOR.
I. Haida Stories and Beliefs. By C. Hill-Tout 700

II. Customs a/id Habits of JUarliesi Settlers if Canada. By Benjamin Sulte 70!)

At a meeting of the Committee held on August 20 last in Toronto
the resignation of the Chairman from that office was accepted, and Pro-
fessor Penhallow was nominated as Chairman ; but through a misunder-
standing this proposal was not brought before the General Committee.
Professor Penhallow has since consented to act as Vice-Chairman.

Since the presentation of the hrst report of this Committee at the
Toronto meeting some progress has been made in the further organisation
of the work, and some results of interest have l^een obtained ; but the
field of work in Canada is so vast and so varied that it has thus far been
found possible only to attack limited problems where special opportunities
have occurred of enlisting competent observers. As pointed out in con-
nection with the first report, the investigation presents two main branches :

(1) That dealing with the white races, and (2) that dealing with the
aborigines or Indians. These, however, are not entirely distinct, for a
particularly interesting line of inquiry is that relating to the Metis or
' half-breeds,' resulting from the intermixture of the whites and Indians.
Nothing has yet been accomplished in the last-named field of work, but it

is anticipated that some observers may soon be enlisted for it.

The efforts of the Committee were to some extent handicapped in the
first year of its existence by the want of any fund to be employed in the
furtherance of its work ; but with the grant made by the Association at
its last meeting the definite organisation of this work became possible.
As a preliminary the Committee issued a general circular, together with
Schedules relating to phy.sical types.

Copies of these have been distributed to each member of the Commit-
tee, while large numbers of Schedule B, with proportionate numbers of
Schedule A, have been placed in the hands of those who are undertaking
special work. So far the Committee has distributed about 700 copies
of these papers. The Schedules are, with slight modifications, the same
as those issued by the Committee for Great Britain, and have been adopted
tentatively until their actual use should indicate the special directions in
which changes are required. It was found almost immediately that
several alterations will be required in the future, the number of facial

types in particular being quite inadequate to the requirements of such,
studies on this continent.

Three sets of anthropometric instruments have been purchased. These
have been distributed to Mr. Charles Hill-Tout, of Vancouver, who has
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already accomplished much good work among the coast tribes of Indians,

and who proposes to continue his studies during the present summer ; to
Mr. A. F. Hunter, of Barrie, Ontario, who has associated with him Dr. F.

Tracey, of Toronto, and to Dr. A. C. Hebbert, of Montreal, who proposes
to make liberal use of the material to be found in the various military

organisations of the city, public institutions, and also, probably, the
students of the universities.

The Committee has also purchased a camera specially adapted to its

work in the field. This has been placed in the hands of Mr. Hill-Tout,

who hopes to secure a large number of negatives during the pi-esent

summer. These negatives remain the property of the Committee.
Communication with the Committee appointed by the American

Association for the Advancement of Science for an Ethnographic Survey
of the United States has been opened through its chairman. Dr. Franz
Boas, and it is hoped that such co-operation may be secured as will lead

to results of mutual advantage.
In pursuance of a resolution of the Committee at the meeting of

August 20 in Toronto, communications were opened with the several

provincial governments of Canada for the purpose of obtaining, if possible,

grants in aid of photographic and other registration involved in the work
of the Committee. Nothing has, however, so far resulted from the com-
munications referred to in the Avay of material aid, although some of the
replies received indicate the possibility that such aid may be forthcoming
in the future.

Mr. David Boyle, having been commissioned by the Government of
Ontario to obtain photographs of some of the Indians of the province in
ccmnection with his investigations of Iroquois religious rites, has, however
expressed his intention of conducting this work as far as possible in con-
formity with the requirements of the Committee's schedule.

At the meeting above referred to a resolution was also passed concern-
ing the desirability of taking steps for the preservation of the Serpent
3Iound in Otonabee township, Ontario ; and in October last letters were
addressed on the subject to the clerk of the township and to the clerk of
Peterborough County Council . At a later date the former replied that
his Council considered the work of preserving the mound a provincial one,
while the latter stated that the County Council had sent a memorial to
tlie Ontario Government on the subject. Further representations have
since been made to the Government, and it is probable that the mound
may be acquired next year.

Proceeding upon the lines of investigation adopted by Mr. B. Suite in
regard to the province of Quebec, a preliminary account of which was
appended to the last report, a similar inquiry has been undertaken by
Mr. A. F. Hunter in regard to the composition of the population of the
several counties of the province of Ontario. This is not as yet sufficiently

complete for publication, but some idea of its character, and the great
interest likely to attach to such a record of the foundation of the people
of this province, consisting of the most varied elements, may be gatJiered
from the subjoined preliminary analyses referring to two counties only
out of the forty-two for which partial information has already been
obtained. These are quoted with Mr. Hunter's permission, and with the
object, largely, of inducing a similar analysis of the equally interesting
elements brought together in the peopling of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, and Prince Edwai-d Island.
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' 1 . Report on the Arclijoology of Lytton and its neighbourhood.
' 2. Folklore stories from same area.

' 3. Vocabulary and Grammar notes on the ISTtlakapamuq.
' i. Vocabulary and Grammar notes on the Squamish and Matsqui

Yale, and other divisions of the 8alish.

' 5. Ancient tril)al divisions and place-names.
* G. An account of a great confederacy of tribes in the Salish region of

" Chilliwack."

' I regard the collection of vocabularies and grammar notes from every
dialect and sub-dialect as imperatively necessary for linguistic comparison
The lack of these has caused me the loss of much Aaluable time and
retarded my own labours in this held. The work on these lines already

done, though excellent on the whole as far as it goes, is altogether too

limited and inadequate. If we are ever to be in a position to formulate
a law of permutation of letters for the languages of this region it is

absolutely necessary that specimens of dialectal difference from every
division of a stock be collected. It is not a simple undertaking, and will

require considerable time to accomplish, but its importance cannot be
over-estimated.

' In this connection it gives me pleasure to inform the Committee that

sevcial of the leading anthropologists of Australasia have accepted the
evidence of Oceanic affinities of the Kwakiutl-Nootka and Salish stocks

as set forth by me in a paper presented at the recent meeting of the

Royal Society of Canada. Dr. Carroll, the editor of the "Australasian
Anthropological Journal," in particular regards the evidence as practically

conclusive.
' The photographic and anthropometric work of the Survey I hope to

begin next month, the camera and instruments for which have just come
to hand.

' In concluding this report I desire to call the attention of the
Committee to the fact that much important archreological work is awaiting
development here for lack of funds to carry it on ; the necessity for

energetically prosecuting which, without further delay if it is to be done
at ,ill, T cannot impress too strongly upon all who are interested in this

work of tlie Survey. Every month sees valuable records defaced and
ol)literated, either by relic hunters or by the progress of civilisation, and
the day is not far distant when all trace of the past life and conditions of

the aborigines such as are contained in the middens and mounds will be
entirely swept away.'

Pending a more complete analysis of the early immigrants from France
to Quebec, which it is hoped may take eventually a tabular and numerical
form, Mr. B. Suite has extended the inquiry communicated to your
Committee last year by following up the indications of the habits and
mode of life of the early colonists by means of such contemporary records
as still exist. It is not too much to hope that eventually we may possess
a very complete picture of this unique occupation of a part of the North
American continent from Old France, and of the formative stages
of a new French-speaking people, in all its aspects. The paper forms
Appendix II. of this report.

In conclusion the Committee has to report that of the grant entrusted
to it at the Toronto meeting a balance of 35/. 17*'. remains. The Com-
mittee asks to be reappointed and to be permitted to expend the above-
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mentioned amount ; also that a further grant of 50/. may be accorded to
it in aid of its investigations, which promise to be of increased importance
and value during the ensuing year.

APPENDIX I.

Haida Stories and Beliefs. By C. Hill-Tout.

Co$mo(/onical Myth and Story of the Oriijin of the Haida People.

In the remote past Sha-land ruled in his kingdom in the grey clouds that

overshadowed the vast deep. All below was a dark and watery waste.

At this time Yeflfh, the Raven, was the chief servant of Sha-lana. One
day Yetlth ventured to interfere with the conduct of affairs in Cloudland,

and was cast forth into the outer world. The Raven flew back and fore

over the deep until he became weary. He grew angry at finding no place

where he could rest, and beat the water with his wings till it flew up into

the clouds on either side of him ; and when it fell back again it was
transformed into rocks, upon which he rested himself. These rocks grew
and extended themselves on every side until they reached from North
Island to Cape St. James. Later these rocks became changed into sand,

upon which a few trees eventually sprang up and grew, and thus were the

Queen Charlotte Islands brought into existence. The Raven now desired

someone to assist him in his kingdom, so one day he piled up on the

beach two large heaps of clam-shells near by the present site of Sisk, and
then transformed them into human beings, whom he made his slaves.

They were both of the same sex and female. In a short time these two
slaves became dissatisfied with their condition, and complained to their

creator, the Raven, that he had mismanaged aflairs in making them both
of the same sex. The Raven listened in anger to their complaints, but
finally altered their condition notwithstanding, and changed one of them
into a man, by casting limpet-shells at her. Thus were the progenitors of

the Haidas created. The Raven, growing weary of his lonely life, took the

woman for his wife, but as she bore him no children he wearied of her and
sent her and the man to a spot now called Skidegate. Wearying of his

loneliness once more, he determined to revisit his former home in Cloud-

land and secure, if possible, a beautiful wife fi'om among the daughters of

the heavenly chiefs. One bright summer morning he started off on liis

long journey. He soared upward over the lonely sea until the land he

had created appeared to him to be a small mosquito. At last he came to

the walls of heaven. He concealed himself until the evening, and then,

assuming the form of a bear, scratched a hole in the wall, and thus made
his entrance into his former home. The place had greatly changed since

he had been an inhabitant there, and consequently he took time to con-

sider everything that he saw, so as to form a similar kingdom on his return

to earth. There he found that everyone was considered a god or chief,

and all were submissive to the Chief of Light, who still held supreme
power as of old. He also found that the Great Chief had divided his

kingdom into villages and towns, into lands and seas, and had created

a moon and stars, and made a great luminary to rule over all, which
was called Jine the Sun. At last he was caught by the hunters of the

King and brought into his presence. As the Raven appeared to be a
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beautiful and tame bear, he was kept as a playmate for the King's

youngest son. He now spent three years in intimate relationship with

the royal family, and had sutHcient time to make careful and necessary

observation prior to his descent to the lower world. It was customary
for the children in the Land of Light to disguise and transform themselves

into bears, seals, and birds. Now it so happened that the Raven, under
his disguise of bear, was strolling on the beach one evening, looking for his

supper of clams, when he espied three other bears approaching him. He
knew at once they were children of a great chief, and, instantly transform-

ing himself into a large eagle, stole the sun, which happened to be setting

at the time, also the fire-stick that was used to kindle the fii-es, and flew

over the walls of heaven with one under each wing, together with one of

the three children. When the people found that the sun had been stolen,

they reported the matter at once to the King. He then ordered his land
to be searched, and if they found the thief to throw him down to Het-givau-

f.ana, the chief or ruler of the lower regions. But a messenger arriving,

who stated that he had seen a large bird flying over the walls of their

city with the sun under his wing, at once all gave chase, and the Raven
was followed. In his flight from his pursuers he dropped the child, who
fell down through the clouds into the sea close to the Raven's kingdom.
The Raven also descended, bearing with him the sun and the fire-stick in

safety to the earth. When the child fell into the sea he cried aloud for

assistance, and immediately the little fishes came in a great shoal to his

aid and carried him on their backs safely to the shore. These fish are
very numerous around Rose-spit at the present day, and their forms, say
the Haida, have remained dinted in the blue clay of that district from the
day when they bore the heaven -born child ashore until now. The great

chief was a lover of peace, and consequently did not allow his followers to

pursue the Raven down to the earth, as Chief Het-gwau-lana might then
be tempted to enter heaven and give them perpetual trouble. So the
Raven was unmolested, and another sun was created in heaven by the
Great Ruler, who loved light and hated darkness.

Now the Raven thought that he had secured a chief's daughter, but
the child turned out to be a chief's son. The Raven loved him exceed-
ingly, and built a house at Rose-spit especially for the accommodation of

the child and the sun. The child grew to be very powerful, and had
command over all animals, fish, and birds. Whenever he called to the
fish they would at once appear and bear him out to sea. Whenever he
wished to fly through the air he would call to the birds. They would at
once come to bear him wherever he wished to go on their winss. The
bears and other animals attended to his daily wants, and supplied him
with salmon and berries. The animals, birds, and fish were created by
tJie Raven for the sole benefit of this heaven-born child. The Raven also

kept the sun and fire-stick in a very strong and secure room, as he was
afraid that his two former slaves would return and steal them. Presently
the slave-wife of the Raven returned, and begged to be re-admitted into
the Raven's society. The i-equest was granted, and she became once
more the mistress of the Raven's household. She took a great interest in
the child, and attended to his every wish. In course of time the child
grew to 1)6 a handsome young man, and Ijegan to love the woman. She
returned his love, and at last resolved to become his wife. The Raven
s(»on found that they were living as man and wife, and he became very
angry, and threatened to kill the woman. This treatment caused the
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pair to escape from the house and hide themselves in tlic bush. When
they fled from tlie Raven's house they carried with them a large cedar
box, in which the sun and the tire-stick were placed. Day after day, and
month after month, they wandered southward without proper nourish-
ment, and in great fear of the Raven. They also carried with them the
box containing the sun and the fire-stick. One evening, faint and weary,
they sat down near a little creek, and the woman, being very hun^^ry,
wept bitterly. Her husband walked a little distance up the stream, and
at last found a dead land otter, but they could not eat it, as they had no
fire with which to cook it. On the following morning they remembered
that they had the fire -stick in the box they were carrying. They at once
determined to see if they could produce a fire with it. They were
successful, and soon had a good fire, with which they cooked the otter.

Having made a hearty ineal, they proceeded on their way. When they
reached Cape Ball they were hungry again, whereupon the youth began
to sing one of the songs taught him in heaven, and the sea receded four
miles from the shore, leaving a great whale stranded on the beach. The
youtli surrounded the whale with a circle of stones and rocks so that it

should not escape. This circle of boulders is said to exist to-day. The
runaway couple lived on whale flesh until they reached the channel
which divides Graham and Moresby Islands, where they settled and built

a house. On this spot the village of Skidegate afterwards sprang up.

Here they lived for several years in peace and prosperity, and a daughter
was born to them, which caused them great joy. In course of time the
daughter grew to womanhood, and was an exceedingly beautiful woman,
and they would have all been perfectly happy but tnat there was no
prospect of a husband for the maiden.

Year after year passed by, and they had given up all hopes of a
husband for their daughter, when one day there cams from the North
Island, around the west coast, the Raven's male-slave, whom he had
made on the beach at Sisk. This forlorn creature now desired the
parents to give him their daughter to wife. The father indignantly
refused his request, and became very angry at what he considered a great
piece of impudence on the part of a clam-shell-made man. How could
such a being as he look to wed with the daughter of a heaven-born chief ]

But the slave was not to be so easily repulsed. He betook himself to the
woods surrounding the house, and whenever the father was away would
go and talk with the mother. She regarded him as her brother, seeing
that they had been created together, and told him all her secrets, and
even went so far as to tell him where her husband kept the chest con-

taining the sun which he had stolen from the Raven's house at Rose-spit.

This treasure was stored away in a strongly built house in the woods,
where the heaven-born man would frequently go to pray to the gods in

the Kingdom of Light. The woman was not wise in thus divulging the
whereabouts of her husband's precious treasure ; for the slave, on asking
a second time for the maiden, and receiving a good kicking from her
father,' went away in great wrath, vowing that he would be revenged.

As soon as night fell, having watched the chief retire to rest, he betook

' It is mteresting to note in this connection that the heaven-born man
ihoagbt m thing of taking the slave for liis wife, but was much incensed at the idea

of Ins dauf-d-ter becoming the wife of a slave. We see that the same notions pre-

vailed among the Haidas generally, for although a chief could marry any of his

female slaves, no slave could marry a free-born woman under pain of death.
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himself to tlie treasure-house, and easily entered it through the snioke-

hole. He then seized a club that he found on the floor, and smashed the

box to pieces, taking care not to injui'e the sun. When he had wrought
this havoc he began to ponder upon his miserable lot in life, and presently,

becoming eni-aged at his ill-fortune, threw clown the sun and kicked it to

pieces. But the broken parts, instead of falling to the ground, leaped

up into the sky, the largest piece becoming a sun, the next biggest a.

moon, and the other pieces stars. Thus were created the Haida sun and
moon and stars, according to the traditions of the ancients.

When the wretched slave became calm once more he speedily realised

the danger he now stood in at the hands of the heaven-born man. So
before dawn of the following morning he was well on his way to his former
abode at North Island. He travelled only by night, hiding himself in the

forest during the day, thus avoiding the keen eyes of the Raven and a
meeting with his sister's husband. At last he reached home, and for days
he sat brooding over his cruel lot until the happy thought struck him that he
should do as the Raven had done and go and seek a wife for himself from
among the daughters of heaven. But the difficulty was how to get there.

This he overcame in the following manner. Taking his bow and arrow.s

in his hand one moonlight night he shot an arrow at the moon, Avhich

embedded itself in that luminary's face ; he then shot another into the
notch of the first and another into the notch of this again, and so on until

he had a line of arrows reaching from the moon to the earth. But all

this was not accomplished in one night. According to one tradition he
took 364 nights over his task, which later were lengthened into 364 days
and nights, which number just makes up the Haida year of 13 months of

28 days each. They account for the discrepancy between their year of

364 days and ours of 365 by saying that the slave occupied one day in

climbing the arrow ladder, which has been left out of their reckoning.

When the slave had completed the ladder he lost no time in climbing up
it into heaven. He arrived there early in the morning, and the first thing

that he saw was a beautiful woman swimming in a lake of crystal. He
stealthily approached the side where she seemed likely to step ashore
after her swim to await her. She presently swam in his direction, and no
sooner had she put her foot upon the beach than he seized and dropped
with her through the clouds into the sea close by the shore of North
Island. As they descended the Raven happened to be flying near the
spot, and perceiving something unusual in the air above him watched to
see what it was. At first he thought it to be a pair of large eagles, but
presently discovered it to be his slave and a beautiful heaven-born woman.
No sooner had the slave led his prize into the house than the Raven
appeared and demanded that the woman should be given over to hiin.

Tlie slave declining to comply with the request, the Raven became angry,
seized the woman, and transformed the man into an invisible spirit and
drove him away from his presence for ever. Furthermore, he cursed him
and bade him wander over the land and take upon himself the task of
caring for the growth and development of every living thing the Raven
had created.

Thus the Wanderer, as the slave is now termed by the Haidas, is

always busily engaged causing the beri-ies and roots to grow for the
support of the people. Every plant, flower, and tree is under his control,

and thus it is that Haida-land produces the finest trees for canoes through-
out the whole northern region. At the present time the Haidas
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J)elieve that he is fulfilling his destiny, and tliey think of him with

«ratitude and offer him sacrifices of berries, roots, salmon, and bear-grease.

These they place in hollow trees that he may eat when he feels hungry.

They believe that he wanders upon the earth night and day, and will

continue to do .so until the end of time, when the Raven will recall him.

But woe to the Haidas when this takes place ; for the trees and plants,

the fish and animals, the fowls of the air, and even the very land itself

will pass away and cease to be, and then will their own end come.

Haida Moon Stories.

In early times the Haida moon met with several misadventures, but

as every tribe had a tribal moon of its own the consequences were not so

serious as they would otherwise have been. When the Raven was in the
' Land of Light ' he saw that each tribe there had a separate moon, and

he adopted the same plan for the Haidas. The principal moon of the

race is that derived from the large splinter kicked ofi" the sun by the

'clam- shell' man in his anger at being refused the hand of the heaven-

born man's daughter for wife, as related in the cosmogonical lore of the

Haidas. The beaver once ate up the moon of the Masset tribe, and

the Raven had to supply another. The sun once chased the moon up the

Kaas River into the interior of the mainland, where she could find no food.

About spring-time, being desperately hungry, she demanded food from her

worshippers, who produced the ' candle-fish,' or ulakan, which were made
to run up the river in gi'eat numbers for the purpose. To offset this the

eun's worshippers produced the salmon to eat up the ulakans, and it was

only at the intervention of the ' Wanderer,' who fought the salmon, that

the little fish were rescued.

The moon is not to be insulted with impunity. Once a naughty boy

was sent to gather sticks for the fire, but did not want to go, urging that

it was dark. His father made him go, telling him that the moon would

presently rise and there would be plenty of light. The lad went and

stood on the seashore to wait for the moon to rise. As it appeared above

the horizon he mocked it by putting his fingers to his nose. Presently a

giant came down from the moon and snatched up the boy, and he may
now be seen on clear nights in the moon with a bundle of sticks over

his shoulder.

Ntlahapamnq Moon Story.—With the above may be compared the

belief of the Thompson Indians.

Once there was an old woman who was very meddlesome and interfer-

in*^. She was perpetually making mischief in the village. The people

endured her as long as they could, but at last determined they could

stand her no longer. They agreed to seek a new settlement and leave

her behind. So each family got out their canoes, and loaded them with

all their belongings and paddled away. As each left, the old woman
betrged to be taken on board, but was told that the canoe was too full

already, that the next boat would be best for her. They all made the

same excuse, and presently the last canoe passed her and she was left

behind. As she sat bewailing her lot the moon rose, and she called to it

to have compassion on her. The moon came down almost to the ground

to see what the old woman was wailing about, and she, seizing the

opportunity, leaped up into it and was cai'ried up into the sky. In her

hand as she leaped she held a little birch-bark bucket, and on clear nights

.<he can still be seen in the moon with her little bucket in her hand.
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Haida Beliefs, dc.

Frog.—Among the Haidas the frog is regarded as the embodiment of

wisdom, whence the medicine-man obtains gifts from his favourite spirits.

Marriage Customs.—When a man fancied a girl for his wife he went
to her uncle, the brother of her mother (who alone has any voice in the
matter), and make overtures to him by means of presents. The uncle
being willing, the man then makes known his wishes to the young
woman. She thereupon procures the assistance of her companions and
prepares for the ceremony. When she is ready the man goes to her
dwelling, a great feast is then made to which friends of both parties are

invited, and during the course of the feast he rises and claims her as his

wife in the presence of all assembled. On the following day she and her
friends go to his house, when a second feast is made, after which they are
regarded as man and wife.

Weasel Belief.

The weasel causes great alarm and fear among the Haidas. He is the
heart-eater and man- slayer. He is supposed to enter the dwellings
stealthily at night and pass into the man's interior through the fundament.
The weasel then feeds upon the man's heart and he shortly dies. This
happens to those who do not honour the Raven by doffing their caps when
a bird of this species flies over heads.

The Myth of Tou; or, the Little Mountcdn and the Spider.

On the shores of Masset Inlet a long time ago lived two little

mountains. One was a good mountain and the other was not. The good
mountain was satisfied with his lot, with his food of hair-seal and halibut,

was blessed with a good digestion, and an even temper. The bad brother
Tou wanted dog-fish, and grumbled and growled all the time because the
chief of the waters would not let him have his sister's rations as well as

his own. At last he determined to change his place of abode, and one
moonlight night he set out on his journey. He travelled fifty miles,

tearing up the ground and making a dreadful noise as he went, and finally-

pulled up on the Northern Coast near Rose-spit, where the dog-fish

abound. Here he stayed, and his walls of black basalt now tower 200 or
300 feet above the shore. He now gets all the dogfish he desires, but
still he is not satisfied. A large spider lives in the clouds over his head,
which makes itself very disagreeable to him by pulling his hair and
screaming and howling in his ears.

This spider caused much disquietude among the Haidas themselves
also. No one would venture to go to sleep near its abode. But once a
Haida warrior determined to seek out the spider and fight with it. So he
took a barbed spear, a wooden drum, and a big whistle and went to seek
the enemy. He made such a din with his drum and whistle that the
spider came down to see what was the matter. When the spider perceived
the man he came at him open-mouthed, screaming and growling the while.
The warrior thrust his spear into the terrible creature's jaws, which
stopped its noise and prevented it from closing its mouth. To the spear
was attached a long cord, with which the man now tethered the spider to a
tree so that it could not get away. The spider finding itself fast grew
terribly angry, and began to break up the mountain, and hurled large
masses of it at the warrior, who had much ado to avoid them. At last

1898. z z
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the spider succumbed to hunger and died ; and its body was then cut into
extremely small pieces by the female relatives of the warrior. But though
the spider no longer troubles Tou, he has not ceased to grumble yet.

Tidal Wave Myths.

The tidal waves are believed by the Haidas to be caused by three
sisters who dwell on the West Coast. When they are annoyed in any
way they revenge themselves by raising these great waves and smashing
the canoes of the Haidas and drowning their occupants. The devil-doctor
is the only intermediary between the sisters and the people, and his
services must be well paid for before he acts,

TscJihyiose Myth.

The Haidas belief in the existence of a fearful man-eating monster,
who lives half in and half out of the sea. This dreadful being is seen
once in about fifteen years, and his appearance presages a time of famine
or pestilence and sickness.

The Killer-ivhale Myth.

When a Haida is drowned it is believed that his spirit is translated to
the body of a Killer-whale. These whales were therefore formerly much
honoured, and never killed by the Haidas. The appearance of one of
them off" the shore in front of an Indian's dwelling is always regarded as a
' call ' to some member of the household, who will shortly meet with his
death by drowning.

Land-otter Myth.

The Haidas believe that the land-otter has the power to enchant men.
He meets hunters and wanderers in the forest in the guise of a beautiful
maiden, who says to the victim, ' Come and sit down with me.' The wise
man is able to detect the enchantress by the pronunciation of the words
she uses, and so escapes her charms. The unwary, yielding to her wiles,
become her slaves, or are found wandering in the woods bereft of their
senses. She is also supposed sometimes to place certain leaves which have
magical qualities in the springs frequented by the people. Hence, before
taking a drink the Haida first throws a little water over the right
•houlder, saying at the same time, ' Land-otter, land-otter, go from me !

'

The Thunder-eagle Myth,

This widespread myth is found also among the Haidas. They regard
the thunder-eagle as their deadliest foe. They suppose that he dwells as
a lonely god among the most awful recesses of the mountains, and that
when he is hungry he robes himself in eagle form and swoops down upon
the land, darkening it with the shadow of his widespread wings, whose
motions give rise to the thunder. The lightning is supposed to come
from the tongue of a fish which the thunder-eagle carries under his
pinions.

The Mouse Myth.

_
This myth of the mouse is one of the most firmly implanted in tlie

minds of the Haidas. It enters very intimately into their lives. The
younger members are beginning to laugh at the notions connected with it

now, but their elders still firmly believe in them. To them the harmless

i
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little rodent is a veritable demon. They believe that its home is the
stomach of human beings, and that every person has one or more of them
in his stomach. If a person is bad-tempered, immoral, passionate, a liar,

thief, tfec, they attribute these qualities in him to the mice-demons in his
stomach. Again, if a person is taken ill, his father turns all his goods and
belongings out of doors ; he next proceeds to catch a mouse. Having
secured one, he puts it into a small box and gives it plenty of grease to
eat. He abstains himself from all food for three days. Each morninc he
takes the box and mouse down to the sea and drinks about a quart of salt
water He then returns and throws himself on his bed, places the box
containing the mouse under his pillow, and goes to sleep. He sleeps
throughout the day and following night, sentinels baing placed about the
house to prevent anyone from disturbing him or making a noise. In the
morning he rises, goes down to the beach, drinks his quart of salt water,
and returns to sleep till the following morning. He keeps this up for
three successive days. If during this while he imagines or dreams that
a person or spirit from the invisible world has appeared and revealed to
him the name of the individual responsible for his son's illness, he straight-
way rises and goes to this individual and charges him with the act, and
demands his reasons for attacking his son in this manner. If, however,
no vision or dream comes to him, after the third day has passed he takes
the mouse in his hand and goes into every house in the place, and holds
the mouse in front of each person until he is satisfied that he has found
the individual guilty of the offence. If the mouse nods its head twice
before anyone, it is to the Haidas plain proof that the culprit is revealed.
In the older days this person would be found dead in the woods a little

while after.

If one of these harmless little creatures has scampered over any food
the Haidas would never think of eating it. They believe it is then im-
pregnated with poison. It is all thrown into a fire and consumed.

Cloud Myth

V the Haid
SQdtched away, and expect to see one of their number shortly die.

"When the clouds hang low the Haidas believe that a soul is bein^_,, 1-.,, O

Transmigration of Soul.

The Haidas believe in the transmigration of souls in this way : If, when
a person dies, the nearest female relative of the deceased is about to be
delivered of a child, the soul of the deceased will pass into the body of the
new-born infant and live again.^a"

Specimens of Songs of the Ilaida.

Berry Song.

"Whit squate, squate, whit squate squate

A la whit, a la whit :

Kalunga olthe, kalunga olthe

Siamzi whe, siamzi whe whit.

The above is an invocation to a bird called the ' whit,' which is sup-
posed to ripen the berries. It is besought to bring many large and nicely
coloured ones.

z z 2
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Ridicule Sony.

Yelthgowasu kingung
Laou wangung, laou shugung

Laou iching, laou iching *

Laou kanga ? laou kanga ?
]

Yelthgowasu kingun.

Translation.—Note.—Yelthgowasu is a man's n.ame.

Yelthgowas sees it,

He does it, he says it.

He it is, he it is
;

Did he see it 1 did he see it 1

Yelthgowas saw it.

Demi Doctor's Song to the Spirit of the North Wind.

Ada adda di whi silthliga adi gwudakoustloga
Dikwun kwul dungalthdagang alskid ada hi hi hi e.

Ditto to the East Wind.

Oil, hi a a, oh hi a a ohi a a a a
Kalke kona kish a a a

A skidje a dung a thu kagwalgudied
Kalke kona kish a a a ho.

Note.— ' Skidje ' is the daughter of the mist and east wind, but has now
become a diver on account of her poverty. She and her father, the east
wind, are invoked to cause fair weather and keep off snow and ice.

* Wind Song.

Di whiskada gwe he he
Di whiskada gwe he he
Hangi kwungust, di whiskada agwi.

Translation of above

.

The wind is whistling to me.
The wind is whistling to me,
The wind is blowing boisterously in my face.

Specijnen of Haida Sijntax.

Itil kwogada daha itil Aunguans,
(Us love you our Father great

;)

Altsulth heth il istaiang kit uiiga,

(Therefore down he sent son his
;)

Jesus Christ nung alth etil kaginsh is,

(Jesus Christ he our Saviour is ;)

Altsulth Jesus itil hagunan kwotalang,
(Therefore Jesus us for died.)

I am indebted to the Rev. Mr. Harrison for information on the Haidas.
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APPENDIX II.

Ciistoms mid Habits of Earliest Settlers of Canada,
By Benjamin Sulte.

It is intended in this paper to explain the mode of living of the

explorers, and afterwards of the first settlers on the shores of the

St. Lawrence, as well as the modifications they introduced in their customs,

habits, (fcc, in order to conform themselves to the requirements of the new
country. There are two phases to be examined in connection with this :

from 153.5 to 1631, and from 1632 to 1660 or thereabout.

Let us follow, first, the explorers of Eastern Canada, and see who
they were, how they acted in regard to climate, dress, and food. The men
•of Cartier and Roberval (1-535-44) were all Bretons and unaccustomed

to residence elsewhere than at home in Brittany. The result was that

most of them perished by the effect of cold, bad nourishment, disease, and
despair, whilst the present French Canadian would not experience any
hardship were he to find himself in the same situation.

When Champlain (1604-30) describes the miseries of life in Acadia

and the lower St. Lawrence, he merely states for our information that his

men and himself had acquired very little knowledge in that sense above

that of previous explorers. They still persisted in depending upon the

provisions brought from France—salt pork, beans, flour, mostly affected

by the influence of weather, time, &c., and not always abundant enough
to cover the period at the end of which a fresh supply would be sent. It

was considered good fortune when one or two of the men could handle a

gun and shoot some game. As for the art of fishing, nobody seems to

have known anything of it, and these people starved alongside of a world

of plenty, since they had the rivers, and lakes, and the forests lying all

around their miserable camps.

The only superiority of the Champlain men over the crew of Cartier

consisted in the building of a house or two, but even at this they showed
a rather poor conception of comfort. Chauvin, in 1599, went to Tadoussac

and left there sixteen of his followers to winter, without the elementary

precautions of providing them with eatables and warm quarters. In the

spring of 1600 the place was found empty, and none of the men are men-
tioned afterwards. The Indians had always been friendly to them, but
could not take such inexperienced folks to the woods. The same thing

happened to De Monts (1604-5) in Acadia, when nearly all his party died

of scorbutic disease and want of food during the rough season. Champ-
lain, who knew these facts recorded from the years of Cartier, did not

succeed any better in 1608, when he lost twenty men out of twenty-eight.

This was repeated yearly afterwards, but in smaller proportions.

Even as late as 1627 the 'winter residents ' of Quebec were ignorant

of the advantage of cutting trees during the summer in order to prepare

dry fuel for the October-April season. It was Pontgrave who advised

them to do so, and no doubt they recognised it was a great forethought.

They used to pick up whatever the wind would blow down of branches in

the forest, and if that material proved insufficient on extremely cold days,

then they tried their hands at felling some trees near by and supplying

them in blocks to the steward's room. No wonder that the writings of

the period in question so often complained of the evil of smoke and the

small quantity of heat produced by the burning of such green wood.
Stoves being unknown to the hivernants in Canada, a caboose supplied
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the place of that indispensable adjustment, and the men, unoccupied most
of the time, slept around it, starved there, got sick and died on the spot,

one after the other, as a matter of course. Father Biard, evidently ahead
of his generation, once made the remark that an iron box (a stove) such

as used in Germany was preferable by far to the poisonous system of

caboose. The improvement made by Champlain in his house at Quebec
consisted in substituting an ordinary chimney for the open fireplace above
alluded to. It is likely that Louis Hebert in 1617, and Guillaume Couil-

lard about 1620, built similar smoke-escapes in their homes 3 they also

had the good sense to fit door and window sashes so as both to close her-

metically and open easily when required. These marvels were not to be
surpassed for a long while after that.

The equipment provided for the men of Cartier, Roberval, Chauvin,

De Monts, and Champlain was not generally suitable in Canada. Slouch

felt hats are not equal to fur caps in winter ; boots and shoes of European
fabrics could not compete with the moccasins ; and as for overcoats, it

may be said they were not fit for the climate. Gloves, trousers, and under-

clothes adapted to the exigencies of 30° below zero constituted a puzzle

for these people. Snowshoes and mitts were doubtless adopted at an
early date from the Indians.

It was well known tluoughout France that Canada was a purgatory
for civilised people, and would never be settled by Christians.

Building houses was not customary in Quebec until 1632, because the

men (all without families) were located for the winter in what was called

the fort. As it was not intended to increase the colony, no carpenter was
needed for other purposes than to keep the ships in repair.

This awkward situation remained the same during twenty-six years.

What was the cause of it ? Simply this : the men for Canada were
recruited from the working classes (if not of the worst), through the
suburbs of large cities and towns, the very individuals who were the least fit

for the tiials to be met in a wild country. For instance, a shoemaker is

not called upcn to find his daily bread and meat by sowing wheat, plant-

ing vegetables, or hunting and fishing. Those men do not know how to

manufacture clothing or to dress themselves appropriately ; neither can
they prepare beaver or other skins to make a soft and warm garment.
Their ' coaling ' power was also limited, for the wood standing in the
forest was for them a foreign product, accustomed as they were to receive

their fuel all cut up and dry at the door of their homes. Necessity, it is

said, is the mother of invention ; but this only applies to people who
already live by inventions, such as poor country folks—not the ' citizens

'

who depend upon the shops in their street. Furthermore, those who
came to Canada ' took no stock ' in the future of the country, and they
returned to France (when not buried here) in haste, without having had
time to learn much. The fur companies did not ask them to become
Canadians. They had no reason to turn a new leaf and devise a means
of life so completely difl"erent from their habits and aspirations.

Now we will close this unfortunate period by saying that about twelve
or fifteen of the youngest men, still employed in the neighbourhood of

Quebec in 1631, were merged into the subsequent immigration and
became equally competent with that new formation, i.e., the actual

settlers. This little squad, strange to say, was all from Normandy, and
every one of them educated far more than ordinary people : this was the
only gocd result of a century of wrong management in the affairs of

Canada.
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Coming to the second phase, we have to introduce farmers of Perche,

Beauce, Normandy, and Picardy, numbering forty-five, from 1632 to 1640,

besides twenty-six from Champagne, Lorraine, Brie, Poitou, Maine, during

the same nine years. This period gives an average of eight settlers per year

only, which may be considered the proportion for twenty years afterwards.

The group of Perche took the lead from 1632 and kept it for ever.

They came married, bringing their farm implements, cattle, &c., and in

less than two years after their arrival conquered the soil, learned how to

face the climate, and made themselves literally at home, where their pre-

decessors had miserably perished by scores during many years.

The typical Percherons knew the way to clear the forest, because their

country was covered (especially in those days) with trees. They produced
all sorts of grain, poultry, cattle, pigs, &c., and so they did in Canad^ from
the outset. Every woman had a trade of her own—the men also. Take
Beauport, near Quebec, as an example : the first ten or twelve agricultural

families located there were composed of a stonemason, a carpenter, a
tiler, slater or thatcher, a blacksmith (often called armourer), a miller, a
shoemaker, a ropemaker, a leather-dresser, and two or three weavers.

Before the clothes brought from France were worn out the ' Canadian

'

manufacture supplied the little colony with fresh woollen stuff of various

fabrics from serge and camlet to much thicker cloths, as well as linen

made of their culture of flax. It soon became a saying that the ' habitant

'

(so named by contrast with the roving fur-trader) needs no help from
France, except in the line of iron and steel tools and firelocks. From
head to feet they could provide for themselves ; their table was well sup-

plied, their houses comfortable ; in fact they lived in luxury. The
culinary art had many adepts amongst them, and this has been trans-

mitted through generations.

The hygienic aspect of the situation must have been well understood
by those early settlers, because not even the children were affected by the

influence of the new climate and habits of life. Scorbutic diseases dis-

appeared from 1632—that is to say, never prevailed amongst actual

settlers or habitants, but continued to follow the men sent to the advanced
posts for a winter or two in the pursuit of the fur trade.

Boots and shoes brought from France soon became known as bottes

et souliers fran(^ois, to be used indoors on special occasions only. Bottes

et souliers sauvages served all other purposes at every season. The long

overcoat, or capot, made of coarse woollen cloth with a nap on one side

(frieze) called biore in French, is a remarkable instance of their

ingenuity. This coat has a hood attached to the collar and dropping
behind : it is buttoned up and down, double-breast, and made tight around
the body by a wide and long woollen sash of bright colours, altogether an
immense improvement over the ' caban ' or dreadnought-coat of the

mariners, well known in England and France. Their mode of colonisation

also differed from that which could have been expected, considering that

in France the country people are centralised in villages somewhat away
from the fields they cultivate. The first attempt made in Canada to lay

out farms (1632) consisted in having them in a row facing the river and
distant from one another about four arpents : each lot of land measured
forty arpents deep, making one hundred and sixty square arpents for a
farm. This system was adopted by the whole of the colony a.s it gradu-
ally got settled—notwithstanding the authorities who were in favour of

the formation of villages in preference to what they styled a ' dispersed

order.' The advantage of such an arrangement is to bring the house a
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few steps from the river ; to permit easy access to the public road situate
between the house and the river ; to keep social intercourse as close as
possible by the vicinity of neighbours addicted to the same profession. In
a case where twenty habitants so covered eighty to one hundred arpents
on a line following the water's edge, they did nothing else but open a
street, and so they could visit each other with facility at all times. Four
feet deep of snow in the winter was beaten down within two hours by the
passage of forty or fifty horses and men. This of course was at first

done on snowshoes until horses were introduced (1665), and then this

arrangement worked to perfection. That was the time that the French
carriole—on wheels—was dismounted, put on runners, and became the
comfortable family vehicle so popular in Canada East during the snowy
season.

Anyone who will peruse the numerous works containing letters and
documents relative to the years 1632-70 in this colony may obtain more
information on this subject. In conclusion I may mention inventories
(existing in original) of household effects, which afford a fair idea of
the contents of the early residences, such as furniture and utensils,

from 1640 to 1670. The kitchen has a special fireplace where the cook-
ing was done. Two or three chimneys (brick or stone) heated the main
part of the house. Wooden floors everywhere, smooth, clean, covered
with rug-carpets. Sleeping rooms upstairs. Double doors and windows
for the winter. A large and well-lighted cellar, with a compartment for
ice to be used during the summer months. The four walls of the building
made of thick lumber placed flat one over the other in a horizontal posi-

tion. No chairs, but forms for two, four, or six persons. No wine, but
cider and beer sometimes, also guildive, a second-class brandy, and rum.
Flannel, serge, heavy cloth, linens of various descriptions, all home-made,
and of which the farmer's wife felt proud, were stored in cupboards or
closets. The population came altogether from that part of France where
cider and beer were most in use ; they immediately started a brewery
and a plantation of apples on arriving in Canada. Guildive and rum
came from France.

The evident superiority of the men who came immediately after 1631
over those who had previously tried to reside here is the object I wish
to impress upon the mind of the reader. The manner in which they
practised agriculture, their habits, customs, dresses, all things belonging
to them, were afterwards adopted by all the new comers. Such is the
evidence very clearly shown by our archives.

Ethnograx>liical Survey of the United Kingdom.—Sixth Report of
the Committee, consisting of Mr. E. W. Brabrook ( Chairman),
Dr. Francis Gtalton, Dr. J, G-. Garson, Dr. A. C. Haddon, Dr.
Joseph Anderson, Mr. J, Eomilly Allen, Dr. J. Beddoe, Mr.
W. Crooke, Professor D. J. Cunningham, Professor W. Boyd
Dawkins, Mr. Arthur J. Evans, Mr. F. G. Hilton Price, Sir H.
HoWORTH, Professor R. Meldola, General Pitt-Eivers, Mr.
E. G. Eavenstein, Dr. H. 0. Forbes, and Mr. E. Sidney Hart-

' LAND (Secretary). {Drawn up by the Secretary.)

1. As in previous years, the Committee has had the advantage of the
co-operation of several gentlemen, not members of the Association, but
delegates of various learned bodies interested in the Survey.
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Mr. George Payne, one of the delegates of the Society of Antiquaries
;

Mr. E. Clodd, Mr. G. L. Gomme, and Mr. Joseph Jacobs, representing the

Folklore Society; Sir C. M. Kennedy, K.C.M.G., representing the Royal

Statistical Society ; Mr. Edward Laws, the Venerable Archdeacon Thomas,

Mr. S. W. Williams, and Professor John Rhys, representing the Cambrian
Archffiological Association ; and Dr. C. R. Browne, a representative of the

Royal Irish Academy, have continued their valuable services. Other

members of the Committee are delegated by the Anthropological Institute.

2. Having last year, in its Fifth Report, recapitulated the steps taken

towards the fulfilment of the duty entrusted to the Committee, it is

unnecessary to do more here than make a brief record of its further

proceedings.

3. At the time of the last report the Committee had appointed the

Rev. H. M. B. Reid to carry on the work in Galloway initiated by the

late Rev. Dr. Gregor, and the Rev. Elias Owen, F.S.A., and Dr. H.
CoUey March as special observers in North Wales and Dorsetshire

respectively.

4. No complete report has yet been received from the two former

gentlemen ; but the Rev. H. M. B. Reid has sent some notes of customs, in

anticipation of a fuller report. Dr. Colley March devoted some weeks of

the autumn of last year to inquiries and observations in Dorsetshire. His
preliminary report on the folklore of the district has been received. In
addition to this, he measured and took photographs of a number of typical

inhabitants. Dr. March has kindly undertaken to proceed with his

inquiries, and it is hoped that, if the Committee be re-appointed, a

further and fuller report may be made next year. Meanwhile, the

physical measurements and photographs are postponed, to be dealt with

when his inquiries in the district are completed. Dr. March has also

forwarded a sketch and photographs of the famous Giant of Cerne Abbas.

5. The Committee is indebted to Captain Bryan J. Jones for a report

of some interesting traditions and superstitions collected by him at

Kilcurry, co. Louth, Ireland, together with a careful sketch-map of the

village, showing the spots believed to be haunted and the route tradition-

ally assigned to the ' Dead Coach.'

6. The Committee has also to acknowledge communications from Mr.
John Fielder Child, of observations at Farnborough, Hants ; Mr. Adam
Lander, of observations in Ross-shire, Scotland ; and the Right Rev. the

Lord Bishop of Barrow-in-Furness of observations at Churt, Surrey.

7. The Committee has received, by the kindness of Mrs. and Miss
Gregor, a wooden mould for making horn spoons, obtained by the late

Rev. Dr. Gregor in Galloway. This interesting relic of the domestic

arrangements of the past has been handed to the Folklore Society,

and deposited by them in their case in the Cambridge University

Museum.
8. Early in the present year the Committee, by the courtesy of the

Anthropological Institute, the Royal Archaeological Institute, and the

Folklore Society, distributed to the members of those bodies a circular

calling attention to the objects and methods of the Committee's inquiries,

and asking for assistance. Several replies were received, but, with the

exception of Captain Jones's report on the traditions of Kilcurry, the

Committee regrets to be unable as yet to record any definite result.

9. In view of this the Committee desires to call attention to paragraphs
18-26 of its last year's Report, and to emphasise the fact that, while the
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whole scheme of the Committee's inquiries includes a number of subjects,

thus appealing to persons interested and capable of rendering assistance

in various ways, it is not considered necessary for each observer to deal

with them all. Having regard to the movements of population and the
spread of education, some subjects, such as current traditions and beliefs,

and dialect, are more immediately pressing than others equally important
for the purposes of the Committee.

10. Moreover, it is a question whether the time has not arrived for

considering some practicable suggestion for employing a paid and expe-.

rienced assistant to make observations in parts of the country which may
be expected to yield results of special value for the inquiries.

11. The grant appropriated to the Committee at the Toronto meeting
has not been drawn, and some balance remains in hand from that appro-

priated at the Liverpool meeting. The Committee asks to be re-appointed

and permitted to use this unexpended balance, and to be provided with a
further grant, so as to have at its disposal the total sura of 501. during
the coming year.

Functional Activihj of Nerve Cells.—Secorul Report of the Committee,

consisting of Dr. W. H. Gaskell (Chairman), Professors Burdon
Sanderson, M. Foster, E. A. Schafer, J. G. McKendrick,
W. D. Halliburton, J. B. Haycraft, F. Gotch, C. S, Sher-
rington, and A. B. Macallum, Dr. J. N. Langley, Dr. G.
Mann, and Dr. A. Waller (Secreta^ry), appointed, to investigate the

changes which are associated tvith the Functional Activity of Nerve
Cells aiid their Peripheral Extensions.

APPEXDE. PAGB
I. Structural Alterations observed in Nerve Cells. By W. B. Waeeing-

io-ss,M.I> 715
n. Excitatory Electrical Changes in Nerve. By FeAxcis Gotch, F.R.S.,

and G. J. Buech, M.A 716
III. The Effects upon Blood-jiressure produced hy the Tntra-venous Injection of

Fluids containiny Choline, Neurine, ami Allied Substances. By F. W.
MOTT, M.B., F.'R.S., and W. D. Hallibueton, M.D., F.R.S. . . 717

IV. The Myelination of Nerve Fibres. By H. V. Andeeson, M.B. . . 717
Y. The Histology of Nerve Cells. By GustAV Mass, M.B. . . .719

The following investigations have been carried out during the past

year :

—

Dr. G. Mann : Histological changes in nerve cells.

Professor Boyce and Dr. Warrington : Changes in nerve cells after

section of nerve fibres.

Dr. J. L. Bunch : Position of cell stations on the course of sympathetic
nerves.

Professor Shenington : Activity of nerve centres correlating antago-

nistic muscles.

Professor Gotch : Electrical changes in nerve fibres during activity.

Professor Halliburton and Dr. Mott : Efiects of neurine and choline

upon the vascular nervous system.

Professor Waymouth Reid and Dr. Macdonald : Electro-motive

changes in the phrenic nerve.

Dr. Anderson : On the myelination of nerve fibres.

The results of several of these investigations have been already in part
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published in the ' Journal o£ Physiology,' and in [the ' Proceedings of the

Royal Society,' 1897 and 1898. In addition the following reports have

been received.

APPENDICES.

I. On Structural Alterations observed in Nerve Cells.

By W. B. Warrington, M.D.

A paper was published in the ' Journal of Physiology,' vol. xxiii., on

the structural alterations observed in nerve cells :

—

(1) Of the anterior horns of the spinal cord after section of the

posterior roots.

(2) After division of the axons belonging to them.

Summary of Part I.

Records of observations made on eight cats and one monkey are

given.

These observations show that after sections of several posterior roots,

from the fifth to the ninth post-thoracic inclusive, a considerable per-

centage of obviously altered cells are found : their distribution in the case

of the cat is practically limited to the seventh and eighth segments, and
especially to the posterolateral group of cells in those segments.

In the monkey the upper part of the seventh segment is picked out.

The efiect is to a very slight extent a crossed one, and presents the

remarkable feature that more aflected cells were found in the sixth seg-

ment of the crossed side than on the side of the lesion.

In the cervical region, in one case, similar but slight changes were

found limited to the seventh segment ; in the other the spinal cord was
practically normal.

The significance of these results and of their limitation to certain cell

groups is discussed, and the view adopted that the structural changes

correspond to the altered functional state of motor cells deprived of the

afierent impulses which impinge upon them.

Summary of Part II.

Observations were made on eight cats, one monkey, and on material

supplied from the autopsy room (I am indebted for the material in the

case of the monkey and one cat to Professor Sherrington).

The observations show that

—

1. Distinct and easily recognisable changes in nearly all the cells of a

segment of the spinal cord are found on the side of the lesion after section

of an anterior root.

2. Similar but less marked changes follow division of the facial nerve,

and still less distinct alteration after division of the oculomotorius nerve.

3. The fate of such altered cells and the ultimate condition of the

nucleus of origin are not yet definitely ascertained.

4. The age and nature of the animal experimented on is a factor iu
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determining the rapidity and degree of alteration met with in the nerve
cells.

A paper on the Morbid Anatomy of a case of lead-poisoning will appear
in the spring number of ' Brain,' by Dr. Laslett and myself.

An examination of the various segments of the spinal cord and the
corresponding nerves was made, and it was found that certain cells in the
anterior horns showed changes comparable with those described after
division of an anterior root, and that these altered cells were limited to

these segments from which the most degenerated peripheral nerves and
anterior roots were derived, the posterior roots being in all cases noi-mal.

II. On Excitatory Electrical Changes in Nerve.
By Francis Gotch, F.R.S., and G. J. Burch, M.A.

The authors have employed the apparatus described in their previous
report, and have succeeded in obtaining photographic records of the
movement of the mercurial meniscus of the capillary electrometer due to
the electromotive changes produced in nerve in response to a single

excitation. The results have been briefly set forth in communications
both to the Physiological Society ' and the Royal Society. ^ In these
communications it will be seen that the authors have studied the influence

of varying conditions of the nerve upon the character of the electrical

response as indicated by that of the photographic record.

The records themselves are suflaciently large to permit the determina-
tion of the time relations of the electromotive changes, and thus afford

data for the more precise estimation of the characters of the propagated
excitatory state constituting the so-called ' nervous impulse.'

From an analysis of the records it is thus possible to obtain a history
of the amount and extent of the change in any one portion of the nerve
when the state of excitation reaches this portion, this state having been
started in the nerve trunk by a single stimulus. When two contacts on
the uninjured nerve are arranged in connection with the instrument, a
change of the above chai'acter occurs, first under the proximal contact
(i.e. that nearest the seat of excitation), and later under the distal one

;

the algebraic sum of the two eflects is a rapid biphasic change indicated
in the photographic record by a spike. Each complete change under one
contact only is indicated in the record by a sudden rise, followed by a
prolonged tail or after effect ; the E.M.F. of the former attaining a
maximum of -03 volt with great rapidity, that of the latter a maximum
of -003 volt ^J second later.

Starting with these fundamental characteristics, the authors have
examined the influence of the following changes of condition : (1) electro-

.lytic changes produced by polarising currents
; (2) persistent electromotive

changes produced by localised injury
; (3) local alterations in temperature ;

(4) variations in the intensity of the stimulus
; (5) the frequent repetition

of the stimulus
; (6) COo gas, &c. The research is now being extended to

comprise the electromotive effects produced in mammalian nerves, both
peripheral nerve trunks and nerve roots, as also those known to exist in
the spinal cord.

Endeavours are also beinsr made to obtain records of the changes in

mixed nerves, roots and cord, evoked by reflex discharge of the central

' Journal of PTiysiology, vol. xxii. (xxxii.).

= Proc. Itoij. Soc, vol. Ixiii. 1898, p. 300.
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nervous system, in the hope that the character of the discharge from the
efferent nerve cells may be thus elucidated.

The research has, so far, amply fulfilled the expectations of the authors,

and it is particularly gratifying to them to feel that the results are not
dependent upon the possession of a particular capillary electrometer.

This is shown by the circumstance that when, owing to an unfortunate
accident, the instrument was broken, a second one, made for the purpose,

has given, if anything, better results than that originally employed. It
appears, therefore, that any electrometer of adequate sensitiveness and
sufficient rapidity will furnish records of the change, if appropriately used.

Since every delicate capillary electrometer is, from the nature of things, a
perishable instrument, this fact is one of great importance for the prosecu-
tion of the present research.

III. The Effects iipon Blood-pressure produced hy the Intra-venous Injection

of Fluids containing Choline, Neurine, and Allied Substances. By
r. W. MoTT, AI.D., F.R.S., and W. D. Halliburton, M.D., F.R.S.

In the communication on this subject published in the British Associa-
tion Report last year we stated that cerebro-spinal fluid removed from
cases of brain atrophy (particularly from cases of general paralysis of
the insane) produces a fall of blood-pressure. From the similar result

produced by choline we thought it possible that the toxic material
derived from the disintegration of nervous tissues, and contained in the
cerebro-spinal fluid, was choline also. We have now completed our
chemical examination of the material, and proved that our supposition is

correct.

The fall of blood-pressure which occurs is partly of cardiac origin, but
its main cause is vascular dilatation in the splanchnic area. This was.

investigated by the use of Barnard's cardiometer, and by the use of

air-plethysmographs applied to various organs. The intestinal oncometer
used we owe to the ingenuity of Mr. A. Edmunds, B.Sc, who has
described the instrument in the 'Journal of Physiology,' vol. xxii. 1898,
p. 380.

By means of section of the spinal cord, and also by the use of large
doses of nicotine, we have cut out the influence of the central nervous
system, and of peripheral vaso-motor stations. Choline still produces,
under these circumstances, the usual fall of blood-pressure, which is there-
fore due to the action of the poison on the neuro-muscular apparatus of
the blood-vessels.

The allied alkaloid, neurine, produces somewhat different results, and
is far more toxic. There is a primary fall in artei'ial pressure, mainly of
cardiac origin ; the slowing of the heart and deepening of respiration are
very marked symptoms. Usually this is followed by a rise of pressure,
due to constriction of peripheral blood-vessels. In some cases this latter

phase is absent ; and in some few cases, using very small doses, the second
phase only occurs.

IV. On the Myelination of Nerve Fibres. By H. V. Anderson, M.D.

A systematic investigation of the peripheral nervous system of man,
the cat, and the rabbit has been commenced to ascertain the relative
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progress and date of meduUation of the various fibres of the cranial,

spina], and sympathetic nerves.

Afferent fibres have been distinguished from efferent by the use of

the Wallerian method, and the number of afferent fibres in various

somatic and sympathetic branches has been determined in kittens from

a few days to several weeks old. At the same time the intra-spinal

degeneration resulting from section of posterior roots in kittens of

different ages has been traced by Marchi's method. By these observa-

tions an attempt has been made to divide the fibres of all the peripheral

nerves into embryological systems, and to trace the distribution of each

afferent and efferent system separately.

Several experiments have also been performed according to V.
Gudden's method upon kittens and rabbits a few days old to determine

—

(1) the effect upon the development of a posterior root ganglion of section

of the corresponding posterior roots or peripheral nerve trunk respec-

tively
; (2) the changes produced in certain posterior rootlets, spinal

ganglia, and cells of the spinal cord by cutting many peripheral branches,

each of which contains a relatively large proportion of fibres belonging

to a given embryological system
; (3) the effect upon the development of

the fibres of the cervical sympathetic nerve of section of the nerve itself,

or of branches of the superior cervical sympathetic ganglion
; (4) the

central origin of the fibres of the cervical sympathetic nerve by the

atrophy of cells following section of the nerve in very early life ; and

(5) the alterations in the cells of a sympathetic ganglion resulting from
section of its pr?e- or post-ganglionic fibres respectively.

I append a summary of some of the observations made :

The two systems of afferent fibres, which are the first to become
meduUated, are found to be common to both the somatic and sympathetic

nerves, and to assume their fatty sheath before the efferent visceral fibres.

The two afferent systems mentioned are distinguished from each other,

not only by the considerable interval between the dates of their meduUa-
tion, but also by the mode of their peripheral termination, the fibres of

the earliest medullated system alone entering end-organs. The later

meduUated afferent fibres of both somatic and sympathetic nerves have

not yet been fully investigated.

The efferent somatic fibres do not all become medullated at the same
time, and certain embryological relations have been observed between
certain cranial and spinal efferent fibres. The various visceral efferent

fibres also develop their medulla at different dates.

Section of the posterior roots in very young animals has little, if any,

effect upon the development of the corresponding posterior root ganglion,

but section of the trunk of the nerve distal to the ganglion causes marked
macroscopic and microscopic changes in the same duration of experiment,

viz., about eight weeks. These results confirm the work of Lugaro upon
the spinal ganglia of adult animals. In the second form of experiment

' obvious changes are found, also in the posterior roots, and it is possible

by this method to connect certain posterior root fibres with given afferent

nerves.

Early section of the cervical sympathetic nerve markedly hinders the

development of the fibres of that nerve, and though some fibres become
eventually medullated, they are small, and stain only a faint grey colour

with osmic acid. In two kittens in which the internal carotid branches

of the superior cervical sympathetic ganglion had been cut some days
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previously to the commencement of meduUation in the cervical sym-

pathetic nerve, I found later a smaller number of fibres medullated

upon the cut side, and also many atrophied cells in the ganglion ; but in

a third experiment, in which longer time had elapsed since the section of

the same branches, there was little, if any, difference in the two cervical

sympathetic nerves. I have therefore made other experiments to decide

what are the results following section of post-ganglionic fibres, but the

experiments are not yet complete.

The section of the cervical sympathetic nerve in a young kitten

appeared to have little, if any, effect upon the development of the superior

cervical sympathetic ganglion.

In the cord of a kitten 120 days old, in which part of the cervical

sympathetic nerve had been removed on the eighth day after birth, I

found that the small cells in the lateral horn of the first, second, and
third dorsal segments upon the cut side were very decidedly fewer in

number than upon the uncut side. I have twice repeated this experi-

ment, but the spinal cords have not yet been examined.

Some of my experiments by the atrophy method point clearly to the

correctness of Mott's hypothesis, that cells of Clarke's column are con-

nected with afferent nerve fibres supplying the lower limb.

A preliminary account of some of the observations made has been
given in a thesis for the M.D. degree at Cambridge, and it is hoped that

fuller details may soon be published.

V, The Histology of Nerve Cells. By GusTAV Mann, M.D.

Over seventy different fixing methods were used, and chemically most
diverse substances chosen so as to eliminate, if possible, all appearances

due to arte facts. Reducing and oxidising, acid, neutral, and alkaline

fixations, acid, neuti-al and alkaline stains, with reducing and oxidising

substances added, were tried, and these results were obtained :

—

(1) In all nerve cells there exists a peripheral zone, destitute of Nissl's

bodies, and in this zone numerous fibrils and bundles of fibrils are seen.

(2) The zone-like origin of the axis cylinder is due to a special

accumulation of the plasm constituting the peripheral zone.

(3) At the periphery of nerve cells the fibrils were not observed to

branch.

(4) Bundles of fibrils run also through the centre of cells, past the

nucleus, but the fibrils never come into contact with Nissl's bodies.

(5) In spinal ganglia two distinct bundles of fibrils may be dis-

tinguished, one corresponding to the peripheral and the other to the

central process. These bundles are arranged in vortices.

(6) In central and peripheral multi-polar nerve-cells bundles of fibrils

may be traced from dendritic processes to the axis-cylinder process, and
from one dendritic process to another.

(7) The thorn-like excrescences seen in Golgi preparations are arte-

facts, caused by the potassium bichromate.

(8) The nodes of Ranvier are only crossed by the neuro-fibrils.

Photographs of wax models were taken, and the course of the fibrils

traced in the following cells : Two giant cells of Malapterurus, motor cell

from anterior horn of spinal cord of the ox, spinal ganglion cells of rabbit

and dog, cell from spiral ganglion (cochlea) of guinea-pig, first giant cell

of Amphioxus, sympathetic nerve-cell of rabbit. Photographs of nerve-
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cells of motor, olfactory, visual area from the dog's brain, showing fibrils,

were also taken.

All attempts made as yet to obtain the substance which shows a great

affinity for basic dyes, and is found in ^Slissl's bodies, were unsuccessful.

The Physiological Effects of Peptone and its Precursors when introduced

into the Circulation.—Second Interim Report of a Committee^ con-

sisting of Professor E. A. Schafer, F.U.S. {Chairman), Professor

C. S." Sherrington, F.B.8., Professor R. W. Boyce, and Professor

W. H. Thojipson (Secretary). (Drawn iip by the Secretary.)

In continuation of the above inquiry during the past year attention has

chiefly been directed towards ascertaining the effects produced by

albumoses and peptone upon the secretion of urine. The objects kept in

view were threefold : (1) to determine the influence of the substances in

question upon nitrogenous excretion at the kidney
; (2) to see if any

important differences were manifested by the several substances when

compared with each other
; (3) to ascertain to what extent the substances

remained in or were excreted by the kidney from the animal body.

The products examined were (1) Witte's Peptone, (2) Proto-albumose,

(3) Hetero-albumose, (4) Deutero-albumose, (5) Ampho-peptone, (6)

Anti-peptone.

The following report is to be regarded as a statement of the year's

work, and not as a finished research. The carrying out of the investi-

gation was placed in the hands of the Secretary.

The method adopted was as follows :—Dogs were exclusively em-

ployed, the animals being ansesthetised with a mixture of chloroform and

ether, preceded, except in a few of the earlier experiments, by a hypo-

dermic injection of a solution of morphine. The dose of morphine

employed was small, under two milligrammes per kilo, of body weight.
^

Cannulfe were placed in both ureters, and urine collected for definite

periods before and after an injection of the substance employed. With

the exception of hetero-albumose the substances were dissolved in physio-

logical saline solution— -6 per cent, sodium chloride. The quantity of

solvent employed was 4 c.c. per kilo, of body weight for animals below

twelve kilos. A.bove this weight a maximum of 50 c.c. was adopted.

Hetero-albumose was dissolved in 2 c.c. per kilo, of weak caustic soda

solution (-2 per cent.).

The injection was made through a cannula placed in the external

saphenous vein, and the substance introduced very slowly from a burette

to avoid lowering of blood-pressure. The time occupied with the injection

varied for the most part from fifteen to twenty minutes.

A record of blood-pressure was taken from the left carotid artery, and

showed that the injection of the substances could be accomplished without

appreciable lowering. The record was not continuous, but was taken at

minute intervals during the period of injection. While the subsequent

collection of urine proceeded, a record was taken every fifteen minutes.

As a rule, urine was collected for one hour, then the substance was

injected, and urine collected for a second hour, likewise for a third, fourth,

and also for a fifth.

The amount of total nitrogen and the quantity of urea were estimated in

the different samples of the urine. That passed subsequent to the injection
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was also examined for the presence and amount of the albumose or

peptone excreted.

The results, so far as ascertained at the date of this report, will be set

forth under the following headings : (1) Influence on the quantity of

urine secreted
; (2) Influence on the amount of nitrogen and of urea pro-

duced ; (3) Amount of peptone or albumose excreted.

I. Influence on the Quantity of Urine.

As will be seen in the following table, the introduction of the various

substances was followed by a very large increase in the amount of urine

secreted. The outflow reached its maximum in the second hour after the

injection, and then gradually declined. But even at the end of four hours

there was still, in the majority of cases, a decided increase, as compared
with the outflow prior to the injection. A few experiments showed no
increase.

Table I.

—

Showing Quantities of Urine secreted per hour in cubic

centimetres.

{The injection was made at the end of the first hour, and extended over a period of

15 to 20 minutes.)

Exp. Hour 1 Hour 2 Hour 8 Hour 4 Hour 5

Weight
of Dog
in kilos.

Quantity of

Fluid
injected

I.

II.

XXII.

XXVII.

13-5

13

III.

V.

VI.

XXIX.

1898.

I.— Witte't Peptone.

5-5 1

14-5

XV.
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Table l.—confinved.

Exp. Hour 1 Hour 2
I

j

Weight
Hour 3 Hour 4 Hour 5 of Dog

I

in kilos.

Quantity of

Fluid
injected

VI. Anti-jjeptone.

VI r.
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II. Influence on the Excretion of Nitrogen and of Urea.

(a) Percentage Output.—The urine secreted in such large quantities

proved to be very dilute, the percentage quantity of nitrogen and of urea
being much reduced. The dilution ran almost parallel with the increase

of urine, that of the third hour being the most dilute, and as the quantity
of urine again reduced, it also became more concentrated. The following

table illustrates this in detail so far as the percentage amount of total

nitrogen is concerned.

Table III.

—

Showing the Quantity of Nitrogen per cent, in the Urine
Secreted (^expressed in Grammes).

Exp. Weight of

Dog
Hour 1 Hour 2 Hours Hour i Hour 5

I.

II.

XX.

XXII.

XXVII.

XIII.
XIX.

XXXII.

III.

V.
VI.

XXIX.

VII.

VIII.
IX.

XVII.
XVIII.

XXVIII.

XXX.

11-8

14-5

XV. I 15-3 „

XVL ' 12-6 „

12-7

XXL 11-3 „

13-2

8-3

19-75 „
H „
6-3 „

14-5

10-5

8

11-9

13-8

8-2

9-4

15

16

11-3

8-1

I. WUte's Peptone.

2-399
I

0-731

1-677
I

0-986

II. Proto-albumose.

5023

1-148

1-179

0-742

1-299

{i40m.) 1-4
\

\i20m.) 0-389/

f
(30 m.) 0-742

)

\ (^ISm.) 0-266
\

I {15 m.} 0-220
)

r(30«t.) 0-491

i(30?H.) 0-448

III. Hetero-albximose.

2-358
I

• 2-150

Q -go r (45 m.) 0-512
\^^^^

ll(^5w.) 0-322/

IV. Deutero-alhumose.

2-380

3-802

1-071

7-767
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(b) Output IIi>ur by Hour.—Xotwitlistanding the dilute condition of

the urine passed, it was found that the excretion of nitrogen and of urea,

when measured hour by hoxir, suffered a decided increase as a result of

the injection. This increase, with few exceptions, reached its maximum
in the second hour (first after the injection). Part of the nitrogen

increase of this hour, as will subseijuently appear, is due to an excretion

of proteid—albumose or peptone—with the urine. The increase of total

nitrogen hour by hour is shown in the following table :

—

Table IV.

—

Shoiring the Quant it tf o/ Xiti'Offen excreted per Hour in tM«

Urine {expresj/eti in Gramme'*).

Exp.
Weight
of Dog

Hourl Hocira Honr 3 > Hour i

Qnuttitv'
oJX.

Hoar 5 injected

f in (

\gtvama&

I. lis k. 1319
n. i

14-5 « I

-2432

XXII. I 13 3 ..
[

-3183

XXVn. ! S-3 „ -0979

III. 1
14-5

V. 10-5

XXIX. ! 11-9

•3556
•2357

1)651

•075«

I. Wttta's Pfptome.

•4385

7067

II. JPrvtuhmltitmue.

•2742

•33Sv*

XV.
1
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But the urea—estimated by the method of Morner and Sjbgvist, which

avoided the inclusion of any of the proteid—also showed s parallel

increase, reaching its maximum likewise in the urine of the second hour.

This is made clear by the following table. Moreover, it will be seen on
examining the last column of this table, that the proteid injected could

not have supplied nearly enough nitrogen to make up the increase of the

second hour alone, to say nothing of the lesser increase shown in the

following hours :

—

Table V.

—

Showing the Quantity of Urea excreted per Hour {eocpressed

as Nitrogen in Grammes.)

Exp.
: ht
of Dog Hourl Hour 2 Hour 8 Hour 4 Hour 5

Quantity of

N. injected

I.
1

11-8 k.

IL 14-5 „

XIIL
XIX.

XXII.

III.

V.
VL

XXIX.

VII.
VIII.

IX.
XVII.
XVIIL

XXVIII.

XXX.

19-75 „
14 „

6-3 „

14-5

10-5

8

11-9

13-8
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The marked increase in the hourly output of total nitrogen and of

urea, beyond that contributed by the proteid injected, cannot, however,
be solely attributed to any influence which the substances employed
might be supposed to exert upon nitrogenous metabolism. A similar

though less marked influence is shown after the injection of normal salt

solution alone. This is expressed in the following table, where it will be
observed that the maximum efiect is likewise shown in the second hour :

—

Table VI.

—

Showing the Effects of Normal Salt Solution on the Nitrogen
excreted Hour hy Hour (exjjressed in Grammes).

(N.B.—The injection of normal saline was made at the end of the first hour.)

Exp. No.

1*

2
3

4
5
6

7

Hour 1

•1115

•1050

•1570

•1754

•3497

•2481

Nitrog'

Hour 2

•0956

•1204

•2082

•3021

•5533

•3181

en not de

Hours Hour 4

•0857

•2066

•2489

•3748

•2378

termined

•0551

•0923

2113
•2583

•2677

Hour 5

•0767

•1120

•2074

•2285

•2482

Weight
of

Dog

6^7

6-4

16-8

15
14-9

19-5

14-8

Quantity
injected

per kilo.

4

4

3

2
35
2-5

3

CO.

Total
quantity
injected

28 CO.
26 „
50 „
30 „
50 „
50 „
45 ..

* In Experiment No. 1, an injection of 12 c.c. of caustic soda solution, 0-2 per cent,

strength, was made at the end of the third hour. A mixture of morphine and atropine
was employed by mistake to inject this dog.

Observations upon body temperature, taken per rectum, showed that a
steady rise occurred after the injection was made. The rise generally

appeared towards the end of the first hour after injecting, and for the most
part continued to increase till the end of the experiment.

Thus, in Experiment XXI. (proto-albumose) the temperatures were as
follows :—Normal 37-4°C. ; at end of first hour 37° C—the injectionwasthen
made ; at the end of the second hour, temperature 37° C. ; at the end of

the third 37 ^8; at end of fourth 38° C. This was not the highest tempera-
ture attained by any means; the maximum in several experiments reached
40° C, and in one it reached 41-2° C.

This rise of temperature occurred even when the fluid injected was
previously sterilised by boiling, and notwithstanding precautions to keep
the animals cool while on the table. A similar rise of temperature also

took place when sterilised normal salt solution was injected. In some of

the experiments the maximum temperature was attained in the third hour
(second after injection), followed by a return towards normal in the subse-

quent hours.

III. Amount of Peptone or Alhumose excreted in the Urine.

This was regarded as an important point to determine. It bears upon
the question as to whether the substances under observation are to be con-
sidered as wholly foreign to the blood, or to be looked upon in the same
light as dextrose, which is excreted by the kidneys only when the amount
in circulation exceeds a certain point.

Previous experimenters had arrived at diflferent conclusions with regard
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to the reappearance of peptone at all in the urine after injection into the
circulation.

Schmidt-Malhei7n,^ who &vst studied the question, used large doses, and
obtained suppression of urine lasting from twenty to ninety minutes. In
the urine subsequently passed he detected no peptone. Fano - obtained
similar results, as did also Grosjean^ many years later, both likewise

employing large doses. Ilo/meister,* meanwhile, had however shown that

these substances reappeared very quickly in the urine, and devised an
ingenious method, based upon the depth of tint given by the biuret re-

action, for estimating how much proteid became excreted. He corrected

his estimation by the use of the polarimeter, and came to the conclusion

that 6G to 80 per cent, of the peptone introduced was expelled from the

body within twenty-four hours. Owing to ditRciilties in the employment
of these methods, neither can be regarded as capable of yielding accurate

results. This is, indeed, admitted by the author, and, as we shall see, the
figures he arrived at are a good deal too high.

In the earlier experiments of this research, no other sufficiently reliable

method of estimating the amount of peptone or alburaose excreted was
apparent. From the first, it was seen that the substance appeared only

in the urine secreted during the hour immediately following the injection,

and from the depth of the biui-et tint it was obvious that not nearly all

the proteid injected came out again.

On more close examination it was found that the output of proteid was,

as a rule, confined to the urine of the first forty or forty-five minutes
succeeding the injection. It was also seen, on comparing the urea nitrogen

of this period with the total nitrogen of the same time (which included

that of the excreted proteid), that the whole difference was considerably

ess than the nitrogen injected. But this difierence included the nitrogen

of other compounds than urea, which I .shall subsequently call ' extractive
'

nitrogen. If a safe deduction, to represent the 'extractive' nitrogen,

could be made, then we should have ascertained the amount of proteid-

nitrogen which reappeared. Such a deduction was arrived at by basing a
calculation on the ' extractive ' nitrogen of the urine secreted immediately
after the peptone or albumose ceased to come out. When this was accom-
plished in forty to forty-five minutes, the urine of the remaining part of

this hour furnished the basis of calculation. The same principle was,
however, applied to many of the earlier experiments. The deduction in

these cases was calculated on the ' extractive ' nitrogen of the third hour,

and the subtraction made from the ' difference ' nitrogen of the whole of

the preceding hour.

In both cases the urine which furnished the basis of calculation was
more dilute than that of the peptone (or albumose) excretion-period ; con-

sequently, the amount deducted is safe, in the sense of being under rather

than over the mark.
In the following table, which gives a succinct statement of the facta

' Schmidt-Mulheim, ' Beitrage zur Kenntniss des Peptons und seiner Physiolo-
gischen Bedeutung,' Archiv f. Physiohg, 1880, p. .S3.

- Fano, ' Das Verhalten des Peptons und Tryptons gegen Blut und Lymphe,'
Archiv f. Physiolog, 1881, p. 277.

' Grosjean, ' Recherches sur I'Action physiologique de la Propeptone et de la

Peptone,' Travail du Lah. de Physwlogie de VUniv. de Lilge, tome iv. 1891-92.
Also Archiv. de Biologic, 1892, xi. p. 381.

* YLotxaQisier, Zeitschriftf. Pliijdolog's'lie Ch'viie, 1881, p. 127.
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arrived at, the earlier experiments (where the calculations are based oa
what I have called the ' difference ' nitrogen of the whole second hour) are
indicated by an asterisk :

—

Table VII.

—

Showing the Amount of Proteid excreted

{expressed in Grammes.)

Eip.
Weight
of Dog

Nitrogen
injected

Proteid N.+
extractive

N. of 2nd
hour

Allowance
for Extrac-

tive N.

Net. Pro-
teid N.
excreted

Per Period on
cent, of which Calcu-
Proteid lation is

excreted based

I. Witte's Pejatone : not estimated, data insufficient,

to Hetero-albumose.
The same applies

ir. Proto-albunwse. Average 47 per cent.

•XV.
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peptones and albumoses are not wholly foreign substances to the circu-

lating blood. This conclusion cannot, however, be pushed too far, since

it is uncertain to what extent any given substance introduced into the cir-

culation is again recoverable from the urine, nor is it certain how long the

substances in question retain their identity after being so introduced.

It is significant, however, in the light of Siegfried's work, that anti-

peptone remains in the system to a much greater extent than any of the

other substances employed. Some of the experiments were performed with

anti-peptone kindly supplied by Professor Siegfried, for which best thanks

are here expressed.

The research is still in progress.

Fertilisation in Phceophycece.—Report of the Committee, consisting of

Professor J. B. Farmer {Chairman), Professor E. W. Phillips

(Secretary), Professor F. 0. Bower, and Professor Harvey
Gibson.

The Committee beg to report that they have again devoted the whole

of the 15^. placed at their disposal to aiding Mr. J. Lloyd Williams in the

prosecution of his researches on the Fucacece and Dictyotacece. Mr.
Williams's interesting discovery of the occurrence of motile antherozoids

in Dictyota and Taenia was announced to the Botanical Section at the

meeting at Toronto. A full description of these antherozoids has been
published in the 'Annals of Botany ' (December 1897).

The following is a brief summary of the points to which Mr. Williams

has been directing his attention more particularly :

—

(1) The Fertilization and Cytology of Ascophyllum and Fucus.—This

investigation is in continuation of a joint research by Professor Farmer
and Mr. Williams on these genera, the results of which are in course of

publication in the ' Transactions of the Royal Society.'

(2) The Process of Fertilization in Halidrys.—Certain remarkable

phenomena accompanying the act of fertilization have been observed in

Halidrys Siliquosa, a description of which will appear in the paper referred

to above.

(3) The Zones of Growth and Periods of Maturation of the Sexual

Products in Fucacem.—Mr. Williams has subjected all the species of

Fucacese in the Menai Straits to a careful and continuous examination,

and his observations add greatly to our knowledge of what may be called

the Natural History of these species.

(4) The Examination of the Sexual Cells in Dictyota and Taonia.—
The discovery of motility in the male sexual cells in these genera has

already been referred to. Further, the process of fertilization has now
been observed, the occurrence of parthenogenetic germination of the

oospheres confirmed, and an interesting discovery of a marked periodicity

in the maturation and liberation of the sexual cells in Dictyota has been
made. Upon this subject the Committee are glad to learn Mr. Williams
hopes to submit a paper to the Section at the forthcoming meeting at

Bristol.

Since the last meeting of the Association, Mr. Williams has been
appointed Assistant Lecturer and Demonstrator in Botany at the Univer-
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sity College of North Wales, Bangor, and he is thus favourably situated

by residence at the seaside for the prosecution of the studies which he
has on hand. The Committee would earnestly recommend the continua-

tion of the grant for another year, and, convinced that interesting results

will accrue to science as a result of Mr. Williams's investigations, they
would propose to devote it again to assisting him in his work.
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President of the Conference—Professor A. W. Rucker, M.A.,
D.Sc, Sec. R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

The President of the Section of Mathematics and Physics has already
expressed the pleasure with which British physicists welcome the distin-
guished band of visitors who have assembled to take part in the Interna-
tional Conference on Terrestrial Magnetism. None join in that welcome
with more cordiality than those who are especially interested in the science
with which the Conference will be occupied. To us it is a source both of
gratification and pride that the International Committee, to whose action
this meeting is due, should have allowed us to play the part of hosts to
the eminent men from many lands who have responded to their call.

Some whom we would gladly have seen here, but who have been prevented
from attending by various causes, have nevertheless shown the interest
which they take in our proceedings by sending written communications.
Thus our meeting is as fully representative as we could have hoped.

It may be interesting to those who are unaware of the fact if I remind
the Conference that this is not the first occasion on which students of
Terrestrial Magnetism have taken counsel together during a meeting of
the British Association.

Fifty-four years ago the then President of the Association, the Very
Rev. George Peacock, Dean of Ely, stated in his address that the period
was drawing to an end for which a series of magnetic observatories had
been established by international co-operation. 'Six observatories,' he
stated,' 'were established, under the zealous direction of M. Kupfier, in
difierent parts of the vast empire of Russia, the only country, let me add,
which has established a permanent physical observatory. The American
Government instituted three others, at Boston, Philadelphia, and Washing-
ton ; two were established by the East India Company, at Simla and Sin-
gapore ; from every part of Europe, and even from Algiers, offers of
co-operation were made.' The observations thus provided for were to be
carried out for three years only, but, as nearly the whole of that time
was spent in preparation, the period was doubled. When the term thus

' Brlf. Assoc, Rej'; 1844, p. xliv.
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fixed drew to an end, the question arose as to whether it was desirable to

extend it further, and M. Kupffer (Director-General of the Russian System

of Magnetic and Meteorological Observations) addressed a letter to Colonel

(afterwards Sir Edward) Sabine, suggesting the propriety of summoning a

magnetic congress to be held at the next meeting of the British Asso-

ciation.

In accordance with that suggestion the Congress was held during the

meeting of the Association at Cambridge in 1845. The number of dis-

tinguished foreigners who attended in person was considerable, in spite of

the difficulties of travel fifty years ago. Amongst those who were present

was M. Kupffer ; Dr. Erman, of Berlin, the celebrated circumnavigator

and meteorologist; Baron von Senftenberg, the founder of the Astronomical

and Meteorological Observatory of Senftenberg, in Bohemia ; M. Kreil,

the Director of the Imperial Observatory at Prague ; Dr. von Boguslawski,

the Director of the Royal Prussian Observatory at Breslau ; Herr Dove,

Professor of Physics in the University of Berlin ; and Baron von Walters-

hausen, a gentleman who had taken part in the magnetic observations of

Gauss and Weber at Gottingen, and had executed a magnetic survey of

portions of Italy and Sicily. In addition to these a number of well-

known British men of science were invited to be present, amongst whom
I need only mention the Marquis of Northampton (President of the Royal

Society), Sabine, Sir John Herschel, Lloyd, Airy, Brown, and Sir James
Ross, then recently returned from his celebrated expedition to the Ant-

arctic Seas. Letters were also received from Wilhelm Weber, Gauss,

Loomis, Lamont, Quetelet, Von Humboldt, and othei's.

The principal question which this conference had to decide was whether
' the combined system of British and foreign co-operation for the investi-

gation of magnetic and meteorological phenomena, which [had then] been

five years in progress, must be broken up.' ' I will not trouble you with a

recapitulation of the recommendations of the Congress, some of which

have been carried out, v.diile others have not yet been realised ; but one

resolution will, I am sure, so exactly express your own sentiments that I

venture to quote it, viz. :
' That, the cordial co-operation which has hitherto

prevailed between the British and foreign magnetic and meteorological

observatories having produced the most important results, and being

considered by us as absolutely essential to the success of the great system

of combined observation which has been undertaken, it is earnestly recom-

mended that the same spirit of co-operation should continue to prevail.'

Whatever changes half a century may have wrought in the problems

which press upon magneticians, and in the difficulties which confront

them, there can be no doubt that they are still of the same spirit as that

in which this resolution was framed.

It is true that we sometimes meet with the objection that interna-

tional conferences of all kinds are now too numerous, and that their

decisions, from their very number and complexity, cease to attract atten-

tion or to command respect. Admitting that this objection is not without

weight, it may be answered by two remai-ks. The closer union between

scientific workers in difi"erent countries which these meetings encourage,

the strengthening of the ties of intellectual sympathy by those of personal

friendship, are in themselves good. It is surely a hopeful omen that

science, as she reaches her maturity, forgets or ignores the political and

' Brit. Assoc. 7?c/., 1845, p. G9.
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geographical boundaries which sometimes seemed so important in her
youth, and that workers for the common good are more and more learning

that it is good to work in common.
But there are special and cogent reasons why the science of Terrestrial

Magnetism should be cosmopolitan. The advance of some sciences is

most easily achieved by the methods of guerilla warfare. In a hundred
diflFei-ent laboratories widely separated workers plan independent attacks

on Nature. In different Universities and Colleges little groups are devising
stratagems and arranging ambuscades in the hope of wresting from our
great opponent some of the treasures which she yields only to the violent

who take them by force. But for those who would unravel the causes of

the mysterious movements of the compass needle concerted action is

essential. They cannot, indeed, dispense with individual initiative, or

with the leadership of genius, but I think that all would agree that there
is urgent need for more perfect organisation, for an authority which can
decide not only what to do, but what to leave undone.

The advance of the science of Terrestrial Magnetism must depend
upon the establishment, the maintenance, and the utilisation of the
records of observatories. The bulk of the material to be dealt with must
in any case be vast, and every needless addition to it, every obstacle in

the way of its being readily comprehended and easily used, is a drawback
which proper organisation should prevent.

Thus it is wasteful to devote to the multiplication of observatories,

in regions of which we know much, energy and funds which would be
invaluable if applied to districts of which we know little or nothing. I
take some credit to myself in that within the last few months I have
assisted in checking well-intended but mistaken proposals to add to the
number of the magnetic observatories which we already possess in this

country.

Again, it is desirable that the records of the observations should be so
published as to be ready for application to the problems the solution of
which they are intended to subserve, and that the individual worker
should not be harassed by petty diflferences in the methods of presentment,
which often entail on him labour too enormous to be faced. On this

point something has already been done by international co-operation, and
we may hope that this meeting will do much to complete the task.

Lastly, there are many investigations which are now undertaken
independently at irregular intervals which would be far more useful if

planned in common. Thus, there has of late been a great outburst of
energy in Europe devoted to magnetic surveys more detailed than have
ever before been accomplished. Is it too much to hope that when the
time comes for these to be repeated they may be carried out simulta-
neously, and reduced by the same methods, so that we may have a mag-
netic map of Europe in which no uncertainty as to the accuracy of
details is introduced by the necessity for correcting for the secular change
over long intervals of time 1

Taking it for granted, then, that international co-operation is desirable
for pui'poses such as these, I come next to the question of the nature of
the machinery by which it shall be secured. And here I may at once state
that the arrangements under which we are meeting to-day are in some
respects abnormal, and that plans for the future will have to be formally
or informally considered before we part. Meanwhile, it is desirable that
I should state precisely the circumstances which have brought us together.
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The last meeting of the International Meteorological Conference was
held in Paris in September 1896. It was attended by several men of

science specially interested in Terrestrial Magnetism, and, perhaps on this

account, a new departure was taken by the International Committee, in

the appointment of a ' Permanent Committee for Magnetism and Atmo-
spheric Electricity,' to which certain specific questions were referred.

Eight gentlemen were nominated as members of this Committee, with
power to add to their number. We in turn co-opted eight other mag-
neticians, taking care that as far as possible all countries in which
Terrestrial Magnetism is specially studied should be represented. About
the same time, and, as I believe, in ignorance of the establishment

of this Committee, a suggestion for the assembling of an International

Conference on Terrestrial Magnetism was made in the Journal of that

name by Professor Arthur Schuster. It appeared to me and to Professor

Schuster himself that it would be a great pity if this suggestion resulted

in the establishment of a rival organisation, and I at once submitted to

the Committee the question whether, in their opinion, it was desirable

that we ourselves should take the responsibility of summoning an Inter-

national meeting, with the view of obtaining a wide discussion of the

points submitted to us by the Meteorological Conference. This sugges-

tion was approved, and, as the British Association was willing to allow us

to organise the conference as a branch of Section A (INiathematics and
Physics), to undertake the expense of sending out the necessary notices,

to print our papers in its Report, and to extend to foreign members of

the Conference all the privileges of foreign members of the Association, it

was also determined that so hospitable an invitation should be accepted

with the gratitude it deserved. But although the main result has been

achieved, and a representative gathering of magneticians has assembled in

Bristol, it cannot be denied that our x-elations to the various bodies with

which we are connected are somewhat complicated, and that our consti-

tution is devoid both of simplicity and symmetry. I take it that these

facts are signs of health and vigour rather than symptoms of decay.

Terrestrial Magnetism has been attracting far more attention of late years

bhan in the not very distant past. The necessity for meeting, for common
action, for common publication has been forced upon us. We have cared

more for meeting than for the terms on which we were to meet, more for

acting together than for drawing up an elaborate deed of partnership,

more for the promotion of science than for a flawless paper constitution.

Thus, and in my opinion most wisely, we have sought to attain our ends,

not by starting a brand new International Association, but by making use

of machinery which is already in existence, which has stood the test of

time, and is, as I believe, capable of being put to new uses in meeting our

wants and supplying our deficiencies.

I confess, however, that in this arrangement we have been compelled

to pay scant attention to the simplicity and even to the logical consistency

of our schemes. We are an International Conference on special subjects

—Terrestrial Magnetism and Atmospheric Electricity—summoned by a

Committee owing its authority and bound to report to another International

Conference of wider scope, which regards our sciences as branches of

Meteorology.

On the other liand, this Committee is for the moment a part of tlie Com-

mittee of the Section of Mathematics and Physics of the British Association,

though it retains its right of separate meeting, more especially for the
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discussion of its report to the International Meteorological Conference.

It is evident that here there is plenty of opportunity for collision between
rival authorities, for confusion between conflicting jurisdictions ; but to

all questions as to the precise limits of authority and jurisdiction it is

sufficient to reply in the most general terms. The whole of the arrange-

ments are temporary, to meet an immediate pressing need. The work of

the Conference will be conducted like that of a Department of the

British Association. The members of the International Committee will

act as the Committee of the Department, but some of their work will be
done on the General Committee of Section A, of which other magneticians

will also be members. Should it be necessary, they will hold some
separate meetings, and some such meetings will certainly be necessary

to discuss their report to the International Meteorological Conference.

These general regulations will probably suffice for all practical purposes.

If cases occur which they do not cover, we must deal with them as they

arise.

With regard to the future, I do not propose to lay before you any
detailed scheme, but in discussing the matter among ourselves the fol-

lowing principles should, in my opinion, be adhered to. The International

Meteorological Conference has held a number of successful meetings. I

believe tliat I am correct in saying that the right to attend that Conference

was at first confined to those who were officially connected with Meteoro-
logical and Magnetic observatories, but that of late invitations have been
more widely distributed. If the authorities of that Conference see their

way to inviting in future most or all of those who are known to be
specially interested in Terrestrial Magnetism, I do not see why the

Magnetic Conference, which would then be constituted once in live years,

should not meet all our requirements. If, however, additional meetings
are necessary, I would urge that they should be held in turn in different

countries, and, if possible, in connection with existing societies which play

elsewhere the part taken by the British Association in this country.

That a permanent committee should be established is essential,

and the mode of appointing this body must no doubt be considered,

but I hope that in the course of the next few days the committee may
be able to discuss the whole question, and that when the next meeting of

the Meteorological Conference takes place we may be able to lay before

the Committee suggestions which may lead to the foundation of an Inter-

national Magnetic Association on a stable and permanent basis.

Another matter of great importance is the maintenance of an inter-

national journal devoted to Terrestrial Magnetism. This we now
possess, thanks to the energy of Dr. Bauer, and I feel sure that all present

will agree that such a means of intercommunication is invaluable. I

believe, however, that the enterprise is threatened with financial dangers,

and I desire to take this opportunity of urging all those who are interested

in its success to do what they can to support it by increasing the circula-

tion. There is every reason for making more use of a common journal.

The records of the observatories are necessarily so bulky, that anyone
who desires to obtain the facts as to the magnetic state of the earth
at any given time must collect or consult a large library of quarto
volumes, in some of which the magnetic facts are mingled with data
interesting chiefly to the meteorologist or astronomer. It is no doubt
essential that an account of all the work done at each observatory should
be published in a collected form, and that full details of the magnetic

1898. 3 B
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obsei'vations sliould be given ; but for many, nay, for most, purposes,

those who use the records will require only linal results; the means of

the various elements for the year, for each month, or for any other period

which may hereafter be adopted, and the diurnal variation, are in general

wanted, rather than the hourly values. If these means could be published

together, once a year, an enormous boon would be conferred upon mag-
iieticians. For special purposes the theorist will have to test his views by
reference to the results published in their fullest detail ; but it would be

no slight gain if the more salient facts could be compared by being placed

side by side in the same journal. One advantage such a system would
unquestionably possess. It would impress upon the authorities of the

observatories the necessity for adhering to a common form of publication.

Some small beginnings have already been made. The Kew Observa-

tory Committee now publish in the ' Proceedings ' of the Royal Society the

annual means of the elements recorded by all the observatories which

send their publications to Kew. By comparing two of these tables, the

secular change can at once be determined. But the system is capable of

extension, not merely to the normal values of the elements, but to

disturbances. By common agreement, Greenwich and Pare St. Maur
publish in each year the records of the same magnetic storms. If this

agreement could be extended, and if the facts thus selected were brought

into juxtaposition, we might hope for a fuller and more instructive

analysis than is at present usual.

Turning from questions of organisation, the primary business of our

conference will be to discuss four questions submitted to our Committee
by the International Meteorological Conference.

The first two of these refer to the methods for calculating and pub-

lishing the monthly means of the magnetic elements which should, in our

opinion, be adopted. I will not anticipate the discussion which will take

place on these points, except to say that it will be necessary to bear in

mind not only what is desirable but also what is practicable in view of

the resources at the disposal of the directors of the various magnetic

observatories.

Another question deals with the relative merits of long and short

magnets, and on this point we shall have the advantage of hearing a
report on the subject by M. Mascart.

Lastly, there is a very important proposal for the establishment of

temporary magnetic observatories at certain specified places. General
RykatcheS" and Professor von Bezold present an excellent report on this

subject, and I will only remind you, that whereas the accuracy of the

mathematical expression of the magnetic state of the earth's surface depends
entirely on the number and position of the spots at which the magnetic
elements are accurately known, the establishment of temporary observa-

tories will be a costly undertaking, for the carrying out of which all the

resources at the disposal of international science will have to be employed.
Another point of considerable practical importance will also be brought

before us. The rapid extension of electrical railways and tramways is a

serious menace to magnetic observatories. From all parts of the world

we hear of observatories ruined or threatened by the invasion of the

electrical engineer. Toronto and "Washington have already succumbed,
Potsdam, Pare St. Maur, Greenwich, and Kew are besieged, and the issue

largely depends upon whether these great national observatories can or

cannot make good their defence.
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It seems to be a law of Nature, ruling alike the human race and the
humblest microbe, that the products of an organism are fatal to itself.

The pessimist might infer that we are in presence of another instance of

the universality of the application of this law, and that pure science is

threatened by the very success of its pi'actical applications. The smoke
of our cities blots the stars from the vision of the astronomer, who, like

the anchorites of old, flies from the world to mountains and desert places.

It is only in the small hours of the morning when

' Save pale recluse, for knowledge seeking,

All mortal things to sleep are given,'

that the physicist can escape from the tremors of the traffic of a great town.
Civilisation as it spreads by aid of the means that science has placed at

its disposal is destroying records, and oblitei'ating boundaries by the study
of which the anthropologist and the biologist might have read far back
into the history of our race. And now in turn the science of Terrestrial

Magnetism, which, on the one hand, is forging another link to connect
the sun and earth, and, on the other, is penetrating within the surface

of the globe to depths beyond the ken of the geologist, is threatened by
the artificial earth currents of the electric railway.

That the crisis is serious there can be no doubt, but I will only antici-

pate the fuller discussion which will take place by statingthat magneticians,

in common with the rest of the world, recognise the great benefit which
electric traction confers upon the community at large. We are not so

foolish as to desire to embark on a crusade ai^ainst a great industrial

improvement of which science may well be proud ; on the other hand, we
must hold fast to the position that provision for the conveniences which
are immediately appreciated by the public shovdd be made with as little

damage as possible to those studies which are not less for the ultimate

benefit of the race.

Had science, when the use of coal was introduced, been sufficiently

advanced to devise means for smokeless combustion, an evil which now in

more senses than one darkens the lives of the inhabitants of our great
towns might have been prevented from attaining its present gigantic

proportions.

We are now at the beginning of another industrial epoch, which may
indeed, if power is transmitted from a distance on a large scale, brighten
our skies, but which threatens to saturate the earth beneath us with electric

currents. That these may interfere with the general comfort is evident
from the injury which has been done to underground pipes at Washington
and elsewhere. The construction of a powerful electrical railway in the
immediate neighbourhood of the laboratories of a college would interfere

with its efficiency, and make it impossible to perform experiments of

certain types. In such a case, however, something could be done by
arranging the experiments to suit the conditions under which they would
have to be performed. But in the case of a magnetic observatory no such
protective measures are possible. The very object of the observatory is to

measure the earth's field, and if that field is artificially altered no modifica-

tion of the methods of measurement, however ingenious, can overcome this

fundamental defect. I am glad to take this opportunity of acknowledging
that both the danger to pure science and the necessity for obviating it have
been acknowledged by those who are chiefly interested in the technical

applications of science ; and in particular that one of the principal

3 B 2
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technical journals, the ' Electrician,' has supported the view that industry

can and ought to respect the necessities of research.

If, however, there be any who ai-e inclined to ask whether the careful

study of Terrestrial Magnetism has led or is leading to any definite results,

or whether we are not merely adding to the lumber of the world by piling

up observations from which no deductions are drawn, we may answer that,

thoughthe fundamental secret of Terrestrial Magnetism is still undiscovered,

the science is progressing. In the presence of several of the most active

workers I will not enter into a detailed discussion of the tasks to which

they are devoting themselves ; I will only ask that the doubter should

compare a good summary of the state of the science of Terrestrial Magnetism

written fifteen or twenty years ago, such as that contained in the article by
Balfour Stewart in the ' Encyclopaedia Britannica,' with what would be

written on the same subject to-day. Additions would have to be made to

tlie descriptions of the instruments employed, to the discussion of the

theory of the diurnal and secular change, while such questions as the

reality of earth-air currents and the tracing of loci of local disturbance

have only been dealt with effectively in very recent times. When, too, we
compare the older models of the magnetic state of the earth with that

devised by jNIr. Henry Wilde we cannot but admit not only that a great

advance has been made in forming a simple diagram of the magnetic state

of the earth, but that it is possible that the model contains a very pregnant

hint as to the physical construction of the earth as a magnetic body.

The fact that Mr. Wilde has imitated the declination and dip with

remarkable accuracy all over the surface of the earth by means of a simple

arrangement of electrical currents, and by coating the oceans with thin

sheet iron, has not attracted the attention it deserves. Whether the phy-

sical cause thus suggested be due to the greater depth to which the under-

ground isothermals penetrate below oceans, the bottoms of which are

always cold, or whether the geological nature of the rocks is different

below the great depressions and elevations of the earth's surface, respec-

tively may be open to question, but I am persuaded that the matter should

be more fully investigated.

In conclusion, let me once more revert to the points on which I dwelt

at the beginning of this brief address. We meet with the confidence of

men who know that their science is progressing, but with the mingled

hopes and fears of those who still have to deal with the great unsolved

problem of the causes of Terrestrial Magnetism and of its manifold fluctua-

tions. This solution will be most easily attained if we are not merely

content to collect facts, but if we so arrange that they shall be easily

dealt with. To observe is our first duty, to organise our second, and if

these be fulfilled we may hope that a theory of terrestrial magnetism will

in the future crown the efforts not merely of him on whom the first

glimpse of the truth may flash, but of the international co-operation

which has, by way of preparation, made ' the crooked straight and the

rough places plain.'
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The following Papers were read :

—

1. On the Relative Advantages of Long and Short Magnets.

By Professor E. Mascart.^

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extenso.'}

On employait autrefois cles barreaux longs et lourds, sans doute par

I'idee que les forces agissantes etaient plus grandes et que les r^sultats

devaient etre plus surs. Les barreaux de Gauss pesaient quelquefois

plusieurs livres. La boussole de Gambey pour la declination avait un
aimant d'environ 50 cent, de longueur ; celui de la boussole de variations

etait encore plus long et les aiguilles d'inclination n'avaient pas moins de

25 cent. Depuis plusieurs annees on a beaucoup reduit les dimensions

des barreaux ; ce qui permit de rendre les instruments plus faciles a

transporter, et je crois qu'au point de vue de la sensibilite on n'a fait qu'y

gagner, comme pour le compas de Lord Kelvin.

Considerons, en effet, un barreau de forme determin^e (tige a section

rectangulaire, par exemple). Soient

m la masse du barreau.

p son poids.

p le rayon de giration autour d'un arc transversal passant par le milieu.

k = nip^ le moment d'inertie.

M le moment magnetique.

H la composante horizontale du champ terrestre.

Designons par les memes lettres accentuees, m', p', p', k', M', les

grandeurs correspondantes pour un aimant c?e memeforme dont la longueur

esty fois celle du premier. On pent admettre que I'aimantation reste la

meme dans les deux cas, quoique toute chose ^gale I'avantage restera

encore pour diverses raisons aux aimants courts. On aui'a alors

M m ^

p'_ /• k'_m'p'"_
/.J

p K mp^

1° Si les deux aimants sent suspendus a des fils sans torsion sensibl

pour determiner le produit HM, les dur^es d'oscillations t' et t donnent

rapport

t^^jc^ ™=^' ^ = n
<'2^~HM^ ' k k ' W •' '

m ;'=/

2° La torsion des fils de suspension n'est jamais nuUe. Dans un fil

unique la section s doit etre proportionnelle au poids du barreau <^«>^

straction faite de I'^trier)
;
par suite

s p

' Question referred to the Permanent Committee by the Paris Meteorological

Conference.
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D'autre part le couple de torsion c'est proportionnel au carre de la

section

C S''

Le rapport du couple de torsion au couple directeur magndtique est

done

/9\ *" <^ J_ -- ^ /.I
^^' HM' HM P H]\r

3° S'il existe un frottement dans I'appareil, comme pour les aiguilles

montees sur pointe ou les aiguilles d'inclinaison dont les tourillons roulent

sur des plans, le frottement est proportionnel au poids du barreau. Le
couple directeur magnetique est lui-nieme proportionnel au moment mag-
netique et, par suite, au poids. Tous les barreaux de meme forme sont

done Equivalents a ce point de vue. Sans aller plus loin, examinons les

consequences des equations (1) et (2). II y a tout avantage a rendre les

oscillations rapides. Si on veut les mesurer, I'opEration est plus facile,

sans avoir recours aux methodes compliquees de Gauss. D'autre part, les

oscillations ramortissent beaucoup plus vite et Ton n'a pas a craindre les

variations de toute nature, telle que les deplacements du zdro, pendant la

sErie des observations.

La remarque s'applique encore mieux aux instruments de variations

qui prennent sans retard et sans osciller la position qui convient a I'Etat

actuel.

Done supe'riorite des aimants courts.

L'equation (2) montre aussi que le rapport du couple de torsion du fil

au couple directeur magnetique est proportionnel au cube/^ du rapport

de symetrie et par consequent du poids du barreau. Toutes les causes

d'erreur qui entraine la suspension sont done exagerees pour les barreaux
lourds.

On verrait de meme que les dimensions des barreaux ne jouent pas de
rule dans les experiences de deviation pour determiner la valeur absolue

de H, puisque les formules ne dependent que du rapport des longueurs du
barreau deviant et du barreau devie.

Enfin les causes d'erreur etrangfere, telle que la presence de petits

traces de fer dans I'instrument ou dans le voisinage, deviennent importants
et impossibles a eliminer lorsque le moment magnetique et la distance

des p6les deviennent trop grancls.

A tous les points de vue il y a done interet a rdduire autant que
possible les dimensions des barreaux, si la precision des lectures d'angles

reste suffisante.

After considering this report the Permanent Committee passed the following

resolution :
—

' Unless special reasons exist to the contrary, it is desirable that the

dimensictns of the magnets should be as small as possible, provided that the accuracy
of the results is adequately maintained.'

2. On the Constrii,ction of Magnets of Constant Intensify under Changes

of Temperature. By 3 . R. Ashwortii, B.Sc.

The paper describes experiments on a remarkable property of drawn steel

wires. Magnets made of such wires, after a series of heatings and coolings, reach

a cyclic state iu which, contrary to general experience, an i7icrease of temperature
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produces an increase of magnetic moment, and decrease of temperature a decrease

of magnetic moment. It is easy, by several processes which are described, to

change this abnormal effect to the normal one, in which higher and loxoer

temperatiures produce lower and hiylier magnetic moments respectively. In
passing fi'om the abnormal to the normal state by any of these processes a stage

is reached at which change of temperature neither increases nor decreases the

magnetic moment, and, for changes within the atmospheric range of temperature,

the intensity of such a magnet remains constant.

An account is given of the behaviour at different times of magnets of constant

intensity which have been tested at intervals during eighteen months. In
conclusion, experiments on the cause of the abnormal thermo-magnetic effects

are described.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. On the Establishment of Temporary Magnetic Observatories in Certain

Localities, especially in Tropical Countries, i?^ Professor von Bezold
and General Rykatciieff.

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extenso.']

[PLATE v.]

Die nachstehenden Yorschlage stiitzen sich wesentlich auf eine

Abhandlung, welche der eine der Unterzeichneten im Jahre 1897 veroffent-

licht hat.' In dieser Arbeit wurde versucht, durch Vergleichung mib
den Beobachtungen die Hypothese zu priifen, dass die Krafte, welche die

erdmagnetischen Erscheinungen hervorrufen, in der Erdoberflache selbst

•ein Potential besitzen ; auf Grund vonWerthen, die ihm Herr A. Schmidt
fiir je 72 um je 5 Langengrade von einander abstehende Punkte auf 4

Parallelkreisen mitgetheilt hatte, gelang der Verfasser zum Schluss, dass

<lie in Procenten der Amplitude des Potentials ausgedrlickten Abwei-
chungen von jener Hypothese um den 40-45 Grad nordlicher Breite am
grossten ausfallen, d. h. also gerade in jenen Breiten, fiir welche die

meisten und besten Beobachtungen vorliegen ; diese Abweichungen
erreichen hier Werth l)is zu 8% der Amplitude, wahrend sie in niedrigen

Breiten nur wenige Beobachtungen vorhanden sind, viel kleiner sind

theilweise sogar ganz verschwinden. Fiir die Theorie des Erdmagnetismus
ware es von hochster Wichtigkeit, dariiber Gewissheit zu erlangen, ob

dieses Resultat nicht vielleicht durch den Mangel an Beobachtungen,

besonders aus dem Aequatorialgebiete, bedingt ist.

In derselben Arbeit hat der Autor auf Grund der von A. Schuster *

mitgetheilten Werthe eine Karte entworfen, welche fiir den Sommer ein

anschauliches Bild vom Verlaufe der Gleichgewichtslinien des Potentials

der taglichen Variation giebt ; die Darstellung der Karte bezieht sich auf

den Mittag nach Greenwicher Zeit.

Unter Annahme der Hypothese, dass die tagliche Variation ausschliess-

lich und unmittelbar durch ein unveriinderliches System von Kraften

' SitzungshericMe der E. Preuss. Ahad. d. Wissenseh. zu Berlin, xviii. 1, April

1897.
' Philos. Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. 133a.
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hervorgerufen wird, welche die Erde umkreisen, wiirden alle auf dem-
selben Parallelkreise belegenen Puiikte audi die gleiche Tagesschwankung
der Siid-Nord- und West-Ost-Componente des Erdmagnetismus besitzen.

Dieses theoretisch abgeleitete Resultat wird durch die Beobachtungen

zum Theil bestatigt ; doch liegen leider zu wenig Beobachtungen vor, um
diese Frage endgiltig entscheiden zu konnen. Ein Blick auf die Karte,

von welcher eine Copie beiliegt, zeigt uns, welch' eine hervorragende Rolle

bei diesem Curvensystem die Parallelkreise 38 Grad nordlicher Breite

und 40 siidlicher Breite spielen, iiber welche die Aktionscentren fiir die

tagliche Periode hinwegzuziehen scheinen, so dass es vom grossten

Werthe ware, sowohl aus den diesen Parallelki-eisen benachbarten Breiten,

als auch aus den zwischen beiden liegenden, d. h. aus den Tropengegenden

geniigende Beobachtungen zu besitzen.

Schliesslich wird in der citirten Arbeit auf die hohe Bedeutung
liingewiesen, welche detaillirte bis auf die Secunde genau gleichzeitige

Simultanbeobachtungen haben, die zu vereinbarten festen Terminen, wenn
auch nur im Laufe eines kurzen Zeitabschnitts, anzustellen waren.

Derartige Beobachtungen, wie sie auf Anregung von Herrn Professor

Eschenhagen ^ im Jahre 1896 versuchsweise ausgefiihrt wurden, konnen
gleichfalls nur in magnetischen Observatorien gemacht werden, welche

iiber die ganze Erde vertheilt sein miissen.

Aus diesen Griinden ware die Existenz einer Reihe von Observatorien

und insbesondere unter den bezeichneten Breitengraden besonders wiin-

schenswerth. Wenn wir aber die Vertheilung der bestehenden Observa-

torien ins Auge fassen, die auf der Karte durch schwarze Punkte
bezeichnet sind, so sehen wir, dass bloss in Europa ein hinreichend dichtes

Netz von Observatorien vorhanden ist ; in alien iibrigen Erdtheilen

treffen wir eine deprimirende Oede an. In Bezug auf die erwahnten

besonders interessanten Breitengrade genligt die Bemerkung, dass im
ganzen Aequatorialgiirtel zwischen 10° nordlicher und 10° siidlicher

Breite nur ein einziges Observatorium, dasjenige in Batavia, besteht, und
dass ferner auf der siidlichen Halbkugel siidlich vom 35 Breitengrade

gleichfalls nur ein Observatorium (in Melbourne) functionirt ; auf der

nordlichen Halbkugel existirt ostlich von Tiflis, zwischen dem 35 und 45

Breitengrade, auf einer Strecke von 100 Langengraden kein einziges

Observatorium, und ebenso ist weiter ostlich von Japan auf eine Entfer-

nung von 140 Langengraden auch kein Observatorium vorhanden.

Fiir die Untersuchung der erdmagnetischen Erscheinungen auf der

ganzen Erde, fiir die Entwickelung der Theorie dieser Erscheinungen

und fiir die Priifung der bisher aufgestellten Hypothesen ist es daher

unumganglich nothwendig, dass die bezeichneten gegenwartig bestehenden

grossen Liicken wenigstens fiir's erste darauf l)eschranken, eine gewisse

Minimalzahl, sei es auch nur temporarer Observatorien, zu begriinden.

Die Errichtung eines Observatoriums in Taschkent, die Wiederaufnahme
der abgebrochenen Beobachtungen im friiheren russischen Observatorium

zu Peking (resp. die Begriindung eines neuen magnetischen Observatoriums

in Wladiwostok), sowie die Organisation von magnetischen Beobachtungen

beim Lick-Observatorium wiirden die Liicken in der Reihe der magne-
tischen Observatorien um den 40 Grad nordlicher Breite erganzen ; im
Aequatorialgiirtel konnte die Begriindung von Observatorien in Quito,

Pard, Colombo, sowie die Eroffnung der in St. Paul de Loanda und

' Terrestrial Magnetism, vol. i. p. 65.
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Dar-es-Salam bereits projectirten Observatorien den gegenwiirtigen

ungeniigenden Zustand verbessern. Auf der siidlichen Halbkugel
miissten ausser den bereits projectirten Observatorien in Santiago de
Chile und La Plata noch ein Observatorium am Cap der guten Hoffnung
und ein anderes wo moglich auf einer der Inseln St. Paul oder N.
Amsterdam begriindet werden. Die Subkommission empfiehlt somit,

ausser den bereits friiher projectirten, bestandigen Observatorien, sich.

fiir die Begriindung folgender temporarer Observatorien zu verwenden :

1. Taschkent Russiand.
2. Peking China.

3. Lick-Observatorium .... Vereinigte Staaten N. A.

4. Quito Ecuador.
.5. Para ....... Brasilien.

G. Colombo Anglo-Indien.

7. Cap der guten Hoflfnung . . . England.
8. -St. Paul oder N. Amsterdam . . . Eine der grossen Seemachte,

z. B. Frankreich.

Den hier aufgezahlten soUte sicb wenigstens noch ein Observatorium
in hoheren siidlichen Breiten anschliessen, sei es auf den Falklandsinseln,

auf Kap Horn oder an einem anderen in diesen Breiten gelegenen
Punkte.

Im Hinblick auf die Schwierigkeiten, welche die Errichtung gerade
dieses Observatoriums bieten wird, schien es jedoch richtiger, keinen
bestimmten Vorschlag zu machen, sondern zunachst nur eine allgemeine
Anregung zu geben.

After considering this report the Permanent Committee passed the following
resolution :

—
' That it is desirable that temporary magnetic observatories should be

established in places such as the following:—Taschkent, Peking, the Lick Ob-
servatory, Quito, Para, Colombo, Cape of Good Hope, St. Paul or N. Amsterdam,
Honolulu, and Point Barrow or Sitka, or some other station in a high latitude in

North America.
' That these observatories should, if possible, be provided with both absolute

and variation instruments, of which the latter should be self-registering instruments,
and should be established for at least seven, and, if possible, for eleven or twelve
years, i.e., for a complete sunspot period.'

2. The Application of Terrestrial Magnetism to the Solution of some
Problems of Cosmical Physics. By Arthur Schuster, F.R.S.

In dealing with a subject in which a great part of the work is purely statistical,

it is always advisable to keep in mind the real problems which form the ultimate
object of the statistical inquiry. It may be of interest, therefore, to the Congress
to have a short summary of what 1 consider to be the most pressing questions of
cosmical physics on which the science of terrestrial magnetism may throw some
light.

We know that the greater part of the magnetic forces which we observe on
the surface of the earth are due to inside causes, but our information is barely
sufficient at present to decide whether an appreciable portion, possibly amounting
to 5 per cent, of the whole, may not have an outside origin. The outside forces
must be divided into two diflFerent types, according as they are stationary in space
or revolve with the earth. Stationary outside forces may be due to magnetic
effects of the sun or moon, or generally to magnetic induction in that part of space
through which the earth moves. A magnetism fixed in space would give rise to a
Tariation having the sidereal day for period, and if the force is of solar origin
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there -would also be an annual period. If the sun were transversely magnetised
we should, in addition, have two periodicities, neither of which, as I have lately

shown, is, as commonly supposed, equal to the synodical revolution of the sun,
but one of which is equal to the period of sidereal revolution, and the other as
much larger than the synodical revolution as that is larger than the sidereal period.

In a Presidential Address to the Eoyal SocietyC Proc. Roy. Soc.,' vol. lii. p. 305),
Lord Kelvin made an appeal for the investigation of those periodicities which might
be due to solar magnetism. But, on entering into the question, I find that it would
be necessary to compare carefully the daily variations in the southern and northern
hemispheres. At present we know too little of the movements of the magnetic
needle in the southern hemisphere to attack the problem with success. I should
consider it, therefore, a matter of the greatest importance to obtain comparisons in

the daily curves on stations of approximately the same latitude north and south of
the equator. A few temporary observations at well-chosen places would be suffi-

cient for this purpose.

My investigations on the diurnal variation have led me to the conclusion that
part of the eifect is due to currents induced inside the earth, and the results seemed
to satisfy the conclusion that the interior of our globe was a better conductor than
the outer layers. But daily variations have also been observed in the earth
currents which pass close under the surface of the earth, and it is doubtful at
present how much of the observed daily variation is due to these earth currents.

As the latter must be affected considerably by the nature of the ground, as regards
its electric conductivity, it seems to me to be of interest to make observations at

places not too far apart from each other on the same circle of latitude, and to

compare especially the daily variations on small islands surrounded by sea with
those on land stations. There, again, a short series of observations will be suffi-

cient. The possibility of obtaining by means of the diurnal period information as

to the electric conductivity of the interior of the earth seems to me to justify a
closer investigation than the present data allow us to enter into.

That component of a possible solar magnetisation which is parallel to the
earth's axis will produce a permanent effect, adding itself to the normal elements
of terrestrial magnetism. Similarly, any magnetic forces which revolve with the
earth, either because they have their origin in electric currents in the atmosphere,
or because they are induced in space by the revolution of the earth, will produce
permanent effects which can only be separated from the intraterrestrial causes by
the analysis of spherical harmonics. Hence attention should be given to the
gradual perfection of the calculations which, originated by Gauss, have recently

been developed by Ad. Schmidt.
But the first step towards the improvement in the analysis by spherical har-

monics must be the definite answer to the question as to whether the whole, or
nearly the whole, of the observed forces have a potential. As far as is shown by
direct observations in limited regions on land, the line integral of magnetic force

taken round a closed line vanishes. On the other hand, if the available observa-

tions over the whole of the globe are collected. Ad. Schmidt has shown that a
quite appreciable portion does not fit in with a potential. It might be thought
that electric currents traverse the earth's surface chiefly over the ocean districts

or in the polar regions ; but it seems almost impossible to reconcile the values
obtained by Schmidt for these currents with the known facts of atmospheric elec-

tricity. On the whole, it seems most probable that our measurements of magnetic
forces over some of the ocean regions are affected by a systematic error.

It seems to me that the whole science of terrestrial magnetism is almost at a
standstill until this point has been cleared up.

I believe that the greatest service that could be rendered to the science of

terrestrial magnetism would be a magnetic survey over some line, passing as nearly

as may be found possible along a circle of latitude round the earth. Two lines,

one in the northern and one in the southern hemisphere, would be better than one

;

but even leaving the southern hemisphere out of account, the question raised by
Ad. Schmidt should be settled as soon as possible by a direct determination of the
integral line of magnetic force round the earth.
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It is wortli pointing out tliat a ship may do useful service to our subject with-
out making a single magnetic observation. If a vessel was to start from Europe
with orders to sail always at right angles to the direction of the magnetic needles,

it would trace out an equipotential line and thus connect points of equal potential

in the American continent and in Europe. The drift of the vessel, owing to wind
and sea currents, would, of course, slightly change its course, and some corrections

would be necessary, involving the approximate knowledge of the magnetic forces,

which are probably known with sufficient accuracy for that purpose.

K a suitable ship were to be found willing to enter on such an expedition, the
value of the results would, of course, be much increased by more accurate mag-
netic determination. A full discussion of the best available method for such
determination seems to me to be called for, and it is probable that the beautiful
marine galvanometer of Mr. Sullivan may be made useful for the purpose. Per-
haps the Conference will initiate the appointment of a Coftimittee to draw up a
report on the subject.

In conclusion, I may sum up the cosmical and terrestrial problems which we
may hope to bring nearer their solution by magnetic observations :

—

1. The possibility of magnetic induction of that part of space through which
the earth is moving, either due to solar magnetisation or to some other cause.

2. The electric conductivity of space.

3. The distribution of electric currents in the atmosphere giving rise to the
diurnal variation.

4. The distribution of electric currents in the atmosphere giving rise to per-
manent magnetic force.

5. The electric conductivity of the interior of the earth,

(i. The possibility of electric currents traversing the surface of the earth.

3. Antrag axif Massnahmen zur systematisclien Erforschung der Saecular-
variationen der erdmagnetischen Elemente. Von Dr. Ad. Schmidt in
Gotha.

Bei dem lebhaften Interesse, das man in den letzten Jahren wieder begonnen
hat der erdmagnetischen Forschuug zuzuwenden, ist zu hofien, dass die grossen
Liicken unsrer Kenntuiss von der raumlichen Verteilung der magnetischen Kraft
in nicht zu ferner Zeit wenigstens einigermassen ausgefiillt sein werden. Soil es

indessen moglich sein, die zu erwartenden Messungen in vollem Masse auszuniitzen,
so muss vor alien Dingen fur eine hmreichende Feststellung der saecularen Aende-
rungen gesorgt werden, ohne die (von ihrem selbstandigen Werte ganz abgesehen)
die Reduction der natiii-lich iiber viele Jahre zerstreuten Beobachtungen auf eine
bestimmte Epoche unmbglich ist.

Die Bestimmung der saecularen Variationen hat auch schon bisher stets die
grosste Schwierigkeit und die Hauptquelle der Unsicherheit bei alien Darstellungen
der erdmagnetischen Kraftverteilung gebildet, und dies wird, wenn nicht geniigende
Vorkehrungen zur Beseitigung des bestehenden Uebelstandes getrofien werden,
in Zukunft immer mehr der Fall sein. Gegeniiber den gesteigerten Anforderungen
an Genauigkeit, die wir heute stellen miissen und bei den verfeinerten jetzigen
Messungen auch stellen kouuen, geniigt es nicht mehr, eine oft sehr ungleichartige
Reihe von Messungen, die zufallig im Laufe der Jahre ungeilihr an demselben Orte
gemacht worden siud, zusammeuzufasseu und daraus—nicht selten durcli Extrapo-
lation—Werte der saecularen Schwaukung abzuleiten. Und es macht sich immer
empfindlicher merklich, wenn aiif weiten Gebieten nicht einmal solche unvoUkom-
mene Messungsreihen vorhanden siud.

Nach der jetzigen Lage der Wissenschaft miissen wir es als durchaus notwendig
erachten, dass an einer nicht zu kleinen Zahl von Orten, die moglichst gleich-
massig iiber die Erde zerstreut smd, regelmiissig wiederholte Beobachtungen aUer
erdmagnetischen Elemente mit verglichenen Instrumenten und zwar stets genau
an demselben Punkte angestellt werden, um den Einfluss von lokalen Storungea
auszuschliessen.
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Magnetiscbe Observatorien sind dazu natlirlicli keineswegs notig ; sie wiirden

andrerseits, auch wenn ihre Zahl nocli betraclitlich vermehrt werden sollte, nicbt

ausreichen. Flir den bezeiclineten Zweck genligen, wenigstens bis auf weiteres,

viel einfacbere Vorkebrungen, die beieits eiuen grosseu Fortscbiitt gegeuiiber deiu

jetzigeii Ziistande darstelleii wiirden. "Wenn etwa an jeuen Punkten, die man
Saecularstationen nenuen kijnnte, von Zeit zu Zeit—etwa alle 5 Jabre—Messungen
augestellt wiirden, so diirfte dies zuniicbst, durcbaus geniigen. E« scbeint niir eine

der wicbtigsten und drinjrendsten Aufgaben zu sein, Massnabmen zu beraten, die

daza dienen konnen, dieses Ziel zu erreicben, obne aussergewiibnlicbe Mittel,

besonders in pecuniiirer Beziebung, zu erl'ordei'n. Auf eine sok-lie Massnahme
mocbte icb besonders binweisen, ntimlicb auf die wiinsclieiiswerte Bjteiligung der

im Ausland stationierten Scbifi'o der Kriegsmariuen der seefabrenden Natioiien

—

eine Beteiligung, die man bei dem grossen praktiscben Interesse, das gerade eine

zuverliissige Bestimmuug der Saecularvariation iiir die Vorausbestimmung der

erdmagnetiscbeu Elemente besitzt, wobl scbwerbcb vergebens erbitten wiirde.

Scbon jetzt werden ja vielfacb die Ileisen dieser Scliift'e u. a. gelegentlicb zui

Anstellung magnetisclier Beobaclitungen verwertet ; was bier gewiinscbt wird, ist

"weniger eine starke Vermebrung solcber Messungen, als vielmelir eine planmiis-

sigere und nacb internationalem Abkommen geregelte Auswabl der Stationen und
eine anniihernd regelmiissige Wiederbolung der Messungen an geniigend vielen

dieser Stationen. Gerade dieser letztere Wunscb ist obne Scbwierigkeit zu erfiillen,

da die Scbitfe der Kriegsmariuen auf ibren Reiseu im allgemeineu immer wieder
dieselben Punkte beriibren. Obne dass die sonstigen Aufgaben, denen diese ScbifFe

zu dienen baben, beeintriiebtigt wiirden, liessen sicb daber an zablreicben Orten

—

Hafenpkitzen des Festlandes wie tou Inseln—die gewiinscbten Beobacbtungen
leicbt gewinnen, etwa in der Weise, dass in einem mehrjabrigen Cyklus jeder Ort
einer bestimmten Gruppe je eiumal an die Heibe kame. Ein international

geregeltes Zusammenwirken der Marinen der verscbiedenen Staaten wiirde dabei

den Vorteil gewiibren, dass mit bestimmt begrenzten Mitteln mijglicbst viel erreicbt

werden kiJnnte, well durcb eine planmassige Yerteihing der Statiouen die Arbeits-

vergeudung vermieden wiirde, wie sie in einer zwecklosen Anbiiufung von Beob-
acbtungen an identiscben oder sebr nabe benaclibarten Punlrten liige.

Es ist ricbtig, dass durcb die im vorbergelienden vorgesclilagenen Beobacb-
tungen nicbt alien berecbtigtea Wiinscben entsprocben wiirde, denn es wiirden

dabei mancbe weitausgedeiiute Gebiete keine Beriicksicbtigung linden, so

besonders die biiberen Breiten der siidlicben Ilalbkugel. Aber es wiirde

immerbin ein auf anderem Wege scbwer zu trewinnendes, wertvolles Beobach-
tungsmaterial zusammengebracbt und dauerud ergiiuzt werden. Die Unter-
sucbung jener abgelegenen, z.T. scbwer zugiinglicben Gebiete miissto nacb wie
vor besonderen Unternebmungen vorbebalten bleiben.

Auf Grund die<er, bier nur kurz angedeuteten, aber leicbt weiter auszufiili-

renden Betracbtuugen erlaube icb mir den Antrsg zu stellen :

Das internationale Oomitee mogn—
1. Erwiigungen dariiber anstellen, wie die Gewiunaug binreicbonder Beobacb-

tungen zur fortlaufenden Ermittelung der Saecularvariation eingeleitet und
dauernd gesicbert werden kann

;

2. Insbesondere die bydrograpbisclien Aemter der Kriegsmarinen aller see-

fabrenden Staaten um ibre Mitwirkung dabei in der zuvor angedeuteten Weise
zuersuchen.

4. On Simultaneous Ma<jnet'tc Ohiti'.rvations.

By Professor Dr. Esciieniiagex. [Potsdam.)

Under Ibis bead Dr. Escbenbagen gave au account of the results obtained at

Potsdam by increasing the sensitiveness of the self-registering horizontal magnetic

force instrument, till 1 mm. represented -000004 C.G.8. unit and 24 cms. one

bour.' Under these conditions, well-marked waves of period abjut oO seconds,

' Sitz. Ber. Alcad., June 24, 1897.
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and amplitude about -000012 C.G.S. unit, can at times be detected, and have been
shown not to be due to any peculiarities of the instrument used. They occur
generally between 6 a.m. and G p.m., but up to the present no direct effect of solar
radiation on them has been proved. In the records taken at Potsdam and at
Wilhelmshaven during 1895 they appear, within the limits of errors of observation,
simultaneously; but till more extensive observations have been made it is im-
possible to say how far this may be general.

Dr. Eschenhagen also gave an account of his further work on the frequency of
occurrence of these small waves at Potsdam during the different hours of the day
and the various months of the year, and exhibited curves embodying his results.

He considered that these waves were of sufficient importance to justify the
investigation of them being taken up by all observatories, and suggested that
similar self-registering instruments should be used at all stations, and that both
the north and west components should be recorded.

5.^ Discussion on Monthly Means.

M. Moureaux described the results of determining the monthly mean declina-
tion by the various methods which have been used by magneticians. The results
obtained differ considerably from each other, in two cases by 14 per cent. He
considered that two means should be calculated: tlie first by taking all days into
account, the second by taking only undisturbed davs.

Messrs. Kykatcheif, Mascart, Eschenhagen, Schuster, Snellen, Eiieker, and
Schott took part in the discussion which ensued.

After the discussion the following resolution was passed by the Permanent
Committee :—' In calculating monthly means all days are to be taken into con-
sideration. It is desirable to give in addition means calculated without takino-
disturbed davs into account.'

°

6.' A discussion was held as to the publication of the differences
between the hourly means of the components of the magnetic force (X,Y,Z)
and the monthly means.

After the discussion the following resolution was adopted by the Permanent
Committee:—'It is desirable to publish the monthly means of the Geographical
Components of the Magnetic Force for each month, and also the differences
between the hourly means for each month and the monthly means for that month.'

7. On Magnetic Observations in the Azores. By Albert, Prince of Monaco.

After having perceived the capital importance of the Azores, from their
geographical position, for the establishment of meteorological observatories with a
view to weather predictions, I thought that these observatories might be of
service to other branches of science. For instance, the communications of Messrs.
Neumayer, Mascart, von Bezold and other eminent meteorologists, to the Inter-
national Conference of Meteorologists in 1896 show that magnetic observations
made at the Azores would offer the following advantages: (1) a situation near
latitude 40° N. (page 22). (2) Remoteness from the permanent causes of perturba-
tion of actual magnetic observation, such as electric lighting, tramways, and other
applications of electricity ; and (.3) a geographical position intermediate between
Europe and America, capable of furnishing most useful indications for the
comparison of the magnetic curves obtained in these two parts of the world
(pp. 36 and 90).

The examination of these considerations and different interviews which I had
with M. Maacart, Director of the Bureau Centrale M6t6orologique of France

' Question referred to the Permanent Committee by the Paris Meteorolooical
Conference. °
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convinced me of tlie advantap:e wliicb would be gained if Captain Chaves,
Director of the Meteorological Observatory of Ponte Delgada, came to Europe to

study the practical details of the magnetic service there. I therefore communicated
my ideas to the Portuguese Government, who recalled Captain Chaves to undertake
a mission in this sense.

Captain Chaves, after having finished bis studies at the observatory of St. Maur
under the enlightened direction of M. Moureaux, has pointed out to me the
importance of taking the present opportunity of magnetically reconnoitring the

archipelago, as a preliminary to the definitive installation of the observatory.

This would be useful, not only to determine the value of the difi'erent magnetic
elements, till now almost unknown,^ but besides, to determine in the island of

St. Michael, Avhich appears likely to present conditions favourable to the installa-

tion of the central observatory of the Azores, the locality most suitable for the

combined services of meteorology and magnetism.
Feeling certain that the views of Captain Chaves are just, and well knowing his

competence, being also aware that the Portuguese Geodetic Commission finished

last year the survey of the island of St. Michael, and that this year it will finish

the survey of the neighbouring island of Santa Maria, I have resolved to under-
take the charge of the above-mentioned magnetic reconnaissance.

With this end I am now having the necessary instruments constructed ; and I

announce to the International Commission that I hope to be able to put Captain
Chaves in the position to be able to commence the magnetic reconnaissance of the

Azores towards the month of April of next year.

8. On Magnetic Observatories in Cape Colony. By Dr. Beattie
and Mr, Morrison.

9. Sur le MoiLvement diurne dtt, Pole Nord d'un Barreau Magnetique
suspendu par le centre de gravite. Par J. B. Capello.

[PLATES VI.-VIIL]

En combinant les variations diurnes de Tinclinaison avec celles de la decli-

naison, sur un plan perpendiculaire a, la direction de I'inclinaison, r^sulte line

courbe fermtSe.

Les variations oii ecarts de I'inclinaison sout positives vers le sud, et celles de
la dSclinaison positives vers I'ouest.

II faut avertir que les ecarts de la declinaison doivent etre multiplies par le

cosinus de I'inclinaison, afin de les projeter sur un plan perpendiculaire a la meme
inclinaison.

II est interessant de comparer ces courbes obtenues en divers points on stations

du globe.

La 1"® Planche contient les courbes de Kew, Paris (Pare S' Maur), Perpignau
et Lisbonne en 1894 et 1895.

Les courbes de Kew et de Lisbonne sout deduites des jours trauquils (cinq

jours choisis a chaque mois), celles de Paris et de Perpignan sont dt^duites de tcus

les jours.

La 2^™® Planche contient les courbes de Lisbonne et de Kew de 1896; de
S' Petersbourg (1873-85) et des jours dits normaux, et celle de Lisbonne de
1864-72, excepte les perturbations, d'apr^s la metbode du General Sabine.

La S"""® Planche contient les variations diurnes du Bifilaire, du vertical et de

I'inclinaison a Lisbonne et Kew, 1894-95-96.

' In fact, even the value of the Declination, one of the most important magnetic
elements, is given for one and the same place, Hoita in Fayal, with differences

amounting to 1° 22' in an interval of two years. Thus Preston in 1889 gives 25° 52'

and the Acor7i in 1891 gives 24° 30'.
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Retournant a la l'""" PI. on remarque que les courbea des observatoires plus
au nord sont plus rondes que celles des autres situtJs plus au sud.

Ainsi, Kew de 1894 et 1895 affeetent la figure elliptique ; ensuite vient Paris
avec la forme plus allongee ; Perpignan encore plus ^troite et mince du cote
de I'ouest, et finalement Lisbonne, dont les courbes sont plus larges du c6tt§ de I'ouest
et minces de I'est, aifectant la forme d'un go.

On Toit un autre fait plus remarquable. Tandis que dans les courbes de Kew
Pa,ris et Perpignau le mouvement vers I'ouest, du matin au soir, est par le sud du
point moyen, a Lisbonne il est par le nord, de fafon que le mouvement est retro-
grade en regard des autres.

Pour mieux faire ressortir cette circonstance, nous avons dans la 2'"^" PI. donn6
les courbes de Kew et de Lisbonne pour I'annee 1896.

Le mouvement a Kew est direct (selon les aiguilles d'une montre)
; celui de

Lisbonne est invers.

Nous avons yu (1'^'^'= PI.) que la partie de la courbe du soir se deplace vers le
sud, au fur et a mesure que la latitude est plus petite ; on pent dire qu'a Lis-
bonne le deplacement est si grand qu'il traverse la courbe du matin.

II est facile de reconnaitre que les courbes plus ou moins rondes et le mouve-
ment direct ou invers dependent de la valeur diurne ou des hearts de I'inclinaison.

_En effet, si la variation diurne de I'inclinaison est positive dans les heure's
du jour (9a.-2p.) le mouvement sera direct, et au contraire sera invers si elle est
negative dans les memes heures.

Les hearts de I'inclinaison a Lisbonne sont negatifs dans les beures (10a -2p )au contraire de ceux de Kew, Paris, etc. Mais la variation diurne de I'inclinarson
depend des deux variations, ou des ecarts des deux composantes H et V, comme il

est facile de voir, d'apres la formule 5i = sin i cos i (^-^^M:\
T» 1 .

Vv H/
_

Dans la S^™^ PI. on voit les variations diurues des composantes H, V, et
inclmaison a Kew et Lisbonne, d'apres les cinq jours calmes de chaque mois.
dans les ann^es de 1894-95-96.

On voit que les valeurs des hearts de H a Lisbonne sont plus petites que la
nioiti6 des memes hearts a Kew, et que, au contraire, les ecarts du vertical sont
plus grands que le double de ceux de Kew

;
quoiqu'ils aient le meme sio-ne, le

ri5sultat est de changer le signe des ecarts de I'inclinaison a Lisbonne aux heures
du juur (9 ou 10a.— 2p.).

_
Afin que la forme de la courbe de Lisbonne soit semblable ii celle de Kew

il faudrait, du moins, doubler les variations de H, et rdduire a la moitie celles
de V.

Nous avons fait I'experience, et il a r(5sult(5 effectivement une courbe tres
semblable a celle de Kew, avec le mouvement direct &c.

^

On pourrait ainsi attribuer ces differences aux valeurs de K, de H et de V
ce_st-a-dire, a la mauvaise determination de ces coefficients a Lisbonne, mais on ne
doit jamais croire qu'on puisse commettre des erreurs si grossieres, surtout en con-
sid6rant quil sagit des diff^rentes determinations pendant une p^riode de 35

Le but nord d'un aimant suspendu par le centre de gravite, et par un fil sans
torsion, devrait decrire sur un plan perpendiculaire a "leur direction une courbe
egale ou tres semblable a celles des l'^''^ et 2^'^° PI.

Un barreau magn^tique cylindrique et creux devrait etre suspendu par le centre
de gravity, mum de lentiUes ou de miroirs, de fafon que tons les mouvements
seraient enregistres sur un papier photographique plac6 sur un plan perpendiculaire
a la direction de 1 mclinaison, et ce papier devrait etre disloqu(5 rapidement a la fin
de chaque heure par une certaine quantite', afin que les traces ne seraient en-
brouillees.

Je pense qu'un instrument semblable serait difficile a construire, surtout en
consequence de la petitesse des mouvements, mais il pourrait faire de bons
services a la science du magnetisme terrestre.
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The Conference did not meet.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

The following Report and Papers were read :—

An Account of the late Professor John Couch Adams's Determination of

the Gaussian Magnetic Constants. By Professor W. Grtlls Adams,

F.E.S. See Reports, p. 109.

2. On a Simple Method of obtaining the Exjrression of the Magnetic

Potential of the Earth in a Series of Spherical Harmonics. By Arthur
Schuster, F.B.S.

The methods which have been employed so fiir to represent the earth's magnetic

potential in a series of spherical harmonics sutFer from the serious defect that the

different coefficients are not determined independently of each other. Thus, in

the latest and most accurate computation of Adolph Schmidt, the value of the first

and largest coefficient was found to he 1,872, 1,913, or 1,021, according as the

expansion is supposed to end with terms of the third, fifth, or seventh order

respectively. If the value of the potential were known at all points of the earth's

surface it is well known how by a direct integration over tlie surface of the

sphere each coefficient may be separately determined. But there are large tracts

of the earth over which the magnetic forces have not been directly observed, and

hence some form of interpolation is always implied in whatever method is employed.

A certain amount of uncertainty results from this interpolation ; but perhaps less

than is commonly supposed, owing to the fact that neglecting magnetic masses

actually situated in the surface, the potential, and all its different coefficients must

be continuous. A complete knowledge of the potential over any finite part of the

earth's surface is therefore theoretically sufficient to fix it all over the globe, and,

at any rate, the continuity of the potential and of its derivatives facilitates and

justifies the process of interpolation.

The whole interest of the expansion in a series of spherical harmonics centres

round the first few coefficients. It would be waste of labour to obtain a complete

representation of the potential, as we know that a very large number of terms

would be necessary for the purpose. The sole object of the expansion can only

lie in the separation of the outside and inside forces, and for the present, at any

rate our interest in the outside forces must be confined to the first few terms.

Hence I consider it a matter of great importance to obtain these terms separately

in such a way that their value does not depend on the number of terms which are

taken into account. I believe that the following method solves the difficulty.

I write Pn for the zonal harmonic, T ° for the tesseral harmonic defined by

<f P„

where B is the colatitude and /x = cos ^.

If it be required to represent a function, V, of 6 and the longitude X, in a series

of spherical harmonics, it is known that the coefficients will depend on integrals of

ihe form

JVT/ cos o-X d<o,

« being a surface element. The method I propose depends on a transformation
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whicli -will allow the above integral to be expressed as a finite sum of integrals

havinsr one of the forms

:

^o

Jo
V cos p6 cos <rX d6d\,

or

V sin 2^6 cos o-X ddd\.
J J

In other words, if V is expressed in a series the terras of which are of the form

cos pB cos o-X or sin jt)^ cos o-X, and if equations are obtained once for all to give

cospd or sin pd in a series of tesseral harmonics, the problem of expansion is solved,

though the independence of the higher and lower terms is not necessarily secured.

The first step of the procedure which is common to all methods consists in

expressing V in the form

« - V = F.j + F, cos X + F., cos 2X + . . . 1 / ^

+ F/ sin X + F/ sin 2X + . . .
/ * * *

^^

where F and F' are functions of the colatitude. If V is given discontinuously ; as,

e.ff., if it is known at the points of intersection of a number of latitude and longitude

circles, each latitude circle will give an equation of the above kind. If the number
of such equations is sufficient, the values of F and F' maybe plotted in terms of 6,

and by calculation or mechanical integration we may obtain the values of F and F'

either as a series

Fa = »„ + a^ cos 6 + «., cos 2^ + . . • . (2)

or in the form

F„ = 6j sin 6 + b.,s\n2d+ (3)

Only one of these forms is useful for our purpose, as I proceed to show.

If (7 be even, T° may be expressed in the form of a finite series of the form

T,," = (',, cos uO + a„^2 cos (n - 2)6 + . . .

Hence, if o- be even

f
T,," cos ;j5rf5 = ifp>M;

k Jo

and the integral will also vanish i{ p + n is an odd number. It follows that for <r

even

C
+ 1

f
9

T„ sin pddix = i T,: [cos ( ;; + 1) (9 - cos (^j - 1) ^] dd
•' -1 ' •'

= if « > M or if (p + n) is an even number,
t .-1 ^

It follows that (o- even) we may obtain a number of series in which the sines

of multiples of 6 are expressed, as in the following scheme, where the numerical

coefficients are left out for the sake of simplicity :

—

sin 5 =T/ + T/^.,-f- • •

sin 2^ =T/,i + TA3+ •

sin<r^ =T/,i + T/+3+ . . .

sin(o-+l)<9= T/+2+ . . .

sinV^ = T^,i+T/+3 +

(^)

Whenever p is smaller than o- the series begins with the term T/or T„a»
according as p be odd br even ; but when p is larger than a- the series begins with
Ttr

p + 1 •

1898. 3 c
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If, therefore, F^ be expanded in a series of sines, as indicated in (3), the sine

functions may by (4) be expressed in tesseral harmonics, and each coefficient of

n + 'J

Tn" in the final representation of V -will only depend on —j—^ ; coefficients of the

sine series if n is even, and on
n-l

coefficients if n be odd. Thus, the first

coefficient, which is of the third degree, only requires one coefficient in the series

of sines, and will be independent of all the others.

For the simplest case a- = ; equations (4) resolve themselves into the well-

Icnown ones

:

!sin. = P.-|p,-J^P,-.

^sin2. = 3P,4P3-f^P,.

|sin3. = 5P.4Jp,
(5)

-sin4^ = 7P3-^-P-

Hence, to expand a function into zonal harmonics, we may, if chief attention

is to be directed to the first few terms, express it in a series of the sines of multiples

of 6, and substitute the above values. P„ only occurs in the first equation, Pj
only in the second, P2 only in the first and third, and so on.

We may show in a similar manner that if a is odd, we must use (2) (the

cosine form of the series) for F„.

For the expansion of

T''8in(9 = sin''+i^
= a„+i cos (w + 1) 5 + ff„_i cos {>i — l)6+ ...

leads to the conclusion that

f+iTn" COS pddfx = when p>7i + l and when p + ?? is even.

We find thus for o- = 1

^cos^=|t,'+|^T/+ ...

(6)

TT

— 00825= -3T,'+^T/+ — T-' +
ir ' 4 ^ 128

??cos35= _5T/+15t/+ . . .

jr 16

^ cos 46= -7X3'+ J^T/+ ...
277r =* 20 "

where T/ will only occur in the first and third equations ; and generally a term

of degree n will occur in - equations if w be even, and in -—— equations if ti be

odd.

In the case of the magnetic potential the quantities which are directly observed
are the forces which are connected with the potential V by the relations

X = 'dV
Ysin<9:

dY
dd " ' dX

the radius of the sphere being, for simplicity's sake, taken as unity.

(7)
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[X = force to north ; Y = force to west ; \ = longitude measured eastward.]

If Y sin 6 be expanded in a .series of surface liarmonics tlie potential V will be

obtained immediately in a similar series ; but somewhat ditiicult complications

arise when V is to be obtained from the ."-eries for X. This difficulty completely

disappears in the method here propo.«ed, for X being expressed in a series of

circular function, we may integrate with respect to 6 without chaiifjing the nature

of the series. The process to be employed may be summed up as follows :

—

Express both X and Y in the form

—

X = X,, + X| cos X + Xo cos 2X + ...
+ X/ sin X + X./ sin 2X+ . . .

Y = Y, cos X + Y, cos 2X + . . .

+ Y,' sin X + Y.j' sin 2X + ...

and further express X, and Y„ in Fourier's cosine series for even and in the slve

series for o- odd. If Y is then calculated by either of the equations (7) and the

substitutions, or (5) or (6) of the corresponding equations are performed, the

potential will be expressed in a series of spherical harmonics. The values of X
and Y are not known in the polar region, but must be obtained by interpolation.

The term iw^erpolation is the appropriate one because the value of X^ and Y/ are

known at the poles, vanishing there except for Yj. Al'^o the first o- ditlereutial

coefficients of X^ and the tirst o- — 1 differential coefficients of Y, will vanish at

the same points. The value of Y^ and Y/ is very approximately known at the

poles from previous investigations, and also its first differential coefficients will

vanish.

I have not taken account of the possibility of earth currents traveiving the

surface of the earth in sufficient intensity to affect magnetic forces. The investi-

gations of Adolph Schmidt have shown how the problem must be treated wlien

their influence has to be taken into consideration. The general method of

expansion here suggested will remain the same.

On Magnetic Ohf^frvations at Funafuti. Bij Captain E. "W.

Creak, R.N., F.R.S.

•4. On the Relations between the Variations in the Earth Currents, the

Electric Currentsfrom the Atmosphere, arid the Magnetic Perturbations.

By Selim Lemstrom.

The paper contains an historical slcetch of the observations and researches

made on the earth currents by Laniont, Airy, Wild, Blavier, and others. The author

describes the method employed by him for measuring the electromotive force of

the electric currents coming from the atmosphere, and gives the evidence of the

fact that the variations of earth currents occur a short time (five minutes) before

the magnetic perturbations, and that the former are more numerous than the

latter. From the observations in Sodankyla it is, however, proved that all

magnetic perturbations are not preceded by variations in the earth currents, but

that these probably are caused by electrical currents from the atmosphere to the

earth, or vice versa.

The proofs of that conclusion are : (1) That the magnetic perturbations in polar

regions have a contrary direction to those in more southern countries; (2) That at

the times of auroras the electrical curreut from the atmosphere varies much, and
must exert on magnetic instruments a marked influence depending on their position,

relative to the space within which this current is moving. It follows from this that

we cannot find the causes of the magnetic variations, or, rather, perturbations,

before we have mvestigated the earth currents and the electrical currents in the

atmosphere.

The author's experience showa that we must seek the key to these relations in

3c 2
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the polar regions. Researches have shown that the magnitude of these variations

of the earth currents increases with the latitude in a very high ratio. When the
diurnal variation in Pawlowsk has a value of O, 0008 volt, it rises in Sodankyla
(7° more to the north) to 0, 0600, or 75 times more. Moreover, we find from the
lately published third volume of the observations from the international polar
stations at Sodan]:yla and Kuttala that the earth currents as well as the electric

currents in the atmosphere depend intimately on the belt of the maximum polar
light. It will be very clearly seen that we also have a maximum belt of the earth
currents and even of the currents in the atmosphere. The paper finishes with a
proposition that the International Conference on Terrestrial Magnetism and
Atmospheric Electricity should discuss the two following questions : What signifi-

cation must be attributed to the earth currents and the electric current from the
atmosphere in the explanation of the causes of magnetic perturbations ? What is

to be done for the further investigation of the connection between the magnetic
perturbations and the electric currents ?

The author also proposes that the International Conference should take steps for

establishing two international polar stations, one in the North of America, the other
in the North of P]urope, both situated in tlie southern border of the polar light

maximum belt. In connection with both these principal stations there should be a
northern by-statioi;, in which, us well as in the principal stations, all the magnetic
variations, the earth currents, and the electric currents from the atmosphere, besides

all metHorological observations, should be made simultaneously, and with self-

registering apparatus of the best construction, the details of which ought to be
stated by the International Conference.

In connection with these observations it ought to be expressed as desirable that
all magnetic observatories should, if possible, establish similar observations with as

identical instruments as possible. iSince the researches of the electric currents
from the atmosphere require points elevated about 400 m.. it seems difficult to
unite these observations with those in an observatory. We, however, must
remember tliat the electrical resistance in the circuit, from the earth to the atmo-
sphere, is so great that one can put in several miles of wire without any sensible

augmentation of it. It is well understood that the mountain on which an apparatus
for out- or in-streaming of electricity is placed can without serious damage be far

away from the observatory.

5. On the Interpretation of Earth-current Observations.

By Arthur Schuster, F.R.S.

If two metallic plates are inserted into the ground and connected by a wire
an electric current is found to traverse the conductor, and this is generally called

the ' earth current.' It is not, however, ob^^ous at first sight what the connection
is between this observed current and that which traverses tlie ground when the
earth plates are removed. The statement sometimes made, that the observation gives
the difference of potential of the earth at the two points at which the plates are

inserted, would be true, provided the connecting wire has a sufficiently large

resistance, if earth currents were only due to chemical or thermo-electric forces.

But as there can be little doubt that earth currents are chiefly, if not entirely,

effects of induction, a separate investigation is necessary as to the interpre-

tation to be attached to the galvanometer indications.

Let A and B be two points in a line of flow of the currents traversing the
earth, and consider a tube of flow passing from A to B. The specific resistance of
the ground being p, let p be changed to p' for the material enclosed by the tube.

I determine in the first place the effect of this change of resistance on the
distribution of currents. The change of resistance could be counterbalanced
by an electric force— (p — p') n acting throughout the tube, where k is the density
of the undisturbed currents, and it is therefore equivalent to the introduction of an

electromotive force \{fi—p') udl in the tube of flow, dl being an element of its

length and the integration being extended from A to B. If p and n are constant
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within the tube, the additional current flowing through it, owing to the change of

resistance, will be

{p-p')nl

K + S
»

where R denotes the resistance of the tube, and S the resistanco of the ground

between A and B. If the resistivity p' is of the order of magnitude of that of

copper, it will be small compared to p, and may be neglected in the above

expression.

Imagine now this tube of flow between A and B to consist of two overlapping

tubes, one of material equal to that of the rest of the ground, the other of copper,

and let the latter tube be lifted out of the ground without altering its total

resistance, but keeping its connection at A and B. The current traversing the

lifted-up part will remain the same as before, provided that the electromotive forces

of induction are not sufficient to produce an appreciable current in a circuit made up

of the original and displaced position of the tube, a condition which will be satisfied

in the case of earth currents, except perhaps at times of great magnetic storms.

We have now an arrangement equivalent to that used in earth-current observa-

tions, for the only effect of the earth plates at A and B will be to diminish the

earth resistance S.

The observed current i will be connected with u by the relation

t = J- .

R + S

The resistance R + S is measured by the introduction of an electromotive force

e in the circuit; if the observed current, under these circumstances, be increased

by a quantity i', the equation

ei

will give the curient density of the earth current. It is seen that u is proportional

to the conductivity of the material of which the ground is made up, and that a

knowledge of that conductivity, which may vary from day to day, according to

the amount of moisture contained iu it, is therefore essential to a correct inter-

pretation of earth-current observations.

If the circuit is a long one, S may be small compared to R, and the latter

quantity will be ^—, a being the cross section of the wire, so that

i p'

a p

which shows that the current densities in the wire and ground are in the propor-

tion of their conductivities.

The above investigation points to the importance of measuring the conductivity

of the ground wherever earth-current observations are made. Samples of the soil

taken from different depths would probably give different results, and would then

indicate how the current density varies with depth.

6. 0)1 the Construction of Magnetic Observatories. By Dr. Snellen.

A magnetic observatory should fulfil the following purposes. As it is desirable

that regular observations be made in many places of the absolute values of the

magnetic elements, a base-station is required for the reduction of observations. Also
it is desirable to observe continuously regular variations of these elements. And,
finally, there ought to be facilities for carrying on researches connected with
magnetism in general.

A combination of two observatories, one for absolute measurements and another
for observing and recording continually the variations of the earth's magnetism,
will fulfil these conditions. It is desirable to have them in separate buildings.
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Both sliould be constructed of nnn-uiagnetic substances ; this is a necessity

both for metallic connecting pieces and for the stone or other material of which
the building is constructed.

Another condition is that temperature variations should be reduced as much as

possible, especially in the vaiiation observatory.

All materials employed for the construction of the magnetic observatories at

De Bilt, near Utrecht, in the Netherlands, have been subjected to a most rigorous

examination as to their magnetic condition before they were accepted for the

buildings.

The observatory for absolute measurements consists of two rooms, one built of

stone and wood, the walls being double, and the interstices filled with sawdust.

It contains six pillars for making absolute measurements, at a distance from each

other of four metres, to enable comparisons of instruments and methods to be made.

It has no windows except in the ceiling, one above each of the pillars. The other

room, of smaller dimensions, has large windows on three sides for making astro-

nomical observations.

The observatory for variation observations consists of two rooms, wholly sepa-

rated from each other and surrounded by a corridor. The whole is enclosed in a

building which has double walls, 1 60 metre thick, the interstices of which are

filled with loose dry peat moss, &c. Daylight is not admitted into this observatory.

Diurnal temperature variations are by these means wholly excluded.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

A joint meeting with Sections A and G was held for the purpose
of discussing the Magnetic and Electrolytic Effects of Electric Railways,

at which the following Papers were read :
—

1. On the Disturbance of Magnetic Observatories by Electric Railways.^

By W. VON Bezold, Director of the J'otsdam Observatory.

The demand of the authorities of the Potsdam Observatory that no electric

railway with an earth return should be allowed to approach them within 15 kilo-

metres having been characterised as exorbitant, the author states in this paper
some of the reasons which have led to its being made. It was felt that a distance

sufficiently great to prevent any possibility of disturbance should be temporarily

fixed till experiments had been made to find to what distance from such railways

the earth currents were still perceptible, and how these distances W'ere afiected by
the condition of the soil. In the meantime it is known that a variable current

like that of an electric tramway has been detected telephonically by Strecker at a
distance of 17 kilometres; that at Greenwich, G'84 kilometres from the line of the

South London Electric Railway, the disturbances of the horizontal/orce due to the
railway vary between -00004 and -00007 C.G.S. unit, and of the vertical force

between -00604 and -00009 C.G.S. unit; while at Washington, 420 metres from
an electric railway, the disturbances of the horizontal amount to -00010, and of

the vertical force to -0030 C.G.S. unit; and at Toronto, 120 metres from a line, to
•0012 and •0037 C.G.S. unit respectively. The effect of such disturbances on
magnetic measurements, which are at present made almost universally to •OOOOI

C.G.S. unit, will be readily understood, and when it is remembered what important
results have followed a further increa.se of sensitiveness of the instruments at

Potsdam, the limit of 15 kilometres seems small enough. While the author is

anxious that no unnecessary hindrance should be placed in the way of tramway
engineers, and assures them that the limit will be lowered as soon &s experiment
has shown them that it can be done with safety, he points out that they have a

simple remedy in their own hands

—

i.e. to provide an insulated return.

' For the complete paper see Elektroteclinisclie ZeitscJtrift, part 24, 1898.
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2. On the Magnetic Effects of Electric Railways at Berlin.

By Dr. Eschenhagen, of Potsdam.

Dr. Eschenhagen gave an account of the experiments which had heen made in

Berlin to determine the effects of the electric railways there, and the way in

which they decreased with distance from the line. Although up to the present

the results do not justify any general statement being made, Dr. Eschenhagen

anticipates important results from the method he has now adopted of using large

coils in series with delicate galvanometers as detectors of earth currents.

Papers on the subject were also contributed by Dr. C. Schott, Pro-

fessor A. W. Riicker, Mr. W. H. Preece, F.R.S., Signor Luigi Palazzo,

and Professor J. A. Fleming, F.R.S.

After the discussion the Permanent Committee passed the following reso-

lution :

—

' The Committee are of opinion that any sensible magnetic disturbance produced

in a magnetic observatory by electric railways or tramways is seriously detrimental

and may be fatal to the utility of the Observatory. They consider that special

precautions should be taken to prevent such disturbances, and append as_ an

example the provisions for the protection of the Kew Observatory inserted in a

Bill passed by the English Parliament authorising the construction of an electric

railway, the nearest point of which is to be at a distance of 1 kilometre from the

Observatory.'

Clausefor the Protection of Kew Observatory.

(1) The whole circuit used for the carrying of the current to and from the

carriages in use on the railway shall consist of conductors which are insulated

along the whole of their length to the satisfaction in all respects of the Com-
missioners of Her Majesty's Works and Public Buildings (in this section called

* the Commissioners '), and the said insulated conductors which convey the current

to or from any of such carriages shall not at any place be separated from each

other by a distance exceeding one-hundredth part of the distance of either of

the conductors at that place from Kew Observatory.

(2) If in the opinion of the Commissioners there are at any time reasonable

grounds for assuming that by reason of the insulation or conductivity having

ceased to be satisfactory a sensible magnetic field has been produced at the

Observatory, the Commissioners shall have the right of testing the insulation and

conductivity upon giving notice to the Company, who shall afford all necessary

facilities to the engineer or officer of the Commissioners or other person appointed

by them for the purpose, and the Company shall forthwith take all such steps^ as

shall in the opinion of the Commissioners be required for preventing the production

of such field.

(3) The Company shall furnish to the Commissioners all necessary particulars

of the method of insulation proposed to be adopted and of the distances between

the conductors which carry the current to and from the carriages.

The following Papers were read :—

-

1. On the Form of the Isomagnetic Lines in the Neighhoiirhood q/]

the Volcano Etna.^ By Luigi Palazzo.

The author made absolute determination of the magnetic elements at a nurnber

of stations in Sicily and the neighbouring small island, and relative determinations

in the district surrounding each station by means of small portable instruments.

In three of the islands, the rocks of which were of volcanic origin, the variations

of the elements were found to be large and irregular, even where the constitution of

' For full details see the Rendiconti d. Accad. d. Lincel, December 5, 1897.
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the ground was uniform and its surface plane. He expresses the results of his deter-

minations by tracing the course of the isogenic line for 10° 30', which passes through

the west and is parallel to the lines in Italy, that for 10° which passes through the

centre, and for 9° 30' whicli passes through the east of the island and is profoundly

modified by the presence of Etna, the isoclinal lines for 54°, 53° 30', 53°, 52° 30"',

52°, which, with the exception of the 2nd and 3rd, passing respectively to the

north and south of the volcano, are quite uniform, and the isodyuamic line for -252,

wliich has nearly the same shape as the isoclinals. By comparison of his results

with those obtained by Ghristini in 18S2, the author concludes that the annual

changes of the elements are :

—

Declination ...... — 5'6'

Inclination --1'4'

Horizontal Intensity . . . . + -000017

2. On the Influence of Altitude above the Sea on the Elements of Terrestrial

Magnetism. By Dr. van Rijckevorsel and Dr. W. van Bemmelen.

The object of an investigation, which lasted from 1895-97, was to see if we
could detect any influence of altitude above the sea on the magnetic elements.

For various reasons, the Iligi was thought to be the mountaiu most suitable to

our purpose, and in 1895 our observations were taken solely in order to discover

if this mountain was really non-magnetic. We found that it was so.

In 1896 complete series of observations were taken, both on the mountain and at

its base, at a large number of stations. The discussion of these observations seemed

to show a very slight decrease of the horizontal and a somewhat larger, though

still very slight, increase of the vertical component.

However, this result was very doubtful, because we found at the same time

that the Rigi, though certainly non-magnetic as a mass, was covered all over with
superficial centres of attraction, very weak, but still causing disturbances which
seriously interfered with our results.

We resolved, therefore, to try again in 1897. In that year we took dips only

at 198 stations, one of us always observing near the base of the mountain, the

other, absolutely simultaneously with him, on tne top or on the slopes. Although
this time also the small, but numerous, local disturbances were a decided drawback
for the discussion, the following results were obtained :

1. We think it is proved, that if there be an influence of the height above the

sea on terrestrial magnetism it is so exceedingly small as to make it unfeasible to

detect it with our present surveying instruments. Therefore it is decidedly

unnecessary to take altitude into account in magnetic surveys.

2. If, nevertheless, it should ultimately be found that there is such an influence,

however small, it is more likely that it would be an increase of the vertical force

with altitude than anything else.

3. On the Variation of Terrestrial Magnetic Force with Altitude.^

By Professor J. Liznar.

The author has endeavoured to eliminate the effect of the nature of the soil

and shape of the surface at any point, on the variation of the magnetic force with
height above the surface at the point, by basing his calculations on the results for

the 205 stations in Austria at which observations of the magnetic elements have
been made. He divides the stations into three groups—the first including those of

altitude less than 200 metres, the second between 200 and 400, and the third

above 400 metres. The mean value of an element for the stations of a group, he
considers to be the value of the element for the mean altitude of the group, almost

' The complete paper is published in Wiener Ameiger, 1898, p. 168.
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completely freed from local effects. Taking these values for the three mean stations,

he finds the increase of the elements per kilometre of ascent to be as follows :

—

North component .
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at least for the mouths of January and July, the difi'erences dX., dY, dZ of the
hourly means from the preceding means.'

In lieu of this the Committee adopted the following resolution:—'It is

desirable to publish the monthly means of the Geographical Components of the

Magnetic Force for each month, and also the differences between the hourly means
for each month and the monthly means for that month.'

(3) The resolution proposed by General RykatchefF (Report, p. 32) :
—

' It is

desirable for the progress in Terrestrial Magnetism that temporary observatories

should be installed in certain localities, especially in tropical countries.'

On this subject a Report was prepared, at the request of the President, by
Professor von Bezold and General Rykatcheff. For the Report, and the reso-

lution passed by the Committee, see p. 743.

The Committee were informed by Dr. C. Schott that it was the intention of the

Coast and Geodetic Survey of the United States to establish a magnetic obser-

vatory at Honolulu.
In the course of the discussion on the above resolution, the Committee also

resolved :

—

3a. ' That it is desirable to point out that observatories at great dis-

tances from others should be provided with both absolute and self-registering

variation instruments.'

(4) The question as to the relative advantages of long and short magnets, raised

by M. Mascart at the Paris Conference (Report, p. 39). For the Report, and the

resolution passed by the Committee, see p. 741.

B. Resolutions passed by the Committee on matters arising during the Inter-

national Conference.

(1) Professor Eschenhagen made a statement to the Conference as to his recent

investigations on minute disturbances made by very sensitive apparatus with a

very open time scale.

In view of this statement, the Committee expressed their sense of the impor-

tance of the resolutions on this subject passed by the Paris Conference (Report,

p. 35) and the hope that the principal observatories would carry out simultaneous

observations of the character proposed.

M. Moureaux informed the Committee that preparations for such observations

were already complete in the observatory at Pare St. Maur.
The Committee took note of the statement that Professor Eschenhagen would

be willing to give information as to the construction of the instruments used by
him.

(2) The Committee also passed the following resolution :—
' The Committee is

of opinion that the early establishment of a magnetic observatory at the Cape of

Good Hope provided with absolute and self-registering variation instruments

would be of the highest utility to the science of Terrestrial Magnetism, especially

in view of the Antarctic expeditions which are about to leave Europe, and that

the observatory should be established at such a distance from electric railways and
tramways as to avoid all possibility of disturbance from them.'

Directions were given that the proper steps should be taken to obtain the

approval of the British Association for this resolution, with the request that, if

approved, it should be forwarded to the Colonial Government.

(3) On the motion of Professor Adolph Schmidt, the Committee resolved :

—

' That it is desirable that magnetic observations taken in regions not included in a

magnetic survey should be repeated from time to time, care being taken to secure

the identity of the point of observation.'

(4) Professor Eschenhagen was requested to draw up a detailed scheme for

the exchange between the various observatories of the curves of the self-registering

variation instruments taken during important magnetic storms, and to lay the

scheme before the next meeting of the Conference.

(5) With reference to certain inquiries which Professor Eschenhagen suggested
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should be addressed to tiae Directors of Slagnetic Observatories, the Committee
was of opinion that, although it would be outside the scope of their duties to make
the inquiries, it was desirable that the infonnation should be collected and
published.

(6) After the discussion on the magnetic disturbances introduced by electric

railways and tramways, a resolution was adopted by the Committee, which is

given on p. 769.

Future Organisation of the Committee.

The Committee took into consideration their own future organisation and
passed the following resolutions :

' It is desirable that Terrestrial Magnetism should
continue to be within the scope of the International Meteorological Conference,
provided that

—

(a) Invitations to attend that Conference are issued as widely as possible to

Directors of Magnetic Observatories and to all students of Terrestrial Magnetism.
(b) That the I'ermanent Committee on Terrestrial Magnetism and Atmospheric

Electricity, as established at the Paris Conference, be continued.
(c) That in future there shall be a Magnetic Section of the InternationalMeteoro-

logical Conference, which shall elect or otherwise share in the appointment of a
permanent Magnetic Committee.

{(I) That the Magnetic Committee have power to summon an International

Magnetic Conference at times other than those at which the whole of the Inter-

national Meteorological (and Magnetic) Conference may meet.'

The Committee also consider that the President of the Permanent Magnetic
Committee should only hold office between two successive meetings of the Inter-

national Meteorological (and Magnetic) Conference.
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SECTION A.—MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

Peesident of the Section—Professor W. E. Atrtont, F.E..S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

I SHALL, I feel sure, have your sympathy if I begin by referring to the great loss

which mathematics and physics have sustained in the untimely and disastrous
death of Dr. John Hopkinson. It has often been said that he who leads in mathe-
matics at Cambridge cannot follow the engineering life of Westminster. But a
striking disproof of the generality of this statement was furnished by the brilliant

work in the domains of theory and practice which was accomplished by him for
whom we mourn.

Science has lost much, but the wife and mother has lost more, and to her, who
in one day saw effaced so large a portion of her life, goes forth the expression of
our grief and sorrow.

A year ago Section A was charmed with a Presidential Address on the poetry
of mathematics, and if amongst those who entered the Physics lecture-theatre at
Toronto on that occasion there were any who had a preconceived notion that
mathematics was a hard, dry, repellent type of study, they must, after hearing
Professor Forsyth's eloquent vindication of its charms, have departed convinced
that mathematics resembled music in being a branch of the fine arts. Such an
address, however, cannot but leave a feeling of regret amongst those of us who,
engulfed in the whirl of the practical science of the day, sigh for the leisure and
the quiet which are necessary for the worship of abstract mathematical truth,
while the vain effort to follow in the footsteps of one gifted with such winning
eloquence fills me with hopeless despair.

Section A this year is very fortimate in having its meetings associated with
those of an ' International Conference on Terrestrial Magnetism and Atmospheric
Electricity,' which is attended by the members of the ' Permanent Committee for
Terrestrial Magnetism and Atmospheric Electricity ' of the ' International Meteoro-
logical Conference.' It has been arranged that this Permanent Committee, of
which Professor Riicker is the President, shall form part of the General Committee
of Section A, and also shall act as the Committee of the International Conference,
which will itself constitute a separate department of Section A. For the purpose,
however, of preparing a Report to the International Meteorological Conference,
and for similar business, this Permanent Committee will acti independently of the
British Association.

My first duty to-day, therefore, consists in expressing the honour and the very
great pleasure which I feel in bidding you, members of the International Con-
ference, most heartily welcome.

Among the various subjects which it is probable that the Conference may
desire to discuss, there is one to which I will briefly refer as I am able to do so
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in a triple capacity. The earth is an object of much importance, alike to the

terrestrial magnetician, the telegraph electrician, and the tramway engineer ; but
while the first aims at observing its magnetism, and the second rejoices in the

absence of the earth currents which interfere with the sending of messages, the

third seems bent on converting our maps of lines of force into maps of lines of

tramway.
It might therefore seem as if electric traction—undoubtedly a great boon to

the people, and one that has already effected important social developments in

America and on the continent of Europe—were destined in time to annihilate

magnetic observatories near towns, and even to seriously interfere with existing

telegraph and telephone systems. Already the principle of the survival of the

fittest is quoted by some electrical engineers, who declare that if magnetic observa-

tories are crippled through the introduction of electric tramways, then so much the

worse for the observatories. And I fear that my professional brethren only look at me
askance for allowing ray devotion to the practical applications of electricity to be

tainted with a keen interest in that excessively small, but none the less extremely

wonderful, magnetic force which controls our compass needles.

But this interest emboldens me to ask again, Can the sj^stera of electric

traction that has already destroyed the two most important magnetic observa-

tories in the United States and British North America be the best and the fittest

to survive ? Again, do we iake such care, and spend such vast sums, in tending

the weak and nursing the sick because we are convinced that they are the fittest

to survive ? May it not perhaps be because we have an inherent doubt about the

justness of the survival of the strongest, or because even the strongest of us feels

compelled to modestly confess his inability to pick out the fittest, that modern
civilisation encourages not the destruction but the preservation of what has obvious

weakness, on the chance that it may have unseen strength?

When the electrical engineer feels himself full of pride at the greatness, the

importance, and the power of his industry, and when he is inclined to think

slightingly of the deflection of a little magnet compared with the whirl of his

1,000 horse-power dynamo, let him go and visit a certain dark store-room near the

entrance hall of the Roj^al Institution, and, while he looks at some little coils

there, ponder on the blaze of light that has been shed over the whole world from

the dimly-lighted cupboard in which those dusty coils now lie. Then he may
realise that while the earth as a magnet has endured for all time, the eartli as a

tramway conductor may at no distant date be relegated to the class of teniporarj'

makeshifts, and that the raids of the feudal baron into the agricultural fields of his

neighbours were not more barbarous than the alarms and e.^cursions of the tram-

way engineer into the magnetic fields of his friends.
,

A very important consideration in connection with the rapid development of

physical inquiry is the possibility of extending our power of assimilating current

physical knowledge. For so wide have grown the limits of each branch of

physics that it has become necessary to resort to specialisation if we desire to

widen further the region of the known. On the other hand, so interlinked are all

sections of physics that this increase of specialisation is liable to hinder rather

than assist advance of the highest order.

An experimenter is therefore on the horns of a dilemma—on the one hand, if

he desires to do much he must confine himself more or less to one line of physical

research, while, on the other hand, to follow that line with full success requires a

knowledge of the progress that is being made along all kindred lines. Already an

investigator who is much engaged with research can hardly do more as regards

scientific literature than read what he himself Avrites—soon he will not have time

to do even that. Division of labour and co-operation have therefore become as

important in scientific work as in other lines of human activity. Like bees, some

must gather material from the flowers that are springing up in various fields of

research, while others must hatch new ideas. But, unlike bees, all can be of the

' worker ' class, since the presence of drones is unnecessary in the scientific hive.

Englishmen have long been at a disadvantage in not possessing any ready
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means of ascertaining what lines of physical inquiry were being pursued in foreign

countries—or, indeed, even in their own. And, so far from making it easier to

obtain this information, our countrymen have, I fear, until quite recently, been
guilty of increasing the difficulty. For every college, every technical school in

Great Britain—and their number will soon rival that of our villages—seems to

feel it incumbent on itself to start a scientific society. And in accordance with
the self-reliant character of our nation each of these societies must be maintained
in absolute independence of every other society, and its proceedings must be pub-
lished separately, and in an entirely distinct form from those of any similar body. To
keep abreast, then, with physical advance in our own country is distinctly difficult,

while the impossibility of maintainmg even a casual acquaintance with foreign

scientific literature lays us open to a charge of international rudeness.

There is, of course, the German BeiblUtter ; but the Anglo-Saxon race, which
has spread itself over so vast a portion of the globe, is proverbially deficient in

linguistic power, and consequently, till quite recently, information that was
accessible to our friends on the Continent was closed to many workers in Great
Britain, America, and Australia.

Influenced by these considerations, the Physical Society of London, in 1895,
embarked on the publication of abstracts from foreign papers on pure physics, and,
as it was found that this enterprise was much appreciated, the question arose at

the end of the following year whether, instead of limiting the journals from
which abstracts were made to those appearing in foreign countries, and the papers

abstracted to those dealing only with pure physics, the abstracts might not with
advantage be enlarged, so as to present a resume of all that was publish od in all

languages on physics and its applications.

The first application of physics which it was thought should be included was
electrical engineering, and so negotiations were opened with the Institution of
Electrical Engineers. After much deliberation on the part of the representatives

of the two societies, it was finally decided to start a monthly joint publication,

under the management of a committee of seven, two of whom should represent the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, two the Physical Society, and three the two
societies jointly. 'Science Abstracts' was the name selected for the periodical,

and the first number appeared in January of this j'ear.

A section is devoted to general physics, and a separate section to each of its

branches ; similarly, a section is devoted to general electrical engineering, and a
separate section to each of its more important sub-divisions. The value of ' Science

Abstracts ' is already recognised by the British Association as well as by the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers, for those societies make a liberal contribution towards
the expenses of publication, for which the Physical Society and the Institution of

Electrical Engineers are responsible.

At no distant date it is thought that other bodies may co-operate with us, and
we have hopes that finally the scheme may be supported by the scientific societies

of many Anglo-Saxon countries. For our aim is to produce, in a single journal, a
monthly record in English of the most important literature appearing in all

languages on physics and its many applications. This is the programme—a far

wider one, be it observed, than that of the Beibldtter—which we sanguinely hope
our young infant ' Science Abstracts ' will grow to carry out.

The saving of time and trouble that will be eSected by the publication of such
a journal can hardly be over-estimated, and the relief experienced in turning to a
single periodical for knowledge that could hitherto be obtained solely by going
through innumerable scientific newspapers, in many diflferent languages, can only be
compared with the sensation of rousing from a distracting and entangled dream to

the peaceful order of wakeful reality.

I therefore take this opportunity of urging on the members of the British

Association the importance of the service which they can individually render to

science by helping on an enterprise that has been started solely in its aid, and not
for commercial purposes.

The greatness of the debt owed by industry to pure science is often impressed

1898. 3 D
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on us, and it is pointed out that t^e comparatively small encouragement given by
our nation to the development of pure science is wholly incommensurate with
the gratitude which it ought to feel for the commercial benefits science has
enabled it to reach. This is undoubtedly true, and no one understands better

than myself how much commerce is indebted to those whose researches have
brought them—it may be fame—but certainly nothing else. The world, however,
appears to regard as equitable the division of reward which metes out tardy
approbation to the discoverer for devising some new principle, a modicum of the
world's goods to the inventor for showing how this principle can be applied, and
a shower of wealth on the contractor for putting the principle into practice. At
first sight, this appears like the irony of fate, but in fact the world thus only
proves that it is human, by prizing the acquisition of what it realises that it

stands in need of, and by vahiing the possession of what it is able to comprehend.
Now, is there not a debt of which those who pursue pure science are in their

turn equally forgetful—viz., the debt to the technical worker or to some technical

operation for the inception of a new idea ? For purely theoretical investigations

are often born of technics, or, as Whewell puts it, ' Art is the parent, not the
progeny, of science ; the realisation of principles in practice forms part of the
prelude as well as of the sequel of theoretical discovery.' I need not remind you
that the whole science of floating bodies is said to have sprung from the solution

by Archimedes of JBiero's doubt concernintr the transmutation of metals in the
manufacture of his crown. In that case, however, it was the transmutation of
gold into silver, and not silver into gold, that troubled the philosopher.

Again, in the 'History of the Koyal Society at the End of the Eighteenth
Century,' Thomson says regarding Newton : ' A desire to know whether there was
anything in judicial astrology first put bim upon studying mathematics. He dis-

covered the emptiness of that study as soon as he erected a figure; for which
purpose he made use of one or two problems in Euclid. . . . He did not then
read the rest, looking upon it as a book containing only plain and obvious
things.'

The analytical investigation of the motion of one body round an attracting'

centre, when disturbed by the attraction of another, was attacked independently

by Clairault, D'Alembert, and Euler, because the construction of lunar tables had
such a practical importance, and because large money prizes were ofiered for their

accurate determination.

The gambling table gave us the whole Theory of Probability, Bernoulli's

and Euler's theorems, and the first demonstration of the binomial theorem ; while
a request made to Montmort to determine the advantage to the banker in the game
of ' Pharaon ' started him on the consideration of how counters could be thrown,
and so led him to prove the multinomial and various other algebraical theo-

rems. Lastly, may not the gambler take some credit to himself for the first

suggestion of the method of least squares, and the first discussion of the integra-

tion of partial difl'erential equations with finite differences contained in Laplace's
famous ' Th(?orie Analytique des Probabilit^s ?

'

The question asked Rankine by James R. Napier reg.arding tlie horse-power
which would be necessary to propel, at a given rate, a vessel which Napier was
about to build, resulted in the many theoretical investigations carried out by
Rankine on water lines, skin-friction, stream lines, &c. For, as Professor Tait has
said, ' Rankine, by his education as a practical engineer, was eminently qualified

to recognise the problems of wliich the solution is required in practice; but the
large scope of his mind would not allow him to be content with giving merely the
solution of those particular eases which most frequently occur in engineering as
we now know it. His method invariably is to state the problem in a very
general form, find the solution, and apply tliis solution to special cases.'

Helmholtz studied physiology because he desired to be a doctor, then physics

because he found that he needed it for attacking physiological problems, and lastly

mathematics as an aid to physical research. Rut I need not remind you that it is

his spleadid work in mathematics, physics, and physiology, and not his success in

ministering to the sick, that has rendered his name immortal.
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Did not Kepler ask : ' How many would be able to make astronomy their

business if men did not cherish the hope of reading the future in the skies ? ' And
did he not warn those who objected to the degradation of mingling astrology

with astronomy to beware of ' tluowing away the child with the dirty water of

its bath ? ' Even now, may we not consider all the astronomical research work
done at the Royal Observator}', Greenwich, as a by-product, since the Observatory

is officially maintained merely for the purposes of navigation ? And are there

not many of us who feel assured that, since researches in pure physics and the

elucidation of new physical facts must quite legitimately spring from routine

standardising work, the most direct way—even now at the end of the nineteenth

century—of securing for the country a National Physical Laboratory is to speed

forward a Government Standardising Institute ?

Lastly, as you will find in Dr. Thorpe's fascinating ' Life of Davy,' it was the

attempt to discover the medicinal eflect of gases at the Pneumatic Institution in

this city that opened up to Davy the charm of scientific research. And, indeed,

the lloyal Institution itself, the scientific home of Davy, Faraday, Tyndall,

Rayleigh, and Dewar, owes its origin to Romford's proposal * for forming in

liondon by private subscription an establishment for feeding the poor and giving

them useful employment . . . connected with an institution for introducing and
bringing forward into general use new inventions and improvements by which
domestic comfort and economy may be promoted.'

Coming now to physics proper, there is one branch which, although of deep

interest, has hitherto been much neglected. We possess three senses which
enable us to detect the presence of things at a distance—viz., seeing, hearing, and
smelling. The first two are highly cultivated in man, and, probably for that

reason, the laws of the propagation of the disturbances which affect the eyes and
the ears have been the subject of much investigation, whereas, although to many
animals the sense of smell is of far greater importance than those of seeing or

hearing, and although, even in the human brain, a whole segment—a small one in

modern man, it is true—is devoted to the olfactory fibres, the laws of the production

and propagation of smell have received practically no attention from the physicist.

For some time past it has, therefore, seemed to me to be of theoretical and practical

importance to examine more fully into the physics of smell. Various other occupa-

tionshave hitherto prevented my advancing much beyond the threshold ofthe subject,

but, as it seems to me to open up what is practically a new field of inquiry for the

physicist, I take this opportunity of putting on record some facts that have been
already elucidated.

Various odoriferous substances have been employed in the experiments, and
for several of these I am indebted to Mr. W. J. Pope. Although the physicist

has been allowing the mechanical side of the subject to lie dormant, the chemist,

I find, has been analysing flowers and other bodies used in the manufacture of

scents, and then synthetically preparing the odoriferous constituents. In this way,
Mr. Pope informs me, there has been added to the list of manufactured articles,

during the past seven years or so, vanilin, heliotropin, artificial musk, irone and
ionone, which give the perfume of the violet ; citral, that of lemongrass ; coumarin,

that of hay, and various others ; and he has kindly furnished me with specimens of

several of these artificial scents, together with other strongly-smelling substances.

If it be a proof of civilisation to retain but a remnant of a sense which is so

keen in many types of dogs, then I may pride myself on having reached a very

high state of civilisation. But with tlie present investigation in view this pride

has been of a very empty character, since I have been compelled to reject my own
nose as quite lacking the sensitiveness that should characterise a philosophical

measuring instrument. The ladies of my family, on the contrary, possess a nasal

quickness which formerly seemed to me to be rather of the nature of a defect,

since, at any rate in towns, there are so many more disagreeable odours than
attractive ones. But on the present occasion their power of detecting slight smells,

and the repugnance which they show in the case of so many of them, have stood

3 D2
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me in good stead, and made it possible to put before you the following modest

contribution to the subject.

There is a generally accepted idea that metals have smells, since, if you take up

a piece of metal at random, or a coin out of your pocket, a smell can generally be

detected. But I hnd that, as commercial aluminium, brass, bronze, copper, German-

silver, gold, iron, silver, phosphor-bronze, steel, tin, and zinc are more and more

carefully cleaned, they become more and more alike in emitting no smell, and,

indeed, when they are very clean it seems impossible with the nose, even if it be a

good one, to distinguish any one of these metals from the rest, or even to detect its

presence. Brass, iron, and steel are the last to lose their characteristic odour with

cleaning, and for some time I was not sure whether the last two could be rendered

absolutely odourless, in consequence of the difficulty of placing them close to the

uose without breathing on them, which, as explained later on, evolves the

characteristic ' copper ' and ' iron ' smell. But experiment shows that, when very

considerable care is taken both in the cleaning and the smelling, no odour can be

detected even with iron or steel.

Contrary, then, to what is usually believed, metals appear to have no smell

per se. Why, then, do several of them generally possess smells? The answer is

simple ; for t find that handling a piece of metal is one of the most efficient ways

of causing it to acquire its characteristic smell, so that the mere fact of lifting up

a piece of brass or iron to smell it may cause it to apparently acquire a metallic

odour, even if it had none before. This experiment may be easily tried thus:—
Clean a penny very carefully until all sense of odour is gone ;

then hold it in the

hand for a few seconds, and it will smell—of copper, as we usually say. Leave it

for a short time on a clean piece of paper, and it will be found that the metallic

smell has entirely disappeared, or, at any rate, is not as strong as the smell of the

paper on which it rests. The smell produced by the contact of the hand with the

bronze will be marked if the closed hand containing it be only opened sufficiently

for the nose to be inserted, and it can be still further increased by rubbing the

coin between the fingers.

All the metals enumerated above, with the exception of gold and silver, can be

made to produce a smell when thus treated, but the smells evolved by the various

metals are quite different. Aluminium, tin, and zinc, I find, smell much the same

when rubbed with the lingers, the odour, however, being quite different from that

produced by brass, bronze, copper, German-silver, and phosphor-bronze, which all

give the characteristic ' copper ' smell. Iron and steel give the strong ' iron

'

smell, which, again, is quite different from that evolved by the other metals. In

making these experiments it is important to wash the bauds carefully after

touching each metal to free them from the odour of that metal. It is also neces-

sary to wait for a short time on each occasion after drying the hands, since it is

not until they become again moist with perspiration that they are operative in

bringing out the so-called smell of metals.

That the hands, when comparatively dry, do not bring out the smell of metals

i.s in itself a disproof of the current idea that metals acquire a smell when sliglitly

warmed. And this I have further tested by heating up specimens of all the

above-mentioned metals to 120° Fahrenheit, in the sun, and finding that they

acquire no smell when quite clean and untouched with the hands.

Again, dealing with the copper group, or with aluminium, wo smell is produced

by rubbing any one of them with dry table-salt, strong brine, or with wet salt,

provided that a piece of linen is used as the rubber ; but if the finger be substituted

for the linen to rub on brine, a smell is observed with copper and German-silver,

this smell, however, being rather like that of soda; and, whether dry salt,

brine, or wet salt be rubbed on aluminium, a smell is noticed if the finger be used

as the rubber, this smell being very marked in the case of the brine or wet salt.

Again, although even when linen soaked in brine, or having wet salt on it, is used

to rub tin, iron, or steel, a faint smell is noticed, this is much increased when the

finger is substituted for the piece of linen.

As a further illustration of the part played by the skin in causing metallic

smells, it may be mentioned that the explanation of certain entirely contradictory
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results, which were obtained in the early part of the investigation, when linen

soaked in strong brine was rubbed on aluminium, was ultimately traced to one
layer of moist linen of the thickness of a pocket-handkerchief, allowing the finger

to act through it, so that an odour was sometimes noticed on rubbing aluminium
with the piece of linen soaked in brine. For it was found that when two or more
layers of the same linen soaked in the same brine were employed to separate the
finger from the aluminium during the rubbing no smell could be detected.

From the preceding it seems that the smell in these cases is evolved partly by
contact with the finger, partly by the action of the solution of salt, and partly by
the rubbing of the solid particles of salt against the metals. That the friction of

solid particles against metals is operative in evolving smells is also illustrated by
the smell noticed M'hen iron is filed, or when aluminium, iron, or steel is cleaned
with glass-paper or emery-paper in the air. Indeed, the smell thus evolved by
aluminium Mrs. Ayrton finds particularly offensive. A slight smell is also noticed

if iron or steel be rubbed in the air with even a clean piece of dry linen, and each
specimen of the copper group, with the exception of the phosphor-bronze, which
was tried in this way, gave rise to a faint, rather agreeable smell. No indication

of odour could, however, be thus produced with aluminium or zinc when both the
metals and the linen rubber were quite clean. It should, however, be borne in

mind that all these experiments, where very slight smells are noticed, and espe-

cially when the odour rapidly disappears on the cessation of the operation tliat

produced it, are attended with a certain amount of doubt, for the linen rubber
cannot be freed from the characteristic smell of ' clean linen,' no matter how care-

fully it may be washed.
Before, tlien, a metal can evolve a smell, chemical action must apparently take

place, for rubbing the metal probably frees metallic particles, and facilitates the
chemical action to which I shall refer. All cliemical actions, however, in which
metals take part do not produce smell ; for example, no smell but that of soda, or
of sugar, respectively, can be detected on rubbing any single one of the series of
metals that 1 have enumerated with a lump of wet soda, or a lump of wet
sugar, although chemical action certainly takes place. Again, no metallic smell
is observable when dilute nitric acid is rubbed on copper, German-silver, phosphor-
bronze, tin, or zinc, although the chemical action is very marked in the case of

some of these metals. Weak vinegar or a weak solution of ammonia is also

equally inoperative. On the other hand, merely breathing on brass, copper, iron,

steel, or zinc, which has been rendered practically odourless by cleaning, produces
a very distinct smell, while a very thin film of water placed on iron or steel

evolves a still stronger odour. Such a film, however, produces but little eflect

with any of the metals except these two ; and if the wliole series is lightly touched
in succession with the tongue, the iron and steel smell as strongly as when
breathed on, the German- silver more strongly than when breathed on or covered
with a water film, and the other metals hardly at all.

Now, as regards the explanation of these metallic smells, which have hitherto
been attributed to the metals themselves. This, I think, may be foimd in the
odours produced when the metals are rubbed with linen soaked in dilute sulphuric
acid. For here, apart from any contact of the metal with the skin, the aluminium,
tin, and zinc are found to smell aUke ; the copper group also smell alike, and the
iron and steel give rise to the characteristic ' iron ' smell, which, iu this case, can
be detected some feet away. Now, it is known that when hydrogen is evolved
by the action of sulphuric acid on iron, the gas has a very unpleasant smell,

and this. Dr. Tildeu tells me, is due principally to the presence of hydro-
carbons.' I have been therefore led to think that the smell of iron or steel when

' I am informed that as all ordinary iron and steel contain, beside carbon, the
elements phosphorus, sulphur, and silicon in quantities more or less minute, these
substances, by combining with a portion of the liberated hydrogen, form compounds
whicli have strong and characteristic odours, and, though in small quantity, con-
tribute to the general effect. Of the hydrocarbons produced, the greater part
consists of members of the paraffin series ; but these are accompanied by more or less
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lield in the hand is really due to the hydrocarbons to which this operation gives

rise ; and it is probable that no metallic particles, even in the form of vapour,
reach the nose or even leave the mf;tal. Hence, although smell may not, like

sound, he propagated by vibration, it seems probable that particles of the metal with
which we have been accustomed to associate tlie particular smell may no more
come into contact witli the olfactory nerves than a sounding musical instrument

strikes against the drum of the ear.

And the same sort of result may occur when a metal is rubbed, for, although

in that case particles may very likely be detached, it seems possible that the

function of these metallic particles may be to act on the moisture of the air, and
liberate hydrogen simihirly contaminated; and that in this case also it is the

impurities whii-h produce the smell, and not the particles of the metal with which
we have been accustomed to associate it.

This view I put forward tentatively ; nnd to further elucidate the matter I ain

about to begin a series of smell tests in various gases, artificially dried, with
metals as pure as can be obtained.

1 next come to the diffusion of smell. From the experience we have of the

considerable distance at which a good nose can detect a smell, and the quickness

with which the opening of a bottle of scent, for example, can be detected at a

distance, I imagined that tubes not less than lo or 20 feet in length would be

required for ascertaining, even roughly, the velocity at which a smell travels.

Tiut experiment soon showed that when the sppce through which a smell had to

pass was screened from draughts, it diffused with surprising slowness, and that

feet could be replaced by inches in deciding on the lengths of the tubes to be used.

These are made of glass, which is relatively easy to free from remanent smells.

When the room and tube had been freed from smell by strong currents of air

blown through them, the tube was corked up at one end and taken outside to have
another cork, to which was attached some odoriferous substance, inserted at the

other end. The tube was now brought hack to the odourless room, and placed in

a fixed horizontal or vertical position, and the unscented stopper was withdrawn.
As a rule, immediately after the removal of the stopper, a smell was observed,

which bad been transmitted very quickly through the tuhe by the act of corking up
the other end with the stopper carrying the odoriferous material. This first wli iff,

liowever, lasted only a very short time, and then a long period elapsed before

any further smell could be detected at the free end of the tube, whether that end
was left open or closed between times. Finally, however, after, for example,

about eighteen minutes in the case of a three-feet horizontal tube, having a large

cotton-wool sponge saturated with oil of limes attached to one cork, the smell

tecame definite and recognisable.

It would, therefore, appear that the passage of smell is generally far more due
to the actual motion of the air containing it than to the diffusion of the odoriferous

.substance through the air. And, as a striking illustration of this, the following is

interesting:—After the stopper had been in contact with the odoriferous substance

for some time, it, of course, acquired a smell itself, which gradually spread in the

rnom in which the experiment was made. And although this smell was due simply
to the exposed part of the stopper, while ilie air inside the tube was at one end in

contact with a mass of the odoriferous substance itself, the only place where the

.smell could not be detected during the course of the experiment was the space

inside the open end of the glass tube. And, what seemed very surprising, it was
found necessary, in several cases, to blow air through the room to clear out the

smell which emanated from the outside of the stopper before the smell coming
along the tube from the mass of odoriferous substance which was ittside it at

the other end could be detected. A further proof of the important part played by

of unsaturated hydrocarbons belonging to the define and other series. In view of
the fact that marsh gas at one end of the scale and paraffin wax at the other are
both practically odourless, it is doubtful whether the liquid paraffins have much
smell 7vhen pure, and it would, therefore, appear probable that the hydrocarbons
which give the peculiar odour to the hydrogen escaping from iron raay be the
unsaturated compounds referred to above.
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tlie motion of the air in diffusing smell was the fact that a strong smell at the free

end of the tube could at any time be caused by merely loosening the stopper to

which the scented sponge was attached ; lor sniffing at the free end then made
a draught through the tube which brought the scent with it.

Further, all hough the glass tubes were coated outside with a thick layer of

non-heat-conducting material, so as to check the formation of convection currents,

due to difference in the inside and outside temperature caused by handling, the

rate of travel of a smell from a given odoriferous material was found to be much
quicker when the tube was vertical than when it was horizontal. But this, I am
inclined to think, may have been caused by a small convection current which
still was produced in spite of these precautions.

For, as suggested by Dr. Ramsay several yeai's ago, a substance must have a

molecular weight at least fifteen times that of hydrogen to produce a sensation

of smell at all, and, further, since camphor, with which many of my experiments

have been made, has, when vaporised, a density about five times that of the air,

it seems unlikely that scent vapour should ditluse miich more quickly upwards
through a vertical column of air than through a horizontal one. At the same
time, not only are the tests with the glass tubes very striking, but the general

impression which exists that smells rise—indeed the very iact that the nasal

channels of animals open downwards—tends to show that, wliether due to draughts

or not, smells have really a tendency to ascend. And the following result obtained

with glass tubes closed at one end with stoppers carrying respectively camphor,
menthol, oil of limes, &c., and at the other end with corks, is instructive on this

point. For, on uncorking such a tube after it had been closed for a long time and
allowing the odour to stream out of it through the open air towards the experi-

menter's face, it was always found that the tube had to be brought much closer

when the scent stream was poured downwards than when she was in a vertical

position and it was allowed to ascend, although, when it was poured downwards,
the experimenter brought her nose into aa favourable a position as possible for

receiving the sniell, by lying down with her head thrown well back.

As an illustration of the inefficiency of diffusion alone to convey a smell

you will find that if you hold your bi'eath, without in any way closing your nose

either externally or by contracting the nasal muscles, you will experience no
smelling sensation even when the no.^e is held close to pepper, or a strong solution

of ammonia, or even when camphor in a minute tube is introduced high up into

the nostril. Mere diffusion from the lower nasal cavity into the upper cannot

apparently take place with sufficient ease to produce the sense of smell, so that an
actual stream of air through the upper portion of the nose seems necessary even when
the nose is a very sensitive one. This stream, for substances placed outside the

nose, is produced by breathing in, no smell being detected while breathing out.

On the other hand, if a substance be placed inside the mouth its flavour is recog-

nised when the air is forced outwards through the nostrils—that is, at each

expiration. Hence we may experience alternately two totally different smells by
placing one substance outside the nose and the other in the mouth, the one smell

Deing noticed in inhaling and the other in exhaling. And the latter can be
increased by smacking the lips, which, I think, has really for its object the forcing

of more air through the nostrils at each expiration.

Experiments on the propagation of smells in a vacuum have also been com-
menced in my laboratory, and the results are no less surprising than those obtained

with the propagation in air. A U-tube, seven inches high, had the odoriferous

substance placed inside it at the top of one limb, and a very good vacuum could be

made by allowing mercury to flow out of the tube. Then the two limbs were
separated by raising the mercury column, and, air being admitted at the top of

the other limb, without its coming into contact with the odoriferous substance, the
nose was applied at the top of this limb.

When liquids like ammoniated lavender smelling-salts, solution of musk, and
amyl acetate were employed, and various devices Avere used for introducing the

liquid, and preventing its splashing when it boiled on exhausting the air, it was
found that the time that it was necessary to leave the two limbs connected for a
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smell to be just observable was reduced frona a few minutes or seconds when the
tube was filled with air to less than half a second for a {^ood vacuum ; with solid

camphor it was reduced from twenty minutes to one second ; and, when moist rose
leaves were used, from fifty minutes to two seconds. But with solid particles of
musk the time was not reduced below twenty minutes by taking away the air;

while with dried lavender flowers and dried woodruff leaves no smell could be
detected after the two limbs had been connected for many hours, and a good
vacuum maintained. These experiments are, of course, somewhat complicated by
variations in the amount of odorous surface exposed, but they seem to indicate

that with these particular dried substances either the rate of evolution of the
ficent, or its rate of propagation, or both, are very slow even in a good vacuum.

I have also carried out some tests on the power of different substances to

absorb various scents from the air. Lard, it is well known, is used to absorb the
perfume from flowei-s in the commercial manufacture of scents, perhaps because it

has little odour of its own, and because the scent can be easily distilled from it.

But if lard, wool, linen, blotting-paper, sillc, &c., be shut up for some hours in a
box at equal distances from jasmine flowers, dried woodrufl' leaves, or from a
solution of ammonia, I find that it is not the lard, but the blotting-paper, that

smells most strongly when the articles are removed from the box. On the other
hand, when solid natural musk is employed, it is the wool that alone acquires

much smell, even after the box has been shut up for days.

Another noteworthy fact is the comparatively rapid rate at which grains of
natural musk are found to lose their fragrance when exposed to the air. The
popular statement, therefore, that a grain of musk will scent a room for years
supplies but another example of the contrast between text-book information and
laboratory experience.

The power of a smell to cling to a substance seems to depend neither on the
intensity of the smell nor on the ease with which it travels through a closed

space. Musk has but a faint smell, but the recollection of the greeting of a rich

Oriental survives many washings of the hands. The smell of rose leaves, again, is

but faint, and it travels very slowly through air in a tube ; and yet the experi-

ments on its propagation in the glass vacuum apparatus were rendered extremely
troublesome by the difiiculty experienced in removing the traces of the smell from
the glass between the successive tests. Eubbing its surface was quite ineflectual,

and even the mercury had to be occasionally shaken up with alcohol to free it

from the remanent smell. In fact, we fotind, as Moore put it

:

' You may break, you may shatter the vase if you will,

But the scent of the roses will cling to it still.'

This absor])tion of scents by glass, and the ease with wbicli I found that jasmine
flowers could be distinguished from woodruff leaves, even when each was enclosed
in a series of three envelopes specially prepared from glazed paper, and when many
precautions were taken to prevent an odour being given to any of the envelopes
in the operation of closing, as well as to prevent its diffusion through the joins in
the paper, led me to try whether an actual transpiration through glass could be
detected with the nose. For this object a number of extremely thin glass bulbs
were blown from soda and from lead glass, so thin that they exhibited colours like

a soap babble, and felt, when gently touched, like very thin oiled silk, and after a
little ammoniated lavender, amyl nitrite, ethyl sulphide, mercaptan, solution of
musk, oil of peppermint, and propylamine had been introduced into them respec-
tively, they were hermetically sealed, and placed separately in glass stoppered
bottles.

In some cases, on removing the stopper from a bottle after many hours, a faint

odour could be detected, but so, generally, could a minute flaw after much searching

;

the crack, however, being so slight that it did not allow sufficient passage of the
air to prevent the bulb subsequently breaking, presumably from changes of atmo-
spheric pressure. And in those cases where a smell was detected without any
flaw being found in the glass, the subsequent breaking of the bulb put an end to
further testing. The question, therefore, remains unanswered.
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In presenting this brief introduction to the physics of smell, I have aimed at

indicating the vast territory that waits to be explored. That it will be found to

contain mines of theoretical wealth there can be no doubt ; while it is probable that

a luxuriant growth of technical application would spring up later on. Already, lor

example, Mrs. Ayrton unintentionally picks out inferior glass by the repugnance

she shows at drinking water out of certain cheap tumblers. To conclude, I may
say that one of my fondest hopes is that an inquiry into the physics of smell may
add another to the list of wide regions of knowledge opened up by the theoretical

physicist in his search for answers to the questions of the technical man.

The following Report and Papers were read :
—

1. Report on Comparing and Reducing Magnetic Observations.

See Reports, p. 80.

2. Lenses not of Glass. By J. W. Gifford.

Glass passes light to X = 3612, calcite to X = 2064, and quartz to X = lSo2, the

most refrangible line of aluminium. Seventy deviations were measured between
A = 7951 and X = 2147. Over that range an uncorrected quartz lens F = ll" gives
1'76" of chromatic aberration; when corrected by calcite this may be reduced to

0-24". A partially achromatised lens where error = 0'71J8" gives less spherical

aberration and a flatter held. In this the achromatism curve is so nearly a straight

line that a glass plate once tilted at the angle required, the spectrum may be

photographed from A = 7051 to X = 2147 with good detinition throughout.

There are only four elements known which give lines bejond the range of cal-

cite. These lenses are therefore suitable for spark photography of projectiles.

The best lens for achromatism was calculated not from the dispersive powers,

but from the refractions for X = 1852, an imaginary deviation for calcite being

obtained by graphical extrapolation. Fluor-spar corrected by quartz gives better

achromatism.

3. On the Articulation and Acoustics of the Spirate Fricative

Consonants.^ By R. J. Lloyd, D.Lit., M.A., F.R.S.E.

The writer compared the results of his recent paper '• with those of foreign

observers.

The best German results compare as under :

—

—
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adjacent articulations, but with varying degrees of alacrity, as shown in the last

lines of the table. Hence this resonance, though essential and very strong, does
not differentiate these consonants from each other. Compared with other noises

in Nature, they ranked as feebly differentiated hisses ; but our cognition of their

differences is sharpened by practice and heredity. A. hiss may be differentiated

by (1) the pressure behind it
; (2) the length, width, or roughness of its aperture

;

(y) the resonance of the cavity from which (and into which, if any) it proceeds.

Diagrams were shown to prove that the difference of h arises from the great length
and width of the frictional passage ; that the difl'erence of/ and th arises from the
frictional passage of the latter being four times longer than the other, and the

pressure greater ; that the rest all differ from these in having some kind of fore-

cavit}', which gi'eatly modifies and subdues the frictional noises ; that .s and k/i

differ from ch in having strong resonances proceeding from both the fore-cavity and
the hinder-cavity, and reinforcing each other; and that s is distinguished chiefly

from sh by a second friction, which takes place against the tips of the lower teeth

and thus comes unsubdued to the ear.

4. On the Conservation of Energy in the Human Body.
By Edward B. Rosa and W. O. Atwater.

The total energy taken into the body in the form of food is determined, and
balanced against the total output. The experiments continued for a period of four

to eight days, and the subject was in one case at rest while in the other he did

eight hours of hard work each day. The output of energy consisted of

—

1. Heat radiated from the body and also carried away as latent heat of water
vapour given oft' from lungs and skin.

2. Mechanical work done.

3. Potential energy of materials contained in excreta and urine.

The heat was determined by use of the respiration calorimeter briefly described

last year before Section A. (The results of experiments were not given then.)

The food, exhaled air, and excreta are all analysed, and a balance is found for

carbon and nitrogen taken in and given off from the body.
The work done is compared with the total energy received and dissipated, and

so the mechanical efficiency of the man as a machine is derived.

These are the first experiments, so far as we know, which give these results.

The apparatus has been developed during six years of active work, involving a large

amount of labour and expense, being supported by appropriations from the United
States Government.

5. On a Pneumatic Analogue of the Potentiometer.

By W. N. Shaw, F.B.S.

The apparatus was designed to exhibit two air circuits, having one part of the
path of the air common to both, but two separate aiiromotive forces. This
arrangement was obtained by having three openings to an otherwise closed box.

One of the openings had a sliding shutter, and this formed the common portion
of the two circuits. Each of the other openings was provided witli a vertical

glass tube, and a small gas jet, either in or below the tube, as tlie case may be ;

the hot air thus supplied gave rise to aeromotive forces. By adjusting the sliding

shutter the flow in one tube could be made to go in the direction of the aeromo-
tive force appropriate to that tube, or in the reverse direction, or could be arrested

altogether by adjusting the position of the shutter. In this last-mentioned
case, the one aeromotive force is exactly balanced by a fraction of the second and
larger aeromotive force by the adjustment of resistances in a manner similar to the
balancing of an electromotive force in the compensation method of measuring

i

electromotive forces.

The direction of motion of the air in the tubes was identified by a specially

designed detector of air-motion consisting of a very light mica flap attached to a
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knife edge, counterpoised for a suitable position. For exhibition to the section

these detectors rephiced the more sensitive rotating indicators which are adapted

only for inspection from quite short distances.

The application of the experiment to the illustration of cases of air motion on

a larger scale in certain examples of ventilation was pointed out.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers were read :—

-

1 . Comparison bet ween Charging a Secondary Cell at Constant Potential and
at Constant Current, more especially/ as regards Efficiency. By A. A.

Cahen and J. M. Donaldson.

The method of charging secondary cells at constant potential has only com-

paratively recently come into vogue, and the probable reason for its adoption now
is the saving of time thereby effected.

Little, however, is known and nothing, as far as we are aware, has been published

with regard to the efficiency and phj'sical characteristics of the method.

The following tests were carried out to investigate these matters, and in order

to make a fair comparison between charging at constant potential and charging

at constant current a complete set of experiments by each method was tried on

one cell.

This cell was of the Tudor type and had two positive plates (pasted) and three-

negative plates (unpasted). The size was that called 11 L.A., and its listed

capacity, charging at 20 amperes and discharging at 36, was 108 ampere hours.

In order to get the true or working efficiency of the cell, it was charged and
discharged many times without intermission, until charge and discharge curves

obtained in consecutive experiments did not appreciably differ.

On February 24, 1898, charging at constant potential was begun, and, in all,

50 charges and discharges were carried out, the intervals between charge and
discharge, discharge and charge being, on an average, one minute.

During the charge the potential difference between the terminals of the cell

w-as kept constant at 2-51 volts, and charging was continued until the current had
fallen to 10 amperes.

During the discharge the current was kept constant at 36 amperes, and the

discharge was stopped when the P.D. had fallen to 1"82 volts.

The kst charge was given on March 4, and on March 7, after a preliminary

discharge, charging at constant current was started.

The cell was charged at a constant current of 20 amperes, and charging was
continued in the first 22 tests until the P.D. had risen to 2-51 volts. During the

twenty-third and following charges this limit was increased to 2*58 volts, in order to

increase, it' possible, the capacity, which was low in comparison with that obtained

after a charge at constant P.D.
Discharge took place at a constant current of 36 amperes and was stopped

when the P.D. had fallen to 1-82 volt.

Forty-six charges and discharges were carried out.

As, however, the capacity of the cell when charged at constant current was
considerably less than that after a constant P.D. charge, we suspected that the

heavy currents passed through the cell during the charges at constant P.D. had
injured it, and so this method was again started to see if the capacity was still the

same.

This was on March 17, after an interval of only half an hour.

Seven charges and discharges were sufficient to show that the capacity had not

diminished, and these experiments brought the tests to an end.

Results obtained by Charging at Constant P.D.

Capacity and Efficiency.—The curves of charge and discharge drawn from the

results of experiments 37-46 inclusive lie very near together, and the mean of

the results was used in calculating the working efficiency.
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The means of the results of experiments 13-49 inclusive, which do not differ

much from the above, are also given.

The mean capacity and efficiencies from tests 6 and 7 of the second series of
constant P.D. tests are also given, and it will be noticed that the energy
efficiency is somewhat less than in Mrst series.

Experiments
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The mean of experiments 23-45 is also given.

781

Experiments
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2. On a Magnifying Telephone.^ By Professor Oliver Lodge, F.R.S.

For tlie purpose of ' calling- up ' in a system of magnetic induction telegraphy, and
for other purposes, the author has devised a kind of telephone which emits a loud
sound when stimulated by an exceedingly feeble alternating current. This is done
partly by dispensing with iron in the moving: part and utilising the motion of the

coil instead, partly by aid of a large wooden sound-board, and partly by a com-
bination of telephones and microphones in series, alternately electrically and
mechanically connected, each microphone receiving a disturbance mechanically

and passing it on electrically in a magnified condition to the next by reason of the

fresh energy of its battery.

3. On the Measurement of Small Differences in Resistance.

By E. H. Griffiths, F.R.S.

4. The Dynamical Theory of Refraction, Dispersion, and Anomalous
Dispersion. By Lord Kelvix, G.C.V.O.

The dynamical theory of dispersion, as originally given by Sellmeier,'' con-

sisted in finding the velocity of light as affected by vibratory molecules embedded
in ether, such as those which had been suggested by Stokes ^ to account for the

dark lines of the solar spectrum Sellmeier's mathematical work was founded on
the simplest ideal of a molecular vibrator, which may be taken as a single material

particle connected by a massless spring or springs with a rigid lining of a small

vesicle in ether. He investigated the propagation of distortional waves, and
found the following expression (which I give with slightly altered notation) for

the square of the refractive index of light passing through ether studded with a

very large number of vibratory molecules in every volume equal to the cube of

the wave-length
2 2 3

;x' = 1 +m^!— + m,^^ + w,,~—- + &c.,

where r denotes the period of the light ; k, k^, k,,, &c., the vibratory periods of the

embedded molecules on the supposition of their sheaths held fixed; and m, m^, m^^,

&c., their masses. He showed that this formula agreed with all that was known
in 1872 regarding ordinary dispersion, and that it contained what we cannot

doubt is substantially the true dynamical explanation of anomalous dispersions,

which had been discovered by Fox-Talbot * for the extraordinary ray in crystals

of a chromium salt, by Leroux '' for iodine vapour, and by Christiansen" for liquid

solution of fuchsin, and had been experimentally investigated with great power
by Kuudt."

Sellmeier himself somewhat marred ^ the physical value of his mathematical

work by suggesting a distinction between refractive and absorptive molecules

(' refractive and absorptive Theilchen '), and by seeming to confine the application

of his formula to cases in which the longest of the molecular periods is small in

comparison with the period of the light. But the splendid value of his formula

for physical science has been quite wonderfully proved by Rubens, who, however,

' See Proc. Inst. Elec. Engineers, Dec. 1898.
2 Sellmeier, Pogg. Ann., vol. cxlv. 1872, pp. 399, 520 ; vol. cxlvii. 1872, pp. 38G

525
3 See KirchhofE-Stokes-Thomson, Phil. Mag., March and July 1860.

I'.'x-Talbot, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., 1870-71.
5 ! eroux, Comjdcs Hindus, vol. Iv. 1862, pp. 126-128.
" Christiansen, Pogg. Ann., vol. cxli. 1870, pp. 479, 480 ; Phil. Mag., vol. xli. 1871

244 ; Annales de Chimic, vol. xxv. 1872, pp. 213, 214.
' Kundt. Pogg. Ann., vob. cxlii., cxliii., cxliv., cxlv. 1871-72.
' Poig. Ann., vol. cxlvii. 1872, p. 525.
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inadvertently quotes * it as if due to Ketteler. Fourteen years ago Langley ^ had
measured the refractivity of rock-salt for light and radiant heat of wave-lengths

(in air or ether) from -43 of a mikron to 5-3 mikrons (the mikron heing 10"'' of a

metre, or 10~^ of a centimetre), and without measuring refractivities further had
measured wave-lengths as great as 15 mikrons in radiant heat. Within the last

six years measurements of refractivity by Rubens, Paschen, and others, agreeing

in a practically perfect way with Langley 's through his range, have given us very

accurate knowledge of the refractivity of rock-salt and of sylvin (chloride of

potassium) through the enormous range of from -4 of a mikron to 23 mikrons.

Rubens began by using empirical and partly theoretical formulas which had
been suggested by various theoretical and experimental writers, and obtained

fairly accurate representations of the refractivities of flint-glass, quartz, fluor-spar,

sylvin, and rock-salt through ranges of wave-lengths from 'i to nearly 12 mikrons.*

Two years later further experiments extending the measure of refractivities of

sylvin and rock-salt for light of wave-lengths up to 23 mikrons showed deviations

from the best of the previous empirical formulas, increasing largely with increasing-

wave-lengths. Rubens then fell back '' on the simple unmodified Sellmeier formula,

and found by it a practically perfect expression of the refractivities of those

substances from '434 to 22'3 mikrons.

And now for the splendid and really wonderful confirmation of the dynamical
theory. One year later a paper by Rubens and Aschkinass '" describes experiments

proving that radiant heat after five successive reflections from approximately parallel

surfaces of rock-salt and again of sylvin is of mean wave-length 51'2 and 61 •!

mikrons respectively. The formula which Rubens had given in February 1897, as

deduced solely from refractivities measured for wave-lengths of less than 23 mikrons,

made /u^ negative for radiant heat of wave-lengths from 37 to 55 mikrons in the

case of reflection from rock-salt, and of wave-lengths from 45 to 67 mikrons in the

case of reflection from sylvin !
{fj.^

negative means that waves incident on the

substance cannot enter it, but are totally reflected).

5. Continuity in Undulatory Theory of Condensational-rarefactional
Waves in Gases, Liquids, and Solids, of Distortional Waves in Solids,

of Electric Waves in all Substances capable of transmitting them, and of
Badiant Heat, Visible Light, Ultra- Violet Light. By Lord Kelvin,
G.C. V.O.

Consider the following three analogous cases :—I. mechanical, II. electrical,

III. electromagnetic.

I. Imagine an ideally rigid globe of solid platinum of 12 centimetres diameter,

hung inside an ideal rigid massless spherical shell of 13 centimetres internal dia-

meter, and of any convenient thickness. Let this shell be hung in air or under
water by a very long cord, or let it be imbedded in a great block of glass, or rock,

or other elastic solid, electrically conductive or non-conductive, transparent or non-
transparent for light.

I. (1) By proper application of force between the shell and the nucleus cause the

shell and nucleus to vibrate in opposite directions with simple harmonic motion
through a relative total range of 10~^ of a centimetre. We shall first suppose the

shell to be in air. In this case, because of the small density of air compared with
that of platinum, the relative total range will be practically that of the shell, and

' Wicd. Ann., vol. liii. 1894, p. 267. In the formula quoted by Eubens from
Ketteler, substitute for juoo the value of /i found by putting t = oo in Sellmeier's

formula, and Ketteler's formula becomes identical with Sellmeier's. Eemark that
Ketteler's ' M ' is Sellmeier's 'wk'^,' according to my notation in the text.

' Langley, PMl. Mag., 1886, second half-year.
' Rubens, Wicd. Ahji., vols. liii. liv. 1894-95.
* Rubens and Nichols, IPicrf. Ann. vol. Ix. 1896-97, p. 454.

* Rubens and Aschkinass, Wied. Ann., vol. Ixiv. 1898.
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the nucleus may be considered as almost absolutely fixed. If tbe period is ^ of a
second, frequency 32 according to Lord Rayleijjh's designation, a humming sound
will be heard, certainly not excessively loud, but probably amply audible to an ear
within a metre or half a metre of the shell. Increase the frequency to 2oG, and a
very loud sound of the well-known musical cliaracter (C-f;) will be heard.'

Increase the frequency now to 32 times this, that is to 8192 periods per second,
and an exceedinglj' loud note 5 octaves higher will be heard. It may be too loud
a shriek to be tolerable ; if so, diminish the range till the sound is not too loud.
Increase the frequency now successively according to the ratios of the diatonic

scale, and the well-known musical notes will be each clearly and perfectly per-

ceived through the whole of this octave. To some or all ears the musical notes
will still be clear up to the G (24756 periods per second) of the octave above, but
we do not know from experience what kind of sound the ear would perceive for

higher frequencies than 25000. We can scarcely believe that it would hear no-
thing, if the amplitude of the motion is suitable.

To produce such relative motions of shell and nucleus as we have been con-
Mdering, whether the shell is embedded in air, or water, or glass, or rock, or

metal, a certain amount of work, not extravagantly great, must be done to supply
the energy for the waves (both condensational and rarefactional), which are caused
to proceed outwards in all directions. Suppose now, for example, we find liow

much work per second is required to maintain vibration with a frequency of 1000
j)eriods per second, through total relative motion of 10"^ of a centimetre. Keeping
to the same rate of doing work, raise the frequency to 10*, 10'^, 10", 10", 10''^,

500 X 10''^. "We now hear nothing ; and we see nothing from any point of view
in the line of the vibration of the centre of the shell, which I shall call the axial

line. But from all points of view, not in this line, we see a luminous point of

homogeneous polarised yellow light, as it were in the centre of the shell, with
increasing brilliance as we pass from any point of the axial line to the equatorial

plane, keeping at equal distances from the centre. The line of vibration is every-

where in the meridional plane, and perpendicular to the line drawn to the centi-e.

When the vibrating shell is surrounded by air, or water, or other fluid, and
when the vibrations are of moderate frequency, or of anything less than a few
hundred thousand periods per second, the waves proceeding outwards are conden-
sational-rarefactional, with zero of alternate condensation and rarefaction at every

point of the equatorial plane and maximimi in the axial line. When the vibrating

shell is embedded in an elastic solid extending to vast distances in all directions

from it, two sets of waves, distortional and condensational-rarefactional, according

respectively to the two descriptions which have been before ns, proceed outwards

with different velocities, that of the former essentially less than that of the latter

in all known elastic solids.- Each of these propagational velocities is certainly

independent of the frequency up to 10', 10"', or 10'^, and probably up to any
frequency not so high but that the wave-length is a large multiple of the distance

fi'om molecule to molecule of the solid. When we rise to frequencies of 4 x lO'-,

400 X 10", 800 X 10l^ and 3000 x 10'==, corresponding to the already known rane-e

of long-period invisible radiant heat, of visible light, and of ultra-violet light,

what becomes of the condensational-rarefactional waves which we have been

considering ? How and about what range do we pass from the propagational

velocities of 3 kilometres per second for distortional waves in glass, or 5 kilometres

per second for the condensational waves in glass, to the 200,000 kilometres per

second for light in glass, and, perhaps, no condensational wave ? Of one thing we
may be quite sure ; the transition is continuous. Is it probable (if ether is abso-

lutely incompressible, it is certainly possible) that the condensational-rarefactional

' Lord Rayleigh has found that with frequency 25G, periodic condensation and

rarefaction of the marvellously small amount, G x 10-" of an atmosphere, or ' addition

and subtraction of densities far less than those to be found in our highest vacua,'

gives a perfectly audible sound. The amplitude of the aerial vibration, on each side

of zero, corresponding to this is 1-27 x 10-' of a centimetre. Sound, vol. ii. p. 439

(2nd edition).

' Math, and Pltys. Papers, vol. iii. art. civ. p. 522.
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wave becomes less and less with frequencies of from 10® to 4 x W, and that there

is absolutely none of it for periodic disturbances of frequencies of from 4 x 10'- to

3000 X 10'- ? There is nothing unnatural or fruitlessly ideal in our ideal shell,

and in giving it so high a frequency as the 500 x 10'- of yellow light. It is abso-

lutely certain that there is a definite dynamical theory for waves of light, to be
enriclied, not abolished, by electromagnetic theory; and it is interesting to find

one certain line of transition from our distortional waves in glass, or metal, or

rock, to our still better known waves of light.

I. {:i) Here is another still simpler transition from the distortional waves in an
elastic solid to waves of light. Still think of our massless rigid spherical shell,

13 centim. internal diameter, with our solid globe of platinum, 12 centim.

diameter, hung in its interior. Instead of as formerly applying simple forces to

produce to-and-fro rectilinear vibrations of shell and nucleus, apply now a proper
mutual forcive between shell and nucleus to give them oscillatory rotations in

contrary directions. If the shell is hung in air or water, we should have a
propagation outwards of disturbance due to viscosity, very interesting in itself;

but we should have no motion that we know of, appropriate to our present subject,

until we rise to frequencies of 10^, 10 x 10'-, 400 x l:^''^, 800 x 10'=, or 3000 x lO''^,

when we should have radiant heat, or visible light, or ultra-violet light proceeding

from the outer surface of the shell, as it were from a point-source of light at the

centre, with a character of polarisation which we shall thoroughly consider a little

later. But now let our massless shell be embedded far in the interior of a vast

mass of glass, or metal, or rock, or of any homogeneous elastic sohd, firmly

attached to it all round, so that neither splitting away nor tangential slip shall be
possible. Purely distortional waves will spread out in all directions excejrt the
axial. Suppose, to fi.x our ideas, we begin with vibrations of one-secoud period,,

and let the elastic solid be either glass or iron. At distances of hundreds of kilo-

metres (that is to say, distances great in comparison with the wave-lengtli and
great in comparison with the radius of the shell), the wave-length will be approxi-
mately 3 kilometres.' Increa.se the frequency now to 1000 period? per second : at

distances of hundreds of metres the wave-length will be about 3 metres. Increase
now the frequency of 10'' periods per second : the wave-length will be 3 millim.,.

and this not only at distances of several times the radius of the shell, but through-
out the elastic medium from close to the outer surface of the shell ; because the
wave-length now is a small fraction of the radius of the shell. Increase the frequency
further to 1000 x lO""' periods per second; the wave-length will be 3 x 10~^ of a
millimetre, or 3 mikroms,- if, as in all probability is the case, the distance between
the centres of contiguous molecules in glass and in iron is less than a five-hundredth
of a mikrom. But it is probable that the distance between centres of contiguous
molecules in glass and in iron is greater than 1U~'^ of a mikrom, and therefore it is

' Math, and PJiys. Papers, vol. iii. art. civ. p. 552.
* For a small unit of length Langley, fourteen years ago, used with great advan-

tage and convenience the word 'mikron ' to denote the millionth of a metre. The
letter n has no place in the metrical system, and I venture to suggest a change of
spelling to 'mikrom ' for the millionth of a metre, after the analogy of the English
usage for millionths (mikrohm, mikro-ampere, mikrovolt). For a conveniently small
corresponding unit of time I further venture to suggest ' michron ' to denote the
period of vibration of light whose wave-length in jether is 1 mikrom. Thus, the
velocity of light in asther being 3 x 10^ metres per second, the michron is i x 10~'*

of a second, and the velocity of light is 1 mikrom of space per michron of time.
Thus the frequency of the highest ultra-violet light investigated by Schumann (-1 of
a mikrom wave-length, Sitzunciiher. d. k. Gesellscli.d. Wisseiisch. zu Wien,c\\. pp. 415
k. (525, 189.3) is 10 periods per michron of time. The period of sodium light (mean
of lines D) is -589212 of a michron; the periods of the ' Keststrahlen ' of rocksalt
and sylvin found by Rubens and Aschkinass (Wied. Ann. Ixv. (1898) p. 211) are
512 and (51-1 michrons respectively.

No practical inconvenience can ever arise from any possible confusion or momen-
tary forgetfulness in respect to the similarity of sound between michrons o£ time
and mikroms of. space.—K.

1898. .<?P,.
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probable that neither of these solids can transmit waves of distortional motion of

their own ponderable matter of so short a wave-length as 10~' of a mikrom.
Hence it is probable that if we increase the frequency of the rotational vibrations

of our shell to one hundred thousand times 1000 x 10'', that is to say, to 100 x 10'-,

no distortional wave of motion of the ponderable matter can be transmitted out-

wards ; but it seems quite certain that distortional waves of radiant heat in ether

will be produced close to the boundary of the vibrating shell, although it is also

probable that if the surrounding solid is either glass or iron these waves will not

be transmitted far outwards, but will be absorbed, that is to say, converted into

non-undulatory thermal motions, within a few mikroms of their origin.

Lastly, suppose the elastic solid around our oscillating shell to be a concentric

spherical shell of homogeneous glass of a few centimetres, or a few metres, thick-

ness and of refractive index 1-5 for D light. Let the frequency of the oscillations

be increased to 5092 x 10" periods per .second, or its period reduced to -589212 of a

michron : homogeneous yellow light of period equal to the mean of the periods

of the two sodium lines will be propagated outwards through the glass with
wave-length of about f x -589212 of a mikrom, and out from the glass into

air with wave-length of '589212 of a mikrom The light will be of maximum
intensity in the equatorial plane and zero in either direction along the axis, and its

plane of polarisation will be everywhere the meridional plane. It is interesting to

remark that the axis of rotation of the ether for this case coincides everywhere

with the line of vibration of the ether in the case first considered ; that is to say,

in the case in which the shell vibrated to and fro in a straight line, instead of, as

in the second case, rotating through an infinitesimal angle round the same line.

A full mathematical investigation of the motion of the elastic medium at all

distances from the originating shell, for each of the cases of I. (1) and I. (2), will

be found in a volume containing my Baltimore Lectures on ' Molecular Dynamics
and the Wave-Theory of Light,' soon, I hope, to be published.

II. An electrical analogy for I. (1) is presented by substituting for our mass-

less shell an ideally rigid, infinitely massive shell of glass or other non-conductor

of electricitj' and for our massive platinum nucleus a massless non-conducting globe

electrified with a given quantity of electricity. For simplicity we shall suppose our

apparatus to be surrounded by air or ether. Vibrations to and fro in a straight line

are to be maintained by force between shell and nucleus as in I. (1). Or, consider

simply a fixed solid non-conducting globe coated with two circular caps of metal,

leaving an equatorial non-conducting zone between them, and let thin wires from

a distant alternate-current dynamo, or electrostatic inductor, give periodically

vai'ying opposite electrifications to the two caps. For moderate frequencies we
have a periodic variation of electrostatic force in the air or ether surrounding the

apparatus, which we can readily follow in imagination, and can measure by proper

electrostatic measuring apparatus. Its phase, with moderate frequencies, is very

exactly the same as that of the electric vibrator. Now suppose the frequency of

tlie vibrator to be raised to several hundred million million periods per second.

We shall have polarised light proceeding as if from an ideal point-source at the

centre of the vibrator and answering fully to the description of I. (1). Does the

])hase of variation of the electrostatic force in the axial line outside the apparatus

remain exactly the same as that of the vibrator P An affirmative answer to this

f(uestion would mean that the velocity of propagation of electrostatic force is

iufinite. A negative answer would mean that there is a finite velocity of propa-

gation for electrostatic force. This velocity, according to views regarding con-

ceivable qualities of ether described in my article ' On the Reflection and
liefraction of Light,' ' might be greater than, equal to, or less than the velocity of

light.

III. The shell and interior electrified non-conducting massless globe being the

same as in II., let now a forcive be applied between shell and nucleus to produce

rotational oscillations as in I. (2). When the frequency of the oscillations is mode-

rate, there will be no alteration of the electrostatic force and no perceptible mag-

« PJiil. MaJ., vol. XX vi. 1888.
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netic force in the air or ether around our apparatus. Let now the frequency he •

raised to several hundred million million periods per second ; we shall have visible

polarised light proceeding as if from an ideal point-source at the centre and
answering fully to the description of the light of I. (2). The same result would
be obtained by taking simply a fixed solid non-conducting globe aud laying on wire

on its surface approximately along the circumferences of equidistant circles of lati-

tude, and, by the use of a distant source (as in II.), sending an alternate current

through this wire. In this case, while there is no manifestation of electrostatic

force, there is strong alternating magnetic force, which in the space outside the

globe is as if from an ideal infinitesimal magnet with alternating magnetisation,

placed at the centre of the globe and with its magnetic axis in our axial line.

6. Heat of Combination of Metals in the Formation of Alloys.

By Alexander Galt, D.Sc.

Hitherto few experiments have been made to determine the heat of combination

of zinc with copper, or of other pairs of solid metals. Not only in connection with

th'» theory of contact electricity in particular, but generally in respect to chemical

aftinities it is important that we should have some knowledge in regard to this

question, and at the request of Lord Kelvin I have carried out the following

experimental investigation in the physical laboratory of the University of

Glasgow.
The method of procedure was to dissolve a known weight of an alloy and also

under similar conditions the same weight of a mixture of the elements wliicli are

present in the alloy, the proportions taken being the same as those known to be in

the alloy, and noting the initial aud final temperature in each case. The heat of

combination of the metals in the alloy mav be estimated after noting the excess of

the heat of solution of the mixture over that of the alloy.

A large number of preliminary experiments were made to determine the mo.st

suit-.ible conditions for the invpsHa-ation. The nature and strfinc-iii of the solvent

and its quantity for a given mass of the metals to be treated, keeping in view

the advisability of obtaining a moderate range of thermometric readings and the

necessity of minimising as far as possible the violence of the reaction between

metals and solvent, had to be settled.

Messrs. Johnson, Matthey & Co., of London, kindly made for me and analysed

five different alloys of practically pure zinc and copper, and they also supplied

separate specimens of zinc and copper similar to those used in making the alloys.

To facilitate solution the metals used were first reduced to powder by filing with

a fine file. The method of experimenting finally adopted was carried out in

detail as follows : One end of a short length of closed tliin glass tubing was
sealed to a very small glass bulb. Near the point of attachment there were, on

opposite sides, two ova.l-shaped openings in the bulb. The glass tube was free

to move up and down a certain distance througii one of two holes bored through

a short common cork. Special care being taken to see that the bulb war? clean

and dry, it was drawn down from the cork about six centimetres, and the cork

fixed in a clamp. The filings (5 gramme was the quantity always used in each

of the experiments) were then most carefully inserted into the bottom of the

bulb by one of the openings, and the bulb was then drawn up close to the

cork. Through the other hole in the cork a very thin sensitive short-range ther-

mometer, whose marked divisions correspond to 005° C, was passed. The cork

carrying the bulb and attached tube and thermometer was then carefully fixed in

tlie neck of a small flask of thin glass containing nitric acid of density LofiO.

^0 rubic centimetres of which were used in nearly every one of these experiments.

Holding the fla.sk by the lip, it was gently shaken so as to give the acid a rotating

motion; in this way the flask and contents soon attained a uniform temperature,

which was carefully noted. The bulb was now plunged to near the bottom of the

flask by quickly pushing down the glass tube to which it was attached ; this plan

effectually got rid of the difficulty of escaping fumes previously experienced. At
the same instant the flask was inserted into an empty can, jacketed round the

3e3
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sides and bottom. Water in the jacket was lieated by a Bunsen burner put belo-w

the can. A sensitive tberraometer -was suspended in the centre of the can, and
the air there was maintained at a temperature about half a degree below the

maximum temperature which would be attained by the solution in the flask. Tiie

time required for complete solution was about 55 seconds, the rotatory motion
given to the liquid being- kept up all the time. The moments of maximum tem-
perature and complete solution were almost always nearly coincident in each
experiment. The total weipfht of the whole apparatus (excluding acid and powder)
was 20'5 grammes, and its water equivalent was taken as 3-5 grammes.

Alloy
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The sensitive part consists of a loop of pure platinum wire, one-tbousandtli of an

inch in diameter, suitably protected in a tube or other enclosure.

On account of its great sensitiveness, and the larjre change of resistance, the

instrument is best adapted for measuring small variations of voltage over a limited

range, such as 100 to 120 volts. This gives a scale of 1 cm. per volt with a scale

of approxiirately equal parts over the range covered.

On Radiation from a Source of Light in a Magnetic Field.

By Professor T. Preston, F.R.S.

9. On the Discovery by Righiofthe Absorption of Light in a Magnetic

Field. By Silvanus P. Thompson, D.Sc, F.R.S.

An intense horizontal beam of siiulight or arc-light is passed along the axis of

a Ruhmkorti's electromagnet. It is polarised at its entrance by a Nicol's prism,

and by a second Nicol turned at right angles to the first it is extinguished at its

exit. Let a sodium liame be now placed between the poles of the magnet. When
the electromagnet is excited there appears in the field of vision a yellow spot of

light, which, on being examined by a direct- vision spectroscope, shows the emission

spectrum of sodium. If the observation is made without a spectroscope, and the

analyser is turned, the yellow light does not disappear, but turns into a white

Light of increasing brightness. Its occurrence cannot therefore be accounted for on
the basis of the liiraday phenomenon of the rotation of the plane of polarisation.

This result may be considered upon the following basis. Let Ji^ be the frequency

for a single absorption line in the spectrum of the body under examination. If the

field-magnet is excited, then in consequence of an action the converse of that which
exists in the Zeeman phenomenon the body no longer absorbs light of the fre-

quency Wj, but instead absorbs two kinds of light—namely, one having a right-

handed circular polarisation and of frequency w.,, the other having a left-handed

circular polarisation of frequency n.^\ the numbers «., and 'n^ being so related that

one of them is slightly less than Wj and the other slightly greater. Optically the

result is that there is now present circularly polarised light, some right-handed of

one frequency, some left-handed of a different frequency, which, being circularly-

polarised, cannot be cut of!" in any position of the analysing Nicol. The latter

allows only the transmission of components parallel to its principal plane of

section ; and the yellow light which appears on the stimulation of the electromagnet

is a proof that an effect converse to the Zeeman effect occurs in those cases where
the body is absorbing instead of emitting light.

The intensity of the light which becomes visible on the stimulation of the

magnetic field is obviously proportional to the intensity of the source of light from
which emanates the beam that travels along the axis of the apparatus. A com-
paratively weak magnetic field suffices to produce the phenomenon. A field of

intensity 300 C.G.S. units suffices ; and with the ordinary pattern of Ruhmkorff
magnet a single bichromate cell is adequate. The author has found no difficulty in

I'epeating this fundamental etl'eet in the laboratory of University College, Bristol.

If lithium is used, the light which appears is of course red ; if thallium is used,

the light is green.

Apart from its great sensitiveness the new method of observation possesses

other features. What was said above about the beam having frequency Wj also

holds good for any and every other colour absorbed by the body, even in cases

where these colours follow one another continuously and the absorption spectrum
is no longer a line spectrum. The new method permits the proof to be given that

the Zeeman effect occurs in bodies in which its occurrence could not be demon-
strated in any other way. For, in order to carry out the observation of Zeeman
in its original form, it was necessary that the spectrum, whether an emission or an
absorption spectrum, should consist of sharply defined lines, since otherwise the

splitting of the lines could not be demonstrated.
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Righi has also observed the converse effect in nitric oxide. A small tube of

£^lass, 32 mm. long and 15 mm. in diameter, is closed at its ends with thin discs of

microscope glass cemented on -with gutta-percha, and is provided with side-tubes

by means of which it can be filled with dry nitrous fumes. This is placed between
the poles of the magnet in a field of intensity about 2,000 C.G.S. units. A strong

beam of white light is passed through the polariser at one end, then through the

tube containing the nitrous fumes (in a direction parallel to the magnetic lines),

then through the analyser, the latter being turned so as to cut off all the light.

Looking back through the analyser the field appears absolutely dark. On turning

on the exciting current there instantly appears a green-blue light, this being the

tint which is complementary to the yellow-red that nitrous fumes usually show by
transmission.

Applying a hand spectroscope one observes that the spectrum of this gpreen-

bliie light is the complementary of that of the ordinary absorption spectrum
;

though in detail each dark ' line ' would be replaced by two bright ' lines ' close

together. In fact, for every ray of frequency w, that would be absorbed by the

substance -when not in the magnetic field, there issue two rays of slightly difi'ering

frequencies w., and w, ; so that the light which appears when the field is made is

practically identical (unless very great dispersion is applied to resolve it finally)

•with the light absorbed, however that light may be distributed in the spectrum.

If while looking at the green-blue light through the spectroscope the analyser

is slightly turned, we get the ordinary spectrum of the yellow-red light due to

absorption.

Here, then, we have the curious result that we can observe the emission-spectrum

of a non-luminous gas.

This has been confirmed in the following experiment. A peUet of metallic

sodium was gently heated in a current of dry hydrogen so that a non-luminous

vapour of sodium was produced in a tube lying along the magnetic field. The
arrangements were otherwise as before. When the analyser was crossed no
light wliatever was seen until the magnet was excited, when the ordinary radiation

spectrum of sodium vapour (modified in reality by the doubling of each line) at

once flashed out.

10. On the Dissipation of Energy in the Dielectric of a Condenser.

By Edward B. Rosa and Arthur W. Smith.

The heating effect of an alternating E.M.F. upon the dielectric of a condenser

is measured by a wattmeter, using a coil of wire in series with the condenser to

give resonance and raise the voltage upon the condenser. The wattmeter measures

the energy expended upon coil and condenser, the current being nearly in phase
with the E.M.F. The coil loss is then deducted from the total to give the net

energy expended upon the condenser. This is then divided by the energy stored

to give the net loss, in per cent., and hence the efficiency.

The efficiency is defined as follows :

—

_ Energy stored—Energy dissipated
V-

Energy stored

and T) is proved to be 1 — tt cot (^, where <f>
is the angle between the current and

E.M.F. for the condenser.

In a second series of experiments the condensers are placed in a calorimeter,

especially designed for the purpose, and the heat measured while they are subjected

to a measured E.M.F. at a known frequency. This gives the efficiency, which
agrees with the previous work, though by a totally different method.

It is found that the percentage of loss in paraffin paper condensers is relatively

small, varying with the temperature and condition of the paper before paraffining

it. In fjee.nvax and rosin condensers the energy lost is much greater, and increases

as the temperature rises up to a maximum value and then decreases as the tempera-

ture rises further, until the dielectric begins to soften, then it increases rapidly.

Exact numerical values are given for the losses.
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11. Hydrometers of Total Immersion. Bij A. W. Warrington, M.Sc,

The writer lias made a series of experiments witli the object of showing that

the hydrometer becomes an instrument of scientific precision if it is modified so

that when used it is totally immersed in the liquid.

Small ring-shaped platinum weights are slipped over the ungraduated neck of

a glass hydrometer until the latter has nearly attained the specific gravity of the

liquid to be tested. The temperature of the liquid is then slowly altered until

the hydrometer and the liquid have exactly the same specific gravity.

With proper precautions this method gives results accurate to one in a million

for temperatures from 0° to 40° C.

To determine the specific gravity of a solid a glass hydrometer is employed,

which, in form, is not unlike a Nicholson hydrometer without its tray. Two ex-

periments are made at approximately the same temperature, in one of which the

hydrometer is weighted only with mercurj', and in the other it is weighted with

the solid together with the necessary amount of mercury. The results are correct

to one in a hundred thousand.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The Section was divided into two Departments.

The following Reports and Papers were read :

—

Department I.

—

Mathematics.

1. Report on Tables of certain Mathematical Functions.

See Reports, p. 145.

2. The Mathematical Representation of Statistics.

By Professor F. Y, Edgeworth.

1. Among methods of representing statistics of frequency Professor Karl

Pearson's separation of a given group into two normal curves comes first. This

method is based on a vera causa ; such composite groups are known to exist. An
accurate fit, too, is obtained.

2. These advantages attach also to another method, which consists of a second

—as the normal law, of a^^'s^—approximation to the result of numerous inde-

pendent agencies co-operating. A given unsymmetrical group may commonly be

generated by shifting each element of a certain normal curve to a distance which

is the square of its original distance from a certain point. This method has two

additional advantages : (a) It is easily worked, as the constants can be determined

hy percentiles (without taking moments) ;
(b) the correlation between unsymme-

trical observations may be obtained from the correlation of the generating normal

surface.

3. A third class comprises formulae of which the a priori basis is doubtful.

An extreme instance—which, however, fits observations very well—is the juxta-

position, with a common greatest ordinate, of the halves of two different normal

curves. Formula3 of the third class, obtained by substituting other functions for

the square in the second method, are found to fairly represent statistics wholly

unsymmetrical, as those of incomes, house valuations, &c.

3. On the Use of Logarithmic Co-ordinates. By J. H. Vincent.

See Reports, p. 159.
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4. Stream Line Motion with Viscous Fluids in tioo Dimensions, and in
three Dimensions. By Professor H. S. Hele-Siiaw, LL.D. See
Reports, p. 136.

5. Mathematical Proof of the Identity of the Stream Lines obtained by
means of a Viscous Film witlb those of a Perfect Fluid moving in tivo

Dimensions. By Sir G. G. Stokes, F.R.S. See Reports, p. 143.

6. On Graphic Rejjresentations of the tivo simplest cases of a Single Wave :

(a) Condensational-rarefactional, (b) Distortional. By Lord Kelvin,
G.C.V.O.

For the simplest possible elementary wave of condensation and rarefaction,

begin with an infinitely thin spherical shell containing air 1 per cent, denser than
the air around it, and let the resistance of the shell be suddenly annulled, i'or

the simplest possible elementary distortional wave, begin with a globular portion
in the interior of a large homogeneous elastic solid, with proper application of
tangential force to keep it turned round any diameter through half a degree of
angle from its position of undisturbed equilibrium, and let the disturbing force be
suddenly annulled.

Diagrams weie exhibited to the Section by aid nf which all the details of the
two kinds of discontinuous wave thus produced were fully explained.

7. A JS'eiv Method of Describing Cycloidal and other Curves.
By Professor H. S. Hele-Shaw, LL.D.

A brief description of the instrument by which the curves are obtained was given.
The instrument is described at length, together with certain of its practical appli-
cations, in a paper read before Section G, an earlier form having been shown in
May of the present year at the Royal Society Soiree, although no printed description
of it has hitherto appeared.

The essential points are :

—

(1) The employment of auxiliary circles instead of the actual pitch circles of
two sheets of cardboard which turn in connection with each other.

(2) A method by which the actual axis of rotation for each sheet is dispensed
with, virtual axes only being employed.

By means of this instrument the describing pen or pencil used to mark out
the cycloidal or involute curve can be made to draw the complete curve instead of
only a portion of it as obtained by the ordinary methods, while the use of the
virtual centres enables circles of any diameter to be employed, since it is no longer
necessary to have a ti.xed centre lor the cardboard within the limited range of a
drawing-board or drawing-table. Hence, in the hmit, the cycloid itself in which
the circle rolls along a straight line, or an involute curve when the straight line
rolls on a circle can be obtained, as well as ordinary epicycloidal and hypocycloidal
curves, and the methods in which these curves are obtained are illustrated, as well
as the rules for the adjustment of the instrument for any required conditions.

Since one well-known method of describing an ellipse is by means of a point
attached to a circle rolling within another of twice its diameter, it is obvious that
this instrument, the essential principle of which is the rolling of two imaginary
pitch circles upon each other, can be applied to draw ellipses of any required
eccentricity or magnitude.

Finally, the second feature of the new instrument above referred to, and which
the author believes to be new, enables centres of curvature of two surfaces
revolving on each other to be continuously varied.

The instrument was brought before the Section because it appears to offer to
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those interested in mathematics, and especially to those engaged in teaching the

snbject, a rapid means of describing rolling cnrves as well as envelopes.

8. The Recent History of the Theory of the Functions tised in Analysis.

By E. T. WlIITTAKER.

Some recent advances in the theories of the known analytical functions are

described in this paper. The problem of the expression of two variables, con-

nected by any algebraic relation, as uniform automorphic functions of a new
variable, is discussed ; in this problem, Kleins generalised form of LamtSs equation,

from which the functions of harmonic analysis may be derived, is of importance.

9. The Dynamical Exjjlanation of certain observed Phenomena of

Meteor Streams. By Dr. G. Johnstone Stoney, F.R.S.

The following are the principal results arrived at in this communication :

—

Assiduous observation has brought to light several unexpected events in

connection with the many meteor streams which intersect the earth's orbit. Some
meteoric streams present difl'erences in the duration and character of the showers of

meteors in our atmosphere to which they give rise in successive years. The shower

of meteors may be either brief or prolonged over many days ; with some streams the

radiant is, roughly speaking, stationary ; in other cases it shifts across a portion of

the sky in a variety of ways ; the disposition of the shower about its maximum
may be either symmetrical or unsymmetrical ; and so on. Some of these events

astronomers have succeeded in reconciling Avith the dynamical conditions under

which meteors move ; but there are others which still demand explanation, and

the present paper is an inquiry with regard to these.

The meteors in a meteor stream are bodies of too small mass and too much
separated to have any sensible influence on one another's motion. This simplifies

the problem, for it justifies our treating each individual meteor as moving in its

own orbit round the sun, disturbed only by the attractions of the surrounding

planets, and assures us that whatever phenomena may present themselves, they

must result from these independent motions of the individual meteors. So long

as a meteor is at a distance from all the planets, their influence upon its motions

may be investigated by the known methods of dealing with planetary perturbations.

It is only when the meteor happens to pass close to some planet, whether the earth

or another, that special treatment is required. The study of what then occurs is

the aim of the present communication; and it is found that the unexplained

phenomena of meteors are either the direct or the indirect outcome of the events

which then develop themselves.

A sufficient investigation is possible by a method indicated by Laplace—

a

method of approximation which is indeed obvious. Laplace desires us to picture

to ourselves a sphere of a certain size surrounding the planet as centre, and
accompanying the planet along its orbit. Then a good approximation to what
occurs may be obtained by regarding the meteor, while farther from the planet

than the boundary of this sphere, as moving in an orbit round the sun under the

influence of the sun's attraction only ; and while inside the sphere as moving
relatively to the planet under the influence of the planet's attraction only. This

is equivalent to supposing that the meteor while in the close neighbourhood of the

planet receives from the sun the same acceleration both in amount and direction

as he impresses upon the planet. This is evidently an approximation to what
actually occurs, and furnishes as good a general result as we can hope to obtain in

the absence of definite information with regard to the elements of each separate

meteoric orbit.

With this theorem of Laplace's we shall combine a consideration of which
elfective use was made by the late Professor Hubert A. Newton in the inquiry

into the origin of periodic comets which is published in the Reports of former
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meetings of the Britiah Association. He there pointed out that if a body of small

mass crosses in front of a planet it draws the planet forwards, increases the planet's

kinetic energy, and necessarily loses itself an equal amount of kinetic energy.

This manifests itself by a slackening of its speed. The opposite effect is produced
when a meteor passes behind a planet. Its speed is thereby increased. Accordingly,

if a meteor from sub-stellar space—the space which lies between the solar system
and the nearest stars—approaclies the sun along a parabolic orbit, and happens to

traverse Laplace's sphere and to pass in front of the planet, it will find itself,

when it emerges from the sphere, moving with a speed too slow for parabolic

motion, and accordingly its orbit round the sun is thenceforth elliptic and it

becomes a permanent member of the solar system. When this happens to a group
of meteors from cosmic space, instead of to an isolated meteor, a new periodic

stream of meteors is added to the solar system.

Thus the great Leonid swarm may have been drawn into the solar system by
having, while a nearly compact cluster, passed in front of the great planet Uranus
—an event which probably happened (as was pointed out by Le Verrier) at the

end of P'ebruary or beginning of March in the year 126 of the Christian era.

This great meteor stream consists conspicuously of two classes of meteors, one
or both of which are found in every meteor stream. These we may call ortho-

meteors and clino-meteors. Ortho-meteors, when they are present, are those

which form a stream the individual members of which pursue very nearl}' the

same path. Accordingly those of them which are intercepted by the earth

enter the earth's atmosphere on some definite day and from one direction.

In the case of the Leonids they take 33^ years to traverse their immense orbit,

with deviations in the case of individuals from the mean periodic time which are

so small that they all seem to be less than a week—that is, less thaTi the l,700tli

part of the mean periodic time. Yet these very small deviations have enabled the

swarm of ortho-Leonids slowly to draw itself out along an arc of its orbit, until

now, at the end of seventeen centuries, the stream is long enough to take more
than two years to pass the earth's orbit when it comes round, which it does three

times every century. It thus happens that on each return of the ortho-Leonids,

the earth has time to come round twice to the place where the earth's orbit

intersects the orbit of the meteors. The earth, therefore, now pierces the stream
six times in a century, and, although in early times the number of its transits was
fewer, this event cannot have occurred less than some 70 or 80 times.

On each such occasion the earth intercepts a vast number of meteors, but those

that pass close enough to have their orbit sensibly changed must be much, pro-

bably 100 times, more numerous. All the ortho-Leonids thus aflected become
clino-Leonids. They are one class of clino-Leonids—namely, those which have
been deflected by the earth into orbits which sensibly differ from the ortho-orbit.

At the end of each revolution in their new paths they would, if there were no
perturbations, return to the position close to the earth's orbit from which they
started, so that the earth does not on account ofwhat has happened lose its chance
of encountering them on future occasions. But other parts of their new orbits will

in general lie farther from the ortho-orbit, and the meteors moving in them will,

moreover, have sensibly different periodic times. The variety of their periodic times
will cause these clino-Leonids gradually to spread themselves round the whole ring,

so that the earth encounters some of them every year and not only in the years
when the ortho-Leonids return. Again, these clino-orbits having deviated from the

ortho-orbit, perturbations will act differently upon them and will cause their nodes
to advance, some faster and some slower than the node of the ortho-Leonids.

This will enable some of them to encounter the earth for some days before and for

some days after the ortho-date. By the ortho-date is meant that day in the

middle of November when the earth reaches the node of the ortho-orbit.

So far, everything agrees with observation ; but there is one other respect in

which these earth-born clino-Leonids do not behave in the way observed. The
shifting of the node would be accompanied in them by a corresponding shift of the

radiant of about the same amount and in the same direction. This would involve

an advance of the radiant which would amount to about 14' in longitude during
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the prolonged and feeble shower of clino-Leonids which has been observed. As
no such considerable progression of the radiant has been observed, it is plain that

these terrestrial clino-Leonids are not what have been chietiy recognised as

Leonids.

We must turn, then, to the planetary clino-Leooids, to those other clino-Leonids

which are such because they were acted on dirt'erently from the ortho-Leonids

when the great planet Uranus drew the whole swarm into the solar system.

When we trace out the dynamical consequences of the conditions which then

prevailed we find results which are everywhere in agreement with the observations.

These planetary cliuo-Leonids are such as had been difterently deflected by Uranus,

and were thrown into slightly difiering planes with slightly differing periodic

times from the ortho-Leonids. The differences in periodic times have caused them
to extend—one set of them backwards and the other forwards—round the whole
ring, thus bringing some of them to the earth every jear ; while the variety of their

planes and of the deflections which they suH'ered in them has had two effects. It

causes the earth to encounter them for some days before and for some days after

the ortho-date ; and it occasions a forward shift of the radiant which seems to

amount to about ten minutes daily. That the sparse shower presents itself for

some days before the ortho-date is owing to the more deflected clino-Leonids

having been now for seventeen centuries less acted on by perturbations than the

ortho-Leonids. This has led to a shower rate at which their nodes have advanced

along the ecliptic, and has also occasioned a gradual shift towards the westward
of their radiant, which was originally displaced towards the east. Similarly, the

clino-Leonids which were originally less deflected by Uranus than the ortho-

Leonids, present themselves now at dates subsequent to the ortho-date, and reach

us from radiants which originally lay west of the ortho-radiant, but have since

been carried eastward by the quicker advance of their node. It is not likely that

these shifts in opposite directions are exactly equal, but the difi'erence is not such

as to have attracted the notice of observers. It is therefore of small amount, but

may perhaps be detected in observations which have been recorded. Thus in the

list of (unfortunately very rough) determinations of radiant points, recently

collected by Mr. Denning on page 20 of his pamphlet on the ' Great Meteoric

Shower of November,' there are seven determinations which were made on days
or groups of days preceding the ortho-date, and six upon days or groups of days
after that epoch. The mean of the positions given by the determinations before

the ortho-date is

JR 148° 43' S 22° 51',

and the mean of the determinations after the ortho-date is

M 150° 40' b 22° 14',

which, so far as these observations can be trusted in a matter of so much delicacy,

indicates a small shift in longitude towards the eastward accompanied by a slight

change in latitude, which also is indicated by the theory.

Although it is plain that the clino-Leonids which have been recorded as

Leonids have been chiefly, perhaps almost exclusively, the planetary clino-Leonids,

it is certain that terrestrial cliuo-Leonids also exist, although they probably present

themselves in our atmosphere in fewer numbers. They may be distinguished

from the planetary clino-Leonids by the greater progress in longitude of their

radiants, the position of which (within a degree) depends upon the date, advancing
nearly a degree each day. They may probably have been already often observed

;

as it is not unlikely that they are some of those meteors which have been recorded
as resembling Leonids, but which, nevertheless, have been supposed by observers to
belong to other systems because their radiants were not in accordance with what
has hitherto been supposed to be exclusively the radiant of the Leonids.

After dealing in detail with the phenomena of the great Leonid swarm, the
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investigation goes on to treat more briefly of other meteor streams, and indicates
the dynamical conditions which presumably liave given rise to several remarkable
phenomena, such as the various other kinds of shifting radiants, the approximately
stationary condition of some of them, the unsymmetrical distribution of some
prolonged showers about their maximum, and other effects which have been
observed.

10. Survey of that part of the Scale ujjon which Nature works, about
ichich Man has some Information. By Dr. G. Johnstone Stoney, F.R.S.

11. Tlie Ima()inary of Logic. By Professor G. J. Stokes.

Absence of a philosophical or logical theory of the imaginary. General adoption
of the view that 5 — 1 is uninterpretable in single or pure algebra. Paradoxical
character of this position. How can what is essentially meaningless possess an
important meaning in its extraneous use? Logical "theory of the imaginary.
Derivation from the law of duality. Application to De Moivre's theorem. ' Tlie
(Jarnot-D'Alembert paradox. Quaternions. Comparison of the Calculus of
Boole's Laws of Thought with that of Grassmanu's ' Ausdehnungslehre.' Pielation
of both to ordinary mathematics.

Department II.

—

Meteorology.

1. Report on the Ben Nevis Observatory.—See Reports, p. 277.

Report on Meteorological Photography.—See Reports, p. 283.

3. Report on Seisinological Investigation.— See Reports, p. 179.

Interim Report on the Montreal Meteorological Observatory.

See Reports, p. 79.

5. A Quantitative Bolometric Sunshine Recorder.
By Professor H. L. Callendar, M.A., F.R.S.

This instrument is essentially a recording bolometer, in which the difference
of temperature between a blackened and a bright platinum thermometer of equal
resistance is recorded in pen and ink in the form of a continuous curve on a
revolving drum. It differs from ordinary sunshine recorders in giving a strictly

quantitative record of the quantity of heat received by the earths surface, and not
merely the number of hours of bright sunshine.

The sensitive part of the instrument, wliich is e.xposed to the radiation to be
measured, consists of a pair of differential platinum thermometers wound on flat

plates of mica, the one black and the other bright, and placed side by side in a
horizontal plane so as to record the vertical component of the sunshine, on which
the quantity of heat received by the surface of the earth mainly depends. The
instrument gives a very complete record of the character of the sunshine, as well
as of its intensity. The passage of small clouds, which would leave no trace on
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an ordinary burnino: glass or photographic record, is very clearly shown. It is

also found that, when the sky is obscured by clouds of sufficient thickness to
prevent any trace of burning on the ordinary cards, a very considerable percentage
of the sun's heat may still penetrate.

The recording apparatus used is identical with that required for records of
temperature, pressure, voltage, &c., and may be located in any convenient situation,

at any required distance from the bolometer. It has been in use for more than a
year at McGill College, Montreal, for obtaining records of sunshine, temperature,
&c., and has been in regular operation at a distance of more than a mile from the
observatory, where the recording apparatus is kept under the charge of the usual
observatory assistants.

A simple form of planimeter is attached to the instrument when used for

recording sunshine. The reading of the planimeter gives directly at any time the
total quantity of heat received, and can be readily reduced to the number of
equivalent hours of ' bright sunshine ' by means of a suitable factor.

(The apparatus was exhibited in action, together with specimen records, and
two illustrative lantern-slides.)

6. Progress in the Exploration of the Air by means of Kites at Blue Hill
Observatory, Massachusetts, U.S.A. By A. Lawrence Rotch, S.B.y
A.M., Director.

Since the report was presented to the Toronto Meeting of the Association Teat
progress has been made in the work. The Ilargrave Kite has been perfected by
making it larger, more rigid, and relatively lighter, and by concaving the surfaces
exposed to the wind the vertical component of the latter is increased. In general,
these kites, wath a short line, rise from oO° to 60° above the horizon and pull about
one pound per square foot of lifting surface in a wind blowing 20 miles per hour.
Elastic bridles diminish the angle of incidence of the wind as its pressure increases,
and thereby enable the kites to fly in gales. A meteorograph, made by Mr. Fer-
gusson, of the Observatory staff", which records the pressure of the atmosphere, the
temperature, and relative humidity of the air and the velocity of the wind, weighs
but 3 lbs. Since the use of wire and more efficient kites the mean height of the
flights has been increased from about 1,000 feet in 1896 to above 7,000 feet during
the past few months, and the height of 10,000 feet has six times been exceeded.
The meteorograph reached an altitude of 11,086 feet above the hill in October
1897,' and its maximum altitude of 11,440 feet on August 20, 1898. A descrip-
tion of the apparatus employed and a discussion by Mr. Clayton, of the meteoro-
logical records obtained until February 1897, were published this year as an Appen-
dix to the Blue Hill observations for 1896, in the 'Annals of the Astronomical
Observatory of Harvard College,' vol. xlii, part 1. It is expected that the final
discussion will be published by the Smithsonian Institution. In consequence of my
report to the International Aeronautical Conference at Strasburg in April 1898,
it was recommended that all central observatories should employ this method of in-
vestigation as being of prime importance for the advancement of meteorological
knowledge.

7. A New Form ofAmerican Kite. By Piofessor A. Schuster, F.R.S.

8. Analogies between the Yearly Ranges ofsome Meteorological and Magnetic
Phenomena. By Dr. vax Rijckevorsel.

This is the second part of a paper read at tlie Toronto meeting, in which it

was shown how exactly similar the yearly temperature curves are for a large part

' See Nature, November IS. ISDT, and February 17, 1898.
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of Europe, and how the anomalies which these curves show may contribute in a

large degree to the discovery of their origin.

In the diagram which was exhibited to the Section are plotted down six annual

curves for temperature, air-pressure, rainfall, magnetic declination, and for the

vertical and horizontal components of the earth's magnetic force. A portion of these

curves are for Greenwich, others for two different stations in the Netherlands.

It is now shown that all these curves, however dissimilar in their general direc-

tions, are exactly alike in their anomalies. Except in a very small number of

instances, where the data at hand were not yet sufficient to make the phenomenon

appear, every maximum or minimum in one curve seems to have its exact counter-

part in every other curve, be it meteorological or magnetic. This is even the case

for very small accidents of a curve, so that it is probable that it will ultimately

prove to be true for every single feature of these curves, however insignificant.

These facts, in the first place, show once more how all the phenomena on the

earth must be, to a large extent, governed by one and the same potent cause. But

they also seem to give a valuable method for discovering, if not always the cause

of meteorological phenomena, yet of the centre on the globe from which such a

cause emanates.

It is also shown how the cause of a certain minimum in the temperature

curves, indicating a sudden cooling in the last days of June all over the British

Isles and part of Western Europe, what ever it may be, must have its seat to the

west or north-west of the coast of Scotland, and at no great distance.

9. The Classification ofPolydiurnal Weather Types in relation to the Prolon-

gation of the Daily Forecast in Western Europe. By Douglas Archi-

bald, M.A., F.R.Met.Soc.

The results of modern meteorological investigation, whether official or amateur,

statistical or synoptic, have shown the existence of specific types of weather em-

hriicino- wide areas and intervals of time varying from several days to months, and

seasons which tend to produce persistence or recurrence ofthemore ephemeral changes

connected with the passage of the smaller, temporary, and movable cyclonic and

anticvclonic systems.

These large weather types may be roughly classified as :—(1) Seasonal or x

monthly, and (21 y daily.

The former appear most clearly in tropical countries, such as India, where the

y daily changes are small and where the summer season is always characterised by

the formation of a permanent cyclonic area over Persia and North-Western India,

with subsidiary low pressure troughs over the Ganges basin, round which the so-

called S.W. monsoon circulates with a complete reversal of pressure conditions at

the opposite season.

Tliese normal conditions, expressed thus in general terms, are evidently the

result of seasonal actions due to the direct influence of the sun on the Asiatic con-

tinent and Indian Ocean, and, stated thus, may be predicted to recur and form a

laro-e proportion of the seasonal forecast every year.

When, however, we descend from the general to the particular we find each

vear's S.W. and N.E. monsoon differ from that of every other year.

Superposed on the regular normal type is what may be termed the yearly

seasonal abnormal type, corresponding to which both the intensity and shape

of the seasonal cyclone and anticyclone and the accompanying weather vary. Such

type, however, once initiated at the critical comnjencing month of the season, is

found to persist more or less all through. This is the practical basis of the seasonal

or .r monthly weather forecast of the Indian Service, so ably worked by Mr. Eliot,

r.R.S., at Simla.

In Europe the seasonal type, though still manifest, is not large enough in com-

parison with the y daily changes to enter in as a specific factor in the forecast.

On the other hand, the restriction of the forecast to 24 or 36 hours is unneces-

sarily arbitrary in view of the study of y daily types foreshadowed by the late
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Hon. Ralph Abercromby and laboriously carried out by Professor Koppen
and Professor J. Van Bebber in their recent discussion of ' Die isobaren Typen des

uordatlantischen Ozeans und West-Europas.' [Hamburg, 1895.]

Abercromby, in his ' Principles of Forecasting by means of Weather Charts,'

published by the Meteorological Council, classifies weather types under four heads
—northerly, southerly, easterly, and westerly.

Professors Koppen and Van Bebber recognise twenty specific types of ?/ daily

weather.

A comparison of these with Abercromby's shows them to be all included in

one or other of his four primary headings, of which they form specific sub-types.

The investigation further shows that

:

(1) They admit of being more scientifically classified under the heads
oceanic, K continental, L littoral, P peripheral. N northerly, and S
southerly. Sub-variations are denoted by suffixes, thus : , O^, 0(,

0„, &c.

(2) Certain groups occur preferably at each season, i.e. the seasonal type or

tendency partly controls the formation of the y daily types.

(3) The intensity and paths of travelling high and low pressure systems
vary with each type and season.

(4) Their effect in raising or lowering temperature and otherwise materially
altering the weather is specifically shown by comparisons at such places

as Hamburg and Munich.
(o) Their average duration is found to be about four days, and this figure is

remarkably constant on the average for all the twenty species.

(G) There appears to be a fairly definite tendency on the part of certain types
to succeed other types or to recur, such recurrence in some cases ap-
proximating to the seasonal permanence exhibited in the tropics.

In fine, a science of weather types is growing up by which even now the weather
may, with due regard to a sudden change of type, be provisionally forecasted in
general terms, and particularly for agricultural purposes, for ha(f n weel: or more.

The present daily forecast in England is admirable for the purpose for which it

was primarily instituted, viz. storm warning.

For agricultural purposes it is too short, while its assumption of precision in

the matter of rainfall for each sub-division is not always warranted by the results.

The author, therefore, suggests that in view of the hopefulness of the field un-
locked by Professors Koppen and Van Bebber, steps be taken to compare the past
weather maps of the British office with the types they have determined, and that a
supplemental forecast be presently attached to the daily forecast, giving a more
general forecast of conditions likely to continue for three or four days, based on the
ascertained presence of a certain type over Western Europe and as far over the
Atlantic as can be determined through the aid of arriving ship's logs.

10. The Rainfall of the South-Western Counties of England.
By John Hopkinson, F.R.Met.Soc, Assoc.Inst.C.E.

The counties here considered as South-Western are Monmouth, Hereford, Wor-
cester, Gloucester, Wilts, Dorset, Somerset, Devon, and Cornwall. They cover an
area of 11,273 square miles, which is between one-fourth and one-fifth that
of England, and nearly one-tenth that of the British Isles. The mean monthly
rainfall for the ten years 1881 to 1890 at 72 stations in these counties has been
calculated, and the mean annual rainfall at 113 stations, being one to the nearest
100 square miles in each county. Thus, for example, the annual rainfall of the
smallest county, Monmouth (496 square miles), is deduced from the records of five
stations, and that of the largest, Devon (2,586 square miles), from the records of
twenty-six stations.
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The monthly and annual means for each county and for the whole area at the

72 stations are as follows :

—

Mean
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one or two, for the thirty 3-ears 1866 to 1895, ia five-yearly periods, was as

follows :—For the first lustrum, 186G-70, 35-76 inches ; for the second, 1871-75,
59-02 inches; for the third, 1876-80, 40-15 inches; for the fourth, 1881-85, 38-25

inches ; for the fifth, 1886-90, 33-07 inches ; and for the sixth, 1891-95, 34-84
inches.

The memoir was accompanied by a map shuwing the position of the rainfall

stations and their height above mean sea-level.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

A discussion was held in conjunction with Section B on the Results of the
Kecent Solar Eclipse Expeditions.

The following Report and Papers were read :

—

1. Interim Report on Electrolysis and Electro-chemistry.

See Reports, p. 158.

2. Dilute Solutions. By E. H. Griffiths, F.R.S.

3. Conductivity of Dilute Solutions. By W. C. D. Whetham.

4. Velocity of the Electricity in the Electric Wind.
By Professor A. P. Cuattock.

It is shown tliat when an electric wind is produced by discharge in air from a
point against an earth-connected metal plate, the momentum imparted to the air

is proportional to the distance from point to plate. From this the author concludes,
first, that the velocity of the electricity is directly proportional to the electro-

static field which moves it, and secondly, that there is no appreciable kick-ofY or
reaction at the point.

Values are given for the velocity of the electricity relatively to the point and
plate in unit electrostatic field and in various gases (not specially purified) at nor-

mal temperature and pressure

—

Dry air
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throw additional light on these discrepancies by examining the increase of pressuro

produced by adding ether or some other volatile liquid to an atmosphere, the

pressure of which uad been previously measured. In the course of these experi-

ments, he concluded that he had satisfactorily ascertained the cause of the
phenomena to be the condensation of the vapours on the vertical sides of the-

containing tube under a pressure of vapour less than the saturation pressure

corresponding to the temperature. He regarded Dalton's law as being true in

fact for a gas-filled space completely surrounded by a sufficiently thick layer of the

evaporating liquid. In a vessel with solid vertical walls gravity prevents the

formation of a layer of the required thickness on the vertical sides. This hypo-
thesis was held to account (or the fact that if the mixture were compressed, as in

a Boyle's law tube, the pressure gradually diminished after the initial compression

10 a value less than that required by Dalton's law ; in the case of ether about 10
jnm. of pressure were missing on this account.

Such an hypothesis would give a satisfactory explanation of the phenomena if

the sides of the glass vessel were gradually dissolved away by the liquid condensed

on the sides, as, for example, would be the case if the tube were made of rock salt

:

hut if the action between the glass sides and the vapour were merely a mechanical

one, the supposed continuous evaporation of liquid from the horizontal surface and
its return to the stock by condensation on the vertical sides and running down
them would seem to contradict the principle of conservation of energy.

Regnault's explanation is the more difficult to accept if the density of the

vapour be considered. Professor J. J. Thomson, in his ' Applicarion of Dynamics
to Physics and Chemistry,' has shown that the addition ot air-pressure upon a

liquid surface in contact with its saturatf-d vapour ought to result in a slight

additional evaporation causing a slightly increased density of vapour, and the

experiments of the Author upon air at various degrees of saturation ^ indicated

experimentally some slight increase of density beyond that required to correspond

to the vacuum pressure, so that any apparent departure from Dalton's law could

not be attributed to thp want of mass of vapour in saturated air.

The point might hi- investigated by ascertaining experimentally the behaviour

of a mixture of air and vapour under isothermal conditions in the neighbourhood of

the point at which condensation begins to occur. At great rarefaction the mix-
ture would behave as a perfect gas, and if the isothermal relation between p and

1/y were plotted on a diagram (with a suitable correction if necessary for the

deviation of the air frouj Boyle's law) the curve obtained would be a straigrht line

through the origin represented by p = k x Ijv. At great concentration if Dalton's

law were strictly true the relation would again be represented by a straight line,

viz. :

—

p = k' xllv+p,._

where k' is the Boyle's law constant for the contained dry air, and />,, is the

saturation pressure ol' the vapour. This line would cut the vertical line ]/i' = 0, in

the point distant p^ (i.e the theoretical saturation pressure) from the origin,

and it would cut the line p = 0'm the point Ijv =—^,- These two theoretical
fC

lines would meet if produced at an obtuse angle in the theoretical saturation

point.

If, on the other hand, at the greater concentration there were a discrepancy from

Dalton's law proportional to the total pressure and therefore represented by the

relation,

p = k' X Ijv+Pf —^Pi

the observations should still show a straight line not quite coinciding in direction

with the theoretical line for Dalton's law, but cutting that line in the point on the

horizontal axis! -?", O) and cutting the vertical axis at a point distant (1— X)/),

from the origin.

' Phil. Trans., vol. clxsix. (1888), 'Report on Hygrometric Methods.'
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A series of observations thus plotted wouM enable one to determine whether
<he actual behaviour of the mixture at hi^'her pressures tended to approach to agree-

ment with Dalton's law or some modificatiou of it such as that suggested.

Regnault's observations include a series of determinations of the pressure and
related volumes of mixtures of air and ether vapour for the temperature 77° C.

They also show the dry-air pressures for the series of observed volumes. A
diagram showing two sets of his observations was exhibited. The pressures varied

between 600 and 1,400 millimetres. It was pointed out that for the observations

at greater rarefactions the Boyle's law line was very strictly adhered to until the

pressure reached 80 per cent, of saturation, then slight discrepancy in the direction

of loss of pressure was indicated, increasing until it amounted to upwards of 10
millimetres for tlie theoretical saturation point ; beyond that the discrepancy showed
a slightly diminishing value. A straight line drawn to show a theoretical defect

from Dalton's law amounting to 'Kp, where X = '007, agreed much more satisfactorily

with the plotted observations.

The second series of observations made with a greater amount of ether showed
the discrepancy from Dalton's law gradually vanishing with increased pressure.

It was pointed out that in drawing his conclusions Kegnault had not taken
account of the supersaturation of air which would result from compressing air even
at a constant temperature in the absence of nuclei for condensation and the time
that would be required for the gradual deposition of the excess of moisture upon
the liquid surfaces exposed to it.

Moreover, it seemed most unlikely that if the presence of air caused a dis-

crepancy of 10 mm. for a total pressure of 1,000 mm. the increase of the pressure

to 1,400 mm. should do away with the discrepancy previously caused; in other
words, the line connecting the observations and intersecting the theoretical line at

the highest pressure recorded is antecedently improbable and unreal.

The conclusion drawn was that Regnault's explanatiim is probably an unreal
one, and that an actual divergence from Dalton's law is indicated. The amount of

the divergence, however, cannot be finally deduced from Regnault's observations,

and must wait for a repetition of those or similar experimi-nts, in which the errors

which may be due to supersaturation are guarded against.

6. On the Determination of the State of lonisation in Dilute Aqueous Solu-

tions containing two Electrolytes : No. 2. By Professor J. G.
MacGeegor, Dalhousie College, Halifax, N.S.

In the Report of last year methods were described ol determining the lonisa-

tion coefficients in solutions containing two electrolytes, with or without a
common ion, and with no mutual chemical action other than double decomposition

;

and a statement was given of tests of accuracy which had been applied to the
coefficients thus obtained, by the employment of them for the calculation of the
conductivity of the solutions. Since that date other tests have been applied by
students in my laboratory, as follows:—E. H. Archibald has shown that the
conductivity of solutions containing K^SO^ and Na^SO^ can be calculated within
the limits of experimental error up to a total concentration of about 1 gr.-eq. per 1.

T. 0. McKay has obtained the same result for solutions containing BaOl,, and
NaCl. Archibald has completed his observations (referred to last year) on the
conductivity of solutions containing NaOl and K^SO., (and therefore also KCI and
Na-^SO^) ; and they show that the conductivity is similarly calculable up to a total

concentration of about O'o. Archibald has also shown that if the variation, with
concentration, of the surface tension and specific gravity of simple solutions of
K.jSO^ and Na.iSO^ be known, the s. t. and sp.gr. of mi.xtures up to concentrations
of about 1 and 0-5 respectively can be calculated, the method employed being that
of my paper in the ' Phil. Mag. ,' vol. 44 ; and that with similar data as to the
sp. gr. of NaCl, KCI, Na^SO^, and K,jS04 solutions, the sp. gr. of solutions con-
taining all these salts up to a concentration of about 0'8 is calculable. It should
be noted also that calculations made, by the aid of these coefficients, on the

3f2
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assumption that no double salt exists in solution, of the conductivity and sp.

gravity of mixtures of KL.SO, and GuSO, solutions (Archibald), and of the con-
ductivity of mixtures of K.SO,, and MfrSO, solutions (McKay) have been found
not to agree with observation, except at much lower concentrations than the
above, a fact which is probabl}' connected with the formation of double salts by
these substances. The limit of experimental error in the above observations was
about 0*25, 01, and 0-005 per cent, for conductivity, surface tension, and sp.

gravity respectively. l''or accounts of the experiments see current volumes of
' Trans. Koy. Soc. Can. and Trans., N.S. Inst. Sci.'

Scbrader, in his ' Elektrolyse von Gemischen' (Berlin, 1897), has tried to

determine the ionisation coefficients in mixtures of electrolytes with a common
ion by means of electrolytic measurements, using expressions for the coefficients

in terms of the conductivity of the mixture, the amounts of the distinctive ions

transferred by the current and the Ilittorl's transference numbers for these ions.

He requires, however, to make a necessarily doubtful assumption as to the relation

between tlie transference numbers in the mixtures and in simple solutions ; and
some of the quantities involved in his expression for the coefficients are incapable

of exact measurement. We cannot, of course, test his values by calculating the

conductivity of his mixtures. But if N,, N., are their concentrations with respect

to the two electrolytes, and V,, V., the dilutions of their isohydric constituents,

his coefficients (a,, Oo) should satisfy the equations: aJYi = aJY„, and NjVj

+

N2V3 = 1 (see last year's paper). Inserting his values of the a's and N's, we may
then find the V's and the corresponding a/ V's. The a/V's corresponding to the

V's thus found may also be obtained with great accuracy from Kohlrausch's and
Archibald's observations of conductivity on the assumption that no double molecules

are formed in solution, and that both the II's of HoSOj act as cations. When
Schrader's results are thus tested, his a/V's are found to be in error in the case of

solutions containing KI and KCl bv from 1 to 10 per cent., and in the case of

solutions containing IT.SO^ and C'uSO, by from 3'6 to 60 per cent. In the former
case the discrepancy is not greater than might be expected from the defects of the

method. In the latter it is ; and tliis result is interesting, as it is difficult to

account for so great a discrepancy except by the assumption of the existence of

molecules of the acid sulphate in solution.

•7. The Carhon-Consuming Cell of Jacques. By S. Skinner.

The cell consists of an iron vessel containing fused caustic soda in which a

carbon rod is placed, the carbon forming the positive element when the cell is

sufficiently hot. At lower temperatures the ii'on is positive. The cell polarises

rapidly, and, following the method of Jacques, the polarisation may be removed by
blowing air into the fused soda. In the experiments here described, in the place

of forcing in air, sodium peroxide is added to the fused soda. The electrolyte then
consists of caustic soda, sodium ferrate, and sodium pero.xide. This form of cell

shows little polarisation. To show that the oxidising substance depolarises at the

surface of the iron, experiments were made in a crucible nearly divided into two
parts by an iron plate reaching almost to the bottom of the vessel. The carbon
was placed in the liquid caustic soda on one side, and the sodium peroxide added to

that on the other. It was found that there was an immediate increase in electro-

motive force on adding the peroxide, thus demonstrating that the depolarising

action of the oxidiser was at the iron surface. Another experiment was made in an
iron U-tube, the U being loosely plugged with iron wire. The carbon rod was
immersed in the soda on one side, and the pero.xide was added in the other limb.

The same effect was observed.

Experiments were also made to find the rate of consumption of the carbon, and
hence to deduce the electro-chemical equivalent. These measurements were
complicated by the disintegration of the carbon in the molten liquid even when no
current was passing. It is hoped by using more dense and pure carbon to prevent

local action and disintegration, and therefore to obtain an experimental value for

the electro-chemical equivalent of carbon.
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

A discussion was held in conjunction with the International Magnetic Con-
ference and Section G on the Magnetic and Electrolytic Actions of Electvic
Kailways.

Communications were made by Dr. 0. Schott, I'rofessor A. AY. lllicker, Sec. U.S.,
Dr. Eschenhagen, Dr. von Bezold, Mr. W. II. Preece, F.R.S., Signor Luigil'alazzo,
and Professor A. J. Fleming, F.K.S. See p. 758.

The following Report and Papers were read r

—

1. Report on Electric Standards.
See Reports, p. 145.

2. On Standard High Resistances. By F. B. Fawcett.

The author finds that the electrical resistance of metallic films deposited on
glass in high vacua may be rendered constant by prolonged heating in oil under
reduced pressure. Resistances of a megohm and upwards liave thus been con-
structed which have not varied more than 0-001 per cent, in the four months since
they were finished. The most suitable alloy seems to be one of gold and platinum,
and for this the temperature coefficient is about 001 per cent, per degree Centi-
grade. The coefficient is, however, somewhat dependent on the thickness of the
film, being less for thin films than for thicli ones.

3. On the Electric Conductivity and Magnetic Permeability of a Series

of New Alloys of Iron, By Professor W. F. Barrett, W. Brown,
and R. A. Hadfield.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14.

The following Papers were read :

—

I. The Drop of Potential at the Carbons of the Electric Arc.

By Mrs. Ayrton.

The carbons employed were of the same kind as those used for all my previoits
experiments on the arc, namelj-, solid 'Apostle' carbons, the positive 11 mm. and
the negative 9 mm. in diameter. In order to eliminate errors caused by the differ-

ence in hardness or construction of the carbons, only those were used with which
it was found that the P.D. between the carbons was within half a volt of that
given by the equation which I published in 189o connecting that P.D. with the
length of the arc and the current flowing.

To find the fall of potential between each of the carbons and the arc a third
carbon was used, varying in diameter between 0-5 mm. and 2 mm. This was
brought up to the crater of the positive or the white-hot spot on the negative car-
bon, and the P.D. between it and the main carbon was observed just before it

touched the main carbon. The P.D. was mea.sured by means of a high-resistance
d'Arsonval galvanometer having a resistance of a million and a half ohms in
circuit.

Experiments were made with arcs of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0, and 7 mm., and with cur-
rents of 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 14 amperes.

The drop of potential at the positive carbon, I find, is affected both by the length
of the arc and the value of the current, and the connection between this P.D. in
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Tolts, the current in amperes, and the length of the arc in millimetres may be
expressed by the equation :

—

V = ;]l-28 + ^ + ^"^'.
. . ... , (1)

The drop of potential between the arc and the iief/ative carbon, on the other hand,
is, I find, affected by the cvrrent only, and not by the length of the arc. The
equation expressing its conuection with the current is

—

V = 7-6 + l§^ (2)
A.

Thus this dio]) of potential at the negative carbon is by no means insignificant, nor
have I ever found its sign to change, either with silent or with hissing arcs, as it is

said to do by some observers. In all ray experiments this drop of potential has

been from arc to carbon, and its value has been about one-fourth of the value of

the corresponding fall of potential at the positive carbon.

From equations (1) and (2) we can tind the equation for the drop of potential

at the positive carbon plus the drop of potential at the negative carbon ; i.e., the

whole fall of potential from carbon to carbon minus the fall of potential through
the arc itself. It is

y = 38-88 + =^li-^i^ (3)A
Now, the equation I found three years ago for the total P.U. between the main

carbons, which included, of course, the drop of P.I), in the arc itself, was

V = 38-88 + 2-07/ + ^^-^^;i^"-/. . . . . (4)

The coincidence between the first terms of equations (3) and (4) shows that

this constant quantity has at last been tracked home, and that it belongs net to

the positive carbon alone, as has hitherto been supposed, but to both the positive

and negative carbons in tbe proportions of about four-fifths to the former and one-

fiftli to the latter.

It must be remembered that the experiments upon which equation (."3) is based
were made nearly two years after those from which equation (4) was obtained, and
that for the new equation (3) itself the experiments consisted of two entirely sepa-

rate sets ; the one made to find tlie drop of potential at the positive carbon and the

other to find the drop of potential at the negative carbon.

As regards the accuracy with which equations (1), (-2), and (3) express the

results of the experiments, it may be mentioned that each of the 124 values from
which these equations for the fall of potential at the carbons alone were formed
was the mean of the results of from 6 to 12 experiments. Of these 124 values 06
differed by less than 1 volt from the numbers calculated from the equations, 25
diflfered by between 1 and 2 volts, and only 3 ditfered by more than 2 volts, and
these three all belonged to equation (1).

This closeness of agreement between the observed and calculated values is the
result of no series of ingenious guesses, but of the algebraical expression of three

very simple straiglit line laws which, I find, exist between the power expended at

each of the CHrbons, the current Howing, and the length of tbe arc. These three
laws may be most simply expressed thus :

—

If W be the power in watts expended at either of the carbons (measured by
multiplyinff the current by the fall of potential at the carbon) and a, b, c, d, e, and
f he constants, then

For the positive carbon {Z^""^^,^
^''^ '' '°"'^^°* ^'"°^^' °*" '''^'

1
(^
W = e + rf< ., „ current.

For the negative carbon W = <>+/A.

A combination of the first two laws gives equation (1), and the third gives
equation (2).
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The method employed for finding the above falls of potential at each of the
carbons was not original. It was first used by Lecher ten years ago, and has
since been employed by Uppenborn, by I'rofessor Silvanus Thompson, and by many
others. These, however, all used a third carbon placed in a stationary position in
the arc, while I considered that more accurate results could be obtained by bringing
the point of the third carbon up to touch the hottest part of the main carbon, and
observing the last P.D. registered by the voltmeter before it fell to zero. Very
accurate and definite results were obtained in this way compared with any I could
get by the ordinary method, but in interpreting these results it is necessary to take
into account the disadvantages under which all experiments made with a bare
carbon dipping into the arc labour.

1. The third carbon may not take up the exact potential of the part of the arc
in which it is placed.

2. If it does, it will bring all the parts of the arc that it touches to practically

one potential, which will be greater than the least, and less than the greatest of
the potentials that existed in that portion of the arc before it was occupied by the
e.xploring carbon.

3. It repels the arc, and, therefore, makes its real length greater than its

apparent length. Hence the insertion of the exploring carbon usually increases

the P.D. between the main carbons by from a half to two volts.

As regards the first disadvantage, it is, of course, possible that there is a
contact P.D. between the carbon vapour and the solid exploring carbon, but, even
it it exists, this P.D. is probably small compared with the P.D.'s with which we
are dealing, and I have, therefore, neglected it in the calculation of the equations.

The second point appears to be much more important, for it is quite possible

that the variable part of the fall of potential at each of the carbons, given by
equations (1) and (2), may be mainly produced by the exploring carbon being
in comuiunication with the arc, not only at its tip, but also along a part of its

length. For whether the fall of potential at the carbon itself be a constant or
not, it is quite certain that the potentials of the other points at which the arc

touched the exploring carbon varied both with the current that was flowing and
with the length of the arc before tliat carbon was inserted. Hence a portion of
the variation in the values given bv equations (1) and (2) must have been created
by the use of a bare carbon in the arc, and it is at least possible that the whole of
those variations were created in the same way.

Many attempts have been made to explore the arc with insulated conductors,
notably by Uppenborn, who tried wires embedded in clay, steatite, and glass tubes,

and had to abandon them all. I myself have tried asbestos coverings for the
oarbons, but the asbestos melted and fell in drops like metal. Now that the
importance of insulating the exploring carbon is so very apparent, however, it will

be worth while making a very great effort to hnd some insulating material that
will stand the heat of the arc, and will yet not have to be so thick as to disturb it

unduly. This I hope very shortly to do, and thus to completely solve the question
of the constancy of the drop of potential at the carbons of the arc

:2. Some Experiments on the Effect of Pressure on the Tliermal Con'
ductivities of Hacks. By Dr. C. H. Lees.

The experiments were made by the ' lamellar ' method, the rocks tested being
cut in the form of flat circular discs and placed between discs of steel, the tem-
peratures of which were indicated by thermometers placed in holes in them. Two
discs of rock between three discs of steel were used in each experiment, the central

disc of steel having embedded in it a coil of insulated wire through which an
electric current of known amount could be sent. Through the upper and lower
steel discs, which were hollow, a flow of water was maintained. Thermal con-
tact between steel and rock discs was improved by a thin layer of glycerine. The
results show an increase of conductivity as the pressure is raised from zero to 800
or 900 lbs. per square inch, which is very small in the case of granite and marble.
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slightly greater in the case of slate, and about 3 jier cent, in the case of a
rather soft sandstone.

3. On the Determination of the Thermal Conductivity of Water.

By S. R. MiLNER, B.Sc, and Professor A. P. Chattock.

This is a description of a modification of the method of Ur. C. H. Lees, in

which the same platinum coils are used both for providing the flow of heat and
for measuring the resulting temperature gradient. The result obtained by taking

the mean of about forty separate determinations is 0'00I435 eg s. units at 20°C.

4. Experiments on the Influence of Electricity on Plants.

By Sklim Lemstrom.

A brief sketch is given of previous experiments and theories founded thereon.

The author has taken up the subject again for the following reasons:

—

(a) In previous experiments there was nearly always a favourable result when
artihcial electricity was used. The extraordinary development of the vegetatioik

in northern regions, in spite of the hard climatic circumstances. Periodicity in the

crops of difterent seeds, which follows closely the periodicity of the sun-spots and
the auroras, at least in more northern countries.

{b) The same periodicity in the development of the annual rings in the pioe-

wood.
(c) The unexplained physiological functions of the needle-formed leaves of the

pine and of the brush on the ears of the seed.

After having found, and as nearly as possible proved, that the auroras are caused

by electric currents in the atmosphere, the author began a long series of experi-

ments, using a current of static electricity from points

:

1. In the laboratory with various seeds
;

2. In Wichtis parish in Finland on a small cornfield
;

3. On the field of the Horticultural Society in Helsingfors and on a wheat-
field in the Estate Brodtorp.

As all these experiments, performed in 188.5 and 188G, had given favourable

results, about 40 per cent, increase of the plants treated with electricity, the author
made the necessary preparations for more extensive experiments in the year 1897.

They were carried out on the Estate Biodtorp, with the friendly assistance of
the proprietor, Baron Edvard Hisinger.

Three fields of 50 m. were iised for the experiments, and three of the same area,

as control-fields.

The results were the following :

—

There has been in general an increase in the seeds of at least 40 per cent. ; in

the roots from 25 per cent, to 75 per cent , dependingon the kind of plant and on the
nature of the soil ; beans, 75 per cent. ; strawberries and raspberries as high as-

75 per cent., and the time for their ripening shortened at least one-tliird.

From these experiments it follows :—
1

.

The more fertile the soil the greater the increase
;

2. Some plants were improved b}' electricity, whilst others, »uch as carrots^

behaved diflerently.

Later experiments, however, have shown that this peculiarity depended on
want of water. It seems that under the influence of electricity the plants absorb
water in greater quantity.

In the year 1888 the experiments were made near the Castle Laferte, in Bour-
gogne, through the kindness of Baron Arnould Tlienard.

The results were in general the same as in Finland, though the weather during
the summer of 1888 was not favourable.

Among the facts which result from these experiments it is proved that elec-
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triclty, given to plants durinj^ days with a clear burning sun, c.iu damage them
very much, if enough water is not also given at the same time.

In what way does electricity exert an influence on plants ? Either the gases

in the air are transformed to ozone and nitric oxides, which being heavy fall down
upon the plants and increase the activity of their vegetation ; or the electricity in-

duces the juices of the plants to ascend more rapidly in their capillary tubes (the

Gernez phenomenon).
Though There is much not yet explained, the method is ready to be used for

practical ])iirposes, especially as the author has succeeded in constructing au
electric mac'.niie that will be much more applicable for the purpose than the older

ones, amongst which the well-known Wimshurst machine has been used with good

effect.

For the present occasion the author has this summer carried out some experi-

ments in Finland, at the cottage Kammio nearllelsingfors, through the hindness of

Dr. W. E. Lybeck, on some especially interesting plants. Of these, the tobacco plant

did not yield, in earlier experiments, to the favourable influence of the electric

currents, through want of water. Photographs of the experimental and the control

field, which were watered to the same extent, have been prepared. The pictures

were taken at the same distance from both fields, and show that under the influence

of the current the results are at least 40 per cent, better than without it. The
current was applied for four hours in the morning and four hours in the afternoon,

with many interruptions, however, from June 17 to July 30. The total number of

hours was 161.

5. The Action of Electricitij upon Plants.

By E. H. Cook, D.Sc. Land., Clifton Laboratory, Bristol.

The experiments recorded in this Paper were commenced so far back as 188G.

They have been repeated many times as the conditions afl'ecting the results gradu-

ally became known. They may be considered under three heads: (1) Those
relating to the germination of seeds

; (2) those relating to the growing of plants

in soil
; (3) those dealing with the lower forms of plant life, such as Algre,

Fungi, &c.
The influence of electricity on the germination of seeds showed that the general

effect was to give an increased development in the seeds amounting to from 10 to

20 per cent more than in the non-electrified ones.

The influence on growing plants showed that in almost every case the electri-

cally-treated plants came to maturity first, and they were also the first to show
•above the soil, but I could not satisfy myself that with the currents employed, viz.,

from 1 to oO milliamperes, and with an E.M.F. of from 5 to 25 volts, any increased

rate of growth was observable after the cotyledons appeared above the soil.

In order to compare the ett'ects of the battery, the induction coil, and the

machine, experiments were made with the same seeds grown, (1) without any
electricity, (2) with a current passing between carbon electrodes, (3) under the
positive point from a Wimshtirst machine, (4) under the negative from the same,

(5) under the positive point of an induction coil, and (6; under the negative point

of an induction coil. In every case the positive end of the coil produced the

greatest efl'ect. This was with an E.M.F. of approximatel}- 45,000 volts.

Experiments have been made with yeast, spirogyra, and other large-celled

fresh-water Algre. It is intended to continue these experiments.

Applications on the Large Scale.—Experiments have been made by iM. Barratt

and M. Spechnew by connecting large plates of copper and zinc sunk in the soil

with a wire and growing plants between them, and also by connecting plates to z

battery. It is, however, evident that if atmospheric electricity could be employed,
a practically unlimited source is available. Beckeinstener was the first to try this.

Following him, .several experimenters in France and other countries have invented,

perfected, and used what has been called the ' Geomagnetifere' with remarkable
results. The instrument is practically a lightning-conductor set up in the middle
of a field, and connected below with a series of cross wires running under the soil
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near the roots of the plants. The results obtained with this Instrument, as given
in the French journals, were so remarkable, that I was very desirous of making a

trial in Clifton. Accordingly, in the early spring, M. Pinot de Moira, who is an
excellent amateur gardener as well as a careful experimenter, put up one in his

garden on Clifton Ilill. Potatoes, beans, peas, &'c., were grown near the wires and
in other parts of the garden. An increased ellect was distinctly observed in all

cases, thus contirmiug in some measure the results of the French experimenters.

It is, however, much to be desired that further and continuous experiments should

1)6 carried out.

The theories to account for the action were then considered.

6. Experiments with the Brush Discharge.

By E. H. Cook, D.Sc. Lond., Clifton Lahoratoi-y, Bristol.

7. The Ancient Standard Weights and Measures of the

City of Bristol. By W. R. Barker.

This group of Standard Weights and Measures forms an interesting link

with the past history of the city at various stages. The apparent rarity of

local standards of this kind was referred to and accounted for. Three periods

were recognised in which wholesale reforms were introduced by tlie issue of

fresh standards—Henry VII., Elizabeth, George IV. (Imperial System). Each of

these three issues is represented by one or more specimens in the collection. As
circumstances required, or sovereigns succeeded to the throne, intermediate

standards were issued, or the old ones were adopted under the new reign, so that,

in addition to those mentioned above, there are in this collection other standards

authorised under six other sovereigns, the whole embracing the long period from

1495 to 1S24. In all there are eighteen measures of capacity, two standard yard

measures, and thirteen weights. The marks, dates, and other peculiarities of each

were considered chronologically.

8. Some Preliminary Experiments on the Luminosity produced by
striking Sugar. By J. Burke, M.A.

The experiments show that the appearance of the flash produced when two
lumps of sugar are struck is independent of the gas in which the impact occurs ;

for instance, the effect is the same both in colour and intensity whether the spark,

if we might so call it, takes place in air or coal gas, and moreover is independent

of the pressure of the gas. The experiments have also been tried in water with
similar results. The spectrum of the flash is continuous, and contiiu-d to the more
refrangible end of the visible spectrum ; which seems to show that the luminosity

cannot be due to the particles of sugar on the impinged surface becoming white hot

;

but that the effect is probably due to some change in the configuration of the

crystals. The fact that the surrounding medium in wliich the spark occurs does

not alter the luminosity either in colour or intensity, seems to show that chemical

action with the surrounding medium does not take part in the production of the

light. An almost continuous luminosity can be produced by striking r.apidly the

circumference of a rotating wheel of sugar. The effect is very much greater when the

wheel is struck while it is rotating than when it is at rest ; but the mere rubbing
of the surface, whilst rotating, does not give rise to a very marked effect. The
sugar wears out very lapidly, and in order to keep the image of the spark on the

slit of the spectroscope the whole apparatus is moved slowly at the rate of about

2 inches an hour, by which means the luminosity always takes place along the axis

of the collimator.
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\). On tlie Electromagnetic Theory of Reflection on the Surface of Crystals.

By Dr. CiiAs. E. Curry.

When ordinarj^ light strikes the surface of an isotropic insulator, as glass, at
tfuch an angle that the retiected and the refracted rays form a right angle with
each other, the retiected ray is found to be linearly polarised (Brewster's law).
To my knowledge, however, little is known about the light reflected from the
surface of crystals.

In the treatment of the brbaviour of light on the surface of crystals it is

customary to make use of the so-called ' uniradial azimuths ' introduced by
MacCullagh

; their determination depends on the properties of the given crystal
(the reflecting surface used, &c.), and the angle of incidence of the given wave, but
not on the azimuth, in which the given oscillation is taking place. These uniradial
azimuths are, as we know, rotated through certain angles upon reflection. Are
there now angles of incidence c^, for which the uniradial azimuths coincide with
each other after reflection ? The general condition for such a coincidence is

^

sin <9„ sin (<^ -(^J
tan 6^ sin 'cp^

sin V sin (th ~<h\
(1)

cos 6g sin (^ - ^^) cos (0 + (^^) - tan e^ sin -cp^

sin v^ sin (^ - <^J
cos 6^ sin (^ - <^J cos ((^ + ^^) - tan e^ sin -^^,

where o refers to the ordinary and e to the extraordinary wave
; ^^ and denote

here the angles of refraction of tlie ordinary and extraordinary wave respectively,

<9„ and 6^. their respective azimuths, and e^ and e^ the small angles between the
directions of propagation of these waves and those of their so-called rays.

This cnnditiou (1) may be regarded as an equation for the determination of the
angle <^ ;

we observe that it does not contain the azimuth 6 of the incident wave.
It thus follows : when ordinary light strikes the surface of the given crystal at
such an angle ^, determined by this equation, it will be reflected as linearly
polarised, as in the case of an isotropic insulator, or certain phenomena as those
of interference will make their appearance; which of these phenomena occur will,
however, depend upon the assumption made with regard to the behaviour of the
ether-molecules in the film between the two bodies. Conversely, observations of
such phenomena might throw light on the assumption to be made.

The above equation for
(f>

is, however, too general to admit of a solution ; all
information must thus be gained from an examination of
special cases; I have chosen the following one for the
preseut purjjose, since it appears to be ofparticular interest.

Let one (if the principal planes of the given crystal be taken
as reflecting surface, and let the plane of incidence lie in

one of tlie other two, as indicated in the annexed figure.

( y .:: reflecting plane, .r y incident plane)
The above equation for ^ then reduces to

sin (^ - (^^,) cos (^ + 0^,) - tan e^ sin -(^^ =0 ; . . . (2)

its derlvalion, into which I cannot enter here, requires considerable care, chiefly

on account of the appearance of indeterminate forms.
Explicitly, it can be written

/]/'•• - (A- - W) sin "4>'] cos (^ = B ^v- - A? sin
'(f,

[u= + (A'^ - B-) sin ^^J, . (3)

wliere A, B, C are three medium constants of the dimensions of a velocity, and v
the velocity of propagation of electromagnetic disturbances in air.

For isotropic insulators, i.e. A=^B=C', this equation for 4> becomes

V

' Of also P. Volkmann,T(;/'/6's«w^d!re iiher die Theorie des Lichtes, p. 341.
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which ia identical to the condition that

<^ + 0,,. = |;

or, in more familiar form, that the reflected and the refracted rays form a right
angle with each other. It is evident from tlie above simple relation that, if v and

<f>
can he determined by experiment, A will be given.

Even a general examination of the above special equation (3) would be too

long here ; I shall, therefore, confine myself to the particular case where A, JS, and
C are assigned given numerical values ; ibr sulphur Boltzmann ' has found the
following values for the constants of electric induction :

4-773 3-970 3-811.

For these values the above equation (3) reduces approximately to

sin ''<!> + 51-7 sin
*(i> + 494-8 sin ^4> - 440 = 0,

one root of which is

(^ = 64° 44'

;

the other roots are imaginary.

Similarly, we find another angle of polarisation cj} on interchanging the above
X {A) and i/ (B) co-ordinate axes with each other. The general equation in cf)

must then evidently be written

»* [v"" + (A^ - B-) sin 20] cos ^ = A.^/^^ = B^ sin '0 [v' - (A- - B*) sin -'</)],

This equation reduces for the given particular case to

sin "0 - 53.35 sin ^cft + 617.53 sin 2(/) - 465 = ;

one root of which is

<^ = 6i°7'.30";

the other roots are imaginary.

If now we are able to determine by experiment two such critical values of 0,
characterised by linearly polarised light or other phenomena, we should then have
two equations for the determination of the quantities A and B. Although the
actual solution of these equations with regard to A and B offers difficulty, very
approximate ones can always be found.

Similarly, to determine the third medium-constant C, we have only to choose
those principal planes of the given crystals as reflecting and incident planes, for

which the above formula (2) reduces to a. function of C and A oi B only.

' Cf. Poflff. Ann. 153, 1874. ' Experimentaluntersuchung iiber das Verhalten
uicht leitender Korper nnter dem Einflusse elektrischer Kriifte.' Also Poincar6"s
Electricitc et antique, vol. i. p. 129.
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Section B.—CHEMISTRY.

President of the Section.—rrofessor F. R. Japp, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the foUowiug Address :

—

Stereochemistry and Vitalism.

Of the numerous weighty discoveries which science owes to the genius of Pasteur,
none appeals more strongly to chemists than that with which he opened his career

as an investigator—the establishing of the connection between optical activity and
molecular asymmetry in organic compounds. The extraordinary subtlety of the
modes of isomerism then for the first time disclosed ; the novelty and refinement
of the means employed in the separation of the isomerides ; the felicitous geometrical
hypothesis adopted to account for the facts—an hypothesis which subsequent
investigation has served but to confirm ; the perfect balance of inductive and
deductive method ; and lastly, the circumstance that in these researches Pastear laid

the foundation of the science of stereochemistry : these are characteristics any one of
which would have sufficed to render the work eminently noteworthy, but which,
taken together, stamp it as the capital achievement of organic chemistry.

Physiologists, on the other hand, are naturally more attracted by Pasteur's
subsequent work, in which the biological element predominates ; in fact, I doubt
whether many of them have given much attention to the earlier work. And yet
it ought to be of interest to physiologists, not merely because it is the root from
which the later work springs, but because it furnishes, I am convinced, a reply
to the most fundamental question that physiology can propose to itself—namely,
whether the phenomena of life are wholly explicable in terms of chemistry and
physics ; in other words, whether they are reducible to problems of the kinetics of
atoms, or whether, on the contrary, there are certain residual phenomena, inex-

plicable by such means, pointing to the existence of a directive force which enters

upon the scene with life itself, and which, whilst in no way violating the laws of
the kinetics of atoms—whilst, indeed, acting through these laws—determines the
course of their operation within the living organism.

The latter view is known as Vitalism. At one time universally held, although
in a cruder form than that just stated, it fell, later on, into disrepute ;

' \-ital force,'

the hypothetical and undefined cause of the special phenomena of life, was
relegated to the category of occult qualities ; and the problems of physiology were
declared to be solely problems of chemistry and physics. Various causes con-
tributed to this result. In the first place, the mere name ' vital force ' explains
nothing; although, of course, one may make this admission without thereby
conceding that chemistry and physics explain everything. Secondly, the older
vitalists confounded force with energy ; their ' vital force ' was a source of energy

;
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so that their doctrines contradicted the law of the consevvatioa of energy, and

became untenable the moment that this law was established. T would point out,

however, that the assumption of a purely directive ' vital force,' such as I have just

referred to, using the word ' force ' in the sense which it bears in modern dynamics,

does not necessarily involve this contradiction ; for a force acting on a moving body
at right angles to its path does no work, although it may continuously alter the

direction in which the body moves. When, therefore. Professor J. Burdon
Sanderson writes :

' The proof of the non-existence of a special " vital force " lies

in the demonstration of the adequacy of the known sources of energy in tlie

organism to account for the actual day by day expenditure of heat and work,' lie

does not consider this special case. Tne application of the foregoing principle

of dynamics to the discussion of problems like the present is, I believe, due to the

late Professor Fleeming Jenkin. A third ground for abandoning the doctrine of a

'vital force' was the discovery that numerous organic compounds for the pro-

duction of which the living organism was supposed to be necessary could be

synthesised by laboratory methods from inorganic materials. It is the validity

of some of the conclusions drawn from the latter fact that I wish especially to

consider.

Recent years have, however, witnessed a significant revival of the doctrine of

vitalism among the physiologists of the younger generation.

It is not my intention to offer any opinion on the various arguments which
physiologists of the neo-vitalistic school have put forward in support of their

vieVs ; these arguments and the facts on which they are based lie entirely outside

my province. I shall coutine myself to a single class of chemical facts rendered

accessible by Pasteur's researches on optically active compounds, and, considering

these facts in the light of our present views regarding the constitution of organic

compounds, I shall endeavour to show that living matter is constantly performing

a certain geometrical feat which dead matter, unless indeed it happens to belong

to a particular class of products of the living organism and to be thus ultimately

referable to living matter, is incapable—not even conceivably capable—of perform-

ing. My argument, being based on geometrical and dynamical considerations, will

have the advantage, over the physiological arguments, of immeasurably greater

simplicity ; so that, at all events, any fallacy into which I may unwittingly fall

will be the more readily detected.

In order to make clear the bearing of the results of stereochemical research on

this physiological problem, it will be necessary to give a brief sketch of the stereo-

chemistry of optically active organic compounds, as foimded by Pasteur and as

further developed by later investigators.

Substances are said to be optically active when they produce rotation of the

plane of polarisation of a ray of polarised light which passes through them. The
rotation may be either to the right or to the left, according to the nature of the

substance ; in the former case the substance in said to be dextro-rotatory ; in the

latter, laevo-rotatory. The effect is as if the ray had been forced through a twisted

medium—a medium with a right-handed or a left-handed twist—and had itself

received a twist in the process ; and the amount of the rotation will depend upon
the degree of ' twist' in the medium (that is, on the rotatory power of substance)

and upon the thickness of the stratum of substance through which the ray passes,

lust as the angle through which a bullet turns in passing from the breech to the

muzzle of a rifle will depend upon the degree of twist in the rifling and the length

of the barrel. If the bullet had passed through the barrel in the opposite direction,

the rotation would still have been in the same sense ; since a right-handed (or left-

handed) twist or helix remains the same from whichever end it is viewed, in

whichever direction it is traversed. This also applies to optically active substances

;

if the polarised ray passes through the substance in the opposite direction, the

rotation still occurs in the same sense as before. This characteristic sharply

distinguishes the rotation due to optically active substances from that produced

by thi' magnetic field, the latter rotation being reversed on reversing the direction

of the polarised ray.

Optically active substances may be divided into two classes. Some, like quartz,
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sodium chlorate, and benzil, produce rotation only when in the crystallised state ;

the dissolved (or fused) substances are inactive. Others, like oil of turpentine, caui-

plior, and siicar, are optically active when in the liquid state or in s&lution. In the

former case the molecules of the substance have no twisted structure, but they unite

to form crystals having such a structure. As Pasteur expressed it, we may build up
a spiral staircase—an asymmetric figure—from symmetric bricks; when the stair-

case is again resolved into its component brii-ks, the asymmetry disappears. (I

will explain presently the precise significance of the terms symmetry and
asymmetry as used in this connection.) In the case of compounds which are

optically active in the liquid state, the twisted structure must be predicated of the

molecules themselves ; that is, there must be a twisted arrangement of the atoms
which form these molecules.

The earliest known experimental facts regarding the rotation of the plane of

polarisation by various substances, solid and liquid, were discovered by Arago and
by Biot.

After this preliminary statement as to what is understood by optical activity,

we may consider Pasteur's special contributions to the solution of the problems
involved

Pasteur tells us, in the well-known ' Lectures on the Molecular Asymmetry of

Natural Organic Products,' which he delivered in 1860, before the Chemical
Society of Paris, that his earliest independent scientific work dealt with the

subject of crystallography, to whicb he had turned his attention from a conviction

that it would prove useful to him in the study of chemistry. In order to perfect

himself in crystallographical methods, he resolved to repeat all the measurements
contained in a memoir by De la Provostaye on the crystalline forms of tartaric

acid, racemic acid, and their salts. These two sets of compounds have the same
composition, except that they frequently difl'er in the number of molecules of

water of crystallisation which they contain ; but whereas tartaric acid and the

tartrates are dextro-rotatory, racemic acid and tberacemates are optically inactive.

It was probably this circumstance that decided Pasteur in his choice of a subject, for

it appears that, even as a student, he had been attracted by the problem of optical

activity. In the course of the repetition, however, he detected a fact which had
escaped the notice of his predecessor in the work, accurate observer as the latter

was—nan\e]y, the presence, in the tartrates, of right-handed hemihedral faces,

Avhich are absent in the racemates. Hemihedral faces are such as occur in only

balf their possible number ; and in the case of non-superposable hemihedry, to

which class that of the tartrates belongs, there are always two opposite hemihedral
forms possible : a right-handed or dextro-form, and a left-handed or Isevo-form.

Which is right, and which is left, is a matter of convention ; but they are opposite;

forms, and difi'er from one another exactly as the right hand of the human body
differs from the left : that is, they resemble one another in every respect, except

that they are non-superposable—the one cannot be made to coincide in space with
the other, just as a right hand will not fit into a left-hand glove. The one form is

identical with the mirror image of the other: thus the mirror image of a right

hand is a left hand. Such opposite hemihedral crystalline forms are termed
enantiomorphs ; they have the same faces and the same angles, but differ in the
fact that all positions in the one are reversed in the other for one dimension of
space, and left unchanged for the other two dimensions; this being the geometrical

transformation which an object appears to undergo when reflected in a plane
mirror. Enantiomorphism is possible only in the case of asymmetric solid figures :

these alone give non-superposable mirror images. Any object which gives a
mirror image identical with the object itself—a superposable mirror image—must
have at least one plane of symmetry.

The hemihedry of the tartrates discovered by Pasteur is in every case in the
same sense—that termed right-handed—provided that the crystals are oriented

according to two of the axes which have nearly the same ratio in all the tartrates.

Pasteur was inclined to connect the molecular dextro-rotatory power of the
tartrates with this right-handed hemihedry ; since in the racemates both the
hemihedry and the rotatory power were absent. A similar connection, which.
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however, held good only for the crystalline condition, had, as he points out, been

already observed in the case of quartz, the crystals of which occasionally exhibit

small asymmetric (tetartohedral) faces, situated in some specimens to the right

and in others to the left ; the former specimens bein» dextro-, the latter, Itevo-

rotatory. The possibility of tliis connection was first suggested by Sir John

Herschel.

Pasteur's views were confirmed by an unexpected discovery which he made
shortly after. Mitscherlich had stated, in 1844, in a communication to Biot,

-which the latter laid before the French Academy of Sciences, that sodium

ammoniiim tartrate and sodium ammonium racemate were identical, not merely

in chemical composition, but in crystalline form, in specific gravity, and in every

other property, chemical and physical, except that the solution of the former salt

was dextro-rotatory, that of the latter inactive. And to make his statement still

more definite, he added :
' The nature and the number of the atoms, their arrange-

ment, and their distances from one another, are the same in both compounds.'

At the time this passage appeared Pasteur was a student in the Ecole Normale.

He tells us how it puzzled him, as being in contradiction to the views universally

held by physicists and chemists, that the properties, chemical and physical, of

substances depended on the nature, number, and arrangement of their constituent

ntoms. He now returned to the subject, imagining that the explanation would be

found in the fact tliat ^Mitscherlich had overlooked the hemihedral faces in the

tartrate, and that the racemate would not be hemihedral. He therefore prepared

and examined the two double salts. He found that the tartrate was, like all the other

tartrates which he had investigated, hemihedral ; but, to his surprise, the solution

of the racemate also deposited hemihedral crystals. A closer examination, how-
ever, disclosed the fact that, whereas in the tartrate all the hemihedral faces were

situated to the right, in the crystals from the solution of the racemate they were

situated sometimes to the right, and sometimes to the left. Mindful of his view

regarding the connection between the sense of the hemihedry and that of the

optical activitv, he carefully piclced out and separated the dextro- and laevo-hemi-

hedrai crystals, made a solution of each kind separatelv, and observed it in the

polarimeter. To his surprise and delight, the solution of the right-handed crystals

-was dextro-rotatory ; that of the left-handed, liievo-rotatory. The right-handed

crystals were identical with those of the ordinary (dextro-) tartrate; the others,

which -were their mirror image, or enantiomorph, were derived from the hitherto

unknown Isevo-tartaric acid. From the dextro- and l^vo-salts thus separated he

prepared the free dextro- and Isevo-tartaric acids. And having thus obtained from

racemic acid its two component acids—dextro- and la-vo-tartaric acids— it was an

easy matter to recompose racemic acid. He found that, on mixing equal weights

of the two opposite acids, each previously di-^solved in a little water, the solution

almost solidified, depositing a mass of crystals of racemic acid.

These two tartaric acids have the same properties, chemical and physical,

except where their opposite asymmetry comes into plav. They crvstallise in the

same forms, with the same faces and angles ; but the hemihedral facets, which in

the one are situated to the right, are, in the other, situated to the left. Their

specific gravities and solubilities are the same ; but the solution of the one is

dextro-rotatory ; of the other, Inevo-rotatory. The salts which they form with

inorganic bases also agree in every respect, except as regards their opposite

asvmmetry and opposite rotatory power. They are enantiomorphous.

Pasteur, discussing the question of the molecular constitution of these acids,

nnticipates in a remarkable manner the views at present held by chemists. ' We
know, on the one hand,' he says, ' that the molecular structures of the two tar-

taric acids are asymmetric, and on the other, that they are rigorously the same,

with the sole difference of showing asymmetry in opposite senses. Are the atoms

of the rio-ht acid grouped on the spirals of a right-handed helix, or placed at the

solid angles of an irregular tetrahedron, or disposed according to some particular

asymmetric grouping or other ? We cannot answer these questions. But it can-

not be a .subject of doubt that there exists an arrangement of the atoms in an

asymmetric order having a non-siiperposable image. It is not less certain that
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the atoms of the left acid realise precisely the asymmetric grouping which is the

inverse of this.'

The idea of the irregular tetrahedron is, it may he explained, derived from the

hemihedral facets. Imagine these to develop in the case of dextro-tartaric acid

until the other faces of the crystal disappear, and there results an irregular tetra-

hedron. Repeat the process with a crystal of laevo-tartaric acid, and the enantio-

morphous tetrahedron—the mirror-image of the former—is ohtained. We shall

see later that the idea, on the one hand, of two asymmetric tetrahedra, and, on
the other, that of two opposite hehces, given as alternatives hy Pasteur to explain

the grouping of the atoms within the molecules of dextro- and loevo-tartaric acids,

are in reality identical.

The precision of Pasteur's views as to the asymmetry of these acids enabled

him to discover two further methods of separating them. Thiis he points out that

although these acids will possess equal aiSnity for any given symmetric base, such

as potash, or ammonia, or aniline, yet their affinities will not be equal if the base,

like quinine or strychnine, is itself asymmetric ; because here the special one-sided

asymmetry of the base will modify its mode of combination with the two enantio-

morphous acids. The solubility is different in the case of the dextro- and Isevo-

tartrates of the same asymmetric base ; the crystalline form, the specific gravity,

the number of molecules of water of crystallisation, may be all different. Potassium
dextro- and Isevo-tartrates are mirror images of one another ; quinine dextro- and
loevo-tartrates are not. Pasteur employed in his experiments the asymmetric base

cinchonicine, which he converted into its acid racemate, and allowed the solution

to crystallise. The first crystallisations consisted of pure IjBvo-tartrate of cin-

chonicine, whilst the more soluble dextro-tartrate remained in the mother liquor,

from which it finally crystallised in forms totally distinct from those of the loevo-

tartrate.

Pasteur's third method is of physiological interest, and is, moreover, the

stepping-stone to his later work on ferments. As we shall see presently, he

regarded the formation of asymmetric organic compounds as the special prerogative

of the living organism. Most of the substances of which the animal and vegetable

tissues are built up—the proteids, cellulose—are asymmetric organic compounds,
displaying optical activity. Pasteur had shown that two compounds of inverse

asymmetry behaved differently towards a third asymmetric compound. How
would they behave towards the asymmetric living organism ?

It had frequently been noticed that impure calcium tartrate, when mixed with
organic matters, as is the case when it is obtained in the process of preparing

tartaric acid from argol, readily underwent fermentation. Pasteur examined the

action of the ferment (apparently a Penicillium) on ammonium tartrate—a sub-
stance which had the advantage over calcium tartrate of being soluble—and, finding

that the fermentation here followed a normal course, ending with the destruction

of the tartrate, repeated the experiment with ammonium racemate, examining the

solution from time to time with the polarimeter. The fermentation proceeded^

apparently, as before ; but the solution, originally optically inactive, became Isevo-

rotatory, the activity gradually increasing in amount until a maximum was
reached. At this point the fermentation ceased. The whole of the dextro-

tartrate had disappeared, and from the solution the Itevo-tartrate was obtained in

a state of purity. The asymmetric living organism had selected for its nutriment
that particular asymmetric form of tartaric acid which suited its needs—the form,

doubtless, which in some way fitted its own asymmetry—and had left the opposite

form either wholly or, for the most part, untouched. The asymmetric micro-
organism, therefore, exhibits a power which no symmetric chemical substance,

such as our ordinary oxidising agents, and no symmetric form of energy, such as

heat, can ever possess : it distinguishes between enantiomorphs. If we oxidise

racemic acid with nitric acid, for example, both the enantiomorphous constituents

are attacked in exactly the same degree. If we hent racemic acid, whatever
happens to its right-handed constituent happens equally to its left-handed con-
stituent: the temperature of decomposition of both is the same. Asymmetric
agents can alone display selective action in dealing with enantiomorphs.

1898. 3 G
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l>y the action of heat Pasteur converted ordinary tartaric acid into racemic

acid, in which process a portion of the right acid is converted into the left, an

equilibrium being established ; and lievo-tartaric acid may be converted into

racemic acid in the same way, the inverse change taking place. At the same time,

a new tartaric acid is formed in both cases : mesotartaric acid, or true inactive

tartaric acid, which resembles racemic acid in having no action on the plane of

polarisation, but diti'ers from it in not being separable into two acids of opposite

activity. According to our present views, it contains two equal and opposite

asymmetric groups within its molecule. Racemic acid is thus inactive by intev-

aiolecular compensation ; mesotartaric acid, by zwframolecular compensation.

Pasteur, generalising somewhat hastily from the few cases which he had
studied, came to the conclusion that all organic compounds capable of exhibiting

optical activity might exist in the ioregoing four forms—dextro, Isevo, racemoid,

and meso. As regards the dextro and Isevo forms, this is correct ; as regards the

racemiiid form it i.s generally correct ; but the meso form, as we now know, is a

very special case, implying that the molecule contains two structurally identical

complexes of opposite asymmetry.
Were I following the exact historical order, I should introduce here Pasteur's

view that compounds exhibiting optical activity have never been obtained without

the intervention of life^a view which it is the object of the present address to

consider. The later developments of stereochemistry, however, throw so much
light on this question, and enable us to discuss it with such precision, that we
shall turn our attention to these first. Before so doing, however, we may note

that, in spite of the immense growth in the material of stereochemistry, and in

spite of thp develo]jment of the theoretical views of stereochemists, hardly any
experimental method of fundamental importance for the separation and trans-

formation of optically active com^iounds has been added to those docribed in

Pasteur's classical re>earches, although it is almost forty years since these came to

a close. Perhaps Walden's remarkable discovery of a method for the ti-ansforma-

tion of certain euHnti'inorphs into their optical opposites without previous racemi-

.satioii, is I he only one entitled to be so classed.

Pasteur was in advance of his time, and his theory of molecular asymmetry
was a seed that lay for many years in the ground without germinating.

In 1858, just about the period when Pasteur was concluding his researches in

the foregoing field, Kekule published his celebrated theoretical paper, ' On the

Constitution and Metamorphoses of Chemical Compounds, and on the Chemical
Nature of Carbon,' in which he showed that, by assuming that the carbon atom
had four units ot affinity, the constitution »f orgaftic compounds could be satis-

factorily explained. This was the starting-point of the theory of chemical
.structure, and from that time to the present day organic chemists have been
engaged, with enormous expenditure of labour, in determining the constitution or

molecular structure of the carbon compounds on the lines of Kekule's theory.

In order that Pasteur's ideas should bear fruit it was only necessary that
his purely general statements with regard to molecular asymmetry should be
specialised, so as to include the recognised constitution of organic compounds. It

was from this union of Pasteur's theory with that of Kekul6 that modern stereo-

chemistry sprang. The necessary step was taken, independently and almost
•simultaneously, by Van't Iloff and Le Bel, in 1874. I will briefly state their

conclu.sious, so far as these bear on the subject of optical activity.

If we examine the structural formulae of a number of thoroughly investigated

optically active organic compounds, we shall find that the molecule of each
contains at least one carbon atom of which the four affinities are satisfied by
four dirterent atoms or groups—an asymmetric carbon atom, as it is termed.

The four affinities, or directed attractive powers, of the carbon atom are not
to be conceived of as lying in one plane. The simplest assumption that we can
make with regard to their distribution in space is that the direction of each makes
equal angles with the directions of the three others. We may express this

differently by saying that the four atoms or groups attached to the carbon atom
are situated at the solid angles of a tetrahedron, in the centre of which the carbon
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atotu itself is placed. If the four atoms or groups are all identical they will be

equally attracted by the carbon atom ; consequently they will be equidistant from
it, and the tetrahedron will be regular. If they are all ditlerent the force with
which each is attracted will be different ; they will arrange themselves at different

distances from the carbon atom ; and the tetrahedron will be irregular : it will

have no plane of S3'mmetry. Any cooipound of the formula CIIX'Y'Z' can there-

fore exist in two enantiomorphs, applying this term to the molecules themselves

—

ia two non-superposable forms, each of which is the mirror image of the other ;

thus

—

Fig. 1. Fig. 3.

( In these figures no attempt has been made to represent the tetrahedra as irre-

gular ; the opposite asymmetry is indicated merely by the opposite order of the four

attached atoms or groups. In realiry, however, they would be irregular. The
carbon atom itself is not shown.)

If we consider any particular set of three atoms or groups— for example,

II. Z', and Y'—looking towards that face of the tetrahedron about which they are

arranged, any order, thus HZ' Y', which is clockwise in one figure, will be counter-

clockwise in the other. In like manner, a continuous curve, passing through the

four atoms or groups in any given sequence, will form a right-handed helix in the

one case and a left-handed helix in the other. We thus find that the foregoing

assumptions—the very simplest that could be made—regarding the distribution of

the four affinities of carbon and the different degree with which four difierent

atoms or groups will be attracted by the carbon atom to which they are attached,

lead to the asymmetric structures postulated by Pasteur to account for optical

activity—namely, enantiomorphous irregular tetrahedra, and right- and left-handed

helices.

M ^' ^H

r
That a spiral arrangement, right- or left-handed, will produce rotation of the

plane of polarisation in its own sense, may be shown by various experiments:

thus in Keusch's optically active piles of plates of mica, produced by crossing

successive plates of biaxal mica at an .angle of 60° to one another ; or in the twisted

jute fibres recently described by Professor Bose, which, according to the direction

3 G 2
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of the twist previously imparted to them, rotate the plane of polarisation of electric

waves either to the right or to the left.

If two of the four atoms or groups attached to carbon are identical, there is no
asymmetry, and no optical activity. Thus, in a compound of the formula

CH.^X'Y', which we may represent by our tetrahedral scheme as shown in lig. 3,

the two hydrot^en atoms are equidistant from the carbon atom ; the system has a

plane of symmetry passing through X' Y' and the carbon atom, and has therefore

a superposable mirror image.

If the molecule contains only one asymmetric carbon atom, the latter mar
be either positive or negative, so that the substance may exist in two forms of

opposite optical activity ; in addition to which we may have the racemoid

combination of the two, which will be inactive but separable. Mandelic acid,

C6H5.CH(OH).COOH,' is a case in point : it is known in these three forms.

CH(OH).OOOH
If, as in the case of tartaric acid,

|
, the molecule contains two

CH(OH).COOH
asymmetric carbon atoms, and at the same time consists of two structurally

identical halves, then these two atoms may be either both positive or both nega-

tive, reinforcing each other's effect in either case ; or one may be positive and the

other negative, when, owing to the structural identity of the two halves of the

molecule, the effect of the one will exactly compensate that of the other, and the

compound will be inactive, but not separable. Furthermore, there may be the

racemic combination of the bi-dextro- form with the bi-loevo- form : a combination

inactive, but separable. We have thus the explanation of the four forms observed

by Pasteur.

In fact, all the complex cases of isomerism that have been met with among
compounds of this class—compounds structurally identical, but coufiguratively

distinct, as it is termed—may be satisfactorily explained, and their possible number
accurately predicted, by means of the theory of the asymmetric carbon atom.

I must apologise to the organic chemists among my audience for inflicting on
them this very elementary exposition of what to them is a well-known theory.

But outside the circle of organic chemists the theory is. I fear, far from well

known. Thus, an eminent physicist, in h's ' Theory of Light,' referring to the

rotation of the plane of polarisation by liquid or dissolved substances, says :
' I am

not aware that any explanation of it has ever been suggested.' And in the
' Proceedings of the Royal Society ' for the present year, another eminent physicist,

after quoting with approval this purely personal confession, goes on to suggest the

possibility of the molecules having a twisted structure, and points out that a

right-handed twist ' would appear right-handed when looked at from either end,'

apparently umiware that such conceptions have been commonplaces of stereo-

chemistry for the past quarter of a century at least.

This brief sketch of the theory was therefore necessary in order that we may
now effectively discuss Pasteur's views on the relation between optical activity

and life.

Whenever we prepare artificially, starting either with the elements, or with
symmetric cimiiKiunds, any org-anic compound which, when it occurs as a natural

product of the living organism, is optically active, the primary product of our
laboratory reactions, however closely it may in other respects resemble the natural

product, differs from it in being optically inactive. Pasteur was greatly impressed

by this fact. In the Lectures deliverediu 1860 he says: ' Artificial products have
no molecular asymmetry ; and I could not point out the existence of any more
profound distinction between the products formed under the influence of life, and
all others.' And again, he refers to ' the molecular asymmetry of natural organic

products ' as ' the great characteristic which establishes perhaps the only well-

marked line of demarcation that can at present be drawn between the chemistry

of dead matter and the chemistry of living matter.' He would not admit that

even racemoid forms, optically inactive by intermolecular compensation, might be

' The asymmetric carbon atom is represented by an italic C.
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artificially prepared ; thus, to the suggestion that the malic acid which he had ob-

tained from Dessaigues's artificial aspartic acid might possibly be theracemoid form

(as we now know that it is), he replied :
' That is improbable, for then not only should

we have made an active body from an inactive one, but we should have made two
—a right and a left.'

The view that racemoids could not be prepared artificially did not long remain

tenable. In 1860, the year in which the foregoing lectures were delivered, Perkia

and Duppa, and, independently, Kekule, obtained from dibromsuccinic acid a form
of tartaric acid which Pasteur recognised as racemic acid. But the succinic acid

employed had been prepared from amber, a substance of vegetable origin ; and
there was still the possibility that herein lay the source of the optical activity of

the two constituents of the artificial racemic acid. This objection, which was
raised by Pasteur himself, fell to the ground when, in 187o, Jungfleisch prepared

racemic acid from Ma.xwell Simpson's synthetic succinic acid, and separated it

into its right and left constituents by means of the sodium ammonium salt.

' Thus falls the barrier,' wrote Schiitzenberger, ' which M. Pasteur had placed

between natural and artificial products. This example shows us how reserved we
must be in attempting to draw distinctions between the chemical reactions of the

living organism and those of the laboratory.'

To these words, which, although written a quarter of a century ago, may fairly

fee taken as representing the prevailing belief of chemists at the present day, Pas-
teur j-eplied as follows

:

' Contrary to M. Schiitzenberger's belief, this barrier still exists. ... To trans-

form one inactive compound into miother inactive compound which has the power
of resolving itself simultaneously into a right-handed compound and its opposite

(son symetrique), is in no way comparable with the possibility of transforming an

inactive compound into a single active compozind. This is what no one has ever

done ; it is, on the other hand, what living Nature is doing unceasingly before our

«ye8.'

On this and subsequent occasions Pasteur did little more than reiterate opinions

which he had previously expressed. As he himself stated, he was then occupied

with other problems which absorbed his entire time and energies. The result has

been that the opinions have suffered neglect and even misrepresentation. Thus
Ostwald, in his ' AUgemeine Chemie,' translating, or rather paraphrasing, the fore-

going passage, omits the word ' single '—which is the key to Pasteur's meaning

—

and then condemns the statement as illogical.

Pasteur's point is, that whereas living Nature can make a single optically active

compound, those laboratory reactions, to which we resort in synthesising such

compounds, always produce, simidtaneously, at least tico, of equal and opposite

optical activity ; the result being intermolecular compensation and consequent

optical inactivitj\ Not necessarily implied in Pasteur's statement, but entirely in

harmony with it, is the fact that we can sometimes produce artificially a single

compound containing within its molecule two equal and opposite asymmetric

groups, and therefore inactive by iwfr«molecular compensation ; thus in the oxida-

tion of maleic acid to mesotartaric acid.

Let us consider the cause of this limitation of our synthetic reactions. Why
cannot we produce, by laboratory processes, involving the play of symmetric forces

and the interaction of symmetric atoms and molecules, single optically active com-
pounds ? To answer that question, let us turn our attention to the mechanism of

the change in which a symmetric carbon atom becomes asymmetric.

A simple case of such a cha7ige, typical of all similar changes, is the transfor-

mation of a compound, CHoX'Y', by substitution, into CHX'Y'Z'. If we follow

this process by means of our tetrahedral model, we see at once why, in our ordinary

laboratory reactions, both enantiomorphs must be generated in equal quantity.

The molecule of the compound, CHOX'Y', of which the tetrahedral representation

is given in fig. 3, has, as we have already seen, a plane of symmetry passing

through X'Y' and the carbon atom ; and from this plane of symmetry the two
hydrogen atoms are equidistant on opposite sides. Any purely mechanical,
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symmetric force, therefore—any force, for example, such as comes into play in the
motions of the symmetric molecules of a gas or a liquid—which affects one of these
hydrogen atoms in one molecule of the compound CHjX'Y', has an equal chance
of affecting the other hydrogen atom in another molecule. If the right-hand
hydrogen atom in fig. -3 is replaced by the radicle Z', we obtain the enantiomorph
represented in fig. I ; if the left-hand hydrogen atom, that represented in fig. 2.

The chances in favour of these two events being equal, the ratio,

Number of occurrences of event I,

Number of occurrences of event II.

will, if we are dealing with an infinitely great number of molecules, approximate
to unity. AVe therefore obtain a mixture, optically inactiA'e by intermolecular
compensation.

All cases of the conversion of symmetric into asymmetric compounds may be
referred to the same category, no matter whether the chemical process is one of
substitution or of addition, or whether the resulting molecule contains one or more
asymmetric carbon atoms. Thus, in the reduction of a ketone of the formula
X'.OO.Y' to a secondary alcohol of the formula X'. C'H(OH).Y' ; in the transforma-
tion of an aldehyde by the addition of hydrocyanic acid into a nitrile of an
a-hydroxy-acid ; in the oxidation of fumaric acid to racemic acid—cases typifying
the various additive processes in which asymmetric groupings are produced—there

is one condition common to all : in the symmetric compound, with which we start,

there are, in every case, two identical points of attack, equidistant from the plane
of symmetry of the molecule, and the result is that the two possible events happen
in equal number, so that the mixture of enamiomorphs obtained is optically in-

active by compensation. We are, of course, in many cases able afterwards to

separate these enantiomorphs by the methods devised by Pasteur, and thus obtain

the single opticalh' active compounds ; but we cannot produce them singly as long,

as we have at our disposal only the symmetric forces which we command in the
laboratory.

Precisely the same state of things prevails when symmetric molecules unite,

under the influence of symmetric forces, to build up an asymmetric crystalline

structure. When, for example, sodium chlorate crystallises from its aqueous solu-

tion, the number of right-handed crystals is, on the average, as was shown by
Kipping and Pope, equal to the number of left-handed ci-ystals. The same fact

was proved by Landolt by observing the optical inactivity of the mixture of micro-
scopic right and left crystals obtained ))y adding alcohol to a concentrated aqueous
solution of sodium chlorate. The two possible asymmetric events occur in equal
number.

Non-living, symmetric forces, therefore, acting on symmetric atoms or mole-
cules, cannot produce asymmetry, since the simultaneous production of two oppo-
site asymmetric halves is equivalent to the production of a symmetric whole,
whether the two asymmetric halves be actually united in the same molecule, as in

the case of mesotartaric acid, or whether they exist as sepai-ate molecules, as in the
left and right constituents of racemic acid. In every case, the symmetry of the
whole is proved by its optical inactivity.

The result is entirely different, however, when we allow symmetric forces to
act under the influence of already existing asymmetric, non-racemoid compounds.

Thus, if we start with an optically active compound—a compound containing
one or more asymmetric carbon atoms and non-racemoid—and, by appropriate
chemical reactions, render asymmetric some carbon atom in the compound which
was not previously so, then it does not follow that the two forms represented by
the two possible arrangements of this new asymmetric carbon atom will be pro-
duced in equal quantity. The compound with which we start has no plane of
symmetry

; and, although there are still the two possible points of attack, one will

be more exposed than the other ; in fact, one mode of attack may so predominate
that apparently only one asymmetric compound is formed, the other compound, if

formed at all, escaping detection by the smallness of its amount. A case in point
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is the conversion of r7-mannose by combination with Iiydvocyanic acid into tbe'

nitrile ofii-mannoheptonic acid, studied by Erail Fischer, in wbich only one nitrile

is formed, although there are two ways in which the hydrocyanic acid may attach'

itself to the aldehyde group of the mannose. On the other hand, the same general
reaction, in the union of hydrocyanic acid with ordinary aldehyde Clla.CHO
—a symmetric compound— yields the right and left forms of lacto-nitrile'

033.(711(011).ON in equal quantity, the two asymmetric events occurring iu'

equal number, and the resulting mixture of compounds being inactive. It is the
ditlerence between guidance and no guidance : the asymmetric group present in

the mannose guides into a particular path the symmetric forces which bring about'

the addition of the hydrocyanic acid ; in the case of the symmetric aldehyde the'

result is left to pure chance. The latter action is like that of tossing a perfectly

balanced coin ; in the former the coin is heavily weighted on one side. The say-

ing, ' les des dc la Nature sont pipes,' is certainly true of living Nature and its

products.

This guiding action displayed by asymmetric compounds may even impart a
bias to the crystallisation of those molecularly symmetric substances already
referred to, which crystallise in enantiomorphous forms. Thus, Kipping and Pope
have recently made the interesting observation that the crystals of sodium chlorate

which are deposited from an aqueous solution containing 200 grams of <^-glucose

to the litre consist, on an average, of about 32 per cent, of right-handed to 68 pei'

cent, of left-handed crystals, the asymmetric carbohydrate, by its mere presence,

favouring the formation of the one asymmetric form of the inorganic salt at the
expense of the other.

These ob.servations possibly afford a clue to the mode of action of the living

organism in producing single enantiomorphs. This production of single asym-
metric forms may be a result of the asymmetric character of the chemical com-
pounds of which the tissues of plants and animals are built up. The optically

active products of the organism—the carbohydrates, the terpenes, tartaric acid,

asparagine, quinine, the serum of the blood, and countless others—have been
formed in an asymmetric environment, and their asymmetry is an induced pheno-
menon. They luive been cast, as it were, in an asymmetric mould. According to

this view they are a result of the selective production of one of the two possible

enantiomorphous forms. The same would hold good with regard to the organised
tissues themselves, developed from inherited asymmetric beginnings in the ovum
or the seed, or obtained by fission. The perplexing question of the (ib^olute origi)^

of these asymmetric compounds I will discuss later.

Another view has been put forward by Emil Fischer. In his lecture on
'Syntheses in the Sugar Group,' delivered before the German Chemical Society in

1890, he says

:

' Starting with formaldehyde, chemical synthesis leads, in the first instance, to

the optically inactive acrose. In contradistinction to this oiJy the active sugars
of the f7-mannitol series have hitherto been found in plants.

' Are these the only products of assimilation [of carbon dioxide and water] Y

Is the preparation of optically active substances a prerogative of the living

organism ; is a special cause, a Idnd of vital force, at work here ? I do not think
so, and incline rather to the view that it is only the imperl'eetiou of our knowledge
which imports into this process the appearance of the miraculous.

' No fact hitherto known speaks against the view that the plant, like chemical
synthesis, first prepares the inactive sugars ; that it then resolves them into their

active constituents, using the members of the cZ-mannitol series in building up
starch, cellulose, inulin, &c., whilst the optical isomerides serve for other purposes
at present unknown to us.'

There are, therefore, two opposite processes which would account for the pre-
sence of optically active compounds among the substances generated in the living

organism, and which we may brietly describe as selective pvodiiction and seleetivi-

consum2)tiou. An instance of artificial selective pi-oduction is the formation of
onh' one nitrile of <?-mannoheptonic acid already cited. Selective consumption,
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dissociated, however, from the previous production of the racemoid form,
may be illustrated by the fermentation of dextro-tartaric acid in the action,
studied by Pasteur and already referred to, of a mould on racemic acid, the Isevo-
taitaric acid remaining- untouched, and by numerous similar fermentations since
discovered. Selective consumption is not restricted to living ferments; various
cases are known of enzymes, or soluble ferments, which can effect the hvdrolysis
of one glucoside, but not of its enantiomorph. As Emil Fischer, who studied this
phenomenon, says :

' Enzyme and glucoside must fit each other like key and lock,
in order that the one may exercise a chemical action on the other.' And a similar
selective action, embracing the much more complex phenomenon of alcoholic fer-

mentation, is displayed by E. Buchner's soluble zymase obtained from yeast cells.

It is true, moreover, that the organism sometimes produces both enantiomorphs.
Thus the lactic ferment converts carbohydrates into racemoid lactic acid ; ordinary,
or Ifflvo-rotatory, asparagine is accompanied in plants, as Piutti showed, by a small
quantity of its optical isomeride ; and there are other cases.

These facts might be taken as evidence in favour of Fischer's view that selec-
tive consumption is the cause of the phenomenon we are discussing. But I do not
think that, la the present state of our knowledge, we can decide between the two
views. For that matter both may be correct, each may explain particular cases.
What 1 wish to point out is that Fischer's statement that the ' miraculous

'

character of the phenomenon is eliminated by his assumption appears open to
question. It is ju.st as much, or as little, miraculous after as before. The pro-
duction of a single asymmetric form, and the destruction of one of two opposite
asymmetric forms, are problems of precisely the same order of difficulty, and there
are only two ways in which either of theru has ever been solved : firstly, by the
direct action of living matter, and, secondly, by the use of previously existing
asymmetric non-racemoid compounds, which are, in the last resort, due to'the action
of life. Directly or indirectly, then, life intervenes.

Doubtless this will appear a very extraordinary statement in view of Jung-
fleisch's synthesis of racemic acid and its resolution into dextro- and Itevo-tartaric
acids by the crystallisation of the sodium ammonium salts. The process does not
take place in a living organism ; nor is the aid of life invoked in the shape of a
micro-organism as in Pasteur's third method of separation. No asymmetric base
of vegetable origin is employed as in Pasteur's second method, so that the indirect
action of life through its products is also excluded ; sodium and ammonium are
.symmetric inorganic radicles, and no substance of one-sided asymmetry is intro-
duced from beginning to end. The process is one of ordinary crystallisation ; the
two forms are deposited side by side, the operator afterwards picking out the right
and left crystals and separating them. The reason why the two tartrates crystal-
lise out and not the racemate, is that at the ordinary temperature of the air at
which the crystallisation is conducted they are less soluble than the racemate.
At a higher temperature, on the other hand, these solubilities are reversed and the
racemate is deposited. The conditions are precisely those which govern the forma-
tion or non-formation of ordinary double salts.

Consequently, the overwhelming majority of chemists hold that the foregoing
synthesis and separation of optically active compounds have been eflfected without
the intervention of life, either directly or indirectly. Every manual of stereo-
chemistry emphasises this point.

I have already hinted that I hold a contrary opinion. I have held it for
some time, but have not ventured to give public expression to it, except in
lecturing to my students. I was deterred chiefly by the impression that I stood
alone hi my belief. I find, however, that this was a mistaken impression. In a
lecture on ' Pasteur as the Founder of Stereochemistry,' which Professor Crum
Brown dehvered before the Franco^Scottish Society in July 1897, and which is

published in the ' Revue fran^aise d'Edimbourg,' he says, referring to the separation
of enantiomorphs by crystallisation :

—

' The question has often occurred to me : Do we here get rid of the action of a
living organism ? Is not the observation and deliberate choice by which a human
being picks out the two kinds of crystals and places each in a vessel by itself the
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specific act of a living organism of a kind not altogether dissimilar to the selection

made by Penicillium glaucum ? But I do not insist on this, although I think it is

not unworthy of consideration.'

It is this question, so precisely posed by Professor Crum Brown, that I would

discuss in detail. I think we shall find that the answer to it will be in the sense

which he indicates. The action of life, which has been excluded during the

previous stages of the process, is introduced the moment the operator begins to

pick out the two enantiomorphs.

It will doubtless be objected that, if this is the case, there can be no such thing

as a synthesis of a naturally occurring organic compound without the intervention

of life, inasmuch as the synthetic process is always carried out by a living

operator.

Here, however, we must draw an important distinction. In the great majority

of the operations which we carry out in our laboratories—such as solution, fusion,

vaporisation, oxidation, reduction and the like—we bring to bear upon matter

symmetric forces only—forces of the same order as those involved in the chance

motions of the molecules of a liquid or a gas. All such processes, therefore, might

conceivably take place under purely chance conditions, without the aid of an

operator at all. But there is another class of operations, to which Pasteur first

drew attention: those into which one-sided asymmetry enters, and which deal

either with the production of a single enantiomorph, or with the destruction (or

change) of one enantiomorph in a mixture of both, or with the separation of two

enantiomorplis from one another. We have already seen that such processes are

possible only under one-sided asymmetric influences, which may take the form

either of the presence of an already existing enantiomorph, or of the action of a

living organism, or of the free choice of an intelligent operator. They cannot

conceivably occur through the chance play of symmetric forces.

We must, therefore, in classifying the actions of the intelligent operator, dis-

tinguish between those actions in which his services might conceivably be

dispensed with altogether and those in which his intelligence is the essential factor.

To the former class belongs the carrying out of symmetric chemical reactions ; to

the latter, the separation of enantiomorphs.

Take the synthesis of formic acid—a symmetric compound—by the absorption

of carbon monoxide by heated caustic alkali. Given a forest fire and such natu-

rally occurring materials as limestone, sodium carbonate, and water, it would not be

difficult to imagine a set of conditions under which a chance synthesis of sodium

formate from inorganic materials might occur. I do not assert that the condi-

tions would be particularly probable ; still, they would not be inconceivable. But

the chance synthesis of the simplest optically active compound from inorganic

materials is absolutely inconceivable. So also is the separation of two crystallised

enantiomorphs under purely symmetric conditions.

The picking out of the two enantiomorphs is, moreover, to be distinguished

from the process of similarly separating the crystals of two different non-enantio-

morphous substances, although this distinction is commonly ignored by classing

both processes together as mechanical, in opposition to chemical separations. In

the case of the non-enantiomorphs there may be differences of solubility, of specific

gravity and the like ; so that other means of separation, involving only the play of

symmetric forces, may be resorted to. Such a process may justly be regarded as

' mechanical.' But the two crystallised enantiomorphs, as we have seen, have the

same solubility—at least in symmetric solvents ; the same specific gravity ; behave,

in fact, in an identical manner towards all symmetric forces ; so that no separa-

tion by such means is feasible. It requires the living operator, whose intellect

embraces the conception of opposite forms of asymmetry, to separate them. Such
a process cannot, by any stretch of language, be termed ' mechanical.' Conscious

selection here produces the same result as the unconscious selection exercised by
the micro-organism, the enzyme, or the previously existing asymmetric compound.

I need not point out that if the operator chooses to bring about the separation

by an asymmetric solvent, or some other asymmetric means, he is still making use

of his conception of asymmetry. He merely effects his end indirectly instead of
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directly. But in either case he exercises a guiding power which is akin, in its

results, to that of the living organism, and is entirely beyond the reach of the
symmetric forces of inorganic nature.

In like manner, it is not of the least consequence, for the purposes of the present

argument, whether the micro-organism, with which we have compared the operator,

acts directly in fermenting one of two enantiouiorphs, or whether it acts indirectly

by first preparing an asj-mmetric enzyme which displays this selective action.

The contention, therefore, of E. Fischer, Buchner, and others, that the discovery,

of enzymes and zymases 'has transferred the phenomena of fermentation from
biological to purely chemical territory,' is true only as regards the immediate
process, and leaves intact the vitalistic origin of these phenomena.

We thus arrive at the conclusion that the production of single asymmetric
compounds, or their isolation from the mixture of their enantiomorphs, is, as

Pasteur firmly held, the prerogative of life. Only tlie living organism with its

asymmetric tissues, or the aksymmetric products of the living organism, or the
living intelligence with its conception of asymmetry, can produce this result.

Only asymmetry can beget asymmetry.
Is the failure to syntbesise single asymmetric compounds without the inter-

vention, either direct or indirect, of life due to a permanent inability, or merely to

a temporary disability which the progress of science may remove ? Pasteur took
the latter view, and suggested that the formation of chemical compounds in the

magnetic field, or under the influence of circularly polarised light, would furnish a

means of solving the problem ; and Van't Hoif also thinks the latter method
feasible. As regards magnetism, Pasteur's suggestion was undoubtedly based on a
misconception ;

the magnetic field has not an asymmetric structure ; it is merely
polar, since the rotation which it produces in the plane of polarisation of a ray of

light changes sign with the direction of the field. As regards circularly polarised

light, I must confess to having doubts as to whether it can be regarded as an
asymmetric phenomenon : the motion of the ether about the axis of the ray is

circular, not spiral ; and it is only by considering the difference of phase from
point to point along the ray that the idea of a spiral can be evolved from it. In
fact, are there such things as forces asymmetric in themselves ? Is the geometrical
conception of asymmetry applicable to dynamical phenomena at all, except in so

far as these deal with asymmetric material structures, such as quartz crystals, or

organic molecules containing asymmetric carbon atoms ? But this is a question
which I would submit to the judgment of mathematical physicists.

One thing is certain^namely, that all attempts to form optically active com-
pounds under the influence of magnetism or circularly polarised light have hitherto
signally failed. These forces do not distinguish between the two equally exposed
points of attack wliich present themselves in tlie final stage of the transformation
of a symmetric into an asymmetric carbon atom.

But even if such an asymmetric force coidd be discovered—a force which would
enable us to synthesise a single enantiomorph—the process would not be free from
the intervention of life. Such a force would necessarily be capable of acting in

two opposite asymmetric senses ; left to itself it would act impartially in either

sense, producing, in the end, both enantiomorphs in equal amount. Only the free

choice of the living operator could direct it consistently into one of its two possible

channels.

I will briefly recapitulate the conclusions at which we have arrived. Non-
living, symmetric matter—the matter of which the inorganic world is composed-
interacting under the influence of symmetric forces to form asymmetric compounds,
always yields either pairs of enantiomorphous molecules (racemoid form), or pairs

of enantiomorphous groups united within the molecule (meso-form), the result

feeing, in either case, mutual compensation and consequent optical inactivity.

The same will hold good of symmetric matter interacting under the influence

of asymmetric forces (supposing that such forces exist) provided that the latter are

left to produce their ettect under conditions of pure chance.
If these conclusions are correct, as I belie\e they are, then the ahtiolute oriffin of

the compounds of one-sided asymmetry to be found in the living world is a mystery
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as profound as the absolute origin of life itself. The two phenomena are intimately
connected, for, as we have seen, these symmetric compounds make their appearance
with life, and are inseparable from it.

How, for example, could Isevo-rotatory protein (or whatever the first asymmetric
compound may have been) be spontaneously generated in a world of symmetric
matter and of forces which are either symmetric or, if asymmetric, are asymmetric
in two opposite senses ? What mechanism could account for such selective pro-
duction ? Or if, on the other hand, we suppose that dextro- and lasvo-protein were
simultaneously formed, what conditions of environment existing in such a world
could account for the survival of the one form and the disappearance of the other ?

Natiu-al selection leaves us in the lurch here ; for selective consumption is, under
these conditions, as inconceivable as selective production.

No fortuitous concourse of atoms, even with all eternity for them to clash and
combine in, could compass this feat of the formation of the first optically active
organic compound. Coincidence is excluded, and every purely mechanical explana-
tion of the phenomenon must necessarily fail.

I see no escape from the conclusion that, at the moment when life first arose, a
directive force came into play—a force of precisely the same character as that
which enables the intelligent operator, by the exercise of his Will, to select one
crystallised enantiomorph and reject its asymmetric opposite.

1 would emphasise the fact that the operation of a directive force of this nature
does not involve a violation of the law of the conservation of energy. Enantio-
morphs have the same heat of formation ; the heat of transformation of one form
into the other is nil. Whether, therefore, one enantiomorph alone is formed, or
its optical opposite alone, or a mixture of both, the energy required per unit weight
of substance is the same. There will be no dishonoured drafts on the unalterable
fund of energ3^

The interest of the phenomena of molecular asymmetry from the point of
view of the biologist lies in the fact that they reduce to its simplest issues the
question of the possibility or impossibility of living matter originating from dead
matter by a purely mechanical process. They reduce it to a question of solid

geometry and elementary dynamics ; and therefore, if the attempted mechanical
explanation leads to a reductio ad absrirdum, this ought to be of a correspondingly
simple and convincing character. Let us see how far this is the case.

life is a phenomenon of bewildering complexity. But in discussing the problem
of the origin of life this complexity cuts two ways. Whilst, on the one hand, it

is appealed to by one set of disputants as an argument against the mechanical
theory, on the other it affords shelter for the most unproved statements of their
opponents. I will take a concrete instance from the writings of an upholder of the
mechanical theory of the origin of life, the late Professor W. K. Clifford. He
says

:

' Those persons who believe that living matter, such as protein, arises out of
non-living matter in the sea, suppose that it is formed like all other chemical com-
pounds. That is to say, it originates in a coincidence, and is preserved by natural
selection. . . . The coincidence involved in the formation of a molecule so
complex as to be called living, must be, so far as we can make out, a very elaborate
coincidence. But how often does it happen in a cubic mile of sea-water P Per-
haps once a week

;
perhaps once in many centuries

;
perhaps, also, many million

times a day. From this living molecule to a speck of protoplasm visible in the
microscope is a very far cry; involving, it may be, a thousand years or so of
evolution.'

It was easy for Clifford to write thus concerning life itself, for it was difficult

for any one to contradict him. But had he been asked whether any mechanical
(symmetric) coincidence would suffice to convert an infinitely great number of
molecules of the type shown in fig. 3 into that shown in (say) fig. 1, to the exclu-
sion of that shown in fig. 2 ; or whether, given a mixture, in equal proportions, of
molecules of the types shown in figs. 1 and 2, any mechanical (symmetric) condi-
tions of environment would bring about the destruction of one kind and the
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survival of tlie other, I think his exact mathematical and dynamical knowledge
would have prevented him from givino^ an affirmative answer. But short of this

aihrmative answer, his other statements, it seems to me, fall to the ground.

I am convinced that the tenacity with which Pasteur fought against the

doctrine of spontaneous generation was not unconnected with his belief that

chemical compounds of one-sided asymmetry could not arise save under the

intitience of life.

Should any one object that the doctrine of the asymmetric carbon atom is a

somewhat hypothetical foundation on whicli to build such a superstructure of

argument as the foregoing, I would point out that the argument is in reality

independent of this doctrine. All that I have said regarding the molecular

asymmetry of naturally occurring optically active organic compounds, and all the

geometrical considerations based thereon, hold good equally of the hemihedral

tfryste/Ziwe forms of these compounds, about which there is no hypothesis at all.

The production of a compound crystallising in one hemihedral form to the exclu-

sion of the opposite hemihedral form, as in the case of the tartaric acid of the

grape, is a phenomenon inexplicable on the assumption that merely mechanical,

symmetric forces are at work. Nor is this conclusion invalidated even if we
ultimately have to admit that the connection between molecular and crystalline

asymmetry is not an invariable one—a point about which there is some dispute.

At the close of the lectures from which I have so frequently quoted, Pasteur,

with full confidence in the importance of his work, but without any trace of

personal vanity, says :

—

' It is the theory of molecular asymmetry that we have just established—one of

the most exalted chapters of science. It was completely unforeseen, and opens to

physiology new horizons, distant but sure.'

I must leave physiologists to judge how far they have availed themselves of

the new outlook which Pasteur opened up to them. But if I have in any way
cleared the view towards one of these horizons, I shall feel that I have not

occupied this chair in vain.

Some of my hearers, however, may think that, instead of rendering the subject

clearer, I have brought it perilously near to the obscure region of metaphysics ; and
certainly, if to argue the insufficiency of the mechanical explanation of a phe-

nomenon is to be metaphysical, I must plead guilty to tbe charge. I will, there-

fore, appeal to a judgment—metaphysical, it is true, but to be found in a very

«xact treatise on physical science—namely, rs'ewton's 'Principia.' It has a marked
bearing on the subject in hand :

—

' A ccBca necessitate metaphysica, qua vtique eadem est semper et ubique, nulla

oritur rerum variatio.'

I will merely add that this is certainly true of the particular renon ran'atio

in which optically active organic compounds originate.

The following Papers and Keports were read :
—

1. On the Extraction from Air of the Com2yanions of Argon and on Neon.

By William Ramsay and Morris W. Travers.

In the Presidential Address to the Chemical Section of this Association, delivered

last year at Toronto, it was pointed out that the densities of helium and argon
being respectively 2 and 20 in round numbers, and the ratio of their specific heats

being in each case 1'6G, their atomic weights must be respectively 4 and 40. If

the very probable assumption is made that they belong to the same group of

elements, it appears almost certain on the basis of the Periodic Table that another

element should exist, having an atomic weight higher than that of helium by .about

16 units, and lower than that of argon by about 20. There is also room for
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elements of higher atomic weight tbau argon, belonging to the same series. The
search for this element was described in last year's Address, and, it aviU be remem-
bered, the results were negative.

Reading between the lines of the Address, an attentive critic might have
noticed that no reference was made to the supposed homogeneity of argon. From
speculations of Ur. Johnstone Stoney, it would follow that the atmosphere of our

planet might be expected to contain new gases, if such exist at all, with densities

higher than 8 or thereabouts. Dr. Stoney gives his reasons for supposing that tlie

lighter the gas the less its quantity in our atmosphere, always assuming that no
chemical compounds are known which would retain it on the earth, or modify its

relative amount. Therefore it appeared worthy of inquiry whether it was possible

to separate light and also heavy gases from argon.

The beautiful machine invented by Dr. Hampson has put it in our power to

obtain, through his kindness and that of the ' Brin ' Oxygen Company, large

quantities of liquid air. We were therefore able to avail ourselves of the plan

of liquefaction, and subsequent fractional distillation, in order to separate the
gases.

On liquefying 18 litres of argon, and boiling off the first fraction, a gas was
obtained of density 17 (0 = 16). This gas was again liquefied and boiled off

in six fractions. The density of the lightest fraction was thus reduced to 134, and
it showed a spectrum rich iu red, orange, and yellow lines, difiering totally from
that of argon. On re-fractionating, the density was reduced further to 10'8

; the
gas still contained a little nitrogen, on removing which the density decreased to
9-76. This gas is no longer liquefiable at the temperature of air boiling under a
pressure of about 10 millimetres ; but if, after compression to two atmospheres, the
pressure was suddenly leduced to about a quarter of an atmosphere, a slight mist
was visible in the interior of the bulb. This gas must necessarily have contained
argon, the presence of which would obviously increase its density ; and in order to

form some estimate of its true density, some estimate must be made of the relative

amount of the argon. We have to consider a mixture of neon, nitrogen, and
argon, the two latter of which are capable, not merely of being liquefied, but of
being solidified without difficulty. Under atmospheric pressure nitrogen boils at
— 194°, and solidifies at -214°, and the boiling-point of argon is —187*, and the
freezing-point —190"; the vapour-pressure of nitrogen is therefore considerably
higher than that of argon. The mist produced on sudden expansion consisted of
solid nitrogen and argon ; and for want of better knowledge, assuming the vapour-
pressure of the mixture of nitrogen and argon to he the sum of the partial pressui'es

of the two, it is obvious that that of argon would form but a small fraction of the
whole. The vapour-pressure of argon was found experimentally to be 109 milli-

metres at the temperature of air boiling in as good a vacuum as could he produced
by our pump ; but as we have only to consider the partial pressure of the argon at

a much lower temperature, we do not believe that the pressure of the argon can
exceed 10 millimetres in the gas. This would correspond to a densit}' for neon of
9-6.

The ratio between the specific heat at constant pressure and constant volume was
determined for neon in the usual way, and, as was to be expected, it approximates
closely to the theoretical ratio, being 1'655. We therefore conclude that, like-

helium and argon, the gas is monatomic.
It may be remembered that the refractivity of helium compared with that of

air is exceptionally low—viz., 0-1238. The lighter gas, hydrogen, has a refractivity

ofO'4733. It was to be expected from the monatomic character and low density
of neon that its refractivity should be also low; this expectation has been realised,

for the number fotind is 0-3071. Argon, on the other hand, lias a refractivity

not difiering much from that of air—viz., 0-068. Since the sample of neon certainly
contains a small amount of argon, its true refractivity is probably somewhat
lower. Experiments will be carried out later to ascertain whether neon resembles
helium in its too rapid rate of diftusion.

The spectrum of neon is characterised by brilliant lines in the red, the orange,
and the yellow. The lines in the blue and violet are few, and comparatively
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inconspicuous. There is, however, a line in the green, of approximate wave-length

5,030, and another of about 5,400.

A few words may be said on the other companions of argon. The last fractions

of liquefied argon show the presence of three new gases. These are krypton, a

gas tirst separated from atmospheric air, and characterised by two very brilliant

lines, one in the yellow and one in the green, besides fainter lines in the red and

orange ; metargon, a gas which shows a spectrum very closelj' resembling that of

carbon monoxide, but characterised by its inertness, for it is not changed by

sparking with oxygen in presence of caustic potash ; and a still heavier gas, which

we have not hitherto described, which we propose to name ' xenon.' Xenon is

very easily separated, for it possesses a much higher boiling-point, and remains

behind after the others have evaporated. This gas, which has been obtained

practically free from krypton, argon, and metargon, possesses a spectrum analogous

in character to that of argon, but differing entirely in the position of the lines.

With the ordinary discharge the gas shows three lines in the red, and about five

very brilliant lines in the blue; while with the jar and sparli-gap these lines dis-

appear, and are replaced by four brilliant lines in the green, intermediate in position

between the two groups of argon lines, the glow in the tube changing from blue to

green. Xenon appears to exist only in very minute quantity.

Indeed, all of these gases are present only in small amount. It is, however,

not possible to state with any degree of accuracy in what proportion they are

present in Atmospheric argon. Of neon, perhnps, we may say that the last fraction

of the lightest hundred cubic centimetres from 18 litres of atmospheric argon no

longer shows the neon spectrum, and possesses the density of argon ; it may be

safe to conclude, therefore, that 18 litres of argon do not contain more than

50 cubic centimetres of neon ; the proportion of neon in air must therefore be about

one part in 40,000. We should estimate the proportion of the heavy gases at even

less.

It follows from these remarks that the density of argon is not materially

changed by separating from it its companions. A sample of gas, collected when
about half the liquid argon or about 10 cubic centimetres had boiled off, possessed

the density 19-89; the density of atmospheric argon is 19-94. But, of course, we
give this density of argon as only provisional ;

' for a final determination the

density must be determined after more thorough fractionation.

With a density of 9-6, and a consequent atomic weight of 19-2, neon would

follow fluorine and precede sodium in the Periodic Table ; as to the other gases,

further research will be required to determine what position they hold.

[October 10, 1898.—^The sample of neon aUuded to above has since been found

to contain a small trace of helium. The presence of this light gas has no doubt

made the density of neon given in this communication somewhat too low. The

actual density has not yet been determined, but the density will obviously not be

materially altered.—W. R.]

2. On the Position of Helium, Argon, Eryjjton, <i:c., in the Periodic

Classification of the Elements. Py Professor J. Emersok Reynolds,

F.P.S.

3. Report on the Electrolytic Methods of Quantitative Analysis.

See Reports, p. 294,

4. A newform of StandJor Electrolytic Analysis.

Py Dr. Hugh Marshall.

5. Report on the Continuation of the PiUiography of Spectroscopy.

See Reports, p. 439.

> July 30, 1898.
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FRIDA Y, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers aud Report were read :

—

1. Some Researches on the Thermal Properties of Gases and Liquids.

By Sydn^et Young, D.Sc, F.E.8., tfniversity College, Bristol.

Gases uuder moderate or low pressures are characterised by the simplicity

of the laws relating' to the variation of their volume witli tempei'ature and
pressure. But when the pressure is great!)' increased, these laws no longer hold
jgood ; at constant temperature the product pr, instead of remaining constant,

diminishes until a minimum is reached, and at still higher pressures increases

again, and this increase continues up to the highest pressures that have been
reached.

A most important advance in the explanation of the behaviour of compressed
gases and of liquids was made just twenty-five years ago by Van der Waals,
who, taking into account the two facts (1) that the molecules of a gas attract one
another, (2) that they occupy a finite volume, and are not mere mathematical
points, proposed the formida

{p+ ^,) (.v-b) =RT

in place of the simple one ^y = RT. The formula of Van der Waals expresses
very well the general relations of pressure, temperature, and volume for hoth
gases and liquids, but does not give the actual values with sufiicient accuracy,
and many attempts have heen made to alter it in such a way as to bring about
a better agreement. It is noticeable that at constant volume the formula becomes
^ = KT — c, where K and c are constants, depending on the volume, and this

simple relation has been found to hold good for gases by Amagat, and for both
gases and liquids by Ramsay and myself. Within the Inst lew years I have
investigated the behaviour of a hydrocarbon, isopentane,' through a very wide
range of volume (1'6— 4000 cc. per gram), and of normal pentane through a
smaller range, and the data so obtained have led Rose-Innes ^ to a formula

p=^\l^ ? \ ^
V { v + k—gv-"^] v{v + k),

based on the simple one p = KT - c, which reproduces the observed isothermals
from the largest volume to about 3-4 cc. per gram, with a maximum error of
.slightly over 1 per cent.

A complete investigation of this kind requires, however, a large amount of
time, and can only be carried out with very stable substances of comparativelv
low critical temperatures ; and it occurred to me about eleven years ago that a
careful study of certain generalisations, deduced by Van der Waals from liis

formula, might yield valuable results, and perhaps indicate the direction in whicli
the formula requires alteration.

The generalisations may be stated thus :—If any two substances, A and C,
are compared at pressures, P^ and Pj,, proportional to their critical pressures, tt^a

and 7r,,„, their boiling points (absolute temperatures), T^ and Tg, will be propor-
tional to their critical temperatures, ^^a and 6^^^, and their volumes, both as liquid,

Va and Vb, and as saturated vapour, V/, and ru, will be proportional to their
critical volumes, ^^a and 0oe- It would follow from this that at ' corresponding '

pressures the ratios of the actual to the theoretical density of saturated vapour,

^, should be the same for all substances.

It is convenient to speak of the ratio of the pressure to the critical pressure as
the ' reduced ' pressure, it, the actual pressures, Pa, Pb, being called ' correspond-
ing ' pressures.

' Proc. Phys. Soc, vol. ziii. p. 602.
* Ihid., vol. XV. p. 126 ; vol. xvi. p. 11.
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I proposed, therefore, to determine the vapour pressures and the specific

volumes (both as liquid and as saturated vapour) of a considerable number of

substances from low temperatures to their critical points, and in the first place I

chose some compounds of elements belonging to the same group in the periodic table,

as it seemed possible that some points of interest might thus arise. The first

substances I examined were the four monohaloid derivatives of benzene, as well

as benzene itself,' and the result of the investigation was to show that, when the

haloid derivatives are compared together, the generalisation, as regards tempera-
ture and pressure, hold good accurately ; but there is this peculiarit}- about these

compounds, that their critical pressures are equal, or very nearly so, and therefore
' corresponding ' pressures are in this case equal pressures, The critical pressure

of benzene itself is difterent, and when the hydrocarbon is compared with any of

its haloid derivatives, the diiferences between the temperature ratios are much
greater. As regards the volume ratios, the ditferences are small in all cases.

The only other substances, bearing on the periodic arrangement of the

elements, which have been yet examined are the tetrachlorides of carbon and
tin.^ The critical pressures difler considerably, and the relationship resembles

that of the normal paraffins to each other, which will be referred to later. Many
of the chlorides of the elements are very hygroscopic, and attack mercury at

high temperatures, and it was thought better to postpone their further examina-
tion, and to obtain the data for a few series of homologoas organic compounds.

Up to the present, in addition to the three lowest alcohols, investigated by
Ramsay and myself, ten esters ^ and four paraffins ' have been studied, and with
the exception of the alcohols it has been observed in every case (and the same

T
remark applies to the tetrachlorides of carbon and tin), that the ratios —- at any

reduced pressure increase with rise of molecular weight. No definite relation is

. Y V .

observable between the molecular weights and the ratios — and — in the case of

the esters, but with the three normal paraffins (pentane, hexane, and heptane) and

the two tetrachlorides, the ratios — increase and — diminish slightly with rise

T
of molecular weight. With the alcohols, on the other hand, the ratios and

J- are irregular and — diminish.

Another point of interest is the comparison of isomeric compounds ; hut up to

the present the only two pairs of isomers investigated are methyl butyrate and
isobutyrate, and normal and iso-pentane. In both cases there is a clear relation-

ship between the ratios and the constitution, the normal and iso-compounda

standing to each other in much the same i-elative positions as a higher and lower

normal paraffin.

It is worthy of remark that the volumes of a gram of all four paraffins are

nearly the same (4'266 — 4-.30.3) at the critical point.

Looking at the data for the twenty-six substances examined, it is evident that

they may be divided into groups—(1) benzene and its haloid derivatives, ether,

the tetraclilorides and the paraffins; (2) the ten esters; (.3) the alcohols; (4)

acetic acid. The members of group (1) may be regarded as normal : the devia-

tions of the ratios from constancy are small, though, as pointed out, they exliibit

certain regularities ; in group (2) the values of - are rather higher, and of

V • • T i'

rather lower than in group (1) ; in group (3) the ratios and are very

' Trans. Chcm. Soc, vol. Iv. p. 48G.
' lhid.,\o\. lix. p. 911.
» Ibid., vol. Ixiii. p. 1191.
* //;«(Z., vol. Isvii. p. 1071; vol. Ixxi. p. 44(1; vol. Isxiii. (575; rroc. Plnjs. Sue,

vol. xiii. p. 602.
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high ; for acetic aid — and ,- are high, hut — very low. The marked dif-

<^o 9o . . 9o
ferences between the alcohols and acetic acid, and the large deviations in both cases,

are probably to be accounted for by the fact that the molecules of the alcohols at

moderate temperatures are polymerised in the liquid, but not the gaseous state,

whilst with acetic acid there is polymerisation in both states.

The ratios =- at the critical point should, according to Van der Waals, be

the same for all substances, the molecules of which undergo no dissociation or

polymerisation, and he gives the value of this ratio as § or 2"6. Now the ratio

depends on the constant b in the equation

(;,+ ?j)(i>-6) = RT,

and Van der Waals takes b to be four times the actual volume of the molecules
in unit mass of substance ; 0. E. Meyer, however, contends that 6 = 4 x ^2
times the volume of the molecules, and it has been pointed out by Heilborn and
by Guye that, if that is so, the ratio 2-6 should also be multiplied by \/2, which
would give the value 377. It is remarkable that the mean value for the twelve
substances in group (1) is 3'77, from which it may be concluded that the
molecules of these substances in the critical state are simple like those of the gas.

(At the same time it is to be noticed that with the three normal paraffins and

the two tetrachlorides — , shows a slight increase with rise of molecular weight.

The ratios for the ten esters are a little higher (3"87 to 3'95) ; decidedly
higher for the alcohols, especially methyl-alcohol (4'52— 4-02), and much higher
for acetic acid (5'00). It would appear from this that the molecules of the
alcohols and acetic acid are polymerised to a considerable extent at the critical

point, and this conclusion is supported by the generally abnormal behaviour of
these substances, and agrees with that of Ramsay and Shields, that in the liquid

state at moderate temperatures their molecules are decidedly complex, whilst
those of the majority of the compounds examined by them are probably simple.

I hope to continue the investigation of the paraffins and other hydrocarbons
in order to obtain further light on the points referred to, and it will be of interest

to compare the molecular volumes at the critical points, and at a series of reduced
pressures.

The accurate determination of the critical constants is a matter of great
importance. It is best to employ an apparatus similar in principle to that of
Andrews, in which the temperature, pressure, and volume can be altered at will ;.

though the critical temperature may be determined with but small error in a
sealed tube, if the quantity of liquid taken is such that its critical volume is

approximately equal to the capacity of the tube. V/ith a pure substance, free
from air, two independent determinations of the critical temperature should
certainly not ditter by 0°1, unless the temperature is above 300°, when the
experimental difficulties are greater. The error in the determination of the
critical pressure should not exceed 0'2 per cent., but the critical pressure is greatly
affected by the presence of even very small quantities of impurity (and, of course,
of air)

; and in comparing two specimens of the same substance, one of which is

known to be pure, the agreement of the critical pressure is probably the most
delicate test of the purity of the other.

The only method yet known by which the critical volumes can be accurately
determined is the indirect one based on the ' law of diameters ' of Cailletet and
Mathias. These physicists made the very important discovery that the mean
densities of liquid and saturated vapour for any 'normal' substance are a linear
function of the temperature (or D =Do—a^ where 13 = the mean density), and
since, at the critical point, the two densities are equal— or rather there is only
one—the value of D at that point gives the critical density, from whicli the
critical volume is, of course, easily calculated. I have been able to show that the

1898. 3 H
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law of Cailletet and Matbias holds good with great accuracy right up to the

critical point (with normal pentfine observations were taken to within 0°'05 of

the critical teai])erature) i'or all the compounds examined except the alcohols. It

has, in view of these results, been suggested, I think justly, by M. Guye, that a

serious deviation from the law may be taken as a proof of the existence of

molecular dissociation or polymerisation.

It is true that a few years ago I was under the impression that a direct

determination of the critical volume was possible, and the values obtained do,

indeed, bear as nearly constant ratio to the true critical volume, but they are

about 14 per cent, too low. The probable explanation of the error has been given

by M. Gouy,who pointed out that, at the critical point, a substance is so extremely

compressible that in a long column the density increases very considerably from
top to bottom, owing to the pressure exerted by the substance itself.

In the course of these researches ample proof has been obtained that the

views of Andrews regarding the behaviour of a substance in the neighbourhood

of the critical point are correct, and also that the vapour pressure of a pure sub-

stance is quite independent of the relative volumes of liquid and vapour. These

points are referred to because they have been called in question by several

observers during the last few years.

Two of the .substances examined attack mercury at high temperatures, and it

was therefore impossible to determine eitlier their vapour pressures or specific

volumes by the methods employed for the other liquids. The difficulty, as

regards vapour pressure, was overcome by sealing a wider tube to the lower end

of the volume tube, and using such a quantity of liquid that during the observa-

tions the lower end of the column was always in the wider and cold part of the

tube. The height of the column of mercury in the tube must, under these condi-

tions, be calculated.^

A method of determining the specific volumes of both liquid and saturated

vapour in a sealed tube was also devised.- When the specific volumes of the

liquid are already known, this method, in a simplified form, is very convenient for

determining the specific volumes of saturated vapour.'^

It is obviously necessary that, in order to obtain trustworthy results, pure

substances must be employed and, indeed, more time has been spent in the prepara-

tion of the pure substances than in the determination of their physical constants.

The difficulties met with in the fractional distillation of liquids, more especially

in the separation of pure hydrocarbons from petroleum, have led to an extended

study of this subject, and both new apparatus * and new methods of procedure '

have been devised ; it has thus been possible to separate perfectly pure normal
and iso-pentane (B. P. 27°-95 and 36°-3) from the complex mixture of hydro-

carbons in American petroleum.

2. On the Action of certain Metals and Organic Bodies on a PhotograjoMc

Plate. By W. J. Russell, Ph.D., F.R.S.

The author demonstrated that printers' ink is capable of acting, in the dark, on
a photographic plate ; also that wood, dry copal varnish, &c., can act in the same
way ; that among liquids turpentine, drying oil, the essential oils, &c., act in like

manner. In addition to these and many other organic bodies, certain metals have
the same property, and either in contact, or at a distance from the photographic

plate, can act upon it. In this way pictures of thin surface or pictures of opaque
bodies, such as skeleton leaves, lace, or paper, can be obtained. It was also shown
that ordinary writing ink was perfectly opaque to this kind of action, and that

even old and much faded ink was capable of stopping the action and producing a

' Tran.i. Clicm. Soc, vol. lix. p. !)17.
^ Ihid., vol lix. p. .37.
••

Ihid., vol. lix. p. 12.5 ; Proc. Plnj.-i. Soc, vol. xiii. p. 617.
* Chem. Ne?f;<, vol. Ixxi. p. 177 ; Trans. Chem. Soc, vol. Ixxi. p. 410.
• Phil. Mag., 1894 p. 8.
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picture. The author also demonstrated that the action could pass through such

media as thin sheets of gelatine, celluloid, gutta-percha, collodion, &c., and that

even a picture of a metal surface is obtainable through such media. It was sug-

gested that these different phenomena could be explained on the supposition that

hydrogen peroxide is in all cases produced.

3. The Action of Bacteria on the Photographic Flate. ^,y Percy Frank-
land, Ph.D., B.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in Mason University

College, Birmingham.

The action on the photographic plate which is exerted by uraniuui and its

compounds, by zinc and several other metals, as well as by a number of organic

substances, naturally leads to the inquiry as to whether living structures may not

also be endowed with the power of recording their presence by action on the

sensitive film of the photographer. The author has opened up this inquiry by
investigating the behaviour of bacterial cultures towards highly sensitive photo-

graphic plates.

Gelatine cultures of the bacillus eoli communis and of proteus vulgaris were
found when placed at a distance of half an inch from a photographic plate to pro-

duce the same effect as light, the exposure lasting over nine days in absolute dark-

ness. Definite pictures of the bacterial cultures were obtained by placing the

sensitive film in actual contact with the cultivations, the exposure being extended
over a period of fourteen days. Similar results were obtained with agar-agar

cultivations.

As this action does not take place through glass or mica, the author is of

opinion that it is not due to any form of radiation, but to the epolution of volatile

matter entering into reaction with the photographic film. As far as the author's

experiments have gone, the action is exerted both by bacteria which liquefy

{profeus ridgaris) and those which do not liquefy gelatine (6. coli communis and
tlie typhoid bacillus). It is, however, quite possible that considerable differences

in respect of this activity may be found to exist in the case of different bacteria,

and that this property may become of importance in their diagnosis.

Bacterial growths which are luminous in the dark {photo-bacterium phos-

pliorescens) were found to exert a still more powerful action on the photographic

plate.

The author proposes extending these investigations not only in connection witli

bacteria but also in respect to other organised structures, vegetable and animal,

living and dead.

4. Further Experiments on the Ahsoiytion of the Rontgen Rays hy
Chemical Compounds. By J. H. Gladstone, D.Sc, F.R.S., and
Walter Hibbert.

At the two previous meetings of the British A.ssociation the authors had ex-

amined the absorption of Rontgen rays, especially bj" metals and metallic salts.

During the past year they have endeavoured to perfect the quantitative method.s

employed for estimating the comparative intensity of radiographs taken simulta-

neously
; and to determine whether the amount of absorption is purely' an atomic

phenomenon, or whether the amount of rays absorbed by a compound body depends
to any extent on its physical condition or manner of combination.

In the experiments recorded the authors had again employed the Lummer-
Brodhun photometer ; and had endeavoured to get rid of irregularities of exposure
by placing the objects simultaneously exposed to be radiographed at a considerable

distance from the radiating point (averaging 15 or 16 inches), and rotating them
during the experiment. They believe that in this way the effect upon the sensitive

plates can be determined within ± 2 per cent. An experiment was usually
repeated about six times, and the mean taken.

Among the results arrived at were the following. Finely-pounded glass gave

3 H 2
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a radiograph about 3 per cent, deeper than the same quantity of the same class

when in the form of a polished plate. ParafEn gave the same amount of absorp-

tion whether it was solid or liquid. Pounded crystals of sulphate of copper and

ammonia gave practically the same absorption as a mere mixture of the two con-

stituent salts. Finely-divided metallic copper was found to absorb about 2 per

cent, more rays than the same amount of copper as black oxide or as red oxide.

That there was little or no effect produced by difference of atomicity was shown

by a comparison of these two oxides, and also of the two oxides of mercury, which

absorbed practically the same amount. The protoxide and peroxide of lead were

identical in their results ; and the ferric oxalate gave only 1 per cent, less absorp-

tion than the ferrous oxalate, plus as much oxalic acid as was ncjcessary to equalise

the carbon and oxygen in the two salts.

The old experiment with carbon and various hydrocarbons was re-examined,

with a final result which may be expressed by the figures :

—

Carbon ....
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volume of water. The cooling curves obtained in this way are of considerable

interest. The fatty acids investigated have been pahnitic, .stearic, lauric, and
myristic acids. The cooling curve of a pure fatty acid turns sharply round when
the solidifying point is reached, runs straight up the plate till the solidifying is

finished, and then turns sharply off again. One per cent, of another fatty acid quite

perceptibly alters the shape of the curve, so that the character of a cooling curve
eeems a good test of purity. When a larger portion of a fatty acid is introduced a
second latent heat-point is developed, the curve showing a discontinuity below the
solidifying point of the mixture. As the solidifying point is lowered by introducing
more and more of the second fatty acid, this discontinuity is gradually merged in

the common melting-point of the mixture, thus reproducing the phenomena
observed by Professor Roberts Austen in the case of certain alloys. This discon-
tinuity can hardly be due to the formation of a compound, but is probably caused
by the presence of the ' eutectic alloy ' in the mass. We are now repeating our ex-
periments with synthetically prepared organic bodies of known constitution, and
studying also the cooling curve of water.

7. On the More Exact Determination of the Densities of Crystals.

By the Earl of Berkeley.

A comparison of the several values found by different observers for the density
of one and the same crystallised salt shows variations amounting in some cases to

10 per cent. As the density is assumed to be a physical constant, independent of
the manner in which the crystals have been produced, these variations are probably
due to errors of experiment.

The chief sources of such errors are (1) imperfect measurement of temperature
and volume, (2) occlusion of mother liquor, (3) adhesion of air, (4) hygroscopic
nature of the salts.

In the paper are described the methods devised by the author ior reducing the
amount of these errors.

1. Two conical pyknometers, of about 7 c.c. capacity, with thermometer
stoppers and calibrated capillary side tubes, were used. One served as a counter-
poise, and was treated externally exactly like the other. They were repeatedly
heated to 130° C, and allowed to cool, in order to bring the glass into a con-
dition of molecular rest. For determining capacity the flask filled with water
was placed in a desiccator, from which the air was exhausted till, on tapping, the
water boiled. After it had thus been kept boiling for some time, the flask was
removed, and the stopper inserted in a position and under a pressure which were
observed. After the two pyknometers had been wiped dry they were placed on
the balance pans, and when the temperature had become steady and the level of
the liquid in the capillary had, in consequence of evaporation round the neck,
fallen below the highest graduation, the weight, the level in the capillary, and the
temperature were noted. The greatest ditference between any two out of eight
estimations of capacity thus made was 0-00029 c.c.

The liquid in which the crystals were weighed was carbon tetrachloride.

Owing to the high coefficient of expansion of this liquid, special means, which are
described, were devised for keeping constant the temperature of the balance case.

The evaporation between the neck and the stopper was at the rate of about 00001
gram per minute.

2. To remove occluded mother liquor the crystals may be reduced to powder
and then dried, the presumption being that the crystals will break across the
cavities containing the mother liquor, and that the latter on evaporating will
deposit crystals of the same kind. But the crushing process may produce change,
as in the familiar case of mercuric iodide ; and it is better to form small crystals in

a solution kept at a constant temperature and constantly stin-ed. An apparatus
was planned and constructed for this purpose.

3. To prevent adhesion of air, the pyknometer with the weighed crystals at
bottom, together with a bulb holding a charge of carbon tetrachloride, were so
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conuected that, when the air had been exhausted from the flask, vapour from the
boiling- carbon tetrachloride took its place in the interstices of the crystals. Then,
by tilting the vessel, the llask was tilled with liquid tetrachloride.

" On removing-
the flask the stopper was inserted as before. Eleven determinations of the density
of quartz show a maximum divergence of -03 per cent.

4. To remove moisture retained on the surface of the crystals, a current of dry
air was passed through the flask till on passing out it yielded no moisture to
phosphorus pentoxide. The apparatus -was then exhausted, and carbon-tetra-
ohlorido was admitted suflicient to cover the crystals. The flask was then filled up
as before. Four determinations by this method of the density of K-CO^ show a
maximum divergence of -04 per cent.

8. The Equivalent Replacement of Metals. By Professor Frank Clowes,
D.Sc, Lond.

It has long been known that when iron is immersed in a solution of cupric
sulphate metallic copper is deposited, and an amouut of iron passes into solution
-*vhich is exactly able to combine with the sulphate radicle liberated from the
cupric sulphate. The weights of copper and of iron which combine -with the same
weight of sulphate radicle have been determined by carrying out the process
quantitatively. These weights are chemically equivalent to one another, for they
are able to combine with the same weight of the acidulous radicle.

In the case just cited the chemical change appears, at ordinary temperature
and with dilute cupric solution, to follow the simple course stated. But attempts
to extend this direct method of ascertaining the relative equivalents of metals
cease to be direct in certain cases, owing to the complicated nature of the reaction.-^

which occur.

My attention was drawn to such a complication in the case of the action of
magnesium on cupric sulphate solution, and the nature of the reaction was thei:

investigated by R. M. Caven, B.Sc, and myself. Commaille,' Kern,'- and Vitali,-'

had drawn attention to the facts that during the action of magnesium on cupiic;

sulphate solution cuprous oxide was deposited with the metallic copper, and hydro-
gen was evolved. These facts prove that the copper equivalent of magnesium
cannot be obtained by simply weighing the magnesium which passes into solution
and the deposit -^-hich was formed during the process. But we proceeded to make
a fuller examination of the nature of the reaction, and to show that when it was
quantitatively carried out the products enabled us to calculate the equivalents of
magnesium and copper.

Having obtained practically pure materials, we proceeded to study the reactions
when the conditions were varied by employing hot or cold and strong or weak
cupric sulphate solutions. We were met -\vith the initial difficulty that cupric
sulphate solution deposits a basic salt when it is boiled : this salt we separated
and found to correspond in composition and properties to the formula 4CuS0j.
7Cu(0H).,.11.^0. Pickering had separated a similar salt, to which he attributed
the formula 60uO.2S0...5H,p. Owing to the deposition of this salt complicating
the products, we avoided actual ebullition in our experiments.

The action is most simple -n-hen the magnesium is immersed in a hot strong
solution of cupric sulphate. Hydrogen is briskly evolved, a chocolate-coloured
deposit forms, and gi-een flakes are produced which disappear before the reaction is

completed. Treatment of the brown deposit with dilute hydrochloric acid yields
colourless cuprous chloride solution and a small residue of metallic copper. The
h3'drogen evolved was collected and measured, the metallic copper was weighed
directly, and the amount of cuprous oxide was determined by dissolving it in

hydrochloric acid and determining the amount of cuprous chloride thus formed by

' Comptes Ttcndus, Ixiii. p. 556.
- Clicm. Xovs, xxxiii. p. 236.
' Journ. Chem. Soc, Ixx. p. 419.
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titrating it with standard permanganate solution in the presence of a sufficient

amount of magnesium sulphate. As a result of four experiments, the average sum
of the magnesium equivalents of the cuprous oxide, the copper, and the hydrogen
amounted to 0'102 gram, and the average weight of magnesium used was O'lOS
gram. The ratios of the weights of hydrogen, copper, and cuprous oxide produced
Vfere constant only when the conditions of the experiment were precisely similar.

AVhen the hot cupric sulphate is dilute, or when it is employed at ordinary
temperature, the reaction pursues at first a similar course, hut it soon becomes
very considerably delayed by the formation of a green basic cupric salt, inter-

mingled with colourless basic magnesium salt. Thus, the reaction on the magnesium
was usually complete in ten minutes in an excess of a hot, strong solution of cupric
sulphate ; but in weak and cold solutions it often extended over several days, and
even a week.

The percentage of hydrogen, compared with that which is equivalent to the
magnesium employed, was in the case of the hot solution 34'7

; with the cold solu-
tion, it was 41-6 with weak solution, and 30'6 with saturated solution.

Various explanations have been given of the causes which lead to deposition of
cuprous oxide and to evolution of hydrogen. It has been suggested that the
change is due to impurity in the copper salt ; this we have disproved by using a
salt purified by frequent recrystallisation, and yielding :.'5-23 per cent, of copper
(theory = 25"39) ; we have also proved the purity of the magnesium employed.
Divers suggests that the evolution of hydrogen is due to the action of the mag-
nesium upon free sulphuric acid, which has been formed by hydrolysis of the
cupric salt. This seems to us to be an insufficient explanation of the rapidity

with which hydrogen is evolved. Cold cupric sulphate solution was found to give
no acid reaction with methyl-orange, although it is faintly acid to litmus paper.
Yet such a solution gives an immediate evolution of hydrogen when magnesium is

immersed in it, the evolution of the gas being very rapid in a hot and strong solu-

tion. After carefully studying the change, we are inclined to attribute the evolu-
tion of hydrogen in small degree to the presence of free sulphuric acid formed by
hydrolysis in cold solution, and in greater degree to the same cause in hot solution.

This involves the formation and separation of basic salt. This reaction, however,
does not account for all the hydrogen evolved, and one of us will be prepared
before long to advance a further explanation to account for this. Divers further
suggests that cuprous sulphate is formed and almost immediately converted by the
action of the basic cupric salt into cuprous oxide ; this theory we also find to be
untenable.

The immediate separation of cuprous oxide and evolution of hydrogen, without
formation of basic salt, which occurs at the commencement of the reaction, may be
represented by the equation :

2Mg + 20uS0, + H.O = 2MgS0, + Cu^O + H,.

The action of the magnesium-zinc couple has been proved to be too alow to explain
the rapid escape of hydrogen, and if this were the origin of the hydrogen, its escape
would not immediately follow the immersion of the magnesium.

9. A Note on Alkaline Chlorates and Sidphates of Heavy Metals.

By W. R. HoDGKiNSON and A. H. Coote.

Many solid sulphates, whether containing water of crystallisation or anhydi'ous,

when mixed and gently heated with potassium or sodium chlorate give off

chlorine gas in addition to oxygen. In many cases the evolution of the chlorine

seems to precede that of the oxygen. With sulphates containing crystallisation

water chlorine is evolved vdth it, as steam, on heating. Mixtures also of anhy-
drous sulphates, as those of copper and manganese with chlorates, give off a

mixture of oxygen and chlorine at temperatures very little above 100° C.
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The theoretical equations

(1) MSO, + 2KCIO3 = K^SOj + MCip, and (2) MCl^Og = MCI. + 30.,,

where M is a divalent or a polyvalent metal, scarcely hold at all. In the
cases, lead, silver, mercury, where it seemed most likely to hold, it certainly does
not ; for the dry sulphates of these metals mixed in fine powder with potassium
chlorate, and very gently heated—to about 120*—give oft' chlorine very briskly,

and the residue is a mixture of potassium sulphate and chloride, and the oxide
and chloride of the other metal. In the case of lead, the peroxide is formed.

In a few cases this decomposition takes place with solutions of the salts.

Manganese sulphate and alkaline chlorate solution becomes brown after boiling a
few minutes.

We have mixed different sulphates acd potassium chlorate in equivalent
quantities, and endeavoured to ascertain the relation between the oxygen and
chlorine evolved ; but even with careful heating the results have not been very
concordant.

The sulphates of the following metals have been tried :

—

Zn, Ni, Mn, Mg, Fe, Cu, with and without crystallisation water. Ag,
Hg, Pb, anhydrous. Several alums both with and without water.

It may be here not^d that many metallic chlorates decompose when their

solutions are evaporated, even at the ordinary temperature and under reduced
pressure. This is notably the case with manganese and ferric chlorates.

The sulphates employed were carefully purified, and contained no free acid.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The Section did not meet.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

A Joint Discussion with Section A on the recent Eclipse Expeditions was
held.

The following Reports and Papers were read :

—

1. Report on the Teaching of Natural Science in Elementary Schools,

See Reports, p. 433.

2. Juvenile Research. By Professor H. E. Armstrong, F.R.S.

3. Green Cobaltic Compotmds. The Result of Oxidising Cohaltous Salts in
presence of Organic Salts of the Alkali Metals. By R. G. Durrant,
M.A., F.C.S.•)

Hydrogen peroxide and other oxidising agents are capable of forming green
solutions with cobaltous salts in presence of fairly concentrated solutions of
potassium bicarbonate, oxalate, glycollate, acetate, citrate, malate, lactate, and
succinate. Potassium may be replaced by the other alkali metals, and in some
cases by ammonium, barium, strontium, or calcium.

The cobalt in the green bicarbonate solutions has been shown to be present in

the cobaltic state by volumetric experiments involving, (a) the maximum depth
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of green, (6) the non-appearance of a precipitate, (c) tlie estimation of iodine

liberated.

A potassium salt, formed by the action of hydrogen peroxide on cobaltous

oxalate dissolved in potassium oxalate, has been isolated and analj'sed ; the formula
appears to be K^Co.,(C._,0^).^4H^O.

This body, unlike Kehrmann's K^Co.,(C204),6H30, exhibits no dicbroism. It

occurs in green, transparent, microscopic crystals, belonging in all probability to

the rhombohedral system.

The salt is very stable ; its solution in water gives do precipitate with dilute

calcium chloride, while concentrated calcium chloride yields minute green, needle-

shaped crystals of the corresponding calcium salt.

The properties of the potassium salt in regard to its behaviour when heated,

solubility, lowering of freezing-point, action of acids, alkalis, reducing and oxidising

agents, have been studied, from which it would appear that a structural formula

KO.,C-C(OH), C(0H)2-C0..K

o o

\co = Co/
O O
/ \

KO,C-C(OH)„ C(OH)j-COjK

is probable, the body having lost a previously acquired atom of oxygen between the

cobalt atoms.
The absorption spectrum of the aqueous solution exhibits two bright bands—

•

one in the red with centre near the C line ; the other iu the green with centre

approximately' X = fil50. The absorption spectra of other cobaltous and cobaltic

solutions have been studied ; that of the bicarbonate green exhibits no red band,

but gives a single bright band in the green with centre approximately X = 5365.

There appears to be a reversal of the band in the green when cobaltous solutions

are oxidised to form these green compounds.

4. Analysis of Dorsetshire Soils. By C. M. Luxmoore, D.Sc, F.I.C.

The investigation of the Dorsetshire soils, which has recently been commenced
at Reading College, is not forward enough to enable us to publish any results at

present, but an account of the methods that are adopted will perhaps be of interest.

As the object of the work is to obtain a general knowledge cf the soils of the

county, the samples are taken from land lying on the various geological formations
that occur, and so selected as to be, in the opinion of local agriculturists, typical

of a more or less considerable area of land iu the neighbourhood. Three samples
of the soil of each selected field, usually along a diagonal line, are taken much in

the manner directed by the Royal Agricultural Society, using, however, boxes
G inches by 6 inches ia area and 1 8 inches deep, and made so that one side can be
readily removed, showing the soil in section. When the boxes are opened at the
laboratory the soil is separated from the subsoil, a division being made at the

arbitrary depth of 9 inches, and also at any other line where a definite change in

the character of the soil is manifest. The larger stones, if any, having been
removed, the sample is carefully divided so as to reduce it to about one kilo-

gramme ; the smaller stones and gravel are then separated by sifting under water,
and the fine earth passing a sieve ^-inch mesh is dried at a moderate temperature
in a copper oven. If the three samples taken from a field appear fairly similar, a
mixture of them is made for analysis, but the original samples are preserved for

reference. The chemical analysis of these mixed samples offers at present nothing
worthy of special notice ; it includes, of course, in addition to the usual complete
analysis of the portion soluble in hydrochloric acid, a determination of the available

potash and phosphoric acid, according to Dyer's method. A series of mechanical
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anal3'ses of the soils according to a slight modification of Osborne's method of

subsidence has also been commenced. This enables one to determine the percentage

of soil consisting of particles within certain limits of size, and thus to obtain a

rough approximation to the total surface area of the soil particles. No doubt the

attraction of the soil for moisture is dependent verj- largely upon the surface area

of the particles ; though certain preliminary experiments, which the author was
enabled—through the kindness of Sir Henry Gilbert—to carry out at Rothamsted
some time ago ou the soil of the Broadbalk field, lead him to believe that the

relation is not so simple as might at first sight be expected.

The selection of suitable fields and the collection of samples are carried out by
the agricultural staff of Reading College, and the author's colleagues take the

ojjportunity of making notes at the time of the various physical features of the

land, &c. With a view to obtaining a thoroughly general knowledge of the soils

of Dorsetshire, it is proposed to sample and analyse one hundred of them, in the

manner indicated, during the course of the next five years. It is important to

mention that this investigation is being carried out under the auspices of the

Dorsetshire County Council, who have made a grant towards the necessary

expenses.

5. Report on the Carbohydrates of Cereal Straws.—See Reports, p. 293.

6, Interim Report on the Promotion of Agriculture.—See Reports, p. 312.

TUESBAT, SEPTEMBER i:i.

The following Papers and Reports were read :—

1. Recent Advances in the Leather Trade. By J. Gordon Parker, Ph.D.

A new and important tanning material, containing upwards of 30 per cent, of
tannin, is canaigre. To light leathers, tannage with it gives suppleness and
mildness. Quebracho is increasingly used. The most important change of

method, however, in the manufacture of leather is the now almost universal

employment of extracts, principally those of oakwood and chestnut—a method
which is the indirect outcome of chemical science. Up to a comparatively

recent date there was no known chemical means by which one extract could

be detected from the other. The tanner's chemist can, however, now determine

between them, and also detect their adulterants, quebracho, myrabolams, cutch,

divi-divi, algarobilla, &c.

The extended use of extracts has brought about improved methods of estimat-

ing the tanning values of materials used in tanning. The considerable

dinerences in the results of analyses of one and the same sample by diflerent

chemists culminated in the holding in Loudon of a conference, and the formation

at that conference of the International Assiwiation of Leather Trades' Chemists ;

an Association from which much may be expected, particularly in the direction of

the adoption of standard methods for the analysis of tanning materials.

In regard to the fermentation that takes place in tan liquors, chemistry had
already afforded considerable enlightenment. One no longer talks of the waste of

tannic acid and the formation of gallic acid ; but the presence of acetic, lactic, and
propionic acids is detected, their percentage easily estimated, and in every well-

regulated tanyard their value and uses are thoroughly appreciated. The formation

of mould is checked, and the action of certain antiseptics thoroughly understood.

The bateing and puering of skins by means of dog and hen excrement is a

standing disgrace to the leather trade. Many substances in substitution for excre-

ment have been tried, but not with much success. The opinion is generally held

that bacteriological action is necessary in the bateing and puering process, and Mr.
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J. T. Wood aud others have succeeded in isolating over twenty different kinds of

bacteria ii-oin the puer and bate referred to, and in culturing the bacteria.

Within the last few weeks tubes coutainiug cultures of the bacteria which are

suitable for bateing and puering purposes have, I believe, been put upon the

market in Germany. This is a form of applying the excrement bate that makes it

far less objectionable than heretofore.

Mr. Wood has also applied bacteriological investigation to the bran drench,

and he has shown that for some leathers acetic and lactic acids may be substituted

for the fermenting bran.

The rush alter quick tanning processes is somewhat reactionary. No great

success has been achieved by the various drum processes, and no leather has been

made by any of them that will serve other than second-class work. Leather pro-

duced by the so-called electric process is'being worked successfully in Sweden, and
the leather which is tanned in ifrom eight to twelve weeks is to all appearance

satisfactory; it has not been commercially tried in England. There is most pro-

bably what may be regarded as a rational limit of time for the conversion of hide

into leather, and it is doubtful whether the time that up to now has been regarded

as proper in such conversion will ever be very greatly reduced, as there is in

tanning more than simple cbemical combination of tannin with hide substance.

In the extraction of tanning materials in the tanyard, English tanners are far

behind those of America and the Continent. A large amount of available

tannin is often wasted by cold extraction. Most of the large tanyards on the Con-
tinent extract with warm water in closed vats, some even extracting under pressure.

Analyses of over 300 samples of waste spent tan from over forty tanyards in Great
Britain have shown an average of over 9 per cent, of available tannic acid.

Supposing with valonia, costing 1:*/. per ton, and containing 36 per cent, of tannin,

5 per cent, to be thus wasted, a loss is incurred of 1/. 13s. Ad. per ton ; and valonia

is only one of the materials used in this country.

Investigation in the case of oak bark shows Gl per cent, of tannin extracted

with cold water, and 95 per cent, with water at 60° C. Valonia extracted cold

gives over 70 per cent, of tannin ; at 00° C. gives off the whole of it. Even with
hemlock, containing only about 16 per cent, of tannin, the Americans find warm
extraction pay, and the Germans years ago adopted the method. The fear of

darker colour in leather arising from the use of warm extracts is much
exaggerated.

Chrome leather tannage has emanated from the chemist's laboratory, and
leather is chromo-tanned by a two-bath process and by a one-bath process. The
leather tanned by either method, for it is leather, has many advantages over

vegetable-tanned leather. It is more elastic, more waterproof, and lighter and
softer for foot-wear, except as to soles, for which its water-resisting quality makes
it too slippery. Millions of dozens of skins are chromed weekly in America.

Owing to the labours of the late Professor von Scbroeder, it is possible now to

determine at any period during the tanning process what amount of tannin a hide

has absorbed, and to Professor Proctor, of Leeds, we owe our present system of

analysis. As to the future, a great advance in our knowledge may be expected

from the several tanning schools and research laboratories that have come into

existence, but there is still a marked need of more research and of specially trained

chemists with a thorough knowledge of tanning.

2. Diamidated Aromatic Amidines, a Neio Class of Colouring Matters,

By E. NoELTiNG, Professor of Chemistry, College of Chemistry, Mul-
house.

The benzenyl-di-phenyl-amidine,

C = N-C„H,
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and its methylated derivative,

are white substances, having no colourint^ power at all.

If we introduce in the latter one amido-group, or better, a di-methylated

amido-group, N(CH3)2, we obtain a slightly yellowish substance

^C,H,N(CH3),

C = N-C,H,

dyeing wool, silk, and cotton previously mordanted with tannin in light

jellowish shades.

If another amido-group or di-methylated amido-group is introduced, we obtain

a real, strong colouring matter, dyeing the above-named fibres in bright yellow.

These substances

yC,H,N(CH3), yC,H,N(CH3),

C = N-C,H,NH„ ^ , C = N-CeH,N(CH3)„

may be easily prepared by acting on dimethyl-amido-benzo-metbyl-anilide

C,H,N(CH3),

I

CO
I

with para-phenylene-diamine or dimethyl- para-phenylene-diamine in tbe presence

of oxychloride of phosphorus.
Benzenyl-diphenyl-methyl-amidine

<_>-C =N-<_>
'CH3

may therefore be considered as a chromogen, similar to azo-benzene

<—>-N =N-<—

>

Both, by the introduction of amido-groups, become real dye-stuffs, but whilst

azo-benzene itself is coloured, the amidine is colourless in itself, like anthra-

quinone and other similar chromogens.

3. The Oxidation 0/ Glycerol in presence 0/ Ferrous Iron. ^1/ Henry
J. HoRSTJiAN Fenton, M.A., and Henry Jackson, B.A., B.Hc. Land.

The peculiar iutiueuce which ferrous iron exercises upon the oxidation of

tartaric acid, and some other hydroxy-acids, which has been pointed out by one

of the authors in several previous couiiuunications, is now being investigated as

regards various classes of hydroxy-compounds. Mr. C. F. Cross, with the consent

of the authors, has subsequently applied this reaction to his studies on certain
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carbohydrates, and Dr. Morrell is also making important investigations on the same
subject. The authors are at present engaged in studying the polyhydric alcohols,

and the present communication deals with the results obtained when glycerol is

oxidized by hydrogen dioxide iu presence of iron. Practically no result is ob-

tained in the absence of ferrous iron, but, in its presence, an energetic reaction

sets in, with the production of a liquid which powerfully reduces Fehling's solu-

tion in the cold, and which, with phenyl hydrazine, gives an abundant yield of

glycerosazone, CjjHji.N^O. The oxidation-product contains therefore either dihy-

droxy-acetone, glyceraldehyde, or a mixture of both of these substances [' gly-

cerose '], and is now being examined with a view of isolation.

4. Action of Hydrogen Peroxide on Carbohydrates in the Presence of Iron
Salts. By K S. Morrell, M.A.^ Ph.D., and J. M. Crofts, B.A., B.Sc.

Cross, Bevau, and Smith ' have shown that hydrogen peroxide acts as a mild
oxidising agent on glucose in the presence of ferrous sulphate, giving acids, formic,

acetic, and probably tartronic, and a substance which reduces Fehling's solution in

the cold, and yields with phenyl-hydiaziue in the cold a mixture of osazones.

The action of hydrogen peroxide in the presence of ferrous sulphate on organic

acids has furnished important results in the case of tartaric acid, and the method
employed by Cross, Bevan, and Smith is on the lines suggested by Fenton.^

We have been able to identify the substance, which reduces Fehling's solution

in the cold and reacts so readily with phenyl-hydrazine, as glucoson.

VVe have prepared from the solution methyl-phenyl-glucosazon, and verified the

property that this oxyglucose has of reacting easily with organic bases, e.g. (o)

tolyldiamine. The glucoson resists the action of ferments, as was found to be the

case by Fischer.^

The action of the hydrogen peroxide in the presence of iron salts is to oxidise

the (CHOH) group next to the CHO group in glucose, forming CH0.C0(CH0H)3
CH.jOH. With levulose and galactose a similar oxidation probably takes place.

The investigation of these substances is in progress. In these two cases we expect
to obtain (a) from levulose CH.,OH.CO.CO(CHOH).,CH,OH

;
{b) from galactose

CH0.C0(CH0H)3CH,0II (galactoson).

An Experiment illustratinq tlie Effect on the Acetylene Flame of vary-

ing Proportions of Carbon Dioxide in the Gas. By Professor J.

Emerson Reynolds.

On a 10- Candle Lamp to be used as a Standard of Light.

By A. G. Vernon Harcourt, F.E.S.

In previous years the author has made several communications to Sections A
and B on standard lights. As weight is expressed in grains and length in feet, but
a definite piece of brass or platinum is used to represent the grain, and a rule of
definite length to represent the foot ; so light is expressed in candles, but some
more constant light than a candle-flame is needed to represent the candle. A
small air-gas flame, first described to this Section in 1878, has been thus used in

inquiries into the standard of light on several occasions since that date. The
illuminative value of coal gas has commonly been estimated by comparing the
distances at which the light of two candles and that of a standard Argand, con-
suming 5 cubic feet of gas per hour and giving a light of about 16 candles,
illuminated equally the surface on which they fell. In clear air and with careful

measurement of the smaller distance a comparison between a light of 16 candles

' C. S. J. 1898, 7.^, 463. - C. S. J. 1894, 65, 899 ; C. S. J. 1896, 09, 546.
' Her. vol. xxii. p. 89.
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and the ligbt of two or even of one candle can be accurately made. But a material

error is less likely to occur where the atmosphere may be foggy, and in a number
of routine observations, if the two lights compared are more nearly equal For
this reason in technical photometry it is better to make the standard of comparison
a light of 10 or IG candles. An actual cluster of so many candles would give a

much more constant lijrht than two candles, but its use on a photometer presents

obvious and insuperable difhculties. Hence tbe need of a large but compact
standard flame.

After many trials of Argand lamps with wicks and chimneys, the author
concluded that the glass chimney was a source of variation, and that if possible

an Argand lamp without a chimney must be produced. The result of many triah

to produce a lamp of the right kind, and many adjustments, first large, then small,

to obtain from sucli a lamp a constant light, and a light of exactly 10 candles, has

been the lamp which is now before the Section.

The burner is supplied with a mixture of air and gaseous pentane from a

reservoir carried on a bracket at the top of the lamp. As this mixture falls down the

siphon connecting the two, fresh air enters the reservoir, which is provided with
cross partitions causing the air to travel backwards and forwards over the surface of

the pentane, and to mix with a proportion of pentane vapour, always large, though
varying in amount with the external temperature. The variation in the proportion

of pentane thus occurring does not aflect the output of light under the other

conditions about to be described. A casing round the burner with a conical top

steadies the flame, the npper part of which is drawn together into a long brass

chimney which cuts oft' the light of this part of the flame. Round the chimney is

an outer tube, open below and connected above with a longer tube, which
descends and is connected below with the central chamber of the burner. The
longer tube is kept cool by having attached to it the bracket carrying the reservoir

in which the pentane evaporates, and also a triangle of blackened copper which
supports the bracket. Thus an air-current is produced, ascending in the heated

and descending in the cooler tube, which issues through the middle of the Argand
burner.

A steady flame of a height between 60 and 70 mm. is thus formed, gi\dng a

total light of rather more than 10 candles. By setting the tube which receives

the top of the flame at a height of 47 mm., the light shed horizontally is reduced

to exactly 10 candles. The total height of the flame can be observed through a

small talc window in the side of the chimney, and regulated by means of a tap on
the outlet of the reservoir. A variation of a centimetre in the height of the flame,

or of a millimetre either way in setting the height of the chimney above the

burner, makes no measurable difference in the light emitted.

As the lamp is tall and its centre of gravity rather high, and as an upset would
cause a spilling of pentane which might be dangerous, a firm support is required.

A tripod, which for levelling and stability is best, has the disadvantage that, unless

the branches ai'e very long, it oft'ers a weak resistance to an upsetting force in three

directions. The stand of this lamp has been strengthened in these three directions

by being provided with three additional branches, whose screws are turned up so

as not to touch the table till the lamp resting on the other three branches has been

set upright. The screws of the three supplementary branches, which are made to

tui'n very easily, are then turned down in succession till a slight resistance shows
that each ia just touching the table.

A number of comparisons have been made of four of these lamps one with
another, and between the lamps and the 1 -candle standard. The results show
that all the lamps give the same amount of light, and that this light is exactly ten

times that of the 1 -candle standard.

7. On a Convenient Form of Drying Tube.

By A. G. Vernon Harcourt, FM.S.

A common method of drying gases is to pass them through a wash-bottle
containing sulphuric acid, and then through a U-tube filled with fragments of
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pumice moistened with the same liquid. The number of corks and connections in

this arrangement increases the chance of leakage. The [J-tube must be supported

in an upright position both when in use and afterwards, that the acid may not

come in contact with the corks ; if too much acid is poured in, the bend becomes
blocked by a plug of liquid ; there is no means of telling when the acid has become
less efficient by dilution ; nor is it easy to recharge the tube with fresh acid.

The form of drying tube shown avoids these defects. It is at once wash-bottle

and drying tube ; it has one cork, and stands upright ; the pumice- can be well

drenched with sulphuric acid, the excess draining down and filbng the lower part,

through which the gas bubbles, to a convenient height ; dilution announces itself,

and the acid is easily renewed. The shape is that of a Gay-Lussac burette, with a

constriction about 2 inches from the bottotn. A piece of pumice, large enough to

block the constriction, is first dropped in, and the tube is tilled to near the top

with small fragments of pumice. In charging with acid cai-e is taken not to wet
the upper part of the tube ; next day the level of the acid in the lower part of the

tube is marked with a strip of gummed paper. The small side tube which enters

the large tube near the bottom is the inlet for gas ; when the moisture absorbed

has raised the level of the acid about 2 mm, above the mark the acid in the lower
part is poured off through the small tube, and fresh acid is poured in through the

pumice. The inlet and outlet tubes are made of the same height, so that a series

of similar drying tubes may readily be joined together.

8. Standards of Purity Jor Sewage Effluents.^ By Dr. S. Rideal.

The author discussed the 'Standards of Purity for Sewage Effluents ' which
local authorities have hitherto had in mind in deciding as to whether they should

be permitted to be discharged into a river or not. It was pointed out that the

majority of these standards are arbitrary and artificial. The ' Oxygen consumed'
and ' Incubation ' tests, lately in dispute at Manchester, bacterial and chemical

figures, and the ' Fish test ' were passed in review. But since the nitrogen is signi-

ficant of the more dangerous forms of pollution, a calculation of the proportion

between its oxidised forms, which are harmless, and the unoxidised, which are

liable to occasion smells and to be otherwise deleterious, will denote the extent to

which an effluent has been purified. The figure obtained, termed the ' percentage

of purification,' ranges from none for raw sewage to 976 for a deep well in chalk.

Moreover, as several observers have proved, the oxygen of the nitrate and nitrites

is in an ' available ' form, and is capable, with the help of bacteria, of supplementing
the free dissolved oxygen of river water in destroying the remaining organic

matter. From these considerations a formula is deduced which embodies all the

natural data for the conditions of discharge of an effluent into a stream, including

the flow and aeration of the latter, and the volume, oxygen required, and 'avail-

able oxygen ' of the effluent. The result is a 'factor of safety,' C, which must
never be below unity. The application of the formula shows that the Thames,
with C = l-08, has so narrow a margin that it often has had to be supplemented,
especially in warm weather, by the addition of oxidising agents, while the Exe,
on the other hand, with C = 7'9, has a large margin for natural purification.

It is concluded that ' an effluent which has been properly prepared, and is in an
active state of wholesome bacterial change, under the above conditions of free and
potential oxygen, if clear and nearly free from odour, may be safely discharged
into any river of moderate volume.'

9. Action of Aminonia on Gun-cotton. By W. R. Hodgkinson and
Captain Owen, R.A., Artillery College, Woolwich.

Gun-cotton that has been thoroughly washed with alcohol and ether ignites or
explodes when heated to between 180° and 185°. Analysis of such gun-cotton gives
figures agreeing very closely indeed with those required by a cellulose tri-nitrate.

' Printed in extenso in Sanitary Record, xxii. 490.
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Some time ago we made a number of experiments to ascertain whether contact

with other gases than air would influence this igniting point, and also whethei-

any or what effect would bs produced on gun-cotton when exposed at about 100°

to the following gases:—Carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, sulphur

dioxide, nitrous and nitric oxides, chlorine, hydrogen chloride, bromine, ammonia.

None of these gases was specially puritied, but they were dried very thoroughly.

The carefully dried gun-cotton, in fine powder, was exposed to a current of the

wases in a tube. The tube was provided with a jacket through which steam or

alcohol vapour, &c., could be driven, so as to obtain approximately definite

temperatures.

With the exception of ammonia, not one of these gases above named had any

effect at temperatures below 100°.

With ammonia the first indication of an action was the ignition, and sometimes

detonation, of the gun-cotton at about the temperature of boiling alcohol. The
gun-cotton became yellow or brown just before exploding.

To ascertain the temperature of firing more nearly, the cotton was placed in a

U-tube heated externally by a water bath. Some samples, fine powder, fired at

76° (temperature of water bath). Others as high as 80° or 82°. Pulped gun-cotton

fired at the lowest temperatures.

It was noticed that when the current of ammonia was very slight, red fumes

and a white cloud formed in the tube just before firing.

As this indicated a possible oxidation of the ammonia at the expense of the

N0„ of the gun-cotton, some experiments were conducted in a similar manner, but

at temperatures not exceeding 20°.

No change was visible until the ammonia had passed over the cotton for some

hours, and then only a slight yellow colouration.

On washing this yellow product with water, a solution was obtained contaimng

a considerable quantity of nitrite.

Fresh gun-cotton of the same make gave but the slightest traces of nitrous

acid, even when boiled with water.

All alkaline solutions, boiled on gun-cotton, give strong reactions for nitrites.

The solutions are generally yellow.

Some gun-cotton was now spread out under a bell glass and ammonia gas

steadily introduced. After a few days moisture was observed condensing on the

interior surfaces of the bell glass, so the arrangement was simplified and the gun-

cotton supported a few inches above some strong ammonia solution under a large

bell glass. It was allowed to .stand for some weeks in a cool place. The cotton

gradually became quite brown, and at the end of a month partially liquefied into

a brown jelly.

Exposure to light was found to very materially shorten the time necessary to

get this brown stage.

The substance was tested from time to time for nitrites. The amount appeared

to increase up to the liquefying stage and then diminish.

After six weeks' exposure to the damp ammonia atmosphere the mass was
placed over sulphuric acid in a desiccator and a good vacuum maintained for

three weeks. The mass swelled up and dried to a brown, porous, and friable body,

without a sign of the original cellulose structure. Some ammonia was retained,

and was not entirely removed by heating for several days in a current of dried air.

The brown product is almost completely soluble in water and in alkaline solu-

tions, but scarcely at all in alcohol or ether and very slightly in acetone. Strong

alkalies evolve ammonia.

Strong sulphuric acid causes an effervescence, and SO., is evolved. Much car-

bonisation takes place.

Nitric acid (cold, strong) dissolves it quietly, and on dilution with water there

is no precipitate.

When heated in a dry state ammonia is first given off. It then explodes
]

feebly, producing red fumes and leaving much carbon.

Acetyl and benzoyl chlorides act upon it very energetically, and a hght yellow

resin is left on evaporation.
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Acetic acid dissolves the brown substance, carbon dioxide being evolved. The
product on evaporation leaves a clear, glassy substance.

In some later experiments the end of the ammonia action was considered to be
reached when the brown mass ceased to gain weight after exposing to dry
ammonia gas (nearly three months).

Nitrogen determinations in this sample gave 21-2 per cent, and 21-46 per cent.
Some earlier samples contained only about 20 per cent.

The carbon and hydrogen determinations are very unsatisfactory. Mean of
several carbon 21-5, hydrogen 3-5. They show a slight loss of carbon and gain of
hydrogen compared to the original gun-cotton. There is evidently an increase
of about 7 per cent, in the nitrogen. Possibly a further study of the acetyl com-
pound of this product may throw some light on the reaction.

The nitrates from starch, mannitol, sugars, are also affected in a similar manner
by ammonia. Glycerol nitrate (nitro-glycerine) is not affected eitlier by gaseous
ammonia at 100° or by standing under strong ammonia solution for twelve
months.

Methyl and ethyl, amine, and aniline act upon gun-cotton in a similar but less

energetic manner than ammonia.
The subject is being continued.

10. On Nitroso-pinene. By J. A. Smythe.

By the reduction of nitroso-pinene (CjoHj^NO) with zinc in acetic acid
solution, there is formed, besides pinylamine, a new isomeric camphor (CigHj^O)
called pinocamphone.

The boiling-point of pinocamphone is 211°-21.3°. Pinocamphone oxime melts
at 86°-87°. Pinocamphone semicarbazone melts at 208°. Reduction of ketoue
with sodium gives an isomeric borneol, OjoHi^O (pinocampheole), which boils at
218°-219°. The phenylurethane of pinocampheole melts at 98°. Pinocampheole
and zinc chloride yield cymene. Pinocamphone is the first synthetic camphor, the
oxime ofwhich in treatment with dehydrating agents gives a nitrile. Oxidation of
pinocamphone yields a mixture of fatty acids. The reduction of bromnitroso-pinene
(CjoHijNOBrj) with zinc in acetic acid solution yields, not pinylamine and
pinocamphone, but an unknown base and bihydrocarvone.

These results can only be satisfactorily explained on the assumption of
Wagner's formula for pinene.

11. The Constitution of O.njcannahin. By T. B. Wood, M.A., W. T. IS".

Spivey, AI.A., and T H. Easterfield, M.A., Ph.D.

Oxycannahin is a yellowish-white crystalline compound obtained by Bolas and
Francis in 1871 by the oxidation of pharmaceutical extract of hemp with nitric
acid. It has hitherto possessed little interest, since it was not known from what
naturally occurring compound the oxycannabin was derived, or what its chemical
xelationships were.

The authors have found that that portion of hemp resin which boils at about
400* 0. contains two compounds ; one of these yields a crystalline acetvl derivative,
and has the formula C._,iH„uO.,. Cold fuming nitric acid converts" this into a
crystalline trinitro compound <^'nHo3(N0„)A. which yields characteristic salts,

and which, by the action of hot fuming nitric acid, yields ' Oxycannabin,' together
with caproic, valeric, and butyric acids.

The formula ascribed by Bolas and Francis to oxycannabin was CoH.oN^O^

;

in reality it has the formula OjJIjjNOj, which has 'nearly the same 'percentage
composition. It is a lactone, and yields salts of the type O^HioNOsM'. Upon
reduction it yields an amido-lactone C,iH„CNn.,)0,, from which, by Sandmeyer's
reaction, a crystalline iodo-lactone, CnHnIO^, has been obtained. The iodo-lactone,
when treated in alkaline solution with sodium amalgam, is reduced to the parent
cannabino-lactone, CiiH,.,0._,, a colourless liquid boiling at 290° C.

1898.

"

3l
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Cannabino-lactone, when oxidised -witli potassium permanganate, is

almost quantitatively into cannabino-lactonic acid, Cj,H,,jO,, which crystal

, is converted

miiiusL ij uiiu Lii iiLi \ ci_> liiLu v-aiiiiauiiiu-iii»^tvjijiv^ ui^n^, 1-yj
J
AAjijv-' (,

»» j-iiv>ii *,xy STanises iioni

water in magnificent colourless needles, melting at I'OS'' C, and which by potash

fusion under suitable conditions gives a quantitative yield of isophthalic acid.

If, now, we trace the relationships backwards, we are forced to the following con-

clusions:

—

Isophthalic acid =CgHg04

Cannabino-lac-

tonic acid .

1

Cannabino-lac-

tone . . .

= C„H,A

Oxycannabin . =CjjH]i(NO.,)Oo =

= Nitro-cannabino-lactone.

/CO^H
= C,HX /CO ^ J »w-Carboxy

C3H.
I

I

phenyl-butyro

\0 [_ lactone.

/CO _ J m-Tolyl-

/Nitro-m-Tolyl-

\ butyro-lactone.

/CH3
I

C,H.
I

I

butyro-laetone

There are three possible m-Tolyl-butyro-y-lactones, none of which is at

present known. Further research must show which of these is identical v/ith

cannabino-lactone, and also the position of the nitro group in oxycannabin.

12. The Action of Certain Substances on the Undeveloped Photographic

Image. By C. H. Bothamley, F.IC, F.C.S.

It has been known for some time to practical photographers that just as there

are certain substances that have the power of ' fogging ' or producing a develop-

able image on photographic plates, so there are substances that have the power of

destroying the latent image produced by the action of light. Several years ago

a plate which the author had fully exposed on a landscape was wrapped in three

or four thicknesses of tissue paper, and outside this some orange paper with

printed matter on the outer surface, the whole being enclosed in a metal box with

other plates. After some months the plate was developed, and it was found that

on the negative there was an image of the printed matter on the outside of the

paper, this image being much less opaque than the surrounding parts of the

negative. It followed that the printer's ink had given oft' some vapour which had

passed through the several thicknesses of paper, and destroyed the developable

image produced by the action of light. Somewhat later it was found that in the

case of several exposed plates that were left in the dark slides for some weeks

the material composing the hinges of the slides had emitted some vapour that had

undone the work done by light, the hinges being represented by almost transparent

bands in the negatives. Abney showed long ago that hydrogen peroxide wiU
destroy the image produced by light, and the author finds that the vapour of the

peroxide has the same effect if allowed to act for sufficient time. It is probable,

therefore, that effects such as those just described are due to hydrogen peroxide

formed in the slow oxidation of the particular substance. Turpentine vapour,

which produces hydrogen peroxide when oxidised by moist air, also completely

destroys the developable image produced by light. Some evidence has been

obtained that in the earliest stages of the action the reducing effect of hydrogen

peroxide, as observed by Russell, is added to the effect produced by light, but

with longer time the hydrogen peroxide destroys the developable image so pro-

duced. The general conclusion is that hydrogen peroxide, when it acts in small

quantities or for a short time, acts as a reducer and produces a developable image

on the photographic plate ; but when it acts in a more concentrated form, or for a

longer time, it acts as an oxidising agent and destroys the developable image.
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Probably both the reducing and oxidising actions take place simultaneously, and
the result at any given instant depends on their relative rates.

13. Report on a New Series of Wave-length Tables of the Spectra of the

Elements.—See Reports, p. 313.

14. Report on Isomeric Naphthalene Derivatives.—See Reports, p. 311.

3 J 2
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Section C—GEOLOGY.
Peesident of the Section—W. H. Hudleston, M.A., F.E.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTE3IBEE. 8.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

Introductory.—About this time last year British geologists were scattered over
no inconsiderable portion of the noithern hemisphere, partly in consequence of
the International Geological Congress at St. Petersburg, and partly owing to the
meeting of tlie British Association at Toronto. From the shores of the Pacific at

Vancouver on the one hand, to the highlands of Armenia on the other, there were
parties engaged in the investigation of some of the grandest physical features of
the earth's surface.

The geologists in Canada were especially favoured in the matter of excursions.

Everything on the American continent is so big that a considerable amount of
locomotion is required to enable visitors to realise the more prominent facts. If

there is no great variety of formation in Canada, yet the Alpha and Omega of the
geological scale are there most fully represented, from the great Laurentian com-
plex at the base to the amazing evidences of glacial action, in a country where
it is possible to travel for a whole day without once quitting a glaciated surface.

But Piussia presented equal attractions, and in Finland almost identical conditions
were observed—viz. glacial deposits on Archaean rocks. The great central plain of
Russia, too, with its ample Mesozoic deposits often abounding in fossils, ofl'ered

attractions which to some may have been stronger than the mineral riches of the
Urals or the striking scenery of the Caucasus.

It seems almost incredible, even in this age of extraordinary locomotion, that
scenes so wide apart were visited by British geologists last autumn. This year we
are more domestic in our arrangements, and Section C finds its tent pitched once
more on the classic banks of the Bristol Avon, and in that part of England which
has no small claim to be regarded as the cradle of English geology. But we may
go a step further. For if the strata observed by William Smith during the six
years' cutting of the Somersetshire coal-canal imprinted their lessons on liis recep-
tive mind, it is also equally true that Devonshire, Cornwall, and AVest Somerset
first attracted the attention of the ' Ordnance Geological Survey.' And thus it

comes to pass that the region which lies between the Bristol Channel and the
English Channel claims the respect of geologists in all parts of the world, not only
as the birthplace of stratigraphical palaeontology, but also as the original home of
systematic geological survey.

The city of Bristol lies on the confines of this region, where it shades off north- ,

westwards into the Palaeozoics of Wales and north-eastwards into the Mesozoics
|

of the Midland Counties. There are probably few districts which display an equal
amount of variety witliin a limited circumference. The development of the various I

formations was excellently portrayed by Dr. Wright, when he occupied this chair I
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twenty- three years ago—so well, indeed, that his address might serve as a text-book
on the geology of the district. In the following jear (1876) there appeared tin-

Survey Memoir on the Geology of East Somerset and the Bristol Coal-fields by
Mr. H. B. Woodward, who has since contributed important memoirs on the
Jurassic roclis of Britain, which are so largely develof^ied in Somerset and the
adjacent counties. Since that date many papers also have appeared in various
journals, and some of these, as might be expected, give new and perhaps more
accurate interpretations of phenomena previously described. In addition to this,

portions of the south-west of England have been geologically re-surveyed, and in
some cases new maps have been published.

I would call especial attention to the Survey map on the scale of four miles to
the inch, known as the ' Index-map,' which has recently been issued. Sheet 11 in-

cludes this particular disti-ict : but if a portion of sheet 14 is tacked on to its southern
border we obtain a block of country about 120 miles square, which has not its

equal for variety of geological formation in any part of the world within the same
space. If Europe is to be regarded as presenting a geological epitome of our globe,
and if Great Britain is an epitome of Europe, then, without doubt, this particular
block of the south-west, which has Bath for its more exact centre, with a radius
(say) of fifty miles, may be said to contain almost everything to be found on the
geological scale, except the very oldest and the very youngest rocks ; while east of
the Severn and south of the Bristol Channel true Boulder clay is rai'e or absent.

It may be convenient to consider a few points whicii have arisen of late years
in connection with the geology of portions of the district now under consideration.

Pakeoxoic.—-If we omit the Silurian inlier at Tortworth, the geological history
of the country, more immediately round Bristol, may be said to commence with
the Old Red Sandstone, whose relations with the Devonian towards the south-west
have always presented some difficulty. And this difficulty is accentuated by
doubts as to the true Devonian sequence in West Somerset and North Devon.
Ever since the days of Jukes that region has been fruitful in what I must
continue to regard as heresy uniil the objectors have really established the points
for which they are contending. The uncertainty is to be regretted, since it is

through these beds of AVest Somerset that the system is to be made to fit in with
the several members of the Old Red Sandstone.

There is a mystery underlying the great alluvial flats of Bridgewater which
aflects more than one formation ; so much so that one cannot avoid asking why
there should be Old Red Sandstone in the Mendips and Devonian in the Quantocks,
The line which separates the Old Red Sandstone of South Wales and the Mendips
from the West Somerset type of Devonian lies here concealed. I have already
suggested ' that, if we regard the Old Red Sandstone of South Wales as an inshore
deposit over an area which was deluged with fresh water off the land, we can
believe that further out to sea, in a south-westerly direction, the conditions were
favourable for the development of a moderate amount of marine mollusca. This
view not only does away with the necessity for a barrier, but it also, in a general
sense, suggests a kind of gradation between the Old Red and Devonian deposits.
Mr. Ussher, whose practical acquaintance with this region dates from a long period,
stated a few years ago that, ' as far as Great Britain is concerned, the true connec-
tions of the Old Red Sandstone beds with their marine Devonian equivalents have
yet to be carefully worked out on the ground.'- I am not aware that further pro-
gress has been made in this direction.

The Cdrboniferous Limestone of the Bristol area has attracted the attention of
so many distinguished geologists that its palaeontology and general features are
tolerably familiar. Of late years we owe some interesting petrographic details to
Mr. AVethered. The varying thickness of the Carboniferous Limestone and also
of the Millstone Grit in this part of England is noteworthy. If we follow the
Carboniferous Limestone in a south-westerly direction, across the mysterious

' Trans. Deronsh. Assoc, vol. xxi. (1889), p. 4.5.

'' ' Prospects of obtaining Coal by Boring So'ith of the Mendips,' Proc. Som. Kat,
Soc. vol. xxxvi. (1891), pt. 2, p. 104.
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Bridgewater flats, a change is already noted in the case of the Cannington Park
limestone, which was the subject of so much discussion m former years. Referring

to this, Mr. Handel Cossham ' was so sanguine as to believe that its identification

with the Carboniferous Limestone would have the effect of extending the Bristol

coal-field thirteen miles south of the Mendips. However this may be, all further

traces of Carboniferous rocks fail at this point. After crossing the vale of Taunton,
when next we meet with them in the Bampton district, the Culm-measure type,
with its peculiar basal limestones, is alreadj' iu full force.

In the new ' Index-map ' the Culm-measures are placed at the base of the Car-
boniferous series—below the Carboniferous Limestone. It is no part of my purpose
to attempt unj precise correlation, but I would point out the somewhat singular

circumstance that the change to Culm rock occurs only a few miles to the south-

west of the line where, in the previous system, we have already seen that the Old
Ked Sandstone changes into the Devonian. This curious coincidence may be
wholly accidental, or it may be the result of some physical feature now concealed
by overlying formations.

Since 1895 a new light has been thrown on the Lower Culm-measures by the

discovery of a well-marked horizon of Radiolarian rocks. One result of the im-
portant paper of Messrs. Ilinde and Fox has been to alter materially our views
as to the physical conditions accompanying the deposition of a portion of the

Oulm-measui-es. The palfeontology leads the authors to conclude ^ that ' the
Lower Posidonomya- and Waddou Barton Beds are the representatives and equiva-
lents of the Carboniferous Limestone iu other portions of the British Isles ; not,

however, in the at present generally imderstood sense that they are a shallow-
water facies of the presumed deeper-water Carboniferous Limestones, but altogether

the reverse, that they are the deep-water representatives of the shallower-formed
calcareous deposits to the north of them. . . . The jncture that we [Messrs. Hinde
and Fox] can now draw of this period is that while the massive deposits of the

Carboniferous Limestone—formed of the skeletons of calcareous organisms—were
in the process of growth in the seas to the north [i.e. in the Mendip area and
elsewhere] there existed to the south-west a deeper ocean in which silicious

organisms predominated and formed these silicious Radiolarian rocks.'

This is probably a correct view of the case ; but one cannot help wondering
that the ocean cuvreuts and other causes did not eli'ect a greater amount of com-
mingling of the elements than seems to have taken place. As a practical result,

this discovery of a Radiolarian horizon in the Culm-measures has been of service

in enabling surveyors to discriminate between Devonian and Carboniferous in the

very obscure area on the other side of Dartmoor. This, I ventured to predict,

would be the case when the paper was read before the Geological Society.

The principal features of the Bristol coal-field are too well known ito call for

many remarks. It would seem that the Pennant rock was formerly regarded as

Millstone Grit, until Mr. Handel Cossham, in 1864, pointed out the mistake.'
Mr. Wethered gave a good description of the Pennant in his paper on the Fossil
Flora of the Bristol Coal-field.'' It might seem almost unnecessarj' to refer to the
existence of sucli a well-known formation as the Pennant, but for the fact that

in a recent scheme of the Carboniferous sequence in Somersetshire the Pennant
rock was wholly omitted.

The interest now shifts from the almost continuous deposition of the later

Palfeozoics, in one great geosynclinal depression, to an entirely different class of
phenomena. Nowhere, perhaps, are the effects of the post-Carboniferous interval

better exhibited than in those parts of the South-west of England where Tertiary
denudation has removed the Mesozoic deposits. Here we perceive some of the

effects of the great foliations which terminated the Pala30zoic epoch in this part

' Froo. Cottcs. Club, vol. viii. (1881-2) p. 20 et setj.

2 Quart. Jour7i. Geol. tioc. vol. li. (1895), p. 662.
' Since the Address was read, I have found that what 3Ir. Cossham showed was

that a small tract marked 'Millstone Grit ' in the survey map at Kingswood, east
of Bristol, belongs to the Pennant Grit (see Gcol. Maq. ii. 1 10).

' Froc. Cottes. Clvb, vol. vii. (1878), p. 73.
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of the world. The immense amount of marine denudation which characterises

this stage is particularly ohvious in the anticlinals, which were the first to sutler,

as they came under the planing action of the sea.

Attention may be drawn to a peculiarity which has no doubt been observed

by many persons who have studied a map of the Bristol and Somerset Coal-field.

It will be seen that the strike of the Coal-measures is widely different on either

side of a line which may be drawn through Mangotsfield to a point north of

Eristol. The beds north of this line have for the most part a meridional strike,

nearly parallel with the present Cotteswold escarpment; south of this line the

strike is mainly east and west, though much curved in the neighbourhood of

]^adstock and the flanks of the Mendips. Of course, this is only part of an exten-

sive change in the direction of flexure, much of which is still bidden under

Mesozoic rocks. Mr. Ussher, in the paper previously quoted, tells us that_ the hne

of change of strike may be traced in the general mass of the Palseozoic rocks,

from near Brecon in South Wales to the neighbourhood of Frome. This means

that within the Bristol district two distinct systems of flexure must have impinged

on each other in post-Carboniferous times. Have we not here, then, another

instance of extraordinary change within the limits of our area ? This time it is

not a mere change in the nature of a deposit, like that of the Old Red Sandstone

into the Devonian, or of the Carboniferous Limestone into the Culm-rock, but a

change in the direction of the elevatory forces, which had made its mark on the

structure of our island even at that early date.

At this point I ought to quit the Palaeozoics; but there is just one subject of

interest which claims a momentary attention—viz. the probability of finding work-

able coal east of the proved Somersetshire field. I avoid the question of coal

Gouth of the Mendips as being too speculative, on account of the chances of

deterioration of the coal-measures in that direction. But, in view of the forth-

coming meeting of the British Association at Dover, the question of finding coal

to the eastward of Bath becomes a specially interesting subject for discussion. It

is also a matter of some consequence whether the hidden basin or basins belong

to the meridional or to the east and west system of flexures. The latter is most

likely to be the case.^ The vale of Pewsey has been mentioned as a suitable

locality for boring along the line of the recognised axis.

But prospectors should bear in mind the warning of PLamsay, that the basins

containing coal are but few in comparison with the number of basins throughout

the Paleozoic rocks. No doubt the line indicated is more favourably situated for

coal-exploration than the Eastern Counties; where, for instance, the Coal Boring and

Development Company has lately gone into liquidation. The unsuitability of East

Anglia as a field for coal-prospecting was insisted on in my second anniversary

address to the Geological Society,- and the results seem to have been very much
what might have been expected. If coal is to be found beneath the Secondary

rocks the line of search should be carried through the counties of Kent, Surrey,

Berkshire, and Wiltshire, though the three latter counties have hitherto been

content to leave their underground riches unexplored. The Kent Coal Explora-

tion Company is doing some good work with a reasonable chance of success;

though if they wish to find coal sufficiently near the surface they had better

adhere as much as possible to the line of the North Downs, since operationson

the Sussex side are only too likely to be within the influence of the Kimmeridgian

gulf, which was proved to exist at Battle (Netherfield). Mr. Etheridge, I hope,

will have something to tell us as to the progress of the Kent Collieries Corporation,

who now carry on the work at Dover.

Secondary or Mesozoic i^ocA-s.—Commencing a totally different subject, I must

now direct attention to the ' red beds,' and associated breccias so characteristic of

1 The boring at Burford, where coal was found at a depth of 1,100 feet, below a

surface of Bathonian beds, at a point thirty-five miles E.N.E. of the extreme end of

the Bristol coal-field at Wickwar, is not included in this category; since it must

belong to the meridional system, and is altogether ovitside the prolongation of the

axis of Artois.
- Quart. Jonrn. Geol. Soc. vol. 1. (lS9i), p. 70.
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Eastern Deyonshire. These rest in complete discordance on the flanks of the
Palaeozoic highlands, and must be regarded as forming the base of the Secondarv
rocks of that district.

By the Geological Survey this series has hitherto been mapped as Trias, but in
the new ' Index-map ' they are coloured as Permian. There is no palseontological
evidence which would connect them with the fossiliferous Permians, usually re-
garded as of Palaeozoic age ; but it has been evident for some time past that opinion
was inclining to revert to the views of Murchisou and the older geologists, moie
especially as to the position of the breccias so largely charged with volcanic rocks.
The subject was dealt with by Sir A. Geikie in his address to the Geological
Society, where he speaks of some of these rocks as presenting the closest resem-
blance to those of the Permian basins of Ayrshire and Nithsdale.^

One difficulty which presented itself ti'i the Devonshire geologists in accepting
the Permian age of the ' red bods' was, that the whole of the lower Second ary
rocks appeared as an indivisible sequence, proved by its fossils to be of Keupe'r
age at one end, and therefore inferentially of Keuper age at the other. Dr. Irving,
however, considered that at the base of the Budleigh-Salterton pebble-bed there is^

a physical break of as much significance as that between the Permian and Trias of
the Midlands. In the marls which underlie this pebble-bed he recognised a strong
resemblance to the Permian marls of Warwickshire and Nottinghamshire ; and
Prgfessor Hull, who had been studying the sections east of Exmouth about the
same time, ultimately acceded to this view.'-* Its acceptance by the Survey thus-
throws all the Exmouth beds into the Permian ; and that formation, according to
the new reading, has an outcrop of some 35 miles from the shores of the English
Channel to within 3 miles of Bridgewater Bay. The fertility of these red clays,
loams, and marls has long been recognised by agriculturists, and it is not im-
probable that the abundance of contemporaneous volcanic material may in some
measure have contributed to this result.

In conformity with the new mapping, the Budleigh-Salterton pebble-bed and
its equivalents to the northwards are accepted as of Bunter age, and thus consti-
tute the base of the Trias in the south-west. Like most pebble-beds, they are
irregularly developed between the Permians and a strip of reddish sandstone
(coloured as Keuper), which runs up irom the mouth of the Otter to within a
short distance of Bridgewater Bay. The materials of the pebble-beds are not of
local origin, like so much of the breccia at the base of the Permian, ^ The general
resemblance, both as regards scenery and composition, to the Bunter conglomerate
of Cannock Chase has been pointed out by Professor Bonnev, who seems prepared
to endorse the recognition of the Budleigh-Salterton pebble-bed as a Bunter con-
glomerate. He was not impressed by any marked unconformity with the under-
lying series. To some extent we may accept this view, since, whatever maybe the
age of the Devonshire breccias and ' red beds,' they, in common with the Trias,
must have been deposited under fairly similar physical conditions in a sort of
Permo-Triassic lake basin.

The bulk of the Trias, including the Dolomitic Conglomerate of the ]3ristol
district, is still regarded as of Keuper age, though it is now admitted, as insisted
on by Mr. Sanders years ago, that the Dolomitic Conglomerate does not neces-
sarily occupy the base of the Keuper, but is mainly a deposit of hill-talus, which
has been incorporated with the finer deposits of the old Ti-iassic lake as the several
Paleozoic islands gradually became submerged. The great blocks which fell from
the old cliSs were formerly regarded as proofs of glacial agency, and there are
persons who still believe, more especially with respect to the Permian breccias,
that such rocks are indicative of a glacial origin.

' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xlviii. (1892), p. 161.
^ Cy. Irving Quart. Journ. Geol. Sue. vols. xliv. (1888). p. 149, xlviii. (1892), p. 68,

and xlix. (1893), p. 79 ; and Hull, op. cit. vol xlviii. (1892), p. 60.
» Northwards,

e.ff. at Burlescombe, Wiveliscombe, &c., the equivalent conglome-
rates are largely, if not entirely, of local origin (cf. Ussher, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.
vols, xxxii. (1876), pp. 378, 382 ; and xxxiv. (1878), p. 461). Mr. H. B. Woodward
confirms this. Note added October 1898.

1
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In the ' Index-map ' the Dolomitic Conglomerate and tbe Eed Marl are thus

included under tbe same symbol and colour. But this is also made to include the

llha3tic—an arrangement which is hardly in accordance with the facts observed in

the Bristol area. On a small-scale map so narrow an outcrop as that of the

Bhsetic could hardly he shown
;
yet its affioities are probably with the Lower

Lias rather than with the Trias. The late Edward Wilson, whose recent death

we all deplore, in his paper on the Rhretic rocks at Totterdown,' showed most

clearly that the ' Tea-green marls,' which had previously been associated with the

Rhsetic, represent an upwards extension of the Ked Marls of the Trias, in which

the iron had sutl'ered reduction ; thoup:h there are indications of a change of con-

ditions having set in before the deposition of the Ilhtetics. The black Ehjetic

shales which succeed usually have a sharp and well-defined base in a Bone-bed

with quartz pebbles, &c., indicating a sudden change of physical conditions, though

perhaps no marked unconformity. In the South AVoles district the Ehai'tic lime-

stones are said to be largely of organic origin, and, in addition to a Rhsetic fauna,

to abound in the laniellibranchs so plentiful in the lowest Lias limestones.'-'

The late Charles Moore always deplored the comparative poverty of the Trias in

fossils. In his last communication to the Geological Society ' he set himself to

describe certain abnormal deposits about Bristol, and to institute a comparison

with the region of the Mendips. He then suggested, on the faith of a sketch by
Mr. Sanders, that the famous Durdham Down deposit, already inaccessible,

might have been a fissure-deposit in the Carboniferous Limestone like those at

Holwell. He also stated that at one time he had been inclined to regard the

Reptilian deposit on Durdham Down as of Eha3tic age ; but the discovery of teeth

of Thecodontosanrus, identical with those of Bristol, in a Keuper Marl deposit

near Taunton, induced him to refer the Durdham Down deposit to the middle of

the Upper Keuper. He had arrived at the conclusion that the same genera of

vertehrata are found in the Keuper and Rhfetic beds, though the species, with few
exceptions, are quite distinct.

But it is with the Lias that the name of Charles Moore is most intimately

associated. Time does not permit me to do more than allude to the wonderful

collections of Rhcctic and Liassic fossils made by him from the fissure-vein.? of

the Carboniferous Limestone, or of the treasures which are stored iu the Bath
Museum. There never was a more enthusiastic palfcontologist, and nothing pleased

him better than to exhibit the fossilised stomach of an Ichtki/os(///n/s, stained by
the ink-bag of the cuttle-Bsh, on which it had been feeding, or some similar

palfBontological curiosity. Everyone here knows how deeply the West of England
IS indebted to Charles Moore for his unceasing researches, and I have been thus

particular in alluding to them because it was under his auspices that I first became
acquainted with the geology of this part of the cotmtry just thirty years ago.

Amongst more recent work in the Rhajtic and Lias, I might mention papers

by Mr. II. B A^'oodward and Mr. Beeby Thompson, each in explanation of the

arborescent figures in the Cotham Marble. The latter revives an old idea with
modifications, and his theory certainly seems plausible. Mr. H. B. Woodward's
Memoir of 1893 does full justice to the Lias of this district, and mu^h original

matter is introduced.

It is, however, in the Inferior Oolite that the most important interpretation.s-

have to be recorded since the days when Dr. "Wright and Professor J. Buckman
endeavoured to correlate the development of the series in the Cotteswolds with that

in Dorset. To this subject I alluded at considerable length in my Address to the
Geological Society iu 1893, pointing out how much we owed in recent years to the

late Mr. Witchell and to Mr. S. S. Buckman. In the following year appeared Mr.
H. B. Woodward's Memoir on the Lower Oolitic Rocks of England (^' Jurassic

Rocks of Britain,' vol. iv.), wherein he did full justice to the work of previous

observers. Meantime Mr. Buckman has not been idle, and hi.* paper on the

' Quart. Juurn. Geol. Soc. vol. xlvii. (1891), p. 545.

- Ann. Rep. Geol. Siirmy for 189G, p. 67 (1897).
^ Quart. Joibrn. Geol. Soc. vol. xxxvii. (1881), p. 67.
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Bajocian of tlie Sherborne district' marks the commencement of a new era,

where the importance of minute chronological subdivisions, based upon the
prevailing- ammonites, is insisted on with much emphasis. This sj'stem he con-
siders to be almost as true for the Inferior Oolite as fur the Lias.

There can be no doubt that its application has enabled Mr. Buckman to effect

satisfactory correlations between the very different deposits of the Cotteswolds and
those of Dorset and Somerset. In subsequent papers also he brings out an
important physical feature—viz. the amount of contemporaneous denudation which
has affected deposits of Inferior Oolite age in this country. This serves in part

to explain the absence of well-known beds in certain areas. For instance, in the
Cotteswolds contemporaneous erosion has, prior to the deposition of the Upper
Triffonia-gvit, cut right through the intervening beds, so as to produce in the

neighboui-hood of Birdlip a shelving trough 6 miles wide and about 30 feet deep.

Thus the extensively recognised overlap of the rarki/mom-zone is accentuated
in many places.

We have a farther instance of good work in the case of Dundry Hill. An
inspection of the 1-inch Survey map would lead one to suppose that the Inferior

Oolite there rests directly on the Lower Lias. Recenth', owing to the investiga-

tions of Messrs. Buckman and Wilson,'- this apparent anomaly has been removed,
whilst beds of Middle and Upper Lias age, and even Midford Sands, have been
recognised. In tliis way the authors claim to have reduced the thickness assigned

to the Inferior Oolite on Dundry Hill by about 100 feet. In the paper above quoted
the vicissitudes and faunal history of the Inferior Oolite from the opa/i?n<s-zone to

the Parki/iso/ii-zone inclusive are shown with much detail ; whilst the position of
the chief fossil-bed in time tand place has been well established. The general resem-
blance of the Dundry fossils to those of Oborne, which I could not fad. to notice in

working out the Gasteropoda of the Inferior Oolite, now admits of explanation.

Although the quondam Humj)Jiriesiaims-zoii& is richly represented, jet the particular

Hum2yhriesia7ium-)ietaer& is held to be absent at Dundry. But if there is a
Soiverbyi-hed anywhere it should serve to connect these two localities, where,
according to Mr. Buckman's phraseology, the principal zoological phenomenon is the
acme and paracme of Sonnininse.

Mr. Buckman, as we have seen, is no longer satisfied with the old-fashioned

threefold division of the Inferior Oolite, and his time-table includes at least a dozen
hemerse, with prospect of increase. Granting that it would have been difficult to

solve the Dundry problem without a detailed knowledge of ammonite horizons,

there arises the question as to the utility of such minute subdivisions for the pur-

poses of general classification. Mr. Buckman has earned the right to put forwards,

if he pleases, the several stratigraphical rearrangements in which from time to

time he indulges. The Inferior Oolite has been his especial playground, and, as

the kaleidoscope revolves, this formation is perpetually made to assume different

proportions, even to the verge of extinction. But this practice is not without its

disadvantages ; whilst the invention of new names tends to clog the memory, and
the novel use of old ones is apt to produce confusion.

We have not quite finished with Dundry yet, since that classic hill serves to

illustrate in Mesozoic times a peculiarity of which I have already pointed out two
notable instances in this district, where an abrupt and seemingly unaccountable
difference is observed in beds which are approximately synchronous. The problem
to be solved is this—why does the fossiliferous portion of the Inferior Oolite on
Dundry Hill resemble that of the neighbourhood of Sherborne, both in litholog}''

and fossils, rather than that of the Cotteswolds, only a few miles distant ?

Nine years ago Mr. Buckmau offered an ingenious solution of this difficulty ;
^

though his recent investigations at Dundry, and especially his appreciation of the

effects of contemporaneous erosion, may have caused him to alter his views. Like
most people who wish to account for strong local differences, he placed a barrier of

Palaeozoic rocks between Dundry and the southern prolongation of the Cotteswold

' Quart. Jovrn. Gcol. Soc. vol. xlix. (1893), p. 479.
= Quart. Journ. Gcol. Siir. vol. lii. (1897"), p. 669. Cf. also Pnw. Brid. Xat. Soc.

vol. viii. (1897), pt. ii. p. 188. ^ Proc. Cuttcs. Club, vol. is. (1890), p. .S74.
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escai-pment. At that time it was not fully realised that the Inferior Oolite in

the Bath district is, for the most part, limited to the Parki/iso7ii-zone, so that the

comparison was really being made between beds of different age as well as different

physical conditions. The question resolves itself into one of local details, which
are not suited for a general address. Still, I think it may be taken for granted

that, notwithstanding the east-and-west barrier of the Mendip range, which acted

effectually previously to the Parkinso?ii-o\eYla.'p, there was in some way a com-
munication by sea between Dundry and Dorsetshire, more especially during the

>So2ierby>~sta.(:^e, and this most probably was effected round the western flank of the

Mendips. Thus, without acceding to the necessity for a barrier facing the Southern
Cotteswolds, we may readily believe that much of the Inferior Oolite of Dundry
Hill is to be regarded as an outlying deposit of the Anglo-Norman basin. If this

1)8 so, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the low-h-ing area of the Bridge-

water flats was, diiriug part of the Inferior Oolite period, occupied by a sea which
was continuous from Sherborne to Dundry, and that, although the barrier of the

Mendips was interposed, communication was effected round the west flank of that

chain. This would make a portion of the Bristol Channel a very ancient feature.

We must now take a wide leap in time, passing over all the rest of the Jurassics,

and just glancing at the Upper Cretaceous system, which reposes on the planed-

down surface of the older Secondary rocks. The remarkable double unconformity is

nowhere better shown than in the South-west of England. Some of the movements
of the older Secondary rocks, prior to the great revolution which brought the

waters of the Cretaceous sea over this region, have been successfully localised hy
Mr. Strahau, more especially in the south of Dorset.

Owing to Tertiary denudation the Chalk in this immediate district has been
removed, and we have no means of judging the relations of the Cretaceous deposits

to the Palreo/.oic rocks of Wales. If we may judge by results recently recorded

from Devonshire,' the Lower Chalk especial!}' undergoes important changes as it

is traced westwards, and generally speaking terrigenous deposits seem more
abundant in this direction. At the same time the more trulj' oceanic deposits,

such as the Upper Chalk, appear to be t binning. As regards the possible depths

of the Cretaceous sea at certain periods, we are supplied with some interesting

material in Mr. Wood's two papers on the Chalk Rock," which has been found
especially rich in Gasteropoda at Cuckhamsley, near Wantage.

Tertian/, Fleisfoce/ie, and Recent.—Although the Tertiaries of the Hampshire
basins are within the ' Index-map ' which we have been considering, they may be
regarded as beyond our sphere. Some of the gravels of Dorsetshire, which have
gone under the name of plateau gravels, are held by Mr. Clement Reid to be of

Bagshot age. Many of the higher hill gravels most likely date back to the

Pliocene, and even further, and represent a curious succession of changes, brought
about by meteoric agencies, where the valley-flat of one period, with its accumu-
lated shingle, becomes the plateau of another period—an endless succession of

revolutions further complicated by the Pleistocene Cold Period, which corresponds
to the great Ice Age of the North.

In the more immediate neighbourhood of Bristol, since some date in Middle
Tertiary time, the process of earth-sculpture, besides laying bare a considerable

amount of PalEeozoic rock, has produced both the Jurassic and Cretaceous escarp-

ments as well as the numerous gorges which add so much to the interest of the
scenery. These phenomena have been well described by Professor SoUas,' when
he directed an excursion of the Geologists' Association in 1880. Should any student

wish to know the origin of the gorge of the Avon at Clifton, for instance, he will

find in the Report an excellent explanation of the apparent anomaly of a river

which has been at the trouble of sawing a passage through the hard limestone,

when it might have taken what now seems a much easier route to the sea by way
of Nailsea.

' Cf. Jukes-Browne and Hill, Qvart. Journ. Gcol. Soc. vol. Hi. (1897), p. 99.
2 Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. lii. (1897), p. 68, and vol. liii. (1898), p. .377.

' Froc. Geol. Assoc, vol. vi. (1881), p. 375.
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The origin and date of tlie Severn Valley is a still bigger question, and this

was hroached by Ramsay, some five-and-twenty years ago, in a suggestive paper on

the River Courses of England and Wales.' He there postulates a westerly dip of

the chalk surface, -which determined the ilow of the t-treams in a westerly direction

towards the long gap which was being formed in Miocene times, near the junction

of the Mesozoic with the Paheozoic rocks. The still more important streams from

the Welsh highlands had no doubt done much towards initiating tiiat gap ; and by
the end of the Miocene period, if one may venture to assign a date, the valley of the

Severn, which is one of the oldest in England, had already begun to take form,

though many of the valleys of Wales are probably much older.

We may now be supposed to have arrived at a period when the physical

features of this immediate district did not differ very materially from what they

are at present. The great Ice Age was in full force throughout Northern Europe, and,

accordiner to views which meet with increasing favour, the German Ocean and the

Iiish Sea were filled with immense glaciers. What was taking place at that time

in the estuary of the Severn ?

This is a case which requires the exercise of the scientific imagination, of course

under due control. There is probably nothing more extraordinary in the history

of modern investigation than the extent to which geologists of an earlier date per-

mitted themselves to be led away by the fascinating theories of Croll. The astro-

nomical explanation of that ' will o' the wisp,' the cause of the great Ice Age, is

at present greatly discredited, and we begin to estimate at their true value those

elaborate calculations which were made to account for events which in all proba-

bility never occurred. Extravagance begets extravagance, and the unreasonable

speculations of men like Belt and Croll have caused some of our more recent

students to suffer from ' the nightmare.'

Nevertheless Croll, when he confined his views to the action of ice, showed
himself a master of the subject, and his suggestions are often worthy of attention,

even when we are not convinced. Writing in the ' Geological Magazine ' in 1871,

he points out that the ice always seeks the path of least resistance ; and he refers

to the probability that an outlet to the ice of the North Sea would be found along

the natural hollow formed by the valleys of the Trent, the Warwickshire Avon,
and the Severn. Ice moving in this direction, he says, would no doubt pass down
into the Bristol Chanuel and thence into the Atlantic. Again," referring to the

great Scandinavian glacier, he says, ' it is hardly possible to escape the conclusion

that a portion of it at least passed across the South of Ivigland, entering the

Atlantic in the direction of the Bristol Channel.' These views were not based on

any local knowledge, but merely on general considerations. The problem as to

whether there are any traces of the passage of such a body of ice in the basin of

the Lower Severn must be worked out by local investigators. Irrespective, too,

of the hypothetical passage of a lobe of the North Sea glacier, we are confronted by

a much more genuine question, namely, what was the possible termination towards

the south of the great body of ice with which our more advanced glacialists have

filled the Cheshire plain.

A recent President of the Cotteswold Field Club, of whom unfortunately we
mast now speak as the late Mr. Lucy, took a lively interest in the Pleistocene

geology of the district, and his papers in the ' Proceedings' of the Cotteswold Field

(Jlub have always attracted attention. His map of the distribution of the gravels

of the Severn, Avon, and Evenlode, and their extension over the Cotteswold Hills,

prepared in conjunction with Mr. Etheridge, is a valuable contribution to the history

of the subject.^ Again he wrote on the extension of the Northern Drift and

Boulder-clay over the Cotteswold Range,' and on this occasion described the_ in-

teresting section in the drifts presented by the Mickleton Tunnel. In his previous

paper, Mr. Lucy had carried the drifts with northern erratics to a height of 750 feet,

' Qjiart. Jour. Geol. Soc. vol. xxviii. (1872), p. 148.
= Oj). cit. Dec. 2, vol. i. (1874), p. 257.
' Proc. Cuttes. Nat. Cliih, vol. v. pt. ii. (1869) p. 71.
«

Oj). cit. vol. vii. pi. i. (1878), p. 50.
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but he now claimed that ' the xclxole Cotteswold Range had ceased to be dry land

at the time the Clays and Northern Drifts passed over it.' AVe perceive from this

passage that Mr. Lucy was a 'submerger,' and in this respect differed from CroU,
who most probably would have attributed the phenomena to the action of his great

ice-lobe traversing the South of England.
The question which more immediately concerns us relates to the value of the

evidence which would require either a glacier or a ' great submergence ' to account
for these things. The alleged phenomena are in many cases capable of other

interpretatiocs. We have the authority of Mr. Etheridge that little or no true

Boulder-clay occurs in the Cotteswold area.' On the other hand, the distribution

of much of the ei'ratic gravel is probably due to agencies of earth-sculpture long
anterior to the great Ice Age. There remains one special piece of evidence

adduced by Mr. Lucy in favour of his contention, and this he considered of so

much importance that it formed the principal part of the subject of his annual
address to the Field Club on quitting the chair in 1893.-

He there referred more especially to the discovery in the Inferior Oolite, on
Cleeve Cloud, of quartzose sand and of a boulder of a similar character to some
described in his previous papers. The sand and the boulder, he says, belong to

the period of the great submergence. Similar sand also appears in several places

on the hillside. He had previously recorded boulders of Carboniferous Limestone,
Millstone Grit, &c., in the Northern Cotteswolds, but not at so great an elevation.

He further proceeds to account for the absence of striae, and of the fact that the
Cotteswold rocks are not motitonnep, on the supposition that the soft oolites would
not retain striation, but would be crushed by pressure. Consequently, he claims
the top of Cleeve Cloud as a fine example of ' glacial denudation,' whatever that
may mean. The boulder from Cleeve Cloud is now in the Gloucester Museum,
and might well become a bone of contention between the submerger and the
glacialist as to how it got into its elevated position of over 1,000 feet. Fortunately
there is a third explanation, which, if it be correct, shows how dangerous it is to

build theories, a.s well as houses, upon sand. Other distinguished members of the
Cotteswold Club are of opinion that the whitish sands on Cleeve Common belong
to the ' Harford Sands,' which constitute an integral part of the Inferior Oolite

itself. There may be some diflerence of opinion as to the concretionary nature of
the boulders, though these may well be nothing more than the ' doggers,' or 'pot-

lids,' so characteristic of calcareous sandstones. Mr. Winwood believes that
' the so-called foreign boulder' in the Gloucester Museum evidently came from the
* Harford Sands.'

So far, therefore, the evidences of glacial action in the Cotteswolds do not rest

on a very sure foundation. Yet the Severn Valley separates that range from an
area on the west, where there are clear evidences of local glaciation, as described
in the ' Annual Report of the Geological Survey for 1896.' Portions of this

material find their way into the river bed and elsewhere as Drift which has most
probably been rearranged—hence the so-called Boulder-clay and Drift in the bed
of the Severn. Once more, then, in the cycle of geological time we perceive that
our di.strict lies on the confines of two distinct sets of phenomena. West of the
Severn and north of the Bristol Channel the evidences of considerable local

glaciation are obvious, whilst this can hardly be said of the Cotteswolds, the
Mendips, or the Quantocks.

To the more recent geological history of our district it will be sufficient to

allude in the briefest terms, when I remind you of the paper by Mr. Strahan on
the deposits at Barry Dock, and the still later one by Mr. Codrington on the sub-
merged rock valleys in South Wales, Devon, and Cornwall. Here we have impor-
tant testimony to certain moderate changes of level which have taken place, and a
picture is presented to us of the Bristol Channel as a low-lying land surface, with
streams meandering through it. Thus a depression of something like 60 feet

appears to be the most recent change which the geologist has to record in the
estuarj- of the Severn

.

' rroc. Cottes. Xat. Club, vol. xi. (1893), p. 83.
2 A'ol. cit. p. 1.
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The following Papers and Reports were read :

—

1. Rotes on the Geology of the Bristol District.

By Professor C. Lloyd Morgan, F.G.S.

(a) The chief features of the Silurian district of Tortworth were^ briefly de-

scribed. Attention was drawn to the probably contemporaneous Upper Llan-

dovery volcanic action. One or two new facts, as given in the ' Guide ' to the

excursion to this locality, were alluded to. (d) The division of the Carboniferous

Limestone (between the Upper and Lower Limestone Shales) into an Upper and

Lower Series with a band of Oolite, the Gully Oolite, between them, was illus-

trated by typical sections in the Bristol district, (c) An interbedded volcanic

series near the top of the Lower Limestone at Woodspring, near AVeston, was

illustrated by a map and photographs from microscopic sections. (<f) Slides were

shown illustrating the unconformabilities of the district, and a sketch map of the

islands in late Triassic times was briefly described, (e) An attempt was made

to illustrate, by means of a diagram based on careful observations, the amount of

superficial contraction due to post-Carboniferous lateral pressure.

2. The Building of Clifton Rocks. By E. B. Wethered, F.G.S.

In tills paper the author confines his remarks chiefly to the microscopic life

which he has discovered in the Carboniferous Limestone rocks at Clifton. He
contends that microscopic calcareous organisms have been the chief contributors to

the vast deposits in the Carboniferous sea, now represented by the cliffs on either

side of the gorge of the Avon at Clifton.

Broadly speaking, there were three stages in the formation of this limestone.

These were regulated by physical conditions, and favoured the existence of certain

forms of life. The fossil remains now denote the stages. They are as follows :

—

Approximate Thickness

Stage 1. Lower Limestones (including the Lower
Limestone shales 500 feet, and Black Rock
series 470 feet 990 feet

Stage 2. Middle Limestone 1,620 „

Stage 3. Upper Limestone 100 „

The close of the Old Red Sandstone Period is marked by variegated sandstones

and shales. These beds pass into limestones and shales, and these again are followed

by massive limestones locally known as the Black Rock ; the whole representing

the Lower Limestones, or Stage 1.

During this stage encrinites were so numerous in the waters that the ossicles

of these creatures are a distinguishing feature of the limestones. Vast numbers of

ostracoda at times lived, and some beds of the limestone are chiefly accumulations

of the remain.^ of these small crustaceans. Monticulipora corals and polyzoa were

numerous in the waters, and also moUusca.

Another interesting feature, not before noticed in the Lower Limestones, is the

mass of incrusting organisms. These organisms formed a crust around the

fra^mental remains of other organisms which collected on the sea floor, and to

such an extent did this process go on that the incrusting organisms contribute

considerably to the building up of some beds of limestone. Whether these crusts

are to be attributed to animal or vegetable growth is a matter of doubt.

The crinoidal life reached a climax during the time that the Black Rock

Limestone was in process of formation. Indeed, this rock is, in the main, a vast

accumulation of the ossicles of these creatures, associated with shells of mollusca,

fish I'emains, &c.

The Black Rock series terminate in dolomitised limestone, and on this rest the

' Gull V Oolites.'

The Lower Limestones terminate at these oolites, in which occur, though

sparingly, foraminifera and the minute spherical object calcisphsera. This latter
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body averages about -012 of an iuch in diameter, but, small as it is, the calcareous
sphere has been an important contributor to the buildinj,^ of the rocks.

As calcisphfera is confined to the Carboniferous Limestone, and is so numerous
that it is seldom a thin section of the rock is obtained without finding it, the
organism is useful in determining the strata when doubtful. So far, the author
has not found calcisphsera in the Lower Limestones, and the same remark applies
to foraminifera.

Above the horizon of the Gully Oolite the lower beds of the Middle Limestone
are characterised by the occurrence of the curious organism Mitcheldeania, but it

is not confined to this horizon.

Next follow limestones and calcareous shales full of the remains of little-
understood forms of microscopic life, which must have existed in great profusion.

As before remarked, the Middle Limestones are characterised by foraminifera
and calcisphsera. At first these occur sparingly, but, later on, the rock is little
more than a Carboniferous foraminiferous ooze. Remains of corals occur and
other well-known fossils, but the bulk of the 1,600 feet of limestone included in
the Middle Series is in the main a vast calcareous deposit of the remains of
microscopic life which lived in the Carboniferous waters.

Owing to the Upper Limestones being so built over, the author is at present not
in a position to describe the microscopic life which the strata probably contain
associated with large organisms. •

3. On the Revision of South Wales and Monmouthshire hy the

Geological Survey. By A. Strahan.

[Communicated by permission of the Director-General.]

The original geological survey of South Wales was made under the direction
of Sir Henry De la Beche. The exact date of its commencement is uncertain, but
I am informed by Mr. Aveline that in 1840, when he joined, the staff was engaged
in the neighbourhood of Cardifl:', and in 1841 Ramsay on his appointment found
that the survey had progressed westwards into Pembrokeshire and was at work at
Tenby and St. David's.^ By the end of 1845 the maps had all been published,A complete list of the names which appear on them consists of H. T. De la Beche'
J. Phillips, D. H. Williams, A. C. Ramsay, W. T. Aveline, J. Rees, T. E. James'
W. E. Logan, H. \V. Bristow,^ and H. B. Woodward.^

'

Previously, however, to the entry of the Survey into South Wales a considerable
tract had been mapped by Sir W. E. Logan. ' Unaided he commenced, in 1 831 a
geological survey of part of the great South Welsh Coal-field, extending from
Crown (Cwm) Avon to Carmarthen Bay, and completed it in seven years, at no
small pecuniary sacrifice. Such was the estimate of the accuracy and value of this
survey by the late Director of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, Sir Henry De
la Beche, that with Sir William's consent it was adopted as part of the national
work/ 3 At the meeting of the British Association in Liverpool in 1837 Logan
exhibited his work, and in 1842 it was referred to by De la Beche as a beautifully
executed map.^ After the lapse of nearly fifty years these maps, admirable though
they were, considering their date and the circumstances under which they were
made, had become obsolete. Not only was the topography scarcely recognisable,
but the development of the steam-coal trade had led to the opening out of'many of
the Monmouthshire and Glamorganshire valleys and the working of what was
practically a virgin coal-field. On June 8, 1891, in the House of Commons, Lord
Swansea (then Sir Hussey Vivian) asked the Vice-President of the Council whether,m view of the great importance of the South Wales and Monmouthshire Coal-field

' Memoir of Sir Andrew Cromhie Ramsay, by Sir Archibald Geikie, 1895 p 42
London, 8vo.

- Revisions chiefly of the Secondary Rocks in 1864, 1871, and 1872
5 An article in the Times of July 24, 1862, by Dr. Percy, quoted in Ufe of SirWilliam E. Logan, Kt., LL.D., F.E.S., F.O.S., by B. J. Harrington, 1883 n ^49

London, 8vo. i jjj^ p. 127^
' ^' ^-
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and tlie fact that the coalfields of Durham, Northumberland, Yorkshire, and
Lancashire had been for the most part geologically surveyed on the 6-inch scale,

he would give directions that the geological survey of the mineral districts of
South Wales and Monmouthshire should be immediately taken in hand and
vigorously prosecuted on that scale. Answer was made that it would be arranged
with the Director-General that tlie survey should be commenced as soon as possible

and prosecuted as vigorously as the size of the disposable staff of the surveyors and
the exigencies of the other branches of the work would allow. The revision was
commenced five weeks later, and its progress up to date forms the subject of the

following note.

Until the year 1893 I was engaged alone upon the revision, hut in that year I

was joined by Mr. W. Gibson, in 1894 by Mr. J. R. Dakyns, and in 1895 by Mr.
R. H. Tiddeman. In 1896 Mr. Dakyns retired, and his place was taken by Mr.
T. C. Cantrill.

The area over which the revision will extend is embraced in the New Series

1-inch Ordnance Maps, 226-232, 244-249, 261-263, sixteen sheets altogether, and
amounts to a little over 2,000 square miles. Of these, three sheets (249, 232, 263)
have been published, one (248) is being engraved, while the surveying of two
more (231, 262) is nearly complete. The total area surveyed by the end of 1897
amounted to 1,006 square miles, in which 5,011 miles of geological lines had been
traced upon the maps.

The work is engraved on the 1-inch New Series Ordnance Maps only, but
the lines are all traced in the field on the 6-inch maps. Clean copies of these

working maps are deposited in the Office, and can be consulted or copied as soon
as the corresponding 1-inch sheet is published. At the same time sheets of

vertical sections illustratintr the Coal Measures are prepared: two of these, giving
cseries of shaft-sections in Monmouthshire and Eastern Glamorganshire, have been
published, and others are in preparation. Explanations to accompany each sheet

of the map are also being written: in these the local geology will be briefly

explained; but it is proposed to describe the Coal-field as a whole in a separate

volume when the revision is complete.

I take this opportunity of acknowledging, on behalf of my colleagues and
myself, the invaluable assistance which we have received from the managers,
engineers, and surveyors in our work in the Coal-field. Without such aid the

mapping would have been impossible, and the unvarying courtesy with which it

was rendered has greatly facilitated a task that was far from easy. Of the

important information recorded in the ' Proceedings ' of the South Wales Institute

of Engineers, and the Cardifl:' Natural History Society also, we have freely availed

ourselves, acknowledgment of all of which will be made in due course.

In order that the map of the Coal-field should present the structure as cod-

-spicuously as possible, it was necessaiy to subdivide the great mass of Coal
Measures which had been represented by one tint only on the old map. At tlie

eastern end of the field it was apparent that a suitable threefold division of the

strata held good, the three divisions not only differing in their mineral contents,

but presenting such physical features as lent themselves to the purposes of the

geological surveyor. I wish, however, to point out that no correlation is intended

Avith the Upper, Middle, and Lower Coal Measures of other fields. Not only is it

extremely Improbable that any representatives of the Upper Coal Measures exist,

but it is an open question how much of the Middle Coal ^Measures are present in

South Wales. The subdivisions referred to consist of

—

1. An upper series of shales and felspathic sandstones with a few thin seams of

coal and ironstone. The sandstones are often indistinguishable from Pennant, but
the series is softer on the whole and forms cultivated land of flowing contour.

Tor its base the Mynyddlslwyn Vein, a valuable and constant house-coal, served

conveniently.

2. The ]?eunant Series, which in Monmouthshire is made up almost wholly of

hard current-bedded highly felspathic grit with a few thin and impersistent coal

.seams. This series forms uncultivated moorlands, intersected by deep valleys
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with rugged sides. At its base occurs the seam variously known as the Red Ash,

Tillery, Brithdir, or No. 2 Rhondda.
3. The Lower Coal Series (Steam Coal Series of Glamorganshire), which con-

sists principally of shales and thin beds of quartz-grit. This series contains the

thickest seams of coal and the bands or nodules of clay-ironstone which were
formerly worked in South Wales. It crops out all along the margin of the Coal-

field, but is exposed only in the deepest valleys or along the crests of the anticlines

in the more central parts.

.Through the eastern end of the field these three subdivisions are readily

distinguished, but they expand rapidly westwards, and at the same time sandstones

not to be distinguished from Pennant appear in the upper part of the lower series,

Avhile measures of the supra-Pennant type replace the upper grits of the Pennant
group. They continue, however, to form the most suitable broad divisions that

fould have been selected, though a further subdivision may become necessary in

view of their increasing thickness.

The other rock-groups have been treated on similar principles. The Old Red
Sandstone of Monmouthshire at once lends itself to division into an upper series of

grits and quartz-conglomerates, a thick mass of red sandstones, and a great under-
lying deposit of red marls with thin limestones. Special attention has been paid to

the relations of these subdivisions to one another in view of the possibility of an
unconformity having remained undetected in the middle of the red strata ; but
though the grits and quartz-conglomerates disappear in Brecknock, no break of

any significance in the sequence has yet been discovered. The conformity of the

Old Red Sandstone to the Upper Silurian rocks of Usk, however, may prove to be
more apparent than real, and must remain an open question for the present.

The Carboniferous Limestone also expands westwards and southwards, for, while
only 100 feet thick at Abergavenny, it is 500 to 700 feet in northern Glamoraranshire,

and attains still greater dimensions in the southern part of that county. The lower
portion consists of shales with a more or less persistent limestone below, which
constitute the Lower Limestone Shales. In the main mass no subdivision has
been made, except that certain light-coloured oolitic bands have been picked out.

The mapping of the Millstone Grit is founded on purely lithological distinctions.

Over a large part of the north-eastern crop it consists of a grit (the Farewell Rock
of old miners) in the upper part ; shales, and sandstones, occasionally with some
coal and ironstone, in the middle ; and a massive grit, usually crammed with quartz-

pebbles, in the lower part. This order, however, does not hold good everywhere,

and shales and sandstones are traced as far as practicable, and merely coloured on
the map as such. Though perfectly conformable to the limestone, the oncoming of

the quartz-conglomerates seems to have been accompanied by some ero.sion, for

they fill small hollows in the topmost limestone, and are even suspected of cutting

across some of the beds, so as to simulate an unconformity. Matters are further

complicated by the fact that the upper surface of the limestone has undergone
extensive dissolution during later ages.

Some fossils which occur in calcareous shales and thin impure limestones in

the lower and middle parts of the Millstone Grit are all marine, but in the upper
part Aiithracomya becomes the abundant shell, and indicates an approach to Coal
Measure conditions. Marine forms, however, recur at intervals high up in the Lower
Coal Series. It will be noticed that there is nothing corresponding to the ' Yoredale
Rocks,' or upper part of the Carboniferous Limestone Series of the North of England,
nor to the alternating series of sandstones and limestones which border the Flint

and Denbigh Coal-fields.

The Secondary Rocks whicli fall within the revised area include Trias (Keuper
or New Red Marl), Rhjetic and Lower Lias. These strata were deposited along a
land which was undergoing gradual submergence after prolonged exposure to

subaerial denudation. The New Red Marl, consequently, was irregularly distri-

buted in what must have been bays diversified by numberless islands, and the old

shore-lines, though subsequently buried, have "been revealed by denudation, so
that it is often possible to examine the cliffs against which the Triassic waves

1898. 3 K
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beat and tlio talus, more or less water-worn, wliicli fell from them. The continued'
sinkinj? cf the land led not only to the Khtetic overspreadiDp: the Trias, and extendinfj^

beyond it, but to the Lias eventuallj' overlapping; all earlier deposits. Each
formation, as it overlaps its predecessor and comes into contact with the PaLneozoic-

rocks, becomes cont^lomeratic, and it thus happens that a conglomeratic subdivision
though actually continuous is of Triassic, Kb,t;tic, and Liassic age in different

parts of its outcrop; a state of affairs which is not easily represented by the usuaF
methods of colouring a geological map.

The boundary between the New Red Marl and the Rha3tic has hitherto been
taken at the base of some green marls which graduate downwards into the Ked
Marls, but during the revision it became evident that the only satisfactory base to
the RhiBtic occurred above the Green Marls and at the base of the black shales of
the Avicula contoria zone. At this horizoa there is generally a grit or small
quartz-conglomerate which taken with the incoming of the Rhictic fauna indi-
cates a somewhat sudden change of phj-sical conditions. It marks, in fact, the-

first complete invasion of this area by the sea.

One of the most important parts of the revision has consisted ia the tracing of
the various folds and faults through the Coal-field. The main anticlinal and"

synclinal axes are of course brought into prominence on the mapby the subdivisioa
of the measures before referred to. Thus the difference of tint shows the positions

of the two deep synclines which introduce the Upper Coal Series at Caerphilly and
Llantwit on the south side, and at Blackwood and Gelligaer on the north side of
the main anticline ; while the anticlinal axis is itself brought into prominence by
the fact that it brings the Lower Coal Series up to the surface at intervals along it^

course. Especially, also, attention may be directed to the contrast presented by
the long dip-slopes of the north crop of the Coal-field to the straight and narrow
strips along the highly inclined south crop. Of the numerous flexures which hav&
been traced in the Palajozic rocks outside the Coal-field it is sufficient to state that
they run in about the same direction as those mentioned above, and that they do'

not affect the Secondary Rocks, which in fact pass horizontally across them.
These east and west flexures are consequently assumed to be pre-Triassic.

To this series also we believe the great Vale of Neath disturbance and some-
other kindred folds to belong. This great faulted fold seems to have attracted
but little notice hitherto, though it displays many remarkable features, among
others a thrust by which Carboniferous Limestone has been pushed over a largo
thickness of Millstone Grit. It will be remembered that the Carboniferous Rocka
of Somerset were still more intensely plicated and overthrust in pre-Triassic times,
and that there also the disturbances run in a general east and west direction.

The set of faults which run about north-north-west with such remarkable persist-

ency is a well-known feature of the Coal-field. Some of them can be traced out
into the Secondary area, and are there found to dislocate the Secondary Rocks
equally with the Carboniferous. While, therefore, they are obviously post-Liassic,
they may be of very much later date.

The exact representation of the faults, of whatever age, upon the map is of the
greatest importance in the Coal-field, and is managed as follows :—The surface-
position of the fault is indicated by a white line, or by a broken white line where
the exact position is uncertain. If the fault has been proved in the workings of
the Mynyddislwyn Vein, its underground position in that vein is shown by a red
line, if in the Tillery Vein by a yellow line, and if in the Lower Coals by a blue
line. Thus a normal fault completely proved would be represented by four lines,

the order in which the lines occur indicating the direction, and their distance
apart the angle of the hade. A further difficulty remains, however ; for the plan-
position of a fault encountered in any vein in working up to it from the east would
not be the same as the plan-position of the same fault in the same vein if worked
up to from the west, owing to the hade. In a fault of 100 yards the discrepancy
would amount to 35 or 40 yards, and it becomes necessary to record also frotii

which side the fault was proved, which is not always easily ascertained in old
workings. The coloured lines referred to are used on the G-'inch maps only ; on
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the 1-incb raaps the underground faults are all shown by yellow lines to avoid
undue complication.

The glacial deposits are mapped simultaneouply with tlio solid geology, and
are shown on the edition of the map for superficial geology. With the exception
of the admirable work of Prof. Edgworth David, and sundry observations by the
Rev. W. S. Symonds, they have not attracted so much attention as they deserve,

for South Wales formed a small independent centre of glaciation and exhibits

phenomena of great interest. The greater water-partings of the present day formed
the ice-partings of the Glacial Period, and the principal valleys gave the route to the
ice-flow. Tlius a great mass of drift was transported from Brecknock round the north-
east corner of the Ooal-field down the Usk Valley as far as the depression occupied by
the Usk Branch Railway. Another part was pushed over a minor water-parting
into the Rhymney Valley, but principally escaped along the Taff Valley, traversing
the entire Coal-field and emerging by the ravine at Walnut Tree ; while a third portion
flowed south-westwards along the Neath and other valleys towards Swansea Bay.
The drift consists in part of coarse gravels or fine gravel and sand, and forms
characteristic mounds or ridges between which are inclosed innumerable water-
logged hollows, or meres. Nearer to its source, however, it becomes an extremely
tough boulder clay packed with glaciated boulders. The composition of the deposit,

the direction of the longer axes of the mounds, and, lastly, a large number of
striations on rock-in-place combine in determining the directions assigned to the
ice-flow. The southern limit to which the ice reached is no less clearly marked
than its birthplace, for the gravels get finer and thinner, and eventually die away,
sometimes before reaching the shores of the Bristol Channel.

4. On the Exjiloration of two Caves at Uphill, Weston-super-Mare, contain-
ing remains of Pleistocene Mammalia. By the late Edward Wilson,
F'.G.S.

[Communicated by Hekbeet Bolton, F.R.S.B.]

Quarrying operations now proceeding in the Carboniferous Limestone near the
old parish church of Uphill have led to the discovery of two caves.

The caves are about half way up the face of the quarry, which is 100 feet in
height. The floor of each cave is covered with a deposit which varies from 1 to

2 feet in thickness.

A typical section of the upper cave deposits is as follows :

—

Ft. In.
1. Deep purplish-red, soft, sandy Marl, containing blocks of Limestone 4
2. Greenish-yeUow, soft, sandy Marl 12
3. Greenish-drab argillaceous Sandstone 5 6
4. Limestone floor.

The Green Marl for a varying thickness in difierent parts of the cave
becomes brecciated and occasionally tufaceous.

The animal remains are contained in this bed, and consist chiefly of the teeth
and jaws of hyaena, with gnawed and ungnawed bones of horse, mammoth, cave-
bear, fox, &c.

The lowest of the two caves is partly filled with a deposit of coarse rubble,
and has yielded remains of hyaena, rhinoceros, and the teeth and jaw^s of small
carnivora and rodents, together with worked flints, and a number of rounded
stones supposed to have been used as pot-boilers. The rubble deposit has evidently
undergone a certain amount of displacement, so that it is by no means certain
that the remains contained in it are contemporaneous.

3 k2
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5, The Comparative Actions of Suha'crial and Subniarine AgpMts in Rock
Decomposition. By Thomas H. Holland, A.R.C.S., F.G.S., Geo-
logical Survey of India.

In Europe, nearly all crystalline and igneous rocks of any considerablo age
show signs of hydrous decomposition, which by the microscope can generally be
traced far beyond the limits of the very evident superficial crust of weathered "pro-
ducts : in some cases, like the peridotites, the changes due to hydration, even in
rocks of Tertiary age, have resulted in a practically complete alteration of the
original constituents. Inworking over various parts of Peninsular India, the writer
has been struck by an almost constant absence of any hut the most superficial traces
of hydration, even in minerals like olivine and nepheline, which are so noticeably
susceptible to the action of water. As in all tropical and moist climates, however,
a complete and rapid superficial decomposition is shown by most of the rocks, and
in some areas they are found to be changed into a ferruginous clay, which, though
forty or fifty feet thick, is found to retain the characteristic macroscopic structures
of the original rocks. In some districts, where the atmosphere is always warm,
and during the monsoon season highly charged with moisture without great preci-
pitation of rain, the rocks are similarly decomposed at the surface, but, on account
of the limited amount of running water, the lime is retained in the decomposition
products, and forms a concretionary ' kankar.'

In all these cases, however, although the action of the atmosphere is so striking,
the results are purely superficial, and a specimen of rock taken from within a few-
inches of the clay products seldom shows a trace of hydrous decomposition, even in
thin sections under the microscope. This is just as true for such delicate minerals
as olivine and nepheline as for the commoner silicates. In many of the basic dykes,
certainly pre-Oretaceous and probably Lower Palaeozoic in age, the absence of ser-
pentine is so complete that unusual precautions are often necessary for the deter-
mination of the olivine, whilst in the numerous occurrences of dunite throughout
the Madras Presidency serpentine is extremely scarce. In a nepheline syenite
recently discovered in the Coimbatore district, and at least of Cuddapah age, the
nepheline on microscopic examination shows mere traces of alteration along the
fracture cracks.

In the light of European experience, where most of ourpetrographical data have
been established, the peculiarities of the Madras rocks call for some special con-
sideration, and the object of this paper is to suggest that the probable explanation
of the peculiarities now referred to arises from a contrast of the geological histories
of the two areas. In Em-ope aU, or nearly all, the rocks have been submerged
below the sea during the later geological periods ; in South India there is no
evidence beyond the immediate precincts of the coast-line of any depression below
sea-level since Cuddapah (probably lower Palaeozoic) times. In Europe, therefore,
the features generally attributed to weathering are the compound effect of sub-
marine and subaerial action ; in South India the former class of agencies have not
aff'ected the rocks now exposed, and the remarkable freedom from hydration which
they show suggests that the action of the atmospheric agencies is purely superficial.

Taking into consideration the presence of lime carbonate and other salts, with
a larger proportion of carbonic acid and the great pressure under which sea-water
attacks a submerged rock mass, it is theoretically to be expected that submarine
agencies are more potent means of decomposition than those of the atmosphere ; but
these South Indian observations tend to show that serpentine and other forms of
hydrated products within rock-masses are due only to a very limited degree to true
weathering.

The products of atmospheric action are removed from the rock surface as fast as
they are formed, and deeper portions &re pari passu brought to the surface. It is
not improbable that it is on account of this denudation, which has proceeded with-
out known interruption for so many geological ages, that relatively deep-seated
portions of the Earth's crust have been brought to the surface in Madras, and that
tlie crystalline rocks there met with at times present peculiarities for which European
experience hardly prepares us.
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G. On Arborescent Carhoniferous Limestonefrom near Bristol.

By Horace B. Woodward, F.R.S.

A specimen of Carboniferous Limestone, showing arborescent markings, was
obtained by Mr. Spencer G. Perceval from Brentry Hill, near Henbury, Bristol, _
and was presented by him in 1897 to the Museum of Practical Geology. /The
rock is about 6 inches thick, and the lower half is a current-bedded oolitic lime-

stone. The upper half comprises banded calcareous mud with a few layers of

oolitic grains, and the material in this portion of the rock has been disturbed, the

layers having been bent; while the hollows between the curves are partially

eroded and filled with irregular detrital material containing oolitic grains. JL->
The surface of the block presents an irregular concretionary structure, resem-

bling that seen on many varieties of Gotham Marble ; but it is not so pronounced
as in some of the mammillated surfaces seen in that rock. -

,

The appearances are probably due to mechanical disarrangement of the upper
layers produced prior to and during the consolidation of the rock, and they suggest

a pause in the deposition of sediment. --'

It is noteworthy that the darker bands which produce the arborescent mark-
ings stand out slightly in relief on the weathered face of the block of Carboniferous

Limestone. This is also the case with an example of Gotham Marble which I

lately obtained on the South Wales Direct Railway at Stoke Gifford.

A small specimen of Carboniferous Limestone from Backwell, near Nailsea,

given to me by Mr. W. H. Wickes, shows indications of arborescent markings.

[Further references to the subject are given in the ' Geol. Mag.,' Dec. 3, vol. ix.,

1892, p. 110; see also B. Thompson, 'Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' vol. 1., 1894,

p. 393.]

7. Repoi't on Pliotographs of Geological Interest in Britain.

See Reports, p. 530.

8. Jteport on Photographs of Geological Interest in Canada.
See Reports, p. 546.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers and Reports were read :
—

1. The Comparative Value of Different Kinds of Fossils in Determining
Geological Age. By Professor O. C. Marsh.

More than twenty years ago my attention was called to the subject of the

difference between the value of fossil Plants, Invertebrates, and Vertebrates, as

evidence of the geological age of the strata in which they were preserved. On the

comparative value of these different groups of fossils then depended the solution of

some grave problems in the geology of the Rocky Mountains. I therefore began a

systematic investigation of this subject, and gave the results in an address before

the American Association for the Advancement of Science in 1877.' I stated the

case as follows :

—

' The boundary line between the Cretaceous and Tertiary in the region of the

Rocky Mountains has been much in dispute during the last few years, mainly in

consequence of the uncertain geological bearings of the fossil plants found near
this horizon. The accompanying invertebrat*j fossils have thrown little light on
the question, which is essentially whether the great Lignite series of the West is

• American Journal of Science, vol. xiv. pp. 338-378, November, 1877.
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uppermost Cretaceous or lowest Eocene. The evidence of the numerous vertebrate
remaius is, in my judgment, decisive, and in favour of the former view.

' This brings up an important point in palaeontology, one to which my attention
was drawn several years since—namely, the comparative value of different groups
of fossils in marking geological time. In examining the subject with some care, I
found that, for this purpose, plants, as their nature indicates, are unsatisfactory
witnesses ; that invertebrate animals are much better ; and that vertebrates afford

the most reliable evidence of climatic and other geological changes. The sub-
divisions of the latter group, moreover, and in fact all forms of animal life, are of
value in tliis respect, mainly according to the perfection of their organisation or
zoological rank. Fishes, for e.xample, are but slightly affected by changes that
vrould destroy reptiles or birds, and the higher mammals succumb imder influences

that the lower forms pass through in safety. The more special applications of this

general law, and its value in geology, will readily suggest themselves.'

In the statement I have quoted, I had no intention of reflecting in the slightest

degree on the work of the conscientious palfEobotanists -who had endeavoured to

solve the problem with the best means at their command. I merely meant to
suggest that the means then at tbeir command were not adequate to the solution.

It so happened that one of the most renowned of European botanists. Sir

Joseph Hooker, was then in America, and to him I personally submitted the
question as to the value of fossil plants as witnesses in determining the geological

age of formations. The answer he made fully confirmed the conclusions I had
stated in my address. Quoting from that, in his ne.tt annual address as President
of the Royal Society, he added his own views on the same question.' His words
of caution should he. borne in mind by all who use fossil plants in determining
questions of geological age.

The scientific investigation of fossil plants is an important branch of botany,
however fragmentary the specimens may be. To attempt to make out the age of
formations by the use of such material alone is too often labour lost, and must
necessarily be so. As a faithful pupil of Goeppert, one of the fathers of fossil

botany, I may perhaps be allowed to say this, especially as it was from his instruc-

tion that I first learned to doubt the value of fossil plants as indices of the past
history of the world. Such specimens may indeed aid in marking the continuity
of a particular stratum or horizon, but without the reinforcement of higher forms
of life can do little to determine the age.

The evidence of detached fossil leaves and other fragments of foliage that may
have been carried hundreds of miles by wind or stream, or swept down to the
sea-level from the lofty mountains where they grew, should have but little weight
in determining the age of the special strata in which they are imbedded, and
failure to recognise this fact has led to many erroneous opinions in regard to

geological time. There are, however, fossil plants that are more reliable witnesses
as to the period in which they lived. Those found on the spot where they grew,
with their most characteristic parts preserved, may furnish important evidence as
to their own nature and geological age. Characteristic examples are found among
the plants of the Coal Measures, in the Cycads of Mesozoic strata, and in the fossil

forests of Tertiary and more recent deposits.

The value of all fossils as evidence of geological age depends mainly upon their

degree of specialisation. In the invertebrates, for example, a Linguloid shell

from the Cambrian has reached a definite point of development from some
earlier ancestor. One from the Silurian or the Devonian, or even later forma-
tions, however, shows little advance. Even the recent forms of the same group
have no distinctive characters sufliciently important to mark geological horizons.

If we take the Ammonites as another example from the Mollusca the case is

totally different. From the earliest appearance of this family the members have
been constantly changing, developing new genera and species, each admirably
adapted to mark definite zones or horizons, and already used extensively for that
purpose.

' Froc. Roy. Soc. Loud., vol. sxvi. pp. 441, 143, 1877.
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The Trilobites offer another example of a group of invertebrates ever subject

^0 modification, from the earliest known forms in the Cambrian to the last sur-

vivors in the Permian. They are thus especially fitted to aid the geologist, as

each has distinctive features, and an abiding place of its own in geological time.

The above examples are all marine forms, and from their abundance, and wide

distribution, both in time and space, are among the best of all witnesses in marking
the succession and duration of changes in geological hi.story.

If we turn now to the fresh-water Mollusca we find among them little

evidence of change from the earliest Palaeozoic forms to those still living, and can

therefore expect little assistance from them in noting the succeeding periods

•during their life-history.

Among the fossil A'ertebrates the same law as to specialisation holds good.

The value of particular groups as witnesses of geological changes depends largely

•on their own susceptibility to change, and this is equally true of single genera and
.species. There are indeed some primitive vertebrates, especially among the fishes,

that appear to have changed little during their geological life. The genus Lepi-

flosteus is a good illustration, and hence it is of limited value as evidence of what
has taken place during its known geological history. Other fishes, however, are

inuch better witnesses of the past.

The Reptiles as a class offer still better evidence of geological changes, and
in many instauces may be used to advantage in marking horizons. The great

sub-class of Dinosaurs, from its beginning in the Triassic, shows marked changes

of development throughout the whole of Mesozoic time. During the Cretaceous

highly specialised forms made their appearance, and at the close of this period

when all became extinct the last survivors were the strangest of all, reminding

us, in their bizarre forms, of the last stages of the Ammonites, their contem-

poraries. The Crocodiles, too, show great changes during Mesozoic time, and are

tlius of much value in determining geological horizons. So, also, are the Ptero-

dactyles and many other extinct reptiles, each according to the degree of specialisa-

tion attained.

The Mammals, however, are by far the most important class for marking
geological time, as their changes and the high degree of their specialisation furnish

the particular characters that are most useful to the geologist in distinguishing

definite zones and the more limited divisions of the strata containing their

remains. The few mammals known from the Trias are so peculiar that they can

.give only hints of what mammalian life then was, but in the Jurassic the many
forms now known offer important testimony as to the different horizons in which
their remains are found. This is true, also, of the known mammals from the

Cretaceous ; all are of value as witnesses cf the past.

During Tertiary time, however, the enormous development of the class of

mammals, their rapid changes, and, most important of all, the highly specialised

characters they develop, oft'er by far the best evidence of even the smaller changes

of climate and environment that mark their life history throughout. The Ungu-
lates alone will answer the present purpose as an illustration, and even one group,

Ihe horses, will make clear the point I wish to emphasise.

Near the base of the Eocene the genus Eohipptcs is found, representing the

•oldest known members of the horse tribe. Higher up in the Eocene Orohippus

•occurs, and still higher is Epihippus, near the top of the Eocene. Again through

the Miocene more genera of horses, Mesokipjnts, Miohippus, and others, follow

jn succession, and the line still continues in the Pliocene, when the modern genus

Equus makes its appearance. Throughout this entire series definite horizons may
be marked by the genera, and even by the species of these equine mammals, as

there is a change from one stage to the other, both in the teeth and feet, so that

every experienced palaeontologist can distinguish even fragments of these remains,

and thus identify the zones in which they occur.

This is true of every group of mammals, although not to an equal extent, so

that in this class we have beyond question the best means of identifying the age

of Tertiary strata by their fossil remains.

I have thus briefly pointed out some of the evidence on which a decision may
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be reached as to the value of the three different kinds of fossils—Plants, Invertr;-

brates, and Vertebrates— in determininpr the age of strata. All evidence of this

kind is of value, but it is the comparative value of each group that is the impor-
tant point I -wish to emphasise ; and I have brought the matter before this Section
of the Association in the hope that a better understanding on this question may
be reached among geologists in the interest of the science to vt^hich we are all

devoted.

2. On Aggregate Deposits and their Relations to Zones.

By Rev. J. F. Blake, ALA., F.G.S.

An objection is sometimes made to the classification of strata in zones—by
means of certain fossils—that cases are known in which the characterising fossils

of more than one zone occur together in the same band of rock. It is sometimes
replied to this, that a careful search will show that these fossils occur in their

proper position even in this single band, the older type being found near the bottom
and the younger near the top. Without denying the partial truth of this, the
author regards these multizonal bands as having a special character which removes
them from the ordinary type of deposit, for the subdivision of which the method
of zones has been adopted. Zones are best observed in massive uniform deposits

such as the Lias, Oxford Clay or Chalk, the formation of which has been continuous
through the life-history periods, or hemerre, of several species, which lie in the
deposits in their natural position, as they would fall to the bottom, or lie there, at
death, and be successively covered by subsequent portions of the deposit. These
multizonal bands, however, do not differ from this type simply in the smaller
amount of contemporaneous deposit, but show signs of being formed in a different

way altogether. The fossils do not lie in a natural position, but often stand on
end; they are not arranged in horizontal bands, but are confusedly mixed
together; and they include broken fragments often of a rmianie character, and
these are in many cases of a considerable size. These peculiarities are considered
by the author as evidence that the deposit was a tumultuous one, in which the
material was drifted rapidly by strong currents in a horizontal direction. They
are in fact the sweepings of the bottom of the sea from the places where the fossils

originally lay, where they may or may not have been covered by deposit. It is for

this reason that the fossils in them belong to various dates, the actual deposit
itself being necessarily at least as young as the latest fossil it contains. The
author therefore proposes to distinguish such deposits as aggregates.

Whereas ordinary deposits, especially those in which zones are best marked,
indicate tranquil deposition with the conditions remaining long unchanged, these
aggregates indicate a marked change of conditions, and therefore in ail probability

the commencement of a new group of rocks. For this reason they are of consider-
able importance. The author's attention was specially directed to these aggregates
in Russia, where they are found at the base of a series, by some considered to be a
continuation of the underlying Jurassics, and by others to be the commencement of
the Cretaceous rocks. There are, however, many instances of them in this

country, as at Ilminster, where they are called Upper Lias ; also the ' cephalopod-
bed' of Gloucestershire, and the 'junction bed' above the Middle Lias on the
Dorsetshire coast. Similar phenomena ai'e reported from the base of the Cretaceous
beds at Beer Head

;
and it is probable that the Faringdon sponge beds and the

Neocomian nodule beds of Potton are of the same character. They are also

reported from various localities in France and elsewhere on the Continent.

3. The Geological Structure of the Malvern and Ahherley Ranges.
By Theodore Groom, 3f.A., D.Sc.

In the district between Abberley and Bromesberrow two types of geological
structure are distinguishable.

On the east is a comparatively undisturbed geological series ranging from the
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Permian to the Lias, and ou tlie west a greatly folded and faulted series rangino;

frooi the Arehtean to the Old Eed Sandstone, and capped in places by Coal-Measures

and Permian.
Several divergent views as to the mode of origin of the Malvern Kange have

been offered.

Murchison maintained that the gneissic series was an igneous mass containing

metamorphosed representatives of the Lower Palseozoie beds, into which it had

been intruded.

Phillips regarded the range as a ridge of crystalline rocks against which the

Palseozoie beds had been deposited on one side, and the New Red Sandstone at a

later date on the other.

HoU later introduced the idea of overlap of the Palaeozoic beds against a

pre-Cambrian axis, and of post-Liassic faulting on the eastern side.

Still later Dr. Callaway suggested that the crystalline axis was a wedge of pre-

Cambrian rocks faulted up through the neighbouring deposits.

The author's conclusions are as follows :

—

The Triassic beds have in no sense been deposited against the side of the range,

but are let down by a post-Liassic fault having a moderate downthrow, the Archaean

and Palaeozoic floor lying at a comparatively short distance below the surface on

the eastern side of the range.

The Palaeozoic beds, which are frequently extensively inverted along the whole
length of the two ranges, appear to be everywhere separated from the gneissic

series by a fault, which sometimes dips into the hill with a considerable hade.

This association of overfolds and thrust-planes suggests the forces concerned in

the building of mountain ranges, and other evidence points in the same direction.

The axis of the Malvern Range is not merely a complex of schistose and igneous

rocks, as hitherto supposed, but includes infolded and infaulted strips of Cambrian
and Silurian rocks, running along lines (which in some cases mark thrust-planes)

more or less parallel to the axis of the range.

The foliation of the schists in the neighbourhood of the most important of these

lines of dislocation has a very marked relation to the direction of the line, and
strongly suggests the formation of a secondary series of schists comparable with the
' Newer Schists ' of the Scotch Highlands.

The structure of the range is to be explained on the assumption that we are

dealing with the basal wreck of an old mountain chain, running generally north

and south along the western border of the old ' Mercian Highlands,' the over-

folding and over-faulting of which have taken place chiefly from the east.

The easterly extension of this old range lies buried beneath the Triassic deposits

of the Vale of Gloucester.

4. The Age of the Malvern and Abherley Ranges.

By Theodore Groom, M.A., D.Sc.

The prevailing view that the Malverns formed an island or tract of land in the

Cambrian and Silurian seas is based firstly ou the supposed overlap, and, secondly,

on lithology.

According to the author the appearance of overlap is simply due to faulting,

and the Lower Cambrian beds, supposed to be absent from the area, are well repre-

sented, and their inclusion within the heart of the gneissic series, together with
Silurian rocks, proves that the Cambrian and Silurian seas extended well over the

site of the range.

The lithological resemblance between the Cambrian and Silurian pebbles and
crystalline rocks of the range is not complete, and is best explained on the assump-
tion that they have been derived from a neighbouring tract of land containing

types of rock similar to those now exposed in the Archaean series of the Malverns,

and of other Midland tracts.

The geological structure, moreover, proves the elevation of the Malvern axis to

be due to Upper Palaeozoic and later movements.
The age of the range is fixed by the circumstance that comparatively undisturbed
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Permian and newer Coal-Measures rest unconformably on overturned Silurian, Old

lied Sandstone, and older Coal-Measures.

The folds of the Malvern and Abberley Hills are connected with those seen in

the Woolhope, May Hill, Usk, and Tortworth districts, and with those of the

Forest of Dean, South Wales and Bristol Coal-field ; and the author concludes that

these folds, together with those of other parts of the British Isles, belong to

the Great Hercynian system of mountains formed towards the close of the

Carboniferous period.

5. 0)1 the Probable Source of the Upper Fehitic Lava of Snoicdon.

By J. R. Dakyns, M.A.

Between Glaslyn and Bwlch Goch, as the lowest part of the ridge between

Crib Goch and the top of Crib y Ddysgl is called, a mass of felstone rises like a

wall through the beds of the calcareous ashy series. The trend of the dyke is

E.N.E. The best section is along the N.W. face, where the lelstone is clearly

seen standing as a wall against the truncated edges of the calcareous ashy beds.

The felstone shows lines ofJtow parallel to its side, and in some places is rudely

columnar, t/te axes of the prisms being perpendicular to the side of the dyke. It

is owing to this arrangement of the columns, and of the lines of How, that I con-

sider the rock to be a dyke. I call it a dyke because of the straightness of its

sides; but it is rather a boss than a dyke, as, while it is two hundred yards wide,

it is only about three or four hundred yards long. The rock is not like any of the

Lower Snowdonian felsites occurring in the immediate neighbourhood, but it is

decidedly like the upper felstone, which forms outliers on Crib Goch and Crih y
Ddysgl. It seems to me that we have here the source of the upper felsitic lava of

the Snowdon district. The boss is a plug of rock consolidated in and filling up
the orifice through which the upper lava flowed to the surface.

6. On the Occurrence of Arenig Shales beneath the Carboniferous Rocks

at the Menai Bridge. By Edward Greenly.

On the Carnarvonshire side of the Menai Straits, a little west of the suspension

'bridge, some dark shales have been found for a short distance along the shore,

unconformably underlying the carboniferous sandstones. They have yielded Arenig

Graptolites and Crustacea. On the Anglesey side, just opposite, pebbles of

similar shales, also yielding Llandrilo-Arenig fossils, have been found in some glacial

gravels. Taken in connection with other evidence it is inferred that these shales

in all prohability compose the floor of the Menai Straits east of the tubular bridge,

and that some additional light is thereby thrown upon the nature and physical

history of that hollow.

7. On an Uplift of Boulders at Llandegfan, Menai Straits.

By Edward Greenly.

A train of boulders of a massive grit, which occurs on the Anglesey shore of i

the Menai Straits at Garth Ferry, can be traced thence to the top of the hill at

Twr y Feliu, Llandegfan. The outcrops of the rock are almost entirely below the

50 feet contour, while the boulders are found in considerable numbers up to a

height of 330 to 340 feet. The direction of carry is W.S.W. to W., and the dis-

tance in a straight line from Garth Ferry to the top of the hill is about a mile.

8. On the Comparative Dimensions of same Atoms.

By W. L. Addison.

From the assumption that the attractive areas of the atoms behave as though
they possessed the form of the crystals, so that the crystal of an element may be
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regarded as an assemblage of sucli forms, the author, continuing the inquiry on
which he read a paper at the Toronto meeting, considers the ratio between the

space occupied by sucli an assemblage and the volume of the interspaces between
the atoms. By a comparison with the atomic volume he obtains thus a series of

numbers which he regards as indicating the relative dimensions of the atoms of

the following elements : C, Si, Pb, Th, Sn, P, As, Sb, Bi, S, I, Fe, Ni, Pd, Pt.

9. Leadhillite in Ancient Lead Slagsfrom the Mendip Hills.

By L. J. Spencer, M.A., F.G.S.

Lead ores have been worked in the Mendip Hills (East Somerset) ever since

the time of the Romans ; but during the present century operations have been
chiefly confined to the reworking of the old waste heaps of slags and slimes.

From these heaps upwards of 9,000 tons of lead were extracted during the ten
years ending 1880. The material now being worked at Priddy has the appear-
ance of a brown earth : it contains fragments of charcoal and limestone, and about
6 per cent, of lead as carbonate. Embedded here and there in this material are
blocks consisting of devitrified slag, partially fused galena, and fragments of

charcoal ; and in the cavities numerous small crystals of cerussite (PbCOj) and
anglesite (PbSOJ and, less frequently, of leadhillite.

Leadhillite has not been before observed under such conditions. In the
Roman lead slags at Laurion, in Greece, which have been in contact with sea-

water, Lacroix has noted the following secondary minerals : matlockite, penfieldite,

laurionite, fiedlerite, phosgenite, cerussite, hydrocerussite, and anglesite.

The colourless crystals of Mendip leadhillite have, perpendicular to the perfect

basal cleavage, an acute negative bisectrix with an optic axial angle in air of
2E = 72|°; at a temperature of 97° C, 2E = 70|°. The frequent twinning and
the goniometric measurements (which are, however, not very good) are not incon-
sistent with the orthorhombic symmetry insisted upon by Miller. The basal
planes of complicated twin crystals always give a single sharp reflected image,
which is not the case with twin crystals of ordinary monosymmetric leadhillite.

A few crystals are optically imiaxial.

There therefore seem to be three kinds of leadhillite, all of which are identical

in outward appearance : («) Monosymmetric, with the optic axial angle 2E = 20°

;

(6) rhombohedral (?) and optically uniaxial (susannite) : (c) orthorhombic, with
2E = 72J°.

Before 1874 the formula for leadhillite was given as PbS04.3PbC03, and that
now usually accepted is PbSO4.2PbCO3.Pb(0H), ; but no two of the several
analyses that have been made are in close agreement, and other formulae have
been proposed. Doubtless each of the above kinds has a definite chemical com-
position, and the variations shown by the different analyses are possibly due to
the fact that two {{a) and {b) or (/>) and (c)) of the three kinds may occur together
in the same crystal, as observed by Bertrand and by myself in specimens from
Leadhills. It will therefore be necessary to examine optically each fragment that
is collected for future analyses of leadhillite.

10. Suj>pleinentary List of British Minerals.
By L. J. Spencer, M.A., F.G.S.

During the forty years which have elapsed since the publication of Greg and
Lettsom's ' Manual of the Mineralogy of Great Britain and Ireland ' a considerable
number of species, variety, and other names have been added to the list of minerals
occurring in the British Isles. In 1858 Greg and Lettsom recognised 241 British
species ; but of these only 209 are given as numbered species by Dana in the
sixth edition (1892) of his ' System of Mineralogy.' To this list may now be
added 84 more, bringing the total number of British species up to 293, as com-
pared with the total of 824 known mineral species recognised by Dana in 1892,
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Owing to tlie difllculty, in some cases, of defining a mineral species, to the uncer-

tainty of some of the determinations, and to the fact that a systematic search

througli the whole of the literature has not yet been made, these numbers can only

be considered approximate.

Some of the most notable additions are of minerals which have been detected

by the microscopical examination of rock-sections, e.g., nephelite, nosean, and

various felspars, pyroxenes, and amphiboles.

In the following list are added 113 other names which have been applied to

British minerals ; the species are distinguished by italics. The first observer and

date have been added (in parenthesis) wherever possible; in other cases the

earliest reference found is given :

—

Abriachanite (Heddle, 1879).

Achroite (Collins, 1876).

jEgirite (Teall, 1888).

Aikmite (Museum Pract. Geol.).

Albertite (Morrison, 1884).

Alurwgen (Smithe, 1883).

Amazon stone (Heddle, 1877).

Amblystegite (Judd, 1885).

Andedne (Heddle, 1877).

Andrewsite (Maskelyne, 1871).

Anitrthite (Haughton, 1856).

Antigorite (Heddle, 1878).

Antimony? {G&rby, 1848).

Atacamite (Church, 1865).

Balvraidite (Heddle, 1880).

Baricalcite (Breithaupt, 1841).

Barytocelestite (Collie, 1878).

Bastite.

Bathvillite (Williams, 1863).

Bauxite (Sutherland, 1870).

Bayldonite (Church, 1865).

Beekite.

Beraunite (Greg, 1860).

Bhreckite (Heddle, 1879).

Botallackite (Church, 1865).

Bowlingite (Hannay, 1877).

Braxmite ? (Collins, 1871).

Bruiachite (Macadam, 1886).

Bytownite (Teail, 1884).

Cantonite (Davies, 1877).

Cathkinite (Glen and Young, 1882).

Celadonite (Heddle, 1879).

Centrallassite (How, 1878).

Ghalcodderite (Maskelyne, 1875).

Clienevixite (Adam, 1866).

ChloHtoid (Heddle, 1879).

ChlorojMl (Church, 1866).

ChlorophyUite (Heddle, 1882).

Chrome-diopside (Teall, 1888).

Chrysoberyl (Haughton, 1856).

Chrysotile.

Churchite (Church, 1865).

Cleavelandite (Heddle, 1877).

Clinochlorc (British Museum).
Cloustonite (Heddle, 1880).

Coccolite (Heddle, 1877).

Collyrite (Gladstone, 1862).

Cotterite (Harkness, 1878).

Craigtonite (Heddle, 1882).

Crocidolite (Heddle, 1879).

Cryptolite (Church, 1872).

Danalite (Miers and Prior, 1892).

Baphnite (Tschermak, 1891).

Belessite (Heddle, 1879).

Demidoffite (Greg, 1860).

Dcscloizite (Ytenzel, 1875).

Devil) ine (Pisani, 1864).

Dolianite (Des Cloizeaux, 1862).

Dudgeonite (Heddle, 1889).

Bnfrenitc (Kinch and Butler, 1886).

Duporthite (Collins, 1877).

Edenite (Heddle, 1878).

Electrum (Forbes, 1867).

Ellonite (Heddle, 1882).

Enstatite.

Enysite (Collins, 1876).

Eosite (Schrauf , 1871).

Eulytite (Collins, 1881).

Eeamite (Woodward, 1884).

Ferrite (Heddle, 1882).

FihroUte (Heddle, 1882).

Fichtelite (Macadam, 1889).

Freieslehenite ? (Museum Pract. Geol.).

Funkite (Heddle, 1882).

Genthite (Heddle, 1878).

Gersdortfite (Forbes, 1868).

Gigantolite (Heddle, 1882).

Ghxucophanc (Blake, 1888),

Graminite (Collins, 1877).

Grastite (Heddle, 1878).
Grossular (Heddle, 1878).

Grunlingite(Muthmann&Schr6der,1897).
Halloysite (Heddle, 1882).

Haughtonite (Heddle, 1879).

Hausmannite (Goodchild, 1875).

Henwoodite (Collins, 1876).

Hibbertite (Heddle, 1878).

Hisinyerite (Church, 1870).

Hovite (Gladstone, 1862).

HuUite (Hardman, 1878).

Hydrated labradorite (Heddle, 1880).

Hydrocernsnte (Heddle, 1889).

Hydruphilite (Dana, 1892).

Hydroplumbite (Heddle, 1889).

Hydrozincite (Goodchild, 1883).

Iddingsite ? (Amold-Bemrose, 1894).

Igelstromite (Heddle, 1878).

Inverarite (Heddle, 1883).

Jarrowite (Lebour, 1887).

Joliannite ? (Gaxhy,m.9,).
Lanyite (Maskelyne, 1864).

Latrobite (Heddle, 1877).
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Zepidomelane (Haughton, 1850).

Lettsomitc (British Musenm).
Leuchtenbergite (Glen and Young, 187C).
Leucoxene (Geikie, 1879).
Limnite (Church, 1865).

Linnaite (Terrill & Des Cloizeaux, 1880).
Lislteardite (Maskelyne, 1878).
Loganite (Harkness, 186G).

LolUiigite (GoWms, 1871).
Imdlamite (Field. 1877).
Lussatite (Mallard, 1890).
Lyellite (Maskelyne, 1864).
Marmolite (Heddle, 1878).

Martite (Heddle, 1882).
Massicot? (Collins, 1871).
Melanite (Teall, 1892).
MicrocUne.
Mirahilite (Glen and Young, 187G).
Monazite (Miers, 1885).
Montmorillonite (Collins, 1878).
Mottramite (Roscoe, 1876).
Mountain silk, &c. (Heddle, 1879).
Necronite (Heddle, 1877).
Neotype (Breithaupt, 1841).
Nephelite (Allport, 1871).
Nephrite (Heddle, 1878).
Nosean (Allport, 1874).
OJienite (Glen and Young, 1876).
Oligoclase (Haughton, 1862).
Omphacite (Teall, 1891).
Orangite (Heddle, 1883).
Ottrelite (Hatchings, 1889).
Pargasite (Heddle, 1878).
Penninitc (Heddle, 1878).
Penwithite (Collins, 1878).
Perthite (Heddle, 1883).
Phlogopite ? (Heddle, 1878).
Pickerinyite (British Museum).
Picotite (Bonney, 1877).
Picrolite (Heddle, 1878).
Piedmontitv (Dana, 1892).
Pihlite (Heddle, 1879).
Pilolite (Heddle, 1879).
Plumboaragonite (Collie, 1889).
Phtmbogvmmite (Dana, 1850).
Plumbonacrite (Heddle, 1889).
Polybasite (Joy, 1860).
Polytelite (Forbes, 1867).

Prasilite (Thomson, 1840).
Protolithionite (Sandberger, 1885).
Proustite (British Museum).
Pseudo-hypersthene, &c. (Heddle, 1878).
Pseudophite (Heddle, 1879).
Pyroaurite (Heddle, 1878).
Pyrophyllite (Foster, 1876).
Pyrosclerite (Heddle, 1879).
Reichite (Breithaupt, 1805).
Restormelite (Church, 1870).
Rhabdopliane (Lettsom, 1878).
RiehecUte (Harker, 1888).
Rock silk, &c. (Heddle, 1879).
Rubislite (Heddle, 1879).
Sanidine.

SoajJoUte (Ormerod, 1869).

Schraufite 7 (Thomson, 1887).
Schrotterite (Dana, 1868).
Seiiarmontite (Davies, 1867).
Sericite.

Spangolite (Miers, 1893).
Spessartite (Heddle, 1878).
Sieplianite (Davies, 1866).
Tallingite (Church, 1865).
TavistocJdte (Church, 1865).
TJw7-ite (Heddle, 1883).
Tobermorite (Heddle, 1880).
Totaigite (Heddle, 1878).

Tridymite (Lasaulx, 1876).
Twrgite (Heddle, 1882).

Tyreeite (Heddle, 1881).
Uigite (Heddle, 1856).
Uralite.

Valentinite (Hall, 1868).
Vmiquelinite (Davies, 1877).
Vermiculite (Parke, 1877).
Voltzite (Dana, 1868).
Walkerite (Heddle, 1880).
AVaringtonite (Maskelyne, 1 864).
Wicklowite (D'Achiardi, 1883).
Willflviite (Glen and Young, 1876).
Wittichcnite ? (Collins, 1871).
Woodwardite (Church, 1866).
Xantholite (Heddle, 1879).
Xanthosidcrite (Haughton, 1866).
Xonaltite (Heddle, 1882).
Zeunerite (Weisbach, 1872).

11. On the Age and Origin of the Granite of Dartmoor, and its Eelations
to the Adjoining Strata. By Alexander Somervail,

The object of this paper is to furnish proof that the true age of the Dartmoor
granite, and most prohably of the bosses of Cornwall, is referable to an interval or
period of time between the Lower and Upper Culm or Carboniferous system.

The author regards the proofs advanced hy De la Beche and others, up to this
interval, as decisive, but thinks there is no evidence to support the post-CJarboni-
ferous or Permian Age of the granite.

In certain localities in the south of Devon there are conglomerates which
contain fragments of the Radiolarian cherts and other Lower Culm rocks. These
fragments conclusively prove that the Lower Culm had been elevated from a deep
sea, and worn down to supply materials for the formation of the conglomerates.
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These couglomerates, for certain reasons urged, uudoubtedly belong to the

Upper Culm, and seem to rest unconformably on the lower members, or even on

the Devonian, thus marking a great interval.

The Lower Culm during its deposition and elevation was accompanied with

igneous action, resulting in basic products which occupied a line running through

what is now the centre of Dartmoor.

At the close of this interval great acid products rose up through this old line

of volcanic action, resulting in the great masses of granite. These granite masses,

especially that wh'ich forms Dartmoor in its upper and outer portions, may have

consisted of products of a trachytic nature, and formed like the Domite Puys

of Central France.

Tlie Lower Culm rocks show the effects of great movements, cleavage

structure, &c.

The conglomerates are but little disturbed, showing no signs of the previous

great movements which affected the Lower Culm.

The interval between both is considered sufficient for the formation of the

granite.

The Devonian and Lower Culm strata had been folded and the strike determined

before the protrusion of the granite, as is clearly shown by the disposition and

relations of these strata to the granite.

The alleged fragments of granite in the Permian breccias accord better with

the inter-Culm than with the post-Culm or pre-Triassic age of the granite.

The conglomerates contain much arkose matter, quartz, felspar, mica, &c., in

abundance, which would be diiBcult to account for if derived from the ordinary

Devonian and Lower Culm strata of the adjoining area.

12. Report on Fossil Phyllopoda.—See Reports, p. 519.

1.3. Report on Life-zones in the British Carboniferous Rocks.

See Reports, p. 529.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The Section did not meet.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

The following Papers and Report were read:

—

1. On the Relation and Extension of the Franco-Belgian Coal-field

to that of Kent and Somerset. By R. Etueridge, F.R.S.

2. The Laws of Climatic Evolution. By Marsden Manson,
C.E., Ph.D.

The prime object of this paper is to formulate the laws of climatic evolution.

In its entirety this problem ia one of the most far-reaching and grandest in

geological physics, embracing principles and laws applicable to other planets.

After presenting these laws, the author pointed out that in consequence of them a

hot spheroid rotating in space and revolving about a central sun, and holding

fluids of similar properties to water and air within the sphere of its control, must
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pass through a series of uniform climates at sea level, gradually decreasing in
temperature and terminating in an ice age ; that this age must be succeeded by a
zonal distribution of climates gradually increasing in temperature and extent.

The conclusions reached -were : (1) that in the case of the earth zonal distri-
bution of climates was inaugurated at the culmination of the ice age, and i»
gradually increasing in temperature and extent by the trapping of solar energy in
the lower regions of the atmosphere, and that this rise has a moderate limit

; (2)
that the ice age was unique and due to the physical properties of water and air,
and to the difference in specific heat of land and water ; and (3) that prior to the
ice age local formation of glaciers could occur at any latitude and period.

It was pointed out that Jupiter is apparently in a condition through which
the earth has passed ; and that Mars is apparently in a condition towards which
present climatic evolution is tending.

3. On the Sub-oceanic Physical Features of the North Atlantic.
By Professor Edward Hull, LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S.

The remarkable results arrived at by Professor Spencer and other American
geologists regarding the sub-oceanic physical features of the Atlantic seaboard
and the West Indian Islands induced the author to undertake a similar series of
investigations along the eastern coast of the North Atlantic by the aid of
soundings of the Admiralty Charts. These investigations extend from the neighbour-
hood of Rockall (lat. 67° 30' N.) as far south as Cape St, Vincent, a distance of
about 1,500 English miles, with a coast-line of about 2,000 miles, and were
determined by tracing a series of contour, or isobathic, Imes on the charts. The
contours chiefly employed were those of 100, 250, 500, 750, 1,000, 1,200, and
1,600 fathoms. The features determined were as follows :

—

1

.

The British and Continental platform, long since known under the name
of ' the 100-fathom platform,' extends for variable distances outwards to the
lOO-fatliom contour ; but the author has found that this contour by no means
represents the pliysical limit of the platform, as the seaward margin is formed by
the abrupt descent of the sea-floor at depths varying, according to the position,
from 100 fathoms at the Vidal Bank off" the coast of Scotland, to the 250-fathom
contour off the coast of Ireland in lat. 53° N. Off the coast of Spain the platform
generally coincides with the 200-fathom contour. The platform thus defined is

frequently indented by deep bays and traversed by old river channels, one of the
most remarkable of which is ' the Hurd Deep ' in the English Channel, traceable for
70 miles on the chart, and descending to a depth of 60 fathoms, or about 25 fathoms
below the general level of the platform at this part. The platform all through has a
floor of gravel, sand, and clay, with shells ; and off the Enghsh coast has been
described by Mr. Godwin-Austen in his paper on ' The Valley of the English
Channel.'

'

2. The second important feature indicated by the isobathic contours may be
designated ' The Grand Escarpment,' along which the platform above described
breaks oft' seawards. This escarpment is traceable from off Rockall and the Outer
Hebrides, between which there is a deep bay, southwards to Cape St. Vincent. It
follows the coast of the Bay of Biscay, at distances varying from 100 miles off the
western coast to 20 or 30 miles off the southern coast. This great escarpment, about
2,000 miles long from north to south, has nothing comparable with it as regards
magnitude in the British Isles and Europe. It is limited upwards by the 100 to 250
fathom contours, and downwards by those of 1,200 to 1,500 fathoms, thus giving
an altitude (regarded from the point of view of having been once a land feature)
of over 6,000 to 7,000 feet, according to locality. The base of the escarpment can
be clearly determined at several points, as, for example, north of the Porcupine
Bank (lat. 64° N.) and at the embouchure of the old caiion of the river Adour,

' Quart. Journ. Gcol. Soc, vol. vi. (1849).
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-where it opens out on the floor of the deep ocean at a depth of about 1,500 fathoms.
The slope of the escarpment varies considerably, but is occasionally almost vre-
cipitous, as, for example, off Cape Ortegal. From its base stretches the gently
sloping floor of the abyssal ocean formed of foraminiferal ooze, as determined by
Dr. G. C. Wallich and the ' Challenger ' Expedition ; thus the escarpment serves to
separate the region of the calcareous floor from that of the platform composed of
mechanically constituted materials. That it was formerly a land feature is proved
by the presence of river channels and deep ravines or canons once connected with
the streams which drain the adjoining lands.

3. Submerged River Channels and Canons.—By means of the soundings the
courses of several rivers can be clearly traced, commencing at or near the shores of
the neighbouring lands, and generally becoming more determinate as they approach
the edge of the grand escarpment, through which they descend between precipitous
walls of rock, some thousands of feet in depth, towards the floor of the abyssal
ocean. Amongst those especially remarkable are the channels which drained the
Irish Sea and English Channel, the positions of which have been indicated by
several observers, including Mr. Godwin-Austen, Prof. Rupert Jones, Prof. Boyd
Dawkins, and Mr. Jukes-Browne ; but it does not appear that they recognised the
fact that they are traceable down to depths of over 1,000 fathoms where they cut
through the great escarpment. Besides the channels of some British rivers, those
of the Loire, the Adour, Las Cubas, the Douro, and Tagusare very clearly defined,
as the contours are traceable for miles inwards from the margin of the escarpment,
indicating canons of great depth, that of the Adour being traceable from the mouth
of the existing river to its opening on to the floor of the deep ocean at a distance
of 60 miles and a depth of 1,500 fathoms.^ In some cases the rivers have had double
channels when crossing the escarpment.

4. Sea-stacks and Isolated Mocks.-—In addition to the above features, instances
occur of huge sea-stacks or isolated bosses of rock rising from very deep water.
One of these occurs off" the north coast of Spain, and has an altitude of over 6,000
feet. In general form it was similar to the great bosses which rise from the waters
on the coast of Scotland, such as the ' Bass Eock,' ' Rock of Dumbarton Castle,'

and ' Ailsa Craig,' but was vastly greater in dimensions than any of these. Un-
fortunately we are unable by means of soundings to determine the composition of
such masses, but they are probably formed of some excessively hard material, such
as felstone, basalt, or other volcanic rock able to resist the assaults of the ocean
waves for a longer period than the adjoining masses.

General Conclusion.—It will be evident that the features above described—the
submarine escarpments and river channels—must have been formed, the one by
wave action along rising or subsiding land surfaces, and the other by river erosion
during a period of emergence of the whole region. It is only under sub-aerial
conditions that such escarpments and river channels could have been formed ; hence
we are driven to the conclusion that the eastern side of the North Atlantic was
upraised to the extent of 9,000 or 10,000 feet at a very recent period. This
deduction is in harmony with that arrived at by Spencer, Upham, and other
American geologists, and forces us to the conclusion that the whole area of the
North Atlantic was a land surface to the depth of 10,000 feet at a very recent
period. The author has pointed out how such an uprising of the lands must have
aflected the climatical conditions, resulting in a general lowering of the tempera-
ture ; and in connection with the alteration in the course and temperature of the
' Gulf Stream ' must have brought about conditions over the northern hemisphere
such as those which are inferred to have been in force during the Pleistocene or
Glacial period.-

' M. Elisee Reclus has recognised this profound canon, but is altogether at a loss

to account for its origin.
= 'Another Possible Cause of the Glacial Epoch,' Trans. Ticto}-ia Institute (l8dS).
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4. The Eastern Margin of the North Atlantic Basin.

By W. H. HuDLESTON, F.B.S.

Definition of the Subject.—Importance of oceanography in a geological

sense. The submerged continental shelf, the ' edge,' the suboceanic continental

slope, and the abyssal flat. The suboceanic conthiental slopes are the true

margins of the several oceans. Limit of region dealt with in the paper from
the Polar Ocean to about the 30th parallel of N. latitude. The suboceanic slope

has sometimes been described as a ' submerged bank,' a ' terrace,' or an ' escarp-

ment ; ' these terms, it is believed, are in many cases misleading. Remarks of

Professor Milne on the tectonic importance of the suboceanic continental slope

;

he calculates that one-half of the earthquake shocks occurring throughout the

world have their origin in these slopes, especially towards the base ; his division

into seismic and non-seismic districts.

Authorities for the Line Selected.—Allowing for sinuosities and for the

easterly extension beyond Spitzbergen, this marginal line is not less than 5,000
miles. The principal authorities are Nansen's paper ' On Some Results of the

Norwegian Arctic Expedition,' Mohn's work ' On the Norwegian North Atlantic

Expedition,' Bartholomew's ' Physical Chart of the North Polar Regions,' and,

lastly, several of the British Admiralty charts from Shetland to Gibraltar.

Descriptive and Hypothetical.—Section 1. Antic and Sub-Arctic. Hydro-
graphical details of the marginal line of the North Polar Ocean (outside Franz
Josef Land and Spitzbergen) and of the Norwegian Atlantic are given. As a

whole, so far as is known, the marginal slopes appear to be less steep than in the

British-Biscayan region.

Discussion on the geological bearing of these details. It is contended that

the North Atlantic, the Norwegian Atlantic, and such portions of the North
Polar Ocean as have yet been sounded belong to one and the same great geo-

synchnal depression, which has locally been interrupted by volcanic extravasation.

These facts serve to remind us of the two principal schools of geographical evolu-

tion, and of the theories relating to the permanence or non-permanence of the

major features of the earth's crust. The arguments for and against permanence,

both generally, and in reference to this particular region. It is suggested that a

considerable amount of change throughout geological time may have taken place

on the margins,of the great oceans without materially affecting the great ocean
basins themselves. In this way the crust of the earth still retains traces of its

congenital features in the great ocean depths, and also in the position of the chief

continental areas. Lord Kelvin's view that continents and ocean depths were
due to heterogeneousness of composition in different parts of the liquid which con-

stituted the earth's surface before solidification ; from thLs heterogeneousness, he
considers that the irregularities of the present surface followed as a dynamical
necessity.

Section 2. The Icelandic Shallows.—Here the volcanic masses of Iceland and
Faeroe with their submarine attachments have produced a marked eifect on the

depths of the ocean. The Norwegian Atlantic connects with the main Atlantic by
three channels ; minimum depth in the Faeroe-Shetland or Lightning Channel 319
fathoms ; so that a little over 1,900 feet uprise is required to effect a land con-

nection with Iceland and South-east Greenland. (N.B.—There is some difference in

the maps on this point.) The suboceanic continental slope may be traced along

the south-east side of this channel, though the steepest declivity is only 2^°
;

thence along the Vidal Bank to the Porcupine Ridge, oif the coast of Counaught.
Former land connection with Iceland and Greenland required by the

biologists. The views of Professor Spencer as to epeirogenic uplift on this side of

the Atlantic.

Section 3. The British-Biscayan Begion.—Hydrographical details between
the South of Ireland and Ushant. Great width of the submerged continental

k
shelf or 100-fathom platform in this quarter. Increased steepness of the sub-
oceanic continental slope as the depths of the Bay of Biscay are approached.
Irregularity of the contours in places ; an incline of 6° to be taken as representing

1898. 3 L
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the steeper averag:es ou the French side. Hydrography of the ' Fosse de Cap

Breton,' of the deep chaimel off Bilbao, and of parts of the north coast of Spain.

Criticism of some of Professor Hull's hypotheses with respect to this region.

5. The Great EartJiquake o/1897. By R. D. Oldham.

6. Beport on the Pleistocene Flora and Fauna of Canada.

See Reports, p. 522.

7. On Worked Flintsfrom Glacial Dejjosits of Cheshire and the Isle of

Man. By J. Lomas, A.R.C.S., F.G.S., Pres. Liverpool Geol. Soc.

Flints are not common in the glacial deposits of N.W. England. In one

or two places in the Wirral, however, and in the Isle of Man, they are fairly plen-

tiful. Sometimes they occur in the Boulder Clay, but more frequently in Glacial

Sands and Gravels.

Some of the flints collected in these localities show undoubted signs of human

workmanship.
Prenton, Birkenhecd.—The flints exhibited were collected from a recent exca-

vation near Mount House. Soft Bunter is seen on the S. and W. faces overlaid

by glacial sands. Between the two lies a bed of gravel containing small Lake

District and Scotch erratics up to fi in. diameter, along with broken Triassic

rocks, clay galls, and marine shells. In this gravel most of the flints have been

found. Others occur in the overlying sand, which also contains erratics and shell

frao-ments. Similar sand occurs at many places in the immediate neighbourhood,

and is usually overlaid by Boulder Clay.

Spital Sandpit.—False bedded clean sand is seen, containing gravel and rolled

clav galls, overlaid by tough Boulder Clay. The flints occur both in the gravel

and JBoulder Clay.

Capenhurst.—F]inta collected from gravel bands and clay in old sandpit

opposite church.

MoUington, near Chester.—Lax^e sandpit, near high road, contains very little

cravel, and the flints mostly occur in the Boulder Clay which caps the section.

Cliffs, N. of Ramsey, Isle of Man.—Glacial deposits in north of island well

exposed in the fine cliffs which extend from Eamsey almost to the Point of Ayre.

Near Ramsey, sands and gravels predominate, and these get successively more and

more clayey towards the N.

In collecting the flints the author took great care to separate those found in

the talus slopes from those actually in the clays and gravels. The flints were

exhibited.

8. The Glacial Sections at Moel Trifaen.

By E. Greenly, F.G.S., and A. B. Badger.

Attention is called to the impending destruction of the best and clearest part

of the Moel Trifaen sections, and some lantern-slides shown to illustrate especially

the nature of the rock surface below the gravels and the relation of these to the

Boulder Clay. The terminal curvature in the slates is dwelt upon. This is well

marked, and is independent of the inclination of the surface, which does not exceed

3° to 4°. The laminae are bent over in a southerly direction. The displaced

laminse pass up into a breccia of angular and sub-angular fragments of slates which

underlies the gravels.

It is hoped that an efibrt will be made while yet there is time to preserve an

adequate record, by photography and other means, of the phenomena displayed in

this classical section.
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On some Dinosaurian Remainsfrom the Oxford Clay

of Northam,pton. By C. W. Andrews.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

The following Papers and Reports were read :

—

1. Restoration hy Charles Knight of the Extinct Vertebrates Bronto-
saurus, Phenacodus, Coryphodon, Teleoceras. By Professor H. F.

OSBORN.

2. The Work of Encrusting Organisms in the Formation of
Limestone. By'E. Wethered.

3, The Action of Waves and Tides on the Movement oj Material on the

Sea Coast. By W. H. Wheeler, M.Inst.C.E., Boston, Line.

The object of this paper is to show the relative effect of waves due to wind and
tidal action on littoral drift.

It is pointed out that all cliffs that border the sea coast are doomed to erosion,

and the material derived from their destruction, after being sorted and prepared by
waves and tidal action, is conveyed to the depths of the sea.

The function of wind waves is to break down the cliffs, to sort the material
displaced, and to reduce the larger rock fragments into sizes sufficiently small to

be acted on by the tides, and to disperse material that has been collected in large

masses by tidal action.

The function of the tides consists in raising the water of the ocean sufficiently

high to enable the waves to attack the cliffs, in assisting in the grinding up of the
reduced rock fragments by their perpetual oscillating motion vmtil sufficiently

reduced in size, and then in transporting them to the bed of the sea, the latter

operation being effected either in solution, suspension, or rolling along the bottom.
It is shown that all material eroded from the cliffs is ultimately carried

seaward, and that the sea yields nothing to the land. The only agents capable of
transporting material of greater specific gravity than the water are the waves, and
their action, until they break on the shore, is merely one of undulation; and
therefore it is only the stones, shingle, or sand which lie shorewards of the point

where the wave breaks that can be carried forward on to the beach. On the other
hand, the slope of the beach being seawards, all material has a natural tendency to
work downwards under the action of gravity, this downward action being aided
by the undertow of the retiring shore waves.

Material eroded from the cliffs consists of rock fragments, boidders, sand, and
alluvium. The alluvium, consisting of particles of sufficient minuteness to remain
in suspension for a considerable time, is diffused by the waves over a very
considerable distance, and is finally deposited in the deep part of the ocean ; the
sand is gradually worked down the beach by the action of the waves and tides,

and is also spread over the sea bed, but nearer to the shore ; the rock fragments
are reduced to shingle small enough to be acted on by the tides, and in this

condition are rolled up and down the beach and drifted along the coast until

ground into particles sufficiently fine to be transported to the sea. Shingle is

generally accumulated in banks in the zone lying between low water of neap
tides and high water of spring tides, and travels along the coast in one given
direction. The heaping up and travel of the shingle is due to tidal action. The
effect of wind waves due to gales is principally destructive to shingle banks,

3L2
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cutting out and dispersing the material, the banks being restored by tidal action

in calm weather and during oflF-shore winds. The action of waves due to wind is

intermittent, Tariable in direction, and irregular. The travel of shingle, except
when acted on by gales, is continuous, regular, and constant in direction. It is

shown by a number of examples that the travel of shingle is not coincident either

with the prevailing or predominant winds, but on a tidal coast the predomi-
nant drift is invariably in the same direction as that of the flood tide. The action of

the tides in heaping up and drifting material is due to wave action. The rise and
fall of the tide on the coast does not consist of a mere vertical rise and fall of the

water, but of a continual oscillation. The crest of the tidal wave in the open sea,

being in advance of that near the shore, results in an oblique lateral movement
along the beach, and the advance of the water being checked by the shallow bed
with which it comes in contact is reflected back, resulting in a series of small

oscillations or waves which break when they reach the low-water line. These
oscillations are ever present on the margin of the shore, even when the sea is

calmest, and are never absent except when absorbed by larger waves due to gales.

These tidal wavelets vary in height from 6 inches to 2 feet, and break on the shore

at the rate of from ten to twenty a minute according to the rise of the tide and
the slope of the beach. These wavelets, aided by the flood current, lift up and
carry forward any coarse sand, loose stones, or other material with which thev

come in contact, and leave some portion of it stranded at the highest point to

which the tide of the day reaches. The wavelets, besides lifting and transporting

the shingle, brush upward the whole of the face of the bank, and gradually raise

it above the line of high water. It is shown that, though these waves are small,

they by their weight and velocity develop sufficient force to move a large quantity

of pebbles. A wave having a height of only a foot from trough to crest, giving a

head of 6 inches, and containing a volume of water equal to a weight of -142 ton,

has sufficient kinetic energy to raise 165 lbs. of pebbles a foot high. Allowing the

weight of pebbles in water to be 100 lbs. to the cubic foot, each wave, if the whole
of its energy be applied to the movement of the material, is capable of raising

660 pebbles 2 inches in diameter a foot ; or, with fifteen waves to the minute,

9,900 pebbles a minute and 2,376,000 in a single tide, or a total weight of stone

of 266-4 tons a foot high. This, however, is beyond the work actually done, as a

portion of the energy of the wave is absorbed in friction. The above rough
approximation of the power of the wavelets is sufficient to show the enormous
power that is developed by tidal action day by day on the coast, and the capability

of the wavelets due to the tides for building up shingle banks and drifting the

pebbles along the beach.

4. Further Exploration of the Ty Newydd Cave, Tremeirchion, North
Wales. By Rev. G. C. H. Pollen, S.J., F.G.S.

In a paper read before the Geological Society on December 15, 1897,^ the
author gave the results of the exploration of 60 feet from the old quarry. The
work has now been extended to 150 feet in this direction. In the upper portion

a stalagmite floor has been found in situ, completely sealing up the local gravels.

Over this were found 5 feet of clay with broken limestone, which is all that is left

to represent the strata which previously formed the roof of the cave. The
whole is now overlaid with boulder clay, containing many specimens of northern
and western drift, with striated stones of more local origin. No trace of erratics

or of glaciated stones have been found in the lower cave materials.

The cave has also been traced for 55 feet across the floor of the quarry where
it re-enters the rock, running in the direction of the gully which separates it from
the Ffynnon Beuno and Cae Gwyn Oaves. In the lowest gravel of this part a
water-worn fragment of the molar of Equus was found. The following succession
seems to be established for the contents of the cave :

—

' Q.J.6.S., February, 1898, pp. 119-134, pi. viii.
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A. Cave nearly filled by torrents with local gravel containing water-worn
fragments of mammalian teeth.

B. Formation of stalagmite floor.

c. Last few yards of floor broken up and re-deposited further down the cave
by floods, which completely filled lower portion with sand and clay.

D. Denudation of rock above, destroying roof of upper portion and depositing
limestone debris on floor in a matrix of clay.

E. Introduction of striated stones and northern and western erratics, which are
deposited as one bed over the hill-side.

5. Further Exploration of the Fermanagh Caves.^

By Thomas Plunkett, Enniskillen.

The original report above referred to having been drawn up and read by me at
Dublin in 1878, and in which I stated that ' the explorations were suspended after

the exploration of F cave, as the probability is that none of the caves in this

district will yield bones of extinct mammalia.'
I spent three summers exploring the caverns which penetrate the Carboniferous

Limestone hills in Fermanagh, in which 1 found flint implements, bone, bronze, and
iron pins, a large cinerary urn inverted over burnt human bones, human skulls,

ancient hearths, &c., also quantities of the bones of the wild horse, red deer, long-
snouted pig, ox and remains of other animals not extinct. Having explored a
number of caves in this county previous to my reading thereportreferred to above,
I came to the conclusion that remains of extinct mammalia were not likely to be
found in this locality. Now, on the contrary, I am glad to be in a position to
report that I have been fortunate in finding an entire cranium of what I believe is

the great cave bear
(
Ursjzs spelceus) in one of the Knockmore caverns which pene-

trates a clifl" not far from the caverns I formerly explored, and is a narrow cleft

with vertical sides. The height of the cave is about 40 feet, and length 90 feet.

When standing at the extreme end of this cleft-cavern one may observe at the top
of one of the sides an opening which is evidently the end of a horizontal cave
which runs at right angles into the top of the cave in question ; a good deal of
debris has been during heavy rains washed out of the higher cave down into the
lower one ; in this debris, the cave bear's head was found, and I have no doubt but,
when explored, the higher cave will yield more remains of the skeleton of the bear
and possibly other extinct animals.

1 have commenced excavations on the top of the rock, and hope to find the
upper or horizontal cavern (which cannot be reached from the narrow cave below)
which formerly must have had an opening out to the surface of the ground, and
probably has been filled up level with the surface for the protection of cattle.

I thought it well to have this find in Fermanagh recorded in the proceedings of
the British Association, and I shall be happy to report to the Association next year
the results of the cave digging which I am carrying on here at present.

6. Meport on Remains of the Irish Elk in the Isle oj Man.
See Reports, p. 548.

7. Report on the Erratic Blocks of the British Isles.—See Reports, p. 552.

8. Report on Seismological Investigation.—See Reports, p. 179.

See Report, 1878, pp. 183-185.
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9. Report on the Fauna of Caves near Singapore.—See Reports, p. 571,

10. Report on the Structure of a Coral Reef.— See Reports, p. 556.

11. Firud Report on the Eurypterids of the Pentlands.

See Reports, p. 557.
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Section D.—ZOOLOGY (INCLUDING ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY).

President of, the Section.—W. F. R. Weldon, M.A., F.R.S., Professor

of ComparatiTe Anatomy and Zoology, University College, London.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President-delivered the following Address:

—

In attempting to choose the subject of the address with which custom obliges your
President to trouble you, I felt that I should have the best hope of interesting you
if I decided to speak to you on the subject most interesting to myself. I therefore

propose to discuss, as well as I can, the principal objections which are urged against

the theory of Natural Selection, and to describe the way in which I think these

objections may be met.

The theory of Natural Selection is a theory of the importance of differences

between individual animals. In the form in which Darwin stated it, the theory

asserts that the smallest observable variation may affect an animal's chance of

survival, and it further asserts that the magnitude of such variations, and the

frequency with which they occur, is governed by the law of chance.

Three principal objections are constantly brought forward against this theory.

The first is that the species of animals which we know fall into orderly series, and
that purely fortuitous variations cannot be supposed to afford opportunity for the
selection of such orderly series ; so that many persons feel that if the existing

animals are the result of selection among the variable offspring of ancestral

creatures, the variations on which the process of Natural Selection had to act must
have been produced by something which was not chance.

The second objection is that minute structural variations cannot in fact be sup-

posed to affect the death-rate so much as the theory requires that they should.

And it is especially urged that many of the characters by which species are dis-

tinguished appear to us so small and useless that they cannot be supposed to affect

the chance of survival at all.

The third objection is that the process of evolution by Natui-al Selection is so

slow that the time required for its operation is longer than the extreme limit of

time given by estimates of the age of the earth.

Now the first of these three objections, the objection to fortuitous variation as

the source of the material on which Natural Selection can act, is veiy largely due
to a misunderstanding of the meaning of words. The meaning of the word Chance
is so thoroughly misunderstood by a number of writers on evolution that I make
no apology for asking you to consider what it does mean.

Consider a case of an event which happens by chance. Suppose I toss a penny,
and let it fall on the table. You will agree that the face of the penny which looks

upwards is determined by chance, and that with a symmetrical penny it is an even
chance whether the * head ' face or the ' tail ' face lies uppermost. For the moment,
that is all one can say about the result. Now compare this with the statements we
can make about other moving bodies. You will find it stated, in any almanae,
that there will be a total eclipse of the moon on December 27, and that the eclipse
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will become total at Greenwich at 10.57 p.m. ; and I imagine you will all feel sure,

on reading that statement, that when December 27 comes the eclipse will occur

;

and it will become total at 10.57 p.m. It will not become total at 10.50 p.m., and
it will not wait until 11.0 p.m. You will say, therefore, that eclipses of the moon
do not occur by chance.

What is the difference between these two events, of which we say that one
happens by chance, and the other does not ? The difference is simply a difference of
degree in our knowledge of the conditions. The laws of motion are as true of moving
pence as they are of moving planets ; but it happens that we know so much about
the sun, and the earth, and the moon, that we know the circumstances which
'affect their relative positions very accurately indeed, so that we can predict within
less than a minute the time at which the shadow of the earth will next fall upon
the moon.

But the result of tossing a penny depends upon a very large number of things

which we do not know. It depends on the shape and mass of the penny, its

velocity and direction when it leaves one's hand, its rate of rotation, the distance

of one's hand from the table, and so on. If we knew all these things before toss-

ing the penny, we should be able to predict in each case what the result would be,

and we should cease to regard pitch and toss as a game of chance.

As it is, all we know about these complicated conditions is that if we toss a
penny for a number of times, the conditions which give ' heads ' will occur about
as often as the conditions which give ' tails.'

If you examine any event which occurs by chance, you will find that the
fortuitous character of its occurrence always depends upon our ignorance concern-
ing it.

If we know so little about a group of events that we cannot predict the result

of a single observation, although we can predict the result of a long series of ob-
servations, we say that these events occur by chance. And this statement seems
to me to contain the best definition of chance that can be offered.

If we use the word chance in this sense, we see at once that our knowledge of
animal variations is precisely knowledge of the kind referred to in our definition

of chance. We know with some certainty the average characters of many species

of animals ; but we do not know exactly the character of the next individual of

these species we may happen to look at. So that in the present state of our know-
ledge it is a j)riori certain that the great majority of animal variations should
occur by chance, in the sense in which we have used the phrase ; and I will show
you in a moment illustrations of the fact that they do so occur.

But before doing so, I would point out the difference between the sense in which
we have used the word chance, and the sense in which it is used by many objectors

to the theory of Natural Selection. Such epithets as blind, lawless, and the like,

are constantly applied to chance ; and a kind of antithesis is established between
events which happen by chance, and those which happen in obedience to natural
laws. In many German writings, especially, this antithesis between Zufdlligkeit

and Gesetzmdssigkeit is strongly insisted upon, whenever organic variation is dis-

cussed.

This view of chance is not supported by experience ; and indeed, if it could be
shown that anything in human experience were absolutely lawless, if it could be
shown that in any department of Nature similar conditions did not produce similar

effects, the whole fabric of human knowledge would crumble into chaos, and all

intellectual effort would be a profitless waste of time. There is not the slightest

reason to believe that any such absolutely lawless phenomena do exist in Nature

;

so that we need pay no further attention to the writers who assume that chance
is a lawless thing.

But if chance is a perfectly orderly and regular phenomenon, then the question,

whether animal variations occur by chance or not, can be settled by direct observa-
tion. I will now show you one or two examples of events which undoubtedly
occur by chance, and then compare these with one or two cases of organi
variation.

As events which occur by chance, I have taken the results of tossing twelve
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dice. My wife has spent some time during the last two months in tossing dice for

you, and I will ask you to look at the results.

Her first record gives the number of dice showing more than three points in

each of 4,096 throws of twelve dice. There are, of course, six numbers on each of
the dice ; so that if all the dice were perfectly symmetrical and similar, the average
number of dice with more than three points should be six in each throw of twelve.

But dice are not symmetrical and similar. The points on the dice used were
marked by little holes, scooped out of their faces ; and the face with six such holes

scooped out of it was opposite to the face with only one such hole : so that the
face with one point was heavier than the face with six points ; and therefore six

was rather more likely to be uppermost than one. In the same way, two was
opposite five ; so that the five face was a little more likely to fall uppermost than
the face with two points. Therefore, it is a little more likely that you will throw
four, five, or six, in throwing dice, than it is that you wUl throw one, two, or
three.

Accordingly, the average number of dice, in these 4,096 throws, which had
more than three points, was not six, but 6'1.35.

To show you that this excess of high points was due to some permanent pro-
perty of the dice, she threw these twelve dice another 4,096 times ; and the average
number of dice with more than three points was 6'139. A third series of trials

gave an average of 6- 104, and a fourth gave an average of 6-116.

You see that the difference between the highest and the lowest of these deter-
minations is only about one-half per cent., so that the mean result of such a series

of fortuitous events can be determined with great accuracy.
And just as the mean of the whole series can be determined, so we can know

with considerable accuracy how often any possible deviation from the average
result will occur. The degree of accuracy with which we can know this may be
judged from Table I.

Table I.

—

Frequency with which Dice showing more than three points ivere thrown
each of Four Series of Trials, the number of throics in each Series being

= 4,096.212.

Number of

Dice with
more than 3

Points
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That they differ from the results which -would probably be obtained with symme-
trical and similar dice is only to be expected, because the dice used are neither

symmetrical nor similar.

You notice that this table is very nearly symmetrical ; the most frequent

result is that which lies in the middle of the series of possible results : and the

other frequencies would, with perfect dice, be distributed symmetrically on each

side of it ; so that with perfect dice one would be as likely to throw five dice out

of twelve with more than three points as one would be to throw seven, and so on.

This symmetry in the distribution of the results is only found when the chance

of the event occurring in one trial is even. The next table shows the result of

4,096 throws of twelve dice, in which sixes only were counted. The chance against

throwing six with any one of the dice is of course five to one ; so that in throwing
twelve dice you are more likely to throw two sixes than to throw any other

number. But you see that the chance of throwing only one six is very much
greater than the chance of throwing three ; the chance of throwing none is greater

than the chance of throwing four, and while there is a chance of throwing five, six,

or more, of course it is impossible to throw less than none at all ; so that the dia-

gram is all askew. You see that this time, as before, the frequency with which
any number of sixes did actually occur was as near to the result most probably with
perfect dice as the asymmetry of the actual dice allows one to expect.*

Table II.

—

Frequency of Sixes in 4,096 tJiroios of Twelve Dice.

Number of Sixes
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Then, again, suppose we are given a number of results, and are not told how many
dice were used, how are we to find out the power to which we must raise (^ + 1),

since this depends on the number of dice P

Before applying the law of chance to variations in which we cannot directly

measure the number of contributory causes (the analogue of the number of dice),

we must find some way out of these difficulties.

The way is shown by the diagram (fig. 1).

The rectangles in this diagram are proportional to the various terms of

(i + iy^ ) ^^^ ^^^J represent the most probable result of counting the number of

Fig. 1.

Diagram showing results of experiments with dice.

I

dice with more than three points in a series of trials with twelve dice. The heights

of these rectangles were determined by expanding (i + i)^^ ; but you notice the

dotted curve which is drawn through the tops of them. The general slope of this

curve is, yoa see, the same as the general slope of the series of rectangles ; and the

area of any strip of the curve which is bounded by the sides of a rectangle is very

nearly indeed tlie same as that of the rectangle itself.

The constants upon which the shape of this curve depends are easily and
quickly obtained from any series of observations ; so that you can easily and
quickly see whether a set of observed phenomena obeys the symmetrical law of

chance or not.
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A g;ood many characters of animals do vary in this symmetrical way ; and I

show you one. which will always be historically mteresting, because it was one of
the principal characters used to illustrate Mr. Galton's invaluable applications of

the law of chance to biological problems. That is the case of human stature.

The diagram (fig. 2) shows the stature of 25,878 American recruits ; and you see

that the frequency with which each stature occurs is very close indeed to that indi-

cated by the curve. So that variations in human stature do occur by chance, and
they occur in such a way that variation in either direction is equally prohable.

In cases where a variation in either direction is equally likely to occur, this

symmetrical curve can be used to express the law of distribution of variations.

And the great difficulty in applying the law of chance to the treatment of other
cases was, imtil quite lately, that the way of expressing asymmetrical distribu-

tions by a similar curve was unknown; so that there was no obvious way of
determining whether these asymmetrical distributions obeyed the law of chance
or not.

The form of the curve, related to an asymmetrical distribution of chances, as

the curve before you is related to symmetrical distributions, was first investigated

by my friend and colleague Professor Karl Pearson. In 1895 Professor Pearson
published an account of asymmetrical curves of this kind, and he showed the way
in which these curves might be applied to practical statistics. He illustrated his

remarkable memoir by showing that several cases of organic variation could be
easily formulated by the method he described ; and in this way he made it possible

to apply the theory of chance to an enormous mass of material, which no one had
previously been able to reduce to an orderly and intelligible form.

In this same memoir Professor Pearson dealt with another problem in the
theory of chance, which has special importance in relation to biological statistics.

It has doubtless occurred to many of you that the analogy between the com-
plexity of the results obtained by tossing dice, and the complexity of events which
determine the character of an animal body, is false in an important respect. For
the events which determine the result, when we throw a dozen dice on the table,

affect each of the dice separately ; so that if we know that one of the dice shows
six points, we have no more reason to suppose that another will show six points
than we had hefore looking at the first.' But the events which determine the
size or shape of an organ in an animal are probably not independent in this way.
Probably when one event has happened, tending to increase the size of an arm or
a leg in an embryo, it is more likely than it was before that other events will

happen leading to increased size of this arm or leg. So that the chances of varia-

tion in the size of a limb would be represented by a law similar to that which
expresses the result of throwing dice, but different from it. They would more
nearly resemble the result of drawing cards out of a pack. Suppose you draw a
card out of a pack. It is an even chance whether you draw a red card or a black
one. Suppose you draw a red card, and keep it. The chance that your second
card will be red is not so great as the chance that it will be black ; because there
are only twenty-five red cards and twenty-six black cards left in the pack.

Now Professor Pearson has shown how to deal with cases of this kind also

;

and how to determine, from the results of statistical observation, whether one is

dealing with such cases or not.

I am no mathematician, and I do not dare even to praise the mathematical
process by which this result was achieved. I will only say that it is experimen-
tally justified by the fact that most statistics relating to organic variation are most
accurately represented by the curve of frequency which Professor Pearson deduces
for the case where the contributory causes are mutually inter-depeudent.'-

' That is to say, if we know beforehand that the dice are symmetrical.
'' Even the distribution of human stature, which has been so successfully treated

by the older, so-called ' normal ' curve, is more accurately represented by a curve of
Professor Pearson's type ; but in this case the difference between the two is so slight

as to be inappreciable for all practical purposes ; so that Mr. Galton's practice and
Professor Pearson's theor}' are alike justified.
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The first case of an asymmetrical distribution in animals which 1 ask you to

look at is the i'requency of variations in the size of part of the carapace of shore

Fig. 2.

Diagram showing the height (in inches) of each of 25,878 American recruits.

crabs. The crabs measured were 999 females from the Bay of Naples. In this
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case the distribution of variations (see fig. 3) is very nearly symmetrical, and in

an account of these crabs which I wrote before Professor Pearson's memoir was
published I treated them as symmetrical. The curve actually drawn on the
diagram is one constructed by Professor Pearson himself from the data given by
my measurements of the crabs, and it fits the observations very sensibly better

than the symmetrical curve. So that this dimension of a crab's carapace does

vary by chance, but the chance of a given deviation from the mean length is not

quite the same in both directions.

Now, admitting for the moment that these differences in the length of a part

of the crab's carapace can affect the crab's chances of survival, you see that natural

selection has abundant material on which to work. The production of this regular

series of deviations from the mean length of the antero-lateral margin is as

definite a character of the crabs as the mean itself ; and in every generation a

Fig. :^.

150

liiO
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crabs will be produced by that quarter of the present generation in which the

antero-lateral margin is longest. And as the oiFspring will inherit a large per-

centage of the parental character, the mean of the race may be sensibly raised

in a single generation.

This view of the possible effect of selection seems to have escaped the notice of

those who consider that favourable variations are of necessity rare, and likely to

be swamped by intercrossing when they do occur. You see that in this case there

are a few individuals considerably different from the mean in either direction, and
a very large number which differ from the mean a little in either direction. If

such deviation be associated vnth some advantage to the crabs, so that crabs

Fig. 4.
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on one side of the mean than on the other ; and the selective destruction necessary

in order to raise the mean number of glands by one would be very different from

the amount of destruction necessary in order to lower the mean by one. Further,

the mean number of glands in these pigs is 3^ ;
the number which occurs oftenest,

the 'modal ' number as Professor Pearson calls it,' is three. Now it is impossible to

lower this number till it is less than 0, so that it can only be diminished by three

;

but it is conceivable that it should be increased by more than three. So that the

amount of selective destruction required in order to change either the mean or the

modal character of these pigs in one direction would be greater than the amount

required in order to produce a change of equal magnitude in the opposite direction,

and the amount of possible change is greater in one direction than in the other.

Now let us pass on to another example.

Table III. shows the variation in the number of petals in a race of buttercups

studied by Professor de Vries. You see that the most frequent number of petals

is five, and that no buttercups whatever have less than five petals, though a con-

siderable number have more than five ; and here again you see the way in which
Profes.sor Pearson's formula fits the observations.

Table III.

—

Professor Pearsons expression for the variation in the race of
Buttercups described by Professor de Vries.

No. of Petals
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repeat. If there be any here who hold such an opinion, I would ask them to read

Mr. Francis Galton's Essays on Heredity ; where a simple and quite unexpected

relation between parents and offspring is shown to be a direct consequence of the

fact that tliey vary by chance. This is the first and the most striking deduction

from the mathematical theory of organic variation, but it is not the only one. It

is enough, however, to show that the new method is not only a simple means of

describing the facts of variation, which facts very few people knew before, but it

is a powerful instrument of research, which ought to be quickly and generally

adopted by those who care for the problems of animal evolution.

I think I have said enough to convince you how entirely Professor Pearson's

method promises to confirm the assertion that organic variation obeys the law of

chance.

The other objections to Darwin's theory are not so easily answered. It is said

that small variations cannot be supposed to affect an animal's chance of life or

death ; but few persons have taken any pains to find out in any given case whether

the death-rate is in fact affected by small variations or not. It is said that the

process of Natural Selection is so slow that the age of the earth does not give time

for it to operate, but I know of few cases in which any attempt has been made to

find out by actual observation how fast a species is really changing.

I can only attempt to discuss the importance of small variations, and the rate

of organic change, in the one case which I happen to know. The particular case'

I have myself studied is the variation in the frontal breadth of Carcinus tmenas}

During the last six years my friend, Mr. Herbert Thompson, and I have studied

in some detail the state of this character in the small shore-crabs which swarm on

the beach below the laboratory of the Marine Biological Association at Plymouth.

I will show you that in those crabs small changes in the size of the frontal

breadth do, under certain circumstances, affect the death-rate, and that the mean
frontal breadth among this race of crabs is, in fact, changing at a rate sufficiently

rapid for all the requirements of a theory of evolution.

In Table IV. you see three determinations of the mean frontal breadth of these

crabs, expressed in terms of the carapace-length taken as 1000. You see that the

mean breadth varies very rapidly with the length of the crab, so that it was neces-

sary to determine it separately in small groups of crabs, such that the length of

no two crabs in a group differed by more than a fifth of a millimetre. The first

column of the table shows you the mean frontal breadth of twenty-five such groups,

between 10 and 15 millimetres long, collected in 1893. These crabs were measured

by Mr. Thompson. The second column shows you the mean frontal breadth in

twenty-five similar groups of crabs, collected in 1895, and also measured by Mr.

Thompson. You see that in every case the mean breadth in a group of crabs

collected in 1895 is less than it was in crabs of the same size collected in 1893. The
third column contains the result, so far as it is yet obtained, of my own measure-

ment of crabs collected this year. It is very incomplete, because the 1895 crabs

were collected in August and September, and I was anxious to compare them with

crabs collected this year at the same season, so that there has not yet been time

to measure the whole series. The measurements are suificient, however, to show
that the same kind of change has taken place during the last three years as that

observed by Mr. Thompson in the interval between 1893 and 1895. Making every

allowance for the smallness of the numbers so far measured this year, there is no

doubt whatever that the mean frontal breadth of crabs from this piece of shore is

considerably less now than it was in 1895 amo-.ig crabs of the same size.^

' In 1894 I gave an account of the variation of this dimension in female speci-

mens of various sizes {Roy. Soo. Proc, vol. Ivii.), and I put forward au hypothesis

of the amount of selective destruction due to variation in this character. That
hypothesis neglected several important facts which I now know, and was open
to other objections. I desire to replace it b}^ the results of the observations here

recorded.
^ I shall of course consider it my duty to justify this statement by more extensive

measurement as soon as possible. In the meantime, I may say that I have measured
^L other small groups of crabs, male and female, from the same place, at different

^L seasons of the years 1896-1898, and the results agree with those recorded in the
^ft table.

1898. 3 M
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Table IV.

—

The Mean Frontal Breadth Ratio of Male Carcinus mcenaa/rw/i a
particular patch of beach in Plymmdh, in the years 1893, 1895, and 1898.

Length of

Carapace
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But this is not all. During the forty or fifty years which have gone by since

the breakwater was completed, the towns on the shores have largely increased

their population ; the great dockyard at Devonport has increased in size and in

activity ; and the ships which visit the Sound are larger and more numerous than

they were. Now the sewage and other refuse from these great and growing towns
and dockyards, and fi-om all these ships, is thrown into the Sound ; so that while

it is more difficult than it used to be for fine silt to be washed out of the Sound,
the quantity thrown into it is much greater than it was, and is becoming greater

every day.

It is well known that these changes in the physical conditions of the Sound
have been accompanied by the disappearance of animals which used to live in it,

but which are now found only outside the area affected by the breakwater.

These considerations induced me to try the experiment of keeping crabs in

water containing fine mud in suspension, in order to see whether a selective

destruction occurred under these circumstances or not. For this purpose, crabs

were collected and placed in a large vessel of sea-water, in which a considerable

quantity of very fine china clay was suspended. The clay was prevented from
settling by a slowly moving automatic agitator ; and the crabs were kept under

these conditions for various periods of time. At the end of each experiment the

dead were separated from the living, and both were measured.

Fig. 5.
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Diagram showing the effect of china clay upon 218 male crabs. The upper curve
shows the distribution of frontal breadths in all these crabs ; the dotted curve the
distribution of frontal breadths in the survivors. The dotted line s shows the
mean of the survivors ; the line D the mean of the dead.

In every case in which this experiment was performed with china clay as fine

as that brought down by the rivers, or nearly so, the crabs which died were on the
whole distinctly broader than the crabs which lived through the experiment, so

that a crab's chance of survival could be measured by its frontal breadth.

"When the experiment was performed with coarser clay than this, the death-
rate was smaller, and was not selective.

I will rapidly show you the results of one or two experiments. The diagram
(fig. 5) shows the distribution of frontal breadths, about the average proper to

their length, in 248 male crabs treated in one experiment. Of these crabs, 154
died during the experiment, and 94 survived. The distribution of frontal breadths
in the survivors is shown by the lower curve in the diagram, and you see that the
mean of the survivors is clearly below the mean of the original series, the mean of

the dead being above the original mean.
Two other cases, which are only examples of a series in my possession, show

precisely the same thing.^

These experiments seemed to me to show that very finely divided china clay

' It is impossible in this place to give a full account of the experiments referred

to, and a multiplication of mere small-scale diagrams seems useless, so that only one
of those exhibited when the address was delivered is here reproduced.

3 H 2
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does kill crabs in such a way that those in which the frontal breadth is greatest

die first, those in which it is less live longer. The destruction is selective, and
tends to lower the mean frontal breadth of the crabs subjected to its action. It

seemed to me that the finer the particles used in the experiments, that is to say,

the more nearly they approached the fineness of the actual silt on the beach, the

more selective their action was.

I therefore went down to the beach, where the crabs live, and looked at the

silt there. This beach is made of moderately small pieces of mountain limestone,

which are angular and little worn by water. The pieces of limestone are covered

at low tide with a thin layer of very fine mud, which is much finer than the china

clay I had used in my experiments, and remains suspended in still water for some
time. Under these stones the crabs live, and the least disturbance of these stones

raises a cloud of very fine mud in the pools of water under them. By washing the

stones of the beach in a bucket of sea water, I collected a quantity of this very

fine mud, and used it in a fresh series of experiments, precisely as I had before

used china clay, and I obtained the same result. The mean frontal breadth of the

survivors was always smaller than the mean frontal breadth of the dead.

I think, therefore, that Mr. Thompson's work, and my own, have demonstrated

two facts about these crabs ; the first is that their mean frontal breadth is diminish-

ing year by year at a measurable rate, which is more rapid in males than in females
;

the second is that this diminution in the frontal breadth occurs in the presence of a

material, namely, fine mud, which is increasing in amount, and which can be shown
experimentally to destroy broad-fronted crabs at a greater rate than crabs with
narrower frontal margins.

I see no shadow of reason for refusing to believe that the action of mud upon
the beach is the same as that in an experimental aquarium ; and if we believe this,

I see no escape from the conclusion that we have here a case of Natural Selection

acting with great rapidity because of the rapidity with which the conditions of life

are changing.

Now, if we suppose that mud on the beach has the same effect upon crabs as

mud in an aquarium has, we must suppose that every time this mud is stirred up
by the water a selective destruction of crabs occurs, the broad-fronted crabs being

killed in greater proportion than the narrow-fronted crabs.

Therefore, if we could take a number of young crabs, and protect them through

a certain period of their growth from the action of this selective mud, the broad-

fronted crabs ought to have as good a chance of life as the rest ; and in consequence

the protected crabs should contain a larger percentage of broad individuals than wild

crabs of the same age ; and the mean frontal breadth of such a protected popula-

tion ought to be greater, after a little time, than the mean frontal breadth of wild

crahs, in which the broad individuals are being constantly destroyed.

It is difficult to perform this experiment, because one cannot know the age of

a crab caught on the shore. But so far as one can judge the age of a crab by its

length, I can show you that the thing which ought to happen, on the hypothesis

that such selective destruction is going on, does actually happen.

I established an apparatus consisting of some hundreds of numbered glass

bottles, each bottle being provided with a constant supply of clean sea-water by
means of a system of glass syphons. Into each of these bottles I placed a crab

from the beach. After a considerable number of deaths had occurred, a series of

crabs was finally established, each crab living in a numbered bottle, until it had
cast its shell. The process of moulting involves no distortion of the carapace,

which could affect the measurements concerned, and therefore each cast shell was
carefully measured. The measurements of these shells were carefully compared
with measurements of wild crabs of the same size, and the mean frontal breadth

of these shells was a little less than the mean breadth in wild crabs of corresponding

length.'

After each crab had moulted, it was left in its bottle until it had grown and

' This was probably due to the death-rate during acclimatisation being selective.

It was very difficult to keep the apparatus clean ; and the deaths which occurred
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had hardened a new shell. It was then killed and measured, and the measure-

ments obtained were compared with measurements of wild crabs of corresponding

size. This time the captive crabs were unmistakably broader than wild crabs of

their own size, and there were a few of the protected crabs which were very

remarkably broad. The distribution of abnormalities before and after moulting is

shown in fig. 6.

Fig. 6.

+ 30 +40 + 50

Distribution of abnormality of frontal breadth ratios in 527 female crabs before and
after moulting in captivity. The continuous line shows the distribution before,

the dotted line after moulting.

This is precisely the result which we ought to have obtained if the hypothesis

suggested by the study of mud were true. By protecting crabs through a period

of their growth, we ought to raise the mean frontal breadth, and to obtain a
greater percentage of abnormally broad crabs, and that is what we have seen to

occur.

Of course, this experiment by itself is open to many objections. The estimate

of age by size is a dangerous proceeding, and it is difficult to exclude the possibility

that confinement in a bottle may directly modify a crab during the critical period

of moulting, and so on. All these points would have to be discussed at greater

length than your patience would bear, before we could accept this experiment by
itself as a proof that some selective agent exists on the shore which is absent from
the bottles. At the same time, the result of this experiment is exactly what we
should expect to find if such a selective agent did exist, and so it is in complete
harmony with the evidence already put before you.

Of course, if the observed change in frontal breadths is really the result of selec-

tion, we ought to try to show the process by which this selection is eflected.

This process seems to be largely associated with the way in which crabs filter

the water entering their gill-chambers. The gills of a crab which has died during
an experiment with china clay are covered with fine white mud, which is not found
in the gills of the survivors. In at least ninety per cent, of the cases] this differ-

ence is very striking ; and the same difference is found between the dead and the
survivors in experiments with mud.

I think it can be shown that a narrow frontal breadth renders one part of the
process of filtration of water more efficient than it is in crabs of greater frontal

breadth.

It would take too long to go into that matter now, and I shall not attempt to

do so. I will only now ask you to consider one or two conclusions which seem to

me to follow from what I have said.

were in most cases due to the presence of putrescent bits of food, jchich had not
been removed.

A subsequent experiment was made with the same apparatus, in which crabs were
kept in putrid water until a large percentage bad died ; and the mean frontal breadth
of the survivors was found to be distinctly less than the mean frontal breadth of
the dead.
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I hope I have convinced you that the law of chance enables one to express easily

and simply the frequency of variations among animals ; and 1 hope 1 have con-
vinced you that the action of Natm-al Selection upon such fortuitous variations can
be experimentally measured, at least in the only case in which anyone has attempted
to measure it. I hope I have convinced you that the process of evolution is some-
times so rapid that it can be observed in the space of a very few years.

I would urge upon you in conclusion the necessity of extending as widely as

possible this kind of numerical study. The whole difficulty of the theory of

Natural Selection is a quantitative difficulty. It is the difficulty of believing that

in any given case a small deviation from tlie mean character wiU be sufficiently

useful or sufficiently harmful to matter. That is a difficulty which can only be got rid

of by determining in a number of cases how much a given variation does matter

;

and I hope I have shown you that such determination is possible, and, if it be
possible, it is our duty to make it.

We ought to know numerically, in a large number of cases, how much varia-

tion is occurring now in animals ; we ought to know numerically how much effect

that variation has upon the death-rate ; and we ought to know numerically how
much of such variation is inherited from generation to generation. The labours of
Mr. Gal ton and of Professor Pearson have given us the means of obtaining this

knowledge, and I would urge upon you the necessity of obtaining it. For
numerical knowledge of this kind is the only ultimate test of the theory of Natural
Selection, or of any other theory of any natural process whatever.

The Biological Exhibition at the Zoological Gardens was opened by the Right
Hon. Sir John Lubbock, M.P., D.C.L., F.R.S.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers and Reports were read :

—

1. The Proof obtained by Guy A. K. Marshall that Precis octavia-nata-

censis and P. sesamus are seasonal forms of the same species. By
Professor E. B. Poulton, M.A., F.R.S.

2. Photographic Records of Pedigree Stock.

By Francis Galton, M.A., F.R.S.—See Reports, p. 597.

3. Preliminary Note on the Races and Migrations of the Mackerel {Scomber

scomber). By Walter Garstang, M.A., Naturalist in charge of
Fishery Investigations under the Marine Biological Association; late

Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford.

The present note contains the principal results of an attempt to determine
whether there are any racial peculiarities in groups of mackerel taken in different

localities. Such peculiarities have not hitherto been recognised, even as between
American and British representatives of the species ; but it is clear that the

establishment of such peculiarities would affect to a considerable degree our ideas

concerning the migrations of this fish.

During the past year I have determined the peculiarities of more than 1,600
mackerel in regard to 10 chosen characters. Of these fi^h, 100 were obtained

*t Newport, R.I., U.S.A., and were forwarded to me through the friendly agency
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of the U.S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries. The remainder, 1,529 in all,

have heen taken at various points round the British Isles—400 in the North Sea

(off Lowestoft and Bamsgate), 300 near Plymouth, 74 off the Scilly Isles, 100 near

Brest, and 655 off the S.W. coast of Ireland (Kinsale and co. Kerry). The
Irish fish are further divisible into 310 autumn fish and 345 spring fish.

The chief characters chosen for examination were :

—

A.—The number of black transverse bars or stripes on one side (the left) of

the fish.

B.—The number of transverse bars on one side (the left) which cross or meet

the lateral line.

C.—The presence or absence of round black spots ('intermediate spots')

between the bars of series A. The variation of this character is tabulated under

two heads :—(1) The number of fish per centum which possess one or more of

these intermediate spots, and (2) the total number of such spots per hundred fish

(the left side only of each fish being considered).

D.—The number of rays in the first dorsal fin.

E.—The number of rays in the second dorsal fin, including any incipient fin-

lets which are still partially connected with the fin by a low web or ridge, or

which are merely closely approximated to the fin and erectile with it.

F.—The number of dorsal finlets, including all incipient finlets described

under E.

The accompanying table shows the results of this examination. The mean
values of each character for the total number of fish from each locality are

expressed in terms of the general mean, as + or — deviations from the value of

that mean. The general mean value of each character is the arithmetic mean of

all the observed values of that character, the American data alone excepted. The
American mean values for several of the characters, especially A, B, C, and F,

differ to such an extent from the British means, that there can be no further doubt

as to the existence of racial peculiarities which distinguish American from British

specimens of the mackerel. As compared with the British mackerel, the American

fish possesses the following racial characteristics— (1) A higher number of trans-

verse bars, (2) much greater spottiness, (3) a smaller number of fin-rays in the

second dorsal fin, and (4) a greater number of dorsal finlets. These characteristics,

it must be borne in mind, are average distinctions, and do not suffice to dis-

tinguish every individual. But, I may add, they are so marked in the present

case, that on examining a sample of a dozen fish at Toronto during the last

meeting of this Association, I became there and then convinced of the existence

of racial peculiarities in this species.

With regard to the British fish, the range of variation is very limited, espe-

cially in the case of the second dorsal fin, the greatest deviation from the general

mean value of which does not amount to ^ of a fin-ray in any sample of lOQ

fish. The total number of fish from the various localities is seen to be insufficient

in this case to afford a basis for the establishment of racial differences. In the

case of the first dorsal fin the variation is greater, but here the difficulty of

accurately determining in all instances the exact number of fin-rays present

;(owing to the extreme minuteness of the posterior rays) has also provided an

obstacle to very definite results. Nevertheless the characters A, B, C, and F, the

variation of which has been seen to be so marked in the American fish, also pro-

vide sufficient data for separating the British fish into at least two groups of

different racial tendency. These groups are—(1) fish from the North Sea and

English Channel, and (2) Irish fish, both autmnn and spring forms. The table

shows that fish from the North Sea and Plymouth agree in the following points—

(1) the mean number of transverse bars A and B is below the general average,

'and (2) the mean number of spotty fish and of intermediate spots is above the

general average. Moreover, the mean number of dorsal finlets was below the

average in the case of 300 fish from Lowestoft and 300 from Plymouth, although

remarkably above the average in the case of 100 fish from Ramsgate.

On the other hand, the autumn and spring forme of Irish fish agree in the
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possession of characteristics which are just the reverse of those which distinguish

the North Sea and Channel fish.

It would appear from these results that we have two races of mackerel on the

English coasts—an Irish or Atlantic race, and a race which frequents the English

Channel and the North Sea.

The fish taken oiF Scilly and Brest offer characteristics which are in several

respects intermediate between the two principal races here distinguished, but

the numbers examined up to the present time are not sufficient to enable me to

decide upon their relationships in a definite manner.

If these results be accepted or confirmed, the problems of the migrations of the

mackerel and of its winter home are considerably simplified. The Irish fish in

winter must remain off their own coasts, or they would lose their peculiarities by
mixture with other races. The North Sea and Channel fish probably have the

same wdnter haunts off the mouth of the English Channel—not too far to the west-

ward, or they would mix with the Irish fish. That the North Sea fish migrate

into the Channel in winter is rendered probable by the enormous concentration of

mackerel in the southern part of the North Sea in autumn, and by the prolonga-

tion of the mackerel fishery far into the winter off the Devon and Cornish coasts

of the Channel, long after the fish have disappeared from the North Sea and the

Irish coasts alike.

A complete account of this investigation, with tables showing the variation of

each character, will appear in the forthcoming number of the * Journal of the

Marine Biological Association.'

Summary showing Deviations from the General Mean in respect of all

Characters.
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4. On a Frcyposed Biological and Physical Investigation of the English
Channel. By Walter Garstang and H. JST. Dickson.

5. On the Phylogeny of the Arthropod Amnion.
By Arthur Willey, B.Sc. Land., Hon. M.A. Cantab.

Until recently the formation of the amnion of the higher vertebrates was
wont to be explained on mechanical grounds, the embryo sinking by its own weight
into the yolk in the case of the Sauropsida and into the blastodermic vesicle in the

case of the Mammalia. In 1894 Professor Hubrecht entered a welcome protest

against the mechanical theory of the vertebrate amnion, replacing it by a remark-
able theory as to the phyletic origin of the amnion.'

Owing to lack of data no analogous theory has hitherto been possible with
regard to the amnion of insects. If it were found that a common principle

governs the theories applied to the explanation of these similar but not homolo-
gous structures, the one theory would be an important complement of the other.

The embryos of a new species of Peripatus which I found a year ago in New
Britain, and have recently described,'^ seem to me to supply the material necessary

for coping successfully with this problem.
These embryos, for a full account of which my memoir should be consulted,

possess a large trophic organ, the ectoderm of which consists of glandular absorbent
cells adapted for the intra-uterine nutrition of the embryo. This ectodermic layer

may be called the trophoblast.

The theory, which I shall develop fully in a forthcoming paper,^ seeks to prove
that the glandular trophoblast arose in adaptation to a viviparous habit acquired

by a terrestrial descendant of an aquatic ancestor, and that this became transformed
into the non-glandular procective envelope, known as the serosa, in correlation

with the secondary deposition of yolk-laden eggs.

As the amnion of the insect egg is subsidiary to the serosa, and the latter,

being a direct derivative of the blastoderm, is the older structure, the theory which
will adequately account for the serosa will, in its general terms, account equally

for the amnion.

6. On the Micro-chemistry of Cells. By Professor A. B. Macallum.

7. A Case of Protective Resemhlance in Mice. By Dr. H. L. Jameson.

8. Final Report on tlie Life Conditions of the Oyster, formal and
Abnormal.—See Reports, p. 559.

9. Interim Report on Zoological Bibliography and Publication.

See Reports, p. 558.

10. Remarks on the Report of the International Zoological Congress
on Nomenclature. By Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, F.R.S.

k

' A. A. W. Hubrecht, ' Die Phylogenese des Amnions und die Bedeutung des
Trophoblastes,' Vcrh. Kon. Akad. van Wetenschaj)pen, Amsterdam, 1894.

' A. Willey, ' The Anatomy and Development of Peripatus nova-hritannice,' in
Zoological Resulti, &c., Cambridge University Press, 1898.

' To be published in the Quart. Journ. of Microscopical Science.
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11. Report on the Index Anirnalium.—See Reports, p. 570.

12. Report on the Canadian Biological Station.—See Reports, p. 582.

13. Report on the Investigatio7is made at the Marine Biological

Laboratory, Plymouth.—See Reports, p. 583.

14. Report on the Occupation of a Table at the Zoological Station at

Naples.—See Reports, p. 587.

15. Interim Report on Bird Migration in Great Britain and Ireland.

See Reports, p. 569.

16. Report on the Zoology of the Sandwich Islands.—See Reports, p. 558.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The Section did not meet.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. An Experimental Inquiry into the Struggle for Existence in Certain
Common Insects. By Edward B. Poulton, M.A., F.R.S., Hope
Professor of Zoology, Oxford, and Cora B. Sanders.

Many Lepidoptera have been proved to possess the power of adjusting the
larval or pupal colours to those of the immediate surroundings. This power can
only be exercised once in the case of the pupa (viz. at the end of larval life), and
rarely, if ever, more than once or twice in the case of the larva. Many naturalists
consider that the power is protective, and has been produced by the operation of
natural selection. Others have doubted this conclusion, and W. Bateson' has
attempted to cut away the foundation of such an interpretation as regards the
pupa of Vanessa urticee by arguing that there is no struggle for existence during
this brief stage. This argument was opposed, and the lines of an experimental
inquiry were suggested in the .same year by one of us.^ In the discussion which
followed a paper on mimicry, read before the Linnean Society on March 17, 1898,^
it was strongly urged, especially by Professor Weldon, that such an experimental
inquiry should be conducted. Our present work is the outcome of that discussion,
and we desire to express our thanks to the Government Grant Committee of the
Royal Society for assistance in carrying on the investigation.

• Trans. Ent. Soc. Lend. 1892, pp. 212, 213.
2 Poulton, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lend. 1892, pp. 471-477.
' Poulton, Natural Selection the Cause of Mimetic Resemblance and Common

Wa/rning Colours. Not yet published.
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We determined to concentrate our attention on the pupae of certain butterflies,

this stage being especially suitable because the chrysalis is motionless, and, there-

fore, remains in any position in which it has been fixed until it is seized by an
enemy or emerges as an imago. Our object was to decide :—(1) whether there is

a straggle for existence during the pupal stage
; (2) whether the struggle, if it

takes place, is decided by the conspicuousness of the pupa.

The inquiry was almost confined to the pupa of Vanessa urticte, which ranges

from a brilliant golden appearance through increasingly dark varieties up to black.

Seven degrees of colour variation were distinguished, as in the researches into the

sensitiveness of this pupa to its environment.* Captured larvae were placed in

boxes lined with gilt, black, and yellow paper, &c., so as to produce pupae with
diflierent degrees of colour, the aim being to obtain the most contrasted results.

The pupae were then fixed to the surfaces upon which they are known to occur
in Nature, and others upon which they may be supposed to occur—viz. the food

plant (nettle), tree trunks, fences, stone walls, and rocks—while a few were placed

on the ground. They were attached by small nails driven through the silken web, in

which the caudal hooks were entangled, or (in the case of the food plant) by sewing
the web on to the leaves or stem with green silk ; in other cases the hooks were
entangled in the outer part of a little plug of cotton wool, which was forced into a

crack in bark, wood, or stone. Careful notes were taken of the degree of colour,

method, and height of attachment, character of surface, and the date of all visits

until the pupa either disappeared, emerged, or died. With very few exceptions,

visits were made every twenty-four hours, and in many cases at much shorter

intervals. Over 600 pupae of this species were thus fixed, and of these about
550 disappeared or emerged. The experiments were conducted in three difi'erent

localities—Oxford, Switzerland, and the Isle of Wight—with very divergent

results, as will be seen from the following table :

—

Surfaces to which
Pupae were fixed
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itself had been taken ; the excessive variation in mortality in neighbouring locali-
ties, corresponding to well-known facts in the distribution of birds. A watch was
kept in localities where the pupae were known to disappear rapidly, and, in a single
instance, a great tit was seen to creep over the bark of a tree, from which the
pupa was then found to have gone.

So far as the observations extended, we inferred that the comparative freedom
of the Swiss pupae from the attacks of Vertebrate enemies is compensated by the
far gi-eater destruction of the larvae by insect parasites. It is probable that the
birds which attack the English pupae benefit the larvae by keeping down the
number of parasites.

In the course of the inquiry the possibility was suggested that perhaps the
birds actually see the pupae being suspended, and afterwards search the spot.
A large number of pupae were, therefore, fixed at night by the light of a lantern,
but, so far as we can judge from general impressions (the analysis of the results
being unfinished), no difference was caused. It was also thought that, when
several pupae were suspended in close proximity, the birds, after finding one or
more, might search the neighbourhood with especial keenness, so that the chances
of successful concealment would be smaller than those of isolated pupse. In order
to test this suggestion, a number of pupae were scattered over a large area, succes-
sive individuals being separated by a distance of about 100 yards or more. Here,
too, our present impression is that little, if any, difference was produced. Both
these modifications of the usual conditions of experiment were made in the Isle of
Wight.

The question whether there is a struggle for existence during the pupal period
of Vanessa urticce is answered with certainty in the afiirmative as regards those
localities where small birds are abundant. In such places it is now proved that
there is a tremendous struggle with an immense mortality, in spite of the brevity of
the pupal stage (from ten days to three weeks in length).

The attempt was also made to answer the second question whether the struggle
is decided by the conspicuousness of the pupa. First, as to conspicuousuess in
form, pupae were fixed to surfaces which unequally concealed them ; thus thorough
surfaces of stone and bark (rough-barked trees being almost invariably selected),
and the shelter afi'orded by overhanging leaves of nettle, concealed their rough
angular forms far more than the comparatively smooth surface of fences. Looking
at the table on page 907, it is seen that at Oxford butterflies only emerged from
pupae fixed to nettles, while in the Isle of Wight the mortality on fences
(90 taken to 8 emerged), was enormously greater than on bark (135 to 84), walls
(14 to 12), and nettle (20 to 15). When therefore the pupa is suspended from a
surface against which it stands out conspicuously, it is in far greater danger than
when it is fixed to one upon which it is concealed. This result is inexplicable,
except on the theory that the sense of sight is important to enemies in the dis-
covery of the pupae.

Secondly, as to conspicuousness in colour. In Nature the golden forms of the
pupa of this species are produced upon nettle, the darker forms on walls, rocks,
fences, and probably bark ; furthermore the darkest varieties are produced on the
darkest surfaces. In fixing the pupae, part were distributed as they are in Nature,
while part were given a reverse arrangement—dark forms being fixed to nettle, and
golden forms to black fences and dark surfaces of bark, &c. Some of the experi-
ments gave extremely positive results, in that the mortality among the latter pupse
was far higher than among the former ; other experiments were negative. Until
the whole of the experiments have been analysed in far more detail than has as yet
been possible, we caimot make any statement as to the general bearing of the
inquiry upon the danger or otherwise of conspicuousness in colour, although the
danger of conspicuousness of form has been shown to be conclusively proved.

It may be supposed that the experiments were vitiated by the accidental loss
ot the pupae. Many considerations, however, indicate that no serious error has
been introduced in this way. In the absence of enemies, in Switzerland, the pupae
remained suspended until they emerged or until we removed them, and this was
also the case in the places of small mortality in the Isle of Wight ; in many place?
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the ground was bare, and a fallen pupa (always searched for) would have been
easily seen ; the hard caudal extremity was frequently left fixed to the supporting

surface ; the diiferent results obtained on fences and on bark, &c., are manifestly in-

explicable on this ground, the means of fixation being the same. The act of

emergence was obviously a much severer test of our method of suspension than
that supplied by the motionless pupa ; and yet in a large proportion of cases the

empty pupal shell was found hanging to the support, and thus remained for days,

in spite of the fact that its lightness enabled each breath of wind to blow it about.

In future inquiries we trust that a pupa with a wider colour variation than
V. urticce may be available. All attempts to obtain the larva of Vanessa io were
unsuccessful, but next year we hope to get it and test the bright green and dark
forms which its pupa assumes. Other excellent examples would be the bright

green, bone-coloured, and dark forms of the pupae of Fieris napi and P. rapee,

which have the further advantage of being available for experiment during the
winter. Through the kindness of Mr. F. Merrifield we shall be able to carry on
the inquiry with these latter and some other species during the winter of 1898-9,
when we hope again to appeal to the kindness of the President and Fellows of

Magdalen College for the opportunity of continuing the investigation begun during
the past summer in the College grounds.

We also desire to acknowledge the kind assistance we have received from Miss
Drummond and Miss Sidgwick in taking notes of the Oxford pupae during our
absence in Switzerland, and from Miss Notley for much kind help in the Isle of

Wight. Professor H. F. Osborn, Professor F. 0. Bower, and Mr. Arthur J.

Evans also witnessed the experiments in the Isle of Wight, and ofiered valuable
suggestions and criticisms.

The investigation, of which this is a brief epitome, was manifestlj' a preliminary
inquiry : it has nevertheless yielded far more definite results than we ventured to

hope for when we undertook it.

2. Animal Intelligence as an Experimental Study.
By Professor C. Lloyd Morgan.

It was urged that intelligence in animals is an important factor iu zoological
evolution ; that the day of collected anecdotes had passed ; and that experimental
work was much needed. Mr. Thorndike's recent experiments on cats were de-
scribed, and both the apparatus employed and the curves expressing some of his
results were illustrated on the screen. The experiments supported the contention
that the method of animal intelligence was that of trial and error, the profiting by
chance success. Mr. Thorndike's method was criticised in a friendly spirit ; and
recent observations on a fox terrier leading to similar conclusions were briefly
described. It was urged that the experimental method gave better opportunities
of exact record and a clearer insight into the nature of the association process
involved than merely casual observation could possibly do.

I

3. On the Families of Sauropodous Dinosauria. By Professor O. C. Marsh.

The sub-class Dinosauria as known to-day the author divided into three
orders : the Theropoda, or carnivorous forms ; the Sauropoda, or herbivorous
quadrupedal forms ; and the Predentata, also herbivorous, and including several
sub-orders—viz., the Stegosauria and Ceratopsia, both quadrupedal, and the
Ornithopoda, containing bipedal bird-like reptiles.'

The principal characters of the order Sauropoda here discussed may be briefly
stated as follows :

—

' The Dinosaurs of North America, Sixteenth Annual Report U.S. Geological
Survey. 84 plates. Washington, 189G.
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Order Sauropoda.

External nares at top of skull
;
premaxillary bones witli teeth ; crowns of

teeth rugose and more or less spoon-shaped ; large antorbital openings ; no pineal
foramen ; alisphenoid bones ; brain-case ossified ; no coUumellae

; postoccipital

bones ; no predentary bone ; dentary without coronoid process. Cervical ribs

co-ossified with vertebrae ; anterior vertebrae opisthoccelian, with neural spines
bifid

;
posterior trunk vertebrae united by diplosphenal articulation

;
presacral ver-

tebrae hollow ; each sacral vertebra supports its own sacral rib, or transverse pro-
cess ; no diapophyses on sacral vertebrae ; neural canal much expanded in sacrum

;

first caudal vertebra bi-convex ; anterior caudals proccelian. Sternal bones parial;

sternal ribs ossified. Ilium expanded in front of acetabulum
;
pubes projecting in

front and united distally by cartilage ; no postpubis. Limb bones solid ; fore and
hind limbs nearly equal ; metacarpals longer than metatarsals ; femur longer than
tibia ; astragalus and calcaneum not fitted to end of tibia ; feet plantigrade, un-
gulate ; five digits in manus and pes ; second row of carpal and tarsal bones un-
ossified ; locomotion quadrupedal.

(1) Family Atlantosauridce. A pituitary canal ; large fossa for nasal gland.
Distal end of scapula not expanded ; coracoid quadrilateral. Sacrum hollow ; ischia

directed downward, with expanded extremities meeting on median line. Anterior
caudal vertebrae with lateral cavities ; remaining caudals solid ; chevrons single.

Genera Atlantosaurus, Apatosaurus, Brontosaurus. Include the largest known
land animals. Jurassic, North America

(2) Family Diplodocidce. External nares at apex of skull ; no depression for

nasal gland ; two antorbital openings ; large pituitary fossa ; dentition weak, and
in front of jaws only ; brain inclined backward ; dentary bone narrow in front.

Scapula with shaft somewhat enlarged at summit. Ischia with shaft expanded
distally, directed downward and backward, with sides meeting on median lines.

Sacrum hollow, with three co-ossified vertebrte. Anterior caudal vertebrae pro-
ccelian, with sides deeply excavated, and chevrons single ; median caudals exca-
vated below, with chevrons double, having both anterior and posterior branches

;

distal caudals elongate, with rod-like chevrons.
Genera Diplodocus and Barosawus. Jurassic, North America.
(.3) Y?imi\j Morosauridee. External nares anterior; large fossa for nasal gland

;

small pituitary fossa ; dentary bone massive in front ; teeth very large. Shaft of
scapula expanded at distal end; coracoid suboval. Sacral vertebrae four in number,
and nearly solid ; ischia slender, with twisted shaft directed backward, and sides
meeting on median line. Anterior caudals solid ; chevrons single.

Genera Morosaurus, Camarasaurus (?) (Amphiccelias). Jurassic, North
America and Europe.

(4) Family Pleuroccelidcs. Dentary bone constricted medially; teeth with
crowns like those of Diplodocus. Cervical vertebrae elongate ; centra hollow, with
large lateral openings ; sacral vertebrae solid, with lateral depressions in centra

;

caudal vertebrae solid ; anterior caudals with fiat articular faces, and transversely
compressed neural spines ; median caudal vertebrae with neural arch on front half
of centrum. Ischia with compressed distal ends, and sides meeting on median
line.

Genera Pleurocoelus, Astrodon (?). Jurassic, North America and Europe.
Include the smallest known Sauropoda.

(5) Family Cardiodontidce. Teeth of moderate size. Upper end of scapula
expanded; humerus elongate; fore limbs nearly equalling hind limbs in length.
Sacrum solid ; ischia with wide distal ends and sides meeting on median line.

Caudal vertebrae biconcave ; median caudals with double chevrons.
Genera Cardiodon (Oetiosaurus), Bothriospondylus, Ornithopsis, and Peloro-

saurits. European, and probably all Jurassic.

(6) Family Titanosauridce. Fore limbs elongate; coracoid quadrilateral.
Presacral vertebrae opisthoccelian ; first caudal vertebrae biconvex ; remaining
caudals proccelian ; chevrons open above.

Genera Titanosaurics and Argyrosaurus. Cretaceous (?), India and Patagonia.
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4. A New Theory of Retrogression. By G. A. Reid.

5. On the so-called Fascination of Snakes. By Dr. A. J. Harbison.

The author stated that from ohservations he had made in the Zoological
Gardens, Clifton, during many years, with regard to the fascination of snakes over
their victims, he had come to the conclusion that such power did not exist. He
based his remarks chiefly upon investigations he had himself made upon snakes in
the Gardens, mostly the python and the boa constrictor. These researches were
divided into three groups : (1) general, extending over many years

; (2) more
particular ones, personal, and in the presence of friends, or not ; and (3) those of
other and distinct observers.

The very names the ancients gave to the larger snakes, the history of the
basilisk, the direful properties and extraordinary magnitudes which they attached
to them, all worked upon the imagination, and prepared the mind for marvels •

these strange ideas are for all time crystallised, so to speak, in that magnificent
work of art Laocoon and his sons being destroyed by enormous serpents.

With regard to the first set of observations, the author related instances where
rabbits, ducks, fowls, or rats have been placed in snakes' cages when the animals
were inclined to feed, and yet the victims evinced no fear ; sometimes they even
attacked the snakes. Under the second heading more minute observations were
given, which were often made in the presence of other persons. The description
of a python when ' on his feed ' was given, his increased activity and brightness of
his stony and lidless eyes, slight rise of temperature, the opening and gaping
mouth ; and when these conditions were well fulfilled, the victims when
placed in the cage, did not seem to evince any alarm, and certainly were not over-
come by the fascinating spell. On the other hand, if the prey was not at once seized
as not unfrequently happened, the duck, or the rat, or the fowl, or the rabbit
might even attack the snake, and for a time almost reverse the position of victim and
victimiser. When the snake did attack the onslaught was surprisingly sudden
and very subtle.

The author then quoted the experiences of other observers, Mr. C. T. Buckland
Miss Catherine Hopley, Dr. Clement Stead, the brothers Hagenbeck, of Hamburg'
Jamrach, a large London dealer, and several others. The evidence of all these was
opposed to any theory of fascination.

In conclusion he related some recent observations which he had made on
twenty-two young boas born in the Gardens.

6. On the Scientific Experiments to Test the Effects of the Closure of
Certain Areas in Scottish Seas. By W. C. McIntosh, F.B.S.

In this paper the subject is dealt with under three heads, viz.— (1) The Eesults
of the Investigations in St. Andrew's Bay

; (2) those in the Firth of Forth • and
(8) those in the Moray Firth.

In order to ensure uniformity of treatment, and to make every source of
information available, the statistical tables were prepared on the same lines as
those for the Trawling Commission under Lord Dalhousie (1883-85).

In glancing at the averages for the period in St. Andrew's Bay the closure is
shown to have produced no increase of the food-fishes. On the contrary the
report of the Fishery Board, under whom the experiments in the ' Garland ' were
carried out, labours to prove that a diminution has taken place, and therefore a
further closure, in extra-territorial waters, is called for. This opinion is based on
a contrast of the first five years of the decade with the last five years. But if a
map is made of the months during which the hauls took place in the first period
(1886-1890), it will be found that they are thickly dotted in the months of
August and October, and have a preponderance in September. On the other hand

I
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the second quinquennial period is handicapped by frequent examinations in the

colder months, which, while increasing the hauls, seriously affect the averages.

The so-called diminution is shown to be due not to a diminution of fishes in the

period, but to the less successful capture in the colder months. The conditions of

the two quinquennial periods were wholly divergent, for in the first there was a

balance of 38 in favour of the hauls in the warmer months, and in the second one of

23 in favour of those in the colder months.

In the case of the Firth of Forth the proportions of the hauls in the warmer
and in the colder months quite differ from that of St. Andrew's Bay in the respective

quinquennial periods. In the first there were no less than 50 in favour of the six warm
months, and only five in favour of the colder months in the second period—that is

to say, out of 269 hauls in the first period 159 occurred during the warmer months
(May to October) and 110 in the colder months, whilst in the second 214 occurred

in the warmer and 219 in the colder months. Here likewise no sign of substantial

increase followed the closure, though the food-fishes maintained their ground.

One instance will suffice, and it is of a form which is stated by many to be * swept

out ' of the Forth—viz. the haddock. Moreover, it shows [the complex nature of

such an inquiry. During the last year of the ' Garland's ' work in the Forth

7,033 haddocks, or 93 per haul, were captured, which, contrasted with 1887,

showed a reduction of 36 per haul, and therefore ostensibly forms a basis for

demanding further closures, so as to control the ' spawning grounds ' of the parent

fishes, which are devastated by trawlers and general free fishing in the open waters.

But the work in 18S7 was carried out only in the months of June, August, and
September, all productive months, whereas in 1895 the work ranged over ten

months, five being warmer and five being colder, a very different condition. Ifwe
take the captures of the haddock during the colder months of this period—viz. 435,

and contrast them with those of the warmer— viz., 6,598, the force of this criticism

is apparent. There were actually more per haul—viz. 157—in these five warmer
months than in the very favourable three months in 1887—viz. 129. Hesitation

is, therefore, felt in approving of a method of controlling the important subject of

the fisheries of the country which does not appreciate the available sources of

information.

On the whole, the foou-fishes of the Forth remained at the end of the experi-

ments very much as they were at the beginning, just as happened in the case of

St Andrew's Bay.

Comparatively few trawlers worked in the Moray Firtli in 1884. At that time

three hauls of a commercial trawl on Smith Bank and off" Caithness, in April,

gave a total of 2,711 saleable fishes, or 903 per haul, a very moderate number in

conti'ast with some of those off" the Forth the same season, each of which produced
from 1,500 to 2,744 saleable fishes. The average size of the haddocks in the

Moray Firth was noteworthy, for few of the kind termed small were procured.

The average number per haul was 604, or next to the Forth in this respect. The
avidity with which trawlers sought the region subsequently, the captures by the

liners up to a recent date, and the work of the ' Garland ' sufficiently deal with the

groundless views about the Moray Firth being ' swept out.' Moreover, on
April 7 and 8 of this year (1898) six hauls iu a commercial trawler were made
outside the limits of the protected area, resulting in a total of 5,286 fishes, or 881
per haul, a contrast to the indifferent work of the ' Garland ' within it. The chief

fish, as iu the former case, was the haddock, and it was satisfactory to find that in the

midst of an area worked by 12 to 20 trawlers the average of this important fish

was 695, or 91 over the average within the protected area in 1884. Without going

into further detail at present it may be remarked in passing that the distribution

of this species is so wide, and its numbers so great, that a survey of the whole
subject leaves little room for doubt as to the wisdom of removing all unnecessary
restrictions from fair fishing. Further, no trace of any eflPect of the closures on
this fish is apparent, either here or in any of the other areas. Such a gigantic step

as the closing of the whole Moray Firth is at variance with the principles which
in 1884 caused the recommendation for the closure of the Forth, St. Andrew's
Bay, and Aberdeen Bay for experimental purposes to be made. Step by step every
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available argument has been examined, and no scientific basis remains on which
to uphold such a proposal.

The conclusions, therefore, briefly are:—

1. That the haste for additional closures (to the original areas of the Forth,
St. Andrew's Bay, and Aberdeen Bay), after a year or two's work, and before any
definite scientific result could be obtained, was unnecessary.

2. That no increase of the food-fishes has followed the closure, the high and
low numbers succeeding each other in such a way as can only be explained by the
irregularities and uncertainties invariably attendant on fishing operations.

3. That, because the first five years of the decade had a higher average than
tbe second, it therefore followed that diminution of the fishes had occurred, and
called for further closures beyond the three-mile limit to remedy it, is shown to
rest on insecure data.

4. That the closure of the Moray Firth cannot be supported on scientific

ijrouuds.

5. That the closure of the three-mile limit, or even the thirteen-mile limit, can
have little eflect on a plan so gigantic as the distribution of invertebrates and fishes
in the ocean.

6. That the interference of man—specially by closure on the one hand—is

powerless to increase the food-fishes of the sea, or, on the other hand, by eager
fishing, to reduce them to vanishing point.

7. On a Circulatory Apparatusfor Use in Researches on Colour Physiology
and other Investigations. By F. W. Keeble, M.A., and F. W.
Gamble, M.Sc, Demonstrators in Owens College, Manchester.

In a research on the colour physiology of certain marine crustaceans ( Virbius
oarians, Sic.) we have found it necessary to devise an apparatus which shall allow
of the passage of a constant current of sea water through a number of observation
dishes so arranged in series that any one maybe disconnected without interrupting
the flow through the others.

The constancy of flow is effected by fitting the aspirator bottle, the water
reservoir, with a pressure tube and an exit tube beginning with a very fine point.
The water is siphoned through the observation chambers and escapes at a point indi-
cated in the diagram which was exhibited to the Section. At the outset we find
our attention directed to the question as to whether change in the aeration of the
water or change of the water itself is the more efficacious in maintaining the animals
in a healthy condition. For this purpose we connect with our main apparatus
another set of observation dishes, also arranged in series, and through which air
is drawn by the aspirator, the content of which is such as to allow the current to
run uninterruptedly at a fair rate for twelve hours or more.

By using a series of observation dishes in each case we are able to compare the
effects of dittuse light, darkness, and monochromatic light on the colour, and on the
chromatophores of the animals submitted to the experiment.

Monochromatic light is obtained by the use of colour-filters wliieh we have
constructed somewhat on the model of Landolt's ' Strahlenfilter,' and which fit
closely on our observation dishes, the sides of which are darkened.

The 'colour-filters' are made of two- or three-chambered vessels containing
appropriate fluids in exactly requisite thicknesses.

For the further examination of the immediate effects of light, darkness, and
monochromatic light we employ a horizontal microscope fitted with a ' live box '

which can be connected to the water circulation and below the stage with a
colour-filter.

On the conclusion of the light experiments referred to, we intend to examine
the efiects of gases and of anaesthetics, &c., on the nervous system and the chroma-
tophores.

This apparatus, though devised for the research on colour physiology is one
1898. 3^
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which, we venture to think, is likely to prove of some value in cognate researches,

some of which we hope subsequently to undertake.

The experiments have entailed some considerable expense, and to continue the

\vork a duplicate apparatus is necessary. We therefore venture to apply to the

General Committee of the British Association for a grant of 15/. in aid of this

research.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

The following Papers and Eeports were read :

—

1. On Musical Organs in Sjnders. By R. I. PococK.

2. On the Origin of the Vertebrate Notochord and Pharyngeal Clefts.

By A. T. Masterman, B.A., D.Sc.

The three leading anatomical features of the Chordata are usually represented

to be the dorsal nervous system, the notochord, and the pharyngeal clefts. Of
these the first does not stand out so distinctly as do the others, because in the great

majority of the invertebrate phyla there is found a certain important portion of

the nervous system, i.e. the supra-cesophageal ganglion, which has a dorsal position

relative to the orut.

The other features are not in any way characteristic of other T)hyla, and are

conspicuous alike in their morphological and ontogenetic features.

Morphologically the notochord and the pharyngeal clefts have little in common.
Both are absent in the adult Amniota, and both take a more prominent part in

the constitution of the lower vertebrates than that of the higher.

Ontogenetically they both arise from the same layer, i.e. the hypoblast, and
first appear as local hypertrophies of the alimentary canal, taking the form of

diverticular outgrowths, which differ in that whilst the notochord, in the higher
forms, becomes completely separated from the parent layer, the pharyngeal pouches
come into contact with the epiblast, and eventually (in most) acquire an opening
to the exterior. The inference from these morphological characters is that both
the notochord and pharyngeal clefts have in the early history of the vertebrate

animals played a far more prominent part in their structure than at present.

In the case of the notochord, those of the true Chordata, in which it does not
disappear in the adult, seem to make use of this organ as an elastic axile support
intimately connected with the myomeric muscles and the mode of locomotion
adopted by the aquatic chordates.

At the same time a little consideration will lead us to believe that the assump-
tion that this is the primary function of the notochord will in no way explain the

facts either of morphology or of ontogeny.
In the ontogeny of the notochord it is clearly derived, as already stated, from

the hypoblast, and only secondarily in the process of development does it move
away from its parent layer and take up a median axial position for the supporting
function. No theory yet suggested takes sufficient account of this peculiar origin,

which is unique for organs of sujoport.

The legitimate inference is that the primary function of the notochord was
directly connected with the endoderm and, in all probability, with the function of

alimentation.

The morphology of Amp/no.iits and that of the Tunicata sheds no further light

on the question, but there are certain forms which, mainly for the reasons here
referred to, may be placed together in one crroup, Archi-chorda, which present in

their adult anatomy various conditions of the notochord which correspond to the
ontogenetic stages of the same organ in the higher Chordata.

Thus in Balanoglossus, Cephalodiscus, and larval Phoi-onis certain parts of the
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aUinentary system are formed into diverticula, the cells of which are metamor-
phosed iuto chordoid tissue closely resembling that of the notochord. These
structures, occurring as they do in forms which reveal more and more intimate
resemblances to the higher Chordata with the progress of research, have the same
relationship throughout life to the alimentary canal (pharynx) that the vertebrate
notochord has to the same organ in the young stages of the higher Chordata.

For this reason they are accepted by some morphologists as organs homologous
to the notochord, but exemplifying a more primitive condition of the same. To
those who will not accept this conclusion their resemblance to the vertebrate
notochord must appear as a most remarkable instance of convergent evolution
occurring in animals which in many other respects show close genetic relationship.

If, however, we accept this view we are led to ask the question, Does the study
of these chordoid structures throw any further light upon the primary origin and
function of the notochord ?

In Balanof/lossus the function of the so-called notochord is usually assumed to
be that of support to the proboscis and its muscles, so that it appears to have
already acquired that secondary function of support to the mesodermic tissues
which, in the higher Chordata, leads to its eventual loss of connection with its

parent tissue.

In Cephalodixcus, however, the two pleurochords run as dorso-lateral chordoid
grooves throughout the length of the pharynx. Posteriorly they arise at the com-
mencement of the oesophagus, and anteriorly they curve round to left and right to
open to the exterior by two apertures, one on each side of the mouth. These
apertures have been identified as pharyngeal clefts, and will be referred to again
later. The actual function of the pleurochords in Cephalodisciis is, by the nature
of the case, incapable of demonstration, but the further structure of the pharynx gives
a clear indication of their use.

In Ammocwtes, in Amphio.xus, and in the Tunicatu a system of glands and
ciliated grooves, comprising in its full development asubneural gland, an endostyle,
a pevi-pharyngeal band and hypobranchial groove, has been demonstrated. This
system varies in its lesser details in the types mentioned, but its constant occur-
rence indicates clearly that the gnathostomatous condition of the Vertebrata wms
preceded by a method of feeding which depended on the ingestion of microscopic
food suspended in water cttrrents and the subsequent separation of the former from
the latter. A similar system can be demonstrated in Cephalodisciis, the organ for-

merly described as a notochord being the subueural gland, connected by a well-
defined peripharyngeal groove with the ventral alimentary portion of the gut, which
itself can, through Balanoglossicit, be homologised with the endostjde. The whole
structure of the pharynx points to the conclusion that, whilst these organs serve to
collect the food particles and carry them through the oesopiiagus to the stomach,
the pleurochords serve to conduct the water current forwards and eventually out-
wards by the pharyngeal clefts. In other words, the notochord of the vertebrates
has arisen from the endoderm, as a certain specialised area of the alimentai-y canal,
which, becoming stiffened by a chordoid metamorphosis, serves as an organ for the
removal of the water current involved in the ciliary ingestive processes.

According to this hypothesis the hypoblastic origin of the notochord, no longer
a difficulty, becomes a phyletic repetition of the same nature as the epiblastic origin
of the nervous system.

In the case of the pharyngeal clefts Dr. Harmer has already pointed out that
in Cephalodiscus they serve, in all probability, for the discharge of ' atrial ' water,
and it has been shown above that they are morphologically merely the openings of
the pleurochords to the exterior. In this species there is no indication that they
function for respiration. They are kept open by chordoid walls, and have the
same relation to the pleurochords as has the anus to the alimentary canal. The
hypoblastic origin of a gill slit is thus explained in the same way as that of the
notochord, and the primary origin of the two has a similarity almost amounting to
identity. The pharyngeal cleft, like the notochord, later on in the history of the
Chordata, loses its primary atrial function and becomes a branchial gill slit. Just

3n2
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as the notochord is eventually replaced by mesoblastic supporting tissue, so the

chordoid walls of the pharyngeal cleft give place to mesoblastic branchial arches.

The Echinoderinata are a group which have long been under suspicion as con-

nected with the genealogy of the Vertebrata. A large proportion of them have
free-swimming pelagic larvae, which feed by ciliary ingestion. If the processes of
ingestion be followed by feeding early Bipinnaria in the laboratory, the food

particles may be seen to pass down the ventral part of the so-called cesophagus and
to accumulate at its inner end. They are then periodically injected through the

small aperture into the ' stomach.' The ventral groove has already been compared
by Mr. Garstang to the endostyle of Tornaria and to that of the other Chordata.

On the other hand, the water current, after passing down the gullet, returns

along the dorsal part and is discharged to the exterior by a pair of lateral grooves

which become Very marked in later larvae. This dorsal part is kept open by the

arched roof of the gullet, the cells of which exhibit a histological structure closely

approximating to that of the typical chordoid tissue. Bearing in mind the other

features in which the Echinodermata are acknowledged to resemble the Chordata,

there seems ground for homologising this dorsal chordoid element of the larval

gullet with the notochord of the latter group, and the two lateral grooves with the

pharyngeal clefts. They apparently represent an even more primitive stage of these

organs than is found in Cephalodiscus, in which the chordoid organ has apparently

diverged into two and the atrial grooves bave become definite clefts.

Briefly, then, the phyletic history of the vertebrate notochord and gill slits may
be summed up as follows. In the pelagic ancestor of the Chordata the gut was
undifferentiated, and the food and water were alike washed through its course.

An early constriction between pharynx and stomach resulted in the exclusion of

the water current from access to the latter, and the consequent return of the same
along the dorsal part of the former. In relation to this the cilia became confined

to the ventral part, eventually giving rise to the endostyle, whilst the dorsal part,

supplied with ' atrial ' water alone, became modified into the notochord. Under
conditions of insufficient nutrition the constituent cells of this area lost their cilia,

and, undergoing a retrogressive metamorphosis, they became a mass of vacuoles and
cells with little, if any, residual protoplasm ; between the two portions of the gullet

so formed there appeared the lateral ' atrial ' grooves. Such a condition is exhibited

in echinoderm larvae.

In such a form, as Cephalodiscus, where the original functions persist, the noto-

chord, retaining its connection with the ' atrial ' apertures, divides into two, but in

the direct line of chordate descent it remains single.

Further diflferentiation leads eventually to the separation of the notochord

dorsally, and that of the endcstyle (or thyroid) ventrally, from the pharynx, whilst,

at the same time, the atrial grooves become transformed into pharyngeal clefts (nr

gill slits).

Such a hypothesis, in attempting to account for the origin of notochord and of

gill slits, agrees fairly with the facts of morphology and ontogeny, although it can

in no way be regarded as entirely conclusive.

3. Le Developpement da Coeur chez les 2'umciers : Quelques Considera-

tions sur la Phylogenic des Ascidies simples. Par Professeur Cii. Julin.

4. Demonstration of Dr. Field's Card-catalogue of Zoological Literature.

By W. E. HoYLE.

5. A Phylogenetic Classification of the Pelmatozoa.

By F. A. Bather, ALA., F.G.S.

The classification is an epitome of that adopted in a forthcoming text-book of

zoology edited by Professor Ray Lankester. The standpoint is phylogenetic, and

is based on the following beliefs.
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The Pelmatozoa represent a grade of structure passed through by the ancestors

of all echinoderms in their passage from the bilaterally symmetrical Dipleurula

stage to the radiate stage. The essential feature was fixation by the primitive oral

(anterior) end, followed by the upward passage of the mouth. The foregut in

that passage involved other organs of the primitive left side, especially the left

anterior coelom and its offshoot the left hydrocoel. The primitive pelmatozoon
had not acquired radiate symmetry. This was induced by the extension from the

central upwardly directed mouth of ciliated food-grooves (subvective system of

Hjeckel). The presence of anus and hydropore on the oral surface forbade absolute

-Symmetry of extension ; hence the primitive number of grooves was three—one
anterior away from the anus, one right, and one left. Bifurcation of the right and
left grooves produced the number five, as now we see it. It was after the pelma-
tozoan type of structure had been attained that some forms again relinquished the

attached mode of life, and assumed a position with the mouth anterior, as Holo-
thurians, or with it downwards, as Stelleroidea and Echinoidea. In the torsion of
their internal organs, in the pentamerous symmetry, and in other details, all these

forms bear the mark of their pelmatozoan ancestry. This need not mean that they

were descended from any pelmatozoan genera with which we are acquainted,

although the Edrioasteroidea certainly do present features in the structure of the

subvective grooves which enable them to be compared with the primitive Echinoidea
and Asteroidea. These features cause the separation of the Edrioasteroidea as a
distinct Class, a step already taken by Billings, Huxley, Chapman, Worchen,
Steinmann, Jsekel, and others. The Holothurians, Stelleroids, and Echinoids may
be grouped together as Eleutherozoa, without implying any genetic connection

between them further than that due to their independent descent, at different

periods, from pelmatozoan ancestors. Between the latter, however, the connection
is so evident that it should be recognised by the retention of them in a sub-phylum
Pelmatozoa.

The mutual relations of the Classes are thus conceived, the older being placed
at the top :

—

/Cystidea Edrioasteroidea

Pelmatozoa

-

Blastoidea

I

^ Crinoidea

— Holothurioidea-y

(Eleutherozoa)
Echinoidea

— Stelleroidea

The starting-point of the Cystidea is a simple, many-plated, sac-like form, the

skeleton of which presents no trace of radial subvective or ambulacral systems

;

the porous structure of the stereom is indefinite, and no stem is differentiated.

Haeckel's Order Amphoridea is adapted to include this and such modifications ol it

as did not attain radiate symmetry. Further modifications of this type depend on
the mode of extension of the subvective system. In one group these extensions

pass over the thecal plates (epithecal), while still further extensions arise from the
grooves on 'exothecal' processes (brachioles). In the other group exothecal
brachioles spring at once close to the mouth. These two types are in the main
correlated with two gradual differentiations of stereom structure. In the former
the simple or irregular haplopores become connected in pairs (diplopores). In the

latter the pore-canals come to lie parallel to the surface of the test and at right

angles to the sutures between the plates (pore-rhombs). These canals really

represent stroma-strands, and sometimes, perhaps, haemal lacunae ; there were no
true pores. Enlargement of the thecal plates emphasised this rhomb-structure,
since it added strength to the plates. Diminution in size of the thecal cavity and
pressure of the coiled gut against its walls concentrated these structures in definite

areas, while the need for compensating this restriction of the assumed' respiratory

area led to the specialisation of the remaining pore-rhombs as ' pectini-rhombs.'

These facts justify the Orders Diploporita and Rhombifera, and leave only a few
Cystidea in the provisional Order Aporita. In none of these forms has the radial
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symmetry of subvective aud ambulacral systems induced completely correlated

symmetry in the theca. Tbe Diplopoiita, howevei', tend gradually aud clearly in

this direction, and lead imperceptibly to the Blastoidea. Either the Blastoidea,

as hitherto understood, must be placed with Oystidea, or their limits must be

enlarged to include such Diploporita as base this definite correlation and plates

that can be called ' radials.' The latter course enables us to define the Cystidea witli

greater precision, and is therefore adopted.

The Blastoidea, therefore, have to be divided into two grades—Protoblastoidea

and Eublastoidea. The classification of the latter into Regulares and Irregularea

is no statement of genetic affinity. Moreover, Etheridgo and Carpenter's families

of the Regulares are based almost entirely on the relations of the hydrospire-

canals to the deltoids, relations which may vary considerably even in an indi-

vidual. Renewed study of the relations of the liydrospires to the ambulacra, of

persistent peculiarities of ornament, and the affinities of individual genera, suggests

that there were three lines of development arising from Codaster, Troostocri/nts,

and Nucleocrijius respectively. Stages in the evolution of these lines determine

the establishment of families.

MOKOCYCLICA. DICYCLICA.

INADUNATA.

k
Cambrian. {LARVIFORMIA).

FLEXIBILTA^

lUPINNATA

(DISTINCTA)

* - FINNATA^

(ARTICULA TA).
'

OidoTician.

Silumn.

Devonian.

Carbonifeioiu.

Permian.

Trias.

Jurassic.

Cretaceoua

Tertiary.

Recent

Supposed Relations of the Orders and Sub-Orders of Crinoidea.

From forms tbat had acquired pentamerism of the theca, and tbat, apparently,

possessed hydrospires, the Crinoidea were differentiated by the evolution of true

brachia. These in their origin are not exothecal, but actually thecal, and bear

along with them epithecal branches of the subvective system, but not brachioles.

Such a form is Hyhocystis, Wetherby non Benson. The many-branched and pin-

nulate arms, the simple and definite calycal system, or the compound and indefi-

nite cup, the plateless or the vaulted tegmen, can all be traced back to such a

simple ancestor through actual known genera. The sole gap that cannot be

bridged within the limits of the Crinoid class is that between the monocyclic and

dicyclic base. The history of these two divisions is shown in the annexed diagram,

from which, if it be a true presentment, it appears that the Orders previously

accepted are polyphyletic, and are statements of convergent structure, not of

affinity. It is, however, well to accept existing terms so far as possible.
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Dividing all Criiioidea into Monocyclica and Dicyclica, we trace in each Order
a gradual and, to some extent, parallel modification, here and there diverging in

somewhat similar directions. Thus the simplest forms in each Order are Inadu-
nata, with free distinct arms, and pass from a Larviform stage, with simple
tegmen, to a Fistulate stage, with more complex anal tube and tegmen. At an
early period (? Cambrian) in the histor}' of the Monocyclica, the Camerate modifi-
cation—viz., rigid incorporation of brachials in cup and ambulacrals in tegmen

—

affected a few forms, and thus arose Monocyclica Camerata. At a later period
(Silurian) was a repetition of this modification, but one atiecting the cup to a far
less extent, and resulting chiefly in a solid tegmen and biserial arms ; thus arose
the Monocyclica Adunata (or Platycrinoidea), which even Wachsmuth and
Springer find a difficulty in placing with the Oamerata. These two highly
specialised branches died out before the close of the Palaeozoic epoch, the Adunata
outliving the Camerata ; but the simpler Inadunate forms continued, and reached
a high degree of specialisation in their Jurassic descendants, to which the living
Hyocrinus is closely related. The Dicyclica Inadunata similarly gave ojff the
Dicyclica Camerata, which persisted only a little less long than their monocyclic
convergents. The dicjclic Crotalocrinidae of the Silurian are curiously parallel to

the Monocyclica Adunata, but it is not worth while to separate them from the
typical Inadunata. About the same time arose among the dicyclic Inadunata the
modification that resulted in the Flexibilia, with brachials loosely incorporated in

dorsal cup. The dicyclic Inadunata came to their acme in Carboniferous times :

their arms were then ' distinct,' and only those forms persisted to Neozoic and
Recent periods which assumed an Articulate modification—viz., a loose lateral

union of proximal brachials, as seen in Pentacrinidae, which are convergents of the
Neozoic Flexibilia. The latter Sub-Order was represented during Palaeozoic times
by the Ichthyocrinoidea (Impinnata). Between them and the Neozoic Apiocrinidae,
Bourgueticrinidae, &c. (Pinnata), the links are missing, but may yet be found
among Permian and Triassic crinoids {cide supra). At any rate, the Neozoic
Flexibilia, when they assumed the free-swimming habit, took a new lease of life

and have their acme in our own day.

On the foregoing principles and beliefs, along with many others related in the
book itself, is based the following classification of Pelmatozoa :

—
SUB-PHYLUM PELMATOZOA.—Theca calcified and plated ; oral surface

uppermost, usually attached temporarily or permanently by aboral surface. Food
brought to mouth by ciliated grooves, which may be endothecal {i.e., between the
plates), epithecal, exothecal, or, in part and secondarily, hypothecal. Anus
usually in upper half of theca, never aboral. An aboral nerve-centre co-ordinates
the movements of the whole skeleton. Hydrocircus communicates indirectly
with exterior

;
podia, when present, respiratory, not locomotor.

Class I. CYSTIDEA.—Radial polymeric symmetry of theca developed either
not at all, or not in complete correlation with radial symmetry of ambulacral
and subvective systems. The latter is exothecal or epithecal, not endothecal.

Order 1. Amphoeidea.—Radial symmetry has affected neither food-grooves
nor thecal plates, nor, probably, nerves, ambulacral vessels, nor gonads.

Fam. Aristocystidce. No extension of food-grooves on theca or skeletal pro-
cesses; thecal plates irregular, unspecialised ; no stem. Dendrocystida. Single oral
skeletal process ; thecal plates irregular, merging gradually into stem. Anomalo-
cystida. Theca compressed in plane of thecal apertures ; the plates of the two
sides inclosed by a common frame of marginals ; food-grooves conveyed on spines,
one at each upper angle of theca ; no pores.

Order 2. Rhombifeea.—Radial symmetry affects food-grooves, and (in more
advanced families) thecal plates

;
probably also nerves and ambulacral vessels, but

not gonads. Food-grooves exothecal, the brachioles being either close to mouth,
or removed from it on a series of subambulacrals not derived immediately from
thecal plates, or separated from it by hypothecal passages. Stereom and stroma
become arranged in folds and strands at right angles to sutures.

Fam. Echinospkaridee, Thecal plates numerous, indefinite, with pore-rhombs.
Brachioles circumoral, unbranched. Columnals not uniserial. Comarocystidce.
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Tliecal plates uumerous, indeBnite, with strong radial structure of stereom, but no
pore-rhombs. Brachioles branched ; columnals uniserial. Macrocystellidcs.

Thecal plates in three or four circlets, subject to somewhat regular pentamerism,
with radiately folded stereom, but no pores. Brachioles borne by upper circlet.

Tiaracrinid<r. Plates forming sides of theca are in not more than two circlets

;

with strong transverse pore-rhombs in each circlet. Malocystidee. Thecal plates

numerous, indefinite, radiately folded, no rhombs. Food-grooves on exothecal
processes pass over theca aud bear brachioles. Glyptocystidce. Theca of five

circlets of alternating plates, typically five in each circlet ; but in aboral circlet

r. post, and r. ant. plates are always fused. Anus between second and third

circlets in r. post, interradius. Hydropore in adoral circlet, opposite unpaired
food-groove, defines post. IR. Pectini-rhombs present, one always uniting 1. post.

plate of first aboral row with 1. ant. plate of second row. Food-grooves, bordered
by plates derived from proliferation of adoral circlet, pass over theca and bear
biserial brachioles. (Sub-famm. EchinoencrhnncB, CallocystincB, Qlyptocystinm.)

Caryocrinid(e. Thecal plates primitively in four circlets, dominated by trimerous
symmetry, and united by pore- rhombs. Food-grooves in adoral region are

hypothecal, then for a short space epithecal, and distally exothecal and brachio-

liferous.

Order -j. Apokita.—Pentamerism affects food-grooves and thecal plates,

probably also nerves and ambulacral vet^sel.*, but not gonads. Food-grooves
eKOthecal and circumoral. No folds, pores, or rhombs.

Fam. Cryptocrinidee. Thecal plates in four circlets.

Order 4. Diplopokita.—Radial symmetry affects food-grooves, and by dpgrees

the thecal plates connected therewith, but not interradial plates
;
probably also nerves

and ambulacral vessels, but not gonads. Food-grooves epithecal (without interme-
diary of subambulacrals), also prolonged on exothecal brachioles, which line the epi-

thecal grooves. Stereom may be folded, but pore-rhombs not developed ; diplopores

always present in mesostereom, but restricted in distribution in higher forms.

Fam. Sph<cronid(B. Food-grooves do not extend beyond adoral circlet.

Diplopores difi'use. GlyptospheeridcB. Food-grooves extend beyond adoral circlet,

and irregularly transgress sutures between thecal plates. Diplopores diffuse.

ProtocrinidcB. Food-grooves extend almost to aboral pole, and are regularly

bordered by alternating thecal plates (adambulacrals), which bear brachioles.

Diplopores diffuse or confined to adambulacrals, from which they are never absent.

Mesocystid^e, Food-grooves extend almost to aboral pole, bordered by alternating

brachioliferous adambulacrals raised above interambulacrals. Diplopores confined

to interambulacrals. Five interradial deltoids (A) surround peristome. Gompho-
cystidce. Food-grooves curve around theca ; no brachioles.

Class II. BLASTOIDEA.—Five (by atrophy four) epithecal food-grooves,

lying on a lancet-plate (? always), pass between five A, and are bordered by alternat-

ing, brachioliferous adambulacrals. Peristome and all grooves have covering plates.

No extensions from gonads and ccelom alorg rays into brachioles; but, apparently,

nerves from aboral centre met in circumoral ring, whence branches passed beneath
food-groove and supplied brachioles. Basals (B) and radials (II) always defined;

sutures of thecal plates never cross the subvective areas.

Grade 1. Peotoblasxoidea.—Thecal plates indefinite in number; no hydro-
spires. Fam. Asteroblttstidcc {Asteroblastus, Steganoblastus

\ ?], Blastoidocrimts).

Grade 2. Eublastoidba.—Thecal plates definite, in three circlets, viz., 3 BB,
5 RR, 5 A. Stereom of RR and A, on either side subvective areas, thrown into

folds rurming across radio-deltoid suture (hydrospires).

Series Codovoblastida.—Fam. Codastirida (Eth. and Carp.). Hydrospire-
folds distinctly portions of the thecal plates, coming to the surface of the radial

sinus. No distinct hydrospire-canal or pores ; spiracles developed imperfectly or

not at all, {Cadaster, Phanoschisma, Cryptoschisma, Orophocrinus.) Pentre-
mitidcv. (Eth. and Carp, restr.). Ilydrospire-folds, usually numerous, concentrated
at the lowest part of the radial sinus, and partly or wholly pendent. Hydrospire-
canal opens through spiracles bounded distally by side-plates. Base convex.
Ambulacra rather broad. {Pentremitidea, Peiitreviites)
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Series Troostoblastida.—Fam. Troos^ocnWtf^ (Eth. and Carp.). Elongate

forms with linear ambulacra descending sharply outwards from the much restricted

peristome. Hydrospire-folds only slightly concentrated, but communicate with
exterior through pores, and through spiracles bounded by A and lancet-plates.

( Troostocrmus, Metablastus, Tricwlocrinies.) Eleutherocrinida. Elongate, stem-
less, asymmetrical, with four narrow ambulacra, accompanied by unconcentrated

hydrospires. Fifth ambulacrum shortened and widened. A minute. {Eleuthero-

cmius).

Series Granatoblastida.— Fam. Nucleocrinidie. Interambulacra show
traces of a primitive three plates. Ambulacra linear, and stretching far down the

theca, which is ovoid. Hydrospire-folds few and pendent. Spiracles double.

Mouth roofed by large plates firmly united into a tegmen. {Nucleocrinus, Schizo-

blastus.) Equals Nucleoblastidse (E. and C) minus Cryptoblastus and Acentro-
tremites. Orbitremitidce. Theca globular with concave or flattened base.

Ambulacra linear, stretching down Xq concavity of base. Hydrospire-folds few
and pendent; a hydrospire plate always present (unknown in Heteroblastus).

Ilydrospire-folds rarely penetrate A, but long canals pass onward, through, beside,

or under them, except in Acentrotremites. ( Orbitremites, Cryptoblastus, Hetero-
blastus, Mesoblastus, Acentrotremites). Corresponds to Granatoblastidae (E. andC.)
plus Cryptoblastiis, Mesoblastus, and Acentrotremites. Pentephyllid<E. Theca
subpentagoual, stemless ; RR asymmetrical. Ambulacra linear, stretching down
to base. One shorter than the rest. {Petitfphyllum.) Zygocrinidce. Theca
depressed, stemless, asymmetrical, quadrilobate. Four ambulacra between the

lobes, accompanied by a single hydrospire on either side. Fifth ambulacrum
shortened and widened. A large. (Zygocrinus.)

Class III. CRINOIDEA.—Epithecal extensions of the food-grooves, ambula-
crals, superficial oral nervous system, blood-vascular and water-vascular systems,

ccelom, and genital system are continued exothecally upon jointed outgrowths of

the abactinal thecal plates (brachia), carrying with them extensions of ihe
abactinal nerve system. Brachia, primitively and normally five, always rise from
an equal number of thecal plates, * radials ' (RR). Below "these is always a circlet,

or traces of a circlet, of iuterradial plates, called ' basals ' (BB). A circlet of

radially situate ' infrabasals ' (IBB) may also be present.

Sub-Class A. Monocyclica.—Base consists of BB only ; aboral prolongations

of chambered organ iuterradial ; new columnals introduced at extreme proximal
end of stem.

Order 1. Inadtjnata.—Dorsal cup is confined to the patina and occasional

intercalated anals ; such Amb or iAmb as enter the tegmen remain supra-tegmiiial,

and not rigidly united.

Fiiram.IIybocrimd(s(iuc\.Ilybocystis,'WetheThj),St^hanocrinid<e,JIeterocrinida!

(inch Herpetocr.), Calceocrinida, Pisocrinidce, Catillocrinidce, Zopkocrinidce, Haplo-
crinid(s, Allagecrinida, Symbathocrinidce (incl. Phitnocr., Stortingocr,), Belemno-
crinidce (incl. Missouricr.), Plicatocrinidcs, Hyocrinidce, Saccocomidce.

Order 2. Adtjuata.—Dorsal cup primitively confined to the patina and an
occasional single anal ; tegmen solid

;
portions of the proximal Br and their Amb

send to be rigidly incorporated in the theca. Arms fork once to thrice, and bear
pinnules on each or on every other Br. BB fused to three, two, or one. {Eucladocr.
and Acrocrinidse ofi'er peculiar exceptions to this diagnosis).

Group A. Fam. PlatycrinidcB : Sub-famm. Coccocrinince (incl. Hapalocr.,
Cordylocr.), Cypellocrina; {Cypellocr. = Marsupiocr. PhiW. non Jil&inv.), Plafy

-

crinince.

Group B. Fam. Hexae^-inidcp, Acrocrinidce.
Order 3. Cameeata.—IBr, two in each ray (exc. Stereocr., Hadrocr., Allojnos-

allocr.), and often succeeding orders of Br are incoi-porated by iBr in the dorsal
cup, while the corresponding Amb are either incorporated in, or pressed below, the
tegmen by iAmb ; all thecal plates united by suture, somewhat loose in the
earliest forms, but speedily becoming close, and producing a rigid theca; mouth
and tegminal food-grooves closed ; arm? pinnulate.

Sub-Order Melocrinoideci.—RR in contact all round; IBr, quadrangular.
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Famm. GlyptocrinidcB, Melocrinidee, Patelliocrinidce (incl, Steliodiocr., Macrostylocr.,
Allocr., Briarocr., Centriocr. [nom. mut. pro Centrocr. W. and Sp. uon Austin nee
Worthen]), Clonocrinidm (incl. Clonocr. Quenst. [ = Corymbocr. Ang.], Tnjbliocr.,

Technocr.), Eucahjptocrinidce, Dolatocrinida.
Sub-Order Batocrinoidea.—RR in lateral contact, except in post. IR.

Proximal anal heptagonal ; IBrj quadrangular, exc. in Periechocrinidse. Famm.
Tanaocrinidce, Xenocrinidm (incl.Co?wj9socr., Abacocr.), Carpocrinidcc (incl. Acacocr.
Desinidocr., Macavocr.), Bavrandeocrinidce, Coelocrinidce (incl. Cmlocr. [ = Aorocr.,
AV. and Sp.], Dorycr., Agaricocr.), BatocrinidcB (incl. Hyperocr., M. and "\V.

[s. Uperoci-.'] = Lobocr., W. and Sp.), Periechocrinidm.
Sub-Order Actinocritioidea.—RR in lateral contact except in post. IR

;

proximal anal hexagonal ; IBrj usually hexagonal ; BB 3, equal, forming a hexagon.
Famm, Actinocnnidee (as in Wachsm. and Spr., exc. Amplwracr. which forms —

)

Ain2)hovacrinid(e.

Sub-Class B. Dictclica.—Base consists of BB and IBB, the latter being liable

to atrophy or fusion with the proximale, but the aboral prolongations of the cham-
bered organ are always radial ; new columnals may or may not be introduced at
the proximal end of the stem.

Order 1. Inadunata.—Dorsal cup primitively confined to the patina and occa-
sional intercalated anals, no other plates ever occur between RR (Grade—Dis-
tincta) ; Br may be incorporated in the cup, with or without iBr, but never rigidly,

and their corresponding Amb remain suprategminal (Grade—Articulata) ; new
columnals introduced at extreme proximal end of the stem.

Sub-Order 1. Cyathocrinoidea have a fairly stout tegmen, in which five

orals (A, sub-ambulacrals, interradials, consolidating apparatus, of authors) are
usually conspicuous, helping to stiffen the tegmen, supporting the ambulacra on
their adjacent edges, and inclosing but not covering the peristome

;
post.O

frequently a madreporite
; radial facet usually narrow, and arms distinct from

dorsal cup, unbranched or simply dichotomous ; none are known to attain the
pinmilate stage, but the presence of pinnules would not in itself remove a genus
from the Cyathocrinoidea. Famm. Carahocrinidce, Valaocrinidce (incl. Porocr.,
Bactrocr), Eiispirocrinidce, SphcBrocrinidm (incl. Parisocr.), Cyathocrmid(e (incl.

Gissocr., Lecythocr.), Petalocrinida, Crotcdocrinidce, Codiacrinidm (incl. LecytMocr.'),
Cupressocrinidoi, Gasferocomidm (incl. Scolocr., Achradocr., Hypocr.).

Sub-Order 2. Deiidrocrinoidea have a thin flexible tegmen, or the ventral
surface almost entirely occupied by a large anal tube or ventral sack ; orals incon-
spicuous or entirely atrophied in the adult ; no madreporite ; radial facet often
wide, so that the distinctness of arms from dorsal cup is not maintained ; arms
dichotomous, the dichotomy often irregular, leading up to a pinnulate stage.
Famm. Dend7-ocn?ndcs{mcl.Merocr.,Ottaivacr.,Homocr.,The9iarocr.),Bofryocnnid(e
(incl. Gothocr., Mastigocr., Gastrocr., Rhadinocr., Goniocr., Atelestocr., Streptocr.),

Lophocrinidce, Scaphiocrinida (incl. Poteriocr., Woodoci:, Zeacr., Coeliocr., Bursacr.),
Scytalecrinidce (incl. Decadocr.), GrapMocrinidce (incl. JE&iocr., Delocr. = Ceriocr.
White non Desor), Cromyocrinidce (incl. Enpachycr., Agassizocr., Tribrachiocr.,
Phialocr., Uloci:), Encrimdce (incl. Stemmatocr., Erinocr), Pentacrinid(S (incl.

Dadocr., Holocr., and Sub-fam. Pentacrinince), Vintacrinidoi, Marsiqntidcp, Bathy-
crinidfp? (only Bathycr.).

Order 2. Flexibilia.—Proximal Br incorporated in dorsal cup, either by
their own sides, or by iBr, or by a finely plated skin, but never rigidly

;
plates may

occur between RR. Tegmen flexible, with distinct Amb and numerous small
iAmb ; mouth and food-grooves remain suprategminal and open. Top columnal I

a persistent proximale, often fusing with IBB, which are frequently atrophied in
the adult. Arms non-pinnulate (Grade Impinnata), or pinnulate (Grade Pinnata),
but always uniserial.

Grade Iinpinnata.—All plates of the crown united by loose suture or
muscular articulation. IBB three, the primitive right posterior remaining as the
small unfused IB. Br united by waving sutures, often with patelloid plates.

Arms isotomous, or rami may bear ramules on one or both sides, but no pinnules.
Ventral groove wide and shallow; axial canal separated from it in proximal]
region. Five 0, between which food- grooves pass to the mouth.

I
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Famm. Ichthyocrinidce (incl. Tycnosacciis, Leeanocr., Cijrtidocr., Clidoc/iin/x,

Mespilocr.). Idiocrinidte, Taxocriiiidm (md. Gnorimoer. [genotype Taxocr. expanms,
Aug.], Anisocr. Homalocr.), Dacfylocrinidce (incl. Calpiocr., Lithocr. [genotype
Forbesiocr.divar{catus,Ang.'],St/nerocr., JEuryocr., Oiiychocr.), Sagenocrinidcn (incl.
' Forbesiocr.' Ayassizi). Impinnata incertce sedis : Edriocr., Cleiocr., Ehopalocr.

Grade Finn at a.—BB and RR united by close suture, RR and proximal
Br by muscular articulation or syzygy

;
pseudomouocyclic ; arms pinnulate and

either simple or isotomous ; axial canal separate from ventral groove throughout

;

lax is generally IBr^, rarely IBr, ; five present in early stages and sometimes in
adult, but usually atrophy ; anals do not form part of the dorsal cup in the adult.

Famm. Apiocrmidce (incl. Calamocr.), Bourgueticrmida; (incl. Mesocr.Fhizoa\),
Atitedofiidee (incl. Thiolliericr., Fudiocr., Fromachocr.), Atelecrmidce, Actino-
metridee, Thaumatocrinidce, Euyeniacrinidce, Holopodidce, Eudesicrinidee.

Order 3. Camerata.—All IBr and usually IIBr incorporated in the dorsal cup
by iBr, at first loosely, but afterwards by close suture. IBB always the primitive
5. Arms pinnulate. A plate always between right and left posterior RR, resting
on posterior B, and followed by others leading up to the anus. Mouth and
ambulacra subtegminal.

Famm. Feteocritiidce (only Feteocr.), Dimerocrinidce (incl. Ftyckocr., OrtJiocr.,

Hyjftiocr.), Lampterocrinidee (incl. Siphonocr.), Fhodocrinidce.
Class IV. Edeioasteeoidea.—Theca composed of an indefinite number or

irregular plates, some of which are variously differentiated in diflerent genera ; no
skeletal appendages ; central mouth, from which there radiate through the theca
five unbranched ambulacra, composed of a double series of alternating plates,
sometimes supported by an outer series of larger alternating plates. Pores between
(not through) the ambulacral elements, or between them and the thecal plates,
permitted the passage of extensions fi-om the perradial water-vessels. Anus in
posterior interradius, on oral surface, closed by valvular pyramid. Hydropore (F)

between mouth and anus.

Fam. Agelacrinidce. Theca composed mostly of thin plates, flexible, attached
temporarily or permanently by the greater part of the aboral surface ; ambulacra
confined to oral surface. {Stromatocystis, Cystaster, Hemicystis, Agelaa:, Strept-
aster, Lepidodiscns, Haplocystis, Biscocyxtis. Perhaps incl. Cyclocysfoides)

.

Cyafkocystide^. Theca composed on oral surface of five deltoids surrounded by
marginals, but below of a fused solid mass of steveom, which forms a permanent
incrusting root. Edrioasteridm. Flexible theca of thin plates ; loosely attached
by excavate aboral surface ; ambulacra pass on to aboral surface. (Edvioaster,
Dinocystis).

6. On the Detection of Phosphorus in Tissues.

By Professor A. B. Macallum, Ph.D.

7. Report on the Physiological Effects of Peptone and its Precursors when
introduced into the Circulation.—See Reports, p. 720.

8. Report on Caves in the Malay Peninsula.—See Reports, p. 571.

9. Report on Nerve-cells.—See Reports, p. 714.

I
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Section E.—GEOGRAPHY.

Pbesident of the Section—Col. G. Eael Church.

THURSDA Y, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the following Address :—

-

Argentine Geography and the Ancient Pampean Sea.

Instead of addressing you upon geography as a science, or summarizing the

triumphs of explorers during the past year, I shall invite you to accompany me to

southern South America—a step towards the Antarctic regions—and let me try to

add to your knowledge of Argentine geography and the ancient Pampean Sea.

The matchless voyage of Magellan gave rise to one, in 1526, for the discovery

of ' the Islands of Tharsis, Ophir, and Eastern Cathay,' the command of which
was given by Charles V. of Spain to Sebastian Cabot, the son of John. Sebastian,

&i route, lured by silver-tongued fable, diverted the expedition, sailed for and
ascended the Plata estuary and river Parana, and attempted the conquest of the

Plata Valley. Disaster attended him, and with a single ship he returned to

Spain. That valley is now being developed into a prosperous state by the applica-

tion of 200,000,000/. sterling of European capital—three-fourths of which is

British—and is already the home of hve millions of thriving, intelligent, and
energetic people.

Sebastian Cabot having been brought up as a boy in this city of Bristol, I

have thought it not inappropriate to this occasion to give you some idea of the

land which he tried to conquer, and how Nature has there marshalled her forces.

She has, within easy reach, all the elements she requires for action upon the most
imposing scale : and it must be admitted that she has brought them lavishly into

play. The present drainage area of the Plata basin is, according to Dr. Bludau,

1,198,000 square miles, being over two and one-half times that of the entire

Pacific slope of the Andes. The minimum water discharge into the Plata estuary

would, every twenty-four hours, make a lake one mile square and 1,G50 feet deep.

About 74 per cent, of it would represent the flow of the Parana, and 26 per cent.

that of the Uruguay River. In my subject, the latter plays only a secondary

part ; the majestic Parana and its branches assume the primary role. These

interlace with the affluents of the Amazon along a line of 14 degrees of longi-

tude. Even on the ocean I have been unable to realise vastness, as regards

quantity of water, to the extent which I have while standing on the blaff over-

looking the Parana at Rosario, and also on the bank of the Amazon at Obydos.

Dark, profound, and mysterious, the rivers ceaselessly roll past, ever in the same
direction, never to return; and, awe-struck, one reflects that, for aeons of ages,

they have never halted in their stately march, and asks where and what is the

power that gathers and lets loose these mighty floods ?
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Extent of the Plata Bas{?i in Ancient Times.—I shall try to show that the
Plata drainage area was, in a recent {geological period, mucli more extensive than
it is to-day ; that its most northern limit was in 10° 44' south latitude, and that
nearly the entire waters which now unite to form the Madeira River, the main
affluent of the Amazon, once flowed southward into a Pampean sea, which pene-
trated north, over the plains of the present Argentine Itepublic, to about 19°

south latitude.

To elucidate this proposition, I must call attention to the topography of that
great Bolivian basin across which the whole northern and eastern slope of the
Bolivian Andes and the western slope of Brazilian Matto Grosso send their
abundant drainage to the falls of the Madeira. The present elevation of the upper
fall has been found by instrumental survey to be 547 feet above sea-level. The
distinguished engineer, Julio Pinkas, who made the survey, estimated the drainage
area of the Bolivian basin at 400,000 square miles. This is somewhat in excess of,

but perhaps more accurate than, my own estimate, made when I descended the
Mamor6 River and the Amazon, in 1871. Elsewhere, I have shown that the
Bolivian rivers lie upon a great plateau, high above the river Purus, as well as
above the lower Madeira. The Andes form the south-western and western rim of
this plateau, and, between the Mayn-tata and Purus, push low hills north-east
towards the falls of the Madeira. On the eastern side are the Matto Gro.sso high-
lands, and, south-east, the low Chiquitos sierras of San Juan, the Sunsas, San
Lorenzo, Ipias, Chochis and Santiago, some of tliem overlooking the Argentine
Gran Chaco, and having a southern drainage into the river Paraguay. The grand
rim of the Bolivian basin has two breaks; one leads to the Amazon Valley, by the
falls of the Madeira, and the other, in longitude 62° west from Greenwich, and
latitude 18° south, opens into what is now known as the Plata Basin. Further on,
I will attempt to show how a dam was gradually thrown across this southern gap,
until its elevation, once much inferior, became superior to that of the ancient lip

of the falls over which the Bolivian rivers now plunge.

The mean flow of the Madeira River, at the moment of receiving its united
Bolivian tributaries, is, according to Keller, 8,654 cubic metres per second, equal
to 305,616 cubic feet. Pinkas makes it 6,874 cubic metres. These must be rough
calculations ; for the mean flow of a river of such variable conditions could only
be accurately measured by a series of observations extending over several years.
I believe it is equal to that of the Parana and Uruguay at their junction.

Outline of the Basin.—The Matto Grosso highlands, overlooking the Bolivian
basin, are composed almost wholly of red sandstone, overlying argillaceous schists ;

but, near the head waters of the Guapore river, which .skirts their western base,
are found rose-coloured gneiss, talc schists, and sandstones, on which frequently
rest large areas of a recent alluvium, locally called canrja.

The Chiquitos sierras rise, on an average, from 1,400 to 2,000 feet above the
sea. (Minchin mentions a peak 3,600 feet high.) I agree with Dr. J. W. Evans
that, as described by D'Oi'bigny, they present evidences of belonging to the earlier
Brazilian highlands, rather than the younger elevation of the Andes. The western
section is a wall of friable, ferruginous sandstone, sometimes flat-topped, while the
extension, towards the Paraguay River, is a compact sandstone overlying talc
schist, which, towards the north-east, rests on gneiss in decomposition. The San
Juan and Sunsas sierras are the most northern of the Chiquitos group. The former
is mostly of gneissic formation, but the latter is of sandstone resting on talc schist.

The Bolivian Andes, which face the Amazon and the Gran Chaco, are almost
entirely composed of feldspathic sandstones, micaceous and blue slates, clay and
sandy shales, at times showing a thickness of from 10,000 to 15,000 feet. In
riding from Cochabamba to Santa Cruz de la Sierra, I have especially noticed them
exposed upon a gigantic scale.

The upper fall of the Madeira, called Guajara-mirim, runs over the ferruginous,
conglomerate rock called canrjn. This rests on argillaceous sandstone, whicb
crumbles easily by the action of running water. The canga gradually becomes
undermined, and, breaking in pieces, is moved by the currents into deep water

:

thus the elevation of the fall is gradually lowered. Keller gives a notable example'
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of sucli erosion, at a point called Matucare, on the lower Madeira liiver. All the

other barriers which form the falls are varieties of granitic and metamorphic
rocks.

About eighteen miles above the mouth of the Beni branch of the Madeira, and
below that of the Mayii-tata, is the fall of Esperanza, having a drop of 20 feet in a

length of 1,000. According to M. V. Ballivian, the rock is of canga, the same as

that of Guajaramirim.
Pinkas found that, on the right bank of the upper Madeira River, several places

are still visible where the erosive action of the waters has stripped the primitive

rocks, anciently covered by a bed of ferruginous sandstone. 1 also saw evidences

of the erosive action of the river, near the upper falls, and am disposed to believe

that, in the lapse of centuries, one or two rapids, higher up the river, have
disappeared ; not, however, entirely, for a reef of ferruginous conglomerate still

partly crosses the Mamor^ River, between the mouth of the Guapor^ and
the town of Exaltacion. It is probable that the western Matto Grosso hills

once extended westward to the Beni fall of Esperanza, where they met the

Andean foot-hills, and added to the height of the barrier which prevented the

river system of Bolivia from breaking through to the north-east. How high that

barrier may have been it is difficult to determine, owing to the country being

densely forested ; but in the fork of the Beni and Mamor6 I found hills perhaps

150 feet elevation above the river ; and Keller mentions some on the left bank of

the Beni near its mouth. The rocks of Matto Grosso are so soft as to offer but
slight obstacle to the erosive power of the mighty flood of the Madeira ; and, if we
admit that the lip of its upper fall, when the river began to flow over it, was only

100 feet higher than now, it will be but a small allowance in comparison to the

depths which even insignificant streams have excavated over the immense area of

Matto Grosso. The falls of the Madeira appear to have completely cleared off and
exposed the granitic and metamorphic rocks upon which the Matto Grosso shales

and sandstones once rested.

Immense quantities of detritus have found their way down the Andes. The
volume carried by the little river La Paz, the remotest branch of the Beni, is

astounding. I once descended it to ride round the base of Mount Illimani. The
river is so hemmed in between the material of the Titicaca basin and that monarch
of the Andes that 1 had to ford it 108 times in one day. It has cut a profound

gorge thi'ough the inland range perhaps 50 feet wide and 600 feet deep. The over-

hanging precipices looked not over 40 feet wide at the top. Through this dark

rent, which I had to penetrate or turn back, the river swept me, horse and all, as

if I had been launched from a catapult.

The bed of detritus and alluvium which the river skirts for about 50 miles

is one of the most remarkable in the world. Forbes gives it a total thickness of

2,000 to 2,500 feet ' of alternating beds of grey, bluish and fawn-coloured clays,

gravel and shingle beds, with boulders of clay slate, greywacko and granite, ire-

quently of enormous size and well rounded, as if b}' the action of water ' In my
ride down the valley I saw Nature at work tearing into tliis depo.sit, and sending

it on its way to the great basin of the Beni and Slojos. During certain months,

generally from November to March, a prolonged and violent local storm may
arise in some lateral valley of the river. The waters then sweep impetuously

down, taking with them hundreds of thousands of cubic yards of material, which
they pile across the La Paz River. The mass of clay and boulders rapidly becomes
cemented and compacted, and holds its place until the La Paz in turn, swollen by
some storm from Illimani, bursts the huge dam and hurls its contents down the

valley. I noticed boulders of many tons weight, at least 300 feet above the bed of

the river, sticking, like half-exposed marbles, in the side of the perpendicular wall

of detritus which towered even high above them.

Similar denudation is going on along the entire Andean slope. The great Rio
Grande carries a prodigious mass of alluvium into the gap which lies between the

extreme eastern counterfort of the Andes and the Chiquitos sierras. Even its little

branch, the Piray, which I descended, desolates the country far and wide, in periods

of flood, with trees, sand, and mud. The Rio Grande and the Parapiti must have
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trausported to the plain, to the east of Santa Cruz de la Sierra, millions on millions
of cubic yards of material, and have filled it to a depth of several hundred feet.

The examples I have given from personal observation can, however, but faintly

convey an idea of the grand scale upon which Nature is at work tearing down the
Atlantic slope of the Bolivian Andes. So far, she has succeeded in only outlining
the task she has assumed, for she appears to have finished nothing. The finer

touches cannot be put on with such riotous vigour.

Later, I shall show how the closing of the southern gap caused the formation
of a lake in the Bolivian Mqjos basin, the lacustrine character of which is not vet
eliminated ; for, during a period of about four months of the year, some 35,000
square miles of its surface are covered with the surplus water which cannot find
exit over the falls of the Madeira, they not yet having been worn down enough to
give complete drainage to the basin

; or else this is not yet sufficiently silted up to
keep it out of water. Castlenau says that, ' Due to their horizon tality, all the
plains, from the mouth of the Mamor^ to the Pilcomayo, are inundated from
October to March, and present the aspect of a great ocean dotted with green
islands ; ' and, speaking of the great southern gap, says :

' Across the Monte Grande,
a simply overturned tree would change the course of the waters.' D'Orbigny is

eloquent in his descriptions of the ' smooth surface ' and ' unlimited horizon ' of the
vast plains of Mojos and the Beni.

Between Santa Cruz de la Sierra and the northern frontier of the Argentine
Republic, the Pilcomayo Eiver gathers its waters amidst masses of red sandstone
and argillaceous schists. Further southward, the Andes are broken into a number
of secondary ridges of palaeozoic composition, among which are the sources of the
Bermejo and Salado. In the most southern extension of these ridges we fijid

limestones and compact sandstones, mica schist, gneiss, and granite. From about
latitude 30° south the Andes lose their great width, and thence confine themselves
to the Pacific coast ridge, as far south as the Straits of Magellan. According to
De Moussy, ' the lower sierras, which lie to the east, present a great variety of
stratified, crystalline rocks, saccharoids, slate schists, bituminous sandstone,
basalts, obsidian, trachites, pumice, crystallised and amorphous quartz.'

The Sierra de Cordova, extending north and south for nearly 300 miles, and
having a summit about 7,500 feet above ocean-level, was probably an ancient group
of islands in the Pampean Sea. It consists of several parallel chains, composed
principally of quartz, gneiss, and limestones of various colours. De Moussy found
trachitic rocks on their northern extension, and evidences of volcanic action.
South-west, and separated from the Sierra de Cordova, is the low San Luis range
of gneiss and mica schist, and sometimes crystallised quartz. Vast masses of
rounded shingle, covered by a thin cap of argillaceous earth and coarse granitic
sand, border the valleys. The Alto Penasco sierra, forty miles west of the San Luis
range, is also composed of cr3'stalline rocks. The Cordon de Paramillos, near
Mendoza, is of porphyry, sandstone, schists, and limestone. Here also, ' immense
quantities of rounded and rolled shingle cover the base of all the chains: and
interior valleys. The torrents cut the accumulated debris to a profound depth, and
expose its enormous thickness. The bottoms of the valleys are entirely composed
of it.'

Penetrating north of Mendoza, we find white sandstone, and mountains of red
sandstone and argillaceous conglomerate in full process of decomposition. These
abound, above all, in the provinces of La Rioja and Catamarca.

Southern Extremity of the Basin.—From Cape Corrientes inland, ranges of hills,

irregularly massed in line, extend north-west about 150 miles. They are known
as the Sierra de Tandil, and are widest at Tandil. Their greatest elevation above
the sea is 1,470 feet. My old friends Ileusser and Claraz say the range is ' com-
posed of sandstone caps resting on gneissic-granite, showing the Pampean forma-
tion in the valleys and on their slopes.' Sometimes the gneissic-granite shows
bare, and at others elevated into sierras with slopes covered with Pampean
formation.

Further south-west, and lying between the Tandil and Bahia Blanca, are the
metamorphic sierras Pillahuinco, Ventana, and Curamalal, extending west and
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north-west, a total length of ahout 100 miles, nearly to Puan. In 1859 I spent a

turbulent period of several months among these mountains, as a member of a

commissio'.i charged to explore the south-western frontier of Buenos Ayres, which

was then being raided by the Patagonian, Araucanian, and Pampa tribes of

savages. Referring to my old field-book, I find evidences that some of my notes

were made in a huriy.

The greatest bulk of the Ventana range appears to be gathered near the highest

peak of the Curamalal section, the elevation of which, by trigonometric measure-

ment, I found to be 3,363 feet above sea-level, and the Ventana peak 3,563 feet.

The inclination of their strata is from 60° to 85°, dipping, with little variation,

to the north-east. On their south-west slopes, so far as we explored them, these

mountains are composed of extremely hard quartz rock, white, pink, and other

colours. In many places it was cut into large rhomboidal-shaped solids.

The highly calcareous, argillaceous rock-cap of the plain which lies between

the Ventana and Bahia Blanca slopes west-south-west, its elevation at the

southern foot of the Ventana range being about 600 feet, and at Nueva Roma
about 230 feet, above sea-level.

Scattered over the surface of this plateau are many hollows, which in some

instances are 100 feet below the general level. At their bottoms small lagoons

are frequently found.

On the northern slope of the culminating peak of the Ventana I found a con-

glomerate of rounded quartz pebbles, cemented by sandy, ferruginous matter. I

have seen specimens of similar conglomerate from the north-west slope of the

Curamalal range. I do not know the elevation of the bed which I found, but, for

several reasons, believe it to be about 1,200 feet above sea-level. It was, m
great part, cemented to the quartz rock of the mountain, although masses of it,

cubic yards in volume, had broken down or become displaced. Darwin states that

from 300 to 400 feet above the plain on the south side of the Ventana (' estimated

at 840 feet elevation by some Spanish officers ') he ' found a few small patches of

conglomerate and breccia, firmly cemented by ferruginous matter to the abrupt and

battered face of the quartz, traces being thus exhibited of ancient sea action.' He
thus estimates the height of that which he found on the south side of the

mountain at, approximately, the same as that which I found on the north side.

Explorers differ as to the character and structure of the great belt of dunes

which stretches along the coast fi'om Cape San Antonio to Bahia Blanca. I am
familiar with them for a distance of only seventy miles east of the latter place,

along which extension they are massed to their greatest breadth and height. Per-

haps an unpublished leaf from my note-book of 1859 will enable you to realise

what they are as I saw them :
—

' We proceeded to explore the course of the river

Mostazas among the dunes. For seven miles we forced our horses over sand hills

and through marshes and lagoons, although they sank to their knees at every step,

and frequently floundered to their breasts in the burrows of the Tuco-tucc, the

Ctenomi/^ magellanica, about the size of a small rat. At last they lay down com-

pletely exhausted. Far to the east, we could still distinguish lagoons, but not a

break in the coast line gave indication of the outlet of the river, while, all around

us, the bare sand-hills reflected the sun with painful brilliancy. The exhausted

condition of our horses obliged us to return dismounted. The dunes near the coast

are composed of pure quartz sand of every colour, nearly all of it translucent. As
they extend towards the interior, they have a slight mixture of earth, until their

inland line is found to contain a preponderance of light, pulverised soil. Gradually

a scanty vegetation appears, until, bordering the fertile lands, they are covered

with coarse grass and a few stunted shrubs. Viewed from the north, they have an

abrupt descent towards the west. Their coast line is about 110 feet high on

an average, but inland they are of every elevation from 5 to 100 feet. The

south-west gales violently agitate them, "and cloud the air with their materials.

Frequently, bowl-shaped excavations are found near their summits, which appear

like works of art, so regularly are they scooped out by the wind, which must have

been of terrific force. One of these, a detached hill of sand and dust, on the Sauce

Grande River, about twelve miles from the coast, has had at least 5,000 cubic yards
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of material thus taken out near its top. At the bottom of the excavation I found

several frag^ments of quartz rock, like that on the southern slopes of the Sierra

Ventana. In all the dunes composed of pure sand I found, by digging four

inches below their surface, on their sides or summits, that the sand was quite wet.

Such was the case during our stay, although a very dry season. Numberless

little lagoons, from 50 to 150 feet in diameter, with bottoms of soft mud, are

scattered among them, around the margins of which grow rushes, weeds, and
bunches of the exquisitely beautiful pampa-grass, the Gtjnerium argentium.

Often, when the ponds were nearly dry, the soft, silky flowers of the pampa-grass

had covered their muddy bottoms with a white mantle. Numerous aquatic birds

are to be seen swimming in the shallow water of the open ones. Sporting with

each other are nutrias (the South American otter, the Myapotamus Coi/pus), ducks,

geese, black-necked swans, water-hens, and rose-coloured spoonbills, all so tame
that I could sit on horseback within 20 feet of them without disturbing the

amusements. I have counted fourteen otters in a small lagoon ; and, from the

apparent fomiliarity with which they rubbed noses with the ducks, they were as

much a part of the family as any of the feathered tribe. I never molest them.

It would be a pity to break in upon their Arcadia.'

I have lingered among the Ventana Mountains and in their vicinity, as they

were once lofty islands which played an important rd/e in arresting and protecting

the Pampean mud.
EasterJi Boundary of the Basin.—Cuvaba, at the head of the Paraguay River, is,

according to numerous observations of Clauss, only 660 feet above sea-level. The
valleys around it are bounded by vertical cliff's of red sandstone overlying argilla-

ceous shales, which easily disintegrate. The Matto Grosso highlands, south of

Cuyaba, as far as Paraguay, are practically unexplored ; but I have no doubt they

are of the same formation of sandstone and shales resting on metamorphic rock.

The Apa River, which is the northern boundary of Paraguay, drains a limestone

district. Bourgade says 'the main framework of Paraguay is a dark-red sand-

stone, but basaltic formations may be seen in many parts. Immense areas are

covered to a considerable depth by u fertile red earth representing the decomposi-

tion of the sandstone hills.'

From Asuncion, the capital of Paraguay, south-east to the Apipe rapids of the

river Parana, the Cordillera of Caa-guazu "throws off a range of hills which over-

look a great triangular space at the south-west corner of Paraguay, slightly

elevated above the sea, and consisting of low, sandy ground and morasses, at times

flooded by the Paraguay River. This district, united to that of the Ybara lagoon,

in Northern Corrientes, was probably the delta of the Parana when it emptied into

the ancient Pampean sea. The river is charged with but little silt in comparison

to its much smaller affluent, the Paraguay ; but, in flood, it carries a volume of

water, said to be ten times that of the latter stream, and its width, along the

northern sandstone border of Corrientes, is from three to nine miles. The alluvium,

from the immense area of Brazil which it drains, is arrested by the rapids, reefs

and falls of its middle course, where it violently tears a deep channel through huge
beds of red sandstone, to afterwards unite its yellowish waters with those of the

muddy Paraguay.
Lying between the rivers Parana and Uruguay is the Argentine Mesopotamia,

the provinces of Corrientes and Entre Rios, covered with modern alluvium. The
former is gently undulating, and is half drowned in lagoons, the largest being the

famous Ybara. The south and south-western part of Entre Rios is composed
extensively of argillaceous earth, and the whole State is traversed by ridges of low
hills running nearly north and south, the main ones never exceeding an altitude

of 650 feet above sea-level. The framework of the province is of sandstone,

covered in some places by shell limestone, and sometimes by granular limestone. The
north-eastern part is sandy, with numerous hillocks of siliceous gravel. The exposed

sandstone, on the river Gualeguay, extends north almost to the Ybara lagoon. On
the left bank of the river Parana, just south of its junction with the Paraguay,
is the town of Corrientes, built on a red sandstone bluff. The same stone shows
for thirty miles down stream, where it disappears, and thence for 240 miles the

1898. 3 o
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banks, sometimes rising to a height of 80 feet, and then at Goya descending almost
to the river-level, are composed of sandy clay ; hut near Bella Vista are masses of
rolled pebhles. Js^ear the boundary line of Corrientes and Entre Eios the hanks
of the Parana are very low on both sides of the river, and continue so for nearly

100 miles ; hut thence, southward, for 150 miles, the left bank is margined as faV

as Diamante by a range of hills from 125 to IGO feet high, at times boldly escarped

and presenting a fine geological section. From Diamante the hills trend inland

south-east about fifty miles, as far as Victoria, and they probably formed the
border of an ancient channel of the river Parana.

From Santa Fii to the head of the Plata estuary, the right bank of the Parana
shows a precipitous blufl" of reddish clay, varying from 25 to 65 feet above mean-
river level. It is being gradually undermined, and tumbles in great blocks into the

river to add to its volume of silt.

The Uruguay River flows, almost throughout its course, over a rocky bed,
mostly of red sandstone, at times very coarse, and then again of extremely fine

composition ; but below La Cruz, in Corrientes, there is much limestone, albeit

the sandstone still predominates. The Uruguay is, except in flood, a clear-water

stream, and, even at its highest level, carries comparatively bat little silt.

I have ridden over much of the IBanda Oriental del Uruguay. The southern

and western half lies from 150 to 300 feet above sea-level. Darwin is correct in

saying :
' It has a gently undulatory surface with a basis of primary rocks, and is in

most parts covered up with an unstratified mass, of no great thickness, of reddish

Pampean mud.'
Seco)idari/ Mirers.—I refer again to the very important rivers Grande and

Parapiti. Minchin says of them :
' The Pio Grande drains a considerable part of

South-eastern Bolivia. It has its sources among the ranges bordering the table-

land, and flows for some 400 miles through a deep, narrow gorge, and reaches the
plains in latitude 18° 55'. Bending north, it then describes a semicircle, and
finallj' runs north-west to join the 31amor^. In its course across the plains, and
as far north as latitude 17° 3t)', the river flows through a wide sandy bed, bounded
by banks from 16 to 25 feet high. The Parapiti rises at an elevation of 2,030 feet

in latitude 19° 59' 18", longitude 63° 4'. At the close of the dry season it flows

65 cubic yards per second, and is then absorbed by the sandy region of the plain.

In the wet season it runs through a well-defined bed as far as latitude 19° 6',

longitude 62° 22', and then spreads through the swampy, forest-covered plain. Its

waters, again uniting, cvit through the south range of Chiquitos at Qumome Pass
and form Lake Conception.'

Between 20° and 30° south latitude the arid Andean slopes collect and send
south-eastward, across the Gran Chaco, the waters of the three great rivers

Vilcomayo, Bermejo, and Salado or Juramento. They are almost without an
affluent once they leave the foot of the mountains, where they have their greatest

volume. Sometimes they spht into several channels, making narrow and enormous
islands in the plain. They are all very crooked, and have uncertain beds, at times
changing an old course for a new one miles distant. Thus they erode and tear

away great quantities of soft I'ampean material, dissolve it into silt, and pour it

into the Paraguay and Parana. Pelleschi, in his admirable work on the Gran
Chaco, estimates that 'the soil annually subtracted from the territory of the Chaco
by the Bermejo alone equals 6,400,000 cubic yards."

The rivers Saladillo, Primero, and Segundo provide the water to meet the
evaporation from the great inland lake of I'orongos. The Tercero and Cuarto
unite, and enter the Parana near Rosario, with a considerable volume of water.
The Quinto, with other small rivers, draining the southern spurs of the Cordova
range, are absorbed by the thirsty Pampean swamp, La Amarga.

Some of these rivers carry a large quantity of lime, and many of their westerly
affluents carry so much as to have a white colour, thus accounting for the con-
siderable number of them called ' Pdo Blanco.'

A large river system, having many ramifications in the provinces of La Rioja,

ilendoza, and San Luis, gathers into lagoons and main channels to find its way
to Lake Urre Lauquen, and, in floods, to the Colorado. Pliysical and climatic
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changes, of which I shall treat, have profoundly modified this section of the

Argentine Republic, and reduced the volume of its waters.

I am indebted to several of the Argentine railway companies for sections of

their lines, made from instrumental surveys. From these, and from other sources,

including a carefully prepared table of altitudes by the Argentine engineer,

A. Schneidewind, I have had plotted the sections which accompany this Address.

Sections of the Coimtry.—Section 1 shows a part of the coast line of the

Southern Railway. It is practically a cross section of the east coast of the

province of Buenos Ayres from north to south, where tlie lowest part of

the Pampean beds slope into the ocean. It passes also near the head of Sam-
borombon Bay, which was once a great muddy estuary extending far inland, and
the home of countless myriads of small crabs. The land slope of this bay so

gradually merges into the ocean that, at a little distance, it is difficult to tell

where the shore line meets the water. Century by century, it now slowly

advances seaward.

Section 2, from Buenos Ayres to Rosario and Tucuman, shows with what
regularity the country rises, from south-east to north-west, up to the outlying

foothills of the Andes.
Section 3 is the first 350 kilometres of the Neuquen extension of the Southern

Railway, and shows in part the relation of the Colorado to the Rio Negro.

Section 4 is the Buenos Ayres and Pacific Railway to Villa Mercedes, and
thence to Mendoza by the Argentine Great Western. Here we have a line almost

on a parallel of latitude nearly to the frontier of Chile. Again we note the

regular slope of the Pampa westward, until the country begins to swell into the

Cordova sierra. Thence to Mendoza it is broken.

Section 5 shows the Bahia Blanca and North-Western Railway, as far as Toay,

and thence its proposed extension to Villa Mercedes. It traverses a district

the southern half of which has apparently been much troubled in former times by
water, wind, and .sand. From Victoria to Villa Mercedes the country assumes

a more uniform slope, but beyond that, to the north, it rapidly rises into the

barren mountainous districts of San Luis and Western Cordova.
Section 6 is the Central Argentine Railway, Rosario to Cordova. This is of

interest as showing how far the uplifting of the Cordova range extended east,

and nearly divided the Pampean Sea into a great northern and southern section.

In fact, this railway is the southern border of a belt of rounded-up country,

extending from the Cordova sierra to within thirty to forty miles of the river

Parana.
Section 7 is from Bahia Blanca north to Villa Maria (say 482 miles), thence

to Cordova by the Central Argentine line, thence to Tucuman by the Central

Northern section of the Cordova Central Railway, and thence to Jujuy by the

Government Railway—a total length, nearly south to north, of, say, 1,127 miles.

This section presents some notable features : between Bahia Blanca and Carhue it

crosses the extreme western slope of the Curamalal sierra; thence to Villa Maria
it shows an almost level .stretch of Pampa. the lowest part of which, near Trenque
Lauquen, is only about 300 feet above sea-level. This depression is on the parallel

of Samborombon Bay, down to which it gradually slopes in a distance of 300
miles. From Villa Maria to Dean Funes the line ascends the Cordova Mountains,

a marked feature of which is their bold western escarpment, overlooking the pro-

found hollow which separates them from the south-eastern spur of the Catamarca
sierras. In this depression lies the Salina Grande. From Tucuman to Jujuy,

near the Bolivian frontier, the country rises rapidly towards that mountain bastion

which is thrown so far east from the Pacific Ocean, and which is the true heart of

the Andes. During a ride from Jujuy to Potosil could not avoid being impres.sed

with this mighty swelling up of the continent ; and on several occasions, espe-

cially looking eastward, I was convinced that I could see the curvature of oiu'

globe.

Section 8 is the Buenos Ayres Western Railway. It stretches south-west
across the heart of the true Pampean plain. Tbe regularity of its gentle slope is

remarkable.

3 2
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Section 9 shows oue of the lines of the Southern Railway, from Buenos Ayres
to Bahia Blanca, and the gradual rise of the country south-westward, up the
slope of the Curamalal Mountains.

Section 10. This i.s of great intere.^t. It starts at the Atlantic coast, and is

roughly parallel to and south-west and west of the Plata estuary and Parana
River, and from 70 to 100 miles distant from them, until reaching a point

about 100 miles above the mouth of the river Pilcomayo ; thence to the great gap,

between the Bolivian Andes and the Chiquitos sierras, and thence to the lip of
the first fall of the river Madeira—a total length of about 1,770 geographical miles

(about 3,300 kilometres). This line, from the great gap to the Atlantic coast, was
approximately that of least resistance to the flow of the Pampean mud. I have
called attention to the very gradual north-eastern swell due to the Cordova sierra.

This section clearly shows it, and indicates, moreover, that the Salado, or Jura-

mento, River flows along its lowest margin, and serves as the boundary of the

most southern part of the Gran Chaco. In fact, the Salado occupies the south-

west side of a very level depression, 300 miles across, and only 240 feet above the

sea, along the north-eastern edge of which runs the Bermejo. The northern
undefined limit of the Gran Chaco is probably the Chiquitos sierras. From the

Bermejo, northward, the section shows the slope of this Chaco district. It is the

natural iucline which the waters gave it as the sand was poured in from the

north.

I have been obliged to estimate the height of the present water-divide between
the Plata Valley and the Mojos Basin. For the first 240 miles north of the divide

I allow a slope of 9 inches to the geographical mile, and thence down the Mamor^
River to the present lip of the Madeira Falls, a descent of about 4 inches to the

mile. Like Keller, I found the Mamore to be a very sluggish stream, ' the in-

clination very small.' Barometric measurements I could not take, owing to the

failure of some instruments and the loss of others. The height of the upper fall of

the Madeira is .shown to be 547 feet above the sea. It has served as my starting-

point in estimating the summit of the water-divide at 817 feet. Minchin gives a

few widely separated barometric measurements on his map of the neighbouring
country to the east, and I judge that he makes the divide perhaps 100 feet higher
than I do. I should be glad if so able an engineer would give us further in-

formation about it.

Formation of the Bed of the Pampean Sea.—A vast area of the Plata Valley
is covered, to a depth of from 20 to 100 feet, by a bed of reddish-yellow, semi-

plastic, argillaceous earth, varying in colour, hardness, and constituent parts. It

is mixed with a little sand, and has traces of titanic iron and olivine. Due
probably to underground percolation from the lime-carrying rivers, it frequently

merges into a marly rock full of calcareous nodules. This rock is found over
immense areas of the cnuntr)^ and is at times apparently stratified. Great
numbers of the Calomys Biscacha burrow in famiUes under the rocky caps which
are near the surface, and thus expose them to view. ' For this reason,' according
to Heusser and Claraz, * the Pampa Indians call the hard material " trui-cura,"

or Biscacha stone (tnii, Biscacha ; and ci/ra, stone) ; but the country people have
given it the name of tosca, of which the literal translation is tufa, whether it be
the bed itself or the calcareous nodules contained in the clay. The Pampas are

entirely without stones or pebbles. In general the Pampa clay becomes more
and more sandy as one goes west. It is the same towards the south, starting

from the Quejen Salado. There is mvich gypsum and carbonate of lime in the

deposits, and much fine debris of a volcanic nature.'

In 1859, in a small cave excavated under a tosca cap at Nueva Roma, north-

west of Bahia Blanca, I found stalactites from 6 to 12 inches long. Pelleschi

tells me that at Puan, where a small stream has cut out a bowl-shaped depression

(785 feet elevation above the sea by instrumental survey), there is a cap of tosca

covering the district which is well filled with shells, closely cemented, but be does
not know the species, and that on an island in a neighbouring lagoon excellent

lime is made from a limestone rock found there.

A broad saddle of Pampean formation lies at an elevation of over 600 feet
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between the Ventana and Tandil Ranges. The tosca rock is almost everywhere
€11 evidence in the sloping plain which surrounds the Ventana and Curamalal
Ranges, and it is extensively exposed in the banks, and at the i-apids and falls in

all the little streams. I have noticed that, where these run over tosca, it has a
hardened surface for a depth of perhaps half an inch. This is due to the
hydraulic properties of the rock, which have in places been found so marked,
notably at Rosario, in Santa Fe, that a few years ago, Carrasco states, the beds
were worked for the manufacture of hydraulic cement.

U'Orbigny, Darwin, Bravard, Sir Woodbine Parish, AVeddell, Heusser and
Claraz, and others, disagree as to the origin of the ' Pampean mud.' Darwin
wisely said ' it poured down from the north;' but the then paucity of geographical
knowledge regarding the interior of South America did not enable him to fix its

exact source and method of conveyance. Imbedded in the Pampean formation,

over widely extended areas, have been found the fossil remains of the mastodon,
megatherium, mylodon, and other gigantic animals, those from Rosario to the
south being mixed with shells of species still living in the neighbouring seas.

After the Pampean beds were formed, and their southern and eastern margin
began to emerge from the waters, the ocean along the shallow coast rolled up on
the gently-inclined plain quantities of shells, banks of which, miles in length, may
be seen to-day far inland, giving evidences by their curvature and general appear-
ance of having been piled up along an ancient coast line.

Not far from Bahia Blanca I have ridden for miles along the top of one of
these embankments, about 20 feet high and 100 feet wide at the base. Most of
the shells had been broken by wave action, and were mixed with abundance of
rounded pumice, which probably floated down the Colorado and Negro from some
volcanic centre of the distant Andes.

But a portion of the Pampean formation is still submerged, for toxcn rock may
be found throughout the length of the Plata estiiary forming the bottom of its

southern half. Thence it extends its eastern and southern margin, under water,
along the coast of Buenos Ayres, at least as far as Bahia Blanca.

The savants whom I have named have presented us with abundant evidences
that the whole Pampean formation was once submerged. What appears to have
confused them is the finding of similar beds in widely-separated locahties, and at

elevations varying by thousands of feet. One may believe that, wherever in the
immense drainage area of the ancient Plata basin the conditions of rivers, lakes,

and inland seas were favourable to the distribution of silt from the mud-producing
rocks which margin the entire basin in such prodigious quantities, there the 'mud'
should be found ; and it is conceivable that even to-day, if Nature were to form a
lake by throwing a permanent dam across the entrance to an extensive valley
leading into that basin, the streams entering it would there deposit Pampean
mild. If this be true, there is no reason why such mud should not be found
resting immediately on crystalline rocks in places. The extent of any continuous
bed would alone be limited by the drainage area receiving the silt. The origin

and age of a deposit wherever found, be it at sea-level or 12,000 feet above, or be
it a square mile in area or 100,000 square miles, should be treated upon its indi-

vidual merits. Darwin alone appears to have entertained doubts as to tte con-
teniporaneous origin of all materials similar to the Pampean beds, attributing
their uniformity more to ' the similarity of the rocky framework of the continent.'

The Pampean Sea connected with the Atlantic Ocean between Uruguay and
the Tandil Sierra. It was probably about 1,400 miles in length, with an average
width of above 400 miles. Roughly estimated, its are a must have been about 600,000
square miles—say about two-thirds the size of the 3Iediterranean Sea. The area
of the ancient Mojos Lake was about 115,000 square miles, being seven-tenths that
of the Black Sea, and exceeding that of the five ' Great Lakes ' of North America,
which is 93,581 square miles. The relation of the Pampean Sea to the Mojos Lake
was similar to that of the Mediterranean to the Black Sea. Traces of it are still

observable, notably the great, low, flooded morass of Xarayas on the Upper Para-
guay River, and the ancient delta of the Parana, including the Ybara lagoon. The
Salina Grande was also an arm of it—a great inland fiord. The '^
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must have covered large areas of Paraguay, Corrientes, Eiitre llios, and Uruguay,
and, before the uplifting of the country, it extended soutii-west to the rivers

Chadi-Leofu and the Colorado, lapping round the southern slope of the Ventana
Range until the curved rim, concave to the north-east, which connects this with
the Sierra de Cordova, was sufficiently elevated to completely cut off its south-
western extension. This rim, for the first fifty miles, starting at the Ventana, is

about 700 to 750 feet above the sea, and shows much tosca rock near the surface.

It afterwards rises rapidly towards the Cordova sierra.

The Uplifting of the Pampean Beds.— The Pampean beds were apparently
laid down in shallow water. Their present irregularity and elevation may be
attributed to pronounced local uplifting, followed by an extremely slow general
upheaval of the Andes from west to east, which was communicated to the whole
bed of the Pampean Sea, raising it ultimately to its present level. Gradually, as

the Ventana, Tandil, and Cordova sierras were lifted, the mud settled upon their

slopes until they ceased to exist as lofty islands, and with their connecting-rim of
high ground formed a vast breakwater against any inroad of the ocean from the
south or south-west. South of latitude 30° the force which raised the Andes has
not shown the same vigour which it has to the north of that parallel, where it

appears to have been greater in proportion to the broadening and swelling up of

the mountain masses. As a resultant of this and its slope to the eastward, the
northern section seems to be upheaved from the north-west, while, southward of

latitude 30°, the real west to east action is apparent. Here the great distance of

the Atlantic coast from the Andes has caused the eastern part of the province of

Buenos Ayres to be raised but little, not sufficiently to lift the Pampean beds en-
tirely out of the sea. In the north the gradually decreasing distance between the
Cordillera and the Brazilian highlands confined the force and gave the plain its

maximum lift at the great gap, at about 18° latitude, where the leverage of the
Andes must then have ceased, due to the fact that at this point they take a sharp
turn to the north-west, leaving the basin of the Beni and Mojos undisturbed.

This local and general upheaval determined the course of the Paraguay, the
Lower Paranii, and the Plata Rivers, which were naturally pushed over against the
more ancient Brazilian formation. It also, as the Pampean Sea retired, caused the
Pilcomayo and Bermejo to take their south-east course across the Gran Chaco and
find their present outlet.

The Cordova Range has lifted the Pampean mud to an elevation of about
1,300 feet above sea-level.

The Tandil Range has brought up, to a height of 900 feet, beds identical with
the tertiary deposits 100 feet below the surface at Buenos Ayres. This indi-

cates an upheaval of 1,000 feet since tertiary times.

Lying between the Bermejo River and the Salado, say the southern third of the
Gran Chaco, we appear to have an almost undisturbed part of the bottom of the
ancient sea—the present boundary belt between northern and southern climatic

influences.

Age of the Pampean Formation.—The United States engineers, Humphreys
and Abbot, estimate the amount of silt discharged yearly by the Mississippi River
to be one cubic mile in twenty-two years. Although it carries, per cubic foot of
water, much more silt than the Plata, I doubt if it exceeds that of the river

Madeira, which now drains the Mojos basin, and is a very turbid stream.
The mean flow of the Mississippi at New Orleans is 675,000 cubic feet per

second, but its maximum at flood is about 1,000,000. The minimum flow of the
Plata, past Buenos Ayres, is 534,000, the maximum 2,145,000. It may, therefore,

be fairly assumed that the yearly flow of the great North-American river is not
superior, and may be inferior, to that of the Plata ; and if it be admitted, as I
believe, that the Madeira branch of the Amazon, at the falls, annually carries an
amount of water equal to that passing Buenos Ayres, it will be evident that the
total cubic volume of the streams which poured into the Pampean Sea must have
been equal to twice that which the modern Mississippi contributes to the Gulf of
Mexico.

Estimating the Pampean mud to cover an area of 400,000 square miles, with
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an average thickness of 50 feet, it would represent about 4,000 cubic miles of silt.

The Andean and Brazilian shales and sandstones were probably disintegrated and

dissolved with great rapidity when the rivers which tore them down tiowed into

the Pampean Sea. These streams must then have carried, one with another, a

quantity of silt which, compared to that carried to-day by the Plata and Madeira

liiversj'may safely be estimated at three-fourths the amount per cubic foot of water

now carried by the Mississippi Piiver. Allowing for partial loss of silt in the

ocean, and from other causes", this would give the Pampean formation an age of

about 70,000 years.

JIozv the "Ancient Mojos Lake zcas Formed.—I find the divortmm aquarian

between the Mojos and Plata basin to be only about 170 feet hioher than the

ancient lip of Guajar;i-mirim. It is easy to understand that the Rio Grande and

the Parapiti have deposited there a quantity of alluvium far exceeding 170 feet in

depth. The divide, prior to this and to the general uplifting movement described,

could not ha^-e been more than I'OO to bOO feet above sea-level, and thus much

lower than even the present lip of the upper- fall of the Madeira. Therefore,

through this southern gap the combined streams which now form the principal

affluent of the river Amazon found their way. Slowly the highly-charged,

yellowish-brown waters sifted out and spread their heavier material over the sandy

slope at the head of the Pampean Sea, leaving the iine silt in suspension to be

precipitated over the submerged plains. The waters from the north were aug-

mented in turn by the Paraguay and Parana, the Pilcomayo, Bermejo, and Salado.

From east and west numerous rivers pushed into the sea, stirring up its waters,

and thus keeping the greater part of the silt in suspension to be carried far south-

ward and deposited principally, and in maximum thickness, over the Pampean

region south of latitude 30°.

The Grande and the Parapiti entered the plain with a northern trend to

contest with the great river of the north the possession of the gap. They struck

it almost at a right angle, and slowly pushed their rival eastward over against the

Chaco base of the Chiquitos sierras. Here the final conflict must have taken place,

as the Grande and Parapiti threw their dam across the outlet of the Mojos River,

thus cutting off its exit into the ancient sea. No doubt the giant stream waged fierce

war for thousands of years to keep its channel open, alternately sweeping away the

barrier and again yielding to the ceaseless volume of sand and clay which, visible

to-day, confirms the victory of the Grande and Parapiti. The dam having finally

become permanent, the formation of the ancient Mojos Lake was assured (see

physical map). When it reached the level of the lip of Guajara-mirim, its waters

commenced to tumble over it and carve their way to the Amazon. Since then

huge volumes of alluvium have poured down the northern slopes of the Bolivian

Andes; the ancient lake is now almost loaded with material, but is not yet

entirely obliterated. The muddy silt which covers the surlace of the basin is so

fine that, when an Indian goes up stream to the mountains, his friends ask him to

bring back a stone that they may see what it is like.

Since forming the dam, the Rio Grande has slowly been returning westward

down the counterslope which its own alluvium creates.

Sliffht Tidal Action of the Pampean Sea.—OS the mouth of the Rio de la Plata,

the tides which flow south along the Brazilian coast meet those making north from

the coast of Patagonia, counterbalance each other, and maintain the liquid mass

at nearly the same level, so that the average tide at Montevideo is only about

three feet. Thus the Plata River is able to pile its silt in a direct line further seaward

than either the Orinoco or the Amazon. 1 have shown that the Ventana Range

acted as a massive breakwater to the Pampean Sea, and that the Cordova sierra

almost divided this into a northern and southern half. Hence the prevailing

conditions appear to have permitted but little tidal action in the great basin. Had
it been otherwise, as, a priori, one might suppose, the fierce contests which the

tides would have waged when meeting the large rivers would have ripped up the

Pampean beds and washed them into the ocean, and, in their place, we should now
find nothing but a clayey, sandy, and shingle-covered waste.

In 18G0 I located the Northern Railway from Buenos Ayres to San Fernando.
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An exti-emely violent ' Santa Rosa gale' swept up the Plata estuary. Finding by
actual measurement that wlien its waters drove against the outflow of the Parana
River they tore 17 feet in one day into the high tosca bluff of San Isidro, I carried

the definitive location over the hill instead of round the point at river-level.

The Inter-Andean Region.—The eastern inland Cordillera of the Andes which
overlooks the Gran Chaco is separated from the Pacific coast range by a desert,

bare and almost waterless belt df mountainous lands, from 250 to 300 miles wide,

through the heart of which I have ridden. An e.xtraordinary parallelism exists

between the numerous lines of .sierras, mostly running north and south, which fill

the space. Between them are deep, scooped-out depressions, sometimes containing

salt lagoons. In the rare occasions of violent storms, these receive torrential

streams from channels which ordinarily carry but little watei', and many of which

are dry for most of the year. The whole district appears to be a southern prolonga-

tion of the Titicaca Basin, and possibly may have been so before the Andes reached

their present elevation. As it extends southward it grows lower and less broken,

and the salinas occupy a larger area until, to the west and north-west of the Sierra

de Cordova, they are of enormous extent ; but as latitude 30° is passed the eastern

slope of the now narrow Andean chain begins to receive a sufficiently increased

rainfall to supply the waters for the western system of Argentine rivers which try

to find their way southward to the river Colorado, but which they only reach at

rare intervals, when some exceptionally heavy storm aids their efibrt to satiate the

sandy, thirsty desert which they traverse. This area of about 2-50,000 square miles

(not a very comfortable country to march an army across) frequently presents

evidences of marine action on a grand scale. D'Orbigny, Darwin, De Moussy, and
Burmeister allude to the accumulations of rolled shingle found in the valleys and
at the base of the mountains. Darwin speaks of the ocean as having ' long acted

at the foot of the eastern Cordillera at nearly the same level as on the basin plains

of Chile, and that the origin and transportal of these vast beds of pebbles is an

interesting problem.' Perhaps a thorough study may show that the Patagonian
gravel beds—76,000 square miles in area and 50 feet average thickness—were, like

the Pampean deposits, in great part derived from the north. For reasons which I

shall explain, I believe that all of this terribly eroded, inter-Andean district once
had an abundant rainfall, and that, after the heavy material from the mountains
had been sorted out, the rivers carried to the plains, to the west of the present

province of Buenos Ayres, immense quantities of sand and clay derived from the

masses of gneiss, schists, sandstone, and calcareous rock through which they

flowed. For this reason, to the west of the curved boundary line of the Pampean
beds, between the Ventana and Cordova sierras, the lands are dry, sandy, and
uninviting.

The contour lines of the country around the Lower Colorado appear to indi-

cate that this river once emptied into a broad, shallow estuary, which penetrated

inland from the present coast line about 116 miles. Over its bottom the

Colorado dropped its silt, similar to the Pampean mud, but more siliceous. On
what was once its northern shore, it is not surprising that Darwin should find

' an accumulation of high sand dunes, ranging westward from the coast twenty
miles distant,' and which he believed ' were formed on the shores of an estuary.'

It probably included the present Bahia Blanca and its coast line as far as Moimt
Ilermoso, to the east of Punta Alta, where Darwin found so many fossil remains

of gigantic mammifers. May we not suppose that these came from the north, were
floated down the Colorado, and taken to tnis point by the northern currents which
sweep along the Patagonian coast ?

Climatic Ivjluences.—It must be admitted that an ancient sea two-thirds the

size of the Mediterranean, and a lake much larger than the total area of the
' Great Lakes ' of North America, must have profoundly affected the climatic con-

ditions of the adjoining regions. Perhaps no part of the world presented an
example where the forces of Nature had an opportunity to display their power in

equal magnitude, over such a continuous area, and with such ixninterrupted

simplicity. To the west, the Andes served as a lofty condenser, which, for a dis-

tance of over 2,500 miles, guided the cold polar currents towards the equator and
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safeguarded their vigour. Similarly, the Brazilian highlands largely confined them
to the great valley as they swept r.ortliward to do battle, in the heart of South
America, with the warm vapours generated from the Pampean Sea and ancient

lake, and the steaming, tropical basin of the Amazon. The extension of the vapour
belt southward towards the Atlantic Ocean carried the equatorial currents nearer to

the polar ones, thus inviting frequent atmospheric disturbance and resultant storm
action. As the hot vapour-laden winds, fertile in elements of force, met the
southern cold ones, a prodigious amount of heat was set free by condensation. Into
the vacuum thus created the opposing currents rushed with ever-increasing rivalry,

enlarging the area of mechanical action, condensation, and vacuum, and augmenting
the violence of the storm-waters, which, sweeping along the mountain slopes, must
liave rapidly disintegrated and eroded them, and have acted as a potent agent to

transport to their base much of the material from which the Pampean beds were
sifted. The rainfall over the inter-Andean region must have produced many large

lakes similar to Lake Titicaca, and a great river system, which, tributary to the
Colorado, swelled it into a stream of the first rank, pouring into it the sand and
silt which have completely filled the enormous estuary, the outline of which is still

traceable.

One may believe that an increased rainfall gave a luxuriant vegetation, where
herds of gigantic mammalia found feeding ground; from which, from time to time,

they were swept, by storm or swollen river, into the Pampean Sea, where also they
may have lost their lives in other ways, their remains being distributed over it by
the currents.

To a minor degree the ancient sea and lake must have affected the inter-Andean
climate, from Cuzco to the south, throughout the lacustrine basin of Titicaca,

giving it greater rainfall and fertility than it now has. Geological examinations
show that Titicaca was once one of the large lakes of the world, and that it has
slowly been drying up. Does its gradual diminution date from the disappearance
of the Pampean Sea and Mojos Lake ?

Savage man may have lived in South America on the mountain slopes round
the ancient sea. If so, he possibly hunted the mastodon, the megatherium, and
numerous other of the gigantic fauna which probably were co-existent with him.
His only highway, between the eastern and western halves of the continent, must
have crossed the elevated region at the head of the Pampean Sea, lying between
17° and 19° south latitude, which is still the only route in use for communication
bv land between Bolivia and Matto Grosso.

The following Papers and Report were read:

—

L On Waves.^ By Vaughan Cornish, M.Sc, F.R.G.S., F.C.S.

The author is engaged upon an investigation of the phenomena of waves as
far as they come within the scope of physical geography, and he exhibited to

the Section a series of lantern slides illustrating various branches of the subject,

including ocean waves, breakers, the tidal bore, ship waves, waves of rivers, the
rippling of sand by wind, sand dunes, ripple mark and ripple drift, wave clouds,
and rock waves.

2. Report on the Climate of Tropical Africa.

See Reports, p. 603.

3. The Temperature and Salinity of the Surface Waters of the North
Atlantic during the years 1895-96. By H. N. Dickson, F.R.S.E.

The author described the first results of a discussion of observations of surface
temperature made in the North Atlantic during the two complete years 1895 and

' The Paper will be published in the Gcojraphieal Journal.
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1896 by tlie captains and officers of merchant ships. At the request of the author

the captains of a number of the vessels also collected daily samples of surface water,

and the densities of these, numbering about 0,000 in all, have been determined by

chlorine titration. The material has been found sutficient to allow of the construc-

tion of charts showing the distribution of temperature and salinity over a large

pai-t of the area during each of the twenty-four consecutive months. The series,

which is the first of its kind, shows the progressive changes in the manner of

synoptic charts, and provides the data necessary for extending the work recently

done in and around the North Sea, in connection with sea-fisheries and long-period

weather forecasting. Specimens of the maps were shown on the screen.

4. The Oceanographical Results of the Austro-Hungarian Deep-sea

Expeditions 1890-96.' By Dr. K. Natterer.

The chemical investigations carried out by the author on board the vessels of

the Austro-TIungarian deep-sea expeditions in the Eastern Mediterranean, Black

Sea, and Red Sea took account of the dissolved oxygen, the chemical composition

of the sea water, and the character of the deep-sea deposits. In places such as the

neighbourhood of the Nile Delta, where the low salinity of the sea water keeps

the same layer on the surface for a great length of time, and where diatoms are

very abundant, the amount of dissolved oxygen was found to be greater than could

have been absorbed from the air. Hence such portions of the sea replenish the

oxygen supply of the atmosphere by the action of light on the marine vegetable

organisms.

The nature of the deep-sea deposits was found to be largely dependent on the

precipitation of carbonates and silicates, which are obtained by the solution of terri-

genous deposits. Through the ammonia and carbonic acid produced by the slow

oxidation of organic matter in the deep-sea ooze this precipitate often forms a

continuous stony crust on the surface of the sea-bed, where its formation is not

retarded by falling particles or remains of surface organisms.

In the Sea of Marmora solution, not sedunentation, is the rule, and this sea

has peculiarly steep walls, subject to earthquakes, after one of which, in 1894, the

depth was found to have been distinctly increased.

The author's study of the Red Sea and its bordering deserts leads him to believe

that a veiy important part is played in rainless regions by the capillary ascent of

sea water in the rocks bordering the sea, and that owing to the evaporation of the

water thus drawn up are formed many of the salt and gypsum deposits found in the

deserts.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The foliowdng Papers were read :

—

1. Theories on the Distribution of the Oceans and Continents.

By J. W. Gregory, D.Sc

The main object of geomorphology is to explain the existing distribution of

land and water on the globe. A remarkable series of coincidences in the form and

arrangement of the land masses suggests that the distribution has been determined

by some general principle and not by local accidents. The three most striking

features that require explanation are the antipodal position of oceans and continents,

the triangular shape of the geographical units, and the excess of water in the

southern hemisphere. Attempts to explain this arrangement have been made
deductively from general physical considerations, as by Elie de Beaumont, Lowthian

Green, and G. H. Darwin; and directly from the evidence of stratigraphical

' The full Paper is published in the Scottish Geographical Magazine.
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geoloL'y, as by Suess, Lapworth, and Michel- Levy. Thus Elie de Beaumont re-

garded the form of the continents as determined by the mountain chains, which he

correlated into a regular geometrical network ; while Lapworth regarded the dis-

tribution of land and water as due to a series of great earth-folds, the arches

forming the continents, and the troughs forming the ocean basins. Suess has

treated the subject synthetically ; he has shown that the structure of the globe

can be explained by subsidences in the crust when subterranean support is removed

by the shrinkage of the internal nucleus, and by the movements of elevation which

jn-oduce the chains of fold-mountains. Siiess's view explains the structure of the

continents and ocean basins, but not their arrangement. To settle this problem

fuller knowledge is needed as to the distribution of land and water in past times.

Neumayr's attempt to settle this question for the Jurassic was premature, and his

conclusions are untenable. We are thus still dependent upon the deductive systems

for suggestions as to the most profitable lines of research. Elie de Beaumont's

famous scheme attached undue importance to linear symmetry and was too artificial.

It led, however, to the tetrahedral theory of Lowthian Green, which regards the

world, not as shaped like a simple tetrahedron, but as a spheroid slightly flattened

on four faces. Such flattenings occur on hollow, spherical shells, when they are

deformed by uniformly distributed external pressure. The oceans would occupy

the four depressions thus produced, and the laud masses occur at the angles and

along the edges. The existing geographical arrangement is in general agreement

with this scheme ; for as the tetrahedron is hemihedral the assumption that the

lithosphere is tetrahedral explains the antipodal position of land and water, the

excess of water in the southern hemisphere, and the southward tapering of the

land masses. The main lines of the existing system of fold-mountains have a

general agreement with the arrangement of the edges of a tetrahedron. Some
striking deviations occur, but are explicable by the variations in the composition

of the lithosphere, and the existence of impassive blocks of old strata which have

moulded the latter movements. The Unes of the old fold-mountains of the Hercy-

nian system may have beeu tetrahedrally arranged, with the axes occupying

different positions from those of the great Cainozoic mountain system. So far,

however, there is no completely satisfactory theory of geomorphology, for which

w-e must wait for further information as to the distribution of land and water in

successive epochs of the world's history. For the historical method promises more

reliable results than the deductive method.

2. The Great Indian Earthquake ofJune 12, 1897. By R. D. Oldham.

The earthquake of June 12, 1897, in India was the largest and, with a few

possible exceptions, the most violent of which there is any record. The area over

which the shock was sensible was not less than 1,750,000 square miles, while the

focus occupied an area of 200 miles in length and 50 miles in width.

Landslips on an unprecedented scale were produced in the Garo and Khasia

Hills, and in the Himalayas north of Lower Assam. A number of lakes hare been

produced by changes of level due to the earth-movements by which the earthquake

was caused, and the mountain peaks have been moved both vertically and hori-

zontally. Monuments of solid stone and forest trees have been broken across by

the violence of the shaking they have received. Communications of all kinds were

interrupted ; bridges were overthrown, displaced, and in some cases thrust bodily

upwards to a height of as much as 20 feet, while the rails on the railways were

twisted and bent. Earth fissures were formed over an area larger than the United

Kingdom, and sand rents, from which sand and water were forced in solid streams

to a height of 3 to 5 feet above the ground, were opened in incalculable numbers.

The loss of life was comparatively small, owing to the time of day at which
the earthquake occurred—five o'clock in the afternoon—and the damage done

was reduced by the fact that there are no large cities within the area of

maximum violence ; but in extent and capacity of destruction, as distinguished from
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destruction actually accomplislied, this earthquake surpasses any of which there is

historical record, not even excepting the great earthquake of Lisbon in 1755.

3. On Earthquake Study. Bij Professor J. Milxe, F.R.S.

The author described the methods of st-isinological research now in use, and
the progress that has been made in the establishment of seismometers in dift'erent

parts of the world. The utility of these researches has been recognised by sub-
marine cable companies as supplying a means of ascertaining the exact date of the
fracture of cables by earthquakes, and in avoiding regions subject to earthquake
disturbance when laying cables. The researches have also been of value to
engineers in designing houses, bridges, and other structures to rtsist earthquake
shocks.

4, The Valley of the Yangtze. By Mrs. Isabella L. Bishop, F.R.G.S.

The author recently travelled for eight months in the Yangtze Valley, making
a journey of 1,200 miles by land in the I'rovince of Sze-chuan, and nearly 2,00(J

by water, from Cheng-tu to Shanghai, during the land journey travelling up the
smaller and western branch of the Min to its source at an altitude of nearly 1,100
feet, near the Tsu-kuh-shan Pass. In the opening of the paper she briefly traced
the course of the Yangtze from the sea near Shanghai to its source on the confines
of the Tibetan Steppes, pomting out the magnitude and utility of the afliuents which
it receives after its entrance into Sze-chuan, and the access given by these water-
ways into the very centre of the interior. Taking the Yangtze Valley in its full

geographical sense, the region watered by the Great River and its atfluents, as
extending westwards for about 3,000 miles, and into the very heart of Asia, Mrs.
Bishop pointed out that this region must be taken as including the Provinces ot
Kiaugsu, Anhui, Hupeh, Ilonan, Hunan, Kwei-chow, Kiangsi, Ganhuy, Sze-chuan,
Chekiang, and parts of Yunnan, Kansuh, and Shensi, making altogether the most
accessible, the richest, and the most productive portion of the Empire, with an in-
dustrious and thrifty population of from 150,000,000 to 180,000,000. After briefly
alluding to the treaty ports and the great cities of the Lower Yangtze, she entered
more into detail regarding the country above Ichang, the head of steam navigation,
and specially as to Sze-chuan, which, in virtue of its area, population, and resources,
she considers the Empire Province of China. She described briefly the industries
of the province, its superb climate, its vast wealth in coal and iron, its elaborately
organised civilisation and modes of communication, the increase in the growth
and export of opium, and in the import of Indian yarn for home weaving, and
expressed the opinion that the increasing scarcity of cash, the fall in the purchasing
power of silver, the likin, and the neglect of our manufacturers to study the needs
of the Chinese as to the width, weight, texture, and patterns of cotton doth, limit
and hamper trade far more than the lack of steam communication on the Upper
Yangtze. She noticed the genius for combinution which exists among the Chinese,
and stated that in Sze-chuan, with its population estimated at from fifty to seventy
millions, every occupation has its guild, except trackers and water-carriers.
W hile recognising the fact that this province is over-populated, she considers that
it has an enormous amount of wealth and prosperity, and gave, among other indi-
cations of the former, the numerous fine countrj' mansions of a leisured class, the
size and architecture of the farm-houses, the handsome bridges and fine roads pre-
.sented by rich men to their localities, the splendid halls erected by the guilds, the
new temples, and the magnificent charities which are liberally supported in every
city. Ignorance and superstition prevail, but she believes that the hostility
shown to foreigners, who from having been ' Sons of the Ocean ' a few years ago,
are now ' Foreign Devils,' ' Child Eaters,' and worse, is instigated and fomented by
the official class for easily guessed purposes of their own. She gave her own
impressions of the Chinese peasantry of the Yangtze Valley, and concluded by
reminding the audience that this ' sphere of influence' or 'interest' extends over
a thii-d of China.
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5. Across the Sierra Madrefront Mazatlmi, to Durango.
By O. H. HowARTH.

The journey now to be described was undertaken in April of the present year,
over a trail wbicli, so far as the author is aware, has not previously been described
by any European. It crosses tlie main range of Western Mexico on a line about
120 miles south of that followed by him in 1892, and referred to in a paper com-
municated to the Geographical Society in 1893. The recent erection of a direct
telegraph line connecting the port of Mazatlan with tbe city of Durango led to the
exploration of this new trail, it having been otherwise impracticable for any pur-
pose except the casual mule traffic of the natives. The line runs in a north-
easterly direction from the Pacific coast between the 23rd and 24th parallels
N. lat., traversing an exceedingly wild and rugged district of the main range for a
distance of 130 miles in a direct line, but nearer 200 miles following the precipitous
contour of the mountains. There is probably no route through the great western
range of North America exhibiting such vast alternations of elevation and depres-
sion within so comparatively limited an area. From Mazatlan the route followed
was by a waggon road to the village of Presidio or Villa Union (alt. 120feet),
and thence to Concordia (alt. 380 leet), Piedra Blanca (610 feet), and the little

mining town of Copala (1,750 feet), which was reached on the evening of Easter
Sunday. Up to this point the ascent is generally an even gradient amongst tbe
foothills for the first 30 miles or thereabouts ; but for some 70 to 80 miles further
the range is constantly broken by enormous chasms which the trail traverses bv
repeated zigzag ascents and descents, frequently of 1,500 to 2,000 feet within a
liorizontal distance of 2 or 3 miles. Between the ranche of Ocotes and the canon
of the Eio Valuarte a descent of 1,750 feet was made in a couple of hours ; and on
the afternoon of the same day the party camped at a point 4,600 feet above this,
on the first ' Cumbre ' or dividing ridge. Early the next morning the pass of Los
Monos was entered at an elevation of 6,850 feet ; and after descending again
2,000 feet to the Llanito (little plain) of Chavarria, another ridge of the Cumbre
wa.i crossed the same day at 9,600 feet altitude. Throughout this region, remark-
able for the grandeur of its scenery, the main ridge of the western anticline,
averaging 10,000 to 11,000 feet, seems to be split up into three or four parallel
ranges with the above-mentioned deep gorges separating them. Beyond these
commences a gradual descent from one to another of the curious mountain plateaus
or ' Llanos,' including those of Las Juntas, Florida, Rusia, Mesa de Madrono,
Coyotes, and Llano Grande, at altitudes from 9,100 down to 8,400 feet. These
are usually open levels free from forest growth, and are utilised as grazing ground
for cattle. Occasionally, on the higher of them, where a water parting occurs,
may be seen a continuous stream course intersecting a plain not over a mile or so
in length, at the ends of which the water is flowing in opposite directions. Beyond
the Llano Grande extends a vast ' mesa ' or tableland covered with scattered pine
and other trees for a distance of some 30 to 40 miles at an altitude of 8,000 feet.

As this approaches the last hill range overlooking the great plain of Durango the
ground becomes open and clear of timber, forming to all appearance an uninter-
rupted sweep towards the brow of the range. Yet within a mile of this last
descent the traveller finds himself suddenly on the brink of the tremendous gorge
of the Rio Chico—a winding rift across the level which has to be descended to a
depth of nearly 2,000 feet. Its geological structure is of great interest, exposing
about half-way down a massive stream of pale grey vitreous lava, which has been
covered to a depth of several hundred feet by other formations and sedimentary
detritus. On reascending the opposite face and proceeding to the edge of the
range the plain of Durango comes in view, with the city a few miles from the foot
of the last descent. This was reached on the evening of the seventh day from
Mazatlan. The observations as to physical structure, temperatures, vegetation, and
fspeclally the human and animal occupants of these remote mountain fastnesses
were of more than ordinary interest, presenting several features distinct from
those noticed in other parts of the "Western Sierras.
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

This Section did not meet.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Political Geography. By J. Scott Keltie, LL.D., Sec. R.G.S.

Geography, like most other departments of science, is capable of practical

applications to human affairs, and the application of the data of physical geography

and anthropogeography to Communities, States, or Nations is Political Geography.

Physical conditions, such as position on the Earth's surface, determining seasons

and climate, the surface characteristics of a region, such as its orography and

hydro"Taphy, and the dimensions of the tevritorj', all have direct hearings on the

State. The question of boundaries and their definition is of vital importance in

this respect, the natural limit of a neutral zone of desert, or at least waste land

between two nations, gave way to the defined frontier, as often as not an arbitrary

line not coincident with any natural feature, and of a validity depending on the

general acceptation of the treaties by which it is defined.

The utilisation of natural resources and the amelioration of routes by land or

water do much to develop a country, and bring out the real relation between land

and people, which is the direct subject of political geography. The internal

conditions of a country are to some extent responsible even for the forms of its

o-overnment and its relations with other States. These are expressed peacefully

mainly by international commerce, which takes place in spite of barriers both

natural—such as seas, deserts, mountains—and artificial—such as Customs tariffs.

Internal development leads in certain circumstances to colonial expansion, and

the relations of colonies to the mother country varies in accordance with the

character of land and people. The rapid acquisition of foreign territory in recent

years has given rise to certain new features of political geography—the sphere of

influence, the leased territory, and the military occupation being the more
important of these.

2. The Prospects of Antarctic Research. By Hugh Robert Mill,

D.Sc, F.R.S.E.

The problem of Antarctic exploration has varied in the course of the centuries

from the purely theoretical discussion of the possibility of antipodes, to the search

for a vast Austral continent of value to colonists and commerce. Since the

A'Oj'age of Cook confined the limits of Antarctica to the south frigid zone, and the

efforts of the few whalers and sealers of the early part of the present century

proved that it could not rival the Arctic regions as a hunting-ground, the problem

has become purely a scientific one.

As a field for scientific research the Antarctic has been kept before the public

by Dr. Neumayer, of Hamburg, for thirty years, and in recent years Sir John

Murray and Sir Clements Markham have been indefatigable in pressing upon suc-

cessive Governments the claims of this region for a national expedition. The Royal

Society, the Royal Geographical Society, and the British Association have given

their powerful interest to the movement, but in vain.

The immediate prospects of research are more favourable than the action of

Government might imply. A small Belgian expedition with a band of scientific

enthusiasts is now in the field, and Sir George Newnes has sent out the Southern

Cross with iJr. Borchgrevink to make an attempt to traverse the ice-cap from

Cape Adare. The results of this expedition may be valuable, but they can only

be viewed as preliminary. A German Committee has completed arrangements
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for sending out a finely-equipped expedition under Dr. Erich von Drygalsld in

1900, and the Royal Geographical Society has headed a suhscription list for a
British expedition with 5,000?. It is urgently important that the great expeditions

now being organised should not be in any sense rival projects ; but that they should
work in harmony, so as to make the greatest possible number of simultaneous and
comparable observations on .such important and little-known phenomena as the
meteorology and magnetic conditions of the south polar area. The preliminary
results of the expeditions already at work will probably arrive in time to enable
the plans of the larger enterprises to be laid with greater certainty than our present

knowledge of the region will allow.

3. The National Photograiyhic Record. By Sir Benjamin Stone, M.P.

4. Sokotra. By Mrs. Theodore Bent.

The name of the Island of Sokotra is probably a remnant of its old name, Diu
Sukutera, corrupted by the Greeks into Dioscorides. It may, as Marriette Bey
suggested, represent To Nuter of the Egyptian monuments.

Though geographically African, it is politically Arabian, having from far back
ages been under the rule of the Mahri Sultan, as it is now.

The principal language spoken is called Sokoterioti. Mahri, or Mehri, and
Arabic are also spoken, and many words of these languages are mingled in Soko-
terioti, chiefly the former. The language is very polysyllabic.

The chief mountain range is Haghier, a high-shouldered, many-peaked mass.
The highest point is Jebel Bit Molek, at 4,900 feet. All but the highest needles
are densely covered with vegetation, where the civet cat is the largest wild beast,

unless the wild ass may be considered such.

The north of the island has many khors, or inlets, where the sea runs in a mile
or more, and also many lagoons fringed with palms and mangrove, separated by
sandy bars from the sea.

The rivers on the north reach the lagoons, those on the south lose themselves
in the sandy plain of Noget. In many places the mountains run out to the sea.

There are many streams in the mountains, but little water in the E., W., and
particularly S.AV. parts of the island.

Inland large flocks and herds are tended by Bedouin living in little oval
houses or mountain caves, according to the season. Pasture is very plentiful. The
coast villages are inhabited by mongrel races, who export ghee and sharks' fins,

but little of the myrrhs, gums, aloes, or dragon's blood once so famous. There is

little cultivation of gourds, jowari, and tobacco, but tea and coffee might possibly
grow.

Natural vegetation assumes strange forms, as adeniums and cucumber trees,

with swollen trunk, dragon's blood trees, euphorbias, &c. There were an enor-
mous variety of non-marine molluscs. The inhabitants are peaceable and honest.
We saw no traces of Christianity but a few inscribed crosses, none whatever of
Greek occupation, and little of Portuguese.

5. The Upper Nile. By Sir Charles W. Wilson, R.E., K.C.B., F.B.S.

6. Twenty-eight Years in Central Australia. By Louis de Rougemont.

I
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Tirah. By Colonel Sir Thomas Holdich, R.E.^

How the kiny-dom of Afirhanistan came into existence. Its unstable nature

and want of national vitality. The mixed elements of which it is composed. Its

position as a buffer State, and the new creation of a buffer province between
Afghanistan and India.

The demarcation of the boundaries of this province and the results. The
reason for the late risings on the frontier as given by the people themselves.

Geographical results. Up till the year 1897 we had a better knowledge of
Afghanistan, Baluchistan, and Persia than we had of our own border.

The province of Roh and the Rohillas. Its position as a natural barrier to

Isorth-western India. The gateways through it, by which invasions have been
conducted and the conquest of India from time to time effected. Position of Tirali

in this new province of Roh. Geographical description. Nature of the roads

leading into Tirah and reason for adopting the shortest line. Difficulty of passes.

Description of Chagru Pass and Khanki Valley ; of Sanpagha Pass and Mashura
Valley ; of Arhanga Pass and Maidan. The richness of its soil and formation of

the cultivated slopes. Terraces and houses. Population and probable fighting

strength of the tribe. Conclusion—future possibilities.

2. Christmas Island. By C. W. Andrews.

The author gave a short account of Christmas Island, Indian Ocean, where he

stayed the greater part of a year. It is a raised coral atoll, which during its

elevation has been surrounded by a series of reefs, so that now it presents the

appeai'ance of a flat-topped island, the coast of which is formed by a succession of

step-like cliffs. The whole is covered by dense forest and jungle, which renders

exploration difficult. The fauna and flora are specially interesting, on accoimt of

the isolation of the place. The most conspicuous animals are rats, land crabs, and
frigate birds, the two latter forming tlie chief articles of food. There is also a wild

eago palm, which is valuable for the same purpose.

3. Notes on a Visit to North-Eastern Kamchatka.
By Captain G. E. H. Barrett-Hamilton,

j

The north-east of Kamchatka is as yet only imperfectly surveyed, much of the
coast-line beina: still represented by a dotted line on the Admiralty charts. It is

very rarely visited ; hence the observations made and the photographs taken during
the cruise of H.M.S. iin?iei off the coast, in August, 1897, possess some interest.

They chiefly concern the island of Karaginski, situated in 59° N. and 164* E., about
twenty miles off shore, and the neighbouring village of Karaga on the mainland.
The mountains of this region do not probably exceed 4,000 feet in height, and in
August still showed patches of snow. The village of Karaga contains seventeen
balagans, or wooden huts, raised on piles to a height of about 10 feet from the
ground, and six yurts, or wooden huts covered over with turf. The population of
the village probably does not exceed thirty. The people were found to be very
friendly, remarkably polite, and able to converse in Russian. Mosquitoes were a
plague, and the natives wear skin gloves as a protection. Dug-out canoes are in

use on the mainland, but only skin boats on the island. The islanders appeared
to be very few in number, and exceedingly primitive and quaint in their ways.
They dressed almost exclusively in home-made skin clothing; the nether garments,

' The Taper will appear in the Scottish Geographical Magazine.
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as on the mainland, were toots and breeches in one. They keep reindeer and
sledge-dog-s.

The paper was illustrated by a series of lantern-slides from photographs taken
•during the visit.

4. The Impending Economic Revolution in China. By G. G. Chisholm.

5. On a Proposed Great Globe. By Professor Elisee Reclus.

The author advocated the construction of a terrestrial globe on the scale of

1 : 500000

—

i.e. about 84 feet in diameter, the surface of which should show the

relief of the Earth's surface on the same scale. He dwelt upon the educational

and scientific value of a globe constructed in this way.

6. The Edinburgh Outlook Toioer. By Professor Patrick Geddes.

The intellectual tradition of Edinburgh is not only one of education but of

publication, and this not only of abstract philosophy, but also very largely of con-

crete encyclopaedias,- and notably also of atlases, maps, and gazetteers. An ancient

metropolis of national life and government, it remains a centre of historic interest

and tourist resort. Unusually rich and complete in all the elements of a Ilegional

Survey, it is also interested in world survey ;
^ and if politically less important

in the practical world than of old, it has become more widely connected with the

world than ever—witness the proverbially wide dispersion of Scotsmen through
England and the Empire, through America, and indeed through the whole world.

Its great names are thus truly representative—Scott or Stevenson of the historic

and romantic interest of their geographic microcosm ; Adam Smith and his canny
following of the economic shrewdness and foresight of a race disciplined by
northern winters. These characteristic special interests and practical activities are

thus really, alike in region and race, in unison ; and the problem of the Outlook
Tower is to express these, to give them objective e.xpression, as the many sides of

a single regional and racial development, in short as a geographic unity. This

Eegional Outlook Tower is thus itself a regional product ; although its principle is

easily adaptable to every region, as that of an encyclopaedia may be used anywhere.

I. The Tower, therefore, in the first place, has arisen from the attempt again to

prepare an encyclopedia, but now in rational order, exhibiting things in their

mutual relations. Things are not mainly in printed, but in graphic form, and
in rational order

—

i.e. with all subjects shown as far as possible in their mutual
relations. Its basement rooms are thus planned first for an outline classification of

the arts and sciences ; of course not losing the traditions from Aristotle or Bacon
to Comte and Spencer, but attempting a simple restatement of these. So far,

however, its appeal is primarily to students of the special arts and sciences on the

one hand ; to the professed scientific philosopher on the other. To a more con-

crete treatment, however, and now one of direct appeal to the geographer, all the

remaining storeys are devoted ; the familiar rival methods of approach—(a) the

narrowing from World through Europe, Empire to Scotland, City and actual

Prospect and Neighbourhood ; and (/)) the starting with the most intimate detail of

these and widening outwards to the World—being reconciled and equally utilised by
the simple device of devoting one storey of the Tower to each of these areas.

Thus the exhibition of the ground-floor centres round a globe with an outline

survey of the main concepts of World-geography

—

e.g. an incipient collection of
maps and illustrative landscapes, an outline of the progress of geogi'aphical dis-

covery and of map-making, &c. Tiie first floor is devoted to the geography and
history of Europe in correspondingly fuller treatment ; the second is set apart for

' The Paper will appear in the Scottish Geograpldcal Magazine.
~ E.g. Encyc. Brit., Chambers's Encyc, &c.
" Cf. the Eoyal Scottish Geographical Society or the Challenger Expedition.

1898. 3 p
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an outline geography and history of the English-speaking world, the United States

having a room on the same level as the British Empire. On the third storey is

preparing a corresponding survey of Scotland, viewed at once as an historic and

social entity and as an element of greater nationality ; while the fourth storey,

naturally as yet in the most advanced state of preparation, is a museum of Edin-

burgh, though again not without comparison with Scottish and other cities. The

flat roof of Prospect bears a turret of culminating outlook with a Camera Ohscura,

an old-fashioned instrument, but of great educational future, geographic and

artistic alike.

Descending from the roof to the uppermost storey, this succession and unity of

the physical, organic, and social conditions is better understood. Thus the relief

model of the site of Edinburgh brings indispensable light on the interpretation of

the antique and the modern city, its military history or its industrial present, its

medical eminence or its picturesque interest.

Similarly for the storeys of Empire and Language, Europe, or World. On
each level the view of Nature as determining man is complemented by that of

man as more or less re-determining Nature.

The educational uses, whether to passing tourist or professed teacher, of such a

Geographical School and Exhibition have already been proved in the Regional

Studies which have for many years characterised the Edinburgh Summer Meeting.

To the Great Globe projected by M. Elis6e Reclus, wherever erected, such a

Regional Tower is the necessary complement, its regional relief maps on greater

scale, &c., furnishing, as it were, the corresponding regional microscope, bringing

ont the portions of the globe most interesting at that particular centre with

clearer light and fuller detail.

II. Finally, the Tower has not only a scientific but a practical aspect ; it is not

only a Geographic Exhibition, but a Geotechnic Laboratory. On the level of the

City are thus to be found not only the photographic survey of Edinburgh, but the

plans and business detail of that repair or renewal of large portions of the historic

city which has now been for many years in progress. The interests alike of

archaeology and public health, of sesthetics and finance, of the housing of the

people, and of the collegiate beginnings for the academic community are here, so

far as may be, reconciled in actual practice.

Similarly on the level of Scotland, the practical interests and requirements of

forestry or fisheries, of agriculture or manufactures, are being set forth, and

notably, for instance, the rival projects of the great Forth and Clyde Ship Canal,

which so many circumstances, alike commercial and naval, are again combining to

bring forward.

The practical economics of the Empire and Europe, even some outline of the

Geotechnic possibilities of the world, are similarly being sketched. For the illustra-

tion of associated practical and experimental beginnings analogous to those of

Edinburgh have been selected some aspects of the practical economics of Cyprus

—chosen as a geographical and historic, racial and social microcosm ; and as a

unique region which, while practically a portion of the Colonial Empire, at once

unites many of the most characteristic developments and problems of the Old

World, since still, as of old, linking Europe with Asia, and both, through Egypt,

even with Africa.

In such ways the methods of the Outlook Tower come to unite scientific and

educational aims with practical and public interest. It seeks not only to draft

and outline, but even graphically visualise, a synthesis, an encyclopaedia of ordered

Imowledge, and .similarly to outline a correspondingly detailed Synergy of orderly

actions. Regional Survey thus passes into Regional Activity, Regional Develop-

ment. Hence the geographer, whose maps have so long recorded and prepared

the (Segio/ial) game of war, may here increasingly look forward to no less

concrete and detailed regional organisation of the productive energit^s and possi-

bilities of peace. And it is only in some such conci-ete way as that here proposed

that the present widely discussed aspirations towards checking the spread of

militarism can be eflectively realised, or even concretely discussed.
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III. In Bristol at this moment are . all the elements of a thorough Regional
Survey, and this not only with map and guide-book. The observer of artistic

temperament may start from the Clifton Camera, with its outlook of colour and
stone, the very ideal of impressionist art, while the more strictly geographic outlook

is that of the Cabot Tower, with its admirable orientation brasses, pointing not

only to the city and the remoter prospect, but to the British Isles and the world
of imagination and discovery. Among the papers read to the Sections of the

British Association are a notable (and yearly increasing) proportion which take up
each its part of a definite survey of this or that region, magnetic or meteorological,

geological or biological, anthropological or industrial, economic or photographic

;

and these now need co-ordination in a Regional Survey of Britain. The excursions

of the Association are thus not only the needful recreative and social elements of

the scientific gathering, but also (with all respect to presidential addresses) the

most synthetic ones. Each excursion is thus a double lesson : first in investigation

in many separate sciences, but next in reuniting the results of these into the living

unity of Geography, which thus rises from the accurate specialisms of the carto-

grapher and relief-maker to the survey and interpretation of the whole living

world of Nature and of man.
The bearing of this principle of Regional Survey and the use of practical

centres, such as the Outlook Tower afiords, is thus a great and increasing one.

The past generation has been occupied with the foundation or development of

innuQierable schools and colleges, of scientific and technical institutions of all kinds.

But the incompleteness of such contributions to intellectual or practical progress,

as also the rivalry of our methods of education, here ' classical,' there * scientific,'

there ' technical,' alike tend to disappear as they become Regional.

Starting, then, from our own doors with an extending Regional Survey, and
with corresponding practical activities of home and school, our education becomes
once more, and that literally and concretely, the leading out of not only the

passive but also of the active powers. The varied educational resources of each
region or city, however extensive, thus require for then* unity and completeness
the establishment of institutions corresponding to the Outlook Towers of Edin-
burgh and Bristol, and, like them, accessible both to child and citizen.

WEBNUSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14.

1. The Orthography, Location, and Selection of Namesfor the National
Maps. By Henry T. Crook, Memb.Inst.G.E.

The method of determining correctly the location or orthography and relative

importance of place names for the national maps is a branch of cartographical
science which has scarcely received the attention its importance merits. With the
greater number of names which must appear there is no difficulty. It is with the
names of .«maller places, detached houses, farms, and ground features of the re-
moter districts that the difficulties arise, yet the correctness of these is often of equal
importance topographically to those of populous towns and well-known places.

The Ordnance Survey system of obtaining the opinion of three persons in the
locality as authorities seems rather haphazard, for no qualification is required in
the authorities, nor does the ultimate selection in case of diflPerence of opinion
appear to be anything better than empirical.

The Committee of Inquiry into the Ordnance Survey in 1892-93 paid little

attention to the subject except in the case of Welsh names, in which they consider
the system had not been altogether a success. The errors in other parts of the
kingdom largely arise from analogous causes to those investigated—namely, from
misunderstanding the local dialect or pronunciation. Wales and Scotland only
present the difficulties in a more acute form.

The errors in names in the first map of Scotland led to the adoption of a method
for that country which is a step in the right direction—namely, seeking the

3 p 2
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assistance of local societies, in this case the Royal Scottish Geographical Society.

This principle carried out still further by the reference of doubtful names to more
strictly local societies, or a body constituted from them, is desirable. But if local

knowledge is desirable in the case ofthe orthography of place names, it is not only

desirable, but essential to success, in selecting the names for the smaller scale

maps. The present method is a failure, as witness the new one-inch maps in

Lancashire, where not only are the names of important places omitted or wrongly
placed, but the selection of names which do appear is generally unsatisfactory.

This arises from the modern method of producing the smaller scale maps—viz., the

mechanical reduction from the larger scale. It is stated that the names on the

smaller scale maps are gone over on the ground, but the revision seems perfunc-

tory. It does not prevent serious error. The revision of the survey generally

should have been carried out from local centres, where local knowledge and ex-

perience would have had their due weight.

2. On the Employment of Balloons for Geographical Research.

By Capt. B. Baden-Powell, Scots Guards.

Many difficulties beset explorers in wild countries. Much time has to be

devoted to the journey, transport of supplies, hostility of natives, progress through
jungles, marshes, and rivers. Hot and unhealthy climates, or extreme cold, all

present great difficulties. There is, however, one high road which leads un-

obstructed to all parts—the air. An aeronaut, seated in the car of a balloon,

floats along above all impediments and obstructions, travelling day and night at

the speed of the wind, and with an extensive view of all the country below. But
there are two practical difficulties to be overcome. First, the balloon travels

wherever the wind chooses to take it ; secondly, no free balloon has as yet ever

remained up longer than a day or two. Various methods have been suggested to

overcome these—propelling the balloon, utilising variable air currents, and sailing

with a guide-rope have been tried for directing, while for keeping a balloon at

given elevation vertical screws, compressing pumps, and guide-ropes have been
devised, the latter being the most practical solution. Actual leakage of gas is not

a serious matter with a good balloon, as sufficient ballast can be carried to com-
pensate for it. Man-lifting kites might be used instead of a balloon, but the trail-

rope would probably have to be of such a weight as to prohibit its practical use.

Before deciding on the details of a balloon outfit for such a journey, the locality

must be named. Egypt presents many most desirable qualifications : steady winds
prevail up the Nile, the deserts on either side are most favourable ground for

trailing over, Cairo forms a well-supplied base to start from, and the longer the

journey is continued the more interesting does the country become. The most
suitable equipment for such a country would consist of several balloons supporting

one car, an awning spread over the top, a lightning-conductor, a large sail, and a

long and heavy guide-rope : the car boat-shaped and waterproofed. The total

capacity of the balloons should be about 100,000 cubic feet, capable of lifting

nearly- 7,000 lbs., whicJi weight allows for four men, provisions and water to last

thirty days, and instruments, arms, &c. The leakage is estimated to necessitate

the discharge of about 140 lbs. daily, and the consumption of provisions and dis-

charge of the ballast taken would enable the balloon to remain in the air, if

necessary, for over three weeks, during which time it might be expected to travel

some G,000 miles.

3. The Use of Electric Balloon Signalling in Arctic and Antarctic

Expeditions. By Eric Stuart Bruce, M.A. Oxon., F.R.Met.Soc.

The absence of means of intercommunication is one of the most distressing

deprivations which befalls the Arctic and Antarctic explorer. In Dr. Nansen's

recent expedition, the want of some bond of communication between the drifting

ship and a party leaving the vessel for only short excursions was severely felt,
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and greatly restricted the researclies of the expedition. A means of communica-
tion would be afibrded by the system of electric balloon sif^nalling invented by
the author, adopted for war signalling purposes by the British, Belgian, and
Italian Governments, and lately adapted to the wants of Arctic and Antarctic

exploration. Signalling with flag or lantern from the car of an ordinary captive

balloon, worked from the deck of a ship, is possible, but such a metliod necessitates

a large balloon with its cumbersome accessories, and is therefore iuipracticable in

Arctic expeditions. In electric balloon signalling, the signaller and most of the

apparatus remain on the ground or deck of ship. Since the weight of the car,

signaller, and apparatus is abolished, the balloon can be of such a moderate size

as to be practical. The apparatus consists of a balloon made of a translucent

material and filled with hydrogen or coal gas. In the balloon are placed several

incandescent electric lamps in metallic circuit with a source of electricity on the

ground or deck of ship. In the circuit on the deck is an apparatus for making
and breaking contact rapidly. By varying the duration of the flashes of light

in the balloon, it is possible to signal according to the Morse code. In the

signalling key there are carbon contacts, renewable when worn away by sparking.

The key is placed on a switch board, which is provided with a means of turning

the current on to the lamps in the balloon, either through the key or directly for

continuous illumination. The speed of signalling depends entirely upon the

thickness of the carbon filaments in the lamps.

The material selected for making electric balloons that are designed for Arctic

work is goldbeaters' skin, which is light, strong, and retentive of hydrogen. The
smallest size goldbeaters' skin balloon that would lift the lamps, and a sufficient

quantity of cable to be useful, is seven feet in diameter, and having a capacity of

150 cubic feet. It takes little over one tube to fill it.

The electric incandescent lamps inside the balloon are supported one above the

other on a holder made like a ladder. This form of ladder is convenient for

admission into the narrow neck of the balloon.

The electric cable combines lightness, flexibility, and current capacity, being

made of strands of copper, both leads being enclosed in one waterproofed outer

insulation. The source of electric power for lighting the lamps in the balloon

would probably be the dynamo, with which every future exploring vessel will

probably be provided, and which can be efficiently worked with wind or hand-

power. If a balloon and accessories is taken from the ship by an excursion

party, light and portable storage cells can be used. The gas for filling the

balloons can be compressed in steel cylinders, or a portable apparatus can be
used for making the hydrogen on the spot.

This system of signalling makes the signallers fairly independent of the con-

figuration of the country. An electric balloon ascending from the deck of the

exploring vessel would not only act as a beacon guide to exploring parties,

but would flash signals relating to the drift of the ship or any other desirable

communication. If an exploring party could take another balloon with them,
complete intercourse could be established. If the ' Fram ' had had an electric

balloon afloat, it would have been probably seen by Dr. Nausen when he was
returning from his journey north, and possibly a long and perilous march might
have been avoided. An electric balloon would have been an important addi-

tion to an Arctic station such as Elmwood.
The electric balloon has been successfully manipulated, not only in calm and

fair weather, but in half a gale, a snowstorm and mist ; signals have been read and
answered in spite of these adverse atmospherical conditions. Arctic records, how-
ever, include a large proportion of still and clear weather.

Continuously illuminated, and sent up a short distance from the ship, the

balloon would also be serviceable as a light for working parties, because of the

diflPusion of light from the large surface.

Hegarding the distance to which signals may be transmitted, it is reasonable

to expect that, given a sufficient altitude, a high candle power, and a clear atmo-
sphere, through a telescope the flashes would be visible some 80 or even 100
miles.
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Section F.—ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS.

Peesidenx of the Section—James Bonae, M.A., LL.D., F.S.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the foliowiug Address :

—

Old Lights and Neiv in Economic Study.

Foe many years after the founding of the British Association sixty-seven years

ago, it furnished to serious and mature students of various branches of science

their chief, if not their only, opportunity of meeting one another in large numbers
to compare notes and discuss suggestions. The press and the railway were not

then what they are now ; and it may be thought that the purposes which the

Association was formed to fulfil are now fulfilled equally well in other ways.

One advantage, indeed, remains unimpaired ; devotees of one special study are

reminded that there are other studies than their own ; they are in presence of a

federation of sciences more or less dependent on one another. Apart from this,

an itinerant association may be of particular service to economic students.

They enlarge their vision by changing their place of sojourn. They realise better

that the life of the English nation is in many respects more active in the provinces

than in the metropolis. Students of other subjects may be, as it were, detached

from locality and have the whole world, or at least no particular part of it, for

their hunting-ground. But there is a sense in which the economist or statistician

lives by the localities. They present him with experiments ready made on his

own chosen field, whether sad or glad, whether showing the dubious, if not dis-

heartening, effects of foreign bounties, or the encouraging results of wise municipal

enterprise. The visitors and the visited ought both to learn from one another, if

such meetings are not to be wasted. Economic students at Bristol will have them-
selves to blame if they do not discover that students from other quarters would
be in league with them, and desire both to get encouragement and to give it.

Bristol is the city not only of the Cabots, Canynges, Colston and Draper, Chatter-

ton, Hannah ]\Iore and Southey, but of John Gary, Josiah Tucker, and Edmund
Burke. It has twice before this year been the meeting-place of the British

Association—in 1836 and in 1875. On the last occasion the Economic Section

was under the presidency of the distinguished statistician, ]Mr. James Heywood,
but lately gone from us. It held some important discussions. Professor Jevons
repeated his appeals, first made in 1865, on the subject of the Supply of Coal,

and read his paper on the Influence of the Period of Sun Spots on the Price of

Corn. The reasonings of the second paper are not now regarded as conclusive;

economic periods are not to be strictly determined by physical alone. But the

warning of Jevons, that we must expect to be straitened in our supplies of coal

before many score years, is still sounding in the ears of our public men, and, when
they have any leisure to think of remote evils, they nervously anticipate a time
when British progress will be slackened through the abridgment, or, at least, the

I
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Inadequate expansion, of Britisli resources. The one tangible effect of the warning
Las been a somewhat speedier reduction of the National Debt.' The lessened

growth of population makes that reduction less marked, but it gives ns at least a

slightlj' better prospect of moderating our own inroads on our coal and iron, while
the United States, our principal rivals, will soon need all the warnings that our
national candour has so freely bestowed on ourselves. It is not a year (Dec. 14,

1897) since Mr. Leonard Courtney directed the thoughts of the Statistical Society

to the prophecies of Jevons. He considered them to have been fully justified by
the events of the last thirty years. Even so, he did not recommend any great

self-denying ordinance, any curtailment of consumption on a great scale for the

sake of future generations. We may by-and-by come to hold that the stationary

state is better than the progressive ; but every generation believes that for itself

the progressive is the better, and we may be sure every generation will use its

materials when they are there. It will probably be long before we are all con-

vinced that a State Coal Department is as needful here as a Department of Woods
find Forests in India. Nothing but the logic of compulsion will persuade large

bodies of men to suffer the hardships of a scarcity ; they are very unlikely to

deny themselves, when the rewards of the sacrifice are not for them, it may be
not for theirs, not quite certain, and quite certainly remote.

Seventy years before Jevons first wrote on the scarcity of coal, Edmund
Burke wrote on a scarcity which, at least till the present year, may have seemed
to us past and not future—a scarcity of corn. We have been reminded in the

earlier months of this year (1898) that such a scarcity is not entirely laid behind
us yet, and we may aptly, in Bristol in 1898, call to memory Burke's ' Thoughts
and Details on Scarcity, originally presented to the Right Honourable William
Pitt in the month of November, 1795,' near the close of Burke's life." Burke repre-

sented Bristol for si.x years (1774-80), suffered for Bristol because of America,
and suffered at Bristol because of Ireland. In this pamphlet Burke boldly stated

a new economic policy, or at least an economic policy which gained quite a new
importance when announced, as it was, by a statesman of the first rank addressing

another of as nearly equal rank as a man of great talent can be to a man of genius.

It is rare for economists to exercise a direct influence on politics. In our own
time we have witnessed this phenomenon, perhaps, only in Holland and in Austria.

In our own country few of our economists (Jevons being one of the few) have
had even as much power over the House of Commons as Bagehot over the Money
Market. But Burke, in this pamphlet, was economist and statesman in one.

The result is curious. Neither Adam Smith, nor Malthus, nor Ricardo ever

set down so roundly what is sometimes called the dogmatism of the older

economists as Burke has set it down in this pamphlet. Burke was a great part

of the political life of his time, and, like Gladstone and Bismarck, he remained so

even when he seemed to have quitted the field of action. The popular idea of the

dogmatism of the older economists may have been shaped to a large extent by the

words of those of their followers who were statesmen, and of these Burke was
the chief.

Burke is writing against the proposal to regulate wages by law and adapt them
to the price of food. He opposes all interference with farmers and corn-dealers.

He is against public granaries. He rises finely above prejudice when, after

saying that the poor ai-e only poor because they are numerous, he adds that
the rich are dependent on them, rather than they on the rich. ' The rich,' he
says, 'are trustees for those who labour, and the hoards of the rich are the

banking-houses of the poor.' We agree less when he goes on to tell us that,

since 'labour is a commodity, an article of trade,' the interest of the buyer and the
seller thereof is, as in other contracts, one and the same so soon as the contract is

concluded, every contract being necessarily a compromise in which both parties

sacrifice and both gain. Thus the interest of the farmer and the labourer is not
only one by the special nature of the case ; it is one and the same by the laws of

• See Letters and JournaU of Jevons, 1886, p. 224, &;c.

* Reprinted by the Charity Organisation Society, July, 1893.
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commerce, which are ' the laws of Nature,' and therefore ' the laws of God,' and
Government must not interfere in the matter. But, alas ! he sees Government is-

too likely to interfere more and more, instead of less and less ; and, as France has
had its evil day, there is a time coming- for England too— its day of distress and
judgment.

When we hear these words we feel that we are dealing with a man whose
' thoughts ' are not ours, though his ' details ' show us how little the world has
changed. The thoughts, however full of exaggeration, are those of the older
economists ; and political economy has passed through a severe ordeal since it

seemed to triumph under these leaders. In 184G, in the repeal of the Corn Laws
and the general abandonment of Protection, it won a great political victory only
to suffer political eclipse ; it lost its attractiveness for statesmen. It could
no longer pose as the giver of plenty to a hungry people. It remained in a
position of respectability without power. Like a party in opposition, it was
probably none the wor.se for its obscurity. AVork and discipline went on more
steadily

; honour and emoluments are not always the best inducements to the study
of truth. About the fact of the eflacement there is no doubt, and as little doubt
that it came partly from the general impression that economists clung to obsolete
theories of bygone generations, such theories, for example, as were contained in
Burke's pamphlet.

Ever since we gave up (if we ever held) the helief in the infallibility of the
older economists we have been trying to make up our minds about the value of
their achievements. To call these men ' classical ' is perhaps to beg the question.
' Classical ' suggests that they are a model for all time, especially in manner of
writing, and it suggests that they rule our thought as Plato and Aristotle still

govern the thinking of philosophers. Perhaps the second idea has truth in it, though
it must not lead us to accept those economists, any more than these philosophers,
uncritically and with the halo of the unknown surrounding them. We are, after
all, nearer to the old economists than we are to Plato and Aristotle. Deference
to them, or even reference to them, is often set down to the illusions of antiqua-
rians. But the strata of human thought are as worthy of study as the strata of the
earth ; and if, like the geological, they contain fossils, the fossils are relics of our
own past life, which we should surely recover if we could.

Some ' earnest students,' especially among our more cautious and prudent
philanthropists, lament that they cannot feel at home with the older economists,
while nevertheless they think they owe more to the older than to the new. They
have certainly one experience in common with the older. For the most part the
opponents of the older in regard to the relief of the poor made more use of senti-
ment than of logic. Now, when a man is trying to work out his own view
logically, even from imperfect premises, he is not willing to be stopped by appeals
to feeling ; such appeals are more likely to make him sure he is right than to sus-
pect he may be wrong. The emotional person may prove in the end to have had a
good case

;
some facts that the man of intellect has missed may have heen dimly

present to the man of feeling. But it has been a dim presentiment ; and too often
the perceptions, and especially the conceptions, have been clouded by the emotion.
The appeals of the man of feeling are not, as in real eloquence, logic rounded off
with emotion, but emotion rounded oft' with an appearance of logic. Economists
need to entertain him with caution. Men who are trying to make their studies
scientific cannot put confidence in feelings ; emotion may be itself an object of
study, a factor to be taken into account in investigation, but it is no instru-
ment of study. The older economists were among the fir.st to see this, as
well as to recognise that the phenomena of society, more particularly of poverty
and wealth, ought to be studied with the thoroughness and seriousness of science.

Therepulsiveness of their writings for many of our philanthropists has been largely
due to this severe and stoical virtue. Men of strong feelings are unwilling to
depend on reasoning and observation, facts, figures, and arguments alone. They
count it all dry. In the Baconian sense, economic study can never be too dry

;

with all our ettbrts we can never make it dry enough, for the dryness means
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absence of prejudice, tlie endeavour to see cause and effect, reason and consequence,

as they really are.

Our prudent philanthropists have this endeavour after a dry light in common
with the older economists. But, even so, the latter seem to live in a different

world ; their thoughts ai'e not our thoughts. How is this ?

It is partly because we live in a world that has been much altered since they
left it. This is a phenomenon we can observe in our own half of the centuiy. At
the end of their half of it, John Mill, who was almost one of them, spoke of

Ricardo and the rest as ' old ;
'

' and now John Mill is old to ourselves. Nay, we say

to ourselves in reading Jevons or Bagehot that a good deal has happened since they
wrote ; and if, instead of taking up the books of men who died in their prime, or

before it, we read the early works of men who outlived their reputation or lived

oblivious to the world's changes, and wrote in 1890 as if they were still in 1850,

we understand that an economist does not need to have died in order to have
become antiquated. To a growing man his own thoughts of twenty years ago
seem already old, hut they are the thoughts out of which the later have sprung,

and they are not outgrown in the sense of cut away and discarded. Neither can

we cut away and discard the thoughts of the older economists, which we may
think, perhaps rightly, that we have outgrown. Ours are but the newest branches

of their tree of knowledge. Our thoughts are not their thoughts, but our thoughts

have grown out of their thoughts. If we had lived for 100 years and been as good
men as they the whole time, we should have begun with their thoughts and ended
with our own, and we should not have felt the last to be alien to the first ; and,

even as it is, the growth has been continuous, though it be loss easy here to dis-

cover all the stages than it is in the case of a single mind in a single man.
It is true that a great deal more than mere kpse of time creates a feeling of

separation and distance. If the writings, even of a great author, happen to come
immediately before years of rapid changes, the intervention of the changes—say
the French Revolution or the introduction of railways—cuts us off from our author

more effectually than if the years between us and him had been the long, slow, and
blissful years of unbroken political and intellectual peace. We find it harder to

judge whether our want of sj'mpathy with him is due to our bias or his, and how
much of it is due to the changes in the world he lived in which make it not quite

the same world as ours.

Then the imperfection of all human records cannot fail to make the judgment
of the past somewhat more fallible than of the present. Presumably a man puts

his best thoughts into his books ; but he does not always tell us there how he
arrived at them, and unless he is a living author he cannot be cross-examined.

We are often unable to see what led him to start where he did and stop where he
did, or what terminus he was keeping in view. In the case of an old book we often

find it hard to know how much was, in its day, taken for granted by every writer

as an article of ordinary faith and common-sense. What Hooker says of the Bible
applies to all writing whatever, even if it is comparatively near our own day ; we
must make allowance for all that was assumed as the usual mental furniture of
writers and readers at the time of writing. Investigation, owing to the shortness

of human life, cannot extend with equal thoroughness to all subjects at once, even
of one class ; and we need to know what were the subjects which our writers had
tacitly agreed to let alone. This is precisely where the older economists perplex

us a little. Many of their articles of common-sense have come nowadays to be

regarded as prejudices. They seemed, for example, to count it ])art of the nature of

things that one large section of society should lie at the merfv of iinnther : it hardly
struck them as a surprising phenomenon demanding iui[uiry. Tlie philosophical

maxim that men should never be means to an end, but .should always be ends in

themselves, has more credit now than it hnd a cenrurv agii : nnd the assumption of

the older economists that men are and raii>t be ins'rumenrs iu each dther's hands
gives to ordinary people the notion thatthe.se economists hereof like passions with
the politicians who supposed all men to be merely piecns in their game. The old

economists were quite aware of the instinctive dislike of every man to be the tool

' Pol. E:on. iv., vi., § 2, p. 30S (1S48). Cf. Aiitohiogra;plnj, p. 230.
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of another. They made concessions to it in the matter of slavery and forced
labour of all kinds. Their armoury had weapons against the pressgang and the
corvee. When there was no physical compulsion their misgivings slept. But, at
present, most of us feel that such a test is too rough and ready. One man may be
the tool of another under an oppression and compulsion that are not less severe
because not exercised by brute force ; for example, there is the reluctant service

under a hard taskmaster, only rendered because penury and starvation are the
alternatives. To the older economists all kinds of subjection except that arising

from the legal property of one man in another were worthy to be tolerated, and
were in most cases regarded as inevitable. They had sympathy with the poor
according to their knowledge, but our sympathy is probably greater because we have
better knowledge of the condition of the poor. Reluctant subjection of one man to
another, though a fact of everyday life now as then, does not now leave us indifferent.

Willing subjection is also a familiar fact. It does not seem hard to us to acknow-
ledge our leaders and bid them take us and use us as their instruments. But,
between the extremes of (a) free subjection to a leader and (b) the submission of a
slave who has no choice in the matter, there are in our society various grades of
subjection to others, subjection for their ends chiefly, for our ends partly ; and
they cannot be split into two simple groups by a physical test. Industry especially

gives plenty of instances of the temporary subjection of one man to another for

definite ends and over fixed periods of time. We can hardly cope with Nature suc-

cessfully at all without combining against her under leaders. It is certainly an
essential feature of our present industrial system. As a man commits his goods to

be used by another for him, so he commits his person to be so used, for another's

beneQt, but also for his own.
Now that slavery is gone, it has become as hard to prove a complete ' expro-

priation and exploitation ' of the labourer in industry as it is hard to prove plagi-

arism in literature. The degree of the ' ex-ploitation' must always be considered.
Were the relations of employer and employed those of Prospero and Caliban, or
of Prospero and Ariel, or- only of Oberon and Puck ? There are many degrees,
and it is a long way from the top to the bottom of the ladder. In an army the
leader is not using the led for his own purposes ; though he has soldiers under him,
he himself is a man under authority ; and he is using them for a common cause,
which both have at heart. Such service is not servitude if the cause is really at

heart on both sides. So it might be, and is sometimes, in industry ; but we have at
present, perhaps, more of the worse degrees than of the better. There is little

liberty and much servitude when the workmen have no interest but their wages

;

they are used directly for another's ends and only indirectly and accidentally for

their own. The leaders and the led can justly say of each other : they are nothing
to us but means to our ends, our profits, or our wages.

The old economists took little note of such distinctions. It seemed enough to

them that there was a legal contract. Even Burke, who spoke in his first

pamphlet (on ' Natural Society in 1756 ') of the ' slavery and burdens of the poor,'

and of nine out of ten of the human race as passing their life in miserable
di-udgery, speaks in this last pamphlet (in 1795) as if there was no cause for

misgivings in this connection ; a contract once made could not be a hardship to

either party, for a contract is a compromise, both giving and both taking what
seems the best possible equivalent at the time.

Yet in almost all contracts there 'is what Professor Pantaleoni ^ called lately
' economic strength ' on the one side ; and there is ' economic weakness ' on the
other. It is where the weakness is great that the contract galls even if it has been
the less of two evils; and there appears to be as much servitude as liberty. The
weaker is made the tool of the stronger, the tenant of the landlord, the workman
of the employer, the clerk of the merchant. Professor Pantaleoni, with his inge-
nious casuistry, would persuade us that we can seldom pronounce on which side the
economic weakness lies, especially if we look to the future as well as the present.

He gives us many instances where the tables can be easily turned. Like the
Platonic Socrates arguing in the ' Republic ' against any sure definition of the

' Economic Journal, June, 1898.
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interest of the stronger, he hints that the antithesis can hardly be used with

confidence at all.

But a broad distinction is not unlawful or useless because there are border

cases that elude it. The vegetable world may be broadly distinguished from the

animal or from the inanimate, although there are equivocal creatures on the border

lines. So here in the industrial world we can make broad distinctions and pre-

serve them with a little care till we come to the border. If we interpret economic

strength to mean independence, we find that in most contracts the strength is

ascertainably greater on one side or the other ; and it might be argued that con-

tracts are healthiest in proportion as the parties are nearest to equal independence.

It is desirable thsit they should be independent, not indeed of all authority, but of

the power of one another, so that neither shall be master, though the one may be

leader and the other may agree to follow. A large number of men, perhaps the

majority in civilised countries, are without this independence. It belongs, indeed,

not only to those of large possessions, but to all of great talents sure of their

market. It belongs, in a less degree, to ordinary skilled labour. But it does not

belong to the man possessed of an unmarketable talent and no second-rate powers

that are marketable. It belongs hardly at all to the day labourer, especially if he

has given hostages to fortune ; his dependence is such as practically to fix his

fate in the world. 'A porter or day labourer,' says Adam Smith, ' must continue

poor for ever.' * His dependence perpetuates itself.

Some modern economists have been so impressed with this overpowering

influence on the poor of their poverty that they have been tempted to make it the

chief factor of all historj'. Where there is no land to be had for the asking, they

say, or where there is no common ownership of the means of production, there is

necessarily weakness or dependence on the side of the employed. The causes of

this dependence are the causes that have made civilised nations what they are,

with all their institutions, political and social ; economic causes are the supreme
controlling, and even originating, causes of history.

If this were so, political economy, which began, like all other studies, by being

nobody in the world and after much toil was recognised indeed but only as ' slight,

unmeritable, meet to be sent on errands,' rather as a phase of wisdom than as a

branch of science, would end by being the only authority of any consequence.

This position, very trying to its natural modesty, is one which it should not be

flattered into hastily accepting. We must not carry into science the methods of

social revolt and say with the disinherited, ' Since you grant me nothing, I shall

claim everything.'

It is no question whether economic conditions are one cause, but whether they

are the only real cause. That they are one cause is so evident that the earliest

theorists have paid regard to them. They have been ignored only in countries

where Nature has made livelihood easy, and man can with an easy mind take no
thought for the morrow, or for food, raiment, and dwelling. Elsewhere the struggle

for existence has never passed without notice. Wherever there is a marked dis-

tinction between rich and poor, the economic factor in human life is sure to acquire

great importance ; and thoughtful men who are preoccupied with the discomforts

of the poor are ready to count the economic factor the most important, the leaven

that leavens the whole lump. This preoccupation is at the bottom of nearly all

Utopias, even the Greek of Phaleas and Plato. Once arrange the production and
distribution of wealth, and all other blessings will be added unto you ; that is the

tone of them all. Sir Thomas More, whom we might call the Archon Eponymus
of modern socialists, would as a devout Christian have disclaimed such materialism

;

but in his own Utopia the chief peculiarities are the economic. The exaggeration

is one into which we easily slip if we gaze only on the truth that circumstances and
aurroundings greatly influence human life ; we become astonished that kings and
governments have so often neglected this truth, as if it were the only truth that

they have neglected. It was in this way that Robert Owen was led to over-

strain the facts ; and socialists as a body have taken no special pains to avoid

' Lectureg, p. 223.
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exaggerations which could add a rhetorical force to their claim for a radical
change. But it has been left for very recent writers not almost but altogether to
ignore the influence of the spiritual environment, and to declare the material sur-
roundings to be not merely a great part but the whole, wherever the institutions
of society are concerned. This waa iirst done by Marx and Engels. It has been
done lately by Pro lessor Loria, and Professor Patten betrays an inclination to
follow the same course, though with more caution.

If our friends by their new ' economic interpretation of history ' had meant no
more than the late Thorold Rogers by his, we should have little ground of quarrel.
The past generation has seen the historical and the theoretical economists reconciled.
AVe all acknowledge now that too little weight was attached to changing
historical conditions by the older economists ; and, on the other hand, a new light
has been thrown on history by a closer attention to economic conditions. It was
shed by Adam Smith in his account, for example, of the decay of feudalism.
Buckle, too, cast a glimmer of it. It must of course be remembered that what we
read between the lines of history is not itself necessarily history. But we must
leave it to historians to punish the shortcomings of historians ; and we must for
oiir part confess the failings of the economists. The older economists sometimes
mistook the peculiarities of their own epoch and country for invariable attributes
of humanity. The task of their successors has very largely been to decide which
of their ' categories ' are really historical aud which"'permanent. This is in great
part the meaning, for example, of the restatement of their doctrines by Professor
Marshall and Professor Nicholson. It involves a historical interpretation of
economics, to be set side by side with the economic interpretation of history by
Professor Cunningham and Professor Ashley.

But the newest economic interpretation of history goes far beyond such modest
rendering to Caesar of the things that are Caesar's. It is a substitution of
economics for history, as history has been hitherto understood. Formerly we used
to be told that all economics was relative to history ; now we are to believe that
all history is relative to economics, men having been made what they are by
economical causes. Both dogmas seem not so much obviously untrue as obviously
beyond testing, for if all is tainted with relativity these dogmas themselves will
be so tainted, and we could not have formulated either of them without unclothing
ourselves of our epoch and rising above time and circumstance. It may be the
case that we do so rise and so unclothe ourselves; but there is no provision for the
privilege in the premises of our theorists, and it must therefore be denied to their
conclusions.

We need not have introduced this philosophical argument if there had not
been a_ claiai of universality advanced by the economists in question. Most
econornists are content with less than universality ; they are working out a limited
field with full consciousness of its limitations. The new thinkers are less humble.
Their method may almost be likened to the abstract method of the older econo-
mists with a denial that there is any need for the abstraction, a denial at least
that the field of economics has any boundaries.

What impressed the German socialists—Marx, Lassalle, Engels, Kautsky—was
the demonstrably economic character of many political changes of the last 300
years. In the course of industrial changes the mediteval landowners gave up
their power to the capitalists, and the capitalists to the employers of labour.
Therefore, said the German socialists, all is due to a change in the prevailing
form of production. "WTiere agriculture prevails, we have a territorial aristocracy,
!i certain political system, and certain social institutions and laws ; where commerce
prevails we have another system ; where manufacture, a third. This explains the
]ise of the middle classes into political power, but also the advance of the
working classes as a power that will displace them and be (as we are told it ought
to be) all in all. As in the economic theory of Marx and Engels all value is from
labour, so on the great scale of politics all power is to be with the labouring class.
Economic progress is thus the only real progress ; the essence of all history is

economics
; the essence of all economics is labour. The steps of the progress (we

hear with mingled feelings) will be for the whole world what they have been for
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England, the harbour of the exiles ; and the steps will be taken without deliberate

human contrivance. We may look forward to the changed order as better than
the present, but we cannot either hasten or retard it ; it will come of itself. We
cannot by taking thought add a cubit, or even an inch, to our stature.

The German socialists have not had the cracelessness to hve up to this

comfortable doctrine ; they have agitated like other people, preparing the way for

a change while declaring that it cannot possibly be hastened. Not agreeing with
them in the least in their doctrine of helplessness, most of us will welcome and
commend their inconsistent efforts to make the world better than it 18 ; and they
have fairly earned exemption from the title of mere theorists.

The Italian form of the materialistic view of history has been expounded with
great ingenuity and learning by Professor Loria. It has excited interest chiefly in

academic circles, but need not be disparaged on that account. His theory is that
all progress is economic, and all economic change is due to the land and the growth
of population thereon. Though he contrives to differ from Malthus, they have
much in common ; and we cannot discuss the theory of our contemporary without
remembering that it is exactly 100 years since Malthus wrote his essay. Malthus
lived to be present with the British Association in Cambridge in June 1833,^ dying
at St. Catherine's, Bath, at the end of the following year. But he first made his

mark in 1798, when he grafted on economics his theory of population. Professor
Loria may be said to magnify that theory even when disputing it. He thinks
that, so long as there is free land, or abundance of room as well as food, men will
themselves be free. Xo one will be economically weak if he has always the option
of working as profitably for himself as for another. This is true, and we have had
recent instances. Khama was aft-aid to sell his land lest he and his should become
mere hewers of wood and drawers of water to the white men.^ The same notion
seems to have prompted the recent resistance to the hut tax in Sierra Leone. Pro-
fessor Marshall, in his address to this Section in 1890 at Leeds, recalled to us the
difficulty felt in the United States fifty years ago by employers who imported
English workmen for their Eastern factories ; the workmen moved west to become
free settlers. But Professor Loria tells us, besides, how the land ceases to play
this part. The growth of population leads to the disappearance of free land, and
therewith of the independence that went with it. The growth of population even
now leads to the pressure felt both in cities and in country districts. It affects

the higher, or protected or propertied classes ; they need to fence themselves about
with 'connective institutions' that support their rights of property. It leads
gradually to a less and less profitable production from the soil, and therefore to a
less and less profitable investment of capital. These effects, in their turn, lead to a
greater power of combined labourers against the employer. Professor Loria
€xpect3 in the end the victory of the combined labourers, since happily the men of
property are divided among themselves—agriculturists against manufacturers and
traders, for example—and there is a division of the revenue. In the end there will
prevail a form of co-operative labour. The labourer's option will be restored to him
(though hardly, we may presume, in the form of free land), and dependence in the
obnoxious sense of economic weakness over against economic strength will vanish.
The Professor agrees with the Germans that we cannot work out this salvation, or
even hasten it. We can only stand at a distance and behold the Promised Land.

That some such consummation is devoutly to be wished, and even perhaps
hopefully to be expected, is probably the conviction of many who do not encumber
their belief with a materialistic view of history. Instead of the material changes
bringing the moral transformation, we may think that the moral and intellectual

changes are a condition of the material reform. It seems to us to have been so
with ourselves in past times ; we never work better than when we believe that our
future depends on ourselves, and we have not simply to wait for it. Marx and
Loria allow that the automatic establishment of better conditions of life is slow
and irregular. They say that the laws and governments of all civilised countries

' See Si//iiature.i of Members, p. 36 (Cambridge, 183:^).
2 Despatch of Mr. Moffat to Colonial Office, 1894.
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are obsolete, and yet persist in being. Surely, then, we might argue, there is there
a strong force acting against the overpowering economic causes? Are we to wait
till these old-fashioned fortifications fall down to the sound of our trumpets ? Of
all reformers the most irritating are those who tell us to do nothing lest we should
make a mistake ; but next should come those who tell us that even our mistakes
can have no effect whatever. If it should appear that there is more in the way
than obsolete laws, and that the laws persist because the manners and customs of
the people are set fast in the same groove as the laws, then no inarticulate and
spasmodic shouting should content us; we shall need the help of patient and
intelligent teaching. Transformation of manners and customs can be accompHshed
slowly but surely by means of ideas, by the spoken word and example of life and
instruction of manners. Such means have been found needful to give a people its

first organisation, and will be needed, even in practical England, to organise them
for the final reform, if it be the final.

We are probably too hasty, even the oldest of us, in talking of final reforms and
final stages in development. We know little of development, and nothing of
finality. Our experience is that every stage in civilisation, or even in economic
theory, is temporary as a superstructure, though permanent as a foundation. Per-
haps it is the most certain fact of the future that our best economic writings of to-day
will then be dismissed as antiquated, and their diction slighted as careless English
of the nineteenth century. It needs no great gift of prophecy to foresee that a
hundred years hence our industrial conditions will Jiave been much altered. The
resident domestic servant, much talked of in Bristol in 1875, will probably be no
longer resident. Production will be more democratic ; it will be almost entu-ely of
articles used by the masses, and hardly at all of luxuries for the rich, high wages in
this way becoming really high. Working men and employers will meet on more
equal terms. Whereas even now we use the term ' master ' with timidity, it will
by-and-by be as wrong scientifically as ' the sun's rising,' though both may remain
current in the poetry of popular language. Our posterity may be living under a
system of low interest, small profits, high wages, and great companies. Possibly the
great companies will pass into the co-operative societies of Professor Loria's vision.

It is to be feared that the advent of these, to supplant other forms of industry,
is not very near. Professor Pantaleoni considers that their present counter-
parts have nothing in principle and method to distinguish them from ordinary
ways of money-making.' Their triumph, however, would mean a very desirable
shifting of the balance of industrial power. So far as can be seen, and we have
cases in point very close at hand, a long discipline and much instruction, and many
unsuccessful trials, will be needed before working men will follow leaders of theirown
choosing as obediently on the whole as they no\\- submit to the direction of their
employers in their industrial work. But it is an acute remark of De Tocqueville,
repeated by M. Tarde,- that, when the ' lower ' classes begin to imitate the ' higher

'

the distance between them must have become short, and equality must be coming
near. This imitation has actually begun to take place in business as well as else-

where. Book-keeping and knowledge of the markets are no longer the secret

of the middle classes, as knowledge of the law was once the secret of the upper.
Working men have shown already, in some few instances, that they can carry on
a manufacture as well as a trade ; and if the tyranny of great companies became
intolerable we might expect that an attempt would be made all along the line to
replace them by some scheme or schemes of co-operation. If such schemes were
established forcibly, which is not probable in this country, we might look for a
tyranny of the majority followed by a reaction, for the rule of the best leaders has
its abuses like that of the best masters, and human passions seem to be more
permanent than any industrial system. If such schemes were established gradually
and from beneath, they might last till a better system came into view. The voice
of reason and public spirit will not be fainter then than now, and will prevail even
against the ruling passions of the ruling class.

' Gwrnale degli Econoviisti, vol. svi. 1898.
= L'Imitation, 2nd ed. 1895, pp. 243, 244.
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We cannot be definite in a forecast of the distant future. But it is surely uot
irrational to look for a larger diffusion of independence, in the sense of really

mutual dependence, with a wider distribution of wealth. "When dependence ia

mutual its sting is gone. In the future the really dependent men will probably
be the incapable men, or else the men that have high capacities that are not at the
moment wanted, while they have no secondary or second-rate powers on which to

fall back. These two classes will give the future two problems to solve in place of
some that now trouble us, but are ready to vanish away. The solution may be the
public support of both classes of dependents—of the first because they are too bad,
and of the second because they are too good, to work on exactly the same footing
as their neighbours.

But if some such changes may be anticipated, they are to be anticipated on the
terms of our present experience and of our past history ; and we do not find in either
that the ' economic factor ' has been independent of the other factors, or has always
overruled the rest. We do not find this true in our own lives as individual men.
Men, as we know them, are not made by their economic coiiditions alone. No
man is independent of these, it may be freely granted. If we do not earn our
bread by the sweat of our brow we depend on the labour of another man, the
wealthier, including Government itself, being, as Burke said, the pensioners of the
poorer. But this material basis of all reform is not the sole constituent of the re-

form itself, any more than material interest is the only motive to human conduct.
Both in the nation and in the man self-preservation comes first in order of time,
the preservation of the material means of living. Till a man has enough to eat,

he cannot work for much else ; tiU the nation is strong for defence, it cannot think
of much else. But material means of self-preservation are only the clay out of
which the statue is modelled, or the stone out of which it is hewn ; and the statue
cannot be rightly described as a mere hypocritical disguise of the rude mineral. We
cannot measure the value of a highly developed living being or group of living beings
by levelling down to the component cells or atoms, on the ground that they contain
the 'promise and potency ' of all that followed after. Even speculative biology
makes allowance for the originality and initiative of living creatures, were it only
for some little peculiarity that enables each fortunate survivor to conquer a rival

;

it starts with two facts, the living creature and its surroundings, not with one
only. So in considering the effects of economic causes we have before us not only
the land but the people, not only the production but the producer. Economic
causes are relative not only to outward Nature, but to the men who are confronted
with it. Certain philosophers have refused because of this relativity to consider
economic matters as subjects of a separate study at all, and the position has
been upheld from the chair of this Section. ^ It was even common at one time to
trace economic institutions to law, politics, and religion ; there was no thought of
counting every institution economic. Readers of Cobden will remember a passage "

where that statesman explains the economic condition of some European countries
by their religion, though Cobden can hardly be said to have any prejudice against
economics. Economists have probably been right in considering that it is, on the
whole, more easy to discover uniformity in human action proceeding from econo-
mic motives, whether to make a living or a fortune, than to trace it elsewhere ; but
this is a long way from the assertion that it does not exist elsewhere, or that the
economic motives are over all persons and in aU causes supreme. We may hold
with Adam Smith that desire of wealth is more likely to be victorious over the
whole field than any other motive taken singly or, if it be conceivable, all the rest

taken together. Passion, sentiment, lust of power, and aspii-ations of better kinds
are, however, there ; and they often precede, supersede, and control economic
motives, sometimes for good, sometimes for iU. Even economic selfishness is not
the only selfishness, and there is a stronger motive than any selfishness, which may
bind the strong one and spoil his goods. We can allow the potency of economic
motives, but not their omnipotence.

We may be told that the complexity of the conditions of modern life acts as a veil
to the real facts, and that what seems independent is really economical in disguise,

' By Professor Ingram at Dublin, 1878,
'^ England, Ireland, and America, Part II.
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and that in this way not only our obviously economic institutions, such as employ-

ment for wages, letting of land for rent, giving out of money for interest, but our

political, and even our ecclesiastical and educational institutions, and all our

prejudices and habits of thought about them, are all indirect effects of the external

economic environment. It is undeniable that there are indirect eflects of this

cause, just as there are of religion, patriotism, family pride, or personal ambition.

There are prejudices, for example, due to the character and bins given by particular

occupations.
' Division of labour, as Comte said, is unfavourable to a * view of the

whole.' A man acquires the defects as well as the virtues of his calling. Born
for the universe, he narrows his mind to the making of pin-points, and, as it were,

thinks in pin-points ; or, being a tanner, he thinks there is nothing like leather

;

or, being a doctor, he may speak as if, for his patients at least, physical health was
the main object in life. The mathematician speaks as if all science were mathe-

matics. The rights of nations and of kings sink into questions of economics if

economists discuss them. But surely this reflection should rather restrain than

encourage any inclination to deduce all our social institutions from economic

conditions. Even if they were first modelled in clay they are a precious work of

art now. We are told they are simply buttresses of established property, and

therefore all the work of mere hypocrisy. This would mean that justice and single-

ness of heart could only be the rare products of delusion and deception ; but, we
know, as a matter of fact, good men are to be found, and of the same type, in all

ranks, among those who have little or no property, and among those who have

great possessions, among those who have great learning, and those who have none

at all. There is not only some disinterestedness in science, art, and religion, a

disinterestedness exemplified by the very theorists we are criticising, but on the

whole it is growing at the expense of the selfishness. There are signs that, in-

stead of buttresses of property, our science, art, and religion, and even our political

and municipal institutions, are becoming better aids towards levelling; we never

allow them to become the tools of a class without being ashamed of ourselves
;

and this proper shame is as active, we think, among economists as among any others

who are trying to study a subject scientifically. It may not be true that all

government is plutocracy, but it is our part to see that ours is not. If our insti-

tutions were or were not ever on the side of a single class, it is our part to see

that they are not so now. The old notion that these institutions proceeded from
* a common but unknown root,' that they were distinct and mutually dependent

powers, and could be neutral, adverse, or friendly, jointly or severally, in a social

war, seems to suit the complicated nature of man and the complicated facts of the

present day better than the idea that they are all instruments of the wealthy, and

therefore rooted and grounded in self-interest and prejudice.

These venerable truisms cannot have escaped our theorists, who would
probably answer as follows : That the idea of an unseen economic foundation of

society is large enough to be a very concrete general principle ; it includes much
more than the bare struggle for bare existence ; after self-preservation comes self-

advancement in material wealth, the progress of the few at the expense of the

greater number; the passions and ambitions of the few demand every growing

material resource to minister to them ; everywhere wealth is power, and it is not

by accident that the most powerful nations are the most wealthy.

There is truth in this, but hardly the whole truth. Wealth does not always

give power, and the power, as with Mohammedanism and Christianity, sometimes

comes before the wealth. W^ealth is rather the controlled than the controlling

element in a healthy national polity ; and the programme of nations is not drawn

up with a single eye to material aggrandisement. We ourselves hold Egypt and

even India not from avarice, but from love of governing ; and we love governing

because we think we can govern well. Our own Colonies are not bound to

us by a nexus of cash payments, and our present treatment of our Colonies is not

more, but distinctly less, greedy than it was before we lost thebe.st of them nearly

four generations ago. The civilised nations of the world (and not, as Adam Smith

and Gibbon seemed to think, of Europe only) tend more and more to be a kind of

commonwealth. The bond that unites them has in it a commercial element, of

•which we allow the importance. If we have learned nothing else from the
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Mancliester School, we have discovered the importance of commercial motives as
rivals to motives of political ambition. We should allow that the interests of nations
in trade are a far stronger political force now than the interests of any dynasty.
We should even grant that in some new colonies, like South Africa, commercial
advantage may be the ruling consideration of politics. But nations have not
meaner motives than their citizens, not meaner, for example, than the motives of
ordinary professional men. The ordinary doctor depends on his profession for his

livelihood, and yet is anxious to help his fellow-men by relieving their suffering,

and he is also concerned to serve the cause of science. If he is the best of his kind
he is still influenced by all three motives. The ' economic element ' is not the only
or the most important in his case ; in the first connection it is an end or aim, in the
two others it is a mere instrument. This union of high and low interests, sublime
and commonplace motives, will be found also in nations and in the history of nations.

Their best achievements are not accomplished very easily without wealth, but the
wealth is a mere instrument, and it may be lavishly sacrificed to accomplish their
great ends. To all the better minds the charm of wealth is the power it gives to
carry out a great and good work, even if it be simply the work of governing well
an estate or a province. To such a man and to such a nation wealth is the material
out of which the political, educational, scientific, artistic, and religious ends of life

are shaped. Wealth has not created and does not control them ; they and not it

are the sovereign element in civilisation.

The contentions of the theorists will have had a bracing effect if they bring
these old truths home to us ; and we may lay to heart another lesson, that is none of
their teaching. It is a well-worn saying that to straighten a bow we must bend it

the other waj'. There is perhaps a better simile at hand. When you have heard
counsel on one side you should hear counsel on the other ; but you must yourself try
to be judge rather than counsel in the affairs of economic study. In the time of
the older economists coun.sel was heard for the most part on the side of the-

wealthier classes. The strongest economic writing at the beginning of this century
was on their side—as if economists in their economics should have taken a side at
all. Since then,, perhaps, the opposite is true. But economists seem to have
nearly learned the lesson which their intercourse here with the students of other
sciences ought to teach them, that they are not to take a side in their economics

;

they are not to be advocates, even of the oppressed. The pleader's attitude of
mind is of necessity ex parte and not judicial.

To preserve our judicial attitude we must have perfect freedom of criticism.

We must not allow our ' institutions,' whether in art, science, or religion, to fall

into the hands of one class of society, lowest or highest. We must not study our
subject with a constant fear of what this rich man or even that poor man will say
to what we find there. If deference to the opinions of the rich is subserviency,
the more generous deference may easily slide into a love of popularity, and it is-

hard to say which of the two temptations is the more likely to bias the views of
an economist at the present moment. Both temptations are dangerously strong,
and examples will readily occur to the memory. There is danger, for instance, in

endowments, unless they are made, as they happily often are, Idv founders who
have a genuine scientific interest. Whether the wealthy founders make it the
temporal interest of our professors to hold by the old views, or to adopt certain
new views, the process of corruption is the same. A kind of restraint and
constraint is introduced which may of course create only martyrs, but may
unobservedly and insidiously have created apostates. In science, honesty is not
the best policy merely; it is the only policy; without honesty there is no science.

We should have no right or title to be a Section of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science if we were not prepared to accept any conclusion to
which the facts might lead us, in scorn of consequence ; and we cannot be grateful
to those who tempt us to do otherwise. Only, like our brethren in the senior
branches of this Association, we must make sure of our conclusions before we
proclaim them proved, and we must not cling to a theory simply because it is our
own.

1898. 3 Q
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The following Papers were read :

—

1. A Plea for the Study ofEconomic History.

By W. Cunningham, LL.D., D.D., D.Sc.

Though economic history proves attractive to the general reader, it has
received comparatively little recognition in academic and scientific circles. But,
when treated, not merely as the history of particular arts and institutions, but as

the study of the material side of the life of a people, it offers a training of
very great importance-

—

1. To the historian. Economic conditions have done much to determine the
course of political history ; but a mind which has been trained by the study of
economic phenomena in the present is needed to detect, and to trace the influence

of, economic phenomena in the past. Such training is a safeguard against false

analogy.

2. To the economist. Economics is an abstract science, which assumes the
conditions of modern society. Economic history gives the means of bringing the
principles of economic science to bear on periods and areas, to which, as usually

stated, they do not obviously apply. It thus enlarges the scope of the science, and
gives its principles the real truth of observed fact, as well as the formal truth of
hypothetical principles.

o. To the man of affairs. Since Englishmen are brought in contact, both as

traders and administrators, with primitive and half-civilised peoples, it is important
that they should understand the economic point of view of those with whomthey
have to deal. It may sometimes be advisable for those who are legislating for

England to fall back on mediaeval experience, but this must be much more fre-

quently instructive to those who are concerned in the administration of India or
Egypt.

2. A Defence of Poor Lmv Schools. By W. Chance.

Attention is first of all called to the small number of children in Poor Law
Schools comparatively to the total number of children who are classed as paupers
in the official statistics of pauperism. Thus, out of 225,652 children receiving
relief at the cost of the Poor Kate, less than 23,500 were in Poor Law Schools,
and nearly half of the 23,600 in London Poor Law Schools. The question to be
considered is whether these children are being brought up so as to fit them to be
independent and self-supporting in after-life. The argument assumes that the
care and control of these children must remain in the hands of the existing
authorities, although it would be quite possible, and desirable, to transfer the
inspection of their education to the inspectors of the Education Department. The
various methods in use at the present time for bringing up indoor pauper children are
then described—viz., the two kinds of AVorkhouse School, the District School, the
Separate School, the Sheffield system of detached houses with references to
boarding-out, and Certified Schools for special classes of children. Next, attention
is drawn to the kind of children which the Poor Law has to deal with, and to the
special difficulties under which the managers of Poor Law Schools labour, arising

from the short time which so many of the children remain in the schools ; and
the experience of the Swinton Schools is instanced. It would be quite impossible

to ' board out ' all the children in village homes, and therefore it is difficult to see

how the Poor Law School can be replaced. The best method seems to be to
arrange the school on the ' Cottage Homes ' plan, or on what is known as the
'Block System,' as la the existing Girls' School at Sutton. But if the various
systems are to be judged by results, the much-condemned ' Barrack ' Schools seem
to have done wonders, as the statistics, and, in regard to girls, those supplied by
the Metropolitan Association for Befriending Young Servants, show. But
* Barrack ' Schools should not be too large. It is mainly their size which has
brought them into disrepute. If limited to hold not more than 500 children there

is plenty of scope afforded for individualisation. The objections to pauper schools
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are then stated and answered, such as the 'pauper taint' which is said to attach

to the children in them, their tendency to favour outbreaks of infectious disease,

and the impossibiUty of individualising the children. Next, the many advantages

which the schools possess are enumerated, and the curious fact referred to that

large institutions supported by voluntary subscriptions which are open to similar

objections appear to have escaped criticism altogether. The impossibility is then

pointed out of having any one cut-and-dried system for dealing with the children,

and the proposals of the Bristol Board of Guardians are referred to with approval.

It is suggested that the idea of District Schools for country Unions is by no means
played out, and that a small ' Cottage Home ' community, such as is to be seen

in the Eltham Union, Kent, would be a possible means of removing all children of

school age from workhouses. The question of 'after-care' is dealt with, and the

importance of it pointed out. It would not be true to say that all Poor Law
Schools are perfect, but it would surely be better to bring all of them up to the

standard of the best than to abolish the whole system. The whole question is one

of Reform v. Revolution.

3. Foor Law Administration. By Douglas Dent.

FRTBAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers were read :—

1. Industrial Conciliation. By L. L. Peice.

Referring to a Paper read on the same subject when the Association met at

Bath in 1888, the present Paper reviewed the progress of industrial conciliation

during the intervening ten years. At first sight such a retrospect might seem dis-

couraging, for scarcely a year had passed without some conspicuous industrial

quarrel ; but, on the other hand, public attention had been drawn to tha subject,

expert ability had been applied to the criticism and discovery of remedies, and
experimental knowledge had been gained. Influences prej udicial to industrial peace

had unquestionably been recently at work. A tendency on the part of the men to

deny plenipotentiary authority of negotiation to their representatives had accom-
panied, and partly neutralised, an increasing willingness on the part of employers

to receive and negotiate with such representatives. This was, perhaps, the fact

of most evil omen for the future, and it was connected with deeper phenomena.
A spirit of unrest had been abroad in the labour world, both among the new and
the older unions. Socialistic aspirations had encouraged large ambitions ; and the

advocacy, for example, of a 'living wage,' if interpreted comprehensively, was
opposed to some pacific modes of settling industrial quarrels. A reversion to older

methods of policy and a resistance to improved machinery and processes of manu-
facture, especially at a time when foreign competition was becoming more severe,

and making more dangerous that tendency to take the business of life more easily,

which seemed to be characteristic of the times, was a phenomenon which could

hardly be ignored ; and it might even be doubted whether public opinion, which
was becoming a more potent force in industrial disputes, did not exercise some
influence prejudicial to lasting peace. For this public opinion was sometimes

ill-informed and often impatient. It was liable to be carried away by such phrases

as those of ' a living wage ' and of ' collective bargaining,' which required careful

discrimination. Public opinion impatiently asked for State intervention, but, in

view of some recent circumstances, that demand required very careful considera-

tion ; and the experience of New Zealand was not applicable to England, except

with large allowances for diSerence of conditions. Mediation rather than arbitra-

tion seemed still the appropriate role of the State ; and the progress of voluntary

conciliation and arbitration, though sometimes unnoticed, was not inconsiderable.

3 q2
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Two important features in the recent history of voluntary methods deserved

notice : the first being the position and prospects of the sliding scale, which had been

declining in favour, and the second, the growth in prominence and utility of media-

tion as contrasted with arbitration.

2. Some Economic Aspects of tlie Imperial Idea.

By Ethel R. Faraday, M.A. {Victoria).

The imperial idea includes not only the general notion of sovereignty native

to the word empire, but the conception of international union, a meaning which

the word acquired in the course of Roman and German history. The empire is

therefore the political counterpart of the economic system of to-day, which is the

result of a struggle between cosmopolitan and nationalist policy ; the popularity

of the imperial idea is a natural effect of modern economic conditions, just as the

mercantile system was the natural accompaniment of the new monarchy. For a

colonial empire, including communities in different stages of progress, the ideal

of imperial administration is the practical expression of the economic theories of

relativity and development, and of the historical method generally. With regard

to the British Empire in particular, the economic aspects of the imperial idea are

at present more important than its political a.spects
;
partly because all the prac-

ticable means of consolidation—improvement of communication, organisation of

defence, and Customs union—are directly or indirectly economic in character,

partly because the empire as it exists is the work of economic conditions and not

of political ideals. The solution of all problems affecting the prosperity of

Great Britain and her colonies depends on the existence of an intelligent imperial

patriotism, which it must be the work of English economists to establish. The

poetical theory, • according to which the imperial idea rests on the sympathies

arising from community of race, history, and language, is insufficient in basis

:

unless the empire is to exclude some of its most loyal adherents, it must be based

on sympathies transcending these. The political theory of empire advocate*

economic union as the preface to some unde6ned form of closer political union ;

but it is conceivable that all imperial necessities might be satisfied by economic

union on the existing political foundation of allegiance to a common sovereign.

In any case the fate of the imperial idea, for the present, depends chiefly upon the

economist ; not only because the contemporary problems of imperial organisa-

tion are mainly economic in their importance, but also because among the working

classes of Great Britain the influence of the politician is diminishing, while that

of the economist is increasing.

3. Banking in Canada. By B. E. Walker.

The history of currency and banking in Canada may be conveniently divided

into the six following periods, of which only the last is dealt with in this

abstract.

A. 1608-1760. New France. Card money and other paper issues—1685-1719,

1729-1760.
B. 1760-1791. British Occupation. Country without paper money. Coins of

several countries a legal tender.

C. 1791-1812. Representative government established in 1791, but attempts

to obtain charters for banks of issue unsuccessful.

D. 1812-1817. Paper money issued by Army-bill Ofiice.

E. 1817-1867. Joint-stock banks under provincial charters.

F. 1867-1890. Dominion of Canada. Charters issued by the Federal instead

of by Provincial Governments.

(For information regarding the first five periods, consult ' Banking in Canada,'

by the Authoi', Vol. 3, ' History of Banking in all the Leading Nations,' 1896.

Effingham Wilson and John Jones, London.)
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Banking zmder the Present Act.

Term of Charter.—Charters of all banks run concurrentl3\ Renewed every
ten years, when principles and conditions of banking are fully discussed, and
changes thought necessary in Bank Act <are made.

Incorporatiun.—Terms under which new banks may be incorporated now care-

fully guarded. Minimum subscribed capital, 500,000 dollars. Minimum paid in,

260,000 dollars. This deposited temporarily, in cash, with Finance Department,
before permission is granted to do business.

Working Regulations.—Provisions regarding rights of shareholders, powers of

directors, dealing with capital stock, holding of meetings, declaring dividends, &c.,

are what would be expected in a well-regulated system, except in one interesting

particular:—No dividend or bonus, or both combined, exceeding 8 p.c. p.a. may be

paid unless net reserved profits exceed 30 p.c. of capital. No cash reserves required

by law. Of any reserves held, 40 p.c. must be in legal tender notes of Dominion.
Business and Powers of a Bank.—Tendency has been to assume all powers

connected with banking unless expressly prohibited. There are three main prohi-

bitions. First two date from the earliest charter in Canada. 1. Must not engage
in any other business. 2. Must not lend on real estate. 3. Must not lend on ita

own shares. But bankers have powers of lending on pledges of material not

enjoyed by private lenders. Twenty-one sections of Act are devoted to the

subject.

Statements to Government.—Elaborate monthly returns to Government. Pub-
Jished widely and freely criticised. Banks few in number. Weakness quickly

detected. Minister of Finance may ask for special returns. List of shareholders

and of unclaimed balances published annually in Blue Books.

Insolvenci/.—Eight sections of Act devoted to subject, but the main feature is

the liability of shareholders to pay whatever calls are necessary to enable liqui-

dator to meet all liabilities, provided such calls do not exceed the face-value of the

shares held. Generally styled ' double liability.' Working of this liability in

the past.

Penalties.—The Act describes many offences, and fixes penalties by fine and
imprisonment.

Note Issues.—Power to issue expressed as follows :
' The bank may issue and

reissue notes payable to bearer on demand and intended for circulation.' This

power is subject to the following qualifications: No note maybe smaller than
five dollars. (Dominion Government provides smaller issues.) Larger notes must
be multiples of five dollars. Total issue must not exceed paid-up and unimpaired
capital. Enormous fines for breaches of this provision, whether intentional or not.

Securiti/ fur Note-issues.—Notes are a prior lien upon enrire estate of bank.

To avoid discount for geographical reasons every issuing bank must have redemp-
tion agents in named cities of commercial importance. To avoid discount when
failure occurs, all banks must maintain 5 p.c. on their average circulation in a

guarantee fund held by the Government. Provisions as to how rapidly banks may
be called ou to replenish should drafts on fund occur. Notes o( insolvent banks
bear interest until liquidator announces readiness to redeem. If cannot redeem
after short period, recourse may be had to guarantee fund. How has system

worked ? Has it provided an absolutely safe currency to the holder, and a currency

bearing satisfactory relations in volume to the requirements of trade ?

The Depositor.—His status as a creditor. Record of failures of banks. Pro-

portions of capital and double liability to deposits. Growth of deposits. Govern-
ment as competitors. Method of gathering deposits. Effect on development of a

new country.

The Borrower and the Branch System.—Effect on the borrowing public of

machinery for accumulating deposits. Moderate rates of interest. Little variation

in rates over large geographical areas. Comparison with the non-branch system
in the United States. Support to business public in times of stress.

Competition.^^&i\ixe of service to public. Too many banks.
Principles,—Statement of principles which underlie the Canadian Banking

System.
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4. The Qiiestion of the Ratio. By F. J. Faraday.

As an ideal monetary system, bimetallism now holds the field amongst scien-

tific economists, as recent significant adhesions have proved. The principles of

free competition and reflex action, on which the theory rests, are not assailed by
any of its opponents. The arguments brought in opposition to its adoption are
mainly empirical and political, and a misconception of Gresham's Law. Jevons's

admissions and hnal objection examined. Farrer's plan of ' limping ' bimetallism

—

with paper—demands the retention of silver as currency, and, through illicit

coinage implied in the system, tends to full bimetallism. Giffen's plan—or inde-

pendent standards of gold and silver—also retains both metals as money. Both
systems, equally with bimetallism, look to an ultimate steady relation of value
between the two precious metals, and contemplate their distribution in accordance
with the special monetary requirements of different countries. If the ultimate

objects to be attained are identical, Farrerists, Giffenists, and Bimetallists may be
equally satisfied by an arrangement which secures those objects. The attainment
of such objects by the Farrerist method demands the circulation of the token
coins throughout the British Empire as illustrated by the case of the Dutch
colonies, and that implies a common coinage ratio. Lord Liverpool's foresight.

The Giffenists contemplate the attainment of a ' natural ' ratio as the condition of

a permanently steady exchange with free mintage of each metal in different

countries. The bimetallists demand an international legislative ratio with free

coinage. In each case there is a question of ratio. If a ratio can be found which
will be in accordance with tlie practical and theoretic bases and requirements of

all three systems, agreement may be arrived at. The discussion of the ratio from
the bimetallist standpoint affords the best method of making clear the scientific

foundations of the system, and of demonstrating that bimetallism may be adapted
to fulfil tlie requirements alike of Farrerists and Giffenists. Objections to the
existing coinage ratios examined. The ' stimulus ' of a low-valued silver ratio, and
the apprehended commercial ' upheaval ' with a high-valued silver ratio. The
effects on the production of silver and on Indian exports and imports. Objections

to a low-valued silver ratio. Conclusion : That, whether considered theoretically,

statistically, geologically, or economically, retrospectively or prospectively, a legis-

lative ratio of 15| to 1 would be most likely to fulfil the aspirations of Farrerists,

Gifi'enists, and bimetallists, and that under an international agreement for the free

coinage of both metals at that ratio, gold rather than silver would accumulate in

banks as metallic reserves.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The Section did not meet.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Municij)alities as Traders. By George Pearson.

The writer of this paper points out the necessity of the performance of several
duties formerly considered private concerns now being performed by municipalities.

He then calls attention to the great growth of municipal trading as shown by the
great growth of municipal indebtedness, and points out the amount of municipal
indebtedness now represented by tr.ading concerns in the hands of municipalities.
He points out that municipal trading should be confined to the provision of those
necessities of civilisation which are so large as to be beyond the power of indi-
vidual effort to supply, and which do not form part of any Imperial Government
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department. He discusses the advautajres and disadvantages of private, of com-
pany, and of municipal trading, and points out causes which may drive munici-
palities to trade to a greater extent than they are now doing. He discusses the
disadvantage of trading involving the employment of a large number of workmen,
having regard to the fact of the employer being popularly elected. He discusses

the recent report of the Telephone Committee, particularly having regard to the
suggestion that municipalities should not trade for a profit.

2. Ought Municipal Enterprises to Yield a Profit in Aid of Rates 1

By Edwin Cannan, M.A.

Municipalities have been likened to joint-stock companies, the ratepayers
being the shareholders. If the parallel were exact, there could scarcely be any
question about the propriety of municipal enterprises yielding a profit, since to
make a profit is the object of the existence of a joint-stock company. How far,

then, does a municipality resemble a joint-stock company ?

In form the two bodies are very much alike, the management of both being
committed to an elected council or directorate, and the ordinary members only
interfering on rare occasions directly, though the citizens or burgesses exercise far

more influence on the decisions of their representatives than the shareholders.
But the basis of membership is very difierent. In the company it is ownership of
a fraction of the homogeneous capital of the company, each fraction being exactly
the same as every other fraction of the same magnitude. In the municipality it is

connection with particular objects which have for the most part an individuality
of their own, which are not in the possession of the municipality, but only sub-
ject to its claims for rates, and which are revalued from time to tfme so that they
need not continue to bear the same proportion to the whole of the rateable
property. The business of both the company and the municipality is economic
work for the benefit of their members, but the company performs services for out-
siders and distributes profits in money dividends to its shareholders, while in

performing its ordinary functions the municipality provides commodities or ser-

vices for its members directly, and consequently has no opportunity of making
profits to be divided among them in money dividends.

As far as municipal enterprises are concerned, however, the position of the
municipality resembles that of the company much more nearly. Municipal enter-
prise is distinguished from ordinary municipal work by the fact that the com-
modities or services which it provides are supposed not to accrue to the citizens
approximately in proportion to the rateable value of the property with which they
are connected, so that it is considered necessary to charge for them by methods
and standards difierent from those which regulate the levying of rates. By
hypothesis, then, the business is no longer a merely 'mutual' one, in which each
member receives direct benefit in proportion to his' share, but a business like that
of an ordinary company. The municipality ought to be allowed to make a profit

for the same reasons as a company is allowed—(a) in order that it may have some
inducement to undertake the enterprise, which it will not have if it must take all

risk of loss and no chance of gain
; (^) in order to secure eflicient management

;

and {y) in order that the economic proportion in the production of different

commodities may not be disturbed. The arguments against profit-making in

municipal enterprise seem to be founded on an antiquated socialism or on a false

analogy, either from co-operative institutions or from ordinary municipal work.
That there may be cases in which it is not economically desirable that the

highest possible profit should be made is probable; but these cases are far less

frequent than is supposed, and since when they occur the damage must be much
greater to the locality than to the country in general, and also be tolerably obvious,
there seems no need to restrict the freedom of the locality.
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3. Rectification of Municipal Frontiers. By W. M. Acwobth.

Title, of course, used metaphorically to refer to boundaiy between municipal
socialism and private enterprise. Probable readjustment in near future, conse-

quent on new developments of science. Gas-light less and less a necessity
;
gas

exposed to competition of petroleum, electric ligbt, kc. On the other hand, gas

becoming more and more important as source of power, even on a large scale.

Water-su2^ply practically in public hands already; question of frontier is rather

between the conflicting claims of rival public authorities. Telephones : suggestion

of Parliamentary Committee that municipalities should be allowed to compete
with United Telephone Company, and proposals of Edinburgh and Glasgow to do
so. Electric lighting : municipalities beginning to compete with companies in

possession, and companies in return proposing to compete with municipalities.

Mectricityfor 2^o)ver : proposed distribution on vast scale from central station over
great distances. Position of local authorities in reference to such undertakings,

and right to compulsory purchase. Tranucaijs : stunted development under muni-
cipal despotism. Electric traction, through lines between adjacent towns. Wliat
public authority can work such lines ? Cot/elusion : readjustment of frontier

inevitable, and pr<3bably will be in direction of widening rather than further con-
tracting area of private enterprise.

4. Economic and Social Influences of Electric Traction.

By Professor S. P. Thompson, F.R.S.

5. Shipping Rings and the Manchester Cotton Trade.
By John R. Galloway.

Hostility against shipping rings having been aroused, what justification is

there for this feeling ? Our cotton trade should furnish evidence if these combina-
tions have caused serious injury.

Dealing only in this paper with our exports to Eastern and far Eastern
markets, it is not surprising that the volume and regularity of the traffic has called

into existence first-class lines of steamships. Keen competition by outside steam-
ships caused the established companies to form themselves into conferences for the
regulation of rates and other matters. The introduction of the rebate system has
enabled the various Rings to obtain control of the traffic to such an extent that
shippers are no longer able to take advantage of cheap freights or routes which
may be offered. This is a serious matter now that England has so many foreign
competitors, and, unless she has free and ample opportunity for natural expansion
and development, the very industries which are the mainstay and support of our
mercantile marine may be irretrievably injured.

Taking our exports to India, the Straits, China and Japan, we examine for

each market or group :

—

(a) The figures of export from the Board of Trade Eeturns,

(6) Estimate as nearly as possible the cubic tonnage per annum,
(c) Calculate the rates of freight charged to shippers,

(d) Compare them with freights to other markets, and finally,

(e) Ascertain what rates are charged on cotton goods of foreign origin which
enter into competition with our productions.

Bombay is the only market where combination on the part of importers has
enabled them to control shipowners. Rates, which in 1881 were from 40s, to 60s.

per ton, have been reduced, and for some years past have stood at 20s. 6d. per
ton. The figures show that the combination has saved fully 28,000/. per annum
for the last seventeen years. No foreign country is able to do better for their

exporters.

Calcutta, Madras, and Rangoon.—Shippers to these markets are entirely
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under the control of Rings or Conferences. Compared with Bombay, the rate is

proportionately 7s. 8d. per ton higher than it should be.

Straits Markets.—Shipping i'rom Manchester costs 48s. per ton ; from Ham-
burg, 22s. 6d. per ton

;
paid extra by Manchester shippers, 25s. 6d. per ton.

China and Japan.—Rates to these markets have gradually become dearer in

consequence of tlie powerful Conference controlling them. Manchester shippers

are at a serious disadvantage as compared with producers of cotton goods on the
Continent and the United States :—Freight from Liverpool, 52s. 3d. per ton

;

from Hamburg, 25s. per ton ; from New York, 25s. per ton.

Taking the tonnage to China and Japan, the iigures show that Manchester
pays 117,000/. more per annum for freight than would be required if the goods
were shipped either from Hamburg or New York.

The question is of paramount importance to manufacturers, for high freights

touch them more closely than any other party to the transaction.

Subsidies.-—An examination of the circumstances in connection with the obliga-
tions imposed on steamship companies who receive subsidies for carrying mails
shows that they can have little influence on the question of freights.

In view of all the facts, it is strange that the agitation against shipping rings
is neither widespread nor well organised.

The chief difficulties may be stated under three heads :

—

1st. Shippers are under the thraldom of the rebate system, and sums amounting
to hundreds and thousands of pounds would have to be sacrificed if they failed to
comply with the terms laid down by the Conference lines.

2nd. Many shipping firms, and especially the larger ones, represent the different

steamship companies in foreign ports, and are quiescent from interested motives.
3rd. The greatest difficulty is to be found in the objection which shippers

generally have to take common or united action on any matter affecting their

interest. This, in turn, is explained by the almost fierce spirit of independe?ice
which has always characterised Manchester shippers as a body, and which in the
past has produced satisfactory results. It has already been described by the word
'individualism,' and is sometimes mistaken for jealousy by those not conversant
with the facts.

It is folly to adhere any longer to individualism as a working principle. Com-
binations are the order of the day, and it is futile to attack shipping rings unless
similar methods are adopted. A Shippers' Federation is suggested, to receive on
behalf of the members all rebates and returns. This may appear a small matter,
but it is difficult to find an object on which shippers can unite. The expense of
such an organisation should not be great. Manchester has spent 15,000,000/. on
her Ship Canal, and the fruits of that enormous sacrifice are practically wasted,
except as regards Bombay, by the action of shipping rings in preventing steamers
from making use of the water-way.

Bombay natives succeeded in defeating shipowners' combinations in 1881, and
similar tactics could be adopted in other markets if shippers would unite. The
danger to Manchester shippers is that importers on the other side may take the
matter out of their hands. A saving of 20s. per ton appeals to the intelligence of
the humblest trader everywhere. Once show him how it can be accomplished,
and unity of action makes it possible.

6. The Effect of Sugar Bounties. By Geo. E. Davies.

{a) On British Sugar-Bejining.—1. Position up to 1884. 2. Fall m prices.

3. Comparison between 1884 and 1896. 4. Decrease in output. 5. Increase in
German refining. 6. And its effect upon prices. 7. German bounties.
8. Bounties and British refiners. 9. The advantage to Germany. 10. Closing
of some British refineries. 11. Advantages of superior methods. 12. Inferiority
of partial turnout. 13. Some British refiners fail. 14. While others succeed.
15. Improvements caused by competition. 16. Official returns misleading.
17. French and German bounties.

(6) On the Confectionery Trade.— 1. Development of the trade. 2. Capital
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employed. 3. Output and employment. 4. Position in 1884. 5. Effect on trade.
6. Not limited to amount of bounties. 7. Kegularity of quality. 8. General
advantages accruing.

(c) On British Consumers.—1. The consumption in Britain. 2. Advantages of
best markets. 3. Beet sugar an advantage. 4. Cost of production. 5. Its effect
on prices.

{d) On the West Indies.—1. The effect on the Islands. 2. Value of the West
India Commission. 3. Cane and beet sugar production. 4. Old-fashioned
methods. 5. Waste of material. 6. Introduction of modern machinery. 7. And
reduced cost of production. 8. Further improvements necessary. 9. The yield
of the sugar canes. 10. System of importation. 11. West Indian requirements.
12. Grants to West Indies. 13. Preferable to abolition of bounties.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Comparison of the Changes in Wages in France, the United States, and
the United Kingdomfrom 1840 to 1891. By A. L. Bowley, M.A.

The object of this paper is to compare the results of the recent inquiry in
France as to wages and their chansres ' Salaires et Dur^e du Travail ' (Office du
Travail, 1897), and of the United States Senate Report on ' Wholesale Prices,
Wages and Transportation ' (Washington, 1893), with wages in the United King-
dom. A paper considering the American report, and comparing the changes of
wages since 1860, there shown, with the changes in the United Kingdom, was
read to this Section at Ipswich ; ' the results obtained there, and in a paper relating
to English wages since 1860 read to the Statistical Society in 1895, are freely used
in the present estimate. The new work in this paper consists chiefly in carrying
back English wages from 1860 to 1840, and in tabulating the figures in the foreign
reports for comparison.

Stress is laid on the fact that none of the results obtained in the foreign reports
or in the English calculations can pretend to minute accuracy. The probable
accuracy diminishes as the dates become remote ; as a rough guide it may be said
that the index figures relating to nominal wages may be five in error, whether in
the number sixty-one for 1840 or ninety for 1886, and those relating to real wages
twice as far from the fact. This is unfortunate as far as theories dealing with the
laws of wages are concerned, but for a general view and comparison such a margin
of error is of less account. Throughout the calculations it has been recognised
that the result must be rough, and fine instruments have not been used. Thus,
simple instead of weighted averages have been taken ; figui-es have not been calcu-
lated beyond the first decimal place, and slight differences of date ignored. Similar
principles had been followed by the compilers of the French report, and the
American figures are insufficient for very accurate deductions; hence for this
comparison it is useless to labour the English figures to their greatest possible
accuracy.

The general method adopted has been to form an index-number for wages, and
all the theorems relating to the use and accuracy of index-numbers for prices may
be adopted. In the actual work it has been found that the numbers obtained by
successive approximations are such as the theory of error would lead one to
expect.

The English Figures.—The sources of information for these are official reports
on wages, reports of Commissions and of Factory Inspectors, reports on Trades
Unions, and general or special estimates published at various times by private
individuals. The information is heterogeneous and from very miscellaneous sources,

' Vide Brit, Assoc. Rep., p. 775, and Economic Journal, 1895.
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but is sufficient for the present purpose. For each trade in question all the

available data have been tabulated, and the rates of change indicated by each

authority for series of dates considered. From these have been deduced series of

index-numbers relating to the various trades, harmonising as far as possible all

the information. In the case of Agriculture, Building, Printing, and Mining,

authorities are in close agreement ; for the Cotton, Woollen, and Iron industries it

is more difficult to make good estimates. A table is given showing these figures.

The principal results are that average iionmml or money wages in 1840 expressed

as percentages of those in 1891 were Cotton, 50; Wool, 74; Building, 66;

Mining, 61 ; Iron, 77 ; Sailors, 61 ; Conipositors, 79 ; Agriculture, 75. A second

table is given xveighting these averages for the general comparison, and the

course of average nominal wages in this group of trades is found to be as given in

the first table below. The English figures would be practically unaffected if

agriculture were excluded.

It having been found in the previous work that the American figures give

nearly the same result on whatever principle the averages are taken, the corre-

sponding line for the United States is filled in with little further discussion.

The French figures require more explanation. The data appear insufficient,

but are shown to be consistent with each other and capable of giving sufficiently

accurate results. For many years figures are interpolated, since the French dates

—viz. 1840-5 and 1860-5—and the English dates do not quite correspond, and the

result is given in the following table :

—

A. Average Nominal Wages, as Percentages of those in 1891.

Years
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2. Saving and Spending : a Criticism of Recent Theories,^

By A. W. Flux.

At various times recently an old doctrine has been revived, namely, that the
cause of industrial depression is to he found in under-consumption—in excessive

saving. The advocates of this view maintain that the volume of current con-
sumption strictly determines the extent of useful employment for the instruments
of production ; that saving beyond this limit leads, not to an increase of real

capital, but merely to a multiplication of forms of capital ; to a struggle between
individuals for the ownership of the limited amount of really useful capital ; that
one man's saving tends to annul that of some other man. In view of the spread of
these beliefs some portions of well-known teachings not destroyed by the contentions

referred to, but which conflict directly with them, are again presented.

The doctrine that the connection between capital and consumption is such that

the latter determines the extent of real use of the former is specious but untrue.

The extension of consumption is a result of the increased power of production of

modern times. The mutual connection between the two is not such as to say that

one is an independent determining cause of the other.

The act of saving appears to be viewed by the writers to whom allusion is

made as one which aims at creating forms of wealth of indefinite persistence.

This is surely a strained view. Indefinite increase of saving is not dependent on
the possibility of storing the saving in forms practically imperishable. The diffi-

culty of foreseeing what forms of capital will be useful to distant generations is not
only not insuperable, it does not at all prevent increase of really useful capital.

The perpetuation of productive instruments is not unaccompanied by change in

the instruments themselves.

It might be admitted that the amount of savings which could be invested so as

to yield a return of not less than, say, 2^ per cent, net is quite capable of being
surpassed. It is surely notorious that enormous fields for investment exist which
might be utilised were capital available at a rate of return considerably below
current rates, still more if it were available freely. Some part of what appears to

be waste of capital may be incidental to the introduction of more efficient methods
and more capable management.

A point urged in favour of spending rather than saving is that, whatever
individuals may do, a community can never 'spend too much.' This is so clearly

inaccurate as to throw doubt on any proposition logically connected with it.

It may be true that real wisdom might dictate the investment of savings, not in

Oonsols or in shares of industrial companies or the like, but in the fuller develop-
ment of the capacities of human beings—in the better preparation of children for

the battle of life, for example.
That investors make mistakes in selecting their investments hardly justifies a

crusade against saving and the recommendation of the contrary policy of spending
as a means of curing industrial evils. A proper subordination of the desires of the
present to the practically certain needs of the future is far from being attained at

the present time, and the practical outcome of the doctrines criticised is to recom-
mend aiming at present gratification rather than future benefit. For the
community as well as for individuals it remains as true <ts ever that ' you cannot
both eat your cake and have it.'

Will be printed in exlenso in the Economic Revien', January 1899.
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3. On Partnership of Capital and Labour as a Solution of the Conflict

between them. By Henry Vivian.

Industrial progress and tbe position of

Political machinery not the best for all

What is meant by Partnership.

Labour.
Unions of Employers and Employed,

purposes.

Narrow motives not conducive to success of Partnerships. Early failures.

Present position of the Movement towards Partnership. Examples of producers'

associations organised by working men; working-class employers applying the

principle
;
private firms applying the principle.

Difficulties in the way of progress.

Helpful agencies.

4. The Uxpendifure of Middle-Class Working Women.
By Miss C. E. Collet.

Table I.

—

Details of Expenditure for One Year of Six Middle-class Workin(^

Women: (V) a Journalist , Joint Occupier of House ; (2) a Clerk, renting Un-
furnished Lodgings ; (3) a High School Mistress in Furnished Lodgings ; and

(4), (5), a7id (6) High School Mistresses boarding in Private Houses.

Percentage of Income Spent on
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Tahle II.

—

Expenditure on different Articles of Dress by (1) a Journalist i

(2) and (7) Clerks ; and (3) a High School Mistress.
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of administration. Ultimately, however, both settlements were brilliantly auccess-

ful, and are indebted to Wakefield for the fine stamp of their early colonists.

A land boom in South Australia showed at the outset the difficulty of fixing a

sufficient uniform price which should be low enough in normal times not to check

genuine settlement and yet high enough to be an obstacle to land speculation in

periods of inflation. This difficulty no fixed price could fully meet. As a rule,

the price was fixed too low rather than too high.

Other drawbacks to the system were the frauds, blackmailing, and class

hatreds bred by the ' free selection' on pastoral runs. The best example of this was
found in the working of the Robertson Free Selection Act in New South Wales.

The land laws of the seven Colonies are a long series of expedients to prevent—(1)

speculative purchase for re-sale
; (2) the locking-up of lands in great pastoral

estates. Up to 1875 the amount of success they had was small ; since then it has

been much greater. In Austraha the laws chiefly endeavour to gain these ends,

limiting the area any one man can buy by insisting on hond-jide occupation by the

purchaser of each piece and on his working at the improvement thereof or other-

wise forfeiting it.

New Zealand goes a step further, and retains the fee simple of the land, leasing

it out on a perpetual lease at a quit rent subject to conditions as to area, residence,

and transfer.

The democratic party in the Colonies have been taught to condemn Wakefield.

But in my opinion they have done him great injustice. As between reckless land

grants or imfimited purchasing at low prices and his system of a sufficient price

the choice must be in his favour. The history of the Colonies is largely a story

of economic mischief, wrought, not because land was too dear, but because it was
too cheap. Superior as some of the systems now slowly evolved are to Wakefield's,

the knowledge which has built them up has been dearly purchased.

In 1891, in New South Wales, 679 persons held about half the land alienated.

In New Zealand 584 persons held more than half.

In South Australia 1,283 persons owned half the alienated soil.

In the three Colonies 1,255 persons held 35,000,000 acres.

Thus the agrarian question in Australasia is, and is likely to remain, the source
of acute class feelins:.
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Section G.—MECHANICAL SCIENCE.

President of the Section.—Sir John Wolfe-Barry, K.C.B., F.R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

I WISH at the commencement of the proceedings this morning to refer to the loss

which the world of science has sustained in the untimely and lamentable death ol

my friend, Dr. John Hopkinson. This tragedy was one of a most unusual kind,
and I think I am not saying too much if I say it has touclied the hearts of every-
body in Great Britain. When we recognise that the father, son, and two daughters
were suddenly swept into eternity by this dreadful accident, I am sure that our
hearts go out in respectful sympathy and heartfelt condolence to Mrs. Hopkinson
and the remainder of Dr. Hopkinson's family. To us in the scientific world the
loss is certainly irreparable. Dr. John Hopkinson was a man of most unusual
attainments. He was Senior Wrangler at the University of Cambridge, and Smith's
Prizeman, and he had the highest gifts not only of intellectual power, but they
were combined with great practical knowledge, and at the time of his death with
most ripe experience. He was admired throughout the whole of his own country
and the whole of the scientific world of Great Britain. But I think I am not
going too far when I say he was an ornament to the world of science, wliether it

be European or American, and that his name was respected in every part where
men of science are qualified to form an opinion upon an individual's merits. I can
speak of my departed friend with perhaps stronger feelings. I have come under
the magic of his personal charm ; I have laeeii able to realise his charming modesty,
combined with his great attainments and his manj' social gifts. He was a member
of the Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers, on which I had the honour of
serving with him for many years, and he was a member also of the Council of the
British Association. He was a personal friend of many of those who hear me,
and I am sure they will agree that I have not said a word too much in bringing
before this section the great loss which has been^sustained by the death of .John
Hopkinson. I am sure I shall have my own sentiments endorsed when I ofi'er this
small tribute of affectionate admiration to a man of science who has been one of
the brightest ornaments of the century.

Apart from all the other considerations which so favourably affect this Congress,
I think, so far as Section G is concerned, that we are fortunate in meeting in this

ancient city, which has so much of special interest for engineers and for others
interested in applied science.

(I.) I propose, therefore, to say a few introductory words about Bristol and its

neighbourhood from the point of view of this section of the Association, but it is far
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from my intention to either criticise the past work of the Corporation in relation to

their dock enterprises or to volunteer advice to them with respect to possible works
of improvement.

Bristol is, at this moment, of gi'eat commercinl importance, as indicated hy the

value of its imports and exports, and occupied an even more important relative

])Osition among British ports at a time when the ports of Liverpool, Glasgow,
Cardiff, or Southampton were almost or altogether undeveloped. So far as

Customs revenue is concerned, Bristol now stands third, and in regard to the

gross value of her sea-borne trade she is thirteenth among ports of the United

Kingdom.
It is unnecessary, and it would be foreign to the objects of Section G, for

rae to attempt either to trace the economic reasons which have caused the long-

continued importance of Bristol, or to account for the rapid growth of other

ports more or less competitive with her. All such causes are to be found, at

least to a great extent, in considerations apart from the merely physical charac-

teristics of the sea, river, or land at tlie various sites, as, for example, in propin-

quity to markets or centres of production, in situation relatively to population or

to means of distribution, in individual or collective enterprise, in enlightened or

unenlightened administration.

These circumstances have, in truth, at least as much if not more influence in

determining the history and prosperity of ports than wliat are termed natural

advantages of respective sites, by which I mean such matters as protection from

winds and currents, depth of water in the port itself and in its approaches from the

sea, the possession of soil adapted to the foundations of docks or quays, and ready

access to suitable materials for cheap and efficient construction.

While recognising to the full the great advantages of such physical endowments
in the development of a great port, one cannot but remember that they form only

part of the problem, and that the business of engineers is to modify and direct

the great forces and characteristics of Nature for the use and convenience of

mankind. We have, in fact, to make the best of a locality which may or may not

be promising in the first instance, and history shows us that there are few places

which are hopeless for our purposes. Thus while, on the one hand, we see many
harbours in this country which mherit from Nature every feature to be desired for

the establishment of a port, but which remain u.seless for that object, so, on the

other hand, we find many of the great centres of trade established in situations

which possessed no such advantages, and where almost everything has had to be
supplied by painful exertion and great expenditure.

As examples of these facts, I may uoint to the remarkable progress of

many commercial ports situated in IdcalitifS which were originally the reverse

of promising from an engineering jjuiut of view—to Glasgow, where twenty-

six millions sterling in value of exports and imports are annually dealt with

in ships of the largest draught, though it is placed on a river which only fifty

years ago was nearly dry at low water, for a distance often miles below the present

docks; to Newcastle, with a present trade of 1'-U millions sterling, which within

the memory of this generation was approached by a shallow river, entering a much-
exposed part of the North Sea over a dangerous sand bar. Sixty years ago the

Tyne could only receive (and that only at high water) a small class of coasting

vessels, whereas it is now navigable for deep-draughted vessels for a distance of

thirteen miles from the sea. The breakwaters also at Tynemouth, which have

been constructed under great difficulties, on a coast without a single natural

encouraging characteristic, not only make a valuable harbour of refuge, but have,

practically speaking, removed the external bar.

In a similar way, as evidence of the truth of my proposition, I might point to a

multitude of other instances—to the great docks of Buenos Ay res, which city, when
I knew it twenty years ago. could not be approached within seven or eight miles by
sea-going ships of 15 or 16 feet draught ; to Calcutta, dependent on the dangerous

navigation of the Ilooghly, including the dreaded James and Mary shoals ; to the

creation of the port of Manchester, forty-five miles from the sea, approached^ by a

tide-locked canal which has cost thirteen or fourteen millions of money in its

1898. 8 B
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construction ; to tlie great recent developments of Rouen, Dunkirk, Antwerp, and
Amsterdam ; to the improvements of the Danube and the Mississippi. In all of

these cases the natural characteristics of the localities were quite unsuited to

the requirements of an advancing trade in modem vessels, hut the inexorable

demands of commercial shipping have created the supply, at the hands of engineers,

of improvements and modifications of Nature, which are so large and important

that, to an unprofessional eye, they might now almost appear, at least in some of

the cases which I have mentioned, to be physical characteristics of the locality.

I think that we may safely say that trade will produce the required accom-
modation, and that accommodation in itself will not create or attract trade.

Bristol is a case in point, and it is interesting to us at this meeting to note,

however briefly, some of the important works which have altered and are

altering its capacity as a port. At the end of last centurj- Bristol and its capabilities-

were, as they have been almost ever since, the battlefield of civil engineers, and we
know that reports and projects were made by most of the men who were then
recognised as authorities. The diversion of the river Avon and the construction of

the floating harbour of Bristol, which were carried out under the advice of William
•lessop in the years from 1804 to 1809, were boldly conceived and ably executed.

The result of the diversion of the Avon by means of what is still known as the new
cut enabled the old course of the river to be made into a floating liarbour of about

71 acres, of which 57 acres are available for vessels of considerable size. The
total cost seems to have been about 600,000/. Though the greatest draught of

water in the floating harbour (some 20 feet) and the dimensions of the original

locks (150 feet long and 38 feet wide) may appear to us at the close of the nine-

teenth century somewhat insignificant, they were, no doubt, up to the estimated

requirements of that da\', and I think we can recognise in Jessop's work the im-
press of a great mind.

The Cumberland Basin was deepened and improved, and the lock accommoda-
tion was increased by Brunei in 1850 by the construction of a lock 350 feet long

and 62 feet wide, and again by Howard in 1871, who made another lock 350 feet

long, 62 feet wide, with 23 feet of water at high water of neap tides. This is the
present limitation of the access of shipping to the town docks, and, though we
realise its insufficiency for modern vessels, we can appreciate the energy of those

who have gone before us, and who found the funds for or designed works which
have for so many years well fulfilled their purpose.

The approach to Bristol from the sea—that is to say, from King Road in the
Bristol Channel—is certainly unpromising for large ships, and indeed, when con^

templated at low water, appears not a little forbidding. Something has been done,

and further works are in progress, towards straightening, deepening, buoying, and
lighting the tortuous course of the Avon below Bristol. More, no doubt, would
have been undertaken in former years, if the great rise of tide in the river had not

provided, at spring tides, a depth and width for navigation which were sufficient for

practical purposes, until the size of modern ships imperatively demanded increased

facilities of approach. I think it is a remarkable thing that vessels of 3,000 tons

burden, 320 feet in length, and drawing 26 feet of water, succeed in reaching

Bristol, and that the trade in the heart of the city continues to increase.

Those acquainted with the strong tides of the Avon, or with its bends, which
do not exceed in places a radius of 800 feet, and, lastlj-, with what might be the

consequences of a long vessel grounding in a channel which has only a bottom
width of 100 feet, cannot but recognise the skill and nerve of pilots in the navigating

large vessels from King Road to Bristol. This is done by night as well as by day,

and so successfully that the rate of insurance for Bristol is no more than it is for

Avonmouth or Portishead, the entrances of which are in the Severn, or than for

many ports situated on the open sea.

We have similar examples of what can be done by the systematic develop-

ment of pilotage skill in the Hooghly, the River Plate, in the Yangtse Kiang.

the Mississippi, and other rivers where special men have been evolved, as it

were, by the demand, and navigate with safety and success channels which are

BO full of dangers that they might well appear impracticable. Experience, indeed.
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shows us that, given a trade and a depth of water rendering access, possible, ships

will make their way to ports tlirough all kinds of difficulties and with a wonder-

fully small margin of water under their keels, reminding one of the boast of the

Mississippi captain that he could take his steamer wherever the channel was a

little damp.
To return, however, to Bristol and the Avon. In spite of all efforts to keep

pace with trading requirements, the time arrived, in 1868, for providing improved

dbfk accommodation, which would avoid the navigation of the Avon, and at the

same time afford deeper locks and more spacious quays than could be given in Bristol

itself. The Avonmouth and Portishead docks accordingly were built between

1868 and 1878, and acquired by the Corporation in 1884. Both are tine works
for their period ; but even in their case the rapid development of modern ship-

ping has occasioned a demand for enlargements of the facilities which they afford.

Accordingly, a matter which is again agitating Bristol is still further dock accom-

modation, and there has been a sharp contention whether this shoidd be effected

by what is implied in the somewhat barbarous word 'dockising' the Avon, or bj'

new docks at King Road. Dockising implies the construction of a weir and locks

at' Avonmouth, so that the Avon would be impounded and make one sheet of water

nearly six miles long to Bristol, the natural discharge of the river being provided

for by outfall sluices, wliile the alternative of dockising the Avon is to be found

jn great additions to the docks either at Avonmouth or Portishead.

In the peaceful atmosphere of Section G, I will not enter upon the various

aspects of these antagonistic proposals, and will merely say that 1 have no doubt

that in some way Bristol will keep ahead of what is wanted, and that I wish the

city and the engineer who may carry out any of the ideas which may be eventually

adopted every success and satisfaction in such important undertakings.

(II.) Leaving, then, for the present all local considerations, and seeing that a

large part of my own work has lain in the construction of new docks and in the

alteration of old docks, I propose now to say a few words on what appear to me
to be at present the salient points on these subjects in relation to the growth and

the requirements of our merchant navy.

In the first place, one cannot but be struck with the great demands which have

.come with some suddenness on the present generation for increased dock and quay
accommodation. The British people are the chief carriers of the world, and are

indeed those ' that go down to the sea in ships, and occupy their business in great

waters.' This can be appreciated when we consider that annually our over-sea

import registered tonnage is thirty-four millions, and our export registered

tonnage is thirty-eight millions. Our coastwise traflic amounts to sLxty-three mil-

lion tons per annum, making together a tonnage to be dealt with of one hundred and
thirty-five million tons. If we add to these figures the tonnage of vessels in

ballast and the number of calls of those vessels in the coasting trade which touch

at several ports in the course of one voyage, we must add a further fifty-five millions

of tonnage, making a total of one hundred and ninety millions of tonnage using

our ports yearly ; and if we divide these figures by, say, three hundred days,, to

provide against more or less idle days, bad weather, and the like, we have the

result of six hundred and thirty-three thousand tons per diem entering and leaving

our ports. If we assume an average ship of three hundred registered tons, which
is probably not far wrong, we have about two thousand one hundred trading vessels

entering or leaving our ports daily—a flotilla of startling numbers.

In truth, the magnitude of our mercantile navy, as compared with that of other

countries, is astonishing. We have ten and a half millions of tons, against a total

of thirteen millions of tons belonging to all the other nations of the world, in which
are included three millions of tons of steam vessels engaged in the lake and river

traffic of the United States. Descending to particulars, our merchant fleet is eleven

and a half times that of France, seven times that of Germany, eighteen times that

of Russia (in Europe), two and three-quarter times that of the United States (in-

clusive of the craft on the great lakes), six and three-quarter times that of Norway,
fourteen times that of Italy, and fourteen times that of Spain. Out of our total

tonnage of ten and a half millions, six and three-quarter millions are steam vessels,

3r2
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and the proportions in relation to the steam tonnage of the other countries above

referred lo are approximately the same.

Ao-ain, it is instructive to note how small a proportion of the trade of other

countries, even including their coasting traffic, is carried in ships belonp:ing to

the country in question. Thus, whereas we as a nation convej' in steamships 76

per cent, of the aggregate tonnage of our own ports, only the following propor-

tions of the total trade of other nations are carried by the shipping of each country

in question:

—

France ....
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may expect to see ships to increase not onh' in leiigtii and depth, but also in

width.

The largest steamer twenty years ago (excepting of course the ' Great Eastern,'

•which was a magnificent conception, though in advance of her tirar; and its

requirements) was, I believe, the ' City of IJcrlin,' of 5,500 tons burden. Iler

length was 488 feet, and her draught and beam were 2o feet and 44 feet respec-

tively. At the present time the ' ICaiser Wilhelm der Grosse ' is &2o ieet long;
lier beam is 66 feet and her draught is 27 feet, and we know that those dimensions
will soon be exceeded.

A modern liner now being built will have a length of 704 feet (or 24 feet

longer than the ' Great Eastern ') with a beam of GS feet and a draught of 28Jr

feet. The great steamers for the transport of cuttle are 585 feet long, 64 feet

beam, and 30 feet draught and upwards, carrying 14,000 tons of cargo. Some of the

large sailing vessels carryover 6,000 tons dead weight and draw 28^r feet. Ships of

war, though not so long as liners, have a beam of 75 feet with a draught of 31 feet,

and though in the commercial marine we need not perhaps anticipate any great

further increase of draught of water, the demand for which is largely governed
by what is available in foreign ports or rivers and in the Suez Canal, The fact that

men-of-war can, with due regard to economy of propulsion, be built with great

width of beam in proportion to length, seems to indicate that we must be prep.Tved

in the future for a considerable increase of beam for cargo-carrying vessels.

We have further to note that, owing, no doubt, to the vast improvements of
marine steam-engines and boilers realising unlooked-for economy in the com-
bustion of coal, steam vessels are supplanting all but the largest class of sailing

vessels as carriers of commerce, almost as rapidlj- as they did forty or fifty years

ago in the conveyance of passengers and as ships of war.

In 1897, out of a total shipping trade (cargoes and ballast) dealt with in ships

of all nations at the ports of the United Kingdom, amounting to ninety million.?

of tons, eightj"-one millions of tons, or 90 per cent., were conveyed by steam vessels

;

whereas, in 1885, out of a total of sixty-four millions of tons, tifty millions of tons,

or 78 per cent., were in steamers. If we take, however, the tonnage of cargoes
and ballast conveyed to and from her own ports by British ships only, we find that

in 1897, out of a total of sixty-four millions of tons, sixty-one millions of tons, or

95 per cent., were in steam vessels ; whereas, in 1885, but 85 per cent, of the total

tonnage conveyed by British vessels was in steamships.

Of the tonnage of vessels built in the United Kingdom in 1885, 50 per cent.

Avere steamers, but in 1897 the proportion was 86 per cent. ; and, to sum up, we
find that in the commercial fleet of the United Kingdom and British Possessions,

as between 1887 and 1897, sailing ships have decreased 16 per cent, in number and
have, in spite of the building of a certain number of exceptionally large vessels,

decreased U per cent, in average size ; while steamers have increased 23 per cent, in

number and 16 per cent, in average size. The total sailing tonnage has decreased in

the .same period by 24 per cent., and the steam tonnage has increased by 36 per cent.

The problems thus confronting us, as results of the increased size of all descrip-

tions of oversea steamships, require much consideration from an engineering point of
view, and are further puzzling, and will continue to puzzle, our financial authorities,

Avithout whose aid the engineer can do but little.

We ask, Where is all this expansion of requirements to stop, and how far are

we justified in extending our view of the wants of the future from the contem-
plation of the conditions of the present and of what has occurred in the past ?

This is undoubtedly a difficult question, and he would be a bold man who thought
that we had reached finality in the size of ships. Bound up with this consideration

are not merely matters of first cost of the accommodation to be provided, but
also of the annual expenses in working and maintenance, not only of the docks
themselves, but in what is perhaps of more importance— viz, in the preservation

of sufficiently deep and wide approaches to them.
Apart from length, depth, and beam, the midship cross-section of modern cargo

ships has altered completely of late years, and is now nearly as rectangular in shape
as a packing-case, excepting only that at the bilges the sides and floor are joined
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by a curve of small radius. The keel has almost disappeared, and bilge Iceels

are often added. The result of these alterations of shape in the ordinary hulls of

trading- ships is that the sills and sides of many locks and entrances are now
unsuited to the new form of hulls, and consequently their original power of

accommodating vessels is most seriously diminished.

Until lately it was generally considered that locks 600 feet long, 80 feet wide,
and 26 feet deep were sufficiently capacious, with some margin for future wants

;

but I think we must now go further in length and depth, and not improbably
to some extent in width. We find that at Liverpool the Dock Board have ordered
vestibule basins to act as locks 1,150 feet long and 520 feet wide, with entrances

100 feet wide and o2 feet deep; and somewhat similar dimensions were talked of
for the entrance lock of the recently proposed Windsor Dock at Penarth, which
was intended to be 1,000 feet long, 100 feet wide, and 34 feet deep at neap tides.

Again, apart from the question of locks and entrances, the older docks them-
selves are beginning to be found too shallow and too narrow for modern vessels. In
docks which are deep enough at spring tides and too shallow at neap tides, and
which are opened to the ' tide of the day,' much may be done to improve
the depth by systematic pumping, so as to keep the surface always at the level

of high water of spring tides. By this expedient, large areas of old docks may be
to that extent modernised at the expense, perhaps, of new entrance locks and the
annual cost of pumping. This latter yearly outgoing is not an important matter.

At Liverpool and Birkenhead 230 acres of nearly obsolete docks have been thus
improved at a capital co.st of about 96,000/. for pumping machinery and an
annual expenditure of 6,000/. I am executing a similar improvement by pumping
in one of the smaller docks on the Thames, and contemplate it on a larger

.scale at an important dock there, and also at Hull.

The conditions of commerce now require also, in order to realise the necessary
economy of transport, the greatest despatch, for demurrage on the large and expen-
sive modern steam vessels is a most serious question. Thus there must now be no
waiting for spring tides, or, if possible, for rise of tide on the day of arrival.

Every steamer expects to discharge her cargo on to the quay without waiting
. for much stacking, still less for trucks ; and under modern conditions dock
work must be got through in one-third of the time which was considered proper
ten or twelve years ago. From these reasons larger quays and warehouses,
better railway approaches, improved sidings, and better machinery are all neces-

sities, as well as deeper water and better approaches.
These demands have come on us, as I have said, not so much gradually as

more or less suddenly, and the call for improved docks is general, and, in my
opinion, it will be continuing.

Liverpool last year undertook to spend nearly five millions on such works,
and we know of very many important projects at other places. Taking the

expenditure within the past decade, and adding to it the authorised expenditure at

Liverpool, at the great ports on the Bristol Channel, on the Thames, at Southamp-
ton, Hull, Middlesbrough, Hartlepool, Sunderland, the Tyne and its neighbour-
hood, at Grangemouth, the Fife Ports, at Glasgow, the Ayrshire Ports, the
Cumberland and Lancashire Ports, and so round the British coasts to Preston
and the docks at Manchester, and apart from the canal, I roughly estimate an

. expenditure, either made during the past ten years or contemplated, of from 35
to 40 millions.

These are large figures, and we ask from whence will an adequate revenue come ?

.,ioT it is a more or less accepted fact that docks by themselves do not produce
more than a very moderate return on their cost, though, of course, there may be
exceptions to every rule. Apart from the expenditure which has been under-
taken, much remains to be done, and the source of supply of the capital required
is a highly important consideration. I venture to think on this point that we
should learn to realise that vmder modern conditions docks should be considered

. largely in the light of being railway stations for goods and minerals and, in many
cases, for passenger traffic. Docks and quays, together with improved approaches
from the sea, are, in fact, the means of bringing traffic to the railways (and, to a

i
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less degree, to the canals) of a couutry, and sliould be looked upon as links iu tlie

chain of transport and intercommunication.

They are certainly as necessary adjuncts of a railway, at least in our country

and iu respect of goods and minerals, as large stations and depots are in all

important towns.

The older view of our Parliament was that docks and railways should he in

ditferent hands ; but I much question whether this idea should now commend
itself. It is difficult, as I have said, for a dock enterprise standing alone to make
any considerable return on its cost, and, though it is true that capital can be

found under guarantees of an already developed trade by some of the great Dock
Trusts, such as at Liverpool or Glasgow, the return is but a modest one, and not

such as IS likely to tempt capitalists to new ventures in constructing or enlarging

many of the docks which stand in need of improvements.

On the other hand, a railway company which gets a fairly long lead for the

goods to and from a dock can aflbrd to look at the matter of expenditure on

docks with some liberality. We have conspicuous examples of great public

benefit being afforded at Southampton and at Hull, where the docks have lately

passed from the hands of financially weak companies, dependent only on dock dues,

to the ownership of powerful railway companies. Similarly, several of the North-

eastern ports besides Hull—the large docks at Grangemouth, Barry, Penarth,

Garston, Fleetwood, and elsewhere—are further examples amongst others in whicb

the revenue of railway companies has been spent on dock improvements with a

spirit which would be otherwise unattainable. A dock also must necessarily be

nowadays almost wholly dependent for its efficient working on the best understand-

ing being maintained with the railway companies for the prompt and adequate

provision of land transport, so that in that point of view also the two interests

are one and should be recognised as such.

In the consideration of the advisability for concentration of ownership, therer

remain only the questions of safeguards against unfair treatment of competitive

modes of transport, such as canal and road traffic, and provision against any

improper results of monopoly of railway access. These, I think, can be provided

by Parliamentary enactment, either by insisting on adequate access under proper

conditions for all within reach, or, in any case of inadequate facilities being

accorded, by authorising the construction of other docks in the hands of competing

railway companies or of other aggrieved parties, with in such cases railway privi-

leges. With these safeguards the public could be efficiently protected, and, if this

be so, I cannot but think that, cceteris paribus, the trading community will be better

served by docks directly connected with railway companies than' by separate exist-

ences and management. On the one hand, I hope that those who administer the

great railway undertakings will realise this community of interest, and, on

the other, that Parliament will favour intimate financial relations between

docks and railways, instead of more or less systematically discouraging such

connection. This question is one which is peculiarly interesting here at Bristol,

where the docks are in the hands of the Corporation, and where the railway com-

panies carry the traffic, which, but for the docks, would be largely non-existent.

(III.) Leaving now the question of modern docks and shipping, as to which, as I

have said, Bristol is interesting to engineers, there are one or two other matters

of history which appeal to Section G in this locality. In the first place, Bristol

was the birthplace of the Great Western Railway. I. K. Brunei, its engineer, had

previously, by public competition, been selected to span the gorge at Clifton by a

suspension bridge of the then almost unrivalled span of 702 feet. Again, under

the influence of Brunei, Bristol became the home of the pioneers of Transatlantic

steamships, and the story ofthe initiation ofthe enterprise is thus told iu the memoirs

of his life. In 1835, at a small convivial meeting of some of the promoters ot^ the

Great Western Railway, some one said, ' Our railway to Bristol will be one of the

longest in England,' and Brunei exclaimed, ' AVhy not make it the longest line

of communication in the world by connecting it with New York by a line of

steamers ? ' Out of this grew the ' Great Western ' steamship, and the history of the

enterprise and of its success is too well known, at least here, to require any
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allusion to the steps by which it was brought about. Suffice it to say that, iu spite

of much discouragement, the ' Great Western '—of the then unexampled size of

two thousand three hundred gross tons, and with engines of unparalleled power

—

was launched at Bristol in 1837, and ran successful and regular voyages till 1857,

when she was broken up.

In Section G there are many who can appreciate the difficulties of such a new
departure as the ' Great Western ' steamship, even if they had been contined to the

design and study of a vessel and engines of unprecedented size; but it is not

easy to realise the anxiety and trouble caused by the dictum of a scientist so

universally admired as Dr. Lardner, at the meeting of the British Association ii»

this city in 1836, that the whole idea of ocean navigation on voyages as long a*

from Bristol to New York was at that epoch an abstract impossibility.

In these days of criticism of the past, often involving the rehabilitation of

individuals, it is interesting to note that Dr. Lardner"s part in condemning before-

hand the construction of the ' Great Western ' steamship and the ideas on which
she was designed has been of late years unduly minimised. It has been said

that all Dr. Lardner meant was to express a pious doubt as to the commercial
prospects of ocean navigation. I have carefully read the ' Proceedings ' of the

time, and I am brought to the conclusion that bis words and writings will

admit of no such interpretation. Dr. Lardner's view.s, arrived at after calculation

and reasoning, were precisely expressed and boldly and honestly enunciated by
him. The words of the discussion here appear not to have been preserved ; but in

the elaborate article in a Quarterly Review in 1837, which is, I believe, admitted
as having been written by Dr. Lardner, and as expressing his matured views,

he said ' that in proportion as the capacity of a vessel is increased, in the

same ratio, or nearly so, must the mechanical power of the engines be enlarged

and the consumption of coal augmented.' He based his views that success was
impossible on principles which he supposed to be sound, but which were, in fact,

assumptions—viz. that the resistance to the progress of a ship varied directly with

her capacity, that a certain number of tons of coal were required in ISoG per

horse-power for the voyage across the Atlantic, and that, this being so, enough
fuel could not be carried in a ship, however large she might be made.

Brunei, on the other hand, contended that Dr. Lardner's views were funda-
mentally erroneous ; for that, v/hereas the capacity of a ship increased in the ratio of

the cube of her dimensions, the resistance to her progress varied more nearlj' as

the square. Thus, by adopting a proper length, beam, and draught, a ship would
not only carry coal for the journey to New York, but be commercially successful

in respect of cargo and passengers.

It is interesting to note that 9 lbs. of coal per indicated horse-power per hour
(as compared with our present ] i to 2 lbs.) was the approximate coal consumj>-

tion which was more or less accepted by both sides in the controversies of 1836
and 1837.

We know now that the resistances encountered by a ship are not merely
dependent on her dimensions, but comprise wave-making at various speeds,

bringing form and proportion of dimensions largely into the necessary calcu-

lations ; but I want to point out that the line of divergence of the different

views of Lardner and Brunei was sufficiently precise and quite crucial. It is true

that Dr. Lardner, in later criticisms of 1837, retreated somewhat from his position

of 1836, introducing more of the commercial aspect of the case and stating that no
steam vessel could make profitable voyages across the Atlantic, at least until

marine engines were immensely improved ; but, even so, it seems clear that

the fundamental matter at issue in 1836 and 1837, the period of Dr. Lardner's
active criticism, was the question of the resistances increasing in the same
ratio as the capacity. The results of these e.v cathedra statements by Dr.

Lardner about the ' Great Western,' then in process of being built, must have
caused great anxiety to the promoters and much preliminary distrust of the ship

on the part of the public. They were, unquestionably, honestly arrived at, how-
ever much they were due to reasoning on unascertained premises, and this latter is

the reason for my venturing now to refer once more to them. Asa matter of fact,
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the ship started from Bristol in 1838, and arrived at New York in fourteen days
with 200 tons of coal in her bunlcers.

Let me remind you of another somewhat similar instance of the way in which
the anxieties of enfrineers have been unnecessarily increased and jniblic alarm
gratuitously, though honestly, aroused. When the designs of the Forth Bridge—of

which the nation, and indeed the world, is proud—had been adopted both by the
railway companies who were to find the capital and by I'arliament, a most dis-

tinguished man ofscience^the then Astronomerlloyal—came to the conclusion that

the engineers had neglected certain laws which lie enunciated respecting the resist-

ing power of long struts to buckling, and that the bridge ought not to be constructed,

as he considered that, to use his own words, ' we may reasonably expect the
destruction of the Forth Bridge in a lighter gale than that which destroyed the Tay
Bridge.' All this was stated, no doubt, from a strong view of pidjlic duty, in a
letter to a public newspaper, though subsequently and frankly withdrawn. If

the bases of his calculations were right, the conclusion might have been correct;

but the fact was that there was no foundation worthy of the name for the
reasoning. Again, anotlier distinguished mathematician publicly criticised the
Forth Bridge with equal vigour, basing his views that it Avas fundamentally
incorrect on another set of equally erroneous assumptions, maintaining again that

it should not be permitted, because he proved by reasoning on those assumptions
that it must be absolutely unsale.

Once more, in shipbuilding : until Mr. William Froude, some years prior to 1875,
made his experiments by means of models on the highly difficult and otherwise
almost insoluble causes of the retardation of ships and their behaviour in waves,
beginning at the beginning, taking nothing for granted, and eliminating all ele-

ments of possible errors, little or nothing was known of the laws governing these
questions. Laws had been laid down by high authorities as to the causes of retarda-

tion of ships, many of which, in fact, were not true, while some of the assigned

causes were non-existent and some real causes were unrecognised. Mr. Froude
was told that little or no information could be learnt from experiments on models
which would be applicable to full-sized ships, and that ships must continue to be
designed and engines built on data which, scientifically speaking, were assump-
tions. The outcome has been that Mr. Froude 's a prion depreciated experi-

ments with models have solved most of the questions relating t<> that branch of
naval architecture; and at the present time every ship in the Royal Navy,
and not a few in the merchant service, are designed in accordance with the data
so gained.

Another example of hasty generalisation occurs to me, and that is on the
important question of wind pressure. Tredgold, who undoubtedly was one of th&
soundest of engineers, laid down in 1840 that a pressure of 40 lbs. per square
foot should be provided for ; reasoning, no doubt, from the fact that such a pressure
had in this country been registered on a wind gauge of a square foot or less in area.

As a consequence, he assumed that the same force could be exerted by the wind on.

areas of any dimensions. Thus, roofs and bridges, wherever any calculations of wind
pressure were, in fact, made, were designed for a pressure of 40 lbs. per square foot

of the whole exposed surface ; and under the alarm caused by the fall of the Tay
Bridge in 1879, the piers of which were not, probably, strong enough to resist a
horizontal pressure of one-fifth of such an amount, a further general assumption
was made, and railway bridges throughout the kingdom were ordered by the Board
of Trade in 1880, acting no doubt on expert advice, to be in futuie designed, and
are designed to this day, to resist 56 lbs. of horizontal wind pressure on the whole
exposed area with the ordinary factors of safety for the materials employed, as if

such horizontal strain were a working load.

It had, for a long time previously to this order of Government being issued, been
suspected that these small-gauge experiments were untrustworthy, and subsequent
experiments at the Forth Bridge on two wind gauges of 300 square feet and of

1^ square feet respectively indicated that with an increase of area the unit of
pressure fell off in a very marked degree. Under the same conditions of wind
and exposure the larger gauge registered a pressure 38"7 per cent, less per square
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foot than the smaller gauge. I have been able to carry experiments further at the
Tower Bridge by observing the pressure on the surface of the bascules of the bridge

as evidenced by the power exerted by the actuating engines. In this case we have
a wind gauge of some 5,000 feet in area, and it has been shown that, while small
anemometers placed on the fixed parts of the bridge adjoining the bascules register

from 6 to 9 lbs. per square foot, the wind pressure on the bascules is only from 1

to 1^ lb. per square foot.

It is difficult to imagine the amount of money which has been expended in

provision against wind strains of 56 lbs. per square foot on large areas in conse-

quence of hurried generalisation from insufficient data. I know something of
what this provision for wind cost at the Tower Bridge, and I do not wish to
mention it : but if the public had been told that the dictum of experts, arrived at

however hastily in 1880, was to be set aside in the construction of that bridge, all

confidence would have been beforehand destroyed in it, and I suppose no Com-
mittee of Parliament would have passed the Act.

I have mentioned these matters, which could be added to by manj' similar

instances in other branches of applied science, not for the sake of reviving old con-
troversies or of throwing a stone at highly distinguished men, honoured in their

lifetime and honoured in their memory, nor for the sake of criticising more
modern scientists or a Government Department. Still less do I wish to question
the necessity and value of mathematical calculations as applied to the daily work
of engineering science, but I recall the circumstances for the purpose of once more
pointing out the extreme value of experimental research and of bespeaking
the utmost caution against our being tempted to lay down laws based on un-
ascertained data. We know the tendency there has been at all times to gene-
ralise and to seek refuge in formulae, and we cannot but know that it is not at
an end now. We ought to recognise and remember how few physical questions
had been exhaustively examined sixty years ago, and may I say how compara-
tively few have even now been fundamentally dealt with by experiment under true
scientific conditions ? The investigation of physical facts under all the various
conditions which confront an engineer requires much care, intelligence, time,
and last, not least, not a little money. In urging the vital necessity of
investigations, I am sure that I shall not be understood as decrying the
value of the exact analysis of mathematics, but we must be quite sure that the
premises are right before we set to work to reason upon them. We should, then,
exert all our influence against rules or calculations based merely on hypothesis, and
not be content with assumptions when facts can be ascertained, even if such
ascertainment be laborious and costly. In a word, let us follow sound in-

ductive science, as distinguished from generalisations ; for ' Great is truth and
mighty above all things.'

In connection with this subject, I may congratulate the Association generally,
and this Section in particular, that there is now more hope for experimental
science and some endowment of research m this country than at any former time.

The vital necessity of further work in these directions has long been recognised
by men of science, and was notably urged by Professor Oliver Lodge,
Last year, in no small degree owing to the exertions of Sir Douglas Galton,
K.C.B., who presided over the British Association in 1895, and brought the
question very prominently forward in his inaugural address on that occasion, a
highly influential deputation waited on the Premier to urge that England
should have a Public Physical Laboratory, at which facts could be arrived at,

constants determined, and instruments standardised. The importance of the
questions which could be determined at such an institution in their influence

on the trade and prosperity of the country, independently of the advancement
•of purely scientific knowledge, cannot well be exaggerated.

Our Government, while somewhat limiting the scope of the inquiry, appointed
a small Committee to examine and report on this highly important subject. It is

no breach of confidence to say that the Committee, after taking much evidence,
visiting a similar and highly successful institution on the Continent, and studying
the question in all its bearings, were convinced of the great public benefits which
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may be expected from such an institution, and have unanimously reported in

favour of its establishment.

I feel sure that we shall all earnestly hope that Government will carry out the

views of the Committee, and 1 venture to suggest that each of us should use what
influence he may have to induce the Chancellor of the Exchequer to find adequate

funds for an institution which may be of the greatest benefit not merely to

scientific research, but to the commerce of these islands, threatened as it is on all

sides by foreign competition of the most vigorous description—a competition which
is supported by every weapon which the science of other lands can forge for use

in the struggle. It being acknowledged that our own work in life is to deal with
physical facts and apply them for the use of our fellow-men, we may have good
hopes that at such an institution as I have indicated, directed, as it no doubt

will be, by the highest scientific superintendence, we shall be able, at least far

better than at present, to have a sound knowledge of many facts which are

obscure, and to deal with the many new conditions under which the applied

science of the future will have to be carried on.

Those who know most of the problems of Nature feel the more strongly how
much remains which is unknown, and realise how completely those who teach

require throughout their lives to be always learners. Let each of us, then, in our

special walk of life, seeking for further enlightenment on the various problems

of our work and in the application of that science which we love, humbly
recognise that

' All Nature is but art, unknown to thee
;

All Chance, direction which thou canst not see
;

All Discord, harmony not understood.'

The following Papers were read :

—

1. New Works at Barry Docks. By R. C. H. Davison.

Conditions necessaryfor the Successful Treatment of Sewage
hy Bacteria. By W. J. Dibdin.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Description of an old Neiccomen Engine at Long Ashton, near Bristol.

By W. H. Pearson, M.Inst.C.E.

2. Factitious Airs. By Sir Frederick Bramwell, Bart., F.R.S.

3. The Mechanical and Economic Problems of the Coal Question.

By T. FoRSTER Brown, M.Inst.C.E.—See Reports, p. 611.

4. llie Hydraulic System of Jointing of Tubes on Tubular Bodies.

By Claude Johnson, M.Inst.C.E., M.Inst.E.E.

The practical utility of this system has only been demonstrated during this

year. The inventor of the process, Mr. C. T. Orowden, constructed apparatus in

1896, which, being actuated by hand power, was experimental only. In 1897
the funds were obtained for the construction of steam machinery from the author's
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design ; and in January- of this year a machine, which is known as a hydro-
compressor, was completed and was found to work successfully.

In making cycle frames it was found that every joint in a frame (usually about
ten in number) could easily be made in seven or eight minutes—this time included
the assembling of all the tubes, lugs, &c., which constitute a cycle frame, in the
machine and the taking out of the completed frame— alter the operation of apply-
ing the water pressure. The hydraulic pressures applied to the forming of the
joints varied from three to nine tons per square inch. All the joints in a cycle
frame are made at the same moment, and, as no heat is employed, the frame when
removed from the jig or mould is perfectly true and requires no setting. All the
laborious cleaning otf, sand-blasting, and the consequent weakening of the tubes
by filing of the metal are entirely avoided, so also is the loss of strength in the tubes
due to the tempering of the metal.

In the brazing process the tubes are first connected to the iron sockets or lugs,

which form the connecting pieces at all the angles of the frame, bv means of small
screws inserted at the sides of the lugs. The frame is then placed on a hearth of
Ted-hot coke, is heated to a bright- red heat by the application of a ' Buusen ' gas
jet, and the brass solder is run into all the joints in turn, a suitable flux being
employed to efiect the union of the metals. When the irame has passed tlirough

this ordeal the brazing material has spread over the external surface of the tubes
and lugs, and has to be subjected ta various ' cleaning-oil ' processes—viz., sand-
blasting, filing, &c. The former is verj' injurious to the liealth of the woi'kmen,
and the latter is necessarily very weakening to the tubes. The frame is also very
much twisted by the heat, and the steel tubes themselves are much weakened,
especially at that part where most strength is needed

—

i.e., at their junction with
the lugs, this portion being practically brought to the condition of cast metal,
and the mechanical hardness due to drawing the tubes is entirely lost. The
scale, too, which is so difficult to clean ofi', it must be remembered, is formed by
oxidisation, at the expense of the tube.

With the hydraulic process the time occupied in making a frame is entirely

dependent upon the rapidity with which frames can be placed in and witlidrawn
from the jig. This device, it must be explained, is a heavy cast-iron mould in

two parts, in which the tubes of the cycle frame and the lugs are placed. After
these parts are closed, water, under a pressure of from five to seven tons per square
inch, is applied to the interior of the cycle frame, and by tliis means the tubes,

where they lie within the lugs, are so expanded as to become indissolubly united to

them. The interior surface of the lugs is spirally grooved in reverse directions,

so that the tubes when expanded are locked therein, and cannot be moved in the
direction of their axes or be unscrewed. The closing of the mould or jig which,
contains the frame is effected by the action of the piston of a steam cylinder, which,
through the medium of a system of toggle joints, exercises the necessary pressure;
the mould is then automatically locked. A second stroke of the piston actuates

the plunger of a hydraulic intensifier which gives the pressure required for

making all the joints instantaneously. The press is then opened, and the cycle

frame, completely jointed, perfectly true to shape, and without twist or weakness
of any kind, is removed.

Drawings and samples of the work performed by this machine were exhibited.

5. Description of an Instrument for Measuring small Torsional Strains

By E. G. CoKER.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBEIi 10.

The Section did not meet.
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Electric Power in Workshops. By A. Siemens, M.Inst.C.E.

2. Tlie Application of the Electric Motor to small Industrial Purposes and
its Effects oil Trade and on the Community Generally. By Alfred
H. GiBBiNGS, M.I.E.E., President of the Municipal Electrical Associa-

tio7i ; City Electrical Engineer, Bradford.

The electric, motor has paramount advantages over any other method of
utilising potential energy, but its use is restricted at present to a few large special

trades and manufactures. Gradually, however, these advantages are becoming
known and appreciated by smaller tradesmen and handicraftsmen.

It is in limited use, for instance, among such divers trades as aerated bread
makers, bag makers, bookbinders, carpenters, cutlers, engineering workshops, fans

for ventilating and other purposes, lifts, lithographers, presses, printers, saw
mills, &c.

The advantages of driving electrically in some of these cases are of a very
distinctive character. Boiler makers can drill rivet holes more accurately and
economically. In letterpress and lithographic printing the extremely steady and
even motion consequent on the rotary action of the electric motor is an important
feature. Speaking generally, great advantages for all industries are secured by the
possibility of placing the motor close up to its work, and thus dispensing with long
lines of shafting and countershafting, which in one actual test were found to

absorb 56 per cent, of the actual power generated. The motor can be instanta-

neously switched ' on ' and ' oif,' which, of course, effects great economy in use. Also
the resultant in horse-power hours or Board of Trade units taken on the average of

the varying loads is an important characteristic of the electric motor due to it«

high efficiency, but it is a most difficult thing to get power users to see it. A
great hindrance to a more extensive use of the electric motor among small
tradesmen is the want of capital to buy motors, and the want of confidence. The
owners of electrical supply undertakings should therefore make it a part of theii

business to purchase good reliable motors and let them out on hire. This scheme
was inaugurated in Bradford at the end of 1896, and has had most successful

results. In the two months of 1896 seven were hired, in 1897 thirty-nine, in

1898 (six months only) thirty-one. The number of Board of Trade units sold
in 1897 was 117,176, in 1898 it is likely to be 180,000, or an increase of 63 per
cent. Other cities and towns do not yet make equally satisfactory returns. The
value of the electric motor as a factor in reducing the working costs of any
electrical supply works is well known.

The electric motor as a machine is so adaptable and economical as applied to
small trades and industries that it may well help them to compete with larger
firms ; it may lead to the revival of some industries and the return of others which
have gone abroad, such as toy making. Ilygienically considered, it gives off no
deleterious gases, and displaces the boiler and smoky chimney.

3. Electric Poiver audits Application on the Three-phase System to the Bristol
Waygon and Carriage Works. By W. Geipel, M.Inst.C.E.

Hitherto power has been transmitted either by long steam-pipes to scattered
engines, or from one large engine by gearing and shafting.

Ou the former system are driven shipyards, rolling mills, engineers' works, &c.,
where the total consumption of steam may be as much as ten times that of
an economical engine. The latter system is used in such places as weaving and
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spinning mills, where the engine may he highly economical and j-et as little as

1 per cent, of its power applied to the fabric or cotton itself.

Electric power is advantageous in both, hut more particularly in the former

class of works. The importance of this subject is emphasised, seeing that one
firm may use as much energy as lights an average provincial town.

An instance of the wastefulness of driving by scattered engines is the old plant,

now replaced by electric power, at Messrs. T. Richardson, Son, & Co.'s, of West
Hartlepool. Here there were 31 engines of 94 horse-power downwards, using an
average of 51 lbs. of steam per I.H.P. hour, generated in 8 main and 23 auxiliary

|)oilers. Now there are two main boilers and two steam alternators, with one
' stand by.' Again, at the Bristol Waggon Works, 5 Lancashire boilers, and 5
engines are being replaced by 1 Lancaster boiler, and 1 engine.

Referring to the different sources of loss in the use of scattered engines, a

serious one is that due to condensation in long steam pipes. This loss is the

equivalent of one half-ton of coal for every square foot of bare pipe continually

vxnder steam per annum, and for lagged pipe it may be one-fourth to one-sixth of a
ton. At Messrs. Richardson's there was 1,200 feet of steam pipe; at the Bristol

Waggon Works 750 feet of pipe is being replaced by .30 feet.

The present system is wasteful, not only in fuel, but in water and stores, and
in labour in firing boilers and attending engines.

The loss in shafting and gearing was 25 per cent, to 70 per cent.—average 4

per cent.—at Messrs. Richardson's ; about 50 per cent, at Messrs. Furness, West-
garth, & Co.'s, of Middlesborough ; and from 37 per cent, to 75 per cent.—average

50 per cent.—at the Bristol Waggon Works.
The loss in electric transmission, including dynamo, conductors, and motors,

need not exceed 24 per cent. But the loss in conductors and motors occurs only

during use, and not when the motors are standing ; on the other hand, the loss in

the shafting is continuous whether the machines are standing or not. This fact

seriously adds to the comparative inefficiency of transmission by shafting.

Small engines are generally badly governed or overloaded, both of which facts

give rise to variations in the speed of the tools and a consequent reduction of out-

put. Electric motors run at a constant speed, even with a considerable excess of

the full load, and effect an increased output. At the Bristol Waggon Works one of

the engines is pulled up to one-half its normal speed when a large tool is thrown
on. Electric power gives greater flexibility in providing for extension—an addi-

tional motor is so easily added—while with separate engines there is a difficulty.

Tht Old Steam Plant at the Bristol Waggon Works.

There are 5 horizontal engines, 3 being antiquated and having slow-speed

throttle-governors, the valves being set to cut off as Jate as 83 per cent, of the

stroke, so that hardly any expansion is obtained. Two of the engines are modern,
though using low-pressure steam with long steam pipes. Steam is generated in

6 Lancashire boilers.

The steam consumption, calculated from the diagrams, varied from 96 lbs. to

32 lbs. per I.H.P. hour. This excluded loss in cylinders and pipe condensation

and leakage past the piston. One engine is very inefficient, and there was found
to be excessive leakage on removing the cylinder cover. Probably 26 per cent.

,would be a small allowance for this and cylinder condensation, which, together

with the calculated loss in 158 feet of steam pipe, shows the actual consumption
to be nearly 150 lbs. of steam per I.H.P. hour in this case.

The loss of steam pressure between boiler and cylinder was sometimes 40 per
cent., and the annual loss by condensation in steam pipes was 2,575,000 lbs., the

equivalent of 154 tons of fuel.

The total fuel consumption is about 2,500 tons per annum. The average load

on all engines is 254 I.H.P., the working hours per annum about 2,800, and the

total energy about 710,000 I.H.P. hours per annum. The total steam consumption,
allowing 10 per cent, for leakage and cylinder condensation and the above loss in

pipes, is 41,62.'J,000 lbs., and the evaporation about 7-5 lbs. of water per lb. of fuel.

The average consumption of fuel is 7'9 lbs. per I.H.P. hour.
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The diagrams obtained show the maximum load to be 354 I.H.P., the normal
load 254 I.H.P., and light load 207 I.H.P. Of this there is lost in engine friction

45 H.P. and in shafting 88 H.P. = 133 H.P. The average power used by the tools

is 121 H.P.—that is, 48 per cent, of the normal power of the engines. In the case
of two of the engines the tools used only 25 per cent., 75 per cent, being lost.

Power Hequiredfor Electric Driving.

Ten motors will be used, ranging from 65 to 2 H.P., driving the shafting near
to where the work is taken off. Considerable shafting will be discarded, and the
total power developed by the motors will be 76 H.P. less than the present engine
I.H.P.

The new boiler will evaporate 9 lbs. of water per lb. of fuel, while the engine
will use 16 lbs. of steam per I.H.P. hour. Allowing for contingencies, the fuel

per I.H.P. hour will be 1-9 to 2 lbs., just one-fourth of that used at present.

The efficiency of the electric system, taking the ratio of the power at the motor
puUy to the I.H.P. of the generating engine, is 69 per cent., and 258 I.H.P. will

be required as an average. The I.H.P. is practically the same as before, but the
saving by the use of an economical engine close to its boiler represents, for reasons
ias before stated, 1,000/. per annum.

The three-phase system was adopted after full consideration, because of its

superior mechanical merits and the absence of commutators and brushes, which are
troublesome adjuncts of the direct-current system.

The new plant will consist of one Lancashire boiler, with Bennis automatic
stoker and damper regulator, a 96-tube Green's economiser, a 400 I.H.P. hori-
zontal compound surface- condensing engine, an Edward's air pump, a 6-inch
centrifugal circulating pump, and a Klein cooling tower for the condensing water.

There will be one 275 JB.H.P. Brown-Boveri three-phase generator and 10
motors from 65 H.P. downwards, all supplied by Messrs. T. Richardson & Sons, of
Hartlepool. For lighting the works there will be 750 glow and 22 arc lamps
grouped on the three phases and run at 110 volts. The motors will be arranged
for 190 volts effective. The lower lighting voltage enables the use of more efficient

lamps. The wiring will be protected by hard wood casing throughout, and the
whole of the work is being carried out by the firm with which the author is

associated.

4. The Electric Lighting System at Bristol, with Special Reference to

Auxiliary Plant. By H. Faraday Proctor.

5. Electric Traction by Surface Contacts.

By Professor Silvanus P. Thompson, F.R.S. and Miles Walker.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER l.S.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Schemes for the Improvement of the Waterway between the Bristol
Channel and the Birmingham District. By E. D. Marten MA
M.Inst.C.E.

'

'

\ The trunk waterway consists of the tidal Severn estuary for 20 miles from
Bristol Avon to Sharpness Docks, thence of the Gloucester and Berkeley
Ship Canal for 16 miles to Gloucester, and of the canalised river Severn for
42 miles from Gloucester to Stourport.

It is connected with the Birmingham district by the Worcester and Birming-
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ham Canal and the Staffordshire and Worcestershire Canal. The former leaves

the Severn at Worcest>;r, 30 mik's above Gloucester ; is 30 miles long, has a rise of

418 feet, and serves the southern portion of the district. The latter leaves the

Severn at Stourport, and thence it is 27 miles with a rise of 419 feet to

Wolverhampton, at the northern end of the district.

Both canals are connected with the Birmingham Canal Navigation, vt'hich

intersects every part of the district. All three canals are narrow-boat canals

accommodating horse-hauled vessels 70 feet long and 7 feet in beam and carrying

25 to 35 tons.

On the Severn a system of steam tugs is maintained, and vessels carrying 150
tons navigate it ; but it is capable of accommodating much larger craft.

Vessels engaged in the Continental trade use the docks at Gloucester and

.Sharpness, and Atlantic liners those at Bristol and other Channel ports, and

goods intended for the latter require transhipment at some point after leaving the

narrow canal and before passing into the estuary.

The following improvement schemes have been proposed from time to time :—

-

Mr. G. W. Keeling, Consulting Engineer to the Sharpness Docks Company,
proposed to improve tlie Worcester and Birmingham Canal, increasing its width

from 30 feet to G6 feet and its depth from 4^- feet to 9 feet, and with locks large

enough to pass two vessels, each 100 feet long and 18 feet in beam, with a carrying

capacity of from 200 to 300 tons.

A group of 36 locks, with an aggregate rise of 255 feet, was to be replaced by
an incline upon the Monkland principle.

His estimate of the cost of the work was 600,000/., 200,000/. of which was for

altering tunnels.

The author's scheme was for an improvement of the Staffordshire and
Worcestershire Canal : this he proposed to widen to 60 feet and deepen to 7 feet,

mainly by raising the level of the waterway, and the means by which this could

he done were explained.

By substituting inclines for groups of locks the number of pounds was to be

reduced from 31 to 11.

For the inclme a modification of the Monkland principle was proposed, its

leading feature being that the caisson carrying the vessel would travel up the incline

sideways instead of longitudinally, thus getting rid of oscillation. The improved

canal would accommodate the same class of vessel, which could with slight altera-

tion to some of the Severn locks at present navigate to Stourport, and the carrying

capacity of which varies from 25 tons for a mere barge to 150 tons for a fully

equipped coasting steamer.

The estimated cost of the scheme was 360,000/.

The depth of water at Sharpness at neap tides is limited to 15 feet, and Mr.
Keeling prepared a scheme to make a new entrance at Sheperdine, 5J miles lower

<lown the estuary, where 8 feet more water could be obtained. This entrance

was to be connected with Sharpness Docks by a ship canal, so that liners might
enter the docks at every tide.

These works, cnmbini'd with improvements to the canals, would greatly cheapen

transport, as goods could be taken in steam-tugged trains of canal boats without

transhipment between manufacturer's wharf and the side of the liner.

There would be four distinct elements of economy—namely, the steam-tugged

train, the non-transhipment, the saving in time resulting from the substitution of

inclines for locks, and the fact that tlie liner would be brought 20 miles nearer the

Birmingham district.

The estimated cost of the Sheperdine scheme is a little over 300,000/.

Vessels of 800 (and in some cases 1,200) tons register trade between Gloucester

and Continental ports via the Ship Canal, which has a navigable depth of about

15 feet.

The Severn for 30 miles from Gloucester to Worcester has a minimum depth

of 10 feet ; and the problem of increasing this to 15 feet, and so making Worcester

a port of equal importance with Gloucester, has always been attractive, particularly

as there are only two changes of level.
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It would involve the dredging and disposal of 1,500,000 cubic yards
of material, new locks at Gloucester and Tewkesbury, a subsidiary entrance
at Gloucester, and a transhipping basin at Worcester; whilst the channel at
Gloucester would require to be widened and straightened and three bridges con-
verted into opening bridges.

°

The author estimated that the co3t would be considerably under 60O,O00Z.
A. more modest scheme is to convert the Westgate Bridge at Gloucester' into

an opening bridge, and so allow of ordinary 300-ton coasting vessels tradin"- to
Worcester. The estimate for this and certain subsidiary works was 20,000Z.

°

In conclusion, the author expressed belief that the improvements would render
possible a great reduction in cost of transport, but considered that there was no
prospect of their being carried out unless the local authorities interested would
undertake them.

2. On the Welsh Methods of Shipping Coal. By Professor J. Ryan.
The author described the arrangements for loading coal adopted at the

Alexandra Dock, Newport, at the Bute and Roath Docks, Cardiff, at Penarth
and at Barry.

'

The chief methods discussed were :

—

The Newport low-level system, in which the full waggons are received at quay-
level, raised by hydraulic elevators to the discharging height, and finally dismissed
as ' empties ' along an upper stage or viaduct. This method has been followed at
the Alexandra Dock, Hull, and elsewhere.

The Cardiff low-level system adopted at certain tips at Ban-y, Roath, &c.,
where the waggons are received and dismissed at the quay-level, being elevated for
discharge by an hydraulic hoist.

The Barry high-level system, where the waggons are received and dismissed
along different lines on the same elevated staging or viaduct, the wa"-gon3 bein"-
manipulated for discharge by the hydraulic machinery of the tip.

° "

The Penarth system, similar to the above, except in the details of the arrange-
ment of the railway lines.

The Roath Dock system of loading by Lewis-Hunter cranes, by which each
waggon-load of coal is separately lifted in a box and deposited in the hold of a
steamer, with a minimum of breakage.

These systems were discussed on the score of economy, of efficiency, and of
despatch.

Modifications of these and certain other systems that have been used elsewhere
were referred to, and compared with the foregoing.

In the matter of speed in loading, the chief systems are all capable of tipping
coal much faster than it can be trimmed in the hold, so that it is only a ' self-
trimming

'_ steamer which can tax the capabilities of the tip or crane.
Some instances of rapid despatch were quoted, amongst others :

—

The s.s. ' Algoa,' which was loaded in the Alexandra Dock at Newport in 1896,
when ll,671i tons were shipped in 36f working hours; that is, at an avera'^e
rate of 317 tons per working hour, and this maintained for so many hours. °

The s.s. ' Samoa,' which was loaded at Roath Dock in'1893, by Lewis-Hunter
cranes, receiving 9,234 tons in 28 working hours, this being at the rate of nearly
330 tons per working hour. Higher rates have of course been attained in shorter
penods.

At Barry Dock over 490 tons was delivered to the s.s. ' Ilarbury ' in one hour at
a single hoist. In 1896 the s.s. ' Ocean,' having been loaded at Barry with 1,900
tons of coal, left on the same tide she entered with. In October last the s.s. ' liar-
bury ' took in 2,467 tons 8 cwt. of coal at Barry between 2.40 p.m. and 7.65 p.m.
on the one day, the average rate of loading being therefore in this case nearly 470
tons per hour.

1898. 3s
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3. A New Instrument for Drawing Envelopes, and its Applicatioti to the

Teeth of Wheels and for other Purposes. By Professor H. S. Hele-
Shaw, LL.D., 3f.Inst. C.E.—See Reports, p. 6 19.

4. Hydraulic Power Transmission hy Compressed Air.

By William George Walker, A.M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E.

The air is compressed by tlie direct action of the falling water without the

aid of moving machinery.

The compressor consists essentially of a head tank, a vertical down-flow pipe,

and a separating tank placed at the base of the down-flow pipe. The water may be

conveyed to the head tank by means of an open flume or pipe ; water entering the

down-flow pipe passes the ends of a number of small air pipes, from which air is

drawn in the form of small uniform globules, which, becoming entangled in the

descending water, are carried down to the air tank, where separation takes place,

the air rising to the top of the tank, and the water flowing out at the bottom and

up again outside the down-flow pipe to the tail race ; the difierence in height of the

tail race and pipe to head tank gives the available head of water. The globules of

air are uniformly compressed at constant temperature during their downward
path, the temperature of the water remaining practically constant. The amount
of compression of the air depends solely on the length of the down-pipe being

independent of available water-fall.

A machine has been erected at Magog, Quebec a short distance from Montreal,

to drive the printing machinery of the Dominion Cotton Mills Company. It has

now been in operation over twelve months, running continuously night and day,

delivering dry compressed air, with an invariable pressure of 52 lbs. per square

inch. It provides power for six printing machines, each of which is driven by a

pair of engines with 8-inch by 12-iDch cylinders. The cotton mill proper uses

water-power, while the printing machines were formerly driven by steam, as

printing operations necessitate a very steady power and great variations in

speed, the engines varying from 20 to 300 revolutions per minute. Each has its

own engine, and in this case the air simply replaced steam, the same engines being

used without any modifications.

The depth of the shaft is 128 feet, its size 6 feet by 10 feet, the down-flow pipe

is 3 feet 8 inches in diameter, the inverted tank at the bottom of the shaft is 17

feet by 18 feet. The penstock or in-flow pipe is 5 feet 6 inches in diameter, and in

the head-piece there are 30 air pipes, each 2 inches in diameter, and each having

32 air inlets at their base, making a total of 060 air inlets. Through these the air

mixes with the do'wn-flowing water, thus subdividing the air into an innumerable

number of small bubbles. The available working waterhead is 21 feet. By a

series of actual tests made by Professor McLeod, of McGill University, it was
shown that this plant gave an efficiency of 62 per cent, of the actual horse-power

of the water in dry cold air.

This efficiency is secured notwithstanding that 20 per cent, of the air is lost by
insufficient separation, owing to the separating tank being a little too small, a

feature which may obviously be guarded against in future, so that an efficiency of

75 per cent, is considered as easily obtainable. The actual cost of installation of

such a plant is about 10/. per horse-power, although much depends on local con-

ditions, the price of labour, material, &c. The cost of sinking the shaft is the

principal item, so that larger plants can be installed at a much lower rate per

horse-power than small ones.

5. Combined Electric Lighting and Power Plantfor Docks and Harbours.

By J. G. W. Aldridge.

The introduction and development of hydraulic machinery by Armstrong
resulted in the equipment of almost every dock and harbour in the world with
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hydraulic plant, and this system has been applied to almost every conceivable
machine. Until recently, however, the lighting- of such places was entirely done
by gas, and whilst the hydraulic plant has become more efficient, especially for

regular work, gas lighting has proved totally inadequate, and, therefore, electric

lighting is now superseding the gas. This, however, necessitates the putting down
of two separate sets of machinery, one for hydraulic, the other for electric work,
and it is obvious that there must be a certain amount of spare power for each set

of machinery, and, moreover, for at least some portion of the twenty-four hours
each plant must be at a standstill. The time has now arrived when electric

machinery has so far developed that one generating station may be used for all

purposes, the most notable instance being that of Copenhagen, Denmark.
The author gives particulars of this installation, and also those at Rotterdam and

Southampton Docks and Harbour, with which he is associated, and indicates the
direction in which dock and harbour authorities will find the greater economy for
combined light and power plant.

The paper was illustrated by diagrams and also lantern slides.

6. Electric Canal Haulage. By A. H. Allen, A.Inst.E.E.

Practically the whole of the goods traffic in this country, even up to the year
1825, was carried on canals, of which nearly 3,000 miles had been constructed, and at
an immense cost. In this year, lS2o—which may be considered the zenith of the pro-
sperity of the canal traffic industry—the Birmingham Canal yielded a revenue of
cent, per cent., and one of the Manchester canals paid in dividends every .second
year a sum equal to the total original outlay.

Since then our once splendid canals—the heritage of the seventeenth century

—

have, in a great measure, become useless by neglect, and constitute, in comparison
with the superb canal systems of Germany, France, and Belgium, a picture far from
creditable to ourselves.

Unfortunately, the methods of haulage on our canals in use a hundred years
ago are still common ; hor.se traction is still relied upon. On some of our canals
steam tug-boats have been adopted with some measure of success, but there are
many objections to this innovation ; one is the cost of energy in effecting a given
tonnage haulage.

The author maintains that by the use of electricity canal traction can be effected
in a way that will elevate the method of goods transport to the level of electric

railway traction.

An attempt is now made to provide an economic and efficient canal haulage
method that can be applied without interfering with existing horse traction, or in
such a way that the displacement of the horse system (if desired) can be effected
gradually.

The system, which is shortly to be tested on one of our great Northern canals,
has been submitted to the critical examination of our most eminent canal experts,
and it is admitted that it shows promise of satisfying the numerous and dillicult

conditions of canal traction.

In the new system, which it is estimated will reduce the freight traffic on
canals by 60 per cent., there will not be any loss of the power which will be
generated in gas power electric energy generating stations, beyond the trivial one
involved in electric transmission. Screw propulsion involves a loss by slip effect

of 50 to 60 per cent., but the haulage system involves no loss.

The following is a concise summary of the advantages that are claimed to be
possessed by the Canal Electric Haulage System, a scale model of which demon-
strates its application to a difficult section of a canal :

—

It is proposed to employ the Teslaic alternating system of electric power.
The system will also provide an electric capstan, and light electrically the path,

as well as the boats.

3s 3
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The new system claims to possess, and is unique in tliis respect, tlie following^

all important advantages :

—

1. It -will not interfere -wltli the present horse haulage system.

2. The present boats will not be required to he altered.

3. Smaller boats with less draught can be employed, so that increased speeds
can be obtained without producing an excessive and objectionable flusli of water.

4. It will be applicable to canals traversing tunnels.

5. No more liability to break down than with ordinary haulage on railways.

6. Suitable for the passage of vessels through the locks as iu the present

system.

7. Is controllable from the boat, and does not absolutely require the driver
associated with horse haulage.

8. The same electric transmission conductors can provide crane and other power
for the warehouses and locks and electric light all along the canal.

9. It is much less costly to work than the present horse haulage system.
10. By placing the motors in tandem, or in series, several boats can be hauled

along together.

11. The system can be worked with great advantage both by day and by
night.

7. On the Pacific Cable. By Charles Bright, F.R.S.E., AM.Inst.C.E.

The author endeavoured to show that there were no insurmountable engineering

or electrical diiBculties to prevent the realisation of a Pacific cable. He pointed
out that the maximum depth to be contended with was but little iu excess of that
of existing cables, and that our present knowledge of the bottom of the ocean was
sufficient for deciding in favour of a particular route. The portion which requires

further survey is that between the Fiji Islands and Australia and New Zealand.
The question of the most suitable type of cable was then considered. It must

be easy to lay, durable, and capable of being picked up. The author recommends
a close-sheathed cable, with the iron wires more or less firmly butting against one
another. Each wire should be separately coated with preseryative compound and
covered with a thin cotton tape.

The strength, pliability, &c., of cables was then discussed. The author has
previously suggested that a flexible riband sheathing of aluminium bronze might
with advantage be adopted instead of iron wires, thereby enormously reducing the
weight, and imparting freedom from corrosion. The riband form is preferred on
account of the increased flexibility thereby ensured in a large cable. It is on these
grounds, moreover, that the metal tape is not allowed to overlap, or even to meet.
Again, such a taping could, under no circumstances, damage the core under tension
or pressure.

For paying out the cable efficiently in the deepest water special attention
would have to be given to the character of the brake apparatus; and if the
ordinary friction brakes now in vogue can be supplanted by something more free

from the chances of undue heating, an advance will have been made. Such an
innovation would be especially valuable in this connection, on account of the
length of one of the sections—that between Vancouver and Fanning Island—being
substantially greater than anything previously dealt with. This section, with a
proper allowance for slack, &c., would run into some 3,.500 nautical miles or
more, as against 2,717 for the Brest-St. Pierre cable of 1869, the new French
Atlantic line just laid being again materially longer.

It has been stated that if a cable were ever laid on the suggested route it could
not be subsequently recovered. In reply to this, it may be pointed out that cables

have already been picked up in depths of over 3,000 fathoms and repaired in the
open sea.

Again, objections have been raised as to the length of time taken in the
recovery of a cable in such depths. It must, however, be borne in mind that
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cables have been picked up and repaired in up-vsards of 2,000 fathoms within the
course of two or three days.

The maximum speed of working obtainable on the long- section (say
3,500 N.M.) -with a larg-e core would be low as compared with that attained
on the Atlantic cables. Nevertheless, with a core of the same proportions as that
adopted in the ' Anglo-American ' Company's last cable—GSOlbs. copper to 4001bs,
gutta-percha—under ordinary conditions a speed (in five letter words) could be
attained up to the minimum required by the Canadian Government in 1894.

This would be by ordinary manual transmission, whereas all the latest
improvements in machine transmission with curbing arrangements (as well as
condensers) would naturally be applied with something like a 35 per cent, increase
in the speed. The adoption of JNIuirhead's Duplex system would nearly double
the working capacity of the cable.

As a first ^ enture the above cable would probably be sufTicient to meet the
ends in view. It is conceivable that a larger core would be out of the question on
the ground of cost. Moreover, increases iu the dimensions made beyond this
wouhl have tlie effect of still further increasing the mechanical difficulties as
regards a suitable type of sheathing.

Experiments have, it is believed, already been made on two Atlantic cables
looped together to test the possibility of working through a considerably greater
length than that to be dealt with here, with satisfactory results.

In the construction of the first cable to India {vid the Persian Gulf) Messrs.
r»right & Clark, as engineers to the Government, adopted a conductor in which
four ordinary wires were drawn down so as to form the four quadrants of a true
circle with a ring outside to embrace the whole.

Ey this means—with a given weight of copper—they reduced the electro-
static (inductive) capacity of the core without increasing the conductor resistance,
the result being a very material increase in the attainable speed of siffnalling,

whilst sufficiently maintaining the mechanical requirements as regards pliability,

&c.

Messrs. Siemens Brothers have since, to a great extent, approached a similar
end in their compromise between the single solid wire and the ordinary strand
conductor, and this has proved a great success on a number of Atlantic cables.

It would seem as though a plan of drawing the wires down to a smaller total
iirea might in this undertaking be advantageously adopted. In the case of the
Persian G ulf cable, an economical method of securing any particular speed was
not of the same vital importance. Moreover, in that instance the length not being
of an abnornuil character, the extra cost of the above type of conductor was
probably scarcely made good by increased working value. Here, however, the
-author is of opinion that this plan would be found to more than repay the increase
in initial cost—especially as it would also materially reduce the quantity of gutta-
percha reijuired to obtain the same miniuuim thickness throughout for fulfilling

mechanical as well as electrical qualifications, this being the hcte vioire in the cost
<if an ocean cable, as also in its design.

By way of improving the present means of signalling upon cables, Mr. Oliver
Ileayiside, F.K.S., has advocated the introduction of leak' circuits and self-induc-
tion into cable lines; and electrical engineers—including Mr. Preece, Dr. Thomp-
son, and others—have devised new forms for the insulated conductor accompanied
bv devices which to a certain extent realised these theoretical advantages. The ap-
plication of leaks on the ordinary cable, when suitably disposed along the line, would
obviate the choking effect of retardation, and secure increased definition for the
signals, though not sufficiently to permit of any substantial increase in the working
speed, even with the battery power raised within reason.
A number of other proposals have been made, but, so far as concerns any

further material increase in the speed attainable for submarine telegraphy under
given conditions, it seems probable that if this is to be effected it will be by an
entire revolution in the form of conductor, dielectric, and completed cable, rather
than in the signalling apparatus. The latter has probably reached its limits of
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fiensitiveness. Any further increased sensibility of the instruments is likely to

be at the expense of steadiness, and would tend to bring them within the range of
influence of other surrounding forces. It is even now quite beyond that required or

justified by the cable itself under present conditions.

To the political, strategic, and commercial importance of this line the author has
already drawn attention in the 'Fortnightly Review ' for September, 1898.



Section H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.

President of the Section.—E. B. Beabrook, C.B., F.S.A.

The President delivered the following Address on Friday, September 9 :

—

I AM very sensible of the honour of being- President of this Section at a Bristol

meeting. Bristol, from its association with the memory of J. C. Prichard, may
be regarded as the very birthplace of British Anthropology.

In submitting to the Section some observations on the past progress and the

present position of the Anthropological Sciences, I use the plural term, which

is generally adopted by our French colleagues, in order to remind you that

Anthfopology is in fact a group of sciences. There is what in France is called

pure anthropology or anthropology proper, but which we prefer to call physical

• anthropology—the science of the physical characters of man, including anthropo-

metry and craniology, and mainly based upon anatomy and physiology. There

is comparative anthropology, which deals with the zoological position of mankind.

There is prehistoric archaeology, which covers a wide range of inquiry into man's

early works, and has to seek the aid of the geologist and the metallurgist. There

is psychology, which comprehends the whole operations of his mental faculties.

There is linguistics, which traces the history of human language. There is folk-

lore, which investigates man's traditions, customs, and beliefs. There are ethno-

graphy, which describes the races of mankind, and ethnology, which difierentiates

between them, both closely connected with geographical science. There is

sociology, which applies the learning accumulated in all the other branches of

anthropology to man's relation to his fellows, and requires the co-operation of the

statistician and the economist. How can any single person master in its entirety a

group of sciences which covers so wide a held, and requires in its students such

various faculties and qualifications ? Here, if anywhere, we must be content to

. divide our labours. The grandeur and comprehensiveness of the subject are among
its attractions. The old saying, ' I am a man, and therefore I think nothing

human to be foreign to me,' e.'cpresses the ground upon which the antbropo-
• logical sciences claim from us a special attention.

I may illustrate wbat I have said as to the varied endowments of anthro-

pologists by a reference to the names of four distinguished men who have occupied

in previous years the place which it falls to my lot to fill to-day—most unworthily,

as I cannot but acknowledge, when I think of their pre-eminent qualifications.

When the Association last met at Bristol, in 1875, Anthropology was not a Section,
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but only a Department, and it was presided over by Rolleston. There may be
some here who recollect the address he then delivered, informed from beginning to

end with that happy and playful wit which was characteristic of him ; but all will

know how great he was in anatomj', what a wide range of classical and other

learning he possessed, and how he delighted to bring it to bear on every anthro-
pological subject that was presented to his notice. In 1878 Huxley was the
Chairman of this Department. It is only necessary to mention the name of that

illustrious biologist to recall to your memory how much anthropology owes to him.
Eight years before, he had been President of the Association itself, and seven
years before that had publislied his ' Evidence as to Man's Place in Nature.'

Brilliant as his successes were in other branches of scientific investiyration, I cannot
but think that anthropology was with him a favourite pursuit. His writings upon
that subject possess a wonderful charm of style. In 188.J the Chairman was
Pengelly, who for many years rendered service to anthropology by his explora-

tion of Kent's Cavern and other caves, and who happily illustrated the close rela-

tion that exists between geology and anthropology. His biographj', recently

published, must have reminded many of us of the amiable qualities which adorned
his character. Finally, in 188G, two years after anthropology had become a Sec-

tion, its President was Sir George Campbell, a practical ethnologist, a traveller,

an administrator, a legislator, a geograplier, who passed tlirough a long career of
public lile with honour and distinction. All my other predecessors are, I am glad
to say, still living, and I make no mention of them. The few names I have cited

—selected by the accidental circumstance that they are no longer with us—are

sufficient to show what varied gifts and pursuits are combined in the study of
anthropology.

There is another side to the question. Great as is the diversity of the anthro-
pological sciences, their unity is still more remarkable. The student of man must
study the whole man. No true knowledge of any human group, any more than of

a human individual, is obtained by observation of physical characters alone. Modes
of thought, language, arts, and history must also be investigated. This simultaneous
investigation involves in each case the same logical methods and processes. It

will in general be attended with the same results. If it be true that the order of

the Universe is expressed in continuit}' and not in cataclysm, we shall find the
same slow but sure progress evident in each branch of the inquiry. We shall

find that nothing is lost, that no race is absolutely destroyed, that everything that

has been still exists in a modified form, and contributes some of its elements to that
which is. We shall find that this, which no one doubts in regard to physical

matters, is equally true of modes of thought. AVe may trace these to their germs
in the small brain of the paheolithic flint-worker ; or, if we care to do so, still

farther back. This principle has, as I imderstand, been fully accepted in geology
and biology, and throughout the domain of physical science—what should hinder
its application to anthropology '^ It supplies a formula of universal validity, and
cannot but add force and sublimity to our imagination of the wisdom of the Creator.

It is little more than has been expressed in the familiar words of Tennyson :

—

' Yet I doubt not thro" the ages rne increasing purpose runs.

And the thoughts of men are widen'd with the process of the suns;'

and supports his claim to be ' the heir of all the age."), in the foremost files of
time.'

I propose, in briefly drawing your attention to some recent contributions to our
knowledge, to use this as a convenient theory and as pointing out the directions in
which further investigation may be rewarded by even fuller light.

Applying it, first of all, to the department of physical antliropology, we are
called upon to consider the discovery by Dr. Dubois at Triuil, in Java, of the re-

mains of an animal called by him l^t.hecmithropus erecfus, and considered by some
authorities to be one of the missing links in the chain of animal existence which
terminates in man. In his Presidential Address to this Association last year,
Sir John Evans said: ' Even the Pit/iecr/nthropiis erecius of Dr. Eugene Dubois
from Java meets with some incredulous objectors from both the physiological and
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tht^ geological sides. From the point of view of the latter the difficulty lies in

determining the exact age of what are apparently alluvial bods in the bottom of a

river valley.' In regard to these objections, it should be remembered that, though

the skull and femur in question are the only remains resembling humanity discovered

in the site, it yielded a vast number of fossil bones of other animals, and that any
difficulty in settling the geological age must apply to the whole results of the ex-

ploration. The physiological difficulties arise in two points—Do the skull and
femur belong to the same individual ? Are they or either of them human, or simian,

or intermediate ? As to the first, it is true that the two bones were separated by
a distance of about fifty feet, but as they were found precisely on the same level,

accompanied by no other bones resembling human bones, but by a great number
of animal remains, apparently deposited at the same moment, the theory that they

belonged to different individuals would only add to the difficulty of the problem.

AVith regard to the skull, a projection of its outline on a diagram comparing it

with others of low type belonging to the Stone Age shows it to be essentially inferior

to any of them. With regard to the thigh, you will recollect that at the Liverpool

meeting of this Section Dr. Hepburn displayed a remarkable collection of femora

from the anatomical museum of Edinburgh University, exhibiting pathological and
other conditions similar to those in the femur of Trinil. Though this evidence

tends to show that the bone is human, it is not inconsistent with, but, on the con-

trary, goes to support the conclusion that it belongs to an exceedingly low and
ancient type of humanity. Whether, therefore, we call the remains Pithecanthro-

pus erectus with their discoverer, or Hoino pithecanthropus with Dr. Manouvrier,

or Homo Javanensis primigenius with Dr. Houze, we are in presence of a valuable

document in the early evolution of mankind.
One element of special interest in this discovery is that it brings us nearer than

we have ever been brought before to the time when man or his predecessor acquired

the erect position. I believe that it is acknowledged by all that the femur be-

longed to an individual who stood upright, and I presume that the capacity of the

skull, being greater than that of any known anthropoid, is consistent with the same
inference. The significance of that has been most clearly set forth by my prede-

cessor, Dr. Munro, in his address to this Section at Nottingham in 1893. He showed
that a direct consequence of the upright position was a complete division of labour

as regai"^s the functions of the limbs—the hands being reserved for manipulation

and the feet for locomotion ; that this necessitated great changes in the general

structure of the body, including the pelvis and the spinal column ; that the hand
became the most complete and effective mechanical organ Nature has produced

;

and that this perfect piece of mechanism, at the extremity of a freely moving arm,

gives man a superiority in attack and defence over other animals. Further, he
showed that, from the first moment that man recognised the advantage of using a

club or a stone in attack or defence, the direct incentive to a higher bi'ain develop-

ment came into existence. The man who first used a spear tipped with a sharp

flint became possessed of an irresistible power. In his expeditions for hunting,

fishing, gathering fruit, &c., primitive man's acquaintance with the mechanical

powers of Nature would be gradually extended ; and thus from this vantage point

of the possession of a hand, language, thought, reasoning, abstract ideas would
gradually be acquired, and the functions of the hand and the brain be developed in

a corresponding manner. I do injustice to Dr. Munro's masterly argument by
stating it thus crudely and briefly. It amounts to this—once the erect position is

obtained, the actions of man being controlled by a progressive brain, everything

follows in due course.

The next stage which we are yet able to mark with certainty is the palao-
lithic, but there must have been a great many intermediate stages. Before man
began to make any implements at all, there must have been a stage of more or less

length, during which he used any stick or stone that came to his hands without
attempting to fashion the one or the other. Before he acquired the art of fashion-

ing so elaborate an implement as the ordinary palaeolithic axe or hammer, there

must have been other stages in which he would have been content with such an
improvement on the natural block of flint as a single fracture would produce, and
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would proceed to two or three or more fractures by degi-ees. It must liave been
long before be could have acquired the eye for symmetry and the sense of design,

of adaptation of means to ends, which are expressed in the fashioning of a complete

palaeolithic implement. It is probable that such rude implements as he would
construct in this interval would be in general hardly distinguishable from flints

naturally fractured. Hence the uncertainty that attaches to such discoveries of

the kind as have hitherto been made public. Professor McKenny Hughes, who
speaks with very high authority, concludes a masterly paper in the ' Archaeological

Journal ' with the statement that he has ' never yet seen any evidence which
would justify the inference that any implements older than palseolitbic have yet

been found.' The name ' palseotalith ' which had been suggested for pre-palreolithic

implements seems to him unnecessary at present, as there is nothing to which
it can be applied, and, as it will be long before it can be asserted that we have
discovered the very earliest traces of man, he thinks it will probably be long before

the word is wanted. An elaborate work on the ruder forms of implement, just

published by M. A. ThieuUen, of Paris, who has for many years been engaged in

collecting these objects, adds materially to our knowledge of the subject.

Another line of argument bearing strongly in the same direction is afforded by
the discovery in various places of works of art fabricated by early man. The
statuettes from Brassempouy, the sculptures representing animals from the

Bruniquel, the well-known figure of the mammoth engraved on a piece of ivory

from Pt5rigord, and many other specimens of early art, attest a facility that it is not

possible to associate with the dawn of human intelligence. M. Salomon Reinach
tells an amusing story. A statuette in steatite of a woman, resembling in some
respects those of Brassempouy, was discovered in one of the caverns of Mentone
as far back as 1884, but when the discoverer showed it to a personage in the

locality that authority advised him not to let it be seen, lest it should take away
from the belief in the antiquity of the caves, it being then thought too artistic to

be consistent with early man. The finder acted on this advice, in ignorance of the

real interest of the statuette, until April 1896, when he showed it to M. Eeinach
and M. Villenoisy, who promptly interviewed the sage adviser in question, and
obtained a confirmation of the statement. Some interesting additions to our

gallery of prehistoric art have been recently made by M. Emile Riviere and
Si. Berthoumeyrou, at Cro-Magnon, in the Dordogne. These are a drawing of a

bison and another of a human female in profile, which M. Riviere has kindly allowed

me to reproduce. Among the other objects found in the same place were some
flint implements brought to a fine point, suitable for engraving on bone or horn.

The idea of making in any form a graphic representation of anything seen has

rever, so far as I know, occurred to any lower animal ; and it could hardly have
been among the first ideas formed in the gradually developing human brain.

"When that idea is found carried out with remarkable artistic skill, by means of

implements well adapted for the purpose, we may surely assume that the result

was not obtained till after a long interval of time, and was approached by gfiidual

steps marked by progress in other faculties, as well as in the artistic faculty. It

may be that some day all uncertainty on this head will be removed by decisive

discoveries.

The interval between the Palaeolithic and Neolithic periods rests in the like

condition of incertitude. That by some means, and somewhere on the face of the

globe, the one period gradually passed into the other, we cannot but believe. That
the transition between them may have involved innumerable degrees is also highly

probable. Where and when, and how each step was taken, we do not know at

present, and possibly never shall know. The problem is not satisfactorily solved

by the production of palasolithic implements resembling neolithic forms or neolithic

implements resembling palceolithic forms ; inasmuch as between the one period and
th": other an interval of time involving geological and other changes has to be

accounted for.

In this respect, also, our best authorities are the most cautious and conserva-

tive. In the excellent addi'ess which Professor Boyd Dawkins delivered to the

Royal Archaeological Institute at the Dorchester meeting last year, on the present
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phase of prehistoric archseolo-jy, he contrasted the few primitive arts, such as

sewing, and the manufacture of personal ornaments and rude implements of the

chase, possessed by the palfeolithic hunters—apart from their great proficiency in

the deUneation of animals—with the variety of arts, such as husbandry, gardening,

spinning, weaving, carpentry, boat-building, mining, and pottery-maljing, possessed

by the neolithic herdsmen, and held that between the two there is a great gulf

fixed. Somewhere that gulf must be bridged over. Professor Boyd Dawkins says

that the bridge is not to be found in the caverns of the South of France. It is

difficult to meet his argument that the presence of grains of barley and stones of

the cultivated plum at Mas d'Azil are evidences of neolithic civilisation. His

objections to other discoveries are not so strong as this, but are strong enough to

make us pause. The tall, long-headed people, whose remains Avere found at Cro-

''^v

K
Ul

Magnon, he holds to be early neolithic and not palaeolithic, to stand on the near

side and not on the far side of the great gulf.

These considerations lend importance to the discoveries which have been laid

before this Association at previous meetings by Mr. Seton-Kerr, and which have

also been commented upon by Professor FUnders Petri e and Sir John Evans. If

we are compelled to admit a breach of continuity in Europe, is it in Africa that

we shall find the missing links? That is another of the great problems yet un-

solved. The evidence we want relates to events which took place at so great a dis-

tance of time that we may well wait patiently for it, assured that somewhere or

other these missing links in the chain of continuity must have existed and probably

are still to be found.

The next stage, which comprises the interval between the neolithic and the

historic periods, was so ably dealt with by Mr. Arthur J. Evans in his address to

this Section at the Liverpool meeting that it does not call for any observations
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from me. Two Committees appointed by the Association in connection with this

Section touch upon this interval—the Committee for investigating the lake dwel-
lings at Glastonbury, and the Committee for co-operating with the explorers of
Silchester in their well-conducted and fruitful investigation of the iniiueuce of
Koman civilisation on a poor provincial population. I pass on to consider the very
great progress that has been made of late years in some of the branches of anthro-
pology other than physical and prehistoric, and especially in that of folk-lore. I
do this the more readily because I do not recollect that folk-lore has ever before
been prominently referred to in an Address to this Section. It is beginning to
assert itself here, and will ia time acquire the conspicuous position to which it is

becoming entitled, for the British Association is sensitive to every scientific

movement, and responds readily to the demands of a novel investigation. Already,
for three or four years, a day has been given at our meetings to folk-lore papers;
and at the Liverpool meeting an exceedingly philosophic, and at the same time
practical, paper was read by Mr. Gomme, and is printed in e.rten-o in the Pro-
ceedings as an Appendix to the Ileport of the Ethnographic Survey Committee.
The term ' folk-lore ' itself is not without a certain charm. It is refreshing to find

a. science described by two English syllables instead of by some compound Greek
word. The late Mr. W. J. Thorns had a happy inspiration when he invented the
name. It is just twenty years since the Folk-lore Society was established under
his direction. It has accumulated a vast amount of material, and published a
considerable literature ; it is now rightly passing from the stage of collection to
that of systematisation, and the works of Mr. J. G. Frazer, Mr. E. Sidney
Hartland, and others, are pointing the way towards researches of the most absorbing
interest and the greatest practical importance.
A generalisation for which we are fast accumulating material in folk-lore is

that of the tendency of mankind to develop the like fancies and ideas at the like

etage of intellectual infancy. This is akin to the generalisation that the stages of
the life of an individunl man present a marked analogy to the corresponding stages
in the history of mankind at large ; and to the generalisation that existing savage
races present in their intellectual development a marked analogy to the condition
of the earlier races of mankind. The fancies and ideas of the child resemble closely

the fancies and ideas of the savage and the fancies and ideas of primitive man.
An extensive study of children's games, which had been entered into and pur-

sued by Mrs. Gomme, has been rewarded by the discovery of many facts bearing
upon these views. A great number of these games consist of dramatic representa-
tions of marriage by capture and marriage by purchase—the idea of exogamy is

distinctly embodied in them. You will see a body of children separate themselves
into two hostile tribes, establish a boundary line between them, demand the one
from the other a selected maiden, and then engage in conflict to determine whether
the aggressors can carry her across the boundary or the defenders retain her
within it.

There can be little doubt that these games go back to a high antiquity, and
there is much probabilitj' that they are founded upon customs actually existing,

or just passing away at the time they were first played. Games of this kind pass
down with little change from age to age. Each successive generation of child-
hood is short :—the child who this year is a novice in a game becomes next year a
proficient, and the year after an expert, capable of teaching others, and proud of
the ability to do so. Even the adult recollects the games of childhood and
•watches over the purity of the tradition. The child is ever a strong conservative.

Upon the same principle, next to children's games, children's stories claim our
attention. MissEoalfe Cox has collected, abstracted, and tabulated not fewer than
345 variants of Cinderella, Catskin, and Cap o' Rushes. These come from all four
quarters of the globe, and some of them are recorded as early as the middle of the
sixteenth century. These elaborate stories are still being handed down from
generation to generation of children, as they have been for countless generations in

the past. Full of detail as they are, they may be reduced to a few primitive ideas.

If we view them in their wealth of detail, we shall deem it impossible that they
could have been disseminated over the world as they are otherwise than by actual
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contact of the several peoples witli each other. If vre view them in their sim-
plicity of idea, we shall be more disposed to think that the mind of man naturally
produces the same result in the like circumstances, and that it is not necessary to
postulate any communication between the peoples to account for the identity. It

does not surprise us that the same complicated physical operations should be per-
formed by far-distant peoples without any communication with each other : why
should it be more surprising that mental operations, not nearly so complex, should
be produced in the same order by different peoples without anj- such communica-
tion ? Where communication is proved or probable, it may be accepted as a
sufficient explanation ; where it is not provable, there is no need that we should
assume its existence.

The simple ideas whicli are traceable in so many places and so far back are
largely in relation with that branch of mythology which persouities the operations
of Nature. Far be it from me to attempt to define the particular phase of it which
is embodied in the figure of Cinderella as she sits among the ashes by the hearth,
or to join in the chase after the solar myth in popular tradition. The form of
legend which represents some of the forces of Nature under the image of a real or
fictitious hero capable of working wonders appenrs to be widely distributed. Of
such, I take it, are the traditions relating to Glooscap, which the late Dr. S. T.
Rand collected in the course of liis forty years' labours as a missionary among the
Micmac Indians of Nova Scotia, where, Mr. Webster says, Glooscap formerly
resided. The Indians suppose that he is still in existence, although they do not
know exactly where. He looked and lived like other men ; ate, drank, smoked,
slept, and danced along with them ; but never died, never was sick, never grew old.

Gape Blomidon was his home, the Basin of Minas his beaver-pond. He had
everything on a large scale. At Cape Split he cut open the beaver dam, as the
Indian name of the cape implies, and to this we owe it that ships can pass there.

Spencer's Island was his kettle. His dogs, when he went away, were transformed
into two rocks close by. When he returns he will restore them to life. He could
do anything and everything. Tlie elements were entirely under his control. You
do not often meet with a mischievous exercise of his power. It is a curious part
of the tradition, possibly a late addition to it, that it was the encroachments and
treacher/ of the whites which drove him away.

The early inhabitants of the island of Tahiti appear to have had a whole
pantheon of gods and heroes representing the various operations of Nature. Even
the Papuans have a legend in which the morning star is personified acting as a
thief. But it is needless to multiply instances. Lord Bacon—who says ' The
earliest antiquity lies buried in silence and oblivion. . . . This silence was
succeeded by poetical fables, and these at length by the writings we now enjoy ; so
that the concealed and secret learning of the ancients seems separated from the
history and knowledge of the following ages by a veil or partition wall of fables
interposing between the things tliat are lost and those that remain'—has shown in
his * Wisdom of the Ancients ' that classical mythology was in truth a vast system of
Nature-worship, and in so doing has done more than even he knew, for he has
affiliated it to those ideas which have been so commonly formed among rude and
primitive peoples. It is true, he says, fables in general are composed of ductile
matter, that may be drawn into great variety by a w tt - talent or an inventive
genius, and be delivered of plausible meanings which they never contained. But
the argument of most weight with him, he continues, ' is that many of these fables
by no means appear to have been invented by the persons who relate and divulge
them, whether Homer, Hesiod, or others ; but whoever attentively considers the
thing will find that these fables are delivered down and related by those writers,
not as matters then first invented and proposed, but as things received and
embraced in earlier ages. The relators drew from the common stock of ancient
tradition, and varied but in point of embellishment, which is their own. This
principally raises my esteem of these fables, which I receive, not as the product
of the age or invention of the poets, but as sacred relics, gentle whispers, and the
breath of better times, that from the traditions of more ancient nations came, at
length, into the flutes and trumpets of the Greeks.'
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Except that he supposes them to he a relic of hettev times, the poet's dream of

a (golden age no doubt still ringing in his ears, Bacon had, in this as in many other

matters, a clear insight into the meaning of things.

Another idea that appears among verj' early and primitive peoples, and has

had in all time a powerful influence on mankind, is that of a separable spirit.

The aborigines of North- West Central Queensland, who have lately been studied

to such excellent purpose by Dr. Walter Roth, the brother of a much-esteemed past

officer of this Section, are in many respects low in the scale of humanity
;
yet they

possess this idea. They believe that the ghost, or shade, or spirit of some one

departed can so initiate an individual into the mysteries of the craft of doctor or

medicine-man as to enable him, by the use of a death-bone apparatus, to produce

sickness and death in another. This apparatus is supposed to extract blood from

the victim against whom it is pointed without actual contact, and to insert in him
some foreign substance. They will not go alone to the grave of a relative for fear

of seeing his ghost. It appears that they have the fancy that Europeans are

ghosts. The Tasmanians also, as Mr. Ling Roth himself tells us, had the same
fancy as to the Europeans, and believed that the dead could act upon the living.

The Pawnee Indians, we are assured by Mr. Grinnell, believe that the spirits of

the dead live after their bodies are dust. They imagine that the little whirlwinds

often seen in summer are ghosts. The Blackfeet think the shadow of a person is

his soul, and that while the soul? of the good are allowed to go to the sand-hills,

those of the bad remain as ghosts near the place where they died. The Shillooks

of Central Africa are said to believe that the ghostly spectres of the dead are always

invisibly present with the living, and accompany them wherever they ^^o. The
aborigines of Samoa believed in a land of ghosts, to which the spirits of the

deceased were carried immediately after death. The religious system of the

Amazulu, as described by Bishop Callaway, rests largely on the foundation of

belief in the continued activity of the disembodied spirits of deceased ancestors.

Mr. Bryce, in his ' Impressions of South Africa,' says that at Lszapi, in

Mashonaland, are three huts, one of which is roofed, and is the grave of a famous

chief, whose official name was Makoni. ' On the irrave there stands a large

earthenware pot, which used to be regularly filled with native beer when, once a

year, about the anniversary of his death, his sons and other descendants came to

venerate and propitiate his ghost Five years ago, when the white men came into

the country, the ceremony was disused, and the poor ghost is now left without

honour and nutriment. The pot is broken, and another pot, which stood in an

adjoining hut, and was used by the worshippers, has disappeared. The place, how-
ever, retains its awesome character, and a native boy who was with lis would not

enter it. The sight brought vividly to mind the similar spirit worship which went
on among the Romans, and which goes on to-day in China ; hut I could not

ascertain for how many generations back an ancestral ghost receives these atten-

tions—a point which has remained obscure in the case of Roman ghosts also.'

The aborigines of New Britain are said to believe that the ghosts of their

deceased ancestors exercise a paramount inlluence on human affairs, for good or

for evil. They have the poetical idea that the stars are lamps held out by the

ghosts to light the path of those who are to follow in their footsteps. On the

other hand, they think these ancestral ghosts are most malicious during full moon.

Not to multiply instances, we may say with Mr. Staniland Wake, it is much to

be doubted whether there is any race of vmcivilised men who are not firm believers

in the existence of spirits or ghosts. If this is so, and the idea of a separable

spirit, capable of feeling and of action apart from the body, is found to be practi-

cally universal among mankind, and to have been excogitated by some of the least

advanced among peoples; and if we observe how large a share that idea hns in

forming the dogmas of the more specialised religions of the present day, we shall

not see anything inherently unreasonable in the generalisation that the gi-oup of

theories and practices which constitute the great province of man's emotions and
mental operations expressed in the term ' religion ' has passed through the same

etages and produced itself in the same way from these early rude beginnings of

the religious sentiment as every other mental exertion. "We shall see in religion as
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real a part of man's organisation as any physical member or mental fivcultj. AVe
shall have no reason to think that it is an exception to any general law of progress

and of continuity which is found to prevail in any other part of man's nature.

The same inference may be drawn from many other considerations. Take, for

instance, the belief in witchcraft, which is so characteristic of uncivilised man that

it is hardly necessary to cite examples of it. The llev. Mr. Coillard, a distin-

guished missionary of the Evangelical Society of Paris, in a delightful record,

which has j iist been published, of his twenty years' labours as a missionary pioneer

among the Banyai and Barotzi of the Upper Zambesi, ' on the threshold of Central

Africa,' says :
' In the prison of the Barotzi, toiling at earthworks, is a woman —

young, bright, and intelligent. She told me her story. A man of remarkably
gentle character had married her. The king's sister, Katoka, having got rid of one
of her husbands, cast her eyes on this man and took him. He had to forsake his

young wife—quite an easy matter. Unfortunately, a little later on, a dead mouse
was found in the princess's house. Ihere was a great commotion, and the cry of

witchcraft was raised. The bones did not fail to designate the young woman, and
she was made a convict. A few years ago she would have been burnt alive. Ah,
my friends, paganism is an odious and a cruel thing!' Ah, Mr. Coillard, is it

many years ago that she would have been burnt alive or drowned in Christian

England or Christian America ? Surely the odiousness and the cruelty are not
special to paganism any more than to Christianitj'. Tbe one and the other are due
to ignorance and superstition, and these are more hateful in a Matthew Hale or a

Patrick Henry than in a Barotzi princess in the proportion that they ought to have
been more enlightened and intelligent than she. It is only 122 years since John
"Wesley wrote: *I cannot give up to all the Deists in Great Britain the existence

of witchcraft
;

' and I believe that to this day the Order of Exorcists is a recog-

nised order in the Catholic Church.
The same line of argument—which, of course, I am only indicating liere

—

might be pursued, I am persuaded, in numberless otlier directions. Mr. Frazer, in

his work on the Golden Bough, has most learnedly applied it to a remnikable
group of 'beliefs and observances. Mr. Ilartland has followed up that research

with a singularly luminous study of several other groups of ideas in the three
volumes of his ' Legend of Perseus.' More recently, Mr, Andrew Lang has sought
to show that the idea of a Supreme Being occurs at an earlier stage in the
development of savage thought than we had hitherto supposed. Striking as these
various collocations of facts and the conclusions drawn from them may appear, I

am convinced there is much more for the Folk-lorist to do in the same direction.

The principle that underlies it all seems to be this : man can destroy nothing,
man can create nothing, man cannot of his own mere volition even permanently
modify anything. A higher power restrains his operations, and often reverses his

work. You think you have exterminated a race : you have put to the sword every
male you can find, and you have starved and poisoned all the survivors of tbe
community. In the meanwhile, their blood has been mingled with yours, and for

ganerations to come your bones and those of your descendants will preserve a
record of that lost race. You think jou have exterminated a religion : you have
burned to death aU of its teachers you can find, and converted forcibly or by
persuasion the rest of the community. But you cannot control men's thoughts,
and the old beliefs and habits will spring up again and again, and insensibly

modify your own religion, pure as you may suppose it to be.

Huxley, in his address to the department of Anthropology twenty years ago,
said, with the force and candour that were characteristic of him :

' Anthropology
has nothing to do with the truth or falsehood of religion— it holds itself absolutely
and entirely aloof from such questions—but the natural history of religion, and the
origin and the growth of the religions entertained b}' the dift'erent kinds of the
human race, are within its proper and legitimate province.' I do not presume to
question that as an absolutely accurate definition of the position— it could not
be otherwise ; but if there be any here to whom what I have been suggesting is in
any sense novel op startling, I should be glad to be allowed to fay one -n ord of

reassurance to them. When my friend Mr. Clodd shocked some of the members
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of the Folk-lore Society by bis frank statement of conclusions at whicb he had
arrived, following the paths I have indicated, it was said we must fall back on the

evidences of Christianity. What more cogent evidence of Christiauitj^ can you
have than its existence ? It stands to-day as the religion which, ia most civilised

countries, represents that which has been found by the operation of natural laws
to be best suited for the present circumstances of mankind. You are a Christian

because you cannot help it. Turn Mohammedan to-morrow—will you stop the

spread of Christianity ? Your individual renunciation of Christianity will be but
a ripple on a wave. Civilised mankind holds to Christianity, and cannot but do so

till it can find something better. This, it seems to me, is a stronger evidence of

Christianity than any of the loose-jointed arguments I find in evidential literature.

Upon this thorny subject I will say no more. I would not have said so much,
but that I wish to show that these considerations are not inconsistent with the

respect I entertain, and desire now as always to e.xpress, for those feelings and
sentiments which are esteemed to be precious by the great majority of mankind,
which solace them under the adversities of life and nerve them for the approach of

death, and which stimulate them to works of self-sacrifice and of charity that

have conferred untold blessings on humanity. I reverence the divine Founder of

Christianity all the more when 1 think of Him as one who so well ' knew what
was In man ' as to build upon ideas and yearnings that had grown in man's mind
from the earliest infancy of the race.

To return. If continuity be the key that unlocks the receptacle where lie the

secrets of man's history—physical, industrial, mental, and moral ; if in each of

these respects the like processes are going on—it follows, as I have already said,

that the only satisfactory study of man is a study of the whole man. It is for

this reason that I ask you to take especial interest in the proceedings of one of the

Committees of this Section, which has adopted such a comprehensive study as the

guiding principle of its work—I mean the Ethnographical Survey Committee. I
have so often addressed this Section and the Conference of Corresponding Societies

on the matter, since the Committee was first appointed at the Edinburgh meeting,

on the suggestion of my friend Professor Iladdon, that I can hardly now refer to

it without repeating what has been already said or forestalling what will be said

when its report is presented to you, but its programme so fully realises that which
has been in my mind in all that I have endeavoured to say that I must make one
more efibrt to enlist your active interest in its work.

The scheme of the Committee includes the simultaneous recording in various

districts of the physical characters, by measurement and by photography, the cur-

rent traditions and beliefs, the peculiarities of dialect, the monuments and other

remains of ancient culture, and the external history of the people. The places in

the United Kingdom where this can be done with advantage are such only as have
remained unafl'ected by the great movements of population that have occurred,

especially of late years. It might have been thought that such places would be

very few ; but the preliminary' inquiries of the Committee resulted in the formation

of a list of between 300 and 400. So far, therefore, as the testimony of the

very competent persons whose advice was sought by them is to be relied on, it is

evident that there is ample scope for their work. At the same time, the process

of migration from country to town is going on so rapidly, that every year dimi-

nishes the number of such places. One thinks with regret how much easier the

work would have been one or two or three generations ago ; but that consideration

should only induce us to put it oft' no longer. The work done by the lamented
Ur. Walter Gregor for this Committee in Dumfriesshire and other parts of Scot-

land is an excellent type of the way in which such work should be done. His
ciiUections of physical measurements and of folk-lore have been published in the

fourth and fifth reports of the Committee. There can be no doubt that few men
possess the faculty he had of drawing forth the confidence of the villagers and
getting them to tell him their superstitions and their old customs. He succeeded
in lecording from their lips not fewer than 733 items of folk-lore. They not merely
firm exceedingly pleasant reading, such as is perhaps not often met with in a
British Association Report, but they also will be found to throw considerable light
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on tlae views -which I have ventured to lay hefore you. It is much to be wished
that others who have the like faculty, if even in a lesser degree, could be induced

to take up similar work in other districts, now that Dr. Gregor has so well shown
the way in which it ought to be done.

The work done by the Committee for the Ethnogi-aphical Survey of Canada

;

the completion of the Ethnographical Survey of the North-Western tribes which
has been ably conducted for many years ; and the progress made in the Ethno-
graphical Survey of India will also be brought under your notice, the latter in a
paper by Mr. Crooke, who has worked with Mr. Risley upon it.

Another movement, which was originated by this Section at the Liverpool

meeting, and was referred to iu the report of the Council of tha Association last

year, has made some progress since that report was presented. Upon the recom-
mendation of this Section, the General Committee passed the following resolution

and referred it to the Council for consideration and action :

—

' That it is of urgent importance to press upon the Government the necessity of

establishing a Bui-eau of Ethnology for Greater Britain, which, by collecting

information with regard to the native races within and on the borders of the

Empire, will prove of immense value to science and to the Government itself.'

The Council appointed a Committee, consisting of the President and General

Officers, with Sir John Evans, Sir John Lubbock, Professor Tylor, and your
esteemed Vice-President, Mr. Read, the mover of the resolution. Their report is

printed at length in last year's Report of Council, and shows clearly how useful

and how easily practicable the establishment of such a Bureau would be. The
Council resolved that the Trustees of the British Museum be requested to consider

whether they could allow the proposed Bureau to be established in connection with
the Museum. I understand that those Trustees have returned a favourable answer

;

and I cannot doubt that the joint representations which they and this Association

will make to Her Majesty's Government will result in the adoption of a scheme
calculated to realise all the advantages which we in this Section have so long looked

for from it. In the Secretary of State for the Colonies and the Chancellor of the

Exchequer we have statesmen who cannot fail to appreciate the benefits the com-
munity must derive from acquiring accurate and scientific knowledge of the

multifarious races which compose the Empire.
Those of us who visited the United States last year had the opportunity of

observing the excellent work which is done by the Bureau of Ethnology at

Washington, and those who stayed at home are probably familiar with the valu-

able publications of that department. An Act of Congress twenty years ago
appropriated 4,000/. a year to the Smithsonian Institution for the coutinuauce of

researches in North American anthropology. The control of the Bureau was
entrusted to the able hands of Major Powell, who gathered round him a band of
skilled workers, many of whom had been previously engaged on ethnographic

research under the direction of the Geographical and Geological Survey of the

Eocky Mountain region. In field work and in office work, to use Major Powell's

convenient distinction, ample return has ever since been rendered to the LTuited

States Government for the money thus appropriated, which has since been increased

to 8,000/. a year. Our own Bureau of Ethnology would have a wider sphere of
operations, and be concerned with a greater number of races. It would tend to

remove from us the reproach that has in too many cases not been without founda-
tion—that we have been content to govern races by the strong hand without caring

to understand them, and have thus been the cause of injustice and oppression from
ignorance rather than from malevolence. If that were only a record of the past,

we might be content with mere unavailing regret ; but the colonial empire is still

expanding, and we and our competitors in that field are still absorbing new dis-

tricts—a practice which will probably continue as long as any spot of ground
remains on the face of the globe occupied by an uncivilised race.

Would it not be worth while at this juncture to extend to the peoples of Africa,

for instance, the principles and methods of the Ethnographic Survey—to study
thoroughly all their physical characters, and at the same time to get an insight

1898. 3 T
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into the working' of their minds, the sentiments and ideas that affect them most
closely, their convictions of right and wrong, their sj'stems of law, the traditions

of the past that they cherish, and the rude accomplishments they possess ? If for

such a service investigators like Dr. Roth, who began his researches in Queensland

by so close a study of the languages and dialects of the people that he thoroughly

won their confidence, could be found, the public would soon learn the practical

value of anthropological research. If the considerations which I have endeavoured

to urge upon you should lead not only the scientific student but the community
at large to look upon that which is strange in the habits and ways of thinking

of uncivilised peoples as representing with more or less accuracy a stage in that

long continuity of mental progress without which civilised peoples would not be

what and where they are, it could not but favourably affect the principles and
practice of colonisation. Tout comprendre c'est tout pardonner. The more intimate

our acquaintance with the races we have to deal with and to subjugate, the more
we shall find what it means to stand with them on the same platform of common
humanity. If the object of government be, as it ought to be, the good of the

governed, it is for the governing race to fit itself for the task by laying to heart the

lessons and adopting the processes of practical anthropology.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The following Report and Papers were read :

—

1. Re'port on Mental and Physical Deviations in Child7'en.

See Reports, p. 691.

2. On Human Life at Extreme Altitudes. By O. H. Howarth.

The observations recorded by the author were made—(«) throughout the great

mountain ranges of North America from Oregon to the south of Mexico, chiefly

within the last ten years, and {b) in the Great Andes, and in European ranges, at

earlier dates.

The author emphasises the importance of the collection of evidence of human
settlement at very high altitudes in early times, due allowance being made for

subsequent geological changes of altitude. Stone carvings, for example, of the

earliest Central American types are found on the slopes of Popocatepetl, in Mexico,
at alritudes between 8,000 ieet and 10,000 feet.

The primary causes wliich have induced human settlement at extreme altitudes

have been—(1) the pursuit of some local art or industry, which could not be fol-

lowed elsewhere
; (2) seclusion for religious purposes. Instances of both are not

infrequent in the great ranges of the West, from California to Guatemala, and in

the Cordillera of South America ; and several instances of the latter occur in

Mexico and Central America.
Conditions favourable to the persistence of human life among natices of high

altitudes are—(1) immunity from certain diseases, especially of the respiratory

organs, phthisis and diphtheria being apparently imknown above 6,000 feet;

(2) the sedative effects of an attenuated atmosphere upon those who have been
habituated to it from birth

; (3) the preference for simple forms of nourishment
and an active life, which follows from the surrounding conditions

; (4) the pecu-
liarly transient effects of alcoholic and all other artificial stimulants

; (5) the sense

of intensified vitality due to more rapid respiration and heart-action, though this

may be at the expense of the duration of life.

Against these advantages must be set—(1) a diminution of brain development,
which is transmittible and becomes very marked within three or four generations:

(2) the effects of isolation frequently accompanying such a life (these have lieen

noted in many parts of the American ranges, as well as in the Alps, and the

Great Atlas of North Africa); (3) certain modified forms of disease, -which seem
to be incidental to extreme altitudes.
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Numerous specialised forms of supei'stition and traditional belief arise out of

tlie circumstances of h\gh altitudes, especially some connected with sun worship,

mininw, the forms or habits of mountain fauna, and the reappearance of dis-

embodied spirits.

3. On the Human Ear as a Means of Identification. By Miss M. A. Ellis.

1. For purposes of identification the helix, or outer rim of the ear, and the
general shape of the/)/w?zrt, or whole outer ear, are the most useful features. Ears
do not change shape after childhood, although they enlarge slightly after middle life.

2. It is possible to catalogue the great varieties of shape that are found to

occur by marking off the helix into five division?—viz. (1) from the neck of the

ear to the top, (2) the top, (3) the turn, C4) the slope half way to the lobe, (o) the

rest of the slope to the lobe. These are the natural divisions in well-formed ears,

though seldom more than two or three of them are seen distinctly formed in the

same ear.

3. From the varieties of sixty-four pairs of ears—many belonging to individuals

noted in art, science, or literature—printed from life by the writer, it has been
found that the right and left of each pair of ears usuallj' vary in shape. Generally
the most distinctive features are found in the upper half of the left ear and the
lower half of the right ear. The educated upper classes exhibit the greater

variety, and can be more easily identified than the ' masses.'

4. On Tabu in Japan in Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern Times.

By K. MiNAKATA.

The author described the tahu observances of Japan in three successive periods.

In the first, from the earliest times to 710 A.D., an indigenous and elaborate

system of tabu prevailed respecting the person and name of the Emperor, the

Imperia.1 family, the nobles, chiefs, priests and priestesses, the temples with their

properties and servants, certain trees and animals, sick persons, dead bodies, pre-

parations for warfare, certain totems, days, times, directions, and unclean objects

such as garlic and venison. The system was extended to the nether land of dark-

ness, wherein this world's vegetation was tabu to those souls who would partake

of food cooked on an infernal hearth.

In the second period, from 710 a.d. to the Restoration of 1867 a.d., this

indigenous system was largely overlaid and, on the whole, relaxed by beliefs

introduced together witli the Chinese and Indian cultures, some socially per-

nicious tabus being prohibited strictly by law. But at the same time numerous
fresh restrictions, appropriate to Tanist and Mantranist magic, came into vogue

;

and the Buddhist theory of universal metempsychosis gravely impressed upon
the popular mind an abhorrence of many kinds of food.

In the third period, from 1867 a.d. onward, this heterogeneous and compli-

cated tabu system was officially abolished ; but a number of primitive tabus,

mostly connected with the Shintoist ritual, were at the same time restored,

though the only tabu which remains of social importance is that which relates

to the death of close relatives.

The author ascribes in great part to the tabu, system thus outlined the loyalty,

probity, and courtesy of the Japanese, and their close observance of the forms of

natural objects and historic scenes evinced by their art and literature.

5. Ori Stone Implements from South Africa. By George Leith.

The author narrated the results of his investigation in cave shelters, in remote
parts of the Stormberg, described the situation and characteristics of the bushmens
haunts, and told how, in some of them, were found implements and other signs of
occupation, just as they had been left years ago. He remarked upon the various

3t2
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types of stone implements, such as the grinding stones, pounding stones, flakem

hammers, arrow points, scrapers, &c., as being found both in tbe cave deposit and
in the talus in front of tbe cave. Tbe bushmen with these poisoned arrows were
a dangerous enemy to the Boers, even when the latter were equipped with
firearms.

The prevalent type of instrument was tbe scraper, knife-shaped and axe-shaped
specimens being comparatively rare. Lighthouse Cave, at Cape St. Blaise,

referred to by Sir John Barrow in his travels, was described. Investigations of
this cave led to the discovery of many very fine specimens of skinning knives,

scrapers, work in flaked implements, and seemed to show that it had been a place

for the manufacture of these implements for many ages. He described the dis-

covery of three Hottentots living in a cave, in prehistoric condition, occupied in

digging out cave deposit which was used by the farms in the neighbourhood as

manure. In the recess of the cave large quantities of bone were found, evidently

having been stored away.
The author has discovered in various beds of gravel at various altitudes largo

numbers of paloeolithic stone implements of very remarkable size and shape. These
he classified according to their position into neolithic or modern, palaeolithic or
ancient, and aeolithic, tbe latter being rude blocks of stone, whose acute angles

showed undoubted evidences of having been notched by hand. The evidence of
these gravels proved without doubt, in the opinion of the author, that South
Africa was the home of man at a very remote period of history. A remarkable
fact was that rcoliths found there corresponded exactly with the plateau imple-
ments found on the Kentish Weald by Mr. Harrison, and recently the subject of
much controversy.

6. On some Roman Symbolic Hands. By F. T. Elworthy.

After a reference to his paper on Dischi Sacri {' Proc. Soc. Antiq.,' vol. xvii,

series ii. p. 59), and to symbolic hand-gestures elsewhere, the author contends that
these hands are not votive otTerings, as Gori inferred from a single inscribed
specimen (No. 17), but objects of household worship. The following examples
were illustrated and described :

—

I. Berlin Museum : published by Caussens. ' Thes. Eom. Antiq.' vol. xii.

pp. 963 ; copied by Montfaucon (French ed.), vol. ii. p. 330 : Boettiger, ' Opuscula,'
Taf. ii. ; Jabn, 'Ber. d. k. Ges. d. AViss. z. Leipzig,' 1855, Taf. iv.

2-3. Naples Museum, No. 5505 : two hands unpublished.
4. Naples Museum, No. 5506: 'Bronze d'Ercolano,' vol. vii. p. 37; 'Anti-

cbita d'Ercolano,' vol. i. Tav. v.

595
5. Naples Museum, No. -^ : found at Pompeii, 1894 ; unpublished.

6. Naples Museum : unpublished.
7. Rome, Museo Kircheriano : found on the Isola Farnese, Rome ; Montfaucon^

vol. ii. PI. 137 ; Jabn, /. c. p. 101.

8. Rome, Museo Kircheriano : unpublished.
9. Paris, Louvre : unpublished.
10. Zurich Museum: found at Avenches; Meyer, 'Mitth. d. Antiq. Ges. z,

Zurich,' vol. xi. heft 12.

II. Zurich Museum : found at Zion ; unpublished.
12. Brescia Museum : found recently ; unpublished.
13. Brescia Museum : found recently ; unpublished.
14. Leyden Museum : unpublished; cf. Mever, /.c.

15. British Museum: Payne Knight Collection; Elworthy, 'Evil Eye/
p. 318.

16. ? : found at Tournav ; Montfaucon, vol. ii. PI. 137.
17. ? : Gori, ' Inscr. Antiq.' (Florence, 1643), vol. iii., PI. 5.

18- ?
:

' Diss, della P. Acad. d. Arch.' (Rome, 1836), toI. -viii., p. 427.
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19. ? : the only known left hand ; Cayliis, ' Tubieres, Recueil,' vol. v.,

PJ. 63.

7. On tilt Boat-building of Stain.

By H. Warington Smyth, M.A., F.R.G.S.

The author describes the river craft in use among the Siamese, showing how
admirably adapted is each type of boat to the waters it is used to navigate—the

teak-built rua pet and rice boat to the lower reaches, and the long rua nua or

northland boat of thingan wood used on the upper waters of the Me Nam.
The construction of the * dug-out ' Me Kawng boats is then explained, with the

bamboo fittings along the gunwale which render them uncapsizable and unsinkable

iu the worst rapids of that wild torrent.

In describing the sea-going craft met with on the coasts of Siam, the

primitive Malay lugger of the Peninsula, the rua pet of the Gulf, with her spoon-

shaped bow, her wood fastenings, and high-peaked lug sails, the rzia chalom of the

Dative Chinese traders, with her peculiar double rudders, and the Chinese junk
itself are all touched upon, and the advantages of their various peculiarities in

build and rig pointed out.

8. On the Reed Organ of the Lao Shans.

By H. Warington Smyth, M.A., F.R.G.S.

A brief description is given of the simple fourteen-reed instrument in use among
the Lao of the Me Kawng Valley, and an example of the characteristic and mono
tonous music which rises and falls on moonlight nights in every jungle village

inhabited by these people is added by the author.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The President's Address was delivered (see p. 999).

'The following Papers were read :—

1. On the Mediaeval Population of Bristol.

By John Beddoe, 3I.D., F.R.S.

The author based his conclusions on two series of skulls, the one mediteval, the

other probably of the eighteenth century, disinterred on the occasion of the

removal of St. Werburgh's Church, and on certain lists of surnames of various

dates. He found the mediaeval skulls very generally small, short, and broad

(kephalic index 80-0), w-hile the later ones exhibited the same long types that

characterise the present population of Bristol and the surrounding districts

(index 76'6). He ascribed the mediteval brachykephalism to the larger propor-

tion of people of French descent which is indicated hy that of French surnames,

these latter having gradually declined in number ever since the fourteenth

century,

2. Note on the Origin of Stone-worship. By Professor H. A. Miers.

It is pointed out that among the various sources to which stone- worship is

ascribed in anthropological works mention is rarely, if ever, made of the worship

of meteorites ; it is urged that when meteorites fell in early times—and there is no

reason to believe that they fell less frequently than now—they must have

provoked religious awe. Several instances are quoted among recorded falls ia
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which this was certainly the case, and some in which the meteorite became an
object of worship. The author suggests that the occasional possibility of such an
origin of stone-worship should always be kept in view.

3. On the Prehistoric Antiquities of the Neighbourhood of Bristol.

By Professor C. Lloyj) Morgan.

The author gave a short account, illustrated by lantern slides, of the camps and
megalithic remains to be visited during the meeting in connection with excursions.

The chief point of novelty and interest was the exposure of some of the ' dry wall-
ing ' of the Stoheleigh Camp on the Somerset side of the Avon just across the
Clifton Suspension Bridge. Excavations had been made which showed that th&
main rampart was crowned by a wall, footed on the heaped-up mass of Carboni-
ferous limestone fragments, the base protected by large and massive stones. This
* dry walling ' differs somewhat from that described by W, C. W. Dymond at

Warlebury. There is no mortar ; and the work may be regarded as undoubtedly
pre-Roman.

4. On the Circles of Stanton Dreiv.

By A. L. Lewis, F.C.A., Treas. Anthr. Inst.

The author showed that the diameters of tlie circles, and the distances between
them and the other stones forming this group of monuments were in carefully

measured proportions, after allowing for a smaller error of workmanship than is

usually found in early British remains. The significant numbers 5, 7, 9, and 19
are particularly prominent in the proportions. The different members of the group
were also arranged in lines with each other in a manner which could not have been
the result of mere accident. The author preferred not to hinder the reception of
these facts by attempting to discuss their meaning, though he could offer explana-
tions of some of them which were satisfactory to himself. He regards the ' Cove '

as the remains not of a tomb, but of a shrine, such as stood in the circles at Abiiry
and Arborlowe.

5. On the Survival of Paleolithic Conditions in Tasmania and Australia,

tvith Especial Reference to the Modern Use of Unground Stone
Implements in West Australia. By Professor E. B. Tylor, F.R.S.

The stone implements from Tasmania, the making and use of which by the
natives came under the observation of the colonists during the first half of this

century, have a character which may be called quasi-paloeohthic. They were
fragments or flakes of stone, in no case ground, but edged by chipping on one face

only, and trimmed so as to afford a grasp to the hand, no haft of any kind being
used. These instruments correspond to some extent with scrapers, &c., belonging
to the Drift and Cave periods in Europe, but their general rudeness, and the
absence among them of symmetrical double-edged and pointed implements like the
flint picks of Old World palseolithic times, place the modern Tasmanians at a
distinctly lower stage than the Europeans of the mammoth period. The stone

implements found in Tasmania, of which some good collections have now been
made, indicate a state of the Stone Age in past times not essentially different from
that found in actual existence before the disappearance of the native population.

It is necessary to consider these quasi-palaeolithic implements, old or new, apart
from the few cases of ground stone hatchet-blades iixed in handles, which are
now admitted to have been introduced in modern times by Australian natives.

The purpose of the present paper is to ofler evidence making it likely that
the early Stone Age condition characterising Tasmania extended within no distant

period over the whole Australian continent. A native Australian hatchet hafted
with gum on a stick-handle was exhibited, lent by Mr. W. Ayshford Sanford, of
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Nynehead Court, Somerset, wlio trouf^lit it half a century ago from the Perth
district of West Australia. The blade of this instrument, with its unsymmetrical
edge formed hy chipping along one side of the original flake, is simply indis-

tinguishable from the ordinary Tasmanian form placed beside it. Professor Tylor
stated that, unwilling to judge hastily from a single specimen, he had for years

been in correspondence with anthropologists in Australia as to the presence there

of such implements, and had lately, through communications from the Bishop of

Tasmania and Mr. Alexander Morton, of the Hobart Museum, received intelligence

that the latter, than whom no one better understands the Tasmanian implement
question, has on a late journey to the little-kno^vn Murchison district in West
Australia, while not meeting with ground stone axes, found the natives using
chipped stones quite similar to those used by the Tasmanian aborigines, as shown by
photographs sent for comparison. These quasi-pahieolithic implements not having

yet been dispossessed in this district by the ground stone hatchets, which apparently

were introduced from the Torres Straits region, it would seem that this neolithic

invasion was of no remote date, and that the vast area including Australia as well

as Tasmania may have been till then peopled by tribes surviving at a level of the

Stone Age which had not yet risen to that of the remotely ancient European tribes

of the Drift gravels and limestone caves. The writer of the paper, while dis-

claiming any hasty inference, called attention from this point of view to the

importance of, and the similarities between, the modern Australioid skulls and the

prsehistoric skulls of Neanderthal, Spy, Padbaba, &c.

6. On tlie Natives of North- West Australia,

By Louis de Rougemont.

SATURBAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

1. Eeport on the North- Western Trihes of Canada.
See Reports, p. 628.

2. On the Tarahumare Feoj^le ofMexico. By A. Krauss.

The Tarahumare people occupy an oblong strip of country in the Sierra Madre
range, lying approximately between 26° and 29° N. latitude, chiefly on the
Western side of the ' Continental Divide,' and at an average altitude of 7,000-
8,000 feet. They wander but little from their mountain-gorges, but have been for

a century or more in occasional contact with civilised people.

They are short in stature, with regular features, and long, straight, black hair,

which is worn long, tied or plaited round the head ; hair on the face is rare.

Their powers of endurance are remarkable.

They are essentially an agricultural people, growing maize, from which they
prepare the crushed and parched meal called pinoli, and keeping large herds of
goats and black sheep. Cattle are only used for ploughing ; but animals which
die are occasionally eaten. A fermented liquor, called tesJndn, is prepared from
maize, with pine needles and wild oats.

The men's dress consists of a simple loin cloth secured by a sash, with sandals

and a head-cloth ; a blanket is carried in cold weather and on journeys. The
women wear a woollen skirt.

Hand-made pottery is used for cooking, with occasional utensils of wood, and
in agriculture a simple plough, a pointed stick for planting, and a simple hoe.

Their only weapons are bows and arrows, of which the points are of hard wood or
of agate, and occasionally of old iron. No metal-working is practised, though
mineral ores exist in the country.
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Their dwellings are of stone and timber, with a well-built storehouse, but in

remote districts cave shelters are in use.

The author further described the religious beliefs and social customs of the

tribes, and exhibited skulls from a burial cave near the Pluajochic River.

3. On some Roch-Draiviiigsfrom British Columbia. By C. Hill-Tout.

4. On the Myths and Customs of the Musquahie Indians.

By Mary A. Owen.

The author discussed the alleged origin and migrations of Musqualdes (Red-
earth Men) ; the organisation of their tribe, clans, and families ; their courtship

and marriage ; the social position of the son and the daughter ; their training, ideas

of ownership, and other rights ; initiations and ceremonials, secret societies,

majric, &c.

5. Report on the Ethnological Survey of Canada.—See Reports, p. 696.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

1. On a Buddhist Imagefound in an Irish Bog. By Miss A. G. Weld.

This image is of an early Cinghalese type, and was found in 1886 by a labourer
at some depth in a bog on the estate of Baltrasna, 15 miles from Kells. It repre-

sents the Buddha erect, in the ' preaching ' or ' benedictory ' attitude.

2. The Hill Tribes of the Central Indian Hills—their Ethnology, Customs,
and Sociology. By William Crooke, B.A., late Bengal Civil Service,

Director Ethnographical Survey, North- Western Provinces and Oudh.

The author discusses —

(a) The ethnological affinities of the Dravidian races, with (1) races exterior
to India; (2) the existing population of Northern India.

(6) The evidence from anthropometry collected by Mr. Risley, and by the
author in his book lately published on ' The Tribes and Castes of the North-
western Provinces and Oudh.'

(c) The current theories of the Aryan influence on the existing races ; which
seems to have been more of a social than of an ethnical character. The paper
attempts to controvert the belief that the existing Dravidian tribes are reUcs of
a race di-iven into the hill tract by the advancing Aryan invaders.

{d) The author then considers from a special personal study of these races, the
evidence for— (1) the matriarchate and descent through the female

; (2) influence
of totemism on marriage; (3) group marriage; (4) tree marriage

; (5) rules of
exogamy

; (6) burial rites and the customs of burial in the earth, water burial,

cremation.

(e) The present social condition and industries of these races are described.

3. Interim Report on the Anthropology and Natural History of the

Torres Straits.—See Reports, p. 688.
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4. On the Tribes inhabiting the Vicinity of the Mouth of the Wanigela
{Kemp Witch) River, New Guinea. By R. E. Guise.

The author describes the tribes of Bulda, Kamali, Babaka, and Kalo, detailing

their account of their own origin, their laws and customs of birth, marriage,

divorce, widowhood, death, and inheritance ; their architecture ; warfare and
weapons (specimens of which were exhibited), hunting, fishing, feasts, planting,

foods, diseases and cures, religious beliefs, &c.

5. The Montzu of Western Sze-chuan. By Mrs. Isabella Bishop.

The author first described her j ourney, starting from Wei-chau, at the con-
fluence of two branches of the Min, and tracing the Siao-ho, or lesser branch, up
to its sources at an altitude of about 11,000 feet on the Isu Kuh Shan range. At
Isa Kuh Lao, the last official post of China in that direction, she entered upon
the territory of the Issu-su of Somo and lived for some weeks among the Montzu,
being lodged either in their houses or on their roofs. She then described the

aspect of their villages and their dwellings, their devotion to Lamaistic Buddhism,
the power of the Lamas, the ceaseless invocations in family temples, and the

numerous external signs of religion, including prayer cylinders made to revolve by
water power. She gave an account of their system of government and their

marriage and burial customs. Their most noted characteristic was the position

accorded to women, who were as unfettered as in England and America, and on
an absolute equality with men, possessing legal rights in respect of property, and
sharing occupations and amusements with men. She mentioned the freedom of
the people from epidemics and many diseases, and the remarkable prevalence of
goitre. Mrs. Bishop described minutely the dress and ornaments of both sexes,

and pointed out certain resemblances to the Lolos of Yun-nan as described by
Mr. Colborne Babir. The people had their own language, but it was written in

Tibetan characters. The height, size, and stability of their stone dwellings were
then touched upon, especially the lofty four-aided stone towers of extreme
antiquity which are a feature of all the villages, while the Castle of Somo, the
residence of the Ju-ssu, was indicated as of extreme stateliness and grandeur.
Mrs. Bishop summed up her detailed account of the Montzu by noting that the
characteristic of their physiognomy was that it was European in expression as

well as in feature, and recalled the Latin races. The paper was illustrated by
lantern slides from photographs taken by the author.

6. The Sivati and A/ridi. By Col. Sir Thomas Holdich, K.C.I.E.

Our recent campaigns in India have been directed against tribes-people who
occupy a district which we have lately cut oft' from A fghanistan, and which was
once known as the province of Rob.

The dominant tribes are Afghans, who have adopted the general designation of

Patlian, in common with these Rohillas, who were always Pathans. Afghans now
speak the Pathan, or Pushtu, language, and recognise the Pathan civil code ; but
they recognise no kinship, and claim to be true Ben-i-Israel.

These Afghans objected to being cut off from the rest of Afghanistan by the
demarcation of a boundary, and believed that they were to be annexed to India.

Hence the recent risings against us.

Explanation of the connection between the Afghans of Swat and the Darani
Afghans of Kabul and Kandahar, and short account of the history of the Swatis.

Their character, customs, and the manner in which they commenced hostilities

against us.

Description of the Afridi—his Rajput origin and independence. The scattered

nature of the Afridi clans and want of a recognised head. Afridi customs and
blood feuds. Their recognition of the necessity of loyalty to the cause they ser\'e
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and curious disregard of domestic ties. Their value as soldiers and general
intelligence.

Necessity for a study of tLe frontier jjeople, and their history, in order to draw
correct conclusions as to their future status.

TUESDAY, SEPTmiBER 13.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Laiv and Nature of Property among the Peoples of the

True Negro Stock. By Miss Mart H. Kingsley.

The geographical distribution of the true Negro stock is a subject worthy of
the attention of ethnographers for several reasons. One is that among these
peoples we have the most highly developed form of native African culture

;

another is that in the matters of physical characteristics and mental characteristics

the true Negro differs greatly from the better known Bantu stock. A high per-
centage of error has at present been attained by the failure to recognise these
difi'erences, and thereby the work of Sir A. B. Ellis on the true Negi-o or Bastian
on the true Bantu has not yet been given its full scientific value.

The distribution of the true Negro stock is masked in its fringe-regions by the
ability of the peoples of this stock to acquire ahen languages and culture. In the
northern fringe-regions of its distribution it is suffused with Berber culture and
Muhamedanism

; in its south-eastern and south by Bantu language and culture,
with a varying percentage of European adulteration along the sea coast from just
south of the Kiver Gambia down to the Rio du liey and Cameroon. But we have
fairly certain tests for the true Negro that are not masked by alien culture and
religion.

They are—(a) the true Negro does not keep slaves in separate villages from
their owners

;
{b) he leaves sanitary public affairs in the hands of Providence ;

(e) he has a regular military organisation with a separate war chief and peace
chief; (d) among the true Negro the cult of the Law God is far more developed
than among the Bantu

;
(e) the true Negro does not have a female God as main

ruler of mundane affairs as the Bantu does.

The best region to study the institutions of the true Negro is the region of the
Oil Rivers, where he has suffered least from alien adulterations.

Property in West African culture exists in three kinds— (1) ancestral property
of the tribe, that connected with the ofEce of the headmanship, called among the true
Negroes the Stool, among the Bantu the Fjort; (2) family property, in which
every member of the family has a certain share, to which every member of the
family has to contribute, and on which every member has a claim

; (.3) private
property, that which is acquired or made by a man or woman by their personal
exertion over and above that made by them in co-operation with other members
of their family, which is family property, and that gained by gifts and that made in

trade by the exertion of superior trading ability.

Each of these kinds of property is equally sacred in the eye of Native
Law. The only kind that can become another kind of property is the private.
This constantly merges into family property on the death of its individual owner.
Stool property and family property remain of their kind for ever and cannot be
alienated, though liable with all three kinds to meet debt.

Wealth is divisible into

—

(a) the means by which property can be acquired
and developed ; to this division belong wives and slaves ; (h) property in power
over market rights, utensils, canoes, arras, furniture, trade goods, &c. It is in the
capacity to command these things that the wealth of a true Negro—man or
woman—consists, and it is by slaves and by relationship with influential people
that he can attain to it.

Property is guarded by and exists under the law which is in the hearts of the
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people themselves. This is represented by the cult of the Law God—the so-called

secret society of the district—Oru, Purroh, Egbo, Belli, &c., and by the infiiieDce

of religion. For details of the manner in which these powers conjointly act in

preserving property, see a lectm'e by tlie author on ' African Religion and Law '

given for the Ilibbert Trustees and published in the ' National lleview ' for

September, 1897.

2. The Native Secret Societies of the West Coast of Africa.

By H. P. FitzGerald Marriott.

Spread throughout West Africa from the Gambia to the Kongo are various

native secret societies, some well known by name, others very secret and power-
ful, and known of but by few white men, which must not be confused with fetich

customs and priests. These societies contain the religious and social principles of

the people, and administer justice according to native law and custom. The
kings, princes, chiefs, and great men belong to these organisations, and by their

means sustain their own power. Some of them are merely temporary, such as

the lesser Purroh of certain parts of Sierra Leone, of which white men speak

;

others again are ancient tribal institutions, such as the secret religious or state

Purroh with its grand council, of which most people are unaware. A man may
live forty years on the coast and never hear of Kofong, that powerful, mystic

society which controls the Limba nation, as was not long ago evinced to the

author by a gentleman who, knowing the coast well, called on him in town and
brought with him a native of another Sierra Leone district. The white man
denied its existence, but after a few moments the author extracted from the native

that there was such a society as Kofo, and that in another part it was called

Kofobi, and in Mendi he thought that it was Joosoi ; the author said that it was
the same, and at the same time made certain Kofong signs, which he xmderstood

(as was evident from his expression), and he acknowledged that he belonged to it,

but had not taken its highest forms ; all of which rather put the white friend

out of countenance. But even this native knew little of the true inner Kofong,
or of any other societies elsewhere, such as on the Gold Coast, and others like the

Egbo in the Niger. Nearly all these societies oblige their initiates to undergo cir-

cumcision, if this rite has not been previously performed in youth or childhood;

the female societies are almost solely for that purpose, amongst them the Boudo of

Sierra Leone is perhaps the best known by name.
The science of life and death is taught in the highest of these societies, and

even hinted at in the inferior. Mohammedan influence is seen not only by the

personal association of the latter, but by the knots that are used as charms
(conf. Koran llo siira), both by some of these societies, as well as by individuals.

Fetichism must not be confused with these societies. Spirit worship perhaps may
be associated with them ; but a mystic religion and belief in one God, a Creator,

from whom springs all life, and to whom death is but in some sort a return, is, I

believe, the very inner secret of secrets ; more they do not teach; they dabble in

a low form of magic, or devil-worship (black magic in more than one sense),

and they uphold the ancient usages of the country, and the balance of the
powers that be. The names and varieties of these societies are numerous. Those
nearest to each other are generally on good terms, though distinct ; and all could

be more or less connected, as is proved by the safety with which a Mohammedan
may advance near a religious Purroh procession, or even Purroh bush in safety

;

with regard to Purroh and the M(jhammedan, this may be on account of the
rite of circumcision. In various instances the Government could employ thes«

societies to carry out its ends, and by means of methods to which the natives are

accustomed could gradually habituate them to British law and order.

3, On the Natives of the Niger Delta. By M. le Comte Charles de Cardi.

The Paper gives some account of the early navigators who visited Western
Africa ; of a theory of the origin of the Benin people, and of many of their
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customs ; of Ju-Juism in tlie Delta, with some account of devil huts ; of the long
Ju-Ju of the Delta, its uses and abuses ; of defilement and purification, human
sacrifices and ' father-making,' ordeals, poisoners, and methods of poisoning ; and
concludes with an estimate of the capabilities and future of the West African.

4. Ancient Works of Artfrom Benin City. By C. H. Read, F.S.A.

Benin is an inland city, situated about 70 miles up the river of the same name
in the Niger district. Its position near this great waterway has brought it into
contact with influences from the north by means of the great trade routes which
diverge towards the north from such trading centres as, e.g., Timbuktu. It was
thus possible that in Benin might be found some relics of the ancient civilisations
of the Mediterranean

; an opinion held by the late Sir Richard Burton. Relations

.

with Abyssinia are founded on the journey of a Franciscan friar from the neigh-
bourhood of Benin to Christian Ethiopia in the fourteenth century, and some
corroboration is found in the Benin tradition that the king was subject to a
powerful prince far to the east.

In the hope of finding evidence of these traditions in the loot that came from
Benin Mr. Read had made representations to the Government, with the result
that a large collection of ancient examples of Benin art had been secured for the
British Museum, though it could scarcely be said that they had any direct bearing
on the relations of Benin with either the extreme north of Africa or the east.

A document of great interest bearing on their origin was a report of Sir Ralph
Moor, giving the account of a palaver with seven natives—the Court historian,
three Ju-ju men, the master smith, master wood carver, and the master ivory
carver

._
_
After giving the list of the kings of Benin, twenty-three in all, these

authorities recited the great events that had taken place in each reign. From this
account it appears that the white men first came in the time of King Esige, the
tenth in the list, and one of them, named Ahammangiwa, made the plaques and
brasswork for the king. Assuming an average reign of twenty to twenty-five
years for each of the kings, this would bring the time of Esige to about 300
years ago—a date that would correspond very well with the date of the European
costumes shown in the plaques. It was somewhat difficult to obtain the average
duration of the reign of an African potentate, but taking the reigns of Chinese and
Japanese emperors for 300 years, the average duration of these was twenty-seven
{md twenty years respectively. Following these lines, it would seem that the
Benin tradition as given in Sir Ralph Moor's report was very likely to be accurate.

5. On the Languages of Kavirondo. By C. W. Hobley, F.R.G.S.

The paper introduced a number of vocabularies collected by the author, reference
copies of which have been deposited in the library of the Anthropological Institute

,

until circumstances permit of their publication in full.

G. On Egypt under the First Three Dynasties, in the Light of Recent
Discoveries. By Professor W. M. Flinders Petrie.

7. On the Folk-lore of the Outer Hebrides. By Miss A. Goodrich-Freeb.]

The folk-lore of the Outer Hebrides has a degree of interest which justifies
the labour and inconvenience attendant on the conditions under which alone itg

collection is possible. The islanders, among whom the author has spent many!
months and gathered stories in the strangest surroundings, are courteous alwaysJ
but reticent, proud, and suspicious, as well they may be, of English or even o^
Scot

; and yet with an almost childlike friendliness for those who come among
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them, speaking their own tongue, and of like blood and passions with themselves.

But kind and friendly as the islanders have always been, the author's attempts
would have had comparatively small results but for help received from the Rev.
Allan Macdonald, priest of Eriskay, whose lifelong knowledge of the islanders is-

unrivalled.

Contact with modern civilisation and the consequent decay of native industries

and modes of life have proved here, as elsewhere, fatal to folk-lore ; and even the>-

very language in which the older life is crystallised is neglected by the School
Board and despised by the rising generation.

Yet in the old days every act of life seems to have had its associated tradi-

tion : the lighting of the fire, the milking of the cows, the driving them home, the

roosting of the poultry, the watching of the cattle, the realisation of the changing
seasons, the baking of bread, the catching of fish, every detail of weaving and
dyeing and fulling, all had their special rhyme, or song, or story. In the long
winter evenings the time was passed in weaving heather ropes or making netS;,

while stories were told by recognised scalds, the literary descendants of tlie ballad-

makers of the Vikings who occupied these islands. Some of these stories are of

great length, and must have occupied many evenings in narration. Some are of

Ossianic origin. Here, as elsewhere, stories such as ' Cinderella ' and ' The Sleep-

ing Beauty ' are related in terms appropriate to the locality. Many of the songs-

have their special tunes, some of which the author has secured.

Every member of the scant fauna, and every phase of the culture of the land
or of the sea, has its legend and its song. The undertone of half the legends is the

friendship and the kindliness of the sea—all are safe in the boat, be it but a few
yards from shore.

Besides the innumerable and often unique superstitions—midsummer fireS;,.

salutations to the sun, and Hallowe'en divinations—the author attaches a peculiar

value to the ancient hymns, the quaint apocryphal stories, the prayers for all sorts

of occasions, the old catechisms and rosaries, the legends of St. Columba and his

followers, of St. Patrick and St. Bridget, the charms, spells, and divinations, with
their odd mixture of Paganism and Christianity, as these, perhaps more certainlj

than the rest, are becoming every day more difficult to recover.

The author illustrated various archaic agricultural and domestic implements
and the methods of using them, and exhibited specimens of home-made cloth, of

the vegetable dyes used, of articles made of heather and ' bent,' and of charms and!

cures for disease.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER U.

The following Reports and Papers were read :

—

1. Report on the Lake Village at Glastonbury.—See Reports, p. 694.

2. On the Place of the Lake Village of Glastonhury in British Archteology..

By Arthur J. Evans, F.S.A,

3. On Traces of Terramare Settlements in Modern Italian Towns.
By Profes.sor AV. M. Flinders Petrie, D.C.L.

4. On the Megalithic Monuments of Dartmoor. By P. F. S. Amery,

5. Report on the Silchester Excavations,—See Reports, p* 689.
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6. 071 Walled-up Skeletons. By Miss Nina Layard.

7. Report on the Ethnor/rapMcal Survey of the United Kingdom.
See Reports, p. 712

8. On Traces of Early Kentish Migrations. By T. W. Shore, F.G.S.

The author first draws attention to the various names by which the Jutes of

Kent were known to early chroniclers and writers, and to authorities which show-

that the Jutes were closelj^ allied to, or identical with, the Northern Goths. From
the evidence of early place names, such as Goda (for a Goth), and Geats or

Geatas (for Jutes), frequently used as descriptive names of early Kentish settlers,

in addition to purely Kentish names compounded of the names Kent, or Ken, and
from the circumstance that Kent, unlike the other chief Anjrlo-Saxon States, had
no Hinterland, he infers that the migrations of Kentish people must have led them
to settle iu unoccupied land of the other kingdoms, and identifies such early

Kentish colonies by such place names, under their present or a more ancient form

;

by survival of customs of land tenure, &c., analogous to those of Kent ; by other

place names derived from the Jutish hero Hengest, which formerly existed in

the same localities, and still survive iu some instances in a modified form ; and by
survivals of gavelkind and kindred customs in many similar places, and refers to

the possession of land in Herefordshire and Yorkshire by the early Archbishops
of Canterbury, and by the first Archbishop of York, who also came from
Kent.

The causes which led to migrations of Kentish people he considers to be the
pressure of population at home, the openings for colonisation which arose from
the marriages of Kentish princesses with sovereigns and princes of other States,

the necessity for military colonists on the frontiers of the expanding States, and
zeal for Christian missionary work, of which Kent was the centre.

The author collected evidence of Kentish colonies in (1) the Isle of Wight
and in 8. Hampshire,^ probably the earliest migration from Kent, which is indi-

cated by the similarity of place names. This settlement probably extended into

Dorset, where ganelkind long prevailed at Wareham.
(2) S. W. Herefordshire (Archenfield district) : Jutish and Kentish place names,

such as Kentchurcli
;
gareUciiid of the Kentish type (as distinct from the Welsh

type) ;
- and a number of other Kentish customs (which survived until the sixteenth

century).

(3) Yorkshire : gavelkind existed on the lands which formed the Fee of

St. Peter's, York, e.g. Knaresborough ; in the honour of Kiehmond, where the

inferior tenants enjoyed some of the same privileges as in Kent. Place names in

Eichmondshire, e.g. the Swale River. The alternative name of Gillingshire for

this district arose Irom the monastery of Gilling, founded by the grand-daughter
of the first Christian King of Kent.

(4) Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire : Kentish and Jutish place names, also

ffavelkind. The earliest form of the name of Leicestershire, viz. Lcetheceester-scir,

which occurs in a.d. 679, before the earliest Danish invasion, may point to the

division of the county into laths, as in Kent ; the present Hundred names of the

county were probably ancient Lath names. These hundreds were divided.^

(5) Wcstinoreland: Kentish names like Kentdale, Kendal, and Kentmere, and
the survival among the Kendal tenants of some of the special privileges of gavel-

' T. W. Shore. Antiqnary, March 1890.
Glanville {Temp. Henry II.') says that gavelldnd tenure was only recognised in

ilie Law Courts of the twelfth century in those places where it could be proved, as

in Kent, that the lands always had been divided.
" J. H, Round, Feudal Enjland.
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kind tenants in Kent, especially the rare one of freedom from the common law
of distress.

(6) Devon : The name Kenn and others (written in Domesday Book, like Kent
itself, as Chent), near Exeter, and partible inheritance of the Kentish kind in the
City of Exeter.

(7) Somerset : Kentish and Jutish names along the coast, especially the
Hengest place names.

(8) Worcestershire, Gloucestershire and Shropshire : Hengest place names in

the valley of the Severn, groups of other Kentish and Jutish place names.

(9) The Thcanes Valley, as a channel for migration from Kent. Kentish gavel-
kind among the old manors, which bounded ancient London on the north, and
the survival of IBorovgh English, which was closely allied to it, in most of the
manors which bounded London on the south and west ; the Hundred names of
(Kintbury, in) the Kennet Valley ; names such as Kentish Town, and Gatenesheale
(for Vauxhall), Kennington, Kensington, Twicanham (Twickenham), Kent Town
near Molesey, Kenton (Kempton) ; Hinksey, near Abingdon, the Heugestsie of
Saxon charters, and two other Hengest names with Gode, Ken and Geat, or Yeat;
names occur near the river above Oxford, the highest being Kempsford, the Chene-
meresford of Domesday Book

;
partible inheritance (in Domesday) at Hochenarton,

a place with a Kentish name (Hook Norton) in Oxfordshire.

9. On the Folk-lore of Guernsey, By the late Mrs. Murray Aynsley.

The prevalent belief in witchcraft and demoniacal possession was illustrated by
the stories of Belier Boeuf and the Eoussels ; of the resuscitation of one Jean
Robin, and of another case of exorcism by D'Orlean ; and a local legend of
St. George and St. Patrick was given.

10. On some Myths and Fancies of Insect Life,

By S. Clement Southam.

The author discussed and illustrated the traditions and cults attaching to

bees as messengers of the gods, spiders in folklore and folk medicine, ants, crickets,

ladybirds, and beetles.

IL On the Exploration of Two Caves at TJfhill, Weston-super-Mare, con-
taining liemains ofPleistocene Mammalia. By the late Edward Wilson,
F.G.S. See p. 867.

[Communicated by Heebeet Bolton, F.E.S.E.]
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SECTION K.—BOTANY.

President of the Section.—F. 0. Bowee, D.Sc, F.II.S., Regius Professor
of Botany iu the Universitj' of Glasgow.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The Peesident delivered the foUowiug Address :

—

Shoetlt before we met last year in the hospitable Domiuioii of Canada, two
biologists, whose work relates to the questions I propose to discuss to-day, passed
away. In both cases their services to science had received honourable recognition
in this country. Johannes Japetus Smith Steeustrup,who had been for more than
thirty years a foreign member of the Royal Society, died June 20, 1897, at the
advanced age of eighty-four ; Julius vou Sachs, also a foreign member of the
Royal Society, died May 29, 1897, aged si.tty-five.

The former of these, a zoologist, was probably best known in this country for
his work on ' Alternation of Generations,' a translation of which was published by
the Ray Society in 1845. The title-page describes the phenomenon as ' a peculiar
form of fostering the young in the lower classes of animals.' Botanists should
remember that this term ' alternation,' which they often use in a sense peculiarly
their own, was originally applied to the course of development in certain animals
by Chamisso in 1819. The first general statement of the subject from the zoological
side was by Steenstrup in the work already named ; even there no mention is

made of such phenomena in plants, until the concluding paragraph, where there is

an allusion in very general terms to the course of events in the life of seed-bearing
plants. But when we remember that it was only in 1848 that Suminski dis-
covered the antheridia and archegonia borne upon the prothallus of a Fern, we see
plainly that Steenstrup could not have used the term ' alternation ' in the sense in
which it is now generally applied to plants. The interest for us as botanists will
therefore be that Steenstrup suggested in his work on alternation in animals how
in the life of plants successive phases exist, and that these are comparable to those-
which he described in many animals.

The work of Sachs, on the other hand, has influenced every one of us. Some,
including myself, have had the great advantage of his direct personal guidance

;

all must have derived pleasure as well as profit from his writings. I shall not here
attempt any general summary of the achievements of this great man, for that has
been done efficiently by the scientific press at large. I shall merely allude to one
feature of his work—viz, the style of its presentment to the reader. He was always
clear, usually concise. lie was, in addition to his power as an investigator, a
master with the pencil, as well as with the pen. It was this combination of qualities
which made him the great text-book writer of his time. Never perhaps has a
volume more fairly reflected the position of a science at the moment of its publica-
tion than did that of Sachs. It resembles the work of a snap-shot camera, and,
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like any instantaneous pliotograpli of life in motion, it has fixed and perpetuated

•awkward positions. The moi-pholoo:ical system of the time was stifl" and unpro-

mising ; the text-book accurately depicted this, but it did not suggest or anticipate

future developments ; it did not bear the softened image of a longer exposure ; it

presents to us the angular attitude of a moment.
The powers of Sachs as a writer found their best scope in his ' History of

Botany,' a work which will always retain its value as a masterly exposition of the

results of very wide reading, arranged with a literary skill which is unfortunately

rare among scientific men. 1 lay stress upon this power of Sachs as a writer, apart

from his record as an investigator, because he was strong where so many of us are

weak. The truth is that little effort is made by men of science to use a concise

and transparent style ; for the most part we write by the aid of such instincts as

Nature has given us ; few cultivate composition. But it should, I think, be
impressed upon the young aspirant that, when he writes, it is one of his first duties

to consider his readers' convenience ; he must use all endeavours to convey forcibly

the result of his inquiry, but to make tbe least possible demand upon the patience of
his readers. I should like to see certain papers selected as models of construction,

to be studied as such by all candidates for our higher degrees ; we should naturally

include in the list those of the best masters of style in foreign languages, and
among them would rank the late Julius von Sachs.

Three Phases of Morphological Study.

It will be in your memory that the Address of last year's Sectional President
was largely devoted to branches of our science which touch the material and
economic interests of man. It was pointed out to us how certain fungal diseases

diminish agricultural profits to an extent which may be estimated ia millions of
pounds yearly. Beneficent microbes were also mentioned, such as those which
govern the aroma and maturing of butter and cheese ; these and many others, the

study of which lies properly within the province of botany, affect not only the
health, but, at the most varied points, the comfort and prosperity of mankind.

It is unnecessary for me to dwell further upon these points, or to urge again
the utilitarian argument for the proper support of botany. I propose, on the other
liand, to invite your attention this morning to the Morphology of Plants. This is

a department of science pure and simple. The results which it brings have not,

and cannot be expected to have, any money value in the markets of the world.
The present time is one of unusual bustle and change in morphology, consequent upon
the discovery of new facts and the introduction of new methods. The development
of the study may be divided into three periods, we ourselves standing upon the
threshold of the third. The earliest phase was that of description and delineation of
what might be observed of the mature form of plants ; this includes the work of the
herbalists and of the earlier systematists, who thus furnished the basis for classi-

fication. It is true that the mere description was enriched at times by comparisons
made, but these often took a capricious form, as is shown by the many curious

allusions which still survive in the nomenclature. Erasmus Darwin satirised

the imaginative comparisons indulged in by early writers in his ' Loves of the
Plants ;

' an instance of this is seen in his lines referring to the legendary organism,
half animal, half plant, suggested by the peculiar form of Dicksonia {Cibotium)
Barometz

:

—
' Cradled in snow and fann'd by arctic air

Shines, gentle Barometz, thy golden hair.

Booted in earth each cloven hoof descends,
And round and round her flexile neck she bends

;

Crops the gray coral moss, and hoary thyme,
Or laps with rosy tongue the melting rime.

Eyes with mute tenderness her distant dam,
Or seems to bleat, a Vegetable Zanib.'

The tendency to comparison thus already perceptible asserted itself strongly in

1898. 3 u
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the next phase of our study, to which it ^ave its character. And now the need

arose for observing development ; tbis was initiated by Schleiden, and carried to a
triumphant climax hj Hofmeister. Passing from the hands of these pre-Darwinian

to those of post-Darwinian writers, the comparisons, while remaining virtually the

same, received a new significance. Observers now pushed their inquiries into the

details of anatomical structure and development, and in many cases attached an
importance beyond what is justifiable to minute similarities or differences of cell-

cleavage. Thus what might be called ' cellular morphology ' became a feature of

the period. It has, however, been in a measure discredited by the excessive zeal

of some of its votaries, who drew large conclusions from slight facts ; a salient

example of this is furnished by studies concerning segmentation of the ovum.
But we must not assume that because it has been pursued indiscreetly the study

of segmentation is effete ; there is still scope for valuable observation, which will

hear a reasonable burden of argument ; though conclusions from such a source must
be compared with those derived from other data, and a due estimate of them must
be made accordingly.

Morphology has lately passed to a third stage—that of experiment—with a
view to ascertaining the effect of external agencies in determining form, and the

limits of variability under varied circumstances. Development of itself shows
only how a part originates ; it does not demonstrate what it is, nor what it may
become under special conditions. This new and growing phase of experimental

morphology, together with comparison from the point of view of descent, now
tends to supersede the formal morphology of the second period, which in many
minds implied or assumed ideal types or creative plans. It has become a general

Tiew that the facts of morphology are but the stereotyped facts of physiology,

form being determined by function, but under the check of heredity. This

third experimental phase of the study of plant-form is directed, as it were, to

the very setting of the types, before the stereotype plate is cast. We watch
Nature's compositor at work, but we also ascertain that the plate itself, after it is

cast, is much more plastic than some of us had thought.

These three phases of morphological inquiry have naturally overlapped one
another ; we recognise, however, that first description, then formal comparison,

and now experiment, have been the leading features in morphological investigation

during these successive periods.

Homology.

The ideal aimed at in the study of the morphology of plants is to trace their

real relationships and mode of origin, on the basis of the widest observation—in

short, to reconstruct the evolutionary tree. In order to make comparison po.ssible,

or at least manageable, a terminology is necessary, and this not only of the plants

themselves, but also of their parts. We may for the moment leave on one side

that summing up of morphological opinion represented by the systematic arrange-

ment of plants in a taxonomic system. I propose to-day to discuss not the classifi-

cation of plants, but the classification of the parts of plants, their grouping accord-

ing to their homologi/. And here I use a word which is probably explained to

every class of elementary students ; it is one of those terms a meaning of which is

indeed revealed to the babes of the science, while those who teach are not at one
as to its definition. We need not enter now into the various opinions which have
heen held on this point, nor need we make any antiquarian research into the

introduction or early use of the word homolo(jy ; it will suflSce to state that it was
already firmly established in the science before views as to descent gave it any
intelligible meaning. We speak of the homologies recognised by Hofmeister, but

it should be remembered that their great discoverer did not put an evolutionary

interpretation upon them. Sachs points out in his history how ' the theory of

descent had only to accept what genetic morphology had already brought to view.*

Nevertheless, much remained ingrained in the very texture of the science which
was incompatible with evolutionary thought. This was so even in the te.xt-book

,

of Sachs itself. The categories of root, stem, leaf, and hah* are there laid down, and
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the parts classed under these several heads were held to be homoloyous. In their

definition all those characters which refer to function were put aside, the definitions

relating to origin and relative position ; the reproductive organs were grouped

with the rest, with the result that these parts were described as bearing a varying

morphological value. But this purely formal morphology is now dead ; it long

survived a mere passive belief in evolutionary views, but their active practice has

strangled it. The first step towards emancipation was the recognition of sporangia

as parts sid (/enevis, Eichler, agreeing with Brauu and Strasburger, found it

* highly probable according to the theory of descent ' that such a structure as the

ovule has universally the same morphological dignity. It remained for Goebel to

make the general statement that sporangia stand in a category by themselves, and

are probably not the result of modification of any vegetative part. It was in this

way that tlie phylogenetic factor was first asserted as bearing on a question of

importance in the morphology of plants. Adherents of descent no longer passively

accepted the direct results of investigation ; they began actively to check and control

the interpretation of them ; but this position was not attained till more than twenty
years after the publication of Darwin's ' Origin of Species.' Since then, however,

views as to descent have taken an increasingly important place in the province of

morphology, till at the present moment a far-reaching comparison of allied forms,

assisted by experiment, is the most potent instrument in the hands of the morpho-
logist.

But various writers admit in varying degree this factor of comparison as con-

trolling other considerations. There is indeed a wide range of difl'erence on this

point. I will cite only two extreme views. On the one hand is the view of

Strasburger, which he enunciated so early as 1872. The enthusiasm for evolution

in the Jena school found its botanical expression in the aphorism, ' The highest

problem of morphology is to explain the form of plants, but this problem can only

be solved genealogically.' This statement is repeated in a more definite form in

Strasburger's text-book :
' Phylogeny is thus the only real basis for morphology.'

At the other extreme is the method of physiological organography put forward

by Sachs in his Lectures. I am aware that he subsequently modiiied his views ; I

merely quote the system which he propounded in 1882, as being the antithesis to

that of Strasburger. For in the physiological organogi-aphy descent is hardly

taken into account at all
;
parts which are plainly of distinct origin by descent are

classed together. This organography of Sachs, though introduced with all its

author's charm of style, never convinced the botanical world, for it treated plant-,

too much as the creatures of present circumstance. It may be taken as illustratmg-

the extreme reactionary swing of the pendulum from the non-physiological attitude

of the formal morphologists ; a protest against the exclusion of function from the

morphological arena. The protest was salutary, but its form was extravagant.

Let us now consider whither ' phylogeny, as the only real basis of morphology,'

may lead us. Let us take as our provisional view that homology in the strictest

sense implies repetition of individual parts, in successive generations, just as the

hand of the child repeats in position and qualities the hand of the mother. Though
among seed-bearing plants, for instance, this repetition may apply for the plant-

body as a whole, it will be at once apparent that such repetition as regards the

individual is found in comparatively few cases in plants. The continued embryo-

logy of all the higher forms, the indefinite number of the parts successively

produced, and the variety in detail of their arrangement show that in the strictest

sense repetition of individual parts cannot be traced. In a pan of seedlings of

the Sunflower, raised from seed of the same parent, the cotyledons in all cases

may be regarded as homologous in the strictest sense, as they correspond in origin,

number, position, and form to like parts in the parent. In a similar way the first

root of the seedling appears to be individually identical with the first root of the

parent, or of any other seedling of the batch. In those plants in which a foot or

suspensor is present occupying a constant position with regard to the parts of the

embryo, it will not be doubted that within near lines of affinity the foot in any

one specimen corresponds to that of any other. The exact repetition which is thus

found to exist may be regarded as the most complete type of homology.

3u2
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Starting from this repetition of individual parts in plants nearly related, there is

a divergence by gradual steps in two directions: Firstly, in the individual plant,

where the later formed parts may assume forms and positions which may even raise

a question of their essential correspondence. Thus in the batch of Sunflower

seedlings there may be a varying number of leaves, with varying transition from
the decussate to the alternate arrangement, intervening between the cotyledons

and the capitulum. As they vary in number and position these cannot in the

strictest sense be accepted as individually comparable, each to each by descent—the

lineal representatives of like individual parts in the parent. The lateral roots also,

though all essentially similar, do not correspond each to each, either in number
or in position.

Again, to go a step further, a Fern prothallus produces antheridia and arche-

gonia ; their number and position are not uniform ; oy conditions of culture we have
them under control, and can induce antheridia only, or we can induce a formation

of archegonia upon the upper surface, where they are usually absent. Plainly

these cannot be held severally as the exact representatives of like individual parts

in a previous generation. Another exceptional but most interesting case is that

of Aspidium anomalum, Hk. and Arn., which Sir William Hooker remarks is

possibly an abnormal form of Aspidium (Polyst.) aculeatum, Sw. In this Fern the

sori, instead of being all on the lower surface, as in allied Ferns, are often upon the

upper surface of the leaf. There is no sign of tortion to explain the anomaly,

while the sori themselves present no structural peculiarity except that they are

sometimes quite destitute of indusium. There has doubtless been a transfer of

developmental capability from the usual position of the sori to the anomalous one.

In case of such transfers as these we do not doubt that the parts in question are

to be ranked as comparable to those in the normal position ; we contemplate here,

as in the case of the Sunflower leaves, an essential correspondence, but not an
individual repetition of the parts, and we learn that parts thus essentially corre-

sponding to one another may be transferred to unusual positions.

Secondly, in plants more or less nearly related, those which are less akin may
show so slight a similarity in detail that again questions of the essential correspon-

dence of the parts may arise. Within nearer circles of affinity these questions will

affect only the appendages of minor importance, which show less constancy of occur-

rence and arrangement, such as emergences and hairs ; but in case of plants less

nearly akin the degree of correspondence of the larger members may become a matter
of debate. Take, for instance, the three great phyla of living Pteridophytes, the

Ferns, Equlseta, and Lycopods. While the sporophyte as a whole in each of these

naay be accepted as homologous by descent with that of the others, the question

as to the true correspondence by descent of the leaves must still be open for dis-

cussion. It is a tenable view that the three phyla arose separately from a non-
foliar ancestry, and that the assumption of a foliar development, having in each

case a difierent habit, and a different relation to the sporangia, led to the dis-

tinctiveness of the three stocks. Opinion on the point of homology by descent of

the leaves of these Pteridophyta must at present remain in suspense ; but the case

is difiierent with the leaf of Pteridophytes as compared with the leaf of Bryo-
phytes : unless the whole morphological system of the time be in error, we shall

be right in maintaining that these foliar developments have been distinct in origin

from the first.

Now all the foliar parts above quoted would in a system of merely formal
morphology fall into the category of ' leaves.' But if phylogeny be accepted as

the only real basis of morphology, we must be prepared to split up the category

based on mere time, place, and mode of origin, and to recognise in some cases

repetition of individual parts ; in others essential correspondence, but not individual

repetition, owing sometimes to transfer of developmental capability ; in other cases

again, a possibility of distinct origin by descent not actually proved ; and lastly a

reasonable certainty of distinct origin. The practical que.stion for the morpho-
logist is, having recognised these facts for himself, how is the matter to be best

made intelligible to others ?

A reconsideration of the term ' homology ' will thus be necessary : is it to be
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applied equally to such parts as are connected by lineal descent, and also to those

which we . have good reason to believe have resulted from parallel development
in quite distinct phyla ? Or, to put a finer point upon our inquiry, are we to

distinguish in any way the cases of ' individual repetition ' from those of ' essential

correspondence ?
' In the latter case I think no good end would be served at pre-

sent by accentuating this distinction by tei-ms : tlie steps of divergence are so

slight and gradual. None the less should it be clearly borne in mind that compari-
sons of parts commonlj^ ranked as homologous in the plant body are based on a less

complete individual correspondence than that of parts usually compared in the
animal body.

But the case is different in dealing with parallel developments, and some doubt
arises whether parts which probably, or it may be certainly, have arisen by
separate evolutionary sequence in distinct phyla are to be classed as homologous
in the same sense as those directly related by descent. This question was long ago
taken up on the zoological side by Professor TJay Lankester, and it was shown
that the old word ' homology ' covered two things recognised as distinct from the
point of view of descent. He defined as homogenous ' structures which are
genetically related, in so far as they have a single representative in a common
ancestor.' On the other hand, ' when identical or nearly similar forces or environ-

ments act on two or more parts of an organism which are exactly or nearly alike

:

further, if, instead of similar parts in the same organism, we suppose the same
forces to act on parts in two organisms, which parts are exactly or nearly alike,

and sometimes homogenetic, the resulting correspondences called forth in the
several parts in the two organisms will be nearly or exactly alike. ... I propose
to call this kind of agreement ho7n6plasis or homdplasy.' Now this distinction of
terms requires also to be observed in plant-morphology, and I am surprised that
it has never yet been adopted by botanists, though we have long recognised cases

of parallel development. I do not propose now to spend time in assigning these

terms to familiar cases : but to take tbe examples .already cited, the leaf of a Fern
would be homoplastic, though not homogenetic with the leaf of a Moss ; or, taking
examples from plants more nearly akin, it would appear possible that the leaves of
the three distinct phyla of living Pteridophytes show merely homoplasy, not a true

homogeny.
The successive foliage leaves of most plants are assumed in the individual to

be the result of a mere repetition of development. But it is quite a possible view
that in the plant-body (as is contemplated in the animal in those cases of 'serial

homology ' which Lankester recognises as homoplastic) homoplasy may have had
a place. We must inquire whether all those structures which we designate
' leaves ' have actually been the result of a development identical, or at least

essentially similar as regards their origin in the race. The problem is, given a
plant with numerous leaves of various form and function, to unravel the real story

of their evolution. Two distinct factors may be contemplated as possibly occurring
even in the individual, viz.

:

1. Homogeny of genetically related parts, with or without repetition of the
parts formed.

2. Homoplastic an origin of two or more distinct categories of parts, not
genetically related, on the same organism.

Working upon either of these, and thus complicating the problem by oblitera-

ting such distinctions as may have existed at first, may be the phenomenon of
metamorphosis. This has lately received its evolutionary definition at the hands of
Professor Goebel, as re.stricted to those cases where there has been an obvious
change of function. We see how change of function accounts for various forms
of leaf in certain cases; but it does not follow that all leaf-forms on the same
plant were so produced, by metamorphosis of a single original type.

The Lycopodineffi are particularly interesting in illustration of this point. It

appears probable that Phylloglossian is a more primitive type than other living

Lycopods ; it has two kinds of leaf, the protophylls borne in irregular number and
arrangement on the protocorm, and the sporophylls of different form from these,

and arranged regularly on the strobilus : commonly there are no intermediate
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steps between tliem. This condition in a plant, which on general grounds of com-
parison we believe to be primitive, is certainly interesting, and we shall ask
whether the two types of leaf have not arisen by distinct evolutionary sequence ?
In the genus Lycopodium there are certain species, such as L. Sclar/o, which show
alternately sterile and fertile zones ; examining the limits of the sterile zones, we
find at the base of each leaf an atrophied sporangium, similar in position to that
borne by a sporophyll. Wlien we compare this condition with that of Phylloglossum
it appears probable that tlio successive zones are the result of a metamorphosis of
a strobilus, which had a continuous apical growth, and unlimited repetition of
sporophylls, but that some of these suffered atrophy of their sporangia, with the
correlative effect of a larger vegetative development. A diti'erentiation of the
strobilus thus results in the plant as we see it, a production of foliage leaves by
sterilisation of sporophylls. Recognising this, some may suggest that the proto-
phylls originated in the same way. It is possible that they did ; but it is equally
possible, and, in view of the peculiar case of Phi/Uofflossian, I think more probable,
that in these plants we have an example of homoplastic development of parts dis-
tinct as to descent, while the limits of the two still evident in Phylloglosmm
became obliterated in the more complex case of Lycopodium. The proof of the point
will be difficult or even impossible, but the eyes of botanists should certainly be
open to recognise such individual homoplasy, should it occur, and to inquire
whether it has really had a place in plant-development.

Returning now to homoplastic development in distinct groups of plants, the
morphology of the/oo< provides interesting material for comparison, and especially
so since there is no question of repetition here ; for the comparison is between
parts of which only one appears on each individual plant.

The term foot has been applied to that part of the embryo in Pteridophyta
which serves to connect it physiologically with the prothallus \ the term has also
been used for the base of the seta in Bryophytes. Parts performing a similar
function, but not referable as in other Phanerogams to the metamorphosis of
cotyledons, are also found in Gnetum and Welwitschia.

In the Bryophyta what is usually called the foot is no deBnitely specialised
structure ; it is merely the absorbent base of the seta. It would appear probable
that in the Bryophyta a true homogeny holds in all cases, as the requirement for it

will have been uniform
; and its basal position is also uniform, though some differ-

ence of detail does appear in the relation of this absorbing body to the first segmen-
tations of the embryo.

In the Pteridophyta it is exceedingly difficult to be sure of the correspondence by
descent of the foot in distinct types, and indeed it should not be assumed that a
specialised absorbent organ was always present, though general surface-absorption
will naturally have taken place in all archegouiate embryos ; indeed, the condition
of some upright embryos is such that a foot would never have been described,
were it not for comparison with other types. In Eqtiisetum, Isoetes, Botrychium—all forms without a suspensor, and with an upright growing embryo—the hypo-
basal half of the embryo, with or without a root, is absorbent as in the Bryo-
phyta, and is described as a foot ; it is quite possible to see in them the continuation
of a primitive absorbent organ. This may also be the case in the Marattiacete,
and it is specially noted by Campbell that' in Marattia all the superficial cells of
the central region become enlarged and act as absorbent cells for the nourishment
of the embryo.' From such types we may imagine the more specialised foot of the
Leptosporaugiate Ferns to have been derived by a localisation of the absorbent
function on one side only, which would be a natural consequence of the embryo
taking the prone, in place of the vertical position.
A different course of events probably occurred in the Lycopodinese. I am

disposed to think that here the suspensor represents nothing more than a specialised
part of the primitive absorbent organ ; this seems to be indicated by the details as
shown in Treub's figures of L. cenmum and L. Fhlegmaria, in which the suspensor
is continuous with the foot. But what is, then, the ' foot' of Selayindla, which is

quite apart from the suspensor, the root intervenina: ? On this point I think we
obtain light from Welwitschia and Gnetum, for in these we see an absorptive
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organ formed at a comparative!}' late period ; and it corresponds in position and
function, thoug-h not in time of origin or details of structure, with that of Selagin-

Ma. I conclude that the ' foot ' of Selaf/ineUa is probably a later formation, not

comparable as regards descent either -with the foot of Lycopodium or with the
* feeder ' of JVehcitschia ov Gnetum. The latter are plainly of recent independent

origin as comparison shows, and their actual position is defined according to the

position of the seed in germination. Probably, then, there is homoplasy in such

cases, not true homogeny.
Similarly with such structures as the pinnae, stipules, iudusium, corona, and

still more so with such inconstant bodies as emergences and hairs ; when we speak

of the ' homologies ' of these parts it is rarely the homogeny, or identity by descent,

which we mean to express ; usually it is only homoplasy, a comparison of parts

similar it may be in form and position, or even in development and function,

though not shown to be comparable by descent.

Alternation.

But the questions above discussed are mere matters of detail, compared with

that great enigma of the alternation of generations in green plants, or of alterna-

tion at large. This is, after all, a question of degree of homology, not now of the

parts only, but of the whole plant or ' generation.' How this greatest of all adapta-

tions was really initiated, we cannot expect to bring to the point of demonstra-

tion; at best we can only venture opinions of probability. Still, this discussion

commands at present more widespread interest among botanists than any other in

the sphere of plant morphology.
There was a time when the attempt was made to reduce all plants to one

scheme as regards their life-cycle, a method which not only prevented elasticity of

theory, but was responsible for some unfortunate comparisons. It was character-

istic of the period when the text-book of Sachs reigned supreme ; we find it there

definitely laid down that ' the doctrine of alternation has the object of reducing to

one scheme the main phases of the life of all plants which bear sexual organs.'

But the controversy between Pringsheim and Celakovsky had, as one of its

results, the recognition of various types of life-history, not of one scheme only.

The tendency at present is towards the opposite extreme ; the frequency of the

parallel developments now recognised has led some to accept a comprehensive

polyphyletic view as regards alternation, and, wherever difficulties of comparison

arise, to take refuge in the plausible suggestion that the organisms compared
represent altogether distinct lines of descent. But the view which should be
confidently upheld is that even where this may actually be the case useful com-
parisons may yet be made ; and that the method of progress within one phylum
may illustrate the probable mode of progress in another. The green Algte may
thus throw light upon the probable origin of the sporogonium in the Bryophytes,

though they may in no sense be in tlie line of their descent ; the Bryophytes may
suggest valuable ideas for the comparative study of the Pteridophytes, though
they may not represent their actual ancestry.

It is the alternation as seen in these green plants that I propose to discuss.

Writers have distinguished various types of alternation, including under the term
•divers modes of 'alternation of shoots;' and it should be remembered that this

was the original sense of the word alternation as applied l)y Steenstrup. But
gradually the issue in the case of green plants has been simplified, and the ques-

tion now centres round that alternation of phases which some of us describe as
' antithetic,' while others believe the phases to be really ' homologous' as regards

their origin.

Briefly put, the question is. How was the first start made ? Has the neutral

generation or sporophyte been the result of change of any other part of the sexual

generation than the zygote itself .^ If so, the alternation is of homologous genera-

tions ; if not, then the alternation is what is styled cuitithetic. The whole discus-

sion is like a purely historical inquiry, but with the minimum of documentary
evidence ; for on this point the fossils give scanty help. In the absence of mora
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direct evidence we are thrown tack on other arguments, such as those based on
comparison of normal specimens, and secondly upon the study of abnormalities. I

shall not attempt to treat the matter exhaustively ; it will, however, be necessary

for me to deal with certain points in the discussion which were raised in the able

address of Professor Scott at Liverpool. lie there restated Pringsheim's view of

homologous alternation as against the antithetic. I propose now to consider three-

matters which I think are most material to the discussion—viz. (1) the bearing of

the Algaj and certain Fungi on the question
; (2) the comparison from the Bryo-

phyta ; and (3) the argument from abnormalities.

I. AlgcE and Fungi.

At first sight those Algfe and Phycomycetous Fungi which show a subdivision-

of the zygote appear to offer the key to tlie enigma of the first start of antithetic

alternation, and such rudimentary fruit-bodies as those of (Edogonium and Voleo~

chwte are frequently quoted as prototypes of sporogonia. My own position has

been that they may be * accepted as suggestive of similar progress in the course of

evolution of Vascular Plants.' On the assumption that the zygote is equivalent in

all cases—and this is itself a pure assumption—the fruit-body of such Alga) or

Fungi would be comparable to the sporophyte in higher forms ; but it must be>

clearly remembered that it is not even then proved to be homogenetic. Dr. Scott

has based a strong line of criticism of antithetic views upon these cases. He
remarks :

' The sudden appearance of something completely new in the life-history,,

as required by the antithetic theory, has, to my mind, a certain improbability.

Ex nihilo nihilJit. We are not accustomed in natural history to see brand new-

structures appearing, like morphological Melchisedeks, without father or mother.
Nature is conservative, and when a new organ is to be formed it is, as every one
knows, almost always fashioned out of some pre-existing organ. Hence I feel »
certain dilficulty in accepting the doctrine of the appearance of an intercalated

sporophyte by a kind of special creation.'

In answer to this, I state that to me the zygote, from which our hypothesis

starts, is not ' nothing ;

' it is a cell with all the powers and possibilities of a com-
plete cell. Vochting, in his ' Organbildung,' has fairly concluded that 'a living

vegetative cell which is capable of growth has not a specific and unalterable

function.' I have mj'self demonstra-ted that cells typically sporogenous may
develop as vegetative tissue, and conversely that tissues normally vegetative may
on occasions become sporogenous. We may, therefore, say generally, as regards

the sporophyte, that ' a living cell which is capable of growth has not a specific

and unalterable function.' This I conceive to have been the condition of the
zygote, and of its early products.

I think that the words ' intercalation ' or ' interpolation,' as used by writers on
antithetic alternation, have been quite misunderstood. I have contemplated no
sudden development—indeed, on the first page of my ' Studies ' I have spoken of
the sporophyte as ' gradually ' interpolated. Nor is the suggested development
something ' completely new,' for I speciHlly speak of elaboration of the zygote.

This is the parent of these ' morphological Melchisedeks ; ' and unless segmentation-

be held to be .'synonymous with ' specistl creation,' I confess I do not see where the

initial difficulty arises. I agree that Nature is conservative ; what we contemplate
is the fashioning of the sporophyte by a process of which the first step is segmen-
tation, out of a pre-existing organ—the zygote. Such simple segmentation is seen

in the case of certain Algre and Fungi, and these may be taken as suggesting how
the sporophyte of the Archegoniataj may have come to be initiated. But I am not
aware of having ever suggested that these segmented zygotes of Alga3 are the
homogenetic prototypes of the more elaborate sporophytes.

Dr. Scott further states that 'the reproductive cells produced by the ordinary
plant of an CEdogonixnn are identical in development, structuie, behaviour, and
germination with those produced by the oospore.' Professor Marshall Ward, also

speaking of (Edogonimn, remarks ' the attempt to get over this by terming asexual

spores borne by the gametophyte gonidia, and reserving the term spore for bodies

indistinguishable from these gonidia by any morphological or physiological
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character •whatsoever, heyond their origin from a so-called sporophyte, carries its

own refutation.' Now, as a matter of fact, Pringsheim's description and figures of

(Edogonium give scanty details ; in most of the germinating zygotes the nuclei

themselves are not clearly shown ; much less the details of behaviour of those nuclei

on germination. Klebahn has described the fusion of the sexual nuclei in GMo-
ffonium, but I am not aware that he, or anyone else, has yet made detailed obser-

vations on the nuclear condition of the zoospores, or the changes which take place

in the germinating egg. Till this is done I submit that it is premature and unde-
sirable to make such assertions as those of Dr. Scott and Professor Ward. We
now know that important nuclear changes do take place on the germination of the-

zygotes of certain Algaj and Fungi. These changes are connected with a division

of the nuclei into four, which is the number of the zoospores usually produced
on germination in QLdoffonium ; the details may differ, but in the zygotes of Clos-

terium and Cosmarium, and in the formation of the auxospores of Mhopalodia,

Klebahn has demonstrated this division into four ; also Chmielewsky has described

a similar production of four nuclei in the germinating zygotes of Spirogyra.

When it is further stated that in some of these cases there is good reason to think

that a reduction of chromosomes is connected with the division into four, just as

a reduction is now known to accompany the tetrad division in Ai'chegoniate and
Phanerogamic plants, it is plain that such cases as that of Qildogonmm ought not
to be assumed to support an homologous view without any fresh observation of
the facts.

With the whole question of alternation, the nuclear details and differences in

number of the chromosomes on division are now intimately bound up. Though
the observations are still few, so far as they go they are consistent with the
generalisation first stated by Overton, and elaborated by Strasburger as regards the
Archegoniate and Phanerogamic plants. It has now been seen in cases drawn
from various groups that the cells of the gametophyte show a certain number (w)

of chromosomes, while those of the sporophyte show on nuclear division double that

number {2)i) of chromosomes. Since Section K has had the advantage of a state-

ment on this subject from Professor Strasburger himself at Oxford, and as Dr.
Scott also discussed the matter at Liverpool, I need not enlarge. I shall only
remind you that Strasburger took up the position that the number of chromosomes
which appears in each sexual nucleus is that original number which the ancestors

possessed in a pre-sexual period ; while the reduction of the double number which
results from sexual fusion is, in his opinion, to be regarded as an atavistic process.

As far as investigation has yet gone, I see nothing to prevent the acceptance of
this as a provisional theory.

It is now well known, however, from the observations of Farmer and of
Strasburger, that the nuclear conditions of Fucus are peculiar ; that the reduction
only takes place on the formation of the sexual oi-gans themselves, and that the
Fucus plant, like a sporophyte in the Archegoniate series, has the double number
of chromosomes. At first sight this might appear to be a fatal difficulty, arid

Dr. Scott, attributing to the adherents of the antithetic theory views from which
I personally dissent, has landed them in a seeming reductio ad abswdmn. He
himself does ' not think we are as yet in a position to draw any morphological con-
clusions from these minute differences, interesting as they are.' But we need not
accept either of these extreme positions, if only a certain elasticity of theory be
maintained, which should come naturally to adherents of polyphyletic develop-
ment. I think the difficulty will chiefly be felt by those who, like some of the
earlier writers on alternation, attempt to reduce all plants which show sexuality

to one stiff scheme ; this has been found to fail in the case of alternation, and a>

healthy recognition of various types of alternation has been the consequence. So'

in the matter of chromosomes, and of the position which the event of reduction
holds in the life-cycle ; difficulties such as this in Fucus may be anticipated, if we
assume that all plants will conform to one plan. But Strasburger has not con-
sidered it necessary to cast aside the nuclear details as a basis for morphological
conclusions, because all plants investigated do not fall in with a preconceived
scheme. On grounds of comparison of behaviour of the nuclei before and afte?
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conjugation iu Closterium, Cosmarium, Spirogyra, in certain Diatoms, and finally in

Actinophn/s, he lias arrived at the conclusion ' that a shifting (Verschiebung) of

the time of division into four, together with redaction, is possible in the history

of development of organisms.' It will doubtless be necessary later to put a precise

meauiug upon the word ' Verschiebung,' and to define how far in given cases it is

to be understood as an actual shifting of the event within one line of descent, how
far it merely expresses an initial difierence maintained, or it may be, extended,
in different lines. Meanwhile, those who accept Professor Strasburger's position

will see that while in various evolutionary sequences the reduction may take place

at different points in tlie cycle, still it may have settled dowm to a fixed and
constant position in any one sequence ; that I conceive to have been the case for

the Archegoniate series. The validity of this conclusion does not seem to me to

be affected by the diverse state of things seen in so far removed a sequence as that
of the brown Algae.

Here a brief reference must be made to the very beautiful results of Wager
on the changes in the zygote of Ci/stopiis candidus, which have been verified and
extended by Berlese. Wager states that in this fungus the process of fertilisation

does not differ in any essential particular from the process as it takes place in

Angiosperms. On the division of the fusion-nucleus of the zj'gote the number of
the chromosomes present before division appears to be considerably in excess of

the number observed in the nuclei of the oogonium. ' By counting as carefully as

possible 20 to 24 or even more appear to be present, and the impression is pro-

duced that the number is certainly mucli larger than that observed in the

oogonium.' Divisions of the nucleus then follow to form 4, 8, 16, and finally 32,

in which condition a period of rest ensues ; and, finally, it appears that a division

of each into four follows, to form the nuclei of four spores. Wager believes the
reduction to take place at this last division, and Berlese has established a strong
probability that such a reduction actually does take place. Plainly these obser-

vations are not final or conclusive, and, even if they were, the strict homogeny of
this fruit-body with a rudimentary sporophyte of a green plant would not be
proved. It must, however, rank at least as an important parallel case, illustrating

how the reduction may be effected in a distinct line of descent.

We see, then, that in green Algoe such as (Edogonium, Spharoplea, and
Coleoch(vte certain divisions follow fertilisation, but we are not yet in possession

of the nuclear details. I prefer, therefore, to suspend judgment as to the nature
of those divisions ; but in view of the peculiar behaviour already seen in other

zygotes it may be distinctly anticipated that some form of reduction will be
demonstrated at that stage. If that be shown then we shall be right iu recognis-

ing in these small cell-bodies the rudimentary correlative of a sporophyte—the sort

of beginning from vrhich a neutral generation may have sprung in land-living

plants. We cannot go farther tlian this as regards the green Algte until we are

in possession of the facts. There is no greater desideratum in morphology at

the present moment than a detailed knowledge of the germination of zygotes such
as that of (Edoyomum.

Here I may remark that the admirable observations of Professor Klebs, whom
the Section will welcome as a distinguished guest, do not appear to me to touch
this question. His very varied and convincing experiments show in a number of

Algse and Fungi that, as regards the succession of vegetative and sexual modes of

propagation, the experimenter has a very complete control. I do not find, how-
ever, any observations of his which touch the behaviour of germinating zygotes of

green Algae as regards details of segmentation. I do not mention this as in the
least impairing the brilliancy of Professor Klebs's work, but because Professor

Ward has brought Klebs's results to bear upon the discussion on antithetic alterna-

tion in a manner which I do not think that the facts will support.

II. Brijophijta.

Turning now to the Bryophytes, these plants stand at the moment in a some-
what discredited position. AVe have been warned by Dr. Scott that ' there is no
reason to believe that the Bryophyta, as we know them, were the precursors of
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the Vascular Cryptogams at all,' and that ' there is no appreciahle resemblance

between the fruit of any of the Bryophyta and the plant of any Vascular Crypto-

gam,' and the suggestion has been thrown out afresh that they may really be
' degenerate descendants of higher forms.'

In view of statements such as these it may be well to examine the Bryophyta
quite separately, without reference to Vascular Plants at all, and see what are their

main bearings on theories of alternation. And if the Bryophytes were the only

Arcbegoniate Plants in the world, I think the case for their origin by a progressive

antithetic alternation would be an uncommonly strong one ; the points which are

especially noteworthy are : (1) The readiness with which they may be arranged in

natural sequences which illustrate increasing vegetative complexity of the sporo-

phyte as a consequence of progressive sterilisation
; (2) the nuclear details, which

are as yet known, however, in only few cases
; (3) the constancy of the two

alternating phases, the relations of which are very seldom disturbed by apospory,

and never, to my knowledge, by apogamy.
The first of these matters has been dealt with at length in my ' Studies.' It is,

of course, possible for any one to read such sequences as are there mentioned in

reverse order, and to uphold a theory of simplification ; but this must be shown
to be in accordance with probability. Now it appears to me that the general

probability in the case of the Bryophytes is against simplification, for the larger the

number of spores which can be matured the greater the probability of survival

;

even in cases where, as in Buxbaumia and Diphyscium, there is an exiguous, and
probably reduced Moss-plant, the sporogonium is not of a reduced type, but, on
the contrary, unusually large. It seems to my mind much more probable that the

Bryophytes as a whole illustrate a course of progressive complexity. A comparison
of anatomical details frequently suggests a progressive sterilisation, a process which
we see demonstrated both in Pteridophytes and Phanerogams, where actual con-

version of potentially sporogenous tissue into temporary or permanent vegetative

tissue does occur. When it is added that the nuclear evidence, scanty though it

still is, shows the sporophyte with a double number of chromosomes, and the

reduction taking place on the tetrad division of the spores, the comparison with
the segmented zygotes of Algse and Fungi above mentioned seems inevitable. The
position of those who hold views of antithetic alternation will, therefore, be that

the simple sporogonium was produced as a post-sexual growth. The starting-point

was probably some such multicellular body as we see nowadays in certain Algie and
Fungi resulting from division of the zygote, but not necessarily homogenetic with
any such body that we know now living. The land-habit imposed a restriction on
fertilisation, and an alternative method of increase in numbers was an advantage.

The multicellular body resulting from division of the zygote provided the means
for this ; the cells developed separately as dry, dusty spores. As the number of

divisions increased, the powers of the plant to nourish, protect, and disseminate the

spores became the measure of the number produced. Hence followed the elabora-

tion of the nourishing and disseminating mechanism, which has involved a divert-

ing of some cells from their first office of spore-production, the start being, perhaps,

made in a manner similar to tlie formation of the peridium in the UredineoB. To
my mind—taking the Bryophyta alone—there is an inherent probability in all

this which far counterbalances any of the obstacles which have been raised

against it.

The greatest obstacle is the fact of apospory in Mosses. This departure from
the usual alternation will be more generally discussed in relation to the Ferns, where
it is more frequent. Besides its being artificially induced in Mosses by special

treatment, it appears also to have been noted by Ugo Brizi in Nature, in the case

of atrophied capsules of Funaria, which had buried themselves in the soil. The
essential point is the production of the sexual generation by direct vegetative

growth from the neutral. This would appear to involve a reduction of chromo-
somes, but Pringsheim's drawings show nothing analogous to the usual process of

tetrad division to form the spores ; the reduction, if it occurs, must be eflfected in

some other way.
A theoretical suggestion on this^point will be made later. Meanwhile let us
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estimate its probable importance as regards the Bryopbyta. It cannot fail to

strike the observer how uniform is the alternation in these plants ; there are, I

believe, no recorded cases of deviation from the normal alternation in Liverworts.

I know of only a single case of fipospory among Mosses taken in the open, and
then in atrophied capsules ; apospory, when induced, follows such extreme
treatment as chopping the sporogonium into pieces. And it is not as if the

Mosses and Liverworts bad escaped detailed observation ; hardly any group of

plants has been more carefully examined by competent observers. Deviations

from strict alternation then are rare, and appear under physiological stress.

This great group, which includes the simplest sporophytes among Archegoniate
plants, is also singularly constant in its alternation. I think this is to be
connected with the permanently dependent condition of the sporophyte ; its

equable physiological condition, nursed and protected by the Moss plant, finds its

morphological expression in its comparative uniformity. Conversely, the inde-

pendent position of the sporophyte in Ferns, and its exposure to varied conditions,

may have elicited more freely in them unusual developments.

III. Abnormalities.

And now I may pass to my third point, and discuss more generally the argu-

ment from abnormalities. I have no wish to prejudge the question by the use of
this term as applied to apogamy and apospory, or in any way to detract from their

morphological importance—I merely intend to express that they are departures

from that order of events which is the most frequent in Archegoniate plants at

large, and I particularly wish to point out that while such irregular developments
are now shown to be frequent in Ferns, they are exceedingly rare in Bryophytes,
and are not, I believe, hitherto recorded for Lycopodinese or Equisetinese.

While direct vegetative transitions from one generation to the other may appear
&S, & prima facie support of an homologous origin of the two generations, I must
protest against their being used, as they have been, as evidence against an anti-

thetic view. It has been said that the facility with which these transitions

from one generation to another in Ferns take place ' shows that there is no
such hard and fast distinction between the generations as the antithetic theory
would appear to demand.' Why should it demand a hard and fast distinction ?

For my own part, I had already described apogamy and apospory as occurring in the
same individual before I wrote on alternation. The presumption seems to be
tbat a distinct course of evolution must have imposed ' bard and fast' limits upon
the potentialities of the parts evolved. But we ought to remember how the root,

whether in Phanerogams or Ferns, has doubtless had a long course of evolution

as a member distinct from the shoot ; and yet we see it bearing adventitious buds
upon it, as in the Rosacese, Poplar or Elm ; or even transformed at its apex into

a shoot, as in Platycerium or Anthurium. Such cases as these, though not exact
parallels, should suffice to show that hard and fast lines are not to be anticipated

as a consequence of a distinct course of evolution.

There is another kindred, though almost converse, proposition which has been
advanced by Pringsheim. lie made his experiments on Moss fruits, ' in the hope
that he would succeed in producing protonema from the subdivided seta of the
Mosses, and thus prove the morphological agreement of seta and Moss-stem.' The
point here appears to be that parts which are capable of producing similar growths
are in ' morphological agreement.' I cannot assent to this proposition. In the

case of the roots above quoted, the production of buds upon them, or the conver-
sion of their apices into shoots, does not prove their ' morphological agreement

'

with shoots upon which sucb developments are common.
By those who use such arguments it is to be borne in mind that the two

generations, however distinct in their evolution, are still merely stages in the life-

history of one and the same organism. The hereditary qualities of the race as a
whole must be transmitted through the successive generations. It may be a
question how far, and under what' conditions, its various potentialities come into

evidence, as, for instance, in the formation of an apogamous sporophyte, or of an
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aposporous protonema: but that some such potentialities are there is in no way-

inconsistent with the antithetic theory.

I have above pointed out how morphology has recently passed to an experi-

mental stage, and I am glad to say that by means of the cultures of Dr. Lang and
others we are beginning to gain an insight into the circumstances which lead to

these phenomena. In certain Ferns direct apogamy occurs ; that is, ' the imme-
diate production of vegetative buds by prothalli which are usually incapable of

being fertilised;' the origin of this is still obscure. But apogamy may also be

induced in various other species. Dr. Lang states that ' the causes which appeared

to induce apogamy in these prothalli were, the prevention of contact with fluid

water, which rendered fertilisation impossible, and the exposure to direct sunlight.

Possibly the temperature had some effect.' It is further to be noted that in every

case of induced apogamy ' normal embryos were produced when conditions per-

mitted fertilisation.' Now the conditions of prevention of fertilisation, exposure

to light, and possibly also a high temperature, all lead to a plethoric state, which
we may thus recognise as a precursor of induced apogamy, possibly also of apogamy
at large.

On the other hand, the circumstances which precede or accompany apospory

are commonly those of deficient nutrition. In the case of Ugo Brizi's Funaria, it

is mentioned that the capsules were atrophied and buried in the soil, where they

could not obtain nourishment by their own assimilation. In the induced apospory

of Stahl and Pringsheim the growths appear upon parts of the chopped-up

seta, isolated from their usual sources of supply. Among Ferns, the conditions

of nutrition which precede apospory have not been noted in all cases ; but the

following facts are interesting. Athyrium Filix-foemina var. clarissima is a pale

chlorotic Fern with exiguous leafage, while the more or less complete arrest of the

sporangia is a concomitant of apospory. In Folystichum Angulare var. pulcherri-

onum there is no obvious disturbance of the vegetative organs, but I have specially

noted the sporal arrest, which, in the specimens examined by me, appeared to be
complete. This is, then, a concomitant of apospory, though it may be uncertain

how far there is a causal connection. In the case of apospory in Pteris aquilina,

reported by Farlow, there is an irregular diminution of leaf-area in the pinnules

which show apospory ; this is accompanied by various stages of abortion of the

sporangia, though some fully-matured spores were found. Here, as also in

Folystichum uvyulare, the tips are specially affected. Farlow remarks, 'the

sporangia became more and more irregular the nearer they were to the tip.' In
the case of Scolopendrhnn vulgare, the plants which showed apospory at so

peculiarly early a stage had been raised by Mr. Lowe from prothalli which had
been repeatedly divided, a process calculated to affect the physiological condition.

The aposporous plants of Trichomanes alatum, pyxidiferum, and Kaulfussii, were
all cultivated under artificial conditions, and are characteristically shade-loving

plants, a habit which must aflect their nutrition. Perhaps the most interesting

case, however, is that described by Atkinson in Onoclea. In plants from which,
by removal of the foliage leaves, the sporophylls had been induced to change their

character and develop as foliage leaves, the sori were arrested. ' When the leaf

has lost so much of its reproductive function that the sporangia are becoming rare

or rudimentary in the sorus, apospory frequently occurs, and the placenta develops
among the rudimentary sporangia prothalloid growths.' Here is, again, a case of

deficient nutrition ; the assimilating leaves, after formation, but before they could
have carried their functions far, were removed. The plant makes an effort to

supply their place at the expense of spore-production ; arrest of sori and sporangia

•is the result, accompanied by cases of the direct vegetative transition to the
prothallus. From these examples we see that deficient, or, at least, disturbed
nutrition is frequently, perhaps always, a concomitant of apospory. Thus there is

some countenance for the view that apospory and apogamy follow on converse
conditions of nutrition.

We may next inquire how these converse conditions may lead to the changes
in question ; and especially the state of the nuclei ought to be considered. Owing
to practical difficulties of observation the behaviour of the nuclei in apogamy
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and apospory has not been directly followed. But if the nuclear diiference

between the two generations be as it is believed, nuclear changes will be closely

connected with these vegetative transitions. What could appear more natural

than that apogamy, which presumably involves a doubling of the chromosomes,
should follow a condition of plethora, and that apospory, which presumably
involves a halving of the chromosomes, should follow deficient nutrition ?

One further fact in either case appears to me to be specially noteworthy, that

the changes are not confined to a single cell. The directly apogamous bud of
Nephrodium Filix mas may perhaps be referable to a single cell, but Dr. Lang
shows by numerous examples that the transition from characteristic tissue of the

gametophyte to that of the sporophyte may arise at various points, and involve

considerable tracts of tissue. Similarly, I have shown in the case of apospory
that the change may affect not one cell only, but cell-groups at various and dis-

tinct points on the same individual. It would seem that there is a widespread
disposition of the tissues to undergo the change.

For my own part, I think the usual attitude on the chromosome question has
been too absolute and arithmetical. Evidence is accumulating from various sources

that the usual numbers are not strictly maintained ; it is known that in vegetative

cells there are often considerable differences of the number of chromosomes
from those in the sexual cells of the same plant, while observers have noted
the irregularities in the divisions of the pollen-mother-cells in such plants as

Hemerocalli» and Tradescantia. If there be any causal connection between the

number of chromosomes and the morphological character of the sporophyte and
gametophyte, irregularities such as these at least countenance the idea of nuclear

instability being possible ; it will be a question for special treatment and investi-

gation how far nuclear instability is connected with disturbed nutrition. But
into the mechanism of the presumable nuclear change, and the question whether
it be sudden or gradual, we cannot enter with any more than a speculative

interest, in the absence of direct observations. Whatever the nuclear details may
be, I regard it as a matter of very great importance to recognise that special condi-

tions of nutrition commonly accompany, if indeed they do not actually determine,

those changes which we term apospory and apogamy. But the story of the past

is not simply a matter of conditions of nutrition, as we see them now influencing

Archegoniate plants in their present highly specialised state. The real question is

a purely historical one, How did the present state of things come about ?

The following considerations influence me in forming an opinion as to the real

place of apospory and apogamy in the history of the alternating generations :

—

I. The Bryophytes show remarkable imiformity of alternation : irregularities

are few ; apogamy is not recorded ; apospory appears rarely, as a physiological

refuge for the destitute plant. This uniformity goes along with the protected and
dependent condition of the sporophyte. All Pteridophytes have their embryos
protected while young, and this seems to have been their primitive condition.

The true lesson of the Bryophyta, which include the simplest living Archegoniates,

seems thus to be that uniformity of alternation goes with a simple structure, and
a protected or dependent condition of the sporophyte ; and this we have reason to

believe was the condition of the simpler Archegoniate fruits.

II. The distribution of apogamy and apospory among Archegoniates at large is

very irregular ; the Leptosporangiate Ferns are the head-quarters ; but they are a

peculiarly specialised phylum, with free sporophyte, exposed when mature, though
protected while young. They are adapted to special conditions and show a
greater plasticity of development than any other Pteridophytes. The Ferns are

subject to other abnormalities than apospory and apogamy. The root may de-

velop directly into a shoot, or the apex of the leaf into a bud. I think it has been

too readily held that the Ferns occupy a special place as a key to the morpho-
logical problem. W^e should bear in mind how really isolated they are ; they are

essentially an extreme, even an extravagant type ; they show the largest sporo-

phylls in the whole vegetable kingdom, with the largest numerical output of

spores from each. Many are specialised in accordance with extreme conditions of

shade and moisture. These considerations should temper our view of them, not

only as material for normal comparison, but also as exponents of abnormality.
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III. The fact tliat in cases of induced apogamy in Ferns arcbegonia are first

produced clearly shows that in these cases the first intention of the plant is

towards a normal production of embryos, while apogamy takes its place as a sub-
stitutionary growth. It may remain an open question how far direct apogamy
will bear a similar interpretation.

IV'. The character of the aposporous and apogamous growths is very anomalous

;

their position is not definite ; aposporous growths may arise from the sorus and
sporangia, or from the most varied points on the margin or surface of the leaf.

With regard to apogamy in Ferns, it appears, as the result of a lartfe number of
observations, that though there is an average normal of position, still any one part
of the sporophyte—stem, leaf, ramentum, root, sporangium, or even tracheid—may
arise, independently of others, from the prothallus. Single sporangia, or groups
of them, may appear without vegetative organs of the sporophyte ; leaves without
other parts ; in one case, I believe, as many as ten roots have been seen without
any other members of the sporophyte ! The close similarity of the parts thus
irregularly placed to those formed in regular sequence in the normal plant shoidd
be a warning of their abnormality. I cannot see in them any suggestion of a
primitive state. Dr. Lang tells me that these exceptional developments form only
a small proportion of the individuals in any one culture ; still they are there, and
those who hold that apogamous developments are a suitable basis for morphological
argument must not pick and choose those cases which suit their views, but must
take even the most extravagant into carefal estimation. My own view is that
these anomalous growths are not a safe guide to past history. But looked upon
as the result of a recently acquired transition from one generation already estab-
lished to the other, following nuclear changes, in the one case of reduction after

insufficient nutrition, in the other of doubling of the chromosomes following on
plethora, apospory and apogamy are at least intelligible. We shall understand
how the transition may take place at one point or at many, while the irregularity

of the parts produced offers no morphological difficulty ; it is rather what might
have been anticipated if the transition were a ready consequence of the conditions

we have noted.

Lastly, a word on Dr. Scott's utilitarian argument. He remarks : ' A mode of
growth whicli affords a perfectly efficient means of abundant propagation cannot,
I think, be dismissed as merely teratological.' We must be clear that utility is no
certain evidence of antiquity. As refuges for the physiologically destitute,

apogamy and apospory may play an important part noiu, and in so far are not to
be dismissed as mere freaks of Nature. But in my view they would rank, as
regards utility pure and simple, with the formation of adventitious buds on the
root-system of a Poplar that has been felled ; or with the bulbils which replace
the flowers in so many mountain species : neither these, nor, I think, aposporous
or apogamous growths, throw any direct light upon the story of descent.

To sum up, then, not only do I find that the facts in our possession, including
the wildest anomalies, are consistent with an antithetic theory, but a comparison
of normal forms seems to me to support the opinion that the sporophyte has
appeared as the result of gradual elaboration from the zygote, a fresh phase having
been thus gradually intercalated in the course of evolution. This idea, first clearly

stated by Celakovsky in 1868, was developed by him in subsequent writings. I
endeavoured to place it on a footing of adaptation to external conditions in 1890

;

and in 1897 we find Strasburger restating the position in terms almost identical with
my own, but upon a basis of nuclear detail which had not been dreamed of when the
view was first propounded. Dr. Scott has enthusiastically appreciated the double
verification of the forecasts of Professor Pringsheim ; I think that the way in which
the antithetic theory is found to work in with the nuclear details recently discovered
appeals quite as strongly to my mind.

In the course of this discussion I have not been anxious to point out such
difficulties as beset the homologous view ; all I have attempted here has been
to set aside some of the difficulties which have been suggested in opposition to
an antithetic view, and to show that the latter theory will adequately cover the
facts.

Returning now to our general inquiry on homology, we see that on' the
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antithetic view tlie two generations are not homogenetic ; but they may be in a
high def^ree homoplastic, and this homoplasy may be impressed upon the two
generations, even in the same species, as in some Lycopods. I have never felt the

cogency of the fact that the gametophyte of L. cermmm is somewhat similar in

outline to the young sporophyte. Both generations are exposed to similar circum-
stances, and may be reasonably expected to have reacted alike. Moreover, the
similarity of form of the ' leaves ' of prothfiUus and plant is but slight, and is not
maintained in allied species. Their arrangement is variable. Between them also lies

the essential structural difl'erence, so widespread among Archegoniate plants, that in

the sporophyte stomata and intercellular spaces are present, in the gametophyte
they are absent. These are just such differences as point to homoplastic develop-

ment. 3[ore commonly, however, the homoplastic development is only seen in

distinct organisms, and in this sense we shall rank the leaf of the Moss as the
homoplast, but not the homogene, of the leaf of a Lycopod or of a Fern.

Theory of the Strobilus.

vSome years ago I submitted to the Section a theory of the strobilus in

Archegoniate plants. Comparisons were drawn between Pteridophytes and
Bryophytes, and it was suggested that the origin of the strobilus of the former

was 'from a body of the nature of a sporogonial head.' I specially pointed

out at the time that my object was not a mere hunt after homologies, but to

obtain some reasonable view of the methods of advance in Archegoniate plants.

I wish to lay special stress upon this, for some appear to think that by denying an
homology which I have not been at pains to maintain, they invalidate this search

after the methods of advance. The Bryophytes as we now see them are our best

guides in the search after these methods, even though they may not have been in

the direct line of descent of Vascular Plants. As regards the comparison of the

strobilus with a sporogonial head, I wish to make it clear that a Moss sporogonium
is not specially indicated. The expression used has been ' the origin of the

strobilus from a body of the nature of a sporogonial head '—that is simply a part

of the sporophyte which bears spores internally as distinct from a lower vegetative

region. We see in more than one sequence of Bryophytes how in a sporogonial

bead, as thus defined, the spore-production becomes restricted in extent, and
relegated towards a superficial position by the formation of a central sterile mass.

I am ready to join Dr. Scott in his confession of inability to find anything like

an intermediate form between the spore-bearing plant of the Pteridophyta and
the spore-bearing fruit of the Bryophyta, and to agree that at the best there is

nothing more than a remote parallelism not suggestive of affinity ; but none the

less I think we should continue to search among the Bryophyta for suggestions as

to the methods of advance, and to have confidence in transferring these ideas across

the gulf, for I believe this to be both a reasonable and a promising method of study.

DORSIVENTRALTTY.

Interesting questions arise in connection with dorsiventral structure. In
the Equisetinete, and almost all Lycopodinese, the strobilus is of the radiate type,

therein corresponding to the radial structure of typical sporogonia. While
certain Ferns are of the radiate type, others are conspicuously dorsiventral, even

from their earliest embryonic state. Dorsiventral structure also appears in the

vegetative region, and sometimes, though rarely, in the strobilus of SeJaginella.

Professor Goebel, in a chapter of his ' Organographie,'the publication of which may
be recognised as the leading event in the morphological studies of the year, discusses

the origin of the dorsiventral state iri a number of examples, and his results have

a most interesting bearing on our theory of the strobilus.

He shows in the case of Vaccinium Mgrtillus how the first shoot of the seedling

is orthotropic and radial ; the lateral shoots, formed after the apical growth of this

is arrested, are also orthotropic, but the lateral shoots of higher order become
plagiotropic with leaves in two lateral rows. He points out the intermediate stepa
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from one condition to the other, and how finally the growing point itself is influ-

enced by the external agency (apparently light), which leads to a change of the
leaf-arrangement. This seems to be the case in many other Phanerogamic plants.
A particularly interesting account is also given of similar changes in Selaginella.

Some eight species are orthotropic, radial, and isophyllous. S. sangzdnolenta shows
a direct response to external conditions, being upright and isophyllous in bright
and dry situations, plagiotropic and anisophyllous in damp and shady situations.

The bulk of the genus are, however, either plagiotropic and anisophyllous through-
out, or some may have an early orthotropic stage. But he concludes that even in
' liabitually ' anisophyllous Selaginellas we have to do with an adaptive character,
induced probably by light.

We see then good evidence that in certain cases the dorsiventral shoot is a
result of adaptation, and the radial probably the primitive. Was this always so?
We need not discuss the case of the gametophyte, as the problem there is even
more varied and difficult, and does not at the moment engage our attention.
But the question whether in the sporophyte the radial was in all cases the primi-
tive type is clearly related to our theory of the strobilus. The sporo^onia of
Bryophytes are, with few exceptions, orthotropic, and almost uniformly radial

;

e.xceptions such as Diphyscium and Buxhaumia have been shown to have an inter-
esting relation to the incidence of light, and are readily recognised as derivative.
The distinctively strobiloid Pteridophytes mostly maintain this radial structure

;

this may be so both in strobilus and vegetative organs, as in Eguisetum, Isoetes,

in most species of Lycopodium, and in some Selaffinellas ; or the vegetative
region may be dorsiventral, and the strobilus return to the radial type, as in
some species of Lycopodium and most Selaginellas ; but in some Selaginellas even
the strobilus may be dorsiventral.

In the Ferns the case is less obvious ; the large size of the leaves, combined
often with a dorsiventral structure of the shoot, makes a comparison with a radial
strobilus less easy. Goebel has pointed out that in many dorsiventral Ferns
the dorsiventrality is already defined in the punctum vegetationis, and does not de-
pend upon a subsequent shifting of the parts. But it should be remembered how
many Ferns are orthotropic and radial ; that almost all the large genera include
species with simple unbranched leaves. Further, the series of the Ophioglossacefe,
possibly a distinct phylum from the true Ferns, may be held to illustrate a progres-
sive elaboration of the leaf, from smaller-leaved forms which are orthotropic and
radial, to larger-leaved forms, which are sometimes orthotropic and radial (Botru-
chimn), sometimes plagiotropic, and dorsiventral {Helminthostachys). It is not, I
think, improbable that these, and also the true Ferns, are referable in origin to an
orthotropic strobiloid type, with radial structure. This opinion was in substance
suggested in 1894 at Oxford ; these recent observations of Goebel on the deriva-
tive nature of dorsiventral shoots strengthen the position then taken up, while
they supply us with fresh examples of homoplastic development.

Conclusion.

This discussion was entered on with a view to finding whither phylogeny as a
basis of morphology would lead us. However unprepared we may be to pursue it

with certainty into detail, or to apply a terminology to the sequences which we re-
cognise, we must, I think, accept phylogeny as the natural basis for morphology, I
do not think that any middle course between this and an artificial system is possible
or reasonable. But here we launch ourselves upon a sea of uncertainties on which
we must keep our course with care. Following it, we think we espy certain great
movements in Nature. We may recognise what we believe to be a true evolutionary
sequence, but who is to say whether it is a progressive or a retrograde sequence ?

It may even be one divergent from some middle point. Our best friend may read the
sequence in opposite order to ourselves and arrive at a diametrically opposite con-
clusion. There is no finality tothis judging of probabilities, a fact which should
be alwavs before the mind, especially in the warmer moments of discussion.

It is interesting to trace the parallel between the progress of classification of

1898. 3 X
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plants as a whole, and tliat of the classification of their parts. In each caso the

earlier srstems were artificial. We may compare the Liunaean system of taxonomy
with the Ilofmeisterian organography : in both the rigid application of a precon-

ceived method placed incongruous things in juxtaposition, in each case a widening

of the basis of the classification has resultea in a redistribution on more natural

lines. The present ideal of taxonomy is the same as that of the phylogenetic

organography, viz. to group according to descent. The limitations are alike

:

systematists and morphologists both find their greatest difficulty in the incom-
pleteness of the record, and the frequent isolation of the things to be classified.

But without following the obvious parallel further, we may now briefly review

OUT position as i-egards organography, and the following categories are to be

recognised, though they graduate almost imperceptibly into one another :

—

Ilomoytrnj.— («) Repetition of the individual part in successive generations,

with the same number and position. This is exemplified by the cotyledons, the

foot, and first root.

ifi) Essential correspondence of parts varying in number and position, but
corresponding in character and development, produced in a regular sequence ; e.g.

most cases of continued embryology.

(c) Transferred position of parts, similar in origin and structure to those pro-

duced in regular sequence ; e.g. roots, adventitious buds, sori oiAspidium anomalum,
aposporous and apogamous growths, many monstrosities ; these we may believe

to result from a transfer of inherited developmental capability.

Homoplasy.—This may be recognised with varying degrees of probability

;

starting from cases where the question of community of descent is open (as with
nearer circles of affinity), and proceeding to those in which distinct evolution is

virtually certain. It remains for future investigation to clear up doubtful points.

Meanwhile, taking the case of leaves for the purpose of illustration, we may con-

template the following possibilities

:

{a) A possible origin of two homoplastic series of leaves in the same plant,

and the same generation {Phi/Iloglossum).

ib) Two homoplastic series in the same plant, but in different generations

{Lycopodium cernuum).

(c) A possible distinct origin of homoplastic leaves in distinct phyla, but in

the same generation (sporophyte of Ferns, Lycopods, Equiseta).

{d) A distinct origin of homoplastic leaves In distinct phyla, and distinct

generations (e.g. leaves of Bryophyta and of Pteridophyta).

Now Homology has been used in an extended sense as including many, or even
all, of these categories. It seems plain to me that this collective use of the term
homology carries no distinct evolutionary idea with it ; it indicates little more
than a vague similarity ; the word will have to be either more strictly defined or

dropped. The old categories of parts based upon the place and mode of their

origin are apt to be split up if the system be checked by views as to descent.

Comparison, aided by experiment, supersedes all other methods, and the results

which follow raise the question of terminology of parts which have arisen by
parallel development.

In parts which are of secondary importance, such as stipules, pinnre, the

indusium, hairs, glands, the inconstancy of their occurrence points to independent

origin by parallel development in a high degree ; in parts of greater importance,

such as leaves, a parallel development may also be recognised, though in a less high

degree ; in the case of sporangia their acceptance as a category sui generis dis-

pelled the old view of their various origin from vegetative parts ; but we must
remember that this does not by any means exclude a parallel development also in

them, by enlargement and septation from some simpler spore-producing body,

though this is not yet a matter of demonstration. Finally, the sexual organs

are probably homogenetic in all Archegoniate plants, but we have no proof that

sexuality arose once for all in the lower plants ; the probability is rather the con-

trary. Thus we may contemplate as very general a polyphyletic origin of similar

parts by evolution along distinct lines, but resulting, it may be, in forms essentially

similar.
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There are two extreme courses open to tliose wlio wish to convey clearly to

others such matters as these ; the oue is to use a separate term for eacli category of
parts, which can be followed as maintaining its individual or essential identity

tiiroughout a recognised line of descent—in fact, to make a polynomic termi-

nology of members run parallel with a polyphyletic development. The other

course is to make it clear always in the use of terms applied to parts, that they
do not convey any evolutionary meaning, and to use them only in a descriptive

sense. Perhaps the former is the ideal method, and it may be a desirable thing,

as polyphyletic origins of parts become more established, that the terminology
should be brought to reflect at least the more important conclusions arrived at.

How this may be done we leave for the future to decide, though I have indicated

A first step in the case of the leaves of Mosses and Ferns.

But, for the present, the whole matter is still so tentative that it is well to

be content with something which falls short of the ideal, and to maintain the
usual terms, such as stem, leaf, root, hair, sporangium, &c., as simply descrip-

tive of parts which correspond as regards general features of origin, position, and
nature ; but with no reference either, on the one hand, to conformity to any ideal

plan, or, on the other, to any community by descent—in fact, we shall preserve the
original pre-Darwinian sense of these words, which was purely descriptive, and
avoid any attempt to read into them any accessory meaning.
A special interest attends those cases of transfer of inherited developmental

capability where a part appears with its normal characters, but in a position which
is not usual, such as the transfer of the sori of Aspidium cuiomalum ; comparable
with these transfers on the one hand are those apogamous growths where roots,

leaves, ramenta, sporangia may arise independently out of the usual succession.

These may be compared, on the other hand, with those interpolations of extra
parts, such as the accessory stipules in the stellate Rubiacese, the extra stamens
in Rosaceae, &c. "\Ve are unable as yet to say what it is which determines the
position and mode of origin of parts ; I do not myself think that Sachs's hypothesis
of ' Stofi' und Form,' involving ideas of material diflferences which have not been
demonstrated, will advance the question so much as a careful following of the
details in the origin of the parts, say in some of these apogamous growths.
Here we see the plant body in a sense analysed before us ; an)' one part may be
produced separately from any other. An elucidation of how any one of these is

initiated and determined should lead to a knowledge of the influences which act
also in the normal sequence, and determine the origin of parts in the plant body at
large.

I have attempted to touch upon some of those questions in the Morphology of
Plants which specially interest us at present, and I dare say in doing so have
revealed to you some of the special weaknesses of this branch of the science. The
want of finality in this unravelling of history without documents, the ample lati-

tude for difference of opinion, according to the relative weight attached by one or
another to the same facts : these are difliculties inherent in the very nature of our
study, while to many minds they increase rather than diminish its attractions.

Nevertheless the progress of morphology in late decades has plainly been towards
a truer appreciation of how divers forms have originated, and so towards a better

recognition of affinities. Seeing that' this is clearly the main trend, we may take
heart as to the advancement of morphological knowledge. We shall not allow
ourselves to be deterred by reason of the want of finality or the deficiency of
evidence, however strongly we may feel the weight of these difficulties. We shall

rather try to make the best of such evidence as we possess, with the full confidence
tliat, however insoluble the problem of descent may really be, inquiry along
scientific lines will at least lead us nearer to the goal.

The following Report and Papers were read :
—

1. RejMrt on Fertilisation in Ph3eophycea\—,See Reports, p. 729.

3x2
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2. On the Form of the Protoplasmic Body in certain Floridece.

By Reginald W. Phillips, M.A., Bangor.

In Ceramiinn riihnnn and other species a strong strand of protoplasm runs

along the axial cells from pit to pit. In this strand the nucleus is occasionally

suspended ; more often it lies over the pit at the base of the strand.

In Dasya coccmea, the branches of limited growth run out into pointed

uncorticated filaments, the cells of which are large. Across the vacuole of these

cells running from pit to pit occurs a thread of protoplasm much more delicate

than the corresponding structure in Ceramium.
In Gallitlmmnion byssoides, threads of protoplasm radiate from a cushion lying

over the pit and end blindly on the vacuole. These threads are in incessant move-
ment, swinging over, bending on themselves, and extending or retracting. All these

phenomena point to the great physiological importance of the pit-communicatioii

between cell and cell.

3. On Reproduction in Dictyofca dichotoma. By J. Lloyd Williams,
Assistant Lecturer and Demonstrator in Botany, I^orth Wales Univer-

sity College, Bangor.

1. Dictyota is an annual. In this country it germinates during the summer,
remains small during the winter, grows very rapidly in June, and begins to form
its reproductive cells in July.

2. The tetraspores are produced throughout the season, and all stages may be
found together on the same plant. The sexual cells, however, show a remarkable
periodicity. The formation, maturation and liberation of each crop occupies a
fortnight, the interval between two spring tides. The sori are formed during neap-

tides, and the cells are liberated during, or immediately after the highest spring-

tides.

3. When liberated the oospheres are not invested with walls. In this condition

they strongly attract the antherozoids, become fertilized, and at once start germi-

nating. The plantlets are similar to those figured by Thuret as resulting from the

germination of the tetraspores.

4. If not fertilized the eggs lose the power of attracting antherozoids, they form
•walls, and, as already described by Thuret and Bornet, they germinate partheno-

genetically. After one, or a few divisions, sometimes accompanied by formation
of rhizoid rudiment, the process stops and the plantlets die.

5. Towards the close of the season some sori fail to mature within the usual

period, and the crops become leas regular ; the same effect is brought about during
very cloudy and cold summers.

6. The same conditions bring about sterilization of certain of the sexual cells.

Thus, patches of cells within the antheridise sori fail to divid^. Cells at the margins
of female sori remain barren, so that the usually borderless sori acquire partial, or

even complete borders.

7. There are strong reasons for concluding that the factor which determines the

maturation and liberation of the sexual cells, and the fertilization of the oospheres,

is the amount of the illumination to which the plants are subjected.

8. The cytology of the reproductive cells will be described as far as it has been
made out.

4. On the Origin of Eailway-hank Vegetation. By S. T. Dunn.

The surface of embankments and cuttings on English railways becomes covered,

after some years, with the same vegetation as can be found on any grassy slope in

their neighbourhood. Mixed with this, however, may usually be seen a certain

number of species of distant origin. The bare earth of the new embankment gets

sown with wind-blown seeds, both cuttings and embankments being likely to

arrest their flight and to afibrd a footing to even those which cannot compete suc-

cessfully with the native species. Seeds, also, which were in the earth used for
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making the embankments give rise to garden, corn-field, and meadow plants

characteristic of the ground broken in making the cuttings.

After traffic has been established on the line, a new source of weeds is opened.

By the continual packing, unpacking, and carriage of merchandise, station sidings

become the homes of certain weeds which are found in such places and transported

by the same means over most of the temperate world. Their seeds spread along
the line from these centres, drawn by the natural draught along the slopes in some
cases, carried on the trains in others.

From the beginning there has also been a third agency at work, the natural

encroachment of the surrounding vegetation.

On the average railway bank we nnd a large proportion of native species, a few
visitors either established or constantly reinforced by traffic, and lastly an occa-

feional straggler resulting from the original composition of the bank.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. A Method of obtaining Materialfor Illustrating Smut in Barley.

By W. G. P. Ellis, M.A., Bot. Laboratory, Cambridge.

By sowing soaked, skinned barley that had been plentifully covered with Vstilago

spores a supply of smutted barley may be ensured, and in such material it is easy
to trace out the spore formation.

Hand section of the ear when about f inch long showed the mycelium at the

growing points of the flower shoots, and in such sections the mycelium, at first

intercellular, could readily be found becoming intracellular and of much greater

diameter. Branches became very numerous, and in the hyphte and branches spores

were formed. Towards the central parts spore clusters were too dense for exami-
nation, but nearer the epidermis the branching and arrangement of the sporogenous
hyphse could more easily be made out ; and the teasing of the lateral flowers of

each notch of the rachis was often more successful than if the central—and only

flower of the ordinary ear—were taken. Sections were mounted in water, and
some in 1 per cent. KOH, and it is but fair to say that such treatment has failed

to show any septation of the hypha as a preliminary to spore formation. Material
for microtome sections was prepared as follows :—The leaves of a barley shoot

were stripped down so as to expose the apparently highest node, and the part an inch

or two above this was cut oft'; tlien by a series of successively lower horizontal

cuts the youngest leaves were removed until in the space they enclosed the tips of
the awns or ear were seen ; then a cut was made through the node and the re-

moved ear was placed in Flemming's or Rath's solution for fixing, the ear thus
being a very few seconds only between plant and reagent.

If a smutted ear be removed and kept floating on water, its spores continue to

develop, and in several cases they matured first in the awn. It was by no means
uncommon, on teasing out young fruits from such an ear, to find that the spore had
germinated.

I have not yet made similar observations for Tilletia, as my bimted wheat was
less forward than my smutted barley, but I am satisfied that by this method of

working, class material for illustrating Bunt and Smut may easily be obtained.

2. On a neio Medullosa, from the Lower Coal-Measures of Lancashire.

By D. H. Scott, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., Hon. Keeper of the Jodrell

Laboratory, Royal Gardens, Keio.

Our knowledge of the remarkable fossil stems referred to the genus Medullosa
of Cotta has hitherto been based entirely on Continental specimens, chiefly derived
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from the Permian Formation. The author describes English specimens of Alfdi/l-

losa from the Lower (.^al-measures at Hough Hill, in Lancashire, found by Mr.

Lomax and Mr. "Wild. The specimens are thus from an horizon considerably

lower than those previously recorded. The stem is somewhat simpler in structure

than that of other Medulloscr, and shows very clearly that its organisation is

essentially that of a polystelic Hetcrangium. The Myeloo.ylon petioles are found

in connection with the stem, thus atl'ording new confirmation of the views of

Schenk, Solms-Laubach, and others as to the relation between the two supposed

genera.

The triarch adventitious roots belonging to the MeduUosa stem are alsn

described. The new species illustrates with great clearness the remarkable com-

bination of Filicinean and Cycadaceous characters which the Medullosee present.

3. On the Alcoltol-Producing Enzyinn in Yeast.

By Professor J. R. Green, F.R.S.

At the meeting of the Botanical Section at Toronto last year the author ga>e

an account of some experiments which he had made during 1897 with a view to

confirming the work of Dr. Buchner on this subject. These experiments only

yielded a negative result. During the present year he has carried them fui-tlier,

giving attention particularly to the condition of the yeast at the time of the

preparation of the extract. He finds that at the time of very active fermentation

the enzyme can be procured as Buchner has stated. The author cultivated about

2 lbs. of a very pure yeast in an incubator, and, when the growth of the yeast was
at its maximum, he rapidly dried and ground it as Buchner recommends. Th«
expressed liquid immediately set up evolution of CO., in a solution of cane sugar,

maintaining for several days a free pressure in a manometer affixed to the flask in

which the operation was carried out. The liquid lost weight at the same time,

and there was a coincident formation of alcohol. The gas was proved to be CO.j

by leading it into baryta-water. When in a separate experiment it was absorbed

by potash the gain of weight by the latter corresponded to the loss of weight by
the fermenting liquid.

The operation was conducted in the presence of excess of chloroform to securs^

the absence of bacteria and to check the development of yeast cells should a few of

them have obtained admittance to the liquid.

The enzyme agrees in an important respect with other enzymes. It is carried

down to a very considerable extent, if not completely, by the formation of an inert

precipitate in the liquid.

4. A Potato Disease. By H. Marshall Ward, D.Sc., F.E.S.,

Professor of Botany in the University of Cambridge.

I have for some time past had occasion to recognise here and there, in various

parts of England, a potato disease which is not due to rhytojjhthora, and which
has often been ascribed to bacteria. During the past two years my attention has

been especially directed to testing its bacterial origin, and 1 am convinced it is*

not due to bacteria, but to a true hyphomycetous fungus.

Without going so far as to say there is no bacterial disease of the potato, I

wish to express the conviction that the alleged cases of such lately published are

not convincing, and that a tendency exists to draw conclusions from imperfect,

evidence.

I shall show that the way into the tuber is prepared for bacteria by fungus

hyphsD, and the open passages of destroyed vascular bundles afford them ampio

space. The disease I have studied has appeared in a more or less epidemic form

at least twice in my experience: it was very common two years ago, and this year

has been abundant in various parts of England. In a subsequent publication I

shall show that it is common and wide-spread, and even known in some countrie.'*,

though not adequately recognised.
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Si/mptoms.—The shoots turn yellow and die prematurely during the summer,
and before the tubers are anything like full. The disease xtarin from Mow and

notfrom the leaves. The roots are few and poor, and soon rot away. The tubers

are few, do not mature, and often rot in the ground. The leaves turn yellow and

wither on the stems, with the symptoms of premature wiltint/, and often remain

long hanging on the yellowing, glassy-looking, but still living stems.

In very mild cases these symptoms are not obvious, and supervene slowly, and

the case may be complicated by the co-existence of Phi/tophthora. In very severe

cases, on the other hand, especially in wet situations, the stems and roots may be

all rotten by the end of July, and casual observation may ascribe the damage to

Phytophthora entirely. In ordinary cases, again, it is easy to suppose the damage
due to some insect attack, or to drought.

In advanced stages of the disease the stems either dry up to brown sticks, or

putrefy on the wet ground ; very often bacteria have gained access to the tissues

at a comparatively early stage.

Microscopic Appearances.—Sections across the lower parts of the attacked stems

show one, two, or more of the vascular bundles yellowish-brown—visible even

without a lens—and the principal vessels of these contain branched, septate hyphae.

In several cases I have traced these hyphie through every internode of the stem,

into the petioles of the still hanging leaves, into the young lateral shoots, through-

out the roots and subterranean rhizomes, and up to and even jvjst into the tubers.

In two cases I have done this in one and the same potato-plant, and so have no
longer any hesitation in ascribing the disease to this fungus, the morphological

features of which will be described in a subsequent paper. In advanced cases the

brown vessels are stopped with a yellowish gum-like substance. Tyloses are

common in the vessels of the root. Those tubers which are not attacked while

still very young, but which have already begun to fill with starch, may offer con-

siderable resistance to the invasion of the fungus; but eventually the vascular

strands diverging from the point of attachment to the rhizome exhibit the tell-

tale foxy-red or yellowish-brown colour, and in many cases the ripened tubers

are to all appearance sound, except for micro&copic reddish spots just at the points

of entry of these bundles.

During the winter the stored potatoes, with the fungus thus just lurking in

them at the morphological base (the so-called heel) of the tuber, may undergo

little change to all appearance ifyathered aud stored dry.

But if wet, various kinds of rot may supervene, owing to the subsequent invasion

of various micrococci, bacteria, fungi, &c. following the lines of weakness opened

up by the fungus in question, and living as saprophytes on the stored reserves.

In some cases even apparently dry tubers may undergo a curious rot—dry-rot

—owing to the ravages of a particular bacterium or mould, perhaps more than

one, which finds sufficient moisture for its purposes.

The principal point is that the fungus I have especially studied leads the way
for these purely saprophytic anaerobic and aerobic forms into the tuber : once in

the mature tuber, its progress is necessarily slow until the reserves move in the

spring.

During tlie past winter I gave to Miss Dawson, who is working at such sub-

jects in my laboratory, some of the tubers saved from plants attacked with this

disease, to investigate the various fungal forms lurking in the diseased tubers.

Her investigations are not yet completed, but enough has been accomplished to

convince us that after the fungus in question has opened up the way into the

tuber, all sorts of bacteria and fungi can make their way down the destroyed

vascular strands, aud reappear in spring, when the tubers are replanted.

But this is not all. The evidence shows that the fungus in question, once in

the tuber, leads a dormant life during the early part of the winter, but gradually

invades the new sprouts as they slowly appear in the early spring, aud that the

parasite is actually replanted by the farmer or gardener, when restocking the

ground, in his neio ' sets.^

If we reflect that the tuber is really a bud, there is nothing especially strange

in this phenomenon ; the fungus enters the base of the bud in autumn, and takes
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some months to traverse its dormant tissues during the winter and spring. A
spotted tuher may give rise to some healthy and some diseased sprouts, according
to the tracks of the fungus.

A curious phenomenon was observed in some potato-plants very badly attacked
by this^ disease this summer. In some of the badly diseased young shoots
quantities of beautifully developed cubical proteid crystals (crystalloids) were
observed in the parenchyma of the pith and cortex. It is due to Mr. W. G. P.
Ellis to point out that he was the first to see these in some sections he was kindly
cutting for me of this batch of specimens. On going further into the matter Ifind
such crystalloids have been seen by Heinricher in the shoots of a diseased potato/
but he did not give any account of the disease itself.

I find these crystals are not uncommon in the still green bases of the petioles of
the withered leaves hanging on the diseased shoots, though they do not always
occur.

I ascribe their formation to the accumulation of proteids in the leaves, while
still living and active, from which the passages of transference at the nodes of the
stem have been cut off by the fungus

;
just as the eventual withering of the leaves

is due to the blocking of their water-conduits when all the vessels are stopped up.

At the same time, the attempts I have made to induce the formation of these

crystalloids artificially have failed so far.

Neither ringing, nor ringing combined with destruction of the pith with a hot
skewer—to destroy the internal phloem—has given satisfactory results as yet,

though the leaves of healthy plants withstand this drastic procedure much better

than might be supposed.

Here again I must reserve further particulars for the fuller paper.
In conclusion, it is evident that the efforts of the potato-grower must be directed

to the selection of sound sets, and to the careful preparation of his ground. I hope
to show later that it is a fatal procedure, even with sound sprouts, to allow the
young shoots to lie in contact with raw manures, as it is via wounds and small
rotting spots at and near the collar that new infections occur. The same arguments
apply to wet soils and situations, and the disease is particularly apt to increase

when wet and cold weather supervenes on the early growths.

5. Penicillium as a Wood-destroying Fungus.
By H. Marshall Ward, D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor ofBotany in the

University of Cambridge.

Spores from pure cultures oi penicillium were sown on sterilised blocks of
spruce-wood, cut in March, and were found to grow freely and develop large

crops of spores on normal conidiophores. Sections of the infected wood showed
that the hyphfe of the mould entered the starch-bearing cells of the medullary
rays of the sap-wood and consumed the whole of the starch. The resin was
untouched. In culture three months old the hyphfe were to be seen deep in the

substance of the wood passing from tracheide to tracheide via the bordered pits.

Control sections, not infected and kept side by side with the above, contained
abundance of starch, and no trace of hyphae could be detected in them.

The observation appears of interest in several connections. Penicillium is one

of our commonest moulds, and undoubtedly plays a part in the reduction of plant

dibris to soil-constituents ; how far it can itself initiate the destruction of true

wood, or how far it merely follows on the ravages of other fungi, bacteria, &c., is

unknown. There are strong grounds for believing that it destroys the oak of

casks, &c., but since these are impregnated with food-materials this is not very
surprising. Trabut - has shown that penicillium will grow in solutions containing
2-9'5 per cent, of CuSO^, and other evidence exists showing how remarkably
resistant this mould is, and how little organic matter it needs for life.

' J5er. d. deutsch. hot. Ges. 1891.
* Bull, de la Soc. Bot. de Fr., xlii., 1895, 1.
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Dubois' showed thsit penicillim)!, or a closely-allied form, not only lives in

strong solutions of copper, neutralised with ammonia, but will erode metallic

copper and bronze if transplanted thereon.

lonssen " found penicillhnn living in one-tenth normal sulphuric acid solution,

and gives some interesting facts regarding the sulphur-containing oil-drops in its

protoplasm, and other statements concerning oil in this fungus occur in the works

of De Bary, Brefeld, Pfeifer, &c.

Gerard ^ gives proof that penicillium can liberate butyric acid from mono-
butyrine, and evidence that this is due to its power of forming a lipase or fat-

splitting enzyme.
Lesage* gives striking instances of the resistance to external influences showni

by the spores on germination. Nob only will they germinate and live for some
time in water, and under almost anaerobic conditions, but he found them germi-

nating in 26 5 per cent, solutions of common salt ; 30 per cent, solutions were too

much for them, however. He states also that the vapour of cedar-oil, iodoform,

napthalin, camphor, and patchouli do not prevent germination ; though that of

clove-oil, ether, alcohol, chloroform, and acetic acid prevent it. The maximum
for alcohol was somewhere between 4*2 and 6'2 per cent. In acetic acid they

germinated in twenty-four days in solutions of 1 : 256, but failed to do so in

solutions of 1 : 64, whereas in HCl they germinated in two days in 1 : 4 solutions.

As regards temperatures, it is well known how resistant the spores are ; a

striking instance of the hardships the mycelium can undergo is given by Woronin.'*

lie found penicillium vegetating on the melting snow, where the temperature at

night fell below 0° C.

Bourqueot ° found Invertase, Maltase, Trehalase, Emulsiu, Inulase, Diastase,

and Trypsin in the allied asperyillus, and pointed out how suggestive this is m
explaining the ubiquity of this mould. Vioho-hlj penicillium is equally rich in

capacity for enzyme-production.

Miyoshi' showed ih&t penicilliion can bore through cellulose membranes, and
no doubt similar chemotactic phenomena are concerned in the piercing of wood-
elements by the hyphaj.

It certainly looks as iipemcillium may be a much more active organism in

initiating and carrying on the destruction of wood than has hitherto been sup-

posed, and that it is not merely a hanger-on or follower of more powerful wood-
destroying fungi. It is also, doubtless, very independent of antiseptics.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Papers were read :

—

1 . On a Fine Specimen of the Halonial branch of a Lepidodendron allied

to L. fuliginosum
(
Will). By D. H. Scott, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.

This specimen (of which a photograph is exhibited) was recently discovered by
Mr. Lomax at the Hough Hill Colliery. It is of large size, with the structure

perfectly preserved, and bears two series of Halonial tubercles. The main stem

resembles that of Lepidodendron fuliginosuvi, though not absolutely identical.

Each tubercle has its own vascular cylinder, surrounded by leaf-trace bundles,

and evidently represents a branch, which probably constituted the peduncle of a

strobilus.

' Covip. Rend., 1890, cxi., p. 655.
2 Bot. CentT., xxxvii., 1889, p. 201.
3 Bull, dc la Soc. jSIycol. de Ft., xiii., 1897, p. 182.
* Ann. des Sc. Nat., Ser. 8, T. 1, 1895, p. 309.
^ Arb. d. St. Petersh. A'aturf. Ver., B. xx., p. 31.

« Bull. Soe. Mycol., 1893, p. 231.
' But. Zcit., 1891, H. 1.
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2. On ati EiujUsh Botryopteris. By D. H. Scott, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.

Specimens are described, showing that Hac/nopteris tridentata (Will, in litt.)

is the petiole of JRachiopteris hirsuta (Will.), a simple monostelic Fern-stem. It

is further shown that the plant agrees closely in structure with the peculiar group
of fossil Ferns described by ^I. Renault under the name of Botryopteris, and that

it should be placed in that genus.

3. On the Structure o/ Zygopteris. By D. H. Scott, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.

Undcscribed specimens, from the Williamson collection, of the Fern Rachi-
opteris Grayii (Will.), which is no doubt a Zygopteris, show the anatomical struc-

ture more perfectly than any previously investigated. The stem has a very
complex organisation, though of the monostelic type •, the leaves have a 2/o phyllo-

taxis ; the vascular strand of the axillary shoot is given oft" from the foliar bundle
a short distance above its base.

4. A Rare Fern, Matonia pectinata {R. Br.) By A. C. Seward, F.R.S.

An account was given of the external character, internal structure, and geological

history of Matonia pectinata {R. Br.). The material was received through the

kindness of Mr. Shelford, of the Sarawak Museum, Borneo. The structure of the

stem was described in detail and recognised as distinct from that of any known
fern. The genera Matonidium and Laccopteris were briefly described, their fronds,

sori, and distribution being compared with the external characters and geographical

range of the recent species. Mr. Seward pointed out the advisability of placing

the two living species of Matonia in a special group on account of their isolated

position among existing ferns.

5. The Frothallus o/" Lycopodium clavatum [L.). By William H. Lang,
M.B., B.Sc, Lecturer in Botany at Queen Margaret College, Glasgow
University.

A few prothalli oi Lycopodium clavatmn were found wholly imbedded in the
peaty soil underlying a patch of moss ; three of them bore young plants and a
number of slightly older plants, the prothalli of which had disappeared, were
found in the same spot. The prothalli, which present a general resemblance
to those of Lycopodium annotinum,'^ are of considerable size, completely devoid of
chlorophyll, and fairly well provided with rhizoids, especially round the edge.

Their form is that of a thick fleshy cake, which soon becomes thrown into folds by
the unequal growth of the margin. The upper .surface is concave, owing to the sides

becoming turned up at an early stage. The sexual organs are borne on the upper
surface; both antheridia and archegonia may be present at the same time. These
resemble the sexual organs of other Lycopods. Even after the young plants have
attained a length of several inches the large, almost spherical, foot can be dis-

tinguished. They are similar to those of Lycopodium annotinum ; no trace of any
organ corresponding to the embryonic tubercle of Lycopodium cernuum'^ is visible,

and the leaves exhibit a gradual transition from simple scales to the form charac-

teristic of the species. A broad layer of tissue separated from the under surface

of the prothallus by one or two layers of cells contains an endophyte fungus, the
mode of occurrence of which suggests that it is of the nature of a mycorhiza.

' Fankhauser, Bat. Zelt. 187.S, p. 1.

'^ Trcub, Ann. d. Jard. Buitenzvrg, 4, p. 1.31.
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6. Note, on the Anatomy of the Stem of Species q/ Lycopodium.

By C. E. Jones, University College, Liverpool.

Ten species of Lycopodium haTe been examined ; among these two types may
be distinguished.

1. Type of L. clavatum (L.). The oval stelic arrangement is marked by a con-

siderable amount of xylem, broken up into patches by bands of phloem. Centrally

these bands are strap-shaped, but at the ends of the long axes the areas of phloem

are external, and occur as curved and flattened wedges. Large cells without con-

tents, sieve-tubes, appear in the centre of the strap-shaped bands. Protophloems

and protoxylems are external, forming a continuous ring, as figured by Hofmeister;

so that, using De Bary's terminology, the arrangement of the bundles is radial.

Pericyclar and the so-called endodermal cells occur in concentric zones, 1-3 cella

broad. The former swell up, especially in glycerine or glycerine jelly ; the latter are

generally considerably lignified. The cells of the cortex lying just external to the

endodermal cells are thickened and lignified, forming a third concentric zone

several cells deep. To this type conform L. alpiiium (L.), L. phlegmaria (L.),

L. dendraides (?), and L. cermcum (L.).

2. Type of L. squnrrosum. The type which contrasts most markedly with the

former is found in L. squarrosum (Forst), L. dichotomton (Jacq), and L. num-
vmlarifoliuvi (Blume). The phloems occur as islands in the sea of xylem, or a.'*

inserted peninsulas. The phloems are centrally built up, with the apparent sieve-

tubes in the centre. Protoxylems are well marked, and lie externally, but proto-

phloems are not to be distinguished. Endodermal cells and pericycle are found as

in the previous type. The sclerenchymatous sheath is wanting, or very slightly

developed.

The two remaining species, L. DalJwusieanum (Spring), and L. selago (L.) are,

to some degree, intermediate types. The phloem in L. DalhoJisieanum shows both

types, strap-shaped and centric. In the branches the structure becomes simpler.

There are two narrow strips of xylem, with an intermediate strip of phloem, so

that a prominent row of sieve-tubes occupies the very centre of the stelic cylinder.

L. selago in its structure is modified on that of L. clavatum. An interesting

feature of L, selago and L. squarrosum is the occurrence of root-structures running

through the stem. These consist of steles containing a crescent-shaped mass of

lylem, with protoxylems towards each tip, while the concave portion is filled up
with phloem. A characteristic sclerenchymatous sheath surrounds the stele. In

L. selago these root-structures are found even above the point where the stena

branches, but in L. squarrosum they have fused with the central cylinder before

branching occurs.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

1. A discussion on the Alternation of Generations in Plants was
introduced by the reading of the following Papers by Mr. Lang, Professor

Klebs, and Mr. Wager.

(o) Alternation of Generations in the Archegoniatce. By William H.
Lang, M.B., B.Sc, Lecturer in Botany at Queen Margaret College,

Glasgow University.

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extevso.']

One of the most important facts in the morphology of all plants higher

than Thallophytes is the occurrence in their life history of two alternating stages,

which difier widely from each other both in structure and reproduction. Of recent

years advances in our knowledge in several distinct departments of botanical
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investigation have raised anew the question of the nature of this Alternation of

Generations. The subject has been discussed from two very different standpoints in

the Presidential Addresses to this Section of the British Association this year and at

the Liverpool meeting.^ These expressions of opinion by Dr. Scott and Professor

Bower render an introductory paper to this discussion in one sense superfluous.

While, however, repetition of much that has been already said is unavoidable, the
existence of such diverse views suggests a slightly different treatment of the ques-

tion, which may be useful for the purposes of the discussion. Instead of advoca-
ting either the theory of antithetic or of homologous alternation, I shall try to

present a dissection of the subject ; with this object the main facts known as to

alternation of generations will be briefly discussed, and the possible interpretations

of them considered. The facts will as far as possible be kept apart from the
theoretical views to which they have given rise, and the points on which our know-
ledge is deficient will be emphasised rather than minimised.

The general facts regarding alternation of generations in archegoniate plants

can be dismissed very briefly. In all the main groups a definite alternation of
a sexual with an asexual generation is found. The latter is normally developed
from the fertilised ovum, the former from the spore. The Bryophyta and Pterido-

phyta are, however, opposed to one another in the relative complexity attained by
the two generations. The sporophyte in the Bryophyta remains dependent on the

Moss or Liverwort plant, and has as its main function the production of the spores.

It may, however, attain very considerable complexity of structure and possess a Avell

developed assimilation tissue. In both Hepaticse and Muscinese very simple sporo-

gonia lead on to complex ones in which the sterile tissue of the wall, foot, seta, &c.
forms a considerable proportion of the whole structure. The gametophyte, on the
other hand, is always independent, and often shows a complicated external form
with clearly differentiated stem and leaves. In the Vascular Cryptogams also the
gametophyte is always independent, but is of relatively simple form and structure.

The sporophyte, which develops from the fertilised ovum, very soon produces roots,

and attains independence by the death of the prothallus. It shows a distinction

of stem and leaf, is highly organised, and does not develop spores until after a
period of vegetative growth. While these points of difference which indicate the
great gap between the Bryophyta and Pteridophyta are borne in mind, due weight
must be given to the points of agreement. Of these, the similar structure of the

sexual organs, the fact that in both the sporophyte is at first dependent on the
gametophyte, the presence of stomata and intercellular spaces in the sporophyte,

and the similarity in the spore production may be mentioned. A consideration of

these facts by themselves indicates no view as to the mode of origin of the two
generations. At no stage do the two generations in any Archegoniate closely

resemble one another, except in the case of the young plant and the prothallus of

Lycopodium cernuum. The deviations from the normal life history, which will be
considered later, may somewhat modify this statement.

We are justified in assuming that the Bryophyta and Pteridophyta arose from
ancient Thallophytes ; the study of the life histories of the Algse and Fungi, which
exist at present, may accordingly be expected to aid in arriving at probable con-
clusions as to the origin of the alternation in archegoniate plants. It is naturally

among the green Algse that indications of this sort might be expected, nor are

they wanting, though the precise weight to be attached to them is a matter of
uncertainty. The higher Fungi and the Red and Brown Algse may for the sake of

simplicity be left on one side with the remark that in Ascomycetes and Floridese

we see a development which presents analogies with the alternation in Archegoniates.
Confining ourselves to the green Algfe and the simpler Fungi we find among them
two sorts of phenomena which have been termed alternation of generations. Most
of these organisms reproduce both sexually and asexually, and sexual and asexual

individuals, resembling one another in their vegetative structure, are often found.

The same individual may, however, bear both kinds of reproductive organs, and

• The existence of these recent statements of the problem renders reference
to the literature of the subject unnecessary.
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Professor Klebs has shown in a number of cases that the mode of reproduction is

largely determined by the external conditions, and can be brought under experi-
mental control. There is thus no doubt that these sexual and asexual individuals
are homologous iu the full sense of the term. But there are a number of Thallo-
phytes in which another stage in the life history is found, which, by its regular
recurrence and the position it occupies in the life cycle, susTgests a comparison with
the sporophyte of the simpler archegoniate plants. While in many Thallophytes
the fertilised ovum or the zygospore develops directly into an independent plant
resembling the parent, in these it first divides into a number of cells, which are
usually motile spores, but may form a small mass of tissue from the cells of which
swarm spores arise. It is sufficient to mention (Edofjonium Ci/stopus and Coleochoete

as organisms which show this clearly. In the life history of Sphceroplea only
sexual individuals and the group of swarm spores, which results from division of
the oospore, alternate, independent asexual individuals not being found.

If we now consider how this second form of alternation in Thallophytes might
have come about, without for the moment extending our view to archegoniate
plants, the essential distinction of the antithetic and homologous theories will
Ijecome plain. Further, we shall here be dealing with a problem with regard to
which the work of Professor Klebs justifies the anticipation that direct evidence
will sooner or later be obtained. The main question at issue is, In what relation
does the group of spores in (Edogonium, or the small mass of tissue resulting from
the division of the fertilised ovum in Coleochoete, stand to the asexual individuals
of the same species ? There is some evidence that in this stage we see the repre-
sentative of an asexual individual, the vegetative body of which has become more
or less completely reduced. Thus occasionally in (Edogonium a vegetative indivi-

dual develops from the zygote ; in Uothrix the zygospore develops a rhizoid, but
the contents of what appears to be a rudimentary plant are wholly devoted to the
formation of motile spores. On this view the ceU mass in Coleochoete would be
regarded as a reduced thallus, all the cells of which form spores asexually. The
reduced generation which proceeds from the zygote would genealogically corre-
spond to an independent asexual individual ; and just as the latter is homologous
with a sexual individual, so would the four spores in OEdogonium or the cell mass
in Coleochoete be. This would be homologous alternation of generations.

But the same facts can be viewed in another light. In all these cases the
advantage to the plant in producing almost at once a number of individuals instead
of one as the result of the sexual act is obvious. The division of the ovum may
have originated as a special adaptation to this end, and not represent a reduced
first neutral generation at all. In the life history of these plants there would
then be a stage not represented in the majority of the Thallophytes, which may in
this sense be spoken of as interpolated. The cell mass of Coleochoete upon tliis

view would not represent a less reduced neutral generation, but a more complicated
development of the interpolated stage, which is seen in its simplest form in (Edo-
gonium. This stage would not correspond to, or be homologous with, the inde-
pendent asexual individuals, and leaving these out of account, only one individual,
and the result of elaboration of its zygote would be represented in the life history.
The alternation would not be homologous but antithetic.

If we now proceed to apply these two points of view to the facts of alternation
in the Archegoniatae the problem in its most general form is this : Is the sporo-
phyte in the Bryophytes and the Vascular Cryptogams to be ultimately traced
back to modification of a genealogical individual homologous with the gameto-
phyte, or is it the result of still further elaboration of an intei-polated stage more
or less like that seen in Coleochoete ? On the antithetic theory the sporophyte is

traced increasing in complexity through a series of forms illustrated by (Edogonium,
Coleochoete, Riccia, Marchantia, Anthoceros ; and the simplest sporophytes of the
Vascular Cryptogams are regarded as having been derived from a sporogonium,
which already possessed a considerable amount of sterile tissue. If, on the other
hand, we apply tlie homologous theory, several alternatives present themselves.
The first, which is not widely different from the antithetic theory, is that in the
course of its descent the sporophyte of the Vascular Cryptogams has passed through
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a stage resembling the Bryophyte sporogonium, but that the origin of this spcond

generation in the ancestral Algce was homologous. But the homologous theory

does not necessarily assume the existence of the sporogonial stage. The sporo-

phyte of the Vascular Cryptogams may have had an independent origin from that

of the Bryophyta, and have resulted from the modification of individuals, which
were never reduced to the condition of a fruit body.

As to the circumstances which led to alternation of generations, the two theories

are in essential agreement. We owe to Professor Bower the general statement,

which must serve as the starting point of any explanation, that the origin of the

alternation may be correlated with a change of habit from aquatic to sub-aerial

life. This holds whether the second generation is considered to be homologous
with the first, or to be the result of interpolation. On the latter view, which is

that elaborated by Professor Bower, the importance of the drier conditions of life

is sought in the prevention of repeated acts of fertilisation. It would thus have
been an advantage to the organism to produce many individuals as the result of

one sexual act, and this is seen to be effected with increasing perfection as we pass

from the simpler to the more complex Bryophyte sporogonia, and from these to the

Pteridophyta. The same change of environment may, however, have initiated the

modification of individuals, which were originally potential sexual plants, into

spore-bearing forms. We shall return to this when discussing apogamy.
We have seen that the facts of morphology do not of themselves indicate

decisively which theory is the correct one. The reasons which render one or the

other view the more probable are bound up with the more general question of the

course of descent in the vegetable kingdom. The question of the relationship

between the main groups of plants is a very complex one. All that we need do
here, however, is to recognise the existence of several alternative views, and the

bearing of these on the two theories of alternation. The indications of alternation

in the Thallophytes may be first referred to. These seem closely comparable to

the simplest Liverwort sporogonia, but it has not been suggested that any direct

relationship exists in any case. The existence of these rudimentary sporophytes

in various Green AAffie, in Cystopus, and in an analogous, though distinct form in

Ascomycetes and Floridete, is indeed strongly suggestive of their independent

origin in the Thallophytes of the present day, and justifies us in considering it

probable that similar developments may have occurred in the ancestral Algal forms

ftom which the Archegoniates arose. But the further recognition of the possibility

that the origin of the Archegoniatse may have been polyphyletic, and in particular

that the Vascular Cryptogams may have had a line of descent from Thallophytes

perfectly distinct from that of the Bryophyta, has a much more important bearing

on the nature of alternation. The gap between Bryophytes and Pteridophytes ia

wide, and on this view would be an essentially natural one ; any attempt to bridge

it would involve misleading conclusions. I do not wish to enter into the question

of the polyphyletic origin of archegoniate plants further than to show that its

possibility must be borne in mind in considering the nature of alternation. It maybe
pointed out, however, that such a view would appear to follow naturally from the sup-

position that the origin of the sporophyte was correlated with the spread of aquatic

organisms to the land. It may be considered probable that a number of organisms

in different places would have undergone more or less similar modifications. The
homologies which exist between the spore-bearing generations of Mosses and Ferns
are no less possible results of homoplastic developments than others in favour of

which direct evidence exists. If the origin of the Pteridophyta has not been from
the Bryophyta, the comparison between the sporogonia of the latter and the simpler

sporophytes of the Vascular Cryptogams would lose much of its weight, since the

two may have proceeded, as Qoebel suggested, on distinct lines from the beginning.

It is therefore advisable to ascertain if any evidence exists which may indicate how
the Vascular Cryptogams could have been derived directly from Algal forms.

Something of the kind, as we shall see, may possibly be afforded by the facts of

apogamy.
ISo far we have seen no reason to regard the nature of alternation and the views

on descent which underlie it as anything but open questions. There are, however,
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two important classes of facts, whicli have been regarded as affording' more direct
evidence in favour of the antithetic and homologous theories respectively. These
are the cytological differences between the two generations, and the deviations from
the normal life history known as apospory and apogamy.

The first of tliese will only be mentioned. The existence of the double number
of chromosomes, which results from the sexual fusion, in the nuclei of the sporo-
phyte, throughout Bryophyta, Ferns, and the higher plants, certainly appears to
lend support to the view that the sporophyte is an interpolated stage in the
life history. From the cytological point of view the intercalation is between the
doubling of the number of chromosomes by the sexual fusion and the reduction in
number in the spore mother cells. Facts are wanting as to the nuclear changes in
Thallophytes, and also in apogamy and apospory.

These latter phenomena are the last element in the problem that can be referred
to at length. We saw that in the case of the alternation of clearly homologous
generations in the Thallophyta it had been shown that the assumption of the sexual
or asexual form depends on the external conditions. This experimental study
needs to be extended to the rudimentary sporophytes of the Green Algje, but with
regard to these it is already known that in (Edogo)iiuvi the fertilised ovum may
grow out directly into a vegetative plant, instead of dividing into spores. In the
Archegoniata>. tliis complete substitution of one generation for another is not known
to occur ; no variations in the external conditions are known to induce a Fern spore
to develop into a Fern plant, or the fertilised ovum to give rise directly to a prothallus.
But the facts as to the direct development of the one generation from the tissues of
the other, and the existence of structures which may fairly be described as inter-
mediate between gametophyte and sporophyte are sufBciently striking.

The main facts with regard to apospory, the vegetative origin of the gametophyte
from the tissues of the sporophyte, are briefly these. In Mosses cut portions of the
seta or capsule have been induced to give rise to protonemal filaments ; in one
case this is known to have occurred in nature while the capsule was still attached
to the Moss plant. In a number of Ferns the production of prothalli from the
sporangia, the placenta, the surface of the leaf or the leaf margin, takes place. In
Scolopendrium vulgare and Nephrodium Filix-'mas varieties are known in which
the first leaves of the young sporophyte exhibit this capability of producing prothalli.
The causation of this phenomenon is still obscure. In a number of cases sporal
arrest has been shown with probability to be of importance, notably in the case of
Onoclea, in which apospory occurred on fertile leaves which had been experimentally
induced to assume the vegetative form. Further, the fact that conditions of life
favourable to the gametophyte, such as laying the fronds on damp soil, determine
the growth of prothalli from the tissues of some aposporous Ferns may be
mentioned. As to the weight to be attached to apospory it must be borne in mind
that the phenomenon is little more wonderful than the fact of the spore, a cell
isolated from the sporophyte, producing a prothallus. Here, as in the case of
apogamy, the investigation of the cytological details is urgently needed.

The deviations from the normal life history, which are classed as apogamy,
may be considered to possess more importance as suggesting the homology of the
two generations in the Ferns. Though as yet only known in this group of plants,
apogamy has been found in more than twenty species. In some the young Fern-
plant arises on the under surface of the prothallus, which in these cases often
bears few or no sexual organs. But in cases in which apogamy has been induced
the characters of the two generations may be much more intimately blended.
Thus tracheides may occur in a prothallus more or less modified in external form!
This may grow on as a bud, or may bear isolated members of the sporophyte,'
leaves, roots, ramenta, or sporangia. The characters of the two generations are
here united in the same individual in a way that at least suggests a oradual
transition from gametophyte to sporophyte.

It is to be hoped that the further study of these deviations from the normal
development will lead to their causation being made clear. This may minimise
the importance to be attached to them, especially should they be found to depend
on a nuclear change. The facts regarding the cytology of these new growths are
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still unknown ; it is not even certain that the cells of the aposporously produced

prothalli possess the half number of chromosomes, and those of the apogamously
produced sporophytea the double number, though this may be assumed to be

probable. Apospory at least might be readily explainable by such a nuclear

change.
With regard to apogamy, however, some general conclusions may fairly be

drawn even in the absence of observations on the nuclei. For whatever change

may take place in the latter, it is certain that the transition from prothallus to

sporophyte, or from prothallold to sporophyte tissue, takes place without relation

to the sexual fusion, and is so far comparable to an ordinary variation. Further,

it is to be noted that the change takes place, so far as the conditions are known,
when, by preventing the access of fluid water, fertilisation is delayed, and when
in other ways the conditions approach those favourable to the sporophyte rather

than the gametophyte. These modifications of the conditions are of the kind to

which aquatic organisms would be exposed on assuming a terrestrial habit. It is,

therefore, possible to view the changes which take place in prothalli under these

circumstances, not as reversions, but as indications of the capability of the gameto-
phyte to assume the characters of the sporophyte under suitable conditions. If there

is any truth in this way of regarding the facts of apogamy, they become of value

in enabling us to picture the steps by which the Fern sporophyte may have arisen

by changes in individuals homologous with the original sexual form. The pro-

thallus, especially in the Ferns, must have departed much less widely from the

ancestral Algal form than the sporophyte ; this may be connected partly with the

conditions to which it remains adapted, and partly with the fact of its growth
being in nature cut short by the early formation of the embryo upon it. The
various cases of apogamy which have been observed form an almost complete

series of transitions between prothallus and sporophyte, and have been used to

frame a provisional hypothesis of how the alternation in the Ferns might have
arisen, if it did not come about in the way suggested by the antithetic theory.

All such use of the facts of apogamy and apospory is liable to the criticism that

they are teratological in their nature, and are not a safe guide in a morphological

question of this sort. There are many facts which go far to justify such a view,

but we should, I venture to think, be unwise to leave the consideration of these

phenomena altogether on one side. Not only can no sharp line be drawn between
variations (the use of which in evolutionary questions none will deny) and mon-
strosities, but, apart from the particular organic forms which result, we appear to

be dealing with a capability of many—perhaps all—Fern prothalli to assume
characters of the sporophyte ; a general property of the gametophyte of this kind

cannot be disregarded. A fuller knowledge than we possess of the causes of apo-

gamy is, however, necessary before the bearing of the phenomenon on the nature of

alternation can be properly estimated ; such knowledge may lead to an explana-

tion more in accordance with the antithetic theory than any which has yet been

given.

AVhether the homologous or the antithetic theory is to be considered the more
probable has an obvious bearing on morphology. But there is a wide difterence

between considering the two generations homologous with one another in the sense

that the spore-bearing generation is ultimately to be traced back to modification of

the sexual, and the viesv that any special structure of the sporophyte is strictly

homologous by descent with any structure in the gametophyte. Special evidence

•would be necessary before such a conclusion could be drawn, and, so far as I am
aware, no such case has been shown to exist. Not only, then, does the question of

the nature of alternation of generations in the Archegoniates appear to be au
open one, but there seems no reason to apprehend confusion in comparative mor-
phology, whichever of the two theories be adopted as a working hypothesis.

In concluding this account of some of the main factors in the problem which is

the subject of this discussion, three subsidiary questions may be suggested—-the

probable line of descent in archegoniate plants, the bearing of the cytological facts

on the question, and the significance to be attached to apospory and apogamy.
None of these questions, anymore than the general one of the nature ofalternation.
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may admit of a decided answer. It can, however, hardly fail to be produc-
tive of good if this discussion enables us to see our way more clearly to the
directions in which the answers to these problems must be sought.

(b) On Alternation of Generations in the Thallopliytes.

By Professor Georg Klebs.

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extenso.']

Since the pioneering investigations of Hofmeister it has been generally recognised

in Botany that the Archegoniatse are characterised by a definite form of alterna-

tion of generations. It consists in the regular alternation of a part which bears

the sexual organs—the gametophyte—and of a non-sexual part which produces
tlie spores—the sporophyte. An essential difference separates the two divisions of

the Archegoniatee. In the Pteridophyta the gametophyte is a delicate, short-

lived, thalloid structure, the sporophyte is a well-developed, leafy plant. In the

Bryophyta, however, the gametophyte appears as a leafy plant, while the sporo-

phyte is represented by a leafless stalked capsule, which lives as it were parasitically

on the gametophyte.
In sharp contrast to the harmonious unanimity which has hitherto been the rule

in Botany as regards this alternation of generations in the Archegoniatse is the
lively contest of contradictory views as to the alternation of generations in the

lower plants. With regard to these the question arises, first, whether a regular

alternation of definitely characterised generations is to be observed, and secondly,

what in that case is the connection between this alternation, should it turn out to

he a fact, with that of the Archegoniatfe. I shall not deal exhaustively here with
the many different opinions on this question ; I shall briefly touch upon those

views only which are important in point of principle.

The first clear carrying out of the idea of a regular alternation of generations

in the Thallophytes is in the Text-book of Sachs (1876), who there endeavoured to

make the course of development of Algse and Fungi fit with that which liolds in

the Mosses. The life of Vaucheria, Mucor, an Ascomycete, or one of the Floridete,

is divided according to Sachs into two sharply separated parts, of which one is

characterised by the appearance of sexual organs, the other by the spore-bearing

tissue which springs from the fertilised ovum. Thus the mycelium of a Mucor
which bears the sexual organs, the thallus of Vaucheria, or of the Floridefe, repre-

sents what we now term the gametophyte ; the fruit body of Ascomycetes, or of
Floridese, the zygospore of ilfwcor, the oospore of F«itcAe?7'«, represent the second
non-sexual generation—the sporophyte. The alternation of generations of the
Thallophytes is therefore according to Sachs essentially similar to that in the

ArchegoniatfB. The propagation by zoospores, conidia, etc., corresponds to the

propagation by buds in the Mosses and Ferns, and is not taken into account as

regards the actual alternation of generations.

Pringsheim takes up a quite opposite point of view (1876, 1878). According
to his opinion the fruit of the Ascomycetes and Florideas has not the value of a
special generation, but is only to be regarded as a part of the mother-plant
sexually influenced. The true alternation of generations of the Thallophytes con-
sists, according to Pringsheim, in the regular succession of independent so-called

neutral generations, having non-sexual propagation, and a single sexual generation.

Thus, zoospore-forming generations of Vaucheria, or j-Edogoniian, alternate with a

generation which bears the sexual organs. Both kinds of generations are of

essentially similar structure ; they are distinguished by the form of their propa-
gation. Only the first generation, which springs from the fertilised ovum, has often

properties which differ from those which follow, e.g. in Coleochcete. In the Mosses
this first non-sexual generation is much more sharply characterised; it is de-
veloped as the sporogonium, and is the only neutral generation ; it differs from the
sexual generation only by the scanty dcA'clopment of the vegetative part.

While the views of Sachs on the one hand, and of Pringsheim on the other,

were showing some tendency to spread, other views appeared in opposition now to

1898. 3 y
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one, and now to the other. Vines (1877) held that most of the Thallophytes have no
alternation of generations at all, since their mode of propagation, whether sexual or
non-sexual, is directly dependent upon external conditions ; that a definite alter-

nation of generations, comparable to that of the Mosses, is only found in Coleochate
and Chara. Celakovsky (1877), however, wasmore in accordance with Pringsheim
in his conception of the Thallophytes, for like him he accepts an alternation of
neutral and sexual generations. Celakovsky designates this alternation of genera-
tions as homologous, since the successive generations are equivalent to one
another. Celakovsky opposes Pringsheim in his conception of the alternation of
generations in tlie Archegoniatte, which he designates as the antithetic. Here the
two alternating generations are not homologous, but essentially different ; the
non-sexual generation has also phylogenetically nothing to do with the neutral
generations of the Thallophytes. This conception of Celakovsky was at first

neglected, but was taken up again by Bower (18'JO), and put on a footing of
detail. Bower holds that tlie antithetic alternation came about by the interca-

lation of the non-sexual generation, the sporophyte, as a quite new development
between two gametophytes. This interpolation of a .special sporophyte probably
took place in the alga-like ancestors of the Archegoniatfe, as they passed from a
life in water to a life upon the land. In the series of the Thallophytes there are,

in addition to the homologous alternation of generations, more or less advanced
beginnings of an antithetic alternation, as for instance in Coleoehcete, the Ascomy-
cetes, and Floridete.

All the various conceptions of alternation of generations in the Thallophytes
rest on morphological comparison of the hitherto known facts of the life history,

while still very little was known of the behaviour of these organisms in open
nature, or in long continued cultures. Yet by such observations only is it possible

to decide whether an alternation of generations can be proved at all, and how the
influence of the outer world, so often assumed, really affects the course of life of the
Thallophytes. These questions were the point of departure for my investigations

on the conditions of propagation in the Thallophytes. The investigation had to be
extended in two directions : in the first place, it was necessary to decide whether
there is a regular alternation of free and independent generations ; secondly,

whether a non-sexual generation characterised by special qualities arises of inner
necessity from the fertilised ovum.

The first question receives its answer, according to the results of my investi-

gations, that no regular alternation of neutral and sexual generations exists in any
of the Thallophytes which have been tested. They possess two or several kinds of
propagation, each of which is directly dependent upon quite definite external con-
ditions. If we take any vegetative stage we please, a filament of a Vaucheria, an
(Edoffonium, a piece of mycelium of a Spovodinia or Ascoidea, there are then
present in each part the specific potentialities of sexual and non-sexual propa-
gation. In open nature the fortuitous conditions determine which of the poten-
tialities is developed, and how the modes of propagation follow one another,

whether upon the same individual, or on diSerent individuals. An exact know-
ledge of the conditions gives the experimenter the secure control over the organism,
which can at will be forced into any desired mode of propagation within the limits

of its species. The problem becomes more complex if other additional modes of
propagation appear, as they do in many Fungi. In Saprolegnia we can distinguish

four kinds of propagation : (1) by simple mycelial growth, that is, by breaking of

the mycelium into pieces
; (2) by zoospores

; (3) by oospores
; (4) by geoimse.

The conditions for each of these four kinds of propagation are somewhat different,

and it is thus possible, as my later investigations prove, to force the fungus at will

into one or other of the four modes of propagation.
The potentialities for the several kinds of propagation in the Thallophytes,

such as Vaucheria, (Edogonium, Chlamijdomonas, Uporodima, Saprolcpiia, Eurothmi,
Sec, are quite equivalent, i.e. there is no cause in the inner nature of the cell, or in

the special organisation of the potentiality, for one of these of its own initiative

being developed earlier or later ; nevertheless, according to the species, the special

conditions which dominate the kinds of propagation may be more or less readily

1
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realised in opeu nature, aa well as in the laboratory. In particular, the sexual
propagation is often dependent upon more complex conditions than the non-sexual.
While both can be induced without difficulty in Sporodinia, in other Mucorini it

is most difficult to see the zygospores at all. I have not succeeded in my attempts
to induce the formation of zygospores in the common and easily cultivated Mucor
racemoms, though such formation doubtless exists.

In the works of Brefeld the idea is often expressed and tested, of brino-ing a
Fungus by culture through the most numerous successive conidium-forming genera-
tions to its higher fruit-form. This idea is connected with Brefeld's idea that
inner causes are more important than external causes for the appearance of the
fruit-form. The result of the serial-cultures of Brefeld, whether positive or neo-a-

tive, was under all circumstances accidental. The experiments would prove the
view of Brefeld only if the external conditions had really been always the same
in all the numerous serial cultures. Since Brefeld, to judge from the meaore
statements of his methods of culture, has not paid any attention to this constancy
of the conditions, it will also have been a matter of chance whether they remained
the same, or varied in such a way that another form of fruit took the place of that
which preceded it. In any case, I may assert that if in Fungi such as Sporodinia,
Saprolefftna, Ascoidea, Eurotium, those external conditions are maintained con-
stantly which are characteristic for one of the forms of propagation, that same
form only is produced. Hitherto a vegetative growth of whatever duration, or a
continued propagation in one form, has never of inner necessity led to the appear-
ance of another.

We can now say that the majority of Algre and Fungi will behave like the
species which have thus far been tested ; in which behaviour the relation of
dependence of the propagation, on each occasion, upon the outer world will vary
extremely according to the species. If one recognises thus far as operative factors,

light, temperature, moisture, oxygen, chemical composition of the nutritive medium,
here is already at hand a great wealth of most various combinations of external
stimuli, which set the formative processes in motion. Further investigation will
teach what a wealth of unexpected relations is here to be discovered between the
outer world and organic life.

Despite all this the possibility remains that in certain species a regular alterna-
tion of neutral and sexual generations does appear. That might be possible for
the Floridese, in which the tetraspores and carpospores are often formed on special

individuals. This simple fact proves nothing as yet, since it is faced by the other
fact, that both kinds of propagation also appear from the like individual. The
question remains open whether the tetraspores do not make their appearance at
times, and seemingly on individuals other than do the carpospores, for the simple
reason that the external conditions for the two of them are very dissimilar. The
question cannot be decided till longer-continued cultures of the FlorideiB have been
arranged. The answer will presumably not turn out differently from that in the
case of other Alg;To. At the first glance an alternation of generations in Prings-
heim's sense comes to much clearer expression in certain parasitic Fungi, especially

in the Uredineic. If we leave aside the undecided question as to the occurrence of
a sexual act, the observations and experiments teach that the life of a Fungus such
as Pucci)iia f/rmninis necessarily takes the course of the alternation of two inde-
pendent generations living upon different host plants, the one bearing teleutospores,
the other forming ;ecidia. In addition there are still the subsidiary fruit forma-
tions of the uredospores and of the spermogonia. In fact we have here a regular
alternation of generations, such as appears in analogous form in the case of several
of the lower animals ; there is no obvious reason for avoiding the expression in this

case, if one takes into account the actual circumstances of the case. But still it

would be wrong to apprehend this alternation of generations as if we had here an
essentially new process, as against those other sorts of Fungi which are dimorphic
or polymorphic. There are nearly allied Uredineae in which all the spore forms
appear one after another upon the same mycelium. In my view the condition for
the different kinds of propagation will also be unlike, and the regular alternation
of the fruit forma would be explained by the fact that by the development of the

3T2
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iiost-plant itself, as by its dependence upon the seasons, changes in it necessarily go
forward, which will serve as direct occasion for the growth of the different spore

formations of the parasite.

In Uromyces Polygoni, for instance, the a3cidia appear only on the young plant,

the uredospores and teleutospores on the older. In the hetersecismal Uredineae,

the special conditions for the individual fruit formations are much more strongly

distinguished still, so that other host-plants are necessary to bring the Fungus to

the formation of lecidiospores or teleutospores. The time will probably come
when these conditions may be more accurately recognised, and the Uredinese be
cultivated on artificial substrata. Then it will appear whether these parasites do
not behave just like the other Fungi, and cannot also be compelled to produce the

diflTerent fruit formations upon the same mycelium. A great obstacle to the culti-

vation of the Uredineae lies in our ignorance of the chemical composition of the

host-plants. We are quite ignorant of the substances characteristic for the species,

which, besides the usual food-stutfs, sugar, proteid, &c., are at any rate of decided

importance for the development of the parasite.

In all the cases now mentioned we have to do with the alternation of several

generations, each of which is characterised by special propagation. In the uni-

cellular Thallophytes the non-sexual propagation coincides with the vegetative

division. The propagation of the Desmidiacepe and Diatomese by division corre-

sponds to the propagation of Chlamydomonas by means of motile cells. In all of

them the sexual process ensues after a series of divisions. Naegeli includes these

processes under his conception of alternation of generations, and even extends it to

the Bacteria in which, after a series of generations by division, the cycle is closed

by the formation of endospores. But if the term alternation of generations be
limited to organisms with dimorphic propagation an alternation of shoots might
be spoken of in this case.

Under all circumstances, whatever name the thing may bear, we must ask our-

selves the same question as regards these phenomena as in the dimorphic Thallo-

phytes ; we must inquire whether a more or less definite number of cell-generations

must be passed through before the fruit generation can follow. In the bacillus of

anthrax {Bacillus anthracis), Buchner (1890) has already proved that it can be

propagated as long as you please by division, and that at any moment the forma-

tion of spores can be induced by direct influence of the outer world. Schreiber

(1896), who has closely investigated the conditions of spore-formation in several

Bacteria, has been able to prove still more definitely that the spore-formation

always begins as a direct consequence only of external conditions. Starting from
the germinating spore, it was possible, after the third division, to induce spore

formation again. In Chlamydomonas, I was able to prove with certainty that the

cells, through innumerable generations, propagated in an exclusively vegetative

manner, but that at any time the formation of sexual swarm spores can be attained

with ease and certainty. Most probably the same holds for the Desmidiacese, in

which certain species may be propagated for many weeks together by division, but

from the first were capable of sexual propagation when exposed to the conditions

characteristic for it.

On the other hand, the Diatomeae seem to have a necessary alternation of

generations, just as, according to the investigations of Maupas, the Ciliatfe among
the Infusoria. According to the theory founded by Pfitzer, the cells of the

Diatomere, whose silicitied cell-wall consists of two parts fitted one within the

other, do not grow in the direction which is usually styled longitudinal. The
consequence of this is that on each division one of the daughter-cells maintains

the length of the mother-cell, the other will necessarily be smaller by the thick-

ness of the membrane. Thus bv continued divisions the cells become smaller and
smaller till, on reaching a certain minimum size, the process of auxospore forma-

tion appears, by which the original maximum length is again attained. This

generally acknowledged theory has been supported by the investigations of Miguel.

He cultivated a number of diatoms in artificial nutritive media, and noted in the

successive generations a gradual lessening of the cells, till finally the formation of

auxospores followed very freely. Thus, according to the statements of Pfitzer,
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Miguel, and others, the view might appear to be suflBciently established, that in

the Diatomeae the formation of auxospores follows only as a consequence of that

organisation of the cell which has been described after a number of divisions which
may be almost mathematically detined, while the external conditions play no

definite part in the process. But, meanwhile, we ought not to forget that this

theory is in much need of further confirmation. The main point in the whole
question is whether the cell-wall of both cells after division really does undergo

no increase by growth in length to even a very small degree. Phtzer himself has

noted that such growth does occur in certain species, though this would be of no
accoimt for making up the loss of size which accompanies division. It ought to

be distinctly proved, by direct and exact measurements, whether a growth in

length takes place or not; above all, we ought to know precisely what influence

the various external conditions exert upon the life of the Diatomese. It may
possibly be that under certain circumstances growth takes place, under others not.

The fact, brought forward by Miguel and others, that it is by no means always the

smallest cells which form auxospores, but also those of middle size, deserves con-

sideration. Still more important are the statements made by Karsten, that

Melosira nummuloides can be brought to the formation of auxospores simply by
change of water, that in Achnanthes longipes the impending conjugation does not

take place, but is replaced by vegetative growth when the cells are exposed to a

cool temperature. If we assume that definite external conditions induce growth
in length during division, others encourage auxospore formation, the earlier obser-

vations on the smallness of the cells which form auxospores may thus be explained.

In many Thallophytes the rule holds that in the stage of preparat ion for the higher

fruit-form growth diminishes, or ceases, but division is still continued, so that, for

instance, in the Desmidiacese, Spiro(/yra, and Chlamydomonas, it is always the

smallest cells which conjugate. This may also be the case on the formation of the

auxospores of the Diatomese, and the smallness of the cells would then be less the

cause of the auxospore formation than the result of those external conditions

which occasion this process. I bring this possibility forward in order to draw
attention to the pressing need for accurately defining the conditions of the events

in the life of the Diatomete by the help of pure cultures, and by the use of physio-

logical methods. Whichever way the decision may fall, the life-history of the

Diatomeee gives no explanation of the wholly dilierent alternation of generations

of the Archegoniatae, any more than does that of the other Thallopbytes which
have been mentioned.

But now the question arises whether there is not in many Thallopbytes another

form of alternation of generations, which presents nearer relations to the phe-

nomena in the Archegoniatae. The fertilised ovum develops according to the

statements of investigators in a definite way in certain species : thus, for instance,

the zygospore of one of the Mucorinere, the oospore of Vaucheria, and Saprolegnia

usually germinates by formation of a short tube, which directly bears a sporangium.

Pringsheim speaks, in such a case, of the first neutral generation : we might
regard this as the actual spore-forming generation, corresponding to the sporophyte

of the Mosses. Closer investigation shows that an oospore of Vaucheria shows no
tendency in any way fixed by heredity to form a sporangium. It produces first a

short germinal tube, which may either continue its vegetative growth, or may at

once form zoospores, or sometimes sexual organs. That would depend alone on
external conditions. Be Bary and I myself have lately proved the same for the

oospores of Saprolegnia, and Van Tieghem for the zygospores of the Mucorini.

There is no true meaning in speaking of an alternation of generations in these

cases, since the formation of the sporangia is not a peculiarity of germination, but
follows the same conditions <as it does subsequently. These plants do not behave
differently in principle from the Fucacese, or Conjugate, in which the fertilised

ovum passes more or less directly into the thallus, since no other propagation exists

at all.

But there are perhaps other species in which the mode of germination of the

oospores has become more definite. The zygotes of Hydrodictyon show, according

to Pringsheim, a characteristic mode of germination, but it is not yet knowa
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exactly how far it is a constant process. In CEdogonium the germinating oospore
forms four zoospores—a process which does not occur again in its later life. The
manner of germination is not absolutely indispensable, since the oospore also passes

over directly into a filament, though it appears to be the commoner case. Still

more peculiar is the germination of Cokochade as described by Pringsheim, in which
the fertilised ovum divides and forms a tissue, from the cells of which zoospores

arise, which then grow on into the typical thallus. There are no exact investi-

gations whether this kind of germination is a constant phenomenon, since the
germination has only been observed by I'ringsheim, under conditions which were
apparently not very favourable. The formation of these bodies, which are like the

zoospores formed elsewhere, from the tissue of the oospore, is perhaps a quite

fortuitous circumstance, which differs in no way from the usual propagation. But
the chief reason for comparison with the Mosses, and for the assumption of an
alternation of generations, lies in the production of specially formed propagative
cells from the oospore. It might be quite possible that the cells of the oospore in

Coleochcete scutata should pass over directly in to the thallus, but in C. puicinata
perhaps only after a change in the mode of growth. The essentially regular germi-
nation by help of a pro-embryo, as in Chara, will not be accepted as a formation of
a special non-sexual generation. It is true that Vines has advanced such a con-
ception, and compares the pro-embryo of Chara with the whole sporogonium of the
Mosses. His view has not been taken up, since as a matter of fact in Chara a.

comparison seems permissible only with the protonema of the Mosses, or with the
pro-embryo of Batrachospermum.

Next to Coleochate it is the Ascomycetes and Floridese, the life history of
which has since the time of Sachs been compared with the alternation of genera-
tions in the Mosses, for in both the fertilised ovum has often a complicated develop-
ment of its own ; the last object of this is the formation of spores, which are
clearly different from the usual propagative cells. As described by Schmitz, and
according to the latest observations of Oltmanns (1898), the nature and method
whereby the formation of the fruit depends on an intimate union of the fertilised

egg-cell with definite auxiliary cells of the mother-plant is extremely peculiar.

In the higher differentiated forms, e.g. Callithamnion, according to Oltmanns, a
cell-derivative from the fertilised egg-cell—a cell-nucleus with some protoplasm

—

is united with a large auxiliary cell, and coalesces with it into a new cell-unit,

whereupon the nucleus of the auxiliary cell is pushed aside as apparently function-
less. This new cell, of which the wall and of which the plasma belong for the
most part to the mother-plant, is stimulated by the ' egg-euergid ' to form the
spores. In still more highly developed forms the mother-plant provides also for
the enveloping of the spore-producing cells. Oltmanns compares the relation of
egg-cell and mother-plant with that of a parasite and its host-plant, and sees therein
a confirmation of the view that the fruit of the Floridere corresponds to the sporo-
gonium of the Mosses. But one may also designate the state of the facts with this

expression : that the fruit of the higher Floridese is a product of the mother-plant
that is stimulated by the fertilised egg-cell. Pringsheim, at least, might, in the
far-reaching dependence of the fruit formation upon the mother-plant, tind a sub-
stantial support for his view, that the fruit of the Floridese has not the value of a
special non-sexual generation. Finally we have to consider subjective interpreta-
tions. I mvself should hold the comparison of the Floridean fruit with the sporo-
phytes of the Mosses as quite -justified. But one essential point in this matter
ought not to be forgotten. One may compare the fruit of the simple Floride^
with that of the simple Liverworts, and apprehend both as in some degree analo-
gous structures. But a very important and interesting difference discloses itself,

if one follows up the line of development in the two series. In the Mosses the
effort is distinctly marked in the ascending series of forms to diHerentiate more
highly the sporogonium as an immediate product of the fertilised ovum, and to
make it more independent of the mother-plant in its nourishment. In the series

of the Floridea3 the opposite tendency shows itself to make the development of the
fertihsed ovum constantly more strongly dependent on the mother-plant, and to
attain the higher difierentiation of the fruit by means of essential co-operation of

I
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the mother-plant. Beyond this no one will wish to assert a nearer relation of

kinship between Mosses and Floride?e.

It is still more difficult in the Ascomycetes to decide the question of the alter-

nation of generations than in the Florideje. Notwithstanding the remarkable

differences which are to be observed in them up to the origin of the ascus fruit,

we must still, with De Bary, regard the whole group as a single and united one.

But we ought not to connect the Ascomycetes with the Phycomycetes, either with
the Peronosporese after De Bary, or with the Mucorineae after Brel'eld ; but we
should recognise in them a group which, with its simplest forms, sends out its

roots into the lowest division, the Archimycetes, to which the Chytridese and
other Fungi belong. In quite simple Ascomycetes, e.g. Ascoidea, Dipodascus,

Endomyces, there appears a striking difference in the mode of origin of the asci.

In Ascoidea and Endomyces, according to Brefeld, each ascus arises directly from
a mother-cell of the mycelium. In the nearly related Dipodascus, according to

Lagerheim, two cells coalesce, and it is the product which grows on into the

ascus. In the one case—apparently the more common one—the ascus is a direct

product of the mother-plant ; in the other forms we may speak of the beginning of

a non-sexual generation, if we pass on to the fruit-bearing forms in some still

relatively simple species we find the asci as products of a fertilised ovum, e.g. in

Sphcprotheca according to Harper, or the Laboulbeniacese according to Thaxter.

In others we may regard a structure homologous with the ovum, but not actually

capable of fertilisation, as the starting-point for the formation of asci, while other

constituent parts of the fruit, such as the wall, and commonly the stalk, &c., are

supplied by the mother-plant. In the highest forms the most complicated Pyreno-

mycetes, and the Cladonias among the Lichens, &c., the fruit is, according to our

present knowledge, exclusively a product of the mother mycelium, j ust as is the

case according to Brefeld in the Basidiomycetes. It is only in case of the simpler

forms that we can compare the ascus fruit with the sporogonium of the Mosses,

and, as Oltmanns has done, place it in relation to the processes in the Florideae.

In the Ascomycetes it is still more clearly to be recognised than in these plants

that the antithetic alternation of generations has stood still at the first attempts,

and in the higher forms has been replaced by direct development of the fruit from
the Mycelium. As regards the solution of the question how the alternation of

generations in the Archegoniatte came into existence the Ascomycetes can contri-

bute far less than the Floridete.

Taking a general view of the department of the Thallophytes thus traversed,

the following cases may be distinguished as relating to the question of the appear-

ance of an alternation of generations :—

•

1. The majority of the Algae and Fungi have two or more kinds of propa-

gation, each of which necessarily depends upon definite external conditions

characteristic for it. According to the conditions, occurring fortuitously in open
nature or in cultivation, the kinds of propagation may appear on the same or on
different individuals, independently or in any succession. The fertilised ovum iu

sexual forms does not difier essentially on germination from another propagative

cell. In none of these cases is there any reason for speaking of an alternation of

generations.

2. In certain hetersecismal parasites, e.g., many Uredinese. the life-history of

the species takes the course of a regular succession of different individuals with
special modes of propagation ; we may here speak of an alternation of several

generations characterised by different propagation. There would be in this case

an alternation of homologous generations in the sense of Celakovsky and Bower.
Here, also, we have essentially to deal only with Fungi which have dimorphic or

polymorphic propagation, with the limitation that the external conditions for some
of the forms of propagation are so different that, so far as experience yet goes

these are only developed upon separate host-plants.

3. In the unicellular Diatoms there is, according to the theory of the cause of

auxospore formation hitherto current, an alternation of generations in the sense

that, after a definite number of cell-generations derived by division, the formation
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of auxospores follows by internal necessity. But it needs still more exact investi-

gation, for it is quite possible that the formation of auxospores, like the formation

of zygotes of the Desmidiace;e, is essentially dependent upon external conditions.

In that case there would be no definite alternation of generations in theDlatomese.

4. In a number of Thallophytes, some few Chlorophycere, above all, in the

Floridete and Ascomycetes, a fruit arises from the fertilised ovum, or a body
homologous with it, which produces, in a manner peculiar to it, non-sexual cells,

the spores. This spore-bearing fruit may be compared with the sporogonium of

the Mosses, and the alternation of the sexual plant with the spore-fi'uit may be

regarded as an antithetic alternation. Ijut this comparison does not extend further

than the establishment of a certain analogy.

In the two series of the Florideoe and Ascomycetes, in contrast to the series of

the Mosses, it appears that the fruit in the higher forms becomes constantly more
dependent upon the mother-plant, and that the duty of higher differentiation of

the fruit falls essentially upon the latter. The fruit there appears not as a special

generation, but as a product of the mother-plant.

What, then, remains from which to derive the alternation of generations of the

Mosses and Ferns ? Only Coleochcete, which, since Pringsheim's celebrated in-

vestigation, has been quoted as a connecting link between Algae and Archegoniatse.

But it has never been proved that the zoospores of the germinating oospore are to

be regarded as a characteristic product of the fruit, and, accordingly, as a form of

propagation homologous with the Moss-spores. But, on the other hand, it makes
no great demand on our imagination to figure to ourselves how, in the Coleochcete-

like ancestors of the Mosses, this step was taken, that then the second step con-

sisted in the formation of stationary spores arising by a tetrad division. With
such assumptions, the transition to the simple Liverworts—e.g., Riccia, does not

appear very great, and, starting from this form, the different series included in the

Bryophyta may be derived. Thouoh we have thus gained certain connecting

points for the phylogeny of the Mosses, the question as regards the Ferns, in

which the fertilised ovum develops into the leafy plant, is in quite another

position. It has been recognised on many sides how great a contrast there is

between Mosses and Ferns. The common peculiarity in the structure of the

Archegonium might be a purely parallel development without its necessarily

indicating any phylogenetic connection. It is not my purpose to enter now upon
these difficult questions, the less so since they will be dealt with here from an
official quarter. They deal with the most interesting, but also the most obscure,

points in the phylogeny of the vegetable kingdom. For the spot where the first

indication of a Fern-sporophyte appeared was the birthplace of the vastly-

developed series of the Phanerogams. The Thallophytes hitherto known do not

give the least clue to the discovery of that spot,

(c) The Formation of the Zygospore in Polyphagus Euglense.

By Harold Wager.

1. This rare organism is found as a parasite on Euylena viridis. The material
for this inve.stigation was found with Euglense on a filter bed at Keighley in

Yorkshire, and cultivations were made in which the methods of spore formation
and zygospore formation were observed from the beginning to the end.

2. The vegetative cell contains a single nucleus of large size and somewhat
peculiar structure.

3. In the process of zygospore formation a rhizoidfrom the receptive cell comes
into contact with the discharging cell. The latter is nearly always larger than the
former, and contains a larger nucleus.

4. The end of the rhizoid in contact with the discharging cell swells up and
becomes the zygospore. The small nucleus from the receptive cell passes into it

first of all together with the protoplasm, and then the large nucleus of the
discharging cell makes its way through the opening between the cells into the
zygospore also.

5. The two nuclei come into close contact with one another, but do not fuse.
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They separate from one another a^ain, and the smaller nucleus then increases in

size until it attains the same proportions as the larger nucleus.

6. At a very late stage in the development of the zygospore two nuclei can still

be observed, but there are indications that these two nuclei fuse together at a still

later stage.

The^following Papers were also read :

—

2. On the Peltation of Leaves. By Professor C. DE Candolle.

The object of the present paper is a comparative study of peltate leaves, with
special reference to the number of species possessing such organs, their distribution

amongst the various natural orders, and their respective mode of growth.
Pitcher-shaped leaves—that is to say, natural ascidia—are here considered as

being homologous with ordinary peltate leaves, a view long ago sustained by
Baillon and based on the organogeny of both sorts of leaves. Accordingly, by the

general expression ol i->eltation of leaves, the author includes peltate leaves proper

and ascidia.

As the result of bibliographical researches the author has succeeded in

cataloguing 308 phanerogams having peltate leaves proper and 49 having ascidia-

shaped or ascidia-bearing leaves. A general survey of all these cases of peltation

has led him to the following results :

—

1. The peltation of leaves is very rare, the species in which it has as yet been
observed being an insignificant minority in the total number of actually known
phanerogams, estimated at about 110,000 species.

2. The peltation of the leaflets of compound leaves is still more exceptional,

only two such cases hanng so far been recorded—namely, in the genus Thalicti-um.

3. Peltate leaves proper and ascidia-shaped leaves are unknown amongst
verticillate and extremely rare amongst opposite leaves.

4. Sarraceniacete and Nepenthacese being placed on one side, the peltation of

leaves is always an exceptional character in each order or genus in which it occurs.

Cases of peltation appear, so to say, at random in various natural orders, between
which they are very unequally distributed. Consequently there is no correlation

between the peltation of leaves and the floral characters of plants.

5. While there is an evident functional adaptation of ascidia-shaped leaves to

the biology of the plants which produce them, peltate leaves proper on the contrary

do not seem to possess any such adaptation, so that they must, for the present, be
looked upon merely as an indication of an excess of development not as yet
accounted for.

6. The great scarcity of peltate or ascidia-shaped leaves amongst actual

phanerogams is difficult to reconcile with the fact that teratological ascidia are of

rather frequent occurrence.

7. The peltation of leaves is in no correlation with the geographical distribution

of plants. However, phanerogamic species in general being immensely more
numerous in the inter-tropical than in the extra-tropical regions, peltate-leaved

plants are necessarily also much more numerous in the former than in the latter

zones.

.3. Changes in the Sex of Willoios.

By I. H. BuRKiLL, M.A., Royal Gardens, Kew.

In the genus Salix flowers of both sexes are occasionally present in the same
catkin, and one sometimes finds that the sexual organs are intermediate in struc-

ture between stamens and carpels. By using the published records and by
availing myself of the large accumulation of material for study in the Herbaria
at Kew, Cambridge, in the British Museum, and at the Jardin des Plantes, Paris,

I have gathered together a number of facts which may be of interest.

Firstly, it is obvious that these abnormalities, though widely distributed in the

species of Salix, are much more common in some sections than in others. The
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§ Caprea yields by far the greatest number ; and second to it cornea the

§ Fragiles. In dwarf willows they seem to be very rare, and in § Glaciales I
have only found one abnormal catkin.

Secondly, we notice that, though the two-staminal willows yield most freely

these abnormalities, those in which the male flowers possess more than two
stamens sometimes show them. I can instance S. penta7idra and S. humboldtiana.

That the male organs or the female organs are produced from the same rudi-
ments is extremely probable; and in the normal Salix we have an unisexual
flower, which cannot, as in most Phanerogams, be shown to have had an origin from
a hermaphrodite flower by abortion of one sex. In these abnormal willows, while
we readily follow the change of the two stamens of one of the Caprece or
Purpurea; into the two carpels, it is not so easj^ to say what happens when five or
more stamens have to be replaced by two carpels.

Lastly, of the several theories thus far proposed to account for the occurrence
of the abnormalities, none is capable of wide application.

Sometimes the abnormalities reappear year after year ; sometimes they prove
inconstant. Had we a fuller knowledge, some explanation, partial or complete,
might be forthcoming ; for frequently, both in their distribution in the catkin and
on the branch, the changes in sex show a tendency to arrangement. At times the
male is above the female ; at times the reverse is the case. Rarely there are three
or four belts of flowers on one catkin, male succeeding female, and female male, io
definite order.

4. Aj)ogeotropic Roots o/Bowenia spectabilis (Hk.f,),
By H. H. W. Pearson, B.A., Cambridge.

Apogeotropic roots arise from the upper part of the main root of Boioenia
spectabilis, and appear just above the surface of the soil. These roots are very
numerous on the old plants. Each root develops endogenously and branches above
in an exogenous manner. The internal structure of the root is, in the main, the same
as that of an ordinary lateral root. The external layer is composed of radially

elongated cells, with their free ends not in contact, thus giving to theroot a villous

appearance, which can be detected by the naked eye. This 'piliferous ' layer soon
becomes cut off by a layer of cork.

Colonies of algse are found inhabiting a ring of intercellular spaces in the mid-
cortex. The alga is confined to a very definite zone. The portion of the cortex in

which it appears is in no way specialised, the cells which are crushed by its growth
being of the same size and form as those of the remainder of the cortex.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

The following Papers were read :

—

*o

1. Preliminary Note on Changes in the Gland Cells o/Drosera produced
by Various Food Materials. By Lily H. Huie.

(Communicated by Gustav Maxn).

The work is an extension of that previously undertaken by the authoress, an
account of which has abeady appeared in * Quart. Micro. Journ.,' vol. xxxix.

In the experiments now described leaves were fed with Egg-albumin, Globulin,
Peptone, Fibrin, Milk, Nuclein, Nucleic acid, and Calcium phosphate, the histo-
logical changes in the gland cells being noted in each case.

The results to be described were obtained with fixing fluids, widely difiering

in their chemical constitution.

Egg-albumin : The basophil cytoplasm becomes pink, and is reduced in twenty
to thirty hours to a mere vestige. After two days it commences to recuperate,
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and ultimately becomes again basophil. The changes in the nucleus comprise

—

(1) those of the nuclear chromosomes, (2) those of the nuclear plasm, and (o)

those of the nucleoli. In the resting cell the nuclear chromatin is scanty, but

immediately after feeding it commences to increase, till in twenty to thirty hours

large segments are formed as in mitosis. During recuperation the segments again

diminish. The eosinophil nucleoli are large in the resting cell ; they diminish after

feeding in direct proportion to the increase of the basophil chromatin, and finally

enlarge when the chromatin segments diminish.

Peptone is absorbed much more rapidly than egg-albumin, and produces in one

hour changes similar to those effected by egg-albumin in twenty to thirty hours.

Globulin also produces changes in twenty-four hours, but to a less marked
degree than egg-albumiu. Food passes into the tentacle between the lateral walls

of the cells, and secretory products pass through the apical walls, thus producing

an appearance of striae in the food which is in contact with the tentacles.

Fibrin is digested slowly, and changes similar to but generally less pronounced
than in egg-albumin are seen.

Milk is absorbed rapidly and completely. The morphological changes are less

marked than with any of the above-mentioned foods. The cell plasm remains

basophil throughout.

Nuclein produces almost no effect; the tentacles do not bend in, and do not

secrete more copiously than before. No cytological changes are produced except

Tery slight vacuolation of the cell plasm. All the colour reactions are the same
as those of controls.

Nucleic acid produced rapid bending in of the tentacles, and extremely copious

secretion. The leaves reopen in one to three days, and although the quantity of

nucleic acid given is not perceptibly diminished, there are great histological

changes, consisting in an almost complete disappearance of the cytoplasm (which

remains basophil throughout), and of the nucleoplasm. The basophil chromatin
segments remain unaltered.

Calcium phosphate produces appearances very similar to those after feeding

with egg-albumin, but the cytoplasm remains basophil.

Control leaves, after the application of all the above substances, reopened in a
perfectly healthy condition, as determined by their naked-eye appearances while
living, and their microscopic structure after fixing by different methods.

2. Theoretical Calculation of an Osmotic Optimum.
By Professor Dr. L. Errera (Brussels).

Recent researches made by Dr. F. Van Rysselberghe in the Botanical Institute

of Brussels have shown that vegetable cells generally answer an osmotic stimulus

by an appropriate osmotic reaction, and that the relation between stimulus and
reaction follows, within wide limits, the ' law of Weber.' Hence results the possi-

bility of predicting the existence and value of an osmotic optimum.
Let n be the normal osmotic pressure in a given cell

;

X the osmotic pressure of an external solution applied as stimulus

;

-R the reaction, i.e. the change in the osmotic pressure of the cell in response
to this stimulus. Then one has, according to Weber's law

:

Jc = c log - (c and s being constants).
s

The total value of the osmotic pressure in the cell is of course M + n, and its

excess over the pressure of the surrounding solution is,

1/ = Ii-i-7l — X,

or 7/ = clog - +n—x.
•^ ° s

It is easy to find by differentiation that this excess has a maximum value wheit
x = c log e (e being the basis of the Naperian logarithms = 2,7182818 . . . ).
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Experiments made with Tradescantia, Symphoricarpus, Allium, Elodea,
Spirogyra, agree most satisfactorily -with these theoretical results.

Additional interest arises from the fact that these values of x really correspond

to optimal solutions, in which the cells live longer than in any other.

3. On the Unit to he adopted for Osmotic Measurements.
By Professor Dr. L. Errera.

The investigations alluded to in the preceding note have proved that de Vries'

constant isotonic coefficieyits, excellent as they are for a first approximation, are

not sufficiently exact for more minute experiments. Here it is advisable to use,

instead of them, the coefficients of electric conductivity, which vary slightly with
the concentration of the solution.

Thus, osmotic pressures are not strictly proportional to the concentration of the

plasmolysing solutions, and these pressures ought no more to be expressed in mole-
cule-grams of KNO3, as is now generally done. The use of an atmosphere as

unit, though better, is also objectionable, as it varies from one place to another.

I would therefore suggest to adopt the C.G.S. unit of pressure, viz. 1 dyne
per sq. cm., or rather (to avoid useless decimals) 1 myriadyne per sq. cm., i.e. the

pressure of 10,000 dynes per sq. cm., the dyne being the force which gives the mass
of 1 gram in 1 second an acceleration of 1 cm. per second.

This unit is roughly equal to
^^ J^ atmosphere ; it is found to be very con-

venient for all sorts of osmotic calculations.

4. The Knight-Darwin Law. By Francis Darwin, F.R.S.

The Knight-Darwin law in its briefest form is a positive statement that no plant

self-fertilises itself for perpetuity. It was shown that in this I'orm it cannot be

found in Knight, and that Darwin adopted the more general statement that

Nature abhors perpetual self-fertilisation. Modern writers are inclined to condense

Darwin's contribution to Floral Biology to serve such aphorism, or, rather, to

accept .such aphorism, as a condensation of his contributions, and when exceptions

to it occur, or when it does not explain everything, to attempt to construct new
foundations for their science. It was shown that the foundations on which it rests

are not in need of such an underpinning process, and Darwin's generalisations still

suffice. The true interest of the Knight-Darwin law is in relation to wider

questions of sex, and not simply as a basis for the study of Horal mechanism.

5. Striccture 0/ the Yeast-cell. By Professor Dr. L. Eerera.

A study of the cells of Sacckaromyces Cerevisice has led me to the following

conclusions, part of which merely confirm former researches : 1. A relatively large

nuclear body exists in each adult cell. 2. Young cells contain no such body ; a

little later the old nuclear body divides, and one of its two daughters wanders
through the narrow connecting-channel into the young cell. 3. Alter the division

is complete, the twu cells are still kept together by a mucilaginous neck-shaped

pedicel, which appears not to have been noticed hitherto. It may pei'sist or not,

thus explaining the occurrence of cell-chains or of isolated cells in difterent races

of Yeast. 4. Carbohydrates are stored up in Yeast in the form of glycogen, which
accumulates or disappears from the vacuoles very rapidly, according to conditions

of nutrition and growth. The colour given by a known quantity of iodine-solution

to a known amount of Yeast-culture shows these variations most sharply. The
change of tint by heat after iodine-action, and the destruction of the intracellular

glycogen by saliva, also give very clear results.
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6. The Structure of the Yeast Plant. By Haeold Wager.

1. The yeast cell possesses a spherical, deeply-stained body which has heen by
many observers regarded as a nucleus. This body is present in all cells except
young cells in process of formation,

2. In close contact with this nuclear body is a vacuole which contains granules
and a network-like structure capable of staining in nuclear stains. The vacuole is

often surrounded by granules which stain in the same manner.
3. These two—the nuclear body and the vacuole—are iu close contact with

one another, and in the process of division a portion of each passes into the
daughter cell.

4. The granules of Hieromjmns occur, under the conditions described by him,
in large numbers ; and such cells are always found to contain granules which are
stainable in alkanin. It is very likely, therefore, that some or all of the granules
described by him are of an oily nature, although they do not easily dissolve in

ether.

7. Observations on the Cytology o/Achlya Americana {Htimphrey) var. nov.
By A. H. Trow.

1. The nucleus in Achlya Americana has a structure which agrees in many
respects with that of the higher plants. Nuclei have been observed to undergo
indirect division in the oogonia and antheridia ; spirem monaster and diaster stages

have been observed.

2. Most of the oogonial nuclei xmdergo degeneration, and the eggs even in the
earliest stages of their development are uni-nucleate.

3. Fertilisation takes place as in Saprolegnia diclina and S. mi.ita ; the fer-

tilising tube possesses a single nucleus.

4. The fusion of the gamete nuclei is generally delayed for two or three
days, but the fusion apparently always takes place a day or two before the oospore
becomes fully ripe.

5. Fertilisation has thus been proved to take place in Saprolegnia diclina,

S. mixta, and in the variety of Achlya Americana which the author proposes to
call var. Cambrica,
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lyictyota dichotoma, reproduction in,

J. LI. Williams on, 1044.

Dielectric of a condenser, dissipation of

energy in the, E. B. Rosa and A. W.
Smith on the, 790.

Dinosauria, Sauropedous, families of,

Prof. O. C. Marsh on the, 909.

*Dinosaurian remains from the Oxford
Clay of Northampton, C. W. Andrews
on, 883.

Discussion on monthlv magnetic means,
749.
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Discussion on the publication of the
differences between the hourly and
monthly magnetic means, 749.

on the magnetic and electrolytic

effects of electric railways, 758.
* on the results of the recent Solar

Eclipse Expeditions, 801, 840.

on the alternation of generations in

plants, 1051.

Dispersion, the dynamical theory of.

Lord Kelvin on, 782.

Donaldson (J. M.) and A. A. Cahen on
a comparison between charging a
secondary cell at constant potential

and at constant pressure, 779.

Dorsetshire soils, analyses of, C. M. Lux-
moore on, 841.

Drosera, changes in the gland cells of,

produced by various food materials,

Lily H. Huie on, 1066.

Drying tube, aconvenient form of, A. G. V.
Harcourt on, 846.

Dunn (S. T.) on the origin of railway
vegetation, 1044.

DuNSTAN (Prof. W. R.) on the teach-

ing of science in elementary schools,

433.

DuRRANT (R. G.) on green cobaltic

compounds, 840.

I>ye(l colours, the action of light upon,

Report on, 285.

Ear, the human, as a means of identifi-

cation, Miss M. A. Ellison, 1011.

Earthquake in India, June 12, 1897, the
great, R. D. Oldham on, *882, 939.

study. Prof. J. Milne on, 490.

Eastbkfibld (T. H.), T. B. Wood, and
W. T. N. Spivey, on the constitution

of oxycannabin, 849.

Echinodermata, classification. See 'Pel-

matozoa.'
*Eclipse, solar, Discussion on the ob-

servations of the recent, 801, 840.

Economic aspects of the Imperial idea,

Ethel R. Faraday on, 964.

history, A plea for the study of,

by Dr. W. Cunningham, 962.

Science and Statistics, Address by
Dr. J. Bonar to the Section of, 950.

EdgeWORTH (Prof. F. Y.) on the mathe-
maticalrepresentation of statistics, 791.

Edinburgh outlook tower. Prof. J. Geddes
on the, 945.

*Egypt under the first three Dynasties,
Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie on, 1020.

Electric arc, drop of potential at the
carbons of the, Mrs. Ayrton on the, 805.

balloon signalling in Arctic Ex-
peditions, E. Stuart Bruce on, 948.

brush discharge, E. H. Cook on

Electric cell of Jacques, carbon-consum-
ing, S. Skinner on the, 804.

secondary cell, comparison between
charging an, at constant potential and
at constant volume, A. A. Cahen and
J. W. Donaldson on, 779.

earth-current observations, the in-

terpretation of. Prof. A. Schuster on,

756.

lighting and power plant combined
for docks and harbours, J. G. W. Ald-
ridge on, 994.

* system at Bristol, with special

reference to auxiliary plant, H. F.
Proctor on the, 991.

motor, application of the, to small

the, 810.— canal haulage, A. H. Allen on, 995.

industrial purposes, and its effects on
trade, &c., A. H. Gibbings on the,

989.
* power in workshops, A. Siemens

on, 989.

and its application on the
three-phase system to the Bristol

Waggon and Carriage Works, W.
Geipel on, 989.

railways, magnetic and electrolytic

action of. Discussion on the, 758.

magnetic effects at Berlin of,

Dr. Eschenhagen on the, 759.

, the disturbance of magnetic
observatories by, Dr. W. von Bezold on,

758.

resistances, standard high, F. B.

Fawcett on, 805.
* traction, economic and social in-

fluences of. Prof. S. P. Thompson on,

968.

by surface contacts. Prof. S.

P. Thompson and Miles Walker on, 991.

voltmeter, platinum. Prof. H. L.

Callendar on a, 788.

wind, velocity of the electricity in

the, Prof. A. P. Chattock on the, 801.

Electrical changes in nerve, excitatory.

Prof. F. Gotch and G. J. Burch on,

'

716.

measurements, experiments for im-
proving the construction of practical

standardsfor. Report on, 145.

Appendix :

I. Comparison of the standard coils

used by Profs. J. V. Jones and W.
E. Ayrton in detervdning the abso-

lute resistance of mercury, with the

standards of the Association, by R.
T. Glazebrook, 147.

II. On the temperature coefficient of the

10-ohm coils used in the 1897 deter-

mination of the ohm, by M. Solomon,
151.

III. An ampere balance, by Prof. W.
E. Ayrton and Prof. J. V. Jones, 157.

* resistance, measurement of small
differences in, E. H. Griffiths on, 782.
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Electricity, the influence of, on plants,

S. Lemstrom, 808.

, E. H. Cook on, 800.

Electrolysis and electro-chemistry. He-
2)ort on, 158.

Electrolytes, state of ionisation in aque-
ous solutions containing two, Prof. J.

G. MacGregor on tlie, 803.

Electrolytic methods of qnantitative ana-
lysis. Report on the, 294.

The determination of zinc, hy Prof. W.
Carleton Williams, 295.

Hie detevmination of nickel and cohalt

{PaH I.), by Hugh Mnrsludl, 300.
* analysis, a new form of stand for.

Dr. H. Marshall on, 830.
* effects of electric railways, Dis-

cussion on the, 75iS.

Electro-magnetic theory of reflection on.

the surface of crystals, Dr. C. E. Curry
on, 811.

*Elements, periodic classification of the,

position of helium, argon, krypton, &c.,

in the, Prof. ,1. E. Reynolds on, 830.

JElli remains, Irish, in the Isle of Man,
Report on the, 548.

Ellis (Miss M. A.) on the human ear as

a means of identification, 1011.

(W.) on the comparison and reduc-
tion of inar/netic oljservatio7is, 80.

magnetic results at Greenwich and
Kew discussed and compared, 1889-96,
80.

(W. G. P.) on a method of obtain-

ing material for illustrating smut in

barley, 1045.

Elphinstone (G. K. B.) on the B. A.
screw gauge, 627.

Elworthy (F. T.) on some Roman
symbolic hands, 1012.

Embryology of Alcyonium, Prof. S. J.

Hichson on the, 585.

Energy, conservation of, in the human
body, E. B. Rosa and W. 0. Atwater
on the, 778.

, dissipation of, in the dielectric of

a condenser, E. B. Rosa and A. W.
Smith on the, 790.

*English Channel, a biological and
physical investigation of the, W. Gar-
stang and H. N. Dickson on, 905.

F/nrelopes. a new instrument for draivinq,

Prof. H. S. Hele-Shaw on, 619.

Equivalent replacement of metals. Prof.

F. Clowes on the, 838.

Erratic blocks of the British Isles, Report
on the, 552.

Eeeeea (Prof. Dr. L.) on theoretical cal-

culations of an osmotic optimum,
1067.

on the unit to be adopted for

osmotic measurements, 10G8.

on the structure of the yeast-cell,

1068.

EscHENHAGEX (Dr.) On simultaneous
magnetic observations, 748.

on the magnetic effects of electric

railways at Berlin, 759.

*Etheeidge (R.) on the relation and
extension of the Franco-Belgian Coal-
field to that of Kent and Somerset,
878.

Ethnographical survey of the UnitedKlng-
dom, iSiwth report on an, 712.

Ethnological Survey of Canada, Second
report on an, 696.

Etna, magnetic elements near, L. Palazzo
on the, 759.

Eurypterid-bearing rocks of the Pentland
Hills, Final report on the, 557.

Evans (A. J.) on the Silchester excavation,
689.

on the lake villaqe of Glastonbury,
694.

on an ethnographical survey of the
Ujiited Kingdom, 712.

* on the place of the lake village of
Glastonbury in British Archajology,
1021.

(Sir J.) on the work of tJie Corrc-
sjJ07idi?iff Societies Committee, 41.

on the 2>'>'omotion of agriculture,

312.—— on the lake village of Glastonbury,
694.

Everett (Prof. J. D.) on jrractical elec-

trical standards, 145.

Ewixg (Prof. J. H.) on seismological

investigation, 179.

Expenditure of middle-class working
women, Miss C. E. Collet on the, 973.

Exploration, the use of balloons and
kites in, Capt. B. Baden-Powell on,

948.

*Factitious air. Sir F. J. Bramwcll on,

987.

Faeaday (Ethel R.) on some economic
aspects of the Imperial idea, 964.

(F. J.) on the question of the ratio,

966.

Farmee (Prof. J. B.) on fertilisation in
Pho'ophycea;, 729.

Fatty acids, the cooling curves of. Dr. A.
P. Lawrie and E. H. Strange on, 836.

Fawcett (F. B.) on standard high re-

sistances, 805.

Fenton (H. J. H.) and H. Jackson on
the oxidation of glycerol in presence of

ferrous iron, 814.

Fermanagh caves, further exploration of

the, T. Plunkett on the, 885.

Fern, a rare, Matonia pectinata, A. C.

Seward on, 1050.

Fertilisation of plants, the Knight-
Darwin law on the, F. Darwin on,

1068.
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Fish in Scottish seas, efEects of the
closure of certain areas on, Prof. W. C.

Mcintosh on the, 911.

FitzGerald (Prof. G. F.) on practical
electrical standards, 145.

FitzGeeald Marriott (H. P.) on the
native secret societies of the west coast

of Africa, 1019.

Fitzpatrick (Rev. T. C.) on, practical
electrical standards, 145.

on electrolysis and electro-chemistry,

158.

Fleming (Dr. J. A.) on practical elec-

trical standards, 145.

Fletcher (A. E.) on the electrolytic

methods of quantitative analysis,

294.

Flints, worked, from Glacial deposits of

Cheshire and the Isle of Man, J. Lomas
on, 882.

Florideae, the form of the protoplasmic
body in certain, E. W. Phillips on,

1044.

Flower (Sir W. H.) on zoological bihlio-

graphy and publication, 558.

I on the compilation of an index
gcnerum et spcoierum animalium, 570.

on the Selangor caves, Singapore,

571.

Fluid, streamline motion of a viscoim.

Prof. H. S. Hele-Shaw and Sir G. G.
Stokes on the, 136, 143.

Fluids, thermal properties of. Prof. G.
Young on, 831.

Flux (Prof. A. W.) on recent theories as

to saving and spending, 972.

FooRD (A. H.) on life zones in the British
Carhoniferoiis rocks, 529.

Forbes (G.) on practical electrical

standards, 145.

• (H. O.) 071 the structure of a coral

reef, 556.

on the migration of birds in Great
Britain and Ireland, 569.

Fossils, comparative value of different

Icinds of, in determining geological age,

Prof. O. C. Marsh on the, 869.

Foster (A. Le Neve) on the B. A. screw
gauge, 627.

(Dr. C. Le Neve) on the structure

of a coral reef, 556.

(Prof. G. C.) on practical electrical

standards, 145.

(Prof. Michael) on the promotion of
agriculture, 312.

on the functional activity of nerve
cells, 714.

Fox (H.; on life-zones in the British
Carhoniferotm rocks, 529.

Fbankland (Prof. Percy) on the elec-

trolytic methods of quantitative
analysis, 294.

on the action of Bacteria on the
photographic plate, 835.

Functions, analytical, recent advances
in the theory of, E. T. Whittaker on,
793.

Fungus, a potato disease due to a, Prof.

Marshall Ward on, 1046.

Penicillium as a wood-destroying,
Prof. Marshall Ward on, 1048.

Galloway (John R.) on shipping rings
and the Manchester cotton trade, 968.

Galt (Ales.) on heat of combination of
metals in the formation of alloys,

787.

Galton (Sir Douglas) oyi the work of
the Cori'esponding Societies Committee,
41.

on the 2)hysical and mental defects

of children in schools, 691.

(Francis) on the wo7'k of the
Corresponding Societies Committee, 41.— 071 photographic records of pedigree
stock, 567.

on a7i ethnographical swrvey of the

United Kingdom, 712.

Gamble (F. W.) on the nerves of Areni-
cola, Nereis, &c., 584.

and F. W. Keeble on a circulatory
apparatus for use in researches on
colour physiology, &c., 913.

Gabson (Dr. J. G.) on the work of the
Corresponding Societies Committee, 41.

on tlic physical and mental defects

of children in schools, 691.

on an ethnographical survey of the

United Ki7igdoin, 712.

GABSTAN& (Walter) on the races and
migrations of the Mackerel, 902.

* and H. N. Dickson on a biological

and physical investigation of the Eng-
lish Cliannel, 905.

Garwood (E. J.) on life-zones in the

British Cai-bon\fero7is rocks, 529.

071 the collection of photographs of
geological interest in the United Ki7ig-

dom, 530.

Gaskell (Dr. W. H.) on the functional
activity of nerve cells, 714.

Gauge for small screws, the British
Association, 627.

Gaussian Constants, Prof. W. G. Adams
071 the determination by J. C. Ada7ns of
the, 109.

Geddes (Prof. P.) on the Edinburgh out-

look tower, 945.

Geikie (Sir Archibald) on the structure

of a coral reef, 556.

(Prof. J.) on the collectiori of
photographs of geological interest in
the United Kingdom, 530.

Geipel (W.) on electric power and its

application in the three-phase system
to the Bristol Waggon and Carriage
Works, 989.
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Gemmill (J. F.) o?i the pseudnhranch
and intestinal canal of teleosteans,

588.

Geography, Address by Col. G. Earl
Church to the Sectionof, 914.

political, Dr. J. Scott Keltic on,
942.

Geological age, comparative value of
different kinds of fossils in determin-
ing, Prof. 0. C. Marsh on the, 869.

photofiniphs of interest, United King-
dom, 530 ; Canada, 546.

Survey, revision of South Wales and
Monmouthshire by the, A. Strahan on
the, 863.

Geology, Address by W. H. Hudleston
to the Section of, 852.

of the Bristol District, Prof. C.
Lloyd Morgan on the, 862.

Geomorphological theories, Dr. J. W.
Gregory on, 938.

GiBBlNGS (A. H.) on the application of
the electric motor to small industrial
purposes, and its effects on trade, and
on the community generally, 989.

GiBBS (Prof. Wolcott) on wave-length
tables of the spectra of the elements and
compounds, 313.

Gibson .(Prof. Harvey) on fertilisation in
Phreophgceo', 729.

GiPPORD (J. W.) on lenses not of glass,
777.

Gilbert (Sir J. H.) on the promotion of
agriculture, 312.

Gill (Deemster) on Irish Elh remains
in the Isle of Man, 548.

Glacial deposits of Cheshire and the Isle
of Man, worked flints from, J. Lomas
on, 882.

sections at MoelTrifaen, E. Greenly
and A. B. Badger on the, 882.

Gladstone (G.) on the teaching of
science in elementary schools, 433.

(Dr. J. H.) on the teaching of science
in elementary schools, 433.

and W. Hibbert on the absorption
of the Rontgen rays by chemical com-
pounds, 835.

Glaisher (Dr. J. W. L.) on taUes of
certain mathematicalfunctions, 145.

Glastonbury, the Lake Village of. Report
on the, 694.

* Lake Village, the place in British
Archasology of the, A. J. Evans on,
1021.

Glazebeook (R. T.) on j^ractical elec-
trical standards, 145.

on a comparison of the sta7idard
coils used by Profs. J. V. Jones and W.
E. Ayrton in determining the absolute
resistance ofmercury with the sta?idards
of the Association, 147.

Globe, a proposed great, Prof. 6. Reclus
on, 945.

Glycerol, oxidation of, in presence of fer-

rous iron, H. J. H. Fenton and H.
Jackson on, 844.

Goodchild (J. G.) on the collection

of photographs of geological interest in
the United Kingdom, 530.

Goodricii-Freer (Miss A.) on the folk-

lore of the Outer Hebrides, 1020.

GOTCH (Prof. F.) on the functional
activity of nerve cells, 714.

and G. J. BuECH on exeitatonj
changes in electrical nerve, 716.

Granite of Dartmoor, age and origin of
the, and its relations to the adjoining
strata, A. Somervail on the, 877.

Geay(\V.)o/i the collection ofphotographs
of geological interest in the United
Khigdov), 530.

Green (Prof. J. R.) on the alcohol-pro-
ducing enzyme in yeast, 1046.

Greenhill (Prof. A. G.) on tables of
certain mathematical functions, 145

Greenly (Edward) on the occurrence of

Arenig shales beneath the Carboni-
ferous rocks at the Menai Bridge, 874.

on an uplift of boulders at Llan-
degfan, Menai Straits, 874.

and A. B. Badger on the Glacial
sections at Moel Trifaen, 882.

Gregory (J. W.) on the structure of a,

coral reef, 556.

on theories on the distribution of
the oceans and continents, 938.

Grifpiths (E. H.) on practical electrical-

standards, 145.

on electrolysis and electro-chemistry,

158.
* on the measurement of small dif-

ferences in resistance, 782.
'' on dilute solutions, 801.

Groom (Theodore) on the geological
structure of the Malvern and Abberley
Ranges, 872.

on the age of the Malvern and
Abberley Ranges, 873.

Guernsey, the folk-lore of, the late Mrs.
M. Aynsley on, 1C23.

Guise (R. E.) on the tribes inhabiting
the vicinity of the mouth of the
Wanigela (Kemp Witch) River, New-
Guinea, 1017.

Gun-cotton, the action of ammonia on,.

W. R. Hodgkinson and Capt. Owen on,
847.

GUPPY (H. B.)o7i the structure of a coral
reef, 566.

Haddon (Prof. A. C.) on the structure

of a- coral reef, 556.
— -— on the Torres Straits expedition,

688.

on an ethnological survey ef Canada,
696.
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Haddon (Prof. A. C.) on an ethnographi-
cal Siirvey of the. United Kingdom, 712.

*Hadfield (R. a.), Prof.W. F.'Barbett,
and W. Brown on the electric conduc-
tivity of a series of new alloj's of iron

and magnetic permeabilitj', 805.

Halibueton (R. G.) on the North-
Western tribes of Canada, G28.

Hallibukton (Prof. W. D.) on. the

fuTWtional activity of nerve cells, 714.

and Dr. F. W. Mott on the effects

upon Mood pressure produced by the

intravenous injection of fluids contain-

ing choline, neurlne, and allied sub-

stancen, 717.

Hands, Roman symbolic, F. T. Elworthy
on some, 1012.

Hakitsoh (Dr. R.) 07i the Selangor caves,

Singapore, 571.

Harcourt (A. G. Vernon) on a 10-candle
lamp to be used as a standard of light,

845.

on a convenient form of drying
tube, 846.

Harrison (Dr. A. J.) on the so-called

fascination of snakes, 911.

(Rev. S. N.) on the erratic blocks of
the British Isles, 552.

Haetland (E. Sidney) on an ethno-
logical survey of Canada, 696.

. on an ethnographical survey of the
United Kingdom, 712.

Hartley (Prof. W. N ) on wave-length
tables of the spectra of the elements and
compounds, 313.

Harvie-Brown (J. A.) on mailing a
digest of the observations on the migra-
tion of birds, 569.

Hawkshaw (J. C.) on the structure of a
coral reef, 556.

Haycraft (Prof. J. B.) on the func-
tional activity of nerve cells, 714.

Hebride.s, the Outer, the folk-lore of the,

Miss A. Goodrich-Freer on, 1020.

Hele-Shaw (Prof. H. S.) on the motion
of a thin film of risoous Jluid investi-

gated expsrimeatally, 136.

on a new instrument for drawing
envelopes, and its application to the

teeth of wheels andfor other purposes,
619.

on a new method of describing
cycloidal and other curves, 792.

Herdman (Prof. W. A.) on zoological

bibliography and publication, 558.

on the life conditions of the oyster,

559.

on the occupation of a table at the
Zoological Station at Naples, 587.

Hewitt (C. J.) oti tJie B. A. screw gauge,
627.

Hibbeet (Walter) and Dr. J. H. Glad-
stone on the absorption of the Ront-
gen rays by chemical compounds, 835.

Hicks (Dr. H.) on the structure of a
coral reef, 556.

(Prof. W. M.) on tables of certain

mathematicalfunctions, 145.

HiCKSON (Prof. S. J.) on the structure

of a coral reef, 556.

on the occupation of a table at the
Zoological Station at Naples, 587.

on the present state of our know-
ledge of the zoology of the Sandwich
Islands, 558.

on the embryology of Alcyonium,
585.

Hill-Tout (C.')onan ethnological survey

of Canada, 696.
* on some rock-drawings from

British Columbia, 1016.

Hilton-Price (F. G.) on an ethno-
graphical survey of the United King-
dom, 712.

Hind (Dr. Wheelton) on life-zones in the
British Carboniferous rocks, 529.

HiNDE (Dr. G. J.) on life-tones in the
British Carboniferous rocks, 529.

Histology if nerve cells, Gustav Mann on
the, 7i9.<

Hobley (C. W.) on the languages of
Kavirondo, 1020.

HoDGKiNSON (W. R.) and A. H. Cootb
on alkaline chlorates and sulphates of
heavy metals, 839.

and Capt. Owen on the action of
ammonia on gun-cotton, 847.

HoLDiCH (Col. Sir Thomas) on the
Swati and Afridi, 1017.

on Tirah, 944.

HoLL.\XD (T. H.) on the comparative
actions of subaerial and submarine
agents in rock decomposition, 868.

Holmes (T. V.) on the work of the
Corresponding Societies Committee, 41.

HoPKiNSON (J.) on the work of the

Corresponding Societies Committee, 41.
on the ajyplication of photography

to the elucidation of meteorological

2>keno?nena, 283.

on the rainfall of the south-west of
England, 799.

HoRNE (J.) on the erratic blocks of the
British Isles, 552.

HowAETH (0. H.) on a journey in

Mexico across the Sierra jiadre from
Mazatlan to Durando, 941.

on human life at extreme altitudes,

1010.

HowoRTH (Sir Henry) on an ethno-

ijraphical survey ofthe United Kingdom ^

712.

HoYLB (W. E.) on zoological bibliography

and publication, 558.

on the compilation of an index
generum et specierum animalium, 570.

on the occupation of a table at the-

Zoological Station at Naples, 587.
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*H0YLE (W. E.) Demonstration of Dr.

Field's card-catalogue of zoological

literature by, 916.

HuDLESTON (W. H.), Address to the

Section of Geology by, 852.

, on the eastern margin of the North
Atlantic basin, 881.

HuiE (Lily H.) on changes in the gland

cells of Drosera produced by various

food materials, 1066.

Hull (Prof. E.) on tlie erratic Tiloclis of
the British Isles, 552.

on the sub-oceanic physical features

of the North Atlantic, 879.

Hummel (Prof. J. J.) on the action of
light upon dyed colours, 285.

Hydraulic power transmission by com-
pressed air, W. G-. Walker on, 994.

Hydrometers of total immersion, A. W.
Warrington on, 791.

Identification, the human ear as a means
of, Miss M. A. Ellis on, 1011.

Imperial idea, some of the economic
aspects of the, Ethel E. Faraday on,

964.

Index generum et speclcruni animallum.
Report on the compilation hj C. Bavies
Shsrhorn of an, 570.

Indian Hill tribes, the Central, W.
Crooke on, 1016.

Indians, Musquakie, the myths and
customs of the, Mary A. Owen on,

1016.

Industrial conciliation, L. L. Price on,

963.

Insect life, some mj'ths and fancies of,

S. C. Southam on, 1023.

Insects, the struggle for existence in

certain, Prof. Poulton and Cora E.
Sanders on, 906.

Intelligence of animals as an experi-

mental stud}-. Prof. C. Lloyd Morgan
on the, 909.

*Iron alloys, new, electric conductivity
and magnetic permeability of, Prof.

W. F. Barrett, W. Brown, and E. A.
Hadfield on the, 805.

Isle of Man, Irish elk remains in the,

Report on the, 548.

Isomeric naphthalene derivatives,Eleventh
report on the investigation of, 312.

Jackson (H.) and H. J. H. Fenton on
the oxidation of glycerol in presence
of ferrous iron, 844.

*Jameson (Dr. H. L.) on a case of pro-

tective resemblance in mice, 905.

Japan, tabu in, K. Minakata on, 1011.

Japp (Prof. F. R.), Address to the Section
of Chemistrj' by, 813.

Johnson (Claude) on the hydraulic sys-

tem of jointing of tubes on tubular
bodies, 987.

Jones (C. E.) on the anatomy of the
stem of species of Lycopodinm, 1051.

(Prof. J. Viriamu) on practical elec-

trical standards, 145.

and Prof. W. E. Ayrton on an
ampere balance, 157.— (Prof. T. Eupert) on the Phyllopoda

of the Palcsozoic rocks, 519.

on the eurypterid-hearing rocks of
the Pcntland Hills, 557.

JUDD (Prof. J. W.) on the structure of a
coral reef, 556.

*JULIN (Prof. Ch.) on the development of

the heart in Tunicata, 916.

Kamchatka, North-eastern, a visit to,

Capt. Barrett-Hamilton on, 944.

Karivondo, the languages of, C. W. Hob-
ley on, 1020.

Kbbble (F. W.) and F. W. Gamble on
a circulatory apparatus for use in re-

searches on colour physiology, &c.,

913.

Keltie (Dr. J. Scott) on political geo-

graphy, 942.

Kelvin (Lord) on the comparison and
reduction of magnetic ohservations, 80.

on tables of certain matJiematical

functions, 145.

071 practical

145.

electrical standards.

on seismological investigation, 179.

on the B. A. screw gauge, 627.

on the dynamical theory of refrac-

^ tion, dispersion, and anomalous dis-

persion, 782.

on the continuity in theory of

waves, mechanical, luminous, and
electromagnetic, 783.

on graphic representations of the

two simplest cases of a single wave,

792.

Kendall (Prof. P. F.) on life-zones in

the BHtish Carboniferous rocks, 529.

on the erratic blocM of the British

Isles, 552.

Kentish migrations, traces of early, T.

W. Shore on, 1022.

Kbrmode (P. M. C.) on Irish elk remains

in tlie Isle of Man, 548.

KiDSTON (E.) on life-zones in the British

Carboniferous roclis, 529.

on the collection of photographs of
geological interest in the United King-
dom, 530.

Kingsley (Miss Mary H.) on the law
and nature of property among the

peoples of the true negro stock, 1018.

KiEK (Sir John) on the climatology of
Africa, 603.
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KrRKLET (J. W.) on life-zones in the

British Carboniferous rocks, 529.

*Kites, American, a new form of, Prof.

A. Schuster on, 797.

., exploration of the air by means of,

A. L. Rotch on the, 797.

Klebs (Prof. Georg) on- alternation of
generations in the thallophytes, 1057.

Knight-Darwin law, F. Darwin on the,

1068.

Kkott (Prof. C. G.) on seismological

investigation, 179.

Knubley (Rev. E. P.) oji maldng a digest

of the observations 07i the migration of
birds, 569.

KoHN (Dr. C. A.) 071 the electrolytic

methods of quantitative analysis, 294.

on the life conditions ofthe oyster, 559.

Krauss (A.) on the Tarahumare people

of Mexico, 1015.

Lamplugh (G. "VV.) on Canadian Pleis-

tocene flora and fauna, 522.

on life-zones in tlie British Car-

boniferous rocks, 529.

on Irish elk remains in the Isle of
Man, 548.

Land system, the Wakefield, and the
developments from it in the Colonies,

W. P. Reeves on, 974.

Lang (W. H.) on the prothallus of Ly-
copodimn claratum, 1050.

• on alternation of generations in the
ArchegoniatcB, 1051.

Langley (Dr. J. N.) on the functional
activity of nerve cells, 714.

Lankesteb (Prof. E. "Rz.j) oji investiga-

tions made at the Marine Biological

Laboratory at Plymouth, 583.

on tlw occiqjatlon of a table at the

Zoological Station at 2Vaj)les, 587.

Lapworth (Prof. C.) on the structure of
a coral reef, 556.

Laurie (Dr. A. P.) and E. H. Strange
on the cooling curves of fatty acids,

836.

(M.) 071 the eurypterid-bearing
rocks of the Pentla7ul Hills, 557.

*Layard (Miss Nina) on walled-up
skeletons, 1022.

Leadhillite in ancient leadslags from the
Mendip Hills, L. J. Spencer on, 875.

Leather trade, recent advances in the,

J. G. Parker on, 842.

Leaves, the peltation of, Prof. C. de Can-
dolle on, 1065.

Lebour (Prof. G. A.) 07i seis/nological

investigation, 179.

on life-zo7ies in the British Carboni-

ferous rocks, 529.

Lees (Dr. C. H.) on the effect of pressure
on the thermal conductivities of rocks,

807.

Leith (George) on stone implements
from S. Africa, 1011.

Lemstrom (Selim) on the relations

between the variations in earth cur-

rents, electric currents from the atmo-
sphere, and magnetic perturbations,

755.

on the influence of electricity on
plants, 808.

Lenses not of glass, J. W. Giffordon, 777.
Lepidodendron allied to L. ftdigi/iosum, a

fine specimen of an halonial branch of

a, Dr. D. H. Scott on, 1049.

Lewis (A. L.) on the stone-circles of
Stanton Drew, 1014.

Life of man at extreme altitudes, O. H.
Howarth on, 1010.

life-zones in the British Carboniferous
rocks. Report on, 629.

Light, absorption of, in a magnetic field,

the discovery b}' Righi of the, Prof.

S. P. Thompson on, 789.

, the action of, upon dyed colours,

Report on, 285.

, Standard of, a 10-candle lamp to

be used as a, A. G. V. Harcourt on,
845.

*Limestone, the work of encrusting or-

ganisms in the formation of, E. Weth-
ered on, 883.

LiVEiNG (Prof. G. D.) on wave-length
tables of the spectra of the elements and
compoxmds, 313.

LiZNAR (Prof. J.) on the variation of
terrestrial magnetic force with alti-

tude, 760.

Lloyd (R. J.) on the articulation and
acoustics of the spirate fricative con-
sonants, 777.

Lloyd Morgan (Prof. C.) on the geology
of the Bristol District, 862.

on animal intelligence as an experi-
mental study, 909.

on the prehistoric antiquities of the
neighbourhood of Bristol, 1014.

LocKYER(Sir J. N.) 07iwave-le7igthtablcs

of the spectra of the ele77ients and com-
pounds, 313.

Lodge (Prof. A.) on tables of certain
mathematical functions, 145.

(Dr. O. J.) on 2)Tactical electrical

standards, 145.—~ on a magnifying telephone, 782.

Logarithmic coordi7iates, the use of, J.H.
Vhicent on, 159.

Logic, the imaginary of, Prof. G. J.

Stokes on, 796.

LoMAS (J.) 07b the erratic blocks of the
British Isles, 552.

on worked flints from Glacial de-
posits of Cheshire and the Isle of Man,
882.

Lubbock (Sir John) on the teaching of
scie7ice in eleme7itary schools, 433.
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Luminosity produced by striking sugar,

J. Burke on the, 810.

LuxMOKE (C. M.) on analyses of Dorset-

shire soils, 841.

Lycopodiuvi clavatum, the prothallus of,

W. H. Lang on, 1050.
. the anatomy of the stem of species

of, C. E. Jones on, 1051.

M.4.CALLUM (Dr A. B.) on the Canadian
biological station in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, 582.

on the functional activity of nerve

cells, 714.
* -on the micro- chemistry of cells,

905.
* on the detection of phosphorus in

tissues, 923.

Macbeide (Prof. E. \V.) on the Canadian
biological station i)i the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, 582.

MacGeegok (Prof. J. G.) on the deter-

mination of the state of ionisation in

dilute aqueous solutions containing
two electrolytes, 803.

McIntosh (Prof. W. C.) nn the occupa-

tion of a table at the Zoological Station

at Naples, 587.

on the effects on fish of the closure

of certain areas in Scottish seas, 911.

McKendeick (Prof. J. G.) on the func-
tional activity of nerve cells, 714.

Mackerel, races and migrations of the,

W. Garstang on the, 902.

MacLachlan (R.) on the compilation of
an index generum et spccierum anima-
lium, 570.

McLaeen (Lord) on meteorological ob-

servations on Ben Nevis, 277.

Maclean (Rev. John) on an ethnological

Survey of Canada, 696.

McLeod (Prof. C. H.) on, the meteorolo-

gical observatory at Montreal, 79.

(Prof. H.) 071 the bibliography of
spectroscopy, 439.

Macmahon (Prof. P. A.) on tables of
certain mathematicalfunctions, 145.

Macoun (Prof. J.) on the Canadian
biological station in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, 582.

Madan (H. G.) on the bibliography of
spectroscopy, 439.

Magnetic bar suspended from its centre
of gravity, movement of the N. pole of

a, J. B. Capello on the, 750.

elements of the earth, the systematic
investigation of the secular variations

of the. Dr. Ad. Schmidt on, 747.

elements, influence of altitude on
the. Dr. van Rijckevorsel and Dr.
van Bemmelen on the, 760 ; Prof. J.

Liznar on the, 760.
. elements near Etna, L. Palazzo on

the, 759.

Magnetic field, discovery by Righi of the
absorption of light in a, Prof. S. P.

Thompson on the, 789.
* field, radiation from a source of

light in a. Prof. T. Preston on, 789.

and meteorological phenomena.
analogies between the yearly ranges of

some. Dr. van Rijckevorsel on, 797.

monthly means. Discussion on, 749,

hourly and monthly means, publica-

tion of the differences between the.

Discussion on the, 749.

observations in the Azores, the
Prince of Monaco on, 749.

observations, Beport on comparing
q,nd reducing, 80.

I. Magnetic results at Greenwich and
Kew, 1889-1896, by W. Ellis, 80.

II. Account of J. C. Adams' determina-

tion of the Gaussian constants, by

Prof W. G. Adams, 109.— observations, simultaneous, Dr.

Eschenhagen on, 748.

observations at Funafuti, Capt.

E. W. Creak on, 755.— observatories, the establishment of
temporary, especially in tropical

countries. Prof, von Bezold and Gen.

Byhatcheff on, 743.— observatories, Dr. M. Snellen on, 757.

observatories in Cape Colony, Dr.

Beattie and Mr. Morrison on, 750.—- perturbations, earth currents, and
electric currents from the atmosphei-e

relations between, S.Lemstrom on, 755.

potential of the earth, a simple

method of obtaining the expression of

the, in a series of spherical harmonics.

Prof. A. Schuster on, 752.

Magnetism, Terrestrial and Atmospheric
Electricity, International Conference
on:

—

Address by Prof. A. W. Riicker to

the, 733.

Proceedings, 741.

Extracts from the Report of the
Permanent Committee, 761.

Constitution of the Committee.
International Conference.

Meetings and Resolutions of

the Committee.
Future organisation of the
Committee.

Magnetism, the application of terrestrial,

to the solution of some problems of

cosmical physics, Prof. A. Schuster on,

745.

Magnets, long and short, the relative ad-

vantages of. Prof. E. Mascart on, 741.

of constant intensity under changes
of temperature, the construction of,

J. R. Ashworth on, 742.

Magnus (Sir P.) on the teaching of science

in elementary schools, 433.
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Malvern and Abberley Kanges, age of

the, T. Groom on the, 873.

,
geological structure, T. Groom on

the, 872.

Mann (Dr.) on thefnnctional activity of
nerve cells, 714.

Manson (Marsden) on the laws of

climatic evolution, 878.

Maps, national, orthography, location,

and selection of names for the, H. T.

Crook on the, 947.

Mark (J. E.) on life-zones in the British

Carboniferous rocks, 529.

Maksh (Prof. O. C.) on the comparative
value of different kinds of fossils in

determining geological age, 869.

on the families of Sauropodous
Dinosauria, 909.

Marshall (Dr. Hugh) on the electrolytic

methods of quantitative analysis, 294,

300.
» on a new form of stand for electro-

lytic analysis, 830.

*Marshairs proof that Precis octavia-

natacensis and P. sesamus are seasonal

forms of the same species. Prof. E. B.

Poulton on, 902.

Marten (B. D.) on schemes for the im-
provement of the waterway between
the Bristol Channel and the Birming-
ham District, 991.

Mascart (Prof. E.) on the relative ad-
vantages of long and short magnets,

741

Masterman (A. T.) on the origin of the
vertebrate notochord and pharyngeal
clefts, 914.

Mathematicalfunctions, Report en tables

of certain., 145.

and Physical Science, Address by
Prof. \V. E. Ayrton to the .Section of,

767.

Mavor (Prof. J.) 071 the promotion of
agriculture, 312.

Mechanical Science, Address by Sir John
Wolfe-Barry to the Section of, 970.

Medifeval population of Bristol, Dr. J,

Beddoe on the, 1013.

Medullosa, a new, from the Lower Coal-

measures of Lancashire, Dr. D. H.
Scott on, 1045.

Megalithic remains near Bristol, Prof. C.

Lloyd Morgan on, 1014.

Meldola (Prof. R.) on the work of
the Corresponding Societies Committee,

41.
-—- on seismological investigation, 179.

on the application of photography
to the elucidation of meteorological

phenomena, 283.

on the action of light upon dyed
colours, 285.— on an ethnographical survey of the

United Kingdom, 712.

Menai Bridge, Arenig shales beneath the
Carboniferous rocks at, E. Greenly on,
874.

Straits, an uplift of boulders at
Llandegfan, E. Greenly on, 874.

Mendip Hills, leadhillite in ancient lead
slags from the, L. J. Spencer on,
875.

Mental and physical defects of children
in schools. Report on the, 691.

Metals, equivalent replacement of, Prof.
F. Clowes. 838.

, heat of combination of, in the
formation of alloys, A. Gait on, 787.

Meteor streams, the dynamical explana-
tion of certain observed phenomena
of. Dr. G. J. Stoney on, 793.

Meteorological exploration of the air by
means of kites, A. L. Rotch on the,
797.

and magnetic phenomena, analogies
between the yearly ranges of some,
Dr. van Rijckevorsel on, 797.

observations on Ren Nevis, Report
on, 277.

phenomena, the application ofphoto-
graphy to the elucidation of. Eighth
report on, 283.

—— observatory at Montreal, Report on
the, 79.

Mexico, a journey in, across the Sierra
Madre from Mazatlan to Durango,
0. H. Howarth on, 941.

MiALL (Prof. L. C.) on the Torres Straits
expedition, 688.

*Mice, a case of protective resemblance
in, Dr. H. L. Jameson on, 905.

MiERS (Prof. H. A.) on the origin of
stone-worship, 1013.

Migration of birds, Interim report of the
Committee for making a digest of the
observations on the, 569.

Mill (Dr. H. R.) on the climatology of
Africa, &(iZ.

on the prospects of Antarctic re-
search, 942.

Mills (Prof.) on the promotion of agri-
culture, 312.

(Dr. T. Wesley) on the Canadian
biological statioii in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, 582.

Milne (Prof. J.) on seismological investi-
gation, 179.

on earthquake study, 940.
Milner (S. R.) and Prof. A. P. Chat-
TOCK on the thermal conductivity of
water, 808.

MiNAKATA (K.) on tabu in Japan in
ancient, mediaeval, and modern times,
1011.

Minerals, British, Supplementary list of,
by L. J. Spencer, 875.

Moel Trifaen, Glacial sections at, E.
Greenly and A. B. Badger on the, 882
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Monaco (the Prince of) on magnetic
observations in the Azores, 749.

Money, gold and silver, the ratio for,

F. J. Faraday on, 966.

Montreal Meteowloglcal Observatory,

Repm't 0)1 the, 79.

Montzu of Western Sze-chuan, Mrs.

Isabella Bishop on the, 1017.

MORBBLL (R. S.) and J. M. Ckofts on
the action of hydrogen peroxide on
carbohydrates in the presence of iron

salts, 845.

*M0EEIS0N (J. T.) and Dr. Beattie on
magnetic observatories in Cape Colony,

750.

MOKTON (G. H.) on life-zones in the

British Carhoniferous rocks, 529.

MOTT (F. W.) and Prof. W. D. Halli-
BXJETON Oil the effects upon blood-

jjressure produced by the intravenmis

injection of fluids containing choline,

neurine, and. allied substances, 111.

MuiEHEAD (Dr. A.) on practical elec-

trical standards, 145.

Municipal enterprises, profit from, in aid

of rates, E. Cannan on, 967.

frontiers, rectification of, W. M.
Acworth on, 968.

Municipalities as traders, G. Pearson on,

966.

MuNBO (Dr. R.) on the lalw village of

Glastonivry , 694.

MUEEAY (Sir John) on meteorological

observations on Ben Nevis, 211.

on the structure of a coral reef, 297.

Myelination of nerve fibres, H. V. Ander-

son on. 111.

Myees (J. L.) on the Silchester excava-

tion, 689.

Nagel (D. H.) 071 the bibliography of

spectrosco'py , 439.

Naphthalene derivatives, Eleventh report

on the investigation of isomeric, 311.

Natteeeb (Dr. K.) on the oceano-

graphical results of the Austro-Hun-

garian deep-sea expeditions 1890-96,

938.

Negro stock, the true, the law and nature

of property among. Miss Mary H.

Kingsley on, 1018.

Neon and argon, extraction from air of

the companions of, Prof. W. Ramsay
and M. W. Travers on the, 828.

Nerve-cells, the functional activity of,

and their perijiheralextouions. Report

on, 714.

Appendix :

I. Structural alterations observed in

nerve cells, by W. B. Warrington, 715.

II. Excitatory electrical changes in

nerve, by Prof. F. Gotch and G. J.

Burch, 716.

III. The effects upon blood-pressure

produced by the intra-venous in-

jection of fluids containing cJwline,

neurine, and allied substances, bi/

F. W. Mott and Prof W. B. Halli-
burton, 111.

IV. The myelination of nerve-fibres, by
H. V. Anderson, 111.

V. The histology of nerve cells, by
Gustav Mann, 719.

Nerves of Arenicola, Nereis, ^-c, F. W.
Gamble on the, 584.

Newcomen engine at Long Ashton,
W. H. Pearson on an old, 987.

New Guinea, the tribes near the mouth
of the Wanigela River, R. E. Guise on,

1017.

Newton (Prof. A.) on tlui present state of
our knowledge of the zoology of the
Sandwich Islands, 538.

on making a digest of the observa-

tions on the migration of birds, 569.

Nicholson (Prof. H. A.) on life-zones in
the British Carboniferous rocks, 529.

Niger Delta, the natives of the, M. le

Compte C. de Cardi on, 1019.

*Nile, the Upper, Sir C. W. Wilson on,

943.

Nitroso-pinene, J. A. Smythe on, 849.

NOELTING (Prof. E.) on diamidated
aromatic amidines, a new class of

colouring matters, 843.

Nomenclature, the report of the Inter-

national Zoological Congress on, Rev.
T. R. R. Stebbing on, 905.

North- Western Tribes of the Bominion
of Canada, Twelfth report on the, 628.

I. Physical characteristics of the tribes

of British Columbia, by Franz
Boas and Liriiujston Farrand, 628.

II. Tlic Chilcotin, by L. Farrand, 645.

III. The social organisation of the
Haida, by F. Boas, 648.

IV. Linguistics, by F. Boas, 654.

V. Summary of the Korh of the Com-
mittee, by F. Boas, 667.

Appendix

:

Index to Reports lY.-XII.. 684.

Notochord and pharyngeal clefts in

Vertebrata, the origin of the, A. T.

Masterman on, 914.

Oldham (R. D.) on the great earth-

quake of 1897, 882.

on the great Indian earthquake of
June 12, 1897, 939.

*OsBORN (Prof. H. F.) on restoration by
Charles Knight of extinct Vertebrates,

883.

Osmotic optimum, theoretical calcula-

tions of an, Prof. L. Errera on, 1067.

measurements, the unit to be
adopted for, Prof. L. Errera on, 1068.
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Owen (Capt.) & W. R. Hodgkinson on
the action of ammonia on gun-cotton,
847.— (Mary A.) on the myths and
customs of the Musquakie Indians,

1016.

Oxycannabin, constitution of, T. B.
Wood,W. T. N. Spivey and T. H. Easter-
field on the, 840.

Oyster, life conditions of the, normal and
abnormal. Third report on the, 559.

Palaeolithic conditions in Tasmania and
Australia, the survival of, Prof. E. B.

Tyler on, 1014.

Palazzo (Luigi) on the form of the
isomagnetic lines in the neighbour-
hood of the volcano Etna, 759.

Pacific telegraph cable, C. Bright on the,

996.

Parkee (J. Gordon) on recent advances
in the leather trade, 842.

Parkinson (J.) o>i the variation ofCax-
dium, Donax, and Tellina, 593.

Parks (W. A.) on photographs of geo-

logical interest in Canada, 546.

Patterson (Rev. Dr. G.) 071 an ethno-
logical siirvey of Canada, 696.

Peach (B. N.) on life-zones in the British
Carboniferous rochs, 529.

Pearson (George) on municipalities as
traders, 966.

(H. H. W.) on apogeotropic roots
of Borvenia spectabilis, 1066.

* (W. H.) on an old Newcomen
engine at Long Ashton, 987.

Pedigree stock, j^hotographic records of,

F. Gallon on, 567.

Peek (Sir Cuthbert E.) on the worh of
the Corresponding Societies Committee,
41.

• on the North-rvestern tribes of
Canada, 628.

Pelmatozoa (Echinodermata &c.), phylo-
genetic classification of the, F. A.
Bather on a, 916.

Peltation of leaves, Prof. C. de Candolle
on the, 1065.

Penhallow (Prof. D. P.) on Canadian
Pleistocene flora andfauna, 522, 525.

on the Canadian biological station

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, 582.
. on an ethnological survey of Canada,

696.

Peptone amd its preciirsors, the physio-
logical effects of when introduced into

the circulation. Second interim report

on, 720.

Perkin (Dr. W. H.) ora the action of light

npoji dyed colours, 285.

Perry (Prof, ^dhn) on practical electrical

standards, 145.

on seisvwlogical investigation, 179.

*Petrie (Prof.W. M. Flinders) on Egypt
under the first three Dynasties, in the
light of recent discoveries, 1020.

* on traces of Terramare settlements
in modern Italian towns, 1021.

Plueophycea;, fertilisation in, Second
interim report on, 729.

Phillips (Prof. R W.) on fertilisation
in PhceophyccfP, 729.

on the form of the protoplasmic
body in certain Florides, 1044.

*PhosphorQs, the detection of, in tissues,
Prof. A. B. Macallum on, 923.

Photographic image, undeveloped, action
of certain substances on the, C. H.
Bothamley on the, 850.

plate, action of certain metals and
organic bodies on a. Dr. W. J. Russell
on the, 834.

•, action of bacteria on the, Prof.
Percy Frankland on the, 835.

record, the national, Sir B. Stone
on, 943.

records ofpedigree stock, F. Gallon
on, 567.

Photographs of geological interest in the
United Kingdom, Ninth report on, 530.

in Canada, Report on, 546.
Photography, the application of, to the

elucidation of meteorological pheno-
mena, Eightli repoH on, 283.

Phyllopoda of the PaUcozoic rocks
Fourteenth report on the, 519.

Physical and Mathematical Science, Ad-
dress by Prof. W. E. Ayrton to the
Section of, 767.

Pickering (S. U.) on the provwtion of
agricultvre, 312.

Pitt-Rivers (Gen.) on the lake village
of Glastonbury, 694.

on ail ethnographical survey of the
United Kingdom, 712.

Plants, the influence of electricity on, S.
Lemstrom on, 808.

E. H. Cook on, 809.
Pleistocene Canadian flora and fauna.
Report on, 522.

Appendix :

Pleistocene flora of the Bon Valley, hi/

Prof. B. P. Penhallon; 525.
Plummee (W. 'E.)onphotograms obtained

with the seismometer in the Liverpool
Observatory, 272.

Plunkett (Thomas) on further explora-
tion of the Fermanagh Caves, 885.

Plymouth, Report on the occupation of a
table at the Marine Biological Labora-
tory, 583.

*Pocock (R. I.) on musical organs in
spiders, 914.

Pollen (Rev. G. C. H.) on the Ty
Newydd Cave, Tremeirchion, 884.

*Poor Law administration, Douglas Dent
on, 963.
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Poor Law schools, A defence of, by W.
Chance, 962.

Potato disease, Prof. H. Marshall Ward
on a, 1046.

Potentiometer, a pneumatic analogue of

the, W. N. Shaw on, 778.

PouLTON (Prof. E. B.) on the promotion

of affricvlture, ^12.

« on G. A. K. Marshall's proof that

Preciioctavia-natacensis and P. scsamus

are seasonal forms of the same species,

«02.
and Cora B. Sanders on an experi-

mental enquiry into the struggle for

existence in certain common insects,

906.

POYNTiNG (Prof. J. H.) on seisvwlpgical

investigation, 179.

Pkeece (W. H.) on 2J'ractical electrical

standards, 145.

on the B. A. screw gauge, 627.

Peentice (Manning) on the carlo-

hydrates of cereal straws, 293.

Presidential Address at Bristol l»j Sir

William Crookes, 3

-Peeston (Prof. T.) on radiation from a

source of light in a magnetic field,

789.

Peice (Prof. B.) on taMes of certain

mathematical functions, 145.

(L. L.) on industrial conciliation,

963.

(W. A.) on the B.A. screivgavge, 627.

Peince (Prof. E. E.) on the Canadian

biological station in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, 582.

*Peoctok (H. Faraday) on the electric

lighting system at Bristol, with special

reference to auxiliary plant, 991.

Publication, zoological, and bibliography.

Report on, 558.

^Radiation from a source of light in a

magnetic field. Prof. T. Preston on,

789.

Railway vegetation, the origin of, S. T.

Dunn on, 1014.

Eainfall of the south-west of England,

J. Hopkinson on the, 799.

Eamsat (Prof. W.) and M. W. Travees
on the extraction from air of the com-

panions of argon and neon, 828.

Eavenstein (E. G.) on the climatology

of Africa, 603.

on an ethnographical surrey of the

United Kingdom., 712.

Ratleigh (Lord) on practical electrical

standards, 145.

Read (C. H.) on ancient works of art

from Benin City, 1020.

Reclus (Prof. 6lisee) on a proposed

great globe, 945.

Reed organ of the Lao Shans, H. Waring-

ton Smyth on the, 1013.

Reeves (W. P.) on the Wakefield land
system, and the developments from it

in the Colonies, 974.

Refraction, dispersion, and anomalous
dispersion, the dynamical theory of,

Lord Kelvin on, 782.

Reid (A. S.) on the collection of photo-

graphs of geological interest in the

United KiTigdom, 530.

(Clement) on tlw Selangor caves,

Singapore, 571.
* (G. A.) on a new theory of retro-

gression, 911.

Rennie (J.) on practical electrical

standards, 145.

Reproduction in Dictyota dichotoma,

J. LI. Williams on, 1044.

Research, juvenile, Prof. H. E. Arm-
strong on, 840.

*Eetrogression, a new theory of, G. A.

Reid on, 911.

Reynolds (Prof. J. Emerson) on the

electrolytic methods of quantitative

analysis, 294.
* on the position of helium, argon,

krypton, &c., in the periodic classifica-

tion of the elements, 830.
* on the effect of varying propor-

tions of carbon dioxide on the acety-

lene flame, 845.

Rideal (Dr. S.) on standards of purity

for sewage effluents, 847.

Ridley (H. N.) on the Selangor cares,

Singapore, 571.

Righi's discovery of the absorption of

light in a magnetic field, Prof, S. P.

Thompson on, 789.

RiJCKEVORSEL (Dr. van) on analogies

between the yearly ranges of some
meteorological and magnetic pheno-
mena, 797.

and Dr. van Bemmelen on the in-

fluence of altitude above the sea on
the elements of terrestrial magnetism,

760.

Roberts (Dr. I.) 07i seismological investi-

gation, 179.

Roberts-Austen (Prof. W. C.) on the

bibliography of spectroscopy, 439.

Robertson (Prof. J. W.) onthe promo-
tion of agriculture , 312.

Rock decomposition, comparative actions

of subaerial and submarine agents in,

T. n. Holland on the, 868.
* drawings from British Columbia,

C. Hill-Tout on some, 1016.

Rocks, thermal conductivities of, effect

of pressure on the. Dr. C. H. Lees on
the, 807.

Roman symbolic hands, F. T. Elworthy
on some, 1012.

Rontgen rays, absorption of the, by
chemical compounds. Dr. J. H. Glad-
stone and W. Hibbert, 835.
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Roots of Bowenia spectahilis, apogeo-
tropio, H. H. W. Pearson on, 1066.

Rosa (E. B.) and W. O. Atwatee on the

conservation of energy in the human
body, 778.

and A. W. Smith on the dissipation

of energy in the dielectric of a con-
denser, 790.

ROSCOE (Sir H. E.) on wave-length tables

of the spectra of the elements and com-
pomids, 313.

on the teaching of science in ele-

mentary schools, 433.

Boss (Hon. G. W.) on the North- Western
tribes of Canada, 628.

ROTCH (A. L.) on progress in the explo-

ration of the air by means of kites at

Blue Hill Observatory, 797.

RiJCKEK (Prof. A. W.) on the comparison
and reduction of magnetic observations,

80.

nn 2)'>'actical electrical stamdards,
145.

, Address to the International Con-
ference on Terrestrial Magnetism and
Atmospheric Electricity by, 733.

Russell (Dr. W. J.) on the action of
light upon dyed colours, 285.

on the action of certain metals and
organic bodies on a photographic plate,

834.

Ryan (Prof. J.) on the Welsh methods
of shipping coal, 993.

Rykatcheff (Gen.) ««,<? Prof. v. Bezold
on the esta.blishment of temporary mag-
netic ohserratories in certain localities,

especially in Tropical countries, 743.

Salvin (the late 0.) on the zoology of
the Sandivich Islands, 658.

Sanders (Cora B.) and Prof. E. B.

PoULTON on an experimental enquiry
into the struggle for existence in cer-

tain common insects, 906.

Sandekson (Prof. Burden) on the func-
tional activity of nerve-cells, 714.

Sandwich Islatids, the zoology of the.

Eighth report on, 358.

Saunders (Dr. W.) on the promotion of
agriculture, 312.

Savage (Rev. E. B.) on Irish elk re-

mains in tlve Isle of Man, 548.

Saving and spending : a criticism of

recent theories by Prof. A. W. Flux,
972.

ScADDiNG (Rev. Dr.) on an ethnological

survey of Canada, 606.

SCHAFEE (Prof. E. A.) on the functional
activity of nerve-cells, 714.

on the physiological effects of pep-
tone and its preoivrsors when introduced
into tlie circulation, 720.

1898.

Schmidt (Dr. Ad.) on the systematic

investigation of the secular variations

of the earth's magnetic elements,

747.

Schools, the physical and mental defects of
children in, Heport on, 691.

, Poor Law, W. Chance on, 962.

Schuster (Prof. A.) 07i the comparison
and reduction of magnetic observations,

. 80.

on practical electrical standards,

145.

on n-avc-lcngth tables of the spectra

of the elements and compounds, 313.— on the application of terrestrial

magnetism to the solution of some
problems of cosmical physics, 745.

on the interpretation of earth cur-

rent observations, 756.

on a simple method of obtaining
the expression of the magnetic poten-

tial of the earth in a series of spherical

harmonics, 752.
* on a new form of American kites,

797.

Science, the teaching of, in elementary
schools, Heport on, 433.

ScLATER (Dr. P. L.) 071 the present state

of our kno^vledge of the zoology of the

Sandwich Islands, 658.

on zoological bibliography and
jmblication, 558.

on the compilation of an index
genernm et specierwn animalinm, 570.

Scott (Dr. D. H.) on a new Medidlosa
from the Lower Coal-Measures of
Lancashire, 1045.

on a fine specimen of the halonial

branch of a Lepidodendron allied to

L. fuligonosum, 1049.

on an English Botryopteris, 1050.

on the stmctnie otZygo^rteris, 1050.

Scott-Keltie (Dr. J.) on the Torres

Straits exj^edition, 688.

Screw gauge proposed in 1884, Interim
report on the means by which 2>ractical

effect can be given to the introduction

0/ the, 627.

Sea coast, action of waves and tides on
the movement of material on the,

W. H. Wheeler on the, 883.

Secret societies of the West coast of

Africa, H. P. Fitz-Gerald Marriott on
the, 1019.

Sedgwick (A.) on zoological hihliograi)hy

and publication, 558.

on investigations made at the

Marine Biological Laboratory at Ply-
mouth, 583.

on the occupation of a table at the

Zoological Station at Naples, 587.

Seismological investigation. Third report

on, 179.

Selangor caves, Seport on the, 571.

4 A
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*Sewage, conditions necessary for the

successful treatment by Bacteria of,

W. J. Dibdin on, 987.

effluents, standards of purity for,

Dr. S. Rideal on, 847.

Skward (A. C.) on a rare fern, Matonia
pectinata, 1050.

Shabp (D.) on the zoology of the Sand-

wich Islands, 558.

on zoological bibliography a7id ptibli-

cation, 558.

Shaw (W. N.) on practical electrical

standards, 145.

oil electrolysis and electro-cliemistry,

158.

on a pneumatic analogue of the

potentiometer, 778.

on Dalton's law, 801.

Sheeborn (C. D.) on zoological hiblio-

graphy and publication, 558.

Sherrington (Prof. C. S.) o7i the life

conditions of the oyster, 559.

on the functional activity of nerve-

cells, 714.

on the physiological effects ofpeptone

and its precursors rvhen introduced

into the circulation, 720.

Shipping rings and the Manchester cotton

trade, J. R. Galloway on, 968. s.

Shore (T. W.) on traces of early Kentish
migrations, 1022.

Siam, the boat-building of, H. Warington
Smyth on, 1013.

Siemens (A.) on electric power in work-

shops, 989.

Silchester excavation, Report on the, 689.

*Skeletons, walled-up, Miss N. Layard

on, 1022.

Skinner (S.) on the carbon-consuming

cell of Jacqties, 804

Sladbn (Percy) on the occupation of a

table at the Zoological Station at Naples,

587.

Smith (A. W.) and E. B. Rosa on the

dissipation of energy in the dielectric

of a condenser, 790.

(E. A.) on the present state of our

knowledge of the zoology of the Sandwich

Islands, 558.

Smut in barley, a method for obtaining

material for illustrating, W. G. P. Ellis

on, 1045.

Smyth (H. Warington) on the boat-

building of Siam, 1013.

on the reed organ of the Lao Shans,

1013.

Smtthe (J. A.) on nitroso pineue, 849.

Snakes, the so-called fascination of. Dr.

A. J. Harrison on, 911.

Snellen (Dr. M.) on magnetic observa-

tories, 757.

Snowdon, upper felsitic lava of, probable

source of the, J. R. Dakyns on the,

874.

Soils, Dorsetshire, analyses of, C. M. Lux-
more on, 841.

Sokotra, Mrs. Theodore Bent on, 943.

SoLLAS (Prof. W. J.) on the erratic blocks

of the British Isles, 552.

on the structure of a coral reef, 556.

Solomon (M.) on the temperature coeffi-

cient of the IQ-ohm coils used in the

1897 determination of the ohm, 151.

Solutions, aqueous, containing two elec-

trolytes, state of ionisation of, Prof.

J. G. MacGregor on the, 803.
* dilute, E. H. Griffiths on, 80.

* conductivity of, W. C. D.
Whetham on the, 801.

Someevail (Alex.) on the age and origin

of the granite of Dartmoor, and its re-

lations to the adjoining strata, 877.

South Wales and Monmouthshire, revision

by the Geological Survey of, A. Strahan
on the, 863.

Southam (S. Clement) on some myths
and fancies of insect life, 1023.

Spectra of the elements and compounds,
wave-length tables of the, Report on,

313.

Spectroscopy, the bibliography of. Report
on, 439.

Spencer (L. J.) on leadhillite in ancient

lead slags from the Mendip Hills, 875.

Supplementary list of British mine-
rals drawn up by, 875.

*Spiders, musical organs in, R. I. Pocock
on, 914.

Spivey (W. T. N.), T. B. Wood, and T.

H. Easteefield on the constitution

of oxycannabin, 849.

Stanton Drew, the stone circles of, A. L.

Lewis on, 1014.

Statistics, the mathematical representa-

tion of. Prof. F. Y. Edgeworth on, 791.

Steering (Rev. T. R. R.) on zoological

bibliography and publication, 558.

on the compilatioti of an index gene-

rum et specierum animalium, 570.
* on the report of the International

Zoological Congress on nomenclature,
905.

Stewart (Prof. A.) on, tlie structure of a
coral reef, 556.

Stokes (Sir G. G.) on the identity of the

stream-lines obtained by means of a
viscous film with those of a perfect fluid
moving in two dimensions, 143.

(Prof. G. J.) on the imaginary of

logic, 796.

*Stone (Sir Benjamin) on the national

photographic record, 943.

Stone implements from South Africa, G.

Leith on, 1011.

worship, the origin of, Prof. H. A.

Miers on, 1018.

Stoney (Dr. G. Johnstone) on practical

electrical standards, 145.
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Stoney (Dr. G. Johnstone) on the dy-
namical explanation of certain observed
phenomena of meteor streams, 793.

* on a survey of that part of the
scale upon which Nature vs'orks, about
which man has some information,
796.

Strahan (A..) on. life-zoneg in the British
Carboniferous rocks, 529.

on the revision of South Wales and
Monmouthshire by the Geological Sur-
vey, 863.

Strange (E. H.) and Dr. A. P. Laxtrie
on the cooling curves of fatty acids,

836.

Straws, the carbohydrates of cereal. Third
report on, 293.

Stream-line motion of a viscous fluid.

Prof. H. S. Hele-Shaw on the, 136.

Sir G. G, Stokes on the, 143.

Stboh (A.) on the B. A. screw gaxige,

627.

Stroud (Prof. W.) on the action of light

upon dyed coloxtrs, 285.

Stupart (E. F.) on the meteorological

observatory at Montreal, 79.

Sugar bounties, the effect of, G. E. Davies
on, 969.

luminosity produced by striking,

J. Burke on the, 810.

Sulphates and chlorates, reactions of,

when heated, W. E. Hodgkinson and
A. H. Coote on, 839.

SiTLTB (B.) on an ethnological survey of
Canada, 896.

Sunshine recorder, a quantitative bolo-
metric, Prof. H. L. Callendar on, 796.

Swati and Afridi, Sir T. Holdich on the,

1017.

Stmoxs (G. J.) on the work of the Corre-
sponding Societies Committee. 41.

on seismological investigation, 179.

on the application of photography
to the elucidation of meteorological
phenomena, 283.

• on the climatology of Africa, 603.

Tables, mathematical. Report on {A new
Canon Arithmeticvs') 145.

Tabu in Japan, K. Minakata on, 1011.

Tanguay (Abb6)o« an ethnological survey

of Canada, 696.

Tarahumare people of Mexico, A. Krauss
on the, 1015.

Taylor (Ji.) on practical electrical stan-

dards, 145.

Teall (J. J. H.) ^on the collection of
photographs of geological interest in
the United Kingdom, 530.

Teeth of wheels, an instrument for design-

ing, Prof. H. S. hele-Shaw on, 619.
Telephone, a magnifying. Prof. O. J.

Lodge on, 782.

Temperature and salinity in 1895-96 of
the surface waters of the North Atlantic,
H. N. Dickson on the, 937.

Terramare settlements in modern Italian

towns, traces of, Prof. Flinders Petrie
on, 1021.

Thermal properties of gases and liquids,

Prof. S. Young on the, 831.

Thiselton-Dyer (W. T.) on the Cana-
dian biological station in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, 582.

Thompson (Prof. S. P.) on practical
electrical standards, 145.

on the teaching of science in element-
ary schools, 433.

on the discovery by Eighi of the
absorption of light in a magnetic field,

789.
* on economic and social influences

of electric traction, 968.
* and Miles Walker on electric

traction by surface contacts, 991.

(Prof. W. H.) on the physiological

effects of peptone and its pirecursors
when introduced into the circulation,

720.

Thomson (Prof. J. J.) on practical
electrical standards, 145.

Thorpe (Dr. T. E.) on the action of
light upon dyed colours, 285.

TiDDEMAN (E. H.) on the collection of
photographs of geological i?iterest in
the United Kingdom, 530.

on the erratic blocks of the British
Isles, 552.

TiLDEN (Prof. W. A.) on the investiga-
tion of isomeric naphthalene deriva-
tives, 311.

Tirah, Col. Sir T. Holdich on, 944.
Torres Straits anthropological and natu-

ral history cvpedition. Interim Bipoit
on the, GS8.

Torsional strains, an instrument for
measuring small, E. G. Coker on, 988.

Traquair (Dr. E. H.) onthe eurypterid-
bearing rocks of the Pentlancl Hills,
557.

Travers (Morris W.) and Prof. W.
Eamsay on the extraction from air of
the companions of argon and neon,
828.

Trow (A. H.) on the cytology of Achlya
Americana, 1069.

Tubes, the hydraulic system of jointing
of, on tubular bodies, C Johnson on,

987.

*Tunicata, the development of the heart
in. Prof. Ch. Julin on, 916.

Turner (Prof. H. H.) on seismological
investigation, 179.

(Sir W.) 071 the Torres Straits expe-
dition, 688.

Ty Newydd cave, Eev. G. C. H. Pollen on
the exploration of the, 884.
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Tylor (Prof. E. B.) on the North-west-
ern tribes of Canada, 628.

on the survival of palasolithic con-
ditions in Tasmania and Australia, with
especial reference to the modern use of

unground stone implements in West
Australia, 1014.

Tyrrell (J. B.) on photographs of geolo-

gical interest in Canada, 546.

Universe known to man, survey of the
part of the, Dr. C. J. Stoney on a, 796.

Vapour pressure, Dalton's law for, W.
N. Shaw on, 801.

Vernon (H. M.) on the relations between
marine animal and vegetable life in
aquaria, 589.

on the relations between tlie hybrid
and parent forms of eoldnoid larva,
589.

Vertebrate notochord and pharyngeal
clefts, the origin of the, A. T. Master-
man on, 914.

*Vertebrates, extinct, restoration by C.

Knight of, Prof. H. F. Osborn on the,

883.

Vincent (J. H.) on the use of logarithmic
coordinates, 1.59.

Vines (Prof. S. H.) on investigations

made at the Marine Biological Asso-
ciation Laboratory at Pli/'moKth, 583.

Vivian (Henry) on partnership of capital

and labour as a solution of the conflict

between them, 973.

Voltmeter, platinum, Prof. H L. Callen-
dar on a, 788.

Wager (Harold) on the formation of

the zygospore in Polyphagus euglenoe,

1064.

on the sfcructu-e of the yeast-plant,
1069.

Wages in France, the United States, and
the United Kingdom, the change from
1840 to 1891 in, A. L. Bowley on,

970.

Walker (B. E.) on banking in Canada,
964.

* (Miles) and Prof. S. P. Thompson
on electric traction by surface con-
tacts, 991.

(W. G.) on hydraulic power trans-

mission by compressed air, 994.

Wallace (A. Russel) on the Selangor
caves, Singapore, 571.

Waller (Dr. A. D.) on the functional
activity of nerve-cells, 714.

Wallls (E. White) on the mental and
physical defects of children in schools,

691,

Ward (Prof. Marshall) on thepromotion

of agriculture, 812.

on the Torres Straits exjjedition,

688.

on a potato disease, 1046.

on Penicilliwn as a wood-destroying
fungus, 1048.

Warington (Prof. R.) on the carbo-

hydrates of cereal straws, 293.

on the promotion of agriculture, H2.
Warner (Dr. Francis) on the physical
and mental defects ofchildren in schools,

691.

Warrington (A. W.) on hydrometers of

total immersion, 791.

(W. B.) on structural alteration!

observed i7i nerve cells, 715.

Water, thermal conductivity of, Prof. A.

P. Chattock and S. R. Milner on the,

808.

Waterway between the Bristol Channel
and the Birmingham District, schemes
for the improvement of the, E. D.

Marten on, 991.

Watkin (Col.) 011 the B. A. screw gauge,

627.

Watts (Dr. Marshall) on wave-length

tables of the spectra of the elements atid

compounds, 313.—— (Prof. W. W.) on the work of tlie

Corresponding Societies Committee, 41.

on the collection of photographs of
geological interest in the United King-
dom, 530.

on photographs of geological interest

in Canada, 546.

Wave, graphic representations of the two
simplest cases of a single, Lord Kelvin
on, 792.

Ware-length tables of the spectra of the

elements and compounds. Report on,

313.

Waves, Vaughan Cornish on, 937.

, continuity in theory of, mecha-
nical, luminous, and electro-magnetic,

Lord Kelvin on, 783.

Weather types in relation to daily fore-

casts in Western Europe, D. Archibald
on, 798.

Webber (Maj.-Gen.) on the B. A. screw

gaxige, 627.

Webster (Prof. A. W.) onpractical elec-

trical standards, 145.

Weights and measures, ancient standard,

of Bristol, W. R. Barker on the, 810.

Weld (Miss A. G.) on a Buddhist image
found in an Irish bog, 1016.

Weldon (Prof. W. F. R.) on zoological

bibliography and publication, 558.

on investigations made at the Marine
Biological Association laboratory at

Plymouth, 583.

on the occupation of a table at the

Zoological Station at Naples, 587.
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Weldon (Prof. W. F. R.) Address to the
Section of Zoology by, 887.

Wethbred (E. B.) on the building of
Clifton Rocks, 862.

* on the work of encrusting organ-
isms in the formation of limestone,
883.

Wharton (Adm. Sir W. J. L.) on the
structure of a coral reef, 556.

Wheeler (VV. H.) on the action of waves
and tides on the movement of material
on the sea coast, 883.

Whetham (W. C. D.) oji electrolysis and
electro-chemistry, 158.

* on the conductivity of dilute solu-

tions, 801.

Whitaker (W.) on the work of the
Corresponding Societies Committee, 41.

Whittaker (E. T.) on the recent theory
of the functions used in analysis, 793.

WiLLEY (Arthur) on the phylogeny of
the anthropod amnion, 905.

Williams (J. Lloyd) on reproduction in

Bictyota dlchotoma, 1044.

(Prof. W. Carleton) on, the electro-

lytic methods of quantitative analysis,

294, 295.

on the determination of zinc, 295.
WiLLMOTT (Prof. A. B.) on photographs

of geological interest in Canada, 546.
Willows, changes in the sex of, I H.

Burkill on, 1065.

*WiLSON (Sir Charles W.) on the Upper
Nile, 943.

(the late E.) on two caves at Uphill
containing remains of Pleistocene
mammalia, 867 ; *1023.

Wiltshire (Rev. T.) on the Phyllopoda
of the Palceozoic rocks, 519.

Wolfe-Barry (Sir J.), Address to the
Section of Mechanical Science by,

976.

Women, middle-class working, the expen-
diture of, Miss C. E. Collet on, 973.

Wood (Sir H. T.) on the B.A. screw
gauge. 627.

(T. B.), W. T. N. SPivEY,and T. H.
Easterpield on the constitution of

oxycannabin, 849.

Wood-destroying fungus, Pcnioillium as

a, Prof. H. Marshall Ward on, 1048.

Woodward (Dr. H.) on the Phyllopoda

of the Paheozoic rocks, 519.

on life-zones in the British Carboni-

ferous rocks, 629.

on the compilation of an index
genemm et specierum animalium, 570.

Woodward (H. B.) on the collection of
photographs of geological interest in the

United Kingdom, 530.
. on arborescent Carboniferous lime-

stone from near Bristol, 869.

WooLNOUGH (F.) on the collection of
photographs of geological interest in the

United Kingdom, 530.

Yangtze valley, Mrs. Isabella L. Bishop
on the, 940.

Yeast, the alcohol-producing enzyme in.

Prof. J. R. Green on, 1046.

cell, the structure of the. Prof.

Errera on, 1068.

plant, Harold Wager on, 1069.

Young (Prof. Sydney) on the thermal
properties of gases and liquids, 831.

Zones, aggregate deposits and their rela-

tions to. Rev. J. F. Blake on, 892.

Zones, life-, in the British Carboniferous

rocks, Report on, 529

.

Zoological bibliography and publication,

Report on, 558.— Station at Naples, Report on the

occupation of a table at the, 587.

Appendix

:

I. The pseudobranch and intestinal

canal of teleosteans, by J. F. Gemmill,
588.

II. (1) The relations between marine
animals and vegetable life in
aquaria, by H. M. Vernon,

589.

(2) The relations between the hybrid
and parent forms of echiiwid

larvfc, by H. M. Vernon, 589.

III. On the variation, of Cardium, Do-
nax, and Tellina, by J. Parkinson,
593.

IV. List of naturalists who have worked
at the Station from July 1, 1897, to

June 30, ] 898, 594.

V. List of papers published in 1896
by naturalists who have occupied
tables at the Station, 595.

Zoology, Address by Prof. W. F. R.
Weldon to the Section of, 887.

and Botany of the Sandwich Islands,

Eighth report on the, 558.

Zygopteris, the structure of, Dr. D. H.
Scott on, 1050.

Zygospore in Polyphagus euglenee, the
formation of the, H. Wager on, 1064.
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of the Publication Price,

REPORT OF THE SIXTY-SEVENTH MEETING, at Toronto,
August, 1897, Published at £1 4s.

CONTENTS.
TACiE

Rules of the Association, Lists of Officers, Grants of Money, &c. . xxix.-cxvi.

Address by the President, Sir John Evans 3
Eeport of the Corresponding Societies Committee ...... 23
Report on the State of the Principal Museums in Canada and Newfoundland.

By Dr. Heney M. Ami fi2

Report on the Preparation of aNew Series of Wave-length Tables of the Spectra
of the Elements and Compounds 75

Interim Report on the Calculation of Tables of certain Mathematical Functions 127
Seventh Report on the Application of Photography to the Elucidation of

Meteorological Phenomena 128
Second Report on Seismological Investigation 129
Report on Electrical Standards 206
Report on Meteorological Observations on Ben Nevis 219
Report on Electrolysis and Electro-chemistry 227
The Historical Development of Abelian Functions up ro the time of Eiemann.

By Harris Hancock 246
Report on the Action of Light upon Dyed Colours 286
Report on the Teaching of Science in Elementary Schools .... 287
Report on Isomeric Naphthalene Derivatives 292
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Report on the Carboh^'drates of the Cereal Straws 294
Fourth Report on the Electrolytic Methods of Quantitative Analysis .

'. '. 295
Report on the Production of Haloids from Pure Materials .... 295
Report on the Life-zones in the British Carboniferous Rocks . . . . 296
Report on the Structure of a Coral Reef '_ 297
Eighth Report on the Collection, Preservation, and Systematic Registration of

Photographs of Geological Interest in the United Kingdom . . . 298
Report on Cretaceous Fossils in Aberdeenshire

] ] 333
Interim Report on the Singapore Caves

[ ] 342
Thirteenth Report on the Fossil Phyllopoda of the Palseozoic Rocks .

'.
'. 343

Report on the Remains of the Irish Elk found in the Isle of Man . .

,*

346
Second Report on the Erratic Blocks of the British Isles ....'. 349
Report on the Necessity for the Immediate Investigation of the Biolot^y of

Oceanic Islands
°

352
Report on the Occupation of a Table at the Zoological Station at Naples . .' 353
Seventh Report on the Zoology of the Sandwich Islands ...'.'. 358
Second Report on Zoological Bibliography and Publication ...'." 359
Interim Report on the working out of the Details of the Observations of the

Migration of Birds at Lighthouses and Lightships, 1880-87 . . . 362
Second Report on the Elucidation of the Life Conditions of the Oyster under-

Normal and Abnormal Environment, including the effect of sewage matters
and pathogenic organisms ....... ° 3g3

Report on the Compilation of an Index Animalium .....'. 367
Report on African Lake Fauna '

' qtjg

Tenth Report on the Present State of our Knowledge of the Zoology and
Botany of the West India Islands, and on taking Steps to Investigate ascer-
tained Deficiencies in the Fauna and Flora 359

Report on Investigations made at the Marine Biological Laboratory,'
Plymouth ••....... '

Qyr)
Report on the Position of Geography in the Educational System of the

Country .j^q
Sixth Report on the Climatology of Africa .... 409
Experiments on the Condensation of Steam. By Prof. H. L. Callkndae and

Prof. J. T. NicoLSON
^^g

Appendix to Report on the Calibration of Instruments used "in Enoineering
Laboratories

°

Second Report on the Means by which Practical Effect cau be given to the
Introduction of the Screw Gauge proposed by the Association in 1884 426

Interim Report on the Linguistic and Anthropological Characteristics of the
North Dravidian and Kolarian races 40T

Report on the Mental and Physical Deviations from the Normal amonij
Children in Public Elementary and other Schools ... 427

First Report on an Ethnological Survey of Canada . . . . . 440
Report on Anthropometric Measurements in Schools...."' 451
Fifth Report on Ethnographical Survey of the United Kingdom . .

' 452
Report on the Silchester Excavation "

' ' rii
Report on the Changes which are associated with the Functional Activity of

Nerve Cells and their Peripheral Extensions .... 512
Report on the Physiological Applications of the Phonograph, and oti the Form

of the Voice-curves made by the Instrument .... 526
Interim Report on the Physiological Effects of Peptone and its Precursors when

introduced into the Circulation coi
Interim Report on Fertilisation in Phieophycefe ...'."'

537
Report on the best Methods of Preserving Vegetable Specimens for Exhibition

in Museums
The Transactions of the Sections

.

Index
. . . . 875

List of Publications *
' ' q^?

(Appendix, List of Members, pp. 1-112). " " ' •

424

537
641
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The following Publications are on sale at the Office of the Asso-'O
ciation :

—
Lithographed Signatures of the Members who met at Cambridge in 1833, with the

Proceedings of the Public Meetings, 4to, 4s.

Index to the Reports, 1831-1860, 12/t. (carriage included).
Index to the Reports, 1861-1800, 15s. (carriage, 4^d.).

Lalande's Catalogue of Stars, £1 Is.

Rules of Zoological Nomenclature, Is.

On the Regulation of Wages by means of Lists in the Cotton Industry :— Spin-
ning, 2.<. ; Weaving, Is.

Report on the best means for promoting Scientific Education in Schools, Qd.

Second Report on the present Methods of Teaching Chemistry, 1889, 6d.

Report of the Committee for constructing and issuing Practical Standards for use
in Electrical Measurements, 6d.

Second Report on the Development of Graphic Methods in Mechanical Science,

1892, Is.

Report of the Ethnographical Survey Committee, 1 893, 6^.
The Action of Magnetism on Light, by J. Larmor, F.R.S., 1893, Is.

Table of Electro-chemical Properties of Aqueous Solutions, compiled by Rev. T. C.
Fitzpatrick, 1893, Is. 6d.

Report on Electrical Standards, with seven Appendices, 1894, Is.

Report on the Present State of our Knowledge of Thermodynamics, Part II., by
G. H. Bryan, with an Appendix by Prof. L. Bolt zmann, 1894, Is.

Report on Planimeters, by Prof. O. Henrici, F.R.S., 1894, Is.

Discussion on Agriculture and Science, Ipswich, 1895, 3rZ.

Reports on tlie North-Western Tribes of Canada, Is. or Is. 6d. each.
Fourth Report on the Erosion of the Sea Coast, 1895, 9^.
Second Report on a Gauge for Small Screws, 1884, reprinted 1895, 6d.
First Report on giving practical effect to the Introduction of the IBritish Association

Screw Gauge, 1896, iid.

Digest of Observations on the Migration of Birds made at Liglitliouses, by W. Eagle
Clarke, 1896, 6d.

Report on Tables of the Bessel Functions, 1896, Is.

Report on the Comparison of Magnetic Instruments, 1896, id.
Report on the Position of Geography in the Educational System of the Country,

1897, 6d.

Report on Seismology, 1898, Is. 6d.
Report on the Bibliography of Spectroscopy in continuation of 1894 Report, 1898,

Is. 6d.

The President's Address, and Sectional Addresses, for 1889, 1892, 1893, 1895, 1896,
1897, each Is.

21 FES. 9 9
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1870. tBoardman, Edward. Oak House, Eaton, Norwich.
1887. *Boddington, Henry. Pownall Hall, Wilmslow, Manchester
1889. tBodmer, G. R, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 30 Walbrook, E
1884. JBody, Rev. C. W. E., M.A. Trinity College, Toronto, Canada.
1887. *Boissevain, Gideon Maria. 4 Tesselschade-straat, Amsterdam
1876. JBolton, J. C. Carhrook, Stu-Ung.

1898. §Bolton, J. W. Baldwin-street, Bristol.

1894. § Bolton, John. Clifton-road, Crouch End, N.
1898. §BoNAE, J., M.A., LL.D. 1 Redington-road, Hampstead, N.W.
1883. §Bonney, Frederic, F.R.G.S. Colton House, Rugeley, Staffordshire.
1883. §Bonney, Miss S. 23 Denning-road, Hampstead, N.W.
1871. *Bonni:t, Rev. Thomas Geoegb, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A.,

F.G.S., Professor of Geology in University College/ London.'
23 Denning-road, Hampstead, N.W.

1898. §Booby, Edward P. 2 Clifton-terrace, Torquay.
1888. JBoon, William. Coventry.
1893. |Boot, Jesse. Carlyle House, 18 Bums-street, Nottingham.
1890. *Booth,Charles,D.Sc.,F.S.S. 2 Talbot-court, Gracechurch-street,E.C.
1883. §Booth, James. Hazelhurst, Turton.
1883. JBooth, Richard. 4 Stone-buildings, Lincohi's Inn, W.C.
1876. JBooth, Rev. William H. Mount Nod-road, Streatham, S.W.
1883. JBoothroyd, Benjamin. Solihull, Birmingham.
1876. *Borland, William. 260 West George-street, Glasgow.
1882. §Borns, Henry, Ph.D., F.C.S. 19 Alexandra-road, Wimbledon,

Surrey.

1876. *BosANQTJET, R. H. M., M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. Tenerife.
1896. JBose, Dr. J. 0. Calcutta, India.

•Bossey, Francis, M.D. Mayfield, Oxford-road, Redhill, Surrey.
1881. §BoTHAMLET, Charles H., F.I.C, F.C.S., Director of Technical

Instruction, Somerset County Education Committee. Otter-
wood, Beaconsfield-road, Weston-super-Mare.

1887. fBott, Dr. Owens College, Manchester.
1872. JBottle, Alexander. Dover.
1868. JBottle, J. T. 28 Nelson-road, Great Yarmouth.
1887. JBottomley, James, D.Sc, B.A. 220 Lower Broughton-road, Man-

chester.

1871. *BoTTOMi,ET, Jajtes THOMSON, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.C.S.
13 University-gardens, Glasgow.

1884. *Bottoniley, Mrs. 13 University-gardens, Glasgow.
1892. JBottomley, W. B., B.A., Professor of Botany, King's College, W.C.
1876. JBottomley, William, jun. 15 University-gardens, Glasgow.
1890.§§Boulnois, Henry Percy, M.Inst.C.E. 44 Campden House Court,

Kensington, W.
1883. JBourdas, Isaiah. Dimoon House, Clapham Common, SW
1883. tBouRNE, A. G., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S., Professor of Biology in the

Presidency College, Madras.
1893. *BouENE, G. C, M.A., F.L.S. Savile House, Mansfield-road,

Oxford.
1889. JBourne, R. H. Fox. 41 Priory-road, Bedford Park, Chiswick.
1866. § Bourne, Stephen, F.S.S. 6 Lansdown-road, Lee, S E
1890. JBousfield, C. E. 55 Clarendon-road, Leeds.
1884.§§BovEY, Henry T., M.A., M.Inst.C.E., Professor of Civil Engineer-

ing and AppUed Mechanics in McGill University, Montreal.
Ontario-avenue, Montreal, Canada.

1888. JBowden, Rev. G. New Kingswood School, Lansdown, Bath
1881. *BowEE, F. O., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S., Regius Professor of Botany in

the University of Glasgow.
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1898. *Bowker, Arthur Frank, F.R.G.S., F.G.S. Royai Societies Clul:),

St. James's-street, S.W. v

1856. *Bowlby, IMiss F. E. 23 Lansdowne-parade, Cheltenham.

1880. JBowly, Christopher. Cirencester.

1887. JBowly, Mrs. Christopher. Cirencester.

1865. §Bowman, F. H., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. Mayfield, Knutsford, Cheshire.

1887.§§Box, Alfred Marshall. 68 Huutino:don-road, Camhridge.

1895. *BoTCE, Rttbert, M.B., Professor of Pathology, University College,

Liverpool.

1884. *Boyd, M. A., M.D. 30 Merrion-square, Dublin.

1871. tBoyd, Thomas J. 41 Moray-place, Edinburgh.

1865. IBoTLE, The Very Rev. G. D., M.A. The Deanery, Salisbury.

1884. *Boyle, R. Vicars, C.S.I. Care of Messrs, Grindlay & Co., 55
Parliament-street, S.W.

1892. §Boy8, Charles Veenon, F.R.S. 27 The Grove, Boltons, S.W.
1872. *Brabrook, E. W., CB,, F.S.A. 178 Bedford-hHl, Balham, S.W.
1869. *Braby, Frederick, F.G.S., F.C.S. Bushey Lodge, Teddmgton,

Middlesex.

1894. *Braby, Ivon. Bushey Lodge, Teddington, Middlesex.

1893. §Bradley, F. L. Bel Aii-, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.

1892. §Bradshavsr, W. Carisbrooke House, The Park, Nottingham.

1857. *Brady, Cheyne, M.R.I.A. Trinity Vicarage, West Bromwich.

1863. JBrady, George S., M.D., LL.D., F.R^S., Professor of Natural

History in the Diu'ham College of Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

2 Mowbray-villas, Sunderland.

1880. *Brady, Rev. Nicholas, M.A. Rainham Hall, Rainham, S.O., Essex.

1864. JBraham, Philip. 3 Cobden-mansions, Stockwell-road, S.E.

1888. §Braikenridge, W. J., J.P. 16 Royal-crescent, Bath.

1898. § Bramble, James R. Seaiield, Weston-super-Mare.

1865. §Bramwell, Sir Fredeeick J., Bart., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.

,

M.lnst.C.E. 5 Great George-street, S.W.

1872. JBramwell, WiUiam J. 17 Prince Albert-street, Brighton.

1867. tBrand, William. Milnefield, Dundee.

1861. *Brandreth, Rev. Henry. The Rectory, Dicldeburgh.

1885. *Bi-atby, William, J.P. Alton Lodge, Hale, Bovrdon, Cheshire.

1890. *Bray, George. Belmont, Headingley, Leeds.

1868. JBremridge, Elias. 17 Bloomsbury-square, W.C.
1877. JBrent, Francis. 19 Clarendon-place, PlynuDuth.

1898. §Brereton, Cuthbert A., M.lnst.C.E. 21 Delahay-street, S.W.
1882. *Bretherton, C. E. Goldsmith-buildings, Temple, E.G.

1866. JBrettell, Thomas. Dudley.

1891. jBrice, Arthur Montefiore, F.G.S., F.R.G.S. 159 Strand, W.C.
1886.§§Bridge, T. W., M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Zoology in the Mason

Science College, Birmingham.

1870. *Bridson, Joseph R. Bryerswood, Windermere.

1887. JBrierley, John, J.P. The Clough, Whitefield, Manchester.

1870. IBrierley, Joseph. New Market-sti-eet, Blackburn.

1886. JBrierley, Leonard. Somerset-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1879. JBrierley, Morgan. Denshaw House, Saddleworth.

1870. *Brigg, Jobqt, M.P. Kildwick Hall, Keighley, Yorljshire.

1890. t^rigg, W. A. Kildwick Hall, Keighley, Yorksbire.

1893. JBright, Joseph. Western-terrace, The Park, Nottingham.

1868, JBrme, Admiral Lindesay, F.R.G.S. United Service Club, Pall Mall,

S.W.
1893.§§Briscoe, Albert E., A.R.C.Sc, B.Sc. Battersea Polytechnic,

S.W.
1884. JBrisette, M. H. 424 St. Paul-street, Montreal, Canada.
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1898. §Bristol, the Right Rev. G. F. Beoivxe, Lord Risliop of, U.D. 17
The Avenue, Clifton, IJristol.

1879. 'Britiain, W. H., J.P., F.R.G.S. Ahna Work?, Sheffield.

1878. JBritteu, James, F.L.S. Dapartinent of Botany, British Museum, S."SV.

1884. 'Brittle, John R., M.Inst.C.E., F.R.S.E. 9 Yanbrugh-hill, Black-
heath, S.E.

1897.§§Brock, W. R. Toronto.

1896. *Brocklehurst, S. Olinda, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

1859. *Brodhfest, Berxard Edward, F.R.C.S. 21 Portland-place, W.
1883. *Brodie, David, M.D. Care of Mrs. Johnson, Ventuor House, Can-

terbury.

1884. JBrodie, William, M.D. 64 Lafayette-avenue, Detroit, Michi"-au.
U.S.A.

1883. *Brodie-Hall, Miss W. L. 5 Devonshire-place, Eastbourne.
1881. JBrook, Robert G. Wolverhampton House, St. Helens, Lanca-

shire.

1864. *Brooke, Yen. Archdeacon J. Ing-ham. The Vicarage, Halifax.
1888. JBrooke, Rev. Canon R. E., M.A. 14 Marlborough-baildino-s,

Bath.

1887. §Brooks, James Howard. Elm Hirst, Wilmslow, near Man-
chester.

1863. JBrooks, John Crosse. 14 Lovaiue-place, Newcastle-on-Tyue.
1887. t Brooks, S. H. Slade House, Levenshulme, Manchester.
1887. *Bros, W. Law. Camera Club, Charing-cross-road, W.C.
1883. *Brotherton, E. A. Arthington Hall, via Leeds.

1883. *Broiigh, Mrs. Charles S. Rosendale Hall, West Dulwich, S.E.
1886. |Broug-h, Professor Joseph, LL.M., Professor of Logic and Philosophy

in University College, Abeiystwith.
1885. *Browett, Alfred. 29 Wheeley's-road, Birmingham.
1863. *Browx, ALEX.i:fDER Crtjm, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.C.S.,

Professor of Chemistry in the University of Edinburgh. 8 Bel-
grave-crescent, Edinburgh.

1892. JBrowu, Andrew, M.Inst.C.E. Messrs. Wm. Simons & Co., Renfrew,
near Glasgow.

1896. JBrown, A. T. The Nunnery, St. Michael's Hamlet, Liverpool.
1867. JBrowu, Sir Charles Gage, M.D., K.C.M.G. 88 Sloane-street, S.W.
1855. IBrown, Colin. 192 Hope-street, Glasgow.
1871. JBrowu, David. Willowbrae House, Midlothian.

1863. *Brown, Rev. Dixon. Unthank Hall, Haltwhistle, Carlisle.

1883. JBrown, Mrs. Ellen F. Campbell. 27 Abercromby-stjuare, Liverpool.
1881. JBrown, Frederick D. 26 St. Giles's-street, Oxford.

1883. JBrown, George Dransfield. Henley Villa, Ealing, Middlesex, W.
1883. IBrown, Mrs. H. Bienz. 62 Stanley-street, Aberdeen.
1883. JBrown, Mrs. Helen. Canaan-grove, Newbattle-terrace, Edinburgh.
1870. §BR0W3f, Horace T., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. 52 Nevern-square, S.W.

Brown, Hugh. Broadstone, Ayi-shire.

1883. JBrown, Miss Isabella Spring. Canaan-grove, Newbattle-terrace,
Edinburgh.

1895. JBrowx,J. Allex,J.P., F.R.G.S., F.G.S. 7 Kent-gardens, Ealing,W.
1870. *Browx, Professor J. Campbell, D.Sc, F.C.S. University College,

Liverpool.

1876. §Brown, John. Longhurst, Dunmurry, Belfast.

1881. *£row7i, John, M.D. 68 Bank-juirade, Bunilei/, Lancashire.
1882. *Brown, John. 7 Second-avenue, Sherwood Rise, Nottino-ham.
1895. *Brown, John Charles. 7 Second-avenue, Nottingham.
1894. JBrown, J. H. 6 Cambridge-road, Brighton.

1882. '''Brown, Mrs. Mary. 68 Banh-parade, Burnley, LancnuJdre.
1898. B
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1898. §Brown, Nicol, F.G.S. 4 The Grove, llic^hg&te, N.

1897.§§Browii, Price, M.B. 37 Carlton-street, Toronto, Canada.

1886. §Brown, E,., R.N. Laurel Bank, Barnliill, Pevtli.

1863. tBrowu, Ralpli. Lambton's Bank, Newcastle-upon-Tjme.

1897.§§Bro\vn, Richard. Jarvis-street, Toronto, Canada.

1896. JBrown, Stewart H. Quarry Bank, AUertou, Liverpool.

1891. §Bkown, T. Fokstee, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Guild Hall Cliambers,

Cardiff.

1865. JBrown, William. 41a New-street, BirmingLam.
1885. JBrown, W. A. The Court House, Aberdeen.

1884. JBrown, William George. Ivy, Albemarle Co., Virginia, U.S.A.
1863. JBrowne, Sir Benjamin Chapman, M.Inst.C.E. Westacres, New-

castle-upon-Tyne.

1892. JBrowne, Harold Cricbton. Crindon, Dumfries.

1895. *Browne, Ilenrv Taylor. 10 Hyde Park-terrace, W.
1879. JBeownb, Sir J. Crichtois-, M.D.,LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. 61 Carlisle-

place-mansions, Victoria-street, S.W.
1891. IBeowne, Montagtj, F.G.S. Town Museum, Leicester.

1862. *Browne, Robert Clayton, M.A. Browne's Hill, Carlow, Ireland.

1872. JBrowne, R. Mackley, F.G.S. Redcot, Bradbourne, Sevenoaks, Kent.

1887. XBrownel/, T. W. 6 8t. James's-square, Manchester.

1865. JBrowning, John, F.R.A.S. 63 Strand, W.C.
1883. JBrowning, Oscar, M.A. King's College, Cambridge.

1855. XBroirnlee, James, jim. 30 Bumhanh-cjardens, Glasgow.

1892. JBruce, James. 10 Hill-street, Edinburgh.

1893. tBruce, William S. University Hall, Eiddle's-court, Edinburgh.

1863. 'Brunei, H. M., M.Inst.C.E. 21 Delahay-street, Westminster, S.W.
1863. JBrunel, I. 15 Devonshire-terrace, W.
1875. JBrunlees, John, M.Inst.C.E. 12 Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.
1896. *Brunner, Sir J. T., Bart., M.P. Druid's Cross, Wavertree, Liver-

pool.

1868. tBKTJNTOisr, T. Lattder, M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. 10 Stratford-place,

Oxford-street, W.
1897. *Brush, Charles F. Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
1878. §Brutton, Joseph. Yeovil.

1886. *Bryait, G. H., D.Sc, F.R.S.,^ Professor of Mathematics in

University College, Bangor.

'

1894. t Bryan, Mrs. R. P. Bangor.
1884. JBrtce, Rev. Professor George. Winnipesr, Canada.

18y7.§§BRXCE, Right Hon. James, D.C.L., M.P.', F.R.S. 54 Portland-

place, W.
1894. JBrydone, R. M. Petworth, Sussex.

1890. § Bubb, Henry. Ullenwood, near Cheltenham.

1871. §BucHAN, Alexander, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., Sec. Scottish

Meteorological Society. 42 Heriot-row, Edinburgh.

1867. JBuchan, Thomas. Strawberry Bank, Dundee.
1881. 'Buchanan, John H., M.D. Sowerby, Thirsk.

1871. JBucHANAN, John Young, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S., F.C.S.

10 Moray-place, Edinburgh.
1884. JBuchanan, W. Frederick. Winnipeg, Canada.
1883. JBuckland, Miss A. W. 5 Beaumont-crescent, West Kensington, W.
1886. * Buckle, Edmund W. 23 Bedford-row, W.C.
1865. '''Buckley, Hennj. 18 Princes-street, Cavendish-square, W.
1886. § Buckley, Samuel. Merlewood, Beaver Park, Didsbury.

1884. Buckmaster, Charles Alexander, M.A., F.C.S. 16 Heathfield-road,

Mill Hill Park, W.
1880. IBucknev, Thomas, F.R.A.S. 53 Gowcr-street, W.C.
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1851. *BucKTON, Geoege Bowdler, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.O.S. Weycomb©,
Haslemere, Siirrev.

1887. JBiidenterg, C. F., B.Sc. Buckau ViUa, Demesne-road, Whalley
Range, Manchester.

1875. tBiidgett, Samuel. Penryn, Beckenham, Kent.
1883. JBuick, Rev. George R., M.A. Cullybackey, Co. Antrim, Ireland,

1893. §BuLLEiD, Arthur, F.S.A. Glastonbury.

1871. tBuUoch, Matthew. 48 Prince's-gate, S.W.
1883. JBulpit, Rev. F. W. Orossens Rectory, Southport.

1865. JBunce, John Thackray. ' Journal' Office, New-street, Birmingham,
1895. JBunte, Dr. Hans. Karlsruhe, Baden.
1886,§§BuRBtTRT, S. H., M.A., F.R.S. 1 JS^'ew-square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.
1842. *Burd, John. Glen Lodge, Knocknerea, Sligo.

1875. JBurder, John, M.D. 7 South-parade, Bristol.

1869. tBurdett-Coutts, Baroness. 1 Stratton-street, Piccadilly, "\V.

1881. JBurdett-Coutts, W. L. A. B., :M.P. 1 Stratton-street, Piccadilly, W.
1891. JBurge, Very Rev. T. A. Ample forth Cottage, near York.
1894. JBurke, John. Owens College, Manchester.

1884. *Burland, Lieut.-Col. Jeffrey II. 824 Sherbrook-street, Montreal^
Canada.

1888. JBurne, H. Holland. 28 Marlborough-buildings, Bath.
1883. *Burne, Major-General Sir Owen Tudor, G.C.S.L, CLE., F.R.G.S,

132 Sutherland-gardens, Maida Vale, W.
1876. IBurnet, John. 14 Victoria-crescent, DowanhiU, Glasgow.
1885. *Burnett, W. Kendall, M.A. 11 Belmont-street, Aberdeen.
1877. JBurns, David. Alston, Carlisle.

1884. I Burns, Professor James Austin. Southern Medical College, Atlanta,.
Georgia, U.S.A.

1887. JBurroughs, Eggleston, M.D. Snow Hill-buildings, E.G.
1883. *Burrows, Abraham. Russell House, Rhyl, North Wales.
1860. JBurrows, Montague, M.A., Professor of Modern History, Oxfoid,
1894. jBurstall, H. F. W. 76 Kings-road, Camden-road, N.VV.
1891. tBurt, J. J. 103 Roath-road, Cardiff.

1888. JBurt, John Mowlem. 3 St. John 's-gardens, Kensington, W, ~

1888. JBurt, Mrs. 3 St. John's-gardens, Kensington, W.
1894. JBurton, Charles V. 24 Wimpole-street, VV.

1866. *BuRT0N, Frederick M., F.L.S., F.G.S. Highfield, Gainsborongfr,
1889. JBurton, Rev. R. Lingen. Little Aston, Sutton Coldfield.

1 897. §§ Burton, S. H., M.B. 50 St. Giles's-street, Norwich.
1892. JBurton-Brown, Colonel Alexander, R.A., F.R.A.S., F.G.S. St.

George's Club, Hanover-square, W.
1897.§§Burwash, Rev. N., LL.D., Principal of Victoria Umyersity,

Toronto, Canada.
1887. *Bury, Henry. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1895. §Bushe, Colonel C. K., F.G.S. 19 Cromwell-road, S.AV.
1878. tBuTCHER, J. G., M.A. 22 Colli ngham-place, S.W.
1884. 'Butcher, William Deane, M.R.C.S.Eng. Holyrood, Cleveland-i^adL

Ealing, W.
1884. jButler, Matthew I, Napanee, Ontario, Canada.
1888. JButtanshaw, Rev. John. 22 St. Janies's-square, Bath.
1884. *Butterworth, W. Greenhill. Church-lane, Ilarpurhey, Man-

chester.

1872. JBuxton, Charles Louis. Cromer, Norfolk.
1883. XBi(.rton, Mi.<<s F. M. Newnham College, Camhridi/e.
1887. *Buxton, J. H. Clumber Cottage, ]\rontague-road, Felixstowe,
1868. JBuxton, S. Gurney. Cattou Hall, Norwich.
1881. JBuxton, Sydney. 15 Eaton-place, S.W.
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1872. jBuxton, Sir Thomas Fowell, Bart., K.C.M.G., F.R.G.S. A\ arlies,

Waltham Abbey, Essex.

1854. tBYERLET, Isaac, F.L.S. 22 Dingle-lane, Toxteth Park, Liverpool.

1885. JByres, David. 63 NortL Bradford, Aberdeen.

1852. JByrne, Very Rev. James. Ergeaag-b Rectory, Omagb.
1883. JByrom, John R. Mere Bank, Fairfield, near Manchester.

188r'. JCackett, James Thoburn. 60 Larkspur-terrace, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne.

1892. JCadell, Henry M., B.Sc, F.R.S.E. Grange, Bo'ness, N.B.
1894. JCaillard, Miss E. M. "VVingfield House, near Trowbridge, Wilts.

1863. jOaird, Edward. Finnart, Dumbartonshire.

1861. *Caird, James Key. 8 Magdalene-road, Dundee.
1886. * Caldwell, Willinm Hay. Cambridge.

1868. tCaley, A. J. Norwich.
1887. JCALLAW.VT, Charles, M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S. 3-5 Huskisson-street,

Liverpool.

1897. §Callendae, Professor Hugh L., M.A., F.R.S. University College,

Gower-street, W.C.
1892. jCalvert, A. F., F.R.G.S. Royston, Eton-avenue, N.W.
1884. tCameron, yEueas. Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada.

1876. jCameron, Sir Charles, Bart., M.D., LL.D. 1 Iluntly-gardeus,

Glasgow.

1857. tCAMEEON, Sir Charles A., M.D. 15 Pembroke-road, Dublin.

1890. §f'ameron, Irving H. 307 Sherbourne-street, Toronto, Canada.
1884. jCamerou, James (J., M.D. 41 Belmont-park, Montreal, Canada.

1870. jCameron, John, M.D. 17 Rodue^-street, Liverpool.

1884. jf!ampbell, Archibald H. Toronto, Canada.

187C. JCampbell, Right Hon. James A., LL.D., M.P. Stracathro House,
Brechin.

Campbell, John Archibald, M.D., F.R.S.E. Albyn-place,
Edinburgh.

1897.§§Oampbell, Major J. C. L. New Club, Edinburgh.
1898. ^Campbell, Mrs. Napier. 81 Ashley-gardens, S.W.
1897.§§CampioD, B. W. Queen's College, Cambridge.
1882. tCandv, F. H. 71 High-street, Southampton.

1890. jCannan, Edwin, M.A., F.S.S. 24 St. Giles's, Oxford.

1897. §Cannon, Herbert. Frith, Kent.

1808. Canterbury, Right Hon. and Most Rev. F. Temple, Lord Archbishop
of, Lambeth Palace, S E.

1888. JCappel, Sir Albert J. L., K.O.I.E. 27 Kensington Court-gardens,
London, W.

1894. §Capper, D. S., M.A., Professor of Mechanical Engineering in King's
College, W.C.

1880. tCapper, Robert. 18 Parliament-street, Westminster, S.W.
1883. jCapper, Mrs. R. 18 Parliament-street, Westminster, S.W.
1887. jOapstick, John Walton. University College, Dundee.
1873. 'Carbutt, Sir Edward Hamee, Bart., M.Inst.C.E. 19 Hyde Park-

gardens, W.
1896. *Carden, H. V. Lagonda, Lancaster-road, Wimbledon.
1877. jCarkeet, John. 3 St. Andrews-place, Plymouth.
3898. §Oarlile, George M. 7 Upper Belgrave-road, Bristol.

1867. fGarmichael, David (Engineer). Dundee.
1897. §Carmicbael, Norman R. Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario,

Canada.

1884. jCarnegie, John. Peterborough, Ontario, Canada.
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1884. JCarpenter, Louis G. Agricultural College, Fort Collins, Colorado,
U.S.A.

1897.§§Carpenter, K. C. Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.
1854. jOarpenter, Rev. E.. Lant, B.A. Bridport.

1889. JCarr, Cutlibert Ellison. Hedgeley, Alnwick.
1893. JCakr, J. Wesley, M.A., F.L.S., F.G.S., Professor of Biology in
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1882. 'Cunningham, Lieut.-Colonel Allan, R.E., A.I.C.E. 20 Essex-

villas, Kensington, W.
1877. 'Cunningham, D. J., M.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., f.R.S.E., Professor of

Anatomy in Trinity College, Dublin.

1891. JCunningham, J. H. 4 Magdala-crescent, Edinburgh,
1852. iCunningham, John. Macedon, near Belfast.

1885. JCUNNINGHAM, J. T., B.A. Biological Laboratory, Plymouth.
1869. jCuNNrNGHAM, Robert 0., M.D., F.L.S., F.G.S., Professor of

Natural History in Queen's College, Belfast.

1883. 'Cunningham, Rev. William, D.D., D.Sc. Trinity College, Cam-
bridge.

1892. §Cunningham-Craig, E. H., B.A., F.G.S. Geological Survey Office,

Sheriff" Court-buildings, Edinburgh.
1892. *Currie, James, jun., M.A. Larkfield, Golden Acre, Edinburgh.
1884. JCurrier, John McNab. Newport, Vermont, U.S.A.
1898, §Curtis, John. 1 Christchurch-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1878. JCurtis, William. Caramore, Sutton, Co. Dublin.

1884. jCushing, Frank Hamilton. Washington, U.S.A.
1883. ICushing, Mrs. M. Croydon, Surrey.

1881. §Cushing, Thomas, F.R.A.S. India Store Depot, Belvedere-road,

Lambeth, S.W,

1889, JDagger, John H., F.I.C. Victoria Villa, Lome-street, Fairfield,

Liverpool.

1854, JDaglish, Robert. Orrell Cottage, near Wigan,
1883, JDahne, F. W., Consul of the German Empire. 18 Somerset-place,

Swansea.
1898. §Dalby, W. E. 6 Coleridge-road, Crouch End, N,
1889. 'Dale, Miss Elizabeth. Westbourne, Buxton, Derbyshire.

1863. JDale, J. B. South Shields.

1867. JDalgleish, W. Dundee.
1894, JDalgleish, AV. Scott, M.A., LL.D. 25 Mayfield-terrace, Edin-

burgh.

1870, JDalling'er, Rev. W. H., LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S. Ingleside, New-
stead-road, Lee, S.E.

Dalton. Edward, LL.D. Dunkirk House, Nailsworth.

1862, JDanbt, T. W., M.A., F.G.S. The Crouch, Seaford, Sussex.

1876. JDansken, John. 4 Eldon-terrace, Partickhill, Glasgow.
1896.§§Danson, F. C. Liverpool and Loudon Chambers, Dale-street,

Liverpool.
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1849. *Dan3on, Joseph, F.C.S. Montreal, Canada.
1894. JDarbishire, B. V., M.A., F.ILG.S. 1 Savile-iow, AV.
1897. §Darl)ishire, C. W. Elm Lodfre, Elm-row, Ifampstead, N.W.
1897. §Darl)ishire, F. V. Kossplatz 12i, Leipzig.

1861. 'Daebishiee, Eoebet Dttkixfield, B.A. 2G George-street, Man-
chester.

1896.§§Darbishire, W. A. Penvhryn, Carnarvon, Xorth Wales.
1882. ;Daewin, Fea>'CIS, M.A.," M.B., F.R.S., F.L.S. AVychfield, Hun-

tingdon-road, Cambridge.
1881. *DAEAyTN, George Howaed, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Pliimian

Professor of Astronomy and Experimental Philosophy in the
Universitj^ of Cambridge. Newnham Grange, Cambridge.

1878. *Darwin, Horace. The Orchard, Huntingdon-road, Cambridge.
1894. §Dakwin, Major Leonard, Sec. R.G.S. 12 Egerton-place, South

Kensington, S.W.
1882. JDarwin, W. E., M.A., F.G.S. Bassett, Soutlianipton.

1888. JDaubeny, William M. 11 St. James's-square, Bath.
1872. JDavenport, John T. 64 Marine-parade, Brighton.
1880. •Davet,_ Henry, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. 3 Prince's-street, West-

minster, S.W.
1898. §Davey, William John. 6 AVater-street, Liverpool.
1884. JDavid, A. J., B.A., LL.B. 4 Hareourt-buildings, Temple, E.G.
1870. JDavidson, Alexander, M.D. 2 Gambier-tenace, Liverpool.
1885. JDavidson, Charles B. Roundhay, Fonthill-road, Aberdeen.
1891. tDavies, Andrew, M.D. Cefn Pare, Newport, Monmouthshire.
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1887. JDavies, David. 55 Berkley-street, Liverpool.
1870. JDavies, Edward, F.C.S. Rot al Institution, Liverpool.
1887. *Davies, H. Rees. Treborth, Bangor, Xorth Wales.
1896. Davies, Thomas Wilberforce, F.G.S. 41 Park-place, Cardiff.
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1898. §Davies, Wm. Howell, J.P. Down House, Stoke Bishop, Bristol.

1887. iDavies-Colley, T. C. Hopedene, Kersal, Manchester.
1873. 'DaT-is, Alfred. 13 St. Ermin's-mansions, S.AV.
1870. *Davis, A. S. St. George's School, Roundliav, near Leeds.
1864. JDaVIS, Charles E., F.S.A. 55 Pidtenej'-street, Bath.
1882. JDavis, Henry C. Berry Pomeroy, Springfield-road, Brighton.
1896. *Davis, John Henry Grant. 18 Clare-road, Halifax, Yorkshire.
1885. *Davis, Rev. Rudolf. 1 Victoria-avenue, Evesham.
1891. %Bavis, W. 48 liichmond-road, Cardiff.
1886. JDavis, W. H. Hazeldean, Pershore-road, Birmingham.
1886. JDavison, Charles, M.A. 16 Manor-road, Birmingham.
1864. *Davison, Richard. Beverlej'-road, Great Driffield, Yorkshire.
1857. JDavt, E. AV., M.D. Kimmage Lodge, Roundtown, Dublin.
1869. JDaw, John. Mount Radford, Exeter.
1869. JDaw, R. R. M. Bedford-circus, Exeter.
1860. *Dawes, John T. The Lilacs, Prestatyn, North Wales.
1864. IDawkins, AV. Botd, M.A., F.R.S., F.S A., F.G.S., Professor of

Geology and Paloeoutology in the A'ictoria University, Owens
College, Manchester. AA^oodhurst, Fallowfield, Manchester.

1886. IDawson, Bernard. The Laurels, Malvern Link.
1891. JDawson, Edward. 2 AVindsor-place, Cardiff.

1 897. §§ Dawson, G. M., C.M.G., LL.D., F.R.S., Director of the Geological
Survey of Canada. Ottawa, Canada.

1885. *Dawson, Lieut.-Colonel H. P., R.A. Hartlington, Burnsall, Skipton.
1884. JDawson, Samuel. 258 University-street, Montreal, Canada.
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1855. §Dawson, Sir William, C.M.G., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S.
293 University-street, Montreal, Canada.

1859. *Dawson, Captain "William G. The Links, Pkimstead Common, Kent.
1892. t'Da.j, T. C, F.C.S. 30 Hillside-crescent, Edinburgh.
1870. "Deacon, G. F., M.List.C.E. 19 AVarwick-square, S.W.
1861. X^^^^on, Henry. Api^leton House, near Warrinr/ton.

1887. JDeakin, H. T. Egremont House, Belmont, near Bolton.
186L jUean, Henry. Colne, Lancashire.

1884. *Debenham, JFrank, F.S.S. 1 Fitzjohn's-avenue, N.W.
1866. JDebus, Heineich, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S. 4 Schlangenweg, Cassel,

Hessen.
1884. JDeck, Arthur, F.C.S. 9 King's-parade, Cambridge.
1893. §Deeley, R. M. 38 Charnwood-street, Derby.
1878. JDelany, Rev. William, St. Stanislaus College, Tullamore.
1884. *De Laime, C. De L. F. Sharsted Court, Sittingbourne.

1870. tDe Meschin, Thomas, B.A., LL.D. 2 Dr. Johnson's Buildings,
Temple, E.G.

1896. §Dempster, John. Tynron, Noctorum, Birkenhead.
1889. JDendy, Frederick Walter. 3 Mardale-parade, Gateshead.
1897.§§Denison, F. Napier. The Observatory, Toronto, Canada.
1896. JDenison, Miss Louisa E. 16 Chesham-place, S.W.
1889.§§Deitnt, Alfred, F.L.S., Professor of Biology in University College,

Sheffield.

Dent, William Yerbury. 5 Caithness-road, Brook Green, W.
1874.§§De Rance, Charles E., F.G.S. 55 Stoke-road, Shelton, Stoke-

upon-Trent.

1896. JDerbt, The Eight Hon. the Earl of, G.C.B. Knowsley, Prescot,
Lancashire.

1874. *Derham, Walter, M.A., LL.M., F.G.S. 76 Lancaster-gate, W.
1894. *Deverell, F. H. 7 Grote's-place, Blackheath, S.E.
1868. JDewar, James, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., Pres.C.S., FuUerian

Professor of Chemistry in the Royal Institution, London, and
Jacksonian Professor of Natural and Experimental Philosophy
in the University of Cambridge. 1 Scroope-terrace, Cam-
bridge.

1881. JDewar, Mrs. 1 Scroope-terrace, Cambridge.
1883. JDewar, James, M.D., F.R.C.S.E. Drylaw House, Davidson's Mains,

Midlothian, N.B.
1884. *Dewar, William, M.A. Rugby School, Rugby.
1872. JDewick, Rev. E. S., M.A., F.G.S. 26 Oxford-square, W.
1887. JDe Winton, Major-General Sir F., G.C.M.G., C.B., D.C.L., LL.D.,

F.R.G.S. United Service Club, Pall Mall, S.W.
1884. JDe Wolf, 0. C, M.D. Chicago, U.S.A.
1873. Dew-Smiih, A. G., M.A. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1896. JD'Hemry, I'. 136 Prince's-road, Liverpool.

1897.§§Dick, iS. B. Toronto, Canada.
1889. JDickinson, A. H. The Wood, Maybury, Surrey.
1863. JDickinson, G. T. Lily-avenue, Jesmoud, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1887. JDickinson, Joseph, F.G.S. South Bank, Pendleton.
1884. JDickson, Charles R., M.D. Wolfe Island, Ontario, Canada.
1881. JDickson, Edmund, M.A., F.G.S. 2 Starkie-street, Preston.
1887. §Dickson, H. N., F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. 2 St. Margaret's-road, Oxford.
1885. JDickson, Patrick. Laurencekirk, Aberdeen.
1883. JDickson, T. A. West Cliff, Preston.

1862. *Dilke. The Right Hon. Sir Charles Wentworxh, Bart., M.P

,

F.R.G.S. 76 Sloane-street, S.W.
1877. JDillon, James, M.Inst.C.E. 36 Dawson-street, Dublin.
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1869. JDingle, Edward. 19 Kinc^-street, Tavistock.

1898. *Dix, John William S. Hampton Lodge, Diirdham Park, Olifton,
Bristol.

1874. *Dixos-, A. E., M.D., Professor of Chemistry in Queen's College, Cork.
Mentone Villa, Sunday's Well, Cork.

1883. JDixon, Miss E. 2 Cliff-terrace, Kendal.
1888. §Dixon, Edward T. Messrs. Lloyds, Barnetts, & Bosanquets' Bank,

54 St. James's-street, S.W.
1879. *DixoN, Harold B., M.A., F.R.S., F.C.S., Professor of Chemistry in

the Owens College. Birch Hall, Rusholme, Manchester.
1885. JDixon, John Henry. Inveran, Poolewe, Ross-shire, N.B.
1896. §Dixon-Nuttall, F. R. Ingleholme, Ecclestone Park, Prescot.
1887. JDixon, Thomas. Buttershaw, near Bradford, Yorkshire.
1885, JDoak, Rev. A. 15 Queen's-road, Aberdeen.
1890. jUobbie, James J., D.Sc. University College, Bangor, North Wales.
1885. § Dobbin, Leonard, Ph.D. The University, Edinburgh.
1860. *Dobbs, Archibald Edward, M.A. 34 Westbourne-park, W.
1897.§§Doberck, William. The Observatory, Hong Kong.
1892. JDobie, W. Eraser. 47 Grange-road, Edinburgh.
1891. JDobson, G. Alkali and Ammonia Works, Cardiff.

1893. JDobson, W. E., J.P. Lenton-road, The Park, Nottingham.
1894. \Dockar-Dnjsdale, Mrs. 39 Belske-parL; N. W.
1875. *Docwi-a, George. 2 Paulton-square, Chelsea, S.W.
1870. *Dodd, John. Nunthorpe-avenue, York.
1876. tDodds, J. M. St. Peter's College, Cambridge.
1897.§§Dodge, Richard E. Teachers' College, Morningside Heights, New

York, U.S.A.
1889. JDodson, George, B.A. Downing College, Cambridge.
1898. §Dole, James. Redland House, Bristol.

1893. JDonald, Charles W. Kinsgarth, Braid-road, Edinburgh.
1885. JDonaldson, James, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.E., Senior Principal ot

the University of St. Andrews, N.B.
1882. JDonaldsou, John. Tower House, Chiswick, Middlesex.
1869. JDonisthorpe, G. T. St. David's Hill, Exeter.
1877. *Donldn, Bryan, M.Inst.C.E. The Mount, Wray Park, Reigate.
1889. JDonkin, R.'S., M.P. CampviUe, North Shields.

1896. JDonnan, F. E. Ardenmore-terrace, Holywood, Ireland.

1861. JDonnelly, Major-General Sir J. F. D., R.E., K.C.B. South Ken-
sington ^luseum, S.W.

1881. JDorrington, John Edward. Lypiatt Park, Stroud.
1867. JDougall, Andrew Maitland, R.N. Scotscraig, Tayport, Fifeshire.

1863. *Doughty, Charles Montagu. Henwick, Neivburij.

1884. I Douglass, William Alexander. Freehold Loan and Savings Com-
pany, Church-street, Toronto, Canada.

1890. JDovaston, John. West Felton, Oswestry.
1883. JDove, Arthur. Crown Cottage, York.
1884. JDove, Miss Frances. St. Leonard's, St. Andrews, N.B.
1884. XBowe, John Melnotte. 69 Seventh-avenue, New York, U.S.A.
1876. JDowie, Mrs. Muir. , GoUand, by Kinross, N.B.
1894. XDoxcie, Robert Chambers. 13 Carter-street, Higher Brmrghton, Man-

chester.

1884. *Dowling, D. J. Bromley, Kent.
1857. XBoxoning, S., LL.D. 4 The mil, Monkstown, Co. Duhlin.
1865. *Dowson, E. Theodore, F.R.M.S. Geldeston, near Beccles, Suffolk.

1881. *DowsoD, J. Emerson, M.Inst.C.E. 39 Old Queen-street, S.W.
1887. JDoxey, R. A. Slade House, Levenshulrae. Manchester.
1894. poyne, R. W., F.R.C.S. 28 Beaumont-street, Oxford.
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1883, JDraper, William. De Grey House, St. Leonard's, York.
1892. *Dreghorn, David, J.P. Greenwood, Pollokshields, Glasgow,
1868. JDresser, ILenry E., F.Z.S. 110 Cannou-street, E.C.

1890. JDrew, John. 12 Harringay-park, Croucli End, Middlesex, N.
1892. lUreyer, John L. E., M.A., Ph.D., F.R.A.S, The Observatory,

Armagh.
1893. §DRtrcE, G. Claridge, M.A., F.L.S. 118 High-street, Oxford.
1889. JDrummond, Dr. 6 Saville-place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1892. tDu Bois, Dr. H. Mittelstrasse, 39, Berlin.

1889, JDu Chaillu, Paul B. Care of John Murray, Esq., 50a Albemarle-
street, W.

1856, *DucrB, The Right. Hon. Henry John Reynolds Moreton, Earl
of, F.R.S!^ F.G.S. 16 Portman-square, W. ; and Tortworth
Court, Falfield, Gloucestershire.

1870. JDuckworth, Heurv, F.L.S., F.G.S. Christchurch Vicarage, Chester.
1895. *Duddell, William" 47 Hans-place, S.W.
1867, *DurF, The Right Hon. Sir Mounisttjart Elphinstone Grant-,

G.C.S.L, F.R.S., F.R.G.S. 11 Chelsea-embankment, S.W.
1852. IDuEFERiN and Ata, The Most Hon. the Marquis of, K.P., G.C.B.,

G.C.M.G., G.C.S.L, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.G.S. Olande-
boye, near Belfast, Ireland.

1877, JDuffey, George F., M.D. 30 Fitzwilliam-place, Dublin.

1875. JDuffin, AV. E. L'Estrange. Waterford.

1890, JDufton, S. F. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1884, JDugdale, James H. 9 Hyde Park-gardens, W.
1883. JDuke, Frederic. Conservative Club, Hastings.

1892. JDulier, Colonel E., C.B. 27 Sloane-gardens, S.W.
1866. *Duncan, James. 9 Mincing-lane, E.C.
1891, *Duncan, John, J.P. ' South Wales Daily News ' Office, Cardiflf.

1880. XDuncan, William S. 143 Queenh-road , Baj/swafer, W,
1896. JDuncanson, Thomas. 16 Deane-road, Liverpool.

1881, JDuncombe, The Hon. Cecil, F.G.S. Nawton Grange, York.
1893, *Danell, George Robert. 7 Spencer-road, Grove Park, Chiswick,

Middlesex.

1892, {Dunham, Miss Helen Bliss, Messrs, Morton, Rose, & Co., Bartholo-
mew House, E.G.

1881, JDunhill, Charles H, Gray's-court, Y^ork.

1896. *Dunkerley, S., M.Sc. Professor of Applied Mechanics in the Royal
Naval College, Greenwich, S.E.

1865, JDunn, David. Annet House, Skelmorlie, by Greenock, N.B.
1882, jDimn, J. T., M.Sc, F.C.S. Northern Polytechnic Institute,

Ilolloway-road, N.
1883, JDunn, Mrs. Northern Polytechnic Institute, Holloway-road, N.
1876. JDunnachie, James. 2 West Regent-street, Glasgow.
1878, iDunne, D. B., M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Logic in the Catholic Uni-

versity of Ireland. 4 Clanwilliam-place, Dublin.
1884.§§Dunnington, F. P, University Station, Charlottesville, Viro-iuia,

U.S.A.
1859. JDuns, Rev. John, D.D., F.R.S.E. New College, Edinburgh.
1893, *Dunstan, M. J, R. Newcastle-circus, Nottingham.
1891, JDunstan, Mrs. Newcastle-circus, Nottingham.
1885, *DuNSTAN, Wyndham R., M.A., F.R.S., Sec.C.S., Director of the

Scientific Department of the Imperial Institute, S.W.
1869. JD'Urban, W. S. M., F.L.S. Moorlands, Exmouth, Devon.
1898. §Durrant, R. G. Marlborough College, AVilts,

1895, *Dwerryhouse, Arthur R, 65 Louis-street, Leeds,
1887, IDyason, John Sanford, Ciithbert-street, W.
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1884. tDyck, Professor Walter. The University, Munich.

1885. *Dyer, Henry, M.A., D.Sc. 8 Highburgh-terrace, Dowanhill,
Glasgow.

1869. *Dymond, Edward E. Oaklands, Aspley Guise, Bletehley.

1895.§§Dymond,Thos.S.,F.C.S. County Technical Laboratory, Chelmsford.
1897.§§Dynan, Miss. 75 Queen's'park, Toronto, Canada.

1868. JEade, Sir Peter, M.D. Upper St. Giles's-street, Norwich.
1895. JEarle, Hardman A. 29 Queen Anne's-gate, Westminster, S.W.
1877. JEarle, Ven. Archdeacon, M.A. West Alvington, Devon.

1888. JEarson, H. W. P. 11 Alexandra-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1874. JEason, Charles. 30 Kenilworth-square, Rathgar, Dublin.

1871. *Easton, Edward. 11 Delahay-street, Westminster, S.W.
1863. JEaston, James. Nest House, near Gateshead, Durham.
1876. JEaston, John. Durie House, Abercromby-street, Helensburgh, N.B.
1883. JEastwood, Miss. Littleover Grange, Derby.

1893. § Ebbs, Alfred B. Northumberland-alley, Fenchurch-street, E.G.

1884. JEckersley, W. T. Standish Hall, Wigan, Lancashire.

1861. JEcroyd, William Farrer. Spring Cottage, near Burnley.

1870. *Eddi3on, John Edwin, M.D., M.R.C.S. The Lodge, Adel, Leeds.

*Eddy, James Ray, F.G.S. The Grange, Carleton, Skipton.

1887. JEde, Francis J., F.G.S. Silchar, Cachar, India.

1884. *Edgell, Rev. R. Arnold, M,A., F.C.S, The College House,
Leamington.

1887. §Edgewoeth, F. Y., M.A., D.C.L., F.S.3., Professor of Political

Economy in the University of Oxford. All Souls College,

Oxford.

1870. *Edmonds, F. B. 6 Clement's Inn, W.C.
1883. JEdmonds, William. Wiscombe Park, Colyton, Devon.
1888. *Edmunds, Henry. Antron, 71 Upper Tulse-hill, S.W.
1884, *Edmunds, James, M.D. 29 Dover-street, Piccadilly, W,
1883. JEdmunds, Lewis, D.Sc, LL.B., F.G.S. 1 Garden-court, Temple, E.G.
1867. *Edward, Allan. Farington Hall, Dundee.

1855. *Edwards, Professor J. Baker, Ph.D., D.C.L. Montreal, Canada.
1884. JEdwards, W. F. Niles, Michigan, U.S.A.
1887. *Egerton of Tatton, The Right Hon. Lord. Tatton Park, Knutsford.
1896. §Ekkert, Miss Dorothea. 95 Upoer Parliament-street, Liverpool.

1876. JElder, Mrs. 6 Claremont-terrace, Glasgow.
1890.§§Elford, Percy. St. John's College, Oxford.

1885. *Elgae, Francis, LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., M.Inst.C.E. 113 Cannon-
street, E.G.

1885. XEllingham, Frank. Thorpe St. Andreir, Noncich.

1883. JEllington, Edward Bayzand, M.Inst.C.E. Palace-chambers, Bridge-
street, Westminster, S.W.

1891. JEUiott, A. C.,D.Sc., Professor of Engineering in University College,

Carditf. 2 Plasturton-avenue, Cardiff,

1883. Elliott, Edwin Bailey, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Waynflete
Professor of Pure Mathematics in the University of Oxford.
4 Bardwell-road, Oxford.

Elliott, John Fogg. Elvet Hill, Durham.
1886. JEUiott, Thomas Henry, C.B., F.S.S. Board of Agriculture,

4 Whitehall-place, S.W.
1898. §Elliott, W. J. 14 Buckingham-place, Clifton, Bristol.

1877. J-E//('s, Arthur Deoonshire. Thurnscoe Hall, Rotherham, Yorlcshire,

1875. *Elli3, H. D. 12 Gloucester-terrace, Hyde Park, W.
1880. *Ellis, John Henry. Woodhaye, Ivy Bridge, Devon,
1891. §Ellis, Miss M. A. 11 Canterbury-road, Oxford.
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1884. JEUis, Professor W. Hodgson, M.A., M.B. 74 St. Albau's-street
Toronto, Canada.

'

1869. JEllis, WrLLiAM Horton. Ilartwell House, Exeter.
Ellman, Rev. E. B. Berwick Rectory, near Lewes, Sussex.

1887. JElmy, Ben. Congleton, Cheshire.

1862. JElphinstone, Sir H. W., Bart., M.A., F.L.S. 2 Stone-buildinffs
Lincoln's Inn, W.C. ^ '

1897. §Elvery, Mrs. Elizabeth. The Cedars, Maison Dieu-road, Dover.
1883. JElwes, Captain George Robert. Bossington, Bournemouth.
1887. §ELW0RTHr, Frederick T. Foxdown, Wellington, Somerset.
1870. *Ely, The Right Rev. Lord Alwyne Compton, D.D., Lord Bishop

of. The Palace, Ely, Cambridgeshire.
1897.§§Ely, Robert E. Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
1863. lEmbleton, Dennis, M.D. 19 Claremont-place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
1891. JEmerton, Wolseley, D.C.Ii. Banwell Castle. Somerset.
1884. JEmery, Albert H. Stamford, Connecticut, U.S.A.
1863. JEmery, The Ven. Archdeacon, B.D. Ely, Cambridgeshire.
1890. XEmsley, Alderman W. Richmond House, Richmond-road, Kead-

ingley, Leeds.

1894. JEmtage, W. T. A. University College, Nottingham.
1866. JEnfield, Richard. Low Pavement, Nottingham.
1884. JEngland, Luther M. Knowlton, Quebec, Canada.
1853. tEnglish, E. Wilkins. Yorkshire Banking Company, Lowgate, Hidl.
1883. JEntwistle, James P. Beachfield, 2 Westclyffe-road, Southport.
1869. *Enys, John Davis. Enys, Penryn, Cornwall.
1894.§§Erskine-Murray, James. 46 Great King-street, Edinburo^h
1864. *Eski-igge, R. A., F.G.S. 18 Hackms Hey, Liverpool.
1862. *EssoN, William, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Savilian Professor of

Geometry in the University of Oxford. 13 Bradmore-road
Oxford.

'

1878. JEstcourt, Charles. 8 St. James's-square, John Dalton-street, Man-
chester.

1887. *Estcourt, Charles. Haj'esleigh, Montague-road, Old Trafford, Man-
CllGStGr

1887. *Estcourt, P. A., F.C.S., F.I.C. 20 .Ubert-square, Manchester.
1869. JEtheridge, R., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. 14 Carlyle-square, S W.
1888. JEtheridge, Mrs. 14 Carlyle-square, S. W.
1883. tEunson, Henry J., F.G.S., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Vizianagram, Madraa.
1891. JEvan-Thomas, C, J.P. The Gnoll, Neath, Glamorganshire.
1881. JEvans, Alfred, M.A., M.B. Pontypridd.
1889. *Evans, A. H. Care of R. H. Porter, 18 Prince's-strcet, W.
1887. *Evans, Mrs. Alfred W. A. Lyndhurst, Upper Chorlton-road,

Whalley Range, Manchester.
1870. 'Evans, Arthur Joien, M.A., F.S.A. Youlbury, Abingdon.
1865. *EvANS, Rev. Charles, M.A. 41 Lancaster-gate, W.
1896.§§Evans, Edward, jun. Spital Old Hall, Bromborough, Cheshire.
1891. JEvans, Franklen. Llwynarthen, Castleton, CardiiF.
1889. JEvans, Henry Jones. Greenhill, Whitchurch, Cardiff.
1884. %Evans, Horace L, G Albert-buildings, Weston-super-Mare.
1883. *Evan3, James C. 175 Lord-street, Southport.
1883. *Evans, Mrs. James C. 175 Lord-street, Southport
1861. *EvANs, Sir John, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R S . F S \

r.L.S., F.G.S. Nash Mills, Hemel Hempstead.
' " *'

1898. §Evans, Jonathan L. 4 Litfield-place, Clifton, Bristol.
1897. 'Evans, Lady. Nash Mills, Hemel Hempstead.
1881. JEvans, Lewis. Llanfymach, R.S.O., Pembrokeshire.
1875. JEvans, Sparke. 3 Apsley-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1898.
'
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1865. *Evans, William. The Spring, Kenilwortb.

1891. tEvans, AVilliam Llewellin. Guildhall-cham'bers, Cardiff.

1886! JEve, A. S. Marlborough College, Wilts.

1871 tEve, H. WestoB, M.A. University College, W.C.
1868, *EVERBTT, J. D., M.A., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. Derryvolgie-

avenue, Belfast.

1895. §Everett, W. H., B.A. University College. Nottingham.

1863. *Everitt, George Allen, F.R.G.S. Knowle Hall, Warwickshire.

1886. JEveritt, William E. Finstall Park, Bromsgrove.

1883. jEves, Miss Florence. Uxhridge.

1881. JEwAKT, J. CossAE, M.D., F.R.S., Professor of Natural History in

the University of Edinburgh.

1874. JEwart, Sir W. Quartus, Bart. Glenmachan, Belfast.

1876. *EwiNG, James Aifked, M.A., B.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., M.Inst.

C.E., Professor of Mechanism and Applied Mechanics in the

University of Cambridge. Langdale Lodge, Cambridge.

1883. JEwing, James L. 52 North Bridge, Edinburgh.

1871. *Exley, John T., M.A. 1 Cotham-road, Bristol.

1884. *Eyerman, John, F.Z.S. Oakhurst, Easton, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

1882. tEyre, G. E. Briscoe. Warrens, near Lyndhurst, Hants.

Eyton, Charles. Hendred House, Abingdon.

1890. JFaber, Edstond Beckett. Straylea, Harrogate.

1896. §Fairbrother, Thomas. 46 Lethbridge-road, Southport.

1865. *FArRLET, Thomas, F.R.S.E., F.C.S. 8 Newton-grove, Leeds.

1886. XFairlei/, William. Beau Desert, Rugeley, Staffordshh-e.

1896. §Falk, Herman John, M.A. Thorshill, West Kirby, Liverpool.

1883. jFallon, Rev. W. S. 9 St. James's-square, Cheltenham.

1898. §Faraday, Miss Ethel R., M.A. Ramsay Lodge, Levenshulme, near

Manchester.

1877. §Fakadat, F. J., F.L.S., F.S.S. College-chambers, 17 Brazenose-

street, Manchester.

1891. JFards, G. Penarth.

1892. *Faemee, J. Beetland, M.A., F.L.S., Professor of Botany, Royal

College of Science, Exhibition-road, London. 4 Lichfield-

road, Kew.
1886. JFarncombe, Joseph, J.P. Saltwood, Spencer-road, Eastbourne.

1897. *Farnworth, Ernest. Rosslyn, Goldthorn Hill, Wolverhampton.
1897*. *Farnworth, Mrs. Ernest. Rosslyn, Goldthorn Hill, Wolverhampton.

1883. JFarnworth, Walter. 86 Preston New-road, Blackburn.

1883. tFarnworth, William. 86 Preston New-road, Blackburn.

1885. IFarquhar, Admiral. Carlogie, Aberdeen.

1886. JFarquharson, Colonel J., R.E. Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton.

1859. JFarquharson, Robert F. 0. Haughton, Aberdeen.

1885. JFarquharson, Mrs. R. F. 0. Haughton, Aberdeen.

1866. *Faerak, The Very Rev. Feedeeic William, D.D., F.R.S. The

Deanery, Canterbury.

1883. jFarrell, John Arthur. Moynalty, Kells, North Ireland.

1857. \Farrelly, Rev. Thomas. Itoyal College, Maynootli.

1 897. §§ Farthing, Rev. J. C, M.A. The Rectory, Woodstock, Ontario, Canada.

1869. 'Faulding, Joseph. Boxley House, Tenterden, Kent.

1883. jFaulding, Mrs. Boxley House, Tenterden, Kent.

1887. §Faulkner, John, la Great Ducie-street, Strangeways, Manchester.

1890. *Fawcett, F. B. University College, Bristol.

1886. §Felkin, Robert W., M.D., F.R.G.S. 6 Crouch Hall-road, N.

Fell, John B. Spark's Bridge, Ulverstone, Lancashire.
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1883. jFenwick, E. H. 29 Ilarley-street, W.
1890. JFenwick, T. Chapel AUerton, Leeds.
1876. JFerofuson, Alexander A. 11 Grosvenor-terrace, Glasgow.
1883. JFerufusou, Mrs. A. A. 11 Grosvenor-terrace, Glasgow.
1871. 'Ferguson, John, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.E., F.S.A., F.C.S., Professor

of Chemistry in the University of Glasgow.
1896. *Ferguson, John. Colombo, Ceylon.

1867. JFerguson, Robert M., LL.D., Ph.D., F.R.S.E. 5 Learmouth-terrace,
Edinburgh.

1883. JFernald, H. P. Clarence House, Promenade, Cheltenham.
1883. *Fernie, John. Box No. 2, Hutchinson, Kansas, U.S.A.
1862. JFerrers, Rev. Norman Macleod, D.D., F.R.S. Oaius CoUeo-e

Lodge, Cambridge.
1873. JFeeeier, David, M.A., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Neuro-

pathology in King's College, London. 34 Cavendish-square, W.
1892. JFerrier, Robert M., B.Sc. College of Science, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1897.§§Ferrier, W. F. Geological Survey, Ottawa, Canada.
1897.§§Fesseuden, Reginald A. Western L'niversity of Pennsylvania,

Alleghany, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
1882. §Fewings, James, B.A., B.Sc. King Edward VI. Grammar School,

Southampton.
1887. JFiddes, Thomas, M.D. Peuwood, Urmston, near Manchester.
1875. JFiddes, Walter. Clapton ViUa, Tyndall's Park, Clifton, Bristol
1868. JField, Edward. Norwich.
1897.§§Field, George Wilton. E.xperimental Station, Kingston, Rhode

Island, U.S.A.
1886. JField, H. C. 4 Carpenter-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1869. *FiELD, Rogers, B.A., M.Inst.C.E. 4 Westminster-chambers, West-

minster, S.W.
1882. JFilliter, Freeland. St. Martin's House, Wareham, Dorset.
1883. *Finch, Gerard B., M.A. 1 St. Peter's-terrace, Cambridge.
1878. *Findlater, Sir William. 22 Fitzwilliam-square, Dublin.
1892. IFindlay, J. R., B.A. 3 Rothesay-terrace, Edinburgh.
1884. JFinlay, Samuel. Montreal, Canada.
1887. JFinnemore, Rev. J.,M.A.,Ph.D., F.G.S. 8S Upper Hanover-street

Sheffield.

1881. |Firth, Colonel Sir Charles. Heckmondwike.
Firth, Thomas. Northwich.

1895. §Fish, Frederick .1. Spursholt, Park-road, Ipswich.

1891. JFisher, Major H. 0. The Highlands, Llandough, near Cardiff.

1884. 'Fisher, L. C. Galveston, Texas, U.S.A.
1869. JFisHER, Rev. Osmond, M.A., F.G.S. Harlton Rectory, near

Cambridge.
1873. JFisher, William. Maes Fron, near Welshpool, Montgomeryshii-e
1875. *Fisher, W. W., M.A., F.C.S. 5 St. Margaret's-road, Oxford.
1858. JFishwick, Henry. Carr-hill, Rochdale.

1887. *Fison, Alfred H., D.Sc. 25 Blenheim-gardens, Willesden Green,N.W.
1885. JFison, E. Herbert. Stoke House, Ipswich.

1871. *FisoN, Frederick W., M.A., M.P., F.C.S. Greenholme, Burley-in-
Wharfedale, near Leeds.

1871. JFiTCH, Sir J. G., M.A., LL.D. Athenajum Club, S.W.
1883. JFitch, Rev. J. J. Ivyholme, Southport.

1878. JFitzgerald, C. E., M.D. 27 Upper Merrion-street, Dublin.
1878. §FitzGerald, George Francis, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of

Naturaland Experimental Philosophy in Trinity CoUc'^e, Dublin.
1885. *FitzGerald, Professor Maurice, B.A. 32 Eglantine-avenue, Belfast.
1894.§§Fitzmaurice, M., M.Inst.C.E. Nile Reservoir, Assuan, Egypt.
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1857. jFitzpatrick, Thomas, M.D. 31 Lower Bagot-street, Dublin.

1888. *FrrzPATRiCK, Rev. Thomas C. Christ's Collep^e, Camhridge.

1897.§§Flavelle, J. W. 565 Jarvis-street, Toronto, Canada.

1881. JFleming, Rev. Canon J., B.D. St. Michael's Vicarage, Ebury-
square, S.W.

1876. ^Fleming, James Brown. Beaconsfield, Kelvinside, Glasgow.

1876. tFleming, Sir Sandford, K.O.M.G., F.G.S. Ottawa, Canada.

1867.§§Flbtcher, Alfeed E., F.C.S. Delmore, Caterham, Surrey.

1870. JFletcher, B. Edgington. Norwich.

1890. ^Fletcher, B. Morley. 7 Victoria-street, S.W.

1892. jFletcher, George, F.G.S. 60 Connaught-avenue, Plymouth.

1888. *Fletchee, Lazarus, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S., F.C.S., Keeper of

Mineral.'?, British Museum (Natural History), Cromwell-road,

S.W. 36 Woodville-road, Ealing, W.
1862. §FiowEE, Sir William Henry, K.C.B.,LL.D.,D.C.L.,D.Sc.,F.R.S.r

F.L.S., F.G.S., F.R.C.S. 26 Stanhope-gardens, S.W.
1889. JFlower, Lady. 26 Stanhope-gardens, S.W.
1877. *Floyer, Ernest A. Downton, Salisbury.

1890. *Flux, A. W., M.A., Professor of Political Economy in the Owens
College, Manchester.

1887. JFoale, William. 3 Meadfoot-terrace, Mannamead, Plymouth.

1883. JFoale, Mrs. William. 3 Meadfoot-terrace, Mannamead, Plymouth,

1891.§§Foldvary, William. Museum Ring, 10, Buda Pesth.

1879. XFoote, Charles JVeicth, M.D. 3 Albion-place, Sunderland.

1880. JFoote. R. Bruce, F.G.S. Care of Messrs. H. S. King & Co., 65-

Cornhill, E.G.

1873. FoEBES, George, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., M.Inst.C.E. 34 Great

George-street, S.W.
1883. JFoebes, Henry 0., LL.D., F.Z.S., Director of Museums for the Cor-

poration of Liverpool. The Museum, Liverpool.

1897.§§Forbes, J., Q.C. Hazeldean, Putney-hill, S.W.
1885. iForbes, The Right Hon. Lord. Castle Forbes, Aberdeenshire.

1890. JFORD, J. Rawlinson. Quarry Dene, Weetwood-lane, Leeds.

1875. *Foedham:, H. George. Odsey, AshweU, Baldock, Herts.

1894. JForrest, Frederick. Beechwood, Castle Hill, Hastings.

1887. JForrest, The Right Hon. Sir John, K.C.M.G., F.R.G.S., F.G.S,

Perth, Western Australia.

1883. JFoRSYTH, A. R., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Sadlerian Professor of Pure
Mathematics iu the University of Cambridge. Trinity College,

Cambridge.

1884. JFort, George H. Lakefield, Ontario, Canada.

1877. tFoRTESCUE, The Right Hon. the Earl. Castle Hill, North Devon.

1882. XFoncard, Henry. 10 Marine-avenv£, Southend.

1896. JFoRWOOD, Sir William B., J.P. Ramleh, Blundellsands, Liverpool,

1875. JFoster, A. Le Neve. 51 Cadogan-square, S.W.
1865. tFoster, Sir B. Walter, M.D., M.P. 16 Temple-row, Birmingham.

1865. *FosTER, Clement Le Neve, B.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S., Professor of

Mining in the Royal College of Science, London. Llandudno,

1883. tFoster, Mrs. C. Le Neve. Llandudno.

1857. •Foster, George Carey, B.A., F.R.S., F.C.S. (General
Treasueer.) 18 Daleham-gardens, Hampstead, N.W.

1896. tFoster, Miss Harriet. Cambridge Training College, WoUaston-road,.

Cambridge.

1877. §Foster, Joseph B. 4 Cambridge-street, Plymouth.

1859. 'Foster, Michael, M.A., M.D., LL.D., D.C.L., Sec.R.S., F.L.S.,

Professor of Physiology in the University of Cambridge.

(President-Elect.) Great Shelford, Cambridge.
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1863. ^Foster, Robert. The Quarries, Grainger Park-road, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne.

1896. JFowkes, F. Hawkshead, Ambleside.
1866. tFowler, George, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Basford Hall, near Nottingham.
1868. JFowler, G. G. Gunton Hall, Lowestoft, Suffolk.

1892. JFowler, Miss Jessie A. 4 & 5 Imperial-buildings, Ludgate-circus, E.G.
1882. tFowLER, Sir John, Bart., K.C.M.G., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. 2 Queen

Square-place, Westminster, S.W.
1883. *Fox, Charles. The Chestnuts, Warlingham, Surrey.
1883, §Fox, Sir Charles Douglas, M.Inst.C.E. 28 Victoria-street, West-

minster, S.W,
1896. JFox, Henry J. Bank's Dale, Bromborough, near Liverpool.
1883. JFox, Howard, F.G.S. Rosehill, Falmouth.
1847. *Fox, Joseph Hoyland. The Clive, Wellington, Somerset.
1888. JFox, Thomas. Court, Wellington, Somerset.
1881. *FoxwELL, Herbert S., M.A., F.S.S., Professor of Political Economy

in University College, London. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1889. JFrain, Joseph, M.D. Grosvenor-place, Jesmond, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne.
Francis, William, Ph.D., F.L.S., F.G.S,, F.R.A.S. Red Lion-court,

Fleet-street, E.C. ; and Manor House, Richmond, Surrey.
1845. JFranexand, Sir Edward, K.C.B., M.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Ph.D.,

F.R.S., F.C.S. The Yews, Reigate Hill, Surrey.
1887. *Franeland, Percy F., Ph.D., B.Sc.,F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry

and Metallurgy in the Mason College, Birmingham.
1894. § Franklin, Mrs. E. L. 50 Porchester-terrace, W.
1895. §Fraser, Alexander. 63 Church-street, Inverness.
1882. JFraser, Alexander, M.B. Royal College of Surgeons, Dublin.
1885. JFbaser, Angus, M.A., M.D., F.C.S. 2.32 Union-street, Aber-

deen.

1865. *Fraser, John, M.A., M.D., F.G.S. Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton.
1897.§§Fraser, Sir Malcolm, K.C.M.G. 15 Victoria-street, S.W.
1871. IFraseb, Thomas R., M.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., Professor of Materia

Medica and Clinical Medicine in the University of Edinburgh.
13 Drumsheugh-gardens. Edinburgh.

1859. *Frazer, Daniel. Rowmore House, Garelochhead, N.B.
1871. IFrazer, Evan L. R. Brunswick-ten-ace, Spring Bank, Hull.
1884. *Frazer, Persifor, M.A., D.Sc. (Univ. de France). Room 1042,

Drexel Building, Philadelphia, U.S.A.
1884. *FEEAjr, W., LL.D., B.Sc, F.L.S., F.G.S., F.S.S. The Vinery,

Downton, Salisbury.

1877. §Freeman, Francis Ford. Abbotsfield, Tavistock, South Devon,
1884, •Frejiantle, The Hon. Sir C. W., K.C.B. 12 Buckingham Palace-

gardens, S.W.
1869. JFrere, Rev. William Edward. The Rectory, Bitton, near Bristol.
1886. tFreshfield, Douglas W.,F.R.G.S. I Airlie-gardens.Campdenllill.W.
1887. JFries, Harold H, Ph.D. 92 Reade-street, New York, U.S.A.
1887. IFroehlich, The Cavaliere. Grosvenor-terrace, Withington, Man-

chester.

1892. *Frost,Edmimd. Chesterfield, Meads, Eastbourne.
1882. §Frost, Edward P., J.P. West Wratting Hall, Cambridgeshire.
1887. *Frost, Robert, B.Sc. 53 Victoria-road, W.
1898. §FEy, The Right Hon. Sir Edward, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A.

Failand House, Failand, near Bristol.

1898. §Fry, Francis J. Leigh Woods. Clifton, Bristol.

1898. §Fry, J, Storrs. Union-street, Bristol.

1875. *Fry, Joseph Storrs. 13 Upper Belgrave-road, Clifton, Bristol.
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1898, § Fryer, Alfred C. 13 Eaton-crescent, Clifton, Bristol.

1884.§§Fryer, Joseph, J.P. Smelt House, Ilo-wden-le-Wear, Co. Durham.
1895. jFullarton, Dr. J. H. Fishery Board for Scotland, George-street,

Edinburgh.

1872. *Fuller, Eev. A. 7 Sydenham-hill, Sydenham, S.E.

1859. jFuLLER, Febderick, M.A. 9 Palace-road, Surbiton.

1869. jFuLLER, G., M.Inst.C.E. 71 Lexham-gardens, Kensington, AV.

1884.§«Fuller, William, M.B. Oswestry.

1891. JFulton, Andrew. 1'3 Park-place, Cardiff.

1881. JGabb, Rev. James, M.A. Bulmer Rectory, "Welburn, Yorkshire,

1887. JGaddum, G. H. Adria House, Toy-lane, Withington, Manchester,

1836. *Gadesden, Augustus William, F.S.A. Ewell Castle, Surrey.

1857. t Gages, Alphonse, M.R.I.A. Museum of Irish Industry, Dublin.

1863. *Gainsford, W. D. Skendleby Hall, Spilsby.

1896. jGair, II. W. 21 Water-street, Liverpool.

1876. JGairdner, Charles. Broom, Newton Mearns, Renfrewshire.

1850. JGairdnee, Sir W. T., K.C.B., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of

Medicine in the University of Glasgow. The University,

Glasgow.
1876. JGale, James M. 23 Miller-street, Glasgow.

1885. *Gallaway, Alexander. Dirgarve, Aberfeldy, N.B.

1861. JGalloway, Charles John. Knott Mill Iron AVorks, Manchester.

1889. JGalloway, Walter. Eighton Banks, Gateshead.

1875. JGallowat, W. Cardiff.

1887. *Galloway, W. J., M.P. The Cottage, Seymour-grove, Old Trafford,

AltlDcllGStoV

1860. *Galton, Sir Douglas, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S.,

F.G.S.. F.R.G.S. 12 Chester-street, Grosvencr-place, S.W.
1860. *Gaxton, Francis, M.A.,_D.C.L., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S., F.R.G.S,

42 Rutland-gate, Knightsbridge, S.W.
1869. JGalton, John C, M.A., F.L.S. New University Club, St.

James's-street, S.W.
1870. §Gamble, Lieut.-Colonel Sir D., Bart., C.B. St. Helens, Lancashire.

1889.§§Gamble, David, jun. Ratonagh, Colwyu Bay.

1870. JGamble, J. C. St. Helens, Lancashire.

1888. *Gamble, J. Sykes, M.A., F.L.S. Arundel House, Stoke-road,

Guildford.

1877. JGamble, William. St. Helens, Lancashire.

1868. JGamgeb, Arthur, M.D., F.R.S. 8 Avenue de la Gare, Lausanne,
Switzerland.

1889. JGamgee, John. 6 Lin^field-road, Wimbledon, Surrey.

1898. §Garde, Rev. C. L. Skenfrith Vicarage, near Monmouth.
1887. JGardiner, Walter, M.A., F.R.S. 45 Hills-road. Cambridge.

1882. 'Gardner, H. Dent, F.R.G.S. Fairmead, 46 The Goffs, Eastbourne.

1894. JGardner, J. Addyman. 5 Bath-place, Oxford.

1896.§§Gardner, James. The Groves, Grassendale, Liverpool.

1882. JGardner, John Starkib. 29 Albert Embankment, S.E.

1884. JGarman, Samuel. Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
1887. *Garnett, Jeremiah. The Grange, near Bolton, Lancashire.

1882. JGarnett, William, D.O.L. London County Council, Spring-gardens,

S.W.
1873. JGarnham, John. Hazelwood, Crescent-road, St. John's, Brockley,

Kent, S.E.

1883. JGaeson, J. G., M.D. 64 Harley-street, London, W.
1894. *Garstang, Walter, M.A., F.Z.S. Marine Biological Laboratory,

Plymouth,
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1874. *Garstin, John RiUon, M.A., LL.B., M.E.I.A., F.S.A. Bragans-
town, Castlebellingham, Ireland.

1882. JGarton, William. Woolston, Southampton.
1892. §Garvie, James. Devanha House, Bowes-road, New Soiithgate, N.
1889. JGarwood, E. J., B.A., F.G.S. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1870. JGaskell, Holbrook. Woolton Wood, Liverpool.
1870. *Gaskell, Holbrook, jun. Clayton Lodge, Aigburth, Liverpool.
1896. • Gaskell, Walter Holbrook, M.A., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S. The

Uplands, Great Shelford, near Cambridge.
1896. § Gatehouse, Charles. Westwood, Noctorum, Birkenhead.
1862. *Gatty, Charles Henry, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.E., F.L.S., F.G.S. Fel-

bridge Place, East Grinstead, Sussex.
1890. jGaunt, Sir Edwin. Carlton Lodge, Leeds.
1875. JGavey, J. Hollydale, Hampton Wick, Middlesex.
1892. JGeddes, George H. 8 Douglas-crescent, Edinburgh.
1871. JGeddes, John. 9 Melville-crescent, Edinburgh.
1883. JGeddes, John. 33 Portland-street, Southport.
1885. JGeddes, Professor Patrick. Ramsay-garden, Edinburgh.
1887. JGee, W. W. Haldane. Owens College, Manchester.
1867. JGeieie, Sir Archibald, LL.D., D.Sc, F.E.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S.,

Director-General of the Geological Survey of the United King-
dom. 10 Chester-terrace, Regent's-park, N.W.

1871. JGeikie, James, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S., Murchison
Professor of Geology and Mineralogy in the University of
Edinburgh. 31 Merchiston-avenue, Edinbiurgh.

1898. §Gemmill, James F., M.A., M.B. 16 Dargavel-avenue, Dumbreck,
Glasgow.

1882. *Genese, R. W., M.A., Professor of Mathematics in University Col-
lege, Aberystwyth.

1875. *George, Rev. Hereford B., M.A., F.R.G.S. New College, Oxford.
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1884. JGoodbody, Robert. Fairy Hill, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
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1893. ^Granger, Professor F. S., M.A., D.Litt. 2 Cranmer-street,
Nottingham.

1896.§§Grant, Sir James, K.C.M.G. Ottawa, Canada.
1892. JGrant, W. B. 10 Ann-street, Edinburgh.
1864. ^;Grantham, Richard F., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Northumberland-cham-

bers, Northumberland-avenue, W.C.
1881. JGrav, AlaJQ, LL.B. Minster-vard, York.
1890. JGeax, Professor Andrew, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. Univer-

sity College, Bangor.

1864. *Gray, Rev. Canon Charles. West Retford Rectory, Retford.
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1881. JGray, Edwin, LL.B. Miuster-yard, York.
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1892. *Gray, James Hunter, M.A., B.Sc. 3 Crown Office-row, Temple, E.C.
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1887. JGray, Joseph W., F.G.S. Cleveland Villa, Shurdington Road,
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1887. JGray, M. H., F.G.S. Lessness Park, Abbey Wood, Kent.
1886. *Gray, Robert Kaye. Lessness Park, Abbey Wood, Kent.
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1873. JGray, William, M.R.I.A. 8 Mount Charles, Belfast.

*Geay, Colonel William. Farley Hall, near Reading.
1883. JGray, William Lewis. Westmoor Hall, Brimsdowu, Middlesex.
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1883. jGray, Mrs. W. L. Westmoor Hall, Brlmsdown, Middlesex.
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1881. IGreenhough, Edward. Matlock Bath, Derbyshire.
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1861. *Geeg, Robert Philips, F.G.S., F.R.A.S. Coles Park, Bunting-
ford, Herts.
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1896. §Gregory, R. A. 4 Cumnor-place, Sutton, Surrey.

1883. jGregson, G. E. Ribble View, Preston.

1881. JGregson, William, F.G.S. Baldersby, S.O., Yorkshire.

1859. JGrierson, Thomas Boyle, M.D. Thornhill, Dumfriesshu-e.

1870. JGrieve, John, M.D. Care of W. L. Buchanan, Esc^., 212 St. Vin-
cent-street, Glasgow.

1878. JGriffin, Rohert, M.A., LL.D. Trinity College, DubUn.
1836. Griffin, S. F. Albion Tin AVorks, York-road, N.

1894. *Griffith, C. L. T. College-road, Harrow, Middlesex.

1894. *Griffith, Miss F. H. College-road, Harrow, Middlesex.

1859. 'Griffith, G. (Assistant General Seceetart.) College-road,

Harrow, Middlesex.

1884. JGriffiths, E. H., M.A., F.R.S. 12 Park-side, Cambridge.
1884. JGriffiths, Mrs. 12 Park-side, Cambridge.
1891. jGriffiths, P. Rhys, B.Sc, M.B. 71 Newport-road, Cardiff.
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1894. JGroom, T. T. The Poplars, Hereford.

1896. JGrossmann, Dr. Karl. 70 Rodney-street, Liverpool.

1892. JGrove, Mrs. Lilly, F.R.G.S. Mason College, Birmingham.
1891. jGrover, Henry LlewelUn. Clydach Court, Pontypridd.

1863. 'Groves, Thomas B. 9 Commercial-road, Weymouth.
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1869. JGkubb, Sir Howakd, F.E.S., F.R.A.S. 51 Kenilworth-square,

Ratbfrar, Dubliu.
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1896. JGuthrie, Tom, B.Sc. Yorkshire College, Leeds.
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1876. JGwTXHEE, R. F., M.A. Owens College. Manchester.

1884. JHaanel, E., Ph.D. Cobourg, Ontario, Canada.

1884. jHadden, Captain C. F., R.A. Woolwich.
1881. *Haj)dox, Alfred Cort, M.A., F.Z.S. Inisfail, Hills-road, Cambridge.
1842. Hadfield, George. Victoria Park, Manchester.

1888. *Hadfield, R. A., M.Inst.C.E. The Grove, Endcliffe Vale-road,

Sheffield.

1892. Jllaigh, E., M.A. Longton, Staffordshire.

1870. JHaigh, George. 27 Highfield South, Rock Ferry, Cheshire.

1879. JHake, H. Wilson, Ph.D., F.C.S. Queeuwood College, Hants.
1883. JHalibtoton, R. G., Q.C. 13 Pall Mall, S.W.
1879. *Hall, Ebenezer. Abbeydale Park, near Sheffield.

1881. JHall, Frederick Thomas, F.R.A.S. 15 Gray's Inn-square, W.C.
1854. *Hall, Hugh Fergle, F.G.S. Cowley House, Headington Hill,

Oxford.

1898. §Hall, J. P. The ' Tribune,' New York, U.S.A.
1887. XHall, John. Sprinybank, Lefticich, Northwich.

1885. §Hall, Samuel, F.I.C, F.C.S." 19 Aberdeen-park, Highbury, N.
1896. §Hall, Thomas B. Larch AVood, Rockferry, Cheshire.

1884. f Hall, Thomas Proctor. School of Practical Science, Toronto, Canada.
1866. *Hall, Townshend M., F.G.S. Orchard House, Pilton, Barnstaple.

1896. JHall-Dare, Mrs. Caroline. 13 Great Cumberland-place, W,
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1891. §Hallett, J. IL, M.Inst.C.E. Maiudy Lodge, Cardiif.
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1885. ^Hamilton, David James. 41 Queen's-road, Aberdeen.
1881. *Hammond, Robert. Ormond House, Great Trinity-lane, E.C.
1892. JHanbury, Thomas, F.L.S. La Mortola, Ventimiglia, Italy.

1878. §Hance, Edward M., LL.B. Municipal Offices, Liverpool.
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1876. JHancock, C. F., M.A. 125 Queen's-gate, S.W.
1897. § Hancock, Harris. University of Chicago, U.S.A.
1861. tHancock, Walter. 10 Upper Chadwell-street, Pentonville, E.G.
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S.W.
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1894. JHare, A. T., M.A. Neston Lodge, East Twickenham, Middlesex.
1894. JHare, Mrs. Neston Lodge, East Twickenham, Middlesex.
1838. *Hare, Charles John, M.D. Berkeley House, 15 Manchester-

square, W.
1898. §Harford, W. H. Oldown House, Almondsbury,
1858. IHargrave, James. Burley, near Leeds.
1883. JHargreaves, Miss H. M. 69 Alexandra-road, Southport.
1883. JHargreaves, Thomas. 69 Alexandra-road, Southport.
1890, JHargrove, Rev. Charles. 10 De Grey-terrace, Leeds.
1881. IHargrove, William Wallace. St. Mary's, Bootham, York.
1890. §Haeker, Alfred, M.A., F.G.S, St. John's College, Cambridge.
1896. iHarker, Dr. John Allen. Springfield House, Stockport.

1887. JHarker, T. H. Brook House, Fallowfield, Manchester.
1878. *Harkness, H. W., M.D. California Academy of Sciences, San

Francisco, California, U.S.A.
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1880. §Hakkis, H. Graham, M.Inst.O.E. 5 Great George-street, West-
minster, S.W.

1898. §IIarrison, A. J., M.D. Failand Lodge, Guthrie-road, Clifton,
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1892. flrvine, Robert, F.R.S.E. Royston, Granton, Edinburgh.

1882. §rRvrNG, Rev. A., B.A., D.Sc, F.G.S. Hockerill Vicarage, Bishop's

Stortford, Herts.
d2
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1888. *Isaac, J. F. V., B.A. Royal York Hotel, Brighton.

1883. Jlslierwood, James. IS York-road, Birkdale, Southport.

1881. Xlshiffuro, Isoji. Care of the Japanese Ler/ation,Q Cavendish-square, IF,

1891. *Ism:a.t, Thomas H. 10 Water-street, Liverpool.

1886. Jlzod, William. Church-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1859. :f
Jack, John, M.A. Belhelvie-hy-Whitecairns, Aberdeenshire.

1884. JJack, Peter. People's Bank, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.

1876. *Jack, William, LL.D., Professor of Mathematics in the University oi

Glasgow. 10 The College, Glasgow.

1883. *Jackson, Professor A. H., B.Sc. 358 Collins-street, Melbourne,

Australia.

1883. JJackson, Frank. 11 Park-crescent, Southport.

1874. *Jackson, Frederick Arthur. Penalva Rauche, Millarville, Alberta,

Calgary, N.W.T., Canada.
1883. *Jackson, F. J. Harefield, 1 Morley-road, Southport.

1883. JJackson, Mrs. F. J. Harefield, 1 Morley-road, Southport.

1887. *Jackson, George. 53 Elizabeth-street, Cheetham, Manchester.

1885. JJackson, Henry. 19 Golden-square, Aberdeen,

1866. JJackson, H. W., F.R.A.S. Q7 Upgate, Louth, Lincolnshire.

1897. §Jackson, James, F.R.Met.Soc. 34 Lonsdale-square, N.
1898. '^Jackson, Sir John. 3 Victoria-street, S.W.
1869. §Jackson, Moses, J.P. 139 Lower Addiscombe-road, Croydon.

1887. §Jacobson, Nathaniel. Olive Mount, Cheetham Hill-road, Mar>
chester.

1874. *Jaffe, John. Villa Jaffe, Nice, France.

1865. 'JafFra)"-, Sir John, Bart. Park-grove, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
189] . JJames, Arthur P. Grove House, Park-grove, Cardiff'.

1891. *James, Charles Henry. 8 Courtland-terrace, Merthyr Tydfil.

1891. *James, Charles Russell. 6 New-court, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.
1860. JJames, Edward H. Woodside, Plymouth.
1886. JJames, Frank. Portland House, Aldridge, near Walsall.

1891. JJames, Ivor. University College, Cardiff.

1891. JJames, John. 24 The Parade, Cardiff.

1891. JJames, John Herbert. Howard House, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.
1891. JJames, J. R., L.R.C.P. 158 Cowbridge-road, Canton, Cardiff.

1896.§§James, 0. S. 192 Jarvis-street, Toronto, Canada.

1858. JJames, William C. Woodside, Plymouth.
1896. *Jameson, H. Lyster. Killencoole, Castlebellingham, Ireland.

1884. JJameson, W. C. 48 Baker-street, Portman-square, W.
1881. JJamieson, Andrew, Principal of the College of Science and Arts,

Glasgow.
1887.§§Jamieson, G. Auldjo. 37 Drumsheugh-gardeus, Edinburgh.

1885. JJamieson, Patrick. Peterhead, N.B.
1885. JJamieson, Thomas. 173 Union-street, Aberdeen.

1859. *Jamieson, Thomas F., LL.D., F.G.S. Ellon, Aberdeenshire.

1889, Japp, F. R., M.A., Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S., V.P.C.S,, Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Aberdeen.

1896. *Jarmay, Gustav, Hartford Lodge, Hartford, Cheshire,

1870. JJarrold, John James. London-street, Norwich.
1891, JJefferies, Henry. Plas Newydd, Park-road, Penarth,

1855. 'Jeffray, John. 9 Winton-drive, Kelvinside, Gla.sgow.

1897, §Jeftrey, E. C, B.A. The University, Toronto, Canada,

1867, JJeftreys,Howel, M.A, 61 Bedford-gardens, Kensington,W,
1864, JJelly, Dr. W, Aveleanas, 11, Valencia, Spain.

1891. §Jenkins, Henry C, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., F.C.S. Royal College of

Science, South Kensington, S.W.
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1873. § Jenkins, Major-General J. J. IG St. James's-square, S. \^'.

1880. *Jenkin8, Sir John Jones, M.P. The Grange, Swansea.
1852. JJennings, Francis M., M.R.I.A. Brown-street, Cork.
1893. §Jennings, G. E. Ashleigh, Ashleigh-road, Leicester.
1897. §Jennings, W. T. 34 St. Vincent-street, Toronto, Canada.
1878. XJfphson, Henri) L. Chief Secretary's Office, The CaMe. Buhl'ui.
1887. §Jekvis-Smith, Rev. F. J., M.A., F'.R.S. Trinity College, Oxford.

Jessop, William, jun. Overton Hall, Ashover, Chesterfield.
1889. JJevons, F. B., M.A. The Castle, Durham.
1884. jJewell, Lieutenant Theo. F. Torpedo Station, Newport, Rhode

Island, U.S.A.
1891. JJohn, E. Cowbridge, Cardiff.

1884. jjohns, Thomas W. Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada.
1884. §JoHNsoN, Alexandee, M.A., LL.D., Professor of Mathematics in

McGill University, Montreal. 5 Prince of Wales-terrace, Mont-
real, Canada.

1883. JJohnson, Miss Alice. Llandaff House, Cambridge.
1883. IJohnsou, Ben. Micklegate, York.
1871. *Johnson, David, F.O.S., F.G.S. 1 Victoria-road, Clapham Common,

S.W.
1883. JJohnson, Edmund Litler. 73 Albert-road, Southport.
1865. *Johnson, G. J. 36 Waterloo-street, Birmingham.
1888. IJohnson, J. G. Southwood CJourt, Highgate, N.
1870. JJohnson, Richard C, F.R.A.S. 46 Jermyn-street, Liverpool.
1863. iJohnson, R. S. Hanwell, Fence Houses, Durham.
1881. jJohnson, Sir Samuel George. Municipal Offices, Nottingham.
1890. 'Johnson, Thomas, D.Sc, F.L.S., Professor of Botany in the Royal

College of Science, Dublin.
1898. *Johnson, VV. Claude, M.Inst.C.E. The Dignaries, Blackheath, S.F..

1887, IJohnson, W. H. Woodleigh, Altriucham,"Cheshire.
1883. tJohnson, W. H. F. Llandaff House, Cambridge.
1883. jJohnson, William. Ilarewood, Roe-lane, Southport.
1861. jjohnson, William Beckett. AVoodlands Bank, near Altrincham,

Cheshire.

1883. tJohnston, Sir H. H., K.C.B., F.R.G.S. Queen Anne's Mansions, S.AV.
1859. ^Johnston, James. Newmill, Elgin, N.B.
1864. jjohuston, James. Manor House, Northend, Hampstead, N.W.
1884. jJohnston, John L. 27 St. Peter-street, Montreal, Canada.
1883. JJohnston, Thomas. Broomsleigh, Seal, Sevenoaks.
1884. JJohnston, Walter R. Fort Qu'Appelle, N.W. Territorv, Canada.
1884. 'Johnston, W. H. County Offices, Preston, Lancashire".
1885. JJohnston-Lavis, H. J., M.D., F.G.S. Beaulieu, Alpes Maritimes,

France.
1886. IJohnstone, G. H. Northampton-street, Birmino-ham.
1864. tJoUy, Thomas. Park View-villas, Bath.
1871. jJoLLT, William, F.R.S.E., F.G.S. St. Andrew's-road, Pollok-

shields, Glasgow.
1888. JJoUy, W.C. Home Lea, Lansdowne, Bath.
1896. *Joly, C. J., M.A. The Observatory, Dunsink, Co. Dublin.
1888. JJoLT. John, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Astronomy in the

University of Dublin and Royal Astronomer for Ireland. 39
Waterloo-road, Dublin.

1898. §Jones, Alfred L. Care of Messrs. Elder, Dempster & Co., Liverpool.
1881. XJones, Alfred Orlando, M.D. Cardigan Villa, Harrogate.
1887. JJones, D. E., B.Sc, H.M. Inspector of Schools. Science and Art

Department, South Kensington, S.W.
1891. JJones, D. Edgar, M.D. Spring Bank, Queen-street, Cardiff.
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1890. §Jones, Rev. Edward, F.G.S. 7 Fairfax-road, Prest-wich, Lancashire.

1891. JJones, Dr. Evan. Aberdare.

1896. JJones, E. Tavlor. University College, Banj^or.

1887. JJones, Franci.«, F.R.S.E., F.O.S. Beaufort House, Alexandra Park,

Manchester.

1891. *JoNES, Rev. G. Hartwell, M.A. Nutfield Rectory, Redhill, Surrey.

1883. *Jones, George OUver, M.A. InchjTa House, Waterloo, Liverpool.

1895, JJones, Harry. Engineer's Office, Great Eastern Railway, Ipswich.

1884. tJones, Rev. Harry, JNI.A. 8 York-gate, Regent's Park, N. W.
1877. JJones, Henry C, F.C.S. Royal College of Science, South Kensing-

ton, S.W.
1881. *JoNES, J. ViEiAMTJ, M.A., B.Sc, F.R.S., Principal of the University

College of South Wales and Monmouthshire, Cardiff.

1873. tJones, Theodore B. 1 Finshury-cii-cus, E.G.

1880. JJones, Thomas. 15 Gower-street, Swansea.

1860. tJones, Thomas Rotert, F.R.S., F.G.S. 17 Parson's Green, Ful-

ham, S.W.
1896. §Jones, W. Hope Bank, Lancaster-road, Pendleton, Manchester.

1883. JJones, William. Elsinore, Birkdale, Southport.

1891. XJ»'n<^^> William Lester. 22 Nexoport-road, Cardiff.

1875. *Jose, J. E. 49 Whitechapel, Liverpool.

1884. JJoseph, J. H. 738 Dorchester-street, Montreal, Canada.

1891. JJotham, F. H. Penarth.

1891. JJotham, T. W. Penylan, Cardiff.

1879. JJowitt, A. Scotia Works, Sheffield.

1890. JJowitt, Benson R. Elmhurst, Newton-road, Leeds.

1872. JJoy, Algernon. Junior United Service Oluh, St. James's, S.W.
1883. tJoyce, Rev. A. G., B.A. St. John's Croft, Winchester.

1886. JJoyce, The Hon. Mrs. St. John's Croft, Winchester.

1806. JJoyce, Joshua. 151 Walton-street, Oxford.

1891. tJoynes, John J. Great AVestern Colliery, near Coleford, Gloucester-

shire.

1848. *Juhb, Abraham. Halifax.

1870. tJiTDD, John Weslei, C.B.,F.R.S.,F.G.S.,Professor of Geology in the

Royal College of Science, London. 22 Cumberland-road, Kew.
1883. IJustice, Philip M. 14 Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, W.C.

1868. *Kaines, Joseph, M.A., D.Sc. 8 Osborne-road, Stroud Green-road, N.

1888. JKapp, Gisbert, M.Inst.C.E., M.Inst.E.E. 3 Lindenallee, Westend,
Berlin.

1859. JKay, David, F.R.G.S. 78 Warwick-gardens, Kensington, W.
1884. JKeefer, Samuel. Brockville, Ontario, Canada.

1875. JKeeling, George William. Tuthill, Lydney.

1886. JKeen, Arthur, J.P. Sandyford, Augustus-road, Birmingham.

1894. JKeene, Captain C. T. P., F.Z.S. 11 Queen's-gate, S.W.
1894, IKeightley, Rev. G. W. Great Stambridge Rectory, Rochford,

1892. XKeiller, Alexander, M.D., LL.B., F R.S.E. 54 Northumberland-

street, Edinhurgli.

1884. IKellogg, J. H., M.D. Battle Creek, Michigan, U.S.A.

1864. 'Kelly, W. M., M.D. 11 The Crescent, Taunton, Somerset.

1885. §Keltie, J. Scott, LL.D., Sec. R.G.S., F.S.S. 1 Savile-row, W.
1847. 'Kelvin, The Right Hon. Lord, G.C V.O., M.A., LL.D., D.G.L.,

F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S. The University, Glasgow.

1877. *Kftlvin, Lady. The University, Glasgow.
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1887. JKemp, Harry. 55 Wilbraliam-road, Chorlton-cum-IIardy, Mau-
cbester.

1898. 'Kemp, John T., M.A. Gl Gotham Brow, Bristol.

1884, JKemper, Andrew 0., A.M., M.D. 101 Broadway, Cincinnati, U.S.A

.

1890. §Kempson, Augustus. Kildare, 17 Arundel-road, Eastbourne.
1891. fKENDALL, Percy F., F.G.S., Professor of Geology in Yorksbire

College, Leeds.
1875. JKennedy, Alexander B. ^V., F.E.S., M.Inst.C.E. 17 Victoria-

street, S.W., and 1 Queen Anne-street, Cavendisb-square, W,
1897. §Kennedy, George, M.A., LL.D. Crown Lands Department, Toronto,

Canada.
1884.§§Kennedy, George T., M.A., F.G.S., Professor of Chemistry and

Geology in King's College, Windsor, Nova Scotia, Canada.
1876. JKennedy, Hugh. 20 Mirkland-street, Glasgow.
1884. JKennedy, John. 113 University-street, Montreal, Canada.
1884. JKennedy, William. Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
1897.§§Kenrick, Frank B. Knesebeckstr. 3iii., Cbarlottenburg, Berlin.
1886. JKenrick, George Hamilton. AVhetstone, Somerset-road, Edgbaston,

Bii'mingbam.

1893. §Kent, a. F. Stanley, F.G.S. St. Thomas's Hospital, S.E,
1886. §Kenward, James, F.S.A. 43 Streatbam High-road, S.W.
1857. *Ker, Andre Allen Murray. Newbliss House, Newbliss, Ireland.
1876. JKer, William. 1 Windsor-terrace West, Glasgow,
1881. JKermode, Philip M. C. Ramsey, Isle of Man.
1884, JKerr, James, M.D. Winnipeg, Canada.
1887. |Kerr, James. Dunkenbalgb, Accrington,
1883. JKerr, PvEv. John, LL.D., F.R.S. Free Church Training College,

Glasgow.
1892. JKerr, J. Graham. Christ's College, Cambrido-e.
1889. JKerry, W. H. R. Wbeatlands, Windermere.
1887. JKersbaw, James. Holly House, Buiy New-road, Mancbester.
1869. *Kesselmeyer, Charles A. Rose Villa, Vale-road, Bowdon, Cheshire.
1869. *Kesselmeyer, WiUiam Jobannes. Rose Villa, Vale-road, Bowdoii,

Cheshire.

1883. *Keynes, J. N., M.A., D.Sc, F.S.S. 6 Harvey-road, Cambridge.
1876. tKidston, J. B. 50 West Regent-street, Glasgow.

°

1886. §KrDST0N, Robert, F.R.S.E., F.G.S. 12 Clarendon-place, Stii-Hng.
1897.§§Kiekelly, Dr. John, LL.D. 46 Upper Mount-street, Dublin.
1885. *Kilgour, Alexander. Loirston House, Cove, near Aberdeen.
1896. *Killey, George Deane. Bentutber, 11 Victoria-road, Waterloo,

Liverpool.

1890. JKimmins, C. W., M.A., D.Sc. Downing College, Cambridge.
1878, iKinaban, Sir Edward Hudson, Bart. 11 Merrion-square North

Dublin.
^

1860. tKiNAHAN, G. Henry, M.R.I.A. Dublin.
1876. *KiNCH, Edward, F.C.S. Royal Agricultural College, Ciren-

cester.

1888. JKing, Austin J. AVinsley Hill, Limpley Stoke, Bath,
1888. *King, E. Powell. Wainsford, Lymington, Hants.
1883. *King, Francis. Alabama, Penrith.
1875. *King, F. Ambrose. Avonside, Clifton, Bristol.

1871. *King, Rev. Herbert Poole. The Rectory, Stourton, Bath.
1855. JKing, James. Levernbolme, Hurlet, Glasgow.
1883. *King, John Godwin. Stonelands, East Grinstead.
1870. tKing, Jobn Tbomson. 4 Clayton-square, Liverpool.
1883, *King, Josepb. Lower Bu-tley, Witley, Godalming.
1860, *King, Mervyn Kereteman, 3 Clifton-park, Clifton, Bristol.
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1876. *King, Percy L. 2 Worcester-avenue, Clifton, Bristol.

1870. t^ing, WiUiam. 5 Beach Lawn, AN'aterloo, Liverpool.

1889. tKing, Sir William. Stratford Lodge, Southsea.

1869. JKingdoD, K. Taddiford, Exeter.

1897.§§KingsiiiiU, Nicliol. Toronto, Canada.

1875. §KnfGZETT, Chaeles T., F.C.S. Elmstead Knoll, Chislehurst.

1867. JKinloch, Colonel. Kirriemuir, Logie, Scotland.

1892. IKinnear, The Hon. Lord, F.R.S.E. Blair Castle, Culross, K.B.

1870. JKinsman, William 11. Branch Bank of England, Liverpool.

1897. §KirHand, Thomas. 4.32 Jarvis-street, Toronto, Canada.

1870. IKitchener, Frank E. Newcastle, Staffordshire.

1890. *KiTSON, Sir James, Bart., M.P. Gledhow Hall, Leeds.

1886. JKlein, Rev. L. M. de Beaumont, D.Sc, F.L.S. 6 Uevonshire-road,

Liverpool.

1869. JKnapman, Edward. The Vineyard, Castle-street, Exeter.

1886. JKnight, J. McK., F.G.S. Bushwood, Wanstead, Essex.

1898. §Knockbe, E. Wollaston-, C. B. (Local Secretaet). Castle Ilill

House, Dover.

1888. JKnott, Professor Cargill G., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. 42 Upper Gray-street,

Edinburgh.
1887. *Knott, Herbert. Aingarth, Stalyhridge, Cheshire.

1887. *Knott, John F. Staveleigh, Stalyhridge, Cheshire.

1887. JKnott, Mrs. Staveleigh, Stalyhridge, Cheshire.

1874. JKnowles, AVilliam James. Flixton-place, Ballymeua, Co. Antrim.
1897.§§Kuowlton, W. H. 36 King-street East, Toronto, Canada.

1883. XEnowlys, Rev. C. Hesheth. The Rectory, Roe-lane, Southjwrt.

1883. XEnoiviys, Mrs. C. Hesheth. The Rectory, Roe-lane, Southjjort.

1876. |Knox, David N., M.A., M.B. 24 Elmbank-crescent, Glasgow.
1875. *Knuhley, Rev. E. P., M.A. Steeple Ashton Vicarage, Trowbridge.

1883. |Knubley, Mrs. Steeple Ashton Vicarage, Trowbridge.

1892. |KoHN, Chaeles A., Ph.D. University College, Liverpool.

1898. §Krauss, A. Hawthornden, Priory-road, Tyudall's Park, Clifton,

Bristol.

1890. *Krauss, John Samuel, B.A. Wilmslow, Cheshire.

1888. *Kunz, G. F. Care of Messrs. Tiffany & Co., 11 Union-square, New
York City, U.S.A. •

1870. JKynaston, Josiah W., F.C.S. Kensington, Liverpool.

1858. JLace, Francis John. Stone Gapp, Cross-hill, Leeds.

1884. JLaflamme, Rev. Professor J. C. K. Laval University, Quebec.
1885. "Laing, J. Gerard. Ill Church-street, Chelsea, S.W.
1897.§§Laird, Professor G. J. Wesley College, Winnipeg, Canada.
1877. JLalve, W. C, M.D. Teignmouth.
1859. tLalor, John Joseph, M.R.I. A. City Hall, Cork Hill, Dublin.

1889. *Lamb, Edmund, M.A. Old Lodge," Salisbury.

1887. JLamb, Hoeace, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Pure Mathematics in the

Owens College, Manchester. 13 Wilbraham-road, Fallowfield,

Manchester.

1887. JLamb, James. Kenwood, Bowdon, Cheshire.

1883. JLamb, W. J. 11 Gloucester-road, Birkdale, Southport.
1883. JLambert, Rev. Beooke, LL.B. The Vicarnge, Greenwich, S.E.

1896. §Lambert, Frederick Samuel. Balgowan, Newland, Lincoln.

1893. ^Lambert, J. W., J.P. Lenton Firs, Nottingham.
1884. JLamborn, Robert H. Montreal, Canada.
1893. JLamplugh, G. W.,F.G.S. Geological Survey Office, Jermvn-street,

S.W.
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1890. JLamport, Edward Parke. Greenfield Well, Lancaster.

1884. ^Lancaster, Alfred. Fern Bank, Burnley, Lancashire.

1871. ^Lancaster, ICdward. Karestbrth Hall, Barnsley, Yorkshire.

1886. tLancaster, AV. J., F.G.S. Colmore-row, Birmingham.

1877. fLandon, Frederic George, M.A., F.R.A.S. 59 Tresillian-road, St.

John's, S.E.

1883. JLang, Rev. Gavin. Mayfield, -Inverness.

1859. JLang, Rev. John Marshall, D.D. Barony, Glasgow.

1898. *Lang, William H. 10 Jedburgh-gardens, Kelvinside, Glasgow.

1886. *Langlet, J. N., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1870. JLangtou, Charles. Barkhill, Aigburth, Liverpool.

1866. JLajjkester, E. Rat, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. , Director British Museum,
Cromwell-road, S.W.

1880. *Lansdell, Rev. Henry, D.D., F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S. Morden College,

Blackheath, London, S.E.

1884. §Lanza, Professor G. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston,

U.S.A.

1878. JLapper, E., M.D. 61 Harcourt-street, Dublin.

1885. JLapworth, Charles, LL.D., F.R.S., F.Q.S., Professor of Geology

and Physiography in the Mason Science College, Birmingham,

28 Duchess-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1887. JLarmor, Alexander, Clare College, Cambridge.

1881. fLarmor, Joseph, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. St. John's College, Cambridge.

1883, §Lascelles, B. P,, M.A. The Moat, Harrow.
1896. *Last, William J. South Kensington Museum, London, S.W.
1870. *Latham, Baldwin, M.Inst.CE., F.G,S, 7 Westminster-chambers,

Westminster, S,W,
1870, JLaughton, John Knox, M.A., r.R,G.S. 5 Pepy's-road, Wimbledon,

Surrey.

1891. JLaurie, A. P. 49 Beaumont-square, E.

1892. §Laurie, Malcolm, B.A., B.Sc, F.L.S., Professor of Zoology in St.

Mungo's College, Glasgow.

1888. JLaurie, Colonel R. P., C.B. 79 Farringdon-street, E.C.

1883, JLaurie, Major-General, Oakfield, Nova Scotia.

1870, *Law, Channell. Ilsham Dene, Torquay,

1878. JLaw, Henry, M.Inst.CE. 9 Victoria-chambers, S.W".

1884, §Law, Robert, F.G.S, Fennyroyd Hall, Hipperholme, near Halifax,

Yorkshire.

1870. JLawrence, Edward. Aigburth, Liverpool.

1881. JLawrence, Rev. F., B.A. The Vicarage, Westow, York.

1889. §Laws, W. G,, M,Inst,C.E. 65 Osborne-road, NewcastleTupon-Tyne.

1885, JLawson, James. 8 Church-street, Huntly, N,B,

1888, JLayard, Miss Nina F. 2 Park-place, Fonnereau-road, Ipswich.

1856. JLea, Henry. 38 Bennett's-hill, Birmingham.

1883. *Leach, Charles Catterall, Seghill, Northumberland.

1875, ILeach, Colonel Sir G., K.C.B,, R.E, 6 Wetherby-gardens, S.W,
1894, 'Leahy, A, H., M,A., Professor of Mathematics in Firth College.

92 Ashdell-road, Sheffield.

1884. *Leahy, John White, J.P. South Hill, Killarney, Ireland,

1884. JLearmont, Joseph B. 120 Mackay-street, ]Montreal, Canada.

1847. *Leatha'm, Edivard Aidant. 46 Eaton-sqxiare, S. W.
1884, *Leavitt, Erasmus Darwin, 2 Central-square, Cambridgeport, Mas-

sachusetts, U.S.A,

1872, JLebour, G, A,, M,A,, F,G.S., Professor of Geology in the Col-

lege of Physical Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

1884. JLeckie, R. G. Springhill, Cumberland County, Nova Scotia.

1895. 'Ledger, Rev. Edmund. Barham Rectory, Claydon, Ipswich,
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1898. §Lee, Arthur, J.P. 10 Berkeley-square, Clifton, Bristol.

1861. tLee, Henry. Sedyeleij Park, Manchester.

1896. §Lee, Rev. H. .7. Barton. South Park View, Ashbiirton, Devon.
1891.§§Lee, Mark. The Cedars, Llandaff-road, Cardiff.

1884. *Leech, Sir Bosdin T. Oak Mount, Timperley, Cheshire.

1896. *Leech, Lady. Oak Mount, Timperley, Cheshire.

1887. JLeech, D. J., M.D., Professor of Materia Medica in the Owens
College, Manchester. Elm House, WhaUey Range, Manchester.

1892. 'Lees, Charles H., D.Sc. 6 Clyde-road, West Didsbury, Man-
chester.

1886. *Lees, Lawrence W. Claregate, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton.
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1871. tTuke, Sir J. Batty, M.D. Cupar, Fifeshire,

1887. tTuk^, W. C 29 rrincess-street , Manchester.
1883. JTuppER, The Hon. Sir Charles, Bart., G.C.M.G.,C.B. 17 Victoria-

street, S.W.
1892. JTurnbull, Alexander R. Ormiston House, Hawiclr.
1855. ITurnbull, John. 37 West George-street, Glasgow.
1896. X Turner, Alfred. Elmsicood Hall, Airjhuryh, Liverpool.

1893. §Tt7RNER, Dawsojt, M.B. 37 George-square, Edinburgh.
1882. JTurner, G. S. Pitcombe, Winchester-road, Southampton.
1883. JTurner, Mrs. G. S. Pitcombe, Winchester-road, Southampton.
1894. *TuRNER, H. H., M.A., B.Sc, F.R.S., Sec. R.A.S., Professor of Astro-

nomy in the University of Oxford. The Observatory, Oxford. .

1886. *Ttjrner, Thomas, A.R.S.M., F.C.S., F.I.C. Ravenhurst, Rowley
Park, Stafford.

1863. 'Turner, Sir Wixiiam,M.B., LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., Pro-
fessor of Anatomy in the University of Edinburgh. 6 Eton-
terrace, Edinburgh.

1893. tTuRNET, Sir John, J.P. Alexandra Park, Nottingham.
1890. *Turpin, G. S., M.A., D.Sc. School House, Swansea.
1884. *Tutin, Thomas. The Orchard, Chellaston, Derby.
1886. 'Twigs', G. H. 56 Claremont-road, Handsworth, Birmingham.
1898. §Twigg, H. W. 65 Victoria-street, Bristol.

1888. §Tvack, Llewelyn Newton. University College, Bristol.

1882. \Ti/er, Edward. Horneck, 16 Fltzjohns-avenue, Jfampsfead, N.W,
1865. §Tti,or, Edward Burnett, D.C'.L., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of

Anthropology, and Keeper of the University Museum, Oxford.
1883. JTyrer, Thomas, F.C.S. Stirling Chemical Works, Abhey-lane,

Stratford, E
1897.§§Tyrrell, J. B., M.A., B.Sc. Ottawa, Canada.
1861, *Tysoe, John. Heald-road, Bowdon, near Manchester.

1884. *Underhill, G. E., M.A. Magdalen CoUege, Oxford.
1888. t Underbill, H, M, 7 High-street, Oxford.
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1886. tUnderhiU, Thomas. M.D. West Bromwich.

1885. §UDwin, Howard. 1 Newton-grove, Bedford Park, Chiswick.

1883. §Unwin, John. Eastcliife Lodge, Southport.

1876. *Unwin, W. C, F.R.S., M.Iust.C.E., Professor of Engineering at

the Central Institution of the City and Guilds of London In-

stitute. 7 Palace-gate ]\Iansions, Kensington, W.
1S87. jUptou, Francis R. Orange, New Jersey, U.S.A.

1872. fUpward, Alfred. 150 liolland-road, W.
1876. jUre, John F. 6 Claremont-terrace, Glasgow.

1859. X Urquhart, IF. Pollard. Craiffston Castle, N.B. ; and Castlejwllard,

Ireland.

1866. JUrquhart, William W. Rosebay, Broughty Ferry, by Dundee.

]898. §Usher, Thomas. 3 Elmgrove-road, Gotham, Bristol.

1880. lUssHER, W. A. E., F.G.S. 28 Jermyn-street, S.W.

1885. JVachell, Charles Tanfield, M.D. 38 Charles-street, Cardiff.

1896. JVacher, Francis. 7 Shrewsbury-road, Birkenhead.

1887. *Valentine, Miss Anne. The Elms, Hale, near Altrincham.

1888. IVallentin, Rupert. 18 Kimberley-road, Falmouth.

1884. jVan Home, Sir W. C. K.C.M.G. Dorchester-street West, Montreal,

Canada.

1883. *Vansittart, The Hon. Mrs. A. A. Haywood House, Oaklands-road,

Bromley, Kent.

1886. JVaedt, Rev. A. R., INI.A. King Edward's School, Birmingham.

1868. JVarley, Frederick H., F.R.A.S. Mildmay Park Works, Mildmay-
avenue, Stoke Newington, N.

1865. *Vaelet, S. Alfked. 5 Gayton-road, Hampstead, N.W.
1870. JVarley, ]\Ii'S. S. A. 5 Gayton-road, Hampstead, N. W.
1869. IVarwell, P. Alphinpton-street, Exeter.

1884. JVasey, Charles. 112 Cambridge-gardens, W.
1895. §Vaughan, D. T. Gwyune. Howry Hall. Llandrindod, Radnorshire.

1887. *VAUGHAN,Hi8 Eminence Cardinal. Carlisle-place,Westminster,S.W.

1875. 5:Vaughan, Miss. Burlton Hall, Shrewsbury.

1883. iVaughan, William. 42 Sussex-road, Southport.

1881. §Veley, V. H., M.A., F.R.S., F.C.S. 22 Norham-road, Oxford.

1873. *"Verney, Sir Edmund H., Bart., F.R.G.S. Claydon House, Winslow,
Bucks.

1883. *Verney, Lady. Claydon House, Winslow, Bucks.

1883. JVernon, H. H., M.D. York-road, Birkdale, Southport.

1896. *Vernon, Thomas T. 24 Waterloo-road, Waterloo, Ijiverpool.

1896. *Vernou, William. Tean Hurst, Tean, Stoke-upon-Trent.

1864. *ViCART, WiLLiAJf, F.G.S. The Priory, Colleton-crescent, Exeter.

1890. *Villamil, Lieut.-Colonel R. de,R.E. 55 Queensborough-terrace, W.
1868. JViucent, Rev. William. Postwick Rectory, near Norwich.

1883. *ViNES, Stdxet Howard, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S., Professor of

Botany in the University of Oxford. Headiugton Hill, Oxford.

1891, JVivian, Stephen. Llantrisant.

1886. *Wackrill, Samuel Thomas, J.P. Leamington Spa.

1860. |Waddingham, John. Guiting Grange, Winchcombe, Gloucestershire.

]890. JWadsworth, G. H. 3 Southfield-square, Bradford, Yorkshire.

1888. jWadworth, H. A. Breinton (Jourt, near Hereford.

1890. §Wager, H.vrold W. T. Bank View, Chapel AUerton, Leeds.

1890. JWailes, Miss Ellen. Wondmead, Groombridge, Sussex.

1891. JWailes, T. W. 2-3 Richmond-road, Cardiff.

1884. J Wait, Charles E., Professor of Chemistry in the Uniyersity of Ten-
nessee. Knoxville, Tennessee, U.S.A.
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1886. JWaite, J. W. The Cedars, Bestcot, Walsall.

1870. JWake, Charles Staniland. Welton, uear Brougli, East YorksLire.

1892. jWalcot, John. 50 NorthumlDerland-street, Edinburo^h.

1884. JWaldstein, C, M.A., Ph.D. Slade Professor of Fine Art in the
University of Cambridge.

1891. JWales, H. T. Pontypridd.

1891. IWalford, Edward, M.D. Thanet House, Cathedral-road, Cardiff.

1894. t Walfokd, Edwin A., F.G.S. West Bar, Banbury.
1882. *Walkden, Samuel. Downside, Whitchurch, Tavistock.

1885. JWalker, Mr. Baillie. 52 Victoria-street, Aberdeen.
1893. § Walker, Alfred 0., F.L.S. Nant-y-Glyn, Colwyn Bav.
1890. JWalker, A. Tannett. Hunslet, Leeds.

1897. *Walker, B. E. Canadian Bank of Commerce, Toronto
1883. JWalker, Mrs. Emma. 13 Leudal, York.

1883. JWalker, E. R. Pap:efield Ironworks, Wigan.
1891. t Walker, Frederick W. Hunslet, Leeds.

1897.§§Walker, George Blake. Tankersley Grange, near Barnsley.

1894. *Walkeb, G. T., M.A. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1866. JWalker, H. Westwood, Newport, by Dundee.
1896. jWalker, Horace. Belvidere-road, Prince's Park, Liverpool.

1890. jWalker, Dr. James. 8 Windsor-terrace, Dundee.
1894. * Walker, James, M.A. 30 Norham-gardens, Oxford.

1866. Walker, J. Francis, M.A., F.G.S., F.L.S. 45 Bootham, York.
1855. JWalker, J. J., M.A., F.R S. 12 Denning-road, Hampstead, N.W.
1886. *Walker, Maior Philip Billingsley. Sydney, New South Wales.
1866. tWalker, S. D. 38 Hampden-street, Nottingham.
1884. JWalker, Samuel. Woodbury, Sydenham Hill, S.E.
1888. JWalker, Sydney F. 195 Severn-road, Cardiff.

1887. JWalker, T. A. 15 Great George-street, S.W.
1883. JWalker, Thomas A. 66 Leyland-road, Southport.

Walker, William. 47 Northumberland-street, Edinburgh.
1895. §Walker, William G., A.M.Inst.O.E. 47 Victoria-street, S.W.
1896. §Walker, Colonel William Hall. Gateacre, Liverpool.

1896. JWalker, W. J. D. Lawreneetown, Co. Down, Ireland.

1883. JWall, Henry. 14 Park-road, Southport.

1863. JWallace, Alpred Russel, D.C.L., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. Corfe
View, Parkstone, Dorset.

1897.§§Wallace, Chancellor. Victoria University, Toronto, Canada.
1892. JWallace, Rotert W. 14 Frederick- street, Edinburgh.
1887. •Waller, Augustus D., M.D., F.R.S. Weston Lodge, 16 Grove

End-road, N.W.
1889. 'Wallis, Arnold J., M.A. 5 Belvoir-terrace, Cambridge.
1895. JWallis, E. White, F.S.S. Sanitary Institute, Parkes Museum,

Margaret-street, W.
1883. JWallis, Rev. Frederick. Caius College, Cambridge.
1884. JWallis, Herbert. Redpath-street, Montreal, Canada.
1886. JWallis, Whitworth, F.S.A. Chevening, Montague-road, Edgbaston,

Birmingham.
1894. •Walmislet, A. T., M.Inst.C.E. (Local Treasurer). Engineer's

Office, Dover Harbour.
1887. JWalmsley, J. Monton Lodge, Eccles, Manchester.
1891. JWalmsley, R. M., D.Sc. Northampton Institute, Clerkenwell, E.G.
1883. J Walmsley, T. M. Clevelands, Chorley-road, Heaton, Bolton.
1895.§§Walsingham, The Right Hon. Lord, LL.D., F.R.S. Merton Hall,

Thetford.

1881. JWalton, Thomas, M.A. Oliver's Mount School. Scarborough.
1884. jWanless, John, M.D. 88 Union-avenue, Montreal, Canada."

1898. s
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1887. tWard, A. W., M.A., Litt.D.

1874. t Ward, F. D., J.P., M.R.I.A. Wyncroft, Adelaide Park, Belfast.

1881. §Ward, George, F.C.S. Buckingham-terrace, Headingley, Leeds.

1879. JWard, H. Marshall, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S., Professor of Botany,
University of Cambridge. New Museums, Cambridge.

1890. JWard, Alderman John. Moor Allerton House, Leeds.

1874. §Ward, John, J.P., F.S.A. Lenoxvale, Belfast.

1887. JWakd, John, F.G.S. 23 Stafford-street, Longton, Staffordshire.

1857. jWard, John S. Prospect Hill, Lisburn, Ireland.

1880. *Ward, J. Wesney. Red House, Ravensbourne Park, Catford, S.E.

1884. *Ward, John William. Newstead, Halifax.

1883. X Ward, Thoinas. Arnold House, lilaclipool.

1887. JWard, Thomas. Brookfield House, Northwich.

1882. jWard, William. Cleveland Cottage, Hill-lane, Southampton,
1867. JWarden. Alexander J. 23 Panmure-street, Dundee.

1858. JWardle,' Sir Thomas, F.G.S. St. Edward-street, Leek, Staffordshire.

1884. jWardwell, George J. 31 Grove-street, Rutland, Vermont, U.S.A.
1887. *Waring, Richard S. Standard Underground Cable Co., 16th-street,

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

1878. §Waeington, Robert, F.R.S., F.C.S., Professor of Rural Economy
in the University of Oxford. High Bank, Harpenden, St.

Albans, Herts.

1882. JWarner, F. I., F.L.S. 20 Hyde-street, Winchester.

1884. "Warner, James D. 199 Baltic-street, Brooklyn, U.S.A.
1896. X Warr, A. F. 4 Livingstone-drive North, Liverjjool.

1896. jWarrand, Major-General, R.E. Westhorpe, Southwell, Middlesex.

1875. jWarren, Algernon. Downgate, Portishead.

1887. JWareen, Major-General Sir Charles, R.E., K.C.B., G.C.M.G.,
F.R.S., F.R.G.S. Athenffium Club, S.W.

1898. § Warrington, Arthur W. University College, Aherystwith.

1893. tWarwick, W. D. Balderton House, Newark-on-Trent.
1875. *Waterhouse,Lieut.-Colonel J. OakLodge, Court-road, Eltham, Kent.
1870. jWaters, A. T. H., M.D. 60 Bedford-street, Liverpool.

1892. jWaterston, James H. 37 Lutton-place, Edinburgh.

1875. JWatherston, Rev. Alexander Law, M.A., F.R.A.S. The Grammar
School, Hinckley, Leicestershire.

1887. JWatkin, F. W. 46 Auriol-road, West Kensington, W.
1884. JWatson, A. G., D.C.L. Uplands, Wadhurst, Sussex.

1886. *Watson, C. J. 34 Smallbrook-street, Birmingham.
188.3. JWatson, C. Knight, M.A. 49 Bedford-square, W.C.
1892. §Watson, G., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 21 Springfield-mount, Leeds.

1885. JWatson, Deputy Surgeon-General G. A. Hendre, Overton Parle,

Cheltenham.

1882. JWatson, Rev. H. W., D.Sc, F.RS. Berkeswell Rectory, Coventry.

1884. jWatson, John. Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
1889. JWatson, John, F.I.C. P.O. Box 317, Johanuesberg, South Africa.

1863. JWatson, Joseph. Bensham-grove, Gateshead.

1863. jWatson, R. Spence, LL.D., F.R.G.S. Bensham-grove, Gateshead.

1867. jWatson, Thomas Donald. 16 St. Mary's-road, Bayswater, W.
1894. *Watson, W., B.Sc. 7 Upper Cheyne-row, S.W.
1893. §Watson, William, M.D. Slateford, Midlothian.

1879. *Watson,WilliamHenry,F.C.S., F.G.S. Braystones, Cumberland.
1882. JWatt, Alexander. 19 Brompton-avenue, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

1884. I Watt, D. A. P. 284 Upper Stanley-street, Montreal, Canada.
1869. JWatt, Robert B. E. Ashley-avenue, Belfast.

1888. X NVatxs, B. H. 10 Rivers-street, Bath.

1875. *Watts, John, B.A., D.Sc. Merton College, Oxford.
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1884. * Watte, Rev. Canon Robert R. Stourpaine Vicarage, Blandford.
1870. §Watt8, William, F.G.S. Little Don Waterworks, Langsett, near

Penistone.

1896. JWatts, W. II. Elm Hall, Wavertree, Liverpool.

1873. *Watt8, W. BIaeshall, D.Sc. Giggleswick Grammar School, near
Settle.

1883. *Watts, W. W., M.A., Sec. G.S., Assistant Professor of Geology in
the Mason Science College, Birmingham.

1891. JWaugh, James. Higher Grade School, 110 Newport-road, Cardiff.
1869. jWay, Samuel James. Adelaide, South Australia.

1883. X Webb, George. 5 Tenterden-street, Bury, Lancashire.
1871. jWebb, Richard M. 72 Grand-parade, Brighton.
1890. tWebb, Sidney. 4 Park-village East, N.W.
1866. Webb, William Frederick, F.G.S., F.R.G.S. Newstead Abbey,

near Nottingham.
1886. §§Webber, Major-General C. E., C.B., M.InatC.E. 17 Egerton-

gardens, S.W.
1891. §Webber, Thomas. Kensington "\'illa, 6 Salisbury-road, Cardiff.

1859. IWebster, John. Edgehill, Aberdeen.
1834. IWebster, Richard, F.R.A.S. 6 Queen Victoria-street, E.G.
1882. *Web8ter, Sir Richard Everard, LL.D., Q.C., M.P. Hornton

Lodge, Hornton-street, Kensington, S.W.
1884. *Wedekind, Dr. Ludwig, Professor of Mathematics at Karlsruhe.

48 Westendstrasse, Karlsruhe.

1889. JWeeks, John G. Bedlington.

1890. 'Weiss, F. Ernest, B.Sc, F.L.S., Professor of Botany in Owens
College, Manchester.

1886. |Weiss, Henry. Westbourne-road, Birmingham.
1865. iWelch, Christopher, M.A. United University Club, Pall Mall

East, S.W.
1894. §Weld, Miss. Conal More, Norham Gardens, Oxford.
1876. *Weli)on, W. F. R., M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., Professor of Comparative

Anatomy and Zoology in University College, London. .30a
Wimpole-street, W.

1880. *Weldon, Mrs. 30a Wimpole-street, W.
1897.§§Welford, A. B., M.B. Woodstock, Ontario, Canada,
1881. §WeUcome, Henry S. Snow Hill Buildings, E.G.
1879. § Wells, Charles A., A.I.E.E. 219 High-street, Lewes.
1881. §WeU8, Rev. Edward, M.A. West Dean Rectory, Salisbury.
1894. IWells, J. G. Selwood House, Shobnall-street, Burton-on-Trent.
1883. jWelsh, Miss. Girton CoUege, Cambridge.
1881. *Wenlock, The Right Hon. Lord. Escrick Park, Yorkshire.

Wentworth, Frederick W. T. Vernon. Wentworth Castle, near
Barnsley, Yorkshire.

1864. 'Were, Anthony Berwick. Hensingham, Whitehaven, Cumberland.
1886. *Wertheimer, Julius, B.A., B.Sc, F.C.S., Principal of and Professor

of Chemistry in the Merchant Venturers' Technical College,
Bristol.

1865. J Wesley, William Henry. Royal Astronomical Society, Burlincrton
House, W.

1853. JWest, Alfred. Holderness-road, Hull.
1898. §West, Charles D. Imperial University, Tokyo, Japan.
1853. |West, Leonard. Summergangs Cottage, Hull,
1897.§§Western, Alfred E. 3(3 Lancaster-gate, W.
1882. 'Westlake, Ernest, F.G.S. Vale Lodge, Vale of Health, Ilamp-

stead, N.W.
*^

1882. "fWestlake, Richard. Portswood, Southampton.
G 2
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1882. IWethered, Edward B.,F.G.S. 4 St. Margaret's-terrace, Chelten-
ham.

1885. *Whaiiton, Admiral Sir W. J. L., K.C.B., R.N., F.R.S., F.H.A.S.,
F.R.G.S., Hydrographer to the Admiralty. Florys, Prince's-

road, Wimbledon Park, Surrey.

1853. JWheatley, E. B. Cote Wall, Mirfield, Yorkshire.

1884. fWheeler, Claude L., M.D. 251 West 52nd-street, New York City,

U.S.A.
1878. *Wheeler, W. H., M.Inst.C.E. WjTicote, Boston, Lincolnshire.

1888. §A^'Tielen, John Leman. 18 Frognal, Ilampstead, N.W.
1883. JWhelpton, Miss K. Newnham College, Cambridge.

1893. *Whetham, W. C. D., M.A. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1888. *Whidborne, Miss Alice Maria. Charante, Torquay.

1888. *Whidborne, Miss Constance Mary. Charant(?, Torquay.

1879. *Whidbokne, Rev. George Ferris, M.A., F.G.S. St. George'.'S

Vicarage, Battersea Park-road, S.W.
1898. §Whipp]e, Robert S. Scientific Instrument Company, Cambridge,

1874. JWhitaker, Henry, M.D. Fortwilliam Terrace, Belfast.

1883. *Whitaker, T. Walton House, Burlev-in-Wharfedale.

1859. *Whitaker, William, B.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. Freda, Campden-road,
Croydon.

1884. JWhitcher, Arthur Henry. Dominion Lands OfEce, Winnipeg,
Canada.

1886. JWhitcombe, E. B. Borough Asylmn, Winson Green, Birmingham.
1897. §Whitcombe, George. The Wotton Elms, Wotton, Gloucester.

1886. JWhite, Alderman, J.P. Sir Harry's-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham,
1876. jWhite, Angus. Easdale, Argyllshire.

1886. JWhite, A. Silva. 47 Clanricarde-gardens, W.
1883. JWhite, Charles. 23 Alexandra-road, Southport.

1898. §White, George. Clare-street House, Bristol.

1882. JWhite, Rev. George Cecil, M.A. Nutshalling Rectory, South-
ampton.

1885. *White, J. Martin. 5 King-street, Dundee.
1873. :1 White, John. Medina Docks, Cowes, Isle of Wight.
1869. X White, John Forbes. 311 Union-street, Aberdeeji.

1883. jWhite, John Reed. Rossall School, near Fleetwood.

1865. tWhite, Joseph. 6 Southwell-gardens, S.W.
1895. jWhite, Philip J., M.B., Professor of Zoology in University College,

Bangor, North Wales.

1884. JWhite, R. 'Gazette' Office, Montreal, Canada.
1898. §White, Samuel. Clare-street House, Bristol.

1859. tWhite, Thomas Henry. Tandragee, Ireland.

1877. 'White, William. 66Cambridge-gardens, Notting Hill, W.
1883. "White, Mrs. 66 Cambridge-gardens, Notting Hill, W.
1886. *White, William. The Ruskin Museum, Sheffield.

1897. *White, SirW. H., K.C.B., F.R.S. The Admiralty, Whitehall, S.W.
1883. ^Whitehead, P. J. 6 Cross-street, Southport.

1893. §Whiteley, R. Lloyd, F.C.S., F.LC. 20 Beeches-road, West
Bromwieh.

1881. t'S^Tiitfield, John, F.C.S. 113 Westborough, Scarborough,
1852. jWhitla, Valentine. Beneden, Belfast.

1891. §Whitmell, Charles T., M.A., B.Sc. Invermay, Headingley, Leeds.

1897. §Whittaker, E. T. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1890. §WhitDey, Colonel C. A. The Grange, Fulwood Park, Liverpool.

1857. •Wmiir, Rev. Johk Irwine, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D. 11 Poplar-
road. Ramsgate.

1887 tWhitwell', William. Overdene, Saltburn-by-the-Sea.
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1874. *Whitwill, Mark. 1 Berkeley-square, Cliftou, Bristol.

1883. jWhitworth, James. 88 Portland-street, Southport.

1870. tWhitworth, Rev. W. Allen, M.A. 7 Margaret-street, W.
1892. §Whyte, Peter, M.Inst.C.E. 3 Clifton-terrace, Edinburgh.
1897.§§Wickett, M, Plt.l). 339 Berkeley-street, Toronto, Canada.
1888. tWickham, Rev. F. D. C. Horsington Rectory, Bath.

1865. |Wiggin, Sir H., Bart. Metchley Grange, Ilarborue, Birmingham.
1886. lAViggin, Henry A. The Lea, Ilarborne, Birmingham.
1896. jWigglesworth, J. County Asylum, Rainhill, Liverpool.

1883, jWigglesworth, Mrs. 23 Westbourne-grove, Scarborougl).

1881. *Wigglesworth, Robert. Beckiuith Kiioicle, near llarroQute.

1878. JWigliam, John R. Albany House, Monkstown, Dublin.

1889. *Wilberforce, L. R., M.A. "Trinity College, Cambridge.
1887. JWild, George. Bardsley Colliery, Ashton-under-Lyne.
1887. *WiLDE, Henry, F.R.S. The Hurst, Alderley Edge, Manchester.
1896.§§Wildermann, Meyer. 22 Park-crescent, Oxford.

1887. ^Wilkinson, 0. II. Slaithwaite, near Huddersfield.

1892. jWilkinson, Rev. J. Frome., M.A. Barley Rectory, Royston, Herts.

1886. *Wilkinson, J. II. Elmhurst Hall, Lichfield.

1879. JWilkinson, Joseph. York.
1887. *Wilkinson, Thomas Read. Yale Bank, Knutsford, Cheshire.

1872. JWilkinson, William. 168 North-street, Brighton.

1890. JWillans, J. W. Kirkstall, Leeds.

1872. jWrLLETT, Henet. Arnold House, Brighton.

1894. JWilley, Arthur. New Museums, Cambridge.
1891. jWilliams, Arthur .7., M.P. Coedymwstwr, near Bridgend.
1861. *Williams, Charles Theodore, M.A., M.B. 2 Upper Brook-street,

Grosvenor-square, W.
1887. JWilliams, Sir E. Leader, M.Inst.C.E. The Oaks, Altriucham.
1883. *Williams, Edward Starbuck. Ty-ar-y-graig, Swansea.
1861. *WiIliams, Harry Samuel, M.A., F.R.A.S. 6 Heathfield, Swansea.
1875. *Williams, Rev. Herbert Addams. Llangibby Rectory, near New-

port, Monmouthshire.
1883. JWilliams, Rev. H. Alban, M.A. Christ Church, Oxford.
1857. JWilliams, Rev. James. Llanfairynghornwy, Holyhead.
1888. JWilliams, James. Bladud Yilla, Entry Hill, Bath.
1891. §Williams, J. A. B., M.Inst.C.E. Lingfield Grange, Branksome

Park, Bournemouth.
1887. JWilliams, J. Francis, Ph.D. Salem, New York, U.S.A.
1888. 'Williams, Miss Katharine T. Llandafi" House, Pembroke Yale,

Clifton, Bristol.

1875. *Williams, M. B. Killay House, near Swansea.
1879. JWilliams, Matteew W. 26 Elizabeth-street, Liverpool.

1891. JWilliams, Morgan. 5 Park-place, CardiflF.

1886. JWilliams, Richard, J.P. Brunswick House, Wednesbury.
1883. JWilliams, R. Price. 28 Compayne-gardens, W^est Hampstead,

London, N.W.
1883. JW^illiams, T. H. 21 Strand- street, Liverpool.

1877. 'Williams, W. Cakleton, F.C.S. Firth College, Sheffield.

1883. JWilliamson, Miss. Sunnybank, Ripon, Yorkshire.

1850. 'Williamson, Alexander William, Ph.D., LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.

,

F.C.S., Corresponding Member of the French Academy. High
Pitfold, Haslemere.

1857. JWilliamson, Benjamin, M.A., D.C.L., F.R.S. Trinity College,
DubUn.

1876. JWilliamson, Rev. F. J. Ballantrae, Girvan, N.B.
1863. JWilliamson, John. South Shields.
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1895. JWiLLiNK, W. 14 Castle-stveet, LiveiTOol.

1895. jWillis, John 0., M.A., Senior Assistant in Botany in GlasgOTT

University. 8i Lawrence-place, Dowanhill, Glasgow.

1896. §WiLLi80N, J. S. Toronto.

1882. JWillmore, Charles. Qiieenwood College, near Stockbridge, Hants.

1859. *WiU9, The Hon. Sir Alfred. Chelsea Lodge, Tite-street, S.W.
188G. twills, A. W. Wylde Green, Erdington, Birmingham.

1898. §Wills, H. H. Barley AVood, Wrington, R.S.O., Somerset.

1886. JWilson, Alexander B. Ilolywood, Belfast.

1885. |Wilson, Alexander H. 2 Alhyn-place, Aterdeen.

1878. Jwilaon, Professor Alexander S., M.A., B.Sc. Free Church Manse,
North Queensferry.

1876. JWilson, Dr. Andrew. 118 Gilmore-place, Edinburgh.

1894. *\Vilson, Charles J., F.I.C., F.C.S. 14 Old Queen-street, Westmin-
ster, S.W.

1874. JWilson, Major-General Sir C. W., R.E.,K.C.B.,K.C.M.G.,D.C.L.,
F.R.S., F.R.G.S. The Athensum Club, S.W.

1876. JWilson, David. 124 Bothwell-street, Glasgow.

1890. JWilson, Edmund. Denison Hall, Leeds. >

1863. J Wilson, Frederic R. Alnwick, Northumberland.

1847. *WUson, Frederick. 99 Albany-street, N.W.
1876. JWilson, George Fekgtjsson, F.R.S., F.C.S., F.L.S. Heatherbank,

Weybridge Heath, Surrey.

1874. *Wilson, George Orr. Dunardagh, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

1863. JWilson, George W. Heron Hill, Havsdck, N .B.

1895. JWilson, Gregg. The University, Edinburgh.

1883. *Wilson, Henry, M.A. Farnborough, R.S.O., Kent.

1879. JWilson, Henry J. 255 Pitsmoor-road, Sheffield.

1885. JWilson, J. Dove, LL.D. 17 Rubislaw-terrace, Aberdeen.

1890. JWilson, J. Mitchell, M.D. 51 Hall Gate, Doncaster.

1896. JWilson, John 11., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., Professor of Botany, Yorkshire

College, Leeds.

1865. JWnsoN, Ven. James M., M.A., F.G.S. The Vicarage, Rochdale.

1884. JWilson, James S. Grant. Geological Survey Office, Sheriflf Court-

buildings, Edinburgh.
1879. JWilson, John Wycliffe. Eastbourne, East Bank-road, Sheffield.

1876. JWilson, R. W. R. St. Stephen's Club, Westminster, S.W.
1847. *Wil8on, Rev. Sumner. Preston Candover Vicarage, IJasingstoke.

1883. JWilson, T. Rivers Lodge, Harpenden, Hertfordshire.

1892. § Wilson, T. Stacey, M.D. Wyddrington, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1861. J Wilson, Thos. Bright. 4 Hope View, Falloiojield, Manchester.

1887. §Wilson, W., jun. Hillocks of Terpersie, by Alford, Aberdeenshire.

1871. *WxLsoN, William E., F.R.S. Daramona House, Streete, Rath-
owen, Ireland.

1861. *WiLTSHiEE, Rev. Thomas, M.A., F.G.S., F.L.S.,F.R.A.S., Pro-
fessor of Geology and Mineralogy in King's College, London.
25 Granville-park, Lewisham, S.E.

1877. JWindeatt, T. W. Dart View, Totnes.

1886. JWiNDLE, Bertram C. A., M.A., M.D., D.Sc, Professor of Ana-
tomy in Mason College, Birmingham.

1887. J Windsor, Wiliiam Tessinwnd. Sa7idiway, Ashton-on-Mersey.

1893. •Winter, G. K., M.lnst.C.E., F.R.A.S. C/o The Union Bank of

London, 2 Princes-street, E.C.

1863. *WiinvooD, Rev. H. H., M.A., F.G.S. 11 Cavendish-crescent, Bath.

1888. JWoDEHOUSE, Right Hon. E. R., M.P. 56 Chester-square, S.W.
1883. jWolfenden, Samuel. Cowley Hill, St. Helens, Lancashire.

1898. §Wollaston, G. H. Clifton CoUege, Bristol.

1884. JWomack, Frederick, M.A., B.Sc, Lecturer on Physics and Applied
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Mathematics at St. Bartliolomew's Hospital. Bedford College,

Baker-street, W.
1881. *Wood, Alfred John. 5 Cambridge-gardens, Richmond, Surrey.

1883. JWood, Mrs. A. J. 5 Cambridge-gardens, Richmond, Surrey.

1863. *Wood, Collingwood L. Freeland, Forgandenny, N.B.

1801. 'Wood, Edward T. Blackhurst, Bi-inscall, Chorley, Lancashire.

1883. |Wood, Miss Emily F. Egerton Lodge, near Bolton, Lancashire.

1875. *Wopd, George William Riiyner. Singleton, ]\Ianchester.

1878. tWooD, Sir H. Teueman, M.A. Society of Arts, John-street,

Adelphi, W.C.
1883. 'Wood, James, LL.D. Grove House, Scarisbrick-street, Southport.

1881. XWood, John, B.A. Wharfedale College, Boston Sjm, Yorkshire.

1883. *Wood, J. II. Hazelwood, 14 Letbbridge-road, Southport.

1893. JWood, Joseph T. 20 Muster's-road, West Bridgeford, Nottingham-
shire.

1883. JWood, Mrs. Mary. Care of E. P. Sherwood, Esq., Holmes Villa,

Rotherham.
1864. JW^ood, Richard, M.D. Driffield, Yorkshire.

1871. JWood, Provost T. Baileyfield, Portobello, Edinburgh.
1872. tWood, William Robert. Carlisle House, Brighton.

1845. *Wood, Rev. William Spicer, M.A., D.D. Waldington, Combe Park.
Bath.

1863. *WooDAEi., John Woodail, M.A., F.G.S. 5 Queen's-mansions,

1884. JWoodbury, C. J. h! 31 Milk-street, Boston, U.S.A.
1883. {Woodcock, Herbert S. The Ehns, Wigan.
1884. JWoodd, Arthur B. Woodlands, Hampstead, N.W.
1896. §Woodhead,G. Sims, M.D. 1 Nightingale-laue, Balham, S.W.
1888. *Woodiwi8S, Mrs. Alfred. Weston Manor, Birkdale, Lancashire.

1872. {Woodman, James. 26 Albany-villas, Hove, Sussex.
*Woods, Edward, M.Inst.C.E. 8 Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.

1883. XWoods, Dr. G. A., F.R.S.E., F.R.M.S. 16 Adelaide-street, Lea-
mington.

Woods, Samxjel. 1 Drapers'-gardens, Throgmorton-street, E.G.
1888. JWoodthorpe, Colonel. Messrs. King & Co., 45 Pall Mall, S.W.
1887. *WooDWAKD, Arthur Smith, F.L.S., F.G.S., Assistant Keeper of

the Department of Geology, British Museum (Natural History),

Cromwell-road, S.W.
1869. *WooDWARD, C. J., B.Sc, F.G.S. 97 Harborne-road, Birmingham.
1886. {Woodward, Harry Page, F.G.S. 129 Beaufort^street, S.W.'
1866. {Woodward, Henry, LL.D., F.R.S., F.Q.S., Keeper of the Depart-

ment of Geology, British Museum (Natm-al History), Cromwell-
road, S.W.

1870. {Woodward, Horace B., F.R.S., F.G.S. Geological Museum,
Jermyn-street, S.W.

1894. 'Woodward, John Harold. 6 Brighton-terrace, ilerridale-road,

Wolverhampton.
1884. * Woolcock, Henry. Rickerby House, St. Bees.

1890. §Woollcombe, Robert Lloyd, M.A., LL.D., F.I.Inst., F.S.S., M.R.I.A.,
F.R.S.A. (Ireland). 14 Waterloo-road, Dublin.

1877. {Woollcombe, Surgeon-Major Robert W. 14 Acre-place, Stoke,
Devonport.

1883. *Woolley, George Stephen. Victoria Bridge, Manchester.

1856. {WooUey, Thomas Smith. South Collingham, Newark.
1874. {Workman, Charles. Ceara, Windsor, Belfast.

1878. {Wormell, Richard, M.A., D.Sc. Roydon, near Ware, Hertfordshire.

1863. 'Worsley, Philip J. Rodney Lodge, Clifton, Bristol.

1855. *Worthington, Rev. Alfred WiUiam, B.A. The IliU, Stourbridge
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1866. IWortby, George S. 2 Arlington-terrace, Mornington-crescenf,
Hampstead-road, N.W.

1884. JWragge, Edmund. 109 Wellesley-street, Toronto, Canada.
1896. JWrench, Edward M., F.R.C.S. Park Lodge, Bastow.
1879. jWrentmore, Francis. 34 Holland Villas-road, Kensington, S.W.
1883. 'Wriglit, Eev. Arthur, M.A. Queen's College, Cambridge.
1883. *Wright, Eev. Benjamin, M.A. Sandon Rectory, Chelmsford.
1890. JWright, Dr. C. J. Virginia-road, Leeds.
1857. JWriqht, E. Perceval, M.A., M.D., F.L.S., M.R.I.A., Professor

of Botany and Director of the Museum, Dublin University.

5 Trinity College, Dublin.

1886. JWriglit, Frederick William. 4 Full-street, Derby.
1884. JWright, Harrison. Wilkes' Barr(5, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
1876. jWright, James. 114 John-street, Glasgow.
1865. JWright, J. S. 168 Brearley-street West, Birmingham,
1884. §§Wright, Professor li. Ramsay, M.A., B.Sc. University College,

Toronto, Canada.
1876. JWright, William. 31 Queen Mary-avenue, Glasgow.
1871. JWeightsox, Thomas, M.P., M.Iust.C.E., F.G.S. Norton Hal),

Stockton-on-Tees.

1898. §Wrong, Professor George M. The University, Toronto, Canada.
1897.§§Wyld, Frederick. 127 St. George-street, Toronto, Canada.
1883. §Wyllie, Andrew. Sandown, Southport.
1885. JWyness, James D., M.D. 349 Union-street, Aberdeen.
1871. JW^ynn, Mrs. Williams. Cefn, St. Asaph.
1862. JWtnne, Aexhtje Beevoe, F.G.S. Geological Survey Office, 14

Hume-street, Dublin.

1875. JYabbicom, Thomas Henry. 23 Oakdeld-road, Clifton, Bristol.

*Yarborough, George Cook. Camp's Mount, Doncaster.
1894. *Yarrow, A. F. Poplar, E.

1883.§§Yates, James. Public Library, Leeds.

1896. JYates, Rev. S. A. Thompson. 43 Phillimore-gardens, S.AV.
1867. JYeaman, James. Dundee.
1887. JYeats, Dr. Chepstow.
1884. JYee, Fung. Care of R. E. C. Fittock, Esq., Shanghai, China.
1877. JYonge, Rev. Duke. Puslinch, Yealmpton, Devon.
1891. JYorath, Alderman T. V. Cardiff.

1884. JYork, Frederick. 87 Lancaster-road, Notting Hill, W.
1891. §Young, Alfred C, F.C.S. 64 Tyrwhitt-road, St. John's, S.E.
1886. *YouK«, A. H., M,B., F.R.C.S., Professor of Anatomy in Owens

College, Manchester.
1884. jYoung, Sir Frederick, K.C.M.G. 5 Queensberry-place, S.W.
1894. 'Young, George, Ph.D. Firth College, Sheffield.

1884. JYoung, Professor George Paxton. 1 21 Bloor-street, Toronto, Canada.
1876. JYoiTXG, John, M.D., Professor of Natural History in the University

of Glasgow. 38 Cecil-street, HiUhead, Glasgow.
1896. JYoung, J. Denholm, 88 Canning-street, Liverpool.
1885. JYoung, R. Bruce. 8 Crown-gardens, Dowanhill, Glasgow.
1886. §Young, R. Fisher. New Barnet, Herts.
1883. *YoTTXG, Sydney, D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in University

College, Bristol. 10 Windsor-terrace, Clifton, Bristol.

1887. JYoung, Sydney. 29 Mark-lane, E.C.
1890. JYoung, T. Graham, F.R.S.E. AVestfield, W^est Ciildcr, Scotland.
1868. JYoungs, John. Richmond Hill, Norwich.

1886. JZair, George. Arden Grange, Solihull, Birmingham.
1886. JZair, John. Merle Lodge, Moseley, Birmingham.
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1887. Professor Cleveland Abbe. Weather Bureau, Department of Agri-
culture, Washington, United States.

1892. Professor Svante Arrhenius. The University, Stockholm. (Bergs-

gatan 18).

1881. Professor G. F. Barker. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

United States. (3909, Locust-street).

1897. Professor Carl Barus. Brown University, Providence, R.I., U.S.A.
1894. Professor F. Beilstein. 8th Line, No. 17, St. Petersburg.

1894. Professor E. van Beneden. The University, Liege, Belgium.
1887. Professor A. Bernthseo, Ph.D. Mannheim, L 11, 4, Germany.
1892. Professor M. Bertrand. L'Ecole des Mines, Paris.

1894. Deputy Surgeon-General J. S. Billings. Washington, United
States.

1893, Professor Christian Bohr. Bredgade 62, Copenhagen, Denmark.
1880. Professor Ludwig Boltzmann. IX. Fiirkenstrasse 3, "Vienna.

1887. Professor Lewis Boss. Dudley Observatory, Albany, New York,
United States.

1884. Professor H. P. Bowditch, M.D. Harvard Medical School, Boston,

Massachusetts, United States.

1890. Professor Dr. L. Brentano. Maximilian-platz 1, Miinchen.
1893. Professor Dr. W. 0. Brogger. Universitets Mineralogske Institute,

Kristiania, Norway.
1887. Professor J. W, Briihl. Heidelberg.
1884. Professor George J. Brush. Yale College, New Haven, Conn., United

States.

1894. Professor D. H. Campbell. Stanford University, Palo Alto, Cali-

fornia, United States.

1897. M. C. de Candolle. 3 Cour de St. Pierre, Geneva, Switzerland.
1887. Professor G. Capellini. Royal University of IJologna. (65 Via

Zamboni).
1887. Professor J. B. Carnoy. Rue du Canal 22, Louvain.
1887. Hofrath Dr. H. Caro. M.annheim.
1894. Emile Cartailbac. 5 Rue de la Ohaine, Toulouse, France.
1861. Professor Dr. J. Victor Cams. Universitiitstrasse 16, Leipzig.
1894. Dr. A. Chauveau. The Sorbonne, Paris.

1887. F. \V. Clarke. United States Geological Survey, Washington,
United States.

1873. Professor Guido Cora. Via Goito 2, Rome.
1880. Professor Comu. Rue de Crenelle 9, Paris.

1870. J. M. Crafts, M.D. L'Ecole des Mines, Paris.

1876. Professor Luigi' Cremona. The University, Rome. (5 Piazza S.

Pietro in Vincoli).
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1889. \\. II. Diill. United States Geological Survey, Washington, D.C.,

United States.

1872. Professor G. Dewalque. Liege, Belgium.
1870. Dr. Anton Dohrn, D.C.L. Naples.

1890. Professor V. Dwelshanvers-Dery. 5 Quai Marcellis, Li^ge, Belgium.
1876. Professor Alberto Eccher. Florence.

1894. Professor Dr. W. Einthoven. Leiden, Holland.

1892. Professor F. Elfving. Helsingfors, Finland.

1894. Professor T. W. W. Engelmann. N. Wilhelmstrasse 15, Berlin.

1892. Professor Lt^o Errera. 38 Rue de la Loi, Brussels,

1874. Dr. W. Feddersen. 9 Oarolinenstrasse, Leipzig.

1886. Dr. Otto Finsch. Leiden, Netherlands.

1887. Professor Dr. R. Fittig. Strassburg.

1894. Professor Wilhelm Foerster, D.C.L. Encke Platz 3a, Berlin, S.W.
1872. W. de Fonvielle. 50 Rue des Abbesses, Paris.

1894. Professor Leon Fredericq. Rue de Pitteurs 18, Liege, Belgium,
1894. Professor C. Friedel. 9 Rue Michelet, Paris.

1887. Professor Dr. Anton Fritsch. 66 Wenzelsplatz, Prague,
1892. Professor Dr. Gustav Fritsch. Roon Strasse 10, Berlin.

1881. Professor C. M. Gariel. 6 Rue Edouard Detaille, Paris.

1866. Dr. Gaudry. 7 bis Rue des Saints Peres, Paris.

1861. Dr. Geinitz, Professor of Mineralogy and Geology. Dresden.

1884. Professor J. Willard Gibbs, Yale University, New Haven, Coun.,

United States.

1884. Professor Wolcott Gibbs. Newport, Rhode Island, United States.

1889. G. K. Gilbert. United States Geological Survey, Washington, D.C.,

United States,

1892. Daniel C. Gilman. President of the Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, United States.

1870. William Gilpin. Denver, Colorado, United States.

1889. Professor Gustave Gilson. I'UniversittS, Louvain.

1889. A. Gobert. 222 Chauss^e de Charleroi, Brussels.

1884. General A. W. Greely, LL.D. War Department, Washington, D.O/,

U.S.A.
1892. Dr. C. E. Guillaume. Bureau International des Poids et Mesures,

Pavilion de Breteuil, Sevres.

1876. Professor Ernst Haeckel. Jena.

1881. Dr. Edwin H. Hall. 37 Gorham-street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.
1895. Professor Dr. Emil Chr. Hansen. Carlsberg Laboratorium, Copen-

hagen, Denmark.
1887. Fr. von Hefner-Alteneck. Berlin,

1893. Professor Paul Heger. Rue de Drapiers 35, Brussels.

1894. Professor Ludimar Hermann. The University, Konigsberg, Prussia,

1893. Professor Richard Hertwig. Zoologisches Museum, Alte Akademie,
Munich.

1893. Professor Hildebrand. Stockholm.
1897. Dr. G. W. Hill. West Nyack, N.Y., U.S.A.
1887. Professor W. His. Konigstrasse 22, Leipzig.

1881. Professor A. A. W. Hubrecht, LL.D., C.M.Z.S. The University,

Utrecht, Holland.

1887. Dr. Oliver W. Huntington. Cloyne House, Newport, Rhode Island,

United States.

1884. Professor C. Loring Jackson. 12 Wave-street, Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts, United States.

1867. Dr. J. Janssen, LL.D, L'Observatoire, Meudon, Seine-et^Oise.

1876. Dr. W. J. Janssen. Villa Frisia, Aroza, Graubiinden, Switzer-

land.
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1881. W. Woolsey Johnson, Professor of Mathematics in the United States
Naval Academy. 32 East Preston-street, Baltimore, U.S.A.

1887. Professor C. Julin. Li^ge.

1876. Dr. Giuseppe Jung. 9 Via Borgo Nuovo, Milan,

1884. Professor Dairoku Kikuchi, M.A. Imperial University, Tokyo,
Japan.

1873. Professor Dr. Felix Klein. Wilhelm Weber Strasse 3, Gottingen.
1894. Professor Dr. L. Kny. Kaiser-AUee 92, Wilmersdorf, bei Berlin.

1896. Dr. Kohlrausch, Physikalisch-technische Reichsanstalt, Charlot-
tenburg, Berlin.

1856. Professor A. von KoUiker. Wiirzburg, Bavaria.
1894. Professor J. Kollmann. St. Johann 88, Basel, Switzerland.

1887. Professor Dr. Arthur Konig. Physiological Institute, The Uni-
versity, Berlin, N.W.

1894. Maxime Kovalevsky. Beaulieu-sur-Mer, Alpes-Maritimes.
1887. Professor W. Krause. Knesebeckstrasse, Charlottenburg, bei Berlin.

1877. Dr. Hugo Kronecker, Professor of Physiology. The University, Bern,
Switzerland.

1887. Professor A. Ladenburg. Kaiser Wilhelm Str. 108, Breslau.

1887. Professor J. W. Langley. 847i Fairmount-street, Cleveland, Ohio,
United States.

1882. Dr. S. P. Langley, D.C.L., Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.

Washington, United States.

1887. Dr. Leeds, Professor of Chemistry at the Stevens Institute, Iloboken,
New Jersey, United States.

1872. M. Georges Lemoine. 76 Rue Notre Dame des Changes, Paris.

1887. Professor A. Lieben. IX. Wasagasse 9, Vienna.
1883. Dr. F. Lindemann. Georgenstrasse 42/0, Munich.
1877. Dr. M. Lindemann, Hon. Sec. of the Bremen Geographical Society.

Bremen.
1887. Professor Dr. Georg Lunge. The University, Zm-ich.

1871. Professor Jacob Liiroth. The University, Freiburg-iu-Breisgau,
Germany.

1871. Professor Dr. Lutken. Niirregade 10, Copenhagen, Denmark.
1894. Dr. Otto Maas. Wurzerstrasse lb, Munich.
1887. Dr. Henry C. McCook. 3,700 Chestnut-street, Philadelphia, United

States.

1867. Professor Mannheim. Rue de la Pompe 11, Passy, Paris.

1881. Professor 0. C. Marsh. Yale College, New Haven, Conn., United
States.

1887. Dr. 0. A. Martins. Voss Strasse 8, Berlin, W.
1890. Professor E. Mascart, Membre de ITnstitut. 176 Rue de I'Universit^,

Paris.

1887. Professor D. I. Mendeldeff, D.C.L. St. Petersburg.

1887. Professor N. Menschutkin. St. Petersburg.
1884. Professor Albert A. Michelson. The University, Chicago, U.S.A.
1848. Professor .1. Milne-Edwards. 57 Rue Cuvier, Paris.

1887. Dr. Charles Sedgwick Minot. Boston, Massachusetts, United States.

1894. Professor G. Mittag-Leffler. Djuvsholm, Stockholm.
1893. Professor H. Moissan. The Sorbonne, Paris (7 Rue Vauquelin).
1877. Professor V. L. Moissenet. 4 Boulevard Gambetta, Chaumont, Hte.

Marne, France.
1894. Dr. Edmund von Mojsisovics. III/3. Strohgasse 26, Vienna.
1897. Professor Oskar Montelius. Stockholm, Sweden.
1897. Professor E. W. Morley. Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
1864. Dr. Arnold Moritz. The University, Dorpat, Russia.

1887. E. S. Morse. Peabody Academy of Science, Salem, Mass., U.S.A.
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1889. Dr. r. Nansen. Lysakr, Norwcay.

1894. Professor E, Nasini. Istituto Cliimico dell' Unlversita, Padua,
Italy.

1864. Dr. G. Neumayer. Deutsche Seewarte, Hamburg.
1884. Professor Simon Newcomb. 1620 P.-street, Washington, D.C., United

States.

1887. Professor Emilio Noelting. Miihlliausen, Elsass, Germany.
1894. Professor H. F. Osborn. Columbia College, New York, U.S.A.
1894. Baron Osten-Sacken. Heidelberg.

1890. Professor W. Ostwald. Linnestrasse 2/8, Leipzig.

1889. Professor A. S. Packard. Brown University, Providence, Rhode
Island, United States.

1890. Maffeo Pantaleoni. Geneva.
1895. Professor F. Paschen. Nelkenstrasse 14, Hannover.
1887. Dr. Pauli. Fiildbergstrasse 49, Frankfurt a. M., Germany.
1890. Professor Otto Pettersson. Hogskolas Laboratorium, Stockholm.
1894. Professor W. Pfeffer, D.C.L. The University, Leipzig.

1870. Professor Felix Plateau. 152 Chaussee de Courtrai, Gand, Belgium.
1884. Major J. W. Powell, Director of the Geological Survey of the

United States. Washington, D.C., United States.

1886. Professor Putnam. Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts,

United States.

1887. Professor Georg Quincke. Friederichsbau, Heidelberg.

1868. L. Eadlkofer, Professor of Botany in the University of Munich
(Sonnenstrasse 7).

1895. Professor Ira Remsen. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, L^.S.A.

1886. Rev. A. Renard. 6 Rue du Roger, Gand, Belgium.
1897. Professor Dr. C. Richet. Faculte de Medecine, Paris, France.

1873. Professor Baron von Richthofen. Kurfiirstenstrasse 117, Berlin.

1896. Dr. van Rijckevorsel. Parklaan 7, Rotterdam, Netherlands.

1892. Professor Rosenthal, M.D. Erlangen, Bavaria.

1890. A. Lawrence Rotch. Blue Hill Obsen'atory, Readville, Massachu-
setts, United States.

1881. Professor Henry A. Rowland. Baltimore, United States.

1895. Professsr Karl Runge. Kornerstrasse 19a, Hannover.
1894. Professor P. H. Schoute. The University, Groningen, Holland.
1897. Proiessor W. B. Scott. Princeton, N.J., U.S.A.
1883. Dr. Ernst Schroder. Gottesanerstrasse 9, Karlsruhe in Baden.
1874. Dr. G. Schweinfurth. Potsdamerstrasse 75a, Berlin.

1846. Baron de Selys-Longchamps. Li(5ge, Belgium.
1873. Dr. A. Shafarik. Weinberge, Kopernicus Gasse 422, Prague.
1892. Dr. Maurits Snellen, Chief Director of the Royal Meteorological

Institute of the Netherlands. Utrecht.

1887. Professor Count Solms. Bot. Garten, Strassburg.

1887. Ernest Solvay. 25 Rue du Prince Albert, Brussels.

1888. Dr. Alfred Springer. Box 621, Cincinnati, Ohio, United States.

1889. Professor G. Stefanescu. Stradaverde 8, Bucharest, Roumania.
1881. Dr. Cyparissos Stephanos. The University, Athens.
1894. Professor E. Strasburger. The University, Bonn.
1881. Professor Dr. Rudolf Sturm. The University, Breslau.

1884. Professor Robert H. Thurston. Sibley College, Cornell University,

Ithaca, New York, United States.

1864. Dr. Otto Torell, Professor of Geology in the University of Lund,
Sweden.

1887. Dr. T. M. Treub. Buitenzorg, Java.

1887. Professor John Trowbridge. Harvard University, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts, United States.
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Armjnius Vamb^ry, Professor of Oriental Languages in tlie University

of Pesth, Hungary.
1890. Professor Dr. J. H. van't Hoff. Uhlandstrasse 2, Cbarlottenburg,

Berlin.

1889. Wladimir Vernadsky. Mineralogical Museum, Moscow.
1886. Professor Jules Vuylsteke. .'39 Rue dii Congres, Brussels, Belgium.
1887. Professor H. F. Weber. Zurich.

1887. Professor Dr. Leonbard AVeber. Kiel.

1887. Professor August Weismann. Freiburg-in-Breisgau, Baden.
1887. Dr. H. 0. White. Athens, Georgia, United States.

1881. Professor 11. M. AVhitney. Beloit College, AVisconsin, United
States.

1887. Professor E. Wiedemann. Erlaugen. [O/o T. A. Barth, Johannis-

gasse, Leipzig.]

1874. Professor G. Wiedemann. Tbalstrasse 35, Leipzig.

1887. Professor Dr. R. Wiedersheim. Hansastrasse 3, Freiburg-im-Breisgau^

Baden.
1887. Professor Dr. J. Wislicenus. Liebigstrasse 18, Leipzig.

1887. Dr. Otto N. Witt. 21 Siegmundshof, Berlin, N.W. 23.

1876. Professor Adolph Wiillner. Aureliusstrasse 9, Aachen,
1887. Professor C. A. Young. Princeton College, New Jersey, U.S.A.
1896. Professor E. Zacharias. Botaniseber Garten, Hamburg.
1887. Professor F. Zirkel. Tbalstrasse 33, Leipzig.
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LIST OF SOCIETIES AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

TO WHICH A COPT OF THE REPORT IS PRESENTED.

GKEAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

Belfast, Queen's College.

Birmingham, Midland Institute.

Brighton Public Library.

Bristol Naturalists' Society.

Cambridge Philosophical Society.

Cardiif, University CoUege.

Cornwall, Royal Geological Society of.

Dublin, Geological Survey of Ireland.

Royal College of Surgeons in

Ireland.

Royal Geological Society of

Ireland

-, Royal Irish Academy,
, Royal Society of.

Dundee, University College.

Edinburgh, Royal Society of.

, Royal Medical Society of.

, Scottish Society of Arts.

Exeter, Albert Memorial Museum.
Glasgow Philosophical Society.

, Institution of Engineers and
Shipbuilders in Scotland.

Leeds, Institute of Science.

, Philosophical and Literary

Society of.

Liverpool, Free Public Libraiy.

, Royal Institution,

London, Admiralty, Library of the.

, Anthropological Institute.

, Arts, Society of.

, Chemical Society.

, Civil Engineers, Institution of.

, East India Library.

, Geological Society.

. Geology, Museum of Practical,

28 Jermyn Street.

, Greenvrich, Royal Observatory.

, Guildhall, Library,

, Kew Observatory.

, King's College. »

, Linnean Societv.

London, London Institution.

, Mechanical Engineers, Institu-

tion of.

, Meteorological Office.

, Royal Asiatic Society,

, Royal Astronomical Society.

, Royal College of Physicians.

, Royal College of Surgeons.

Royal Engineers' Institute,

Chatham.— , Royal Geographical Society.—, Royal Institution.— , Royal Meteorological Society.—, Royal Society.

-, Royal Statistical Society.

, Sanitary Institute.

, United Service Institution,

, University College.

, War Office, Library.

, Zoological Society.

Manchester Literary and Philosophical

Society.

, Mechanics' Institute.

Newcastle- upon -Tj-ne, Literary and
Philosophical Society.

-, Public Library.

Norwich, The Free Library.

Nottingham, The Free Library.

Oxford, Ashmolean Society.

, Radcliffe Observatorj-.

Plymouth Institution.

, Biological Association.

Salford, Royal Museum and Library,

Sheffield, University College,

Southampton, Hartley Institution,

Stonyhurst College Observatory,

Swansea, Royal Institution of South
Wales.

Yorkshire Philosophical Society,

The Corresponding Societies (see

list in Report).
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EUKOPE.

Berlin Die Kaiserliche Aka-
demie der Wissen-
schaften.

Bonn University Library.
Brussels Eoyal Academy of

Sciences.

Charkow University Library.
Coimbra Meteorological Ob-

servatory.

Copenhagen ...Royal Society of

Sciences.

Dorpat, Russia...University Library.
Dresden Royal Museum.
Frankfort Natural History So-

ciet}^

Geneva Isatm-al History So-
ciety.

Gottingen University Library.
Gratz Naturwissenschaft-

licher ^'erein.

Halle Leopoldiniseh-Caro-
linische Akademie.

Harlem Soci^t6 Hollandaise
des Sciences.

Heidelberg University Library.
Helsingfors University Libraiy

.

Jena University Library.
Kazan, Russia ...University Library.
Kiel Royal Observatory.
Kiev University Library.
Lausanne The University.

Leyden University Library.
Liege University Library.
Lisbon Academia Real des

Sciences.

Milan ., The Institute.

Modena Royal Academy.
Moscow Society of Naturalists.

University Library.
Munich University Library.
Naples Royal Academy' of

Sciences.

Nicolaieff. University Library.
Paris Association Fran^aise

pour I'Avancement
des Sciences.

Geographical Society.

Geological Society.

Royal Academy of
Sciences.

School of Mines.
Pultova Imperial Observatory.
Rome Accademia deiLincei.

Collegio Romano.
Italian Geographical

Society.

Italian Society of
Sciences.

St. Petersburg . University Library.

...Imperial Observatory.
Stockholm Royal Academy.
Turin Royal Academy of

Sciences.

Utrecht University Library.
Vienna The Imperial Library.

Central Austalt fiir

^Aleteorologie iind

Erd magnetismus.
Zurich General Swiss Societv.

ASIA.

Agra The College.

Bombay Elphinstone Institu-

tion.

Grant Medical Col-
lege.

Calcutta Asiatic Society.

Calcutta Ilooghly College.

Medical College.

Presidency College.
Ceylon The Museum,Colombo.
Madras The Observatory.

L'^niversity Library.

AFRICA.

Cape of Good Hope . . . The Royal Observatory.
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AMERICA.

Albany
Boston.

California

Cambridge

Chicasro . .

.

Kingston ,

Manitoba

Mexico

Montreal ,

i.The Institute.

.AmericanAcademy of

Arts and Sciences.

.The University.

.Lick Observatory.

, .Harvard University

Library.

.American Medical
Association.

.Field Columbian Mu-
seum.

.Queen's University.

.Historical and Scien-

tific Society.

..Sociedad Cientifica
' Antonio Alzate.'

.Council of Arts and
Manufactures.

.McGill University.

New York American Society of
Civil Engineers.

Lyceum of Natural
History.

Ottawa Geological Survey of
Canada.

Philadelphia. . .American Philosophicfiil

Society.

...Franklin Institute.

Toronto The Observatory.

...The University.

Washington ...Bureau of Ethnology.
...Smithsonian Institu-

tion.

. . .The Naval Observatory.

...United States Geolo-
gical Survey of the
Territories.

AUSTRALIA.

Adelaide .... The Colonial Government.
Brisbane .... Queensland Museum.
Sydney .... Public Works Department.
Victoria .... The Colonial Government.

NEW ZEALAND.

Canterbury Museum.
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